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PUBLISHER’S NOTE
(1988 Edition)
This five volume commentary of the Holy Quran is an English
translation of the commentary on the Holy Quran by the Second Head of the
Ahmadiyya Community, Hazrat Mirza Bashir-ud-Din Mahmood Ahmad,
Khalifatul Masih II.
His published work on the Holy Quran comprises a ten volume
commentary in Urdu (Tafseer-e-Kabir) covering the following Surahs:
Al-Fatihah & Al-Baqarah, Yunus to Al-Ankabut and from Al-Naba to Al-Nas.
The present English commentary is based on that commentary. As far as the
remaining Surahs are concerned, that is chapters: Al-i-Imran to Al-Taubah and
from Al-Ahqaf to Al-Mursalat, the compiling Editors have made use of the
extensive notes prepared by the late Hazrat Khalifatul Masih II in preparing a
detailed and comprehensive commentary which he was unfortunately unable
to complete in his life time. The commentary of such chapters is nonetheless
based on his own deliberations.
This commentary is a unique masterpiece. It is an excellent exegesis
on the true meaning of the Holy Quran. Although no commentary can ever
claim to encompass the final interpretation of the Holy Quran, the manner in
which this rich treasure has been prised open by an author who had deep
insight into the meaning of the Holy Quran, has certainly set the standard by
which all future commentaries ought to be judged.
An index and the following listings have been added in the present
edition at the end of the fifth volume:
Table of contents of the Index
Alphabetical listing of chapters of the Holy Quran.
Important Arabic words and expressions explained in the commentary
The Index of subjects.
The Publishers acknowledge and sincerely thank the following
members of U. S. A. Jamaat in particular and their helpers in general for the
very careful and hard work in preparing these listings and the index so
exhaustively:
Aisha Sharif, Nyceemah Yaqub, Aisha Hakim, Shakura Nooriah,
Salma Ghani, Kadija el Hadi, Rafia Ramah, Khulat Alladin, Dhiya Tahira,
Uzma Saeed, Farzana Qader and Fatima Haneef.
The Publishers also wish to acknowledge the work of M. Zafar

Mahmood and Munir-ud-Din Shams Add. Vakil-ul-Ishaat in revising the index
and listings and then checking the proofs with the cooperation of Lajna and
Ansar of U. K. May Allah bless them all.
The cost of publishing this five-volume commentary has been met
jointly by members of the Ahmadiyya Community in the United States of
America and the United Kingdom on the happy occasion of the thanksgiving
Centenary Jubilee Celebrations of the worldwide Ahmadiyya Community in
Islam.
The funds generated from its sale will be recycled in the further
publication of the Holy Quran. May Allah grant abundant reward to all those
who have contributed towards this publication.
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FOREWORD
The Holy Quran is the Word of God Almighty that was revealed to the
Holy Prophet Muhammad, may peace and blessings of Allah be upon him,
over a period of 23 years. Since its revelation, the inimitability of its text has
been widely acclaimed and acknowledged by friend and foe alike. Its verses
made such a miraculous impact that some enemies of Islam, driven by
extreme frustration, resorted to calling it magic, accusing the Holy Prophetsa
of being a sorcerer, and preventing their fellow non-Muslims from hearing its
recitation. Nevertheless, it was only a matter of time before its greatest
enemies became its greatest admirers, or were destroyed in the very process of
seeking its destruction.
Allah the Exalted says in the Holy Quran that He Himself would
safeguard it:

ک
َّ َن ن
ن
َّ ا ِِّنَّا َّ ْ ُن َّ ِّزلْ َّنا ال ِِّذ َّْر َّوا ِِّنَّا لَّ ٗہ ََّلٰف ُِظ ْو

Verily We Ourself have sent down this Exhortation, and most
surely We will be its Guardian. (Al-Hijr 15:10)
Under the close and careful guidance of the Holy Prophetsa, the earliest
Muslims—including the scribes, and those who had memorized the Book—
exercised great care and precaution in its compilation, recitation, and
preservation. Meticulous care was taken to ensure that the words of the Holy
Prophetsa and the personal notes of his Companionsra were not intermixed
with the Word of God.
Once the text had been fully preserved and disseminated widely, the need
was felt for commentaries. However, as the Word of God is replete with
sublime prophecies and profound verities, the infinite magnificence of the
Holy Quran can never be fully comprehended in any commentary.
Nevertheless, to help readers understand the historical context and
significance of the revealed verses, several commentaries were written by
eminent scholars. These commentaries generally relied on the Hadith, Sunnah,
lexicons, and historical texts. However, in this process, some went to the
extent of accepting the traditions of the Jews and Christians in commenting
upon some verses. In the last few centuries, some orientalists have written
commentaries on the Holy Quran and have critiqued some verses based upon
their own traditions and perceptions of history.
The Founder of the Ahmadiyya Muslim Community, Hadrat Mirza
Ghulam Ahmad, the Promised Messiah and Imam Mahdias was commissioned
to revive faith and establish the law of Islam. Accordingly, his very first book,
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Barahin-e-Ahmadiyya, was devoted to establish the divine origin of the Holy
Quran and the Prophethood of the Holy Prophet Muhammadsa.
The Five Volume Commentary is based upon the divinely inspired
commentaries made by Hadrat al-Musleh al-Mau‘ud, Mirza Bashir-ud-Din
Mahmud Ahmadra, the second Successor of the Promised Messiahas. It builds
upon the early Islamic sources and the divinely inspired insights of the
Promised Messiahas to bring a fresh new perspective on the Quran’s versatility
and meaning. It also effectively and forcefully responds to the criticism of the
Latter Day orientalists.
The current edition of the Five Volume Commentary corrects scribal
errors and makes minor editorial changes to promote readability. Typesetting
and initial formatting of this edition of the Five Volume Commentary was
done by Wakalat-e-Isha‘at under the supervision of Mirza Anas Ahmad,
M.A., M.Litt., (Oxon.). Final proofreading and valuable suggestions for
improvement were provided by various individuals, including the following:
Khalil Malik, Rashida Kalim Rana, Naser-ud-Din Shams, Sardar Anees
Ahmad, Sabahat Ahmad Cheema, Hassan Khan, Faraz Husain, Abdul-Wahab
Mirza, Qamar Ahmed Zafar, Zulfiqar Abbasi, Ahmad Nooruddeen
Jangeerkhan, Aneeq ur Rehman, Nafees Qamar Ahmed, and Syed Tanwir
Mujtaba. May Allah the Almighty grant all of them the best reward in this life
and the Hereafter. Amin.
Al-Haj Munir-ud-Din Shams
Additional Wakil-ut-Tasnif
London, England
September 2018
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PREFACE
(1988 Edition)
The First Half of this Commentary comprising the first eighteen chapters
of the Qur’an was published several years ago. The present book which is
Volume II (Part II) deals with the next 27 chapters––from Surah Maryam to
Surah Al-Jathiyah.
The preparation of the Commentary was originally entrusted to a Board
of Editors Consisting of the late Maulawi Sher ‘Ali, Mirza Bashir Ahmad,
M.A., and Malik Ghulam Farid, M.A., present Editor of the Commentary. The
Commentary is based mainly on the material culled and collected from the
writings and speeches of Hadrat Mirza Bashir-ud-Din Mahmud Ahmad,
present Head of the Ahmadiyya Community. The first Volume had hardly
appeared when, with the Partition of India, in 1947, the whole work was
thrown out of gear. The Headquarters of the Movement had to be shifted to
Pakistan, and much of the very useful religious literature produced by the
Community in the past five decades was left behind, Immediately after,
Maulawi Sher ‘Ali died and Mirza Bashir Ahmad was called to other
important duties, adding greatly to the Editor’s difficulties. However, with
Allah’s grace and mercy the book is seeing the light of the day, after several
years’ waiting on our readers’ part.
The Arabic text has been given side by side with the English
translation. A mere translation without the text is likely to endanger the purity
of the text, besides depriving the reader of the opportunity of comparison,
verification, and of making a critical study of the Holy Book.
The annotations of the text have been generally divided into two parts.
The first deals with Important Words in the verse under comment. These
words, along with other words derived from the same root, particularly those
occurring in other parts of the Qur’an, have been explained and examples
given to illustrate their different uses. These explanations are based on the
standard lexicons of the Arabic language, such as the Lisan al-‘Arab, the Taj
al-‘Arus, the Mufradat of Imam Raghib, the Arabic-English Lexicon by E. W.
Lane and the Aqrab al-Mawarid. As regards the translation, our procedure has
been to base the meaning of every word first on the corroborative testimony
of other parts of the Qur’an and secondly on the context. The words printed in
italics have been introduced to explain the meaning of the text, there being no
words corresponding to them in the original.
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The second part consists of Explanatory Notes or Commentary. Every
Note first derives its authority from the tenor and spirit of the Qur’an as
expressed in various other places. Next to the Qur’an precedence is given to
the Hadith and then come the standard dictionaries of the Arabic language.
Last of all, recourse has been had to the evidence of history which was
necessary for the explanation of such verses as refer to well-known historical
events.
In the course of the preparation of these Notes light has been thrown
from time to time on the order which runs through the verses of each chapter,
the one following the other in natural sequence; and a careful perusal of these
notes will convince the reader that the Qur’an forms a thoroughly consistent
and coherent reading.
A system of cross-references has been introduced. These crossreferences have been placed below the text and its translation. They give at a
glance the various places where the subject of a particular verse has been dealt
with elsewhere in the Qur’an.
An Introduction is prefixed to each chapter (to the whole work a
General Introduction appears in volume I, which serves as an introduction to a
scientific study of whole Book). The Introduction to each chapter discusses
the place and date of its revelation and gives a summary of its contents and
the relation it has with the chapters preceding or following it. It also provides
sufficient material for the reader to understand and realize that not only the
position of every chapters of the Qur’an as a whole but also the verses of each
chapter themselves are governed by an intelligent order.
The abbreviations CH. and PT., appearing at the top of each page
stand for Chapter and Part respectively. The Qur’an has been divided into (a)
Suras or Chapters, and (b) Siparas or Parts. The division of the Qur’an into
Suras is made according to the subject matter and has behind it the authority
of the Holy Prophet and the Qur’an; each of these Suras having been so
designated in the Holy Book, as in 2:24 and 24:2. The total number of the
Suras is 114.
The number of Chapter and Part is shown on the top of each page. In
numbering the verses we have followed the system in vogue in the standard
editions of the Qur’an in India and Pakistan, with the exception that in our
numbering Bismillah is counted as the first verse of every chapter, while in
other editions the verse following Bismillah is numbered as the first verse of
the chapter. Chapter 9, however, is an exception to this rule. It does not begin
with Bismillah, and, therefore, in this chapter our numbering is identical with
l
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that of other editions of the Qur’an. Numbering of the Notes, however, is
continuous. It does not end where a Sura ends but is continued into the next
Sura throughout the book.
References to verses have been made by two figures separated by a
colon; the first figure shows the number of the chapter, while the second that
of the verse. When the reference is to a chapter of the Qur’an, the word
“Qur’an” is invariably omitted for the sake of brevity. Thus, 20:8 refers to the
8th verse of the 20th chapter of the Qur’an. In the case of references to other
religious Scriptures, however, the name of the Book is always mentioned,
though in an abbreviated form. Thus Gen. 5:6 means the 6th verse of the fifth
chapter of Genesis, the first Book of Moses.
The Editor thanks Qazi ‘Abdul Hamid, B.A., LL.B., and Maulawi
Muhammad Ahmad Jalil, B.A., H.A., for kindly reading the proofs and
making useful suggestions.
Rabwah, West Pakistan
10th December, 1960.
The EDITOR
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System of Transliteration
In transliterating Arabic words we have followed the system adopted
by the Royal Asiatic Society.
 اat the beginning of a word, pronounced as a, i, u preceded by a very
slight aspiration, like h in the English word 'honour'.
 ثth, pronounced like th in the English word 'thing'.
 حh, a guttural aspirate, stronger than h.
 خkh, pronounced, like the Scotch ch in 'loch'.
 ذdh, pronounced like the English th in 'that', 'with'.
 صṣ, strongly articulated s.
 ضḍ, similar to the English th in 'this'.
 طṭ, strongly articulated palatal t.
 ظẓ, strongly articulated z.
‘ ع, a strong guttural, the pronunciation of which must be learnt by the
ear.
 غgh, a sound approaches very nearly in the r 'grasseye' in French, and
in the German r. It requires the muscles of the throat to be in the
'gargling' position whilst pronouncing it.
 قq, a deep guttural k sound.
’ ء, a sort of catch in the voice.
Short vowels are represented by a for –َ– (like u in 'bud'); i for –َ– (like
i in 'bid'); u for –َ– (like oo in 'wood'); the long vowels by ā for –َ– or ( ٓاlike a
in 'father'); ī for  یor –َ– (like ee in 'deep'); ai for ( –َ– یlike i in 'site'); ū for
( –َ– وlike oo in 'root'); au for ( –َ– وresembling ou in 'sound').
The consonants not included in the above list have the same phonetic
value as in the principal languages of Europe.

CHAPTER 19
MARYAM
(Revealed before Hijrah)
Title and Date of Revelation
As this Surah primarily deals with the story of Mary, around which all
the other incidents in the chapter revolve, and as it particularly draws our
attention to the distinctive features of Mary’s character and personality, it
bears the title Maryam, despite the fact that great prophets of God like Moses,
Abraham, Isaac, Jacob and Ishmael and other Divine Messengers like Idris,
Zachariah and Yahya have also found prominent mention in the Surah.
The consensus of opinion among such Companions of the Holy
Prophet who have expressed any view about this Surah’s date of the
revelation, regards it of Meccan origin. ‘Abdullah bin Mas‘ud who was one of
the earliest Companions of the Holy Prophet holds the view that Bani Isra’il,
Kahf and Maryam were among the Surahs that were revealed very early in the
Holy Prophet’s ministry (Bukhari). Christian writers such as Rodwell, Wherry
and Muir, also consider it as having been revealed at Mecca. It is a wellknown fact of history, related by the historian Ibn Ishaq, that when in the early
days of Islam the persecution of Muslims exceeded all bounds and life at
Mecca became quite unsafe for them, some of them were asked by the Holy
Prophet to migrate to Abyssinia. Realizing that the persecuted Muslims had
found safe refuge in a foreign land and that their evil designs to nip the young
and tender plant of Islam in the bud had been frustrated, a deputation of
Meccans led by the famous ‘Amr bin al-‘As went to Abyssinia to ask the
Negus, its Christian king, for extradition of the Muslims who had taken refuge
in his country, and in order to excite his jealousy told him that they did not
accord to Jesus and Mary that high spiritual status in which they were held by
the Christians and even defamed and disgraced them. Before, however,
granting the deputation’s request, the Negus asked Ja‘far, the leader of the
refugee Muslims, as to what he had to say in the matter. Upon this Ja‘far
recited those verses (from 17th to 41st verse) of this Surah which shed full
light on the true status of Jesus and his mother. On hearing the Quranic verses
the Negus was greatly moved and he said that his own belief about Jesus and
Mary was not a whit different from that of the Muslims. Consequently he
flatly refused to accede to the request of the Meccans and assured the
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Muslims that they could live in his country in perfect security and freedom.
From these incidents it becomes quite clear that this Surah was
revealed before the migration of Muslims to Abyssinia. The migration, as
historically proved, took place in the 5th year of the Call and the Muslims
must have taken some months to learn and memorize it. Thus, taking all
relevant historical data into consideration the fact becomes established beyond
all reasonable doubt that this Surah was revealed at Mecca in the first half of
the fifth year or probably towards the end of the fourth year of the birth of
Islam. Muir, however, against all proved facts of history holds the view that
the Surah was revealed towards the closing years of the Holy Prophet’s life at
Mecca while Wherry is of the opinion that it was revealed in the fifth or sixth
year of the Call i.e. about a year after the migration of Muslims to Abyssinia.
But both these views are evidently wrong, being inconsistent with reliable
historical evidence mentioned above.
The reluctance of these gentlemen to accept an established fact of
history and their attempt to adumbrate quite an untenable theory is not without
reason. Before the migration of Muslims to Abyssinia the Holy Prophet had
preached his mission in Mecca for about four years while the Word of God
was continuously being revealed to him but it lacked any detailed reference to
Christian dogmas and doctrines. But all of a sudden, a few months before the
migration took place, the revelation came thick and fast denouncing and
demolishing these false doctrines till a whole Surah (the present Surah)
dealing with them became revealed. This fact was not accidental. It was
designed and deliberate. The Muslims were about to migrate to Abyssinia, a
Christian country. The Revealer of the Quran knew that in their new place of
migration they would come in contact with Christians and would have to
discuss Christian beliefs. So by the revelation of this Surah, the Muslims were
armed with a full and thorough refutation of all basic Christian doctrines in
advance. This fact pointed to an inescapable inference that the Quran was the
revealed Word of the All-Knowing God Himself. The inference was so patent
and irresistible that in order to minimize its importance Muir and Wherry had
to have recourse to a novel, albeit, unfounded theory.
Connection with the Preceding Surahs
The connection of this Surah with the Surahs that precede it i.e. Bani
Isra’il and Kahf, consists in the fact that some account of the rise and progress
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of Jews and Christians was given in those two Surahs. In fact in those two
Surahs it was stated that the rise of Islam would closely resemble that of the
Jewish Dispensation. In Surah Bani Isra’il we were told that Jews would
suffer national eclipse twice and twice would they rise to power and glory,
and that the followers of Islam would also meet a similar fate. Like the Jews
they would rise to prosperity twice and twice like them would they decline
and fall. It may be mentioned here that in the era of the Prophets David and
Solomon when the political power of the Israelites had reached its zenith,
Nebuchadnezzar, the King of Babylon destroyed Jerusalem, the centre of
Jewish temporal and spiritual power and glory, and carried away into captivity
a large number of Jews, their royal family and even some of their Prophets.
This catastrophe took place about the year 586 B.C. After long years—in 516
B.C., however, they were brought back to Jerusalem by Cyrus, the King of
Media and Persia, and the city was rebuilt.
Jerusalem was destroyed for the second time by Roman forces under
Titus in 70 A.D., amid circumstances of unparalleled ferocity and horror, and
the Temple of Solomon was burnt down.
This second destruction of Jerusalem brought about the complete and
irrevocable ruin of the temporal power of Jews, and they became dispersed all
over the world (Jew. Enc. & Enc. Bib., under "Jerusalem"), till in 1947-1948,
through the machinations of British and American Governments the State of
Israel came into being. These two destructions of the Jewish temporal power
correspond to the two destructions of the temporal power of Islam. Its first
destruction took place when in 1258 A.D. Baghdad, the centre of the political
power and glory of Muslims, was laid waste by the Tartar hordes under
Hulagu Khan who put to the sword the entire royal family and killed in cold
blood about two million Muslims. The second eclipse of the political power of
Muslims began towards the latter half of the last century. Better days,
however, seem now to have dawned on them. See also 17:6-9 & 105.
In Surah Kahf the same subject was dealt with at some greater length,
viz. that after their second national degradation the Israelites would rise to
great progress and prosperity and would spread in the world by accepting
Jesus Christ, their Messiah and the last Prophet of the Mosaic Dispensation,
and that an analogous phenomenon awaited the Islamic Dispensation. And as
in the case of the Mosaic Dispensation the "Dwellers of the Cave" became the
means and instrument of the rise to prosperity and power of Christianity,
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which in fact, is a branch of Judaism, so would Islam attain the heights of
glory and eminence and would prevail over other Faiths through the
missionary efforts of the followers of the Messiah of the Islamic Dispensation
who from time to time would have to seek refuge in places of shelter from
persecution and oppression.
Then towards the close of Surah Kahf mention was made of the Isra’
(Spiritual Ascension) of Moses which symbolically hinted that jealousy and
hatred would arise between the Mosaic and Islamic Dispensations. The
Mosaic Dispensation would begin to view with envy the rise of the followers
of Islam who unfortunately lulled into a false sense of security would relapse
into complacency. Their adversaries—the followers of Jesus Christ—the
standard-bearers of the Mosaic Dispensation in the time of the Messiah of
Islamic Dispensation—taking full advantage of this complacency of the
Muslims would vanquish them and break their power.
Then to further elucidate the similarity between the two Dispensations
a brief mention was made of how through Dhul-Qarnain the Jews regained
their lost glory. This implied that when the power and glory of Islam would
sink to its lowest ebb, God would save its followers from national ruin
through a Dhul-Qarnain—the Promised Messiah, who would lead them to
renewed glory and prosperity. See 18:84.
Thus both Surahs, Bani Isra’il and Kahf, dealt with the striking
parallelism that existed between the two Dispensations, laying added
emphasis on the fact that just as the Mosaic Dispensation got a new lease of
life through Jesus who was the culminating point of that Dispensation, in the
same way Islam would regain its departed power and glory through its own
Messiah, the Khatamul-Khulafa i.e. The greatest Khalifah of the Prophet of
Islam. But as real opposition to Islamic Dispensation at the time of its decline
was to have come from the followers of Jesus Christ, so was Islam, at the time
of its resuscitation, destined to meet real opposition from the same people—
the followers of Jesus Christ. Thus, the lesson was brought home to Muslims
that Christianity was the real enemy of Islam.
After having explained in Surah Kahf that Muslims would sustain
national eclipse at the hands of followers of the Messiah of Mosaic
Dispensation and would regain their lost glory under the guidance and lead of
the Messiah of the Islamic Dispensation, the present Surah proceeds to give a
brief history of the Christian Faith. It does so to tell Muslims that the
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renaissance of Islam through the Promised Messiah would also take place
largely on the lines on which the birth, rise and spread of Christianity had
taken place.
The present Surah thus constitutes a third link in the chain in which
Surahs Bani Isra’il and Kahf form respectively the first and second links. In
fact, these three Surahs deal with the same subject and follow the same
pattern in dealing with that subject.
The concluding connection between Surah Kahf and the present Surah
is that whereas towards the end of Surah Kahf great emphasis was laid on the
Shari‘ah and Divine Unity, the present Surah opens with the subject of Jesus’
birth and other relevant and important incidents in his life because Jesus’ birth
and his death were to give rise to two very dangerous misconceptions
regarding the Shari‘ah and Divine Unity and it was necessary to remove these
two misconceptions.
Subject Matter
In the abbreviated letters at the head of the Surah a comparison has
been instituted between Christian and Islamic doctrines and attention has been
drawn to the fact that while originally Christianity was a divine religion, later
on some false doctrines and dogmas found their way into its teaching. As
these doctrines run counter to Divine attributes, a brief account of Jesus’ birth
has been given to refute them. This account is preceded by a brief mention of
Prophet Zachariah, because according to Biblical prophecies Prophet Elijah
was to have descended from heaven "before the coming of the great and
dreadful day of the Lord" (Malachi 4:5); and Jesus on being asked by the Jews
about Elijah who was to have appeared before him answered that he was John
who had come in his power and spirit (Matt. 11:14,15;17:12; Mark 9:13), and
that Elijah was not to have come from heaven but like all mortals was to have
been born of an earthly mother in the form of another man who was John
(Matt. 11:11; Luke 7:28).
While giving an account of Jesus, the Quran proceeds to describe the
manner of his birth before beginning to deal with his claims and his teachings,
because with the unusual birth of Jesus without the agency of a human father
the foundations were laid of the transfer of prophethood from the House of
Israel to that of Ishmael. The details of the implied significance of this
exceptional manner of birth are briefly as follows:
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Abraham had two sons—Ishmael and Isaac—from his two senior
wives. Ishmael was the first born and Isaac the second son. Abraham had
received Divine promises regarding both these sons. Promises about Ishmael
are embodied in Gen. 16:10-12; 17:18, 20, while prophecies foretelling the
future of Isaac are to be found in Gen. 17:19-21. There is, however, a joint
prophecy about both Ishmael and Isaac in Gen. 22:17, 18. When these verses
are read in conjunction with Gen. 17:21, it becomes quite clear that while the
covenant with Abraham was to have begun with Isaac it was to have found its
consummation in the progeny of both the brothers. The inference is patent that
the final manifestation of the covenant was to have taken place in the progeny
of Ishmael. But because the full implementation of the covenant required its
transfer from the progeny of Isaac to that of Ishmael and because this transfer
was bound to cause severe disappointment to the progeny of Isaac, it was
essential that the transfer should have taken place gradually and in stages.
It is to this important fact that verses dealing with the birth of Jesus
refer. It is hinted in these verses that persistent violation of "the covenant" on
the part of Jews brought the Divine decree into operation that henceforward
the covenant shall be fulfilled through the progeny of Ishmael. The procedure
adopted for bringing about this consummation was this: A virgin was made to
give birth to a child who subsequently became the last Successor of Moses.
This fact constituted a final warning to Jews that by the birth of Jesus, their
last Prophet, without the agency of an Israelite father the covenant with the
progeny of Isaac had become reduced to half, but inasmuch as the blood of no
Israelite father ran in the veins of Jesus, only that part of the covenant which
subsisted through the mother who was an Israelite remained in operation.
Thus the exceptional manner chosen for Jesus’ birth implied that the period
allotted to the progeny of Isaac for the fulfilment of the divine covenant had
terminated, half of it having ended with Jesus’ fatherless birth and the other
half with his followers having given up the practice of circumcision which
was the physical sign and mark of that covenant (Gen. 17:23). Thus
completely and forever the progeny of Isaac became deprived of "the
covenant".
Then the Quran proceeds to relate some incidents in the life of Jesus
and with arguments based on truth and reason exposes the untenability of the
false claims that his followers have attributed to him.
After this a reference to the fulfilment of the covenant through Isaac
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and Moses has been made after which mention is made of Ishmael.
Chronologically, however, Ishmael should have been mentioned before Moses
but as Moses constituted a most important link of that part of the covenant
which was fulfilled through Isaac his mention preceded that of Ishmael.
Then a brief reference to the Prophet Idris is made and the words:
"And We raised him to a high place" have been added to denote his very high
spiritual station. These words point to a spiritual resemblance which Idris had
with Jesus, viz. that he was spiritually taken up to heaven (Gen. 5:24). Idris is
Enoch of the Bible and about Enoch, the Bible says that he walked with God
(Gen. 5:22) which means that in him Divine attributes found manifestation of
a very high order. Analogous expressions have been used about Jesus in the
New Testament. But whereas on the basis of such expressions Jesus has been
raised to the pedestal of Divinity by his misguided followers, in the presence
of similar expressions about Enoch (Idris) the latter is considered to be
entitled to no higher place than that of a mere human being or at best a
Prophet of God. In fact, Enoch seemed to enjoy a certain spiritual superiority
over Jesus, inasmuch as according to the Bible he went up to heaven alive and
like God, the Father, never tasted of death (Heb. 11:5).
After this the Surah reinforces the argument against the godhead of
Jesus by saying that if all the Prophets from Adam to Noah and from Noah
down to the last Israelite Prophet before Jesus were mere human beings, then
why should Jesus who was also only a Prophet of God be invested with
Divine attributes and be regarded as God? After this an implied mention is
made of the birth of a new Mission and a new Faith and attention is drawn to
the fact that circumstances attending the birth of Jesus i.e. his fatherless birth,
imply the advent of a Promised Teacher—the Holy Prophet. But it is stated
with regret that those to whom this Teacher will address his message will,
because of their pride in their large numbers and great material power, oppose
and persecute him. They will not realize that numbers do not prove anything
and material power should not deceive them. They are warned that if they
rejected the new Message their numbers and their power will not avail them in
any manner. They indulge in all sorts of vain talk and refuse to listen to the
Holy Prophet. But when, as a result of their defiant and persistent rejection of
truth and persecution of the Holy Prophet, Divine punishment will descend
upon them, their faculties of seeing and hearing will become sharpened and
they will begin to see the evil consequences of their misdeeds and will hear
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everything clearly and fully. But that will only be a time of vain regret for
them. Their power shall break and their glory will depart and the possession
of the earth shall be given to the followers of the Holy Prophet who will make
proper use of it.
As the Resurrection and the existence of life after death were to be
widely denied in the Latter Days by Christians with whom the Surah
particularly deals, much stress has also been laid on rewards and blessings of
the Hereafter, and stale and hackneyed arguments of disbelievers against life
after death exposed and refuted. The disbelievers, the Surah says, seem to
derive false comfort from their wealth, material means and large numbers and
adduce these things as an argument in support of their denial of the life after
death and their belief that what really matters is the present life. To this
foolish and vain argument of disbelievers the Quran replies that truth must
eventually triumph and disbelief come to grief and that till that time the real
thing to see is who takes his stand on reason, suffers for his cause and sets a
noble example. Surely, he who possesses these prerequisites will ultimately
succeed even in this world. The disbelievers should not be deceived by the
apparent weakness of believers. Truth always progresses gradually and in
stages but it most surely prevails and triumphs in the end.
Next, we are told that disbelievers are always involved in shirk
(associating false gods with God) and regard it as a source of great strength.
On the contrary, it always proves to be a source of disgrace and humiliation
for those who practise it. The very thing that disbelievers regard as a source of
strength proves to be a source of weakness for them. The Surah then proceeds
to say that when disbelievers are defeated in argument they have recourse to
violence. The Holy Prophet is told to ignore the violence of disbelievers, as
resort to force on their part will lead only to victory and predominance of
believers. It will afford them a legitimate cause to take up arms in self-defence
and God being always on their side they will surely win, and thus the adoption
of an unjust and aggressive attitude on the part of disbelievers will recoil on
their own heads and will lead to their eventual destruction.
The Surah ends with an answer to an implied objection of the Jews,
viz. why has Hebrew been discarded in favour of Arabic as a vehicle for the
revelation of Quranic teaching? To this objection the Surah returns the answer
that the Arabs are the first addressees of the Quran and it is quite natural that a
Message should be addressed to a people in their own tongue so that they may
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easily understand it and after having understood it should convey it
adequately and successfully to others, because it is after a message has been
addressed to a people and after having understood it they reject it, that
heavenly punishment overtakes them.
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(MARYAM)
1. In the name of Allah, the
Gracious, the Merciful.2146
a

2. Kaf Ha Ya ‘Ain Sad.2147
a

See 1:1.

2146. Commentary:
See 1:1.
2147. Commentary:
A brief note here on abbreviated
letters which have been placed at the
beginning of some Surahs of the
Quran and which are known as املقطعات
(al-Muqatta‘at) i.e. letters used and
pronounced separately, is called for.
The Muqatta‘at are abbreviations for
specific attributes of God and the
subject matter of a Surah before
which they are placed has a deep
connection with the Divine attributes
for which they stand. The various
Muqatta‘at
have
not
been
haphazardly placed at the beginning
of different Surahs, nor are their
letters combined arbitrarily. There
runs a deep and far-reaching
connection between the various sets
of Muqatta‘at and the letters of which
they are made also serve a definite
purpose. Surahs 2 & 3 are prefaced
with the abbreviated letters ( المAlif
Lam Mim), indicating a kinship
between their contents. chapters 4, 5
& 6 have no Muqatta‘at placed at
their beginning which means that the
subject matter of these three chapters
is subordinate to and follows the
pattern of that of the preceding two

Surahs. Chapter 7 begins with the
abbreviated letters ( املصAlif Lam Mim
Sad) which has the additional letter ص.
The next two chapters (8 & 9) have
no Muqatta‘at and the following
three chapters (10, 11 & 12) have the
abbreviated letters ( الرAlif Lam Ra)
placed at their beginning and the 13th
chapter begins with ( املرAlif Lam Mim
Ra) i.e. with the addition of مto الر.
Chapters 14 and 15 have again the
combination  الرin their beginning
which shows that there exists a
certain similarity of subject matter
among all these Surahs. Chapters 16,
17 and 18 have no Muqatta‘at before
them which again shows that the
subject matter of these three Surahs is
subordinate and similar to that of the
preceding Surahs. Chapter 19 is
headed with ( کھیعصKaf Ha Ya‘Ain
Sad) and deals with a particular
subject, i.e. the Christian dogmas of
Salvation and Atonement. The next
six Surahs have no abbreviated letters
at their beginning,  طهat the head of
20th chapter, not being treated as
Muqatta‘at. The following three
Surahs are known as the Surahs of
( طسTa Sin) group. With the 29th
chapter the Quran reverts to the same
subject which has already been dealt
with in Surahs2 & 3 but in a new
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form and to fulfil a new need and
serve a new purpose, and, therefore,
this chapter again has the Muqatta‘at
( المAlif Lam Mim) in its beginning.
The next three chapters (30, 31 & 32)
follow suit and the five chapters
following these Surahs have no
Muqatta‘at. Chapter ( صSad) begins
with the abbreviated letter ( صSad)
and the next chapter (39) has no
Muqatta‘at.
The following seven Surahs open
with the abbreviated letters ( حمHa
Mim), only chapter 42 having the
letters ‘( عسقAin Sin Qaf) added to حم
(Ha Mim). They are known as Surahs
of  حمgroup. The next three Surahs,
viz. 47, 48 & 49 again have no
Muqatta‘at in their beginning. The
50th chapter is the last chapter which
has an abbreviated letter i.e. ( قQaf).
This
somewhat
detailed
examination shows that three main
categories of Muqatta‘at have been
used in the Quran and that the Surahs
having the same category of
Muqatta‘at have been placed together
which is a further indication of the
fact that the subjects dealt with in
such Surahs bear a close resemblance
to each other and that the Muqatta‘at
placed in their beginning serve as a
key to their subject matter.
It is also pertinent to note that there
is one thing which is common to all
those Surahs that have Muqatta‘at.
They open with the subject of the
revelation of the Quran and this is no
mere chance.
The system of using abbreviations
(Muqatta‘at) was in vogue among the
Arabs and at present is very popular
in western countries and in its
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imitation in all eastern countries.
According to Ummi Hani, a cousin
of the Holy Prophet, he (the Holy
Prophet) is reported to have said that
in the combined letters  کھیعصthe letter
 کstands for ( کافthe All-Sufficient), ھ
for ( ھادthe Guide),  عfor ( علیمthe AllKnowing), and  صfor ( صادقthe
Truthful). According to Ibn ‘Abbas,
however, the letters  کstands for کبری
(the Great),  ھfor ( ھادthe Guide),  یfor
( امنیWho gives peace and protection),
 عfor( عزیزthe Mighty) and  صfor
( صادقthe Truthful). Ibn Mas‘ud and
some other Companions interpreted
these combined letters as امللک
(theKing), ( االلهGod), ( العزیزthe Mighty)
and ( املصورthe Fashioner). ‘Ali
sometimes would preface his prayer
with the words ( یا کھیعصFath).
Different
combinations
of
abbreviated letters signify different
subjects and the subject matter of a
particular Surah at the beginning of
which a particular combination is
placed is governed by it. It has been
explained above that the abbreviated
letters stand for Divine attributes, but
which particular letter stands for
which particular Divine attribute
becomes clear only by a deep study
of the subject matter of the Surah at
the beginning of which those letters
are placed. The explanation of کھیعص
as given by the Holy Prophet in the
hadith narrated by Ummi Hani must
necessarily be accepted as the best
and should be preferred to all
other explanations. But in this
explanation the letter  یhas been left
out which shows that it does not
signify any Divine attribute but has
been used only as a letter of
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interjection, joining the first two
Divine attributes with the last two.
Thus the explanation of the combined
abbreviated letters would read like
this:  انت کاف انت ھاد یا علیم یا صادقi.e. "Thou
art Sufficient for all and Thou art the
true Guide, O, All-Knowing, Truthful
God." Or expanding its sense a little
further the expression would mean,
"Thou O God, Who knowest all my
secrets and art true to Thy promises
and art a true Friend, Thou alone
canst satisfy all my needs and Thou
alone canst guide me."
The four Divine attributes as
represented by the combined letters
 کھیعصexpose the falsity of the basic
Christian doctrine of Atonement, i.e.
salvation through the vicarious
sacrifice of Jesus which forms one of
the principal subjects of the Surah
under comment. And if the doctrine
of Atonement is proved to be false,
the whole structure of the doctrines of
the Trinity and godhead of Jesus
would automatically fall to the
ground.
Of these four attributes  عالمor علیم
and  صادقare the principal and basic
attributes and  کافand ھادare
subordinate ones and flow from the
former two and are their inevitable
manifestation and result. If God is عالم
(All-Knowing), then there is no place
for the dogma of Atonement because
this dogma presupposes that God had
designed to carry on the business of
the world according to a certain plan
but His knowledge being defective
that plan failed to function and,
therefore, God was compelled to offer
His own son for sacrifice to save the
world. The failure of God’s plan
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contradicts His attribute "AllKnowing"
and
when
God’s
knowledge is shown to be defective,
He cannot claim to be ( کافAllSufficient) because the Being Who is
( عالمAll-Knowing) must necessarily
be ( کافAll-Sufficient).
In the same way the attribute صادق
(Truthful) and its subordinate
attribute ( ھادGuide) demolish this
dogma. If God is not the true Guide
and salvation without a belief in the
vicarious sacrifice of Jesus is
impossible,
then
all
Divine
Messengers will have to be accepted
as so many liars and cheats because,
contrary to Christian belief, they
preached and taught that salvation
was possible only through right
beliefs and righteous actions; and a
reflection on the truthfulness of God’s
Messengers constitutes a reflection
on the truthfulness of God Himself
and consequently on His being  ھادi.e.
the True Guide. Thus in this
combination of abbreviated letters a
hint is given that in dealing with the
beliefs and doctrines of Christians,
the best way to drive home to them
the untenability of their doctrines is
to dwell and lay emphasis upon
Divine attributes, particularly on the
attributes which are represented by
the four letters ک,  ھ,  ع,  ص.
In fact the best and most effective
argument to show that the doctrine of
Atonement is entirely unfounded, is
to prove that Jesus did not die on the
cross and if this thesis is proved, then
the question that by his crucifixion he
carried away the sins of humanity
does not arise. For a detailed and full
discussion, however, of the subject
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3. This is an account of the
mercy of thy Lord shown to His
servant, Zachariah.2148
that Jesus did not die on the cross but
after having remained on it only for a
few hours was taken down alive, was
kept in a sepulchre and then in
fulfilment of his own prophecy, viz.
"And other sheep I have, which are
not of this fold; them also I must
bring, and they shall hear my voice;
and there shall be one fold, and one
shepherd" (John 10:16), he travelled
to Afghanistan and Kashmir to
reclaim and retrieve the Lost Ten
Tribes of Israel who had been
dispersed to these countries by the
Babylonian kings. See 23:51.
2148. Commentary:
The account of Zachariah precedes
the account of Jesus. This is due to
two very valid reasons. Yahya, the
son of Zachariah, and John of the
New Testament, was a harbinger of
Jesus. He heralded Jesus’ advent and
acted as his precursor to give to the
Jews the glad tidings that their
deliverer was about to make his
appearance.
That Yahya or John was Jesus’
harbinger is apparent from the
following prophecy of Prophet
Malachi: "Behold, I will send you
Elijah the prophet, before the coming
of the great and dreadful day of the
Lord" (Mal. 4:5). The words "the
great and dreadful day" here signify
the advent of Jesus. This is why when
Jesus was asked where Elias was who
was to come before him, he replied:
"And if ye will receive it, this is Elias,

which was for to come" (Matt. 11:14).
As according to Malachi’s prophecy
Elias must have appeared before the
coming of Jesus, it was in the fitness
of things that while giving an account
of Jesus, the Quran should have made
a mention of Yahya. Secondly, Mary,
the mother of Jesus, had unknowingly
become the cause of Yahya’s birth.
We are told (3:38, 39) how Zachariah
was deeply moved by a pious reply of
Mary and prayed to God to be blessed
with a good child like her. Thus
whereas Yahya became a harbinger of
Jesus, Mary, Jesus’ mother having
indirectly become the cause of the
birth of Yahya may as well be said to
have become a precursor of Yahya
(John) himself. See also 3:38-42.
The words, "Thy Lord" in the
sentence, "This is an account of the
mercy of thy Lord," appear to be
misplaced because whereas the
account given in the following verses
is that of the mercy of God shown to
Zachariah the words "Thy Lord"
seem to indicate as if some account is
about to be given of God’s mercy to
the Holy Prophet. In fact these words
signify that the account of Divine
mercy to Zachariah does imply a
mercy to the Holy Prophet also.
Prophet Yahya, as stated above, was a
harbinger of Jesus and Jesus was a
harbinger of the Holy Prophet. A
description of the birth of Yahya
followed by a somewhat detailed
description of Jesus’ birth pointed to
the fact that by the introduction of the
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4. aWhen he called upon his
Lord, crying in secret.2149
5. He said, ‘My Lord, bthe
bones have indeed waxed feeble
in me, and the head glistens
with hoariness but never, my
a

3:39; 21:90. b3:41.

life accounts of these two Prophets
who, in a way, acted as his precursors,
the minds of men were being
prepared for the acceptance of the
Holy Prophet of Islam by an implied
reference to the following Biblical
prophecies:
And as for Ishmael, I have heard
thee. Behold I have blessed him,
and will make him fruitful and
will multiply him exceedingly;
twelve princes shall he beget, and
I will make him a great nation
(Gen. 17:20);
I will raise them up a prophet
from among their brethren, like
unto thee; and I will put my
words in his mouth (Deut. 18:18).
The pronoun "thy" may also
possess an oblique but beautiful
reference to Mecca, the birth-place of
the Holy Prophet. Mecca like
Zachariah’s wife was barren. For
thousands of years it had not heard
the voice of God. Now God’s mercy
was about to dawn upon it. The
barren valley of Mecca was about to
give birth to the greatest of Adam’s
sons. To this barrenness of Mecca
reference is found in Isaiah 54:1.
Sing, O barren, thou that didst not
bear; break forth into singing, and
cry aloud, thou that didst not

travail with child: for more are
the children of the desolate than
the children of the married wife,
saith the Lord.
2149. Important Words:
( نادیcalled upon): نادی الرجلmeans, he
called the man aloud.  نادی بسرہmeans,
he disclosed his secret.  نادی فالناmeans,
he consulted him (Aqrab).
Commentary:
The words, when he called upon his
Lord, crying in secret, signify that
Zachariah had kept concealed in the
inmost recesses of his heart a long
cherished desire. When he heard
Mary’s innocent reply to his query
(3:38), he was deeply touched and he
laid bare his heart before his Lord and
Creator and his long-suppressed
desire assumed the form of prayer
that a good and righteous son like
Mary might be born unto him to
continue prophethood in the Israelite
line. Zachariah had understood from
Biblical prophecies and heavenly
warnings that were administered to
the Jews for their repeated rejection
of God’s Prophets that prophethood
was soon to be transferred from the
House of Isaac to that of Ishmael. So
he gave vent to his feelings in the
form of prayer for the birth of a
righteous son.
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Lord, have I been unblessed in
my prayer to Thee;2149A
6. And I fear my relations after
me, and amy wife is barren.
b
Grant
me,
therefore,
a
2150
successor from Thyself,
7. That he may be heir to me
and heir to the House of Jacob.
And cmake him, my Lord wellpleasing to Thee.’2151
a

3:41; 21:91. b3:39; 21:90. c3:39.

2149A. Commentary:
Besides the rendering given in the
text the words  ولم اکن بدعائک رب شقیاmay
mean, "since Thou hast called me and
hast made me a Prophet and Thy
blessings and favours have covered
me, I have never been unsuccessful in
achieving my object."
2150. Important Words:
( عاقراbarren) is derived from عقر.
They say  عقرہi.e. he wounded him; he
wounded him much.  عقر االبلmeans, he
cut the feet of the camel. عقر النخلة
means, he cut the upper part of the
palm-tree so that it dried up and
ceased to yield fruit.  عقرت املرأةmeans,
the woman became barren.  عاقرis used
both for man and woman and applied
to a woman means, barren; that does
not conceive or has ceased to
conceive; and applied to a man it
means, barren; that has no offspring
born to him. (Lane & Aqrab).
( ولیاsuccessor) is derived from ویل.
They say  ویل الرجلi.e. he helped the
man; he made friends with him; he
loved him.  ویل فالناmeans, he followed

such a one immediately without
anyone intervening between them ویل
means, a friend; beloved one, helper,
master; successor or inheritor etc.
(Aqrab). See also 2:108.
Commentary:
In view of the different meanings
of the word ( ویلsuccessor) given
under "Important Words" above,
Zachariah’s prayer was for such a son
as should prove his true successor
and should propagate his mission and
inherit the spiritual blessings that God
had bestowed on the House of Israel.
2151. Commentary:
The prayer of Zachariah is
complete in every respect and
possesses all the ingredients of a
successful prayer. A successful prayer
should be offered with fervour and in
humility. The supplicant should
confess his own weakness and
helplessness. He should have firm
faith in the power of God to accept
his prayers. Zachariah’s prayer fulfils
all these conditions. He prays to God
in words full of extreme pathos. He
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8. God said, ‘O Zachariah, aWe
give thee glad tidings of a son
whose name shall be Yahya.
We have not made any one
before him bof that name.’2152
a

3:40; 21:91. b19:66.

invokes Divine mercy by referring to
his extreme old age and to the
barrenness of his wife. He prays
fervently and in all humility. He asks
for no worldly gains. He prays only
for a righteous heir. He felt that
righteousness
had
altogether
disappeared from his family and his
relations had consigned God to
oblivion. He knew that the House of
Israel was about to be deprived
forever of the boon of prophethood
but still he had not despaired of God’s
mercy. He hoped that something yet
might happen which should save his
people and the House of Israel from
utter spiritual ruin. He was extremely
anxious that the Israelites might not
reject the last Israelite Prophet and
might still avert the impending wrath
of God. This was Zachariah’s wish
which he expressed in words full of
pathos. He prayed that an heir be
born to him who might warn the
Israelites to take heed and not to
deprive themselves of the light of
prophethood by rejecting their own
last Prophet. It appears from the Bible
that the whole mission of Yahya for
whose birth Zachariah had so
fervently prayed consisted in
preparing the way for Jesus. He says:
I indeed baptize you with water
unto repentance: but he that
cometh after me is mightier than I,
whose shoes I am not worthy to

bear: he shall baptize you with
the Holy Ghost, and with fire
(Matt. 3:11).
Yahya tried his utmost to make the
task of Jesus easy and to prepare the
Jews to accept him. But his efforts
proved vain. He himself was
imprisoned and murdered. His people
rejected him as well as his great
successor, Jesus. They even sought to
kill the latter on the cross.
Zachariah’s prayer was only partly
fulfilled as Divine decree had also to
be implemented. So Yahya was born
to Zachariah in fulfilment of his
prayer but he (Yahya) failed to soften
the hearts of his people. They did not
believe in Jesus and thus could not
avert the wrath of God and became
deprived forever of the light of
prophethood which was the real
object of Zachariah’s prayer. The
Divine
will
prevailed
and
prophethood became transferred from
the House of Israel to that of Ishmael.
2152. Important Words:
( مسیاof that name) is derived from
مسی. They say  مسا و مسی الرجل زیداi.e. he
named the man Zaid.  مساmeans, it
became high. مسوت الیه ببصریmeans, I
raised my eye towards him.  مسیmeans,
competitor
or
contender
for
superiority, in eminence or glory or
excellence; a like or an equal; a
namesake of another.  ھو مسیکmeans,
he is thy namesake or he is thy equal
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9. He said, ‘My Lord, how shall
I have a son when amy wife is
barren, and I have reached the
extreme limit of old age?’2153
a

or like (Aqrab & Lane).

3:41; 21:91.

Antipas (Matt. 14:10 & 11). See also
3:40.
The words, We have not made
anyone before him of that name, do
not mean that there had lived before
him no man whose name was John.
From the Bible it appears that there
had been several persons before him
who were called John. (II Kings
25:23; I Chronicles 3:15; Ezra 8:12).
Nor does the verse mean that John
was peerless and was unequalled in
every respect. He himself confesses
that "there cometh one mightier than I
after me, the latchet of whose shoes I
am not worthy to stoop down and
unloose" (Mark 1:7). The verse only
signifies that in some respects Yahya
had no equal, i.e. he enjoyed a partial
superiority in some respects over
other Israelite Prophets. Abraham,
Moses and Jesus were Prophets of
much higher spiritual status than John,
the Baptist, who had come only to
prepare the way for Jesus (Mark 1:3).
Yahya was peerless only in this
respect that he was the first Prophet
to come as a precursor and harbinger
to another Prophet—Jesus. And he
was peerless in this respect also that
he was the first Prophet who came
with the power and spirit of another
Prophet—Elias.

Commentary:
The two words  غالمand حیی
ٰ used in
this verse are very significant. The
word  غالمsignifies three periods of
one’s life i.e. childhood, youth and
middle age. Applied to Yahya or John
it embodied a prophecy that he shall
not die in childhood but shall grow up
to be a young man before the eyes of
his father and shall live up to middle
age and so it actually came to pass.
Yahya lived up to middle age and
then was killed by the order of Herod
to satisfy the wish of a dancing girl.
The word  حییliterally meaning, "he
ٰ
lives" or "he shall live," also implied
a great prophecy, viz. that he will die
the death of a martyr and thus will
become immortalized. Of the martyrs
the Quran says: Say not of those who
are killed in the cause of Allah that
they are dead; nay they are living;
only you perceive not (2:155). Again
it says: Think not of those who have
been slain in the cause of Allah as
dead. Nay, they are living in the
presence of their Lord and are
granted gifts from Him (3:170). Thus
those who are killed in the way of
God get everlasting life and so did
Yahya or John. His ministry
terminated in his imprisonment in the
fortress of Machaerus, where he was 2153. Important Words:
executed by the order of Herod
( عتیاextreme limit) is derived from
1931
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10. The angel bearing the
revelation said, a‘So it is.’ But
thy Lord says, ‘It is easy for
Me, and indeed I created thee
before, when thou wast
nothing.’2154
a

3:41, 48; 19:22; 51:31.

 عتاwhich means, he behaved proudly
and was immoderate and inordinate;
he was excessively proud or corrupt;
he became advanced in age. عتت الریح
means, the wind blew fiercely. The
Quranic expression وقد بلغت من الکرب عتیا
means, And I have reached the
extreme degree of old age, or
hardness and dryness in the joints and
the bones like dry wood. The word
also signifies that state of extreme old
age which is incurable (Mufradat,
Lane & Aqrab).
The word  غالمas stated above (v.8)
implied that Zachariah would see his
son grow before his eyes and that he
would also be able to train and
educate him. The glad tidings was
indeed a source of great comfort but
at the same time it was a surprise for
a man who had reached such an
advanced old age as Zachariah.
The words, How shall I have a son,
do not express despair. V.5 above
shows that Zachariah had not
despaired of God’s mercy. On the
contrary he had perfect faith in the
power of God to grant him a son.
Moreover, a true believer never
despairs of God’s mercy. "None
despairs of Allah’s mercy save the
unbelieving people", says the Quran
(12:88). The verse only expresses
Zachariah’s innocent and spontaneous

surprise at the greatness of the favour
which God was about to bestow upon
him. Every person situated as
Zachariah was would be naturally
surprised at the unusual glad tidings
that he had received.
2154. Commentary:
The words, and indeed I created
thee before, when thou wast nothing,
primarily refer to the spiritual
creation of Zachariah rather than to
his physical creation. There seems to
be no point in referring to an ordinary
everyday physical phenomenon of the
creation of one individual. If God had
intended to refer to the phenomenon
of physical creation, He would have
referred to the creation of the whole
universe and not to the creation of
Zachariah alone. In fact, the present
verse is an answer to the surprise of
Zachariah expressed in the previous
verses. Zachariah was promised the
birth of a son in his extreme old age.
The son was not to be an ordinary
one but was to be possessed of great
spiritual powers and to be peerless in
respect of certain spiritual qualities.
So the reference here is to the
spiritual birth of Zachariah and to his
great moral qualities.
The word "he" in the expression
"he said", refers to the angel who
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11. He said, ‘My Lord appoint
for me a token.’ God said, ‘Thy
token is that thou shalt not
speak to the people for athree
full days and nights.’2155
a

3:42.

brought the glad tidings to Zachariah.
In verse 8 Zachariah is mentioned as
having been addressed by God; in the
present verse, however, he is
described as having been addressed
by one angel while in 3:40 it is stated
that several angels called to him.
These three statements seem to be
mutually contradictory and the critics
of Islam like Wherry have not failed
to represent this fact as such. But in
reality there is no such contradiction.
According to the Quran when a
Divine revelation of exceptional
importance descends upon a Prophet
of God, a number of angels, in
accordance with the nature of its
importance, are made to accompany
it for its safeguarding (35:2) but only
one angel representing all of them
and on their behalf is entrusted with
the duty to convey the Divine
revelation to the Prophet. Thus the
speaking of one angel means the
speaking of all of them and therefore
to say that one or many angels spoke
to a Prophet makes no difference.
Similarly, there is no contradiction in
the words "God said" or "the angels
said", because angels only speak to a
Prophet as God’s representatives and
as His servants convey to him the
Divine Message.
2155. Important Words:
( ٓایةtoken). They say  أیآایةi.e. he put

or set up a sign, token or mark by
which a person or thing might be
known.  ٓایةmeans, a sign, token or
mark by which a person or thing is
known, a message or communication
sent from one person to another; a
person or individual; a whole company
of people; a verse or a chapter of the
Quran; a miracle, an evidence or a
proof; an example or a warning; a
Divine commandment (Lane, Aqrab
& Mufradat), See also 2:130.
 سویاis derived from ( سویsawwa)
which again is derived from سوی
(sawiya) which means, it became
straight and even and rightly set. سواہ
(sawwa) means, he made it equal,
uniform, even. ( سویsawiyyun) means,
equal, symmetrical, smooth and even;
straight; whole; in good condition. غالم
 سویmeans, a young man uniform in
make or symmetrical, without disease
and without fault or defect (Lane &
Aqrab).
Commentary:
Zachariah beseeches God to
appoint for him a token or to give
him a commandment (the word ٓایة
also meaning 'a commandment' as
given under "Important Words" above)
by acting upon which he might give
palpable expression to his feeling of
extreme gratefulness for the most
unusual favour God has bestowed
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12. Then he came forth unto his
people from the chamber and
asked them in a low voice
a
to glorify God morning and
evening.2156
13. ‘O Yahya, hold fast the
Book.’ And We gave him
a

3:42; 33:43.

upon him.
The commandment enjoining upon
Zachariah to abstain from talking and
to devote himself fully to the
remembrance and glorification of
God was a spiritual measure
calculated to recuperate his exhausted
physical powers. He had not become
deprived of his power of speech, as
the Gospels seem to suggest, as a
punishment for his not believing in
the words of God (Luke 1:20-22). See
also 3:42.
In view of the meaning of the word
 سویاgiven under "Important Words"
above, the verse, besides the meaning
given in the text, also signifies that
Zachariah was commanded by God
not to speak to his people for three
days and nights while he was without
any defect or disease and was in
perfect state of health. The very word
used in this verse about Zachariah
contradicts the Biblical statement of
his having been struck dumb.
2156. Important Words:
( اویحasked in a low voice) is derived
from ویح. They say  ویح ایل فالنor  اویحi.e.
he communicated to him or gave
order or made a request by gesture or
sign; he talked to him in secret or he
talked to him in such a way that

others may not hear him; اّلل الیه
ٰ اویح
means, God sent revelation to him.
The real sense of ( ویحwahy) which is
inf. noun from ( ویحwaha) is to convey
one’s intention or wish by means of
quick signs which may be done by
gesture, writing, etc. They say اویح العمل
i.e. he did the thing quickly. اویح الدواء
 املوتmeans, medicine precipitated his
death (Lane & Aqrab). See also 5:112.
For ( حمرابchamber) see 3:38.
Commentary:
When Zachariah was commanded
by God not to speak to his people for
three consecutive nights, he made up
his mind to devote himself fully and
completely to the remembrance of
God. During this time when he had to
speak to anyone he spoke so low as to
be heard only by those very near him.
In 3:42 the word  رمزاhas been used to
express the same sense, for  رمزmeans
to communicate by means of
movements of the lips and not to use
one’s throat. So the Quran repudiates
the Biblical suggestion that Zachariah
was struck dumb. What actually
happened was that he told his people
in very low tones that he had been
commanded by God to remember and
glorify Him and that they should also
do the same and not disturb him.
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wisdom while yet a child,2157
14. And tenderness of heart
from Ourself, and purity, and he
was pious.2158
15. aAnd dutiful towards his
parents. And he was not
haughty and rebellious.2159
a

6:152; 19:33; 29:9; 31:15; 46:16.

2157. Commentary:
The words, hold fast the Book,
show that till the time of Yahya the
Torah had not been abrogated nor was
it about to be abrogated in the very
near future. By the word "Book" is
here meant the Torah because neither
Muslims nor Jews nor Christians
believe that Yahya was given a Book
containing a new Law. Jesus had
received baptism from Yahya (John)
and it is inconceivable that the two
Prophets—John and Jesus—who
lived at the same time, one (John)
should have acted upon the Law of
Torah and the other (Jesus) who was
John’s disciple and had been baptised
by him should have been given a new
Book and a new Law. Indeed both
John and Jesus followed the Law of
Moses and none of them brought any
new Book.
2158. Important Words:
( حناناtenderness of heart) is derived
from حنwhich means, he was or
became affected with a yearning or an
intense emotion of grief or of joy. حن
 الیه قلیبmeans, my heart yearned
towards him.  حناناmeans, mercy,
compassion or pity; tenderness of

heart. A Muslim would pray حنانک یارب
i.e. I beg Thy mercy, o Lord (Aqrab
& Lane).
( زکاةpurity) is infinitive-noun from
 زیکwhich means, it increased or
augmented; it throve by the blessing
of God.  زیک الغالمmeans, the boy grew
and throve; he was or became good or
righteous and pure from sin; he
enjoyed or led a pleasant, plentiful or
an easy life. The difference between
( زکاةpurity) and ( تقویpiety) is that
whereas the former word means
internal purity, the latter generally
signifies protection against external
evils (Lane, Aqrab & Mufradat).
2159. Important Words:
( براdutiful) is derived from بر
(barra).  والدہmeans, he treated or
behaved towards his father with filial
piety, duty or obedience.  برخالقهmeans,
he obeyed his Creator.  بریف میینهmeans,
he was true in his oath.  برعملهmeans,
his work was good or well-performed.
اّلل حجته
ٰ  برmeans, God accepted his
pilgrimage. ( برbarrun) of which the
plural is  ابرارand  بررةtherefore means,
pious, obedient, dutiful, kind, good or
affectionate. ( الربburr) and  البارboth
signify abounding in ( برbirr), الرب
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16. aAnd peace was on him the
day he was born, and the day he
died, and peace there will be on
him the day he will be raised up
to life again.2160
a

19:34.

having greater intensification than البار
and is one of the attributes of God
meaning,
the
Merciful;
the
Compassionate God (Aqrab & Lane).
2160. Commentary:
During the first few centuries of its
life Islam made very rapid progress.
Large numbers of people from every
religion—especially from Christianity,
entered its fold. They brought with
them some very erroneous beliefs
about Jesus Christ. As they had not
imbibed fully the true spirit of
Islamic teachings, their false ideas
and beliefs subsequently found their
way into Muslim religious literature
with the result that they came to form
part of the beliefs of Muslims. All
these beliefs had been invented to
invest Jesus with an extraordinary
personality—a personality much
above human level. It is these foolish
beliefs about Jesus that the Quran
seeks to demolish in the present
Surah. By instituting a comparison
between Yahya, who was a Prophet of
an ordinary spiritual stature, and
Jesus, it means to suggest that there
was nothing in Jesus which
distinguished him from other Divine
Messengers. We give below some
of the spiritual qualities and
characteristics of both these Prophets
as given in the Quran to establish the
above fact.
1936

About Jesus it is said that:
1. He was a Prophet of God
(3:50).
2. He was of the righteous (3:47).
3. God taught him the Book and
the wisdom (3:49).
4. He talked to people as a child
i.e. in rather early age (3:47).
5. He was granted nearness to
God (3:46).
6. He was kind and dutiful to his
mother (19:33).
7. He was kind of heart and
compassionate (5:119).
8. He was not haughty and
unblessed (19:33).
9. He was blessed by God and
was strengthened with the Spirit
of Holiness (2:254; 19:32).
10. Divine peace enveloped him
(19:34).
11. His name Messiah was given to
him by God (3:46).
About Yahya it is said that:
1. He was a Prophet (3:40).
2. He was noble, chaste and a
Prophet from among the
righteous (3:40).
3. God gave him the Book and
granted him wisdom (19:13).
4. God gave him wisdom while
yet a child (19:13).
5. God was well pleased with him
(19:7).
6. He was kind and dutiful to his
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R. 2.

17. And relate the story of Mary
as mentioned in the Book.
When she withdrew from her
people to a place to the east.2161
parents (19:15).
He was kind-hearted, pure and
pious (19:14).
8. He was not haughty and
rebellious (19:15).
9. God was pleased with him and
he was unequalled in some
respects (19:7-8).
10. Divine peace enveloped him
(19:16).
11. His name Yahya was given to
him by God (19:8).
By instituting this comparison we
should not be understood to mean
that Jesus and John were of
absolutely equal spiritual standing
and there was nothing to distinguish
one from the other. Jesus did indeed
possess a higher spiritual status than
John. What the Quran wants to make
clear is the fact that there was nothing
in Jesus which should raise him to the
pedestal of Divinity. He was no doubt
a great Prophet of God and was
immune from sin but so were all
other Divine Messengers, John being
one of them. About him Jesus says:
"For I say unto you, among those that
are born of woman there is not a
greater prophet than John, the
Baptist" (Luke 7:28).
The verse should not be understood
to signify that Prophet Yahya was not
murdered but died a natural death, a
view mistakenly held in certain
quarters, because it runs counter to an
7.

established fact of history. The words
"peace was on him" used in the verse
seem to have given rise to this
manifestly wrong view but they lend
no support to it. The word "peace"
has not been used in a physical but a
spiritual sense. In fact the verse refers
to three periods or states of man’s life.
The first state begins with his birth
and ends with his death. The second
state which is called ( برزخBarzakh),
literally meaning 'the period of
earning merit or demerit is over',
commences with death and continues
till doom. The third state has been
called "The Day of Resurrection" in
the Quran. It is the day of the
complete manifestation of God’s
glory. It is these three states or
periods of man’s existence to which
the present verse refers and in all of
which, it says, Yahya will enjoy
spiritual peace.
2161. Important Words:
( مریمMary) is probably a compound
word consisting of  مرand  یمand
possesses, in Hebrew, a variety of
meanings. Some of these meanings
are: 'bitter sea'; 'drop of the sea'; 'star
of the sea'; 'bitterness'; 'mistress or
lady'. The word also means 'exalted'.
It may also mean 'pious worshipper'.
From two alternative roots the word
might also mean, 'the rebellious', or
'the corpulent'. It seems that among
the Jews and the Arabs corpulence
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was considered as a mark of beauty
and girls who were corpulent were
considered beautiful and therefore
named Maryam. Maryam also seems
to be a popular name among the Jews
in the time of Jesus. See also 3:37.
( شرقیاto the east) means, (1) facing
the east; (2) to the east.  مکانا شرقیاmeans,
a place to the east; a place facing the
east; a place in which the sun shines;
an open dwelling place (Lane).
(الکتابthe Book) may refer both to
the Bible and the Quran.
Commentary:
It seems relevant and necessary to
mention, as a prelude to the
somewhat detailed account of Jesus’
fatherless birth as given in the next
several verses, some facts related
about Mary in the Quran and the Bible.
The
New
Testament
sheds
practically no light on the life of
Mary before she became pregnant.
The Gospels of Matthew and Luke
give an extremely brief and
discursive
description
of
her
circumstances before the above
important event took place while
Mark and John are completely silent
over it. According to Matthew, Mary,
on being married to Joseph, was
found to be with a child. Joseph
intended secretly to put her away but
was refrained from taking this
extreme step by an angel saying to
him in a dream: "Joseph, thou son of
David, fear not to take unto thee
Mary thy wife" (Matt. 1:19, 20).
According to Luke, Mary was a
relation of Zachariah’s wife and used
to go to their house. Apart from this
unimportant additional fact Luke

PT.16

leaves us quite in the dark about
Mary’s account prior to her marriage
with Joseph. But the Quran gives us a
much more detailed account of
Mary’s family, the circumstances that
attended her birth, the vow of
her mother, her childhood being
dedicated to the service of the Church
and lastly of her having conceived
Jesus (3:36-38).
The present Surah, however, gives
a still more detailed account of Mary
having conceived Jesus and of what
happened to her and to Jesus after his
birth and after he was commissioned
with his divine mission. The Quran
has provided us with all necessary
details about Mary that have any
bearing on the important subject of
prophethood which was about to be
transferred from the House of Israel
to that of Ishmael and which forms
the principal thesis of the present
Surah. If anything the Bible has given
a very sorry picture of Jesus and his
relations with his mother. Whereas
the Quran depicts him to be kind,
dutiful and very compassionate
towards his mother, the Gospels show
that he did not like his mother
because she did not believe in him
(Matt. 12:46-50). Mark 3:31-35 and
Luke 8:19-21 show that besides Mary,
Jesus’ other relations did not believe
in him while the Gospel of John
keeps discreetly silent over this
painful subject. We also know that the
Jews used to taunt Jesus by saying
that if his mission was true why his
own relations did not believe in
him (Matt. 13:55-56). Some of his
relations and friends went so far as to
lay hold on him for they said that he
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18. And screened herself off
from them, then We sent Our
a
angel to her, and he appeared
a

3:43.

was beside himself (Mark 3:21). This
attitude of disbelief on the part of his
relatives towards Jesus had made him
so bitter that when he was being
taken to Calvary to be put on the
cross and his mother appeared on the
scene, he addressed her saying
'Woman, behold thy son!' (John
19:26). And when on another
occasion a woman being very much
impressed by his discourse said:
'Blessed is the womb that bore thee,
and the paps which thou hast sucked'
(Luke 11:27), he retorted: 'Yea rather,
blessed are they that hear the word of
God, and keep it' (Luke 11:28), which
signified that he could not even bear
his mother being praised.
Such is the picture which the
Gospels have drawn of the
unenviable relations between Jesus
and his mother. But the description is
not only self-contradictory, it also
offends against human nature and
intelligence. The Quran, however,
presents both these blessed and holy
persons in quite a different light.
Regarding Jesus it says that he was
kind and loving, obedient and dutiful
to his mother and that he was not
haughty and rude (19:33) while about
Mary it states that she was a pious,
chaste and truthful woman and was a
great worshipper of God and that God
purified her, accepted her and chose
her above the women of the world
(3:43, 44; 5:76; 66:13). How great is

the difference between the unenviable
picture of Mary drawn by the Gospels
and the beautiful description given of
her in the Quran. Whereas the
Biblical description is highly
derogatory and self-contradictory, the
Quranic description is not only
consistent with the dignity of a highly
righteous woman but is also more
akin to truth and facts of history.
As the verse shows Mary withdrew
herself to a place to the east. Special
mention has been made of "a place to
the east" in the verse, in order,
perhaps, to point to the timehonoured custom of the Jews that
they attached special significance to
( مشرقeast) and considered it sacred.
They believed that the birth of the
first man took place in the east where
God planted a garden (Gen. 2:8). The
Babylonians by whose traditions the
Jews became much impressed as they
had lived under them as captives also
looked upon the east as "the gate of
light" (Ezekiel 11:1). Matthew 2:2
and Revelation 7:2 also shed some
light on the importance of the east.
Both the Jews and Christians hold the
east in special respect. They build
their places of worship facing the east.
This is why special mention has been
made in the present verse "of a place
to the East" and Mary has been
described as having gone to "a place
which was facing the east."
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to her in the form of a perfect
man.2162
19. She said, ‘I seek refuge with
the Gracious God from thee if
indeed thou dost fear Him.’2163
For a somewhat detailed note on the support
whatsoever
to
this
early life of Mary see vv. 3:36, 37, 38. blasphemous and preposterous dogma
but condemns and denounces it in the
2162. Important Words:
strongest possible terms (5:73-74;
( روحناOur angel). For the different 19:89-91). What the verse says is
meanings of the word  روحsee 2:88; only this that an angel of God (روح
4:172 & 16:3.
means an angel) appeared to Mary in
a vision in the form of a man and
Commentary:
The expression  فتمثل ھلا بشرا سویاgave to her the glad tidings of the
signifies that the Divine glad tidings birth of a son.
Even the Gospels repudiate this
about the birth of a great son was
fantastic
dogma. According to them
conveyed to Mary not in the form of
had
conceived
only
spoken words which she could hear Mary
or which flowed from her mouth. The of the Holy Ghost (Matt. 1:18-20;
revelation to her took the form of a Luke, l:35). Thus according to
dream or vision. She saw in a vision Christians’ own admission Jesus, at
that an angel came to her in the form best, was the son of the Holy Ghost.
of a healthy man and conveyed to her But if they believe that he was the
the Divine Message about the birth of son of God then they shall also have
a son. In fact, it is the Word of God to admit that the Holy Ghost is God.
which at the time of revelation takes But they accept neither of these
different forms and which when it propositions. So whereas the Quran
came to Mary took the form of a man strongly condemns and denounces the
appearing in a dream. So it was no Christian dogma of sonship of Jesus,
spirit that had entered Mary’s body. the Gospels too do not support it.
The vision was but a manifestation of What the Quran says is simply this
God’s great power.
that an angel appeared before Mary in
Christians try to derive a false the form of a man and gave her from
satisfaction from the words  روحناGod the glad tidings of the birth of a
alleging that according to the Quran, great son.
the Divine Spirit or God Himself had
entered Mary’s body and that as a 2163. Commentary:
It is worthy of note here that the
result thereof she became pregnant
and therefore Jesus who was born as Divine attribute ( الرمحنGracious), has
the result of that conception was the been repeatedly used in this Surah.
son of God. The Quran lends no This Surah deals with all the basic
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20. He replied, ‘I am only a
Messenger of thy Lord, that aI
may bestow on thee a righteous
son.’2164
21. She said, b‘How can I have
a son when no man has touched
me, neither have I been
unchaste?’2165
a

3:46. b3:48; 19:9.

dogmas of Christianity and it is this
attribute of God which cuts at the root
of these false doctrines and
demolishes them. If God is Gracious,
then He can forgive the sins of His
servants and if He can forgive their
sins, then there is no need for
anybody to give his blood in order to
save mankind. As is apparent from
the previous verse it was a mere
vision that Mary had seen, and it
generally happens that when a person
sees a thing in a vision which he does
not like in his waking state, he does
not like it when he sees it in a vision.
When Mary saw the angel standing
before her in the form of a man she,
being a virtuous young woman, was
naturally frightened and perplexed as
she would have been frightened and
perplexed if she had seen him in her
state of wakefulness and it is
therefore quite natural that she sought
Divine protection from him.
2164. Commentary:
The word 'Messenger' shows that
the angel was only the bearer of a
Divine Message and the message or
glad tidings which he brought was
about the birth of a great son to Mary.
So he had come not to give Mary a

son but only the glad tidings about
the birth of a son.
The expression  الھب لکonly signifies
that the angel had appeared to Mary
to give her the certain and sure
tidings about the birth of a son. The
glad tidings was so certain of being
fulfilled that it seemed as if the son
had already been given to her. This is
what the angel had conveyed to Mary
because who does not know that it is
God Who bestows a son and not an
angel. An angel’s mission is confined
only to conveying the wish and
decree of God.
2165. Commentary:
The incident referred to in this and
the preceding verses took place in a
vision, and in a vision or dream a
person experiences different kinds of
sensations at different occasions.
Sometimes his feelings and talk in the
dream are subject to and under the
effect of the dream that he sees while
at another time they are not, and he
feels and talks as he would feel and
talk if he were awake. For example, if
in a dream a person is glad over the
death of his son, his feelings will be
regarded as under the effect of the
dream because in his state of
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22. aHe replied, ‘Thus it is.’ But
says thy Lord, ‘It is easy for
Me; and We shall do so that We
may make him a Sign unto men,
and a mercy from Us, and it is a
thing decreed.’2166
a

3:41, 48; 19:22; 51:31.

wakefulness no sane person would be
glad over the death of his son. So if
the words spoken by Mary when she
saw the angel in her vision were
under the effect of the vision, then
they would signify that when the glad
tidings were given to her about the
birth of a son she had a pleasant
surprise whether God would work
such a miracle as to give her—a
virgin—a son. But if the words be
regarded as a natural expression on
her part when the tidings of the birth
of a son were given to her then they
would signify that she was
completely perplexed and horrorstruck at the thought that a son should
be born to her—a virgin. In the
former case hers would be a very
pleasant surprise at the great favour
that God was going to do her and in
the latter case it would be an
expression
of
bewilderment
indicating the horrified state of her
mind.
The words 'no man has touched me'
show that Mary thought that the glad
tidings about the birth of a son to her
meant that the child would be born to
her without contracting a regular
marriage, otherwise there was no
sense in her denying having known
any man. The words, 'neither have I
been unchaste' show that whereas in

the previous clause she had denied
having known any man lawfully i.e.
in a married state, these words refer
to her denial of having known any
person unlawfully i.e. outside legal
wedlock. In her reply to the angel she
seemed to be thinking of the
circumstances of her life in the
Temple and of her vow of celibacy
which obviated the possibility of her
having any offspring. If she thought
that the promise made in the
preceding verse referred to the birth
of a son as a result of her conjugal
relations in some future time, as some
commentators of the Quran think,
then there was no occasion for her to
express any surprise.
2166. Important Words:
( مقضیاdecreed) is derived from قیض.
They say  قیض امراi.e. he decreed or
ordained or commanded the thing
(Lane). See also 15:67.
Commentary:
The words, It is easy for Me,
signify that a most unusual and
apparently impossible thing such as
to cause a child to be born without
the instrumentality of a father is quite
easy for God to bring about. The
expression, that We may make him a
Sign unto men, implies the fatherless
birth of Jesus. That birth was indeed a
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23. So she conceived him, and
withdrew with him to a remote
place.2167
great Sign for the Israelites. It pointed
to the impending transition of
prophethood from the House of Israel
to that of Ishmael. It also constituted
a warning to the Israelites in the sense
that they had become spiritually so
corrupt and morally so degenerate
that no male among them was fit
enough to become the father of a
Prophet of God. So God decreed to
bring about Jesus’ birth independently
of a father. Jesus had an Israelite
mother only and had no father. As the
final step in the process of transition,
however, the Great and Noble
Messenger who was to follow him
was to have neither an Israelite father
nor an Israelite mother. He was to
appear from another people, from
among the Ishmaelites, the brethren
of the Israelites, in accordance with
the Divine promise made to Moses
(Deut. 18:18). It is in this sense that
Jesus has been spoken of as 'a Sign of
the Hour' in the Quran (43:62), i.e. a
Sign of the time when prophethood
was to have passed from the Israelites
to the Ishmaelites. See also
Introduction to this Surah.
Jesus has also been spoken of 'as a
mercy from Us.' He was a mercy
from God in the sense that he taught
meekness and humility to the Jews
who had become hard-hearted and
conceited to the core. He was also a
mercy in the sense that he came as a
forerunner of the Holy Prophet who
himself 'was sent as a mercy for all
the worlds' (21:108). Again Jesus was

a divine mercy inasmuch as he paved
the way for the revelation of the
Quran which has also been referred to
as 'a mercy from the Lord' (29:52;
43:33). But this use of the words,
'That We may make him a Sign unto
men and a mercy from Us' should not
be understood to entitle Jesus to any
special spiritual status. Other persons
and prophets of God have also been
styled 'as a mercy and a Sign from
God' in the Quran (2:260; 7:74; 10:93;
21:108).
The expression, and it is a thing
decreed, means that God had decreed
that a fatherless son would be born to
Mary and that this Divine decree was
irrevocable. The Quran has used two
words  قدرand  قضاto express the sense
of Divine decree. They are sometimes
erroneously taken one for the other.
But while  قدرmeans designing or
determining,  قیضmeans decreeing.
When a scheme or plan is only
designed to be put into execution, it is
called  قدرbut when it is decreed by
God that it should be carried into
actual effect, it is named قضاء. The
fatherless birth of Jesus was a قضاء
(Divine decree) of God and not a قدر.
2167. Important Words:
(انتبذتshe withdrew) is derived
fromنبذ. They say  نبذہi.e. he cast,
threw or flung it away.  انتبذmeans, he
withdrew or retired aside or apart
from others; separated himself from
others.  انتبذ عن القومmeans, he withdrew
or retired from his people. انتبذ مکانا قصیا
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means, he retired to a place from his possibility of self-fertilization of a
family; he retired to a distant place woman, even though virgin, cannot
from his people (Lane & Aqrab).
be denied. That is to say, her own
body would produce the same result
Commentary:
as though sperm-cells from a man’s
How Mary came to conceive Jesus body had been transferred to hers in
without the agency of a husband is the usual way, or by a physician’s aid.
one of those divine secrets which at Recently a group of gynaecologists in
present may be considered beyond Europe have published data to prove
human intellect to fathom. It may be instances of childbirth where the
regarded as above the ordinary mother had had no contact with a
natural law as we now know it. But male (Lancet). For a detailed note on
the knowledge of man, at best, is parthenogenesis see 3:48.
limited. He has not been able to
Jesus’ birth is perhaps not
comprehend all divine secrets. There
altogether
unique in this respect that
are mysteries in nature which man
has not been able to solve as yet; he was born without the agency of a
perhaps he may never be able to solve human father. Cases are on record of
them. Among them may be included children having been born without
the fatherless birth of Jesus. God’s fathers for which see Enc. Brit. under
ways are inscrutable and His powers "Virgin Birth" and "Anomalies and
Curiosities of Medicine" published by
limitless. He Who could create the
W. B. Saunders & Co., London.
whole universe by uttering the word,
If we dismiss all these possibilities,
( کنbe), surely can bring about such
then
Jesus’ birth will have to be
changes in matter as should make this
apparently insoluble mystery yield to regarded, God forbid, as illegitimate.
Christians and Jews are both agreed
a solution.
Medical science, however, has not that the birth of Jesus was something
altogether ruled out the possibility, out of the ordinary—the Christians
from a purely biological standpoint, holding it as supernatural and the
under certain conditions, of natural Jews as illegitimate (Jew. Enc.). Even
parthenogenesis or the production of in the family birth register, the birth
a child by a female without any of Jesus was recorded as such
relation to a male. Medical (Talmud). This fact alone should
practitioners call attention to this constitute a valid proof of Jesus’ birth
possibility as a result of a certain type being out of the ordinary. Joseph,
of tumour, which is occasionally Mary’s husband, according to the
found in the female pelvis or lower Gospels, had not established conjugal
body. Such tumours which are known relations with her till after the birth of
as arrhenoblastoma are capable of Jesus (Matt. 1:25). So the words, 'she
generating male sperm cells. If living conceived him', refer to this
male sperm-cells are produced in a extraordinary conception of Mary
female body by arrhenoblastoma the without the agency of any man.
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24. And the pains of childbirth
drove her unto the trunk of a
palm-tree. She said, ‘O! would
that I had died before this and
had become a thing quite
forgotten!’2168
25. Then he (the angel) called
her from beneath her, saying,
“Grieve not. Thy Lord has
placed a rivulet below thee;2169
The words, 'a remote place', refer to Commentary:
Bethlehem which is about seventy
As it appears from the Gospels
miles south of Nazareth. There Joseph
there was no room in the inn in which
took Mary sometime before Jesus’
Jesus was born in Bethlehem. Joseph
birth which took place in that town.
and Mary must have stayed in the
2168. Important Words:
open field and Mary might have
( خماضpains of childbirth) is derived betaken herself to the trunk of a
from خمض. They say  خمض اللنبi.e. he palm-tree in order to take rest under
churned the milk and took the butter its shade and possibly also to find
out of it.  خمض الیشءmeans, he violently some support in her throes of
agitated the thing. خمضت املرأةmeans, the childbirth.
woman suffered the pains of
The words, 'had become a thing
childbirth.  خماضmeans, the pains of quite forgotten' indicate the extreme
childbirth (Lane & Aqrab).
severity of the pains of childbirth. In
(منسیاa thing forgotten) is derived the case of first delivery the throes of
from ( نیسnasiya).  نسیا ل یشءmeans, he childbirth ordinarily are extremely
forgot the thing. نسیاmeans, anything severe and in the intensity of pain
forgotten or worthy of being forgotten women generally give utterance to
or anything that must be forgotten. It some such words as those spoken by
also means, one who is counted for Mary.
nothing, who is despised; a thing
which the members of a caravan 2169. Important Words:
leave behind as worthless or of little
(حتتھاbeneath her). حتتmeans, beneath,
use or importance.  منسیاalso means, a below or under; the lower part. The
thing that is forgotten or neglected. word also signifies the low, base, vile
The use of these two words together or ignoble or depressed persons. The
in this verse denoting the same sense Holy Prophet is reported to have said,
is intended to intensify the sense of  ال تقوم الساعة حیت تظھر التحوت و ھتلک الوعولi.e. the
forgetting or neglect (Lane & Aqrab). hour of resurrection will not come
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26. And shake towards thyself
the trunk of the palm-tree; it
will cause fresh ripe dates to fall
upon thee,2170
until the low or depressed people
prevail and the rich and high-placed
persons perish; or as some say, until
the treasures that are beneath the
earth appear (Lane &Taj).
The word  حتتmeaning beneath,
below and also the slope and
declivity of a mountain (Lane), the
verse signifies that the voice came to
Mary from the side of the slope of the
mountain where the fountain was and
not from beneath her own body as is
popularly believed. As a matter of
fact Bethlehem is situated on a rock
2350 ft. above sea-level and is
surrounded by very fertile valleys.
There are fountains in this rock, one
of which is known as the 'fountain of
Solomon'. Another fountain is
situated at a distance of about 800
yards to the southeast of the town.
From these fountains water is
supplied to the town of Bethlehem.
The words of the verse only mean
that the angel called to Mary from the
side of the fountain which was
situated in the slope ( )حتتof the
mountain.
Mary stood in need of water for
drinking and for washing herself and
the swaddling-clothes. So the voice
of the angel indicated to her the
direction where the fountain lay. One
of the fountains was flowing at a
distance of about 800 yards to the
south-east of Bethlehem and Joseph
and Mary, we are told, finding no

accommodation in the town had to lie
in the open field at some distance
from the town.
The verse seems to point to a
beautiful likeness which Jesus had
with another Prophet of God—
Ishmael. We are told that when
Ishmael suffered from extreme pangs
of thirst in the wilderness of Mecca
and his mother Hagar in vain
searched for water, the voice of the
angel came to her saying that God
had caused a fountain of water to
flow from under the feet of Ishmael
(Bukhari). The verse thus entitles
Jesus to no particular distinction.
Apart from the fatherless birth of
Jesus the significance of which has
been fully explained in the
Introduction to the present Surah,
Jesus possesses no distinction. He
was only one of so many Divine
Messengers.
2170. Commentary:
According to this verse the birth of
Jesus took place at a time when fresh
dates are found on palm-trees in
Judaea. That season evidently is in
the months of August and September
but according to the view generally
accepted by Christians, Jesus was
born on 25th December which day is
celebrated all over the Christian
world every year with great fervour.
Now this Christian view is
contradicted not only by the Quran
but also by history and even by
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writers of the New Testament itself.
Writing about the time of Jesus’ birth
Luke says: "And there were
shepherds in the same country
(Judaea) abiding in the field, and
keeping watch by night over their
flocks (Luke 2:7, 8). Commenting on
this statement of Luke Bishop Barns
in his book, Rise of Christianity, on
page 79 says: "There is, moreover, no
authority for the belief that December
25 was the actual birthday of Jesus. If
we can give any credence to the birthstory of Luke, with the shepherds
keeping watch by night in the fields
near Bethlehem, the birth of Jesus did
not take place in winter, when the
night temperature is so low in the hill
country of Judaea that snow is not
uncommon. After much argument our
Christmas day seems to have been
accepted about A.D. 300". This view
of Bishop Barns is supported by
writers of the articles on "Christmas"
in Encyclopaedia Britannica and
Chambers
Encyclopaedia.
In
Encyclopaedia Britannica we have:
The exact day and year of
Christ’s birth have never been
satisfactorily settled; but then the
fathers of the Church in A.D. 340
decided upon a date to celebrate
the event, they wisely chose the
day of the winter solstice which
was firmly fixed in the minds of
the people and which was their
most important festival. Owing to
changes in man-made calendars,
the time of the solstice and the
date of Christmas day vary by a
few days (15th edition, vol. 5, pp.
642 & 642A).
Chambers Encyclopaedia says: In
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the second place the winter
solstice was regarded as the
birthday of the sun, and at Rome
25th December was observed as a
pagan festival of the nativity of
Sol-invictus. The Church, unable
to stamp out this popular festival,
spiritualized it as the feast of the
Nativity
of the Sun of
Righteousness.
These statements of the two
Encyclopaedias are further supported
by Peake’s "Commentary on the
Bible". In this book on page 727
Peake says: "The season (of Jesus’
birth) would not be December; our
Christmas day is a comparatively late
tradition found first in the West."
Thus recent historical research into
the origins of Christianity has
established the fact beyond any
reasonable doubt that Jesus was not
born in December.
How in the light of historical
research into the origins of
Christianity and Luke’s statement that
Jesus was born at a time when "there
were in the same country shepherds
abiding in the field, keeping
watch over their flocks by night"
(Luke 2:7-8) the belief ever came to
be entertained by Christians that
Jesus was born in December, seems
very surprising indeed. According to
this statement of Luke, Jesus
certainly was born in summer when
shepherds abide in the field in Judaea,
keeping watch over their flocks at
night which is only possible in
summer. The incident referred to in
Luke very probably took place in the
month of August or September when
fresh dates are found on palm-trees in
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Judaea. This is the time when
according to the Quranic verse under
comment Jesus was born and when
his mother Mary was directed by God
to "shake towards thyself the trunk of
the palm-tree; it will cause fresh dates
to fall upon thee". Thus the Gospel of
Luke
inadvertently
has
lent
wonderful support to the Quranic
view about the birth of Jesus having
taken place in the month of August or
September which is the season of
fresh ripe dates in Judaea. Moreover,
there is ample and very reliable
historical evidence also to show that
Jesus was born in the month of
August or September. In his
"Dictionary of the Bible" Dr. John D.
Davis, under the word "year" writes
that dates become ripe in the Jewish
month of Elul; and in Peake’s
"Commentary on the Bible" (page
117) we have that the month of Elul
corresponds to the months of AugustSeptember. Furthermore Dr. Peake
says, "J. Stewart (When did our Lord
actually live?) arguing from an
Angora temple inscription and a
quotation in an old Chinese classic
which speaks of the Gospel story
reaching China A.D. 25-28 puts the
birth of Jesus in 8 B.C. (Sept. or Oct.)
and the crucifixion on Wednesday in
A.D. 24."
From the above statements of the
two Encyclopaedias supported by
quotations from the "Commentary on
the Bible" by Dr. Arthur S. Peake,
M.A., D.D., the fact becomes quite
clear that Jesus was born in the
Jewish month of Elul which
corresponds to the months of AugustSeptember when dates ripen in
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Judaea, and not on 25th December as
the Christian Church would have us
believe. And that is the view
expressed by the Quran.
One more fact in this connection
demands
careful
examination.
Sometime before Jesus’ birth Joseph
had taken Mary to Bethlehem, a town
about seventy miles to the south of
Nazareth, the native place of Joseph
and Mary. Luke states that Joseph
did so because with Quirinius as
governor of Syria, Augustus Caesar
had ordered that all should go to
Bethlehem to be enrolled in the city
of David (Luke 2:1-4). But history
does not support this statement of
Luke. No census was ever taken in
the year of Jesus’ birth nor was there
any governor of Syria of this name at
that time. According to Josephus, one
of the greatest of all Jewish historians,
the first census ever to be taken was
held seven years after Jesus’ birth and
the governors of Syria ten years
before his birth till Herod’s death
were Stiplus Wardus, Sentiris and
Titnis (Enc. Brit. under "Chronicle").
It seems incredible that in the face
of such reliable historical evidence
Luke should have invented this story
of the census. There must have been
some very compelling reasons for
him to do so. It appears that in a
desperate search for an excuse to
explain why Joseph and Mary
undertook such a long and arduous
journey to Bethlehem in the latter’s
extremely weak state of health and
her pregnancy, Luke seems to have
stumbled over the fact of a census
having taken place in that town which,
in fact, had been held seven years
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after the date that he has assigned to
it. He deliberately predated the
census by seven years in order to
show that both the events—the
census and Jesus’ birth, took place at
the same time. Writing history about
seventy or eighty years after the
actual event he perhaps thought that
this historical anachronism would not
be detected after such a long time.
Thus by placing the census, which
had occurred seven years later, in the
year of Jesus’ birth Luke persuaded
himself to believe that he had
succeeded in explaining away the fact
as to why Joseph had exposed his
ailing wife to the rigours of a long
and hard journey to Bethlehem in the
advanced state of her pregnancy.
But the difficulty still remains that
if, as history shows, there had been
no census at the time of Jesus’ birth,
then why Luke was so anxious to
invent the whole story of the journey
to Bethlehem and why it was
undertaken. In fact the difficulty was
of Luke’s own creation. It was this,
that while narrating the account of the
immaculate conception of Mary he
had stated that great and wonderful
miracles had begun and had
continued to appear till Jesus’ birth.
He feared that if no valid reason were
given of this journey of Joseph and
Mary, then they would be legitimately
accused of being weak of faith and
people would naturally say that after
having witnessed so many miracles at
the time of the conception they were
still afraid of public criticism and
scandal-mongering and that in order
to hide the fact of conception and
later birth they had left Nazareth. But
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the hard reality was there that they
had undertaken the journey to
Bethlehem, a far-off place. Luke
probably thought that people would
rightly ask that if immediately after
the conception miracles and Divine
signs had really begun to appear, then
where was the necessity for Joseph to
conceal Mary’s pregnancy and the
subsequent birth of Jesus, and if there
existed no such necessity why did
Joseph and Mary undertake that hard
and fatiguing journey in the state of
her extremely delicate health? Thus
the invention of great miracles having
taken place at the time of the
conception forced Luke to forge the
event of the census and also the story
that he had undertaken the journey to
Bethlehem in order to attend it. But
he need not have invented or predated
the fact of the census. The whole
thing was quite simple and could
have been easily explained. Luke
could easily have written that Mary
had miraculously conceived a child
while in the temple and was
afterwards married to Joseph who
himself was quite convinced of her
chastity as he had seen a vision to
that effect (see 3:47). But because he
feared that he would not be able to
convince others of this fact, and
because he was afraid of scandalmongering on the part of the people,
therefore, he had to take Mary to a far
off place before her pregnancy had
become too patent to be concealed
any longer. But this he would not do
because in that case the whole story
of great miracles having attended
Mary’s conception would have gone
to pieces. This is how the whole
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27. So eat and drink, and cool
thine eye. And if thou seest any
man, say, ‘I have vowed a fast
to the Gracious God; I will
therefore not speak this day to
any human being.’”2171
difficulty arose and one invention led
to another.
It may be added here that the
whole-trouble of fixing the date of
Jesus’ birth seems to have arisen from
a confusion of the date of Mary’s
conception. The pregnancy of Mary
seemed to have taken place sometime
in November or December and not in
March or April as the Church
historians would have us believe.
When after four or five months’
conception, pregnancy became too
obvious to be concealed any longer,
Joseph was prevailed upon to take
Mary to his house in the month of
March or April of the next year. Thus
Christian historians mistake the date
when Joseph took Mary to his house
for the date of her actual conception
which had taken place four or five
months earlier. As recent research
into the origins of Christianity has
proved that Jesus was not born in
December but in August-September,
therefore the conception could not
have taken place in March or April.
So the Quranic view that Jesus was
born in August or September is based
not only on historical facts but is also
quite in accordance with Luke’s own
narrative and therefore is the only
safe and sensible conclusion.
It also appears from the present

verse that Mary was lying in a
sheltered place in the upper part of
the hill and the date-palm was
standing on the slope and therefore
she could easily reach to its trunk and
shake it. That the territory of
Bethlehem abounded in date-palms is
clear from the Bible (Judges 1:16)
and from "A Dictionary of the Bible"
by Dr. John D. Davis, D. D.
Moreover, the fact of Mary having
been guided to a fountain, as
mentioned in the preceding verse, in
order to drink of its water and wash
herself, points to Jesus’ birth having
taken place in the month of August or
September because in the icy cold
weather of Judaea in December Mary
could not have washed herself in the
open.
2171. Commentary:
Some commentators of the Quran
are of the view that Mary was
commanded completely to abstain
from talking. But that is not the case.
Like Zachariah she was directed to
abstain from talk as far as possible,
but not completely, and to devote all
her time in the remembrance of God.
The expression ( فقویلand say) itself
shows that the command about
abstaining from talk was not
unqualified. A new baby had been
born and as the birth of a new child
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28. Then she brought him to her
people, carrying him. They said,
‘O Mary, thou hast done a
strange thing.2172
was likely to attract the casual visitor
or the passer-by and induce him to
ask the mother unnecessary and
vexatious
questions
about its
parentage etc.; so in order to cut
short the possible embarrassing
conversation Mary was commanded
to say that she had vowed a fast to the
Gracious God that she would indulge
in no useless talk. Thus while on the
one hand her silence conserved her
physical strength, on the other she
could have more time to devote to the
remembrance of God.
2172. Important Words:
(جئتthou hast done).  جاء زیدmeans,
Zaid came. جئت زیداmeans, I came to
Zaid. جئت بهmeans, I brought him. جاءت
 بولدmeans, she gave birth to a child.
جاء ب یشءmeans, he did, executed or
performed a thing; he said or uttered
a thing.  جئت شیئا حسناmeans, I did a good
thing. The Quranic expression, لقد جئت
 شیئا فریاmeans, thou hast done a strange
thing or a thing hitherto unknown
(Lane & Aqrab).
( فریاstrange) is derived from فری
(fariya) which means, he was or
became confounded or perplexed, and
was unable to see the right course.
 أفری فالناmeans, he blamed or censured
such a one;  افری ال یشءmeans, he cut or
slit the thing. They say  ھو یفری الفریi.e.
he effects what is wonderful in his
deed.  فریmeans, a thing forged or
fabricated or unknown or unheard of.
The words  لقد جئت شیئا فریاmean, thou

hast done a thing hitherto unknown;
or a thing deemed strange; or a thing
great of magnitude or gravity. فری
applied to a man means, a forger or
fabricator of lies.  افرتی کذباmeans, he
forged or fabricated a lie or falsehood
(Lane & Aqrab).
( حتملهcarrying him) is derived from
محل. They say  محل ال یشءi.e. he carried
the thing.  محله عیل ظھرہmeans, he bore
him on his or its back.  محلت املرأةmeans,
the woman became pregnant. محل القران
means, he memorized the Quran. محله
 احلملmeans, he helped him or assisted
him to lift the load; or he assisted him
in his work; he gave him a beast to
ride; ( لتحملھم9:92) means, that thou
shouldst mount them (Lane, Aqrab &
Mufradat). See also 7:177.
Commentary:
By the words 'carrying him' some
people are led to think that the verse
refers to the time of the childhood of
Jesus when Mary carried him in her
arms. But this is an obvious
misconception. The verse, in fact,
refers to the time when Jesus had
attained to prophethood as is clear
from vv. 31-34 wherein he says, I am
a servant of Allah, He has given me
the Book, and made me a
Prophet;…and has enjoined upon me
Prayer and alms-giving so long as I
live. Surely Jesus was not made a
Prophet in his childhood, nor did he
say his Prayers and give Zakah at that
time. It appears from the Gospels that
after Jesus’ birth at Bethlehem, in
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29. O sister of Aaron, thy father
was not a wicked man nor was
thy mother an unchaste
woman!’2173
pursuance of a Divine command
Joseph had taken him and Mary to
Egypt where they lived for some years
and it was after the death of Herod
that the family came back to Nazareth
and dwelt there (Matt. 2:13-23).
There was also a Biblical prophecy to
the effect that Jesus would come to
his people along with his mother
riding an ass (Matt. 21:4-7). Jesus
and Mary were actually riding asses
when they entered Jerusalem. Thus
the expression ( حتملهcarrying him or
mounting him) may possibly refer to
that prophecy of the Bible.
Moreover the expression  محلهas
shown under "Important Words"
above, also means, he helped him and
assisted him in his work.
According to this signification of
the word محلthe verse under comment
would mean that Mary came to her
people with Jesus while she believed
in him and helped him in his mission.
The expression serves a twofold
purpose. On the one hand it refers to
the fulfilment of the Biblical
prophecy (Matt. 21:4-7) and on the
other disposes of the accusation (also
contained in the Bible) that Jesus’
brothers and his mother did not
believe in him. In any case this verse
does not refer to the childhood of
Jesus but to the time when
prophethood had already been
bestowed upon him and he had begun
addressing his Message to his people.
The manner of expression adopted

in regard to the birth and prophethood
of Jesus is quite like that adopted
about John (Yahya) in verses 12 and
13of the present Surah. Verse 12
relates to Zachariah having received
the happy news of the birth of a son
and v. 13 to the period when his son
Yahya had become a Prophet, the
remaining incidents in Yahya’s life
having been omitted because the
Quran is not a book of history that it
should give the complete picture of
the life of a man. In the same way the
preceding three verses give a brief
description of Jesus’ birth and the
present verse comes straight to the
time when he had become a Prophet
of God. The fact that v. 23 speaks of
Mary having withdrawn to a remote
place also belies the inference that
she had come from that remote place
carrying Jesus in her arms.
The words, 'thou hast done a
strange thing' contain a double taunt.
They refer to the calumny of Mary
having given birth to an illegitimate
son and to Jesus having falsely laid
claim to prophethood. As shown
under "Important Words" above the
word  فریalso means a forger of lies.
Thus by using this word the elders of
the Jewish people called Mary a bad
woman and Jesus a forger of lies and
a false Prophet.
2173. Commentary:
Some Christian writers in their
ignorance of the Arabic language
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30. Then she pointed to him.
They said, ‘how can we talk to
one who is a child in the
cradle?’2174
have accused the Quran of an
historical anachronism inasmuch as it
has spoken of Mary as sister of Aaron.
Instead of regretting their own
ignorance they have blamed the
Quran of ignorance. The question of
Mary having been called the sister of
Aaron in the Quran was put before
the Holy Prophet himself and he told
the questioner whether he did not
know that the Israelites used to name
their children after their Prophets and
saints (Bayan, vol. 6, p. 16; Jarir vol.
16, p. 52).
Mary has been here called the sister
of Aaron and not that of Moses
though both were brothers, for
whereas Moses was the founder of
the Jewish Law, Aaron was the head
of the Jewish priestly class (Enc. Bib.
& Enc. Brit. under "Aaron") and
Mary also belonged to the priestly
order. Tabari has related an incident
from the life of the Holy Prophet
which gives us an insight into the
meanings of the Arabic words (ابab),
‘( عمamm),( اختukht) etc. When once
Safiyyah, the Holy Prophet’s wife,
and incidentally a Jewess by descent,
complained to the Holy Prophet that
some of his other wives had called
her a Jewess in contempt, the Prophet
told her to return the taunt by saying
that Aaron was her father, Moses her
uncle and Muhammad her husband.
Surely, the Holy Prophet knew that
Aaron was not Safiyyah’s father nor
Moses her uncle. This tradition shows

that the application of these Arabic
words is by no means confined to the
above-mentioned blood relations.
Mary might have been called a
sister of Aaron by way of reproach or
taunt inasmuch as another Mary, the
real sister of Aaron and Moses’
stepsister or his sister-in-law, had
charged him (Moses) with having
unlawfully married a woman
(Numbers 12:1). A reference to this
accusation is also to be found in the
Quran in 33:70. Thus the elders of the
Jews, by calling Jesus’ mother sister
of Aaron, meant that as Mary, the
sister of Aaron had, by accusing
Moses of unlawfully marrying a
woman, committed a heinous crime,
so did she, like her namesake,
commit a heinous act of giving birth
to an illegitimate child. See also 3:36.
2174. Important Words:
For  املھدsee 3:47.
Commentary:
The words 'she pointed to him'
indicate that Mary knew what answer
Jesus would give if the elders of the
Jews addressed their question to him.
These words may also indicate that
Mary knew that if she declared
herself innocent nobody would
believe her. The only evidence of her
innocence was her son. She meant
that such a holy and righteous son
whom God had endowed with such
noble qualities could not be the result
of an immoral union and that his
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virtues and good qualities by
themselves constituted a sufficient
vindication of her innocence. So she
pointed to him. The words may also
signify that when the Jews accused
Mary of adultery she felt embarrassed
and pointed to Jesus who had by that
time become a Prophet. Some
Muslim commentators of the Quran
seem to feel a peculiar delight in
attributing all sorts of miracles to
Jesus. By their misguided reverence
for him they have virtually raised him
to the pedestal of Divinity. In the
words, How can we talk to one who is
a child in the cradle, they seem to
have discovered one such miracle of
Jesus. Among all men, even among
all the great Prophets of God he alone,
they say, could talk while yet a child
in the cradle. But the talk which he
gave to the elders of the Jews and
which is contained in the next four
verses (vv.31-34) could not possibly
be the talk of a child and if it was,
then the facts described therein were
a tissue of lies. Jesus says:(a) "God
has made me a Prophet"; (b) "He has
given me the Book"; (c) "He has
enjoined me to say Prayers and give
the Zakah"; (d) "He has made me
dutiful to my mother and has not
made me haughty", and (e) "Peace
was on me the day I was born, and
peace there will be on me the day I
shall die, and the day I shall be raised
up to life again." All these
affirmations from the lips of a baby
sound like so many lies and who
would call these lies a miracle? Jesus
was neither a Prophet at that time, nor
did he say Prayer or give Zakah or
was given a Book. Moreover, these
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commentators appear to ignore the
quite obvious fact that at another
place in the Quran (3:47) this miracle
is stated as having consisted in Jesus’
speaking to the people in the cradle
and when of middle age ()یف املھد وکھال.
But talk by a man when he is  کھلi.e.
of middle age, is no miracle; and by
joining the word ( مھدcradle) with the
word ( کھلof middle age), the Quran
implies that the talk of Jesus in  مھدand
when he was ( کھلof middle age) was
no miracle in the sense in which it is
understood by the commentators, but
it was a miracle in the sense that he
spoke words of exceptional wisdom
and intelligence in childhood as well
as in middle age. The joining of these
two words also implied a prophecy
that Jesus would not die young but
would live up to a good ripe age. This
prophecy did constitute a real miracle.
But if the word  مھدwere to be taken in
the sense of "period of preparation"
which is also one of the meanings of
this word, the verse یکلم الناس یف املھد و کھال
(3:47) would mean that he would
speak to people words full of
extraordinary wisdom and spiritual
knowledge much beyond his years
and experience, both in the period of
preparation which is youth and in his
middle age. Thus the words, How can
we talk to one who is a child in the
cradle, present no difficulty. When
Mary, on being taunted by the elders
of the Jews, directed their attention to
Jesus, they disdained to talk to him
and contemptuously said, how could
they talk to "a child in the cradle" i.e.
a mere boy, who was born and
brought up before their very eyes.
Old and learned people are wont to
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31. He said, ‘I am a servant of
Allah. He has given me the
Book, and made me a
Prophet;2175
32. And He has made me
blessed wheresoever I may be,
and has enjoined upon me
Prayer and alms-giving so long
as I live;2176
33. And He has made me
a
dutiful toward my mother, and
He has not made me haughty
and unblessed.2177
a

19:15, 33.

talk like that when invited to learn
wisdom from one who is much
younger to them in age. The words
merely constitute an expression of
contempt and disdain for Jesus. See
also 3:47.
2175. Commentary:
"The Book" refers to the Torah and
the verse signifies that God had given
Jesus a special knowledge of the
Torah which was denied to the elders
and learned men of the Jews.
2176. Commentary:
This verse implied a mighty
prophecy. The prophecy was that
Jesus’ people would put him on the
cross and would compel him to flee
his country and seek refuge in a
foreign land. But the grace and
blessings of God would attend him
wherever he would go. After the
crucifixion Jesus’ mission appeared to
have been a complete failure but he

travelled to the east—to Afghanistan
and Kashmir, where his cause
progressed and triumphed. See also
4:158 & 23:51.
2177. Commentary:
The present and the preceding two
verses refer to a period when Jesus
had already become invested with
prophethood. It is an insult to human
intelligence and common sense and to
belie facts of history and also to
betray one’s utter lack of knowledge
of the Quranic style and Arabic idiom
to say that the words of vv. 31-33
were spoken by Jesus while he was
yet a child and therefore constituted a
great miracle. A mere babe who
sucked the breast of his mother could
not say that he was a most obedient
and faithful servant of God or that
God had given him a Book or that he
said Prayers and gave alms or that he
was dutiful to his mother and was not
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haughty. All this talk seems to be a
tissue of lies. Jesus could not and did
not do any of these things while yet a
baby but rather when he had attained
to prophethood. It may be argued that
the miracle consisted in the fact that
Jesus could talk while yet a baby in
the cradle but this purpose could
equally have been served by his
speaking only a few words. If only he
had rebuked the elders of the Jews for
calumniating his mother in a single
sentence they would surely have
been taken aback and completely
confounded and the purpose of the
miracle would have been fully served.
But where was the necessity of
putting a long discourse in Jesus’
mouth which was not true? The truth
is that the miracle did not lie in the
supposed infantile talk of Jesus but in
the imagination of the commentators
themselves.
In this and the preceding two verses
Jesus has been described as saying
that (1) he is a servant of God;
(2) God has given him the Book;
(3) He has made him a Prophet;
(4) He has made him blessed; (5) He
has enjoined upon him Prayer and
alms-giving; (6) He has made him
dutiful to his mother and that (7) He
has not made him haughty and
unblessed. All these words put in
Jesus’ mouth by the Quran have been
amply supported and corroborated by
the Bible:
(1) As regards Jesus’ being a
humble servant of God, subject to
human weaknesses and frailties and
to the demands and calls of nature
and not being God or Son of God, the
Bible says:
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And when he had fasted forty
days and nights, he afterwards
hungered (Matt. 4:2).
But of that day or that hour
knoweth no one, –but the father
(Mark 13:32).
And Jesus said unto him, why
callest thou me good? None is
good save one, that is God (Mark
10:18).
(2) About the fact that Jesus was
given a Book which he followed and
taught, the Bible says:
Think not that I come to destroy
the law or the prophets: I am not
come to destroy, but to fulfil. For
verily I say unto you, Till heaven
and earth pass away, one jot or
one tittle shall in no wise pass
from the law, till all be fulfilled
(Matt. 5:17, 18).
(3) The Bible also supports the
Quranic statement that Jesus was only
a Prophet of God and not God or the
Son of God. It says:
And He that sent me is with me
(John 8:29).
Neither came I of myself, but He
sent me (John 8:42).
He hath sent me to proclaim
release to the captives, and
recovering of sight to the blind,
(Isaiah 61:1-3; Luke 4:15-22).
And the multitudes said, This is
the Prophet, Jesus, of Nazareth of
Galilee (Matt. 21:11).
(4) About Jesus’ being blessed the
Bible depicts Elizabeth, the mother of
John, as saying to Mary, the mother
of Jesus:
Blessed art thou among women,
and blessed is the fruit of thy
womb (Luke 1:42).
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34. And peace was on me athe
day I was born, and peace there
will be on me the day I shall die,
and the day I shall be raised up
to life again.’2178
a

19:16.

And it came to pass, as he spake
these things, a certain woman of
the company lifted up her voice
and said unto him, blessed is the
womb that bare thee, and the paps
which thou hast sucked (Luke
11:27).
(5) The fifth thing that the Quran
tells us about Jesus is that God had
enjoined upon him Prayer and almsgiving. About this the Bible says as
follows:
And he withdrew himself into the
wilderness and prayed (Luke
5:16).
And being in an agony he prayed
more earnestly; and his sweat was
as it were great drops of blood
falling down to the ground (Luke
22:44).
Render therefore unto Caesar the
things that are Caesar’s and unto
God the things that are God’s
(Matt. 22:21).
(6) Last of all, Jesus has been
described as being humble and
blessed with success. In regard to this
the Bible says:
Take my yoke upon you, and
learn of me; for I am meek and
lowly in heart: and ye shall find
rest unto your souls (Matt. 11:29).
Tell ye the daughter of Sion,
Behold, thy King cometh unto
thee, meek, and sitting upon an

ass, and a colt the foal of an ass
(Matt. 21:5).
These things I have spoken unto
you, that in me ye might have
peace. In the world ye shall have
tribulation: but be of good cheer;
I have overcome the world (John
16:33).
2178. Commentary:
The words, and peace there will be
on me the day I shall die, show that
Jesus did not die on the cross, for
death on the cross, according to the
Bible, is an accursed death (Deut.
21:23; Gal. 3:13). It cannot be said
about a person who died an accursed
death that he died a blessed and
peaceful death. But the mere fact of a
person being put on the cross or
meeting a violent end does not
conflict with the idea of peace and
blessedness to which this verse refers.
It is an accepted fact of history that
the Prophet Yahya was murdered
while in jail but the words "peace was
on him the day he died" have also
been used about him in v. 16 above.
So these words have been used about
Jesus and Yahya to show that both
these Prophets succeeded in their
missions, and a person who succeeds
in his mission and whose work is
carried on after his death and who is
remembered with love and respect
cannot be said to have suffered death
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35. Such was Jesus, son of
Mary. This is a statement of the
truth
about
which
they
2179
doubt.
or to have been deprived of "peace".
Jesus has left behind him a large
community of followers and Yahya’s
name is remembered with love and
respect. Thus both Jesus and Yahya
died a blessed death and enjoy
everlasting peace.
The words, peace was on me the
day I was born may also be
understood as containing a hint that
the birth of Jesus was out of the
ordinary. These words have also been
used about Yahya in verse 16 above
because his birth, too, took place in
extraordinary circumstances. He was
born when his father had reached
an extremely old age and his mother
was barren.
The expression, the day I shall be
raised up to life again, may also
imply: "The day when I shall be
raised again in the form of another
Prophet who will testify to my truth."
The implied reference may be to the
Holy Prophet who bore witness to the
truth of Jesus.
2179. Commentary:
Perhaps there is no individual of
any prominence in religious history
about whom so many and so farreaching differences exist as about
Jesus, the son of Mary. The Jews, the
Christians and the Muslims all hold
widely different views about Jesus’
birth, the manner of his death, and
about the account of his life. The
Jews believe that he was born out of

legal wedlock and therefore his birth
was illegitimate. He was a false
Prophet and therefore deservedly met
an accursed death on the cross. The
Christians hold that Jesus’ mother
became conceived of the Holy Ghost,
therefore he was the son of God. He
persuaded himself to be put on the
cross and by his death he atoned for
the sins of all humanity. He remained
dead for three days and then rose up
to heaven. He is a part of the Holy
Trinity and yet is God Himself.
Orthodox Muslims believe that he
was miraculously born without the
instrumentality of a father as the
result of a special Divine decree. He
was an Israelite Prophet. The Jews
tried to crucify him but instead
succeeded only in crucifying another
person who by God’s special decree
was made to look like Jesus and Jesus
bodily went up to heaven where he is
sitting by the right hand of God and
will someday descend from heaven to
win for Muslims the kingdom of the
whole
world.
The
so-called
modernists among Muslims think that
he was the son of Joseph the
carpenter, and died a natural death,
and so there was nothing miraculous
or unusual about his birth, death or
his life. He was only an Israelite
Prophet. The orthodox Ahmadis,
however, believe that his birth took
place without the agency of a father
as the result of a special Divine
decree, and that this unusual form of
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36. aIt does not befit the
Majesty of Allah to take unto
Himself a son. Holy is He.
When He decrees a thing, He
says to it, ‘Be!’, and it is.2180
a

10:69; 17:112; 18:5; 19:89; 21:27; 25:3; 39:5.

birth constituted a rebuke and a
warning to the Israelites that on
account of their persistent rejection of
truth and God’s Messengers, and their
immoral practices the whole Israelite
nation had been rendered quite unfit
to give birth to a Prophet of God and
therefore prophethood, in accordance
with God’s covenant with Abraham,
was transferred from the House of
Israel to that of Ishmael (see
Introduction to this Surah). They
further believe that Jesus was hung
on the cross by the Jews but did not
die there and was taken down from it
alive and for three days remained in a
tomb hewn out of a rock and then
travelled to Kashmir to preach his
Message to the Lost Ten Tribes of
Israel. He lived up to the ripe old age
of 120 years, died a natural death and
lies buried in Khanyar street in
Srinagar, Kashmir. In fact, the
existence of so many and so serious
differences about Jesus implies a
rebuke to Christians that there is
nothing certain about their god.
The expression "son of Mary" ( ابن
 )مریمis Jesus’ distinctive name.
Whereas on the one hand it seems to
point to his fatherless birth, on the
other it confers on him a name which
is incapable of being confused with
that of anybody else. The Gospels
have also used for Jesus the epithet ابن

( ٓادمson of man) but this epithet has
been used in the Bible for other
persons also. So ( ابن مریمson of Mary)
is at once a distinctive and descriptive
name of Jesus.
2180. Important Words:
( ماکان ّٰللIt does not befit the Majesty
of Allah). They say  ماکان لهi.e. (1) it
does not befit him; behove him; it is
inconsistent with his dignity; it is not
proper for him; (2) it is beyond his
power to do so. In the present verse
 ماکان ّٰللmeans, it is inconsistent with
the Majesty of Allah or it does not
befit His Holiness (Aqrab, Lane &
Mufradat). See also 2:35.
Commentary:
The words  ان یتخذ من ولدexpress two
senses (a) that He should have a son;
and (b) that He should adopt
someone as His son. When it is
inconsistent with God’s Majesty to
adopt someone as His son, it is all the
more repugnant to His Holiness and
Glory to have a real son. These words
repudiate the Christian belief, namely
(i) that God has adopted Jesus as His
son or (ii) that Jesus is God’s son.
Christians believe that Jesus was
God’s son. The onus for proving such
a manifestly absurd belief lies on
them. They base this belief on the
assumption that the Bible calls him
the son of God. But in the Bible other
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persons have also been called or
addressed as sons of God. Jesus
enjoys no special prerogative in this
respect and is therefore no more a son
of God than those persons who have
also been addressed as such.
The Bible says:
(a) "Neither can they die any
more: for they are equal unto the
angels; and are the children of
God" (Luke 20:36);
(b) "For I am a father to Israel,
and Ephraim is my firstborn" (Jer.
31:9);
(c) "Our Father which art in
heaven, hallowed be thy name"
(Matt. 6:9);
(d) "For if you forgive men their
trespasses your heavenly Father
will also forgive you" (Matt.
6:14);
(e) "That your Father also which
is in heaven may forgive you your
trespasses" (Mark 11:25);
(f) "Your Father knoweth that ye
have need of these things" (Luke
12:30);
(g) "We have one Father, even
God" (John 8:41);
(h) "One God and Father of all,
who is above all, and through all,
and in you all" (Ephes. 4:6);
(i) "Thus saith the Lord, Israel is
my son, even my firstborn" (Exod.
4:22).
The Bible rather supports the
Quranic statement, viz.it does not
befit the Majesty of Allah to take unto
Himself a son. He is the One Lord,
God, Who has, or needs, no son.
It says:
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(a) "Hear, O Israel: The Lord our
God is one Lord" (Deut. 6:4);
(b) "I am the Lord, that is my
name: and my glory will I not
give to another, neither my
praise to graven images" (Isa.
42:8);
(c) "Hear, O Israel; the Lord our
God is one Lord" (Mark
12:29);
(d) "To the only wise God our
Saviour, be glory and
majesty" (Jude 1:25);
(e) "Now unto the King eternal,
immortal, invisible, the only
wise God, be honour and
glory forever and ever" (I
Timothy 1:17).
The verse under comment gives
three reasons why God does not stand
in need of a son:(1) if God were
supposed to have a son, He must be
subject to carnal desires and must
have a wife to satisfy them; (2) He
must be subject to decay and death
because the procreation of species
which the attribution of a son to God
implies, is the characteristic of
mortals; and (3) He must require a
helper to assist Him in His work or to
continue his work after His death. But
God as represented by Islam is
completely free from all these defects
and therefore needs no son. In fact,
the Christian dogma of sonship of
Jesus is an insoluble riddle and
beyond human comprehension. If
Jesus is God’s son, then God will
have to be admitted as incapable of
carrying on the affairs of the universe
alone and unaided, and therefore will
have to be accepted as imperfect and
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37. Said Jesus: ‘Surely, aAllah
is my Lord and your Lord, so
worship Him alone, this is the
right path.’
38. But the parties differed
among themselves; so bwoe to
those who disbelieve, because
of the meeting of the great
day.2181
a

3:52; 5:73; 43:65. b14:3; 38:28; 51:61.

defective. But because God is Perfect
and All-Powerful, therefore He
needs no son and no helper. Again,
according to the Christian dogma
each of the three deities, God, the Son,
and the Holy Ghost, being perfect can
and should carry on the work of the
universe unaided and yet these three
combine to do the thing which each
one is able to accomplish by himself.
This is absurd.
Those who are ignorant of Arabic
language pretend to find in the word
( کنbe) a ground for their belief in the
eternity and indestructibility of matter
and soul. They argue in this way. This
word shows that there had already
existed something to which the order
( کنbe) was given. But in the Arabic
language this word, besides being
addressed to a thing, is also used to
express a greatly felt desire. In an
expedition the Holy Prophet’s very
brave and loyal companion, Abu
Khaithamah happened to be absent.
The Prophet keenly felt his absence.
When in the midst of the battle he
saw from a great distance a rider
coming to him at full speed he

exclaimed  کن ابا خیثمةi.e. would that it
were Abu Khaithamah; and lo! it was
really Abu Khaithamah (Halbiyyah).
So an Arab would use the word
کنwhen he would passionately desire
a thing to happen.
According to this sense of  کنthe
expression  کن فیکونwould mean that
when God desires or intends that a
thing should be, it comes into being
or that when God expresses a desire it
takes a concrete form. The words
lend no support to the view that soul
and matter are primeval or eternal.
See also 2:117-118.
2181. Important Words:
( االحزابparties) is the plural of حزب
which means, a party or group of men;
a party of men who agree in their
ideas and actions (Lane).
Commentary:
The verse means to say that in spite
of the fact that the followers of Jesus
followed one Book, held the same
basic beliefs and their religious
practices were almost the same, they
differed among themselves. Some of
them said that Mary was an ordinary
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39. How wonderful will their
hearing and seeing be on the
day when they will come to Us!
But today the wrongdoers are in
manifest error.2182
40. And warn them of athe day
of grief when the matter will be
decided. But now they are in a
state of carelessness, so they do
not believe.2183
a

2:168; 6:32; 39:57.

woman who gave birth to the son of
God, others believed that she was
God’s wife and was therefore "Divine".
Yet some others among them believed
that Jesus was only a man and a
Prophet of God. He had, like other
Prophets, manifested in himself some
Divine attributes, and there were
others who said that he was God
Incarnate. Some others believed in
three separate Divine persons i.e. God
the Father, God the Son, God the
Holy Ghost, each of them being
perfect God; others said that they are
only three manifestations of the
One God i.e. in one capacity God is
Father, in another capacity He is Son
and in the third capacity He is the
Holy Ghost.
So the followers of Jesus, in spite
of believing in the same Book and
possessing the same basic doctrines
and principles of religion, became
split up into many sects.

disbelievers will become much more
keener and sharper on the Day of
Judgement, because the veil will be
lifted from their eyes and ears and
they will realize that they were in the
wrong; but that realization being too
late will prove to be of no use to them.

2183. Commentary:
The words  اذ قیض االمرmeans,
(1) when the decree of God will be
announced; (2) when decision will
be made according to truth and
justice.
The expression  وھم ال یؤمنونin addition
to the meaning given in the text may
also signify that though on the Day of
Decision the realization will dawn on
disbelievers that they were in the
wrong,
yet
having
become
accustomed to untruth and disbelief,
they will not become reconciled to it
and their hearts will continue to suffer
from the rust, and they will continue
2182. Commentary:
to wander in the wilderness, of
The verse means to say that the disbelief and consequently will suffer
faculties of seeing and hearing of Divine punishment.
1962
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41. aIt is We Who will inherit
the earth and all who are
thereon; and to Us will they all
be returned.2184
R. 3.
b

42. And relate the story of
Abraham as mentioned in the
Book. He was a truthful man
and a Prophet.2185
a

15:24; 28:59. b38:46; 53:38.

2184. Commentary:
As the Surah deals with the false
Christian beliefs and the rise,
progress and prosperity of Christian
nations, and with the ultimate
destruction of their material might
and power the word ( االرضthe earth)
here signifies the vast parts of the
world over which they will hold sway;
and the expression ( من علیھاwho are
thereon) points to the large numbers
of Christian people who at that time
will be inhabiting the earth and
dominating it.
The verse embodies two prophecies:
(a) the Christians will first come to
rule over almost the whole earth, and
will be dominating it by their large
numbers, and (b) then as a result of
their disbelief they will be deprived
of their world dominion which will
ultimately be given to the followers
of Islam. It points to the present great
material power and grandeur of
Christian
nations
and
their
subsequent destruction and to the
ultimate spread and triumph of Islam.
The words, And to Us will they all be
returned, signify that Western
Christian nations will ultimately

accept Islam.
2185. Commentary:
( ابراھیمAbraham) means the father
of nations. Originally Abraham’s
name was ( ابرامAbram) which may
have been derived from ابرم. They say
 ابرمهi.e. he twisted it (the rope) well.
He made it firm, strong, solid (Lane).
Abraham might have been so called
because he was endowed to an
unusual degree with conversational
ability of a high mark. He was an
irresistible debater. His talk was very
effective and his arguments strong. A
reference to this quality of Abraham
is to be found in 2:259 and 6:76-81.
Or Abram may have come to be
called Abraham after God had made
His covenant with him and had
promised to multiply him exceedingly.
God said: "As for Me, behold, My
covenant is with thee, and thou shalt
be a father of many nations. Neither
shall thy name any more be called
Abram, but thy name shall be
Abraham; for father of many nations
have I made thee" (Gen. 17:4-5). In
the Quran also Abraham has been
called  امةwhich means, "a nation", "a
people", "a race" (16:121).
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Abraham was a native of Ur of the
Chaldees in Iraq. His people
worshipped the sun and the stars.
Their chief god was Merodach or
(Madruk). It was also called Bel, i.e.
Lord (Enc. Bib.).
Abraham was a great iconoclast. He
preached the Unity and Oneness of
God and strongly denounced and
condemned idol-worship. By his
iconoclastic activities he incurred the
enmity of his father and so with his
wife and his nephew Lot, he had to
leave his native place for Canaan the
land which God had promised to give
to his seed (Gen 12:7). When Canaan
suffered from a severe famine
Abraham left it for Egypt where he
married Hagar, the mother of Ishmael.
For a detailed account of Abraham
see 6:75.
( الکتابthe Book) in this verse means
the Quran. The Holy Prophet is here
directed to relate the story of
Abraham as it is given in the Quran
and not as it is related in the Bible.
While the Quran depicts Abraham as
a truthful man the Bible accuses him
of telling lies (Gen. 20:13).
( صدیقa truthful man) is the
intensified form of  صادقwhich is
active participle from صدقwhich
means, he spoke the truth (Lane). صادق
means one who speaks the truth. صدیق
being the intensive form of  صادقhas
four meanings; (a) one who very
generally and often speaks the truth;
(b) one who never tells a lie; (c) one
who is so habituated to speaking truth
that it becomes impossible for him to
tell a lie; and (d) one who is truthful
in his talk and substantiates the truth
of his talk and beliefs by his actions

PT.16

and deeds. The speaking of truth
becomes, as it were, a part of his
being, a second nature with him
(Lane). This is the highest stage of
( صدیقیتthe quality or condition of
being truthful).
The word  صدیقpossesses a double
connotation. While on the one hand it
means one who is highly truthful, on
the other it denotes a spiritual rank
next only to the rank of prophethood.
In fact, every quality possesses two
connotations and two uses. It is used
as an attribute and it also expresses a
rank. In the present verse  صدیقhas
been used to express only the
attribute and quality of truthfulness
and not the rank of  صدیقwhich is
included in the rank of ( نیبa Prophet)
which has also been mentioned in
regard to Abraham in this verse. The
verse means that Abraham was a
Prophet of God and one of his most
prominent and distinctive qualities
was that he was truthful par
excellence.
The Quran has laid great stress on
the truthfulness of Abraham perhaps
because in some future time lies were
to be attributed to him by some
commentators of the Quran.
It seems appropriate and pertinent
to write here a few words about the
order and arrangement of the verses
of the present Surah because some
Christian writers have found fault
with the chronological order of the
incidents mentioned in it. In fact the
central theme of this Surah is to
disprove and demolish the Christian
dogma of godhead of Jesus Christ.
The Surah opens with a brief mention
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43. When he said to his father,
a
‘O my father, why dost thou
worship that which neither hears
a

6:76; 21:53; 26:71; 37:86-87.

of Zachariah, the father of Yahya who
was a forerunner of Jesus.
Zachariah’s mention is followed by a
concise description of the birth of
Yahya. Then a somewhat detailed
description is given of the birth of
Jesus who was the harbinger of the
Holy Prophet and light is shed on the
falsity of Christian beliefs and
doctrines about him and his mother.
This description of Jesus is followed
by a narration of some important
incidents in the life of Abraham. This
seems to be a historical anachronism
but in reality it is not. The Quran is
not a book of history. It sometimes
deliberately
departs
from
the
chronological order of events. The
account of Abraham given in the
present and the following verses is a
case in point. The account of Jesus is
followed by that of Abraham in order
to drive home the point that when
Abraham, the great progenitor of
Moses who was the Founder of the
Mosaic Dispensation of which
Christianity is only an offshoot, was a
firm believer in the Unity of God,
how could Jesus depart from the
Faith of his forefather, and claim to
be God or son of God? Secondly, God
had made a promise with Abraham
that He would multiply him
exceedingly through his two sons,
Ishmael and Isaac. God’s promise
with Abraham was fulfilled first
through Isaac, and then when Isaac’s

progeny disobeyed and defied Divine
commandments and consistently
rejected Divine Prophets and went so
far as to kill John and crucify Jesus,
God’s covenant with Abraham
became transferred to Ishmael and
was finally and fully fulfilled through
the latter’s progeny. This is the real
reason why the account of Jesus is
followed by that of Abraham. After
this a brief mention is made of Moses
who was a descendant of Jacob and in
whom God’s covenant with Abraham
through Isaac found its highest
fulfilment. After dealing with God’s
covenant with Abraham through Isaac,
the Surah proceeds to make a
mention of the Divine promise with
Abraham through Ishmael. This is
why after Moses, mention has been
made of Ishmael and this is the
significance of the order which the
Quran has kept in view while giving
an account of the life of some
Prophets and making only a brief
mention of others and this is the right
and natural order which should have
been observed while dealing with the
subject under discussion. The taunt of
some Christian critics of Islam that
the seeming historical anachronism
was due to the Holy Prophet’s lack of
the knowledge of history is absurd
because elsewhere (chapter Hud) the
Quran has given the accounts of some
Prophets of very remote past in their
proper chronological order which fact
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nor sees, nor can avail thee
aught?2186
has been admitted by fair-minded as to the name of Abraham’s father.
The fact that Eusebius followed
Christian writers themselves.
neither Genesis (11:26) nor (Luke
2186. Important Words:
3:34) indicates that he had very
( ابfather) which originally was strong reasons to differ from these
ابوmeans, a father; a grandfather; an two well-known sources. The two
ancestor; a paternal uncle.  ابواملرأةnames, Athar of Eusebius and Azar
means, the woman’s husband.  ابتin of the Quran closely resemble each
reality is ( ایبmy father). According to other. The Quranic version is
Arabic usage  یhas been converted therefore much more reliable and
into ( تLane & Aqrab).
akin to reality than that of the Bible.
See also 6:75.
Commentary:
The attributes "All-Hearing" and
The point whether Abraham’s اب
(ab) whose name at another place in "All-Seeing" are among the most
important Divine attributes. It is our
the Quran (6:75) has been given as
conviction that God sees us when we
Azar was his father, uncle or
are in trouble and hears our prayers
grandfather, is much in dispute. In
when we pray to Him which is really
2:134 Ishmael who was Jacob’s uncle at the root of our belief in God. If
has been spoken of as his ( ابab). once we cease to believe in these two
Whether Azar was Abraham’s father attributes, we cease to believe in God.
or uncle does not possess much But these two attributes are here
significance. From a study of all further complemented by a third—the
relevant historical facts, however, we attribute  غینwhich means, One Who
are inclined to the view that Azar was has no need of others and is SelfAbraham’s father, though according Sufficient but Whose help others need
to
some
Talmudic
traditions and upon Whom they are dependent.
Abraham’s father had died while he If God is not  غینand cannot come to
was young and he was left an orphan. our help when we need it, then His
In Genesis (11:26) Abraham’s attributes "All-Seeing" and "Allfather’s name has been given as Terah Hearing" are of no use. Abraham has
while Luke (3:34) gives it as Thara. indeed adduced a most convincing
The Talmud agrees with Luke and and unassailable argument against
says that his name was Thara. It also idol-worship, viz. if the idols do
gives his name as Zarah. Eusebius, neither see when their votaries are in
the father of ecclesiastical history, trouble, nor hear their prayers when
however, gives Athar as the name of they call on them, nor do they come
the great Patriarch’s father (Sale). to their help when they need it, then
This shows that even among the Jews what sense or purpose there is in
there existed no unanimity of views worshipping such useless things?
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44. O my father, there has
indeed come to me knowledge
such as has not come to thee; so
follow me, I will guide thee to
an even path.
45. O my father, aworship not
Satan; surely Satan is a rebel
against the Gracious God.2187
46. O my father, indeed I fear
lest a punishment from the
Gracious God seize thee and
thou become a comrade of
Satan.’2188
a

6:143; 24:22; 36:61.

2187. Commentary:
عبادةwhich is noun-infinitive from
the verb  عبدdoes not consist only in
prostrating before God or an idol, but
also signifies blindly or unthinkingly
following a person or accepting an
idea or belief without subjecting it to
sane and searching criticism. This
significance of the word is clear from
the verse itself, because nobody has
ever been seen to worship Satan in
the sense that he prostrates before
him and prays to him. It also appears
from this verse that the word شیطان
(Satan) here does not mean the 'Devil'
or even the idols. Here it only
signifies evil inclinations, wrong
ideas and beliefs and bad associates
and evil spirits. According to these
meanings of the words  عبادةand شیطان
the verse would signify that one
should not follow blindly or
unthinkingly evil inclinations, wrong
beliefs or bad friends or associates.

Such an attitude on one’s part is
tantamount to giving them Divine
status and to worshipping them.
The word ( عصیاrebel) also indicates
that  شیطانin this verse does not signify
idols made of wood or stone because
idols of stone do not disobey God.
From the previous verse one may
have been led to think that Abraham
had advised his father against idolworship only. This verse belies that
idea and indicates that he advised him
also against blindly following evil
inclinations, wrong beliefs and
association with evil persons. The
words ( الشیطانSatan) includes all these
things.
2188. Commentary:
The linking of ( عذابpunishment)
with the Divine attribute ( الرمحنthe
Gracious) in this and other verses of
this Surah appears to be somewhat
incongruent
and
inconsistent.
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47. He replied, ‘Dost thou turn
away from my gods, O
Abraham? aIf thou cease not, I
shall surely cut off all relations
with thee. Now leave me alone
for a long while.’2189
a

21:69; 29:25; 37:98.

Punishment
seems
more
appropriately related to God’s other
attributes such as ( اجلبارthe Subduer),
( القھارthe Most Supreme), ( ذو انتقامthe
Avenger) etc. In fact, every
punishment is the result of the
defiance or disobedience of a
particular
Divine
attribute.
Sometimes a person is punished
because he defies the Divine attribute
( الغفارthe Great Forgiver), at another
time punishment comes upon him
because he disobeys the Divine
attribute ( الکریمMost Generous) and
so on. In this verse, in fact in the
whole Surah,  شرکi.e. idolatry, has
been repeatedly denounced and
condemned in the strongest and most
scathing terms and the Divine
attribute  الرمحنi.e. the Gracious, has
also been mentioned again and again
because ( شرکidolatry) in every shape
and form is the direct result of denial
of  رمحانیةi.e. Divine grace. The two
great idolatrous peoples—the Hindus
and the Christians, have hopelessly
fallen victim to the most degraded
form of idolatry because they both
deny  رمحانیةi.e. Divine grace—the
former by believing in the
indestructibility and eternity of matter
and soul and the latter by subscribing
to the foolish doctrine that salvation

is impossible without Atonement. So
the mentioning together of the Divine
attribute ( الرمحنthe Gracious) and
Divine punishment shows that it is
not  رمحانیةi.e. Divine grace, which is
the cause of Divine punishment,
rather it is its denial and rejection.
( شیطانSatan), as stated above, may
signify man’s evil inclinations and
propensities, his bad friends and
associates and evil spirits that cast
their shadows upon him and lead him
deeper and deeper into sin and
transgression.
2189. Important Words:
( الرمجنکI shall surely cut off all
relations with thee) is derived from
رجم. They say  رمجهi.e. he stoned him
to death; he murdered him; he
accused or slandered him; he cursed
him; he abused him; he drove him
away; he cut off all relations with him
(Lane & Aqrab). See also 3:37.
( ملیاa long while). They say ملیت فالنا
i.e. I was made to live long with such
a one.  متیل العیشmeans, he lived long. متیل
 ب یشءmeans, he enjoyed a thing. ملیا
means, a while or a long time. مرمیل من
 اللیلmeans, a large part of the
night passed away.  انتظرہ ملیاmeans, he
waited for him for a long time
(Aqrab).
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48. Abraham said, ‘Peace be
upon thee. aI will ask
forgiveness of my Lord for thee.
He is indeed gracious to me.2190
49. And bI shall keep away from
you and from that which you
call upon beside Allah; and I
will pray unto my Lord; it may
be that, in praying to my Lord, I
shall not be disappointed.’2191
50. So when he had separated
himself from them and from
that which they worshipped
beside Allah, cWe bestowed
upon him Isaac and Jacob and
each of them We made a
Prophet.2192
a

9:114; 26:87; 60:5. b29:27. c14:40; 21:73.

Commentary:
All the different meanings of the
word  رجمmentioned above, are
applicable here. In spite of Abraham’s
talking to his father with affection
and considerateness, the latter lost his
temper and told him to go away from
him and leave him alone. This is
often the case with those who have no
arguments but only force to prove
their claim.

circumstances; he behaved towards
him with benevolence and solicitude
and manifested joy.  حیف عنهmeans, he
asked or inquired much respecting
him or it.  حیفmeans, kind; gracious;
affectionate; having much regard for
another
person’s
circumstances;
going to the utmost in asking or
inquiring etc. (Lane & Aqrab). See
also 7:188.
2191. Commentary:
In this verse Abraham seems to be
referring to his migration to Canaan.
It is on record that Abraham went
from Iraq to Canaan and from there to
Egypt. He left his father and people
behind him in Iraq.

2190. Important Words:
( حفیاgracious) is derived from حیف
(hafiya).They say  حفا فالناi.e. he gave
such a one.  حفاہ من ال یشءmeans, he
refused to give him the thing. حیف به
means, he honoured him; he showed
him much honour and kindness and 2192. Commentary:
affection and regard for his
Ishmael has not been mentioned
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51. And We granted them
abundantly of Our mercy; and
a
We bestowed upon them a true
and lasting renown.2193
a

26:85.

here, though he was the eldest son of
Abraham. This is done for two
reasons:(1) Isaac and Jacob have
been mentioned by the way only as
subordinate Prophets while Ishmael
has found a separate and independent
mention in v. 55 below. This shows
that Ishmael possessed a higher
spiritual status than both Isaac and
Jacob.
(2) Ishmael
has
been
mentioned after Moses because the
latter was the greatest representative
of the House of Isaac. As the result of
repeated
defiance
of
the
commandments of God and rejection
of His Messengers by the Jews
prophethood became transferred from
the House of Isaac or Israel (or from
the Mosaic Dispensation) to that of
Ishmael, so mention has been made
of him after Moses in v. 55 and that is
the right place where he should have
been mentioned.
2193. Important Words:
( لسانrenown) is derived from لسن
(lasina) which means, he was or
became extremely eloquent or
perspicuous in speech. ( لسن فالناlasana)
means, he was more eloquent than
such a one; he got the better of him in
speech. لسنه العقربmeans, the scorpion
bit him.  لسانmeans speech, tongue,
style; language; information; news,
tidings; renown or reputation. لسان العرب
means, the classical language of the
Arabs.  لسان القومmeans, the spokesman

of the people.  لسان الصدقmeans, good or
lasting reputation, renown or
remembrance. When a noun is
prefixed to the word  صدقgoverning it
in the genitive case, it gives the idea
of everlastingness.  عنب صدقmeans, a
perfectly delicious and liked grape,
complete in all the qualities of the
best kind (Lane & Aqrab).
( علیاhigh) is derived from عال. They
say  عال الیشءi.e. the thing became high.
 عال الرجلmeans, he overcame the man
and overpowered him.  عال الدابةmeans,
he rode the beast.  عال یف االرضmeans, he
behaved proudly and insolently in the
earth.  عال یف املکارمmeans, he acquired
noble qualities.  عیلmeans, high; noble;
hard and firm (Aqrab & Lane). See
also 4:35.
Commentary:
Divine
mercy
has
two
manifestations:(a) mercy shown to a
person irrespective of the fact as to
who he is and what his beliefs and
actions are; (b) mercy shown by God
to His beloved ones and His Elect on
special occasions. The latter class of
mercy may be called God’s special
mercy. The verse under comment
speaks of this latter kind of mercy,
meaning that God did not bestow
upon Isaac and Jacob any particular
favour out of His limitless and
immeasurable mercy but made them,
as it were, the very possessors of
Divine mercy itself.
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R. 4.

52. And relate the story of
Moses as mentioned in the
Book. aHe was, indeed, a
chosen one; and he was a
Messenger, a Prophet.2194
a

33:70.

According
to
the
different
significations of the words  عیلand لسان
and  صدقthe words, We bestowed on
them a true and lasting renown,
would mean, (1) that they acquired
good reputation and were to be
remembered with respect, affection
and love by their contemporaries and
future generations; (2) that their talk
was full of wisdom and intelligence
and was free from all sort of
bitterness, obscenity, falsehood and
hatred (3) that they were fearless in
the expression of their beliefs and
were hard upon disbelievers and
untruthful persons; and (4) that their
good works constituted and continued
as so many monuments and
memorials to their good name.
2194. Commentary:
The account of Abraham is
followed by that of Moses—Isaac and
Jacob having been mentioned only
casually and by the way in v. 50
above. In Moses, God’s covenant
with Abraham about the progeny of
Isaac, found its fullest and completest
manifestation. The visible mark of
this divine covenant was the bestowal
of Canaan on Abraham’s progeny
(Gen. 17:8) which took place in the
time of Moses’ Successor. The
Israelite Prophets who came after
Moses were only Reformer-Prophets

who carried on and fulfilled his work
and mission. This is why after Moses
God adverts to His promise to
Abraham about Ishmael which saw
its sublimest and most complete
and perfect manifestation and
consummation in the Holy Prophet of
Islam who was a descendant of
Ishmael.
The words, he was a Messenger
and a Prophet, explain and remove a
popular misconception. According to
popular notion a ( رسولMessenger) is
one who brings a new Law and a new
Book and a ( نیبProphet) is one who is
commissioned by God only for the
reformation of his people. He also
receives Divine revelation but brings
no Law or Book containing new
commandments and ordinances.
According to this popular notion
every ( رسولMessenger) is necessarily
a ( نیبProphet) but not every  نیبa رسول.
The verse under comment, however,
demolishes this wrong notion because
if a ( رسولMessenger) is one who
brings a new Book and a new Law
and as such is necessarily a نیب
(Prophet), then the addition of the
word  نیبto the word  رسولin this and
other verses is superfluous and
redundant. In fact, every  رسولis a نیب
and every  نیبa رسول. These two words
represent two aspects of the same
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53. aAnd We called him from
the right side of the Mount and
We made him draw near to Us
for special communion.2195
a

20:81; 28:31.

office and two functions of the same
person. A Divine Reformer is a رسول
inasmuch as he receives messages
from God ( رسالتmeaning a message)
and he is a  نیبin the sense that he
conveys those Messages to the people
to whom he is sent ( نبوتmeaning the
conveying of a message). Thus every
( رسولMessenger) is a ( نیبProphet)
because after receiving Divine
Messages he conveys them to his
people and every  نیبis a  رسولbecause
he conveys to his people those
Messages which he receives from
God. Only the functions of  نیبfollow
those of رسول. In his capacity as رسول
he first receives messages from God
and then in his capacity as نیبhe
conveys them to his people. This is
why here and everywhere in the
Quran when these two words—رسول
and  نیبoccur together, invariably the
word  نیبfollows the word رسول
because that is the natural order.
See also 7:158, 159; 19:31, 55. The
bringing of a new Book or a new Law,
therefore, is not the necessary
concomitant of a  نیبor a رسول. A  رسولor
a نیبmay or may not bring a new Law.
All Messengers ( )رسولand Prophets
( )نیبare of two categories—(a) those
that bring a new Book and a new Law
and (b) those that do not. This
classification of  رسولand  نیبinto two
categories is supported by the Quran
itself. See 5:45.

2195. Important Words:
( أمینright) is derived from مین. They
say اّلل فالنا
ٰ  مینi.e. God blessed such a
می
one.  أ نmeans, (1) blessed; (2) right
as opposed to left (Aqrab). The word
أمینmay qualify both جانبor الطور. For
( طورMount) see 2:64.
( جنیاfor special communion) is
derived from جنا. They say  جنا الرجلi.e. he
discoursed secrets with the man, or
simply he discoursed with him. ناجا
 الرجلmeans, he talked with the man in
private, or he discoursed secretly with
him. See also 4:115 & 12:81. جنیا
means, one with whom secrets are
discoursed or simply one who is
discoursed or talked with. It also
means, one who walks quickly. الناقة
 النجیةmeans, a quick-footed she-camel
(Aqrab).
Commentary:
According to the two meanings of
می
اال نgiven under "Important Words"
above, the first part of the verse
would mean:(a) We called him from
the right side of the Mount; (b) We
called him from the blessed side of
the Mount; or (c) We called him
from the side of the blessed Mount.
Taking into consideration all the
three meanings of the word  جنیاthe
expression  قربناہ جنیاwould mean:(a) We
drew him near to Us in order to hold
a discourse with him, i.e. We selected
him for Our special communion and
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54. And We bestowed upon
him, out of Our mercy, ahis
brother Aaron as a Prophet.2196
55. And relate the story of
Ishmael as mentioned in the
Book. He was indeed strict in
keeping his promise. And he
was a Messenger, a Prophet.2197
a

20:30, 31; 25:36; 28:36.

for opening to him the avenues of
divine knowledge and secrets of the
unknown; (b) when We drew him
near to Us, he came to Us hastening;
(c) when We drew him near to Us,
We Ourselves hastened to him. In the
verse under comment the word االمین
has been used with regard to Moses
while with regard to the Holy Prophet
the word ( مبارکblessed) is used. This
word has a deeper and more
comprehensive meaning than امین. The
Quran has been called  مبارکi.e. a
blessed Book (6:93,156; 21:51). The
place where the Holy Prophet was
born was  مبارکi.e. blessed (3:97), and
so was his landing in Medina (23:30).
The divine light which he received
has also been described as مبارک
(blessed) (24:36) and the word of
God came to him in  لیلة مبارکةi.e.
blessed night (44:4).
2196. Commentary:
In 20:30 Aaron has been described
as helper ( )وزیرof Moses and in the
present verse it is said that God
bestowed Aaron upon Moses. This
shows that Aaron was a follower of
the Law revealed to Moses and held a
subordinate position to him. It can

safely be inferred from this that one
Prophet can be subordinate to another
Prophet.
2197. Commentary:
God was well pleased with
Abraham. He chose him and his seed
for the bestowal of His special
favours and blessings and for that
purpose He established a covenant
with him. The covenant is given in
the Bible as follows:
And God said, Sarah thy wife
shall bear thee a son indeed; and
thou shalt call his name Isaac:
and I will establish my covenant
with him for an everlasting
covenant, and with his seed after
him. And as for Ishmael, I have
heard thee: Behold, I have
blessed him and will make him
fruitful and will multiply him
exceedingly; twelve princes shall
he beget, and I will make him a
great nation (Gen. 17:19, 20).
The covenant began with Isaac and
in fulfilment of it God raised a long
line of Prophets among his
descendants, and also gave them
worldly dominion, power and wealth.
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56. aHe used to enjoin Prayer
and alms-giving on his people,
and was well pleasing to his
Lord.2198
57. And relate the story of Idris
as mentioned in the Book. He
was a truthful man, and a
Prophet.2199
a

20:133; 33:34.

The covenant found its highest
fulfilment in Moses. When, however,
the long line of Prophets who came
after Moses as his successors
terminated with Jesus, the second part
of the covenant which was to be
fulfilled through Ishmael came into
operation and prophethood passed
from the House of Israel to that of
Ishmael and this was quite in
harmony with the covenant which
God had established with Abraham
regarding the conferring of His
favour upon him and his progeny.
This is why after Moses’ mention has
been made of Ishmael. The account
of Ishmael is introduced with the
words ( واذکرand relate) which shows
that one chapter of religious history—
that of the House of Israel, is closed
and a new one has begun. The
Christians have been further told in
this verse that the divine covenant has
not terminated with Jesus but in
keeping with the promise of God with
Abraham has only been transferred to
the progeny of Ishmael.

very great stress has been laid on the
observance of the five daily Prayers
and on alms-giving.

2199. Important Words:
( إدریسIdris) is derived from أدرس
which is the transitive form of درس.
They say  أدرس الکتابi.e. he read the
book or he read it repeatedly so as to
remember it; or he made it easy to
remember by much reading; or he
learned or studied it. درسه الکتاب
(darrasahul-kitab) or  ادرسهmeans, he
taught him the book (Lane). إدریس
which means, one who reads much or
teaches much is derived from  ادرسas
 یعقوبis from  عقبand  اضحاکis from
 ضحکand  یسوعis from  ساعand as امساعیل
is the combination of  مسعand ایل
(meaning God heard) and  اسرائیلis the,
combination of  یسرand ( ایلmeaning
the warrior of God).
Much difference of opinion exists
among lexicologists about the origin
of the word إدریس. According to Lisan
it is a non-Arabic proper noun.
According to Asma‘i, Qurtubi and
Ibn Hayyan, it is not Arabic. Ibn
2198. Commentary:
Sikkit, however, is of the opinion that
Ishmael was the progenitor of the ( إدریسIdris) is an Arabic name. He
Holy Prophet of Islam, and in Islam says that it is derived from  أدرسas
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 ابلیسis derived from أبلس. But
whatever the difference of opinion
the Arabs were familiar with this
name even before Islam.
Commentary:
Now who is this Idris? Most of the
commentators of the Quran are of the
opinion that he is Enoch of the
Bible. حنوکand  إدریسclosely resemble
each other in their meanings and
significations. Whereas  إدریسmeans
one who reads much or instructs
much,  حنوکmeans instruction or
dedication (Enc. Bib.). Moreover, the
account of Enoch given in the Bible
and in Jewish religious literature
closely resembles that of Idris as
given in the Quran. In the Bible we
have: And Enoch walked with God:
and he was not; for God took him
(Gen. 5:24). In Targum, a famous
book of Jewish traditions he has been
called a holy man of God whom He
gave the titles of "Safra Rabba" and
"Metatron"(both words meaning a
learned man or religious savant) and
took up to heaven (Jew. Enc.). In the
Jewish book named "Sefer Hanok"
(the book of Hanuk) it is written that
inhabitants of the earth became
wicked, therefore God took up Hanuk
to heaven and made him a guardian
of the heavenly treasures and the
chief of angels. In another book
named "Hayye Hanok" it is written
that he was a holy and righteous
priest whom God sent to the world
for its reformation, but when it
became full of sins, God raised him
up to heaven (Jew. Enc.). This
account of Enoch resembles very
much the picture of Idris as given in
the Quran in the words: He was a

CH.19

truthful man and a Prophet and We
exalted him to a lofty station. These
commendatory expressions about
Idris serve to demolish the false
notions held about Jesus. The
godhead of Jesus, more than anything
else, rests on the belief that he was
taken up to heaven alive. Now if, as
Christians believe, God took up Jesus
to heaven according to the present
verse, Idris too was exalted to a very
high station in heaven, and according
to the Bible Enoch (Idris) also walked
with God and was taken up to heaven
(Gen. 5:24). If Jesus could be
regarded as Divine and is entitled to a
special spiritual status on the
assumption of his having been taken
up to heaven, then Idris of the Quran
or Enoch of the Bible, on that very
score is entitled to even a higher
spiritual station. If Jesus has been
called son of God in the Bible, Enoch
has been called the father of the sons
of God in Jewish literature. The Book
of Enoch which was originally
written in Hebrew and later on was
translated into Greek and then into
Latin contains a full account of
Enoch’s life. Its translation in Russian
makes very useful and interesting
reading.
Ishmael and Idris have been
mentioned together in the verse under
comment and in 21:86, the only two
places where mention has been made
of Idris in the Quran. It is so because
Ishmael bears a very close
resemblance to him. According to the
Quran Ishmael was a truthful man
and so was Idris. God had raised Idris
to a lofty spiritual station and so had
He raised Ishmael. About Enoch we
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58. aAnd We exalted him to a
lofty station.
59. These are the people bupon
whom Allah bestowed His
blessings from among the
Prophets, of the posterity of
Adam, and of the posterity of
those whom We carried in the
Ark with Noah, and of the
posterity of Abraham and Israel;
and they are of those whom We
guided and chose. cWhen the
Signs of the Gracious God were
recited unto them, they fell
down, prostrating themselves
before God and weeping.2200
a

2:254; 4:159. b1:7; 4:70; 5:21; 57:20. c17:108,110; 32:16.

read in the Bible that God walked
with him (Gen. 5:24) and about
Ishmael the Bible says: "Abraham
said unto God, O that Ishmael might
live before thee!" (Gen. 17:18).
2200. Commentary:
This
verse
explains
two
things:(1) The
Prophets
whose
names have been mentioned in it
were righteous and holy men. But in
spite of the very exalted position they
held they were ordinary mortals.
Jesus, like them, too, was a Prophet
of God and like them a mere mortal.
There was nothing in him that could
entitle him to some special position.
(2) These righteous and holy men
were Divine Prophets and as such
sinless. The Jews in the Old
Testament (Gen. 9:21-23; 19:31-38;

20:2; Exod. 32:1-4); and Christians in
the New Testament (John 10:8)
hurled at these paragons of piety and
righteousness very filthy charges, the
former in order to screen their own
crimes and the latter in order to
establish the exclusive sinlessness of
Jesus. Special stress has been laid on
their holiness in the verse under
comment and it is in order to clear
them completely of the charges
attributed to them and also to
demolish the wrong notion of the
exclusive sinlessness of Jesus that the
words "whom We guided and chose"
have been used about them.
Some commentators of the Quran
think that the words 'of the posterity
of Adam' refer to Idris, and whom we
carried in the Ark with Noah to
Abraham, and the words, of the
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60. Then there came after them
a
descendants who neglected
Prayer, and followed evil
desires. So they will meet with
destruction,2201
61. Except those bwho repent
and believe and do good deeds.
These will enter Heaven and
they will not be wronged in the
least—2202
62. cGardens of Eternity, which
the Gracious God has promised
to His servants in the unseen.
Surely His promise must come
to pass.2203
a

7:170.b6:49; 18:89; 25:71; 34:38.c9:72; 13:24; 61:13.

posterity of Abraham, refer to
Ishmael, Isaac and Jacob, and the
words, of the posterity of, understood
before the word Israel, to Moses, Aaron,
Zachariah, Yahya and Jesus, all of
whom have been mentioned in the
preceding verses of the present Surah.
2201. Important Words:
( غیاdestruction) is derived from غوی
which means, he erred; he deviated
from the right way or course; he
persisted in ignorance, he failed in
attaining his desire; he acted
ignorantly from misbelief; he perished
(Lane & Aqrab). See also 7:17.

turn throws him into the clutches of
the Devil. And whereas negligence in
invoking Divine mercy and praying
to God leads to failure, the pursuit of
evil desires results in apathy towards
true knowledge and indulgence in
obscenities and idle pursuits; and all
these things combined together bring
about complete moral and spiritual ruin.
2202. Commentary:
The epithet  عمل صاحلis more
applicable to such acts as are done at
the proper occasion and suit the
exigencies of time than mere
devotional acts, as is generally
understood.

Commentary:
In fact negligence and remissness in 2203. Commentary:
The words  جنات عدنsignify divine
observing prayers makes a person
ignorant of Divine attributes and kills favours and blessings which know no
in him the desire to establish his end or diminution.
connection with the Creator which in
The expression  بالغیبsignifies that
1977
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63. a They will not hear therein
anything vain but only greetings
of peace; they will have their
sustenance therein, morning and
evening.2204
64. bSuch is the Heaven which
We give for an inheritance to
those of Our servants who are
righteous.2205
a

52:24; 56:26; 78:36. b7:44; 43:73; 52:18.

the faithful will get gardens of
eternity because they believed in
things which they did not see—God,
angels, Hereafter etc. Or it may
signify that they will get gardens
when there will be no apparent signs
of their ever getting them.
The word ( مأتیاmust come to pass)
signifies that the fulfilment of the
Divine promise is as sure as if it has
already come to pass. It may also
signify that the Faithful will be given
gardens of eternity without any wish
or desire on their part.

peace (6:128) and angels will enter
upon them with greetings of peace
(13:25). For a full discussion about
 استثناء منقطعsee 2:35.
The verse may also signify that the
believers will attain such a high stage
of righteousness in the gardens of
eternity that they will hear no
disparaging talk about one another i.e.
there will be found absolutely no
suspicion of any kind.
The sentence, They will have their
sustenance therein, morning and
evening, means that the believers will
constantly hear the sweet voice of
2204. Commentary:
God, enjoy His sight and will receive
( االbut) is used here either as  استثناءthe message of eternal peace. The
 متصلor استثناء منقطع. In the former case word "sustenance" covers and applies
the verse would mean that the to all these things.
apparently superfluous talk would
also be productive of peace and will 2205. Commentary:
result in something useful and
The word  نورثsignifies that the
beneficial. In the latter case it would believers being God’s own beloved
mean that the believers will hear children will get Paradise as of right.
nothing vain and useless but will live The word incidentally implies
in perfect peace because there will be permanence of the gifts of Paradise
peace all round them. They will live and constitutes a refutation of any
in the presence of God Who is peace exclusive title of Jesus to be the son
(59:24) and reside in the abode of of God.
1978
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65. And angels will say to them,
‘We do not come down save by
the command of thy Lord. To
Him belongs all that is before us
and all that is behind us and all
that is between; and thy Lord is
not forgetful.’2206
66. He is athe Lord of the
heavens and the earth and of all
that is between the two. Serve
Him, therefore and be steadfast
in His service. Dost thou know
anyone equal to Him?
R. 5.

67. And says man, b‘What!
when I am dead, shall I be
brought forth alive?’2207
a

37:6; 38:67; 44:8; 78:38.b23:38; 36:79.

2206. Commentary:
This verse explains vv. 13:24-25
wherein it is said: And angels shall
enter unto them from every gate,
saying 'Peace be unto you, because
you were steadfast' and signifies that
the angels would say to the Faithful
that they did not bring them greetings
of peace of their own accord but with
the express command of God, their
heavenly Father, and on His behalf.
The words "And thy Lord is not
forgetful" mean that God has not
forgotten His promise that "He will
raise from among the brethren of the
Israelites (i.e. the Ishmaelites) a
Prophet like unto Moses and will put
His words into his mouth; and he
shall speak unto them all that He shall

command him" (Deut. 18:18).
2207. Commentary:
( االنسانman) does not here mean
man in general but a particular class
of men, viz. those who doubt the
existence of the life after death. In
fact, there are very few people in the
world who totally deny the existence
of the Hereafter. It is not by their
words of mouth but by their actual
actions and deeds—their entire
engrossment in material pursuits, that
they express their doubt or denial of
the life beyond the grave. The
interrogative form of the words used
in the verse shows that such people
suffer merely from a lack of certainty
with regard to life after death and not
that they totally deny it. As the Surah
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68. Does not man remember
that aWe created him before,
when he was naught?2208
69. And, by thy Lord, bWe shall
assuredly gather them together,
and the satans too; then shall
We bring them on their knees
around Hell.2209
a

19:10; 76:2.b10:29; 17:98; 34:41.

deals with Christian dogmas and
doctrines, so the present and the
following several verses deal also
with the doubts of Christians about
life after death.
2208. Commentary:
The word  شیئاhere signifies شیئا مذکورا
i.e. anything worth mentioning or
having
any
significance
or
importance.
This
meaning
is
supported by 76:2.
2209. Important Words:
( جھنمHell). Commentators of the
Quran generally agree that in Arabic
this word has no root and is used as a
proper name for the place of
punishment reserved for the evildoers
in the next world. Non-Arabic
lexicographers, however, are of the
opinion that it is an Aramaic word
and is used for the place of
punishment after death. In Hebrew it
is used as Gehenna which in Aramaic
originally was 'Hinnom' but later on
came to be changed into "GeHinnom" (Enc. Bib.) which means,
"the valley of death or destruction."
The word "Ge-Hinnom" also seems
to have been a distorted form of the

Arabic words  ذوand ھنم, the latter
word meaning 'a leopard'; and so ذو ھنم
means a place where leopards live.
Thus "Ge-Hinnom" which in Aramaic
means the valley of death and
destruction was originally ذو ھنم. The
non-Arabs generally change the letter
ذinto  ;جso  ذو ھنمbecame converted into
the Aramaic 'Ge-Hinnom' and the
Arabs borrowed it from the nonArabs and turned it into جھنم. The
word may also have been a
combination of  جھنwhich means, he
went near, and  جھمwhich means, he
became contracted in the face. So جھنم
may mean a thing or place which a
person at first likes but when he goes
near it he comes to dislike it and
contracts his face to show his dislike
for it. Thus the very construction of
the word  جھنمexplains its nature and
character, i.e. at first a person
commits hellish deeds, thinking them
to be good but when as a result of
those deeds he approaches near Hell,
he dislikes it and contracts his face to
show his dislike. See also 2:207.
The word ( الشیاطنیSatans) applies to
those philosophers and exponents of a
materialistic concept of life who
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70. Then shall We certainly pick
out, from every group, those of
them who were most stubborn
in rebellion against the Gracious
God.2210
71. And surely, We know best
those most deserving to be
burned therein.2211
engender in the minds of disbelievers opposition to the Gracious God.
doubts regarding life after death.
2211. Commentary:
2210. Important Words:
In this verse  ثمis a conjunction
 ثمmeaning then, i.e. afterward denoting order of enunciation and not
or afterwards, is a particle or proper order, meaning 'and'. The
conjunction denoting order and delay. meaning of the word would be, and
Sometimes it is used to denote the (We tell you another thing that…)
order of enunciation, not the virtual
The words  الذین ھم اویل بھا صلیاmay mean:
order. It also has the meaning of و
(a) those who are more fitted to
(and) and ( فso) (Lane).
burn in the fire than to be left
In the present verse  ثمshows order
out of it;
i.e. this thing will happen after the
(b) those who are more deserving
thing that has been mentioned before.
than other people to burn in the
Some commentators of the Quran
fire;
think that this verse can be explained
(c) those who deserve to be punished
by reading it as: ثم لنزنعن من کل شیعة الذین یقال
more by being thrown into the
 فیھم ایھم اشد عیل الرمحان عتیاi.e. then shall We
fire than by any other means.
certainly pick out from every group
those about whom it will be said that
The reference in the verse is to the
they were most stubborn in rebellion Christian nations who at other places
against the Gracious God. Others are in the Quran (18:95; 21:97) have
of the view that the expression  ایھم اشدbeen called یاجوج و ماجوج. They have
 عیل الرمحان عتیاis an independent and been so called because they have
separate sentence and forms an made free use of firearms such as
answer to the words ( من ھمwho are guns, tanks, atom-bombs etc., ( اجfire)
they) which are understood before being the root from which both these
this sentence, and means, "they are names have been derived. As these
those who were most stubborn in nations have made free use of
rebellion against the Gracious God. firearms, so shall they be punished
The words  عیل الرمحانmean against or in with fire.
1981
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72. And athere is not one of you
but will come to it. This is a
fixed decree of thy Lord.2212
73. Then bWe shall save the
righteous and We shall leave the
wrongdoers therein, on their
knees.
a

21:99. b21:102; 39:62.

2212. Commentary:
The word ( کمyou) in  منکمis not of
general application. It applies, as the
context shows, only to the
disbelievers and to those who doubt
the existence of the life after death.
All these categories of men have been
mentioned in the preceding verses.
According to Ibn ‘Abbas and
‘Ikrimah, another reading of ( منکمof
you) is ( منھمof them) and the former
used to say that the expression  منکمis
addressed to disbelievers (Qurtubi).
So it is to these people i.e.
disbelievers mentioned in vv. 67-69
above that the pronoun ( کمyou)
clearly refers. On the other hand the
Quran quite clearly and emphatically
supports the view that the righteous
believers will not go to Hell; they will
bask in the sunshine of God’s love
and mercy (27:90; 39:62; 43:69; etc.)
and will be far removed from the fire
of Hell and will not hear even its
faintest sound (21:102-103). But if
the pronoun (you) be taken to include
both
the believers
and the
disbelievers, then in the case of
disbelievers the verse would mean
that all of them will go to Hell and in
the case of believers the fire of Hell
referred to in the verse would mean

the fire of trials and tribulations
through which they have to pass in
the present life and which they
endure with patience and fortitude
and out of which eventually they are
taken to be brought into the haven of
divine bliss and peace as the next
verse shows. This reference is
supported by several sayings of the
Holy Prophet in which he has likened
fever to the fire of Hell. He is
reported to have said: The fever is a
believer’s share of the Hellfire
(Qurtubi as quoted by Tabari).
The Holy Prophet himself has
explained the meaning of this verse.
His wife Hafsah is reported to have
said: "On one occasion when the
Prophet said that none of those of his
Companions who had taken part in
the battle of Badr or Uhud will go to
Hell, I drew his attention to the
present verse, upon which he slightly
reprimanded
me
for
having
misunderstood its meaning and
directed me to read the next verse"
(Muslim as quoted by Jami‘ul-Bayan).
The fact that the Holy Prophet
referred Hafsah to the next verse (v.
73) shows that he also understood the
word  ثمoccurring in that verse to
mean "and", and had taken the next
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74. And when Our manifest
Signs are recited unto them, the
disbelievers say to the believers,
‘Tell us, which of the two parties
is better in respect of position
and makes a more impressive
assembly?’2213
75. And ahow many generations
have We destroyed before them,
who were better off in wealth
than these and better in outward
show!2214
a

6:7; 17:18; 19:99; 21:12; 36:32; 50:37.

verse as an independent and separate
clause, otherwise he could not have
reprimanded Hafsah for having
misunderstood the meaning of the
verse under comment.

This verse shows that Western
nations are very proud of their
material pomp and wealth and are
proud also of their civilization and
culture, the order of their society and
their way of life and their military
organizations and vast numbers.

2213. Important Words:
( ندیاassembly) is derived from ندا.
They say  ندا القومi.e. the people 2214. Important Words:
( رء یاoutward show) is derived from
gathered and came to a meeting. ندی
means,  النادیi.e. an assembly (Aqrab).  رأیwhich means, he saw or he
thought.  رؤیاmeans, a sight; a
Commentary:
beautiful sight; anything to which
( ٓایاتSigns) are those proofs and people raise their eyes to see. رئیا
arguments based on reason, intellect means, aspect, look or outward
and experience, which point to the appearance; beautiful aspect or
existence of a thing, its aim and outward appearance or what the eyes
purpose, and establish it.  ٓایات بیناتsee of goodly condition and clean
(manifest Signs) are those Signs and apparel (Lane & Aqrab). For أثاثا
arguments or reasons which not only (wealth) see 16:81.
point to the existence of a thing and
prove it but are quite suited to the Commentary:
The verse while, on the one hand,
occasion and to the problem which
they are intended to prove, and they shows how proud the western
have a very noble and sublime Christian nations are of their material
purpose to serve which they might, pomp and wealth and of the
high order of their society, on the
eminently do.
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76. Say, ‘The Gracious God
does give those who are in error
long respite auntil, when they
will see that with which they are
threatened—whether
it
be
punishment or the final Hour—
they will realize who is worse in
respect of position and who is
weaker in forces.2215
a

72:25.

imperative mood has been used in the
indicative mood in order to impart
more emphasis to the meaning. The
verse means to say that God will give
more and more respite to the
wrongdoing people and will grant
them increase in power and wealth
and resources, so that when Divine
punishment descends upon them,
their destruction will look all the
more impressive and awe-inspiring.
( العذابthe punishment) here may
signify the intervening punishment
which will overtake Western nations
in stages before their final destruction,
and  الساعةmay mean their complete
and final destruction. Thus the verse
means to say that Divine punishment
will descend upon the nations of the
West in different forms and stages. At
first their power will gradually
weaken and decline by wars that will
take place at short intervals and then
a global war in which most deadly
weapons will be used will destroy
them fully and completely.
The words  العذابand  الساعةhaving
been used simultaneously in the verse
2215. Commentary:
show that the punishment which will
The verb  فلیمددwhile being in the overtake Western nations, if they did
other, it leaves no doubt that in spite
of all these things they will
eventually come to grief. It may be
said that the statement made in the
verse under comment that there lived
in the past more powerful and
wealthier peoples than the present
Christian nations of the West is
contrary to the facts of history.
Speaking absolutely it is correct that
Western Christian nations of today
were never equalled in the past by
any nation in material power and
wealth but speaking comparatively
there certainly have been rulers and
nations in the past who were more
powerful
than
these
nations,
inasmuch as the opponents of the
former were much weaker to them in
material resources and in numbers
than the adversaries of Western
Christian nations of today are to them.
It is in this sense that some of the
nations of antiquity have been
described as more powerful than the
Western Christian nations of today in
the present verse.
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77. aAnd Allah increases in
guidance those who follow
guidance. bAnd the good works
that endure are best in the sight
of thy Lord as reward, and best
as resort.’2216
78. Hast thou not seen him who
disbelieves in Our Signs, and
says, c‘I shall certainly be given
wealth and children?’2217
79. Has he become acquainted
with the unseen or has he taken
a

9:124; 47:18; 48:5. b18:47; 87:18. c18:35; 74:13-14.

not accept truth and mend their ways,
will at first be in the form of العذاب
(intervening punishment) for some of
them and ( الساعةfinal destruction) for
others till ultimately it will take the
form of  الساعةfor all of them.
The verse points to an absolute
certainty that the path of sin and
iniquity leads to sure destruction. It
also shows that when destruction will
overtake Western nations, they will
realize that the germs of their
destruction had lain hidden in their
very material power of which they
were so proud and that the apparently
weak condition of the Eastern nations
possessed seeds of their growing
strength and power.

works…resort, remind Christian
Western peoples of the beautiful and
oft-quoted words of Jesus, viz. lay
not up for yourselves treasures upon
earth, where moth and rust doth
corrupt, and where thieves break
through and steal; but lay up for
yourselves treasures in heaven, where
neither moth nor rust doth corrupt,
and where thieves do not break
through nor steal (Matt. 6:19,20).
These words imply a warning to his
so-called followers that it is futile on
their part to bank upon their material
riches and resources because they are
sure to perish while it is only good
works that will endure and last.

2216. Commentary:
The verse means to say that every
new change that takes place in the
world makes the position of believers
stronger and firmer. They grow in
influence, prestige and numbers. The
Quranic words, And the good

2217. Commentary:
The verse means to say that the
disbeliever sets great store by his
wealth and children and takes great
pride in them. "The disbeliever" in
the verse represents the disbelieving
proud nations of the west.
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a promise from the Gracious
God?2218
80. Nay! We shall note down
what he says and We shall
greatly prolong for him the
punishment.2219
81. And We shall inherit of him
all that he talks of and ahe shall
come to Us all alone.2220
82. bAnd they have taken other
gods beside Allah, that they may
be a source of power for them.2221
a

6:95; 18:49. b21:25; 36:75.

2218. Commentary:
The words "the unseen" may
signify the conjectures and guesses of
political philosophers and soothsayers
and the words, a promise from the
Gracious God, may signify the
promise given through a Divine
Messenger about the eventual
triumph of the cause of truth.
2219. Important Words:
(کالnay) is a particle and signifies,
rejection; rebuke; and reprimanding a
person for what he has said being
untrue. It also signifies that what has
been said before is wrong and what
follows after is right (Lane).
Commentary:
The verse means to say that
disbelievers take pride in their wealth
and children but they should know
that they will be deprived of all these
things and their punishment will be
prolonged as was their prosperity
prolonged because it was the
prolongation of their prosperity that
made them proud and arrogant.

2220. Commentary:
The sentence, And We shall inherit
of him all that he talks of, may
mean:(a) We shall inherit his wealth
and children, i.e. he shall be obliged
to leave all his wealth and children
behind; (b) We shall preserve his
insolent talk and will remind him of it
when he comes to Us and will punish
him for it; and (c) his inheritors will
enter the fold of Islam and all his
wealth and resources will be used in
the cause of Islam.
The words, He shall come to Us all
alone, signify that he shall be deprived
of all his wealth so that all his
sycophants and hangers-on who had
gathered round him on account of his
great wealth and children will leave
him and he will be left all alone.
The expression  مایقولrefers to the
proud talk in which the disbelievers
indulge because of their great wealth,
power, influence and children.
2221. Commentary:
The verse may signify
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83. Not at all! aThey will deny
their worship, and will become
their opponents.2222
R. 6.

84. Seest thou not that bWe have
sent
satans
against
the
disbelievers goading them on to
acts of disobedience?2223
a

6:24; 10:29. b8:49; 47:26; 59:17.

disbelievers erect big houses of
worship in the name of their idols so
that it may redound to their honour
and good name, or that they worship
false deities seeking thereby nearness
to God. To the latter meaning of the
verse reference has also been made in
39:4 where it is stated: And those who
take for protectors others beside Him
say, we serve them only that they may
bring us near to Allah in station.
2222. Commentary:
The words, they will deny their
worship, may mean (a) the false
deities will deny that the idolaters
ever worshipped them; (b) the
idolaters will deny that they ever
worshipped false deities: For (a) see
2:167; 10:29; 16:87; 28:64; and for
(b) see 6:24; 30:14.
It is interesting to note that though
the idol-worshippers and their false
deities will be many, the word ضدا
used for them in the verse is in the
singular number. This is to show that
the idol-worshippers and their objects
of worship, while standing before
God’s Judgement Seat, will become
one in this respect that they will deny
each other.
To the objection that when some of

the deities are inanimate things, how
they will speak, three answers may be
given:(a) some of the idols are living
beings such as Jesus etc. (b) in the
spiritual realm, such as in visions and
dreams inanimate things are known to
speak; and (c) the idols of stone are in
reality physical representations of
holy men and angels. These holy men
and angels whose representations in
the physical forms the idolaters
worshipped will speak against them.
2223. Important Words:
( ارسلناWe sent).  ارسلت البعریmeans, I let
the camel go wherever it liked. ارسل
 فالنا علیهmeans, he left such a one to do
with him whatever he liked; he set
such a one on him or gave him
mastery or power over him (Aqrab &
Lane).
( تؤزھمgoading them on) is derived
from از. They say  أزت القدرi.e. the
cooking pot boiled or boiled
vehemently or made a sound in
cooking.  ازہmeans, he stirred him,
roused or provoked him; and insisted,
urged or instigated him,  عیل کذاto do
such a thing.  أزہis more intensive than
 ھزہwhich means, he shook him;
induced him to do the thing (Lane).
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85. So be not thou in haste with
regard to them; We are keeping
full account of their doings.2224
86. Remember the day when
a
We shall gather the righteous
before the Gracious God as
honoured guests.2225
a

39:74.

Commentary:
The words  تؤزھم أزاmean:(a) satans
incite disbelievers to acts of
disobedience; (b) they continue to
incite disbelievers to acts of
disobedience till they enter Hell; and
(c) they incite disbelievers against
Muslims that they should attack the
latter, and persecute them.
( الکافرینdisbelievers) here signifies a
particular class of disbelievers i.e.
those disbelievers who by their
persistent transgression and evil
deeds deprive themselves completely
of Divine protection.

will have the power to fight them)
may perhaps have been derived from
this Divine command.
The words  امنا نعد ھلم عداmean:(a) We
are keeping full account of their
wicked deeds; and (b) We are keeping
account of the time when their
punishment will be due. The verse
means to say that their doom is
already decreed and it will overtake
them when the appointed time arrives.

2225. Important Words:
( وفداhonoured guests) is the plural
of  وافدwhich is active participle from
وفد. They say  وفد ایل او عیل السلطانi.e. he
came to the king as an ambassador,
2224. Commentary:
In the words  فال تعجل علیھمMuslims are envoy or messenger; or to convey
enjoined not to lose patience if gifts and ask aid; he went forth to the
Divine punishment is slow in king (Aqrab & Lane).
overtaking Western Christian nations. Commentary:
The words also seem to enjoin
This verse has provoked discussion
Muslims not to be so impatient as to as to whether the righteous will be
indulge in such foolish dreams as assembled before God or will merely
waging jihad against disbelievers be admitted to Paradise. There seems
because they (Muslims) do not to be no real difference between the
possess the necessary means to fight two alternative senses, because
them successfully, but should adopt Paradise is the House of God and
only spiritual means for this purpose going to Paradise is as good as going
such as praying and preaching and before God. The verse may also apply
disseminating the teachings of Islam. to two resurrections; the one in this
The warning contained in the Holy world and the other in the next.
Prophet’s words ( ال یدان الحد لقتاھلمno one Resurrection in the next world will
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87. And aWe shall drive the
guilty to Hell like a herd
of thirsty camels.2226
88. bNone will have the power
of intercession save he who has
received a promise from the
Gracious God.2227
a

39:72. b2:49; 20:110; 21:29; 34:24; 39:45; 43:87; 53:27; 74:49.

both be individual and collective.
Immediately after its departure from
the physical body the human soul
begins to taste of the fruits of the
works, good or bad, a man might
have done in this world. This state of
the soul is known by its individual
resurrection in which its experience
of the reward or punishment, as the
case may be, of the next life is partial
and incomplete. The Resurrection on
the Last Day, however, will be
collective when the whole of
mankind will be brought before
God’s Judgement Seat. Then the
realization by the soul of its state of
bliss or punishment will be complete.
That will be the final Resurrection.
The significance of the verse as is
clear from many sayings of the Holy
Prophet, is that there will be great
confusion and bewilderment on the
Day
of
Resurrection.
But
immediately after the initial shock the
righteous will regain their composure
and peace of mind and will be
honoured with the gift of God’s
favours and blessings.
2226. Important Words:
( ورداa herd of thirsty camels) means,
coming to or arriving at water; water
to which one comes to drink; turn of
coming to water; a number of camels

or a herd of thirsty camels; birds
arriving at water. See also 11:99.
( نسوقWe shall drive) is derived
from ساق. They say  ساق االبلi.e. he drove
the camels.  ساق احلدیثmeans, he
continued the talk endlessly; he went
on relating the narrative.  سائقmeans, a
driver; or one who drives from
behind while  قائدis one who guides—
a general or a leader. The expression
 نسوق املجرمنی ایل جھنم ورداmeans, We will
drive the sinners like beasts who
come to water to slake their thirst
(Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
Here the word ( نسوقWe shall drive)
has been used about the sinners and
means that they will be driven to Hell
against their wish. But this word has
also been used in the Quran about the
righteous believers (39:74). But in
that verse the word has been used in
the sense of being conducted or
carried. If, however, in 39:74 the word
were taken to have been used in the
sense of driving, then it would apply
to the beasts which the righteous will
be riding to go to Paradise and thus
the meaning would be that the beasts
which the righteous will be riding
will be driven to Paradise.
2227. Important Words:
( الشفاعةintercession) is derived
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89. aAnd they say, ‘the Gracious
God has taken unto Himself a
son.’2228
90. Assuredly, you have done a
most hideous thing!2229
a

2:117; 4:172; 6:101-102; 10:69; 17:112; 18:5; 19:36; 21:27; 25:3; 39:5; 43:82.

from  شفعwhich means, he provided a
thing, which was alone with another,
or he joined up a single thing with
another, so as to make it one of a pair
or couple. According to Imam Raghib
 الشفعsignifies the adjoining of a thing
to its like; thus the word has the
significance of likeness or similarity
also. Thus  الشفاعةhas come to mean
interceding or praying for a person on
the ground that he is connected with
the intercessor or is like or similar to
him (Aqrab, Lane & Mufradat).
Commentary:
( الشفاعةintercession) is governed by
the following four conditions:
1. He who intercedes has a special
connection with the person (or Being)
with whom he wishes to intercede
and enjoys his special favour, for
without such connection he dare not
intercede nor can intercession be
fruitful.
2. The
person
for
whom
intercession is to be made must have
a true and real connection with the
intercessor, for none would think of
interceding for a person unless the
latter is specially connected with him.
3. The person in whose favour
intercession is sought must generally
deserve the description of a good
person and must be one who has
made an honest effort to win the

pleasure of God (21:29). If he ever
happens to fall into sin, it is in a
moment of weakness. A wicked man
cannot enjoy true and real connection
with a holy person.
4. Intercession can only be made
with God’s express permission (2:256;
10:4).
For a detailed note on  الشفاعةsee
2:49.
It may be noted that of all prophets
and messengers of God the Holy
Prophet alone will be granted
permission to intercede on the Last
Day.
2228. Commentary:
The verse means to say that the socalled followers of Jesus think that he
will intercede for them. How could
this be possible when he was a strict
believer in the Oneness of God and
they ascribe partners to the Almighty
which is a heinous sin. They possess
no likeness with him while one of
the most important conditions of
intercession is that the person for
whom intercession is sought must be
like him who is to make the
intercession.
2229. Important Words:
( اداmost hideous) is derived from أد.
They say  أدہ الویلi.e. a terrible calamity
befell him.  أدہ االمرmeans, the event or
affair oppressed him, distressed him
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91. The heavens might wellnigh burst thereat, and the earth
cleave asunder, and the
mountains fall down in
pieces,2230
92. Because they ascribe a son
to the Gracious God,
93. aWhereas it becomes not
the Gracious God to take unto
Himself a son.2231
a

2:117; 4:172; 10:69; 37:152-155.

or afflicted him.  امرإدmeans, a very
evil, abominable, severe, thing or
affair; an evil thing against which
human nature revolts or which causes
an uproar on account of its extreme
abomination (Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
The verse purports to say that شرک
(idolatry) is a most abominable thing.
Human nature revolts against it and
reason and intellect recoil in disgust
from it and no sane person can
help protesting against such a
blasphemous practice or belief. No
doctrine has been condemned so
strongly and repeatedly in the Quran
as the Christian dogma that Jesus, son
of Mary, a mortal, subject to all
human weaknesses and frailties, was
the son of God.

it is against Divine attributes and
against all that they stand for. It is
revolting for human beings living on
the earth because it offends against
the dictates of human nature and
man’s intellect and reason recoil in
sheer disgust from it. Men of high
and noble ideals such as Divine
Prophets and God’s Elect also deny
and denounce it because the idea that
man should stand in need of the
vicarious sacrifice of anybody for the
attainment of salvation and a high
moral status runs counter to their own
spiritual experience. The doctrine of
Atonement is dependent on and is
inseparably connected with belief in
the sonship of Jesus and bars the
door to all moral and spiritual
advancement and attainment of high
and noble ideals and condemns man
to undeserved moral degradation. In
short, the doctrine that Jesus is son of
God is against all that is sane, sound
and sensible.

2230. Commentary:
The verse means to say that the
dogma that Jesus is the son of God is
so hideous that the heavens, the earth
and the mountains might well break
into pieces and fall asunder at the 2231. Commentary:
enormity of this idea. The belief is
The Surah contains a most
repugnant to heavenly beings because emphatic and clear denunciation of
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94. aThere is none in the
heavens and the earth but he
shall come to the Gracious God
as a bondman.2232
95. Verily, He comprehends
them by His knowledge and has
numbered them all fully.
96. And each of them shall
come to Him singly on the Day
of Resurrection.2233
97. Those who believe and do
good deeds—the Gracious God
a

20:109.

Christian dogmas, particularly the
basic doctrine that Jesus is son of
God, from which all other dogmas
flow. In the present and preceding
four verses special stress has been
laid
on
the
refutation
and
condemnation of this dogma. It is
worthy of special note that the Divine
attribute
"Rahman"
has
been
repeatedly referred to in this Surah—it
has been mentioned as many as
sixteen times. As the fundamental
dogma of the sonship of Jesus and its
corollary, the dogma of Atonement,
involve a denial of the Divine attribute
"Rahman" and as the central theme of
this Surah is the refutation of this
dogma, this attribute inevitably has
been repeatedly referred to. The
dogma of Atonement implies that God
cannot forgive the sins of men
whereas
the
Divine
attribute
"Rahman" implies that He can and
actually often does forgive them,
hence its repetition in this Surah.

2232. Commentary:
The verse purports to say that the
Gracious God needs no son to help
Him or succeed Him, because He is
the Lord of the heavens and the earth
and His kingdom extends over the
whole universe and because all
men are His servants and Jesus is one
of them.
2233. Commentary:
This verse contains a further
refutation of Atonement. It purports
to say that every believer in
Atonement will appear before God
alone on the Day of Resurrection
when he will have to render an
account of his beliefs and deeds, and
will have to carry his own cross and
no one else will bear his burden and
atone for his sins. Jesus himself says:
"And whosoever doth not bear his
cross and come after me, cannot be
my disciple…whosoever will come
after me, let him deny himself, and
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will create love in their
hearts.2234
98. So aWe have made it (the
Quran) easy in thy tongue that
thou mayest give thereby good
tidings to the righteous, and warn
thereby a contentious people.2235
99. bAnd
how
many
a
generation have We destroyed
before them! Canst thou see a
single one of them, or hear even
a whisper of them?2236
a

44:59; 54:18. b17:18; 19:75; 21:12; 36:32; 50:37.

take up his cross and follow me" righteous in the hearts of men.
(Luke 14:27; Mark 8:34).
2235. Important Words:
2234. Important Words:
( لداcontentious) is derived from لد
( وداlove) is infinitive-noun from ( ودladda) which means, he was violent
(wadda). They say  ودہi.e. he loved or vehement in contention; in dispute;
him or it. ( ودwad), ( ودwid) and ( ودwud) in litigation.  لدہmeans, he overcame
mean the same thing, viz. (a) deep him or opposed him violently in
love and affection; (b) a person loved, contention or altercation; in dispute;
an object of love.  ودودmeans, a person in litigation.  لداis the plural of ألد
who loves much; very loving and which means, a man violent or
affectionate.  الودودis one of the Divine vehement in contention; in dispute; in
attributes meaning, Most Loving litigation; or difficult therein, and
towards His servants; also One Who vehement in war: or a contentious or
is loved in the hearts of His servants litigious and tenacious adversary who
(Aqrab & Taj).
will not incline to the truth (Lane,
Aqrab & Mufradat).
Commentary:
The words  سیجعل ھلم الرمحان وداmay 2236. Important Words:
haveone of the following meanings:
( حتسthou seest) is derived from حس.
(a) God will put His own love in the They say  حس الیشءi.e. he perceived or
hearts of the righteous; or (b) God became sensible of the ( حسhiss) of
will have deep love for the righteous; the thing; he ascertained the thing as
(c) God will put deep love for one ascertains a thing that is
mankind in the hearts of the righteous, perceived by the senses; he knew the
or (d) God will create love for the thing; or he perceived it by means of
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any of the senses, by seeing, feeling, and progress. But they have ignored
touching etc.
the patent fact that wrong beliefs and
a life of sin leads only to destruction.
Commentary:
The verse embodies for the western They are warned that there had lived
Christian nations a most grim before them people who were at least
warning about the dreadful fate that is as powerful and prosperous as they
in store for them if they did not are and yet on account of their evil
accept the truth and give up their evil deeds and transgressions they were so
ways. It purports to say that they are completely destroyed that no trace
proud of their material power and was left of them.
resources and their worldly prosperity
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CHAPTER 20
TA HA
(Revealed before Hijrah)
Time of Revelation
This Surah belongs to the Meccan period. ‘Abdullah bin Mas‘ud
regards it as one of those Surahs which were revealed very early in the
Prophet’s ministry and were among the first to be committed to memory by
him. In addition to Ta Ha, these included Surahs Bani Isra’il, Kahf, Maryam
and Anbiya’ (Bukhari, Kitabut-Tafsir).
Wherry has assigned the revelation of this Surah to the third part of
the Meccan period, i.e. a little before Hijrah. He has done so on the
assumption that an account of some Israelite Prophets has been given in this
Surah. But why this fact at all should have been selected by him as a reason
for placing the revelation just before Hijrah he has not taken the trouble to
explain, because such an account is also to be found in Surah Maryam which
by common consensus was revealed in the early years of the Call, most
probably in its 5th year. So to fix the end of the Meccan period as the period
for the revelation of the present Surah only on this account is indeed a bold
assertion which contradicts tradition and history. As stated above ‘Abdullah
bin Mas‘ud included this Surah among those chapters of the Quran which
were revealed very early in the Holy Prophet’s ministry and which he learned
first of all, and ‘Abdullah’s testimony who was one of the Holy Prophet’s
earliest and most trusted Companions must necessarily carry great weight.
Connection with the Preceding Surah
The Surah has a very close connection with its predecessor, Surah
Maryam. Towards the close of the latter Surah it was stated that the Quran has
been revealed in the Arabic tongue in order that the Holy Prophet may have
no difficulty in conveying its message to his people and that they in their turn
may easily grasp, comprehend and imbibe its full import. The Quran is also
intended to give glad tidings to the righteous who act upon its teaching with a
fervour and spontaneity which is born of conviction in its Divine origin. It is
revealed also to warn and bring home to those who have forged false beliefs
the realization of the falsity and untenability of their position.
The Surah continues to deal with the subject which has been treated in
the preceding chapter i.e. Surah Maryam. That Surah primarily deals with
Christian dogmas. One of the basic doctrines of Christianity is that the Law is
a curse. The present Surah opens with an emphatic contradiction of this
Christian belief. At the very outset it tells us that the Law is not only not a
curse but is positively a Divine mercy, and that instead of being a burden and
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an encumbrance it is intended to afford solace and spiritual contentment to
man. The Surah opens with the comforting message that the Quran has been
revealed to the Holy Prophet to render his task easy and to confer honour and
eminence upon him. It is in fulfilment of this promise that literally and in
substance all facilities have been provided to him for the preaching of its
message. The Quran has been revealed in the Prophet’s own tongue, its style
is easy and simple, its teachings are in perfect harmony with human nature
and reason and are practical and practicable. In short, every care has been
taken to save this Book from becoming a burden and an encumbrance to man.
Surah Ta Ha possesses another deeper and wider connection with
Surah Maryam. In that Surah, light was shed on the early history of
Christianity. It was stated that the sole object of Jesus’ mission was to
establish Unity of God but his followers defied and flouted his simple
teachings and instead made him an object of worship and discarded the Law
and dubbed it as a curse. The present Surah contradicts and condemns this
foolish and insensate view. Its opening verses deal with the origin of the
Mosaic Dispensation in some detail. We are told that Moses’ greatest
achievement lay in the fact that he gave to the Israelites a comprehensive Law,
the basic principle of which was the doctrine that God is One. So, consistently
with human reason and common sense Christianity which is only a branch of
the Mosaic Dispensation should not and could not have gone against this
doctrine of the Oneness of God. The present Christian dogmas and doctrines
of the Trinity and sonship of Jesus are, therefore, a later interpolation.
Then in order to explain the nature and reality of the Law (Shari‘ah)
and sin, this subject has been carried from the time of Moses right up to the
beginning of creation. In fact, lack of proper comprehension and realization of
the subject lies at the very root of repudiation of the Law or the Shari‘ah by
Christians and is also the source and fountain of their  شرکi.e. idolatry.
Because if it be admitted that Divine revelation was not vouchsafed to man
right from the beginning of creation, the fact will have to be admitted that
man can do without the Law or the Shari‘ah and also that he can frame it for
himself which is God’s own special prerogative. Thus, this idea leads directly
to  شرکand to the doctrine that man needs no Law or the Shari‘ah.
Summary of the Subject Matter
The Surah opens with a message of comfort for the Holy Prophet and
the believers and it is stated that God has revealed the Quran to lighten our
burdens and not to add to our difficulties. It is further stated that the Quran is
easily comprehensible. It deals with all the major needs and requirements of
man, having full regard for his feelings and susceptibilities. It is quite
competent to do so because God Who has revealed it is fully conversant with
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the secrets of nature and also with man’s physical and spiritual needs, and
because He has complete authority and control over all things. He therefore
has made full provision for those needs, and as that provision has been made
in the Law or the Shari‘ah, therefore the Shari‘ah could not be a burden for
man but a mercy and a blessing for him.
The Surah then proceeds to tell Christians that in order to understand
and realize the truths embodied in the Quran they should ponder over the
circumstances and conditions through which Moses had to pass; how God
helped him in his state of extreme helplessness and how He guided him to the
right path and exalted him and revealed Himself to him. Next, we are told that
the Divine Word came to Moses and the worship of God was made incumbent
upon him and truth was revealed to him that the actions of man would be
rewarded according to their deserts, and that man would be judged according
to his deeds and not by his belief in Atonement.
Then a brief mention is made of the manifold favours that God
bestowed upon Moses from the time of his birth till he came of age. It is
stated that after the spiritual upbringing of Moses had become complete and
he was found fit to be entrusted with the great and onerous responsibilities of
a Prophet. he was commanded to go to Pharaoh and to convey to him the
Divine Message and that Aaron, his brother, was commissioned to assist him
in the discharge of his great and noble mission. The narrative continues to the
effect that Moses went to Pharaoh and conveyed to him the Divine Message
but Pharaoh refused to accept it, behaved arrogantly and sought to kill him.
Thereupon Moses was commanded by God to take the Israelites out of Egypt
to Canaan. Pharaoh pursued him with his mighty hosts but Divine punishment
overtook him. After the Israelites were delivered from Pharaoh, Moses went
up to the Mount where the Law was revealed to him. In his absence the
Israelites set up idols and began to worship them and consequently were
punished, but in the end they repented and gave up idolatry.
The Surah then administers a subtle rebuke to Christians. They are
told that when before the advent of Jesus the Israelites had become a
Unitarian people and later great stress had also been laid in the Quran upon
Divine Unity and upon the importance and significance of the Law or the
Shari‘ah, how was it that a teaching which professed to regard the Law a
curse and entertained and preached polytheistic beliefs could wedge in
between these two monotheistic creeds?
Next, mention is made of Divine punishment that would overtake
Christian nations after they will have enjoyed uniform material prosperity for
a thousand years, ranging from the 4th to the 14th century of the Hijrah. Of
these the last three centuries would be marked by progress and prosperity of a
very high order. But when at the height of their glory and greatness the
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Christian nations would be warned that a dreadful fate was in store for them,
people would ask in doubt and amazement how could it be possible, and how
the power of these mighty nations could ever break and their glory depart?
The Surah emphatically declares that this event will certainly come to pass
and Christian nations will be seized with a terrible visitation, "lofty mountains
shall crumble and become like scattered dust" (20:106).
Then the subject dealt with in the opening verses of the Surah is
rehearsed, viz. that the Quran easily yields to comprehension because it has
been revealed in the national tongue of the people who are its first addressees.
Like the Gospels it does not usually talk in parables and metaphors, thus
leaving the subject confused and lacking in clarity, but explains its principles
and teachings fully and renders them quite clear and transparent. Then again
the importance of the Shari‘ah is driven home and we are told that the Law is
not a curse but a blessing and a mercy of God, therefore the faithful should
wait patiently for new commandments and ordinances to be revealed. After
this reference is made to the expulsion of Adam from "the garden" and
Christians are told that this incident on which the whole fabric of Christian
doctrine of Atonement stands is either misunderstood or deliberately
misinterpreted. The truth is that the birth of Adam took place in pursuance of
a special Divine plan, and Divine plans never miscarry or fail in achieving
their object. While on the one hand the Bible says that God created Adam in
His own image (Gen. 1:27), on the other hand it declares that beguiled by Eve
he fell into sin. In this way the Bible contradicts itself. According to the
Quran, however, Adam having been created in God’s own image and after His
likeness could not possibly have been guilty of any such fall imputed to him
by the Bible. The Quranic statement, unlike the statement of the Bible is,
therefore, quite consistent with reason. It describes Adam as only having
slipped into an inadvertent lapse.
The Surah further observes that if Adam had really committed a sin,
then God’s plan had miscarried and not Adam but God Himself was to blame
and that it was God’s own weakness and not that of Adam that had become
exposed. Then those people who reject the Law and turn away from it receive
a severe scolding and are condemned as deprived of divine light. Next, the
Holy Prophet is told that if disbelievers have not been punished so far it is
because everything has an appointed time. He should go on preaching his
message and success ultimately is bound to come to him.
Towards the end of the Surah the Holy Prophet is commanded to tell
disbelievers that the signs and miracles of their devising and choice will never
be shown to them but God Himself will decide when and which Signs to
show. In spite of their disbelief and transgression they will get respite as did
disbelievers in the past. The latter were seized with Divine punishment when
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their transgression and iniquity had exceeded all legitimate bounds. So will it
happen to the enemies of the Holy Prophet. They will also be punished at the
proper time because God is The Just God and if the Holy Prophet’s enemies,
in spite of their transgressions and tyrannies, are not punished, then He would
rightly be regarded as being partial and unjust.
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(TA HA)
1. In the name of Allah, the
Gracious, the Merciful.2237
2. Ta Ha.2238
a

a

See 1:1.

2237. Commentary:
See 1:1.
2238. Important Words:
( طهTa Ha) is a combination of Ta
and Ha. In the dialect of ‘Akk, an
Arab tribe, it means  یا حبییبi.e. o my
beloved or  یا رجلwhich means, "o
great man", or "o perfect man". The
expression  طهwas so much in vogue
among the ‘Akk tribe, that one of
them would not answer if he were
called by the words  یا رجلbut would
only answer if he were addressed as
( طهTa Ha). The author of Kashshaf
interprets it as  یا ھذاi.e. "O you". By
some the expression is interpreted as,
"be thou at rest" (Qadir). This last
interpretation seems to be quite in
harmony with the significance of the
next verse, which contains a message
of comfort, solace and good cheer for
the Holy Prophet (Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
The combined letters  طهpoint to the
fact that the Holy Prophet was
gifted, in full measure, with all those
natural faculties, qualities and
attributes which contribute to the
building up of a man’s full moral
stature. The Holy Prophet was indeed
a complete and perfect man in the
fullest sense of the word. He

possessed in full measure moral
qualities such as boldness and
bravery; generosity, beneficence,
fidelity, forbearance and fortitude;
pity and compassion; self-abnegation,
honesty, brotherliness, humility,
honour,
gratitude,
hospitality,
magnanimity,
firmness
and
steadfastness; dignity and decorum;
love and sympathy for relatives and
mankind at large; high resolve,
patience and power to resist evil; an
infinite capacity for hard work;
simplicity and truthfulness; love for
the poor and the down-trodden,
respect for the old and kindness
towards the young; an unbounded
love for his Creator and complete
devotion to Him and trust in Him, etc.
A reference to the possession by the
Holy Prophet of all the highest moral
excellences that a human being is
capable of possessing is also to be
found in vv. 33:22 & 68:5.
Moreover, it is of interest to note
that whereas the angel who brought
the tidings of the birth of a son to
Mary has been called ( بشرman) in the
Quran (19:18), implying that Jesus
was at best possessed of qualities
which a ( بشرman) could possess, the
use in the present verse of the
expression ( طهO perfect man) for the
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3. We have not sent down the
Quran to thee that thou shouldst
be distressed,2239
4. But as an aexhortation for
him who fears God.2240
5. And a revelation from Him
Who created the earth and the
high heavens.2241
a

73:20; 74:55; 76:30; 80:12.

Holy Prophet indicates that he
possessed in the fullest measure all
the moral excellences that a human
being is capable of possessing.

blessing. There is nothing in it which
is repugnant to human nature and
which if acted upon should put man
into trouble and distress.

2239. Commentary:
As hinted above, the present verse
contains a message of comfort and
hope for the Holy Prophet and
Muslims. It means to suggest that it is
incompatible with the perfect and
unerring Quranic revelation that its
bearer should fail in his mission. The
cause of the Holy Prophet, therefore,
will triumph and his followers after
passing through severe trials and
tribulations will achieve success,
prosperity and glory. This Surah was
revealed at Mecca in the very early
period of the Call when the Muslims
were being mercilessly harassed and
harried and the persecution to which
they were subjected was very severe
and organized and seemed to know
no end. Hence the need for these
comforting words.
The verse also refutes and rebuts
the Christian dogma that the Law or
the Shari‘ah is a curse. It purports to
say that the Law has been revealed as
a source of Divine mercy and

2240. Commentary:
The word ( تذکرةexhortation) being
derived from  ذکرand meaning
eminence and honour (Lane), the
verse purports to say that Muslims
will achieve honour and eminence by
following the teachings of the Quran
and that their enemies will come to
grief by rejecting it. The expression
( خی یشwho fears) implies that for
achievement of the great and noble
object of the establishment of Divine
Unity on earth, which the Muslims
have in view, the perfect teaching of
the Quran alone is not sufficient
unless it is accompanied by the
purification of their hearts. The verse
further says that the Quran not only
guides to the right path those who
grope in the darkness of doubt and
disbelief but also leads the believers
to the highest pinnacles of spiritual
eminence and glory.
2241. Commentary:
The verse gives the reason why
revelation of the Quran will bring
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6. He is athe Gracious God Who
has settled Himself firmly on
the Throne.2242
7. bTo Him belongs whatsoever
is in the heavens and
whatsoever is in the earth, and
whatsoever is between them,
and whatsoever is beneath the
moist subsoil.2243
a

b

7:55; 10:4. 2:285; 3:130; 5:19.

success to the Holy Prophet and his
followers. It is that the Quran has
been revealed by the Creator of
heavens and earth i.e. the Source of
all power, and that its teachings
possess all those qualities and
characteristics that go to make a
people strong and powerful.
2242. Important Words:
For a detailed explanation of عرش
(Throne) see 7:55 and 10:4. Briefly,
the
word
represents
the
transcendent attributes of God, i.e.
the attributes which are technically
known as صفات تزنیھیة. These attributes
which are eternal and unchangeable
and are God’s exclusive possession
are manifested through God’s other
attributes which are known as صفات
 تشبیھیةi.e. such attributes as are found
more or less in other beings also.
The
former
attributes
i.e.
transcendent attributes, are said to
constitute God’s Throne and the latter
attributes i.e.  صفات تشبیھیةare the
bearers of His Throne.

verses—the
theme
of
the
Almightiness and Majesty of God.
As this chapter, like its predecessor,
Surah Maryam, primarily contains a
repudiation of Christian dogmas and
doctrines, the Divine attribute الرمحن
(the Gracious) has been repeatedly
mentioned in both of them because
this attribute demolishes the basic
Christian doctrine of Atonement. It
further points to the fact that the
revelation of the Quran, in fact of all
Divine Scriptures, is subject to this
attribute. This subject has also been
dealt with in some detail in vv. 55:2-3.

2243. Important Words:
( الثریmoist sub-soil) is derived from
( ثریthariya). They say  ثریت االرضi.e.
the earth or land became moist and
soft after drought or dryness. ثری
means moisture; humidity of the
earth; moist earth. The Arabs say یبس
 الثری بینھمi.e. the fresh, vigorous
friendship between them withered—
they became enemies after they were
friends. The word also means, good
Commentary:
or anything good. They say فالن قریب
The verse continues the theme of  الثریi.e. such a one is a person from
the previous and the succeeding whom good is easy of attainment. حتت
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8. aAnd if thou speakest aloud,
it makes no difference, for He
knows the secret thought and
what is yet more hidden.2244
9. He is Allah. There is no God
but He. bHis are the most
beautiful names.2245
10. cAnd has the story of Moses
come to thee?2246
a

2:78; 6:4; 11:6; 67:14. b7:181; 59:25. c19:52; 79:16.

 الثریmeans, what is beneath the earth therefore He alone is entitled to our
(Lane & Aqrab).
worship and adoration.
Commentary:
The verse means to say that as the
Quran has been revealed by God
Whose dominion and control extend
to all that is in the heavens and the
earth, so all the celestial and
terrestrial forces will be pressed into
service to further the cause of Islam.
2244. Commentary:
Whereas the word ( السرsecret
thought) signifies the thoughts that lie
hidden in a man’s breast which he
alone knows, the word ( أخیفmore
hidden) comprises all those ideals,
thoughts and ambitions of a person
which lie hidden in the womb of
futurity and have never crossed his
mind.
2245. Commentary:
The verse contains the quintessence
and kernel of the Quranic revelation
referred to in v. iii, above. It is that
God exists. He is One. He possesses
all perfect attributes and is
completely free from all conceivable
defects and imperfections and

2246. Commentary:
(مویسMoses), the founder of
Judaism, lived about 1400 years
before Jesus. He was a Law-giving
Prophet and the founder of a great
religious system. As for the name
Moses, it may be briefly stated that
( مویسMoses) is really a Hebrew name
having definite derivation in both
Hebrew and Arabic. In Hebrew it is
pronounced and written as مویش
(Moshe) and means, "a thing drawn
out of water" or "saved from water"
(Enc. Bib.). See also 2:54.
Against all accepted canons of
history Freud in his "Moses and
Monotheism" has adumbrated quite a
novel theory that Moses was not an
Israelite and did not belong to the
Hebrew stock and also that the
Israelites never settled in Egypt. He
has
advanced
the
following
arguments in support of this strange
and baseless claim:
1. That Moses is an Egyptian name.
2. That the idea of the Oneness of
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God is originally Egyptian,
having been first conceived and
adopted by an ancient Egyptian
king, named Ikhnaten (or
Akhenaten). Moses himself
being an Egyptian borrowed it
from the Egyptians and preached
it among the Israelites.
3. That, being an Egyptian, Moses
popularized the Egyptian custom
of circumcision as a religious
rite among the Israelites.
4. That like the teaching of the
Egyptian king, Akhenaten, there
is no mention of the life after
death in the teachings of Moses
which also shows that he was an
Egyptian.
5. That the Egyptians had a very
strong dislike for swine and its
flesh and that the Israelites
developed this dislike as a result
of the teaching of Moses.
6. That because Moses was an
Egyptian he could not properly
express himself in Hebrew.
1. Firstly, all these arguments in
fact possess no basis. As stated above
and also in 2:54, Moses is certainly a
Hebrew word, having derivation both
in Hebrew and Arabic. But even if we
admit that the name Moses was of
Egyptian origin, it does not follow
that the man Moses also was an
Egyptian. As the Israelites were a
subject race in Egypt, living under the
rule of the Pharaohs, it seems quite
plausible that they should have
adopted Egyptian names. The
members of a subject race generally
feel a particular delight in adopting
the names and imitating the customs,
modes of living and dress etc., of
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their rulers. But the actual fact is that
( مویسMoses) is a Hebrew name and
Pharaoh’s daughter, who very
probably gave him that name, must
have certainly been influenced to give
the child a Hebrew name, as having
taken him out of water she thought
that he belonged to the Israelite
people. It is also possible that the
name might have been suggested by
Moses’ mother or sister.
2. The second argument that the
idea of the Oneness of God was
originally Egyptian, having been first
conceived and adopted by Akhenaten,
an ancient Egyptian king, and
preached by him among the Israelites,
is equally wrong. In the first place it
is manifestly unreasonable to suppose
that a certain concept is the monopoly
of one people. Different peoples may
independently form similar ideas
without having borrowed them from
one
another.
Secondly,
even
supposing that the idea of God’s
Unity is of Egyptian origin, the
inference cannot be justified that
Moses was an Egyptian. If an
American or a German can borrow an
idea from an Englishman and vice
versa why cannot an Israelite borrow
an idea from an Egyptian? The truth
is that the idea of God’s Oneness was
neither conceived by Egyptians nor
by Syrians or any other people. It has
its origin in Divine revelation.
3. The contention that circumcision
was an old Egyptian practice and
Moses being an Egyptian borrowed it
from his people and popularized it
among the Israelites also possesses no
substance. Supposing that the practice
of circumcision was Egyptian, how
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does this fact show that Moses was an
Egyptian? Do not one people adopt
the customs of another people? Could
not the Israelites, during their stay in
Egypt, have borrowed this practice
from the Egyptians, particularly in
view of the fact that the Israelites
were a subject race and the subject
race have a special liking for the
ideas and practices of their rulers. In
any case it is not a fact that the
practice of circumcision was in vogue
among
the
Egyptians
alone.
According to the Bible, in pursuance
of God’s command, Abraham had
himself and his two sons Ishmael and
Isaac circumcised and had made the
observance of the rite of circumcision
incumbent upon his posterity long
before Moses was born (Gen. 17:11).
This practice was also in vogue
among the Arabs who never had good
social relations with the Israelites and
never had gone to Egypt. Even
among the wild tribes of Africa and
the
aborigines
of
Australia
circumcision is not unknown (Jew.
Enc. vol. 4, p. 97 and "Tribes of
Central Australia" by Spencer and
Gillen, p.323). The earliest traces of
this practice among Egyptians are to
be found in the 16th century B.C.
(Jew. Enc. vol.4, p.97), when the
Israelites had already been living
there. It can, therefore, be safely
inferred that, if at all, the practice was
borrowed by the Egyptians from the
Israelites and not by the Israelites
from the Egyptians. The practice
seems to have been introduced into
Egypt by the Prophet Joseph who
commanded great respect and
prestige with Egyptian monarchs.
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Under his influence it must have
become popular among the upper
strata of Egyptian society as research
scholars are of the view that this
practice was much more in vogue
among the upper sections of the
Egyptian people to which Joseph
himself belonged than among the
poor classes.
4. Another argument that has been
advanced in favour of Moses being
an Egyptian is that like the teaching
of Akhenaten no reference is to be
found in the teachings of Moses
about life after death. That this
argument is quite weak and flimsy is
clear from the fact that Akhenaten has
left no book, no teaching and no
community of followers from whom
his views about life after death might
be ascertained. Moreover, there are
references to life after death in the
teaching of Moses. The Bible says:
"And die in the mount whither thou
goest up, and be gathered unto thy
people; as Aaron thy brother died in
mount Hor, and was gathered unto his
people" (Deut. 32:50) and "I shall be
satisfied, when I awake, with thy
likeness" (Psalms 17:15). The
misconception may have arisen from
the absence of any marked emphasis
on life after death in the Old
Testament. This lack of stress might
have been due to the fact that in the
course of time the Old Testament had
become subject to much interpolation
and had been tampered with and
many parts of it had been lost during
the miseries and misfortunes that
overtook the Israelites in the period
of their dispersion and captivity.
When, however, the Jewish scholars
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11. aWhen he saw a fire, and he
said to his family, ‘Tarry ye, I
perceive a fire; perhaps I may
bring you a brand therefrom or
find guidance at the fire.’2246A
a

27:8; 28:30.

and savants re-edited the Bible, they
left out from it those passages which
did not quite suit the Jewish temper
and genius. The passages dealing
with the subject of life after death
seem to have been among the parts
left out as the Jews, being a
particularly worldly-minded people,
did not relish its repeated mention.
5. The fifth argument given in
support of this thesis is that the
Israelites, like the Egyptians, had an
extreme dislike for pork. This
argument, too, seems to stand on a
flimsy ground. Though Egyptians did
not like pork, pigs were kept and
reared in Egypt and were even
offered as sacrifice at the altars of the
Egyptian gods (Enc. Bib. cols. 4825,
4826). Thus the reason for the
Egyptians
to
refrain
from
slaughtering pigs seems to have been
that they considered it a sacred
animal unlike the Israelites to whom
its eating was forbidden on account
of its being filthy and abominable.
6. The sixth argument given in
favour of Moses being an Egyptian is
that he could not properly speak
Hebrew, the language of the
Israelites. This argument is based on
Exod. 4:10 where it is stated that
Moses was not eloquent and was
slow of speech and of a slow tongue.
It is true that Moses suffered from an

impediment in his speech and could
not freely express himself. But how
could the fact that Moses was not
fluent and was slow of speech prove
that he was slow of speech in Hebrew
and therefore was not an Israelite. On
the contrary, as it appears from the
Bible and the Quran, when
commanded by God to go to Pharaoh
to preach his mission to him, Moses
requested to be excused on the plea of
his inability to express himself
adequately. This fact, if anything,
shows that Moses could not freely
talk in the tongue which Pharaoh
spoke and understood i.e. the
Egyptian tongue, and therefore he
was not an Egyptian.
In short, there is no reason or
justification for supposing that the
name Moses is of Egyptian origin or
that the man Moses was not an
Israelite. The linguistic evidence of
Hebrew and Arabic, combined with
reason and the evidence of Jewish
history and tradition, added to the
account of Moses as given in the
Bible and the Quran, all go to
substantiate and support the fact that
Moses was not an Egyptian nor was
his name of Egyptian origin.
2246A. Important Words:
( ٓانستI perceived) is derived from
( انسanisa). They say  انس بهi.e. he
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became familiar with him. ٓانسه
(anasa-hu) means, he perceived it; he
saw him or it and looked at him or it;
he heard it, namely a sound; he felt it;
he was sensible of it; he knew it; he
had certain knowledge of it; he was
acquainted with  ٓانست منه الرشدmeans, I
knew him to be characterised by
maturity of intelligence and rectitude
of actions and good management of
affairs (Lane & Aqrab).
( قبسbrand). They say ً قبس منه ناراhe
took fire from him.  قبس النارmeans, he
lighted or kindled the fire.  قبسmeans
fire, or live coal; a brand or a
firebrand; a piece of fire which
one takes upon the end of a stick
(Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
Opinions differ as to what it was
that Moses actually saw. In fact it was
a vision that he had seen. The
language of metaphor which has been
used in this account of Moses also
lends support to the view that he had
only seen a vision and that he himself
was conscious of the fact that he had
seen no fire of wood or coal. If he
had actually seen a material fire of
wood, Moses would have used the
words "I perceive the fire" and not the
words "I perceive a fire", as he did.
Visions, however, are of two kinds:
(a) those that concern only an
individual. In such visions the Divine
manifestation which is called والیت
(manifestation shown to God’s
beloved other than the Prophets) in
the spiritual terminology remains
confined to the concerned individual.
(b) Visions in which جلوهً نبوت
(manifestation shown to the Prophets)
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is shown, the Divine manifestation
extends also to the Prophet’s people.
By the words, "perhaps I may bring
you a brand therefrom or find
guidance at the fire", Moses meant to
say that if it were  جلوہً نبوتthat he had
seen, then he would be given a new
Shari‘ah for his people but if it were
only  جلوہً والیتhe would receive some
guidance for his own spiritual
advancement.
It may be of interest to note that fire
is of three kinds; (a) that which has
light and also burns; (b) that which
has no light but it burns; and (c) that
which has light but does not burn.
The fire which Moses had seen
seemed to belong to the last category.
The word "tarry" implies that
Moses
wanted
privacy
for
communion with God, therefore he
asked his family to remain behind.
According to the Quran the incident
to which reference has been made in
this verse took place after Moses had
completed his ten years of service
with Shu‘aib in Midian and was
actually on his way to Egypt with his
wife and not as the Bible says that it
occurred before he left for Egypt and
was staying with Shu‘aib and that
when one day he led the flock of
Jethro, his father-in-law, to the back
side of the desert and came to the
mountain of God, even to Horeb, "the
angel of the Lord appeared unto him
in a flame of fire out of the midst of a
bush" (Exod. 3:1-3). Consideration of
all the relevant facts of geography
contradicts this Biblical account as
the Lord appeared to Moses on mount
Horeb which is in the desert of Sinai
hundreds of miles away from Midian;
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12. aAnd when he came to it, he
was called by a voice, ‘O
Moses,
13. ‘Verily, I am thy Lord. So
take off thy shoes; bfor thou art
in the sacred valley of
Tuwa;2247
14. cAnd I have chosen thee; so
hearken to what is revealed to
thee;
15. dVerily, I am Allah; there is
no God beside Me. So serve
Me, and observe Prayer for My
remembrance,2248
a

27:9; 28:31; 79:17. b20:81; 28:31; 79:17. c20:42. d27:10; 28:31.

and Moses after having had this
experience could not possibly have
gone back to Jethro, with the flock to
apprise him of it the same evening as
the Biblical account implies. Thus the
Quranic account, is more in
accordance with reason and facts of
geography than the Biblical account.
According to it the incident occurred
after Moses had left Midian for good.
2247. Commentary:
As stated above it was a vision that
Moses had seen and "shoes", in the
language of visions signifies worldly
relations such as wife, children,
friends etc. ( نعلیکthy two shoes)
signifies, thy relations with thy
family and those with thy people and
community. Thus the verse purports
to say that at the time of close
communion with God Moses was
commanded to banish from his mind
all thoughts of wife and children and

of other worldly connections. Taken
literally the verse would mean that as
Moses was in a sacred place he was
bidden to take off his shoes.
The word Tuwa meaning twice
blessed (Lane), the significance of the
verse may be that Moses in that state
of communion with God stood in a
valley doubly blessed, one end of
which, as it were, reached to God and
the other end to mankind.
2248. Commentary:
The verse contains the first
commandment that was given to
Moses. It appears that the observance
of Prayer is the most important
commandment in religion.
The words for My remembrance
may mean:
(a) for My remembering you i.e. as
I have remembered you, therefore,
you should also remember Me
by way of thanks-giving;
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16. aSurely, the Hour is coming
and I am going to manifest it,
that every soul may be
recompensed according to its
endeavor;2249
17. So let not him who believes
not therein and follows his own
evil inclinations, turn thee away
therefrom, lest thou perish;2250
18. And what is that in thy right
hand, o Moses?’
a

15:86; 40:60.

(b) your Prayer should be for the
sake of remembering Me;
(c) you should set up the institution
of
Prayer
so
that
My
remembrance
may
become
established in the world.
2249. Important Words:
( أخفیھاI am going to manifest it) is
derived from  خیفwhich has two
contrary
significations:
خفیال یشء
(khafiya) means, the thing was or
became hidden, concealed or covered.
( خفیال یشءkhafa) means, he made the
thing apparent, manifest, plain or
evident. They say  خیف املطر الفأرi.e. the
rain made the rats come forth from
the holes.  أخفیال یشءmeans, he removed
( خفاءcovering) of the thing. The
Quranic expression  أکاد أخفیھاmeans, I
am almost making it to appear; I am
almost removing that which covers it
i.e. I am going to manifest it (Lane &
Aqrab). The expression may also
mean, I am going to keep it concealed.
( الساعةthe Hour) may mean the Day
of Resurrection; or the time of
triumph of the cause of Moses and

that of the discomfiture
destruction of his enemies.

and

Commentary:
Moses is here told that when he
preached his divine mission, he will
be opposed and persecuted but no
opposition or persecution will be
allowed to impede or arrest the
progress of his cause, and that the signs
foretelling the death and destruction
of those who stood in his way will
become increasingly manifest.
The verse may also mean that the
time of the destruction of the enemies
of Moses will remain hidden so that
when
the Divine
punishment
overtook them all of a sudden, they
will become completely nonplussed
and will not know what to do.
2250. Important Words:
The pronoun  ھاin ( عنھاtherefrom)
and ( بھاtherein) may refer to (a) "the
Hour" and (b) the Prayer and
worship of God; or in  عنھاit may refer
to Prayer and worship of God, and in
 بھاto "the Hour".
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19. He replied, ‘This is my rod,
I lean on it, and beat down
therewith leaves for my sheep,
and I have also other uses for
it.’2251
20. He said, a‘Cast it down, O
Moses.’2251A
21. So he cast it down, and behold!
it was a serpent running.2252
a

7:118; 26:33; 27:11; 28:32.

2251. Important Words:
( عصاrod).  عصا الرجلmeans, he beat the
man with a rod. عصا القومmeans, he
brought together the people, or he
made them agree on some matters of
common concern.  عصاmeans, a rod
strong enough to support the weight
of a man; communal and family life;
a community; the shin-bone. شق العصا
means, he separated himself from the
community. شقوا عصا املسلمنیmeans, they
caused a split in the ranks of the
Muslim community (Aqrab & Lane).
(مٓاربuses) is the plural of  مأربةwhich
is derived from ( ًأربariba). They say
 أرب با ًل یشءi.e. he became devoted to the
thing.  أرب الیه او بهmeans, he wanted it
and sought it.  أربةmeans, want;
intellect.  غری اویل االربةmeans, idiots;
persons deficient in intellect; persons
such as have no need of women.
مٓاربmeans, wants, uses, needs,
requirements, purposes (Lane & Aqrab).

on to enumerate some of its uses. It
may be that taking advantage of
his communion with the Divine
Being, Moses desired to prolong the
blessed talk.
As stated above it was a vision that
Moses had seen and "rod" in the
language of visions signifies a
Prophet’s own community or people
and "sheep" signifies those who do
not actually belong to his community
but only are under his care and
protection. Moses’s reply meant that
he not only invited and welcomed the
help of his own people and relied
upon their support in the furtherance
of his own cause but also looked after
the interests of other people who
were under his protection but did not
actually belong to his community.

2251A. Commentary:
The verse means to say that if
Moses cast his people away i.e. if he
gave up looking after their spiritual
Commentary:
welfare, the dreadful consequences
God had only asked Moses what
that are mentioned in the next verse
was in his hand. Moses did not
would inevitably follow.
confine himself to giving a direct
reply, viz. that it was only a rod that 2252. Commentary:
( حیةserpent). The Quran has used
he had held in his hand but also went
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22. God said, ‘Catch hold of it,
and fear not. We shall restore it
to its former condition.2253
23. aAnd draw thy hand closer
under thy armpit, it shall come
a

7:109; 27:13; 28:33.

three different words for describing
the turning of the rod of Moses into a
serpent, viz. حیةas in the verse under
comment;  جانas in 27:11 and 28:32;
and ثعبانas in 7:108 and 26:33. The
word  حیةis of general application and
is used for all categories of serpents;
 جانmeans a small serpent; and ثعبان
generally means a bulky and long
serpent. These words apparently seem
to have been used haphazardly at
various places in the Quran, but in
reality there is no haphazardness, or
arbitrariness since the word  جانhas
been used from the point of view of
the serpent’s quick movements and
 ثعبانfrom the point of view of its large
size. Moreover, when the mere fact of
the turning of the rod into a serpent is
mentioned the word  حیةis used, but
when the rod turns into a serpent in
the presence of Moses alone the word
( جانa small serpent) is used. When,
however, the miracle of the rod
turning into a serpent is shown in
public before Pharaoh, the magicians
and the people, the word ( ثعبانa large
and bulky serpent) is used. The
significance of these different words
on different occasions would be
different. The word ( حیةroot-word )حیی
signifies that a dead people ( )عصاas,
to all intents and purposes, the
Israelites were, would receive a new

and vigorous life through Moses and
the word ( جانa small, fast moving
serpent) signifies that from a small
and decadent community, they would
make rapid progress and would
become ( ثعبانa large and bulky
serpent) for Pharaoh and his people
i.e. they would become the means
and instrument of their destruction.
The verse purports to say, and the
history of the Israelites bears
testimony to the fact, that whenever
Moses happened to become separated
from his people they became, as it
were, serpents i.e. they relapsed into
idol-worship and other abominable
practices.
For an exhaustive explanation of
the miracle of the rod turning into a
serpent and its spiritual significance
see 7:108. Suffice it to say here that it
was a vision which Moses had seen
and in which Pharaoh, his courtiers
and the magicians were also made to
share. The rod did not actually turn
into a serpent but was merely made to
appear like one. It, therefore,
contradicted or contravened no law of
nature.
2253. Commentary:
Moses is here comforted that his
people would not remain permanently
wedded to idolatry and other evil
practices but the instant they came
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forth white, without any
disease—another Sign;2254
24. ‘That We may show thee
some of Our greater Signs.2255
under his fostering care, they would expression  واضمم یدک ایل جناحکcontains
again become his good and God- an injunction for Moses that he
fearing companions. See also 7:108.
should always keep his people close
to him and under his fostering care. If
2254. Important Words:
he did so they would become highly
( یدکthy hand).  یدis derived from
righteous men, radiating spiritual
( یدیyada).  یدی الرجلmeans, he hit or
light and would be free from all evil.
hurt the hand of the man; he did a
( ید بیضاءwhite hand) may also signify
good to him. ( یدی فالن من فالنyadiya)
clear
and strong arguments. Moses
means, such a one received a favour
or bounty from such a one.  یدmeans, was endowed with strong and solid
hand or arm; and figuratively means, arguments to prove his case. See also
favour,
benefit,
bounty
or 7:109 & 26:33-34.
beneficence;
power,
dominion, 2255. Commentary:
control, authority or assistance; help,
The sign of the rod was one of the
protection; troop, host, army; shame, greatest heavenly signs given to
disgrace;
duration,
length; Moses. When Moses was entrusted
community, party; etc.  سقط یف ًیدیهwith prophethood, the sign of the rod
means, he felt ashamed; he was appeared (20:20). When he went to
smitten with remorse;  أعیط ًبیدہmeans, preach his message to Pharaoh, it was
he obeyed and submitted;  ھذا یف ًیدیagain the miracle of the rod that was
means, this is under my possession or shown to him and the sorcerers
authority.  ید الطائرmeans, the wing of (20:70-74). When the Israelites
the bird;  ید الزمانmeans, the length or wanted water, Moses was ordered to
duration of the time. یداّلل مع اجلماعة
ًٰ
strike the rock with his rod (2:61),
means, the help or protection of God
and when he had to cross the sea,
is with the community (Aqrab).
God commanded him to strike it with
( جناحarm-pit) means, wing; hand;
his rod (26:64).
upper arm or arm from the shoulder
The verse may signify that after the
to the elbow, edge; side; wing of an
signs of the "rod" and the "white
army; protection; a part or position of
hand", God promises to show to
a thing; a community or people (Lane
Moses yet greater Signs. One of these
& Aqrab). See also 17:25.
latter signs was that Pharaoh and
Commentary:
his mighty hosts were drowned in the
One of the meanings of ( یدhand) as sea before the very eyes of the
stated above under "Important Israelites. According to the Quran,
Words" is, a community or people. altogether 9 Signs were shown for
According to this meaning the Moses (7:131-134) whereas the Bible
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25. Go thou to Pharaoh; he
has indeed exceeded all
bounds.’2256
R. 2.

26. Moses said, ‘My Lord, open
out for me my breast,2257
27. And make my task easy for
me;
28. aAnd loose the knot of my
tongue;2258
a

26:14.

gives their number as 13. For a
detailed discussion
about the
disparity in the account of the Bible
and that of the Quran see 7:134 &
17:102. Suffice it to say here that the
signs were really 9 in number; the
Bible has only unnecessarily enlarged
their number.

necessary qualifications that a
preacher should possess in order to
succeed in his mission. The following
are some of them:
(a) He must be inspired with zeal
and enthusiasm for his mission and
must possess strong arguments to
support his cause (v:26); (b) his
teachings
must be
easy of
comprehension (v:27); (c) he should
be a good speaker (v:28); (d) he
should always be on the lookout for
favourable opportunities for his
discourse to be listened to with
attention and respect (v:29); and
(e) if possible he may have a good
companion to share his responsibility
and burden (v:30).

2256. Commentary:
Moses
now
receives
his
commission to go to Pharaoh as a
Messenger of God. The words, he has
indeed exceeded all bounds, show
that by his misdeeds Pharaoh had
already incurred God’s wrath and had
made himself deserving of Divine
punishment. But, God, out of His
mercy, sent Moses to him in order to
warn him of the impending 2258. Commentary:
Moses seems to have suffered from
punishment if he did not give up his
an
impediment in his tongue. He does
evil ways and to give him a last
not
appear to be an eloquent speaker.
opportunity to repent and reform.
But it is not eloquence alone that
2257. Commentary:
makes a man a successful preacher.
The present and the following few More than that it is conviction in the
verses show that at first Moses did truth of one’s mission and one’s zeal
not feel himself equal to the great for that mission and readiness to
task which was entrusted to him. suffer for it that greatly make up for
They also shed some light on the the deficiency of fluency. Moses
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29. That they may understand
my speech;
30. And grant me a helper from
my family—2259
31. aAaron, my brother;
32. Increase my strength with
him;2260
a

28:35.

possessed these things in full
measure. This is why, in spite of the
weakness of which he himself was
conscious, he made a very effective
and convincing speech before
Pharaoh and his court.

sunk deep into the depths of moral
turpitude, to the highest pinnacles of
spiritual glory. Even in moments of
mortal danger he was never
discouraged or dismayed. The brave
words which he uttered on the battlefield of Hunain when he was left
alone surrounded by bloodthirsty
enemies and sure death stared him in
the face, viz. " انا النیب ال کذب انا ابن عبداملطلبI
am the Prophet of God, there is no
untruth about it, I am the son of
‘Abdil-Muttalib," (Bukhari, KitabulJihad was-Siyar) have resounded
through the centuries.

2259. Important Words:
( وزیرhelper) is derived from وزر
(wazara).  وزر ال یشءmeans, he bore the
thing.  وزر الرجلmeans, the man carried
a weight which burdened his back.
 الرجل وزرmeans, he overcame or
overwhelmed the man.  وزرalso means,
he sinned.  وزیرmeans, helper; one who
helps a person in carrying his burden;
a minister who helps the king by his 2260. Important Words:
counsel in conducting the affairs of
( أزریmy strength); ( أزرazrun) is
the State (Aqrab).
derived from ( أزرazara). They say أزرہ
Commentary:
i.e. it surrounded or encompassed it.
What a contrast between Moses and  أزرہand ( أزرہazzara) means, he
the Holy Prophet Muhammad! strengthened him or it. ( ٓازرہazara)
Whereas Moses here asks for a helper means, he aided, assisted or helped
for the discharge of a lighter him and strengthened him. ٓازر الزرع بعضه
responsibility, the Holy Prophet who  بعضاmeans, the seed-produce became
was entrusted with an infinitely tangled or luxuriant, one part
heavier and more onerous task never reaching to another, and one part
prayed to be given an assistant. He, strengthening another.  أزرand أزر
alone, unhelped and unassisted, (azara) and ( ٓازرazara) are also used
discharged fully and completely the synonymously. ( أزرazrun) means,
responsibility of raising a people, strength; weakness; back; aid,
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33. And make him share my
task;
34. That we may glorify Thee
much;
35. And remember Thee much;
36. Thou
possessest
full
knowledge of us.’
37. aGod said, “Granted is thy
prayer, O Moses,2261
38. And We did indeed confer a
favour upon thee at another
time also;
39. When bWe revealed to thy
mother what was an important
revelation, saying,2262
40. ‘Put him in the ark, and
place it into the river, then the
river will cast it on to the bank,
and cone who is an enemy to
Me and also an enemy to him
will take him up.’ And I wrapped
thee with love from Me; and
a

26:16. b28:8-9. c28:9.

assistance or help. They say  شدد أزرہi.e.
he strengthened his back. اشدد به أزری
means, (a) strengthen Thou by him
my back; (b) strengthen Thou by him
my weakness, and (c) through him add
Thou to my strength (Lane & Aqrab).

means, a thing asked for; a prayer; a
petition (Aqrab & Lane).

2262. Important Words:
In ( ما یویحan important revelation), ما
being  مصدریةturns the verb following
it into an infinitive and imparts to it
2261. Important Words:
an intensiveness of meaning. Thus the
( سؤلprayer) is derived from  سألexpression  ما یویحmeans, an important
which means, he asked for; he revelation or what it was necessary to
begged, he prayed or petitioned.  سؤلbe revealed at that time.
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this I did that thou mightest be
reared before My eye.2263
41. aWhen thy sister walked
along and said, ‘Shall I guide
you to one who will take charge
of him?’ So bWe restored thee to
thy mother that her eye might
be cooled and she might not
grieve. And cthou didst kill a
man, but We delivered thee
from sorrow. Then We tried thee
with various trials. And thou
didst tarry several years among
the people of Midian. Then thou
a

28:12-13. b28:14. c26:15; 28:16, 34.

2263. Important Words:
For  التابوتsee 2:249.
( عیینMy eye).  عنیmeans, (1) the
eye; (2) look or view; (3) the people
or inmates of a house or dwelling;
(4) brothers from the same father and
mother; (5) protection or honour
(Lane). The expression  عیل عیینmeans,
before my eyes, or, under my
protection. See also 11:38.
( تصنعbe reared) is derived from صنع.
They say  صنع ال یشءi.e. he made the
thing.  صنع الفرسmeans, he looked after
the horse.  صنع ابنتهmeans, he properly
brought up his daughter. ( صنعsun‘un)
means, to do a thing properly and
well.  اصطنع ال یشءmeans, he ordered the
thing to be prepared for him. اصطنعه
means, he taught him and trained and
brought him up.  اصطنع عندہ صنیعةmeans,
he did him a favour.  اصطنعه لنفسهmeans,
he chose him for himself. اصطناع

means, to mend or reform a thing
thoroughly and well (Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
As Moses was to have been
entrusted with the great and difficult
task of delivering a people held in
bondage for long by a cruel and
powerful monarch, it was necessary
that he should have received the
requisite training for the great
mission under royal tutors and
teachers. So it was in fulfilment of
this divine plan that he found his way
into Pharaoh’s own house.
The reference in the verse is to the
Biblical narrative. See Exod. 2:1-10.
The expression  فلیلقهis in the
imperative mood and signifies
command, meaning, We commanded
that the river should cast it on to the
bank.
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camest up to the standard, O
Moses.2264
2264. Important Words:
( قدرstandard) is inf. noun from قدر
(qadara).  قدرت ال یشءmeans, I measured
the thing; computed or determined its
quantity, measure, size, value, worth,
bulk, proportion, extent, amount,
limit or number. ( قدرqadrun) or قدر
(qadarun) is the quantity, quantum
measure, magnitude, size, bulk,
proportion and extent, of a thing. They
say  جاء عیل قدرi.e. it came according to
measure or as it may be said, he came
up to the standard (Aqrab, Mufradat
& Lane). See also 15:61.
Commentary:
In what a wonderful way did God
fulfil the promise He made to Moses’
mother (when He commanded her to
cast him into the river) that he would
be restored to her (28:8)! God so
managed the whole affair that the
baby was soon again in the loving
arms of his mother. It is in this way
that God demonstrates not only His
existence, but also His knowledge
and shows His supreme control over
all things and it is events like these
that inspire a living faith in the hearts
of God’s loving and sincere votaries.
And it was that living faith which
made Moses’ mother cast her baby
into the river which was amply
rewarded by Moses being restored to
her very soon.
The words ً( فتناک فتوناWe tried thee
with various trials) mean that Moses
was made to pass through the
crucible of trials and tribulations so
that his mettle might be tested, and

after passing out of these ordeals with
flying colours he might be declared
fit to be endowed with God’s great
gifts and favours.
Midian or Madyan is the name of a
town on the east side of the Gulf of
‘Akabah. The name is connected with
that of the tribe of Midianites. In the
6th century Ya‘qubi speaks of its
position in a district rich in springs,
gardens and date-groves. Istakhri
describes from his own observation
the spring in the town from which
Moses watered the flocks of Shu‘aib.
It was then covered by a house which
had been built over it. The town had
then shown signs of gradual decay
and decline. In the 12th century Idrisi
says, "It is an unimportant little
trading centre with scanty resources."
In the 14th century Abul-Fida saw
that it was in ruins. In recent times it
has been visited by Ruppell, Burton
and Musil. The extensive ruins which
the Arabs call Maghair Shu‘aib after
the cave-tombs lie about 16 miles
east of the port of Makna, in the
southern part of the valley of Al-Bad’
which is rich in streams and palms
and other trees. According to Burton
the whole district between 29° 28΄
and 27° 40΄ is called Ard Madyan
(Enc. of Islam under "Madyan").
The town lay on the trade route
from Medina to Syria and caravans
going to Syria or Egypt passed
through it.
The sojourn of Moses among the
people of Midian fulfilled yet another
divine plan. As he was destined to
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42. And aI have chosen thee for
Myself.2265
43. bGo, thou and thy brother,
with My Signs, and slacken not
in remembering Me.2266
44. cGo, both of you, to
Pharaoh, for he has transgressed
all bounds.
45. But speak to him a gentle
speech, haply he might heed or
fear.”2266A
a

20:14. b28:36. c79:18.

live with the Israelites in the deserts
and forests of the valley of Sinai, he
was made to become used to a hard
life by living for several years in Midian.
2265. Important Words:
( اصطنعتکI have chosen thee). For
 اصطنعsee 20:40.
The verse signifies that God chose
Moses for the great and difficult task
of delivering a broken and crushed
people from a heartless tyranny.

greatly helpful in attaining success.
They constitute the spiritual means
which one must employ along with
physical and material means for the
furtherance and success of one’s
cause. They are as essential as the
physical means.
God’s command to Moses and
Aaron to adopt these means, although
He had promised them His help,
makes it abundantly clear that the
promise of Divine help does not
absolve one of the obligation to use
those means which God has created
for the attainment of a certain object.
God wants us to use all legitimate
means that lie in our power for the
accomplishment of our object and
leave the rest to Him.

2266. Important Words:
( ال تنیاslacken not) is derived from وین
which means, he was or became
languid, remiss, weak, feeble or faint.
 وین فیهmeans, he entered upon a thing
languidly or weakly;  تواین یف االمرhe
flagged or was remiss in the affair;
وین عنه, he passed from it and left it
2266A. Important Words:
(Lane & Aqrab).
( لعلهthat haply he might).  ًلعلwhen
Commentary:
expressing hope or fear is not used
The words, and slacken not in with regard to God. Hope or fear
remembering Me, show that prayer combined with expectation expressed
and constant remembrance of God are by  لعلpertains sometimes to the
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46. They replied, a‘Our Lord,
we fear lest he commit some
excess against us, or exceed all
bounds in transgression.’2267
47. God said, “Fear not; for I
am with you both. I hear and I
see.2268
48. So go ye both to him and
say, ‘We are the Messengers of
thy Lord; so let the children of
a

26:13.

speaker and sometimes to the person
spoken of and sometimes to the
addressee. In the verse under
comment it expresses hope on the
part of Moses and Aaron meaning
that they should preach the Divine
Message to Pharaoh hoping that he
might accept it. When used about
God it signifies certainty. See also
2:22 & 11:13.
Commentary:
The verse teaches a two-fold lesson
to religious teachers and preachers. A
religious teacher must use gentle
language when preaching his
Message. He should also show due
respect to those whom God has
endowed with worldly honour or
whom He has placed in the seat of
authority.

unjustly towards him; he did to him
what was hateful or evil; he annoyed
him.  فرط علیه یف القولmeans, he exceeded
the due bounds or just limits towards
him in speech. The expression اننا خنا ان
 یفرط علیناmeans, we fear that he may act
hastily and unjustly towards us, or
that he may hastily do to us an evil
action or that he may hasten to punish
us.  أفرط علیهmeans, he acted insolently
towards him.  أفرط عیل الرجلmeans, he
burdened the man with what he could
not bear (Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
Moses and Aaron are represented
here as saying that Pharaoh might do
them some harm or that he might
exceed proper bounds in his talk
about God i.e. might use derogatory
language about God.

2267. Important Words:
( یفرطcommit excess) is derived
from  فرطwhich means, he preceded;
went before; was or became first or
foremost; had priority or precedence.
 فرط علیهmeans, he hastened to do him
an evil action; he acted hastily and

2268. Commentary:
The verse means: When in distress
you will call Me, I will hear your
prayer and help you and when there
will be a possibility of your being
overtaken unawares I will look after
you and protect you.
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Israel go with us; and afflict them
not. We have, indeed, brought
thee a great Sign from thy Lord;
and peace shall be on him who
follows the guidance;2269
49. It has, indeed, been revealed
to us that punishment shall come
on him who rejects the Message
of God and turns away.’”
50. Pharaoh said, a‘Who then is
the Lord of you two, O Moses?’
51. He said, ‘Our Lord is He
b
Who gave unto everything its
proper form and then guided it
to its proper function.’2270
52. Pharaoh said, ‘What then
will be the fate of the former
generations?’2271
a

26:24. b87:3-4.

2269. Commentary:
"A Great Sign" in this verse may be
taken as referring to the whole
teaching or message of Moses
because he had already shown two
Signs to Pharaoh—the Sign of the rod
and of the white hand, and not one.
The word  اھلدیi.e. "guidance" also
seems to support the above
significance of "a Sign." Thus ٓایة
signifies the whole teaching of Moses
and not a particular part of it or one
or two of his miracles. Or the word
may refer to the promise of peace and
security which God had given to
Moses and of Divine punishment
with which Pharaoh had been
threatened.

2270. Commentary:
The verse means to say that there
exists a perfect order in the world and
that God has endowed everything
with the qualities and attributes which
are best suited to its particular
requirements and needs and by
making proper use of which it can
attain to its fullest development.
Pharaoh seems to be a polytheistic
philosopher. Here Moses has drawn
his attention to the Oneness and
Unity of God.
2271. Commentary:
Moses’s reply to Pharaoh’s query
contained in the previous verse
seemed to have entirely confounded
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53. He said, ‘The knowledge
thereof is with my Lord
preserved in a Book. My Lord
neither errs anor forgets.’2272
54. bIt is He Who has made the
earth for you a cradle, and has
caused pathways for you to run
through it; and Who sends down
rain from the sky and thereby
We bring forth various kinds of
vegetation in pairs.2273
a

19:65. b43:11.

him (Pharaoh), so he adroitly turned
away from the subject which he
himself started and presented Moses
with a new question. He asked Moses
whether his God knew anything about
the former generations who were
dead and gone, meaning how they
would fare when they had not had the
benefit of receiving guidance from
him (Moses). Thus, in a subtle
manner Pharaoh sought to incite his
people against Moses by making an
oblique hint that he (Moses) regarded
their forefathers as bereft of heavenly
guidance and therefore deserving of
Divine punishment.
2272. Commentary:
Moses gives a crushing reply to
Pharaoh’s evasive tactics. He tells
Pharaoh that he should not bother
about the former generations. His
God knew all about them and every
detail concerning them was well
preserved in His knowledge and on
the Day of Resurrection He would
requite them all according to their
deeds and actions, taking into

consideration
their
particular
conditions and circumstances.
2273. Commentary:
The word ً( ازواجاin pairs) points to a
profound scientific truth which has
only recently been discovered, viz.
that there are pairs in the vegetable
world as there are pairs in the animal
world. Long before this scientific
truth was discovered the Quran had
stated it. It has further stated that all
objects have been created in pairs
(51:50). Science seems to be moving
in the direction pointed by the
Quran. Its discoveries in organic
and inorganic matter have been
increasingly
supporting
and
substantiating the truth enunciated by
the Quran centuries ago.
The
verse
under
comment
continues the argument begun in the
previous verse, viz. that just as
physical rain gives life to plants and
vegetation, similarly water of Divine
revelation is indispensable for the
spiritual life of man.
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55. aEat ye and pasture your
cattle. Verily, in this are Signs
for those endowed with
reason.2274
b

R. 3.

56. From this earth have We
created you, and into it shall We
cause you to return, and from it
shall We bring you forth once
more.2275
a

10:25; 25:50; 32:28. b7:26; 71:18-19.

2274. Important Words:
( النیھreason) is derived from نًی
(naha). They say  ناہ عن کذاi.e. he
forbade him to do such a thing. نًی
(nuha) is the plural of ( نیةnuhyatun)
which means, reason. It is so called
because reason restrains a man from
doing what is bad and from all that
which is contrary to reason and
common sense (Aqrab).
Commentary:
The truths narrated in the previous
verse constitute "Signs" or proofs of
the existence of God. They also prove
the need of Divine revelation,
because they show that if God has
made so much provision for the
physical needs of man, He must have
made similar provision for his
spiritual needs also.
2275. Commentary:
The words, into it shall We cause
you to return, give rise to a natural
question, viz. where does human soul
go after man dies and his body decays
and is completely dissolved? The
answer to this question as given by
the Quran is that the human soul

acquires a new body after its
departure from its physical habitat
and also an abode according to the
nature of the deeds which man may
have done during his life on earth.
Man’s real sepulchre is the place to
which God consigns his soul after
death according to his works in this
life. It is not the pit in which his dead
body is placed. It is an abode of
happiness or misery according to his
spiritual condition.
The sentence, And from this earth
shall We bring you forth once more,
points to the supreme truth that man’s
life does not end with the extinction
and dissolution of his physical body,
as it is pregnant with too big an
import to end with the latter’s decay
and death. If life had no great purpose
God would not have created it, and
after having created it He would not
have made it subject to death unless
there had been an afterlife. So if death
were the end of all life, then the
creation of man would have been "a
mere sport and pastime" and this
would have constituted a great
reflection on the wisdom of God. The
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57. And aWe did show him
(Pharaoh) Our Signs, all of
them; but he rejected them and
refused to believe.2276
58. He said, b‘Hast thou come to
us, o Moses, to drive us out of
our land by thy magic?2277
59. cBut we shall assuredly
bring thee magic the like thereof;
so make an appointment
between us and thyself which
we shall not fail to keep—
neither we nor thou—at a place
alike for us both.’2278
a

27:13-15; 43:48-49; 79:21-22. b26:36. c7:112, 113; 26:37-40.

fact that God, the Source of all
wisdom and intelligence, has done all
this shows that He has not created
man to return to dust after a life of
merely 60 or 70 years but, on the
contrary, He has created him for a
better, fuller and everlasting life
which he must live after he has shed
the encumbrances of his physical
tabernacle.
The verse also embodies a
refutation of the religious beliefs
of Pharaoh’s people who worshipped
the stars.

2277. Commentary:
This verse seems to refer to an
insidious device of Pharaoh. He told
his people that Moses who was a
foreigner in Egypt was seeking to
turn the ruling dynasty out of Egypt
by his clever manoeuvres. He
accused Moses of rebellion and revolt
against the constituted authority and
of aspiring to the leadership of the
Egyptians. Thus apprehending in the
rise of Moses a threat to his own
power and prestige he sought to incite
his people against him and thus turn
his personal enmity against him into
national hatred.
In this verse Pharaoh leaves out
Aaron and addresses only Moses. He
seems to have regarded Aaron as too
insignificant to be considered worthy
of notice.

2276. Commentary:
The word  أیبbesides the meaning
given in the text also means, he hated
or disliked. According to this
meaning the verse shows that
Pharaoh not only rejected the Divine
signs but also held them up to scorn
and looked down upon them with 2278. Important Words:
( سویequal) is derived from سوی
contempt and disdain.
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a
60. Moses
said,
‘Your
appointment shall be the day
of the festival, and let the
people be assembled when the
sun is risen high.’2279
61. Then Pharaoh withdrew and
concerted
his
plan
and
then came to the place
of appointment.2280
62. Moses said to them, ‘Woe to
you, forge not a lie against
Allah, lest He destroy you
utterly by some punishment
and, surely, he who forges a lie
shall perish.’2281
a

26:39.

(saviya). They say  سوی الرجلi.e. the
affair of the man became established.
 ساواہmeans, it was or became equal to
it and like it in measure, extent, size,
quantity or amount and in value, etc.
( سویsiwan) or ( سویsuwan) means,
equal; or equal in respect of its two
extremities; uniform or even;
equidistant or midway between two
parties or two places;  مکانا سویalso
means, a marked place (Lane &
Aqrab). See also 2:109 and 19:11.
The verse shows that Pharaoh
possessed some sense of fairness. He
seems to act with justice and
impartiality in regard to the
controversy that was to take place
between Moses and the magicians.

and the magicians in which they were
fully and finally routed took place at
the time of ضیح, the Holy Prophet also
entered Mecca as a conqueror at the
time of  ضیحwhich marked the final
defeat of disbelief and idolatry in
Arabia.
The day of festival seemed to be the
holy day of the people of Pharaoh
when they were expected to assemble
in large numbers and to behave with
unusual dignity and decorum.
2280. Commentary:
The expression  مجع کیدہbesides the
meaning given in the text may also
mean: He mustered all his designs; he
contrived all sorts of plans; he did all
that he could do.

2279. Commentary:
2281. Important Words:
It seems a curious analogy that
( فیسحتکمdestroy you utterly) is
whereas the contest between Moses derived from  سحتwhich means, he
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63. Then they argued their affair
among
themselves
and
2282
conferred in secret.
64. They said, ‘Certainly athese
two are magicians who desire to
drive you out from your land by
their magic and to destroy your
best traditions.2283
a

7:110-111; 26:35-36.

earned unlawful money.سحته او أسحته
means, he destroyed him or it;
exterminated him or it; he corrupted
it.  سحت رأسهmeans, he shaved his head
so as to remove the hair utterly. ماله
 سحتmeans, his property may be taken
and destroyed with impunity; دمه سحت
means, his blood may be shed
with impunity (Lane & Aqrab). See
also 5:43.
Commentary:
The verse lays down an infallible
criterion to test the truth of a claimant
to Divine revelation, viz. that a forger
of lies against God, though he may
appear to progress and prosper for a
while, ultimately perishes and comes
to a miserable and ignoble end. This
is a truth writ large on the pages of all
religious history.
2282. Commentary:
This verse shows that the warning
which Moses held out to the
magicians in the words, forge not a
lie against Allah, had had its effect on
them with the result that some of
them seemed to have wavered and
vacillated. The words, they argued
their affair among themselves,

indicate that disagreement arose
between them whether or not they
should oppose Moses. Therefore in
order to come to a final decision
whether they should enter the lists
against him or should withdraw, they
held a secret consultation.
2283. Important Words:
( طریقتکمyour traditions) is derived
from طرق. They say  طرق الطریقi.e. he
travelled or beat the road. طرق الباب
means, he knocked at the door. طریقة
means, a way, course, rule, habit,
custom or tradition, manner or mode;
path, road.  طریقة القومmeans, the best,
the most excellent, the eminent or
noble person among the community
(Lane & Aqrab).
( املثیلbest) is the feminine of أمثل
which is derived from مثل. They say
ً مثل فالن فالناi.e. he became like such a
one. ( أمثلamthalo) or  مثیلmeans,
coming nearest to the model, i.e. the
best.  امثال القومmeans, the best and the
noblest persons in the community.
They say  املریض الًیوم أمثلi.e. the patient
today is in the best of health (Lane,
Aqrab & Mufradat). See also 13:7.
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65. Concert, therefore, your
plan; and then come forward
arrayed in a body. And, surely,
he who gains ascendancy this
day shall prosper.’2284
66. aThey said, ‘O Moses, either
do thou cast first, or we shall be
the first to cast.’2285
67. He said, b‘Nay, cast ye.’
Then lo! their cords and their
staves cappeared to him, by their
magic as though they ran
about.2286
a

7:116. b7:117; 26:44. c7:117.

Commentary:
The reference in the words, "they
said," is to the members of Pharaoh’s
party. It is they who spoke these
words to incite the reluctant
magicians to take the field against
Moses. They brought two charges
against Moses and Aaron. First, that
Moses and Aaron sought to turn them
out of their country by deceitful
means; secondly that they intended to
destroy their religion and the sacred
traditions which they (people of
Pharaoh) had inherited from their
forefathers.

could use any device, artifice or wile
to defeat Moses. This implied a
confession that with Pharaoh and his
people the end justified the means.
In the verse an appeal has also been
made to the magicians’ self-interest.
They are told that if they were
successful against Moses, it would be
all to their good.
2285. Commentary:
The words of the verse show that
the
magicians
had
behaved
respectfully towards Moses and it is
this respectful attitude of theirs
which,
perhaps,
was
mainly
instrumental in enabling them to see
the truth and accept it.

2284. Important Words:
( کیدplan) means, a plan, a wile, an
artifice, artful contrivance; device; a 2286. Important Words:
( عصیھمtheir staves).  عیصis the plural
plot; a stratagem, art; cunning,
of  عصاwhich means: (1) a piece of
ingenuity or skill (Lane).
wood on which one reclines, a stick, a
Commentary:
stave; a party; the tongue (Lane &
The magicians were told that they Aqrab).
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68. And Moses conceived a fear
in his mind.2287
69. We said, ‘Fear not, for thou
wilt have the upper hand.2288
70. And cast that which is in thy
right hand; ait will swallow that
which they have wrought, for
that which they have wrought is
only a magician’s trick. And a
magician shall not thrive, come
where he may.’2289
a

7:118; 26:46.

Commentary:
The words "Nay, cast ye", show
that the Prophets of God never take
the offensive. They wait till they are
attacked and then they defend
themselves.
The expression ( خییل الیهappeared to
him) clearly indicates that the cords
and staves of the magicians only
appeared to Moses as though they ran
about. Actually they did nothing of
the kind. The forces of evil at first
appear to carry the day for a short
while but they soon come to grief and
suffer defeat and destruction.
2287. Important Words:
( أوجسconceived) is derived from
 وجسwhich means, he was frightened
at some sound or other thing that fell
into his mind or ear.  وجس ال یشءmeans,
the thing was unperceived or hardly
perceived by the eye or ear; was
hidden or concealed.  أوجسmeans, he
conceived a thing in his mind. The
Quranic expression أوجس یف نفسه خیفة
means, and he conceived in his mind

a fear or he perceived or felt and
conceived in his mind a fear (Lane &
Aqrab).
Commentary:
When Moses saw the trick of the
magicians he feared lest the people
might be deceived thereby and be led
astray. He was not afraid of the cords
and staves of the magicians. The
Prophets of God stand on a rock of
certainty. Their belief and their trust
in God is invincible. Nothing can
shake their belief nor are they afraid
of anything. Moses only feared that
the people might not be led astray by
the antics of the magicians.
2288. Commentary:
In this verse God comforts Moses
that the magicians would not succeed
in leading people astray and that he
will have the upper hand.
2289. Important Words:
( تلقفswallow) is derived from لقف
(laqifa). They say لقف ال یشء: he hastily
took the thing. ( لقف الطعامlaqqafa) means,
he swallowed up the food (Aqrab).
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71. Then athe magicians were
made to fall down prostrate.
They said, b‘We believe in the
Lord of Aaron and Moses.’2290
72. Pharaoh said, c‘Do you
believe in him before I give you
leave? He must be your chief
who has taught you magic. dI
will therefore surely cut off
your hands and your feet on
account of your disobedience,
and I will surely crucify you on
the trunks of palm trees; and
you shall know which of us can
impose severer and more
abiding punishment.’2291
a

7:121; 26:47. b7:122-123; 26:48-49. c7:124; 26:50. d7:125; 26:50.

Commentary:
The verse makes it clear that it was
the rod of Moses and not anything
else which "swallowed" that which
the magicians had wrought, and
which undid their magic. The rod of
Moses wielded with the spiritual
force of a great Prophet and thrown at
the command of Almighty God
exposed the deception that the
magicians had wrought on the
spectators by their magic. Elsewhere
in the Quran the staves and cords of
the magicians have been described as
their lies (7:118).

2291. Important Words:
( منon account of) among other
things means, because of, on account
of, by reason of; as in  مما خطیئٓا ھتم أغرقواi.e.
because of their sins they were
drowned (71:26). It also means on,
by, etc. (Aqrab).
( خالdisobedience) and  خمالفةare
infinitive nouns from خالف. They say خالفه
i.e. he disagreed with him, he
disobeyed or defied him. خالف بنی ًالشیئنی
means, he put the things on contrary
sides or in contrary directions. خال
means, disobedience, defiance; the
contrary or opposite of a thing;
contrary or alternate sides (Aqrab &
2290. Commentary:
The magicians admitted their defeat Lane).  من خالwould therefore mean,
and became fully convinced of the on account of disobedience or
rightness and righteousness of on alternate sides.  منhere is used in
the sense of عن, which also signifies
Moses’ cause.
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73. They said, ‘We shall not
prefer thee to the manifest Signs
that have come to us, nor shall
we prefer thee to Him Who has
created us. aSo decree what thou
wilt decree; thou canst only
decree concerning this present
life.2292
74. Surely, bwe have believed in
our Lord that He may forgive us
our sins and forgive us the
magic which thou didst force us
to use. And Allah is the Best
and the Most Abiding.’
75. Verily, he who comes to his
Lord a sinner—for him is Hell;
he shall neither die therein nor
live.2293
a

26:51. b7:127; 26:52.

cause or reason )(تعلیل. The Quranic 2292. Commentary:
expression  إال عن موعدة وعدھا إیاہmeans, on
Mark the wonderful change that
account of a promise he had made
true faith works in man. The greedy
(9:144).
and materialistic magicians who only
Commentary:
a short while ago were asking for
The crucifixion was in itself a reward from Pharaoh, in the form of
terrible form of death yet the money, position or honour (7:114),
punishment of cutting off the hands became quite indifferent even to the
and the feet was added to make it all most horrible form of death with
the more dreadful. Elsewhere in the which he threatened them when they
Quran the expression  ٓامنتم بهhas been found and accepted the truth.
used in this connection. The difference
between the two expressions is that 2293. Commentary:
Death delivers man from pain. So
whereas  ٓامنتم بهsimply means, you
have believed in him, the expression the sinners will not die in Hell and
 ٓامنتم لهmeans, you have believed in will continue to suffer its torment.
him and have accepted his lead and Neither will they live therein, because
real life consists in the enjoyment of
have followed him.
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76. But he who comes to Him
as a believer having done good
deeds, afor such are the highest
ranks.—
77. bGardens
of
Eternity,
beneath which rivers flow; they
will abide therein forever. And
that is the recompense of those
who keep themselves pure.
c

R. 4.

78. And We sent revelation to
Moses, saying, ‘Take away My
servants by night, and dstrike for
them a dry path through the sea.
Thou wilt not be afraid of being
overtaken, nor wilt thou have
any other fear.’2293A
a

4:96-97; 8:4-5. b9:72; 18:32; 19:62; 61:13. c26:53. d26:64.

The Quranic expression اّلل من عبادہ
ً ٰ امنا خییش
( العلماء35:29) means, only those of His
servants who possess knowledge fear
Allah (Lane, Aqrab & Mufradat). The
reference to the fear mentioned in the
words  ال ختیشis to the dangers of the
sea and other hardships that lay ahead
2293A. Important Words:
( ال خت یشnor wilt thou have fear) is of the Israelites.
formed from خ یشwhich means, he Commentary:
feared or dreaded or feared with
The incident mentioned in this
reverence, veneration, respect, or verse relates to the time when, under
awe. We have in the Quran ً وھم من خشیتهGod’s command, Moses led the
 مشفقونi.e. they fear their Lord, holding Israelites out of Egypt into Canaan.
Him in reverence (21:29).  خ یش منهThe Israelites left secretly by night,
means, he feared or dreaded what and when Pharaoh learnt of their
might happen to him from him or it. flight, he pursued them with his hosts
 خشیةis the dread, fear or awe resulting and was drowned in the Red Sea.
from the knowledge which one
In order to appreciate fully the
possesses about a thing or person. nature and significance of this
Divine love and they will be deprived
of it. Or the verse may mean that the
sinners will be completely deprived
of all comfort and happiness and this
condition is described here as worse
than death.
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incident which indeed constituted a
great divine sign, it is necessary to
read the verse under comment along
with other relevant verses such as vv.
2:51, 26:62-64 & 44:25. The Quran
says:
And remember the time when We
divided the sea for you and saved you
and drowned Pharaoh’s people while
you looked on (2:51).
And when the two hosts came in
sight of each other the companions of
Moses said, 'We are surely
overtaken.'…Then We revealed to
Moses, saying, 'Strike the sea with
thy rod.' Whereupon it parted and
every part was like a huge sandhill
(26:62-64). When the Israelites were
passing they had the sea on one side
and the small lake son the other,
which conformably to the natural
laws of perspective appeared raised
above the level of the land.
And leave the sea at a time when it
is motionless. Surely, they are a host
which is doomed to be drowned
(44:25). i.e. pass through the sea
quickly at a time when the tide has
receded.
The Bible also refers to this
incident in the following verses:
And Moses stretched out his hand
over the sea; and the Lord caused
the sea to go back by a strong east
wind all the night and made the sea
dry land, and the waters were
divided. And the children of Israel
went into the midst of the sea upon
the dry ground; and the waters were
a wall unto them on their right hand
and on their left. And the Egyptians
pursued and went in after them to
the midst of the sea…And the Lord
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said unto Moses, 'Stretch out thine
hand over the sea'…And Moses
stretched forth his hand over the sea
and the sea returned to its
strength…And the waters returned
and covered the chariots, and the
horsemen, and all the host of
Pharaoh that came into the sea after
them; there remained not so much
as one of them (Exod. 14:21-28).
The following facts emerge from
the above account of this incident as
given in the Quran and the Bible;
(a) that Moses was commanded by
God to take away the Israelites out of
Egypt by night;
(b) that Pharaoh pursued the
Israelites with his mighty hosts;
(c) that when the Israelites reached
the arm of the Red Sea which lay
across their route, they were greatly
dismayed because Pharaoh was close
behind with his hosts;
(d) that when on seeing Pharaoh’s
hosts the Israelites exclaimed in fright
that they were overtaken, God
commanded Moses to strike the water
of the sea with his rod;
(e) that when Moses struck the sea
with his rod as the Quran says or
stretched out his hand over the sea as
the Bible says, it was the time of the
ebb-tide and the sea was receding,
leaving a dry bed;
(f) that Moses was commanded by
God to cross quickly the dry bed to
the opposite bank, which he did;
(g) that when the hosts of Pharaoh
reached the sea, it was the time of
high tide and that in their zeal to
overtake the Israelites they took no
notice of it and at once jumped into
the sea behind them; and
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(h) that, as it appears, being
heavily equipped with big chariots
and other heavy armaments the
progress of the army of Pharaoh was
greatly retarded so that while they
were yet in the midst of the sea, the
high tide returned and they were all
drowned.
Historians differ as to the exact
place from where Moses crossed the
Red Sea from Egypt into Canaan.
Some are of the view that on his way
from the territory of Goshen, which is
also called the valley of Al-Tamthilat
or Wadi Tumilat and where the
capital of the Pharaohs was situated
(Enc. Bib. vol. 4, col. 4012, under
"Rameses"), Moses passed by the
Gulf of Timsah (Enc. Bib., cols. 1438
& 1439). Others think that he went
much further to the north and going
round Zoan crossed over to Canaan
near the Mediterranean Sea (Enc.
Bib., col. 1438). But what is most
probable is the fact that from Tal Abi
Sulaiman which was the capital of the
Pharaohs in Moses’ time, the
Israelites at first went to north-east to
the Gulf of Timsah but finding that a
net of gulfs barred their way, they
turned south and crossed the Red Sea
near the town of Suez where it is
hardly more than 2/3 mile wide,
and started for Qadas (Enc. Bib.,
col. 1437).
The following passage from
Peake’s "Commentary on the Bible"
(p. 64) may also be read with interest:
The Israelites fled with him
(Moses) across the Goshen marshes
into the Sinaitic Peninsula. The
crossing of the "Red Sea" (yam
suph, "sea" or "lake of reeds") was
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probably the crossing of the
southern end of a lake a few miles
N.W. of what is now called the Red
Sea. A wind laid bare a wide stretch
of shore, and when an Egyptian
force pursued the fugitives, their
chariot wheels stuck fast in the wet
soil, and the water returned upon
them when the wind shifted.
Writers differ as to the route taken
by the Israelites. Some think that
they moved southward to the
mountainous range of (the modern)
Sinai, and then along the eastern
arm of the Red Sea, now known as
the Gulf of ‘Akabah, to its
northernmost point at Ezion Geber.
Others think that the evidence
points to the route still taken by
Mecca pilgrims, nearly due E. to
Ezion Geber, and that thence they
moved N.W. to the region of
Kadesh (Barnea), to Mt. Sinai or
southward along the E. side of the
Gulf of ‘Akabah to Mt. Horeb. The
traditions differ and certainty is
impossible.
There are people who against all
canons of history take particular
delight
in
propounding
most
extraordinary theories that the
Israelites never lived in Egypt. Some
such theories are:
(a) No reference to the Israelites is
to be found in the old Egyptian
historical records.
(b) In the fifth year of the reign of
Pharaoh Merneptah (or Mereneptah)
when Moses is said to have taken the
Israelites out of Egypt, some Israelite
tribes were actually living in Canaan,
therefore the theory of Moses having
taken the Israelites out of Egypt to
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Canaan during his reign and their
having settled in that country some
fifty years later is all wrong.
(c) Though some trace is found of
a few tribes having crossed over from
Asia into Egypt but there is no proof
that these were the Israelite tribes.
The propounders of these strange
theories seem to ignore the patent fact
that the Israelites were foreigners in
Egypt and were a subject race and
lived the miserable life of slaves
under their cruel rulers. How could
such people be considered worthy of
any notice being taken of them by
historians? Apart from this the fact
may also be taken into consideration
that when it is not quite possible for
historians even in this 20th century to
prepare a well-connected and
harmonious narrative about a people
from the remnants of its ruined
civilization, it was much more
difficult for historians in the past to
reconstruct a consistent record from
the fragmentary accounts of a people
who lived in the hoary past and who
were treated like beasts of burden by
their rulers. This is why no reference
to the Israelites is to be found in the
old historical records of Egypt.
Secondly, the doubtful theory that
certain Israelite tribes were found to
be living in Canaan in the 5th year of
the reign of Pharaoh Merneptah
cannot disprove the fact that other
Israelite tribes had remained behind
in Egypt. Is it not possible that some
of these tribes might have left Egypt
for Canaan sometime before all of
them were taken out of it by Moses. It
is very strange that on the one hand
these very writers say that Moses is
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an Egyptian name and that some of
the companions of Moses also had
Egyptian names, and on the other that
the Israelites never went to Egypt.
Moreover, the Bible gives a detailed
and well-connected story of the
Israelites having lived in Egypt.
There was no compelling reason for
the writers of the Bible to have done
so, especially when the Israelites had
lived there only as slaves and worse
than beasts of burden. No people
would feel any urge or pride in
forging and falsely inventing such a
miserable record of shame and
sorrow of themselves. Last but not
least, the Biblical details with regard
to the customs, culture and mode of
life of the Pharaohs of that time is
another proof of the fact that the
Israelites had lived under them. The
Bible had no interest in the Pharaoh
dynasty of Egypt apart from their
being rulers of the Israelites. Besides,
as stated by old Greek historians, the
Egyptians themselves admitted that
the Israelites had lived in Egypt for a
long time and later on had left this
country. The present Egypt, however,
should not be confused with a
territory which in ancient times was
also known as Egypt but which
formed a part of northern Syria or
northern Arabia.
The date of the Exodus has also
been much contested and there seems
to be considerable difficulty in
determining its exact date from the
Biblical records alone. Neither the
name of the reigning Pharaoh nor the
place where he held his court is
mentioned; the account given is not
contemporary,
but
has
been
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79. aThen Pharaoh pursued
them with his hosts, and the
a

10:91; 26:61.

condensed and annotated by later
editors, and fused by them into a
general narrative; and the Biblical
chronology of the period, though
containing trustworthy material, is
known to be largely artificial. Apart
from the Biblical records any
historical information on the subject
is meagre. Various theories, however,
are held about the Exodus. Some of
these are as follows:
1. The view that the Israelites left
Egypt with the Hyksos (1580 B.C.) at
the beginning of the XVIIIth Dynasty,
or shortly afterwards, and lived a
nomadic life of about 200 years in the
desert previous to entering Canaan.
But evidently this view seems to do
violence to genuine Hebrew tradition.
2. The theory which dates the
Exodus in the XVIIIth Dynasty, but
about 1445 B.C. just after the long
despotic reign of Thutmose III and
during that of his son Amenhotep II
(1447-1420 B.C.). This theory too
lacks the support of trustworthy
historical material and Hebrew
tradition.
3. The hypothesis which connects
the Exodus with the religion’s
revolution attempted by Amenhotep
IV, otherwise known as Akhenaten
(1383-1366 B.C.) This view would
place the Exodus about 1350 or 1345
B.C. This seems to be more plausible
than the first two views.
4. But the theory, largely prevalent

which receives much support from
historical
data,
archaeological
research and Hebrew tradition is
that the Exodus occurred in the
Nineteenth Dynasty (1328-1202
B.C.), in the reign of Merneptah II or
Mereneptah II (1234-1214) and still
seems the most probable. It appears
to have taken place about 1230 B.C.
According to this view the Pharaoh of
the oppression would be Rameses II
and his successor Merneptah II, the
Pharaoh of the Exodus (Peake’s
Commentary on the Bible, pp. 119,
955 & 956).
Incidentally, it may be stated here
that the striking of the water of the
sea with his rod by Moses had no
cause and effect connection with the
actual parting of the sea. It was
merely a sign or a Divine intimation
that it was the time of the ebb tide
and that the Israelites should hasten
to cross. God had so arranged that
when Moses reached the sea the tide
was about to go back, so that as soon
as he struck the sea with his rod in
obedience to Divine command, it
began to recede and a dry path was
made for the Israelites. The striking
of the water with his rod by Moses
and the recession of the sea
coincided. This constituted a miracle
because God alone knew when the
sea would recede and He had
commanded Moses to strike its
waters at the time of its recession.
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waters of the sea completely
overwhelmed them.2294
80. And Pharaoh led his people
astray and did not guide them
aright.
81. ‘O children of Israel, aWe
delivered you from your enemy,
and bWe made a covenant with
you on the right side of the
Mount, and We sent down on
you manna and salwa.2295
a

2:51; 14:7; 44:31-32. b19:53; 20:13; 28:31; 79:17.

2294. Important Words:
( أتبعھمpursued them) is derived from
تبع. They say  تبعهi.e. he followed him.
 أتبعهmeans, he followed him and
overtook him.  أتبعه بھمmeans, he made
him to be followed by them i.e. he
made them to follow him. فأتبعھم فرعون
 جبنودہmeans, Pharaoh made his troops
to follow them (Lane & Aqrab). See
also 10:91.
( یمsea) is substantive-noun from یم
(yamma).
The Arabs say  یٍم الرجلi.e. the man
was thrown into the sea. یم الساحل
means, the water of the river
overflowed its banks.  یمmeans, the
sea; or the sea of unknown or
unreached depth; a great body of
water. See also 7:137.
2295. Important Words:
( املنmanna). They say  من علیهi.e. he
bestowed a favour on him.  منwhich is
infinitive noun signifies bestowing
favour upon a man or doing good to
him.  املنmeans, (1) anything which
comes to a man without much effort

on
his
part;
(2) a
favour;
(3) honeydew (Aqrab). Dr. Jesenius
in his dictionary has also referred to
 املنas having been from ( منmanna)
and means, a favour or bounty. See
also 2:58.
 السلویis derived from سال. They say
 سال عن ال یشءi.e. he was satiated with the
thing.  سلویis (1) a whitish bird
resembling a quail; (2) anything
which gives a man satisfaction or
contentment, (3) honey (Aqrab). See
also 2:58.
Commentary:
The Israelites had lived long in
bondage under the heartless tyranny
of the Pharaohs and consequently had
come to lose all those manly qualities
that go to make a people hardy, brave
and courageous. According to the
divine scheme of things they were
destined to conquer and rule over
Canaan. Therefore after Moses had
taken them out of Egypt they were
made to live in the arid and barren
region of Sinai in order that they
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82. aEat of the good things that
We have provided for you, and
a

2:58; 7:161.

might become used to a free and hard
life and thus acquire and develop
those qualities which were so
essential for a great future that lay in
store for them. But having lived in
bondage for a long time they had lost
all initiative and had become used to
a life of lethargy and lassitude. So
when they saw that they would have
to live in the wilderness where no
amenities of life were to be found and
even food was lacking, they were
utterly dismayed and fretted and
fumed and quarrelled with Moses
saying: "Would to God we had died
by the hand of the Lord in the land of
Egypt, when we sat by the flesh pots,
and when we did eat bread to the full;
for ye have brought us forth into this
wilderness, to kill this whole
assembly with hunger" (Exod. 16:3).
God heard the murmurings of the
Israelites and commanded Moses to
tell those ungrateful people: "At even
ye shall eat flesh, and in the morning
ye shall be filled with bread; and ye
shall know that I am the Lord your
God" (Exod. 16:12). And how this
Divine promise was fulfilled has been
described in the Bible as follows:
And it came to pass, that at even the
quails came up, and covered the
camp: and in the morning the dew
lay round about the host. And when
the dew that lay was gone up,
behold, upon the face of the
wilderness there lay a small round
thing, as small as the hoar frost on

the ground. And when the children
of Israel saw it, they said one to
another, it is manna: for they wist
not what it was. And Moses said
unto them, This is the bread which
the Lord hath given you to eat.
(Exod. 16:13-15).
This was the food which in answer
to the murmurings of the Israelites
God, out of His infinite grace and
mercy, bestowed upon them in the
wilderness of Sinai and which they
were given without much effort or
labour on their part, and which was
found when stark hunger seemed to
stare them in the face, and the fact of
its having been found in that place
and condition did, indeed, constitute a
great miracle. It is to this incident that
reference has been made in the verse
under comment.
The manna has also been referred
to in a saying of the Holy Prophet,
viz.  الکمأة من املنi.e. the truffle is one of
the things included in the manna
(Bukhari). In Lane’s Lexicon we have
the following explanation for manna
under the word ( ترجنبنیturanjabin): A
kind of manna: the manna of the
thorny plants called by the Arabs the
haj, and hence by European botanists
Alhagi; according to Dr. Boyle it is a
sweetish juice which exudes from the
Alhagi maurorum, crystallizes into
small granular masses, and is usually
distinguished by the name of Persian
manna; a kind of dew that falls
mostly in Khurasan and Mawara anNahr and in our country, mostly upon
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transgress not therein, lest My
wrath descend upon you; and he
on whom My wrath descends,
shall perish;2296
83. But asurely I am forgiving to
those who repent and believe
and do good deeds, and then
stick to guidance.2297
a

3:136; 39:54.

the haj; the best thereof is that which
is fresh or moist and white (Ibn Sina),
the  منor manna mentioned in the
Quran(p.306).

injunction, 'Eat of the good things
that We have provided for you'. This
shows that whereas the food which
was provided to the Israelites in the
wilderness of Sinai was wholesome,
palatable and good in taste; it
consisted not of one but of several
things, ( منtruffle) and ( سلویquails)
forming the major part of them.
The injunction in the words "And
transgress not therein" contained a
warning to the Israelites that as they
had been provided with food in
abundance in the wilderness without
much labour on their part and purely
as an act of God’s grace, they should
not misuse this divine gift, the
powerful and the influential among
them hoarding it for themselves and
depriving the poor and the weak of
their due share.

2296. Important Words:
( فیحلlest it descend) is formed from
حل. They say  حل بالقومi.e. he alighted or
descended and stopped at or in the
abode of the people.
 حل الدینmeans, the time of the
payment of the debt has ended i.e. its
payment has become due.
 حیل علیکم غضیبmeans, lest My wrath
befall you; lest it become due to you
i.e. lest it overtake you at once (Lane
& Aqrab). See also 2:169.
( ھویshall perish).  ھویال یشءmeans, the
thing fell from a high to a low place;
it rose and descended. According to
some ( اھلویalhawiyyu) is used for
going up and ( اھلویalhuwiyyu) for
going down.  ھوت االمmeans, the mother 2297. Important Words:
died; or may his mother die (Aqrab).
( اھتدیstick to guidance) is derived
Commentary:
from ھدی. They say  ھداہi.e. he guided
At three places in the Quran the him.  اھلدیwhich is the infinitive form,
sending down of manna and salwa is generally used in three different
has been mentioned; viz. in the senses: to show the right path; to lead
present verse and in vv. 2:58 and to the right path; and to make one
7:161 and at all these three places the follow the right path.  اھتدیmeans, he
fact has been followed by the sought guidance; he followed
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84. And what has made thee
hasten away from thy people, o
Moses?’
85. He said, ‘They are closely
following in my footsteps and I
have hastened to Thee, my
Lord, that thou mightest be
pleased.’2298
86. God said, a‘We have tried
thy people in thy absence, and
the Samiri has led them
astray.’2299
87. So bMoses returned to his
people indignant and sorrowful.
He said, ‘O my people, did not
your Lord promise you a
gracious promise? Did, then, the
a

7:149. b7:151.

guidance and he stuck to guidance Hence  سامرis one who makes things
(Aqrab, Baqa& Mufradat).
fast with nails, i.e. one belonging
to the profession of blacksmiths,
2298. Important Words:
carpenters, etc. Thus  سامرةmeans, a
( اثرfootsteps).  أثرت احلدیثmeans, I people who carry on the profession of
recited or narrated the story or blacksmiths, carpenters etc. i.e.
tradition.  ٓاثرہmeans, he honoured artisans. Samiri, the mischief-maker,
him.  اثرmeans, a remain or relic of a seems to belong to this class. So سامری
thing; a trace; sign or mark; a may be a descriptive or attributive
footstep, vestige or track; a footprint, name. Or it may be a relative noun
impression or mark made by the foot from ( سامرةthe Samaritans), a people
of a man upon the ground. They say said to be one of the tribes of the
 علیه اثر کذاi.e. he or it bears the mark, Children of Israel; or a sect of the
stamp, character or trace of such a Jews, differing from them in many of
thing (Lane & Aqrab).
their institutions. Properly speaking
they were inhabitants of Samaria. The
2299. Important Words:
( السامریSamiri) is derived from مسر. name is now restricted to a small tribe
They say  مسرہi.e. he nailed it, i.e. he of people living in Nablus and calling
made it fast, firm or strong with a nail themselves "Bene Yisrael". Their
or nails, a nail being called مسار. history as a distinct community began
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appointed time appear too long
to you, or did you desire that
wrath should descend upon you
from your Lord, that you broke
your promise to me?’2300
88. They said, ‘We have not
broken our promise to thee of
our own accord; but we were
laden with loads of people’s
ornaments and we threw them
away, and likewise did the
Samiri cast.’2301
89. Then he produced for them
a
a calf—a mere body producing
a lowing sound. And they said,
‘This is your god, and the god
of Moses.’ So he gave up the
religion of Moses.2302
a

2:52, 93; 4:154; 7:149.

with the taking of Samaria by the Egyptians of their ornaments (Exod.
Assyrians in 722 B.C. (Lane &Jew. 12:36). But, as generally is the case,
Enc.).
in this respect also the Bible has
contradicted itself. At another place
2300. Commentary:
(Exod. 12:35) it says that the
( موعدیmy promise) means, the
Egyptians themselves gave the
promise which you made to me, or
ornaments to the Israelites and
the promise which God made to you
insisted that they should leave Egypt
through me.
forthwith. Reason and common sense
2301. Important Words:
support the Quranic and the latter
( موعدکthy promise) means, the statement of the Bible.
promise which we made to thee.
2302. Important Words:
Commentary:
( خوارlowing sound) is infinitiveWhereas the Quran in this verse noun from خار.They say  خار البقرi.e. the
says that the Egyptians gave the cow made a lowing sound, it
Israelites jewels of gold and silver of bellowed. ( خورkhawira) means, it
their own accord, the Bible accuses became weak and enfeebled; it broke.
them of having despoiled the  خوارsignifies the loud crying (i.e. the
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90. Could they not see that it
returned to them no answer, and
had no power to do them either
harm or good?2303
R. 5.

91. And Aaron had said to them
before this, ‘O my people, you
have only been tried by means
of it (the calf). And surely, the
Gracious God is your Lord;
so follow me and obey my
command.’2304
not speak to its votaries. Of what use
is that god who does not answer the
prayer of his worshippers (21:66-67)?
He is as dead as a log of wood. The
difference between a living and a
lifeless god is that the One speaks to
His votaries and hears their
supplications while the other does
not. The God of Islam has not ceased
to speak to His true worshippers. He
still speaks to them as He spoke to
Adam, Abraham, Moses, Jesus and
Commentary:
the Holy Prophet Muhammad (peace
The Israelites had lived in Egypt
under bondage for a long time and be upon them all) and will continue to
during their bondage they had do so till the end of time.
acquired many of the customs, ways 2304. Commentary:
of life and religious rites of their
The Quran here contradicts the
rulers,
the
Egyptians,
who Bible and clears Aaron of the charge
worshipped the cow (Enc. Rel.& of having made a molten calf for the
Ethics, vol. 1, p. 507). In this way Israelites to worship (Exod. 32:4). It
they had also developed a great liking says that not only did Aaron not
for the cow, and taking advantage of fashion the calf for them but on the
Moses’ absence Samiri led them into other hand prohibited them from
cow-worship.
worshipping the one which the Samiri
2303. Commentary:
had made for them. It offends against
The calf is denounced and reason and common sense even to
condemned as a deity because it does think that a Prophet of God who had

lowing or bellowing) of a cow and of
a calf; and the crying (i.e. bleating) of
sheep, or that of goats and gazelles,
and of any beast and the whizzing of
arrow. They say  له صوت کخوار الثورi.e. he
has a voice like the bellowing of the
bull (Aqrab, Lane & Mufradat).
( فنیسso he gave up) means, he
forgot or he abandoned or gave up or
ceased acting (Aqrab & Mufradat).
See also 5:14 & 9:67.
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92. They replied, ‘We shall not
cease to worship it until Moses
return to us.’2305
93. Moses said, ‘O Aaron, what
hindered thee, when thou didst
see them gone astray,
94. ‘From following me? Hast
thou then disobeyed my
command?’2306
95. He answered, a“O son of my
mother, seize me not by my
beard, nor by the hair of my
head. I feared lest thou shouldst
say, ‘Thou hast caused a
a

7:151.

heard His voice and had had
communion with Him should have
stooped so low as to worship a calf.
The charge is patently so foolish that
it has been dismissed as unfounded
by Christian writers themselves (Enc.
Brit. under "the Golden Calf" and
under "Moses.")
As usual, in this case also the Bible
has contradicted itself. Far from
deserving condemnation on account
of being involved in cow-worship,
Aaron at God’s command was to be
dressed with holy garments, be
anointed and sanctified by Moses
(Exod. 40:13).
The words "you have been tried by
means of it" show that in the offer of
calf-worship by the Samiri lay the
greatest trial of the Israelites because
this worship was calculated to destroy
their national unity. The trials and

tribulations which the Israelites had
suffered at the hands of Pharaoh were
nothing compared with the spiritual
trial to which they had become
exposed through the wicked designs
of the Samiri. While the former had
helped to cement their national unity,
the latter had almost destroyed it. It
had caused dissensions among the
Israelites; and internecine discord and
dissensions are more destructive of
national unity than external dangers.
2305. Commentary:
The verse shows that while Moses
was held in awe by the Israelites they
had no great respect for Aaron.
2306. Commentary:
Moses here severely calls Aaron to
account for not having properly
looked after the spiritual welfare of
the Israelites in his absence. The
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division among the Children of
Israel, and didst not wait for my
word.’”2307
96. Moses said, ‘And what hast
thou to say, o Samiri?’2308
97. He said, ‘I perceived what
they perceived not. I only partly
received the impress of the
Messenger (Moses), but that too
I cast away. Thus it is that my
mind commended to me.’2309
verse thus clearly shows Aaron to be 2309. Important Words:
a subordinate Prophet to Moses.
( بصرتI perceived) is from بصر
2307. Important Words:
(basura). They say  بصرہ او بهi.e. he
( لم ترقبdidst not wait for) is formed perceived it; he knew it; he saw it.
from رقب.  رقبهmeans, (a) he looked,  أبصرہmeans, he saw it or him, by the
watched or waited for him or it; sight of the eye; or he looked at him
(b) he guarded, kept, preserved or or towards him or it trying whether he
took care of it; (c) he was mindful or could see him or not.  أبصرalso means,
regardful of it; (d) he feared him he relinquished infidelity and adopted
(Lane & Aqrab).
the true belief.  أبصر الطریقmeans, the
way became manifest (Lane &
Commentary:
Aqrab). See also 6:104 & 7:204.
Taking the word  رقبin its different
senses the expression  لم ترقب قویلwould Commentary:
The words I perceived that which
mean, thou didst not wait for my
word; thou didst not preserve and they did not perceive mean, "My
guard my word (the instructions mental perception was clearer than
which I left for your guidance); thou that of the Israelites". The Samiri
wast not regardful of my word i.e. means to say that he had followed
thou didst not pay any regard to my Moses and had accepted his teachings
directions which I left for your intelligently and not blindly like them
and that his object in doing so was
guidance.
that he should become the leader of
2308. Important Words:
his people. So when the proper
( ماخطبکwhat hast thou to say).  خطبoccasion arrived and Moses went to
(khatbun) among other things may the Mount, he threw away the cloak
also mean, object, purpose, plea, of expediency and discarded what
defence etc. See also 12:52.
little of his teachings he had accepted
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98. Moses said, “Go away. It
shall be thine to say throughout
thy life, ‘Touch me not;’ and
there is a promise of
punishment for thee which shall
not fail to be fulfilled about thee.
Now look at thy god of which
thou hast become a devoted
worshipper. We will certainly
burn it and then We will scatter
it away into the sea.” 2310
99. Your God is only Allah,
beside Whom there is no God.
He embraces all things in His
knowledge.
100. Thus do We relate to thee
the tidings of what has
happened before. And We have
given thee from Us a
Reminder.2311
and that was what his mind suggested Israelites into calf-worship; (b) that
he was afflicted with some
to him.
contagious skin disease so that people
2310. Important Words:
avoided contact with him; or (c) that
( ننسفنهWe will scatter it) is derived he suffered from hypochondriasis and
from نسف. They say  نسف البناءi.e. he consequently shunned the company
destroyed or uprooted the building of men.
from its foundation.  نسف اجلبالmeans,
The mentioning together of the cow
He broke the mountains into pieces.
and
the river is significant because
 نسف الرحیال یشءmeans, the wind uprooted
or eradicated the thing and scattered generally the nations that worship the
cow are found to worship rivers also.
it away (Aqrab).
Commentary:
The words "touch me not" may
signify one of the following: (a) that
Samiri was punished with a rigorous
social boycott for having misled the

2311. Commentary:
The verse embodies a prophecy that
the Holy Prophet will have to face
conditions and circumstances similar
to those which Moses had confronted.
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101. Whoso aturns away from it
will surely bear a heavy
burden on the Day of
Resurrection,2311A
102. Abiding thereunder; and
evil will the burden be to
them
on
the
Day
of
2311B
Resurrection,
103. The day when bthe trumpet
will be blown. And on that day
We shall gather the sinful
together, blue-eyed.2312
a

18:102; 43:37-39; 72:18. b18:100; 27:88; 36:52; 78:19.

No other Israelite Prophet shared as
many points of resemblance with the
Holy Prophet as Moses did. Moses
had Aaron, his brother, as his
assistant in the discharge of his
duties. The Holy Prophet had his
cousin ‘Ali whom he likened to
Aaron when he left him behind on the
occasion of the expedition to Tabuk.
Aaron was accused of having made
for the Israelites a calf for worship
and ‘Ali was accused of being an
accomplice in the murder of
‘Uthman. The Holy Prophet also had
a Samiri in the person of the Jew,
‘Abdullah bin Saba, who outwardly
became a Muslim and stirred up
revolt against the third Caliph,
‘Uthman, which culminated in the
latter’s assassination and in an
internecine split in Islam which
unfortunately has since then shown
no sign of abating or healing.

Quran and the Hadith in three
senses:(a) the day of the death of a
person as in the saying of the Holy
Prophet viz.  من مات فقد قامت قیامتهi.e. he
who dies, the day of his resurrection
indeed has come (Bihar, vol. 3, p.
183); (b) the time of the decline,
downfall and death of a nation;
(c) the day when all mankind will be
raised from their graves and made to
stand before God’s great Judgement
Seat to render an account of their
deeds. In the present verse the words
"the Day of Resurrection" seem to
have been used in the first sense.
2311B. Commentary:
In this verse the words  یوم القیامةhave
been metaphorically used in the
second sense i.e. in this very life a
day of resurrection comes to a people
or group of peoples.

2312. Important Words:
2311A. Commentary:
ً( زرقاblue-eyed) is the plural of ازرق
The words ( یوم القیامةDay of and is derived from  زرقwhich means,
Resurrection) have been used in the (1) he was blue-eyed or grey-eyed or
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104. They will talk to one another
in a low tone saying: ‘You
tarried only ten days’—2313
105. We know best what they
will say—when the one
possessing the best way of life
among them will say, ‘You have
tarried only a day.’2314
R. 6.
a

106. And
they ask thee
concerning the mountains. Say,
a

56:6; 70:10; 101:6.

of a greenish hue in the eye; (2) he
was or became blind.زرقت او أزرقت عینه حنوی
means, his eye turned towards me so
that the white thereof appeared i.e. he
looked askance at me on account of
hatred or fear.  أزرقis an epithet
applied to a man having what is
termed ( زرقةblue colour) of the eye;
blue-eyed; grey-eyed; blind from
what is commonly termed as a
cataract in the eye (Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
The allusion in this verse primarily
seems to be to the Western Christian
nations who have blue eyes and are
spiritually blind and possess an
undying hatred for Islam.
2313. Commentary:
( عشراten days) here signifies ten
centuries. The reference is to the ten
centuries after the Hijrah during
which the European nations remained
in a state of inactivity and dormancy.
It was in the beginning of the 17th
century, exactly one thousand years
after the Holy Prophet began to

preach his mission in the beginning
of the 7th century A.D., that the
nations of Europe came out of their
hibernation and began to spread over
the world and conquer it. See also
18:20.
2314. Commentary:
( یوماa day) here signifies one
thousand years referred to in 22:48
where it is said: verily, a day with thy
Lord is as a thousand years of what
you reckon. This ( یومa day)
corresponds to ً( عشراten days) of the
preceding verse, i.e. ten centuries or a
thousand years.
 یومalso means time absolutely. In
this sense of the word the
disbelievers, when they are seized
with Divine punishment, are depicted
as saying that the time of their
prosperity and progress was but a day
i.e. very short. In fact the period of
ease and comfort, however long,
looks very short when misfortunes
and miseries overtake a person. So
this word may have been used here in
the sense of "a short time."
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‘My lord will break them into
pieces and scatter them as
dust.2315
107. ‘And He will leave them as
a barren level plain,2316
108. Wherein thou wilt see no
depression, or elevation.’2317
2315. Important Words:
( اجلبالmountains) is the plural of ( جبلa
mountain). Figuratively, the word جبل
means, (1) chief of a tribe or
community; (2) a learned man who
towers above those around him ()ھو جبل
i.e. he is like a mountain and does not
move from his place); (3) a niggard;
(4) a great hardship or calamity (Lane
& Aqrab). See also 13:32.
The reference in the word اجلبال
(mountains) here is to the powerful
Christian nations of the west. The
prophecy contained in this verse is
that these great powerful nations will
be scattered as dust. The decline of
the west has already begun. The last
two World Wars have considerably
weakened the hold of the West over
the East and eastern nations are
gradually coming into their own.
This decline of the West is too patent
to be overlooked and western
political thinkers themselves realize
and admit it. The reader is referred to
Spengler’s "Decline of the West", and
Toynbee’s "A Study of History". See
also 18:8, 9.

one side while walking.  القاعmeans,
an even place; plain or level land that
produces nothing; plain or soft land,
low and free from mountain and
herbage (Aqrab & Lane).
( صفصفاlevel plain) is derived from
 صفwhich means, he placed or
stationed in a row.
 صفصفmeans, a level or an even tract
of land or ground.  ارض صفصفsignifies,
a smooth and level or even land or a
waterless desert (Lane).
Commentary:
The reference in the verse seems to
be to the complete destruction of the
material power and resources of the
western nations. See also 18:8, 9.
2317. Important Words:
ً( امتاelevation) is infinitive noun
from ( أمتamata).  أمتmeans, he
measured it; he betook himself to it.
( أمتamtun) means, a measure of
distance;
doubt;
curvity
or
crookedness
or
unevenness;
ruggedness in one place and
smoothness in another; one part being
high or more prominent than another;
an elevated place; a hillock, etc.
(Lane & Aqrab).

2316. Important Words:
ً( قاعاbarren and level) is derived Commentary:
from  قاعwhich means, he desisted,
The allusion seems to be to the rise
recoiled or drew back; he inclined to of socialism and democracy in our
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109. On that day they will
follow the Caller whose
teaching is without crookedness;
and all voices shall be hushed
before the Gracious God and
thou shalt not hear but a
subdued sound of footsteps.2318
110. On that day aintercession
shall not avail any person save
him in whose case the Gracious
God grants permission and
with whose word of faith He is
pleased.2319
a

21:29; 78:39.

own time when great and powerful
empires were to be swept away and
there was to be a general levelling up
of the social and economic conditions
of different sections of human
society. This process has already
begun.
2318. Important Words:
ً( مھساsubdued sound) is derived
from ( مھسhamasa). They say مھس الصوت
i.e. he whispered in a subdued tone.
 مھس الطعامmeans, he chewed the food
while his mouth was shut. مھس ایل حبدیثه
means, he narrated to me his story in
a low voice.  مھس بالقدمmeans, he
walked stealthily.  اھلمسmeans, low or
subdued voice; or subdued sound of
footsteps. ً أخذا مھساmeans, I seized him
with a terrible seizure (Aqrab).
Commentary:
( الدایعthe Caller) may refer to the
Holy Prophet or his representative or
Khalifah. The verse also alludes to

the decline and ultimate destruction
of the material power of the West and
to the rise and ascendancy of Islam
through a great Muslim Caller i.e. the
Promised Messiah.
2319. Commentary:
The words "in whose case the
Gracious God grants permission"
may apply to both the intercessor and
the person for whom intercession is
made.
The expression "and with whose
word of faith He is pleased" refers to
Muslims. Elsewhere the Quran says
about the true followers of Islam:
"Allah is well pleased with them, and
they are well pleased with Him"
(58:23). The verse under comment
means to say that at that time Islam
will be in the ascendance and all
progress and prosperity will fall to
the lot of its followers. Allah will be
well pleased with them and they will
be well pleased with Him.
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111. aHe knows all that is before
them and all that is behind
them, but they cannot compass
it with their knowledge.2320
112. And all faces shall humble
themselves before the Living,
the Self-Subsisting and AllSustaining God. And he shall
indeed perish who bears the
burden of iniquity.2321
113. But he bwho does good
works, being a believer, will fear
neither injustice nor loss.2322
114. And thus have cWe sent it
down—the Quran in Arabic—
and We have explained therein
every kind of warning, that they
may fear God or that it may
arouse Divine remembrance in
them.2322A
a

2:256; 21:29. b10:10; 16:98; 21:95. c42:8; 43:4; 46:13.

2320. Commentary:
The allusion in the verse seems to
be to the great material achievements
of the western nations. The words "all
that is behind them" refer to the great
accomplishments that they will
already have made in the past and the
words "that is before them" refer to
the great achievements they will
aspire to make in the future.

in this verse. The verse may also
signify that these great nations will
humble themselves before God—they
will humbly accept God’s true
religion—Islam.

2322. Important Words:
( ھضماloss) is infinitive noun from
( ھضمhadama).  ھضم ال یشءmeans, he
broke the thing.
ً ھضم فالناmeans, he wronged him and
2321. Commentary:
was unjust to him.  ھضمmeans, wrong;
The theme of the preceding verses loss of one’s right (Aqrab).
regarding destruction of the power of
the great and powerful western 2322A. Commentary:
nations and their abasement continues
The verse purports to say that if the
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115. aExalted then is Allah, the
True King! And be not
impatient for the Quran ere its
revelation is completed unto
thee, but only say, ‘O my Lord,
increase me in knowledge.’2323
116. And verily, We had made a
covenant
with
Adam
beforehand, but he forgot, and
We
found
in
him
no
2324
determination to disobey.
a

23:117.

western nations wish to escape the
Divine punishment which they have
incurred by their evil deeds, and
which is in store for them; they can
do so by accepting the message of
Islam and by following the Holy
Prophet.
2323. Commentary:
The words O my Lord, increase me
in knowledge show the great
importance that the Quran attaches to
the acquirement of knowledge. Even
the Holy Prophet to whom was
vouchsafed knowledge about the
generations that have passed away
and about those that are yet to be
born ))أوتیت علم االولنی و آالخرین, is taught to
pray that his knowledge may be
increased. He is further reported to
have said, "Seek knowledge though it
may be found in a country as far
away as China" (Saghir vol. 1).
Elsewhere in the Quran knowledge
has been styled as "God’s great
grace" (2:270 & 4:114).
The verse also implies that all
knowledge is of two kinds: (a) that

which is vouchsafed to man through
revelation and which has found its
perfect manifestation in the Quran
which is the last and most perfect
Divine teaching; (b) that which man
acquires by his own effort and labour.
It is this second kind of knowledge
for the acquisition of which man is
enjoined in the present verse to make
ceaseless effort.
The verse also implies that the
Quran will come to be increasingly
read and followed.
2324. Important Words:
( عھدناWe had made a covenant). عھد
means, he promised.  عھد االمرmeans, he
knew the affair.  عھد فالن وعدہmeans, he
guarded and fulfilled his promise. عھد
 ایل فالنmeans, he enjoined upon him or
commanded him and made it a
condition for him (Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
The verse shows that Adam’s lapse
was only an error of judgement on his
part. It was quite inadvertent and
involuntary and not at all intentional
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117. And when aWe said to the
angels, ‘Submit to Adam,’ and
they all submitted. But Iblis did
not. He refused to submit.2325
a

2:35; 7:12-13; 15:27-34; 17:62; 18:51; 38:72-75.

or deliberate. To err is human and
man, however spiritually exalted he
might be, is prone to forgetfulness
and consequently is sometimes liable
to falter.
2325. Commentary:
Who was this Adam who is
mentioned in this verse and when and
where he lived, is apertinent question.
Adam, who lived about 6000 years
ago is popularly believed to be the
first man created by God upon this
earth. This view is neither
substantiated and proved by facts of
history nor supported by the Quran.
The truth is that the world has passed
through different cycles of creation
and civilization, and Adam, the
progenitor of the present human race,
was only the first link in the present
cycle and not the very first man in
God’s creation. There must have lived
many Adams before him. Modern
science has computed one million
years as the age of human race. (Enc.
Brit. 14th Edit., p.767). It is not
claimed that the race which lived
before Adam was entirely swept away
before he was born. Most probably
there had remained a small remnant
of the old race and Adam was one of
them. But he himself became the
progenitor of a new race and the
precursor of a new civilization. It is
difficult to say whether the original

inhabitants of America, Australia, etc.
are the progeny of this last Adam, or
some other Adam who had gone
before him. Iraq is considered by
archaeologists to be the place where
Adam lived. See also 2:31 and 7:12.
The expression ( اسجدوا ٓالدمsubmit to
Adam)does not mean, "prostrate
before Adam", because prostration
before anything or being except God
is, according to the Quran, a heinous
sin
and
therefore
completely
forbidden (41:38). So prostration
before Adam by way of worship
being opposed to the express teaching
of the Quran, a command to that
effect could never have proceeded
from God. The expression therefore
has evidently been used here in the
sense of "obey Adam" or "submit to
Adam" i.e. "assist him in the
discharge of his great duties." This is
a Divine command which is given to
the angels and through them to all
men whenever a messenger of God
appears in the world. A reference to
this fact is to be found in a famous
saying of the Holy Prophet. He is
reported to have said: "When God
loves a person He communicates this
fact to the Arch-angel Gabriel who
also begins to love him and proclaims
in heaven that God loves a certain
person. Upon this all the angels in
heaven also begin to love him. The
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118. Then We said, ‘O Adam,
a
this is an enemy to thee, and to
thy wife; so let him not drive
you both out of the garden, lest
thou come to grief.2326
119. It is provided for thee that
thou wilt not hunger therein, nor
wilt thou be naked.2327
a

7:23; 18:51.

process continues till the person
comes to be loved by all good and
righteous men on earth" (Bukhari,
Kitab bad’ul-Khalq). Thus the
command to the angels to submit to
Adam applied to Iblis also. Elsewhere
it is expressly stated in the Quran
(7:13) that Iblis was also commanded
to submit to Adam. So there is no
point in the objection that as only the
angels were commanded to submit,
Iblis could not have been justifiably
called to account for not carrying out
this command.
( أیبhe refused). Iblis refused to obey
Adam because (1) he considered the
teaching of Adam to be against his
interests; (2) he looked upon Adam
as of lower status to himself; (3) he
regarded the ideals of Adam as
incapable of being achieved and
because also (4) he led a life of
deceit and falsehood. See also 2:35,
36, 37.

on the earth that Adam was made to
live, as the words: "I am about to
place a vicegerent in the earth" (2:31)
indicate; and secondly, because
heaven is a place from where no one
having once entered it can ever be
expelled (15:49), whereas Adam was
compelled to leave the  جنةreferred to
in this verse. Recent archaeological
researches show that the place where
Adam was made to dwell was the
garden of Eden which lay near
Babylon in Iraq, and which was given
this name on account of the great
fertility of its soil (Enc. Brit. under
"Ur"). See also 2:35, 36.
The Bible also lends support to this
view. It says: "And the Lord God
planted a garden eastward in Eden;
and there he put the man whom He
had formed" (Gen. 2:8).
The verse means to warn Adam that
if he succumbed to the blandishments
held out to him by Iblis and accepted
his advice, he would become
2326. Commentary:
deprived of  جنةi.e. the life of bliss,
( اجلنةthe garden) does not refer to comfort and spiritual contentment
Heaven or Paradise but only to the which he had formerly enjoyed.
garden-like place where Adam was
first made to live. The word cannot 2327. Commentary:
refer to heaven; first, because it was
See next verse.
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120. And that thou wilt not
thirst therein, nor wilt thou be
exposed to the sun.’2328
121. But aSatan whispered evil
suggestions to him. He said, ‘O
Adam, shall I lead thee to the
tree of eternity, and to a kingdom
that never decays?’2329
a

2:37; 7:21.

2328. Commentary:
The reference in this and the
preceding verse seems to be to the
amenities and comforts which are the
concomitants of civilized life. These
two verses point to the fact that to
provide food, clothing and housing to
its people which are their primary
necessities of life is the first duty of a
civilized government and that a
society can only be called civilized
when all its members are provided
with these necessities. Mankind will
continue to suffer from social
upheavals and the moral tone of
human society will never really
improve unless economic inequalities
of such a serious nature that some
sections of society roll in wealth and
others die of starvation, are done away
with. Adam is told in these verses that
he will live in a place where amenities
and necessities of life will be
adequately available to all its
inhabitants. This state of affairs has
been described elsewhere in the Quran
in the words, And eat therefrom
plentifully wherever you will (2:36).
The verse under comment also shows
that with Adam began a new social
order and that he laid the foundations

of a kingdom which ushered in the era
of social progress of man.
2329. Important Words:
( شیطانSatan) is either derived from
شط
 نor  شاطand means, (1) the being
who is not only himself far from truth
but also turns others away from it;
and (2) the being who burns with hate
and anger and is lost (Aqrab &
Mufradat). See also 2:15.
Commentary:
In common usage  شیطانsignifies
(1) the Evil Spirit i.e. Satan;
(2) anybody who greatly transgresses
proper limits and is excessively proud
and
rebellious;
(3) any
evil
propensity or inclination. ( شیطانSatan)
is a very general term and is of much
wider significance than ( ابلیسIblis),
for whereas Iblis is the name given to
the Evil Spirit who belonged to the
jinn and refused to serve Adam,
thereafter becoming the leader of the
forces of evil,  شیطانis any evil or
harmful being or thing, whether a
spirit or a human being or an animal
or a disease, etc. The Quran mentions
 ابلیسand  شیطانside by side wherever
the story of Adam is given, but
everywhere a distinction is observed
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122. Then athey both ate
thereof, so that their shame
became manifest to them, and
they began to cover themselves
with the leaves of the garden.
And Adam observed not the
commandment of his Lord, so
his life became miserable.2330
a

7:23; 20:122.

between the two. Wherever the Quran
speaks of the being who, unlike the
angels, refused to serve Adam, it
invariably mentions the name Iblis
and wherever it speaks of the being
who beguiled Adam and became the
means of his being turned out of جنة
(garden) it mentions the name
"Satan". This distinction, which is
most significant and which has been
maintained throughout the Quran,
shows that Iblis and Satan are two
aspects of the same being or person.
When he refuses to believe in Adam
and to submit to him, he is called
Iblis but when he translates his
refusal into action and opposes him
and puts all sorts of obstacles in his
way and creates difficulties for him,
he is called Satan. It may further be
added that  الشیطانmentioned in
connection with Adam was one of his
own people.
As for ( شجرة اخللدthe tree of eternity),
the Quran elsewhere makes mention
of two ( شجرةtrees) i.e. ( شجرة طیبةgood
tree) and ( شجرة خبیثةevil tree). See
14:25 & 27. In the Quran pure things
are likened to the former and impure
things to the latter. In view of this
explanation it appears that Adam was

enjoined to avoid quarrels and useless
wranglings which are calculated to
create discord and disharmony in a
family, otherwise there exists in the
world no such tree as "tree of
eternity" the eating of whose fruit
makes a man naked or provides him
with the knowledge of good and evil.
The "tree" as mentioned in the
present verse and elsewhere in the
Quran was a certain family or tribe
from which Adam was bidden to keep
aloof because its members were his
enemies.
2330. Important Words:
( سوٓاتshame) is the plural of سوءة
which is derived from  ساءwhich
means, it was or became evil, foul or
abominable.  سوءةmeans, any evil, foul
or abominable saying or action or
habit or practice; any saying or action
of which one is ashamed when it
appears and which one would like to
hide; any disgracing action or thing;
the external portion of organs of
generation of a man or of a woman;
corpse or dead body; nakedness
(Lane & Aqrab). See also 7:21.
( ورقleaves) is both singular and
plural and is substantive noun from
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the verb ( ورقwaraqa). They say ورق
 الشجرi.e. the tree put forth leaves. أورق
 الرجلmeans, the man became rich. انت
 طیب الورقmeans, thou hast a good and
righteous progeny.  ورقmeans, leaves,
foliage; sheet of paper; the prime and
freshness of a thing; the young lads of
a community. It also signifies the
beauty of the things of this world and
their resplendence (Lane & Aqrab).
See also 7:23.
( غویhis life became miserable)
means, he erred; he deviated from the
right way; he acted ignorantly; he
failed in his object and was
disappointed; he was lost; his life
became unpleasant (Aqrab, Lane &
Mufradat).
Commentary:
As a result of acceptance by Adam
of Satan’s suggestion a split occurred
among his people which caused him
much distress and mental anguish.
The words, their shame became
manifest, mean that the evil
consequences of their lapse began to
appear and they realized their
weaknesses. They discovered that by
acting upon the evil suggestions of
Satan, they had made a grievous
mistake and had involved themselves
in great trouble. The verse does not
mean that their weakness became
known to other people but that
only Adam and Eve became
conscious of it.
As  ورقalso means young lads of a
community(see under "Important
Words" above) the verse purports to
say that as Satan had succeeded in
causing a split in Adam’s community

PT.16

and some of the spiritually weaker
members had gone out of its fold,
Adam gathered together the youth
and other righteous and good
members of the community and with
their help began to reorganize his
people. It is generally the youth of a
community who first accept the
teachings of a Divine Messenger
because they have no preconceived
ideas, prejudices and inhibitions to
shed. Their minds are like a
clean slate and they find no difficulty
in accepting a teaching which appeals
to their reason and conscience. See
also 7:23.
The Bible describes Adam’s lapse
in the words: "And when the woman
saw that the tree was good for food,
and that it was pleasant to the eyes,
and a tree to be desired to make one
wise, she took of the fruit thereof, and
did eat, and gave also unto her
husband with her; and he did eat. And
the eyes of both were opened, and
they knew that they were naked; and
they sewed fig leaves together, and
made themselves aprons" (Gen. 3:67). Thus whereas, according to the
Quran, Adam hid his nakedness with
'the leaves of the garden', which
means the young lads or pious and
righteous members of the community,
according to the Bible he used the fig
leaves which in the language of
visions also signify righteous and
pious people. So there is no
contradiction or incongruity between
the Quranic and the Biblical
statements in this respect.
That Adam’s disobedience was not
deliberate but casual and accidental is
evident from v. 116 above.
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123. Then his Lord chose him
for His grace, and aturned to
him with mercy and guided
him.2331
124. He said, b‘Go forth, both of
you, from here, some of you
being enemies of others. And if
there comes to you guidance
from Me, then whoso will
follow My guidance, will not go
astray, nor will he come to
grief.2332
125. But cwhosoever will turn
away from My Reminder, his
will be a strait life, and on the
Day of Resurrection We shall
raise him up blind.’2333
a

2:38. b2:37-39; 7:25. c18:102.

2331. Commentary:
The words, Then his Lord chose
him, also indicate that Adam’s act of
disobedience was inadvertent and
unconscious, for an act of deliberate
disobedience could not have been
followed by the great honour of his
being selected by God for His favour.
The verse means to say that when
Adam realized his mistake and
repented of it and sought God’s
forgiveness, God took pity on him,
chose him for His grace, and revealed
to him the right plan by employing
which he could successfully foil and
defeat Satan’s machinations.

followers of Adam and the followers
of Satan. The word ( کمyou) and مجیعا
(all of you) also show that the verse
refers not to two persons but to two
groups of persons or parties. This is
also clear from 7:25 where the plural
number ( اھبطواgo forth all of you) has
been used instead of ( اھبطاgo forth
both of you).
It appears that Adam migrated from
Iraq, the land of his birth, to a
neighbouring country. The migration
was perhaps a temporary one, and he
must have returned to his native land
not long after. The words, a provision
for a time, contain a hint about the
migration being a temporary one.

2332. Commentary:
The words "both of you", signify 2333. Commentary:
The verse means to say that a
two groups of people i.e. the
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126. He will say, ‘My Lord,
why hast Thou raised me up
blind, while I possessed sight
before?’
127. God will say, ‘Thus it was
to be; Our Signs came to thee
and thou didst disregard them
and in like manner wilt thou be
disregarded this day.’2334
person who consigns God to oblivion
in this life and leads a life which
obstructs or impedes his spiritual
development and growth and thus
deprives himself of heavenly light
will be born blind at the time of his
second birth in the afterlife. This will
be because his soul in this life which
serves as a body for the much more
spiritually developed soul in the next
world had become blind on account
of his having led a sinful and
depraved life in this world. This is
one meaning of the verse.
It may have another interpretation.
( معیشةlife) signifies the basis of
human life and it is not only physical
amenities and comforts on which
human life depends but other
innumerable things also contribute to
its sustenance and to man’s social,
moral and spiritual development. Of
these things those people who reject
Divine teaching remain deprived and
thus they lead a difficult life, full of
strains and stresses. Moreover, the
sphere of action of the rejecters of
Divine teaching is very narrow and
limited because they have no grand
and great goal before them, as it is
belief in Divine attributes and the

development by man of these
attributes in his person that help to
broaden his vision. This is why the
Prophets of God and His Elect stand
on a much higher moral plane than
the votaries of philosophy.
2334. Commentary:
In answer to the disbeliever’s
protestation as to why he was raised
up blind while he was possessed of
sight in the former life, God would
say that he had become spiritually
blind in that world on account of his
having led a life of disbelief and sin,
and as his soul was to serve as a body
for another much more spiritually
developed soul in the afterlife,
therefore he was born blind in the
Hereafter.
The verse possesses another
interpretation: As a disbeliever does
not develop within himself divine
attributes and remains a stranger to
them, on the Day of Resurrection
when those attributes will be
manifested in their full splendour and
glory, he—being stranger to them—
will not be able to recognize them
and will thus stand like a blind man,
having had no recollection or
remembrance of them.
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128. And
thus
do
We
recompense him who is
extravagant and believes not in
the Signs of his Lord; and the
punishment of the Hereafter is
surely severer and more
lasting.2334A
129. Does it not afford guidance
to them ahow many generations
We destroyed before them, in
whose dwellings they now
walk? Therein verily are Signs
for those who are endowed with
reason.2335
b

R. 8.

130. And had it not been for a
word already gone forth from
thy Lord, and a term already
fixed, immediate punishment
would have been inevitable.2336
a

17:18; 36:32. b8:69; 10:20.

2334A. Commentary:
The verse presents some difficulty.
In the preceding three verses we are
told that a disbeliever will be raised
up blind in the hereafter as a
punishment for having turned a blind
eye to God’s attributes and in this
verse it is stated that the punishment
of the Hereafter is surely severer and
more lasting, which means that there
will be another punishment severer
and more lasting than the former
punishment. What are these two
punishments of the Hereafter? This
difficulty is solved by vv. 2:167 and
6:95 wherein it is stated that when
disbelievers will be disowned by their
false gods and will be left alone, the

falsity of their beliefs will dawn on
them and consequently their remorse
and frustration will be bitter in the
extreme. That bitter realization will
constitute the first punishment and
the torment of Hell will form the
second and more severe punishment.
2335. Commentary:
The verse embodies a perpetual
warning for the deniers of Divine
Messengers that they will ultimately
come to grief. It is an invariable and
immutable divine law that rejection
of Divine teaching lands the rejecters
in utter ruin and destruction.
2336. Important Words:
ً( لزاماinevitable) is derived from لزم.
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131. Bear patiently then what
they say, and aglorify thy Lord
with His praise before the rising
of the sun and before its setting;
and glorify Him in the hours of
the night and at the sides of the
day, that thou mayest find true
happiness.2337
a

17:79-80; 30:18-19; 50:40-41.

They say  لزمهi.e. it necessarily or
inseparably belonged to it, clove or
adhered to him or it.  لزام االمرmeans,
the affair became incumbent upon
him.  ألزمه شیئاmeans, he obliged him to
do or endure a thing or He (God)
decreed or ordained to him a thing; he
made a thing cleave to him or he
made him to cleave to a thing. ًلزاما
means, death; reckoning; such as
cleaves fast; a thing inseparable;
decision in a case (Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
The reference in the words, a word
already gone forth, is to the Divine
declaration contained in the verse
"My mercy encompasses all things"
(7:157) i.e. God in His infallible
wisdom has decreed that His attribute
of mercy will continue to transcend
all His other attributes. Or the
reference may be to the verse "And
Allah would not punish them while
thou wast amongst them" (8:34). In
this case the words "a term already
fixed" refer to the battle of Badr.
2337. Important Words:
( ًٓاناءhours) is the plural of ( إینinyun)
and ( إینinan) and ( أینanyun). All these
are derived from ( أینana) which

means, its time came; it was or
became or drew near; it attained to its
full state. ( إینinyun) means, an hour or
a short portion of time, or an
indefinite time; a time of the night;
any hour of the night. میض ًإنًو من اللیل
means, a time of the night passed
(Lane & Aqrab).
 اطراis the plural of  طرand means,
sides of the day; parts of the day
(Aqrab).
Commentary:
Some commentators of the Quran
are of the view that by the
glorification of God at the hours
mentioned in the verse are meant the
hours of the five daily Prayers; the
words "before the rising of the sun"
signifying the morning Prayer; and
the words "before its setting" the late
afternoon (‘Asr) Prayer; and the
expression "and glorify Him in the
hours of the night" signifying the
evening (Maghrib) and night Prayer
(‘Isha), while the words "at the sides
of the day" signifying afternoon
(Zuhr) Prayer. But whatever the
words of the verse may mean it is
quite clear that in order to obtain
success in life and satisfaction of the
mind it is very essential to remember
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132. And astrain not thy eyes
after what We have bestowed on
some classes of them to enjoy
for a short time—the splendour
of the present world—that We
may try them thereby. And the
provision of thy Lord is better
and more lasting.2338
133. And benjoin Prayer on thy
people, and be constant therein.
We ask thee not for provision; it
is We that provide for thee. And
the end is for righteousness.2339
a

15:89; 26:206-208; 28:61-62. b19:56; 33:34.

God and glorify Him. God’s constant
remembrance is specifically suited to
illumine the soul and to bring about
peace of mind.
2338. Important Words:
( زھرةsplendour) is noun-infinitive
from  زھرwhich means, it shone or
glistened; it gave light or shone
brightly; it was clear in colour; he
was or became beautiful. زھرة الدنیا
means, the beauty and splendour of
the present world or life; the
abundance of its goods or comforts;
its goods, finery or beauty and
splendour (Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
All international jealousies and
rivalries which result in wars and
consequently in much human misery
and bloodshed are the result, direct or
indirect, of a mad hunger for material
wealth and physical comforts.
Muslims are warned not to cast
covetous looks on the wealth and

riches of other people and not to think
that the acceptance of Islam by the
wealthy people only will add to its
glory and power and will accelerate
its progress. On the contrary, material
wealth will prove a source of great
affliction and distress for nations
hankering after it. In fact mad
competition for the acquisition of
wealth has brought all the misery to
the world. Rivalries among western
nations know no end and they have
already caused two highly destructive
wars and there is no knowing when
humanity is to be thrown into the
vortex of a third war, far more
destructive than its two predecessors.
2339. Commentary:
The verse draws attention to the
fact that observance of prayers is the
key to all success in life and to moral
and spiritual food. Prayer, in fact, is
the true and real spiritual favour that
God has bestowed upon man, if only
he knew it.
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134. And they say, ‘Why does
he not bring us a Sign from his
Lord?’ Has there not come to
them the clear evidence of what
is contained in the former
Books?2340
135. And if We had destroyed
them with a punishment before
the coming of this Messenger,
they would have surely said,
a
‘Our Lord, wherefore didst Thou
not send to us a Messenger that
we might have followed Thy
commandments before we were
humbled and disgraced?’
136. Say, ‘Each one is waiting;
wait ye, therefore, and you will
know who are the people of the
right path and who follow true
guidance.’2341
a

28:48.

sufficient guide to them that the
prophecies made in the former
Scriptures about the advent of a great
Prophet are being fulfilled in the
person of the Holy Prophet; and
Commentary:
(3) is not the fact sufficient to
The words, Has there not come to convince them that similar signs have
them clear evidence of what is been shown to them as were shown in
contained in the former Books, may the times of the former Prophets?
mean: (1) is not the argument
sufficient to convince them that in the 2341. Commentary:
The verse means to say that
times of former Prophets also
believers
are
waiting,
and
disbelievers continued to demand
Signs in spite of many Signs having disbelievers should also wait, and
been shown to them and that this fact time itself will show as to who
is recorded in the former Scriptures; achieves success and who meets with
(2) does not the fact constitute a failure and comes to grief.
2340. Important Words:
 ٓایةhere means a great sign or the
Sign of punishment. See also 2:130 &
19:11.
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CHAPTER 21
AL-ANBIYA’
(Revealed before Hijrah)
Time of Revelation
It can be stated without fear of contradiction that this is a Meccan
Surah, having been revealed very early in the Holy Prophet’s ministry.
According to Imam Suyuti, only the 7th verse belongs to the Medinite period
(Itqan). Wherry, however, says that the Surah was revealed in the 9th year of
the Call. He bases his assumption on the fact that the Surah dwells at some
length upon the opposition and hostility of disbelievers to the cause of truth,
which according to him developed and stiffened towards the later years of the
Meccan life. Wherry’s inference is not based on facts. This is like saying that
since there is a mention in Surah Ar-Rahman of the joining together of the
Mediterranean and Red Seas, the plying of big steamships in these two seas,
and because these events took place towards the latter half of the 19th century,
therefore, Surah Ar-Rahman was revealed in that century.
The testimony of the Companions of the Holy Prophet, before whose
very eyes this Surah was revealed, affords the most dependable evidence
about the time of its revelation. Several of them, ‘Abdullah bin Mas‘ud being
the most prominent among them, have testified to its revelation before the 5th
year of the Call. ‘Abdullah has stated that Surahs Kahf, Maryam, Ta Ha and
Anbiya’ were revealed very early in the Prophet’s ministry and that he had
learned them by heart (Bukhari). As ‘Abdullah was a very distinguished and
prominent Muslim and an early convert to the new faith, his testimony carries
great weight and these Surahs must be taken to have been revealed very early.
Moreover, some parts of Surah Maryam were recited before the Negus
in the first few days of the migration to Abyssinia and as that migration
admittedly took place in the beginning of the 5th year of the Call, therefore
the above-mentioned Surahs i.e. Kahf, Maryam and Ta Ha along with the
present Surah, must have been revealed before that time. So the fact is
established beyond any reasonable doubt that this Surah was revealed before
the 5th year of the Call and that Wherry’s assertion possesses no foundation in
fact. But why, in the face of historical evidence of such unimpeachable
integrity, he would persuade himself to hold such an untenable view, passes
our comprehension. It evidently seems to be the result of blind prejudice or, at
best, crass ignorance.
Arrangement of the Surah
In the existing arrangement of the Quran this Surah finds a place after
Ta Ha. Its immediate connection with Ta Ha consists in the fact that towards
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the end of that Surah it was stated that Divine punishment would overtake
disbelievers at its appointed time, i.e. when the truth of Islam would have
been brought home to them and they would have persisted in rejecting it and
persecuting the Holy Prophet and his followers. The Prophet was enjoined to
bear the opposition and persecution of disbelievers patiently and with
fortitude. In continuation of this subject the present Surah opens with a
warning to disbelievers that the time of their punishment has already arrived
and that they will now have to render an account of their actions, but they still
continue to wander in the wilderness of heedlessness and disbelief. Thus the
subject that disbelievers will suffer punishment for rejection of truth, to which
reference was made towards the end of the preceding Surah, has been carried
forward in the present Surah.
This is the immediate connection of this Surah with Ta Ha. But it is
the subject matter as a whole which, in fact, constitutes the real connecting
link between the present Surah and some of its predecessors. In Surah
Maryam some false Christian doctrines were repudiated and rebutted, viz. that
Jesus possessed Divine attributes, that he had abrogated the Law and had
declared it to be a curse and that salvation depended not on good works but
upon Atonement. These false beliefs had led Christians astray. In Surah Ta Ha
a detailed account of Moses was given in order to refute these false doctrines.
The Christians were told that Christianity was but a link in the Mosaic
Dispensation, and Moses’ circumstances constituted a flat repudiation of their
doctrines. His whole pride lay in the fact that he was a Law-giving Prophet. If
the Law was a curse, then, according to Christian belief, Moses, instead of
having been made an object of respect and pride, should have been
condemned and denounced. After this, Surah Ta Ha gave a brief account of
the lapse suffered by Adam and thus traced the Christian theory of the original
sin to its very root and then repudiated and rebutted it. It was made clear in
that Surah that sin formed no part of the heritage of man and that he is
punished only for his own trespasses and offences which he should try to get
rid of. Next, it was stated that if it was not possible for man to get rid of sin,
then the very purpose of Divine punishment is defeated and God’s Prophets
and His Messengers, instead of holding out warnings, should have given him
the comforting message that being a mere creature of circumstances and
possessing no volition or discretion he will not be called to account for his
actions.
The same subject has been enlarged and expanded in the present Surah
and the lesson is driven home that the enemies, not of one Prophet, but those
of all Messengers of God, from Adam to Jesus and from Jesus up to the Holy
Prophet Muhammad, were punished for their wicked deeds and the righteous
rewarded for their good actions. If man had inherited sin and if he could not
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shed it, then there was no sense or justification in punishing the sinners and
rewarding the righteous. So the dogma of inherited sin is a baseless invention.
Summary of Subject Matter
The Surah opens with a warning to disbelievers that Divine
punishment is fast approaching, but they are deluding themselves into a false
sense of security. There never came into the world a Divine Messenger who
was not jeered and scoffed at. But out of sympathy with and solicitude for the
spiritual well-being of their peoples the Prophets of God invited them to
accept truth and be saved. If sin formed a part of man’s heritage, then of what
avail was this invitation? The Surah then proceeds to cite some objections of
disbelievers, one hackneyed and commonplace among them being that the
Holy Prophet is an ordinary human being. Another is that his talk is alluring
and enticing. A third one is that he sees confused dreams and calls them
Divine revelations and even goes so far as to forge lies, and dresses glib lies
with elegant poetry and thus, seeks to deceive people. The fourth objection is
that if he is a Messenger of God, he should, like the Prophets of yore, bring
down Divine punishment upon them. To all these objections the Quran returns
with the one very effective reply that the Holy Prophet is no novelty among
Divine Messengers. Like them he is but a man and like them he will succeed
and like their enemies his enemies will come to grief.
After this disbelievers are asked to consider, what new burden the
Quran imposes upon them that they are bent upon rejecting its message. Its
primary object is to exalt and raise them to moral eminence. As it is God’s
own revealed Word, its rejecters will not escape punishment. The Surah then
goes on to ask disbelievers whether they have ever given the idea their serious
consideration that an All-Knowing and Wise God could not have created the
universe without a great and grim purpose, and that its creation was intended
to serve a noble and sublime object and that those who stand in the way of its
fulfilment are bound to fail.
Next, the Surah deals with the all-important subject of the Unity and
Oneness of God which forms the basic and most fundamental belief of all
religions. When one uniform law, the Quran says again and again, pervades
and governs the whole universe, how can the polytheists justify shirk (belief
in the plurality of gods)? Belief in the plurality of gods implies disagreement
on their part in regard to the management and control of the universe and as
evidently there exists no such disagreement, and on the contrary there is
perfect order in it, there should be only one Creator and Controller of the
whole universe. And why should God have a son?—the Quran further asks,
and proceeds to reply that a son is needed only when the father is likely to fall
victim to decay or death or when he cannot perform his work single-handed
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and unassisted. But all such notions about God are blasphemous and
unfounded and those whom the polytheists associate with God as partners are
themselves subject to divine laws.
After this the Surah points to another divine law which is to the effect
that when darkness enshrouds the entire face of the earth and the world suffers
from a dearth of righteous men, God opens the gates of His mercy upon
mankind and heavenly water, in the form of Divine revelation, descends upon
earth and gives new life to a world steeped in sin and iniquity. The
phenomenon of the alternation of light and darkness in the spiritual realm
corresponds to a similar phenomenon in the physical world where day and
night follow each other. Sometimes it is the sun that brightens and gives
warmth to the world, at another time it is the moon that shines at night.
Similarly, at one time corruption and moral turpitude reign supreme in the
world, at another it is righteousness that predominates. Let not this alternating
predominance of spiritual darkness and light in the world delude one into the
belief that the creation of the universe has failed in its object. On the contrary,
this fact rather points to a striking resemblance that exists between the
physical and the spiritual worlds. Thus the presence of sin in the world does
not justify the invention of the dogma of Atonement. This dogma, in fact, is
the product of another equally false idea that the system of prophethood has
failed. The fact, however, is that the spiritual world has undergone no change
after Jesus; neither has goodness increased nor has corruption declined. The
Prophets of God come and go. All of them tasted death and so did Jesus and
the Holy Prophet Muhammad, and so the world goes on. As the setting of the
sun causes no dislocation or derangement in the physical world, so does the
death of a Prophet of God cause no disorder in the spiritual world. Every
person, and for that matter every prophet and messenger of God, has a certain
mission in life which he fulfils and then he goes the way of all flesh. The real
chain that binds and sustains the entire universe is God Almighty Who is
completely immune from death or decay.
Next, the Surah drives home the argument that it is foolish on the part
of disbelievers to reject the Holy Prophet on the plea that he is but an ordinary
man. They do not try to understand this simple fact that it is not so much the
status and position of the bearer of the Quran that matters. What really matters
is that it is God Himself Who has sent him with His message and Who can
and will punish disbelievers in this life and even after death. But as He is slow
to punish, the ignorant people fall a victim to false pride and heedlessness on
that account. They are warned to read the writing on the wall and fear Divine
punishment, as their repenting and making amends will prove of no avail
when it actually overtook them.
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In order to show that the cause of the Holy Prophet will prevail the
Surah cites the examples of some former prophets. Moses, who was stated to
be like him (Deut. 18:18) was one of them. The Jews accepted his message
and found salvation and became a great nation. If they needed no belief in
Atonement for salvation, why should those to whom the Holy Prophet has
addressed his message need it when this message is in every respect more
comprehensive than were Moses’ teachings and has a much wider appeal and
comprises all that was best and enduring in the teachings of all former
Prophets? Another Prophet was the Patriarch Abraham. He was an ancestor of
Jesus. He came before Moses. He also warned his people against setting up
equals to God. God gave him spiritual light and bestowed upon him the
inheritance of a country and he was blessed with a noble son like Isaac and a
great grandson like Jacob and all of them were pious and righteous men. And
before Abraham, came Noah who also succeeded in his mission and his
enemies also were destroyed. Then there was David, Jesus’ great progenitor.
He, too, enjoyed a very high spiritual status. So did his son, the Prophet
Solomon. All these great Prophets of God attained their high spiritual status
and the pleasure of God without believing in Atonement. Similarly, Job
suffered much in the cause of God and so did Ishmael and Idris and Dhul-Kifl
and the Prophet Dhun-Nun who bore a close resemblance with Jesus. Then
there was Zachariah and his son, the Prophet Yahya. All these chosen servants
of God like Jesus were models of noble and righteous conduct and like him
they suffered great hardships and privations in the way of God. Then why, of
all these Prophets, should Jesus alone be regarded as son of God and not
them?
After the account of these Prophets, mention is made of Jesus and his
mother, Mary, who became widely known and highly respected. Their
circumstances were in no way different from those of the noble Prophets of
God mentioned above. Even the unusual birth of Jesus entitled him to no
special spiritual status. The birth of Yahya had also taken place in very
exceptional circumstances. If Jesus was born without the agency of a human
father, Yahya’s birth took place when his father had reached an extreme old
age and his mother had become barren and was quite unfit to give birth to a
child. Similarly, Jesus’ suffering in the cause of truth was no novel thing.
Whereas he was only hung on the cross but taken down alive, Yahya suffered
actual death for the sake of God. Then why should only Jesus’ death atone for
the sins of mankind and not that of Yahya?
Towards the end, the Surah points to the phenomenal rise and great
material might and dazzling prosperity, progress and power of Gog and
Magog—Christian nations of the west. When these nations, it proceeds to say,
will have spread all over the world and have occupied every position of power
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and eminence, and when other nations of the world will have bowed down to
them in submission and have paid homage to them, then will the promise
about their ultimate destruction be fulfilled. Divine punishment will come
down upon them so sudden and swift that they will be taken completely by
surprise. All their handiworks, the source and cause of their pride, and all their
pomp, glory and grandeur will be destroyed and reduced to ashes and dust.
The Surah ends on the note that the Holy Prophet has been sent as a
mercy of God that he may save mankind from the curse of Atonement and
may open for the sinners the gates of redemption and Divine mercy through
repentance and Divine grace and that he may proclaim Unity of God to the
whole world and may warn disbelievers of the great punishment that is in
store for them.
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(AL-ANBIYA’)
1. In the name of Allah, the
Gracious, the Merciful.2342
2. bNigh has drawn for men
their reckoning, yet they turn
away in heedlessness.2343
a

3. cThere comes not to them any
new admonition from their
Lord, but they listen to it while
they make sport of it.2344
a

1:1. b54:2-3. c21:43; 26:6.

2342. Commentary:
See 1:1.
2343. Commentary:
As stated above (see Introduction to
this Surah) according to western
writers the Surah was revealed
towards the 9th or 10th year of the
Call. If this assumption be accepted
as correct the verse under comment
would mean that the time of
migration of Muslims from Mecca
has arrived as a result of which
circumstances will come into being
which will bring about the destruction
of material might of the Meccans and
their glory will depart. The verse may
also be considered as pointing to the
spread of Islam in Medina where the
foundations had been laid for the
future greatness and glory of Islam. It
seems strange that the so-called
learned western writers should have
blundered into assigning to the
revelation of this Surah a date which
was very close to the time of the

Hijrah and the spread of Islam in
Medina and thus should have
unwittingly provided evidence that
the Quran is a Divine Book which
contains prophecies according to
which a small and weak community
within the space of a few years came
to occupy a predominant position in a
vast country like Arabia, and Mecca
which from time immemorial had
refused to submit to any conqueror
fell to Muslim arms.
The word  اقرتبsignifies that the
early signs of the impending Divine
punishment have already begun to
appear and yet disbelievers give no
heed to this grim fact. It shows that
they are completely heedless of the
dreadful event that is about to
overtake them.
2344. Commentary:
In form every message which a
Prophet brings is a new one but in
substance and essence it is the same
old message. "I am no new
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4. And their hearts are forgetful.
And they keep their counsels
secret—those who act wrongfully,
then say, ‘Is this man aught but
a human being like yourselves?
Will you then accede to magic
while you see it?’2345
5. In reply to this the Prophet
said, ‘My Lord knows what is
said in the heaven and the earth.
And He is the All-Hearing, the
All-Knowing.’2346
Messenger," the Quran depicts the
Holy Prophet as saying with regard to
himself (46:10). The verse under
comment means to say that every
new Divine Message in its own time
was treated with mockery and
derision by disbelievers.

themselves. This objection has also
been mentioned in 14:11; 23:25, 34;
26:155; 36:16 & 64:7. It has been
answered in 12:110; 14:12; 16:44-45
& 17:96. Here this objection is
answered in v. 8 below.
It is strange that while on the one
hand the disbelievers say that there is
nothing in the Holy Prophet above an
ordinary man, on the other they
concede that he is a magician i.e. he
possesses superior intellect. Divine
Prophets are called magicians
because their teachings produce a
magical effect on the listeners. The
verse implies an admission on the
part of disbelievers that the Quran
does possess a fascinating power and
it is difficult for an unprejudiced and
fair-minded person to reject its
teaching.

2345. Important Words:
( الھیةforgetful) is derived from ھلا.
They say  ھلا عنهi.e. he became diverted
from it so as to forget it (Lane). See
also 6:33.
( أفتأتونWill you then accede to) is
derived from أیت. They say  أتیتهi.e. I
came to him or it.  أیت ال یشءmeans, he
did the thing;  أیت البینةmeans, he
advanced the proof.  أیت بالذنبmeans, he
committed the offence. ٓاتیته عیل االمر
means, I agreed with him or in regard
to the affair.  أفتأتون السحرmeans, do you
approach or come to, or accede to or 2346. Commentary:
yield to magic (Lane & Mufradat).
The subject of the verb  قالmay both
Commentary:
be God and the Holy Prophet.
The main objection of disbelievers
The particle  یفmeans, in; about;
against every Prophet has always regarding. The word  السماءmay signify
been that he is an ordinary man like heavenly
sciences
or
things
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6. Nay, they say, ‘These are but
confused dreams; nay, he has
forged it himself; nay, ahe is but
a poet. Let him then bring us a
Sign just as the former Prophets
were sent with Signs.’2347
a

52:31.

connected with the spiritual realm,
and the word  االرضmay stand for
material or worldly sciences.
The verse means to say that the
disbelievers reject the Message of the
Quran on the plea that they see
nothing in the Holy Prophet beyond
an ordinary human being but they
ignore the patent fact that the AllHearing and All-Knowing God is at
his back. God knows full well all
their secret and open plots and
machinations against Islam and He
hears the prayers of the Holy Prophet
and His chosen servants and will
frustrate all the evil designs of
disbelievers.
2347. Important Words:
 ٓایةmay here mean a Sign of
punishment; or a Sign of the
disbelievers’ own choice. See also
19:11.
( اضغاث احالمconfused dreams). See
12:45.
Commentary:
In this verse three different
objections of disbelievers with regard
to the Quran have been mentioned.
The first is that the Quran is a
mixture of confused dreams. But
realizing the untenability of their
position, as there exists a beautiful
arrangement and order in it and that it
forms a connected whole and

contains excellent teachings, the
disbelievers shift their ground and say
that the Holy Prophet has forged it
himself. But again realizing that
throughout his life the Prophet was
by common consent known and
looked upon as "the trusty" and "the
truthful," they give up this objection
also and proceed to accuse him of
being a poet and a magician. These
objections have been mentioned in an
ascending order and the continuous
shifting of the ground by disbelievers
implies an admission on their part
that their objections can stand no
examination or scrutiny. The Quran
has therefore refused to entertain
them here because they carry their
own refutation and are selfcontradictory and foolish. Further on,
however, it has answered these
objections in another context.
The demand, let him then bring us
a Sign just as the former Prophets
were sent with Signs, is clearly
foolish and insolent. There has never
appeared a Prophet in the world who
was not confronted with a similar
demand. Jesus was so infuriated with
the Scribes and the Pharisees when
they said: "Master, we should see a
sign from thee" (Matt. 12:38), that he
exclaimed in extreme anger: "An evil
and adulterous generation seeketh
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7. No township, before them,
which We destroyed, ever
believed. Would they then
believe?2348
8. aAnd We sent none as
Messengers before thee but men
to whom We sent revelations.
So ask the people of the
Reminder, if you know not.2349
a

12:110; 16:44.

after a sign; and there shall no sign be
given to it, but the sign of the Prophet
Jonas" (Matt. 12:39). The refusal on
the part of the Quran to entertain the
disbelievers’ demand in the manner
they expected it, does not imply that
no sign had been or was to be shown
to them. It only means to demonstrate
that the demand is foolish and
insolent and that heavenly Signs
differ from age to age and therefore
the signs that would be shown by the
Holy Prophet would be different from
those that were shown by Moses or
Jesus and for that matter by any other
Prophet.
The word ( شاعرpoet) while meaning
one who composes verses also
signifies a person who plays with the
sentiments and susceptibilities of
men. Here the word has been used
preferably in the latter sense.

Quraish of Mecca would not believe
in the Holy Prophet after Divine
punishment overtook them because it
is a known fact of history that they
did believe in him after Mecca, the
centre and source of their glory and
prosperity fell. What the verse
signifies is that while the peoples of
the former Prophets, with the solitary
exception of Prophet Jonah’s people,
did not believe in them after they
were
actually
visited
with
punishment, the Holy Prophet’s
people would have the opportunity
and good luck to believe in him even
after having been overtaken by Divine
punishment in the Fall of Mecca, the
destruction of their idols and the
departure of their glory and prestige.
Ordinarily, after having suffered a
crushing defeat and being wholly at
the mercy of the Holy Prophet, they
should have received condign
punishment which they amply
deserved but they were forgiven with a
magnanimity unparalleled in the
annals of human history, and then they
believed in the Prophet.

2348. Commentary:
The verse means to say that if
disbelievers demand a "Sign of
punishment," then that too is a foolish
demand because when punishment
overtook them and they were
2349. Commentary:
destroyed, how would they believe?
 اھل الذکرmay signify: (a) the former
The verse does not mean that the
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9. aAnd We did not give them
bodies that ate no food, nor
were they to live forever.2350
10. Then We fulfilled to them
Our promise; and We saved
them and those whom We
pleased; and We destroyed the
transgressors.2351
a

25:21.

Prophets; (b) their followers; and (c)
the Muslims, i.e. the followers of the
Quran because it has also been called
( الذکر15:10; 16:45; 21:51 & 36:70).
This and the following verse
contain the answer to the objection
embodied in the words, Is this man
aught but a human being like
yourselves (v. 4 above). The verse
purports to say that the former
Prophets were also ordinary mortals
like the Holy Prophet and yet they
(the Meccans) believe in them. It
further implies that in spite of being
ordinary men they succeeded in their
mission and their enemies were
destroyed. The opponents of the Holy
Prophet should not therefore delude
themselves into the false satisfaction
that as he is an ordinary human being
his rejection will do them no harm.
For a fuller explanation of the present
verse see 16:44.
2350. Commentary:
Though disbelievers of all the
Prophets believed them to be ordinary
mortals, yet curiously enough the
objection was invariably repeated to
every Prophet that like ordinary
mortals "he eats and drinks and walks

about the streets and is subject to all
human needs and demands of the
body" (25:8). An implied reference is
made in the present verse to this
inconsistent attitude of disbelievers. It
purports to say that disbelievers in the
time of the Holy Prophet cannot, or
do not wish to, understand this simple
fact that Prophets are raised as
'models' for men, and how could they
be models for them if they were not
men like them and were not like them
subject to the demands of the body
but belonged to any other species of
creation? As human beings they were
not and could not be immune from
the demands of the flesh or from
decay or death.
2351. Commentary:
The verse embodies an effective
answer to all the objections that were
raised in v. 6 above, viz., (a) "these
are but confused dreams," (b) "nay,
he has forged it;" (c) nay, "he is a
poet." The answer consists in the fact
that every Prophet receives from God
certain promises and prophecies
about the ultimate success of his
mission and the defeat and
discomfiture of his enemies, and that
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11. We have now sent down to
you a Book which makes
provision for your glory and
eminence; will you not then
understand?2352
R. 2.
a

12. And how many a township
that acted wrongfully have We
utterly destroyed, and raised up
after it another people!2353
a

7:5; 22:46; 28:59; 50:37; 65:9.

these prophecies are literally fulfilled.
The truth of this fact has been
demonstrated throughout the ages in
the time of every Prophet of God. The
verse purports to say that if what the
Holy Prophet claims to have received
from God are mere confused dreams
and not Divine revelations and if he is
an impostor and a liar then how could
the great prophecies about the
triumph of his cause and the failure of
his opponents made at a time when
there appeared no likelihood of their
being fulfilled, come to be true?
Moreover, as a poet the Prophet could
only compose elegant verse or could
play with the emotions of men as
poets generally do, but he could not
bring about a wonderful change in the
lives of his followers as he did and
could not see into the future and
make prophecies which in the teeth of
the opposition of his powerful
enemies and in spite of his own utter
helplessness were fulfilled to the very
letter. The answer seems to be as
emphatic and effective as the
objections are foolish and flimsy.
2352. Important Words:
( ذکرکمyour eminence). ذکرmeans,

remembrance, praise or eulogy;
eminence or honour; renown, fame or
reputation. See also 2:41; 6:69 & 15:7.
Commentary:
The argument begun in the previous
verse is continued in the present one.
The verse means to say that not only
will the deniers of this message come
to grief and its followers achieve
progress and prosperity and will rise
from the lowest rung of the ladder to
the highest pinnacle of material and
spiritual glory, but this fact will also
constitute an infallible proof that the
Quran is neither forgery nor poetry nor
a collection of confused dreams but
the true Word of God Almighty, the
Creator of heavens and earth.
The verse incidentally implies the
refutation of the Christian doctrine
that the Law is a curse, by forcefully
asserting that through the Quran
which is the final Book of Divine
Law, its followers will achieve
honour, glory and power.
2353. Important Words:
( قصمناWe utterly destroyed) is
derived from قصم. They say قصم ال یشء
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13. And when they felt Our
punishment, lo! they began to
flee from it.2354
14. ‘Flee not, but return to the
luxuries in which you exulted,
and to your dwellings that you
might be approached and
consulted as before.’2355
15. They said, ‘Alas for us, we
were indeed wrongdoers!’
16. And this ceased not to be
their cry till We mowed them
down, reduced to ashes.2356
i.e. he broke the thing into pieces; he
broke it completely, utterly.قصم الرجل
means, he destroyed the man. اّلل
ٰ قصم
 ظھر الظالمmeans, God afflicted the
transgressor with calamity and broke
his back (Aqrab).
 قریةmeaning a township signifies its
inhabitants. See also 12:83.
Commentary:
 ظلمmeaning the improper use of
God-given powers and faculties, the
verse implies that all transgressions
and sins flow from their misuse.
2354. Important Words:
( یرکضونthey began to flee) is derived
from  رکضwhich means, he moved his
leg or foot;  رکضهmeans, he repelled
him.  رکض الفرسmeans, he spurred or
goaded the horse to run.  رکض منهmeans,
he fled from it (Aqrab & Lane).

society. They are looked upon as
leaders of men and people resort to
them for consultation and seek advice
and guidance from them in their
private affairs. This eminence of their
position makes them arrogant and
they disdainfully turn away from the
exhortations of Divine Messengers.
But when they are overtaken by
heavenly punishment, they seek to
flee from the town in which they hold
such high position and enjoy great
influence. The verse gives a graphic
description of the condition of these
so-called
big
people
when
punishment overtakes them. The
words of the verse seem to have been
used ironically.
The expression  لعلکم تسئلونbesides
the meaning given in the text may
also mean, "that you may be called to
account for what you did."

2355. Commentary:
The verse means to say that 2356. Important Words:
( خامدینreduced to ashes) is the
disbelievers generally are big men
and hold very important positions in plural of  خامدwhich is active participle
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17. aAnd We created not the
heaven and the earth and all that
is between the two in play.2357
18. If We had wished to find a
pastime, We would surely have
found it in what is with Us if at
all We were to do such a
thing.2358
a

15:86; 38:28; 44:39.

from مخد. They say  مخدت النارi.e. the fire
subsided.  الـحیم مخدتmeans, the
vehemence of the fever became
allayed.  مخدalso means, he (a sick
man) fainted or swooned; or he died.
 خامدmeans, silent; from whom no
voice is heard; silent and dead or
silent, having died, and become like
extinguished ashes (Lane).
( حصیداmown down). See 10:25.

creation of man who is its axis and
centre must also have been designed
to serve a grand and sublime object.
At another place the Quran says that
man is God’s vicegerent on earth and
he has been created to serve as a
mirror to reflect the beautiful image
of his Creator (2:31).
2358. Important Words:
( لـھواpastime) is here taken by some
(in the dialect of Yemen) to mean a
'son' or 'wife'. Taken in this sense of
the word, the verse would mean, "If
We had wished to take a son or wife,
We should have made them of Our
kind and not of human species." The
verse constitutes an effective
argument against the sonship of
Jesus. The particle  انmeans both 'if'
and 'not,' and the clause  ان کنا فاعلنیmay
mean (a) if We would do this; (b) We
would not do this.

Commentary:
The verse gives a graphic
description of the people who are
visited by the wrath of God. They are
completely ruined. They lose all
power and capacity for revival. The
surest sign that the decline and
downfall of a people has begun is that
all their ambitions and aspirations
become extinguished. The very will
to live dies in them. They despair of
their future and lose all initiative and
thus to all intents and purposes Commentary:
become a dead people.
The substance of the verse is that it
is inconsistent with the Dignity and
2357. Commentary:
The verse means to say that when Majesty of God that He should have
the universe has not been created as a created this universe without a great
mere pastime and sport and a little object. If its creation had not been
reflection over its creation reveals the intended to serve a great and sublime
great wisdom underlying it, the purpose, God would not have sent
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19. Nay, aWe hurl the truth at
falsehood, and it breaks its
head, and lo! it perishes. And
woe be to you for that which
you ascribe to God.2359
20. To Him belongs whosoever
is in the heavens and the earth.
b
And those who are in His
presence do not disdain to
worship Him, nor do they
weary;2360
a

17:82; 34:50. b7:207; 41:39.

His messengers and prophets and
would not have revealed His will to
them. The very object of the creation
of man demanded that when spiritual
darkness spreads over the world, God
should have sent a Messenger "to
bring back the erring flock into the
fold of the Master." It is implicit in
the belief in the existence of God that
the universe should have been created
to serve a great and noble purpose.
2359. Important Words:
( نقذفWe hurl) is derived from قذف.
They say  قذفهi.e. he cast an accusation
at him; he aspersed or he reviled;
defamed or upbraided him; he cast or
threw it.  قذف بقولهmeans, he spoke
without thinking or deliberation. یقذفون
 بالغیبmeans, they utter conjecture;
they guess.  یقذف باحلق عیل الباطلmeans, God
utters truth or hurls truth at falsehood
(Lane & Aqrab).
( یدمغهbreaks its head).  دمغهmeans, he
broke or struck his head so that the
wound or stroke reached to the دماغ
i.e. brain (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:
Truth must prevail in the world and
falsehood is never allowed to
succeed. It seems to prosper for a
little while but ultimately it perishes.
This irrefutable fact is writ large on
the history of all religions. The verse
purports to say that if the universe
had been created without a great
object, God would not have revealed
Himself to man and Divine
Messengers would not have appeared
through whom truth is established in
the world. It also embodies a prophecy
that as a result of the Holy Prophet’s
advent idolatry will disappear from
Arabia never to return and truth will
prosper and prevail and the worship
and Unity of God will become firmly
established in the land.
2360. Important Words:
( یستحسرونthey weary) is derived
from ( حسرhasira) or  استحسرmeaning,
he was or became weary and tired.
 حسر الدابةmeans, the beast was fatigued
so that it was left to remain where it
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21. They glorify Him night and
day; and they flag not.2361
22. Have they taken gods from
the earth who raise the
dead?2362
23. If there had been in them
(the heavens and the earth)
other gods beside Allah, then
surely both would have gone to
was.  حسر البصرmeans, the eye became
weak and fatigued from looking too
long.  حسریmeans, tired, fatigued or
jaded by much travel; grieving or
regretting most intensely (Lane &
Aqrab). See also 17:30.

of serving God’s creatures and
glorifying Him. On the contrary, the
worship of God is a source of delight
for them and a means of relief from
worries and anxieties for them
(13:29). "The cheer of my eyes is in
Prayer," the Holy Prophet is reported
Commentary:
The verse means to say that to have said (Nasa’i).
because whatever is in the heavens 2361. Important Words:
and the earth belongs to God, it is
( یفرتونthey flag) is derived from فرت.
inconceivable that He should have They say  فرت ال یشءi.e. the thing remitted
allowed His servants to suffer or became still after vehemence or it
spiritual death for lack of heavenly became gentle after vehemence. فرت من
guidance. No sane person would  عملهmeans, he flagged or became
destroy his own handiwork, much remiss in his work.  فرت احلرmeans, the
less God, the Source of all wisdom. heat abated or flagged after being
This is why from time immemorial intense and vehement.  فرت الویحmeans,
He has been sending His Messengers the revelation stopped or its coming
to guide man to truth.
discontinued (Lane & Aqrab). See
The verse further gives some marks also 5:20.
of the true servants of God. They are
2362. Commentary:
not tired of serving God and
Creating or raising the dead to life
humanity. They do not accept a is the exclusive attribute and
prophet under a momentary impulse prerogative of God. Neither Jesus nor
and then lose heart under the stress of any other person can share in this
hardships and privations. Once they Divine attribute. The reference to this
accept the truth, they stick to it attribute is intended to smash the
through thick and thin. Their zeal and divinity of Jesus which, in particular,
enthusiasm for the service of truth forms the subject matter of these
never flag or fail. They never weary verses.
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ruin. Glorified then be Allah,
the Lord of the Throne, far
above what they attribute to
Him.2363
24. He cannot be questioned as
to what He does, but they will
be questioned.2364
25. aHave they taken gods
beside Him? Say, ‘Bring forth
your proof. This is the
Reminder of those with me, and
the Reminder of those before
me.’ Nay, most of them know
a

18:16; 23:118; 27:65.

2363. Commentary:
The verse constitutes a most
effective and conclusive argument
against polytheism. Even atheists
cannot deny that perfect order
pervades and permeates the whole
universe. This order points to the fact
that one uniform law governs it, and
the unity of laws proves the Unity of
the Maker and Controller of the
universe. If there had been more than
one God, then more than one law
would have governed the universe
because for a god it is necessary to
create a universe with its own laws;
and thus disorder and confusion
would have been the inevitable result
and the whole universe would have
gone to pieces. Moreover, the very
word ( الهmeaning a Being Who is the
object of our utmost love, obedience
and submission and Who possesses
perfect powers and attributes) shows
that such a Perfect Being can only be

one at one time. It is manifestly
absurd to say that three gods, equally
perfect in all respects, are jointly the
creators and controllers of the
universe. The fact of the three gods
doing, and should do, the same thing
which One Perfect God can implies
their imperfection and an imperfect
being cannot be our ( الهOne Who is
worthy of our adoration).
2364. Commentary:
The verse means to say that as
God’s works are perfect and
absolutely free from defect or
blemish, therefore He must be
faultless and being the One and
undisputed Master and Controller of
the whole universe He is answerable
before nobody. The verse points to
the perfection and completeness of
the order in the universe and
therefore to the perfection of its
Author and Controller and hence to
His Unity. It continues the argument
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not the truth, and so they turn
away.2365
26. And We sent no Messenger
before thee but We revealed to
him, saying, ‘There is no God
but I; so worship Me alone.’2366
begun in the previous verse. It also
signifies that God’s authority is
supreme while all other beings and
things are subject to His authority.
This constitutes another argument
against polytheism.
2365. Commentary:
The verse gives another argument
about the Unity of God. The Holy
Prophet here is enjoined to ask his
people to go through the Quran and
other revealed Scriptures and then tell
him whether they find in them any
deferential reference to polytheism or
to permission to worship other gods
besides the One True God. "This is
the constant doctrine of all the sacred
Books," says Sale in his "Introduction
to the Quran," "not only the Quran,
but also those Scriptures which were
revealed in former ages, all of them
bear witness to the great and
fundamental truth of the Unity of God."
Taking  ذکرin the sense of honour,
eminence etc. (see 15:7), the verse
would mean that the Quran is a
source of honour for those with the
Holy Prophet and for those before
him i.e. it will raise its followers from
depths of degradation to great heights
of honour and eminence, and it has
cleared Divine Prophets and other
righteous servants of God of the

charges and accusations that were
imputed to them in former Scriptures.
2366. Commentary:
The verse gives a third argument in
favour of the Unity of God. It
purports to say that all the Divine
Messengers and great religious
reformers who appeared among
different nations and countries at
different times testified with one
voice to the Oneness of God which
was their common mission. In spite
of the fact that with the passage of
time the teachings of these Prophets
became tampered with and were
subjected
to
distortions
and
interpolations, the belief in the Unity
of God continued to be the basic
principle of all these teachings. These
Prophets and Messengers appeared
among all nations and peoples and
the greatest of all, the Holy Prophet
Muhammad, appeared at a time when
the whole world was immersed in the
Cimmerian darkness of moral
turpitude, and idol worship was rife
among every people and country in
one form or another and was
practised in its most heinous form in
Arabia where the Holy Prophet
preached his message of the Oneness
of God. He carried on such an
effective and relentless campaign
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against idolatry that it disappeared
from Arabia never to return. Not only
did he condemn and forbid idolworship and enjoin and impress upon
his people the worship of One True
God but also gave unanswerable
arguments in support of monotheism
and against polytheism and he fully
succeeded in engendering in the
minds of his followers an invincible
faith in Divine Unity and an equally
implacable hatred for shirk—setting
up equals with God. In four short
sentences of one of its shortest
Surah—Al-Ikhlas, the Quran has
refuted and demolished in a most
beautiful and effective manner four
forms of polytheism. The first verse
proclaims the absolute Unity of God.
It says: "Say, He is Allah, the One." It
means that out of ignorance and
perversity man invents and indulges
in most fantastic theories and ideas
about God. But the central and
pivotal fact about the Divine Being
remains that He is absolutely One in
every respect and manner. He is
neither the beginning nor the end of
anything and He is not like anything,
nor any thing is like Him. To regard
anything like Him is to impugn His
absolute Unity.
In the words, "Allah, the Independent
and Besought of all," the Quran has
demolished the second kind of shirk
i.e. to ascribe Divine powers and
attributes to other beings and things.
The verse says that God has need of
nobody but all beings and things have
need of Him. It is therefore foolish
and futile to have recourse to beings
and things which themselves are
wholly dependent upon God. The third

CH.21

verse, viz. "He begets not, nor is He
begotten" refutes and repudiates the
third kind of polytheism i.e. the
doctrine of God being the father or son
of anybody. The verse means to say
that God is eternal and everlasting. He
has begotten no son who should take
His place, nor is He begotten of
anyone from whom He should have
inherited His Divine powers and
attributes. He was always Independent
and Besought of all and will ever be
so. So we should worship Him and
call on Him alone for the fulfilment of
our needs and requirements. The verse
"And there is none like unto Him,"
exposes the folly and futility of the
fourth kind of shirk. It signifies that it
is beyond any created thing to be His
partner in Divinity i.e. to be like Him
in His person or attributes. God is far
exalted and above that to which man
can aspire. However high man may
rise, he cannot even touch the fringes
of the precincts of Divinity and will
ever remain God’s servant.
This is the most sublime conception of
absolute Unity of God as taught and
inculcated by the Quran.
At another place (2:256) the Quran
has shed further light on Divine Unity.
It says: "There is no God but Allah,
the Living, the Self-Subsisting and
All-Sustaining. Slumber seizes Him
not, nor sleep (i.e. no interruption ever
takes place in His works). To Him
belongs whatsoever is in the heavens
and whatsoever is in the earth. Who is
he that will intercede with Him except
by His permission (i.e. God grants the
prayers of His servants but no one
should think that He can compel God
to accept His prayer. It is after He has
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27. aAnd they say, ‘The Gracious
God has taken to Himself a
son.’ Holy is He. Nay, they are
only honoured servants.2367
28. They speak not before He
speaks, and they act only by His
command.2368
a

2:117; 4:172; 10:69; 19:89-90.

granted the permission to any of His
servants that he can intercede with
Him)? He knows what is before them
and what is behind them (i.e. He
knows the past and the future. His
knowledge is complete and allcomprehensive because full control is
not possible without complete
knowledge and complete knowledge is
the never-failing accompaniment of
absolute Unity). And they encompass
nothing of His knowledge except what
He pleases (i.e. man can accomplish
nothing except with the help of the
knowledge that he receives from
God). His knowledge extends over the
heavens and the earth (i.e. not an
atom moves in the heavens and the
earth without His permission and
every particle is subject to His
control). And the care of them
burdens Him not (i.e. the universe
will continue to exist and function
under the never-failing supervision
and protection of God). And He is the
High (i.e. every atom of the universe
bears witness to His Almightiness and
He is so exalted that human reason
cannot attain to full comprehension of
Him); and yet He is great (i.e. He is
so manifest in His great works that
every honest seeker after Him can

attain to communion with Him)."
This is the very high and noble
conception of Divine Unity which the
Holy Prophet gave to the world and
for which he worked and suffered. He
told the people of the world that
Divine Unity consists in the fact that
man should rise to such a high stage
of spiritual exaltation as to become
completely engrossed in One God
and become at one with Him. It is
when man reaches this high stage of
moral and spiritual development that
he can be said to have attained the
great object of his creation.
2367. Commentary:
The words "honoured servants"
point to the fact that not only Jesus
but many other righteous men have
been spoken of as God’s sons in
former Scriptures and like him they
have been called God’s sons only in a
metaphorical sense. But they were
nothing more than His honoured
servants. In this respect Jesus enjoys
no special prerogative. He was only
one of the numerous honoured
servants of God.
2368. Commentary:
The pronoun 'they' in this verse as
the context shows refers to prophets.
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29. aHe knows what is before
them and what is behind them,
and they intercede not except
for him whom He approves, and
they act cautiously for fear of
Him.2369
30. And whosoever of them
should say, ‘I am a God beside
Him,’ him shall We requite with
Hell. Thus do We requite the
wrongdoers.2370
a

2:256; 20:111.

The verse means to say that the
prophets of God do not say anything
which they are not bidden by God to
say. Hence it is inconceivable that
anyone of them should have laid
claim to the Godhead or Sonship. Not
only do they not say anything unless
they are bidden by God to say it, but
they also do not do anything unless
God commands them to do so. The
verse establishes the fact that Divine
Messengers
are
incapable
of
disobeying God or committing a
moral offence or sin. Incidentally it
establishes the sinlessness of the
Prophets.

event, together with sincere or honest
advice (Lane & Mufradat).
Commentary:
The words, "what is before them
and what is behind them," may mean;
what they did and what they did not
or could not do; or the influences to
which they were subjected or the
changes which they brought about.
The verse makes it plain that no one
can intercede with God except with
His permission. The Bible agrees
with the Quran in this respect. It says:
If one man sin against another, the
judge shall judge him: but if a man
sin against the Lord, who shall entreat
for him? (1 Sam 2:25).
Therefore pray not thou for this
people, neither lift up cry nor prayer for
them, neither make intercession to me:
for I will not hear thee (Jer. 7:16).
See also 2:49 & 2:256.

2369. Important Words:
( مشفقونthey act cautiously) is the
plural of  مشفقwhich is active
participle from شفق. They say شفق علیه
i.e. he was solicitously affectionate
towards him.  أشفق منهmeans, he feared
or was cautious of him.  اشفاقwhich is
inf. noun means, kindness or 2370. Commentary:
affection mixed with fear. Generally
It is significant that whereas
it signifies affection; kindness; and claimants to the Godhead will only be
fear of the betiding of some evil punished in the hereafter for their
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31. Do not the disbelievers see
that the heavens and the earth
were a closed-up mass, then We
opened them out? And We made
from water every living thing.
Will they not then believe?2371
false claims, those pretenders and
mountebanks who falsely lay claim to
prophethood are punished in this very
world. They meet with death and
destruction
and
their
whole
organizations come to nought in this
very life (69:46-48). This difference
in treatment of these two kinds of
pretenders is due to the fact that the
absurdity of a claim to the Godhead is
self-evident because no sane person
would ever accept a claimant to
godhead as God and therefore such a
claimant need not be punished here.
But a false claimant to prophethood,
if allowed to go scot-free, may
succeed in deceiving many innocent
people into accepting his false claim;
therefore he ultimately meets with
defeat, discomfiture and destruction
in this very life and is not allowed to
live long and his mission is not
permitted to prosper.
2371. Important Words:
( رتقاa closed-up mass) is inf. noun
from ( رتقrataqa). They say  رتق الثوبi.e.
he repaired or sewed up the cloth. رتق
 ال یشءmeans, he repaired or closed up
the thing.  رتقis the contrary of فتق. The
expression  فتق املسکmeans, he took out
the musk from the bladder of deer. فتق
 الثوابmeans, he slit, rent or opened up
the cloth. They say  رتق فتقھمi.e. he

closed up the breach that was
between them; he reconciled them.
The Arabs say:  ھو الراتق والفاتقi.e. he is
the reformer of the affair. The word
 رتقhere means,  ذوایت رتقi.e. things
closed up, or better a closed-up mass,
and  فتقrefers to the splitting of the
amorphous mass or to the throwing
off of the planets of the solar system.
Commentary:
The verse, by pointing to a great
scientific truth, draws attention to a
spiritual phenomenon of equally great
importance. It refers to the prematerial stage of the universe and
purports to say that the heavens and
the earth or the whole universe or
particularly the solar system has
developed out of an amorphous or
nebular mass. God, in accordance
with the laws which He had set in
motion, split the mass of matter, and
its scattered bits became the units of
the solar system ("The Universe
Surveyed" by Harold Richards, and
"The Nature of the Universe" by Fred
Hoyle). God then created all life out
of water. The verse seems to imply
that like the material universe a
spiritual universe also develops out of
an amorphous mass of confused ideas
and foolish beliefs. Just as God in His
infallible wisdom and in pursuance of
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32. aAnd We have made in the
earth firm mountains lest it
should quake with them; and
We have made therein wide
pathways, that they may be
a

13:4; 15:20; 16:16; 31:11; 77:28.

a great design split the mass of matter
and its scattered bits became the units
of the solar system, in the same way
He brings about a new spiritual order
in a world weltering in the morass of
confused ideas. When mankind sinks
into an impenetrable gloom of moral
turpitude and spiritual atmosphere
becomes dense and oppressive, God
causes a light to appear in the form of
a Heavenly Messenger who shakes up
the overspreading spiritual gloom,
and out of this confused and lifeless
mass of moral depravity and spiritual
degeneration a spiritual universe is
born which begins to reach out from
its centre and eventually embraces the
whole earth, receiving life and
direction from the impetus behind it.
Just as all physical life is created
from water, so does spiritual universe
receive life from heavenly water
which is Divine revelation. See also
General Introduction.
The words "the heavens and the
earth were a closed-up mass," in a
physical sense may signify that there
is no rain from heaven, and the earth
becomes parched and dried up and
grows no vegetation, and life tends to
become extinct. Spiritually speaking
they may mean that there is a
cessation of Divine revelation and the
hearts and brains of men become
corrupt and spiritual darkness

enshrouds the entire face of the earth.
Thus the whole verse may refer both
to the general physical phenomenon
and to the cessation of Divine
revelation. The words "then We
opened them out," may refer to the
throwing off of the planets of the
solar system. Physically speaking
they would mean that God sends
down rain from heaven, and
spiritually speaking they may signify
that Divine revelation descends i.e. a
Prophet is raised to whom God
reveals Himself and to whom He
vouchsafes His Word.
Again spiritually speaking the
words "And We made from water
everything living" signify that when
the period of the cessation of
revelation which has been called فرتة
in the Quran (5:20) ends, God sends a
Messenger, who by means of Divine
revelation, brings about complete
moral revolution among his people
and gives, as it were, new life to a
spiritually dead people. Alluding to
the physical phenomenon the words
would mean that when on account of
a long period of drought the earth
becomes parched and dry, God sends
down fresh rain from heaven and the
earth begins to bloom and blossom
and vibrate with a new life. Thus
briefly the verse signifies that as no
physical life can exist without water,
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rightly guided.2372
similarly no spiritual life is possible agitations and eruptions in the form
without the water of Divine of volcanoes which having cooled
down took the shape of mountains.
revelation.
("Marvels and Mysteries of Science"
2372. Important Words:
by Allison Hox & Enc. Brit. under
( ان متید بھمlest it should quake with "Geology"). To this great scientific
them).  متیدis derived from  مادwhich truth the words ( ان متید بھمlest it should
means, it (a thing)was or became in a quake with them) refer. Spiritually
state of violent motion or commotion; speaking the heat of sin and iniquity
it was or became violently agitated; it in the world throws out lava from its
turned about or became contorted and volcanoes and brings about moral
convulsed; it quivered or trembled; he destruction and then God cools down
bestowed a benefit or favour.  مادت بهthis fire by the spiritual water of
 االرضmeans, the earth went round with Divine revelation and by means of
him. The expression  ان متید بھمmeans, "mountains"
which
spiritually
lest it should quake with them, be speaking are Prophets and Divine
convulsed with them and go round Reformers.
with them and move about violently
Taking these words in the sense
(Lane & Aqrab). See also 16:16.
'that it may go round with them,' the
( فجاجاwide pathways) is the plural of verse would signify that the
ف
 جwhich is noun-infinitive from  فجmountains are a great help to the
(fajja) which means, he opened or earth in moving steadily on its axis.
separated his two legs while walking. The Quran spoke of the earth as
 فجت الناقةmeans, the she-camel opened "moving round" long before it
out her hinder legs for being milked. was discovered that it was not
 فجmeans, a wide and open pathway stationary and moved on its axis and
round the sun.
between two mountains (Aqrab).
Again mountains, rivers and natural
Commentary:
highways are among great Divine
The verse throws light on yet blessings. The mountains are natural
another scientific truth. Geology has reservoirs of water and vegetable and
established the fact that mountains mineral wealth; the rivers constitute
have, to a great extent, secured the natural conduits for water, and natural
earth against earthquakes. Earth- highways make it possible for man to
quakes were very common before have access to these vast stores of
mountains were created. In the Divine
blessings.
Spiritually
beginning the earth was very hot speaking, 'mountains' are the Divine
from inside. When as the result of the Prophets who are the great reservoirs
intense heat gases were formed in the of heavenly water and divine
bowels of the earth, they tried to knowledge and 'highways' (which in
force a way out, thus causing violent the earth are the channels of rivers)
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33. And We have made the
heaven a roof, well protected;
yet they turn away from its
Signs.2373
34. And He it is Who created
the night and the day, and the
sun and the moon, aeach gliding
along smoothly in its orbit.2374
a

36:41.

represent righteous ulema (learned
men) and divines who receive
guidance from the prophets and
convey it to common men. Just as
rivers and streams become dried up
when it does not rain on mountains,
similarly pious and righteous men
disappear from the world when no
fresh revelation descends from
heaven for a long time. Indeed
revelation is as essential for spiritual
life as is water for physical life.

has its heaven with its sun, moon,
planets and stars.
These bodies of the spiritual heaven
also exert their influence on the
spiritual life of men. They illumine
their lives and provide for them
guidance in the night of spiritual
darkness. Spiritually speaking the
implication in the words "a roof wellprotected" is that astrologers and
diviners have no access to divine
secrets.

2373. Commentary:
The solar system with its sun,
moon, planets and stars is a wellordered and well-regulated system
which has existed for millions of
years, never having once suffered
from the slightest disorder or
deviation in the movements of these
bodies. These heavenly bodies
exercise a very wholesome influence
on the terrestrial globe and its
inhabitants. Just as a roof is a means
of protection from rain, cold and heat
for the residents of a house, similarly
the heaven serves as a protection for
the earth below and heavenly bodies
exert their beneficial influence upon
mankind. The spiritual universe also

2374. Important Words:
( فلکorbit) is derived from فلک
(falaka). They say  فلک ثدی اجلاریةi.e. the
breast of the girl became round. فلک
means, the place of the revolving of
the stars i.e. the celestial sphere, the
vault of heavens or the firmament
(Lane & Aqrab).
( یسبحونgliding along) is derived
from سبح. They say  سبح الرجلi.e. the man
slept and took rest; he went far off in
his walk.  سبح یف الکالمmeans, he talked
much.  سبح یف املاءmeans, he glided along
in the water and took great delight in
it. The word is used metaphorically
with regard to the floating or gliding
of the stars and about the swift and
smooth running of the horse (Aqrab).
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35. We granted not everlasting
life to any human being before
thee. If then thou shouldst die,
shall they live hereforever?2375
36. Every soul shall taste of
death; and We prove you with
Commentary:
Spiritually speaking the sun stands
for the Law-bearing Prophets,
particularly the Holy Prophet of
Islam, and the moon for those
Reformers and Prophets who borrow
their spiritual light from the Lawbearing Prophets. 'The day' represents
the time when a new Prophet makes
his appearance in the world and fresh
revelation comes down from heaven
and 'the night' represents that period
when there is spiritual darkness
all round and no revelation comes
from God.
The verse means to say that the
night and the day, the sun and the
moon have all been created by God
and serve a definite purpose. They all
fulfil human needs and are
indispensable for man’s existence on
earth. The significance of the present
and the preceding verse is that when
God has taken so much care to
provide for the physical and material
needs of man, it is impossible even to
think that He should have neglected
to make a similar provision for his
spiritual needs.
2375. Important Words:
 خلدis syn. with  خلودwhich is
infinitive noun from ( خلدkhalada)
which means, he stayed for long. خلد
 باملکانmeans, he stayed in the place. خلد

 ایل االرضmeans, he stuck to the earth.
 خلد الیهmeans, he inclined to him. خلد
(khuld) or  خلودmeans, the immunity of
a thing from speedy decay or
deterioration and its remaining in a
certain condition for a long time. The
mountains are called ( خوالدkhawalid)
on account of their long life (Lane &
Aqrab).
Commentary:
The verse seems to signify that all
the different Dispensations and
religious systems before the Holy
Prophet were decreed and destined to
suffer spiritual decay and death and
that it was only the Dispensation of
the Holy Prophet—the Islamic
Dispensation, which was to live and
continue till the end of time. That is
to say that all avenues to spiritual
progress are closed after the Holy
Prophet and only the door of Islam is
left open to mankind to attain
salvation and nearness to God. The
words, "if then thou shouldst die shall
they live forever," also seem to
signify
that
if
the
Islamic
Dispensation were to die, which is
inconceivable, then there will be no
spiritual light left and all humanity
will suffer spiritual death. The
implication of the verse may also be
that no human being is immune from
decay or death, not even the
Holy
Prophet.
Eternity
and
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evil and good by way of trial.
And to Us shall you be
returned.2376
37. aAnd when the disbelievers
see thee, they only make a jest
of thee. They say: ‘Is this the
one who makes an evil mention
of your gods?’ while it is they
themselves bwho reject with
disdain the mention of the
Gracious God.2377
38. Man is created of haste. I
will certainly show you My
a

everlastingness are
exclusive attributes.

25:42. b13:31.

God’s

own order that they should, instead of
allowing themselves to be carried
away like the common run of men by
2376. Commentary:
the current of sin and iniquity,
There are two ways to test the establish in the world the usages and
mettle of a person, viz. (a) by making practices of God’s Prophets.
him pass through the fire of trials and
tribulations; and (b) by bestowing 2377. Commentary:
upon him wealth and material power
The words, "Is this the one who
and prosperity. God tries His servants makes an evil mention of your gods,"
in both these ways. This is the are expressive of contempt and
significance of this verse. Or the contumely for the Holy Prophet on
verse may also mean that God tries
the part of disbelievers. They think it
man by raising His Prophets and by
presumptuous on the Prophet’s part to
affording him the opportunity to win
His pleasure by accepting and speak slightingly of their gods. To
following them; and sometimes when this contemptuous expression of
a long period of spiritual darkness disbelievers the Quran replies by
ensues and no Divine Reformer is saying that if they think that it is
present in the world, He gives men of presumptuous on the part of the Holy
intellect and broad vision an Prophet to speak disparagingly of their
opportunity to follow the dictates of false gods, what do they think of their
conscience and right teaching which own contemptuous rejection of the
is in harmony with human nature in very mention of the Gracious God?
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Signs but ask Me not to
hasten.2378
39. aAnd they say, ‘When will
this promise be fulfilled, if you
are truthful?’2379
40. If only the disbelievers
knew the time when they will
not be able to ward off the fire
from their faces nor from their
backs, and they will not be
helped!2380
a

34:30; 36:49; 67:26.

2378. Important Words:
The clause  خلق االنسان من عجلmeans that
haste forms a part of man’s being and
is so prominent a trait of his character
and he is so hasty by nature that he
can be said to have been created, as it
were, out of haste i.e. he has been
given a hasty disposition. The words
"but ask me not to hasten," support
this meaning. At another place in the
Quran, we have ( خلقکم من ضعف30:55)
which also means that man by nature
is very weak. Similarly, the verse
 خلقتین من نار و خلقته من طنیmeans, that Satan
by nature is a fire-eater and man is by
nature submissive (7:13). When the
Arabs have to express a prominent
natural characteristic of a person they
say  خلق منهi.e. he has been created of it.
An Arab would say  خلقت من لعبi.e.
thou hast been created of sport i.e.
"you love and indulge very much in
sport" (Lisan).

with contempt because of the delay
that has occurred in the Divine
punishment overtaking them. They
are warned that this delay should not
mislead them into believing that they
will go scot-free and that they should
not reject the Message of Islam in
haste and that the time was fast
approaching when the prophecies
made by the Prophet about the
triumph and victory of Islam will be
fulfilled and the punishment of God
will descend on them swift and hard.
2379. Commentary:
The reference in the words, when
will this promise be fulfilled, is to the
sign of punishment referred to in the
preceding verse. The disbelievers
demanded that they should be
punished for their rejection of the
Holy Prophet there and then. It is to
this impatience of theirs that the verse
refers.

Commentary:
The verse means to say that 2380. Commentary:
disbelievers treat the Holy Prophet
The context shows and the wording
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41. Nay, ait will come upon
them unawares so that it will
utterly confound them; and they
will not be able to repel it, nor
will they be given respite.2381
42. bAnd Messengers have
indeed been mocked at before
thee, but that cwhereat they
mocked encompassed those of
them who scoffed.2382
R. 4.

43. Say, ‘Who can protect you
by night and by day from the
Gracious God?’ dYet they turn
a

36:50; 67:28. b6:11; 13:33. c11:9; 46:27. d18:102; 21:3; 26:6.

of the present verse also lends
support to the inference that the
allusion in the word "fire" is to "the
fire of war." The disbelievers ignited
that fire and were themselves
consumed in it. They were destroyed
by the weapon which they employed
against the believers. They drew the
sword against Islam and by the sword
they perished.
The words, the fire from their faces,
signify the punishment that they will
see in front of them i.e. the
punishment whose signs will be
apparent and manifest; and the words
"nor from their backs" signify the
punishment that will come upon them
from behind their backs i.e. the
punishment which will overtake them
suddenly and unawares. Moreover,
the punishment will overwhelm all of
them—their leaders who are their
faces and the ordinary folk who follow

them and blindly accept their lead.
2381. Commentary:
The reference in the verse may be
to the Fall of Mecca when the
Quraish were taken completely by
surprise and were utterly confounded.
The sign of punishment which they
demanded came upon them suddenly
in the form of the fall of their capital
city the centre of disbelief and
idolatry.
2382. Commentary:
The verse makes mention of two
things which never fail to occur when
a Prophet preaches his message: (a)
the message is held up to scorn and
the Prophet himself is mocked and
jeered at; and (b) the jeering and
mocking of the scoffers always
recoils on their own heads and they
themselves become the laughingstock of the world.
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away from the remembrance of
their Lord.2383
44. Have they any gods that can
protect them beside Us? They
cannot help themselves, nor can
they be befriended by any one
against Us.2384
2383. Important Words:
( یکلؤکمcan protect you) is derived
from ( کألkala’a). They say اّلل فالنا
ٰ  کألi.e.
God guarded such a one or kept him
safe. The Arabs say اّلل
ٰ  اذھبوا یف کألةi.e. go
ye in the safe keeping of God. کأل القوم
means, he acted as a scout for the
party.  کأل الدینmeans, the payment of
thedebt was postponed or delayed
(Lane & Aqrab).
The expression  من الرمحانmay mean:
(a) against or from the Gracious God.
The verse means, who can save you
from the punishment of the Gracious
God: or (b) the expression may mean,
instead of the Gracious God i.e. who
can save you instead of God if He
does not save you.
Commentary:
The verse purports to say that there
are many calamities, catastrophes,
diseases and afflictions that take their
birth at night and there are others that
are born in the daytime. Man is
completely
unaware
of
what
misfortunes hang over his head. It is
the Gracious God Who protects him
from them and yet the ungrateful
people deny and reject the Divine
teachings that are sent down for their
spiritual regeneration.
The clause "yet they turn away
from the remembrance of God,"

signifies that when disbelievers are
told that God has made every
provision for their physical needs,
they readily admit it. But when they
are told that He has made similar
provision for their spiritual needs
they turn aside with disdain and
refuse to admit that such a thing can
happen.
Spiritually speaking the verse
implies that whenever a spiritual sun
or moon makes its appearance,
calamities and miseries overtake men
to establish the truth of the claim of
the Divine Reformer because it is
rejected and the Reformer himself is
persecuted.
2384. Important Words:
( یصحبونbe befriended) is derived
from صحب. They say  صحبهi.e. he lived
with him; he was or became his
companion, friend etc. أصحب الرجل
means, he protected or guarded the
man. اّلل
ٰ  صحبکmeans, may God protect
you (Taj & Aqrab).
Commentary:
Besides its general sense the
allusion of the verse may be to the
Fall of Mecca when the Ka‘bah was
cleared of the 360 idols which were
kept in it. The verse purports to say
that when those idols could not
protect themselves from the terrible
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45. Nay, aWe provided those
and their fathers with the good
things of this world till life grew
long for them. bDo they not see
that We are visiting the land,
reducing it from its outlying
borders? Can they even then be
victors?2385
46. Say, ‘I warn you not but
according to Divine revelation.’
But cthe deaf cannot hear the
call when they are warned.2386
a

57:17. b13:42. c30:53.

fate that was meted out to them, how
could they help their votaries? Abu
Sufyan, the Quraishite chief, when
asked by the Holy Prophet on the day
of the Fall of Mecca whether he had
not yet realized that there was no god
but the One Almighty God, replied,
"Had there been any other gods beside
God, verily they had been of some
avail to us" (Muir’s The Life of
Mahomet, 1923 edition, p. 404).

the cause of their downfall. The verse
warns disbelievers against wishful
thinking and false complacency that
their progress and prosperity will
continue indefinitely and tells them
not to shut their eyes to the patent
fact that God is gradually but surely
reducing and curtailing the land from
all its sides i.e. Islam is making
inroads into every home and all
sections and strata of their society.
The high and the low, the rich and the
poor, the learned and the illiterate are
daily joining its fold. It asks: "Does
not this fact alone constitute an
irrefutable proof of the truth of
Islam? And in view of the sure signs
of their decline and fall do they still
entertain the false hope that they will
continue to enjoy peace, prosperity
and progress and will be able to arrest
or retard the progress of Islam?" See
also 13:42.

2385. Commentary:
The verse gives the reason why
disbelievers go astray and what leads
them to forget and forsake the truth. It
is this that when the time of the
national prosperity of a people
becomes prolonged, they come to
labour under the misconception that
their prosperity and progress will
never see decline or decay and
consequently they become arrogant
and their hearts are hardened and they
reject the message of their Prophet. 2386. Commentary:
The verse means to say that the
Thus prolongation of the period of
the prosperity of a people becomes prophecies which the Holy Prophet
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47. aAnd if even a breath of thy
Lord’s punishment touch them,
they will surely cry out, ‘Woe
to us! we were indeed
wrongdoers.’2387
48. And We shall set up
accurate scales of justice for the
Day of Resurrection, so that bno
soul will be wronged in aught.
And even if it be the weight of a
grain of mustard seed, We would
bring it forth. And sufficient are
We as reckoners.2388
49. cAnd We gave Moses and
Aaron the Discrimination and a
Light and a Reminder for the
righteous,2389
a

7:6. b4:41; 18:50. c2:54.

has made about the triumph of Islam
and about the defeat and discomfiture
of disbelief are not the figment of his
own imagination. They proceed from
the Almighty God and are based on
His clear and express Word.
2387. Important Words:
( نفحةbreath) is inf. noun from نفح
which means, it diffused its odour.
 نفحت الریحmeans, the wind blew or it
blew gently.  نفحة، نفحهmeans, he gave
him a gift.  نفحةmeans, an odour or a
plenteous odour; a blast or a breath of
wind; a gift.  نفحة من السمومmeans, a grievous
blast of hot wind (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:
Besides being a continuation of the
subject dealt with in the preceding
verses the present verse makes it
clear that Hell is not everlasting. If
even the slightest good work done by
a man is to be rewarded, as the verse
says, then a time must come when the
punishment of his evil deeds should
come to an end and the reward of his
good works should begin. Contrary to
the teachings of other religions the
Quran teaches us that it is the Heaven
and not Hell that is everlasting. The
Islamic conception of Heaven and
Hell is evidently more in keeping
2388. Important Words:
with reason and common sense. See
 خردلmeans, grain of mustard seed. also (11:109).
( خردل الطعامkhardala) means, he ate the
best part of the food.  خردل اللحمmeans, 2389. Commentary
( الفرقانthe Discrimination) may
he cut the meat into small pieces
signify the signs and miracles which
(Aqrab).
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50. aThose who fear their Lord
in secret, and who dread the
Hour of Judgement.2390
51. And this is a blessed
Reminder that We have sent
down; will you then reject
it?2391
a

67:13.

God gave to Moses, and ( ضیاءLight)
the arguments which proved the truth
of his mission and ( ذکرRemembrance)
may signify the teaching itself.
The Torah has been called the
Discrimination, a Light and a
Remembrance.
It
was
الفرقان
(Discrimination) because in its own
time
it
differentiated
and
discriminated between truth and
falsehood. It was ( ضیاءLight) in the
sense that in its pristine purity it
dispelled spiritual darkness and it was
( ذکرRemembrance) as by acting upon
its teaching the Israelites acquired
great fame and eminence ( ذکرmeaning
good reputation; eminence etc.)

applied
himself
constantly
or
perseveringly to it. اللھم بارك عیل حممد
means, O God! continue or perpetuate
Thou to Muhammad the honour and
eminence which Thou hast given him.
اّلل علیك او فیك
ٰ  باركmeans, may God bless
thee continuously. اّلل
ٰ  باركmeans, God
is abundant in good or He exceeds
everything and He is exalted above all
things.  ابرتکت السماءmeans, the sky
rained continually or incessantly or
vehemently. ( برکةbirkatun) means, a
pool; a pond; a place where water
remains and collects.) ( برکةbarakatun)
means, good; increase; abundance;
abundant in continual good (Lane).
See also 6:93.

2390. Commentary:
The expression ( بالغیبin secret) may
signify that the righteous servants of
God fear Him while He is hidden
from their eyes or when they are
themselves hidden from the eyes of
the people.

Commentary:
In view of the different meanings of
the root word  بركthe word مبارك
possesses the sense of firmness,
steadiness, continuity, abundance of
good, exaltation and collection, etc. It
is an epithet exclusively enjoyed by
the Quran (6:93). No other Divine
Scripture has been given this title.
Even in other titles which the Quran
possesses in common with other
Divine Scriptures it exceeds them in
degree, but Mubarak is its exclusive
title and in this title lies its

2391. Important Words:
( مباركblessed) is past part. from بارك
which is again derived from  بركwhich
means, he or it was or became firm,
steady; continued or stayed in a place;
it (the night) was or became long or
protracted.  بارك علیهmeans he kept or
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R. 5.

52. And before this We gave
Abraham his guidance and We
knew him well.2392
53. aWhen he said to his father
and his people, ‘What are these
images to which you are so
devoted?’2392A
a

6:75; 19:43; 26:71.

outstanding
distinction.
Being
Mubarak, the Quran combines in
itself all kinds of excellences. It is
full of blessings which will continue
to be bestowed upon its followers and
which never decrease or diminish.
There is no good which it does not
possess in abundance and in which it
does not excel other Holy Scriptures.
Mankind will continue to benefit
from its teaching till the end of time.
This is not the case with other
Scriptures. They are defunct. All life
has departed from them. The very
languages in which they were
revealed are dead. But the Quran is a
living Book. It shall live so long as
mankind lasts and will continue to
give light to a world groping in
darkness.
2392. Commentary:
( رشدہhis guidance) means, the
guidance which befitted his station as
a great Prophet of God. The clause,
"We knew him well" means, "We were
fully conversant with his excellent
inborn qualities i.e. We knew his real
worth or We knew that he was
eminently fit to be entrusted with the
great and noble duties of a Prophet."

2392A. Important Words:
( تـماثیلimages) is the plural of تـمثال
which means, an image (Aqrab). See
also 2:18; 2:107; 6:39; 13:7 & 14:46.
The particle ( ماwhat) here denotes
contempt and derision and not a
question.
Commentary:
Everyone has his own style of speech.
Abraham too had his peculiar way of
talking. While talking to idolworshippers he generally made use of
irony. In the present verse he appears
to be asking a question while in reality
he is speaking contemptuously of the
gods of his people. This special style
of Abraham is also apparent from
6:77,78,79. In the present verse he
seems to say to his people: "How
useless and futile these images are
which you worship!" While Abraham
used to talk in ironical language, Jesus
would talk in metaphors. Several of
his sayings quoted in the Quran have
been misunderstood because they have
been taken literally.
In the expression ( لـھاlit. to which)
the letter  لis used to denote respect
and reverence and also to express
emphasis. The word  عکفis not
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54. aThey replied, ‘We found
our fathers worshipping them.
55. He said, b‘Indeed, you
yourselves as well as your
fathers have been in manifest
error.’
56. They said, ‘Is it really the
truth that thou hast brought us,
or art thou one of those who
jest?’2393
57. He replied, ‘Nay, your Lord
is the Lord of the heavens and
the earth, He Who made them;
and I am one of those who bear
witness to that.2394
a

26:75; 43:24. b60:5.

generally followed by ل. We say عکف یف
 املکانi.e. he stayed in the place. عکف عیل
 االمرmeans, he stuck to the affair
(Aqrab).
The word  ابbeside meaning 'father'
also means paternal uncle. The person
mentioned in the above verse was
Abraham’s uncle and not his father
who is said to have died before
Abraham was invested with the divine
mission of a Prophet. See also 6:75.
The verse points to a very close
resemblance between Abraham and
the Holy Prophet. The fathers of both
had died before they were made
Prophets. Both were brought up by
their uncles. Both preached the
message of Unity of God to their
uncles. Both the uncles refused to
accept the Divine Message with this
difference that whereas Abraham’s
uncle opposed and persecuted him,

Abu Talib, the Holy Prophet’s uncle,
though he did not accept his message,
stood by him through thick and thin
to the last moment of his life and
even suffered for him.
2393. Commentary:
The people of Abraham were such
confirmed idolaters that when they
saw Abraham preaching against idolworship they did not at first believe
that he was serious and earnest about
his preaching. In this verse they have
been depicted as asking him whether
he was really convinced of the truth
of his mission or whether he was only
joking and jesting with them.
2394. Commentary:
The verse points to the supreme
truth that Divine Messengers, when
they talk about God, speak from
personal experience. They do not
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58. And, by Allah, I will
certainly plan against your idols
after you have gone away and
turned your backs.’2395
59. aSo he broke them into
pieces, all except the chief of
them, that they might return to
it for enquiry.2396
a

37:94.

merely make an assertion about God
but substantiate it with practical
proofs from their own life. They do
not invite people to God merely
because human reason demands
belief in His existence but they do it
with full conviction and firm faith.
When they say that God exists they
say it with full conviction because
they constantly hear His sweet voice
and because also they themselves
speak to Him and receive answer to
their prayers from Him. God reveals
Himself to them and they witness
practical proofs of His power and
omniscience in their own persons. So
their testimony about the existence of
God is based not on hearsay, nor on
reason alone but primarily and
principally
on
their
personal
experience. It is for this reason that
God has commanded the Holy
Prophet to declare:
"I call unto Allah on sure
knowledge, I and those who follow
me"(12:109).

he had contrived in his mind
practically to demonstrate the folly
and falsity of the polytheistic beliefs
and practices of his people.
2396. Important Words:
( جذاذاpieces) is inf. noun from جذ.
They say,  جذہi.e. he cut it and broke it
into pieces.  جذ یف سریہmeans, he walked
quickly (Lane).

Commentary:
The pronoun  ہin the expression الیه
may refer either to God, or to the
chief idol or to Abraham himself. As
referring to Abraham, the meaning of
the verse would be that he broke all
the idols except the chief among them
so that his people should have
recourse to him to ask him who had
broken their idols and that when they
should come to him he should tell
them that instead of inquiring from
him they should put the same
question to their chief idol. This was
a very effective and forcible way of
bringing home to the idolaters the
futility of worshipping mere lifeless
2395. Commentary:
blocks of wood or stone.
If the pronoun  ہbe taken to refer to
Probably Abraham had spoken
these words to himself or they give God, then the meaning would be that
verbal expression to the plan which Abraham broke the idols of his
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60. They said, ‘Who has done
this to our gods? Surely, he
must be a wrongdoer.’2397
61. They said, ‘We heard a
young man speak ill of them; he
is called Abraham.’2397A
62. They said, ‘Then bring him
before the eyes of the people,
that they may bear witness.’2398
63. Then they said to Abraham,
‘Is it thou who hast done this to
our gods, O Abraham?’
64. He replied, ‘Well, somebody
has surely done this. Here is the
people so that when they should see
them broken into pieces they should
realize their complete powerlessness
and uselessness and so turn to God.
It may be noted here that the idols
belonged to Abraham’s own family.
Otherwise it was not right and proper
for him to break other people’s idols.
2397. Commentary:
The clause  من فعل ھذاmay mean:
(a) Who has done this?
(b) Whosoever has done this.
2397A. Important Words:
( یذکرھمspeak ill of them). ذکرہ
means, (1) he mentioned it, told it,
related it; (2) he spoke well of him or
he spoke ill of him and mentioned his
faults. They say  لئن ذکرتین لتندمنi.e. if
thou speak ill of me, thou wilt
assuredly repent. An Arab poet says:

ال تذکری فریس وما أطعمته

فیکون جلدك مثل جلد اال جرب
i.e. do not thou speak ill of my
horse and of what I have given him
for food or thy skin will be like the
skin of the scabby (Lane & Aqrab).
2398. Commentary:
The reason why Abraham was
summoned to appear in public was
either that those who had heard him
speak ill of the idols should bear
witness against him that he had
broken the idols, or that after
listening to the evidence against
Abraham they might decide what
punishment should be meted out to
him. Or the reason might be that all
people should witness the punishment
that was to be inflicted on him. This
is the significance of the words "that
they may bear witness."
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chief of them. So ask it and
them if they can speak.’2399
65. Then they turned towards
one another and said, ‘You
yourselves are surely in the
wrong.’
66. And they were made to hang
down their heads for shame and
2399. Important Words:
 بلis a particle of digression.
Sometimes its meaning is either the
cancellation of what precedes as in بل
 عباد مکرمونi.e. nay (or nay rather or nay
but), they are honoured servants
(21:27); or transition from one object
of discourse to another as in بل تؤثرون
 احلیاة الدنیاi.e. but you prefer the present
life (87:17). Sometimes it is also used
to denote the passing from one
subject to another without cancelling
what precedes it and is syn. with
(وand), as in  بل ھو قرٓان جمیدi.e. And it is a
glorious Quran. Thus  بلmeans, but;
and; surely or verily (Lane). Here it is
used in the sense of ( إنsurely).
Commentary:
If the expression  بل فعله کبریھم ھذاis
rendered as "somebody has surely
done this," a stop will have to be
placed after  فعلهand the words کبریھم ھذا
will be treated as an independent
sentence meaning, "here is the chief"
of them. This is the meaning we have
adopted in the text and this seems to
be the more correct meaning. Or the
words  بل فعله کبریھم ھذاmay have been
spoken ironically or by way of
mockery by Abraham as was his wont

while talking to his idolatrous people.
In that case the sense of the words
would be something like this: "Why
should have I done this, their chief
here may have done it," meaning
thereby that "the fact is too evident to
warrant any questioning or to need
any explanation that I have done this,
i.e. I have broken the idols. If I had
not done this, could this lifeless block
of stone have done this?" In this verse
Abraham seems to have rebuked his
people for their idolatrous practices
and brought home to them the futility
of those practices, first by breaking
the idols and then by challenging
their votaries to ask those idols to tell
them who had broken them.
The verse by implication points to
one of the most important Divine
attributes. Abraham confounded his
idolatrous people by first breaking the
idols and then by inferring therefrom
that an idol which could not save itself
from harm and which could not even
answer the call of its worshippers was
but a lifeless thing, fit to be thrown on
the scrap-heap, and that his Lord was
the Ever-living God Who answered
and accepted the prayers of His
servants. See also 20:90.
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they said, ‘Certainly thou
knowest well that these do not
speak.’2400
67. He said, a‘Do you then
worship, instead of Allah, that
which cannot profit you at all,
nor harm you?
68. Fie on you and on that
which you worship instead of
Allah! Will you not then
understand?’2401
69. bThey said, ‘Burn him and
help your gods, if at all you
a

29:18; 37:96. b29:25; 37:98.

2400. Important Words:
( نکسوا عیل رؤوسھمtheir heads were made
to hang low for shame).  نکسواis
derived from نکس. They say  نکسهor
( نکسهnakkasahu) i.e. he turned it over
or upside down; changed its manner
of being or state; he turned it over
upon its head.  نکس رأسهmeans, he bent
or lowered or hung down his head
towards the ground for shame or by
reason of abasement.  نکس املریضmeans,
illness returned or reverted to the sick
man.  نکس الرجلmeans, the man became
weak and powerless (Lane, Aqrab &
Ma‘ani). Thus the Quranic expression
 نکسوا عیل رؤوسھمwould mean, (a) they
returned to their former state of
disbelief, or wicked behaviour; (b)
they reverted to disputation after they
had taken the right course; (c) they
hung down their heads in shame and
were completely dumbfounded, or
their heads were made to hang low
for shame.

2401. Important Words:
For ( أفfie) see 17:24.
Commentary:
Abraham denounced the false beliefs
of his idolatrous people with a courage
and boldness which is the special
characteristic of God’s Prophets.
'Abraham', says Dr. F. M. T. Bohl,
D.D., Ph.D. in Enc. Brit. 'is no leader
of a Bedouin tribe seeking plunder
and conquest; his significance lies
rather in the field of religion. He is
not, in the first instance, the
progenitor of a people but the founder
and leader of a religious movement.
Like Muhammad many centuries
later, he stood at the head of a great
movement among the Semitic
peoples and tribes...While Abraham’s
forefathers served other gods (Josh.
24:2), 'the God who redeemed
Abraham was the same as the God of
Moses and Elijah'. See also 6:75.
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mean to do anything.’2402
70. We said, ‘O fire, be thou
cold and a means of safety for
Abraham!’2403
71. aAnd they had sought to do
evil to him, but We made them
the worst losers.
a

37:99.

2402. Commentary:
Being unable to refute Abraham’s
argument, no course was left open to
his idolatrous people but to have
recourse
to
persecuting
and
tormenting him and if possible to
killing or burning him to death—
indeed a very clear but mean
confession of their discomfiture and
defeat at Abraham’s hands. Similarly
did the opponents of the Holy
Prophet plot against him. The Quran
says: And remember the time when
the disbelievers plotted against thee
that they might imprison thee or kill
thee or expel thee (8:31).
Besides the verse under comment,
at two other places in the Quran the
plot against Abraham has been
mentioned. In 29:25 we have: And the
answer of his people was only that
they said, 'slay him or burn him' and
in 37:98 it is stated: they said, 'Build
for him a structure and cast him into
the fire.'
2403. Commentary:
In 29:25 we are told that Abraham’s
enemies sought to slay or burn him
but God saved him from the fire, and
in 37:98,99 we read that Abraham’s

enemies designed to build a structure
for him and cast him into the fire but
they failed in their evil design. The
present verse however says, "O fire,
be thou cool and a means of safety
for Abraham." How the fire became
cool we are not told. Timely rain or a
stormy
hurricane
might have
extinguished it. In any event God did
bring about circumstances which led
to Abraham’s deliverance. There is
always an element of mystery in
heavenly miracles and Abraham’s
having been saved from the fire was
indeed a great miracle.
This incident of Abraham’s having
been cast into the fire is credited not
only by the Jews but also by the
Eastern Christians; the 25th of the
second Canun, or January, being set
apart in the Syrian Calendar for the
commemoration of Abraham’s being
cast into the fire. (Hyde, De Rel. Vet
Pers., p. 73). See also Mdr. Rabbah
on Gen. Par. 17; Schalacheleth
Hakabala, 2; Maimon de Idol. Ch. 1;
and Jad Hachazakah, Vet, 6, who
makes Abraham, in his 40th year,
renounce star-worship, break images,
escape the wrath of the king by a
miracle, and preach that there is one
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72. And We delivered him and
Lot and brought them to the
land which We had blessed for
the peoples.2404
73. aAnd We bestowed upon
him Isaac, and as a grandson,
Jacob, and We made all of them
righteous.2405
74. bAnd We made them leaders
who guided people by Our
command, and We sent
revelation to them enjoining the
doing of good works, and the
observance of Prayer, and the
giving of alms. And Us alone
they worshipped.2406
a

11:72; 19:50; 29:28; 37:113; 51:29. b2:125; 32:25.

God of the whole universe.
2404. Commentary:
By the words, the land which We
blessed for the peoples, is meant
Canaan to which country the
great Patriarch migrated with his
nephew, Lot.
Abraham journeyed from Ur
(Mesopotamia) to Harran and from
there, by God’s command, to Canaan,
which God had decreed to give to his
posterity. This journey had a precise
objective and aim. In pursuance of
Divine plan and design, all the great
Prophets or their followers, at one
time or another, have to migrate from
their homes. Abraham accompanied
by Lot migrated from Mesopotamia
to Canaan; Moses had to flee with his
people from Egypt to the Promised
Land; Jesus had to quit Palestine after

his escape from the cross and
journeyed to the east in search of the
ten lost tribes of Israel and last of all
the Holy Prophet had to migrate from
his native city, Mecca, and adopt
Medina as his home.
2405. Commentary:
Ishmael, the eldest son of Abraham
has not been mentioned here. He has
been mentioned separately in v. 86
below on account of his being
the head of a distinct and more
important line.
2406. Commentary:
God chose leaders of religious
movements from among the progeny
of Abraham in fulfilment of his
prayer referred to in 2:125. A similar
promise in regard to the raising of
Divine Reformers in every age from
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75. And to Lot We gave wisdom
and knowledge. aAnd We saved
him from the city which
practised abominations. They
were indeed a wicked and
rebellious people.2406A
76. And We admitted him to
Our mercy; surely he was one
of the righteous.
b

R. 6.

77. And remember Noah when
he cried to Us aforetime, and
We heard his prayer and
delivered him and his family
from the great distress.2407
a

7:84; 27:58; 29:34. b26:118-120; 37:76-77; 54:11.

among his followers was made to the
Holy Prophet (Abu Dawud). This
promise is also implicit in the famous
prayer, i.e. Darud, viz. "O Lord
bestow
thy
blessings
upon
Muhammad as Thou didst bestow
Thy blessings upon Abraham."
Divine Reformers continued to
appear among the progeny of
Abraham till, with the rejection of
Jesus by the Jews, they were deprived
of this boon for all times and
prophethood was transferred to the
House of Ishmael in fulfilment of the
above-said prayer. Divine teachers
are now raised from among the
followers of the Holy Prophet in
every century to regenerate Islam and
they will continue to do so till the end
of time. The fulfilment of the prayer
implicit in Darud establishes the
superiority of the Holy Prophet over
Abraham because whereas Divine

teachers ceased to appear among the
progeny of Abraham after Jesus, they
will continue to appear among his
followers as long as this world lasts.
2406A. Commentary:
The most important and prominent
of the signs that God gives to His
prophets in support of their claim is
that they are vouchsafed spiritual
knowledge and Divine wisdom in a
very large measure. This sign was
given to all the Prophets—Lot,
Joseph, David, Solomon, Moses and
last of all it was granted to the
greatest of all the Divine Prophets—
the Holy Prophet Muhammad, in the
form of the Quran which is now the
only guide for all mankind till the end
of time and which is his greatest and
standing miracle.
2407. Commentary:
It is worthy of note that this Surah
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78. And We helped him against
the people who rejected Our
Signs. They were surely a
wicked people; so aWe drowned
them all.2408
79. And remember David and
Solomon when they exercised
their respective judgements
concerning the crop, when the
sheep of certain people strayed
therein by night; and We were
witness to their judgement.2409
a

26:121; 37:83; 54:12-13; 71:26.

makes a special mention of the trials
and tribulations through which almost
all the Prophets of God had to pass in
their time and of the way in which
God helped them and delivered them
from their afflictions, the implication
being that like those Prophets the
Holy Prophet of Islam too will have
to suffer hardships and privations and
like them he too will come out of his
ordeal with flying colours. Particular
reference to Noah here signifies that
if the Law were a curse as Christians
say, then what would they say about
Noah who came with a Law and
among whose followers a great
Prophet like Abraham appeared
(37:84)? It may be said in passing
that Prophet Noah was the first Lawbearing Prophet. The Holy Prophet is
reported to have said about himاول نیب
 شرعت عیل لسانه الشرائعi.e. he was the first
Prophet to whom the Law was
revealed. The Law first began to be
revealed to Noah because in his time

human mind had attained to such a
stage of development as to have been
able to understand and comprehend
Divine attributes, and the evils which
are the inevitable result of a civilized
society had also begun to make their
appearance in his time.
2408. Commentary:
The words  من القومliterally meaning
"from the people" really mean
"against the people", the particle من
having been used here in the sense of
 عیلi.e. over; against.
2409. Important Words:
( حرثcrop) is infinitive noun from
( حرثharatha) which means, he
ploughed or tilled the soil; he sowed
seeds or planted plants in it. حرث
means, a tilth or a piece of land
ploughed for sowing or land actually
sown with some crop; land under
crop; crop or produce of land (Lane
& Aqrab). See also 2:206.
( نفشتstrayed therein) is derived
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80. We gave Solomon the right
understanding of the matter and
to each of them We gave
wisdom and knowledge. aAnd
We subjected the mountains and
the birds to celebrate God’s
praises with David. And it is We
Who do all such things.2410
a

34:11; 38:19-20.

from  نفش. They say  نفش القطنi.e. he
corded the cotton.  نفشت الغنمmeans, the
sheep pastured at night without a
shepherd.  نفش الرایع االبلmeans, the
shepherd left the camel at night that it
may pasture (Aqrab).

The verse may also signify that
when a nation rises to power and
prosperity, ambitious persons, in
order to win power and influence,
seek to weaken the hands of the
constituted authority by creating
dissensions
and
discord.
The
Commentary:
expression  غنم القومi.e. "persons of beastly
In order to add to the beauty of nature" may refer to such people.
expression use has been made of
metaphorical language in this and the 2410. Important Words:
( اجلبالthe mountains) is the plural of
following few verses.  احلرثin this
verse may signify Solomon’s country  جبلwhich is derived from جبل
and the words  غنم القومmay be taken as (jabala).  جبله عیل کذاmeans, God created
standing for those wild and predatory him and adapted him to it. جبل
neighbouring tribes who raided (Jabalun) means, a mountain; a rocky
Solomon’s country. The reference is tract; any rocky elevation; the lord or
to the policy which David and chief of a people; their learned man; a
Solomon adopted to repel and defeat man who does not move from his
the depredations of these savage place.  جبالmeans, mountains, big or
tribes. David was a great warrior and learned men; people living in
as such was in favour of adopting a mountains etc. (Lane & Aqrab). See
strong policy. Solomon, however, also13:32.
( الطریthe birds) means, a bird or
wished to pursue a milder policy and
to win over these tribes by entering birds.  طائرwhich is the singular of الطری
into treaties of friendship with them. means, a bird; an omen; the cause of
Taken literally the verse would actions good or bad; actions good or
signify that even very ordinary people bad and their consequences; natural
had ready access and could submit powers of man; a highly righteous
their cases to these great Prophets of and spiritual man (Lane & Aqrab). As
God who were very powerful rulers. a bird flies high in the air and builds
See also 6:85; 34:11-14 & 38:18-21.
its nest on lofty trees or mountains,
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therefore a man who soars high in the
spiritual firmament is called a  طائرin
spiritual terminology. See also 3:50;
7:132 & 17:14.
Commentary:
This verse has been very much
misunderstood and misinterpreted.
The misunderstanding arises from the
far-fetched construction placed upon
it by some commentators. There is,
however, nothing in the wording of
the verse itself to justify the element
of mystery introduced into it. A few
simple words used metaphorically in
order to add elegance and beauty to
the diction of the verse have been
distorted to render it a veritable
riddle. The words "We subjected the
mountains and the birds to celebrate
God’s praise with David" have been
taken literally to mean that the
mountains and birds were under
David’s control and when he sang
the praises of God they actually
joined with him in singing those
praises. They simply mean that big
men ( )اجلبالand highly spiritual men
( )الطریglorified God and sang Divine
praises along with David. And if
according to the verse, the mountains
and birds were subjected to David
there was nothing extraordinary in the
mountains and the birds being subject
to his control as at several other
places in the Quran not only
mountains and birds but all other
things in the heavens and the earth—
the sun, the moon, the stars, the day
and the night, the animals, the birds,
the rivers, the seas, the winds, the
clouds etc., are stated to have been
subjected to man (2:165; 7:55; 22:38
& 45:13-14). The word  ;اجلبالin the

CH.21

present verse, as stated under
Important Words above, signifies also
mountainous territory or "people
living in the mountains" as the name
of a place sometimes stands for its
people (12:83). Thus the subjection of
"the mountains" to David may signify
that he conquered and subjugated
wild and savage mountain tribes. The
Bible also refers to this fact. It says,
"And Hiram, King of Tyre, sent
messengers to David, and cedar trees,
and carpenters, and masons and they
built David a house. So all the elders
of Israel came to the King to Hebron;
and King David made a league with
them in Hebron before the Lord and
they appointed David King over
Israel" ( II Sam. chap. 5). Thus the
words, "We subjected the mountains
and the birds to celebrate God’s
praises with David" have been
particularly used about David in the
verse because he was a great
conqueror and subduer of wild
mountain tribes.
Similarly, celebration by birds and
mountains of God’s praises should
also occasion no surprise. Elsewhere
in the Quran we read that all things,
animate or inanimate, the angels,
animals, birds, the heavens and the
earth, even the forces of nature, sing
the praises of God, only man cannot
understand their glorification (13:14;
17:45; 21:20-21; 24:42; 59:2; 61:2;
62:2; & 64:2). The glorification of
God by these things which is the
carrying out by them of the duties
assigned
to
them
by
God
demonstrate: that God is perfect and
completely free from all flaws,
failings and frailties and so is His
handiwork.
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81. aAnd We taught him the
making of coats of mail for you,
that they might protect you
from each other’s violence. Will
you then be thankful?2411
a

34:12.

The word "birds" used in the verse
may also signify actual birds. In this
sense the reference would be that
David made free use of birds for
carrying messages in time of war
which had been especially trained for
this purpose. Or it may signify flocks
of birds which followed David’s
victorious armies and feasted on the
dead bodies of his fallen foes. Lastly,
the word "birds," may signify men of
high determination and great resolve
who are ever ready to scale great
heights and are not afraid of
difficulties and dangers in the cause
of religion. In brief, the verse means
to say that men of ordinary spiritual
caliber had become highly spiritual
and soared very high in the spiritual
firmament through the purifying
company of David.
The verse may also be rendered as,
"We subjected the mountains and the
birds to David; they all celebrated
God’s praises." This rendering
removes much misunderstanding and
difficulty.
For a fuller explanation of this and
the next three verses see 34:11-14 &
38:19, 20, 37, 38, 39.
The expression, "We gave Solomon
the right understanding of the matter,"
has been used to show that Solomon’s
policy of moderation and conciliation
was right in the then obtaining

circumstances. In this verse the
Quran defends Solomon against the
charge levelled at him by some
Jewish writers of having pursued a
weak policy which brought about the
downfall of his dynasty after him.
The words, however, should not be
taken to mean that the strong policy
adopted by David in his own time
was wrong. Any misunderstanding
leading to this inference has been
dispelled by the following clause:
"And to each of them We gave
wisdom and knowledge," which
makes it quite clear that the policies
of both David and Solomon were best
in the circumstances and quite suited
to the particular occasion.
2411. Commentary:
The reference in the verse is again
to the military might of David and to
his great skill in making implements
of war and coats of mail. David
invented and developed various kinds
of armours by means of which he
made great conquests. In his reign the
Israelite kingdom reached the zenith
of its power and dominion. David’s
time was the golden period in
Israelite history. Never did the
Israelites rise to such power again,
nor did they enjoy such prestige,
prosperity and influence as they did
during David’s rule. The verse does
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82. aAnd We subjected to
Solomon the violent wind. It
blew, at his bidding, toward the
land which We had blessed. And
We have knowledge of all
things.2412
a

34:13; 38:37.

not mean that David was the first
person to manufacture coats of mail.
It only means that the art of making
various kinds of armour had greatly
developed and improved under his
supervision and direction.
2412. Commentary:
The reference in the words, the land
which We had blessed, is to Palestine.
It appears that the vessels of Solomon
plied in the Persian Gulf, the Red Sea
and the Mediterranean Sea and
regular trade was carried on between
Palestine and the countries lying round
the Persian Gulf and these two seas.
"The commercial activity of
Solomon seems to have been
extensive. In this respect, he reminds
us of the Pharaohs, who appear
almost to have monopolized the
foreign commerce of Egypt. His
imports were on a scale so lavish that
he is said to have made silver as
common as stones, cedars as
sycamores, in Jerusalem. There was
an extensive trade in horses (1 Kings
10:27-29).In partnership with Hiram
of Tyre he maintained a fleet of
ocean-going ships trading at regular
intervals to Mediterranean ports,
bringing gold, silver, ivory, apes and
peacocks (1 Kings 10:22). In his
trading ventures down the Gulf of

‘Akaba he was assisted by skilled
Tyrian navigators supplied by Hiram
(1 Kings 9:27, 29), his own people
never did take kindly to the sea. This
passage was evidently misunderstood
by the chronicler, who took it to mean
that Hiram supplied the ships (2
Chron. 8:18); how they were
transported is a problem he leaves
unexplained. Ophir, the land to which
these vessels ventured, is not
identified with certainty, but may be
S. Arabia. Solomon brought Israel for
the first time fully into a current of
oriental commerce and civilization,
and during his reign Jerusalem, at any
rate, was a city of wealth and luxury"
(Enc. Brit, 14th edit. under
"Solomon"). In Jew. Enc. under
"Solomon" we read: "With the
Phoenicians he united in maritime
commerce, sending out a fleet once in
three years from Ezion-geber, at the
head of the gulf of ‘Akaba to Ophir,
presumably on the eastern coast of
the Arabian peninsula. From this
distant port, and others on the way, he
derived fabulous amounts of gold and
tropical products. These revenues
gave him almost unlimited means for
increasing the glory of his capital city
and palaces, and for the perfection of
his civil and military organizations."
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83. And We subjected to him
a
deep divers who dived for him,
and did other work beside that;
and it was We Who guarded
them.2413
84. bAnd remember Job when
he cried to his Lord, saying,
‘Affliction has touched me, and
Thou art the Most Merciful of
all who show mercy.’2414
a

34:13-14; 38:38-39. b38:42.

In the present verse the adjective
used about the wind is ( عاصفةviolent)
while in 38:37 it is ( رخاءgentle) which
shows that though the wind blew fast,
it was gentle and did no damage to
Solomon’s ships.
The implied reference in the present
and the preceding two verses may be
to the great military might and
economic progress and prosperity
which the Muslims were to attain in
the heyday of their glory which they
achieved during the reigns of the
Omayyad and the Abbasid dynasties.
2413. Commentary:
The word  شیطانmeaning a rebel and
recalcitrant person and also one who
is expert in anything (2:15), the verse
means to say that the non-Israelite
people whom Solomon subjugated
were engaged on several arduous
works by his orders. They worked as
carpenters, iron-smiths, divers etc.,
professions which members of a
subject race generally adopt when
living under a ruling race. The fact
that Solomon had subjugated peoples
of many communities is evident from

I Kings 9:20-21 where we read:" And
all the people that were left of the
Amorites, Hittites, Perizzites, Hivites
and Jebusites, which were not of the
children of Israel, their children that
were left after them in the land,
whom the children of Israel also were
not able utterly to destroy, upon those
did Solomon levy a tribute of bond
service unto this day."
In the words "who dived for him"
refer to diving in the Persian Gulf for
taking out pearls by divers who were
employed for that purpose by
Solomon.
2414. Commentary:
Job is mentioned in the Bible as
having lived in the land of ‘Uz.
According to some authorities
Mesopotamia was his native place. It
appears, however, that ‘Uz was
situated somewhere in the north of
Arabia, between Syria and the Gulf of
‘Akaba. It is said that Job lived there
before the departure of the Israelites
from Egypt. According to some
Jewish writers he lived about 200
years before Moses. According to
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85. So We heard his prayer and
removed the distress from
which he suffered, aand We
gave him his family and the like
thereof with them, as a mercy
from Us, and as a reminder for
the worshippers.
a

38:44.

some other authorities, however, he
was a compatriot of Moses, but he
was not an Israelite Prophet, having
descended from Esau, the elder
brother of Israel. Of all the books of
the Old Testament, the Book of Job is
unique in this respect that with the
exception of the word Jehovah, which
is the Jewish name for God, the
whole history of the Mosaic
Law and that of the Jews is
conspicuous by its absence in it. See
also 6:85.
The story of Job is said to bear a
close resemblance with Harish
Chander, a Hindu saint and a rich
man. The language of the Book of
Job which is Hebrew with various
Armaisms and with a faint Arabic
tinge is the language which was
spoken by the Jews between the 9th
and 4th centuries B.C. and that is the
time (6th century B.C.) when some
Israelite tribes after the Great
Dispersion
were
banished
to
Afghanistan
and Kashmir
by
Nebuchadnezzar
and
other
Babylonian kings. There they came in
contact with the Hindus, and studied
their history, mythology and folklore.
Whether or not the author of the
Book of Job while writing this book

borrowed from Hindu popular
literature it is difficult to say. But
Muslim commentators of the Quran
extensively borrowed from the Book
of Job, and drawing upon their own
imagination added most fantastic and
unbelievable details to Job’s account
in their commentaries and ended by
making the whole account a veritable
fairy tale.
The Quran has confined itself to
mentioning a few relevant facts about
Job in the present and the next verse.
It tells us that Job was a holy man of
God, that he had to suffer great
hardships and privations as a result of
which he became separated from his
family
and
followers
who
subsequently were made to join him,
his followers having increased
manifold in the meantime.
Job has also been mentioned in vv.
4:164; 6:85 & 38:42 and everywhere
he has been mentioned along with the
Prophets David and Solomon. This
shows that like these two great
Prophets he was a man of influence
and affluence and like them he had to
pass through trials and tribulations
which he bore with exemplary
patience and fortitude. The courage
and fortitude displayed by Job under
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86. And remember aIshmael,
and Idris, and Dhu’l-Kifl. bAll
were of the steadfast.2415
a

6:87; 38:49. b38:49.

very severe affliction and distress has
become proverbial. See also Jew.
Enc., under "Job" and Enc. of Islam
under "Ayyub" and explanatory notes
under 6:85 & 38:42.
2415. Commentary:
For Ishmael see 2:128, 130; and for
Idris 19:58.
The identity of Dhul-Kifl is
wrapped in uncertainty. Muslim
commentators of the Quran identify
him with several persons, chiefly
with Biblical Prophets. But the
Prophet known by this name appears
to be Ezekiel who is called Dhul-Kifl
by the Arabs. There seems to exist a
close resemblance between the words
 ذوالکفلand ( حزقیلEzekiel), both in
form and meaning, the former word
meaning "possessed of an abundant
portion" and the latter "God gives
strength." Thus the two words seem
to possess an identical significance.
Rodwell says that Ezekiel is called
Dhul-Kifl by the Arabs.
According to Karsten Niebuhr, a
little town called Kefil which is
situated midway between Najaf and
Huila (Babylon) contains the shrine
of Ezekiel which is still visited by
Jewish pilgrims. He is further of the
view that Kifl is the Arabic form of
Ezekiel. The Jews too regard Ezekiel
as Dhul-Kifl (Enc. of Islam under
"Dhul-Kifl" and Carsten Niebuhr’s
"Travels through Arabia…" ii, 265).
See also 38:49.

Born probably about 622 B.C. in a
priestly family Dhul-Kifl had spent
the first twenty-five years of his life
in Judah. In 592 B.C. at the age of
thirty he received the Call and began
to preach against idol worship and the
injustice and immorality of his
people. In the meantime, Babylon had
taken the place of Assyria as the
dominant power in Western Asia and
Judah had acknowledged its over
lordship. But Jehoiakim, the King of
Judah under the influence of his evil
councillors revolted against the
authority of Babylon, thus drawing
upon himself the vengeance of
Nebuchadnezzar who successfully
besieged Jerusalem in 597 and carried
into exile many of her leading
citizens, including Ezekiel and
Jehoiachin, a king of three months’
standing—his
father
Jehoiakim
having meanwhile died. Jehoiachin
was succeeded by his uncle, Zedekiah,
who for a time remained faithful to
Babylon, but foolishly depending
upon the support of Egypt he
renounced his allegiance to Babylon,
an act which Ezekiel bitterly resented
and denounced as treachery to
Yahweh Himself. The result was that
Jerusalem
was
invested
by
Nebuchadnezzar, and after a siege of
eighteen months was destroyed amid
horrors untold. The Temple on which
such a passion of love had been
lavished was reduced to ashes and the
people deported to Babylon (586 B.C.).
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87. And We admitted them to
Our mercy. Surely, they were of
the righteous.
88. aAnd remember Dhun-Nun,
when he went away in anger,
and he thought that We would
never cause him distress and bhe
cried out in the midst of his
a

37:140-141; 68:49. b37:144.

Such was the situation which
confronted Ezekiel. In 592 B.C. five
years before the downfall he had
foreseen it and with some detail had
predicted it and had warned the Jews
of the impending disaster. The first
terrific blow by Babylon in 597 B.C.
had left the Jews unconvinced of the
probability of their imminent political
extinction—a probability which to
Ezekiel was a certainty as clear as
noonday. But as Ezekiel foretold the
destruction of the Jews so did he
predict their restoration. The picture
drawn by him of the salvation in store
for his people is as gracious and
brilliant as his forecast of their
downfall had been stern. His
prophecy of the restoration and return
to Jerusalem was based upon a vision
which he had seen (Ezekiel, ch. 37)
and to which a reference is to be
found in the Quran also (2:260).
Ezekiel’s book is full of prophecies.
He foretold the destruction and
eventual restoration and rehabilitation
of the Jews. He also made a prophecy
about the great rise of Christian
nations of the west and of
communism and a prophecy about the

equally great decline and downfall of
both (chapters 38:39).
But he did not live long to see the
return of the Jews to Jerusalem,
because he died in captivity in 570
B.C. at the age of 52. From the Book
of Ezekiel it appears that he was a
great admirer of Nebuchadnezzar, the
King of Babylon. According to him
Nebuchadnezzar was justified in
taking the severe steps that he took
against Egypt, Tyre and the Israelites.
The destruction and sack of
Jerusalem was the result of the
Israelites’
own
iniquity
and
wickedness. He, along with the
Prophet Jeremiah, was in favour
of supporting the Babylonian
government and for this support both
these Prophets were condemned as
traitors by the Jewish priests of the
time, just as Jesus was condemned as
a traitor for supporting the Roman
government in the time of Titus, and
the Promised Messiah in our own
time was condemned as a traitor and
a sycophant for preferring British rule
in India to that of the Sikhs. Ezekiel
and Daniel are called the Prophets of
the Exile (Holy Bible edited by C.I.
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afflictions, saying, ‘There is no
God but Thou, Holy art Thou. I
have indeed been of the
wrongdoers.’2416
89. aSo We heard his prayer and
delivered him from the distress.
And thus do We deliver the
believers.
a

68:50-51.

Scofield and Peak’s "Commentary of it does not necessarily mean that he
the Bible").
has committed a sin. It is in this sense
that this word has been used in the
2416. Important Words:
verse under comment and it is in this
( ظاملنیwrongdoers) is the plural of sense that Moses used the expression
 ظالمwhich is derived from  ظلمwhich  این ظلمت نفیسi.e. I have wronged my soul
means, he put a thing in the wrong (28:17).
place or in a place not its own; he
made one suffer loss; he committed a Commentary:
( ذوالنونDhun-Nun) literally meaning
wrong; it became dark.  ظلمهmeans, he
"the
man of the fish" is the name of
imposed upon him a thing which was
beyond his power or ability.  ظلماتis the Prophet Jonah or as he is called
plural of  ظلمةwhich means, darkness; Yunus in the Quran (10:99). He
error or ignorance; affliction, has also been called صاحب احلوت
hardship, distress or danger. ( ظلمCompanion of the Fish) in the Quran
which means transgression or wrong (68:49).
The verse does not specify the
is said to be of three kinds i.e.
cause
of Jonah’s anger. It must be the
between God and man; between man
and man, and between man and his obstinate refusal of his people to
accept his message because for a
own self. Every one of these three
prophet to become angry with God is
kinds of  ظلمconstitutes a wrong done
inconceivable. The Elect of God do
to oneself (Lane, Aqrab, Raghib & not even speak nor do they act until
Taj). See also 2:18. The word  ظلمand God commands them to do so
its derivatives, as used in five daily (21:28). Most of the English
Prayers, commonly fall under the translators of the Quran have
third category. Thus when a translated the words  لن نقدر علیهas "We
supplicant uses the word with regard had no power over him. "Of this
to himself in Prayer, he only means rendering the author of the Lisan
that he has done something which has says: "none will interpret it in this
brought trouble or distress upon him way except one who is ignorant of the
or which has exposed him to danger; Arabic language and the meanings of
2112
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90. aAnd remember Zachariah
when he cried to his Lord,
saying, ‘My Lord, leave me not
alone and Thou art the Best of
inheritors.’2416A
91. So We heard his prayer and
bestowed upon him John and
cured his wife for him. They
used to vie with one another in
good works and bthey called on
Us in hope and in fear, and they
humbled themselves before
Us.2417
92. cAnd remember her who
preserved her chastity; so We
breathed into her of Our word
and We made her and her son a
Sign for peoples.2418
a

3:39; 19:3-7. b32:17. c66:13.

its words. "According to this lexicon
the expression means: 'We will not
straiten him' or 'We will not decree
against him any distress.' Lane also
agrees with Lisan in this respect. The
word  قدرhas also been used in this
sense elsewhere in the Quran. See
17:31; 28:83;& 65:8. For a fuller
account of the Prophet Jonah see
10:99.
2416A. Commentary:
For a somewhat detailed account of
Zachariah see the first 12 verses of
chapter 19 of the Quran.
2417. Commentary:
The verse shows that from a
spiritual point of view Zachariah’s

family was an ideal one.
2418. Commentary:
The verse refutes the calumnious
charges that the Jews had levelled
against Mary. It also has a general
application and may apply to any
person who leads a righteous and
upright life. In 66:13 a certain class
of righteous believers are likened to
Mary. Everyone of such righteous
believers is Mary; and when God
breathes into him of His spirit he
becomes a 'son of Mary'. It is in this
sense that the Promised Messiah has
been called 'son of Mary' by the Holy
Prophet.
Mary and her son were a sign in the
sense that the fatherless birth of Jesus
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93. aVerily,
this
is
your
people—one people; and I am
your Lord, so worship Me.2419
a

23:53.

implied a warning to the Israelites
that on account of their corruption
and depravity and their persistent
rejection of God’s Messengers they
were to be deprived of the gift of
prophethood forever. Jesus’ unusual
birth marked a transitional stage. He
had an Israelite mother but not an
Israelite father. The next prophet was
not to be from the House of Israel.
With him the gift of prophethood, in
accordance
with
the
Biblical
prophecy (Deut. 18:18), was to be
transferred from the House of Israel
to that of Ishmael. That Prophet was
the Holy Prophet Muhammad. See
also Introduction to the chapter 19.
2419. Commentary:
In the preceding few verses some
Prophets of God and some other
righteous
persons
have
been
mentioned together. This is no mere
coincidence and it has not been done
haphazardly. The mentioning together
of these Prophets serves a definite
purpose and is done deliberately. All
of them had one thing in common.
They all suffered great hardships and
distress in one form or another and
displayed the highest and noblest
form of patience and endurance under
severest trials. First of all, Job is
mentioned. The tribulations through
which he had to pass were perhaps
the severest. Besides 21:84 above, the
Quran describes the affliction of Job

and the patience with which he bore it
in the following verses:
And remember Our servant Job,
when he cried to his Lord, Satan has
smitten me with affliction and
torment…Indeed We found him
patient. An excellent servant was he.
Surely he always turned to God
(38:42-45).
After Job are mentioned Ishmael,
Idris and Dhul-Kifl. Ishmael was yet
a baby when along with his mother
Hagar he was made to live in the arid
and bleak valley of Mecca where at
that time not a blade of grass grew
and not a drop of water was to be
found, and he was only a small boy
when a most severe trial faced him.
His father Abraham saw in a dream
that he was slaughtering him. Ishmael
evinced complete readiness to give
his life in fulfilment of his father’s
dream. The Prophet Idris had to face
a virulent campaign of denunciation
and calumny by his people and he
suffered all that abuse with great
patience. Dhul-Kifl or Ezekiel was
carried away in captivity when
Nebuchadnezzar, the King of
Babylon, sacked Jerusalem in the 6th
century B. C. He passed much of his
time in prison. The case of Jonah is
well known. He too had to pass
through a great ordeal. He remained
in the belly of the fish for three
consecutive days and when the whale
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94. aBut they have become
divided among themselves in
their affair; and all will return to
Us.2420
b

R. 7.

95. So whoever does good
works and is a believer, his
effort will not be disregarded and
We shall surely record it.2421
96. cAnd it is an inviolable law
for a township which We have
a

23:54. b4:125; 10:10; 16:98; 20:113. c23:100-101; 36:32.

vomited him out it was on a naked
tract of land. He put up with his
ordeal with becoming fortitude.
Zachariah had reached an extreme old
age. His wife was barren and he had
no son. The grief that there would be
no one left after him to perpetuate his
line and to lead his people to the way
of righteousness, as all his heirs were
godless men, consumed him and in
the intensity of grief he prayed to
God to bless him with a son. Mary
gave birth to Jesus without the
agency of a husband and on that
account she was subjected to abuse
and calumny of the most wicked and
vicious type. She bore all this agony
with a patience that befitted a really
godly woman. So it appears that all
the above-mentioned prophets and
righteous servants of God bore a
striking resemblance to one another
in this one respect that they all had to
face great trials and hardships and
like the beloved ones of God all bore
them with a brave and resigned heart
and a smiling face.

2420. Commentary:
One class of people—the righteous
servants
of
God—has
been
mentioned in the preceding few
verses. The present verse refers to
another class—those who always reject
God’s Prophets—with the result that
they fall victim to differences and
disagreements among themselves and
come to hold mutually antagonistic
beliefs and doctrines.
2421. Important Words:
( کفرانdisregard) is noun-infinitive
from کفر. They say اّلل
ٰ  کفر بنعمةi.e. he
disregarded the favour of God with
ingratitude and forgot it.  کفرانis
contrary to ( شکرgratitude). کفر بکذا
means, he declared that he had
absolutely no connection with such a
one (Aqrab). See also 2:7,29.
Commentary:
The previous verse dealt with the
rejecters of truth; this one deals with
the believers.
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destroyed that they shall not
return.2422
97. It shall be so even when
a
Gog and Magog are let loose
and they shall hasten forth from
every height and from the top
of every wave.2423
a

18:95.

2422. Important Words:
( حرامinviolable law) is inf. noun
from حرم. They say  حرم علیهi.e. it was or
became forbidden or unlawful to him.
It (a place or a right or a function) or
he was or became sacred or
inviolable or entitled to respect or
honour.  حرامmeans, forbidden or
prohibited or unlawful; sacred or
inviolable (Lane & Aqrab). See also
2:145.
Commentary:
The verse means to say that it is an
inviolable divine law that the dead
are never sent back to this world.
Those who pass away from this world
pass away forever (23:100, 101;
39:43). This meaning of the verse is
supported by a well-known saying of
the Holy Prophet according to which
a companion of his named ‘Abdullah
was slain in a battle. The Prophet told
‘Abdullah’s son, Jabir, that he had
seen in a dream that God was so
pleased with his father that He had
asked ‘Abdullah what thing he would
love to have so that the same might
be given to him, and ‘Abdullah
replied that he wished to be sent back
to the world so that he might fight
and be slain again in the cause of

truth, to which God the Almighty
said: "This cannot be because the
word has gone forth from Me that the
dead shall not return to the world"
(Majah & Nasa’i).
2423. Important Words:
( حیتeven) is a particle used in
several senses. It denotes the end of
an extent meaning till, until or to the
time of. It is also a conjunction like واو
signifying, "and" or rather "even". It
is also used as an inceptive article.
They say  ;أکلت السمک حیت رأسھاthe word
 رأسhaving three readings. According
to the first reading it has a kasra
(ra’siha), according to the second
fatha (ra’saha) and according to the
third zamma (ra’soha). The sentence
according
to
these
readings
respectively means:(1) I ate the fish
even to its head; (2) I ate the fish
even (and) its head; (3) I ate the fish
so that its head was eaten. The
particle also denotes a cause or
motive signifying, to the end that, or
in order that, or so that, as in the
saying  أسلم حیت تدخل اجلنةi.e. be a Muslim
so that thou mayest enter Paradise. It
is also used in the sense of  االi.e.
except (Lane, Aqrab & Mufradat).
( یأجوج و مأجوجGog and Magog) are
both derived from ( أجajja). They
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say أجت النارi.e. the fire burned or
burned fiercely. ( أجajja) means, he
hastened or was quick in his pace; he
or it became the flaming fire (Lane &
Aqrab). The words:  یأجوجand  مأجوجare
both derived from this root. They
refer to the Scythians of the furthest
East...or as some say, all nations
inhabiting the north of Asia and of
Europe (see Enc. Brit. and Jewish
Encyclopaedia under "Gog" and
"Magog", and " Historians’ History of
the World" vol. 2, p. 582 and Ezekiel
38:2-6 & 39:6). The words may also
apply to the Christian nations of the
West as they have made much use of
the burning fire and boiling water and
because all their material progress
and great discoveries and inventions
are due to the proper use of these
things. Or the words may imply the
restlessness of these nations as they
are always on the lookout restlessly
and impatiently to make new
conquests. See also 16:18.
( حدبheight) is inf. noun from حدب
(hadiba) which means, it rose high or
grew up high. ( حدبhadabun) means,
high or elevated ground. حدب من االرض
means, rugged or high ground. The
word also means a wave; a slope in a
declivity.  حدب املاءmeans, the elevated
waves of water or the rolling water in
waves. The Quranic expression من کل
 حدب ینسلونmeans, they will occupy
every vantage point and will
dominate the whole world and excel
all nations (Lane & Aqrab).
( ینسلونshall hasten forth) is formed
from نسل. They say  نسل الولدi.e. he begot
a son.  نسل الرجلmeans, his progeny
multiplied.  نسل یف مشیهmeans, he hastened
in his walk (Aqrab & Mufradat).

CH.21

( فتحتlet loose) signifies that the
Christian nations of the West will
spread all over the world and
dominate it.
Commentary:
The description of Gog and Magog
as given in the Bible leaves no doubt
about the fact that it applies to some
Christian powers of the west: Firstly,
because they are represented as very
numerous and powerful and mighty
and their numbers as further swelling
by their allies. Says the Bible:
Thou shalt ascend, and come like a
storm, Thou shalt be like a cloud to
cover the land, thou, and all thy bands
and many people with thee (Ezek.
38:9). Gog and Magog... the number
of whom is as the sand of the sea
(Rev. 20:8). Every feathered fowl,
and every beast of the field is thus
addressed, ye shall eat the flesh of the
mighty, and drink the blood of the
princes of the earth (Ezek. 39:18,19).
Secondly, they are shown coming
forth from the northern parts of the
earth, and from the isles: "And thou
(o Gog) shalt come from thy place
out of the north, thou, and many
people with thee" (Ezek. 38:15).
Thirdly, they will spread all over the
world: "They went up on the breadth
of the earth" (Rev. 20:9). Fourthly,
from their home in the north, they
will migrate to other lands and settle
in all the four corners of the earth and
in time of war they will gather
together from their distant colonies:
"Satan.... shall go out to deceive the
nations which are in the four quarters
of the earth, Gog and Magog, to
gather them together to battle" (Rev.
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20:8).Fifthly, the very root meaning
of the words 'Gog' and 'Magog,' as
shown under "Important Words,"
points to western Christian nations as
the nations referred to in the above
Biblical prophecies.
The name Gog first occurs in 1 Chr.
5:4, where he is mentioned as a
descendant of Joel.
But Ezek. 38:3, and 39:1, speak of
Gog as 'prince of Rosh, Meshech and
Tubal', evidently Rosh standing for
Russia, Meshech for Moscow and
Tubal for To bolsk. Gog is also
spoken of as 'of the land of Magog'
(Ezek.38:2) and Magog, in this verse
of the Bible, according to the
commentators of the Bible represents
the regions which of old went by the
name of Scythia (including Russia
and Tartary), from which in the past
issued many hordes of barbarians. As
Russia was included in the land of
Magog, Rosh, Meshech and Tubal
must be taken as standing for Russia,
Moscow and Tobolsk.
Magog was the second of Japheth’s
sons (Gen. 10:2) and his descendants
seem to have given their name to the
land referred to in Ezek. 38:2. But
Magog has also been spoken of as the
name of a people in Ezek. 39:6 and in
Rev. 20:8. In the former, Magog has
been mentioned along with those 'that
dwell carelessly in the isles.' These
passages also show that Gog and
Magog represent some of the great
Powers of Europe, including Russia.
Gog and Magog have also been
mentioned elsewhere in the Quran
(18:95). There they have been spoken
of as making raids into territories on
the northern border of Iran, which

PT.17

means that they were the tribes
generally known as Scythians. It is a
known historical fact that in olden
times the Scythians continued to
move in large bodies from Asia into
Europe, their route lying north of the
Caucasus. (Enc. Brit. vol. 12, p. 263.
14th edit.). As one horde settled down
in Europe new hordes came forth
from the east, pushing their
predecessors further and further West.
Thus the nations of Europe have been
legitimately called Gog and Magog in
the Biblical prophecy. It is curious
that the memory of two heroes named
Gog and Magog is preserved to this
day in Guild Hall (London) in the
form of two statues. The original
effigies which were destroyed in the
Great Fire in the sixteenth century are
known to have existed in the time of
Henry V. These heroes seem to have
been connected with Britain from
very ancient times.
Again,
from
"Ezekiel"
and
"Revelation" it appears that Gog and
Magog will make their appearance in
the Latter Days i.e. in the time just
before the second coming of the
Messiah: "After many years thou
shalt be visited: in the latter years
thou shalt come into the land that is
brought back from the sword" (Ezek.
38:8). "It shall be in the latter days,
and I will bring thee against my land"
(Ezek. 38:16). See also Rev. 20:7-10.
These verses show that the prophecy
refers to a people who were to have
appeared in the distant future. That
distant future is the time through
which we are now passing and the
mighty people of whom the prophecy
speaks are the great Christian powers
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98. And the fulfilment of God’s
true promise draws nigh; then
14:43. 19:72.
nations, and they shall know that I am
of the west. The following prophecy
in Ezekiel shows that the age in the Lord" (38:18-23). See also 18:84,
which Gog and Magog were to make 100 & 102.
their appearance was to be marked by
The present verse when read in
wars, earthquakes, pestilences and conjunction with its predecessor
terrible catastrophes:
purports to say that the law of nature
And it shall come to pass at the works in this way that once a people
same time when Gog shall come after the heyday of their grandeur and
against the land of Israel, (by Israel is glory, fall a victim to death and
here meant the true Israel—the destruction they never regain their
followers of Islam) saith the Lord lost glory. But it further says that a
God, that my fury shall come up in new phenomenon will take place in
my face. For in my jealousy and in the time of Gog and Magog. After
the fire of my wrath have I spoken, their power and might will have gone
surely in that day there shall be a to pieces and their glory departed the
great shaking in the land of Israel. So followers of Islam will again come
that the fishes of the sea, and the into their own and regain their former
fowls of the heaven, and the beasts of greatness, grandeur and glory after
the field, and all creeping things that they had lost all hope of regeneration.
creep upon the earth, and all the men Gog and Magog or the Christian
that are upon the face of the earth, nations of the west have now scaled
shall shake at my presence, and the all the heights of political power and
mountains shall be thrown down, and have spread over the whole world
the steep places shall fall, and every which has become divided into two
wall shall fall to the ground. And I opposite armed camps, viz. Western
will call for a sword against him democracies and their allies on one
throughout all my mountains, saith side and communism and its satellites
the Lord God: every man’s sword on the other. One part of the prophecy
shall be against his brother (And on has been fulfilled, the other part about
that day We shall leave some of them the complete and utter destruction of
to surge against others—Quran, Gog and Magog is awaiting
18:100). And I will plead against him fulfilment. The signs of its fulfilment
with pestilence and with blood; and I are already apparent on the horizon.
The verse may also signify that the
will rain upon him, and upon his
bands, and upon the many people that nations that had been subjugated by
are with him, an overflowing rain, western Christian powers and had
and great hailstones, fire, and groaned under their cruel exploitation
brimstone. Thus will I magnify and heartless tyranny will rise to new
myself, and sanctify myself; and I life again when Christian Powers will
will be known in the eyes of many begin to deteriorate and fall, after
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behold, athe eyes of those who
disbelieve will fixedly stare and
they will say, ‘Alas for us! we
were indeed heedless of this;
nay, we were wrongdoers!’2424
99. ‘Surely, you and that which
you worship beside Allah are
the fuel of Hell. bTo it shall you
all come.’2425
100. If these had been gods,
they would not have come to it;
and all will abide therein.2426
a

14:43. b19:72.

highest pebbles.  حصب به النارmeans, he threw it
into the fire.  حصبmeans, stones,
pebbles,
firewood or firewood
2424. Commentary:
prepared for fuel (Lane).
The words, the fulfilment of true
promise draws nigh, refer to the Commentary:
destruction of the power of Gog and
Compare
this
verse
with
Magog and the triumph of Islam 18:101:"And on that day We shall
through the Promised Messiah whose present Hell, face to face, to the
advent by the consensus of Muslim disbelievers."
scholarly opinion has been foretold in
The words that which you worship
the verse, "He it is Who has sent His refer both to the idols which the
Messenger with the guidance and the idolaters worship beside God (2:24)
Religion of truth that He may cause it
and to those persons who allow
to prevail over all religions" (61:10).
themselves to be worshipped as God
The domination of Gog and Magog
will be followed by catastrophic (2:167, 168).
having attained to the
pinnacles of material glory.

occurrences in the world which
eventually will result in the triumph
of Islam and the vanquishment of the
forces of falsehood and materialism
as represented by Gog and Magog.

2426. Commentary:
The verse means to say that if those
who have been made the object of
worship had been really worthy of
worship and had deserved the
veneration in which they were held
2425. Important Words:
( حصبfuel) is noun-infinitive from or which they themselves demanded,
( حصبhasaba). They say  حصبهi.e. he they would not have been thrown
threw at him, or pelted him with into Hell.
2120
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101. aThere in groaning will be
their lot and they will not hear
therein anything else.2427
102. But bas for those for whom
the promise of a good reward
has already gone forth from Us,
these will be removed far from
it.2428
103. They will not hear the
slightest sound thereof; cand
they shall abide in that which
their souls desire.2429
104. The Great Terror will not
grieve them, and dthe angels
will meet them, saying, ‘This is
your day which you were
promised.’
105. eRemember the day when
We shall roll up the heavens
like the rolling up of written
a

11:107; 25:13; 67:8.b19:73; 39:62.c41:32. d41:31.e39:68.

2427. Commentary:
The words  وھم فیھا ال یسمعونbesides the
meaning given in the text may also
mean, they will not hear anything that
will give solace and comfort to them;
and (2) there will be so much crying
and shrieking and wailing in Hell
that its inmates will not hear each
other’s voice.
If "the fire of Hell" referred to in
the preceding two verses may mean
the fire of disgrace and humiliation in
this world, then the words "they will
not hear" would mean that they (the

disbelievers) would not listen to the
voice of God’s Messengers.
2428. Commentary:
This and the next verse show that
the righteous servants of God will be
kept far away from Hell, and will not
even hear its slightest sound, much
less enter it as is generally
misunderstood from 19:72. This and
the following verse explain that
much-misunderstood verse of the
Quran.
2429. Important Words:
For  حسیسsee 19:99.
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scrolls by a scribe. aAs We
began the first creation, so shall
We repeat it—a promise
binding upon Us; We shall
certainly perform it.2430
106. And already have We
written in the Book of David,
after the exhortation, that My
righteous servants shall inherit
the land.2431
a

20:56; 29:20; 30:12.

2430. Commentary:
The verse purports to say that at
that time the great empires will be
rolled up like the rolling up of written
scrolls by a scribe i.e. they shall be
destroyed.
But
taken
in
a
metaphorical sense it may signify that
through the Holy Prophet a
complete transformation will come
about and the old heaven will be
rolled up and in its place a new
heaven and a new earth will be
created. And so it came to pass. The
old order died and with the Holy
Prophet a new and better order came
into being. Never had heaven
witnessed
such
a
complete
transformation in the lives of a people
as it did in the Holy Prophet’s time.
The expression ( نعیدہso shall We
repeat it) implies that the order
brought into being by the Holy
Prophet will receive a setback
through the material outlook on life
created by the godless and
mechanistic Western civilization. But
this setback will be temporary and a
new spiritual awakening will be

brought about by the selfless efforts
of a great follower of the Holy
Prophet (the Promised Messiah) and
his devoted followers, and Islam will
again emerge triumphant. The verse
may also mean that at the time to
which reference has been made in the
preceding verses, great empires will
be reduced to ashes and powerful
nations will be destroyed and other
nations will rise to power in their place.
2431. Commentary:
By ( االرضthe land) is meant
Palestine. It is worthy of note that
Christian commentators themselves
have interpreted the phrase 'inherit
the land' or 'inherit the earth' in the
Psalms as meaning, 'inherit Canaan,
the pledge of God’s covenant.'
("Commentary
on
the
Old
Testament," published by The Society
for Promoting Christian Knowledge,
London, notes on Ps. 37:3, 9). The
reference in the words, "in the Book
of David" is to Psalms 37:9,11,18,22
& 29, where it is stated:
For evildoers shall be cut off; but
those that wait upon the Lord, they
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shall inherit the earth. But the meek
shall inherit the earth; and shall
delight themselves in the abundance
of peace. The Lord knoweth the days
of the upright: and their inheritance
shall be forever... For such as be
blessed of him shall inherit the earth;
and they that be cursed of him shall
be cut; The righteous shall inherit the
land, and dwell therein forever.
The word  الذکرmay also refer to
Torah, the Book of Moses. There is a
prophecy in Deuteronomy (28:11 &
34:4) that Palestine was to be given to
the Israelites:
For when I shall have brought them
into the land which I swore unto their
fathers, that floweth with milk and
honey; and they shall have eaten and
filled themselves, and waxen fat; then
will they turn unto other gods, and
serve them, and provoke me, and
break my covenant .... And the Lord
said unto him, this is the land which I
swore unto Abraham, unto Isaac, and
unto Jacob, saying, I will give it unto
thy seed.
The Israelites rose to great power
after Moses and in the time of David
and Solomon their rule extended far
and wide till it embraced in its orbit
far-off lands. Then they fell on evil
days. They sinned and transgressed
and killed God’s Prophets with the
result that Divine nemesis overtook
them. First Samaria was conquered
and ravaged by the Assyrians about
733 B.C. and the whole country north
of Israel was annexed by them. Then
under Pharaoh Necho, the Egyptians
ravaged Judah in 608 B.C. and last of
all the greatest blow fell on Israel
when
Nebuchadnezzar,
the

CH.21

Babylonian king, laid waste Judah,
killed in cold blood the inhabitants of
Jerusalem and burned and razed the
holy Temple of Solomon to the
ground and carried away in captivity
the members of the royal family and
their Prophets. After wandering in
wilderness for about a century the
Israelites were restored to Jerusalem
and to some of their lost glory
through the instrumentality of Cyrus,
the Persian king and his successors.
To this restoration the following
passage of the Bible makes a
prophetic reference from the mouth
of Moses:
And it shall come to pass, when all
these things are come upon thee—
thou shalt return unto the Lord thy
God, and shalt obey his voice
according to all that I command thee
this day, thou and thy children, with
all thine heart, and with all thy soul;
that then the Lord thy God will turn
thy captivity, and have compassion
upon thee, and will return and gather
thee from all the nations, whither the
Lord thy God hath scattered thee....
And the Lord thy God will bring thee
into the land which thy fathers
possessed, and thou shalt possess it;
and He will do thee good, and
multiply thee above thy fathers (Deut.
30:1-5).
Again the Israelites relapsed into sin
and iniquity. They opposed and
persecuted God’s Messengers and the
cup of their wickedness became full to
the brim when they hung on the cross
Jesus, their last great Prophet. Then
God’s wrath fell upon them. The
Roman hordes under Titus attacked
them in 70 A.D. and amid
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107. Herein, surely, is a
message for a people who
worship God.
108. aAnd We have sent thee
not but as a mercy for all
peoples.2432
a

34:29.

circumstances of unparalleled horror
Jerusalem was destroyed and the
Temple of Solomon was burnt down
for the second time (Enc. Bib. & Jew.
Enc. under "Jerusalem"). To this
double disaster of the Israelites vv.
17:5-8 of the Quran make a pointed
reference.
Palestine, the Holy Land, remained
in the hands of Christians till
Muslims conquered it in the
Caliphate of ‘Umar, the Second
Successor of the Holy Prophet, and
unlike Nebuchadnezzar and Titus he
accorded such benign and kind
treatment to the inhabitants of
Jerusalem and showed such respect
and reverence to the Temple of
Solomon as are unparalleled in the
whole annals of foreign conquest. It
is to this conquest of Palestine by
Muslim arms that the prophecy
embodied in the verse under
comment particularly refers. Palestine
remained under Muslim possession
for about 1350 years with the
exception of a brief space of 92 years
when during the Crusades it changed
hands, till in our own time through
the evil designs of some so-called
democratic Christian powers, the
country of the name of Palestine has
altogether ceased to exist and on its

ruins the State of Israel has been
built. The Jews have come to their
own after wandering in wilderness for
about 2000 years. But this great
historical event, too, has taken place
in fulfilment of a Quranic prophecy.
The Muslims were told that in the
time of the Promised Messiah, the
Jews will be made to come back to
their Holy Land from the ends of the
earth (17:105). But this is only a
temporary phase. The Muslims are
destined to win it back. Let the whole
world know that sooner or later—
sooner rather than later—Palestine
will revert to Muslim possession.
This is a Divine decree and nobody
can alter God’s decree.
2432. Commentary:
The Holy Prophet was an
embodiment of Divine mercy. He was
a mercy for his followers and a mercy
for his opponents. He was a mercy
for the unlettered Arabs whom he
raised from the lowest depths of
moral depravity to the highest
pinnacles of spiritual eminence and
he was a mercy for the coming
generations inasmuch as he left in the
Quran and in his teachings safe and
sure guidance for them. He was a
mercy for the whole of mankind as
his message is not confined to any
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109. aSay, ‘Surely it has been
revealed to me that your God is
but One God. Will you then
submit?’2433
110. But if they turn back, say,
‘I have warned you all alike and
b
I know not whether that which
you are promised is near or
distant.2434
111. cVerily, He knows what is
open in speech, and He knows
that which you conceal.
112. And I know not but that it
may be a trial for you, and only
an enjoyment for a while.’
113. dHe also said, ‘My Lord,
judge Thou with truth. Our Lord
is the Gracious God Whose help
a

18:111; 41:7. b72:26. c2:34; 20:8; 87:8. d7:90.

particular country or people while
every other Prophet before him was
sent as a mercy for a particular
people. Through him the nations of
the world have been blessed as they
were not blessed through any other
Prophet. There could be no greater
praise of the Holy Prophet than the
one which God has bestowed upon
him in the Quran in the words:
"There has indeed come to you a
messenger from among yourselves;
grievous to him is that you fall into
trouble; he is ardently desirous of
your welfare; and to the believers he
is particularly compassionate and

merciful" (9:128).
2433. Commentary:
As against the religion which Gog
and Magog profess and preach and
which teaches belief in three gods, to
declare and proclaim and preach
that our God is one God and the
belief in the Trinity is false is indeed
a difficult task.
2434. Commentary:
The verse makes it clear that God is
not bound by dates and hours for the
fulfilment of His promises. He knows
best if and when a certain prophecy is
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is to be sought against that
which you assert.’2435
to be fulfilled.
2435. Commentary:
The Holy Prophet is commanded to
offer the prayer contained in this
verse as a protection against the
onslaughts of the powers of evil that
were to be let loose upon the world in
the latter days in the form of Gog and
Magog. It is clear from the Bible that
in the time of Gog and Magog
physical force will not be the only
danger. There will be other factors
which will constitute a far greater
source of danger to Islam. Islam will
suffer more from the attacks of the
pen and the tongue than from
physical attacks. These attacks will
excite God’s anger against the guilty.

In Ezek. 39:7 we have: "I will not let
them pollute my holy name any
more: and the heathens shall know
that I am the Lord, the Holy One in
Israel." Again, "I will be jealous for
my holy name" (Ezek. 39:25). These,
quotations show that Gog and Magog
will profane God’s holy name and
against this profanation of God’s
name the Prophet is commanded to
seek Divine help.
The Holy Prophet may also be
represented as praying in this verse
that the duration of the possession of
Palestine by the Jews may be as short
as possible and that it may revert to
its legitimate heirs—the Muslims.
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CHAPTER 22
AL-HAJJ
(Partly revealed before Hijrah and partly after Hijrah)
Time of Revelation
According to scholarly opinion this Surah is both of Meccan and
Medinite origin. A part of it was revealed before the Hijrah and a part after it.
Ibn ‘Abbas and Mujahid are of the opinion that vv. 20, 21, 22 were revealed
after the Hijrah while Ibn ‘Abbas includes v. 23 also in this category.
According to Dahhak, however, the whole Surah was revealed after the
Hijrah.
Order and Arrangement of the Surah
The immediate connection of this Surah with its predecessor, the
Surah Al-Anbiya’, consists in the fact that the basic subject dealt within that
Surah was that Divine punishment continues to dog the footsteps of
disbelievers because they persistently reject truth. It leads to the evident
conclusion that it is only by believing in the Divine Message and leading a
good and useful life that man can obtain salvation. This subject was further
elaborated and the Holy Prophet was told that disbelievers among his own
people too would not escape punishment if they did not believe in him. In the
concluding words of the last verse of Surah Al-Anbiya’, viz. Say, O Lord
judge with justice, the Holy Prophet was enjoined to invoke Divine
punishment upon disbelievers because of their persistently hostile attitude,
and the opening verse of the present Surah, viz. O people fear your Lord, the
quaking of the Hour is a terrible thing, constitutes an answer to his prayer. In
these words the disbelievers are warned that they can escape Divine
punishment only by believing in the Holy Prophet, and by mending their ways
and invoking God’s mercy and forgiveness.
This is the immediate connection of this Surah with its predecessor.
But there exists a broader connection and deeper relationship between the
subject matter of the various Surahs. The subject which began in Surah
Maryam and was later developed and elaborated in Surahs Ta Ha and
Al-Anbiya’ has been brought to completion in the present Surah. In Surah
Maryam, the basic principles of the Christian faith were explained and
effectively refuted, as without their refutation there could have been no
justification for a new message. The Holy Prophet had claimed to have
brought a new message and a new Law for the whole of mankind. If
Christianity could be shown to have existed in the world in its pristine purity
and if there was extant in the world a faith which claimed to be true and
practicable, then the need of a new faith could not be established. So the basic
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principles of Christianity had to be proved false and unfounded. This had been
done in Surah Maryam; and by shedding light on the incidents attending
Jesus’ birth and his claims he was shown in that Surah to be in no way
different from and superior to other messengers of God.
In chapter Ta Ha, the Christian doctrine that Law was a curse, was
fully and completely repudiated and rebutted while in Surah Al-Anbiya’ the
same subject was treated in a different manner, and the doctrine of original sin
was shown to be quite untenable. It was made clear that if man suffered from
the legacy of original sin and being devoid of free will he could not get rid of
it, then the very object of the advent of Divine Messengers was defeated and
the disbelievers should not have been punished and man should not have been
regarded as accountable for his actions and deeds. In the present Surah,
however, we are told that if Jesus was a perfect specimen of righteousness and
he had attained the highest stage of spiritual development (and the old
Shari‘ah had ceased to function and to be valid any more), then there was no
need of a new Shari‘ah (Law) and a new Messenger. But the fact that the Holy
Prophet had claimed to be a Divine Messenger and to have brought a new
Law, in itself constitutes a challenge to this baseless Christian belief. The
claim of the Holy Prophet rests on five quite sound hypotheses, viz. (1) that
his enemies like those of the former prophets will meet defeat and destruction;
(2) that his teachings are indispensable for mankind and are based on truth
and wisdom; (3) that his followers will prosper both materially and spiritually;
(4) that he will be blessed with divine boons and blessings in an unusual
measure; and (5) that all false faiths and religious systems including
Christianity will suffer defeat at his hands.
Summary of the Subject Matter
The disbelievers are threatened with Divine punishment because they
have rejected the Holy Prophet and have opposed and persecuted him.
The Prophet has sound and solid arguments to establish the truth of his
claim. Mere empty assertions cannot stand before these weighty arguments.
Heavenly signs also uphold the Prophet’s cause and in the face of
Divine support his enemies cannot expect to succeed against him.
The teachings of the Holy Prophet are a blessing for mankind and they
are designed to bring about peace, harmony and goodwill in the world, while
the teachings of his opponents are entirely devoid of all these qualities, on the
contrary they only tend to create disharmony and discord. Therefore the two
teachings cannot be equal.
The Holy Prophet’s advent has fulfilled the second part of Abraham’s
prayer. His failure means the non-fulfilment of that prayer which is
impossible.
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The Holy Prophet has met with long and hard opposition and has
endured untold hardships with great patience and fortitude. Now the time has
arrived that he be granted permission to fight his opponents in self-defence.
Islam does not believe in non-resistance of evil under all conditions and
circumstances. God will grant the Holy Prophet succour and bestow success
on him. His end will be like that of other great Divine Messengers.
All Divine Prophets were opposed, and satanic people placed all sorts
of obstacles and impediments in their way. But God removed all those
obstacles and the cause of truth ultimately triumphed. It has happened in the
time of every Prophet and it will happen again in the time of the Holy Prophet
and God will give him victory and Islam will prevail against all religions.
Defensive warfare is not only permissible, but is commendable and
Divine succour comes to those who fight in the defence of truth. Had it not
been so, truth would have failed in obtaining its very object.
Divine teaching, like fresh rain, gives new life and new vigour to a
spiritually dead world and therefore it is bound to succeed. This cycle of a
new revelation taking the place of an old one goes on. But when a particular
teaching has completed its allotted span of life and has served its intended
purpose and outlived its utility, then a new teaching takes its place. This
constitutes an infallible sign that the old teaching has been subject to human
interference and has therefore ceased to satisfy the needs and requirements of
the new age and consequently become deprived of Divine aid. But its
followers labouring under the misconception that because their religion had
once received Divine help, it must always continue to do so. In their
ignorance and perversity, they foolishly seek to persecute the followers of the
new revelation and to nip the new message in the bud, but they fail in their
nefarious designs. Thus, when a teaching which was once attended with
Divine assistance becomes deprived of it, a new faith becomes the vehicle of
Divine will and purpose.
The Surah ends with the theme that Divine help will now come to the
Holy Prophet because he is the Promised Reformer. His followers should,
therefore, give him full and unconditional allegiance. This is the only way to
success and victory. The Muslims should bear in mind that not only is the
Holy Prophet the Promised Teacher, but they too are a Promised People and
consequently are bound to succeed.
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1. In the name of Allah, the
Gracious, the Merciful.2436
2. O people, fear your Lord;
verily the earthquake of the Hour
is a tremendous thing—2437
a

a

See 1:1.

2436. Commentary:
See 1:1.
2437. Important Words:
( زلزلةearthquake) is derived from
زلزل. They say اّلل االرض
 زلزل ٰ هi.e. God
shook the earth.  زلزلهmeans, he
frightened him.  زلزل االبلmeans, he
drove the camels harshly.  زلزلةmeans,
a shaking of the earth; an earthquake;
a calamity; a terrible visitation; زالزل
(plural) i.e. calamities, miseries,
trials, afflictions (Aqrab). The word
also means: a war or the effects of
war. The last two World Wars were
called ( زلزلةan earthquake) because
they shook the foundation of human
society and brought about new
political and social changes and also
a revolutionary change in the beliefs,
ideas and ideals of men. The word
has been used in the Quran in the
sense of a calamity (2:215) and also
in the sense of war or the effects of
war (33:11, 12).
( الساعةHour) is derived from ساع.
They say  ساع ال یشءi.e. the thing was
lost, it degraded.  ساعت االبلmeans, the
camels went away grazing without a
driver.  ساعةmeans, an hour; a part of
time; a while or a little while; a

space; a period; an indefinite time; a
watch.  الساعةmeans, the present time;
now; just now; this moment. It also
means,
difficulty,
distress
or
affliction; distance; remoteness. الساعة
(Hour) or  القیامةis used in three senses:
(a) death of a great and famous
person. It is called  القیامة الصغریor
 الصغری الساعةi.e. the small resurrection;
(b) a national calamity or the doom
that overtakes a whole people on
account of their evil deeds. It is called
 الساعة الوسیطi.e. the Middle Hour; (c) the
Day of Judgement. It is called القیامة
 الکربیor  الساعة الکربیi.e. the Great Hour
(Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
The word  الساعةhas been used in the
Quran in the last two senses
mentioned under "Important Words"
above. The context shows that in the
verse under comment it has been used
in the second sense, i.e. in the sense
of a national calamity that shakes the
very foundation of a people. It may
have particular reference to the
impending doom of the Arabs when
Mecca, the citadel of their political
power, would fall and their political
power and whole social system would
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3. The day when you see it,
every woman giving suck shall
forget her suckling and every
pregnant woman shall cast her
burden; and thou shalt see men
as drunken while they will not
be drunken, but severe will
indeed be the punishment of
Allah.2438
4. aAnd among men there are
some who dispute concerning
a

13:14; 22:9; 31:21; 40:70.

break and crumble or it may refer to a
terrible calamity that would overtake
mankind in the form of a global war
and would bring calamitous changes
in its wake. The present verse read
along with 2:213 lends further
support to the inference that the
words ( الساعةthe Hour) or ( یوم القیامةthe
Day of Judgement) used in the Quran
generally signify a great national
calamity that overtakes a people.
2438. Important Words:
( تذھلforget) is derived from ذھل.
They say  ذھل عنهi.e. he forgot it or
neglected it; he was or became
unmindful of it; he neglected it
intentionally or in consequence of his
being diverted by something.  ذھولis
the neglecting of a thing, dismissing
it from the mind; or the quitting of a
thing with confusion or perplexity or
alienation of mind such as arises from
fear etc. or being diverted from one’s
constant companion so as to forget
him (Lane & Aqrab).

or similes to express the extreme
severity of "the earthquake of the
Hour," referred to in the preceding
verse. Nothing is dearer to a mother
than the babe to which she gives suck
and there could be no terror more
dreadful in its effects than the one
that makes a woman cast down her
burden and which drives men to
frenzy and yet, the verse says, the
suddenness and severity of the terror
inspired by the dreadful event would
be such that mothers would abandon
the babes at their breasts and pregnant
women would cast down their burdens
and people would go mad with fright
and like a drunken man would lose all
control over their actions. The
wording of the verse incidentally
implies that the "Hour" referred to in
the preceding verse is not the final
Day of Judgement but, as stated in the
preceding verse, is the destruction of
the political power of Meccans in the
form of the Fall of Mecca and other
calamities that would overtake them,
Commentary:
The verse has used three metaphors and the victory of Islam.
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Allah without knowledge, and
follow every rebellious satan,2439
5. Concerning whom it is
decreed that awhosoever makes
a

4:39,120.

2439. Important Words:
( مریدrebellious) is derived from مرد
(marada) which means, he exalted
himself; he was insolent and
audacious in pride and in acts of
disobedience; he was excessively
proud or disobedient or rebellious; he
was refractory; he outstripped others
in pride or disobedience. ( مردmarida),
means it (the tree) became denuded of
its leaves.  شجر أمردmeans, a tree devoid
of leaves,  املاردor  املریدmeans, one who
is destitute of good (Lane & Aqrab).
See also 9:101.
Commentary:
The verse shows that true
knowledge is a great divine boon and
all misguidance is the result of the
lack of it. At another place (35:29)
the Quran states that the realization of
the Diving Being is vouchsafed only
to those who are possessed of true
knowledge. The present verse is of
general application and applies to no
particular person. The words یف اهلل
(concerning Allah) mean, concerning
the person, power and attribute of God.
It may be noted here that شیطان
(Satan) or ( ابلهیسIblis) is the being
who has been created by God to
incite men to do evil deeds as angels
have been created to exhort them to
do good deeds and thus he is the
exact opposite of the angels, and the
object of his creation is to try and test

the mettle of men. He has his
representatives in every time and age.
It is this inciter to evil deeds and his
representatives who have been
mentioned in the Quran in connection
with Adam’s story. This inciter to evil
deeds will live as long as the world
lasts but his representatives in the
form of wicked men die and others
take their place.
It may also be mentioned here that
Satan will not be punished for
inciting men to evil deeds as angels
will not be rewarded for exhorting
them to do good deeds. Punishment is
awarded for deeds which are against
the laws of nature or of the Shari‘ah
but to incite men to bad deeds is
ingrained in the very nature of Satan
and is a part of his being. So the
question of punishment in regard to
him does not arise. It is true that
according to the Quran, Satan will go
to Hell just as the angels will go to
Heaven but the fire of Hell will cause
him no pain or suffering just as the
rewards of heaven will give no joy or
happiness to the angels. Having been
created of fire (7:13) Satan is immune
from the effects of burning. He is no
doubt hated and condemned and
denounced because he represents evil
and sin but he deserves and will
receive no punishment for what is a
part of his nature and what he has been
created to do. His representatives from
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friends with him, him he will
lead astray and will guide him to
the punishment of the Fire.2440
6. O people, if you are in doubt
concerning the Resurrection,
then consider that We have
indeed created you from dust,
then from a sperm drop, then
from clotted blood, then from a
lump of flesh, partly formed
and partly unformed, in order
that We may make Our power
manifest to you. aAnd We cause
what We will to remain in the
wombs for an appointed term;
then We bring you forth as
babes; then We rear you that
you may attain to your age
of full strength. And there are
some of you who are caused to
die prematurely, band there are
others among you who are
driven to the worst part of life
a

13:9; 35:12; 41:48. b16:71; 36:69.

among men, however, will certainly be
punished for their wicked deeds. See
also 2:35, 37.
2440. Commentary:
The verse makes it clear that only
those are led astray by Satan who first
make friends with him and follow
him. At another place the Quran says
that Satan has no power over the true
servants of God. It is only those who
accept his evil suggestions and follow
him that fall victim to him (16:100-

101; 17:66).
The expression ( یھدیهguides him)
contains a beautiful irony. i.e. Satan
'guides' disbelievers to the fire of Hell
as if the fire of Hell is a thing to
which they would like to be guided. It
is of interest to note that whereas for
the righteous it is said that "are on
guidance" or, in other words, they
are mounted on guidance, for the
wicked it is said that they are led or
driven to Hell.
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with the result that they know
nothing after having had
knowledge. And thou seest the
earth lifeless, abut when We
send down water thereon, it stirs
and swells, and grows every kind
of beauteous vegetation.2441
a

16:66; 27:61; 30:49-51; 35:28; 45:6.

2441. Important Words:
( ترابdust) is derived from ترب
which means, it became dusted or
dusty; he had dust in his hand; he
clove to dust or earth; he clove to the
dust or earth by means of poverty.
 ترابmeans, dust, earth (Lane).
( علقةclotted blood) is derived from
عل
 قwhich has several meanings. علق به
means, it stuck fast, clung or adhered
to it; it was or became suspended by
it; it concerned him or it. علقت املرأة
means, the woman became pregnant.
 علقmeans, blood or intensely red
blood or thick or clotted blood
because of its clinging together. علقة
signifies a portion of clotted blood or
the seminal fluid when it becomes thick
clotted blood after which it passes to
another stage termed ( مضغةLane).
( مضغةlump of flesh) is derived from
مض
 غ. They say  مضغ الطعامi.e. he chewed
the food.  مضغةmeans, a piece or bit of
flesh or a morsel of flesh; a foetus
when it has become like a lump or
flesh (Lane & Aqrab).
( خملقةformed) is derived form  خلقfor
which see 3:50.  مضغة خملقةsignifies a
foetus when it has become like a
lump of flesh perfect or complete in
make or of which the make has
become apparent (Lane).

( ھامدةlifeless) is active participle in
the feminine gender from  مھدwhich
means, he or it died or perished. مھدت
 الریحmeans, the wind became still.
 مھدت االرضmeans, the land became
lifeless, without herbage and without
rain (Lane & Aqrab).
( اھتزتstirs) is derived from ھز. They
say  ھزہi.e. he shook it.  اھتز النباتmeans,
the plant or herbage became tall. اھتزت
 االرضmeans, the land produced
herbage or became in motion and
produced plants or herbage (Lane &
Aqrab). When Sa‘d, a very prominent
companion of the Holy Prophet
died, he is reported to have
exclaimed,  اھتز عرش الرمحان ملوت سعد بن معاذi.e.
the Throne of the Gracious God
shook on account of the death of Sa‘d
bin Ma‘adh.
( ربتswells) is from  رباmeaning, it
increased or augmented; it became
high.  ربت ه هاالرضmeans, the earth
became large and swelled (Lane). See
also 2:266 & 3:131.
( بھهیجbeauteous) is derived from بھج
(bahuja) i.e. he or it was or became
beauteous or beautiful or goodly or
beautiful and bright or splendid; or
from ( بھجbahija) which means, he
was or became joyful, glad or happy.
 بھج بهmeans, he rejoiced in it or at it.
Or it may also be said to have been
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7. That is because Allah is the
Truth, and that ait is He Who
brings the dead to life, and
that He has power over all
things;2442
a

2:74; 30:51; 35:10; 41:40; 42:10; 57:18.

derived from ( بھجbahaja). They say
( بھجهbahaja) i.e. it made him joyful,
glad or happy.  بھهیجmeans, beauteous
or beautiful and bright or splendid,
having a joyful, glad or happy
appearance.  بھجةmeans, beauty or
goodliness of a thing or its beauty and
brightness or splendour; joyfulness,
gladness or happiness of appearance
(Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
The verse proceeds to give
arguments to show that life after
death or the resurrection is an
established fact. Man’s own creation
and physical development is the first
argument given in this verse to prove
this theme. This creation is a process
of evolution, a gradual unfolding, a
development from one stage to
another, from lifeless matter to a
seed, then to a fertilized ovum, then
to a foetus and then it culminates in
the birth of a perfectly formed human
being. But this process of evolution
and growth does not stop with man’s
birth. It continues. A child grows into
a full grown man and then he passes
on to old age and then to death which
is the flight of the human soul from
its physical habitat. This wonderful
physical growth of man from a
lifeless piece of matter to a fully
developed human being constitutes
an irrefutable proof that the Creator

of man and the Author of all these
stages of development possesses the
power to give him a new life after he
is dead.
The inference seems to be that just
as the creation and development of
man is a process of evolution and
gradual growth, in the same way the
progress of Islam will also be gradual
and in stages.
After this argument in favour of life
after death, another argument given in
this verse is taken from nature. The
verse says that the earth becomes
barren, bleak or dead on account of a
long period of drought. There is not a
blade of grass to be seen on it. Then
God sends down rain. The bleak and
barren earth begins to vibrate with
new life. This phenomenon also leads
to the same conclusion that God Who
has the power to make the dead and
barren earth vibrate with new life has
the power to bring man to life after
his death. It also leads to the implied
inference that by the advent of Islam,
a spiritually dead Arabia will bloom
and blossom into new life. See also
23:13-15.
2442. Commentary:
The verse purports to say that the
inescapable inference from the
preceding verse is (1) that God is احلق
i.e. His existence is an established
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8. aAnd because the Hour will
certainly come, there is no
doubt about it, and because
Allah will raise up those who
are in the graves.2443
9. bAnd among men there is he
who disputes concerning Allah
without knowledge and without
guidance and without an
enlightening Book.2444
10. Turning
his
side
disdainfully, that he may lead
men astray from the way of
Allah. For him is disgrace in
this world; and on the Day of
a

15:86; 18:22; 20:16; 40:60; 45:33. b22:4.

fact and He is the Creator Who
creates according to the requirements
of wisdom and justice; (2) that He
infuses new life into a spiritually
dead people and (3) that He has the
power to do all things which are in
accordance with His design and
device and which fulfil His purpose.
The word ( املویتthe dead) here
specially signifies those who are
spiritually dead. The physically dead
are mentioned in the next verse.
2443. Commentary:
The verse continues the theme of its
predecessor and like it constitutes an
inevitable conclusion to v. 6 viz. "that
the Hour will certainly come and that
Allah will raise up those who are in
the graves." The expression "who are
in the graves" may also refer to those
who are spiritually dead and are
waiting for a Divine Reformer to

come and raise them from their
graves, i.e. their spiritual death. This
expression and the word ( املویتthe
dead) in the preceding verse may be
taken as depicting two aspects of the
spiritually dead people.
2444. Commentary:
The verse stresses the importance
of true knowledge and reiterates the
fact that all deviation from the right
path is due to the lack of it. It
purports to say that the inference
from v. 6 viz. that God is and that He
has the power to bring the dead to
life, is so patent and manifest that it is
only perverse thinking, born of lack
of true knowledge that can deny it.
( علمknowledge) signifies intellectual
proof and arguments,  ھدیDivine
guidance and  کتاب ه همنریsignifies
scriptural evidence.
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Resurrection We shall make him
taste the punishment of
burning.2445
11. aThis is because of what thy
hands have sent on before, and
Allah is not unjust to His
servants.
R. 2.

12. And among men there is he
who serves Allah, standing as it
were, on the verge. Then bif
good befall him, he is content
therewith; and if there befall him
a trial, he returns to his former
way. He loses in this world as
well as in the Hereafter. That is
a manifest loss.2446
a

3:183; 8:52; 41:47. b33:20; 70:21-22.

2445. Important Words:
( ثاینturning) is derived from ثین.
They say  ثناہi.e. he doubled it or
folded it; he bent it; he turned him or
turned him away or back. ثناہ من حاجته هhe
turned him or turned him away or
back from the object of his want. ثاین
 عطفهmeaning twisting or bending his
back and turning his side, is a
metaphor for "behaving proudly." See
also 11:6 & 15:88.
Commentary:
Two kinds of punishment are in
store for the deniers of truth, viz.
defeat and discomfiture in the present
life and disgrace and ignominy in the
life to come. The punishment in this
life constitutes a proof of punishment
in the life to come.

2446. Important Words:
( حرفverge) is infinitive noun from
( حرفharafa). They say حرف ال یشء عن وجھه ه
i.e. he turned the thing from its proper
way or manner or altered it
therefrom.  حرفmeans, the extremity,
verge, border, margin, brink, side or
edge of anything, as for instance the
side of a river, the edge of a sword or
the ridge of a mountain. عیل حرف من امرہ
means, such a one is in a vacillating
condition, looking to the result of an
affair, he turns to it if he sees what he
likes, and turns away from it if he
sees what does not please him. من یعبد
اّلل عیل حرف
 ٰ هmeans, one who serves Allah
standing aloof with respect to religion,
in a fluctuating state, like the person
who is in the outskirts of the army, so
that if he is sure of victory and spoil,
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13. aHe calls beside Allah on
that which can neither harm him
nor benefit him. That is indeed
straying far away.
14. He calls on him whose harm
is nearer than his benefit. Evil
indeed is the patron, and evil
indeed the associate.2447
a

6:72; 10:107; 21:67; 25:56.

he stands firm, otherwise he flees
away; or the meaning is, he who
serves God in doubt or suspense
being unsteady like him who is on the
ridge of a mountain; or the meaning
is, one who serves God in one mode
of circumstances i.e. when in ample
circumstances and not when in
straitened circumstances (Lane).
Commentary:
The sense of the expression عیل حرف
(on the verge) is explained in the very
next sentence, viz. if good befall him,
he is content therewith; and if there
befall him a trial, he returns to his
former way. Taking the word  حرفin
the sense of suspense, the expression
would signify that people of weak
faith are always in a state of doubt
and suspense. If by accepting the
message of truth they hope to get
some material benefit, they remain
and act as believers but if belief is
attended with trials and tribulations
then they turn back on their heels.
Taking this word in the sense of edge
or brink, the expression would mean
that such people have only a
superficial knowledge of religion.
They do not enter into its spirit and
have no insight into it. Such waverers

and doubters are always deprived of
the very benefits they hope to get by
their insincere faith.
2447. Commentary:
There may seem to be some
contradiction between the subjectmatter of this and the previous verse.
But in reality there is none. The
preceding verse only means that false
gods are devoid of all power to do
any good or ill to anybody, so it is
foolish to worship such worthless
objects. The present verse, however,
means that the moral injury that the
worship of false gods does to their
votaries is immediate and quite patent
inasmuch as the worshippers degrade
themselves before lifeless things and
thus do a great injury to their dignity
and self-respect, but any benefit that
they hope to get from it is imaginary
and far-fetched. The verse may also
signify that the unreal, temporary and
insubstantial worldly gain that the
idolaters hope to gain by associating
themselves with the community of
polytheists is nothing compared
with the moral and spiritual injury
they do to themselves by their
worship of the idols.
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15. aVerily, Allah will cause
those who believe and do good
deeds to enter Gardens beneath
which rivers flow; surely Allah
does what He will.2448
16. Whoso thinks that Allah will
not help him (the Prophet) in
this world and the Hereafter, let
him, if he can, find a way to
heaven, and let him cut off the
Divine help. Then let him see if
his device can remove that
which enrages him.2449
17. And thus have We sent it
(the Quran) down as manifest
Signs, and surely Allah guides
whom He will.
a

2:278; 4:176; 10:10; 13:30; 14:24.

2448. Commentary:
Whereas the preceding two verses
purport to say that idol worshippers
get no gain from their evil practices
or if at all they happen to derive any
benefit from them it is quite
insubstantial and transitory, the
present verse says that the advantages
of true faith and good works are
manifold and enduring.
2449. Commentary:
This
verse
is
generally
misunderstood and misinterpreted.
We have tried to make the meaning
clear by supplying the words "the
Prophet" within brackets and the
expressions "the Divine help" and "if
he can" and the pronoun "him" in

italics. The verse seems to hold out a
challenge to disbelievers to do their
worst against the Holy Prophet; and
then see if they can stop Divine help
which he is constantly receiving and
will continue to receive from on high.
It is decreed in the heavens that Islam
will make steady and uninterrupted
progress and that no one can alter the
Divine decree; and that only death
will save disbelievers from the
humiliating and painful sight of
seeing Islam making rapid progress.
If the word  سـمـاءbe interpreted as
"roof" or "ceiling" the verse would
signify, "if the opponents of the Holy
Prophet are enraged at the success of
his mission, then let them hang
themselves by fixing a rope to the
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18. As to those who believe, and
the Jews, and the Sabians, and
the Christians, and the Magians
and the idolaters, verily, Allah
will judge between them on the
Day of Resurrection; surely,
Allah is Witness over all
things.2450
19. Hast thou not seen that ato
Allah submits whosoever is in
the heavens and whosoever is in
the earth, and the sun, and the
moon, and the stars, and the
a

13:16; 16:49-50; 55:7.

ceiling and cutting it off. But even
then Divine assistance will not stop
coming." This meaning is supported
by 3:120 where disbelievers are
reproved and reprimanded in the
words, "Die in your rage, surely Allah
knows full well what is in your
hearts."
2450. Important Words:
( املجوسMagians) is derived from جمس
(majjasa). They say  جمسهi.e. he made
him a Magian. The Holy Prophet is
reported to have said,
ما من مولود اال یولد عیل الفطرة فأبواہ یھودانه و ینصرانه و میجسانه
i.e." Every child is born on the true
Islamic nature but his parents make
him a Jew, Christian or Magian"
(Bukhari, Kitabul-Jana’iz & Muslim).
( املجوسMagians) are a people who
worship the sun and the fire;
sometimes the word  جمویسis used for a
magician or a philosopher. It applies
particularly to the Zoroastrians whose
sacred Book is Zend-Avesta. In later

Arabic literature, the word is also
used to denote the people of northern
Europe (Aqrab & Enc. of Islam).
Commentary:
The present verse read in
conjunction with 2:63 and 5:70,
clears the misunderstanding to which
these two verses are mistakenly
understood to give rise. These verses
do not bear the construction put upon
them by some Christian writers, viz.
that Christians, Jews and Sabians are
equally eligible to salvation along
with true believers. The Quran lends
support to no such belief. According
to it the only religion acceptable to
God is Islam (3:20, 86). The present
verse lays down only a criterion to
test the truth of all these religions and
not that it regards all of them as true.
The implied criterion is that of all
these religions the true one will
prevail over others in the "Hour of
Decision."
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mountains, and the trees, and
the beasts, and many of
mankind? But there are many
who become deserving of
punishment. And whomsoever
Allah disgraces, none can raise
him to honour. Verily, Allah
does what He pleases.2451
20. These
two
are
two
disputants
who
dispute
concerning their Lord. As for
those who disbelieve, garments
of fire will be cut out for them;
and aboiling water will be
poured down over their
heads,2452
a

44:49; 55:45; 56:43-44.

2451. Commentary:
God has fixed certain laws—natural
laws, which all created things,
animate or inanimate, have to obey.
There is no escape from submission
to these laws. There are, however,
certain other laws—the laws of the
Shari‘ah—which God has made for
the guidance of man. These laws man
may obey or disobey and defy and
thus may suffer the consequences of
his defiance.
The verse further brings home to
idolaters the folly and futility of their
taking the objects of nature for
worship besides Allah. It says that all
these things depend upon Him for
their very existence. They all submit
to the laws He has fixed for them and
cannot live independently of God for

a moment. It is sheer folly, therefore,
to adore and worship things and
beings which are themselves subject
to God-made laws. The expression
 یسجد له کثری من الناس و کثری حق علیه العذابbesides
the meaning given in the text, may
also mean that many from among men
submit to Allah and many others incur
His displeasure and punishment
because they do not submit to laws
made by Him.
2452. Commentary:
The reference in the words "These
two" is to two classes of men—the
believers and disbelievers, i.e. those
who obey and willingly submit to the
laws of nature and those of the
Shari‘ah and those who flout, disobey
and defy these laws. The verse means
to say that the second class of men
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21. aWhereby that which is in
their bellies, and their skins too,
will be melted;2453
22. And for their further
punishment there will be maces
of iron.2454
23. bWhenever they will seek to
get out of it from anguish, they
will be turned back into it: and
it will be said to them, c‘Taste ye
the punishment of burning!’2455
R. 3.

24. But Allah will cause those
who believe and do good deeds
a

44:46. b5:38; 32:21. c8:15; 34:43.

will suffer the evil consequences of will melt away the inward and
outward dross and impurities of the
their disobedience and defiance.
sins committed by them and thus
2453. Important Words:
after cleansing and purifying them of
( یصھرwill be melted) is formed from
their impurities and dross will make
 صھرwhich means, he melted or
them deserving of salvation.
liquefied fat or a thing; he or it burned;
he thoroughly cooked with fire. صھرته2454. Important Words:
( مقامعmaces) is the plural of مقمعة
 الشمسmeans, the sun affected him
which is derived from قمع. They say قمعه
severely by its heat (Lane & Aqrab).
i.e. he beat him with a mace or iron
Commentary:
rod; he prevented him by force from
The verse purports to say that the
what he intended; he dominated him
flouters and defiers of Divine Laws
and disgraced him; he struck on the
will suffer both internal and external
upper part of his head.  مقمعةmeans, a
punishment, i.e. they will lose their
mace; an iron rod or club to lead an
peace of mind and will also suffer
elephant; a hooked staff (Aqrab).
corporal punishment. The verse also
seems to point, on the one hand, to 2455. Commentary:
the extreme severity of the
The expression  من غمmay also
punishment of Hell and on the other mean, on account of ( غمanguish), or
to its temporary nature. It purports to  غمbeing case in apposition with the
say that the fire of Hell will burn and pronoun ( ھاha), the expression may
melt whatever there would be in the mean, whenever they will seek to get
bellies and skins of disbelievers, i.e. it out of it, i.e. out of ( غمanguish).
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to enter Gardens beneath which
rivers flow. aThey will be
adorned therein with bracelets
of gold, and with pearls; and
b
their raiment therein will be of
silk.2456
25. And they will be guided to
pure speech, and they will be
a

18:32; 35:34; 76:22. b76:13.

2456. Commentary:
This verse refers to the believers,
the second of the two classes of men
referred to in v. 20 above. The first
class of men—the disbelievers, have
been referred to in vv. 20-23 above.
The verse embodies a prophecy
which
met
with
remarkable
fulfilment. It was made at a time
when the very fate of Islam hung in
the balance and there was no safety or
security for Muslims anywhere. But
afterwards in fulfilment of this
prophecy they were given most fertile
and beautiful countries to rule. They
had the choicest of fruits to eat and
they lived in gardens beneath which
streams flowed. The Holy Prophet is
reported to have said, "The Nile and
the Euphrates are two of the streams
of Paradise" (Muslim, ch. Al-Jannah).
So it is clear that the Holy Prophet
and his Companions knew that they
were promised 'gardens' not only in
the next life but in this world also and
that they also knew that by 'gardens'
in this life were meant rich and fertile
lands once ruled by the Kings of
Persia and the Emperors of the
eastern Roman Empire. During the

Caliphate of ‘Umar, Muslim armies
fought on two fronts, in Mesopotamia
and Syria, and when Arab chiefs with
their respective claims presented
themselves before him and offered
their services, he asked them to which
of "the two promised lands,"
Mesopotamia or Syria, they would
like to go. This shows that the
Companions of the Holy Prophet
knew and understood that the
'gardens' promised them in the Quran
were the rich provinces of the Persian
Empire and of Syria and Egypt. The
prophecy was literally fulfilled. When
Persia was conquered, bracelets of
gold and pearl and silken garments
formed part of the booty. These
things were distributed among the
Muslims and Suraqah, a companion
of the Holy Prophet, was made by
‘Umar to wear the bracelets of gold
which the kings of Persia used to
wear on special State occasions. Thus
was fulfilled another prophecy of the
Holy Prophet according to which he
is reported to have once said to
Suraqah, "How would you feel when
you will be made to wear the golden
bracelets of Chosroes (Al-Khasa’isulKubra, vol. II, p. 113).
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guided to the path of the
Praiseworthy God.2456A
26. As to those who disbelieve,
and hinder men from the way of
Allah, and from athe Sacred
Mosque, which We have
appointed equally for all men,
be they dwellers therein or
visitors from the desert, and
whoso seeks wrongfully to
deviate therein from the right
path—We shall cause him
to taste of a grievous
punishment.2457
a

8:35; 16:89; 43:38; 48:26.

2456A. Commentary:
The verse shows that Paradise will
not be a place of inactivity or
idleness. On the other hand it will be
a place of continuous work. Only the
nature of the work will be different
and there will be no fear of failure or
fall as in this life. The spiritual
progress of the righteous will be
uniform and uninterrupted.
2457. Important Words:
 عاکفmeans, one who dwells in a
place or dwells there permanently.
Here it means one who dwells in
Mecca or dwells in it constantly. See
also 2:126 & 21:53.
( البادvisitor from the desert) is
derived from بدا. They say بدا القوم ایل البادیة
i.e. people went forth to the desert, or
they went forth from the region of the
towns to the pasturing places in the
desert.  حضارةwhich means, life in the
towns, is contrary to  بداوةwhich

means, life in the desert.  بادmeans, one
who dwells in  بادیةi.e. desert or tents;
not remaining in his place; one who
comes from outside the town, i.e. a
visitor or an occasional visitor (Lane
& Aqrab).
Commentary:
This verse serves as an introduction
to the subject of pilgrimage which is
the central theme of this Surah.
Circumambulation of the Sacred
Mosque is the most important of the
rituals and ceremonies of Pilgrimage,
so a brief reference to the sacredness
and importance of the Ka‘bah forms
a befitting introduction to the subject
of Hajj.
The reference in words "those who
hinder men from the way of Allah
and from the Sacred Mosque" may
also be to a well-known incident
connected with the Truce of
Hudaibiyyah. In the 7th year of the
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R. 4.

27. And remember the time
when We assigned to Abraham
the site of the House and said,
‘Associate not anything with
Me and akeep My House clean
for those who perform the
circuits, and those who stand up
and those who bow down and
fall prostrate in Prayer;2458
a

2:126.

Hijrah, the Holy Prophet, in
fulfilment of a vision, left Medina
with 1400 Companions to pay a visit
to Mecca and perform ‘Umrah or the
Lesser Pilgrimage. When he reached
a place called Hudaibiyyah, he was
prevented by the Meccans from
proceeding further. He returned to
Medina after having signed a truce
known as the Truce of Hudaibiyyah.
This Truce, known after the name of
the place at which it was signed, led
to the conquest of Mecca and
eventually of the whole of Arabia.
The verse also points to the Islamic
principle of the equality of status of
all men in a place of worship and by
implication to the inherent equality of
all human beings.
2458. Commentary:
The Ka‘bah is variously mentioned
in the Quran as  بییتi.e. My House
(2:126 & 22:27), as  البیت املحرمi.e. the
Sacred House (14:38), as املسجد احلرام
i.e. the Sacred Mosque (2:151), as
 البیتi.e. the House (2:128, 159; 3:98;
8:36; 22:27), as  البیت العتهیقi.e. the
Ancient House (22:30, 34), as البیت

 املعمورi.e. the Frequented House (52:5)
and as  اول بیتi.e. the First House
(3:97). All these different appellations
point to the eminence of the Ka‘bah
as being the greatest centre of
worship for mankind.
The words "We assigned to
Abraham the site of the House" show
that the site of the Ka‘bah had existed
before Abraham’s time. In fact the
Ka‘bah was built by Adam and as it
appears from 3:97, it was the first
House of worship built in the world.
By the time of Abraham it had fallen
into ruins and its site having been
disclosed to him by revelation he and
his son Ishmael, the Holy Prophet’s
great progenitor, rebuilt it.
The words "keep My House clean"
embodied both a commandment and a
prophecy. The commandment was
that the Ka‘bah was not to be polluted
with idol worship as it had been built
for the worship of the One True God
and the prophecy lay in the fact that
this commandment would be defied
and the House of God would become
the house of idols but would
eventually be completely cleared of
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28. aAnd
proclaim
unto
mankind the Pilgrimage. They
will come to thee on foot, and
on every lean camel, coming by
every distant track,2458A
a

2:198; 3:98.

them. The prophecy was fulfilled
when at the Fall of Mecca the Ka‘bah
was cleared by the Holy Prophet of
all the abominations and of the 360
idols that were kept in it. Thus the
commandment, in a way, embodied a
prophecy about the advent of the
Holy Prophet; and the rebuilding of
the Ka‘bah by Abraham and Ishmael
was, in fact, the first step towards the
fulfilment of that great prophecy. See
also 2:128-130.
2458A. Important Words:
( رجاالon foot) is the plural of راجل,
which means, one who walks on foot,
a footman.  رجل راجلmeans, a great
walker (Lane). See also 2:240.
( ضامرlean camel) is active participle
from  ضمرwhich means, he or it was
or became lean or slender and lean or
lean and lank in the belly.  ضامرmeans,
lean and lank in the belly; a horse in a
state of preparation for racing by its
having been fed with food barely
sufficient to sustain it after having
become fat.  خیل ضامرةmeans, horses in
that state, i.e. lean and lank horses
(Lane).
( عمهیقdistant) is derived from عمق
which means, it was or became deep.
 عمهیقwhen applied to a road means,
remote or far-extending or long. بئر
 عمیقةmeans, a deep well (Lane &
Aqrab).

Commentary:
The Pilgrimage as an institution
began with Abraham as the words
"and proclaim unto mankind the
Pilgrimage" show. It was not an
idolatrous institution incorporated
into Islam by the Holy Prophet to
conciliate the idol worshipping Arabs
as some Christian writers have been
led to think. From the time of
Abraham, Pilgrimage has continued
without a break to this day and will
continue till the end of time. The
Ka‘bah was once the centre of
Pilgrimage for the Arabs alone, but
now it is the centre of Pilgrimage for
the whole Muslim world and is
destined to become the spiritual
centre for all mankind. It is when
Islam will prevail in the world that
the Ka‘bah will become a symbol of
the Unity of God and of mankind.
The time is not far off when there will
be only One God, one Religion, one
Prophet and one Book with the
Ka‘bah as the one spiritual centre for
the whole of mankind. That the
Ka‘bah was destined one day to come
into the possession of the Holy
Prophet who was to set free captives
"not for price nor reward" and at
whose hands it was to become the
spiritual centre for the whole of
mankind was foretold several
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29. That athey may witness its
benefits for them and may
mention the name of Allah,
b
during the appointed days, over
the quadrupeds of the class
of cattle that He has provided
for them. Then eat ye thereof
and feed the distressed, the
needy.2459
a

2:199; 5:3. b2:204.

hundred years before the advent of
the Holy Prophet by the Prophet
Isaiah. Isaiah’s prophecy is as follows:
I have raised him up in
righteousness; and I will direct his
ways: He shall build my city, and he
shall let go my captives, not for price
nor reward, saith the Lord of hosts...
the labour of Egypt, and merchandise
of Ethiopia and of the Sabeans, men
of stature, shall come over unto thee,
and they shall be thine: They shall
come after thee; in chains they shall
come over, and they shall fall down
unto thee, they shall make
supplication unto thee, saying, surely
God is in thee; and there is none else,
there is no God (Isaiah 45:13-14).
The prophecy is too clear to need
any explanation. It evidently applies
to the Holy Prophet.
The verse also constitutes a mighty
prophecy. The proclamation that
Ka‘bah would one day become a
great centre to which people from
distant lands would come to perform
Hajj was made at Mecca at a time
when the very fate of Islam was
hanging in the balance. Life was not

safe for the Holy Prophet and his
followers. They were being driven
away from their hearths and homes
and did not know where to go. It was
at that time that it was proclaimed to
the world, as if with a beat of drum,
that to the Ka‘bah would come
people from all parts of the earth. The
gathering in Mecca every year of
many hundreds of thousands of
Muslims from very distant lands
bears an irrefutable testimony to the
remarkable fulfilment of this prophecy.
2459. Commentary:
Apart from the spiritual good that
the Pilgrimage does to a Muslim, it
possesses great social and political
significance. It has great potentialities
for welding different Muslim
countries into one strong international
brotherhood of Islam. Muslims from
all parts of the world, who meet at
Mecca once a year can exchange
views on all sorts of matters of
international importance, renew old
and establish new contacts. They
have opportunities to acquaint
themselves with the problems that
confront their brethren in faith in
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30. Then let them accomplish
their needful acts of cleansing,
and fulfill their vows, and go
around the Ancient House.’2460
other countries, to copy one another’s
good points and profit by one
another’s experience and also to
cooperate with one another in many
other ways. Mecca being God’s
appointed centre of Islam, the
Pilgrimage can serve as a sort of a
United Nations Organization for the
whole Muslim world. All other
religions have failed to produce such
a forum for the exchange of
international ideas and programmes.
But it is regretted that Muslims have
not yet awakened to the realization of
Mecca being an international capital
for the whole Muslim world. These
are some of the material benefits and
advantages to which reference has
been made in the words, "that they
may witness its benefits;" and the
words "and may mention the name of
Allah," refer to the great spiritual
benefits which Muslims can and
should derive from the Pilgrimage to
Mecca. See also 3:98.
2460. Important Words:
( لهیقضوا تفثھمaccomplish their needful
acts of cleansing). ( تفثtafathun) is
infinitive noun from (tafatha) which
means, he left off shaving his pubes
and in consequence became dirty.
 قیض ه هتفثهmeans, he removed his
uncleanliness. The Quranic expression
 لهیقضوا ه هتفثھمmeans, then let them
accomplish their needful acts of
shaving and cleansing (Lane & Aqrab).

( الع هتیقancient) is derived from عتق.
They say,  عتق العبدi.e. the slave became
free.  عتهیق اخلمرmeans, the wine became
old and good.  ع هتیقmeans, free from
slavery
or
emancipated;
old;
beautiful; excellent (Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
The words, "and go round the
ancient House," refer to the last tawaf
or circumambulation round the
Ka‘bah.
The seven circuits round the
Ka‘bah correspond to seven prayers
of Abraham which he uttered when,
with the assistance of his son
Ishmael, he was building the Ka‘bah.
The prayers are given in 2:129-130
and are as follows:
1. "Our Lord make us submissive to
Thee;
2. "and make of our offspring a
people submissive to thee;
3. "show us our ways of worship;
4. "turn to us with mercy;
5. "raise up among them a
Messenger from among themselves;
6. "who may recite to them thy
Signs, may teach them the Book and
wisdom;
In view of the three meanings of the
root word عتق, the expression البیت العتهیق
would mean, free, excellent and a
very old House. The epithet 'free'
implies a prophecy that no hostile
power will ever be able to conquer it.
It shall always remain free. The
second epithet, i.e. excellent, signifies
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31. That is God’s commandment. aAnd whoso honours the
sacred things of Allah, it will be
good for him with his Lord.
b
And the eating of the flesh
of all cattle is made lawful to
you expect that which has
already been announced to you
in the Quran. Shun, therefore,
the abomination of idols, and
shun all words of untruth,2461
a

5:3. b5:2; 6:146.

that the Ka‘bah shall always occupy a
position of honour in the world. It has
also been described as ( البیت احلرامthe
Sacred House) in the Quran. The fact
that the Ka‘bah is a very ancient
House of worship in the world finds
corroboration in another verse of the
Quran (3:97) where it is said that it is
the very first House founded for
Divine worship. In 14:38 we find that
the Ka‘bah was in existence long
before Abraham brought his wife
Hagar and his son Ishmael to settle in
the barren, bleak and arid valley of
Mecca. Noah is believed by some to
have performed the circuit of the
Ka‘bah (Tabari as quoted by Enc. of
Islam). Historians of established
repute and authority, including even
some very hostile critics of Islam,
have admitted that the Ka‘bah had
been held sacred from time
immemorial.
Diodorus
Siculus
writing about the region now known
as the Hijaz says that there is in this
country a temple greatly revered by
all the Arabs "to which the
neighbouring peoples throng from all

sides." "These words," says Sir
William Muir, "must refer to the Holy
House of Mecca for we know of no
other which ever commanded the
universal homage of Arabia…
Tradition represents the Ka‘bah as
from time immemorial the scene of
pilgrimage from all quarters of Arabia
so extensive an homage must have
had its beginning in an extremely
remote age" (Muir, p. ciii).
The fact seems to be that the
Ka‘bah was first built by Adam and
after that it was washed away by the
great Deluge in the time of Noah and
was later rebuilt by Abraham. See
also 2:128-129.
2461. Commentary:
The words, "whoso honours the
sacred things of Allah, it will be good
for him with his Lord," signify that a
Muslim should not treat lightly or
with disrespect such things as God
has sanctified or held sacred. The
words cover all those things and
persons that God has honoured.
In the last sentence of the verse
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32. Remaining ever inclined to
Allah, not associating anything
with
Him.
And
whoso
associates anything with Allah,
falls, as it were, from a height,
and the birds snatch him away,
or the wind blows him away to
a distant place.2462
lying and idol worship have been
condemned as equally heinous. Of all
abominations, falsehood, perhaps,
plays the greatest part in the moral
degradation of a man, second only to
idol worship.
The verse also points to the great
truth that without fully subscribing to
the belief in Divine Unity it is
impossible to get rid of mental
confusion and bewilderment and to
enjoy real peace of mind. An idolater
falls an easy victim to unfounded
superstitious fears.
2462. Commentary:
Man is the noblest creation of God.
The whole universe—the sun, the
moon, the stars, the earth, the oceans,
the mountains, etc., have been made
to serve him. He can rise morally and
spiritually so high as to reflect in his
person the Divine attributes. So if
man whom God has given the highest
place in His whole creation degrades
himself so low as to worship lifeless
objects, he falls, as it were, from the
heights of spiritual eminence to the
depths of moral and intellectual
degradation. This, in brief, is the
purport of this verse.
A brief note on idolatry is here
called for. Broadly speaking idolatry
consists in the paying of Divine

honours to idols, images or any
created object; the ascription of
Divine powers to natural agencies
and the excessive admiration,
veneration or love for any person or
thing. Besides this, idolatry has
several other subtler forms. Some of
these are as follows:
1. To believe that there are more
beings than one who possess equal
and similar powers and attributes and
who have equal share in the creation
and control of the universe with God.
2. To show allegiance or veneration
to beings or objects other than God in
the form of acts and movements of
the body which are expressive of the
highest veneration for those beings or
objects and which are prescribed by
different religions to be offered only
to the Supreme Being and which have
been regarded as part of worship,
such as prostration, etc.
3. To rely fully and completely
upon material means for the
fulfilment of one’s needs to the entire
exclusion of trust in God.
4. To ascribe to human beings
attributes which are God’s own
exclusive prerogatives, such as His
being Eternal and Everlasting and His
attribute of creation or quickening
the dead.
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33. That is so. aAnd whoso
honours the sacred Signs of
Allah—that indeed proceeds from
the righteousness of hearts.2463
34. In these (offerings) are
benefits for you for an
appointed term, then btheir
place of sacrifice is at the
Ancient House.2464
R. 5.

35. And to every people We
appointed rites of Sacrifice, that
c
they might mention the name
of Allah over the quadrupeds of
the class of cattle that He has
provided for them. So dyour God
is One God; therefore submit ye
all to Him. And give thou glad
tidings to the humble,2465
a

2:159. b2:197; 48:26. c5:5; 6:119. d5:74; 16:23; 37:5.

5. To think of a person that he has
attained to such stage of nearness to
God that God is bound to and does
accept all his prayers. This amounts
to ascribing Divine powers to him.
6. To entertain feelings of love,
veneration for, or fear of, any human
being greater or even equal to those
which he has for God. All these
different forms of idolatry have been
expressed by the four words used by
the Quran, viz. ( ندlike or equal); شریک
(co-partner or sharer); ( الهworthy of
worship) and ( ربsustainer).

verse implies that the object
underlying all the commandments
and ordinances of Islam is to
inculcate righteousness and purity of
heart. All Islamic rites and acts of
worship are only means that lead to
this supreme goal.
2464. Commentary:
The animals that are brought to
Mecca for sacrifice may be used for
riding, and carrying burdens or their
milk may be used before they are
sacrificed. They can serve other
useful purposes.

2463. Commentary:
2465. Important Words:
For اّلل
 شعائر ٰ هsee 2:159 & 5:3. The
( منسکاrites of sacrifice) is derived
2151
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from  نسك. They say  نسك الذبیحةi.e. he
slaughtered and sacrificed the animal.
 نسك الرجلmeans, the man led a life
devoted to God; he practised virtue
and piety. ّلل
 نسك ٰ هmeans, he sacrificed
seeking to win the pleasure of God;
he did good deeds willingly and
spontaneously in order to win
nearness to God.  نسك الثوبmeans, he
washed the cloth.  منسكmeans, rites of
sacrifice; place where those rites are
performed; one’s native place. مناسك احلج
means, the religious rites and
ceremonies of the Pilgrimage.
For  خمبتنیsee 11:24.
Commentary:
With this verse begins the subject
of sacrifice, one of the three main
themes with which this Surah deals,
the other two being Hajj and jihad.
The words "And to every people
We appointed rites of Sacrifice,"
show that the commandment relating
to Sacrifice is not confined to Islam.
Sacrifice is common to all religions
because they have proceeded from
the same Divine source. It also
appears from this verse that it was the
sacrifice of animals that was
originally enjoined on the followers
of all religions and that the cruel
practice of offering human beings as
sacrifice was a later innovation.
In view of the different meanings of
the root word true sacrifice possesses
three essential characteristics:(a) It should be fully voluntary and
spontaneous;
(b) It should be offered with the
purest of motives, i.e. only to win the
pleasure of God;
(c) It should not be offered from

PT.17

ulterior motives and material
considerations.
Thus the first commandment
relating to sacrifice though apparently
very simple is of great inward
significance. It is that sacrifice should
be offered only for the sake of Allah
and that Allah’s name should be
invoked while the animal is being
slaughtered for food. This not only
sanctifies and blesses the food but is
also calculated to turn attention to the
sublime object underlying the act of
slaughtering the animal—to win the
pleasure of God and to be prepared to
sacrifice the dearest thing in His way
and for His sake.
The words, "So your God is one
God, therefore, submit ye all to Him,"
have twofold significance: (1) The
fact that the rite of sacrifice is
common to all religions, although
they are so widely separated from one
another as regards the time and place
of their origin, shows that originally
they all emanated from the same
Supreme Source and that the God of
all nations is One God. (2) That the
object underlying sacrifice is to
realize and proclaim the Oneness of
God by sacrificing our ambitions and
aspirations, all our ideas and ideals
and even life and honour for His
sake, and by completely submitting
ourselves to His commandments. The
concept of sacrifice according to
Islam does not consist in appeasing
an offended deity or in atoning for
one’s sins but in sacrificing one’s all
for the sake of God and in the way of
God. Those who have full realization
of this concept of sacrifice are called
(humble) in the language of the Quran.
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36. aWhose hearts are filled
with fear when the name of
Allah is mentioned, and who
patiently
endure
whatever
befalls them, and who observe
Prayer, and spend out of what
We have provided for them.2466
37. And among the sacred Signs
of Allah We have appointed for
you the sacrificial camels. In
them there is much good for
you. So mention the name of
Allah over them as they stand
tied up in lines. And when they
fall down dead on their sides,
eat thereof and feed him who is
needy but contented and him
who supplicates. Thus have We
subjected them to you, that you
may be thankful.2467
a

23:61.

of  بدنةwhich means, a she-camel or a
male camel; a cow and a bull
(preferably the first and the second)
that is slaughtered at Mecca or
brought there for sacrifice, so called
because of its fatness, ( بدنbadana) as
a verb meaning, he was or became
big, bulky, big-bodied or corpulent or
fat (Lane & Aqrab).
( صوافstand tied up in rows) is the
plural of  صافةwhich is derived from
صوف. They say  صوف القومi.e. the people
stood in rows.  صوافmeans, standing
in rows (Lane).
( وجبتthey fall down). They say وجب
2467. Important Words:
 احلائطi.e. the wall fell down. وجب الرجل
( البدنsacrificial camels) is the plural means, the man fell down and died.

2466. Commentary:
This verse gives the fourfold object
of sacrifice or the four characteristics
of  املخبتنیi.e. those who have realized
the real significance of sacrifice.
(1) Their hearts are filled with fear
when Allah is mentioned; (2) they
patiently bear all sorts of hardships
and privations in the way of God;
(3) they purify themselves by saying
their prayers regularly and punctually
and (4) they serve mankind with all
that God has bestowed upon them—
with all the means at their disposal.
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38. Their flesh reaches not
Allah, nor does their blood, but
it is your righteousness that
reaches Him. Thus has He
subjected them to you, that you
may glorify Allah for His guiding
you. And give glad tidings to
those who do good.2468
 وجب الشمسmeans, the sun set. فاذا وجبت
 جنوبھاmeans, when their sides fall
upon the ground; when they die and
fall down (Lane).
( قانعcontented) is active participle
from ( قنعqania‘) which means, he was
contented with his lot; and also from
( قنعqana‘a) which means, he asked,
he begged.  قنع اجلبلmeans, he ascended
the mountain.  القانعmeans, one who is
contented with his lot; one who asks
or begs; one of a people (Aqrab).
( املعرتone who supplicates) is
derived from ‘( عرarra). They say عرہ
i.e. he vexed him; he did evil to him;
he addressed or applied himself to
obtain favour without asking; he
came to him and sought his bounty.
 املعرتmeans, one who applies oneself
to obtain favour without asking; one
who comes to another to ask for a
favour; a poor man (Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
The verse signifies that the
slaughtering of camels which are
brought to Mecca for sacrifice is but a
symbol of man’s readiness to lay
down his life for the sake of his
Creator and Master just as camels lay
down their lives for their own
masters. This is the supreme object
and purpose of sacrifice, other objects

mentioned in the verse being of
secondary importance. The pilgrim is
reminded of the significance of
sacrifice when he slaughters an
animal and thus the animal serves as
a sign of God.
2468. Commentary:
This verse throws a flood of light
on the essence, inwardness and real
object and purpose of sacrifice. It also
teaches a supreme lesson, viz. that it
is not the outward act of sacrifice
which pleases God but the spirit
underlying it and the motive behind
it. The flesh or blood of the
slaughtered animal does not reach
God, it is righteousness of the heart
which is acceptable to Him. God
demands and accepts total sacrifice of
all that is near and dear to us—our
material possessions, the ideals that
are so dear to us, our honour and life
itself. In reality, God wants and
demands no offering from us in the
form of flesh and blood of animals
but the offering of our hearts.
It should not, however, be
understood to mean that because it is
not the outward act of sacrifice but
the motive behind it that really
matters, the outward act is of no
importance. True, the outward act of
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39. Surely, Allah defends those
who believe. Surely, Allah loves
not anyone who is perfidious or
ungrateful.2469
sacrifice is the shell and the spirit
underlying it is the kernel and
essence yet the shell or the body of a
thing, like its soul, spirit or kernel, is
also of very great importance because
no soul could exist without a body
and no kernel without a shell.
2469. Commentary:
With this verse is introduced the
subject of jihad. The theme of
sacrifice has formed a befitting
prelude to this all-important subject.
Having explained the importance and
significance of sacrifice, the Quran
proceeds to tell Muslims that the time
has arrived that they should be
prepared to undergo all manner of
sacrifice in the defence of their faith
which the enemy is out to destroy.
Before the permission to fight in selfdefence was given to Muslims, they
were apprised of the importance of
sacrifice. The words, "Surely, Allah
defends those who believe," throw a
flood of light on the Islamic
conception of jihad. Jihad, as these
words show, is fighting in defence of
truth. But whereas Islam allows no
aggressive war, it regards the waging
of it in self-defence as an act of the
highest virtue. Because much
misconception prevails regarding the
Islamic teaching about jihad and
because Islam has been much
maligned and subjected to much
wilful
and
deliberate
misrepresentation on this account a

somewhat detailed note is called for
on this subject.
Man is God’s noblest handiwork.
He is the acme of His creation, its
aim and end. He is God’s vicegerent
on earth and the king of His whole
creation (2:30). To him even angels in
heaven make obeisance and for him
all animate and inanimate things—the
earth, the heaven, the sun, moon,
stars, mountains, oceans, rivers,
animals, and birds, have been created
and to him they have been made
subservient (14:33, 34; 35:14). This is
the Islamic conception of man’s high
place in the universe. It is therefore
only natural that that religion which
has raised man to such a high
pedestal should have attached very
great importance and sanctity to his
life. Of all things man’s life,
according to the Quran, is most
sacred and inviolable. It is a sacrilege
to take it except under very rare
circumstances which the Quran has
specifically mentioned. According to
the Quran the killing of a person
without a just cause is tantamount to
the killing of the whole of mankind
(17:34; 5:33); so sacred and
sanctified is man’s life.
No less important, according to
Islam, is freedom of conscience. It is
man’s most precious heritage—
perhaps more precious than life itself.
The Quran, which has attached the
greatest sanctity to man’s life, could
not have failed to acknowledge and
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R. 6.

40. Permission to fight is given
to those against whom war is
made, because they have been
wronged—and Allah indeed has
power to help them—2470
declare
the
sacredness
and
inviolability of this, his most precious
possession. "Let there be no
compulsion in religion," says the
Quran (2:256). It abounds in verses of
like import which shows that not only
Islam does not encourage the use of
force for the spread of its teaching but
positively and in most emphatic terms
forbids and condemns it and gives
man unrestricted choice in the matter
of his faith and belief. Here are some
of them:
Say, 'O ye men, now has the truth
come to you from your Lord. So
whosoever follows the guidance,
follows it only for the good of his
own soul, and whosoever errs, errs
only against it. And I am not a keeper
over you (10:109).
And say, It is the truth from your
Lord; therefore let him who will,
believe, and let him who will,
disbelieve (18:30).
We know best what they say; and
thou hast not been appointed to
compel them in any way. So
admonish by means of the Quran him
who fears My warning (50:46).
So remind. Thou art only one to
remind. Thou art not a warden over
them (88:22-23).
These verses, as it were, make an
unequivocal declaration about the
freedom of human conscience or the
Magna Carta of the liberty of man’s

beliefs
and
convictions.
The
injunctions embodied in these verses
have not remained a dead letter. The
Holy Prophet and his Companions
lived up to them and strictly obeyed
them even if acting upon them meant
loss of prestige as it happened at the
time of signing of the Treaty of
Hudaibiya, or when the Jewish tribe
of Banu Nadir, on their banishment
from Medina, were allowed to take
with them the scions of the Muslim
families of Aus and Khazraj, much
against the remonstrances of their
Muslim relatives, because they (the
scions) had chosen to go with the
Jews (Abu Dawud Kitabul-Jihad, &
Manthur). It is also on record that
‘Umar, the second Caliph, presented
Islam on several occasions to a
Christian slave of his, Asbaq by
name, but every time he refused to
accept it (Manthur). Instances of such
tolerant behaviour on the part of the
leaders of Islam during the ages can
easily be multiplied. In the face of
such magnanimous display of
religious
tolerance
it
seems
unbelievable that Islam should have
been accused of fanaticism and
bigotry or of having been spread by
force, but it is a sad fact of history
that it has been so maligned and
accused by its hostile critics.
2470. Commentary:
According
to
consensus
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41. Those who have been driven
out from their homes unjustly
only because they said, ‘Our
Lord is Allah’—aAnd if Allah
did not repel some people by
means of others, there would
surely have been destroyed
cloisters and churches and
synagogues
and
mosques,
wherein the name of Allah is oft
a

2:252.

scholarly opinion this is the first
verse
which
gave
Muslims
permission to take up arms in selfdefence. The verse was revealed very
early in Medina. "It is much more
reasonable," says Wherry, to suppose
with Muir that this command
emanated from Medina. Nöldeke also
relegated this command to Medina"
(Wherry’s Commentary).
The next verse also lends support to
this inference. It states that the
permission to fight was given after
the Muslims had been driven out of
their hearths and homes. If, as some
commentators of the Quran hold, the
verse was revealed at Mecca, it must
have been revealed immediately
before Hijrah when most of the
Muslims had already migrated to
Medina and the Holy Prophet with
only a very few Muslims had
remained behind in Mecca and their
cup of hardships and privations had
become full to the brim. But the
former view seems to be more akin to
fact and reality.
The verse lays down principles

according to which Muslims can
wage a defensive war, and clearly sets
forth the reasons which led a handful
of Muslims, without arms and other
material means, to fight in selfdefence after they had suffered at
Mecca ceaseless persecution for years
and had been pursued with relentless
hatred to Medina and were harassed
and harried there too. The first and
foremost reason given is that "they
had been wronged." The Muslims had
suffered untold persecution and war
was actually forced upon them. The
verse incidentally shows that the
Muslims were also very weak in
numbers, means and material when
the permission to fight in self-defence
was granted to them as the
comforting and encouraging words,
"And Allah indeed has power to help
them," indicate. These words also
implied a prophecy that though the
Muslims were weak and their enemy
was proud and powerful, yet as they
were fighting in the cause of truth
God would help them and they would
be victorious.
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commemorated. aAnd Allah will
surely help one who helps Him.
Allah is indeed Powerful,
Mighty—2471
a

47:8.

2471. Important Words:
 صوامعis the plural of  صومعةwhich is
derived from صومع. They say صومع ال یشء
i.e. he collected together the thing.
 صومع البناءmeans, he raised the building.
 صومعةmeans a mountain; a high place
where a monk lives or a holy man
worships seeking solitude; a cloister;
the cell of a recluse (Aqrab & Lane).
( بهیعchurches) is the plural of بیعة
which means, a church or, as some
say, a Jewish place of worship (Aqrab
& Lane).
 صلواتPlaces of worship of the Jews
(Aqrab).
Commentary:
The verse gives the second reason,
which led the poor and weak
Muslims to take up arms. It was that
they were driven out from their
hearths and homes without a just and
legitimate cause, their only crime
being that they believed in one God.
For years the Muslims were
persecuted at Mecca, then they were
driven out from it and were not left in
peace even in their exile at Medina.
They continued to be harassed in that
place also. Islam was threatened with
complete extirpation by a combined
attack from the Arabian tribes round
Medina, among whom the influence
of the Quraish, on account of their
being the custodians of the Ka‘bah,
was very great. Medina itself was

honey-combed with sedition and
treachery. The Jews, compact and
united, were opposed to the Holy
Prophet. ‘Abdullah bin Ubayy,
whose designs to become the
crowned king of Medina had been
upset by the Holy Prophet’s arrival in
that city, and the hypocrites were an
additional source of great danger to
Islam. The Quraish held out a threat
to ‘Abdullah bin ‘Ubayy that if the
people of Medinah gave shelter to the
Holy Prophet and did not make
common cause with them against
Muslims they would attack Medina
with all their powerful hosts and
allies and would kill their men and
carry their women to Mecca in
captivity (Abu Dawud). Thus Islam
had to defend itself against much
more powerful enemies at Medina
than at Mecca. The position of
Muslims in the first few years of their
life at Medina was decidedly much
weaker than at Mecca and the Holy
Prophet’s difficulties instead of
lessening had greatly increased. It
was under these highly unfavourable
circumstances that Muslims had to
take up arms to save themselves, their
faith and their Holy Prophet from
extermination. If ever a people had a
legitimate cause to fight, it were the
Holy Prophet Muhammad and his
Companions,
and
yet
the
unconscionable critics of Islam have
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accused him of waging aggressive
wars to impose his faith on an
unwilling people. See also 9:13.
After having given reasons why the
Muslims were obliged to take up
arms, the verse proceeds to mention
the object and purpose of the wars of
Islam. The object was never to deprive
anybody of his home and possessions
or to deprive whole peoples of
national freedom or compel them to
submit to foreign yoke under the garb
of making them civilized as Western
nations do, or to explore new markets
and get new colonies. It was to fight in
self-defence and to save Islam from
extermination and to establish
freedom of conscience and liberty of
thought. It was also to defend places
of worship belonging to different
religions against desecration or
destruction. Having laid down the
principle that all religions have their
origin in Divine revelation and that the
founders of all religions were Divine
Messengers and should therefore be
equally respected (35:25), the Quran
in the present verse has enjoined upon
the Muslims to defend, even with their
lives, all the places of worship—the
churches, the synagogues, the temples,
the cloisters, etc. This subject also
finds an echo in vv. 2:194; 2:257;
8:40; 8:73. Thus the first and foremost
object of the wars of Islam was, and
will always be, to establish freedom of
belief and worship and to fight in
defence of country, honour and
freedom against an unprovoked attack.
Could there be a better cause to fight
for than this? The Islamic injunctions
as embodied in the present verse did
not remain merely pious principles.

CH.22

They were acted upon by Muslims in
daily life. The Muslims in the heyday
of their power and glory always
allowed complete freedom of belief
and worship to people who accepted
their protection and guardianship. To
show the broad-mindedness and
catholicity of Islamic teaching in this
respect, we give below only one of
several charters of freedom which the
Holy Prophet granted to the followers
of other faiths:
This is the document which
Muhammad, son of ‘Abdullah, God’s
Prophet, Warner and Bearer of gladtidings, has caused to be written so
that there should remain no excuse
for those coming after. I have caused
this document to be written for
Christians of the East and the West,
for those who live near, and for those
of the distant lands, for the Christians
living at present and for those who
will come after, for those Christians
who are known to us and for those as
well whom we do not know. Any
Muslim violating and abusing what is
therein ordered would be regarded as
violator of God’s testament and
would be the breaker of His promise
and would make himself deserving of
God’s curse, be he a king or a subject.
I promise that any monk or wayfarer,
etc. who will seek my help on the
mountains, in forests, deserts or
habitations, or in places of worship, I
will repel his enemies with all my
friends and helpers, with all my
relatives and with all those who
profess to follow me and will defend
him, because they are my covenant.
And I will defend the covenanted
against the persecution, injury and
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42. Those who, if We establish
them in the earth, will observe
Prayer and pay the Zakah and
enjoin good and forbid evil.
And with Allah rests the final
issue of all affairs.2472
embarrassment by their enemies in
lieu of the poll-tax they have
promised to pay. If they prefer
themselves to defend their properties
and persons, they will be allowed to
do so and will not be put to any
inconvenience on that account. No
bishop will be expelled from his
bishopric, no monk from his
monastery, no priest from his place of
worship, and no pilgrim will be
detained in his pilgrimage. None of
their churches and other places of
worship will be desolated or
destroyed or demolished. No material
of their churches will be used for
building mosques or houses for the
Muslims, any Muslim so doing will
be regarded as recalcitrant to God and
His Prophet. Monks and bishops will
be subject to no tax or indemnity
whether they live in forests or on the
rivers, or in the East or West, North
or South. I give them my word of
honour. They have my promise and
covenant and will enjoy perfect
immunity from all sorts of
inconveniences. Every help shall be
given them in the repair of their
churches. They shall be absolved
from wearing arms. They shall be
protected by the Muslims. Let this
document be not disobeyed till the
Judgement Day (Baladhari).

Similar charters were granted to the
followers of other faiths. True
Muslims have always tried to follow
faithfully the example of their
Prophet.
The words, "And Allah will surely
help one who helps Him," signify that
Muslim armies will receive Divine
help because they fight Allah’s own
battles and promote the sacred cause
which is very dear to Him.
2472. Commentary:
The verse lays down some
principles of universal application:
Firstly: Those true servants of God
are entitled to receive God’s help,
power and authority to use it for the
good of humanity who do their duty
to God and man, and are devout and
God-fearing, who help their fellow
beings with all the means at their
disposal and not only themselves live
righteous lives but exhort others to
lead good and useful lives and abstain
from evil.
Secondly: Any nation or people
who seek to receive Divine help and
rise to power and influence should act
upon these principles.
Thirdly: a nation or people on
whom God confers power and
dominion continue to enjoy these
blessings so long as they observe
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43. aAnd if they accuse thee of
falsehood, even so, before them,
the people of Noah and the
tribes of ‘Ad and Thamud also
accused their Prophets of
falsehood.2473
44. And so did the people of
Abraham and the people of
Lot;2474
45. And the inhabitants of
Midian. And Moses too was
accused of falsehood. But I
gave respite to the disbelievers;
then I seized them, and how
terrible was the consequence
of denying Me!
a

6:35; 35:26; 40:6; 54:10.

these principles. To this sublime
principle another verse of the Quran
also refers, viz. "Verily, Allah
changes not the condition of a people
until they change their own
condition" (13:12).
The verse incidentally implies a
commandment for the Muslims that
when they get power, they should not
use it for the furtherance of their own
selfish ends but should employ it in
ameliorating the lot of poor and
downtrodden
people
and
in
establishing peace and tranquillity in
their
dominions
and
should
particularly respect and protect places
of worship. It also shows that the
Companions of the Holy Prophet
were granted power, dominion and
wealth because they lived up to the
principles enunciated in this verse

and that when they attained power
and wealth they used it in the service
of humanity.
2473. Commentary:
The verse means to say that those
who reject God’s Prophets and do not
observe the principles laid down in
the preceding verses invite and incur
Divine wrath. As an illustration the
verse gives the instances of the
people of Noah, and of the tribes of
‘Ad and Thamud. These peoples were
visited with God’s punishment
because they ignored and defied His
commandments.
2474. Commentary:
This and the next verse give the
instances of the people of Abraham
and Lot and of the inhabitants of
Midian and those who rejected Moses.
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46. aAnd how many a city have
We destroyed, while it was
given to wrongdoing, so that it
is fallen down on its roofs; and
how many a deserted well and
lofty castle!2475
47. bHave they not travelled in
the land, so that they may have
hearts wherewith to understand,
or ears wherewith to hear? For
surely it is not the eyes that are
blind, but blind are the hearts
which are in the breasts.2476
48. cAnd they ask thee to hasten
on the punishment, but Allah
will never break His promise.
And verily, a day with thy Lord
is sometimes as a thousand
a

7:5; 21:12; 28:59; 65:9-10. b12:110; 30:10; 35:45; 40:22; 47:11. c26:205; 27:72; 29:54-55;
37:177; 51:15.

 االبلmeans, the camels went away
without a pastor to look after them
(Aqrab).  واذا العشار عطلتmeans, and when
the she-camels ten-months pregnant
are abandoned or are left without a
pastor to look after them (81:5).
2475. Important Words:
( مشیدlofty) means, lofty, strongly or
( خاویةfallen) is derived from خوی. firmly built. See also 4:79.
They say  خوی البیتi.e. (1) the house
fell down in ruins; (2) it became 2476. Commentary:
empty and untenanted (Aqrab). See
The verse exhorts disbelievers to
also 2:260.
study the histories of and to learn a
( معطلةdeserted) is derived from عطل. lesson from the fate of those people
They say ( عطل ال یشءattala) i.e. he who rejected the former Prophets. It
rendered the thing untended or is also clear from this verse that the
neglected.  عطل البئرmeans, he gave up dead, the blind and the deaf spoken of
going to the well to drink from it.  عطلhere and elsewhere in the Quran are
All these peoples had their due share
of Divine punishment for their evil
deeds. They had been given sufficient
time to mend their ways but they did
not profit by the respite granted to them.
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years of your reckoning.2477
49. And how many a city there
is to which I gave respite, while
it was given to wrongdoing.
Then I seized it, and unto Me is
the return.2478
the spiritually blind, deaf and dead. "And they ask thee to hasten on the
See also 17:73.
punishment." In their conceit and
arrogance born of material glory and
2477. Commentary:
political power, the western peoples
to
labour
under
the
The reference in this verse is to a came
misconception
that
their
progress
and
mighty event in the history of Islam.
The Holy Prophet is reported to have glory would last forever. So they are
said that the first three centuries of depicted in the verse under comment
Islam would be its best period after as challenging the Holy Prophet to
which falsehood would spread and a hasten on the punishment which he
period of darkness would come and said would overtake them. To their
this period of darkness would extend implied taunt and gibe, the verse
to over a thousand years (Tirmidhi). makes a reply that God had already
This period is likened to one day in made a promise that these western
the present verse and in 32:6. In this nations would be granted respite for
period of moral and spiritual one thousand years after which a
decadence of Muslims a people terrible tribulation would overtake
having blue eyes were to arise who them and all their greatness and glory
were to spread all over the earth and would become a thing of the past.
at whose hands Islam was destined to Divine punishment would descend on
receive a serious setback (20:103- their houses and the very soil on
104). This period of political which they would be living would be
decadence of Islam and moral rendered bleak and barren. They are
degeneration of Muslims in which warned that the punishment would be
they faced defeat and discomfiture at so severe, overwhelming and
the hands of western Christian enveloping that one day of it would
nations having blue eyes, began after appear to them as a thousand years.
the expiry of the third century of See also 18:9 & 32:6.
Hijrah and lasted up to the dawn of 2478. Commentary:
the 14th century when the Promised
The verse is of general application
Messiah made his appearance. It is to but it specially alludes to the
these western people that the punishment in store for the peoples
reference has been made in the words mentioned in the preceding verses.
2163
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50. Say, ‘O mankind, aI am but
a plain Warner to you.’2479
51. Those who believe and do
good works, bfor them is
forgiveness and an honourable
provision.2480
52. But cthose who strive
against Our Signs, seeking to
frustrate Our purpose—these
shall be the inmates of the
Fire.2481
53. Never sent We a Messenger
or a Prophet before thee, but
when he sought to attain his
object, Satan put obstacles in
the way of what he sought after.
But Allah removes the obstacles
that are placed by Satan. Then
a

26:116; 29:51; 51:51; 67:27. b8:75; 24:27; 34:5. c34:6, 39.

2479. Commentary:
The verse refers to the universality
of the Message of Islam. The Holy
Prophet was sent for the whole of
mankind and the Quran is humanity’s
infallible guide till the end of time.

of cattle or other possessions; the
choicest or best thereof.  کریمwhich is
contrary of لئیم, means, generous;
liberal; honourable; noble, high-born
(Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:
The words "honourable provision,"
2480. Important Words:
cover both physical and spiritual
( کریمexcellent) is derived from  کرمsustenance.
which means, it was or became
highly esteemed or prized or valued, 2481. Commentary:
excellent, precious or rare. کرمت ارضه
It is writ large on the pages of the
means, his land became productive or history of all religions that in spite of
fertile.  کرائم املالare such as are held in all the ups and downs through which
high estimation; precious or excellent truth has to pass, it triumphs in the
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Allah firmly establishes His
Signs. And Allah is AllKnowing, Wise.2482
long run. The enemies of truth have Holy Prophet and when they
never been able to impede its onward find none, they invent one and impute
march. They cannot frustrate the it to him.
Divine plan that truth must prevail.
They say that the verse under
comment refers to the above incident.
2482. Important Words:
( متینhe sought or desired to obtain). We shall deal at length with the
 متین ال یشء هmeans, he desired the thing. whole episode when we come to the
 متین الرجلmeans, the man lied.  متین الکتابrelevant verse i.e. 53:21. Suffice it
means, he read or recited the book. here to say that the wholerd story is
 أماین( أمنیةplural) means, what is desired; belied by the fact that 53 chapter
was, according to consensus of
a lie; an object of wish (Aqrab).
scholarly opinion, revealed in the 5th
Commentary:
year of the Call at Mecca while the
This verse has been subjected to present Surah was revealed at Medina
much conjecture and speculation by or on the eve of his departure from
some
ignorant
and
careless Mecca. It is inconceivable that God
commentators
and
has
been should have waited for eight long
deliberately misinterpreted and its years to refer in this verse to that
meaning purposely distorted by incident. Moreover, the story has
prejudiced Christian writers. It is said been rejected as totally unfounded by
that one day at Mecca when the Holy all learned commentators of the
Prophet recited the Quranic verse, Quran, Ibn Kathir, being one of them.
 أفرأیتم الالت والعزی و مناة الثالثة االخریi.e. "now It appears to have been based on
tell me about Lat and ‘Uzza, and some reports narrated by Waqidi,
Manat, the third one, another whom all competent authorities
goddess" (53:21), Satan put in his regard as quite untrustworthy. It
mouth the words  تلک الغرانهیق العیل وان شفا عتھنseems strange that the utterance of
 لرتتهیi.e. these are exalted goddesses this blasphemy should have been
and their intercession is hoped for. attributed to that great and
They call it the 'lapse of Muhammad' uncompromising iconoclast i.e. the
or his 'compromise with idolatry'. In Holy Prophet, whose whole life was
fact the Holy Prophet never made any spent in denouncing and condemning
compromise with idolatry nor was idolatry and idol worship. Besides
there any lapse on his part. The lapse, this the whole context of 53:21 belies
if any, occurred in the minds of these this story. The verses preceding and
hostile critics of Islam. It is a case of succeeding
53:21
contain
an
wish being father to the thought. unsparing denunciation of idolatry. In
These people are always on the fact the whole Surah (53) is a
lookout to discover a lapse in the condemnation of ( شرکidol worship).
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54. He permits this that He may
make the obstacles which Satan
puts in the way of the Prophets
a trial for those in whose hearts
is a disease and those whose
hearts
are
hardened—and
surely, the wrongdoers are gone
far in error—2483
Moreover, there is nothing in the
words of the verse itself to warrant
the forging of such a blatant lie. The
meaning of the verse is quite clear. It
purports to say that whenever a
Prophet desires to attain his object,
i.e. whenever he preaches the
message of truth and desires that
Divine Unity may be established on
earth, Satan places all sorts of
obstacles and impediments in his
way, i.e. wicked people seek to retard
the progress of truth by putting all
sorts of obstacles in the way of the
Prophet. They wish to see his mission
fail. But they cannot frustrate the
Divine plan and God removes all
those impediments and makes the
cause of truth prevail and triumph.
This meaning of the verse is quite
simple and clear and is in perfect
harmony with the text. The words
"But Allah removes the obstacles
placed by Satan," lend powerful
support to this meaning. The verse is
of general import. What it refers to
happens in the case of every prophet.
There is no warrant for suggesting
that the verse applies exclusively to
the Holy Prophet. History too
supports the view that the verse is of
general
application.
In
their
impatience to find fault with the Holy

Prophet, however, hostile Christian
writers have singled him out, and,
misinterpreting the verse, have
attributed a supposed lapse to him.
Moreover, it is wrong to suggest, as
some commentators have done, that it
is possible for Satan to interfere with
the purity of the Quranic revelation.
God has taken upon Himself to
protect and safeguard it against all
interference and interpolation. See
also 15:10 & 72:27-29.
2483. Commentary:
This verse also supports the
interpretation we have placed on the
preceding verse. There is absolutely
no warrant for such a baseless story
as some ignorant commentators have
taken into their heads to forge in
connection with it, i.e. the preceding
verse. The verse under comment
means to say that satanic people seek
to place all sorts of obstacles in the
way of the mission of a Prophet, so
that the progress of the faith may be
retarded and "those in whose hearts is
a disease" may be misled. But God
removes all such obstacles and after
initial and temporary setbacks truth
marches on its course of uniform
progress. Thus the Prophets of God
are faced with trials and tribulations
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55. And that athose to whom
knowledge has been given may
know that it is the truth from
thy Lord, so that they may
believe therein and their hearts
may be humble unto Him. And
surely, Allah guides those who
believe to the right path.2484
56. And those who disbelieve
will not cease bto be in doubt
about it until the Hour comes
suddenly upon them or there
comes to them the punishment
of a destructive day.2485
a

13:20; 34:7; 35:32; 47:3; 56:96. b11:18.

so that sincere believers may be
differentiated and separated from
insincere hypocrites.
The words, "in whose hearts is a
disease," refer to the hypocrites, who
always stand on an edge, as it were,
between truth and falsehood (22:12).
They are always on the lookout to
join the party whose cause they see
triumphing. The words, "those whose
hearts are hardened," refer to those
inveterate disbelievers whose hearts
become hardened on account of
persistent denial of truth.

may know that it is the truth from the
Lord, so that they believe therein."
These are the two objects which the
satanic activities of the enemies of
truth become the means of serving.

2485. Important Words:
( عقیمdestructive) is derived from
عقم. They say  عقمت املرأةi.e. the woman
was or became barren.  امرأة عقیمmeans,
a barren woman, a woman that does
not conceive or give birth to a child.
 یوم عقیمmeans, a severe fighting. یوم عقیم
means, a day having no day after it; a
destructive day, a day of hard
2484. Commentary:
fighting, so called because many
This verse also supports our women having lost their sons in the
interpretation of v. 53 above. It means fighting become ( عقیمLane & Aqrab).
to say that Satan puts obstacles in the
way of a Prophet so that Allah may Commentary:
"Hour" in the verse signifies the
make it "a trial for those in whose
hearts is a disease and those whose final triumph of Islam. It may also
hearts are hardened," and "that those refer to the Fall of Mecca, when the
to whom knowledge has been given power of the disbelieving Quraish
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57. aThe kingdom on that day
shall be Allah’s. He will judge
between them. So bthose who
believe and do good deeds will
be in Gardens of Bliss.2486
58. But cthose who disbelieve
and reject Our Signs, will have
an humiliating punishment.2487
d

R. 8.

59. And those who leave their
homes for the cause of Allah,
a

6:74; 25:27. b13:30; 14:24; 18:31; 30:16; 68:35; 78:32-37. c2:40; 7:37; 30:17; 57:20; 64:11;
78:22-27. d3:196; 8:75; 9:20-22; 16:42.

was finally broken. The fall took
place quite suddenly. The Quraish
had not had the least inkling of the
approach of Muslim army till it
reached the very gates of Mecca.
The words, "the punishment of a
destructive day," may refer to any
form of punishment, preferably to the
day of the Battle of Badr.
This and the following two verses
imply a prophecy about the ultimate
triumph of Islam, and the defeat and
discomfiture of disbelievers.
2486. Commentary:
Besides
being
of
general
application the verse may particularly
refer to the Fall of Mecca. On that
day the Kingdom of God became
established in Arabia and idolatry
departed from its stronghold never to
return, and Divine judgement was
pronounced in the words, "Truth has
come and falsehood has vanished
away. Falsehood does indeed vanish
away fast" (17:82).
The words, "Gardens of Bliss" may

refer to the fertile lands of Iraq, Syria
and Egypt which after the conquest of
Arabia fell to the victorious arms of
the Muslims.
Here as also in 25:27 it is said that
"The Kingdom on that day will be
Allah’s." In 1:4 it is stated, "Allah is
the Master of the Day of Judgement"
and in 3:27, "He is the Lord of
Sovereignty." So God as represented
by Islam is not only ( ملکMalik)
meaning King, but He is also مالک
(Malik) i.e. Master and even مالک امللک,
which signifies that He is such a King
that He has complete possession, and
undisputed and undivided ownership
of all those things of which He is the
Master.
2487. Commentary:
There could have been no greater
and
more
humiliating
and
ignominious punishment for the
enemies of the Holy Prophet than the
fall of their capital which placed the
whole of Arabia at the feet of him
whom they had turned out from his
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and are then slain or die, Allah
will surely provide for them a
goodly provision. And surely,
Allah
is
the
Best
of
providers.2488
60. He will surely cause them to
enter a place with which they
will be well pleased. And Allah
is
indeed
All-Knowing,
2489
Forbearing.
native town, putting a price on his
head. Eventual defeat and destruction
is the inevitable lot of falsehood and
its votaries.
2488. Commentary:
In v. 57 above God had referred to
the reward of believers in general. In
this and the next verse the Quran
particularly mentions the reward of
those believers who left their hearths
and homes, their belongings and their
dear and near ones for the sake of
God. To these "living" martyrs, the
verse holds out a promise that they
will be specially rewarded for their
sacrifices. In fact those who leave
their homes and all that is dear to
them for the sake of God and spend
their lives in serving His cause and
then die in harness deserve to be
classed with "the martyrs", for their
sacrifice is as great as that of the
actual martyrs, only, God in His
infallible wisdom, spares their lives.
This is the significance of the words,
"or die". In fact there are two
categories of martyrs—"the dead
martyrs" and "the living martyrs".
The "dead" martyrs are actually slain

in the cause of God while the "living"
martyrs live a life of perpetual
sacrifice for His sake and then die a
natural death. The verse under
comment places both these classes of
"martyrs" in the same category. Those
who are slain, or those who die a
natural death, serving the cause of
God, will have the same reward—a
goodly provision and a place with
which they will be well-pleased.
Incidentally, the verse shows that it
was revealed after the Hijrah, because
it was after the Hijrah that fighting in
self-defence was permitted and some
of the Muslims were killed in the
fighting. In fact, some parts of the
Surah were revealed at Mecca and
others at Medina. The Surah may
thus be said to have been revealed
both at Mecca and Medina.
2489. Important Words:
 مدخلis pass. part. noun from أدخل.
They say  أدخلهi.e. he made him enter.
It is used as syn. with ( إدخالto make
one enter) and also as a noun of place
and time (Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
The verse means to say that those
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61. That shall be so. And whoso
retaliates with the like of that
with which he has been afflicted
and is then transgressed against,
Allah will surely help him.
Allah is indeed the Effacer of
sins and is Forgiving.2490
who left their homes for the sake of
God will be made to live in a place
which they will like and the manner
of their entering the place will also be
so honourable that they will be highly
pleased with it.
The words, "And Allah is indeed
All-Knowing, Forbearing," signify
that Allah knows full well the
sincerity with which they serve the
cause of truth, so while rewarding
them He will overlook their
shortcomings and faults.
2490. Commentary:
The verse has twofold significance.
It holds out a promise of help to
Muslims and also implies a prophecy
about their eventual success. In the
former sense it purports to say that
the Muslims have been oppressed and
transgressed against. They may
retaliate but their retaliation should
not exceed legitimate bounds. The
injury they should inflict on the
enemy should not be greater than the
injury they have received.
But the fear that the enemy being
more powerful would inflict greater
injury on them if they retaliated,
should not deter them from retaliating.
In that event they would be entitled to
help and protection from God and
would receive it in ample measure.

According to the second meaning
Muslims are told that they are going
to have their enemies in their power
and they will be perfectly justified in
inflicting as much injury on them as
they had received from them but it
would be far better if in the hour of
victory and success they pardoned
and forgave them, imitating the
Divine attributes of mercy and
forgiveness.
Incidentally, four very sound
principles are deducible from this
verse: (a) Muslims can and should
fight in self-defence if they are
attacked; but in no case should they
take the initiative in attacking. (b) If
they retaliate, their retaliation should
be proportionate to the wrong done to
them; they are not allowed to inflict a
greater injury. (c) If they inflicted
greater injury than the injury they had
received, then they would be
condemned as transgressors and
would forfeit God’s help and
protection. (d) If the party on whom
punishment has been inflicted for the
wrong it had done seeks again to attack
the retaliators, it shall be regarded as
guilty of further aggression.
It should be noted that the verse
does not speak of individual
retaliation. It is retaliation on national
or government basis. Individuals are
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62. That system of punishment
and reward operates because
a
Allah causes the night to enter
into the day, and causes the day
to enter into the night, and
because Allah is All-Hearing,
All-Seeing.2491
63. That is because bit is Allah
Who is the Truth, and that
which they call on beside Him
is falsehood, and because Allah
is the High, the Great.2492
64. Hast thou not seen that
c
Allah sends down water from
the sky and the earth becomes
a

31:30; 35:14; 57:7. b20:115; 23:117; 24:26. c22:6; 30:51; 35:28; 39:22; 45:6.

not allowed to take the law into their
own hands for the redress of any
wrong. They should have recourse to
the properly constituted authorities.
The verse should be read in
conjunction with vv. 39, 40 above
which deal with the basic and principal
subject of the Surah i.e. jihad.
2491. Commentary:
The word ( النھارday) in the verse
represents power and prosperity and
( اللیلnight) signifies the loss of power
combined
with
decline
and
decadence. The verse uses this
metaphor to point to the fact hinted at
in the preceding verse that the night
of misery and oppression to which
Muslims were subjected for so long
was about to pass away and the day
of their glory and might was about to
dawn. The verse further consoles and

comforts the oppressed Muslims that
God is not oblivious of their troubles.
From Him nothing is hidden and
He hears their prayers.
2492. Commentary:
The metaphor of the last verse is
continued in the present verse. It
purports to say that Muslims will
grow and prosper because God is
Truth. He has revealed the truth
which the Muslims follow and
practise. Islam has come to stay
because it is truth and truth is
invincible
while
falsehood
is
perishable.
The words "Allah is the High, the
Great" signify that it is impossible
that a dispensation established by
God should fail, as this would
constitute a serious reflection on His
Greatness and Glory.
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green? Allah is indeed the
Knower of subtleties, the AllAware.2493
65. aTo Him belongs all that is
in the heavens and all that is in
the earth. And surely Allah is
Self-Sufficient, Praiseworthy.2494
R. 9.

66. Hast thou not seen that
b
Allah has subjected to you
whatever is in the earth, and the
ships that sail through the sea
by His command? And He
withholds the rain from falling
on the earth save by His leave.
Surely, Allah is Compassionate
and Merciful to men.2495
a

2:256; 10:56; 31:27. b16:15; 35:13.

2493. Commentary:
The verse draws the attention of
disbelievers
to
the
natural
phenomenon that is unfolding itself
before their very eyes. Do they not
see, it purports to say, that divine rain
has fallen on the bleak, barren and
dead land of Arabia and that it has
begun to vibrate with new life and
there is verdure and greenness all
over it i.e. there is spiritual
awakening all over the country and
Islam has taken deep roots? It will
now grow and expand and prevail
over all false faiths.
2494. Commentary:
The theme of the previous verse is
continued in this verse, viz. Islam
will prosper and make vast conquests
because God Who is the Lord of the

heavens and the earth has sent it and
He is at its back. God has willed that
His kingdom shall be established in
the earth and His worship shall take
the place of the worship of false
deities. He has decreed that His glory
shall be extolled and His praises sung
in the world because He is worthy of
all praise.
2495. Commentary:
The verse constitutes a beautiful
commentary on the futility of idolworship and gives two very strong
arguments against it. First, God is the
Creator of the heavens and the earth.
He has subjected all that is in the
earth, in the sea and even in the air to
the service of man. It is this Lord of
all life Who is entitled to our worship
and not the idols of wood and stone
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67. aAnd He it is Who gave you
life, then He will cause you to
die, then will He give you life
again. Surely, man is most
ungrateful.2496
68. For every people have We
appointed ways of worship which
they observe; so let them not
dispute with thee in the matter;
and call thou the people to thy
Lord, for surely, thou followest
the right guidance.2497
a

2:29; 16:71; 30:41; 40:69.

or those of man’s own fancy.
Secondly, when God has pressed the
whole universe into the service of
man and has made him the lord of the
whole creation and His own chief
handiwork, it is foolish on his part to
degrade himself so low as to worship
anything besides God.
The verse possesses another
significance. The realization that all
things are created for the service of
man draws our attention to the uses
and properties of different objects and
urges us to study them and then turn
them to our benefit. It is this study of
natural objects that led to new
discoveries and inventions and
consequently to the great material
progress which the early Muslims
made in the heyday of their
intellectual glory.

mentioned here as a Divine boon
because it is the door through which
man passes to a fuller life, which is
eternal and is of growing and
unending progress. That life which
knows no end is described here by the
words  ثم حیییکمi.e. then will He give
you life again. In yet another sense
death is a great Divine blessing. If
there had been no death, human life
would have become intolerable and
there would have been disorder,
confusion and chaos on earth.
The words, "then He will cause you
to die; then will He give you life,"
further signify that the process of life
and death continues simultaneously.
Every death is followed by and brings
the message of a new life. A few
Muslims killed at the battlefields of
Badr, Uhud, etc., brought about the
spiritual resurrection of the whole of
Arabia.

2496. Commentary:
The verse speaks of another Divine
favour. God gave us life, then He will 2497. Important Words:
cause us to die and then will He give
( منسکways of worship) means, rites
us a new life again. Death has been of sacrifice; religious rites and
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69. And if they contend with
thee, say, ‘Allah knows best
what you do.2498
70. aAllah will judge between
you on the Day of Resurrection,
concerning that about which
you differ.’2499
a

2:114; 4:142.

ceremonies of the Pilgrimage;
animals of sacrifice; ways of worship;
acts of devotion. See also 6:163 &
22:35.
Commentary:
Taking  منسکin the sense of animals
of sacrifice or the rites of sacrifice the
verse signifies (a) that the ritual of
sacrifice in one form or another is
common to all religions; and (b) that
it was the sacrifice of animals that
was at first enjoined by God and not
human sacrifice which was invented
afterwards.
Taking the word  منسکin the sense
of 'ways of worship,' the verse means
that Divine worship is found in one
form or another among all nations
and peoples. This fact leads to
another great truth which Islam,
among all religions, was the first to
proclaim, viz. that Divine Messengers
appeared at different times among all
nations and peoples to teach them the
different forms and ways of worship.
The words ( یف االمرin the matter)
mean, 'in the matter of Islam' or 'in
the matter of the Quran.' In this sense
of the words the verse purports to say
that when it has been made clear that
Prophets were raised among all

peoples, the disbelievers have no
right or justification to say that the
Holy Prophet has brought a novel
teaching. He has done no new thing
and has introduced no innovation.
See 46:10.
2498. Commentary:
The verse purports to say that if in
spite of the fact that Divine Prophets
appeared among all nations and the
advent of the Holy Prophet was not
an innovation and in spite of the
irrefutable
arguments
and
innumerable signs that God had
shown in his favour, the disbelievers
prefer to doubt and dispute the truth of
his mission, then let them wait and see
what the future has in store for them
and what evil consequences their
rejection of the truth will lead to.
2499. Commentary:
The argument commenced in the
preceding verse is continued here. If
the disbelievers, the verse purports to
say, persist in their rejection of truth,
God will judge between them on the
Day of Resurrection i.e. the day of
the triumph of Islam and of the
discomfiture and destruction of
disbelief.
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71. Dost thou not know that
a
Allah knows whatsoever is in
the heavens and the earth?
Surely, it is all preserved in a
Book, and that is easy for Allah.
72. bAnd they worship beside
Allah that for which He has sent
down no authority, and that of
which they have no knowledge.
And for the wrongdoers there is
no helper.2500
73. cAnd when Our clear Signs
are recited unto them, thou wilt
notice a denial on the faces of
those who disbelieve. They
would well-nigh attack those
who recite Our Signs to them.
Say, d‘Shall I tell you of
something worse than that? It is
the Fire! Allah has promised it
to those who disbelieve. And a
vile destination it is!’2501
a

20:8; 27:66; 49:17. b7:72; 12:41; 53:24. c17:47; 23:67-68; 39:46. d5:61.

2500. Commentary:
Three arguments have been given
in this verse in support of belief in the
Unity of God and against idolatry: (a)
There is to be found no authority in
any revealed book for idol worship;
(b) human reason and conscience are
against it and idolaters can give no
sound argument based on their
personal experience and observation
in support of it and (c) in the struggle
during the ages between idolaters and

believers, the latter have invariably
come off triumphant. Thus Divine
revelation, human reason and the
verdict of history are all against
idolatry. This is a truth writ large on
the history of all religions.
2501. Important Words:
( یسطونwould attack) is formed from
سطا. They say  سطا به او علیهi.e. he sprang
or rushed upon him and overpowered
him; he made an assault or attack
upon him.  سطا الفرسmeans, the horse
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R. 10.

74. O men, a similitude is set
forth, so listen to it. aSurely,
those on whom you call instead
of Allah cannot create even a
fly, though they combine
together for the purpose. And if
the fly should snatch away
anything from them, they
cannot recover it therefrom.
Weak indeed are both the seeker
and the sought.2502
75. bThey esteem not Allah with
the estimation which is His due.
Surely, Allah is Powerful,
Mighty.2503
a

6:72; 16:21. b6:92; 39:68.

went at random or in a headlong
manner, not obeying guidance; he
went with wide step or raised his tail
in running.  سطا املاءmeans, the water
was or became abundant (Lane &
Aqrab).
2502. Commentary:
The verse brings home to
disbelievers the utter powerlessness
and helplessness of their gods and
their own folly in worshipping them.
Their gods, it says, have no control
over creation. They cannot create
anything, not even a fly. Let alone
creating anything—a worm, a fly,
they do not possess even the power to
recover from a fly anything which it
snatches away from them, so weak
are these gods and such hopeless
idiots are their votaries!

2503. Commentary:
The fact that idolaters degrade
themselves so low as to worship idols
shows that they have a very poor
conception of the powers and
attributes of God the Almighty, the
Great Creator. In fact all polytheistic
beliefs and idolatrous ideas spring
from this poor conception of God’s
powers and attributes being limited
and defective like those of man. The
essential characteristics of a Being
Who demands and is entitled to our
worship are (a) that He should be قوی
i.e. He should have the power to
create; and (b) that He should be عزیز
i.e. He should have complete control
over the whole creation. Both these
attributes the idols of the polytheists
utterly lack.
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76. Allah
chooses
His
Messengers from among angels,
and from among men. Surely,
Allah is All-Hearing, AllSeeing.2504
77. aHe knows what is before
them and what is behind them;
and to Allah shall all affairs be
returned for decision.2505
78. O ye who believe! bbow
down and prostrate yourselves
in Prayer, and worship your
Lord, and do good deeds that
you may prosper.2506
a

2:256; 27:66; 49:17. b3:44; 41:38; 96:20.

2504. Commentary:
The verse gives another argument
to bring home to idolaters the
stupidity and uselessness of idolworship. The idolaters, it says, take
angels and men for gods, while the
angels themselves are only the
bearers of Divine Messages, and the
highest spiritual status to which man
can
rise
is
only
that
of
Messengership. It is foolish therefore,
to worship beings who are no more
than mere instruments of conveying
Divine will to mankind.
2505. Commentary:
The verse implies that the great
boon of prophethood is bestowed
only on those who are fitted to
receive it and discharge its great
responsibilities. The words, "what is
before them and what is behind
them," may signify the attributes and

qualities they already possess and
those which they later on develop.
2506. Important Words:
( ارکعواbow down) is derived from رکع
which means, he bowed down, his
condition became lowered or abased.
 رکعت ه هالنخلةmeans, the palm-tree
 رکع ایل ٰ هmeans he completely
inclined. اّلل
turned towards God and leaned upon
Him, he humbled himself to Him, and
found peace of mind in Him. The
word  راکعas used by the Arabs meant,
one who worshipped God alone to the
exclusion of all sorts of idols and
images (Asas). The famous preIslamic poet Nabighah says:
سیبلغه عذراه اوجناحا همنهامرئ ه
ایل ربه رب الربیة راکع ه
i.e. he who turns to God alone, the
Creator of the world, will have a
sound argument in his favour and will
obtain salvation ( Lane & Aqrab).
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79. aAnd strive in the cause of
Allah as it behoves you to strive
for it. He has chosen you, and
has laid no hardship upon you
in religion; bso follow the faith
of your father Abraham; He
named you Muslims both before
and in this Book, cso that the
Messenger may be a witness
over you, and that you may be
witnesses
over
mankind.
Therefore observe Prayer and
pay the Zakah, and hold fast to
Allah. He is your Master. An
excellent Master and an
excellent Helper!2507
a

9:41. b2:136; 16:124. c2:144; 16:90.

Commentary:
The verse points to the following
four means which it is very essential
to adopt for attaining spiritual
eminence and success and prosperity
in life: (a) To possess firm, sincere
and unadulterated faith in God. This
is the meaning of the word ٓامنوا.
(b) To have full and complete
reliance and dependence on God and
to renounce all unfair and doubtful
means for the attainment of one’s
object. This is the significance of
ارکعوا. (c) To give unquestioning
obedience to God’s commandments
and unqualified submission to His
will, and to develop in oneself Divine
attributes so as to become God’s own
manifestation. This is the import and
purport of the expression واسجدوا واعبدوا
(d) To do righteous deeds and serve

mankind ()وافعلوا هاخلری. Thus this brief
verse covers the entire extent and
scope of the ways and means that
lead to material and moral progress.
2507. Important Words:
( جاھدواstrive) is derived from جھد.
They say  جھد هیف هاالمرi.e. he did his
utmost, took extraordinary pains, he
employed himself vigorously in
prosecuting the affair.  جھد دابتهmeans,
he fatigued the beast or burdened the
beast beyond its power.  جاھدmeans,
he exerted his utmost power in
contending with an object of his
disapprobation.  جاھد هالعدوmeans, he
fought with the enemy imposing upon
himself distress or exerting his utmost
power or ability to repel him. جھاد
or  جماھدةare infinitives from ( جاھدLane
& Aqrab).
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Commentary:
The word  جھادhas been used in two
senses in the Quran with a slight
change, viz. اّلل
 جھاد یف سبیل ٰ هi.e. striving
hard in the cause of Allah, used in
several verses of the Quran and جھاد یف
 ٰ هliterally meaning striving hard in
اّلل,
Allah, as used in the present verse
and in 29:70. As it appears from the
latter two verses اّلل
 جھاد یف ٰ هsignifies
striving hard to win the pleasure and
nearness of God while اّلل
جھاد یف سبیل ٰ ه
signifies the waging of war against
the enemies of truth. هThus اّلل
جھاد یف ٰ ه
seems to possess a higher spiritual
significance than اّلل
جھاد یف سبیل ٰ ه.
Jihad is of three kinds: (a) jihad
against one’s baser self, i.e. against
one’s evil desires and propensities or
jihad against Satan and (b) jihad
against the enemies of truth which
includes fighting in self-defence.
These two kinds of jihad may be
 جھاد یف ٰ هand the third kind of
termed as اّلل
jihad may be called اّلل
جھاد یف سبیل ٰ ه. The
Holy Prophet has termed the first
two kinds of jihad as ( جھاد اکربthe
greater jihad) and the third kind of
jihad as ( جھاد اصغرthe smaller jihad).
Once when he was returning from
fighting he is reported to have said:
 رجعتم من اجلھاد االصغر ایل اجلھاد االکربi.e. you have
returned from the smaller jihad
(fighting against the enemies of
Islam) to the greater jihad (waging
war against one’s baser self) (Khatib).
According to Imam Raghib, the
words اّلل حق جھادہ
 جاھدوا یف ٰ هinclude all the
three forms of jihad. The words جاھدوا
 یف ٰ هmay also include the propagation
اّلل
of Islam, as the words, "and He has
laid no hardship upon you in
religion," indicate. See also 2:219.
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The words, "He has chosen you and
has laid no hardship upon you in
religion," show that while on the one
hand it has been laid down as a
sacred duty upon Muslims to preach
their religion, on the other they
signify that Islam is a simple,
practical and practicable religion and
there is nothing in its commandments
which it is not easily possible for man
to carry out. To this practicality and
practicability
of
the
Islamic
ordinances pointed references have
also been made in vv. 2:287 & 54:18.
The words also show that the Law or
Shari‘ah has not been revealed to
impose a burden upon man as the
Christians say but, on the contrary, to
lighten his burdens and to break the
chains and fetters with which he has
shackled himself and to uplift him
morally and spiritually.
The words, "He named you
Muslims before," refer to the
following prophecy of the Bible:
And the Gentiles shall see thy
righteousness, and all kings thy glory:
and thou shalt be called by a new
name which the mouth of the Lord
shall name… And ye shall leave your
name for a curse unto my chosen, and
the Lord God shall slay thee; and He
shall call His servants by another
name (Isaiah 62:2 & 65:15).
The allusion in the words "And in
this Book" is to Abraham’s prayer
quoted in the Quran, viz. "Our Lord
make us Muslims (submissive) to
Thee and make our offspring a people
submissive to Thee" (2:129). It is
very significant that though in its
essence the religion of all the
Prophets of God was Islam, it was
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reserved for the religion of the Holy
Prophet Muhammad to receive this
proper name from God. As the
religions preached and practised by
the former prophets were only an
undeveloped and imperfect form of
Islam they did not receive a proper
name and were known after their own
names.
But as Islam, the eternal faith,
received its fullest development and
completest consummation at the
hands of the Holy Prophet, his
religion was given this proper name.
This is one of the many superiorities
which the Holy Prophet possesses
over other Prophets of God.
The words "He named you
Muslims"
possess
another
significance. The word 'Muslim'
being from the root 'Islam' which

PT.17

means 'peace'; a true Muslim is one
who is at peace with God and man
and is also at peace with himself. The
Holy Prophet has given an apt
definition of a Muslim in the
following well-known hadith
املسلم من سلم املسلمون من یدہ و لسانه
i.e. a true Muslim is one from
whose hands and tongue other
Muslims are safe (Bukhari). It is
indeed strange that a religion, whose
very name means 'peace' and whose
followers are enjoined to preach and
practise peace, should have been
stigmatized by hostile and ignorant
critics as having brought fire and
sword into the world, and should
have been maligned as being indebted
for its expansion and propagation to
the swords and spears of its votaries!
Nothing could be farther from truth.
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CHAPTER 23
AL-MU’MINUN
(Revealed before Hijrah)
Place and Date of Revelation
It can be said without fear of contradiction that the whole of this Surah
was revealed at Mecca. All authorities including Qurtubi agree on this point.
There seems to exist some difference of opinion about the exact number of
verses of this Surah. The people of Basra regard it as 119. They count vv. 46
& 47 as two separate verses while the Kufis, who hold that these two verses
constitute one verse, place the number of the verses of the Surah at 118. We,
however, hold that the number of the verses including the Bismillah is 119. At
any rate there appears to exist no ground for some Christian writers to
discover a plea to impugn the authenticity of the text of the Quran on the basis
of this slight difference of opinion. There is to be found complete unanimity
among scholars that the whole text of the Quran as it exists today is the
revealed Word of God and is completely immune from all human interference
and interpolation. Thus, a seeming difference in the number of the verses of
this Surah can cast no reflection on the reliability and authenticity of its text.
There is sufficient internal evidence to show that the Surah was
revealed towards the end of the Holy Prophet’s stay at Mecca. Suyuti regards
it as the last Surah to be revealed at Mecca while some other commentators
assign its revelation to Medina. But not much weight is attached to this latter
opinion. Wherry fixes sixth or seventh year of the Call as the time of its
revelation. But the text of the Surah and Islamic traditions contradict
Wherry’s assumption. The view however, seems to be more akin to reality that
the Surah was revealed towards the end of the Meccan period, just before
Hijrah, though actually it may not have been the last Surah to be revealed at
Mecca as Sayuti thinks.
Connection with the Preceding Surah
In the closing verses of the last Surah the believers were told to turn to
God and obey His commandments as in this lay the secret of their future
progress and prosperity. They were also enjoined to wage war with the sword
so that those who drew the sword against Islam should themselves perish by
the sword. They were further enjoined to strive in the way of the Lord with
the Quran. The alternative commandment of jihad sometimes with the sword
and another time with the Quran has made provision for both the
contingencies. Neither were non-Muslims compelled to accept Islam by force
nor were believers required to accept any commandment against their
conscience. The believers were further told that jihad with the Quran meant
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that they should observe Prayers and give the Zakah and hold fast to God and
that if they acted upon these commandments, God would help them and
vouchsafe to them success and prosperity. Whereas the closing verses of the
preceding Surah had held out to the believers a conditional promise of
success, in the present Surah a sure guarantee is given that a community of
believers will certainly be born who, because they will fulfil the abovementioned conditions, will achieve success. Thus a thing which was only
presumed to have existed is claimed in this Surah to have come into being as
an actual fact.
The subject matter of this Surah makes a little digression from that of
the preceding few Surahs. Those Surahs contained a summary of the teaching
of Christianity and rejected what was unacceptable in it and corrected and
amended where corrections and amendments were found necessary. This
Surah, too, embodies a repudiation of the false doctrines and teachings of
Christianity, but at the same time makes a pointed and emphatic reference to
the fact that the whole Christian system has been replaced by Islam, which by
removing all interpolations and false ideas that had found their way into it,
will now guide mankind to its destined goal.
Subject Matter
The Surah opens with the glad tidings to the true believers that the
time of their success and prosperity has already arrived, and then proceeds to
give a brief description of their characteristics and special marks, i.e. they
worship their Lord with a humble heart; they refrain from all such actions as
do no good to themselves or their community; they are ever ready to undergo
all sorts of sacrifice for the sake of their country; they shut all those avenues
through which evil thoughts find access to the human heart, particularly they
guard their chastity; they faithfully discharge their responsibilities and fulfil
their covenants and pledges with other peoples; they are specially regardful of
congregational Prayers, i.e. they promote and foster national feelings among
the members of their community and subordinate individual requirements to
national needs. These are the people who will get the Paradise promised to
them in this world and will enjoy God’s eternal and everlasting favours in the
life to come.
This, in a nutshell, is the process of the spiritual growth and
development of believers. It is followed by a brief but beautiful description of
the growth of the human foetus and defines the different stages through which
the child passes––from the stage of a drop of sperm to that of a fully
developed human being. The Surah then proceeds to explain that just as every
physical birth is followed by death and resurrection, similarly nations or
communities among whom at one time a spiritual renaissance takes place, at
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another time are subject to decay and decadence and in due course are
succeeded by another people. In fact spiritual and physical developments bear
a close resemblance. Both of them have to pass through seven stages of
development. Next, the Surah develops the theme, viz. that all things are sent
down into the world according to a determined measure and each continues to
exist and is afforded protection till an appointed time. When at last it has
served its purpose it decays and dies. In the same way the Divine teachings,
sent down before the Quran, died when they had served their intended
purpose. Thus the mere fact of a teaching being Divine does not entitle it to
immunity from decay. It is only the Quran which has been granted continuity
of life and which will therefore provide spiritual food to all humanity for all
time, because it is the last revealed Divine Law.
The Surah then recounts some of the favours which God has bestowed
upon man and which are necessary for his physical sustenance, and draws the
moral lesson that when God has taken so much care to provide for man’s
physical needs, He must have taken equal, even greater, care to provide for his
spiritual requirements.
Next, we are told that the most essential prerequisite to ensure spiritual
progress is belief in the Unity of God which since the inception of the world
the Prophets of God have taught and preached. But the enemies of truth have
always protested that some superhuman being should have been sent by God
for their guidance, but in spite of this persistent protest of disbelievers God
has always commissioned only men to guide men, who in the face of
determined and organized opposition and persecution succeeded in their
mission. (It is a strange irony that before the advent of Jesus the disbelievers
always demanded that a superhuman being, preferably an angel, should have
been sent as a messenger of God to guide them. How a mere mortal like them,
they said, could arrogate to himself the position of being a Divine Messenger.
In the time of Jesus, when he metaphorically said that he was a Son of God,
they said that it was highly preposterous and blasphemous for a mere human
being to claim to be a Son of God, and in the time of the Holy Prophet
disbelievers said that a Prophet could not come from outside the House of
Israel. In fact man in his perversity and waywardness always has found some
foolish excuse to reject God’s message).
The Surah then deals at length with the subject of Divine Unity and
says that Noah preached and propagated the Oneness of God. After Noah
came a galaxy of Prophets. All of them taught that God was One and those
Divine teachers who came after them also emphasized and stressed it. The
devotees of darkness, however, always opposed and persecuted the Prophets.
The result of the struggle between truth and falsehood invariably was that the
believers were successful and those who disbelieved and rejected the Divine
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Messengers suffered defeat and came to grief. Then we are told that in course
of time came Moses, the greatest Prophet of Israel, with Aaron his brother as
his deputy, and they both gave the same teaching and were also successful in
their mission. This is a phenomenon which has occurred again and again in
the lives of God’s great Messengers. From this it is quite clear that Unity of
God is the basic doctrine of all religions which all Divine Messengers taught
and upon which they laid the greatest stress. The Surah further says that
towards the end of the Mosaic Dispensation came Jesus, son of Mary. He also
taught and laid very great stress on the Unity of God but his followers
invented the false doctrine of his sonship. Such a foolish doctrine, however,
cannot be accepted as true against the combined testimony and teachings of
all Divine Prophets, including Jesus himself. Next, the Holy Prophet
Muhammad is enjoined to observe ordinances and commandments of the
Shari‘ah like all other Prophets in the matter of food and in all other acts and
to adapt and mould himself to God’s perfect Shari‘ah, because those who give
up the right path are led away from Him.
The Surah then proceeds to say that there have always existed
differences among the followers of all religions but these differences are the
result of lack of true knowledge and of heedlessness which takes hold of men
after their Prophets leave the world. But such is not the case with true
believers. They fear their Lord and believe in His signs and have firm faith in
His Unity and do good deeds to the best of their power, and yet consider
themselves not to have fully discharged their duties and responsibilities. They
strive to vie with one another in doing good deeds. Man, however, is expected
to act only to the best of his powers because "Allah does not burden any soul
beyond its capacity." Then it is stated that though the Law of God is quite
practical and practicable, the disbelievers refuse to act upon it and in their
perversity and the pride of their power and wealth continue to indulge in
luxury and vain pursuits till God’s punishment overtakes them and they weep
and wail, but then it is too late and their wailing and weeping is of no avail.
They defy and reject Divine Messengers and call them madmen. But they are
so foolish as not to understand this simple thing that if the Prophets had been
madmen, they should not have succeeded in their missions but should have
come to an ignominious end. On the contrary, all what they say and claim
comes to pass. The fact is that in their heart of hearts disbelievers do not
regard the Prophets as maniacs and madmen, on the contrary they entertain a
creeping fear lest what the Prophets say may be fulfilled and they may be
brought to book for their rejection of the Divine Message.
The Surah further says that God would have forgiven the
transgressions of disbelievers but they have gone so far in mischief and
iniquity that God’s forgiveness would not be of any use to them but would
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only add to their wickedness. If the disbelievers should only reflect a little
they would find that the very structure of the human body bears a strong
testimony to the truth of God’s Prophets and His Law and to the fact that there
is only One Creator and One Controller of the whole universe and of every
individual being, and yet they would not believe in Divine Unity. The truth is
that God has no son, neither has He a partner in creating or controlling the
universe. If He had one, the consummate and beautiful arrangement and order
that pervades and permeates it would have gone to pieces.
Towards the end of the Surah disbelievers are warned that they will be
punished if they persisted in their rejection of the Divine Message, and the
Holy Prophet is told that as punishment is sure to overtake disbelievers he
should pray that at that dreadful hour he might be away from the scene of
their destruction. He is further told that disbelievers would not desist from
their evil course and would continue to indulge in iniquitous deeds till when
the hour of punishment arrived they will beg and beseech that they might be
granted one last opportunity to reform themselves. But then it would be too
late, and they will realize that pain and punishment after a life of ease and
comfort is doubly mortifying. In fact a single day of punishment appears to be
much longer than a whole life of comfort and ease. The Surah ends with
stating the great spiritual truth that man is not created without a purpose. His
life has a noble aim. He should not therefore doubt or dispute the truth of
Divine Law and of God’s Messengers and should realize that after the truth is
made manifest he will have to render an account of his deeds to his Lord if he
did not desist from the worship of false gods.
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(AL-MU’MINUN)
1. In the name of Allah, the
Gracious, the Merciful.2508
2. Surely, success does come to
the believers,2509
3. Who are humble in their
Prayers,2510
4. And bwho shun all that which
is vain,2511
a

a

See 1:1. bSee 25:73.

2508. Commentary:
See 1:1.
2509. Commentary:
By "the believers" in this verse are
meant believers of a very high
spiritual caliber whose characteristics
and special marks have been
mentioned in the following verses.
The verse says that the believers will
achieve  فالحi.e. success, and not that
they will get  جناةi.e. salvation, because
the achievement of ( فالحsuccess),
which is the object of one’s life, is a
much higher stage than the attainment
of salvation or  جناةwhich only signifies
getting rid of hardships and
privations.
2510. Important Words:
 خاشعونis the plural of  خاشعwhich is act.
part. from  خشعwhich means, he was or
became lowly, humble or submissive.
They say  خشعت الشمسi.e. the sun was
about to set.  خشع یف صالتهmeans, he was
humble in his prayer.  خشوعwhich is
infinitive noun from  خشعgenerally
signifies humility which is expressed

by the movements of the body while
 تضرعgenerally signifies humility of the
heart. But these words are also used
synonymously (Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
With this verse begins a description
of the conditions or prerequisites which
a believer must fulfil before he aspires
to attain success in life and achieve the
supreme and sublime object for which
God has created him. These conditions
may be regarded as so many stages in
the spiritual development and journey
of man. The first stage or milestone in
this journey of the soul is that a
believer turns to God in all humility,
overawed with Divine majesty, and
with a penitent heart and humbled soul.
2511. Important Words:
( اللغوthat which is vain) is derived
from  لغاand signifies a vain, foolish,
worthless or careless talk or speech or
that which one utters without
seriously meaning it; vain act or an
act done carelessly or unthinkingly;
deviation from the right path; foolish
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5. And awho are active in
paying the Zakah,2512
a

5:56; 9:71.

joking. It covers all vain and foolish
thoughts. It is also used for the
chirping of sparrows and the sound of
other birds (Lane, Aqrab & Muhit).
See also 2:226.
Commentary:
The second stage in the spiritual
journey of man consists in the
avoidance of all vain talk and
thoughts and also of idle, vain and
futile actions. A true believer not only
prays to God in the utmost humility
of the heart but takes life very
seriously. Life is a grim and serious
fact and he takes it as such. He
employs every moment of it usefully
and shuns all vain and useless
pursuits which are incapable of doing
any good either to his own person or
to his community or country.
Incidentally, the avoidance of vain
pursuits is the natural and inevitable
result of humility in prayer as is
evident from another verse of the
Quran, viz. "Surely Prayer restrains
one from indecency and manifest
evil" (29:46).
2512. Commentary:
This verse refers to the third rung of
the spiritual ladder. The true believers
not only turn to God with utmost
humility of the heart and avoid all
sorts of vanities and trivialities but
actually engage themselves in
pursuits that purify them, such as the
spending of their valuable time and
hard-earned money and employing all
the natural capacities and abilities

with which God has endowed them,
in the cause of truth. They are
prepared to undergo all manner of
sacrifice. In v. 4 above, the believers
are mentioned as avoiding vain and
useless things which is at best a
negative virtue, and a negative virtue
or good is not of a very high order.
The present verse, however, points to
a positive virtue which consists in the
doing of good that should purify
oneself and also benefit others and
consists in giving money, which one
has earned with the sweat of one’s
brow, in the way of God. This indeed
is a great positive virtue. In fact,
Islam regards the share of the poor in
the wealth of the rich as the
inalienable right of the former and
when a rich man discharges the debt
that he owes to the poor by paying
the Zakah, he does no favour to
anybody. He only gives what is due
from him. The Holy Prophet is
reported to have said: "Let no one
imagine that his wealth or standing or
power is the result merely of his own
efforts or enterprise. That is not so.
Your power and your position and
your wealth are all earned through the
poor" (Tirmidhi, Abwabuz-Zuhd).
The object of Zakah is not only to
provide means for the relief of the
distressed or for the promotion of the
welfare of the economically less
favoured sections of the community,
but it is also to discourage the
hoarding of money and commodities
and, thus to ensure a brisk circulation
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6. And awho guard their
chastity—2513
7. bExcept from their wives or
what their right hands possess,
for then they are not to be
blamed;2514
a

70:30. b70:31.

of both, resulting in healthy economic those avenues through which evil
adjustments.
thoughts find access to the human
heart. It covers all parts and organs of
2513. Important Words:
the body, i.e. eyes, ears, tongue, hands,
( فروجھمtheir chastity) is the plural of feet etc. Islam looks with extreme
( فرجfarjun) which is derived from  فرجdisfavour upon all those practices
(faraja).  فرج ال یشءmeans, he opened the which are calculated to excite human
thing so as to make a gap or breach. passions and which are so popular in
 فرجmeans, the pudendum or pudenda; the west or among people enamoured
the part or parts of a person which it of western ways of life.
is indecent to expose; or the external
The verse marks a still higher stage
portion of the organs of generation of in the spiritual development of man
a man or a woman; an open, wide than the one mentioned in v. 5 above.
space; the part between the two sides It seems much easier to spend one’s
of a valley, i.e. entrance; a frontier of money and property in the way of
access to a country (Lane & Aqrab).
God, to which reference has been
made in the preceding verse, than to
Commentary:
overcome one’s carnal passions when
This verse refers to the fourth stage they once get excited. Man has
in the spiritual development of man. suffered more from the gratification
It indeed marks a very high stage. of his sensual appetites than perhaps
The lesson is writ large on the pages from any other evil. The curbing of
of history that many a nation has carnal desires requires a greater
gone to rack and ruin because they mental discipline than the spending of
abandoned themselves to immoral wealth in good causes.
practices. Sexual morality plays a
very important part in the building up 2514. Important Words:
( ما ملکت أمیاھنمwhat their right hands
of the national character of a people.
Islam is very keen on this point. It possess).  أمیانis the plural of مینی
regards the guarding of sexual which is derived from مین مینی. They
chastity as one of the most sacred say  مین الرجلi.e. he came from the right
duties of a believer. It has closed the hand of the man. اّلل فالنا
ٰ  مینmeans, God
blessed
such
a
one.
door to all those avenues which lead
to moral laxity. The word  فرجsignifies
 مینیmeans, good luck; the right
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hand; power and strength; a covenant
confirmed by an oath; a good position.
They say  فالن عندنا بالیمنیi.e. such a one
possesses high position with us. An
Arab would say  ھذا ملک مییینi.e. he or it
is in the possession of my right hand,
meaning, he or it is in my possession
(Lisan & Aqrab). The expression ما
 ملکت امیاھنمgenerally signifies prisoners
of war whether men or women, who
are in the custody and control of their
Muslim captors because they had
taken part in a war which was waged
to destroy Islam. The term has
been used in the Quran in preference
to  عبادand ( اماءslaves and bondwomen)
to point to a just and rightful
possession. It includes both slaves
and bondwomen, but it is only the
context which determines what the
expression signifies in a particular
place. See also 4:25.
Commentary:
Much misunderstanding prevails as
to what the expression "their right
hands possess" signifies, and what are
the rights and status of the persons to
whom it applies.
It should be clearly understood that
Islam has condemned slavery in
unequivocal terms. According to it, it
is a mortal sin to deprive a person of
his liberty by kidnapping him, i.e. to
make him a slave, unless, of course,
he renders himself liable to
deprivation of it by taking part in a
war waged to destroy Islam or an
Islamic state. It is also a grievous sin
to buy or sell slaves. All human
beings as such are equal in the sight
of God and enjoy equal human rights.
Islamic teaching on this point is quite
clear, unequivocal and emphatic.
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According to it a person who makes
another person his slave commits a
grave sin against God and man
(Bukhari, Kitabul-Bai’ & Abu Dawud
as quoted by Fathul-Bari). It is also
worthy of note that when Islam came
into the world slavery was a part and
parcel of the human social system
and there existed large number of
slaves in every country. It was
therefore not feasible, nor even wise,
to abolish with a stroke of the pen, an
institution which had become so
inextricably interwoven into the
whole texture of human society,
without doing serious injury to its
moral tone. Islam, therefore, sought
to abolish it gradually but effectively
and surely. The Quran has laid down
the following very sound principles
for the speedy and complete abolition
of slavery:
(1) Prisoners of war (i.e. )ما ملکت أمیاھنم
can only be taken after a regular
battle.
(2) They cannot be retained after
the war is over.
(3) They are to be set free either as
a mark of favour or by exchange of
prisoners.
The Quran says:
And when you meet in regular
battle those who disbelieve, smite
their necks; and when you have
overcome them; bind fast the
fetters—then afterwards either release
them as a favour or by taking
ransom—until the war lays down its
arms. That is the ordinance (47:5).
Those unfortunate persons however,
who, may fail to gain their freedom
through any of these means, or should
choose to remain with their Muslim
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masters can purchase it by entering
into a contract called mukatabat
(24:34). Now if a woman is taken
prisoner in a war of the nature
mentioned above and thus loses her
liberty and becomes  ملک مینیand she
fails to get her release by exchange of
prisoners of war, and the exigencies of
government also do not justify her
immediate release as a mark of favour,
nor do her own people or government
get her ransomed and she does not
even seek to buy her freedom by
entering into mukatabat and her
master, in the interest of morality
marries her, whether she likes it or not,
in what way, it may be asked, can this
arrangement
be
regarded
as
objectionable and the great hue and
cry raised over it as justified or
justifiable?
Let it be clearly understood that
as regards establishing sexual
relations with a female prisoner of
war or a slave-wife, which is the
real significance of the expression
 ما ملکت أمیاھنمused in the present verse,
without first marrying her, neither
this nor any other verse of the Quran
lends any support whatsoever. Not
only does the Quran not give any
sanction for the treatment of female
prisoners of war as wives without
first taking them into proper wedlock,
but there are clear and positive
injunctions to the effect that these
prisoners of war, like free women,
should be married if they are to be
treated as wives, the only difference
between the two being a difference of
social status inasmuch as prior
consent of prisoners of war to their
marriage is not considered necessary
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as in the case of free women. The fact
that the expression ما ملکت أمیاھنم
signifies female prisoners lends no
support whatsoever to the untenable
view that Islam has upheld and
encouraged concubinage. Besides the
present verse, at least in as many as
four other verses of the Quran, the
injunction has been laid down in clear
and unambiguous terms that female
prisoners of war should not remain
unmarried. These verses are as
follows:
1. And marry widows from among
you and your male-slaves and femaleslaves who are fit for marriage
(24:33).
2. And those of you who cannot
afford to marry free believing
women, let them marry what your
right hands possess, namely your
believing handmaids—so marry them
with the leave of their masters and
give them their dowries according to
what is fair (4:26).
3. And if you fear that you will not
be fair in dealing with the orphans,
then marry of women as may be
agreeable to you, two or three or four;
and if you fear you will not deal
justly, then marry only one or (if you
cannot afford to marry even one free
wife then marry) what your right
hands possess (4:4).
The verse may also be rendered as
"then marry of women as may be
agreeable to you two or three or four
or what your right hands possess;" the
words "and if you fear you will not
deal justly, then marry only one,"
forming a parenthetical clause.
According to this rendering also
slave-girls are to be married before
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they are treated as wives.
4. And marry not idolatrous women
until they believe; even a believing
bondwoman is better than an
idolatrous woman, although she may
highly please you (2:222).
The sense being that a believing
slave wife should be preferred to a
non-believing free wife. The Holy
Prophet is also very explicit on this
point. He is reported to have said,
"He who has a slave girl, and gives
her proper education and brings her
up in a becoming manner and then
frees and marries her, for him is
double reward" (Bukhari, Kitabul‘Ilm). This hadith implies that if a
Muslim wishes to have a slave girl as
wife, he should first set her free and
then marry her. The Holy Prophet’s
own practice was quite in harmony
with his precept. Two of the Holy
Prophet’s wives, Juwairiyyah and
Safiyyah, came to him as prisoners of
war. They were his ملک مینی. But he
married them according to Islamic
Law. Mariyah was sent to him by the
King of Egypt. He also married her
and she enjoyed the status of a free
wife like his other wives. She
observed "purdah" and was included
among "the Mothers of the Faithful."
Another verse of the Quran, viz. O
Prophet We have made lawful to thee
thy wives whom thou hast paid their
dowries, and those whom thy right
hand possesses from among those
whom Allah has given thee as gains
of war, and the daughters of thy
paternal uncle, and the daughters of
thy paternal aunts, and the daughters
of thy maternal uncle, and the
daughters of thy maternal aunts who
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have migrated with thee (33:51),
points to the fact that the
commandment regarding marriage
applies to ( ما ملکت أمیانکمwhom your
right hands possess) as much as it
does to daughters of the Holy
Prophet’s paternal and maternal
uncles and aunts. Both are to be
legally wedded before they are
treated as wives. All the three
categories mentioned above were
made lawful to the Holy Prophet
through marriage.
The verse 4:25 viz. And forbidden
to you are married women, except
such as your right hands possess,
seems to present some difficulty. But
in reality there is no such difficulty.
The verse along with its predecessor
deals with women whom it is
unlawful for a man to marry and
among these are included married
women. But it makes one exception.
Those married women who are taken
prisoner in a religious war and then
choose to remain with Muslims, can
be married to their masters. The fact
that they choose not to go to their
former husbands is considered as
tantamount to the annulment of their
former marriage.
It may also be noted in passing that
it is not permitted to take in marriage
such female relations of a slave as
correspond to the relations of a free
woman within the prohibited degree.
For instance, the mothers, sisters,
daughters etc., of a slave wife cannot
be taken in marriage. This also shows
that the Quranic commandments with
regard to marriage and in-laws apply
as much to bondwomen as they apply
to free women.
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8. aBut those who seek anything
beyond
that
are
the
transgressors—
9. bAnd who are watchful of
their
trusts
and
their
covenants,2515
a

70:32. b70:33.

It may further be stated here that in
view of circumstances obtaining at
the time of its revelation the Quran
had to make a distinction between the
social status of two classes of women.
That distinction was expressed by the
word ( زوجa free woman taken in
marriage) and ( ملک مینیbondwoman
taken in marriage). The former word
connotes a sense of equality between
husband and wife while the latter
implies an inferior status of the
wife. The Quran and the Holy
Prophet, however, desired and
encouraged that bondwomen should
first be given full freedom and full
status and then married as the Holy
Prophet himself did.
Besides, Islam does not allow
women taken prisoner in ordinary
wars to be treated as wives. This
exceptional injunction comes into
operation only when a hostile nation
wages a religious war against Islam
in order to extirpate it and to compel
Muslims to abandon their religion at
the point of the sword and then treats
their prisoners—men and women, as
slaves, as was done in the time of the
Holy Prophet. At that time the enemy
took away Muslim women as
prisoners and treated them as
bondwomen. The Islamic injunction

was thus only a retaliatory measure
and served also the additional
purpose of protecting the morals of
captive women. Those conditions
have ceased to exist now. There are
no religious wars now and hence no
prisoners of war to be treated as
slaves and bondwomen. For a fuller
note on slavery see 24:34.
2515. Important Words:
( راعونwatchful) is derived from ریع.
They say  ریع النجومi.e. he watched the
stars.  ریع االمرmeans, he looked after
the affair (Aqrab & Lane). See also
2:105.
Commentary:
This verse points to a yet higher
stage in the spiritual development of
man than the one described in v. 6
above. It means to say that the truly
righteous men have full regard for the
obligations they owe to God and man.
They do not do good deeds cursorily
or haphazardly but look to their
minutest details with extreme caution
and are careful not to overlook
different aspects of their actions.
They have a punctilious regard for
the discharge of their responsibilities
and duties. They do not relax in an
endeavour to remain true to their
trusts and are scrupulously true to the
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10. aAnd who are strict in the
observance of their Prayers.2516
11. These are the heirs,
a

6:93; 70:35.

covenants and treaties they make with
other people. This is what is signified
by the word راعون. Compared to this
stage of spiritual evolution the fourth
stage at which a believer has
complete control over his carnal
passions is but a negative virtue. At
that stage he only abstains from
indulging in vice but in this, the fifth
stage, he is always on the lookout to
discover the most delicate facets of
virtue and tries to act upon them. This
is evidently a much higher stage than
the one preceding it.
2516. Commentary:
This verse marks the last and the
highest stage of spiritual development.
Arriving at this stage the spiritual
wayfarer almost becomes immune
from the possibility of estrangement
from his Creator. He basks, as it were,
in the sun of God’s love and his soul
continues to derive sustenance from
the fountainhead of His grace and
mercy. He achieves his goal and all
fear of faltering or falling disappears.
At this stage the worship and
remembrance of God becomes a
second nature with him, a part and
parcel of his being, the solace of his
soul. He needs no reminding or
exhortation on this account. He feels
irresistibly attracted towards his
Maker and Creator. At this stage the
believer takes particular care about
acts of collective worship which

implies that national instinct becomes
very strong in him and he also tries to
rouse and encourage in others love for
his community and country and
subordinates individual interest to
communal and national good. This is
the significance of the words والذین ھم عیل
صلواھتم حیافظون. The Holy Prophet is
reported to have said,  الصلوة معراج املؤمنi.e.
Prayer constitutes the highest stage of
the spiritual development of a believer
(Ibn ‘Asakir). In the fifth stage
mentioned in v. 9 above the spiritual
wayfarer was true to his trusts and
responsibilities for virtue’s sake. At
this, the last stage of his spiritual
development, he is true to them for
love of God which is manifestly a
higher stage. It is when a believer
attains to this stage that God descends
upon his heart and he becomes at one
with Him.
It is significant that the word صلوات
(Prayers) has been used in the plural
form. It shows that the believers not
only are strict in the observance of
Prayers themselves but urge their
near and dear ones, their dependents
and relatives also to be regardful of
them. The word  حیافظونsignifies that
they say their Prayers with all the
rules and conditions attached to them,
viz. (1) they say them regularly and at
their appointed hours; (2) they say
them in congregation; (3) they say
them in a true spirit and with the
utmost humility of the heart, not
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12. aWho will inherit Paradise.
They will abide therein.2517
13. Verily, bWe created man
from an extract of clay;2518
a

18:108; 70:36. b32:8-9.

allowing wandering thoughts to spoil
them and fully understanding the
meanings of the words they utter and
(4) they not only say their five daily
Prayers but also supererogatory
Prayers, particularly the Prayer in the
latter part of the night ()ھتجد.
2517. Important Words:
 فردوسmay be said to have been
derived from  فردوسةwhich means width;
amplitude.  فردوسmeans, a garden; or a
garden comprising everything that is in
the gardens; an ample, beautiful
garden;
a
garden
comprising
grapevines and palm-trees; a valley
abounding in herbage like a garden, or
a valley or valleys producing various
sorts of plants or herbage;  الفردوسmeans,
Paradise or a walled-garden or a garden
of trees; or it means, the highest stage
of  اجلنةor its middle or highest part
(Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
As believers mentioned in the
foregoing
verses
combine
in
themselves all kinds of virtues,
therefore, they will be made to reside
in
gardens
which
comprise
everything that is found in any
garden. As they brought death over
their desires, so in return God will

give them everlasting life and they
will have everything they wish
(50:36). This stage is the inevitable
result of the strict spiritual discipline
to which a believer subjects himself.
2518. Important Words:
( ساللةextract) is derived from سل
(salla). They say  سل ال یشءi.e. he drew
out the thing or he drew it out from
another thing gently.  ساللةmeans, what
is or becomes drawn forth from a
thing.  ساللة ال یشءmeans, an extract of a
thing; the clear or pure part or the
choice, the best or most excellent part
of a thing; the sperma genitalis of a
man; the water that is drawn from the
back; progeny (Lane & Aqrab).
( طنیclay) is derived from طان. They
say  طانهi.e. he plastered it with clay or
mud. اّلل عیل اخلری
ٰ  طانهmeans, God created
him with a good natural disposition.
 طنیmeans, clay, mud, earth, mould,
soil (Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
With this verse begins a description
of the process of creation of the
noblest handiwork of God—man,
from the earliest stage when he lies
dormant in the form of dust. The
inorganic constituents of the earth
through a subtle process of change
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14. Then aWe placed him as a
drop of sperm in a safe
depository;2519
15. Then We fashioned the
sperm into a clot; then We
fashioned the clot into a
shapeless lump; then We
fashioned bones out of this
shapeless lump; then We
clothed the bones with flesh;
then We developed it into
another creation. So blessed be
Allah, the Best of creators.2520
a

See 22:6.

become converted into the germ of
life by way of food which a human
being eats.
2519. Important Words:
( قرار مکنیa safe depository).  قرارis inf.
noun from قر. They say  قر باملکانi.e. he
or it settled or established, was at rest
or rested or resided, in the place. قرار
means, a state of settledness, rest,
permanence or continuance. It also
means, a resting place or a place or
time of rest, etc. (Lane & Aqrab). See
also 2:37 & 6:99.
( مکنیsafe or firmly fixed) is derived
from ( مکنmakuna). They say مکن عند
 االمریi.e. he became of high position
with the prince. ( مکنه من ال یشءmakkana)
means, he made him to have mastery
or authority and power over the thing.
 مکنیmeans, possessed of power or
authority and ascendancy, therefore
well or firmly established in his place
(Lane & Aqrab). See also 6:136.

ten verses of the Surah the different
stages of spiritual evolution of man
the Quran proceeds to describe in this
and the next few verses the different
stages of his physical development
and thus establishes a remarkable
parallelism between his physical and
spiritual birth and growth. Leaving
out biological technicalities the Surah
gives the description in a clear and
easily
understandable
language.
Biology has not discovered anything
which may be said to be opposed to
the Quranic description. The present
verse refers to the foetal stage. The
sperm is deposited in the ovum and
there it finds a safe repository and
begins to grow.
2520. Important Words:
For  نطفة، علقةand  مضغةsee 22:6.

Commentary:
 نطفةi.e. the impregnated ovum on its
Commentary:
arrival in the cavity of the womb
After having mentioned in the first chooses by mutual attraction a place
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for its abode in the inner wall of the
womb, and there it becomes attached
to it and does not flow out with
discharges. After that it makes
erosion into this spot, and produces
bleeding, thus making its way into the
layers of the decidua. Then it
becomes increasingly covered up
with maternal blood, forming within
the ovum a connection with it. At this
stage it looks like a mass of
congealed blood and therefore the
Quran calls it  علقةwhich not only
means congealed blood but also
signifies an attachment or connection
with something else. Thus a brief
single word describes this stage of the
ovum, i.e. its attractions, connections
and the formation of the bloodvessels in it. In the next stage the
ovum becomes a blastoderm, which
is called  مضغةin the Quran. This
blastoderm has three layers from
which all the organs of the foetus are
developed. The Quran then describes
the transformation of the layers of the
blastoderm by the words, Then We
fashioned bones out of this shapeless
lump, which means that out of the مضغة
(lump) God creates bones. After this
God covers the bones with flesh and
skin and other organs and then He
perfects its creation internally. At this
stage the body in the womb develops
a soul from within itself. The Quran
has described this remarkable change
in the words, Then We developed it
into another creation. These words
show that the soul is not imported
into the human body from outside,
but grows in the body as it develops
in the womb. It is an essence which is
distilled from the body in the course
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of a long process, as beer is distilled
from barley. It has at first no separate
existence from the body but the
processes through which the body
passes during its development in the
womb distils from the body a delicate
essence which is called the soul. As
soon as the relationship between the
soul and the body becomes
completely adjusted, the heart begins
to function. The soul then has a
distinct existence of its own apart
from the body which henceforth
serves it as a shell.
As referred to above there exists a
remarkable parallelism between the
spiritual development of man as
described in the first ten verses of the
Surah and the physical development
of the embryo mentioned in this and
the preceding verse.
The initial stage of spiritual
advancement of man is described in
the words, "who humble themselves
in their Prayers" (v. 3 above), i.e. who
assume an attitude of humility and
submission while offering their
prayers and supplications to God. The
stage of physical development
corresponding to this initial stage of
spiritual progress is the stage of نطفة,
or the impregnated ovum which is a
seed that combines in itself, in a
miniature form, all the different
faculties, properties, external and
internal organs, and all other features
that become prominent in the later
stages of physical development. The
 نطفةhowever, remains much more
exposed to danger than the embryo in
its later advanced stages. It is only
like a seed which has just been cast
into the ground and which has as yet
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formed no connection with its
environments. The attraction of the
womb has not yet given it a proper
place of development. It is therefore
liable to flow out and become
destroyed in the passages of the
organs of generation like a seed that
falls on rocky ground.
What is true of  نطفةwhich forms the
first
stage
in
the
physical
development of man is equally true of
man in the first stage of his spiritual
progress. This first stage is that
condition of humility in which the
believer prays to God. It is like a
mere seed which is cast in the soul of
man,
and
comprises
in
an
undeveloped form all the faculties
and features which reveal themselves
in a most attractive form in the last
stages of his spiritual advancement.
But just as the  نطفةcontinues to
remain in a precarious state until it
forms a connection with the womb,
similarly humility in Prayers is
exposed to constant risk until man
forms some spiritual connection with
his Creator. Without this connection
humility in Prayers is but a slippery
stage where the spiritual wayfarer is
at every step liable to fall.
The next stage in the physical
development of man is that of ( نطفةa
clot) when the sperm forms blood
connection with the womb. It
assumes the form of congealed blood
and becomes safe from being
destroyed.
Corresponding to this stage of علقة
i.e. a clot, which is the second stage
in the development of the foetus is
that spiritual condition which has
been described in the words, who
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shun all that which is vain. At this
second stage the connection which
man establishes with God is like the
connection
which
the
ovum
establishes with the uterus on
reaching the second stage. Just as it is
not possible completely to get rid of
vain desires and useless pursuits until
one reaches the second stage of
spiritual
advancement,––mere
humility and lowliness being liable to
fail; similarly the ovum may come to
nought before it becomes علقة.
But the connection which a person
has formed with God in the second
stage and which enables him to give
up vain things and fruitless pursuits is
at best a temporary and weak one, for
his mind is not yet completely free
from the love of material comforts
and desires of the flesh. This stage is
thus compared to which is still tainted
with the impurity of blood.
The third stage in the physical
development of man is described in
the words, Then We fashioned the clot
into a lump of flesh. At this stage the
physical frame of man is very much
freed from the taint of impurity and
becomes purer and firmer in
substance. Similarly, in the third stage
of his spiritual advancement which is
referred to in the words, And who are
active in paying the Zakah, a true
believer not only shuns vain things
but in order to cleanse himself of the
impurity of miserliness, spends a part
of his property in the way of God.
The stage of physical development
that corresponds to this spiritual stage
has been called ( مضغةblastoderm) in
the Quran.
The
مضغة
stage,
like
its
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corresponding spiritual stage is
superior to the earlier two stages of
 نطفةand  علقةbecause it is more
advanced and is more strongly
attached to the uterus and is marked
by greater density and solidity. The
third spiritual stage described in v. 5
is marked by three characteristics
which correspond to the three
characteristics of the  مضغةstage. At
this stage, a believer voluntarily
spends a portion of his property in the
way of God and gives to others what
he has earned with the sweat of his
brow and thus spiritually he is more
advanced than one who merely keeps
aloof
from
fruitless
pursuits.
Moreover, his connection with God
becomes more firm inasmuch as it
involves a greater sacrifice to part
with his hard earned money than
merely to abandon vain things.
Lastly, a greater sacrifice is followed
by greater firmness and solidity in
faith.
The words, then We fashioned
bones out of this shapeless lump,
refer to the fourth stage of embryonic
development. At this stage there is
greater solidity in the bones than in
the  مضغةwhich is like a lump of flesh.
The bones also become firmer and
stronger. This fourth stage of physical
growth of man corresponds to the
fourth stage of spiritual advancement
referred to in v.6 above. Just as the
bone is the hardest and most lasting
part of the body, similarly the faith
which gives a believer the power to
hold his own against the violent
storm of carnal passions must be
exceptionally strong and enduring.
The words, Then We clothed the
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bones with flesh, refer to the fifth
stage in the embryonic development
which corresponds to the fifth stage
of spiritual advancement referred to
in v. 9. Just as righteousness adds to
the spiritual beauty of a person,
similarly the covering of the bones
with flesh makes the skeleton of
bones look beautiful. There is a
peculiar resemblance between these
two stages. God speaks of
righteousness as ( لباسgarment).
Similarly the expression used in
describing the corresponding stage of
embryonic development is ( کسوناWe
clothed). Thus the flesh which covers
the bones is described as and serves
the purpose of, a garment just as
righteousness or piety is like a
garment adding to the spiritual beauty
of a person. But even this fifth stage
of physical development is far from
perfect because the body has not yet
been endowed with the soul and a
soulless or lifeless body is but a
useless thing. Similarly, in the fifth
stage of spiritual advancement, though
the spiritual wayfarer has traversed a
long distance towards his celestial
goal he is yet far away from it. He
tries faithfully to discharge his duties
and obligations to God, yet he lacks
something without which his spiritual
development remains incomplete.
The sixth and last stage in the
physical development of man in the
womb is described in the words, then
We developed it into another creation.
At this stage the body is endowed with
the soul. The words, "another
creation" imply that this new creation
is beyond human comprehension. Man
has so far been quite at a loss to
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16. Then after that ayou surely
must die.2521
17. bThen on the Day of
Resurrection will you be raised
up.2522
18. And cWe have created above
you seven stages of heaven, and
a

39:31. b39:32. c78:13.

understand what soul is. According to
the Quran the body itself is the mother
of the soul. As mentioned above the
soul does not come from anywhere
outside the body but is a light that lies
hidden in the seed itself and grows
with the growth of the body. This last
stage of embryonic development
corresponds to the sixth and highest
stage of spiritual development referred
to in v.10 above. At this stage a
heavenly light descends upon the heart
of a believer and Divine love
consumes
his
whole
being,
illuminating and animating it. At this
stage prayer and remembrance of God
becomes, as it were, part and parcel of
his being without which he cannot
live. He receives a new spiritual life
and becomes wholly lost in God.
Such is the beautiful parallelism
described by the Quran which exists
between the physical and spiritual
development of man. When one
comes to have a complete
comprehension and realization of it
he spontaneously exclaims, "Blessed
be Allah, the Best of creators." Thus
God created man and perfected him
in six stages and six stages also has
He ordained for his spiritual
development. For a fuller and more

exhaustive treatment of this subject
see Barahin-e-Ahmadiyyah vol. 5, by
Ahmad, the Promised Messiah, Holy
Founder of the Ahmadiyya Movement.
2521. Commentary:
After man has attained full
development, there sets in a process
of decay which ends in death. It is an
immutable law of nature that all life
must end in decay, dissolution and
death. God alone is Ever-Living.
2522. Commentary:
After death man again will be
restored to life in order that he might
continue to make spiritual progress in
the life to come. If there had been no
life after death, man’s creation would
have been in vain, and all spiritual
progress he might have made in this
life would have been to no purpose.
But man’s life serves a grand and
noble aim. He has not been created in
vain (75:37-41). On the contrary he
has been created for spiritual progress
that knows no end. The progress he
makes in the present life constitutes
only a preparatory stage. Here he is
like a child in the mother’s womb.
After death he is born into a new and
fuller life which is the beginning of a
never-ending progress.
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We are never neglectful of the
creation.2522A
2522A. Important Words:
( طرائقstages of heaven) is the plural
of  طریقةwhich means, a way, course,
rule, mode or manner of acting or
conduct; the way or course of an
event; a line; streak or stripe in a
thing; stage of heaven; a web; or a
tall palm-tree.  طرائقmeans, stages of
heaven, so called because they lie one
above another.  طرائق الدھرmeans, the
vicissitudes of times or fortune.
According to Raghib ( اطباق السماءstages
of heaven) are called ( طرائقLane &
Aqrab). See also 20:64.
Commentary:
The six stages of spiritual progress
described in the first twelve verses of
this Surah become seven if
"Paradise" (v. 12) be counted as the
last stage of spiritual development
when man attains the object of his
creation. Similarly, if the preparatory
stage previous to the formation of the
sperm (referred to in v. 13) be added
to the six stages of the embryonic
development, this number also
becomes seven. Thus the seven stages
to which reference has been made in
this verse correspond to the seven
stages of the physical development of
man mentioned in vv. 13-15. It is
through these seven stages that man
has to pass in order to achieve the
highest
point
of
spiritual
development. These seven spiritual
stages are as follows:
1. The first stage may be called the
stage of lack of spiritual perception or
that of spiritual feelinglessness. At this

stage, like inanimate things, a person
is completely devoid of all capacity to
distinguish between right or wrong or
good or evil. He is devoid of any high
aims and his whole life seems to
consist in providing for and meeting
his physical needs. This stage of
spiritual lifelessness is described by
the Quran in the words "Then your
hearts became hardened after that till
they were like stones or harder still"
(2:75).
2. The second stage may be likened
to vegetable life when, like
vegetables, man comes to develop
some capacity and power to grow and
make
spiritual
progress,
but
spiritually he is yet too weak
adequately to defend himself against
the onslaughts of evil beings and
spirits. This stage is described in the
Quranic words:
"And if you invite them to
guidance, they hear not. And thou
seest them looking towards thee, but
they see not" (7:199).
3. The third stage may be called the
animal stage when spiritually a
person is no better than animals,
when on being called he hears the
voice of the caller but does not
understand the significance or
meaning of the call. The Quran
beautifully describes the spiritual
condition of such people in the
words: "They have hearts but they
comprehend not therewith, and they
have eyes but they see not therewith,
and they have ears but they hear not
therewith. They are like cattle; nay,
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they are even more astray" (7:180).
4. The fourth stage is reached when
the believer happens to develop
greater love for God and greater
righteousness and comes to realize
the significance of his actions and to
distinguish between good and evil. At
this stage he acquires the power to
resist satanic promptings in large
measure but occasionally he falters
and falls but then speedily comes to
his own. This stage is described in the
Quranic words: "And those who are
righteous, when a suggestion from
Satan assails them, they remember
God: and behold! They begin to see
things rightly" (7:202).
5. The fifth is a still higher stage of
spiritual progress when the Godfearing man attains such degree of
Divine realization that submission to
God’s commandments and resignation
to His decrees becomes, as it were, a
part of his being and like angels he
carries out fully and completely all
Divine commandments. This stage is
portrayed in the words: "And they do
what they are commanded" (16:51).
6. The sixth stage is a much higher
stage. At this stage the spiritual wayfarer drinks so deep at the fountain of
God’s love that he entrusts all his
affairs fully into God’s safe keeping
and becomes, as it were, a lifeless
instrument in God’s hands which He
uses as He chooses, and all his
actions and movements are in perfect
unison with God’s will. The Quran
gives a graphic description of the
believers who have attained this high
stage of spiritual progress in the
words: "Nay, whoever submits
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himself completely to Allah, and he is
the doer of good, shall have his
reward with his Lord. No fear shall
come upon such, neither shall they
grieve" (2:113).
7. The final and most developed
stage of spiritual perfection is
described in the Quranic words:
"Then we perfect it into another
creation. So blessed is Allah, the Best
of creators" (23:15). At this stage the
God-intoxicated believer is a totally
changed being, a quite new creation.
In the sixth stage he had completely
subordinated his will to the will of
God so much so that God’s will had
become his will; at this stage,
however, his will becomes, as it were,
the will of his Creator and Lord and
he attains to such high degree of
spiritual perfection that Divine
attributes
become
increasingly
reflected in the mirror of his heart and
he becomes a manifestation of God’s
beauty and majesty. His hands and
feet become, so to say, God’s own
hands and feet and he speaks with
God’s own tongue. "He does not
speak out of his own desire. It is
nothing but pure revelation that has
been revealed by God," says the
Quran (53:4).
The words "We are not neglectful
of the creation" signify that God has
not neglected to make full provision
for man’s both physical and spiritual
developments. From the next verse
the Surah proceeds to mention some
of those things on which man’s
physical as well as his spiritual life
depends.
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19. aAnd We sent down water
from the sky according to
measure, and We caused it to
stay in the earth—and surely it
is We Who determine its taking
away—2523
20. bAnd We produced for you
thereby gardens of date-palms
and vines; for you therein are
abundant fruits; and of them
you eat.2524
a

15:23. b16:12, 68; 36:35.

2523. Commentary:
This verse gives the first illustration
of how God supplies the physical and
spiritual needs of man. All life, it
says, depends on water which
descends from heaven, in the form of
rain, snow or hail. Similarly, spiritual
water descends from heaven in the
form of Divine revelation without
which no spiritual life can exist. The
verse purports to say that if men out of
their perversity and ingratitude reject
the Divine Message and the heavenly
water which God has sent down, they
will become deprived of it. The
parallelism in the physical and spiritual
life of man with which this Surah has
opened, is further developed in the
present and the next few verses.
The words, And surely it is We Who
determine its taking away, refer to a
well-known law of nature. The verse
means to say that God sends down
rain but rain-water does not stay in
the earth permanently. It disappears
by evaporation or flows into the sea
through streams and rivers. The earth

again becomes dry and then fresh rain
is needed to make it fertile. The same
is the case with Divine teaching. It
powerfully influences the lives of
men and brings about a great change
in them for a certain period. Then it
begins to be neglected, ignored and
misinterpreted and so a fresh
revelation is needed. This law of God
came into operation with the life of
man on this planet and it will remain
in operation till the end of time.
The verse also embodies an implied
reference to a prophecy of the Holy
Prophet about his second advent in
the person of the Promised Messiah
and about the spread of irreligious
and spiritual darkness in the centuries
before the latter’s advent, when there
was to remain nothing of Islam but its
name and nothing of the Quran but its
written words (Mishkat, Kitabul-‘Ilm)
and belief would have gone up to the
Pleiades (Bukhari, Kitabut-Tafsir).
2524. Commentary:
In this verse God gives another
illustration of the various boons and
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21. And a tree which springs
forth from Mount Sinai; it
produces oil and a sauce for
those who eat.2525
22. aAnd in the cattle also there
is a lesson for you. We give you
to drink of that which is in their
bellies and you have in them
a

6:143; 16:6; 36:72-73; 40:80-81.

favours which He has bestowed on
man. It also contains a subtle illusion
to the fact that the garden of Islam
will, forever, remain full of fruitbearing trees of various kinds which
will yield fresh fruits in plenty in
every season.
2525. Commentary:
The verse embodies yet another
instance of God’s bountiful provision
for the physical needs of man. The
words 'Mount Sinai', however, draw
attention to the fact that if God has
made provision for man’s physical
needs, He has not neglected to make
similar provision for his spiritual
needs and He has been doing so from
time immemorial. The verse reminds
us of the great prophecy of the Bible
which is to the effect: "The Lord
came from Sinai, and rose from Seir
unto them; He shined forth from
Mount Paran and he came with ten
thousands of saints: from his right
hand went a fiery law for them"
(Deut. 33:2). The prophecy refers to
the advent of Moses, the appearance
of Jesus from Seir and to the coming
of the Holy Prophet of Islam with a

fiery Law. The Holy Prophet actually
had ten thousand Companions with
him when he entered Mecca as a
conqueror. As to the identity of Paran
see 2:130.
About the tree referred to in the
verse which springs from Mount
Sinai and produces oil the following
extract may be read with interest:
The well lying to the east of the
Church, and traditionally that from
which Moses drew up for the
daughters of Jethro, was sufficient to
supply the domestic needs of the
monks and their guests; the water of
the other, led by channels in the rock
and carefully disposed pipes down
through the sloping garden, made that
a fertile and pleasant place, with grass
and vegetable plots, rows of salad
herbs, and the shade of many fruit
trees—apple and pear, grapevines,
oranges, figs and almonds, as well as
so great a number of olive trees that,
together with those in a more distant
garden, they produced enough oil for
the culinary use of the monastery, and
for the multitude of lamps which hung
in their Church. ("Once To Sinai" by
H. F. M. Prescott).
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many benefits, and of them you
also eat;2526
23. And aon them and on ships
you are borne.2527
a

16:8-9; 36:42-43; 43:13.

acquire an insight into God’s great
power and into the subtle ways
through which divine laws work. By
this simile of grass and milk we are
led to think that just as fodder, grain
and grass, without passing through
the wonderful machine created by
God in the bellies of animals, cannot
produce milk, similarly human reason
which is like grass and grain, cannot
produce, without the aid and
assistance of Divine revelation, a
Commentary:
teaching which like milk is very
The verse means to say that man useful for man’s moral and spiritual
derives great benefits from the cattle. development.
They are living machines which
produce for him such a wholesome 2527. Commentary:
The cattle are very useful animals.
and nutritious food as milk, from
We
eat their flesh, drink their milk
fodder, grain herbage and leaves of
trees, etc. which they eat. Man has so and use them also as mounts and as
far failed to devise a machine which beasts of burden, etc. Similarly, ships
extremely
useful
things.
like these divinely devised machines are
Reference has been made in this and
could produce milk from these things.
the preceding few verses to several of
The word  عربةwhich as given under
the things which are highly beneficial
"Important Words" above, means an to man for his material needs and
indication or evidence whereby one upon which to a very large extent his
passes from ignorance to knowledge very existence depends. It is quite
seems to allude to the subtle process obvious that God Who has made such
which takes place in the bellies of vast provision for the physical needs
some of the animals and which turns of man could not have failed to make
grass or herbage eaten by them into similar provision for his moral and
pure and wholesome milk and by spiritual needs. This is the meaning
pondering over which one is led to and purport of this verse.
2526. Important Words:
( عربةlesson) is derived from  عربand
means, admonition or exhortation; or
an admonition or exhortation by
which one takes warning or example;
a thing by which one is admonished;
an indication or evidence whereby
one passes from ignorance to
knowledge of what is not seen from
the knowledge of what is seen (Lane
& Arab). See also 4:44.
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R. 2.
a

24. And We did send Noah to
his people, and he said, ‘O my
people, serve Allah. You have
no God other than Him. Will
you not then be righteous?’2528
25. bAnd the chiefs of his
people, who disbelieved, said,
‘He is only a man like
yourselves; he seeks to make
himself superior to you. And if
Allah had so willed, cHe could
have surely sent down angels
with him. We have never heard
of such a thing among our
forefathers.2529
a

7:60; 11:26; 71:2. b7:61; 11:28; 17:95; 34:44. c17:96.

2528. Commentary:
In the preceding few verses a brief
account was given as to how God has
provided for the physical needs of
man. From this verse begins an
account of the means which God has
provided for the satisfaction of his
spiritual needs. The coming of Divine
Messengers is the first and foremost
means provided for this purpose. The
present and the next few verses refer
to Noah, the first great Prophet who
came with a Divinely-revealed Law.
He called his people to God, to the
path of success and salvation and like
other Prophets emphasized the Unity
of God which was the pivot round
which all the religious beliefs and
teachings revolved, and which
formed the corner stone of the edifice

of all religions.
It may be said in passing that
humanity had to pass through four
cycles to reach its perfect moral and
spiritual development: (1) In the
cycle of Adam the foundations were
laid of human civilization. (2) Noah
was the founder of the cycle of the
Shari‘ah. (3) In the cycle of Moses
the details of the Shari‘ah were
revealed and (4) with the Holy
Prophet was completed the fourth and
last cycle when the Shari‘ah became
complete and perfect and man
attained the highest peak of social,
moral and spiritual development.
2529. Commentary:
The disbelievers have always
suffered from a superiority complex
and therefore have always rejected
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26. aHe is only a man stricken
with madness; wait, therefore,
concerning
him
for
a
2530
while.’
27. bHe said, ‘O my Lord, help
me, for they have treated me as
a liar.’
28. So We sent revelation to
him, saying, c“Make the Ark
under Our eyes and according
to Our revelation. dAnd when
Our command comes, and the
fountains of the earth gush
forth, take thou into it two of
every kind, male and female,
and thy family, except those of
them against whom the word
has already gone forth. And
address Me not concerning
those who have done wrong;
they shall be drowned.2531
a

54:10. b26:118-119; 54:11. c11:38. d11:41; 54:13-14.

Divine Messengers on the plea that
they cannot accept the lead of one
who is "only a man like ourselves."
The verse incidentally implies that
belief in the existence of angels was
entertained from time immemorial.
As far back as Noah’s time his
opponents wanted to see angels
descending on them. See also 11:28.

themselves. Secondly, that he sought
to impose his leadership on them.
Thirdly, that no angel had descended
from heaven to testify to his truth.
Fourthly, that his teaching was
opposed to the time-honoured beliefs
of their forebears. Fifthly, that he was
stricken with madness, and sixthly,
that sooner or later he was sure to
come to grief. These objections have
2530. Commentary:
always been raised against every
In this and the preceding verse
Prophet and Divine Reformer in
Noah’s opponents are represented as
every age.
having
brought
forward
six
objections to reject his message: 2531. Important Words:
First, that he was only a man like
 أعنیis the plural of  عنیwhich means,
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29. aAnd when thou hast settled
on the Ark—thou and those that
are with thee—say, ‘All praise
belongs to Allah Who has saved
us from the unjust people!’
30. And when thou dost
disembark from the ark say,
b
‘My Lord, cause me to land a
blessed landing, for Thou art the
Best of those who bring people
to land.’”2532
31. cVerily, in this there are
Signs. Surely, We did try the
a

11:42; 43:14. b11:49. c29:16.

(1) the eye; (2) look or view; (3) the
people or inmates of a house; (4)
brothers from the same father and
mother and (5) one’s protection and
honour (Lane & Aqrab). See also 11:38.
 زوجmeans, two persons of the same
species, i.e. a male and a female. See
also 2:26 & 6:144.
For  فارand  تنورsee 11:41.
Commentary:
The expression, against whom the
word has already gone forth, refers to
those rejecters of truth whose
destruction had already been decreed;
and the words, address Me not, mean
"do not intercede with Me." In spite
of this clear Divine commandment
Noah did pray to God to save his son.
This shows that he did not regard the
Divine commandment contained in
the words "against whom the word
has already gone forth" as applicable
to his son. This was an error of

judgement on Noah’s part and all
Prophets are liable to make such
errors. See also 11:38-48.
2532. Commentary:
For a detailed account of Noah and
the Ark and the place where it came
to rest, see 11:38-45. Briefly it may
be stated here that according to the
Bible Noah’s Ark rested on the
mountains of Ararat (Gen. 8:4) and
according to the Quran it rested upon
Al-Judi. It is of interest to note that ارا
 راطbeing a combination of  اراwhich
means, "I saw" and  راطwhich means,
"he sought refuge in the mountains,"
signifies a place of safety in the
mountains and the word  جودیmeans,
"my beneficence, my grace, my
mercy." Thus, whereas according to
the Bible, the Ark rested in a place of
safety, according to the Quran it
rested in a place where God’s mercy,
grace or beneficence were manifested.
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people of Noah.2533
32. aThen We raised after them
another generation.2533A
33. And We sent among them a
Messenger
from
among
themselves with the message,
‘Serve Allah. You have no God
other than Him. Will you not
then fear God?’2534
R. 3.

34. And the chiefs of his people,
who disbelieved and denied the
meeting of the Hereafter and
b
whom We had afforded ease
and comfort in this life, said,
‘This is but a man like
a

23:43; 25:39. b17:17.

2533. Commentary:
God tried the people of Noah first
by bestowing favours upon them
and then by visiting them with
punishment when they showed their
ingratitude by rejecting His Messenger.
The words  إن کنا ملبتلنیmay be of
general application meaning that it is
an invariable practice of God that He
tries men sometimes by bestowing
favours upon them and sometimes by
visiting them with punishment for
their misdeeds.
2533A. Commentary:
The reference in the words "another
generation" is to ‘Ad, the people of
the Prophet Hud. The following
several verses, if compared to vv.
7:66-70,
make
this
inference

irresistible because the conditions
and circumstances of "another
generation" mentioned in the verse
under comment and the following
few verses closely resemble those of
‘Ad mentioned in 7:66-70.
2534. Commentary:
The human caravan wended its way
till when men totally consigned God
to oblivion and strayed away from the
path to which the Messengers of God
after Noah had led them, a Prophet
was again raised among them and he
also like his predecessors emphasized
the basic principle of all religions—
the Unity of God. "Worship Allah",
has always been the clarion call of all
Divine Messengers, if only mankind
should realize the real significance
and import of Divine worship.
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yourselves. aHe eats of that of
which you eat, and drinks of
that of which you drink.2535
35. b‘And if you obey a man
like yourselves, you will then be
surely losers.
36. c‘Does he promise you that
when you are dead and have
become dust and bones, you
will be brought forth again?
37. dFar, very far from truth is
that which you are promised.2536
a

21:9; 25:8. b23:48. c17:50; 36:79; 50:4. d50:4.

2535. Commentary:
It is indeed very strange that the
one fact which really goes in favour
of Divine Messengers has been
advanced by disbelievers throughout
the ages as an argument against them,
viz. that they were mortals like
themselves who ate and drank and
were subject to all the demands of
nature. All the Messengers were
rejected on the basis of this foolish
plea. The rejecters never paused to
ponder over this simple fact that the
object of the raising up of
Messengers was that they should
have served as a model for men, and
how could one who was not human
and therefore immune from human
weaknesses and frailties, could be a
model for human beings? Only a man
could be a model for men.
The second reason that has always
led disbelievers to reject Divine
Messengers is that they (the

disbelievers) "have been afforded
ease and comfort in this life." Instead
of being grateful to God for His
manifold favours upon them those
very
Divine
blessings
make
disbelievers so arrogant and defiant
that they reject God’s Messengers.
2536. Important Words:
 ھیھاتdenotes one’s deeming a thing
remote or improbable and despairing
of it, and means, ( بعد جداhe or it was or
became very far off) or ( ما أبعدہhow far
it is), signifying the intensification of
the sense of ( بعدto be far) though it
also means بعد. The word ھیھات
followed by  لmeans, ( بعدhe or it was
or became far off) or ( بعد التصدیقit was
far from being believed or from truth
or simply ( البعدremoteness). Without ل
after it, it denotes pronouncing a
thing to be remote.  ھیھات کذاmeans, far
or far from being believed or from
truth is such a thing, or ھیھات لکذا
means, remoteness or remoteness from
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38. aThere is no life other than
our present life; we were
lifeless and now we live, but we
shall not be raised up again.2536A
39. He is only a man who has
forged a lie against Allah; and
we are not going to believe
him.’2537
40. He said, ‘My Lord, help me,
for they have treated me as a
liar.’2538
41. God said, ‘In a little while
they will surely become
repentant.’2539
a

6:30; 19:67; 36:79; 44:36; 45:25.

being believed or from the truth, is to of a man who is in no way superior to
us and is subject to all the weaknesses
be attributed to such a thing (Lane).
and frailties to which human flesh is
2536A. Commentary:
heir and who has invented some
Denial of the life after death is the stories, seeking in this way to impose
second root cause of rejection by his leadership upon us."
disbelievers of Divine Messengers.
2538. Commentary:
2537. Commentary:
Prayer is the chief weapon which
The present and the preceding five God’s Prophets employ against the
verses contain the objections which forces of evil and it is with the help of
disbelievers have always raised this weapon that they succeed. This is
against God’s Messengers and these a fact to which the history of all
exactly were the objections which religions bears an eloquent testimony.
Noah’s opponents had raised against
him, and which, in fact, were raised 2539. Commentary:
against every Prophet, viz. "There is
The wages of sin is death. The
no life after death; men live and die leaders of disbelief always come to
and are followed by others; this is grief. They also repent of their
how the world has gone on and how misdeeds but often too late. This is
life will continue; it is foolish to give another lesson which the history of
teaches
but
which
up the time-honoured beliefs of our religion
forefathers and accept the leadership disbelievers never take to heart.
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42. aThen punishment overtook
them rightfully, and We made
them as rubbish. Cursed, then,
be the people who do
wrong!2540
43. bThen We raised after them
other generations.
44. cNo people can go ahead of
their appointed time, nor can
they remain behind it.2541
45. Then
We
sent
Our
Messengers one after another.
d
Every time there came to a
people their Messenger, they
a

7:92; 11:68. bSee 23:32. c15:6. d2:88; 36:31.

2540. Important Words:
( الصیحةpunishment) means, a loud
cry;
punishment,
castigation,
chastisement; a hostile or predatory
incursion by which a tribe is
surprised (Lane & Aqrab). See also
11:68.
( غثاءrubbish) is derived from غثاء
(ghatha). They say  غثا الوادیi.e. the
valley has in it abundance of rubbish.
 غثت النفسi.e. the stomach heaved, or
became agitated with a tendency to
vomit.  غثاءmeans, the rubbish or
particles of things or refuse and scum
and rotten leaves with the scum borne
upon the surface of a torrent. The
Arabs say  ماله غثاء و عمله ھباء و سعیه خفاءi.e. his
property is as rubbish borne by a
torrent and his work is like motes that
are seen in the rays of the sun and his
labour is a thing that is unapparent.
 غثاء الناسmeans, the low and the vile

and the refuse of mankind (Lane &
Aqrab).
 بعداmeans, perdition or death; curse
or malediction etc. The expression
 بعدالهmeans, may he be cursed or may
God alienate him from good (Lane &
Aqrab). See also 11:45.
Commentary:
The verse points to a lesson to
which history of religion generally
and the Quran particularly draws
attention, viz. that the opponents of
God’s Prophets always meet with
failure and destruction and believers
whom they regard as the scum and
dregs of humanity succeed in their
mission and ultimately become the
teachers and leaders of nations.
2541. Commentary:
The verse purports to say that no
people can thwart their decreed
destiny. Rejection of Divine Prophets
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treated him as a liar. So We
made them follow one another
to destruction and We made
them mere tales. Cursed, then, be
the people who believe not!2542
46. Then aWe sent Moses and
his brother Aaron, with Our
Signs and a clear authority,
47. To Pharaoh and his chiefs;
but they behaved arrogantly and
they were a haughty people.
a

20:43, 44.

never goes unpunished but it is for
God to determine the form and the
time of the punishment to be meted
out to disbelievers.
2542. Important Words:
( ترتاone after another) is derived
from وتر. They say  وترہi.e. he made it
(a number) sole; or one and no more;
he made it to be odd number. وتر اخلرب
means, he made the tidings to follow
one part after another or to follow
with a small space between every two
portions thereof.  تواترmeans, it was
consecutive, or was so with intervals
or was so with interruption.  وترةof the
nose means the partition between the
two nostrils.  جاؤواترتیmeans, they came
following one another; one after
another.  ثم أرسلنا رسلنا ترتیmeans, then We
sent Our Messengers one after
another; or interruptedly; at intervals
or making a long time to intervene
between every two (Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
This verse like several others shows

that after a Divine Law has been
revealed God continues to raise other
Messengers to support, explain and
establish it. After the Law of Moses
was revealed God sent other
Messengers who followed the Mosaic
Law and exhorted the Israelites to
follow it.
It appears from the Bible that there
had always lived among the Israelites
a number of Prophets and Reformers
who explained the Torah to the
Israelites. Jesus was the last of these
Prophets. He himself says, "Think not
that I am come to destroy the Law, or
the Prophets. I am not come to
destroy but to fulfil. For verily I say
unto you, till heaven and earth pass
one jot or one tittle shall in no wise
pass from the Law, till all be
fulfilled" (Matt. 5:17, 18).
The words, "We made them mere
tales," signify that when the
opponents of the Prophets are
destroyed their destruction is so
complete that generations coming
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48. And they said, ‘Shall we
believe in two men like
ourselves while their people are
our servants?’2543
49. So they called them liars,
and they were of those who
were destroyed.
50. aAnd We gave Moses the
Book, that they might be
guided.
51. And We made the son of
Mary and his mother a Sign,
and gave them refuge on an
elevated land having meadows
and springs of running water.2544
a

2:88; 17:3; 32:24; 40:54.

after them talk of them as people who
once lived on this earth, because no
trace of their existence or work
remains behind.
2543. Commentary:
As mentioned at several places in
the Quran it is pride and conceit that
have proved the undoing of many a
people to whom a Divine Messenger
was sent. A sense of false superiority
stood in their way. In this and the
preceding two verses the same story
is told. Pharaoh and his chiefs said in
false pride and arrogance how they
could believe in persons whose
people had served them as slaves.
2544. Important Words:
( ٓاوینامھاWe gave them refuge) is
derived from أوی. They say أوی البیت اوایل
 البیتi.e. he lodged in the house and

found rest and satisfaction therein. ٓاواہ
( البیت اوایل البیتawa) means, he lodged
him in the house, he gave him shelter,
refuge or asylum in the house.  أویis
used when a person finds protection,
asylum, satisfaction and comfort in a
place after he has been through
hardships and privations (Lane &
Arqab). See also 8:73; 11:44; 12:70 &
93:7.
( ربوةelevated land) is derived from
 ریبwhich means, it increased; it
became high; he grew up.  ربوةmeans,
a hill or elevated ground or an
elevated place (Lane & Aqrab). See
also 2:266; 22:6.
( قرارmeadows) is inf. noun from قر.
They say  قر باملکانi.e. he settled or
became established; rested; resided in
the place.  قرارmeans, a state or place
or time of rest, permanence or
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continuance; a secure dwelling; a
place where water rests in a meadow.
It is also a plural (or rather a coll.
gen. n.,) of which the singular is قرارة.
The word is also applied to low and
fertile grounds (Lane & Aqrab).
( معنیsprings of running water) may
be taken as derived from  معنor عان.
They say,  معن املاءi.e. the water flowed.
 معن املطر االرضmeans, the rain constantly
fell upon the ground and its thirst was
satisfied.  معن النباتmeans, the plant had
plentiful irrigation.  عان املاء اوالدمعmeans,
the water or the tear flowed. عانت البئر
means, the water of the well became
plentiful.  معنیmeans, flowing water, a
spring.  ماء معنیmeans, flowing water or
the water which the eye sees flowing
upon the surface of the earth (Aqrab).
Commentary:
The verse constitutes a befitting
sequel to the subject dealt with in the
few preceding verses, viz. that it is an
invariable divine law that God’s
Messengers are at first rejected and
persecuted but eventually they
succeed and their rejecters come to
grief and that in consonance with this
divine law, Jesus, the last Israelite
Prophet also met with severe
persecution at the hands of his
opponents. They got him hung on the
cross. But true to His law and
promise God delivered him from the
accursed death by crucifixion, and to
offset his seeming failure in the early
stages of his mission gave him shelter
along with his mother in a land full of
green meadows and running springs,
where his mission prospered and
where he lived to a ripe old age. As
Jesus’ death, like his birth, has
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become
a
subject
of
great
controversy, and some confusion and
doubt still persist as to how and
where he passed the last days of his
crowded life, and as the question of
the manner of his death forms a vital
question with the Christian Faith, a
somewhat exhaustive note on this
very important, albeit baffling
religious question is called for.
The Quran and the Bible,
reinforced by authenticated facts of
history, lend powerful support to our
view that Jesus did not die on the
cross. The following arguments
substantiate
and
support
this
contention:
1. Jesus could not have died on the
cross because he was a Divine
Prophet and a righteous servant of
God and according to the Bible "he
that is hanged is accursed of God"
(Deut. 21:23).
2. On the night before Jesus was
nailed to the cross he had prayed to
God in great agony to "take away this
cup (of death on the cross) from me"
(Mark 14:36; Matt. 26:39; Luke,
22:42); and his prayer was heard
(Heb. 5:7).
3. Jesus had predicted that like
Jonah who had gone into the belly of
the whale alive and had come out of
it alive (Matt. 12:40) he would
remain in an excavated sepulchre for
three days and would come out of it
alive.
4. He had also foretold that after
having delivered his message to the
Israelites in Palestine he would go to
seek out the lost ten tribes of Israel
and would bring them back into the
Master’s fold (John 10:16). Even
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Jews themselves in Jesus’ time
believed that the lost tribes of Israel
had become dispersed in different
lands (John 7:34, 35).
5. Jesus had remained hung on the
cross only for about three hours (John
9:14) while persons of normal
constitutions, had remained on the
cross for as many as three to six days
and then died from exhaustion,
hunger and exposure
6. Immediately after he had been
taken down from the cross Jesus’ side
was pierced and blood and water
flowed out of it which was a certain
sign of life (John 19:34).
7. The Jews themselves were not
sure of Jesus’ death because they had
asked Pilate to have a guard posted at
his sepulchre "lest his disciples come
by night and steal him away and say
unto the people, 'He is risen from the
dead' (Matt. 27:64).
8. There is not to be found in all the
Gospels a single recorded statement
of an eye-witness to the effect that
Jesus had died on the cross or that he
was dead when he was taken down
from the cross or when he was placed
in the tomb. The Jews had their own
doubts and none of the disciples was
present at the scene of crucifixion, all
having fled when Jesus was taken to
Calvary.
The fact of the case seems to be
that, presumably due to the dream of
his wife "to have nothing to do with
that just man," Pilate had believed
Jesus to be innocent and had
therefore conspired with Joseph of
Arimaethia, a respectable member of
the Essene Order to which Jesus
himself belonged before he was
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commissioned as a Prophet, to save
his life. The trial of Jesus took place
on Friday, Pilate having purposely
prolonged it knowing that the next
day being the Sabbath Day the
condemned persons would not be left
on the cross after sunset.
When at last he found himself
compelled to condemn Jesus, Pilate
gave his judgement only three hours
before sunset, thus making himself
sure that no person of normal health
could die in such a short time by
remaining on the cross. He took
additional care to see that Jesus was
given wine or vinegar mingled with
myrrh to render him less sensitive to
pain. When after three hours’
suspension Jesus was taken down
from the cross in an unconscious state
(probably under the influence of
vinegar which was administered to
him) Pilate readily granted Joseph of
Arimaethia’s request and handed over
Jesus’s body to him. Unlike those of
the two malefactors who were hung
along with him, his bones were not
broken and Joseph had him placed in
a spacious room hewn in the side of a
rock. There was no medical autopsy,
no stethoscopic test, no inquest with
the aid of the evidence of those who
were last with him ("Mystical life of
Jesus" by H. Spencer Lewis).
9. "The Crucifixion by an EyeWitness," a book which was at first
published in 1873 in U.S.A. and
which is an English translation of an
ancient Latin copy of a letter written
seven years after the Crucifixion by
an Essene brother in Jerusalem to a
member of this brotherhood in
Alexandria lends further support to
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the view of Jesus having been taken
down from the cross alive. The book
narrates in detail all the events
leading to the Crucifixion, the scenes
at the Calvary and also the incidents
that took place afterwards.
10. An ointment, the famous
Marham-i-‘Isa, (the ointment of
Jesus) was prepared and applied to
Jesus’s wounds and he was tended
and looked after by Joseph of
Arimaethia and Nicodemus, a very
learned and highly respected member
of the Essene brotherhood.
11. After the wounds of Jesus had
been sufficiently healed he left the
tomb in which he was placed and met
some of his disciples who "were
horrified and affrighted and supposed
that they had seen a spirit." He
assured them that he was no spirit but
a man of flesh and bones and had his
food with them and walked the whole
distance from Jerusalem to Galilee on
foot (Luke 24:37-43).
All these authentic facts of history
show that Jesus did not die on the
cross. The story of his death on the
cross and his having risen from the
dead after three days and having
bodily gone to heaven may deceive a
gullible people holding fantastic
beliefs, it cannot satisfy any
reasonable person (Enc. Brit. article
on "Ascension").
The fact having been established
that Jesus survived Crucifixion, the
question still remains, if Jesus did not
die on the cross and there being no
trace of his tomb in Palestine, the
scene of his early missionary
activities, where did he go and live
and die after the great event? It is
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now a known fact established by
reliable historical data that after the
event of Crucifixion, Jesus, finding
life unsafe in Palestine, forsook that
country forever and went to seek the
Lost Ten Tribes of Israel and to
preach his Message to them. For this
purpose he took a long and arduous
journey to the East, where those Ten
Tribes had lived after their great
dispersion by the Assyrians and
Babylonians, first to Assyria,
Mesopotamia and Media and then to
further East––Afghanistan, Kashmir
and India. While yet in Palestine,
Jesus had given sufficient indications,
though in parables and proverbs,
as was his wont, that in some
future time he would have to leave
Palestine for another country (John
8:21; 10:16; 13:33).
After Crucifixion Jesus felt that he
was a hunted man and that if he
remained in his native place he would
be arrested again and probably killed.
He, therefore, went into hiding. The
news having reached him of the cruel
persecution of his disciples he was
sorely distressed, and in extreme
agony of spirit exclaimed; "the foxes
have holes, and the birds of the air
have nests; but the son of man hath
not where to lay his head"
(Matt.8:20). He decided to leave
Palestine for all time. From Jerusalem
he went to Nazareth and from
Nazareth to Damascus where he
stayed for some time at a place which
is known to this day as Maqam-i-‘Isa.
Finding himself insecure even in
Damascus he left for Nisibin
(Raudatus-Safa
and
Jami‘utTawarikh). He did not feel safe even
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at Nisibin (Tabari) and left for far-off
Kashmir. Finding it unsafe to travel
under his real name he henceforward,
travelled under the assumed name of
Yuz Asaf (Yuz in Hebrew being the
same as Yasu‘ and Asaf meaning the
gatherer).
Henceforward
Jesus
becomes Yuz Asaf and is known by
this name till his death. On his way
from Nisibin to Kashmir he passed
through Iran and Afghanistan. At last
he reached his destination.
The last vestiges of doubt as to
Jesus’ travel to Afghanistan and
Kashmir are dispelled by that very
useful book "The Unknown Life of
Jesus" written by Nicholas Notovitch,
a Russian traveller, who visited the
Far East in about 1877. He calls
Kashmir "the valley of eternal bliss"
which may be regarded as an apt
rendering in English of the Quranic
words ذات قرار و معنی.
In this book Notovitch tells us that
Jesus came to India, while he was
only 14 years of age, lived there for
some time, learnt the use of herbs,
medicine and mathematics and
studied also the Hindu religion and
held religious discussions with the
Brahmans who ultimately became his
enemies. The fact having come to his
knowledge that the Brahmans were
seeking to kill him, he left India for
Nepal and then went to Kashmir and
Afghanistan and stopping on the way
in Persia he went back to Judea. Sir
Francis Young husband, who was at
the time when Nicholas Notovitch
visited Kashmir, British resident at
the court of the Maharaja of Kashmir,
met him near the Zojila Pass.
Recent research about Jesus’ travels
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in the East lends powerful support to
Notovitch’s book. The following
quotations are very significant:
In Srinagar we first encountered the
curious legend about Christ’s visit to
the place. Afterwards we saw how
widely spread in India, in Laddakh and
in Central Asia, was the legend of the
visit of Christ to those parts ("Heart of
Asia," by Professor Nicholus Roerich).
All over Central Asia, in Kashmir and
Laddakh and Tibet and even further
north, there still exists a strong belief
that Jesus or Issa travelled about there
("Glimpses of World History," by
Jawaharlal Nehru).
One day Raja Shalewahin went to a
country in the Himalayas. There he
saw a Raja of Sakas (foreigners) at
Wein, who was fair of colour and
wore white clothes. The Raja asked
him who he was. He replied that he
was Yusashaphat (Yuz Asaf) and was
born of a woman (according to
another report, "born of a virgin"…)
The Raja asked him about his
religion. He replied, 'it is love, truth
and purity of heart and on account of
this I am called ‘Isa Masih’: (Sutta.
Bhavishya Maha Purana, P. 282,
translated by Dr. Shiv Nath Shastri
and quoted by Robert Graves and
Joshua Podro in "Jesus in Rome").
Finding it impossible to deny the
fact of Jesus’ having been taken down
alive from the cross and of his
journey to the East, some scholars
have taken refuge behind some
obscure passages in Notovitch’s book
to claim that Jesus came to East
before and not after he was
commissioned as a Divine Prophet.
But this inference appears manifestly
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to be ill-founded. A mere boy of 13 or
14 years of age as Jesus is stated to
have been when he came to India, he
could not have conceived of
undertaking so long and arduous a
journey to a far-off land, and thus of
exposing himself to mortal danger on
the way. After all what attraction or
motives Jesus had, at such an early
age, in coming over to India and
studying the Hindu religion and in
having discussion with the Brahmans
so as to make them his enemies, as
we are told in Notovitch’s book. And
if at all he came to India, what
interest the people of India and
Kashmir had in keeping a record of
the activities, doings and wanderings
of a boy of 13 or 14. It is only God’s
great Prophets who in the discharge
of their divine mission regard no
sacrifice too great to suffer. It is,
therefore, after Jesus had been
entrusted with his divine mission and
had been rejected by the Jews in
Palestine, that he forsook that country
to seek, in fulfilment of the old
Biblical prophecies, the Lost Ten
Tribes of Israel and undertook the
long and dangerous journey to India
and Kashmir. It is after he had come
to Afghanistan and Kashmir and had
preached his message to the Israelites
living there and after hundreds of
thousands of people had accepted him
and he had lived an eventful life to
the very ripe age of 120 (Kanzul‘Ummal, vol. 6) that records came to
be kept of his doings. Early Christian
writers and dignitaries of the Church
were forced to admit that Jesus had
lived up to old age and died full of
years. In his "An Introduction to the
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Literature of the New Testament"
(p.610) the famous Biblical scholar,
Dr. James Moffatt writes: "Irenaeas
quotes from the presbyters who are
claimed to have been in touch with
the apostle John,... that Jesus died
when he was in his aetas Senior, i.e.
over forty or fifty."…"According to
tales current in the days of Papies the
Lord lived to a great age...aetas
Senior [Early History of the Christian
Church
by
Monsignor
Louis
Duchesne, vol. I, p. 105] "In the later
he also includes the fact that Jesus
must have passed through and been
subjected to all the conditions of
a complete human life from birth to
old age and death" (History of
Dogma by Dr. Adolf Harnack, vol.
11, pp. 277-278).
It is also in keeping with the timehonoured
practice
of
God’s
Messengers that they have to do
migrate after and not before they are
entrusted with a divine mission and
Jesus too was true to this prophetic
tradition.
Other
facts
of
unimpeachable historical evidence, to
which we will presently refer, also
prove and establish this event of
outstanding historical importance.
Jesus came to Afghanistan and
Kashmir because "other sheep which
are not of this fold" (John 10:16) lived
there. His mission could not have
become complete unless he should
have brought those sheep into the
Master’s fold. Here are some of the
arguments to show that the lost ten
tribes of Israel lived in Afghanistan
and Kashmir, after the Israelites were
dispersed by the Assyrians and
Babylonian kings:
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After the death of Solomon and in
the reign of his cruel and worthless
son whom the Quran calls "the worm
of the earth" (34:15) a revolt headed
by Jeroboam split the Jews into two
perpetually hostile camps. The major
section, the Ten Tribes assumed the
name of Israel and the two tribes of
Judah and Benjamin came to be
known as Judah. At the invitation of
the King of Judah, the Assyrians,
under Tiglath-pileser, Shalmaneser
and Sargon invaded Samaria, the
capital of the Ten Tribes, destroyed it
and carried the Ten Tribes as captives
to Assyria, Mesopotamia and Media.
Later on the Assyrian Kingdom was
destroyed by the combined armies of
Babylonia
and
Media.
When
Zedekiah, the King of Judah, revolted
against Nebuchadnezzar, the latter,
laid siege to Jerusalem, completely
destroyed the Temple and carried
almost all the inhabitants into
captivity. The ten tribes were forever
lost to the Palestinian Jewry because
when the Assyrians and the
Babylonians extended their territories
to the east, they carried their captives,
the ten tribes of Israel, to Iraq and
Persia for the purpose of colonization
and later when the Persians under
Darius and Cyrus extended their
territories still further east, to
Afghanistan and India, these Jewish
tribes migrated with them to these
countries and thus they became
settled in the East—in Afghanistan
and Kashmir and even in Samarkand
and Bukhara, and were forever lost to
western Jewry.
Thus as a result of their conquest
first by the Assyrians and the
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Babylonians and then by the Persians
the Jews became dispersed to Persia,
Afghanistan and Kashmir and even to
Khurasan, Samarkand and Bukhara.
The Kashmiris and Afghans of today
are the descendants of those 'Lost
Tribes of Israel.' This fact is quite
evident from the traditions, history
and written records of these two
peoples. The names of their towns
and tribes, their physical features,
their customs, habits, mode and
manner of living, their dress, etc., all
point in the same direction. Their
ancient
monuments
and
old
inscriptions also support this view.
The fact that there are many places,
persons and tribes in Afghanistan and
particularly in Kashmir which are
named after Israelite names, and that
the customs, habits, manners, mode
of life, form of dress of the
Kashmiris, and their physical features
resemble those of the Jews, coupled
with the fact that their folklore is full
of Jewish stories and that their
language possesses hundreds of
words which in pronunciation and
meaning are identical with Hebrew
words and that the name Kashmir is
in reality Kashir meaning "like Syria"
(or it seems to have been named after
Kash or Cush, a grandson of Noah),
impart a certainty to the view that the
Afghans and Kashmiris are largely
the descendants of the lost ten tribes
of Israel which is incapable of being
assailed.
When it is established that Jesus did
not die on the cross and that after
having recovered from his wounds
and being afraid of his life he left
Jerusalem for the East, and when it is
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also established that the Afghans and
the Kashmiris are descendants of the
lost ten tribes of Israel and that in
fulfilment of the prophecies of the
Prophets of yore, Jesus had to search
for these tribes to reclaim them, there
remains no manner of doubt about the
fact that he did come to Afghanistan
and Kashmir. But the greatest and
best proof of his having come to
Kashmir and of having lived and died
there is the presence of his tomb in
Khanyar street, Srinagar, Kashmir.
There is a tomb in this street which is
called Rauzabal and is variously
known as the tomb of Yuz Asaf, of
Nabi Sahib, of Shahzadah Nabi and
even of ‘Isa Sahib. According to wellestablished historical accounts this
Yuz Asaf came to Kashmir more than
1900 years ago and preached in
parables and used many of the same
parables as Jesus did. In certain books
of history he is described as a Nabi
(Prophet). Moreover, Yuz Asaf is a
Biblical name meaning "Yasu‘, the
gatherer," which is one of the
descriptive names of Jesus as his
mission was to gather the lost tribes
of Israel into the Master’s fold as he
himself says: "And other sheep I
have, which are not of this fold, them
also must I bring, and they shall hear
my voice, and there shall be one fold
and one shepherd" (John 10:16).
The following historical quotations
shed some light on this subject:
The tomb next to that of Sayyid
Nasirud-Din is generally known as
that of a Prophet who was sent to the
inhabitants of Kashmir, and the place
is known as the shrine of a Prophet.
He was a Prince who came to
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Kashmir from a foreign land. He was
perfect in piety, righteousness and
devotion; he was made a Prophet by
God and was engaged in preaching to
the Kashmiris. His name was Yuz
Asaf and he was a descendant of
Moses (Tarikh A‘zami pp. 82-85)...
Yuz Asaf wandered about in several
lands till he reached a country called
Kashmir. He travelled in it far and
wide and lived and stayed there till
death overtook him (Ikmalud-Din...
pp. 358-359).
Kashmir legend, I have been told,
contains reference to a Prophet who
lived here and taught as Jesus did by
parables little stories that are repeated
in Kashmir to the present day (John
Noel’s article in Asia, Oct. 1930).
The flight of Jesus, therefore to
India and his death in Srinagar is not
foreign to the truth rationally or
historically (Tafsirul-Manar, vol. 6).
The following facts clearly emerge
from the above quotations and
historical references:
1. The tomb in Khanyar street in
Srinagar is variously described as that
of Nabi Sahib, ‘Isa Sahib, Shahzadah
Nabi and that of Yuz Asaf.
2. This Yuz Asaf was a Prophet of
the People of the Book, being a
spiritual descendant of Moses.
3. He came to Kashmir from a faroff land.
4. He was called a Prince (Jesus
was also known as Prince of Peace).
5. He talked in proverbs and
parables (so did Jesus).
6. He was not a follower of Islam as
no prophet, according to Muslim
belief, had appeared after the Holy
Prophet.
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R. 4.

52. O ye Messengers, aeat of the
things that are pure, and do
good works. Verily, I am well
aware of what you do.2545
a

7:33.

7. He was a Jew, because the name
Yuz Asaf is a Hebrew name.
In view of the above-mentioned
facts it is not possible to deny that
Jesus did come to the East to preach
to the lost tribes of Israel, and that
Yuz Asaf is Jesus and that the tomb
in Khanyar street is that of Jesus. For
a better and fuller treatment, however,
of this subject see "Masih Hindustan
Main" by Ahmad, the Promised
Messiah. See also the well-known
book, "Nazarene Gospel Restored,"
whose authors maintain that though
officially crucified in A.D. 30, Jesus
was still alive some twenty years
after the Resurrection.
There could be no better description
of the place, where Jesus and his
mother, after his deliverance from
accursed death on the cross, lived in
peace and tranquillity and then went
to their eternal rest, than in the
Quranic words, viz. ذات قرار و معنی
(having meadows and springs of
running water), which is quite an apt
description of the beautiful valley of
Kashmir which is full of green
meadows and of springs and streams
running with fresh, sweet water.
2545. Commentary:
The fact that there exists a deep and
subtle connection between the food
that a person eats and his actions
good or bad has now begun to be

increasingly recognized by medical
science. But Islam laid down as far
back as 1400 years directions and
instructions relating to food which
possess great moral significance.
While it is admitted that the
properties of vegetables and mineral
foods have their effect upon man,
there is no reason why a man should
not be affected by peculiar habits of
an animal whose flesh he frequently
eats. It has been established that the
eating of the flesh of certain animals
encourages unnatural vice and sexual
perversions. Further research in this
direction will confirm the principle
on which Islamic restrictions and
regulations concerning food are
based. The basic principle laid down
by Islam is that as man must develop
all his natural instincts and faculties,
therefore he should partake of all
kinds of food, except those that are
likely to do him physical, moral or
spiritual harm. The use of pure and
good food produces healthy mental
condition which in turn produces
good and righteous actions. It is to
this great scientific truth that the
words "and do good deeds" point, and
thus by recognizing that food exerts a
powerful influence on man’s morals
Islam has subjected it to certain limits
and conditions.
The word ( الرسلMessengers)
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53. And know athat this
community of yours is one
community, and I am your
Lord. So take Me as your
Protector.2546
54. But bthey (the people) have
cut up their affairs among
themselves forming themselves
into parties, each group
rejoicing in what they have.2547
55. So cleave them in their
confusion for a time.
a

21:93. b2:94. c70:43; 73:12.

includes their followers also. The
commandments
given
to
the
Messengers and Prophets of God are
meant for their followers also.
2546. Commentary:
The verse purports to say that all
the Messengers of God formed one
brotherhood, i.e. they came from the
same Divine Source and their basic
teachings were more or less identical
and the object and purpose of their
advent was one and the same and that
object was to establish upon earth the
Unity of God and oneness of
humanity, and also to teach men to
look up to God as their only Lord and
Protector. But mankind which had
started as one community became
split up into sects and sections at
variance with one another, till God in
His own good time raised the greatest
of the Prophets—Muhammad, and
entrusted him with the great mission
of uniting all the warring religions
and Faiths and of welding them into
one. Thus the object of the advent of

all Divine Messengers found its
complete consummation in the
mission of the Holy Prophet.
2547. Commentary:
It is a sad story repeated again and
again in the history of every religion
that after the departure of a prophet
his followers begin to differ among
themselves and become split up into
sects and sections, every sect
regarding itself as the true follower of
their prophet and other sects as
devoid of all truth, while the fact
remains that every sect possesses
some elements of truth. This is one
meaning of the verse. The other
meaning may be that the followers of
every Prophet have always looked
upon the followers of other religions
as devoid of all truth while the truth
is that all religions have proceeded
from the same Divine Source and
therefore their teachings possess a
substantial measure of truth, though
the whole and perfect truth is to be
found in a religion which combines in
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56. Do they think that by the
wealth and children with which
We help them,
57. We hasten to do them good?
Nay, but they understand
not.2548
58. Verily, those awho fear their
Lord,
holding
Him
in
reverence,2549
59. And those who believe in
the Signs of their Lord,
60. And those who ascribe not
partners to their Lord,
61. And those who give what
they give while btheir hearts
are full of fear because to their
Lord they will return—2550
a

79:41. b22:36.

its teaching all that is best in other blessings. They may not have wealth
religions. That religion is Islam.
and may not acquire material strength
and power, though these things also
2548. Commentary:
fall to the lot of the followers of
Man is so constituted that he
Divine Prophets, yet they do succeed
regards abundance of wealth and the
in their life-mission which is to
power and prestige of his party as the
establish righteousness on earth and
measure of his success and even as
to implant the love of God in the
the only criterion of his being the
hearts of men. They leave behind
recipient of God’s favour. It is this
them a community of devoted
common error which the present and
followers who after their departure
the preceding verse seek to correct.
from this world carry on their mission
2549. Commentary:
with zeal, sincerity and perseverance.
In the present and the next few
verses have been mentioned the 2550. Commentary:
Though true believers spend their
attributes and characteristics of those
Elect and Beloved of God who attain wealth in the way of Allah and give it
true success in life and are the real with both hands, yet they are afraid
recipients of Divine favours and lest not having come up to the
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62. These it is who hasten to do
good works, and these it is who
are foremost in them.2551
63. And aWe burden not any
soul beyond its capacity, and
b
with Us is a Book that speaks
the truth, and they will not be
wronged.2552
a

7:43. b17:14-15; 45:30; 69:20.

required standard they might be may cause it to prevail over all
called to account for not doing all that religions (61:10).
they were expected to do.
Commentary:
2551. Commentary:
In the preceding verse the believers
The verse purports to say that the were urged to excel one another in
good works which lead a people to doing good deeds. The present verse
real success are those which are tells us that the laws which God has
mentioned in the preceding four laid down in the Quran for the moral
verses and not, as the disbelievers and spiritual development of man are
think, the wealth and numbers of such as are within his power and
one’s party and group. The true capacity to act upon. They are suited
believers not only do all these good to all conditions, circumstances,
works with the best of their power temperaments and dispositions. Thus
and capacity but try to excel each the Shari‘ah is not a curse but a great
other in doing good to others.
blessing for man. Yet it is not given to
every individual to act upon all its
2552. Important Words:
 حقmeans, a truth; an established laws fully and completely. He is
fact or truth which is undeniable; a expected to live up to his ideals to the
thing that is decreed or destined; a best of his power and he will only be
right, equity and justice; a thing called upon to account for the actions
suitable to the requirements of or deeds which were within his power
justice, wisdom; etc. (Aqrab & Lane). to do or avoid, and all the conditions
See also 2:43, 148, 181; 3:4; 7:106. and circumstances under which he
According to Imam Raghib the word had to labour and toil will also be
 احلقis also used in the sense of making taken into consideration by God when
the Shari‘ah complete and perfect. It measuring the worth of his actions
is in this sense that it has been used in and rewarding him. This supreme
the verse, "He it is Who has sent His truth is pointed out in the Quranic
Messenger with the guidance and words: الوزن یومئذ احلق, "And the weighing
the Religion of Truth ( )دین احلقthat He on that day will be true” (7:9).
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64. Nay, atheir hearts are utterly
heedless of this Book, and they
have deeds besides that in
which they are engaged;2553
65. Until, bwhen We seize those
of them who indulge in luxury
with punishment, behold, they
cry for help.2554
66. c‘Cry not for help this day,
surely you shall not be helped
by Us.2554A
a

21:4. b10:23; 16:54; 30:34; 39:9. c21:14-15.

The word ( کتابBook) in the clause
حل
کتاب ینطق با ق, according to some
commentators of the Quran signifies
the record of man’s deeds and actions
referred to in 50:19 or to "the guarded
tablet" mentioned in 85:23, but in
view of the meaning of the word  حقas
given by Raghib under "Important
Words" above the expression "and
with Us is a Book that speaks truth,"
may also signify (1) that the teaching
embodied in the Quran is based on
wisdom and is suited to all
conditions, and circumstances, and to
men of different temperaments and
dispositions and is in agreement with
the requirements of justice, equity
and wisdom, and (2) that it is the last
revealed Law for the whole of
mankind and therefore can quite
legitimately claim to enjoy superiority
over all other Divine Books.

means, the water was abundant so
that it came over him or covered him.
 غمرalso means, he abounded in
beneficence.  غمرةmeans, water that
rises above the stature of a man;
difficulty, trouble or rigour. غمرة املوت
means, the agony of death. فذرھم یف
 غمرھتمmeans, therefore leave them in
their ignorance; or in their error and
obstinacy and perplexity; in their
overwhelming
heedlessness
or
ignorance (Lane & Aqrab).
2554. Important Words:
( جیئرونthey cry for help) is derived
from  جأرwhich means, he (a bull)
lowed. اّلل
ٰ  جأر ایلmeans, he raised his
voice in prayer or supplication; he
cried out or called for help; he
humbled himself with earnest
supplication to God.  جأرت االرضmeans,
the herbage of the land grew tall
(Lane & Aqrab).
For  مرتفsee 11:117 & 17:17.

2553. Important Words:
( غمرةheedlessness) is derived from
غمر. They say  غمر املاءi.e. the water was 2554A. Commentary:
or became much in quantity or deep
The verse purports to say that
so that it concealed its bottom.  غمر املاءdisbelievers cry for help and repent
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67. Verily, aMy Signs were
recited unto you, but you used
to turn back on your heels,
68. Big with pride, btelling
stories about it (the Quran) by
night, talking nonsense.’2555
69. Have they not, then,
pondered over the Divine Word,
or has that come unto them
which came not to their fathers
of old?2556
a

22:73; 39:46. b83:14.

and lament after Divine punishment
has actually overtaken them but then
it is too late because punishment
comes upon a people only after they
have seen heavenly signs and after
the falsity of their position has been
convincingly brought home to them
by sound and solid arguments and
they continue to persist in rejecting
the truth and persecuting their Prophet.
2555. Important Words:
( سامراtelling stories by night) is
derived from  مسرwhich means, he
held a conversation or discourse by
night; he waked; continued awake;
did not sleep.  مسر اخلمرmeans, he drank
wine by night.  سامرہmeans, he held a
conversation or discourse with him
by night.  سامرmeans, a man holding or
one who holds a conversation or
discourse by night; a person waking
or continuing to be awake or one who
did not sleep.  ترکتھم سامراmeans, I left
them while they were holding a
conversation by night (Lane & Aqrab).
( ھتجرونtalking nonsense) is derived

from ھجر. They say  ھجر او ھجر یف کالمهi.e.
he talked nonsense; he talked
foolishly or deliriously. See also 4:35.
 ھجر یف مرضه اونومهmeans, he talked
nonsense or deliriously in his
sickness or sleep. The Quranic words
 سامرا ھتجرونmean, holding discourse by
night, talking nonsense or foolishly
(Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
The expression  مستکربینmay signify
that disbelievers regard the revelation
of the Quran to be too big and
important an affair to be entrusted to
a weak human being. In the latter
case it may mean that when
disbelievers hear the Quran being
recited they turn away from it in pride
and arrogance. The latter meaning
which is preferable is given in the text.
2556. Important
( امor) possesses
meanings, some of
following:
It is a conjunction
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70. Or do they not recognize
their Messenger, that they thus
deny him?2557
71. Or ado they say, there is
madness in him? Nay, he has
brought them the truth, and
most of them hate the truth.2558
a

7:185; 34:47.

what precedes it so that neither what
precedes it nor what follows it is
independent, the one of the other. It
denotes interrogation or is used in a
case of interrogation corresponding to
the interrogative  أand meaning ای.
They say  أزید یف الدار ام عمروi.e. is Zaid in
the house or ‘Amr i.e. which of the
two ()ایھما, therefore what follows ام
and what precedes it compose one
sentence and what follows it must
correspond to what precedes it in the
quality of noun and of verb. They say
 أ أنذرھتم ام لم تنذرھمi.e. whether thou warn
them or warn them not (2:7). أ زید قائم ام
 قائدmeans, is Zaid standing or sitting?
It is also used as simple interrogative
in the sense of  ھلas in  ام کنتم شھداءi.e.
were you present? (2:134)
Commentary:
The verse means to say, why do not
disbelievers understand this simple
thing that the Holy Prophet’s
Message is no new thing. It is the
same Message which from time
immemorial the Prophets of God
have been bringing in the world, the
selfsame message which was given to
the forefathers of these people.
2557. Commentary:
The verse embodies an appeal to

the good sense and reasonableness of
the opponents of the Holy Prophet. It
tells them that his whole life lies like
an open book before them. They are
quite familiar with all its different
phases. It is spotless. For years they
have known him as an honest man, a
model of virtue and uprightness and
yet they dare ascribe falsehood to
him. See also 10:17.
2558. Commentary:
This verse continues the theme of
the preceding one and embodies a
repudiation of the foolish charge of
disbelievers that the Holy Prophet has
been smitten with insanity, and
mentions also the cause and reason
for their denial of him. It throws a
challenge to them by saying that there
could possibly be no insanity or
madness about the Holy Prophet
inasmuch as maniacs have never
produced such wonderful results as
he has done. He has changed the
whole face of Arabia. Nor have the
teachings of madmen or impostors
offered such satisfactory solutions of
all the difficult human moral, social
and economic problems as the Quran
has done. The verse gives the reason
for the disbelievers’ rejection of the
Message of Islam in the words that
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72. And if the Truth had
followed their desires, verily,
the heavens and the earth and
whosoever is therein would
have been corrupted. Nay, aWe
have brought them their
admonition, but from their own
admonition they now turn
aside.2559
73. bOr dost thou ask of them
any reward? But the reward of
thy Lord is best; and He is the
Best of providers.2560
a

21:3. b52:41; 68:47.

they hate the truth, meaning thereby
that they know that by accepting it they
will have to undergo untold hardships
and privations and to suffer loss of
power, prestige and property. This
they by no means are prepared to do.
2559. Important Words:
( ذکرھمtheir admonition).  ذکرmeans,
remembrance or presence of a thing
in the mind; admonition, exhortation,
reminder; a book containing an
exposition of religion; mentioning or
relating a thing; praise or glorification
of God; praying and supplicating to
Him; dispraise or evil speech; praise
or eulogy of another; eminence,
nobility, honour (Aqrab & Lane). See
also 12:105; 15:7; 16:45, etc.
Commentary:
The word  احلقmeaning "the Truth"
here may refer to God or the Quran.
As referring to the Quran the verse
would mean that the law of nature
will continue to work in the Holy

Prophet’s favour and the caravan of
truth will march on much against the
wishes of disbelievers. The Quran is
intended to bring its addressees
honour and eminence but by refusing
to accept it they are digging their
grave with their own hands.
2560. Important Words:
( خرجاreward) is derived from خرج
which means, he came or went out or
departed.  خرجmeans, disbursement or
expenditure; what goes out or is
expended of a man’s property; a polltax, recompense or reward. خراج
means, a tax or tribute that is taken
from the property of people; a tax
upon land; an impost; a poll-tax;
reward or recompense; the taste of
fruit (Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
Could there be any better evidence
of the Holy Prophet’s sincerity of
motives and honesty of purpose and
of his complete disregard for any
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74. And most surely thou
invitest them to a right path.
75. And those who believe not
in the Hereafter, are indeed
deviating from that path.2560A
76. aAnd if We had mercy on
them and relieved them of their
affliction, they would still
persist in their transgression,
wandering blindly.2561
77. bWe did seize them with
punishment, but they humbled
a

7:136; 43:51. b6:44.

recompense or reward for his selfless
service than the answer he gave to his
kind and loving uncle Abu Talib
when, on being pressed by the
Quraishite leaders, Abu Talib asked
the Holy Prophet to make a
compromise with the idolaters and
give up preaching against idolworship? The never-to-be-forgotten
answer which the Holy Prophet gave
to his uncle was:
"If they were to place the sun on
my right hand and the moon on my
left and ask me to give up preaching
against idolatry, I will never do so till
my mission is fulfilled or I perish in
the attempt" (Tabari, vol. 3).
2560A. Important Words:
( ناکبونdeviating) is the plural of ناکب
which is active participle from نکب.
They say ( نکب عن الطریقnakiba) i.e. he
deviated or turned aside from the
path.  نکب الرجلmeans, the shoulder of

the man complained of pain. نکب البعری
means, the camel suffered from a
disease of the shoulder (Aqrab).
2561. Important Words:
( للجواthey would still persist in) is
plural form of  جلwhich means, he
persisted or persevered in an affair or
he persisted obstinately in an affair,
even if it became manifest that it was
wrong; he persisted in contention,
litigation or wrangling (Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
Man is so constituted that when he
is in comfort and easy circumstances,
he throws all caution to the winds and
begins to indulge in unseemly
conduct. But when his transgression
and wicked pursuits produce evil
results, then he gives himself up to
despair. It is to this natural disposition
of man that reference has been made
in this verse.
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not themselves to their Lord,
nor would they supplicate in
lowliness.2562
78. aUntil, when We open on
them a door of severe
chastisement, Lo!, they are in
despair thereat.2563
a

6:45.

Elsewhere the Quran says: "And
2562. Important Words:
For ( استکانواhumbled themselves) see indeed We sent Messengers to peoples
before thee, then We afflicted them
3:147.
with poverty and adversity that they
2563. Important Words:
might humble themselves" (6:43). But
( مبلسونthey are in despair) is active such is the perversity of human nature
participle from  أبلسwhich means, he that in spite of afflictions man persists
despaired or gave up hope of God’s in his wicked ways and refuses to give
mercy; he became broken-spirited; he ear to the Divine Messenger; respite
was or became silent, returning no and reprieve only increase him in
reply by reason of grief or despair; he transgression. When, however, Divine
was or became confounded or punishment overtakes him then he is
perplexed and unable to see all despair.
argument; etc. (Lane & Aqrab). See
Besides the present verse the Quran
also 2:35.
adverts again and again to the subject
that persistent rejection of Divine
Commentary:
One of the objects for which God Message never goes unpunished. It
sends down afflictions and visitations has also not omitted to throw
on rejecters of truth is that they should adequate light on factors which
become humble and by repenting of intimately concern the subject of
their evil ways and by listening to the Divine punishment, viz. (1) while
Divine Message should draw God’s awarding punishment to a wrongmercy on themselves. The time of a doing person God takes into
heavenly Messenger is particularly consideration
all
the
various
marked by heavenly visitations. On circumstances and conditions which
the other hand, in time of prosperity, contributed
and
led
to
the
people are proud and arrogant and commission of the evil deeds (7:9).
become entirely engrossed in worldly (2) Everyone has to carry his own
affairs. They pay little heed to the cross and no one else but the guilty
voice of truth. So God afflicts them person himself has to account and
with miseries and misfortunes in order suffer for his evil deeds (6:165).
that their pride might be broken. (3) The punishment of the evil deed
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79. And He it is Who has
a
created for you ears, and eyes,
and hearts; but little thanks do
you give.2564
80. And He it is Who has
multiplied you in the earth, and
unto Him shall you be
gathered.2565
81. And He it is Who gives life
and causes death, and bin His
hand is the alternation of night
a

16:79; 67:24. b2:165; 3:191; 10:7.

is strictly commensurate with the
nature and scope of the crime (42:41).
(4) No intercession can benefit the
guilty person and no ransom is taken
from him (2:49). (5) But God’s
mercy always outweighs His wrath
(7:157). (6) When good deeds
outnumber evil ones, the entire
punishment is remitted (7:9)."

heavenly Messengers give in support
of their claims. About those who do
not make a proper use of these great
gifts the Quran says: "they have
hearts but they understand not
therewith and they have eyes but they
see not therewith, and they have ears
but they hear not therewith. They
have degraded themselves to the level
of beasts, they are more degraded
2564. Commentary:
One of the several meanings of  شکرthan even cattle" (7:180).
is to make proper use of a Divine gift 2565. Commentary:
(14:8). In view of this meaning of the
The verse develops the theme of its
word the verse would mean that God predecessor, viz. that God has
has given us ears, eyes and hearts that endowed man with reason and
we may make proper use of them and understanding and with the faculties
benefit thereby materially and of seeing and hearing. By making
spiritually. He has given us eyes that proper use of these gifts he could
we may observe His signs; He has easily understand that his life
given us ears that we may listen to possesses a great and noble object
the Divine Message and to the and that the fulfilment of that object
teaching and preaching of His implies that there is a life after death
Prophets and He has endowed us with and that men "shall be gathered unto
understanding that we may seriously God," to render an account of their
ponder over the arguments which works.
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and day. Will you not then
understand?2566
82. But they say like what the
former people said.2567
83. They say, ‘What! awhen we
are dead and have become mere
dust and bones, shall we indeed
be raised up again?
84. bThis is what we have been
promised before, we and our
fathers. This is nothing but
fables of the ancients.’
85. Say, ‘To whom belongs the
earth and whosoever is therein,
if you know?’2568
a

17:99; 27:68; 37:17; 56:48. b27:69.

2566. Commentary:
This verse embodies another
argument in support of the theme
touched in the preceding verse. It
alludes to the phenomenon of the rise
and fall of nations. At one time a
people rise to power and eminence
and the sun of progress and prosperity
shines upon them, at another time
decadence and death overtake them as
a consequence of their evil deeds. The
verse under comment seems to convey
a warning to disbelievers that the sun
of their power and grandeur is about to
set and another people—the Muslims,
who are now weak and powerless, are
destined to rise to greatness. The
coming to pass of this apparently
impossible phenomenon, will prove
the truth of another phenomenon viz.
that there is a life after the present life.

2567. Commentary:
The verse purports to say that
disbelievers continue to harp on the
old tune that after they are reduced to
dust, their coming to life again was
an impossible thing and that it was an
old story which they and their
forebears had been hearing from very
old times.
2568. Commentary:
With this verse the Surah reverts to
the subject of the Unity of God and
draws particular attention to God’s
attributes of creation, Lordship and
Sovereignty in support of this
doctrine. It purports to say that when
God alone is the Creator and
Sustainer of the universe and to Him
alone belongs the kingdom and
sovereignty of the heavens and the
earth it is foolish to associate anyone
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86. ‘To Allah’, they will say.
Say, ‘Will you not then be
admonished?’
87. Say, ‘Who is the Lord of the
seven heavens, and the Lord of
the Great Throne?’
88. They will say, ‘They are
Allah’s.’ Say, ‘Will you not then
take Him as your Protector?’
2569

89. Say, a‘In Whose hand is the
dominion over all things and
Who protects, but against
Whom there is not protection, if
you know?’2570
90. They will say, ‘All this
belongs to Allah.’ Say, ‘How
a

36:84.

else with Him. This argument has control over it.  ملک عیل القومmeans, he
been enlarged and developed in the became the ruler of the people. ملک املرأة
following verses.
means, he married the woman or
became her husband.  ملکوتmeans,
2569. Important Words:
great kingdom; honour; complete
( تتقونtake as your protector) is from control; argument (Lane & Aqrab).
 اتیقwhich means, he became God- See also 1:4 and 6:76.
fearing.  اتیق فالناmeans, he feared such a
( جیریHe grants protection) is derived
one and was on his guard against him
from  جارwhich is further derived from
and avoided him. They say  اتقینا بهi.e.
 أجارہwhich means, he pursued a wrong
while facing an enemy we placed
course; he acted unjustly.  أجارہmeans,
him in front of us shielding or
he protected him; granted him refuge;
protecting ourselves by him (Aqrab).
he delivered him from evil; he aided
See also 2:3.
or assisted him; he rescued him. استجارہ
2570. Important Words:
means, he sought his protection. ھو جیری
( ملکوتdominion) is derived from  وال جیار ملکmeans, He grants protection but
(malaka). They say  ملک ال یشءi.e. he protection cannot be had against Him
possessed the thing and had complete or against His will (Lane & Aqrab).
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then are you deluded?’2571
91. Yea, We have brought them
the truth, and they are certainly
liars.
92. aAllah has not taken unto
Himself any son, nor is there
any other god along with Him;
in that case beach god would
have taken away what he had
created, and some of them
would surely have dominated
over others. Glorified be Allah
above all that which they
attribute to Him!2572
93. cKnower of the unseen and
of the seen! Exalted is He above
all that which they associate
with Him!2573
a

18:5; 19:36; 21:27; 25:3; 39:5; 43:82; 72:4. b21:23. c6:74; 32:7; 34:4; 59:23; 64:19.

whole universe appears to be subject
to one uniform law and the unity of
the design and purpose and control
points to the Unity of the Designer
and the Controller. The duality of
control and authority implies
2572. Commentary:
confusion and disorder. See also
In brief words the verse very 17:43 & 21:23.
effectively demonstrates the futility
and falsity of the Christian dogma 2573. Commentary:
The verse gives another argument
that Jesus is God’s son. It purports to
against
Jesus’ godhead, viz. that the
say that a son is needed by one to
help him to carry on his affairs, but as Creator and Controller of the universe
God is the Creator of the heavens and must possess complete knowledge of
the earth and the Sole Master and His creation but Jesus himself
Controller of the whole universe, He confesses to his knowledge being
does not need the help or assistance defective and incomplete (Mark
of any helper or son. Moreover, the 13:32).

2571. Important Words:
( أینhow) signifies whence; where;
when; and how. In the present verse
the word has been used in the sense
of 'whence' and 'how.'
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94. Say, ‘My Lord, if Thou wilt
show me that with which they
are threatened.
95. My Lord, then place me not
with the wrongdoing people.’2574
96. And certainly aWe have the
power to show thee that with
which We threaten them.2575
97. bRepel evil with that which
is best. We are well acquainted
with the things they allege.2576
a

40:78. b13:23; 16:126; 41:35.

2574. Commentary:
This and the next verse constitute at
once a prayer and a prophecy. The
present Surah was revealed towards
the end of the Meccan period. The
Holy Prophet was about to leave
Mecca. His departure from Mecca
was a signal and a sign that as the
result of persistent denial and
persecution and of his expulsion from
his beloved native town by the
Meccans, Divine punishment was
about to overtake them. In this verse
the Holy Prophet is taught to pray to
God that when the threatened
punishment should seize the Meccans
he might not be among them in
Mecca. While on the one hand the
actual words of the verse, viz. "My
Lord then place me not among the
wrongdoing people" expressed a
prayer, on the other, they implied a
prophecy
that
when
actual
punishment overtook the Meccans the
Prophet would be far away from the
scene of punishment. These words

may also mean: "My Lord, grant that
I may not be of the wrongdoing
people when these people are
punished by Thee, and grant that when
I get mastery over them I should act
with justice and equity on that
occasion." By implication the verse
admonishes Muslims that in the hour
of their victory they should not behave
proudly and arrogantly towards their
vanquished and humbled enemies.
2575. Commentary:
This verse confirms the fulfilment
of the prophecy and the prayer
embodied in vv. 94, 95 above. The
expression ( لقادرونare able to do)
which points to the Almightiness of
God emphasizes the fact that the
prayer and prophecy of the Holy
Prophet embodied in the preceding
two verses shall certainly be fulfilled.
2576. Commentary:
In the preceding two verses we
were told that punishment was about
to overtake disbelievers and that at
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98. And say, ‘My Lord, I seek
refuge in Thee from the
incitements of the evil ones.2577
the time of that punishment the Holy
Prophet would be far away from the
scene of punishment. In the present
verse, however, the Prophet is
enjoined that as long as he is with
disbelievers he should patiently bear
up with all the abuse and persecution
to which he is subjected and should
return good for evil.
Incidentally, the verse points to a
very noble principle inculcated by
Islam for the moral progress of a
Muslim
and
also
for
the
establishment and preservation of
peace
and
harmony
among
individuals and nations. The subject
has been dealt with at some length in
16:91 and 42:41 where light is shed
on all the different stages of the moral
development of man. Briefly, there
are three stages of man’s moral
development, viz. of  عدلi.e. doing
good to others to the extent or
measure of the good received from
them; of  إحسانwhich means the doing
of more good than the good received
or doing good without receiving any
good; and of  إیتاء ذی القریبwhich consists
in doing good not in return of any
good received, but as prompted by
natural impulse. This is one aspect of
moral development of man which the
Quran has dealt with in 16:91. But
there is another equally important
aspect and the Quran has not omitted
to deal with it also. Compared to the
above-mentioned three different ways
in which a Muslim is enjoined to
conduct himself when he does good
to other people, the Quran enjoins

upon him a parallel conduct when he
receives an injury. He may return evil
to the extent and measure of the
injury he has received or he may
punish the evil-doer if he is in a
position to do so but the punishment
should, under no circumstances,
exceed legitimate bounds. Moreover,
the punishment is to be resorted to
only if this course is calculated to
produce wholesome effect upon the
aggressor party. This is the
significance of the words, the
recompense of evil is evil like it
(42:41). The Quran, however, prefers
and recommends that forgiveness
should be shown to the evil-doer.
This is the meaning of the words, but
whoever forgives and amends, his
reward is with Allah (42:41). But a
Muslim who has attained to a very
high moral standard is enjoined not
only to forgive the person who has
done him some wrong but also to do
him a good turn in addition. This is
the significance of the verse under
comment and this is the high moral
standard of conduct expected of a
Muslim by Islam. Islam enjoins the
repelling of evil with evil or with
forgiveness or with a kind return,
which of the three courses is
calculated to conduce to the moral
good of the wrong-doer, or the good
of the injured person or to the good of
human society at large.
2577. Important Words:
( مھزاتincitements) is the plural of
 مھزةwhich is derived from مھز. They
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99. And I seek refuge in Thee,
my Lord, lest they come near
me.’
100. Until, when death comes to
one of them, ahe says entreating
repeatedly, ‘My Lord, send me
back,2578
101. That I may do righteous
deeds in the life that I have left
behind.’ That cannot be. It is but
a word that he utters. bAnd
behind them is a barrier until
a

39:59. b21:96; 36:32.

say  مھزہi.e. he pressed it; squeezed it;
pinched it; he impelled or repelled him
or it; he beat him; he goaded him or
urged him; he broke it; he suggested
evil to his mind; he incited him.  مھزor
 مھزةmeans, madness or insanity; the
evil suggestion of evil persons which
they inspire into the minds of men;
inciting (Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
In the expression "from the
incitements of the evil ones," the
words "evil ones" refer to the leading
men among the Holy Prophet’s
enemies, and "incitements" signifies
the campaign of vilification and
misrepresentation by which they
sought to incite the people against
him. The context bears out this
meaning of the words 'evil ones.' The
Holy Prophet had enjoyed full
protection of God and therefore was
completely immune to the influence
and evil suggestions of Satan, hence
the question of his being subject to

the incitements of the evil ones does
not arise. The Prophet’s ( شیطانEvil
Spirit) had lost all power to do
mischief to him (Muslim, Kitab
Sifatil-Munafiqin). The Prophet had
found complete refuge in his Lord.
2578. Commentary:
The plural form  ارجعونaffords an
instance of the marvellous beauty of
the Quranic style. The disbeliever
addressing God uses the plural form
of the verb to express the Majesty and
Greatness of God and out of respect
for Him.
The plural form  ارجعونmay also
represent the repetition of the singular
form ( ارجعینirji‘ni i.e. send me back).
The disbeliever in his perplexity and
confusion continues to repeat his
request again and again for being sent
back to this world and these repeated
requests have been expressed by the
use of the plural form. Thus the plural
form  ارجعونexpresses, on the one
hand, the disbeliever’s confusion of
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the day when they shall be
raised again.2579
102. And when athe trumpet is
blown, there will be no ties of
relationship between them that
day, nor will they ask after one
another.2580
103. Then those bwhose scales
are heavy with good works—
a

18:100; 36:52; 50:21; 69:14. b7:9; 101:7-8.

mind, on the other, it expresses his a well-known hadith:
respect for God.
 اال کل یشء ما خال اّلل باطل،أصدق کلمة قاھلا لبید
2579. Important Words:
 برزخmeans, a barrier; a bar; a thing
that intervenes between any two
things; an obstruction or a thing that
separates two things; the interval
from the time of death to the Day of
Resurrection. The word is technically
applied to the period or state from
the day of death to the Day of
Resurrection (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:
The word ( لعلthat) conveys the idea
of doubt. As used here the word
shows that the disbeliever will have
been so deeply impressed by God’s
Greatness and Majesty and his own
insignificance that he dare not declare
with certainty that he will make
amends for what he had left undone
in life on earth. He only expresses a
hope that he will do righteous deeds
if he were sent back to this world.
The word  کلمةhas been used in the
verse, as at several other places in the
Quran in the sense of a full sentence.
The Holy Prophet also used the word
in the sense of a complete sentence in

ٰ

i.e. the truest sentence is the one
which the poet Labid uttered and
which is to the effect, "Everything
besides
God
is
subject
to
destruction." See also 4:172.
The verse incidentally disproves a
commonly held belief that a man
passes into Heaven or Hell
immediately after his death. In fact
after death he lives in  برزخwhich is
an intermediate state of incomplete
realization of the punishments or
rewards of Hell or Heaven respectively
or a state of preparation for their
complete and full realization. The
Quran has compared barzakh to the
embryonic state and the resurrection
to the birth of the fully developed soul.
2580. Commentary:
The verse means to say that when
punishment overtakes a people,
nobility of pedigree, descent or
relationship proves of no avail. On
the Judgement Day also good works
alone will be of use or benefit to man
and not his blood relations or
friendships.
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these will be prosperous;2581
104. But those awhose scales
are light for lack of good
works—these are they who ruin
their souls; in Hell will they
abide.
105. bThe Fire will burn their
faces and they will grin with
fear therein.2582
106. c‘Were not My Signs
recited unto you, and you
treated them as lies?’
107. They will say, ‘Our Lord,
our wickedness overcame us,
and we were an erring people.
108. Our Lord, dtake us out of
this, then if we return to
disobedience, we shall indeed
be wrongdoers.’
a

7:10; 101:9-10. b10:28; 14:51; 54:49; 80:42. c40:51; 45:32; 67:9. d6:28.

2581. Important Words:
( موازینgood works) is the plural of
( میزانa balance) and ( موزونa thing that
is weighed) and is derived from وزن.
They say  وزن ال یشءi.e. he weighed the
thing or he determined or estimated
the weight of the thing.  وزن الیشءmeans,
the thing became heavy and weighty.
 وزنmeans, the act of weighing, or the
weight of a thing, or weightiness. وزن
 الرجلmeans, the man was of weighty
opinion (Aqrab & Lane).

Commentary:
See 7:9-10.
2582. Important Words:
( تلفحwill burn) is derived from لفح.
They say  لفحته النارi.e. the fire scorched
his face; the fire burned him. لفحه
means, he smote or struck him with a
sword.  لوافح السمومmeans, the burning
blasts (Lane & Aqrab).
( کاحلونthey will grin) is the plural of
 کاحلwhich is derived from  کلحwhich
means, he frightened him. کلح یف وجھه
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109. God will say, “Away with
you, despised therein, and speak
not unto Me.2583
110. There was a party from
among My servants who said,
a
‘Our Lord, we believe; forgive
us therefore our sins, and have
mercy on us; for Thou art the
Best of those who show mercy.’
111. But you made them a
laughing-stock
until
they
became the cause of your
forgetting My remembrance
while you continued to laugh at
them.2584
a

3:17,194.

means, he frightened him with fully conversant with their doings.
grinning, severe-looking or frowning.
 دھرکاحلmeans, severe time (Lane & 2584. Important Words:
( سخریاlaughing stock) is derived
Aqrab).
from سخر. They say  سخر منهi.e. he
2583. Important Words:
mocked at, laughed at, derided or
( اخسئواaway with you despised) is ridiculed him,  سخرت السفینةmeans, the
derived from  خسأwhich means, he ship had a good wind and voyage; it
was or became vile and despised and obeyed and ran its course. سخرہ
hated. They say  خسأ الکلبi.e. he drove (sakhkhara) means, he compelled
away the dog.  خسأ البصرmeans, the him to do what he did not like; or to
sight was or became dazzled or work without recompense, hire or
confused, or dim.  خاسئیmeans, wages.  سخریor ( سخریsikhriyyun)
despised or hated; confused, dazzled means mockery; scoff; derision;
ridicule; one who is mocked at,
or dim (Lane & Aqrab).
scoffed at, derided or ridiculed; one
Commentary:
who is compelled to work against his
The despisers and haters of God’s will, without wages or compensation
Messengers will be dragged into (Lane & Aqrab). See also 2:165; 2:213.
Hellfire hated and despised and will
not be allowed to offer an explanation Commentary:
of the wicked deeds they would have
The verse means to say that the
committed in their lives, God being believers were weak and the
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112. I have rewarded them this
day for their steadfastness so
that they alone have triumphed.”
113. God will then say, ‘What
number of years did you tarry in
the earth?’
114. They will say, ‘We tarried
for a day or part of a day, but
ask those who keep count.’2585
115. He will say, ‘You tarried
but a little, if only you
knew!2586
disbelievers strong and powerful. In
the pride of their power and wealth
the latter mocked at the poor
believers and indulged so much in
this unseemly business of scoffing
and mocking at them that they lost all
sense of propriety and dignity and
even forgot their responsibilities and
duties to God. Thus the poverty of the
believers became the cause of the
disbelievers indulging in mockery
and consigning God to oblivion.
The verse also means that the
believers being poor and weak, the
disbelievers employed them against
their will or desire, exploited them
and exacted compulsory service from
them without paying them any wages
or compensation for the work they did.
2585. Commentary:
A whole life spent in ease and
comfort, when followed by pain and
punishment, appears very short and
even becomes a source of regret and
mortification. The verse purports to

say that when disbelievers will leave
behind a life spent in luxury in this
world and will be brought face to face
with Divine punishment and then will
be confronted with the question as to
how long they lived in the world,
they will feel as if they had lived only
for a day or even part of a day and
will say so. The reply of disbelievers
shows how vain and short-lived are
the comforts of this life.
2586. Commentary:
The divine rejoinder to disbelievers
will be that worldly life and its
pleasures or comforts were indeed
transitory and very short-lived but
they had never realized this fact and
so kept on indulging in idle pursuits
and mocking at God’s Messengers
and their followers as if there would
be no end to this life. If they had only
realized the transitoriness of this life,
they would not have rejected the
Divine Messengers.
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116. Did you then think that We
had created you without
purpose, and that you would not
be brought back to Us?’2587
117. aExalted then be Allah, the
True King. There is no God but
He, the Lord of the Glorious
Throne.2588
a

20:115; 22:63; 24:26.

2587. Important Words:
( عبثاfor no purpose) is infinitive
noun from ‘( عبثabitha) which means,
he indulged in amusement; he joked
and jested.  عبثmeans, to do a thing
which has no known good or benefit
and has no object or purpose. They
say  فعل ذالک عبثاi.e. he did a thing which
had no purpose or object in it (Aqrab
& Lane).
Commentary:
After bringing home to disbelievers
the iniquity of their behaviour and of
their
persecution
of
Divine
Messengers and joking and jesting
with their followers, God reprimands
them by reminding them that the
manner in which they lead their lives
shows that they think that man’s life
has no object or purpose and that this
great universe of which he is at once
the axis and centre and the aim and
object, has been created without
purpose. The reprimand implies the
answer that man has been created to
serve a great purpose, a noble object.
It is to become God’s Vicegerent on
earth and to develop and reflect in his
person Divine attributes, particularly
the four attributes mentioned in the

next verse. He has been endowed
with a divine personality and is
manifestly the central point of
creation or at least that part of
creation which is related to our
universe and it is to help him to reach
the great goal which he is destined to
attain that God sends His Messengers.
The verse further signifies that man’s
life having a great purpose to fulfil
will not end with his departure from
this world and with the soul’s flight
from its physical habitat. The human
soul will continue its never-ending
journey in a new world, a new form
and in a new body. The very idea that
with the dissolution of its physical
tabernacle the human soul suffers
death militates against God’s wisdom
and against His whole design and
purpose in creating universe.
2588. Commentary:
This verse expressly supplies the
answer to the vital question as to
what is the aim and object of man’s
creation. It is this that man should
develop in himself and demonstrate
in his behaviour Divine attributes,
particularly the four basic ones
mentioned in the present verse, viz.
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118. And he who calls on
another God along with Allah,
for which he has no proof, shall
have to render an account to his
Lord. Certainly the disbelievers
will not prosper.2589
119. And say, ‘My Lord, forgive
and have mercy, and Thou art
the Best of those who show
mercy.’
the King ()امللک, the True Lord ()احلق,
the One God, beside Whom there is
no other God ( ;)ال اله اال ھوthe Lord of the
Glorious Throne ()رب العرش الکریم. These
four attributes demanded for their
manifestation the creation of man and
the universe. They correspond to,
and, in fact, are the four attributes
mentioned in an inverse order in the
opening chapter of the Quran, viz.
( رب العاملنیthe Lord of all the worlds),
( الرمحانthe Gracious), ( الرحیمthe
Merciful) and ( مالک یوم الدینMaster of
the Day of Judgement); the attribute
'Lord of the Glorious Throne' ( رب العرش
 )الکریمcorresponding to the attribute
'Lord of the Worlds' ( )رب العاملنیand the
attribute 'There is no God but He' (ال اله
 )اال ھوto the attribute 'the Gracious'
()الرمحان. Similarly, the attribute 'the
True' ( )احلقcorresponds to the attribute

'the Merciful' ( )الرحیمand the attribute
the King ( )امللکcorresponds to the
attribute 'Master of the Day of
Judgement' ()مالک یوم الدین. Thus there
exists a very striking resemblance and
a deep connection between these two
sets of Divine attributes.
2589. Commentary:
The verse means to say that after
the fact has been established that man
has been created to fulfil a great
object and that object is to develop
and manifest in him Divine attributes,
if he were so foolish as to worship
gods of his own conception or
creation he will have to render an
account of his actions to God in the
life to come and in the present life
also such people will meet with
frustration and discomfiture.
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CHAPTER 24
AN-NUR
(Revealed after Hijrah)
Context
The consensus of scholarly opinion assigns this chapter to the
Medinite period. It comprises 65 verses including Bismillah. Its connection
with its predecessor, Surah Al-Mu’minun, consists in the fact that towards the
end of that Surah it was stated that Islam would continue to produce men who
would, by their righteousness and godly conduct, draw upon themselves
God’s pleasure and would become the recipients of Divine succour. The
present Surah deals with the means and methods which help to draw Divine
grace and succour and it is laid down as a principle that, besides Divine
worship and adopting the ways of virtue and righteousness, the protection and
preservation of national morals and the maintenance of discipline of a high
order in the family and the community are very essential for this purpose. This
is why the Surah at the very outset lays great stress on the preservation of
national morals with an added emphasis on the regulation and reformation of
relations between the sexes. The Surah seems to imply a veiled rebuke to the
opponents of Islam, particularly the Christians, that inasmuch as their
religious life and social morals have deteriorated, they have become deprived
of Divine help but that this will not be the case with the followers of the Holy
Prophet. Their religious and moral condition will improve and as a result of it
God’s grace will descend on them.
In fact, the preceding Surah contains in embryonic form the subject
matter of the present Surah. The latter forms a link in the chain of Surahs
which constitute a denunciation of, and are opposed to, the Christian Faith.
The preceding Surah said that one of the essential characteristics of believers
who were destined to meet with Divine succour and success was that they
guarded their chastity. The Surah under comment is an extension and
amplification of the subject matter of its predecessor. Thus by implication the
Surah leads to the inference that the popular notion that success can be
achieved and maintained merely by subscribing to the doctrines and tenets of
a true religion possesses no foundation in fact; on the contrary, the
achievement and maintenance of success demands that the intellect, ideals and
morals of a people should also become chaste and there should exist harmony
and appreciative understanding between the relations of an individual and
those of the community, and great emphasis ought to be laid on national
discipline and organization, and precedence should be accorded to national
requirements over the needs of individuals.
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Date of Revelation
The Surah, as stated above, is of Medinite origin. The incident relating
to ‘A’ishah to which special reference has been made in this Surah took place
in 5 A.H. after the Holy Prophet’s return from the expedition against Banu
Mustaliq, which took place in the month of Sha‘ban of that year.
So it can be safely stated that the Surah was revealed towards the end
of the fifth year of the Hijrah.
Summary of the Subject Matter
The Surah deals with certain special subjects and has laid particular
stress on the problems which constitute the foundation on which the whole
social and moral structure stands and which cannot be defied without doing
mortal injury to the moral well-being of a people. As sexual immorality is
calculated to break the discipline and organization of a community and as the
evil associated with it is likely to affect severely its morals, great emphasis
has been laid in the Surah on the avoidance of suspicion in matters of sex.
First of all the Surah deals with the subject of suspicion that a husband may
come to entertain about the moral conduct of his wife which more often than
not casts a severe strain on the whole family relations. It proceeds to lay down
special regulations and injunctions to be observed in dealing with a situation
that might arise between spouses. Then we are warned not to become panicky
on account of a few individuals straying away from the path of moral
rectitude as individual cases of moral lapse may cause the whole community
to become alert and careful; and thus may prove conducive to good results.
The subject is further developed and slander-mongering receives a severe
reprimand, irresponsible talk about sexual immorality is strongly discouraged,
and only such statements as fall within the purview of legal evidence are
allowed to be made about the moral conduct of a person. Because, if, on the
basis of mere suspicion or the testimony of witnesses of doubtful integrity,
haphazard aspersions are permitted to be cast on one another’s chastity, sexual
immorality is likely to become widespread in the community and young
people are prone to run away with the notion that there is no harm in
indulging freely in sex.
The believers are then strongly enjoined to guard and preserve good
morals and manners because all those actions that weaken the morals of a
people are evil in their very nature and origin and it is very essential for
Muslims to develop watchfulness and extreme awareness about the protection
and preservation of national morals. If this vigilance is allowed to relax,
deterioration in national morals is sure to ensue. But whereas it is true that
sexual immorality, if permitted to spread unchecked, brings about the
degradation and disintegration of a whole community, individuals suspected
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of stray acts of immorality should not be hunted down and crushed. As in
every community there are to be found some persons of lax morals, such
individuals may be treated with a certain indulgence. But at the same time a
warning is held out to those who seek, by their continued pernicious activities,
to create discord among Muslims and indulge in abusive language and
calumny that they will be punished in this world and in the next. God will
expose their iniquities and sins and thus, will bring upon them disgrace and
humiliation. Muslims are enjoined not to give ready credence to unseemly
things said about a person who to all outward appearance leads a good life,
just as they would not readily attribute good things to a bad man.
The Surah then proceeds to observe that it is his careless acts that
subject a man to suspicion and calumny and that most careless of all such acts
is promiscuous intermingling between the sexes. In order to put a stop to such
occasions as cause suspicion and lead to slander-mongering the Surah directs
a Muslim not to enter a house without having obtained prior permission of its
inmates and having greeted them with the salutation, "peace be upon you,"
and if such permission is not forthcoming he is expected to go back and not to
insist on seeing the person whom he wishes to see. But a person is allowed to
enter an unoccupied house in which his property is lying without asking the
permission of anybody. Further, the Surah enjoins on Muslim men and
women that if they happen to confront each other, they should restrain their
looks and guard all avenues of sin and vice. This commandment applies
equally to men and women. As an additional safeguard, Muslim women are
further enjoined not to display their beauty, natural as well as artificial, to
those males as are outside the prohibited degrees of marriage, except such
parts of the body as it is not possible to cover, for instance, the build of the
body or the stature. For this purpose they should wear their head-coverings in
such a manner as to make them hang down over their breasts. (For a detailed
note on "purdah" see v. 32.)
Another safeguard is enjoined for the improvement and preservation
of national morals, viz. that widows should not be allowed to remain
unmarried. They should be married at the earliest possible occasion and no
consideration of poverty or insufficiency of means should be permitted to
stand in the way of their marriage. And it is laid down that those who are
devoid of necessary means to get married, should all the more be on their
guard to preserve their chastity. Another measure laid down for the purpose of
safeguarding sexual morality is that steps should be taken to set free prisoners
of war at the earliest occasion and a captive who does not find it possible to
earn his or her freedom immediately may be allowed to pay the indemnity
money in instalments. For this purpose a contract may be made between the
captive and Islamic government, and other Muslims are urged to help him or
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her to earn freedom, if possible, by paying the indemnity themselves. An
additional injunction with regard to female captives of war is to the effect that
such obligations should not be imposed upon them as should compel them to
lead a life of vice and sin, and Muslims are warned that if they imposed such
obligations on them, the responsibility for the ensuing evil consequences will
be theirs and not of the female prisoners of war. These are commandments,
the Surah says, which if scrupulously observed are calculated to raise the
standard of morality among Muslims.
The Surah then proceeds to touch upon another very important
subject, viz. that the light of heavens and earth emanates from God alone. It
goes on to expatiate on the significance and beauty of this subject and adds
that this light is decreed to manifest itself through Muslims who are marked
out for greatness and honour. It is further stated that because an obscure Law
or human intellect alone forms the basis of Christian moral teaching, therefore
all their efforts to reform their morals will prove futile and they will find the
work of moral regeneration very difficult as no reformation is possible
without a Divine Law.
"Why cannot man see this patent fact," the Surah purports to say, "that
Divine Law is full of blessing and mercy and that definitely it is not a curse.
But if man, unaided by Divine guidance, cannot find the right way for
himself, does it mean that God, too, cannot show him the right way? One
thing, however, is quite clear that mere profession of faith can produce no
good results. It is essential that Divine commandments should be observed
and acted upon regardless of consideration of material benefits."
The Surah then holds out a promise to Muslims that if they carried out
the programme of life which God has laid down for them, they will become
the leaders of the world both in spiritual and temporal matters, and that their
religion will become firmly established in the world. But they are told that
when their rule and dominion is established and their cause triumphs and
prevails, they should worship God, help the poor and the needy and obey the
commandments of their Prophet and never allow the idea to enter their heads
that their opponents can prevail against them even though the means and
material at their disposal are great and their numbers large. This can and will
never happen.
Towards the close of the Surah Muslims are again urged to set right
their family and national affairs and to be on their guard against promiscuous
intermingling of the sexes. A special direction to be observed in this respect is
that even prisoners of war serving as house servants and also minor children
should not enter the private apartments of their masters or parents before
dawn, at noon, and after nightfall. At other times all members of the
household are at liberty to move about the house freely. When, however,
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children reach their maturity they should also observe the regulations in
regard to "purdah." The strict observance of these Quranic rules and
regulations is essential for the moral well-being of the Muslim society.
Regulations about "purdah" apply only to young women of marriageable age.
Old women who have no desire for marriage can, if they so choose, enjoy
relaxation, but even they are not allowed to display their adornments to
strangers. But the observance of these rules should not be allowed to stand in
the way of relatives visiting each other and dining together, but those who are
not closely related are not to go to other people’s houses without being
invited. Next to family organization, and even more important than this, is the
social organization of a people and the Surah has not neglected to lay down
requisite rules for the smooth and successful conduct of national affairs. One
important regulation to be strictly observed in this connection is that when
Muslims meet in an assembly to transact a business of national importance no
one should leave it without the permission of the Imam or the Leader.
The Surah ends on a note of encouragement to Muslims that God
being the Master of all that is in the heavens and the earth and having full
knowledge of man’s moral needs and requirements has laid down rules and
regulations which, if carried into effect, are calculated certainly to win for
them the support of other men and of the laws of nature.
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(AN-NUR)
1. In the name of Allah, the
Gracious, the Merciful.2590
2. This is a Surah which We
have revealed and which We
have made obligatory; and We
have revealed therein clear
Signs, that you may take
heed.2591
a

a

See 1:1.

2590. Commentary:
See 1:1.
2591. Important Words:
( سورةchapter) is infinitive noun from
سار. They say  سار احلائطi.e. he scaled the
wall.  سار الیهmeans, he jumped upon
him and attacked him.  سورةmeans,
trace, mark, sign; rank, dignity,
degree, excellence; a very high and
beautiful building; a thing complete
and perfect; part or portion of a thing;
a chapter of the Quran. They say له
 عندک سورةi.e. he has a rank or dignity
with you, i.e. you respect him. له سورة یف
 املجدmeans, he possesses a degree or
rank in dignity.  فأتوا بسورة من مثلهmeans,
so bring a chapter like it (Lane, Aqrab
& Qurtubi).
( فرضنا ھاWe have made it obligatory).
 فرضهmeans, he made a notch or an
incision in it, namely, a piece of
wood.  فرضmeans, (1) He (God)
made a thing or prayer or statutes or
ordinances obligatory or binding
upon men, (2) he (the Prophet)
instituted or prescribed a thing as an
ordinance or statute; (3) he (a judge)

decreed or adjudged; he assigned or
appointed a particular time for doing
a thing or he determined or defined or
limited it. They say اّلل االحکام عیل عبادہ
فرض ٰ ه
i.e. God has made the commandments
obligatory on His servants. فرضناھا
means, in which We have set down
the obligatory statutes (Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
All the different chapters of the
Quran are called Surahs. But the
present chapter has been specifically
called a Surah because it draws
pointed attention to the importance of
its contents. The implication of the
use of the word Surah—also meaning
rank or dignity—is that Muslims by
acting upon the commandments and
ordinances embodied in this Surah
would make great social progress and
attain national eminence, glory and
dignity. The emphasis on the words,
"which We have revealed and which
We have made obligatory," also
points to the great importance of the
commandments of this Surah
inasmuch as all other Quranic Surahs
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3. The adulteress and the
adulterer (or the fornicatress
and the fornicator)—flog each
one of them with a hundred
stripes. And let not pity for the
twain take hold of you in
executing the judgement of
Allah, if you believe in Allah
and the Last Day. And let a
party of the believers witness
their punishment.2592
also have been revealed by God and  ه ه ه هpeople, similarly wrong spiritual
their commandments have also been connections lead to moral and
made obligatory and the present spiritual deterioration.
Surah possesses no peculiarity in this 2592. Important Words:
respect. The implication also seems to
 الزاینis act. part. from ( زینaor.  یزینinf.
be that whereas the commandments
contained in this Surah are specially n. )زناء & زین. They say  زین بھاi.e. he
intended to raise the moral standard committed fornication or adultery
of the Muslim community and to with her. Thus  الزناmeans both
make them a great nation, they would fornication and adultery.  ولد زنیة،ابن زین
be neglected and ignored by them; and  ولد الزناall mean the same thing, i.e.
and regrettably it has so happened. In the offspring of fornication or
slavish imitation of the customs and adultery.  الزاینmeans, fornicator or
and
الزانیة
means,
manners of other nations the Muslims adulterer,
have infringed and violated the fornicatress or adulteress; and applied
commandments of this Surah more to a man it has an intensive meaning,
than the ordinances embodied in i.e. one much addicted to fornication
other chapters of the Quran.
or adultery. The plural of  زانis  زناةlike
The words, "that you may  قضاةwhich is plural of  قاضand the
remember," signify that Muslims plural of  زانیةis ( زوانLane & Aqrab).
should not ignore the important
( جلدةstripes) is derived from جلد.
lesson that the Surah has been
They say  جلدہi.e. he hit or hurt his
revealed for their social and moral
uplift, leading ultimately to their skin; he beat his skin; he beat him; he
spiritual advancement. They should struck him with a whip; he flogged
remember that just as defiance of him with a whip.  جلدةmeans, flogging,
commandments
about
sexual scourging, whipping; stripe. The
relations does serious injury to word is used both as plural and
physical and social development of a singular (Lane & Aqrab).
2250
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Commentary:
Chastity as a moral virtue holds a
very high place in the code of Islamic
laws that govern relations between
the sexes. The present Surah has laid
down comprehensive commandments
to safeguard and protect it. Islam
views with extreme disapprobation
the slightest breach of these laws. It is
Islam’s very great sensitiveness about
chastity that is reflected in the
punishment prescribed for adultery or
fornication in the verse under
comment. The punishment prescribed
is hundred stripes, no distinction
having been made whether the guilty
persons are married or unmarried or
one of the party is married and the
other unmarried. Thus flogging and
not stoning to death according to this
verse is the punishment prescribed by
Islam for adultery or fornication.
Nowhere in the Quran has stoning to
death been laid down as punishment
for adultery and for that matter for
any other crime however serious.
Islam has not prescribed killing as a
necessary
and
unqualified
punishment even for crimes much
more heinous than adultery such as
unprovoked murder, dacoity, treason
against the state and disturbing the
peace of the land. Though extreme
penalty for these crimes is death, yet
the payment of blood money in the
case of the first offence (2:129) and
imprisonment or banishment for the
other crimes (5:33-34) have been laid
down as alternative punishments.
Elsewhere in the Quran where
punishment for adultery for a married
slave-girl is mentioned (4:26), it is
clearly stated that she will get half the
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punishment prescribed for that of a
free, married woman; and evidently
the punishment of stoning to death
cannot be halved.
So in spite of the fact that the
Quran has quite clearly and
unequivocally laid down (as in the
verse under comment) flogging as the
punishment for adultery and has
made no discrimination whatever
between a married or an unmarried
culprit in the matter of awarding
punishment (because  زاینmeans both a
fornicator and adulterer), and in spite
of the fact that the present and other
relevant verses were revealed in
connection with slander-mongering
about ‘A’ishah, the Holy Prophet’s
noble consort, who herself was a
married lady, it is curious that the
misconception has persisted without
any
justification
or linguistic
authority among certain schools of
Muslim religious thought that the
verse under comment deals with
punishment for unmarried persons
only and that the punishment for a
married adulterer and adulteress is
stoning to death. The misconception
seems to be due to a few cases
recorded in Hadith whereby married
persons guilty of adultery were
stoned to death by the order of the
Holy Prophet. One of these few
cases was that of a Jew and a Jewess
who were stoned to death in
accordance with the Mosaic Law
(Bukhari). It was invariably the Holy
Prophet’s practice that he abided by
the Law of the Torah in deciding
cases till a new commandment was
revealed to him. In one or two other
cases on record in which the
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punishment accorded was stoning to
death, it has not been established
whether the crime was committed
before or after the verse under
comment was revealed. It seems that
in cases in which the guilty person
was stoned to death, the crime was
committed before the revelation of this
verse, but by some miscalculation on
the part of some chronicler it was
believed to have taken place after it.
There is no dearth of such historical
anachronisms in the books of Hadith.
Or there might have been some other
aggravating circumstances besides the
crime of adultery which made the
Holy Prophet award the guilty person
or persons the extreme punishment of
death and which the chronicler of the
incident failed to take into account.
Otherwise it is simply inconceivable
that the Holy Prophet should have
contravened the quite clear and
unequivocal Divine commandment in
this respect.
Another
possible
cause
for
misunderstanding about the form of
punishment for adultery may be a
saying attributed to Caliph ‘Umar. He
is reported to have said: "There was a
verse in the Book of God about rajm
(stoning). We read it, we understood
it and we remembered it. The Holy
Prophet stoned adulterers to death
and we also stoned after him. Were it
not that people might say that ‘Umar
had added in the Book of God what
was not in it, I would have written it
down" (Kashful-Ghummah vol.2,
p.111). The whole hadith seems to be
a pure fabrication or at best the result
of misunderstanding or distortion of
what ‘Umar might actually have said.
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How by writing down in the Quran
what was a part of it could be called
an addition to it and how, of all men,
‘Umar could have been afraid of
anybody for doing the right thing,
least of all for restoring to the Quran
a lost text! It is impossible to attribute
such
confused
thinking
and
irresponsible talk to a man of ‘Umar’s
intellectual and moral calibre and
stature. If the saying were to be taken
at its face value, the whole claim of
the Quran that it enjoys perpetual
Divine protection and therefore is
quite free from human interference
falls to the ground.
‘Ali seems to hold quite a different
view from that of ‘Umar regarding
this very important religious question.
After flogging a woman who had
committed adultery and then stoning
her to death, he is reported to have
said: "I have flogged her in obedience
to the commandment of the Book of
God and have stoned her to death in
accordance with the practice of the
Holy Prophet" (Bukhari). From this
hadith, two inferences clearly emerge:
(1) In the matter of punishing an
adulterer or adulteress the practice of
the Holy Prophet was at variance
with the commandment of God as
laid down in the Quran, which is
impossible. (2) Whereas according to
‘Umar there was a commandment in
the Book of God about stoning to
death of an adulterer, according to ‘Ali
there was no such commandment, it
was only the practice of the Holy
Prophet according to which he stoned
to death persons guilty of adultery. It
is impossible to reconcile the views of
these two great leaders of Islam and
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4. The adulterer (or fornicator)
cannot have sexual intercourse
but with an adulteress (or
fornicatress) or an idolatrous
woman, and an adulteress (or
fornicatress) none can have
sexual intercourse with her but
an adulterer (or fornicator) or an
idolatrous man. That indeed is
forbidden to the believers.2593
equally impossible to believe that they
held diametrically opposed views
regarding a most important question
of religion. And it is indeed very
surprising that in the face of quite
clear, unambiguous and unequivocal
Divine commandments the view
should have been held, of all men by
‘Umar and ‘Ali, or by any school of
Muslim religious thought that Islam
has prescribed stoning to death as
punishment for an adulterer. The
Quran rejects this view as wholly
untenable.
Somewhere
some
misunderstanding must have occurred
on the part of a chronicler or narrator
of the sayings of the Holy Prophet
which has caused all this confusion.
It may be of interest to note that the
verse has used the words  الزاینand الزانیة
(and not  زاینand  )زانیةwhich suggest a
particular class of adulterers and
fornicators such as hardened or
habitual culprits or those who are lost
to all sense of shame and remorse and
having thrown all restraint and
constraint to the winds indulge in this
hideous crime openly.
The verse further lays down that the
beating of the culprit should not be so

severe as to cause his death or break
his bone but should hurt only the skin
as the word  اجلدواused in the verse
signifies and as is implied in 4:26.
2593. Important Words:
 ال ینکحcannot have sexual
intercourse.  نکح املرأةmeans, he married
the woman; he had sexual relations
with her.  نکحت املرأةmeans, the woman
married so she had a husband. نکاح
signifies the (i) marriage without
coitus; (ii) coitus with marriage;
(iii) coitus without marriage. نکح املطر
 االرضmeans, the rain mixed with the
sub-soil of the earth. نکح النعاس عینه
means, slumber overcame his eyes
(Lane & Aqrab).
The words  الزاین ال ینکح اال زانیةmay
have all or one of the following
interpretations: (i) a man given to
adultery shall not marry but a woman
given to the same evil practice. That
is to say a wicked man who is not
ashamed of freely indulging in
adultery and has not repented of his
evil ways, can never prevail upon a
chaste believing woman to marry
him. Only a wicked woman of low
moral character like him or an
idolatress whose standard of morality
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5. And athose who calumniate
chaste women but bring not
four witnesses—flog them with
eighty stripes, and never admit
their evidence thereafter, and it
a

24:24.

like him is very low can be persuaded
to marry him.
(ii) An adulterer can have sexual
relations only with a woman given to
adultery. It is impossible for a chaste
and believing woman to stoop so low
as to yield to the wicked advances of
an adulterer. Such a wicked man can
only get an adulteress to pander to his
carnal passions. An adulteress and
idolatress have been bracketed
together because of the very low
standard of sexual morality obtaining
among idol worshippers because they
have no revealed Law to guide them.
(iii) The adulterer (or fornicator)
cannot have sexual relations but with
an adulteress (or fornicatoress). This
meaning is supported by a saying of
the Holy Prophet. He is reported to
have said  ال یزین زان و ھو مؤمنi.e. a believer
does not commit adultery while he
remains a Muslim.
The hadith signifies that no true
believing man or woman can commit
adultery. It is only disbelievers or
idolaters who can light-heartedly
commit such heinous crimes.
The words  حرم ذالک عیل املؤمننیmay
signify that (i) marriage between a
true believer and an adulteress or
idolatrous woman and vice versa is
forbidden; (ii) the committing of
adultery is forbidden to the believers,
the pronoun ( ذالكthat) in this case

standing for adultery.
Islam regards adultery as one of the
most heinous of all social crimes and
looks upon sexual chastity of a man
or woman as one of his or her most
precious possessions. As the present
Surah deals with the subject of
establishment of the dominion and
kingdom of Islam, it fittingly opens
with condemnation of the most
deadly of all social crimes which if
not checked and suppressed in due
time is calculated to bring about total
disintegration and destruction of the
Muslim community. The Quran seeks
to close all those avenues through
which this disease finds its way
among a people and severely
punishes the act of adultery and
condemns the guilty parties as social
pariahs. While the preceding verse
has laid down the punishment which
the Quran metes out to adulterers, the
verse under comment stigmatizes
adulterers and adulteresses as social
lepers with whom all social
relationship should be avoided. The
verse, however, should not be
understood to mean that the Quran
bars, for all time, to such persons the
entrance to respectable Muslim
society. It does leave the door of
repentance always open. The verse
speaks only of persons who are lost to
all sense of shame and who habitually
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indulge in this fell vice and show no mongering is of particular importance
in the present state of the so-called
sign of repenting of their evil ways.
civilized society where it has
2594. Commentary:
assumed the form of a common social
The other social evil, second to pastime. No wonder that as a result of
adultery in heinousness which eats scandal-mongering sexual immorality
into the vitals of human society, is the has greatly increased, particularly in
slandering of innocent persons. Islam western countries.
views also with extreme disfavour
It may also be noted that in this
this social evil which has become so verse no mention has been made of
common in the so-called civilized the accusation being true or false. So
modern society, and severely long as the accuser cannot produce
punishes the accusers of innocent the necessary evidence in support of
people. The verse under comment his charge, the charge would be
mentions three forms of punishment considered as false and the accuser
in an ascending order which are to be would render himself liable to the
meted out to a slanderer; first, the prescribed punishment. Whatever the
physical punishment of scourging; real facts of the case, the woman with
secondly, the disgrace of being whom adultery is alleged to have
branded as a perjurer and a liar which been committed will be held innocent
invalidates his evidence and thirdly, so long as the required evidence is
the spiritual stigma of being adjudged not produced. The law is, in fact,
as a wicked transgressor.
intended to suppress with a strong
It may be noted that the punishment hand the offence of slandering and
prescribed for the slanderer who scandal-mongering
which
is
accuses a chaste woman without calculated to encourage the spread of
producing adequate evidence seems those very crimes which the scandalto be even more serious than the mongers hold up to public gaze.
punishment prescribed for the crime
It follows from this verse that a
of adultery itself. In the latter case the person charged with adultery is held
punishment prescribed is one hundred guilty only if four witnesses, in
lashes, only twenty lashes more than addition to the accuser, are
those prescribed for slandering. But forthcoming who solemnly declare
after undergoing the punishment the and testify to the fact of having seen
adulterer or adulteress has not to with their own eyes the accused
carry the disgrace of being branded as person actually committing the crime.
a perjurer, nor does he or she lie
In case the offender himself
under the more serious spiritual confesses to the crime, no witnesses
stigma of being adjudged by God as a will, of course, be required to prove
wicked transgressor.
his guilt provided he is in full
The commandment about scandal- possession of his senses. From Hadith
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6. Except athose who repent
thereafter and make amends, for
truly Allah is Most Forgiving,
Merciful.2595
a

4:18.

it appears that in such an event the
offender must himself testify four
times to having committed the crime.
In case a man alleges that he has
committed adultery the woman
implicated will not be held guilty
unless she herself admits that she too
has committed the crime. This
provision is intended to save the good
name of innocent men or women
from being besmirched by persons of
no character who are not ashamed of
confessing to having committed
adultery in order to implicate other
innocent persons along with themselves.
Similarly, when a person makes an
allegation against another, it is the
accuser who is required to produce
four witnesses to the crime alleged.
The accused person has not to prove
his innocence. It is only after four
witnesses have been produced that he
is asked to produce his defence. If the
accuser fails to produce the requisite
four witnesses, then both he and the
witnesses will be liable to punishment
on the plea of having made an
allegation for which they had not
produced the necessary evidence.
The object of such stringent
provisions is to discourage the spread
of indecent scandals. Such provisions
amply refute the criticism that the
penalty Islamic Law prescribes for
adultery is barbarous. The evidence
and the attendant conditions required
to prove the commission of adultery

are, in fact, almost impossible to
produce save in cases where the
offence is committed openly and in
such cases a severe punishment, in
order to be deterrent, is certainly very
essential.
If a person confesses to having
committed the crime and repeats his
confession four times, he will not be
punished if he recants at the time of
infliction of the punishment. In such
an event, however, the culprit will be
liable to punishment for slandering
the alleged accessory.
The commandment contained in
this verse covers both men and
women although the word used is
 املحصناتwhich means 'chaste women.'
In the Arabic language when
something has to be said which
relates equally to both men and
women the gender used is masculine.
But when something is said regarding
a matter which concerns women more
than men, then feminine gender is
used. The commandment here relates
to punishment for slandering whether
the victim of the slander is man or
woman but as women generally are
more often the victims of such
slanders, the verse speaks of 'chaste
women'. Similarly the word ( الذینthose)
though in masculine gender applies to
both men and women slanderers.
2595. Commentary:
Opinions differ as to which of the
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7. And as for those who
calumniate their wives, and
have no witnesses except
themselves—the evidence of
any one of such people shall
suffice if he bears witness four
times in the name of Allah
saying that he is surely of those
who speak the truth.2596
8. And his fifth oath shall be to
say that Allah’s curse be upon
him if he be of the liars.2597
9. But it shall avert the
punishment from her if she
bears witness four times in the
name of Allah saying that he is
of the liars.2598
10. And her fifth oath shall be
to say that the wrath of Allah be
upon her if he speaks the truth.
three punishments prescribed for
slandering is to be remitted after a
slanderer repents and makes amends.
The question of the first punishment
does not arise because the corporal
punishment is administered as soon
as the offence of the guilty person is
proved. The last two punishments can
only be remitted after a real and true
repentance is proved.

in the verse under comment to meet
such an unhappy situation if it ever
happens to arise. If a husband accuses
his wife of adultery he has to declare
on oath four times that his allegation
is true.
2597. Commentary:
Before the accuser invokes the
curse of God upon himself, the
serious consequences of a false oath
should be fully explained to him.

2596. Commentary:
As suspicion between husband and 2598. Commentary:
After the accused woman has
wife is likely to cast a severe strain
on the whole family relations, a established her innocence by taking
special regulation has been laid down four oaths that her husband has
2257
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11. And were it not for Allah’s
grace and His mercy upon you,
and the fact that Allah is
Compassionate and Wise, you
would have come to grief.2599
R. 2.

12. Verily, those who brought
forth the lie are a party from
among you. Think it not to be
an evil for you; nay, it is good
for you. Every one of them shall
have his share of what he has
earned of the sin; and he among
them who took the chief part
therein shall have a grievous
punishment.2600
falsely accused her and the fifth oath
invoking God’s curse upon herself if
her husband’s accusation is true, no
punishment is decreed against her and
the husband is also not held
punishable for accusing her. But after
such a serious breach the couple will
cease to live as husband and wife,
because no chance is then left of the
restoration of amicable relations
between them.

regretted that the Quranic injunctions
in regard to these social evils have
been honoured more in the breach
than in the observance thereof.
2600. Important Words:
( إفکa lie) is infinitive noun from
( افکafaka). They say  أفکهi.e. (i) he
changed his or its condition or
manner of being; (ii) he turned him or
it away or back from a thing; (iii) he
turned him away or back by lying;
(iv) he changed or perverted his
judgement; (v) he deceived or
beguiled him; (vi) he lied or said
what was untrue.  أفک الناسmeans, he
told the people a big lie. ( إفکifkun)
means, a lie; a great lie; a falsehood
(Lane & Aqrab). See also 5:76.

2599. Commentary:
The verse means to say that God is
merciful to mankind inasmuch as He
has laid down in the Quran
injunctions by acting upon which
they can save themselves from those
most dreadful social evils which are
likely to undermine the whole social
structure. The verse also implies a Commentary:
The extremely painful incident
warning to Muslims to beware of
these evils. It is, however, to be referred to in this verse took place
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13. Why did not the believing
men and believing women,
when you heard of it, think well
of their own people, and say,
‘This is a manifest lie?’
14. Why did they not bring four
witnesses to prove it? Since
when on the Holy Prophet’s return
from the expedition against Bani Mustaliq in 5 A.H., the Muslim army had
to halt for the night at a place, a short
distance from Medina. In this
expedition, the Holy Prophet was
accompanied by his noble wife,
‘A’ishah. As it happened ‘A’ishah
went out some distance from the
camp to attend to the call of nature.
When she returned, she discovered
that she had dropped her necklace
somewhere. The necklace itself was
of no great value, but as it was a loan
from a friend, ‘A’ishah went out
again to search for it. On her return,
to her great grief and mortification
she found that the army had already
marched away with the camel she
was riding, her attendants supposing
that she was in the litter as she was
then very young and light of weight.
In her helplessness she sat down and
cried till sleep overpowered her.
Safwan, a Muhajir, who was coming
in the rear recognized her as he had
seen her before the verse enjoining
"purdah" was revealed and brought
her on his camel to Medina, himself
walking behind the animal (Bukhari,
Kitabun-Nikah). The hypocrites of
Medina, led by ‘Abdullah bin Ubayy
bin Salul, were always on the lookout

to create some mischief and cause
distress to the Holy Prophet. They
made capital out of this incident and
spread a malicious scandal against
‘A’ishah and unfortunately some of
the Muslims also became associated
with it. ‘A’ishah’s innocence was at
last established in the present and the
following few verses of the Quran.
Those who had taken part in
fabricating and spreading the
accusation were punished and
injunctions were revealed effectively
to deal with scandal-mongers and
their evil designs and activities.
The words "who took the chief
part," are understood to refer to
‘Abdullah bin Ubayy, the leader of
the hypocrites of Medina, who had
invented the lie and gave it wide
publicity. He died an ignominious
death, frustrated in all his designs
against Islam and in his ambition and
aspiration to become the crowned
king of Medina.
The words, "think it not to be an
evil for you, nay it is good for you,"
signify that the incident contained a
great lesson for the Muslims. They
were warned to be on their guard
against falling victim to the
machinations of scandal-mongers and
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they have not brought the
required witnesses, they are
indeed liars in the sight of
Allah!2601
15. aWere it not for the grace of
Allah and His mercy upon you,
in this world and the Hereafter,
a great punishment would have
befallen you for the slander into
which you plunged.
16. When you received it and
then talked about it with your
tongues, and you uttered with
your mouths that of which you
had no knowledge, and you
thought it to be a light matter,
while in the sight of Allah it
was a grievous thing.2602
a

2:65; 4:84.

against accusing Muslim men and
women of crimes of which they were
quite innocent.
2601. Commentary:
As stated above, not only does
Islam take a very serious view of the
crimes against chastity and punishes
them severely, it is also very sensitive
about the good reputation of Muslim
men and women and takes very
effective steps to safeguard it. Islam
regards it as highly reprehensible and
even criminal to spread false
accusations against them. According
to this verse, he who accuses a
Muslim man or woman of adultery
and does not produce four witnesses
to prove his allegation shall be held to

be a liar and treated as such by the
Islamic Law even if he can produce
one, two or even three persons as
eye-witnesses to the act. The fact of
one person seeing another person
committing this immoral act does not
entitle him to go about spreading the
evil report.
2602. Important Words:
For ( تلقونهyou received it) see 2:38.
Commentary:
The verse purports to say that the
evils mentioned above are moral sins
which are, unfortunately committed
light-heartedly, but which produce
very grievous results. Every sin is a
deadly poison which a true believer
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17. And wherefore did you not
say, when you heard of it, ‘It is
not proper for us to talk about it.
Holy art Thou, O God, this is a
grievous calumny!’
18. Allah admonishes you never
to return to the like thereof, if
you are believers.
19. And Allah explains to you
the commandments; and Allah
is All-Knowing, Wise.
20. Those who love that
immorality
should
spread
among the believers, will have a
painful punishment in this world
and the Hereafter. And Allah
knows, and you know not.2603
must avoid. The wages of sin is freely talked about in public, on the
death. This is the supreme lesson other it has encouraged that good and
virtuous acts should be given wide
which this verse teaches.
publicity and proper appreciation.
2603. Commentary:
These Quranic injunctions conduce to
In the foregoing few verses, the the creation of a very healthy
Quran has severely condemned atmosphere and to the eradication and
scandal-mongering. It has taken as extermination of the evil of sexual
serious a view of the spreading and immorality.
circulation of false accusations as that
The words "Allah knows and you
of crimes in the community, thus know not" signify that God alone
shaking the whole moral foundation knows the sources of evil and it is He
of society. It is this sense of Who alone can direct us as to how an
pessimism which the verse under evil can be successfully resisted and
comment seeks to eradicate. Whereas eradicated. It is not given to man to
on the one hand the Quran has find out the genesis and source of
severely
condemned
scandal- evil.
Moral
philosophers
and
mongering and has enjoined that psychologists have discussed and
sexual misconduct should be reported debated as to what is vice, but none
to the concerned authorities and not of them has been able so far to trace
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21. And but for the grace of
Allah and His mercy upon you
and the fact that Allah is
Compassionate and Merciful,
you would have been ruined.
R. 3.

22. O ye who believe! afollow
not the footsteps of Satan, and
whoso follows the footsteps of
Satan should know that he
surely enjoins immorality and
manifest evil. And but for the
grace of Allah and His mercy
upon you, not one of you would
ever be pure, but Allah purifies
whom He pleases. And Allah is
All-Hearing, All-Knowing.2604
a

6:143; 19:45; 36:61.

out its real source. It is the revealed
word of God that has done so. The
Quran has not only dealt with the
various forms of evil and laid down
directions and injunctions to meet and
conquer it but has also shed light on
how evil originates and takes birth
and how it develops. In this verse we
are told that scandal-mongering leads
to the prevalence of vice.
2604. Commentary:
This verse sheds some light on how
vice
spreads
and
becomes
disseminated and diffused. The
propagation of vice begins with
something which is apparently quite
petty and harmless. As there is
implanted in human nature an
inherent sense of hesitancy and

horror at committing what is clearly
and manifestly an evil act; to begin
with, Satan avoids tempting a man to
commit a manifestly immoral act. He
leads his victim to his moral ruin
gradually and in stages, beginning
with what apparently seems to be
quite a harmless act. The victim is
tempted to talk to others what he
hears from someone else about an
immoral act done by an individual.
Soon after, scandal-mongering leads
him to the forging of slanders, and the
next step is the commission of the
very offence which he had begun by
foisting on others. Islam has cut at the
very root of all evil by strictly
prohibiting and condemning and even
punishing scandal-mongering, as it
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23. And let not those who
possess wealth and plenty
among you swear not to give
aught to the kindred and to the
needy and to those who have
left their homes in the cause of
Allah. Let them forgive and
pass over the offence. Do you
not desire that Allah should
forgive you? And Allah is Most
Forgiving, Merciful.2605
24. aVerily, those who accuse
chaste,
unwary,
believing
women are cursed in this world
a

24:5.

ultimately leads to the moral
disintegration of a community.
The words, "Allah is Hearing,
Knowing," mean that when a man
loses his way and prays to God, He
listens to him and answers his prayer;
and when one who is in distress
responds to the Divine voice and
follows it, Divine knowledge comes
to his rescue and guides and leads
him to his deliverance.
2605. Important Words:
For ( ال یأتلlet not swear) see 2:227.
Commentary:
The reference in this verse may be
to Abu Bakr, the Holy Prophet’s most
devoted and faithful disciple and his
first successor. Mistah, one of his
relatives unfortunately had become
involved in the calumny against
‘A’ishah. On ‘A’ishah’s innocence
being
established
by
Divine

revelation and her honour completely
vindicated, Abu Bakr naturally was
disinclined
to
continue
the
maintenance-allowance he used to
give to Mistah. The verse under
comment, according to most reliable
traditions, was revealed in connection
with the stoppage of Mistah’s
allowance. It, however, has general
application and implies that after a
guilty person has received the
punishment for his offence as
prescribed by Law as Mistah had, he
should be subjected to no other
annoyance
or
disability.
The
punishment received by him clears
him of the stigma incurred by the
commission of the offence.
The words  اولوا الفضلin the verse
seem to refer to Abu Bakr’s moral
and spiritual eminence as well as his
material prosperity and abundance of
wealth.
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and the Hereafter. And for them
is a grievous chastisement,2606
25. aOn the day when their
tongues and their hands and
their feet will bear witness
against them as to what they
used to do.2607
a

17:37; 36:66; 41:21-23.

2606. Important Words:
( غافالتcareless) is the plural of غافلة
which is active participle in feminine
gender from غفل. They say  غفل عنهi.e.
he was or became unmindful,
forgetful, neglectful or heedless of it
or inadvertent to it. An Arab would
say  من اتبع الصیدi.e. he who pursues the
object of the chase becomes busy and
possessed by it so that he becomes
unmindful or unaware of other things.
 غفل ال یشءmeans, he hid the thing. غفلة
means, forgetfulness; heedlessness;
inadvertence; lack of consciousness
(Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
The subject of scandal-mongering
and slander is closed with a severe
warning to the slanderers that in
addition to the corporal punishment
they will incur and the moral obloquy
that will remain attached to them,
they will carry the curse of God on
their heads in this world and in the
life to come unless they completely
cleanse and reform themselves by
real, true and sincere repentance. This
shows how serious a view Islam takes
of the moral offence of slander and
scandal-mongering.
Taking into consideration the

various meanings of the root word
غفل, the word  غافالتwould signify
those righteous women who have no
idea or consciousness of having done
any wrong. The use of this word in
connection with the calumny about
‘A’ishah establishes her complete
innocence, implying that that paragon
of virtue and righteousness had no
idea or consciousness of having done
any wrong.
2607. Commentary:
Recent scientific researches have
established the truth of this verse.
Scientific instruments have been
invented which if placed in a room
can preserve the talk of a person and
even the sound of the movements of
his hands, feet or other organs of his
body. The instruments greatly help
the police in apprehending thieves
and other culprits and in bringing
them to book. Thus with the help of
these instruments the tongue, hands
and feet of a guilty person, as it were,
bear witness against him. What a
great tribute and infallible testimony
the invention of these scientific
appliances has borne to the Quran
being the revealed Word of the AllKnowing God. Science has also
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26. On that day will Allah pay
them their just due, and they
will know that aAllah alone is
the Manifest Truth.2608
27. Bad things are for bad men,
and bad men are for bad things.
And good things are for good
men, and good men are for
good things; these are innocent
of
all
that
they
(the
b
calumniators) allege. For them
is forgiveness and an honourable
provision.2609
R. 4.

28. O ye who believe! center not
houses other than your own
until you have asked leave and
a

20:115; 22:63; 23:117. b8:75; 22:51. c24:62.

established the fact that every spoken
word and movement or action leaves
its impress in the atmosphere. This
scientific truth led to the great
invention of wireless telegraphy. The
Quran, too, has pointed out to this
newly discovered scientific truth.
According to it these impresses will
be given an embodied form in the
next life, and thus the limbs of the
author of deeds, good or bad, will bear
witness against or in favour of him.
2608. Important Words:
( دینھمtheir due).  دینis derived from
دان. See 1:4.
Commentary:
All truth is relative. A thing may be
true from one angle or one point of

view but false from another angle. It
is God alone Who is Absolute Truth.
2609. Commentary:
The word  اخلبیثاتmeaning evil deeds
or obscene words, the verse purports
to say that evil persons do evil deeds
or indulge in obscene and foul talk
and
scandal-mongering,
while
nothing comes out of good and
virtuous persons but righteous deeds
and pure and ennobling words. The
subject of calumny and slander is
thus closed with this beautiful
epigram and the verse itself ends with
giving a certificate of righteousness
to ‘A’ishah to whom the words: "they
are innocent of all that which the
calumniators allege" primarily refer.
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saluted the inmates thereof.
That is better for you, that you
may be heedful.2610
2610. Important Words:
 تستأنسوis derived from  أنسand أنس به
and  أنس الیهand  استأنس بهand all mean the
same thing, i.e. he was or became
friendly or familiar with him. استأنس
means, he looked; he considered
or examined, endeavouring to obtain
a clear knowledge of a thing; he
looked about to ascertain if he could
see anyone; he enquired; he asked
permission (Lane & Aqrab). See also
20:11.
Commentary:
Whereas in the preceding few
verses light was shed on two of the
most serious moral crimes, which
destroy domestic peace and social
security, in this and the following few
verses all those avenues and ways
through which these two evils find
their way among a people have been
discussed, and rules of conduct which
effectively put a stop to them have
been prescribed. The Quran does not,
like the Bible, confine itself to merely
laying down a prohibitory commandment couched in such general terms,
"do not do this" but gives also the
why and wherefore of its commandments and lays down also the remedy
and cure of the moral disease about
which a certain commandment is
given.
The preceding verses had dealt with
the evils of adultery and scandalmongering and had prescribed
suitable punishments to put a stop to

these evils. With the verse under
comment, however, begin those
injunctions
and
commandments
which serve as preventive measures
against these evils. The first
injunction is that one should not enter
a house other than his own without
first notifying his arrival by saluting
its inmates and seeking their
permission and without first eliciting
whether they want to see him. This
injunction, though apparently very
simple and elementary, if made the
general rule of conduct, is calculated
to save much trouble and suspicion. It
would not only put a stop to possible
scandals but would also serve to save
people from being seen in conditions
likely to give rise to suspicion and the
privacy of the houses will also not be
intruded upon. It may also be inferred
from this verse that unauthorized
entry into an office leads to the
dislocation of office work and waste
of time, therefore, before entering it,
permission should be sought from the
concerned authority, and visitors
should notify their coming by
saluting the inmates. Salutation also
helps the inmates to recognize the
visitor. The practice of sending in a
name-slip or introduction card to a
person with whom interview is
sought in his office or home is a
correct way of finding out whether or
not he agrees to seeing the visitor and
is in conformity with the above
mentioned Quranic injunction.
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29. And if you find no one
therein, do not enter them until
you are given permission. And
if it be said to you, ‘Go back’
then go back; that is purer for
you. And Allah knows well
what you do.2611
30. It is no sin on your part to
enter
uninhabited
houses
wherein are your goods. And
a
Allah knows what you reveal
and what you conceal.2612
31. Say to the believing men
that they restrain their eyes and
guard their private parts. That is
purer for them. Surely, Allah is
well aware of what they do.2613
a

2:34; 21:111; 87:8.

2611. Commentary:
This verse shows that it is
prohibited to enter even uninhabited
houses without requisite permission
having been obtained from the
concerned person or persons.
2612. Commentary:
The words "Allah knows what you
reveal and what you conceal" signify
that disregard of the above
injunctions will lead to evils which
you may know or the evils of which
the consequences are beyond your
ken and knowledge.

he blinked; he contracted his eye or
eyes so as to wrinkle the lids; he
contracted his eyelids and he looked;
he contracted his eye or eyes and
looked towards the ground, not
opening his eye or eyes.  غض صوتهmeans,
he lowered his voice (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:
As stated above the Quran is not
content with merely taking a
superficial view of things but goes to
their very root. According to it every
good or bad quality springs from a
certain root. In the case of a good
quality the Quran enjoins that the root
2613. Important Words:
should be mastered and fully kept
( یغضواrestrain) is derived from غض. under control and in the case of an
They say  غض طرفه او بصرہ او من طرفهi.e. he evil it aims at its complete eradication
restrained or lowered his eye or eyes; and extermination and thus bolts and
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32. And say to the believing
women that they restrain their
eyes and guard their private
parts, and that they disclose not
their natural and artificial
beauty except that which is
apparent thereof, and that they
draw their head-coverings over
their bosoms, and that they
disclose not their beauty save to
their husbands, or to their
fathers, or the fathers of their
husbands or their sons or the
sons of their husbands or their
brothers, or the sons of their
brothers, or the sons of their
sisters, or their women, or what
their right hands possess, or
such of male attendants as have
no sexual appetite, or young
children
who
have
no
knowledge of the hidden parts
of women. And they strike not
their feet so that what they hide
of their ornaments may become
known. And turn ye to Allah all
together, O believers, that you
may succeed.2614
bars all the avenues to it. As it is the
eyes through which most evil
thoughts enter the mind, so in the
verse under comment believing men
and women have been commanded to
lower their gaze when they happen to
meet one another.

2614. Important Words:
( مخرھنtheir head-coverings).  مخرis
the plural of  مخارwhich is derived
from  مخرwhich means, he veiled,
covered or concealed a thing. مخار
means, a woman’s muffler or veil
with which she covers her head and
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the lower part of the face leaving
exposed only the eyes and part of the
nose; a woman’s head-covering; a
piece of cloth with which a woman
covers her head; also a man’s turban
(Lane & Aqrab).
( جهیوبهھهنtheir bosoms).  جهیوبis the
plural of  جیبwhich is derived from
جاب. They say  جابهi.e. he made a hole
in it; he rent it or tore it; he pierced or
bored it; he cut it.  جاب الق همیصmeans, he
hollowed out the  جیبof the shirt, he
cut the  جیبof the shirt or he made a
 جیبin the shirt.  جیبmeans, the
opening at the neck and bosom of a
shirt and the like; a pocket; the heart;
the bosom (Lane & Aqrab).
( إربةsexual appetite) is derived from
( أربaruba), or ( أربariba). The
former means he was or became
cunning, intelligent, sagacious or
excellent in judgement and the latter,
i.e. ariba, means, he wanted it, he
was or became in want of it and
sought it or desired it.  إربةand إرب
(irbun) and ( أربarabun) mean the
same thing, viz. cunning, intelligence,
excellence of judgement, sagacity;
want of need. About the Holy Prophet
it is said in a hadith هکان أملککم الربهi.e. he
had the greatest control over his want,
desire or sexual desire (Bukhari). The
Quranic words  غری اویل االربهmean, idiots,
or persons deficient in intellect or
such men as have no need of women;
or have no sexual desire (Lane &
Mufradat).
( عوراتprivate parts or nakedness) is
the plural of  عورةwhich is derived
from  عورwhich means, he was or
became blind in one eye.  عورةmeans,
the pendulum or pudenda of a man
and of a woman; the part or parts of a
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person which are indecent to expose;
parts between the navel and the knee;
anything that a man veils or conceals
by reason of disdainful pride or of
shame or prudency; anything of which
one is ashamed when it appears; a
woman; any place of concealment; a
gap, an opening or a breach in the
frontier of hostile country, or in war
from which one fears slaughter; cleft
or fissure; disgrace or disfigurement;
blindness of one eye (Lane & Aqrab).
( نسائهھهنtheir women) signifies
known or familiar decent women.
Commentary:
As a good deal of misunderstanding
and lack of proper knowledge as to
what constitutes Islamic "purdah"
prevails even among Muslims, a
somewhat detailed note on this muchvexed question is called for. Here are
the relevant Quranic verses that
embody necessary commandments
about "purdah":
(i) O Prophet, tell thy wives and
thy daughters and the women of the
believers that they should let down
over them their loose outer garments.
It is more likely that they will thus be
distinguished and not molested
(33:60).
The Arabic word used in this verse
is  جالبیبof which the singular is جلباب
meaning, an outer or wrapping
garment; a head-covering; the
garment with which a woman covers
her head and bosom.
(ii) And say to the believing
women that they restrain their eyes
and guard their private parts and that
they disclose not their natural and
artificial beauty except that which is
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apparent thereof, and that they cast
their head-coverings over their
bosoms, and that they disclose not
their beauty…(24:32 i.e. the verse
under comment.)
(iii) O wives of the Prophet, you
are not like any other women if you
are righteous. So be not soft in
speech, lest he in whose heart is a
disease should feel tempted; and
speak a decent speech. And stay in
your houses with dignity and do not
show off yourselves like the showing
off of the former days of ignorance
(33:33-34).
(iv) O ye who believe, let those
whom your right hands possess, and
those of you who have not attained to
puberty, ask permission of you three
times before coming into your
presence: before the morning Prayer,
and when you take off clothes at noon
in summer and after the night Prayer
(24:59).
The following inferences are
clearly deducible from the verses
quoted above:
(i) When they go out, Muslim
women are to wear an outer and
wrapping garment which should
cover their heads and bosoms in such
a manner that the garment should
come down from the head to the
bosom covering the whole body
including the face. This is the
significance of the Quranic words
( یدننی عهلهیھن من جالبهیبھن33:60). The outer
garment is intended to make known
the fact that while a Muslim woman
goes about her business she may be
spared the mental anguish of being
stared at by persons of questionable
character.
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(ii) Muslim men and women are to
restrain their eyes when they happen
to face each other.
(iii) The
third
commandment
though apparently applying to the
wives of the Prophet, includes, as is
the practice of the Quran, other
Muslim women also. The words
"And stay in your houses" imply that
whereas women may go out when
necessary, the principal and primary
sphere of their activities is inside the
house.
(iv) At three stated hours, even
children are not allowed to enter the
private apartments of their parents
nor are domestic servants or female
slaves allowed to enter the sleeping
room of their masters.
The first commandment applies to
women when they go out. Then they
are to use an outer garment which
should cover their whole body
including the face. The second
commandment relates to "purdah"
primarily inside the four walls of the
house when near male relatives
frequently come and go. In that case
men and women are only to restrain
their looks and as an additional
precaution women are to take care
that their  زینةi.e. beauty of person,
dress and ornaments, is not displayed.
They are not required to use جلباب
(outer garment) because that would
be
very
irksome
and
even
impracticable in view of the free and
frequent visits of near blood relations
such as cousins, brothers-in-law,
sisters-in-law, etc. The context shows
that this commandment relates to
"purdah" inside the four walls of the
house, because all the persons
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mentioned in the verse are very near
relations who generally visit the
houses of their relatives. The special
mention in it of four categories of
persons besides near relatives, viz.
decent women, old servants, female
slaves and minor boys, lends
additional weight to the inference that
the commandment in this verse
relates to "purdah" within the four
walls of the house.
The
fact
that
the
first
commandment refers to "purdah"
outside the house and the second
commandment basically refers to
"purdah" within the four walls of the
house is also apparent from the
different words that have been used to
express the two forms of "purdah" in
the relevant verses i.e. 33:60, and the
verse under comment. Whereas in
33:60 the garment which a woman is
to use when she goes out is  جلبابthe
garment which she has to use inside
the house when relatives visit is مخار.
Moreover, whereas in 33:60 the
words used are  یدننی علهیھن من جالبهیبھنi.e.
they should let down over them their
outer garments (for a detailed
discussion of  جلبابand  یدننیsee
33:60); in the verse under comment
the words used are یضربن خبمرھن عیل جهیوبهھهن
i.e. they should cast their headcoverings over their bosoms. It is
clear that in the former case the
garment will cover the head, the face
and the bosom while in the latter case
only the head and the bosom will
become covered and the face may
remain uncovered.
It may also be noted in passing that
the shape and form of the outergarment which, as mentioned above,
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a woman must wear when she goes
out and which covers her whole body
including the face will vary according
to the customs, habits, social status,
family traditions and usages of
various classes of the Muslim
community. The commandment with
regard to "purdah" within the four
walls of the house will also apply to
shops, fields, etc. where women of
certain sections of Muslim society
have to work to earn their living.
There a woman will not be required
to veil her face. She will have only to
restrain her eyes and to cover her زینة
i.e. her ornaments and other
embellishments, as women within the
house have to do when their relatives
visit them.
The third commandment requires
women to behave with dignity
bordering on austerity when talking
to stranger men; and they are also
required to give their full attention to
the discharge of their serious and
important duties in regard to the
affairs connected with the well-being
of their own sex and the management
of the household affairs and to
looking after and bringing up of
children and kindred matters. The
fourth
commandment
enjoins
husband and wife to have, as far as
possible,
sleeping
apartments
separate from those of other members
of the family which even minor boys
are not allowed to enter at stated hours.
In the expression  ال یبدین زینتھنi.e. they
display not their ( زینةbeauty), the
word  زینةincludes both natural and
artificial beauty. It signifies the
beauty of person, and includes the
beauty of dress and ornaments which
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33. And marry widows from
among you, and your male
slaves and female slaves who
are fit for marriage. If they be
poor, Allah will grant them
means out of His bounty; and
Allah is Bountiful, Allknowing.2615
women wear on their hands, feet,
ears, arms, necks, bosoms, etc. The
expression, "except that which is
apparent thereof," contains all those
things which it is not possible for a
woman to cover such as her voice,
gait or stature and also certain parts
of her body which remain uncovered
according to her social status, her
family traditions, her avocation and
the customs of the society. The
permission to keep certain parts of
the body uncovered will be subject to
certain variations. Thus the words,
"they display not their beauty" will
have different connotations with
regard to women belonging to
different sections and grades of
society and the connotation will
change with the change in the
customs and modes of living and
professions of the people.
The words "and let them not strike
their feet so that what they hide of
their ornaments may become known,"
show that public dancing which is so
much in vogue in certain countries is
definitely not allowed by Islam.
This is the Islamic conception of
"purdah." According to it Muslim
women may go out as often as it is
legitimately necessary for them to do

so, but their primary and principal
functions are confined to their homes
which are as important and serious, if
not more, as the avocations of men
are. If women take to men’s
avocations they seek to defy nature
and nature does not allow its laws to
be defied with impunity.
If would be noticed that the
incident about ‘A’ishah which forms
one of the principal subjects of this
Surah sheds a flood of light on the
form of "purdah" which Islam enjoins
its followers to observe. According to
tradition when Safwan came to the
place where ‘A’ishah was lying
asleep with her face uncovered, he
recognized her because he had seen
her, as he himself afterwards said,
before the verse about "purdah" was
revealed (Bukhari, Kitabut-Tafsir).
2615. Important Words:
یام
( أ ٰ هwidows) is the plural of أیم
(ayyimun) which is derived from ٓام
which means, he had no wife or he
lost his wife by her death and he did
not marry. They say  ٓامت من زوجھاi.e. she
became bereft of her husband by his
death or by being slain and remained
without marrying.  ٓامتalso means, she
had no husband, said of a virgin and
of one who is not a virgin. أیم
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34. And those who find no
means of marriage should keep
themselves chaste, until Allah
grants them means out of His
bounty. And such as desire a
deed of manumission in writing
from among those whom your
right hands possess, write it for
them if you know any good in
them; and give them out of the
wealth of Allah which He has
bestowed upon you. And force
not your maids to unchaste life
(ayyimun) means, a woman having no
husband, whether she be a virgin or
not, or whether she had married
before or not; a free woman, (Lane &
Aqrab) also a man having no wife
Mufradat).
Commentary:
As mentioned above, this Surah
deals with some of those very
heinous moral evils which if ignored
and neglected are calculated to eat
into the vitals of the society and
shake its very foundations. One of
these evils is adultery. In the
preceding verses the Surah has dealt
with some of the causes that lead to
the birth, growth and prevalence of
this fell moral disease. Two of these
causes are scandal-mongering and
free and indiscriminate intermingling
of the sexes and the third is that some
women—widows or virgins, come to
conceive a strong dislike for leading a
married life, or their guardians, in
order to further their own nefarious

ends, stand in the way of their
marriage. In the verse under comment
the Quran has strongly urged the
marriage of widows and virgins, the
word  أیامcovers both of them. In fact,
Islam views with extreme disfavour
the unmarried state. It regards the
married state as the normal state. The
Holy Prophet is reported to have said:
 النکاح من سنیت و من رغب عن سنیت ف هلیس مینi.e.
"marriage is my 'sunnat' (usage or
practice) and whoso disapproves and
forsakes my sunnat, is not of me"
(Muslim, Kitabun-Nikah).
Preponderance
of
unmarried
women in a society is sure to tell
adversely on its whole moral tone.
The refusal on the part of unmarried
women to accept the responsibilities
of married life has led to the
prevalence of moral laxity to which
the west seems to have fallen a
helpless victim. The verse strongly
discourages unmarried life and does
not recognize poverty as a bar to
marriage.
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by keeping them unmarried if
they desire to keep chaste, in
order that you may seek the
gain of the present life. But if
any one forces them, then after
their compulsion Allah will be
Forgiving and Merciful to
them.2616
2616. Important Words:
( کاتبوھمwrite it for them). کاتب
(kataba) is derived from ( کتبkataba)
which means, he wrote; he made a
thing obligatory; or he prescribed a
law. اّلل الغلنب انا ورسیل
 کتب ٰ هi.e. Allah has
decreed or has made it obligatory
upon Himself that He and His
Messengers will prevail (58:22). کاتب
 العبدmeans, he made a written contract
with the slave that the latter shall pay
a certain sum as the price of his
emancipation and then he shall earn
his freedom (Lane & Aqrab). This
civil written contract by means of
which a slave can earn his
manumission is called ( مکاتبةmukatabat).
( حتصناkeeping chaste) is derived
from حصن, meaning, he or it was or
became inaccessible, fortified or
protected against attack. حصنت املرأة
means, the woman was chaste i.e.
protected herself against moral or
sexual sinfulness.  أحصنت املرأةmeans, the
woman got married or she was
chaste. ( حتصنtahassana) means, he
fortified himself or he entered the حصن
i.e. fortress; or he protected himself
by it; he guarded or protected himself
in any way.  حتصنت املرأةmeans, she was
chaste (Lane & Aqrab). See also 4:25.
The expression ( ان علمتم فیھم خریاهif you

know any good in them) may mean
(1) if you know that they are fit to
work and earn their living; (2) if you
know that after their manumission
they will become useful members of
the society.
Commentary:
We maintain that of all Divine
Messengers and Prophets of God, of
all Founders of different creeds,
Faiths and religious systems, of all
social reformers and philanthropists
and of all those teachers and leaders
of men, who, at any time, in any land
and in any form, contributed to the
social uplift and moral and spiritual
regeneration of humanity, the share of
Muhammad, the Holy Prophet of
Islam, was by far the largest. And one
of the greatest services to mankind of
this greatest and noblest of men was
his unequivocal and emphatic
condemnation of, and the effective
measures he took to abolish those
social injustices that were practised
by one section of humanity against
another. His mind rebelled and
revolted against the then prevalent
idea that man could be bought, sold
and treated by man like chattels. His
ideal of human brotherhood and the
inborn and inherent equality of all
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men could scarcely be reconciled
with the practice of slavery which
was so widespread as to have become
inextricably interwoven and deeply
rooted in the social conditions and
ideas of his time. His heart burnt to
see the iniquities and enormities
practised by man upon man. He
grieved and pined for this unfortunate
section of humanity. He would, if he
could, abolish altogether by a stroke
of the pen a system so repugnant and
revolting, so destructive of all noble
human instincts, of all that
distinguishes man from beast and
brute. But this institution had become
an integral part of the whole fabric of
human society in his time. To abolish
it all of a sudden was neither wise,
nor practicable or even possible. It
should have meant a death-blow to
the entire existing social order. The
sudden emancipation in hundreds of
thousands of those persons who
having been held in bondage for
generations had lost all initiative to
lead an independent life, would have
seriously told upon the whole moral
tone of society. Jobless and workless
they would have stooped to all sorts
of immoral acts. This was exactly
what the Holy Prophet sought to
avoid and he did succeed in avoiding
it. On the other hand, he laid down
precepts and injunctions which were
calculated to do away with slavery
gradually but surely and effectively.
These injunctions were of two
categories:
(i) Temporary provisions bearing
upon the general improvement and
betterment of the moral and social
conditions of the existing slaves and
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their speedy enfranchisement. Slaves
were to be treated as members of the
family as long as they were in
bondage, and at the same time it was
declared as a most heinous crime
tantamount to murder to deprive a
free man of his freedom and reduce
him to slavery (Muslim KitabulIman). But those persons were
excepted from this commandment
who should themselves incur the loss
of their freedom by participating in a
war undertaken to destroy Islam and
to impose their own beliefs and
doctrines upon the Muslims at the
point of the sword. Even this denial
of freedom to war prisoners was to
last only till those prisoners had
discharged their share of the guilt,
either by paying off their part of the
cost of war by getting themselves
ransomed or by the Muslims
themselves setting them free as an act
of favour which the Quran has so
repeatedly and emphatically enjoined
on them (47:5). See also 23:7.
(ii) Provisions of a permanent
nature aiming at the complete and
total extinction of slavery in every
shape or form. One of such
provisions by means of which a slave
could
earn
his
emancipation,
independently and irrespective of the
fact whether his master liked it or not,
was that he could enter into a civil
written contract with the latter. It is
this written contract which is known
as mukatabat (deed of manumission)
and to which the verse under
comment refers. According to this
contract a definite amount of money
or labour is fixed as the price of the
freedom of a slave. After the contract
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35. aAnd We sent down to you
manifest Signs, and the example
of those who have passed away
before you, and an exhortation
to the God-fearing.2617
R. 5.

36. Allah is the Light of the
heavens and the earth. The
similitude of His light is as a
lustrous niche, wherein is a lamp.
The lamp is in a glass. The glass
is as it were a glittering star. It
is lit from a blessed tree—an
olive—neither of the east nor of
a

22:17; 57:10; 58:6.

is duly written and attested the slave
is considered as manumitted and is
free to earn the required amount of
money by any legitimate means he
likes. After he has paid the whole
stipulated sum he is quite free. As to
whether the slave is fit to enter into a
contract of the above nature with his
master is to be decided by the State
and not by the master of the slave and
also the amount of the money he has
to pay and the manner and the timelimit of the payment. No choice is left
to the owner if the slave applies for
such a contract and the State
considers him eligible to it with the
conditions and stipulations proposed
by it but to accept it. By this excellent
arrangement Islam sought to secure to
all slaves, who could not otherwise
obtain
freedom,
their
full
emancipation and liberty, at the same
time steering clear of the terrible
social and moral evils to which the

whole Muslim society would have
fallen a helpless victim if slavery had
been abolished with a stroke of the pen.
The verse has further urged the
wealthy and the rich Muslims to help,
with their money, those slaves who
enter into mukatabat with their
masters, to earn their emancipation.
The words ( ومن یکرھهھهنbut if anyone
forces them to remain unmarried)
signify that the responsibility of
keeping them from marriage will be
that of their masters. They will not be
accountable for this default.
2617. Commentary:
The verse purports to say that the
highly illuminating and useful
teaching which is embodied in the
preceding verses is revealed by God
that it may save Muslims from those
deadly social evils of which mention
has been made above and also from
many others which flow from them.
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the west, whose oil would wellnigh glow forth even though
fire touched it not. Light upon
light! Allah guides to His light
whomsoever He will. aAnd
Allah sets forth parables to men,
and Allah knows all things full
well.2618
a

14:26.

2618. Important Words:
( نورlight) is noun-infinitive from أنار.
They say  أنار ال یشءi.e. the thing became
bright and beautiful and manifest. أنار
 البیتmeans, he lit the house. أنار املسئلة
means, he made the question clear
and plain.  نورmeans, light; that which
makes a thing clear; light as opposed
to darkness.  نورis more extensive and
more penetrating as well as more
lasting in its significance than ضیاء. It
is also one of the names of God
(Aqrab & Muhit). See also 10:6.
( مش هکٰوةniche) is derived from  شکوand
 الشکوis the opening of the small skin
for water or milk called  شکوةand
showing what is in it.  شکا فالنmeans,
the nails of such a one split in several
places. They say اّلل
 شکا ایل ٰ هi.e. he
complained of his case to God or he
told God the weakness of his
condition.  مش هکٰوةmeans, a niche in a
wall, i.e. a hole or hollow in a wall,
not extending through, in which a
lamp placed therein gives more light
than it gives elsewhere; a pillar or the
like upon the top or head of which the
lamp is put; or the iron things by
means of which a lamp is suspended
(Lane & Aqrab).
( مصباحa lamp), is derived from أصبح

which means, he entered upon the
time of morning; he rose in the
middle of the night. They say أصبح القوم
i.e. he came to the people in the
morning,  أصبح املصباحmean, he lit the
lamp.  أصبح احلقmeans, the truth became
manifest.  مصباحmeans, a lamp; a big
lance or arrow (Lane & Aqrab).
( زجاجةglass) is derived from  زجthey
say  زج حاجبهi.e. his eyebrow was or
became narrow and long or arched;
he made his eyebrow narrow and
long or made it narrow and long and
arched, or clipped the redundant
portion of the hair thereof. زج املوضع
means, he made even, and adjusted
the place.  زجاجهmeans, a glass, a globe
of glass; crystal window-pane;
tumbler; eye (Lane).
( مبارکةblessed) is passive participle
from  برکwhich means, it was or it
became firm or steady.  برک علیهmeans,
he applied himself constantly to it.
( برکةbarakatun) which is infinitivenoun from this root means, increase;
abundance or plenty; firmness,
stability or perpetuity coupled with
increase; abundant and perpetual
good.  مبارکةmeans, abundant; firm,
stable; having perpetual good blessed,
etc. (Lane & Aqrab). See also 6:156.
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Commentary:
The verse is a beautiful metaphor. It
speaks of three things––a lamp, a
glass-globe (or chimney) and a niche.
The divine light is stated to have been
confined to these three things which
combined
together
make
its
brightness and effulgence complete
and perfect in every respect. املصباح
(the lamp) is the very source of the
light;  الزجاجةis the globe of glass or
chimney which is over the lamp and
which protects its light from being
extinguished by the puff of wind and
increases its brightness; and ( املش هکٰوةthe
niche) preserves the light. The simile
may aptly apply to an electric torch of
which the constituent parts are the
electric wires which give light, the
bulb which protects the light and the
reflector which spreads and diffuses
the light and gives it direction. In
spiritual terminology the three things,
i.e. ( املصباحthe lamp), ( الزجاجةthe glass)
and ( املش هکٰوةthe niche), mentioned in
the verse, may respectively stand for
divine light, God’s Prophets who
protect that light from being
extinguished and add to its effulgence
and brightness, and the Khalifahs or
Successors of the Prophets who
diffuse and disseminate the divine
light and give it a direction and
purpose for the guidance and
illumination of the world. This
interpretation is borne out and
supported by the context inasmuch as
towards its close the Surah speaks of
the establishment of Khilafat among
the Muslims.
The verse further states that the oil
used to light the lamp is of the
highest possible purity and is
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inflammable to a degree which makes
it (the oil) burst out into a flame even
without being ignited. It is extracted
from a tree which belongs neither to
the east nor to the west.
The verse may have another
interpretation. The light mentioned in
the verse may be taken to refer to the
Holy Prophet because he has been
spoken of as ( نورlight) in the Quran
(5:16). ( املش هکٰوةthe niche) in the case
would signify the heart of the Holy
Prophet and ( املصباحthe lamp) his most
pure and unsullied nature which is
endowed with the best and noblest
attributes and qualities and ( الزجاجةthe
glass) would signify that the divine
light with his nature has been
invested is as clear and bright as
crystal. When the light of heavenly
revelation descended upon the light
of the Holy Prophet’s pure nature, it
shone with a twofold effulgence
which in the words of the Quran has
been described as "lights upon
lights." This light of Prophet was
sustained by an oil which emanated
from a blessed tree, which means that
the Holy Prophet’s light was not only
bright and brilliant but abundant and
stable and perpetual (as word مبارکة
signifies) and was intended to
illumine both the east and the west
i.e. the whole world. Further, the
Prophet’s heart was so pure and his
nature gifted with such noble
qualities that he was almost fit to
discharge the duties of his great
mission even before the light of
Divine revelation had descended
upon him. This is the significance of
the words, "whose oil would wellnigh be ablaze even though fire
touched it not."
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37. This light is now lit in
houses with regard to which
Allah has ordained that they be
exalted and that His name be
remembered in them. Therein is
He glorified in the mornings
and the evenings.2619
If  نورbe understood to mean the
light of Islam, the metaphor would
mean that the light of Islam is placed
on so high a pillar of minaret ()املش هکٰوة
and is so resplendent as to illumine
the whole world. It is, as it were,
placed under a glass-globe which not
only saves it from being put out by
puffs of adverse winds but adds to its
lustre and glory and its light will one
day spread over both the east and the
west and will enlighten the entire
world. The words, "a tree neither of
the east nor of the west," further
signify a universal guidance which
does not discriminate in favour of or
against any people and which is
equally meant for all of them. The
explanation is supported by another
verse of the Quran viz. "they desire to
extinguish the light of Allah with the
breath of their mouth; but Allah will
perfect His light, however much the
disbelievers might dislike it" (61:9).
The metaphor may have yet another
explanation.  املش هکٰوةor the niche in the
verse is the human body. The human
body contains the spirit which makes
itself manifest through the organs of
the body. Like the niche the human
body protects the light, namely, the
spirit; and guides its expression i.e.
the human body contains the  مصباحor
the lamp of the soul which illumines

the human mind and brings it into
touch with God. The lamp is
contained in ( زجاجةglobe or glass)
which protects it from harm or injury
and enhances and reflects its light.
This  زجاجةis the human brain of which
the mechanism is so perfect as to
have led some philosophers to think
that it is the ultimate source of divine
light. The light is sustained by the oil
from a blessed tree, namely from
those basic and eternal truths which
are not the exclusive possession of
any people, of the east or of the west.
These eternal truths are implanted in
the very nature of man and would
almost make themselves manifest
even without the help of Divine
revelation.
2619. Commentary:
The verse purports to say that the
metaphor used in the preceding verse
is no mere beautiful simile or the
figment of the fertile imagination but
a hard, material fact. There are in
existence houses in which this
heavenly light is lit and from them it
emanates. God has decreed that these
houses shall be honoured and exalted
because in them live men who
celebrate the praises of their Creator
in the mornings and the evenings the
verse embodies both a proof and a
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38. By amen, whom neither
merchandise nor traffic diverts
from the remembrance of Allah
and the observance of Prayer,
and the giving of the Zakah.
They fear a day in which hearts
and eyes will be agitated,2620
39. So that bAllah may give
them the best reward of their
deeds, and give them increase
out of His bounty. And Allah
does provide for whomsoever
He pleases without measure.
a

63:10. b9:121; 16:98.

prophecy. It is a prophecy in the sense
that house illumined by the light of
the Quran will be exalted and the
fulfilment of this prophecy will
constitute a proof that they are
illumined by the light of Allah. How
wonderfully the prophecy was
fulfilled!
The
doorless
and
windowless hovels and huts of the
poor Companions of the Holy
Prophet became so honoured and
respected that they became the
objects of attraction and admiration
for the whole world; and this fact
testified to the Quran being the
revealed Word of God.
2620. Commentary:
The verse constitutes a great
testimonial to the righteousness and
goodness of the Holy Prophet’s
Companions and to their love for God
and their liking for His remembrance.
They are men, says the verse, of flesh
and bones. They have their worldly

ambitions and aspirations, their
professions and avocations. They are
not monks and hermits cut apart from
the world. Yet amidst all their
material pursuits and engagements
they do not neglect to discharge their
duties to God and man. This
certificate of merit which the
Companions of the Holy Prophet
received from Allah, their Divine
Lord and Master, has been referred to
in several other places in the Quran,
viz. "Those who, if We establish them
in the earth will observe Prayer and
pay the Zakah and enjoin good and
forbid evil" (22:42), and "Their sides
keep away from their beds; and they
call upon their Lord in fear and hope,
and spend out of what We have
bestowed upon them" (32:17). It is
because of this life of righteousness
and service of humanity that "Allah
was well pleased with them, and they
were well pleased with Him" (58:23).
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40. And as to those who
disbelieve, atheir deeds are like
a mirage in a desert. The thirsty
one thinks it to be water until,
when he comes up to it, he finds
it to be nothing. And he finds
Allah near him, Who then fully
pays him his account; and Allah
is swift at reckoning.2621
41. Or their deeds are like thick
darkness in a vast and deep sea,
which a wave covers, over
which there is another wave,
above which are clouds––layers
of darkness, one upon another.
When he holds out his hand, he
can hardly see it; and he whom
Allah gives no light—for him
there is no light at all.2622
a

14:19.

2621. Important Words:
( سرابmirage) is derived from سرب.
They say  سرب املاءi.e. the water flowed.
 سرب الرجلmeans, the man went at
random.  سرابmeans, anything which
on account of the heat of the sun in
the middle of the day appears as if it
is water reflecting buildings and
trees, etc. mirage. The Arabs say ھو
 أخدع من السرابi.e. he is more deceptive
than mirage (Aqrab).
( قیعةplain) is derived from  قاعwhich
means, he desisted, etc.  قیعةis syn.
with  قاعand means, even place, plain
or level land that produces nothing, low
and free from mountains and herbage
(Lane & Mufradat). See 20:107.

Commentary:
See next verse.
2622. Important Words:
( هلیvast and deep) is relative noun
from (lujjun) which is derived from جل
(lajja) which means, he persisted in
wrangling.  جل یف امرmeans, he persisted
or persevered in the affair, or he
persisted obstinately in an affair, even
if it became manifest that it was
wrong; or he persisted in contention.
 لجت السفینةmeans, the boat entered the
 لةi.e. the main sea, or the fathomless
deep, or the great expanse of sea of
which the limits could not be seen.
 حبر هلیmeans, a vast and deep sea (Lane
& Aqrab).
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42. Hast thou not seen that ait is
Allah Whose praises all who are
in the heavens and the earth
celebrate, and so do the birds
with their wings outspread?
Each one knows his own mode
of prayer and praise. And Allah
knows well what they do.2623
43. bAnd to Allah belongs the
kingdom of the heavens and the
earth, and to Allah shall be the
return.
a

17:45; 59:25; 61:2; 62:2. b3:190; 5:121.

Commentary:
In vv. 38-39 above an appreciative
reference was made to a class of
men—the lovers of divine light and
the righteous servants of God. The
present
and
the
immediately
preceding verse speak of another
class of people—the sons of
darkness. People of one class accept
the divine light and walk in it with
the result that they are doubly
blessed, both in this world and in the
next. Their enviable condition is
described in the simile, "light upon
light." The other class of people reject
the divine light, choose to grope in
the darkness of doubts and
misgivings and hanker after the
illusory and transient pleasures and
profits of this world and end by
incurring God’s displeasure. All their
works prove futile and deceptive like
a mirage. They love darkness, follow
darkness and live in darkness and
thus their unenviable condition has

been very aptly and graphically
described in the words, "their deeds
are like thick darkness in a vast and
deep sea, covered by a wave, over
which is a wave, above which are
clouds—layers of darkness, one upon
another."
2623. Commentary:
The word ( منwho) taken to mean
both animate and inanimate things,
the expression "who are in the
heavens and the earth and the birds
with their wings outstretched" would
signify three classes of beings i.e.
(1) angels of the heaven; (2) animate
and inanimate things which live upon
or are related to the earth such as
man, animals, vegetables, and
minerals; (3) and the birds which fly
in the air. Taken in a spiritual sense,
the words "who are in the heavens,"
would mean persons of very high
spiritual status, and "who are in the
earth"
would
signify
those
unfortunate worldly-minded persons
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44. Hast thou not seen that
a
Allah drives the clouds, then
joins them together, then piles
them up so that thou seest rain
issue forth from the midst
thereof? And He sends down
from the sky clouds like
mountains wherein is hail, band
He smites therewith whom He
pleases, and turns it away from
whom He pleases. The flash of
its lightning may well-nigh take
away the sight.2624
a

30:49. b13:14.

whose whole attention and efforts are
devoted to material pursuits and who
have no thought or time for spiritual
things, and the words "the birds with
their wings outstretched" would apply
to those people whose spiritual
condition is midway between that of
the two above-mentioned categories.
At one time they soar spiritually so
high as to touch the very confines of
the celestial firmament and at another
time sink so low as to grovel in the
dirt and dust of the earth.
The words  کل قد علم صالته و تسبیحهmay
mean: (i) each one of these beings
and things knows his or its own mode
of prayer and praise; (ii) God knows
the reality of the prayer and praise of
each one of these classes, God being
the subject of the verb علم. Moreover,
whereas the clause "Whose praises all
who are in the heavens and the earth
celebrate," refers to the collective
testimony that the whole universe
bears to the Unity and Holiness of

God the words, "each one knows his
own mode of prayer and praise," refer
to the evidence which everything
bears to Divine Unity and Holiness
individually and separately by
carrying out faithfully the task
allotted to it by God. This may be the
significance of the words "his own
mode of prayer and praise." صالة
(prayer) has different meanings with
reference to different objects; used
about God, it means Divine mercy;
used about angels, it means their asking
forgiveness of God for men and used
about men it means the prescribed
form of Prayer (Lane & Aqrab).
2624. Important Words:
( رکاماهpiles up) is derived from رکم.
They say  رکم ال یشءi.e. he heaped up,
piled up or accumulated the thing; he
collected together the thing and put
one part of it upon another. رکام
means, clouds or sand collected
together and piled up (Lane & Aqrab).
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45. Allah alternates the night
and the day. Therein surely is a
( ودقrain) is derived from the root ودق
(wadaqa). They say  ودق الیهi.e. he
became near to him.  ودق السماءmeans, it
rained.  ودق السیفmeans, the sword
became sharp.  الودقmeans, rain,
violent or gentle (Lane & Aqrab).
( سناflash) is infinitive noun from سنا
(sana). They say  سنت النارi.e. the fire
became high in its light.  سنا الربقmeans,
the lightning shone, shone brightly or
gleamed or shot up.  سناmeans, light,
or the light of lightning; or light
shining or diffusing itself and rising, a
high light; shining of weapons (Lane).
Commentary:
The verse gives another simile
about the spiritual development of
man and about the changes and
processes which it undergoes to reach
its perfection. The knowledge of such
changes and processes is essential to
the spiritual pilgrim because without
such knowledge he may not know
what turnings and crossroads he may
have to meet on the way and
consequently may despair of success.
The verse purports to say that man’s
spiritual development is like the
formation of clouds from vapours. It
begins in this way. The sun of God’s
love and grace shines upon that
inexhaustible store of man’s capacity
to receive and assimilate the Divine
Word with which he has been
endowed and then it raises vapours
which are moved about by the winds
of Divine mercy. Just as in the earlier
stages the vapours are not visible, so
does the change wrought in the

pilgrim’s mind by the Sun of Divine
love and grace remain unfelt in the
earlier stages of his spiritual
development with the result that the
impatient
spiritual
wayfarer
sometimes loses patience and gives
up the endeavour in despair. The
simile points out that like invisible
vapours which assume a visible form,
the change in man’s moral and
spiritual progress under Divine mercy
assumes a palpable form and begins
to be dimly perceptible. But the
character and nature of the change is
still in a formative stage, where it has
not yet attained fixity and strength
enough to be helpful to others. The
progress, however, continues till like
vapours that condense and take the
form of showers of rain and
sometimes of hail, the Godintoxicated spiritual wayfarer, who
has donned the mantle of a Divine
Messenger, becomes  بشریi.e. the
Bearer of good news for the believers
and  نذیرi.e. Warner for those who
reject the heavenly messages. Even
among the believers his influence is
not uniform; some benefit by his
precept and practice more than the
others according to their natural
aptitudes, as are the different parts of
earth benefited by rain according to
the nature of the soil.
Or the significance of the verse
may be that for some the revealed
Law serves as timely rain which
proves highly beneficial and for
others it takes the form of hail and
storm which brings in its wake
destruction and ruin.
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lesson for those who have
eyes.2625
46. aAnd Allah has created
every animal from water. Of
them are some that go upon
their bellies, and of them are
some that go upon two feet, and
among them are some that go
upon four. Allah creates what
He pleases. Surely, Allah has
the power to do all that He
pleases.2626
47. We have indeed sent down
manifest Signs. And Allah
guides whom He pleases to the
right path.
48. And they say, ‘We believe
in Allah and in the Messenger,
and we obey;’ then after that
some of them turn away. But
such are not believers.
a

25:55.

2625. Commentary:
The verse means to say that the
spiritual development of man referred
to in the preceding verse is not
always uniform and uninterrupted.
Sometimes it is very rapid, at another
time it is slow and yet some other
time it comes to a dead stop. This ebb
and flow in the spiritual development
of man is called ( قبضcontraction) and
( بسطexpansion) or the alternation of
night and day in spiritual terminology. Everything in the world is
subject to the law of acceleration and
retardation and so is the spiritual

evolution of man.
2626. Commentary:
This verse describes the nature and
form of the progress of spiritual
pilgrims to their destined goal. The
progress of some of them is
extremely slow. They creep and crawl
to their destination. Others go quicker
like animals that move on two legs,
yet others go faster like four-legged
animals. What is hinted at here is
speed and not the method of
locomotion. The four-legged animals
are, as a rule, speedier of movement
than the bipeds or the crawlers. The
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49. aAnd when they are called
to Allah and His Messenger that
he may judge between them, lo!
a party of them turn away.
50. And if they consider the
right to be on their side, they
come to him running in all
submission.2627
51. Is it that there is a disease in
their hearts? Or do they doubt,
or do they fear that Allah and
His Messenger will be unjust to
them? Nay, it is they themselves
who are the wrongdoers.2628
R. 7.

52. The response of the
believers, when they are called
to Allah and His Messenger in
order that he may judge
between them, is only that they
say: ‘We hear and we obey.’ And
it is they who will prosper.2628A
a

3:24.

same is the case with the spiritual
travellers.
2627. Important Words:
( مذعننیrunning in all submission) is
active participle from  أذعنwhich is
derived from ذعن. They say  أذعن لهi.e.
he was or became quick in obedience
to him or it; he was or became
humble to him; he confessed to him.
The Quranic words  یأتوا الیه مذعننیmean,
they come quickly in obedience
(Lane & Aqrab).
2628. Commentary:
The verse signifies that disbelievers

suffer from one or all of the three
spiritual diseases or that some of
them suffer from one disease and
others from other diseases.
In fact, the three main things that
stand in the way of a man’s spiritual
progress and retard and arrest it, are
doubt, fear and envy. These must be
conquered before any real and
substantial progress is possible.
2628A. Commentary:
The present and adjacent verses
point to a basic and most fundamental
Islamic principle, viz. that Islam is a
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53. aAnd whoso obeys Allah
and His Messenger, and fears
Allah, and takes Him as a shield
for protection, it is they who
will be successful.
54. And they swear by Allah
their strongest oaths that, if thou
command them, they will surely
go forth. Say, ‘Swear not; what
is required is bobedience in
what is right. Surely, Allah is
well aware of what you do.’2629
55. Say, c‘Obey Allah, and obey
the Messenger.’ But if you turn
away, then upon him is his
burden, and upon you is your
burden. And if you obey him,
you will be rightly guided. dAnd
the
Messenger
is
not
responsible but for the plain
delivery of the Message.
56. Allah has promised to those
among you who believe and do
good works that He will surely,
a

4:47. b5:93; 64:13. c4:14; 33:72; 48:18. d16:36; 29:19; 36:18.

perfect code of laws and its
injunctions and commandments cover
all the different aspects of human life
and the Holy Prophet is the final
authority on all matters that concern
the national life of Muslims. See also
4:66.

exerted himself; he employed himself
vigorously or with energy; he took
extraordinary pains.  جھد یف االمرmeans,
he did his utmost or used his utmost
power in prosecuting the affair. جھد
(jahdun) means, utmost power or
ability or extraordinary painstaking,
etc.  جھد أمیاھنمmeans, the most solemn;
2629. Important Words:
( جھد أمیاھنمtheir strongest oaths).  جھدstrongest or most forcible or energetic
means, he strove or laboured; he oaths (Lane & Aqrab).
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make them Successors in the
earth, as He made Successors
from among those who were
before them; and that He will,
surely establish for them their
religion which He has chosen
for them; and that He will,
surely give them in exchange
security and peace after their
fear; They will worship Me, and
they will not associate anything
with Me. Then whoso is
ungrateful after that, they will
be the rebellious.2630
2630. Commentary:
This verse deals with one of the
most vital Islamic principles. The
Surah under comment enjoys this
distinction that in no other Surah has
so much light been shed from the
point of view of Islam on so many
important moral, social and political
problems as in this Surah. While the
preceding few Surahs dealt with the
great and triumphant future of Islam,
this Surah tells us how the promised
bright future of Islam will take a
material shape. Whereas in verse 36
above an implied reference was made
to Khilafat which was to be the main
instrument for establishment of the
spiritual and political hegemony of
Islam, the present verse deals with the
subject of Khilafat in clear and
unmistakable terms. The preceding
few verses, i.e. vv. 52-55, however,
serve as a prelude to its introduction.
In these verses emphasis is repeatedly

laid on obedience to Allah and His
Messenger. This emphasis implies a
hint to the status and position of the
Khalifah in Islam. Being the
Successor of a Prophet he must be
given unconditional obedience.
The present verse embodies a
promise that Muslims will be
vouchsafed both spiritual and
temporal leadership. The promise is
made to the whole Muslim nation but
the institution of Khilafat will take a
palpable form in the person of certain
individuals who will be the Prophet’s
Successors and the representatives of
the whole nation. They will be, as it
were, Khilafat personified. The verse
further says that the fulfilment of this
promise will depend on the Muslims’
observing the Prayer and giving the
Zakah and on their obeying the
Messenger of God in all religious and
temporal matters concerning the
nation. When they will have fulfilled
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these conditions, the boon of Khilafat
will be bestowed upon them and they
will be made the leaders of nations;
their state of fear will give place to a
condition of safety and security, Islam
will reign supreme in the world, and
above all the Oneness and Unity of
God—the real purpose and object of
Islam—will become firmly established.
The promise of the establishment of
Khilafat is clear and unmistakable. As
the Holy Prophet is now humanity’s
sole guide for all time, his Khilafat
must continue to exist in one form or
another in the world till the end of
time, all other Khilafats having
ceased to exist. This is among many
others the Holy Prophet’s distinct
superiority over all other Prophets
and Messengers of God. Our age has
witnessed his greatest spiritual
Khalifah in the person of Ahmad, the
Promised Messiah.
The Quran has mentioned three
kinds of Khalifahs:
(1) Khalifahs, who are Prophets
such as Adam and David. About
Adam God says in the Quran, "I am
about to place a vicegerent in the
earth" (2:31) and about David He
says: "O David, We have made thee a
vicegerent in the earth" (38:27).
(2) Prophets who are the Khalifahs
of another and a greater Prophet such
as the Israelite Prophets who all were
the Khalifahs of Moses. About them
the Quran says: "We have sent down
the Torah wherein was guidance
and light. By it did the Prophets who
were obedient to Us judge for the
Jews" (5:45).
(3) Non-Prophet Khalifahs of a
Prophet, with or without temporal

CH.24

powers, such as godly people learned
in the Law. Their mission is to protect
and preserve the law from being
tampered with (5:45).
Briefly, the verse under comment
covers all these categories of
Khalifahs, viz. the Holy Prophet’s
rightly-guided
Khalifahs,
the
Promised Messiah, his Successors
and the spiritual Reformers or
Mujaddids. Their mission, as the
above verse says, is to protect the
Law and to bring back "the erring
flock into the Master’s fold."
The
special
marks
and
characteristics of these Khalifahs are:
(a) They are appointed Khalifahs
through God’s own decree in the
sense that the hearts of believers
become inclined towards them and
they voluntarily accept them as their
Khalifahs.
(b) The religion which their
mission is to serve becomes firmly
established through their prayers and
missionary efforts;
(c) They enjoy equanimity and
peace of mind amidst hardships,
privations or persecution which
nothing can disturb; and
(d) They worship God alone, i.e. in
the discharge of their great
responsibilities they fear no one and
they carry on their duties undaunted
and without being discouraged or
dismayed by the difficulties that stand
in their way.
The verse may also be regarded as
embodying a prophecy which was
made at a time when Islam was very
weak and idols were being
worshipped throughout Arabia and
the Muslims being small in number
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57. aAnd observe Prayer and
give the Zakah and obey the
Messenger, that you may be
shown mercy.2631
58. Think not that those who
disbelieve can frustrate Our
plan in the earth; their abode is
Hell; and it is indeed an evil
resort.2632
R. 8.

59. O ye who believe! let those
whom your right hands possess,
and those of you who have not
attained to puberty, ask leave of
you at three times before coming
a

22:78.

feared for their very lives, and yet in
the course of only a generation the
prophecy was literally fulfilled.
Idolatry disappeared from Arabia and
Islam became firmly established not
only in Arabia but also reigned
supreme in the whole world and the
followers of the Holy Prophet,
erstwhile regarded as the dregs and
scum of humanity, became the leaders
and teachers of nations.
The
words,
"Whosoever
is
ungrateful after that, they will be the
rebellious," signify that Khilafat is a
great Divine blessing. Without it
there can be no solidarity, cohesion
and unity among Muslims and
therefore they can make no real
progress without it. If Muslims do not
show proper appreciation of Khilafat
by giving unstinted support and
obedience to their Khalifahs they will
forfeit this great Divine boon and in

addition will draw the displeasure of
God upon themselves.
2631. Commentary:
The verse describes the three
essential conditions on the fulfilment
of which depends the fulfilment of
the Divine promise about the
establishment of Khilafat.
2632. Commentary:
The verse purports to say that the
kingdom and dominion of the world
will be bestowed upon the followers
of Islam and they will become the
leaders and teachers of mankind. It is
God’s plan and His decree and no one
can frustrate Divine decree. All
efforts on the part of the enemies of
truth to alter this inviolable Divine
decree will end in failure. As long as
Khilafat will endure among Muslims
as an active force Muslims will
march from success to success.
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into your presence: before the
Morning Prayer, and when you
take off your clothes at noon in
summer and after the night
Prayer. These are three times of
privacy for you. At times other
than these there is no blame on
you or on them, for they have to
move about waiting upon you,
some of you attending upon
others. Thus does Allah make
plain to you the Signs; for Allah
is All-Knowing, Wise.2633
60. And when the children
among you attain to puberty,
they too should ask permission,
even as those mentioned before
them asked permission. Thus
does Allah make plain to you
His commandments; and Allah
is All-Knowing, Wise.2634
2633. Important Words:
( مراةtimes) is the plural of  مرةwhich
is infinitive noun from  مرwhich
means, he or it passed.  مر الدھرmeans,
the time passed.  مرةmeans, a time;
one time; one action; a single action
or act; turn; also an occasion. فعلته مرة
means, I did it once (Lane & Aqrab).

thoroughfares while vv. 33:33-34
speak of a restricted kind of "purdah",
particularly enjoined on the Holy
Prophet’s wives and by implication
on all Muslim women, and by
inference point to the fact that the
principal centre of a woman’s
activities is her home. The present
verse, however, refers to another kind
of "purdah," viz. that domestic
servants and minor children too
should not enter the private
apartments of their masters or parents
at three particular hours mentioned
here without getting prior permission.

Commentary:
The subject of "purdah," as stated
under v. 32 above has been referred to
at four different places in the
Quran. Whereas 24:32 deals with
"purdah" primarily within four walls
of the house, v. 33:60 discusses 2634. Commentary:
"purdah" outside the house and on
The words  من قبلھمmay mean,
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61. As to elderly women, who
have no desire for marriage—
there is no blame on them if
they lay aside their outer
clothing without displaying
their beauty. But to abstain from
that even is better for them. And
Allah is All-Hearing, AllKnowing.2635
62. There is no harm for the
blind, and there is no harm for
the lame, and there is no harm
for the sick and none for
yourselves, that you eat from
your own houses, or the houses
of your fathers, or the houses of
your mothers, or the houses of
your brothers, or the houses of
your sisters, or the houses of
your fathers’ brothers, or the
houses of your fathers’ sisters,
or the houses of your mothers’
(i) those persons who have been
mentioned in v. 28 above; or
(ii) those who have attained puberty
before them.

discharge or to have a husband; an
old woman, advanced in years. امرأة قاعد
is like  امرأة حاملi.e. a pregnant woman
(Mufradat, Aqrab & Lane).

2635. Important Words:
( قواعدelderly women) is the plural of
 قاعدand قاعدة, and  قاعدis active
participle from  قعدwhich means, he
sat. They say  قعدت عن الولد او احلهیضi.e. she
ceased to bear children or to have the
menstrual discharge.  قعدت االمهرأةmeans,
the woman lost her husband. قاعد
means, a woman who has ceased to
bear children or to have the menstrual

Commentary:
The verse shows that even old
women are not allowed to display
their finery or ornaments and the
beauty of their person and form or
countenance to strangers. In the
expression  ان یضعن ثیا هب هھنthe particle  انis
 مصدریةand the meaning, is their laying
aside their clothing.
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brothers, or the houses of your
mothers’ sisters, or from that of
which the keys are in your
possession, or from the house
of a friend of yours. There is no
harm for you whether you eat
together or separately. But
a
when you enter houses, salute
your people––a greeting from
your Lord, full of blessing and
purity. Thus does Allah make
plain
to
you
the
commandments, that you may
understand.2636
R. 9.

63. Those only are true
believers who believe in Allah
a

24:28.

2636. Commentary:
This verse deals with some rules of
social conduct. These rules are
intended to dispose of those foolish
prejudices that prevail among certain
sections of human society and tend to
restrict free intercourse between the
rich and the poor. Islam enjoins
complete social equality and is the
avowed enemy of division of people
within water-tight compartments.
Here it has stressed the importance
and usefulness of free social
intercourse and collective dining
among all classes of society, and has
encouraged and preferred eating
together to promote familiarity and to
remove those bars that keep apart
people of different social standing,
though it has not disallowed eating

separately.
The Arabs and Jews had scruples to
eat with the blind or with persons
suffering
from
certain
social
disabilities, as the Hindus of India
even to this day do not eat or sit with
the "untouchables". Islam looks
askance at all such practices and
encourages interdining and free
intercourse among all classes and
sections of people.
The expression ( بهیوتکمyour own
houses) includes the houses of one’s
sons, and daughters because in the
following list of the houses where
one can eat freely the houses of sons
and daughters are omitted while, being
the nearest relatives, they should have
been mentioned first of all.
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and His Messenger, and who,
when they are with him on
some matter of common
concern which has brought
them together, go not away until
they have asked leave of him.
Surely those who ask leave of
thee, it is they who really
believe in Allah and His
Messenger. So, when they ask
thy leave for some affair of
theirs, give leave to those of
them whom thou pleasest, and
ask forgiveness for them of
Allah. Surely, Allah is Most
Forgiving, Merciful.2637
2637. Important Words:
( جامعwhich has brought them
together) is derived from  مجعwhich
means, he collected; assembled;
brought together; it comprised,
comprehended or contained. They say
 مجع امرہi.e. he arranged or settled his
affair. The Arabs say اّلل مشله
 مجع ٰ هi.e.
may God unite his disorganised state
of affairs.  امر جامعmeans, an affair
that brings people together; or a
momentous or important affair on
account of which people gather together
as though the affair itself gathers
them (Lane, Mufradat & Aqrab).
Commentary:
The several preceding verses
contained directions for Muslims as
how to conduct themselves in affairs
of social importance. The present
verse, however, deals with affairs of

national importance. The Muslims are
enjoined that when they are with the
Holy Prophet, engaged in transacting
a business of national importance,
they are not to leave the assembly
without his permission. It may also be
inferred from this verse that in affairs
concerning a whole nation or
community, the individual loses his
independence of action. He must
abide by the decision arrived at by the
assembly of Muslims presided over
by the Prophet, his Successor or their
accepted and elected leader. When a
person withdraws himself from such
assembly, he, in fact, deprives himself
of the opportunity to contribute his
share to the good of Islam and
Muslims and consequently to that
extent he becomes deprived of God’s
grace and mercy. The Holy Prophet,
therefore, has been told to ask
forgiveness of Allah for such an
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64. Treat not the calling of the
Messenger among you like the
calling of one of you to another.
Allah does know athose of you
who steal away covertly. So let
those who go against His
command beware lest a trial
afflict them or a grievous
punishment overtake them.2638
65. Hearken ye! bTo Allah
belongs whatsoever is in the
heavens and the earth. He does
know in what condition you are.
And on the day when they will
be returned unto Him, He will
inform them of what they did.
a

9:127. b2:285; 10:56; 31:27.

individual for an inadvertent lapse on
his part. Islam is very sensitive about
the maintenance of a living
relationship between an individual
Muslim and the central authority of
the Muslim community.
2638. Commentary:
The verse contains another very
important
commandment.
The
Prophet’s or the Leader’s call is not to
be treated lightly. It must be accorded
the respect it deserves, as it always
concerns highly important affairs.
The verse may also mean that the
privacy of the Prophet or the Leader
should not be intruded upon, and
unnecessary demands should not be
made upon his very precious time,

and when addressed he should be
treated with the respect due to his
very exalted position. In fact,
reverence and respect paid where it is
due, is recognised by Islam as an
effective
means
of
spiritual
advancement.
The words, "lest an affliction befall
them," refer to such mundane affairs
of the community in which the
Prophet’s counsel is not sought or it is
ignored. The clause, "lest a grievous
punishment overtake them," however,
refers to religious affairs of the
Muslim community regarding which
the Prophet’s or the Khalifahs
command is not obeyed and is not
loyally carried out.
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And Allah knows everything
full well.2639
2639. Commentary:
The verse means to say that the
commandments and injunctions given
above are meant for the social, moral
and spiritual uplift of Muslims, and,
as God is the sole Master of all that is
in the heavens and the earth,
therefore, no real and enduring
progress is possible without giving
unstinted
and
unconditional

obedience to His commandments.
The
words,
"Allah
knows
everything full well," mean that God
knows full well what particular
commandment is needed for a
community in a certain situation. So
His commandments entail no real
embarrassment to Muslims and
cannot be disobeyed with impunity.
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CHAPTER 25
AL-FURQAN
(Revealed before Hijrah)
Date of Revelation
The preponderance of scholarly opinion regards this Surah of Meccan
origin. According to Ibn ‘Abbas and Qatadah, however, vv. 69-71 belong to
the Medinite period. ‘Umar, as reported by Bukhari, Muslim, and Baihaqi, on
one occasion heard Hisham bin Hakim recite this Surah in Prayer. Hisham
had recited it in a manner which ‘Umar thought was different from that in
which he had heard the Holy Prophet recite it. He was exasperated and had
almost assaulted Hisham, but restrained himself with great effort. Hisham had
hardly finished his Prayer when ‘Umar caught hold of him and asked him
from whom he had learnt to recite the Surah in the way he had done. Hisham
replied that he had learnt it from the Holy Prophet himself. Upon this ‘Umar
took him to the Prophet and related the whole incident. The Prophet asked
Hisham to recite the Surah again and when he did so exactly in the manner to
which ‘Umar had taken strong exception, the Holy Prophet said, "It is
precisely in this form that the Surah has been revealed." Then the Holy
Prophet asked ‘Umar to recite the portion concerning which there was
difference of opinion between the two and when ‘Umar did so, the Prophet
told him that he was also right, and added that the Quran had been revealed in
seven different readings or dialects and told him to recite it in the manner in
which he found it easy to do so (Qadir).
This incident shows that variations in the readings of the Quran in
which some prejudiced western orientalists and Christian missionaries pretend
to have found a basis for casting doubts upon the purity of the Quranic text
were merely differences in the pronunciation and dialects of the various Arab
tribes and such differences of enunciation abounded in the Arabic language.
Arabia, in the Holy Prophet’s time, was surrounded on all sides by powerful
nations which were superior to and different from the Arabs in culture and
civilization. On one side of Arabia was situated Abyssinia, on the other Iran
and its third side was adjacent to the Jews and the Arameans while on the
fourth side India was its immediate neighbour. It was impossible that the
language of a people surrounded on all sides by such powerful and highly
cultured nations should have remained unaffected. Under their impact
differences of dialect and pronunciation naturally arose among different Arab
tribes. Some of them could easily pronounce certain letters while others could
not do so. One tribe pronounced a certain letter in one way, the other in
another. Some Arab tribes, for instance, could pronounce the letter " "رwith
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ease while others could not, and had to substitute " "لor some other letter for
it. Now it would have greatly helped all these various tribes to recite the
Quran if they were allowed the use of both these letters. This is exactly what
the Holy Prophet did, because in the other case it would have been very
difficult for some Arab tribes to learn the Quran. In view of differences in
dialect and pronunciation, the Holy Prophet, in the beginning, allowed the use
of substitute letters which enabled the various Arab tribes to read and learn the
Quran with ease and in this way he succeeded in solving a difficult problem.
As it was a new and uncommon experiment and adoption of such a method
had not occurred to anyone before, therefore, people in the beginning found it
hard to adapt themselves to it and every tribe was led to think that the Quran
had been revealed in that tribe’s own particular dialect. So if they found that a
certain tribe pronounced some Quranic words differently or used letters not
familiar to them they thought it was guilty of tampering with the text of the
Quran. The Holy Prophet, therefore, had repeatedly to explain this fact in the
beginning of his ministry. But when gradually Muslims came to understand
the implications of this method, they realized that it was not only not a defect
and did not in any way interfere with the meaning of the Quran but rather in
certain cases actually enlarged and expanded it and made the reading of the
Quran equally easy for every tribe. This is why the Holy Prophet in the early
years of his ministry allowed Muslims to read the Quran in the manner in
which they found it easy to do so. This permission shows that variation in
reading was concerned with only the letters and not with the meaning or sense
of the Quran.
Those who assign vv. 69-71 to the Medinite period base their
assumption on the fact that because these verses contain commandments
forbidding murder, adultery, etc., and because detailed ordinances of the
Shari‘ah were revealed only at Medina, therefore, these commandments must
have been revealed at Medina. But this assumption possesses no weight or
substance. In fact, commandments forbidding adultery and murder were
revealed at Mecca, and the fact that Muslims had begun scrupulously to avoid
these deadly sins and to lead very pure and righteous lives while at Mecca
lends great weight to the view that these commandments must have been
revealed there. So the assumption that because these verses forbid adultery,
murder and other kindred vices, therefore, they were revealed at Medina
possesses no foundation in fact.
Certain western writers regard this Surah to have been revealed at
Mecca very early in the Holy Prophet’s ministry. They attribute this inference
to the absence of any reference to persecution of Muslims on the part of the
Quraish which, they say, began some years later. This assumption is also too
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flimsy to merit serious consideration. This is like saying that because some
Medinite Surahs are almost devoid of any mention of disbelievers, therefore,
no fighting had taken place between Muslims and disbelievers in the Medinite
period.
Connection with the Preceding Surah
The preceding Surah, An-Nur, had ended on a note about the very
great importance and usefulness of the Islamic Organization. That Surah had
also stated that certain Muslims were unacquainted with its great potentialities
and were afraid of the organization of disbelievers, which was rotten to the
core. The present Surah gives the reasons why the fear of the weak-minded
people is but an illusion and a figment of their own diseased imagination and
does not exist in reality. The argument proceeds thus: The Quran claims to
have been sent as a warning for the whole world and as its teaching is in
perfect harmony with the laws of nature, those who defy it would not only be
guilty of defying a revealed teaching, but would also be contravening nature
itself. So neither the followers of any religious system nor the inhabitants of
any country could successfully withstand Muslims who believed the Quran to
be the revealed Word of God and acted upon its teaching, because it is not
possible to defy the laws of nature. When such is the case, those of weak faith
among Muslims who fear the organization of disbelief are afraid of an
imaginary thing and their fear is unreal.
Subject Matter
The Surah opens with the categorical statement that the Message of
the Quran is meant for the whole of mankind. It proceeds to say that the
Almighty God Who has revealed the Quran is the sole and undisputed Master
of the heavens and the earth. He is One and has no peer. He is the sole Creator
of every atom of the universe. His Word, therefore, is and must be in perfect
harmony with the laws of nature, hence its acceptance or rejection does not
merely mean the acceptance or rejection of a revealed Law but amounts to
submission to or violation of the laws of nature itself.
The Surah further says that whereas disbelievers find it difficult to
deny the excellence and superiority of the teaching of the Quran, they take
refuge behind the subterfuge that it is not the work of a single individual but is
the result of the combined effort of many persons. They further allege that its
teaching has been plagiarized from old scriptures. But these pleas of
disbelievers possess no substance because, the Surah says, if the Quran had
been the work of collective human effort, it could not have possessed a
teaching which is beyond the power of man to produce. And if it had been
merely a copy of the ancient scriptures, those scriptures should also have
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possessed the excellences and beauties possessed by it, but that is not the case.
Next, another foolish plea of disbelievers is mentioned, viz. that the
Holy Prophet is a mere mortal who eats and drinks and goes about as an
ordinary man. "Why has not God," they say, "sent an angel with him to bear
witness to the truth of his mission? Or why has he not been given treasures of
wealth or gardens, or why at all should they follow a liar and an impostor?"
Thus the disbelievers drift from one plea to another, but the Quran stigmatizes
all this as confused and incoherent talk and condemns and reprimands the
enemies of truth for not sticking to one point or line of argument, and
proceeds to tell impatient disbelievers that God will certainly give the Holy
Prophet and his followers better things than what they demand of him—much
better gardens than those of their conception. But they should not get
impatient and should wait for the time when all these things will come to pass.
The Surah further says that when that time would actually arrive, they would
be severely disappointed, but their disappointment would in no way benefit
them; on the contrary, it would prove a source of growing and enduring
mortification for them.
The Surah then further elaborates and answers some of the worn out
and hackneyed objections of disbelievers. One such objection, as mentioned
above, is that the Holy Prophet is a mere mortal and is subject to the demands
of the flesh. In answer to this objection the Surah asks the disbelievers
whether the former Prophets were not humans and whether they were not
subject to human needs and wants. If such is the case, then is not their
objection foolish and flimsy? Another objection is, "why do not angels
descend upon us and why does not God speak to us?" In answer to this
objection disbelievers are told that angels will certainly descend, but only to
punish them for their evil deeds. The day of punishment will be the Day of
Decision and the Prophet will bear witness against them.
Next, the Surah refers to some more objections of disbelievers and
after answering them, passes on to warn them that they will meet with no
better fate than the one with which the opponents of the Prophets of yore had
met. Further on, the Holy Prophet is consoled and comforted that if he is held
up to scorn and ridicule, it is only natural that it should have been so, because
the enemies of truth had always rejected truth. His enemies were no
exception; their hearts too had become devoid of all noble feelings.
Then, a brief reference is made to the law of the rise and fall of nations
and disbelievers are warned that the time of their decadence and downfall and
that of the rise, progress and prosperity of Muslims has already arrived. They
may not reconcile themselves to the fact that a Prophet could have been raised
among them. But a Prophet must belong to some country, and the disbelievers
are asked as to which country the Holy Prophet should have belonged so as to
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be acceptable to all peoples. Or do they mean that every people should have
had a separate Prophet? This would have given rise to innumerable
differences and disagreements. The disbelievers are told that these are all
foolish objections and the Holy Prophet is enjoined to pay no heed to them
and to continue to preach his message.
After this, the Surah proceeds to invite the attention of disbelievers to
the phenomenon that God had made two waters, one bitter and the other
sweet, both flowing side by side. They continue their parallel course and do
not mix with each other. Similarly, the Quranic teaching and the teachings of
other religions will continue to exist side by side so that by comparing them to
one another people might distinguish the true from the false and the sweet
from the bitter. Then the Surah asks believers the very pertinent question, viz.
why can’t they understand this simple thing that just as all physical life
springs from water, similarly all spiritual life is dependent for its existence on
the life-giving water of Divine revelation? And adds that disbelievers are
given to and persist in idolatrous practices. The duty of the Holy Prophet is,
therefore, confined to preaching to them and admonishing them. But they will
never believe in the One True God and will not worship Him to Whose Unity
the whole creation bears undeniable testimony. They should understand and
realize that just as the solar system gives life and light, similarly the light of
virtue follows the darkness of vice.
The Surah then proceeds to mention a few peculiar signs and marks of
those righteous servants of God who, by acting upon the teaching of the
Quran, attain the highest pinnacles of spiritual eminence. It says that the
righteous servants of God seek and strive to establish peace and harmony in
the world. They worship their Lord and pray to Him and return good for evil
and spend their hard-earned money in good and righteous causes. They do not
associate false gods with Allah, neither do they commit murder nor
fornication. They do not tell lies, they shun all vain and purposeless pursuits,
and when God is mentioned their hearts become filled with reverential awe.
They pray that their wives and children should prove the joy of their eyes.
They seek to become the leaders of the righteous and God-fearing men and do
not hanker after worldly leadership. These are the blessed people who will
enjoy eternal life.
The Surah closes with a pointed reference to the great truth that God
has created man to serve a very sublime and noble object and whosoever fails
to fulfil this object will forfeit God’s mercy and grace.
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(AL-FURQAN)
1. In the name of Allah, the
Gracious, the Merciful.2640
2. Blessed is He Who has sent
down the Discrimination to His
servant, that he may be a
Warner to all the worlds—2641
a

a

See1:1.

2640. Commentary:
See 1:1.
2641. Commentary:
The word  تبارکmeans, highly
exalted, far removed from every
defect, impurity, imperfection, or
from everything derogatory, and
possessing abundant good (6:156 &
24:36). This attribute has been very
appropriately used in connection with
the revelation of the Quran as it
possesses all the qualities and
attributes implicit in this word. The
Quran is not only completely free
from every defect and imperfection
but possesses all the conceivable
excellent qualities that the last Divine
Law for the whole of mankind must
possess and it possesses these
qualities in an abundant measure.
The word ( فرقانDiscrimination) is
applied
to
something
which
differentiates between what is true
and what is false. It also means an
argument, a proof, or evidence,
because an argument or a proof also
serves to discriminate between right
and wrong. The word also means,
morning or dawn, because dawn

distinguishes the day from night. It
also means, aid or support, because a
person who receives help and support
from another person becomes marked
from him against whom help is
sought to be given. See also 2:54. The
Quran has been called "The
Discrimination" in the verse under
comment because it possesses all the
various qualities and attributes which
flow from the root  فرقfrom which the
word  فرقانhas been derived. Among
the multifarious and multitudinous
beauties and excellences that
distinguish the Quran from other
revealed books and which establish
its superiority over them all, two
stand out most marked, viz. it makes
no statement or claim in support of
which it does not bring forward
sound and solid proofs and
arguments, and it makes truth so
distinguishable from falsehood as day
is from night. The Quran has been
called  فرقانin the verse under
comment while, in the preceding
chapter, Divine revelation had been
compared to ( نورlight) because the
functions of both  فرقانand  نورare the
same. Both mark out truth from
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3. He to Whom belongs the
kingdom of the heavens and the
earth. aAnd He has taken unto
Himself no son, and has no
partner in the kingdom, and has
created everything, and has
ordained for it its proper
measure.2642
a

2:117; 10:69; 17:112; 18:5; 19:89; 21:27; 39:5; 43:82.

falsehood. The Quran is both نور
(Light) and ( فرقانDiscrimination)
because it possesses this quality in an
abundant measure and among all
Divinely revealed Scriptures it stands
unique in making this claim and such
a claim is also quite natural on its part
as it is humanity’s sole guide till the
end of time.
In understanding the subject of
لیکون, it may be either God or the
Holy Prophet or the Quran,
and thus the expression لیکون للعاملنی نذیرا
may mean that God or the Holy
Prophet or the Quran may be a
Warner to all the worlds.
2642. Commentary:
The most fundamental and pivotal
teaching of the Quran, around which
all its other teachings revolve, is the
belief in the Oneness of God and it
is for the dissemination and
establishment of this belief on earth
that it has primarily been revealed.
The present and the next few verses
mention
the
following
six
indispensable attributes which the
Divine Being Who alone should
command
our
adoration
and
unconditional
and
unreserved

surrender and submission must
possesses: (i) He should be the sole
and undisputed Master of what is in
the heavens and the earth; (ii) He
should need no son to succeed Him or
help Him in the control and
governance
of
the
universe;
(iii) There should be no one to
dispute with Him the possession or
control of this kingdom; (iv) He
should have created everything and
have endowed it with proper qualities
and attributes and should have
ordained proper measure for its
continued existence and development; (v) unlike false deities He
should have the power to do good or
harm; and (vi) He should possess
complete control over life and death.
God, the Almighty, possesses all
these qualities in full measure; and as
He is the Creator of heavens and
earth and the undisputed Master of
everything that is in and between
them, His word must be, and in fact
is, in perfect harmony with the laws
of nature and therefore its rejection or
acceptance constitutes not only the
denial or acceptance of a revealed
Law but amounts also to flouting or
submitting to the laws of nature.
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4. Yet athey have taken beside
Him gods, bwho create nothing
but are themselves created, and
who have no power to harm or
benefit themselves nor have
they any power over death or
life or resurrection.2643
5. And those who disbelieve
say, ‘It is naught but a lie which
he has forged, cand other people
have helped him with it.’
Indeed, they have committed a
great injustice and a great
falsehood.2644
a

17:57; 18:16; 21:25. b7:192; 16:21. c16:104.

The word  ولدis used for both male
and female and for singular and
plural forms. Thus it means, son or
daughter, a child or children. The
words, "Who has created everything,"
signify that God is the Creator of both
the matter and the soul. Matter and
soul are not uncreated or co-existent
with God as is mistakenly held by
those who believe in the theory of the
transmigration of souls. The clause,
"and has given it its proper
proportion," means that everything
does its allotted task regularly,
punctually and without fail and that
there is a limit to the powers and
functions
or
development
of
everything which it cannot defy or go
beyond. These limitations point to one
law that operates in the whole universe
and hence to one Designer, Creator
and Controller—a Creator Whose
powers are limitless and Who has
imposed these limits on all other things.

2643. Commentary:
Everything has to pass through
three stages of development. The
verse under comment mentions all
these stages. The first stage is
characterized by the absence of life. It
is described as  موتor the stage of
lifelessness. The second stage is
described as  حیاةor  حیاة بالقوةi.e. potential
life, when a thing is endowed with
the attribute and power of growth;
and the third stage is reached when its
powers come into actual play. This
stage is known as  حیاة بالفعلor  نشورi.e.
actual life. God, the Creator of all life
possesses complete and undisputed
control over all these stages.
2644. Commentary:
The verse constitutes a delightful
commentary on the miraculous
character of the Quran. The words,
"other people have helped him with
it," constitute an unequivocal
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6. And they say, a‘These are
fables of the ancients; and he
has got them written down, and
they are read out to him
morning and evening.’2644A
7. Say, b‘He Who knows every
secret that is in the heavens
and the earth has revealed it.
Verily, He is Most Forgiving,
Merciful.’2645
a

8:32; 16:25; 68:16; 83:14. b6:4; 11:6; 67:14.

admission on the part of disbelievers
that no single person, not even the
Holy Prophet could have produced
such a marvellous Book and that a
large party of men must have assisted
him in preparing it.
The clause, "Indeed they have
committed a great injustice and a
great falsehood," refers to two
charges of disbelievers against the
Holy Prophet and answers them.
The first charge is that the Holy
Prophet has forged a lie. The answer
that the verse gives to this charge is
that it was unjust on their part to
prefer such a charge against the Holy
Prophet. He had lived among them a
life-time before and they had
unanimously borne testimony to
his integrity and truthfulness. How
could they now charge him with
forgery? It was sheer injustice on
their part to do so.
The second charge against him is
that other people have helped him in
producing the Quran. In answer to
this charge the verse says that it is an
obvious untruth, since whosoever the
Prophet’s so-called helpers were, they

must have held some beliefs and
doctrines, but the Quran refutes and
demolishes all false beliefs and
abrogates and improves upon others.
How could any people be supposed to
help him to produce a Book which
had laid the axe at the root of those
very beliefs and doctrines which they
held so dear? So it is patent falsehood
to say that the Holy Prophet had
received help from any quarter in the
preparation of the Quran.
2644A. Important Words:
( اکتتبھاgot them written down) is
derived from  کتبwhich means, he
wrote.  اکتتب کتاباmeans, he wrote a
book; he asked one to dictate it; he
asked for a book or the like to be
written for him; he collected it (Lane
& Aqrab).
Commentary:
See next verse.
2645. Commentary:
This verse gives another very
effective argument to break and
demolish the allegations of the Holy
Prophet’s detractors. "Do these
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8. And they say, ‘What is the
matter with this Messenger that
he eats food, and walks in the
streets? aWhy has not an angel
been sent down to him that he
might be a warner with him?2646
9. ‘Or ba treasure should have
been thrown down to him, or he
should have had a garden to eat
therefrom.’ And the wrongdoers
say, c‘You follow none but a
man bewitched.’2647
a

11:13; 15:8; 17:93. b11:13; 17:94. c17:48.

enemies of truth have the hardihood
to say," the verse seems to argue,
"that the Quran is but a jumble of old
stories and fables which are dictated
to him morning and evening? It
certainly is not a collection of fables
and stories but embodies great truths
noble
teachings
and
mighty
prophecies which no human brain can
devise. The disbelievers will live to
see those prophecies being fulfilled,
because the Quran has been revealed
by the Great God Who knows the
secrets of the heavens and the earth
and because He being Merciful and
Forgiving took pity on corrupt
humanity and provided in the Quran
the requisite remedies for all its moral
and spiritual ills and maladies." See
also 16:104.
The verse further by implication
holds out a challenge to the
disbelievers that if they really think
that the Quran is the result of the
Holy Prophet’s own effort, aided and
helped in its production by a few

other individuals, then let the whole
world—men and jinn sit together and
with their collective and concerted
effort produce a book like the Quran,
and it declares with all the emphasis
at its command that if they ever made
such an attempt, they would certainly
fail in their object. See also 17:89.
2646. Commentary:
This and the next verse contain
another objection of disbelievers
against the Holy Prophet, which the
verses following them proceed to
answer. The objection is: "The Holy
Prophet is but an ordinary man. He
eats and walks in the streets. If he
was a Messenger of God, he should
have been followed by an entourage
of angels who would have borne
testimony to his truth and should
have warned his rejecters and deniers
of the punishment that was in store
for them."
2647. Commentary:
The objection which was begun in
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10. aSee
how
they
coin
similitudes for thee! Thus they
have gone astray and cannot
find a way.2648
R. 2.

11. Blessed is He Who, if He
please, will assign to thee better
than all that—bgardens through
which rivers flow and will also
assign to thee palaces.2649
a

17:49. b17:92.

the preceding verse is continued in
the verse under comment. "The
Prophet," the disbelievers say,
"should have possessed treasures of
wealth which he should have
distributed among his followers. He
should also have had other
accessories of greatness in the form
of gardens and fountains. But he has
none of these things. He seems to be
a bewitched, or, at best a selfdeceived man, a man who lives in a
world of his own imagination, in a
fool’s paradise."
2648. Commentary:
With this verse begins the refutation
of the disbelievers’ objections
mentioned in the preceding verses.
The verse purports to say that these
people have a very poor concept of
the real values of life, and have set up
criteria of their own devising, to test
the truth of Divine Messengers, with
the result that instead of finding the
right path they continue to grope in
the darkness of doubt and disbelief.
2649. Commentary:
The verse continues the theme of its

predecessor. The words "exalted is
He" signify that the disbelievers’ idea
of what a Divine Prophet should be
like, is far removed from reality and
betrays their ignorance of the very
object and purpose for which
Prophets are raised. The Prophets are
raised to lead men out of the darkness
of doubt and disbelief into the light of
certainty and spiritual bliss. The
disbelievers want to see the Holy
Prophet rolling and revelling in
wealth. But such an idea is
inconsistent with, and casts a
reflection on, the Holiness of God.
The verse further signifies that
although the self-devised criterion of
disbelievers, namely, that to prove the
truth of his mission the Holy Prophet
must possess wealth, rank, gardens
and palaces, has no weight or
substance, yet in order to bring home
to them the falsity of their position
God will give the Holy Prophet and
his followers more wealth and bigger
and better gardens and palaces than
those of the disbelievers’ demand.
And was not this demand fully and
completely fulfilled? Did not the
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12. Nay, they deny the Hour,
and for those who deny the
Hour We have prepared a
blazing fire.2650
13. When it sees them from a
place far-off, athey will hear its
raging and roaring.2651
14. And when they are thrown
into a narrow place thereof,
b
chained together, they will pray
there for destruction.2652
a

11:107; 21:101; 67:8. b14:50.

camel-drivers of Arabia become the
owners of the palaces and treasures of
the Caesars and the Chosroes and of
the fertile plains and gardens of Syria
and Iraq? The verse possesses a
spiritual significance also. It means to
say that worldly gardens wither and
dry up for want of water and proper
care, and treasures of wealth are used
up and come to end, but the treasures
of spiritual wealth which will be
bestowed upon the Holy Prophet and
his followers and the gardens of
eternal bliss which will be given into
their possession will be everlasting.
The Garden of Islam itself will ever
remain green. Heavenly Reformers
will continue to arise from among
Muslims who will make them
understand and realise the great
object for which man has been
created. See next verse.

dreadful punishment is in store for
disbelievers. Their punishment is
impending; nay it is at their very
doors; but they do not see it and
therefore refuse to believe it.
The word ( الساعةthe Hour) in the
verse signifies the complete triumph
of the cause of truth and the failure
and frustration of disbelief. In fact the
time of every Prophet has been called
 الساعةin the Quran, as at that time the
old order dies and from its ruins
emerges a new one.

2651. Commentary:
The verse means to say that the
punishment which the disbelievers
will receive will be overwhelming
and all-embracing and in order to add
to the bitterness of their pain and
sense of humiliation and to make it
complete and thorough all their
organs will be made to feel it. In the
2650. Commentary:
present verse two organs—that of
The verse continuing the theme of sight and hearing are mentioned.
the previous verse purports to say that
whereas the believers are decreed to 2652. Important Words:
( ثبوراdestruction) is infinitive-noun
achieve eminence and glory, a
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15. ‘Pray not today for one
destruction, but pray for many
destructions.’
16. Say, ‘Is that better or the
Garden of Eternity, which is
a
promised to the righteous? It
will be their ultimate reward
and resort.’2653
17. bThey will have therein
whatsoever they desire, abiding
therein forever. It is a promise
from thy Lord, to be always
prayed for.2654
a

21:104; 41:31. b41:32.

from  ثربwhich means, he perished; he
suffered loss; he erred; he became
lost.  ثربہmeans, he drove him away, he
repelled him; he disappointed or
frustrated his hope or desire; he
cursed him; he confined, restrained or
withheld him; God destroyed him
with a destruction from which he
could not rise.  ثبورmeans, perdition;
loss, going astray or becoming lost;
woe; complete destruction, etc. (Lane
& Aqrab).
Commentary:
In the preceding verse the organs of
sight and hearing were mentioned as
feeling
the pain
of
Divine
punishment. The present verse,
besides referring to the organs of
touch,
expresses
the
extreme
bitterness of the disbelievers’ distress.
When a man is in great distress he
wishes that death should make a
speedy end of him.

2653. Commentary:
In reply to the disbelievers’ taunt
that the Holy Prophet was quite an
ordinary man and his followers were
devoid of wealth and other material
comforts (vv. 8-9), the Quran had
predicted that the Prophet and his
followers would be given all these
things in abundance (v. 11). In the
present verse, however, reference is
made to the fact that over and above
these material benefits and comforts,
Muslims will reside in Gardens of
Eternity where they will bask in the
Sun of Divine love, the greatest of all
blessings, and this blessing will know
no diminution or end.
2654. Commentary:
The verse means to say that
believers will earn "Gardens of
Eternity" as a reward for the great
sacrifices they would have made for
the cause of truth and the life of piety
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18. aAnd the day when He will
assemble them and those whom
they worship beside Allah, He
will ask, ‘Was it you who led
astray these My servants, or did
they themselves stray away
from the path?’2655
19. bThey will say, ‘Holy art
Thou! It was not proper for us
to take protectors other than
Thee; but Thou didst bestow on
them and their fathers the good
things of this life until they
forgot the admonition and
became a ruined people.’2656
a

10:29; 15:26; 34:41. b34:42.

and righteousness they would have
led. They will, therefore, have the
Gardens of Eternity as a matter of
right. No conditions will attach to the
promise about these "Gardens".
The words, "they will have therein
whatever they desire", signify that the
desires of believers will, in the next
life, become identified with the will
of God. So naturally all their desires
will be satisfied. In this world also a
believer attains to this high stage
when he so merges his will in the
Divine will that his will becomes the
will of God Himself. In fact, in order
to gain Paradise in this world and in
the next the believer should attain to
the high stage of self-effacement and
of being at one with God.

blessings that the believers will enjoy,
the disbelievers will be called to
account for their polytheistic beliefs
and evil practices. Even the false
gods of disbelievers will have to
explain how far the responsibility for
the idolatrous beliefs of their socalled followers lay on them.

2656. Important Words:
( بوراruined) is derived from بار
which means, he or it perished. They
say  بارت السوقi.e. the market became
dull.  بار العملmeans, the work became
null and void.  بارت االرضmeans, the
land was or became uncultivated. The
Arabic saying  بادوا و بارواmeans, they
became extinct and perished. بور
means, a bad and corrupt man or
people; a ruined man or people; a
2655. Commentary:
man or people in a state of perdition
In contrast to the boons and (Lane & Aqrab).
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20. Then We shall say to the
idolaters: ‘Now have they given
you the lie regarding what you
said, so you cannot avert the
punishment neither can you get
help.’ And whosoever among you
does wrong, We shall make him
taste a grievous punishment.’
21. And We never sent any
Messengers before thee but
surely athey ate food and
walked in the streets. And We
make some of you a trial for
others. Will you then be
steadfast? And thy Lord is AllSeeing.2657
b

R. 3.

22. And those who look not for
a meeting with Us say: ‘Why
are angels not sent down to us?
Or why do we not see our
Lord?’ Surely they are too
proud of themselves and have
greatly exceeded the bounds.2658
a

21:9. b10:8, 12.

2657. Commentary:
This verse again answers from
another angle the commonplace
objection of disbelievers that the
Holy Prophet lived like an ordinary
man (v. 8). It means to say that the
Holy Prophet’s mission is not
something novel. He is just like those
Divine Messengers who have gone
before him. He is an ordinary mortal
like them and like them he eats and

talks and moves about and, like the
followers of those Prophets, his
followers also will have to suffer for
the cause they hold dear. If these
things did not stand in the way of the
earlier Prophets being accepted as
Divine Messengers, why should they
in his case, and why should new
criteria be devised to test his truth?
2658. Commentary:
The disbelievers in their conceit
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23. On the day awhen they see
the angels—there will be no
good tidings on that day for the
guilty; and they will say:
‘Would that there were a strong
barrier!’2659
24. And We shall turn to the
work they did and We shall
scatter it into particles of
dust.2660
25. The inmates of Heaven on
that day will be better off as
regards their abode, and better
a

6:9,159.

and arrogance seem to be satisfied
with nothing less than that angels
should descend upon them or God
Himself should speak to them to bear
witness to the truth of the Prophet.
2659. Important Words:
( حجرا حمجوراa strong barrier).  حجرis
derived from ( حجرhajara) which
means, he prevented, hindered,
debarred, forbade or prohibited. They
say  الحجرعنهi.e. there is no protection
from him or it.  حجر علیهmeans, the
judge prohibited him from disposing
of his property as he liked. ( حجرhijrun)
means, hindrance, barrier, protection,
defence, prohibition, or prohibited,
inviolable or sacred; any garden or
walled garden; bosom; relationship
that prohibits marriage; intellect or
reason.  ھذا حجر علیکmeans, this is
forbidden to thee. An Arab would use
the words  حجرا حمجوراwhen he is faced
with a thing he does not like, meaning

"let it remain away from me so that I
should not suffer from it" (Lane,
Mufradat & Aqrab). See also 6:139.
Commentary:
In reply to the first insolent demand
the verse warns disbelievers that
angels will certainly descend, but
they will be angels of punishment and
when they come, the disbelievers will
hate the very sight of them and will
pray that a strong barrier might be set
up between them and the angels.
2660. Commentary:
The second foolish demand of
disbelievers was that God Himself
should speak to them, bearing witness
to the truth of the Holy Prophet.
This demand, the verse purports to
say, will be met by all their works
being totally rendered null and void
and by their being destroyed
and scattered into thin air like
particles of dust.
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off in respect of their place of
repose.2661
26. And the day awhen the
heaven shall be rent asunder
with the clouds, and the angels
shall be sent down in large
numbers—2662
27. bThe true kingdom on that
day shall belong to the Gracious
God; and it shall be a hard day
for the disbelievers.2663
a

2:211. b6:74; 22:57.

2661. Commentary:
The verse signifies that whereas the
work of disbelievers will be
completely destroyed, the life of
believers will be a life of perfect
and perpetual calm and tranquillity.
They will pass their days and nights
in undisturbed composure and
equanimity.
2662. Commentary:
The reference in the verse may be
to the Battle of Badr when rain came
as a welcome relief to Muslims, and
angels descended in large numbers to
help them. Elsewhere the Quran says
that in the battlefield of Badr as many
as five thousand angels descended to
attack disbelievers (3:125-126). It
further says, "God revealed to the
angels, saying, ‘I am with you; so
give firmness to those who believe. I
will cast terror into the hearts of
those who disbelieve. Smite, then, the
upper parts of their necks, and smite
off all finger-tips" (8:13).

2663. Important Words:
( عسریاhard) is derived from عسر
which means, it was or became
difficult, hard, hard to be borne or
endured, hard to be done. حاجة عسریة
means, a want difficult of attainment.
 یوم عسریmeans, a day of difficulties;
a hard, distressful or calamitous day;
an unfortunate or unlucky day (Lane
& Aqrab).
Commentary:
The day of Badr was indeed a most
distressful day for disbelievers. It was
on that day that the foundations of
Islam were firmly laid and the
Quraish had realized to their bitter
mortification and discomfiture that it
had come to stay. They had not the
faintest idea that a small band of only
313 men, without adequate arms,
ammunition or implements of war,
will inflict a most crushing defeat on
them and "the glory of Kedar will
depart forever". It was on the
battlefield of Badr that the great
fighters and leaders of the Quraish
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28. Remember the day when the
wrongdoer will bite his hands
and will say, a‘O, would that I
had taken the same way with
the Messenger!2664
29. O, woe is me! would that I
had never taken such a one for a
friend!2665
30. He led me astray from the
Reminder after it had come to
me.’ And Satan always deserts
man in the hour of need.2666
a

33:67; 67:11.

were killed. That battle has therefore
rightly been called one of the greatest
battles in history. In that battle the
fate of Islam—in fact, the fate of
humanity itself—hung in the balance
and the victory of Islam was the
triumph of humanity.
2664. Important Words:
( لیتینwould that I).  لیتis a word
denoting a wish (signifying would
that...; I wish that...), generally
relating to a thing that is impossible,
rarely possible; governing the subject
in the accusative case and the
predicate in the nominative case.
They say  لیت زیدا ذاھبi.e. would that
Zaid were going. Sometimes it is
used as doubly transitive, putting
both the subject and the predicate in
the accusative case. They say لیت زیدا
 قائماi.e. would that Zaid were
standing. It is used to give
intensiveness to the meaning. لیتین فعلت
 کذا و کذاmeans, would that I had done
so and so (Lane).

Commentary:
This and the following two verses
depict the feeling of humiliation and
regret
that
overwhelmed
the
disbelievers on the day of Badr.
These verses may have general
application also.
2665. Important Words:
( ویلتwoe is me).  ویلmeans, the
ی
befalling
of
some
calamity,
misfortune or sorrow; punishment;
perdition. The expression  ویلکor ویل لک
is used as a warning for some
impending misfortune or calamity
(Lane & Aqrab). See also 2:80.
2666. Important Words:
( خذوالone who always deserts) is
derived from خذل. They say  خذلهor خذل
 عنهi.e. he abstained from, or
neglected, aiding or assisting him;
and held back from him; he left or
forsook him or deserted him.  خذولis
the intensive form of  خاذلand means,
a great deserter or one who always
deserts his friends (Lane & Mufradat).
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31. And the Messenger will say,
‘O my Lord, my people indeed
treated this Quran as a
discarded thing.’2667
32. aThus did We make for
every Prophet an enemy from
among
the
sinners;
and
sufficient is thy Lord as a Guide
and a Helper.
33. bAnd those who disbelieve
say, ‘Why was not the Quran
revealed to him all at once?’ We
have revealed it thus cthat We
may strengthen thy heart
therewith. And We have
arranged it in the best form.2668
a

6:113. b17:107; 73:5. c11:121.

2667. Commentary:
The expression "my people" may
apply to the Quraish of Mecca who
were the Holy Prophet’s people and
were
the
Quran’s
immediate
addressees. More appropriately the
words may apply to all Muslims, who
have discarded the Quran and have
thrown it behind their backs. Perhaps
never during the last 14 centuries the
Quran was so much neglected and
ignored by the Muslims as it is today.
There is a saying of the Holy Prophet
to the effect: "A time will come upon
my people when there will remain
nothing of Islam but its name and of
the Quran but its words (Baihaqi,
Shu‘abul-Iman). The present indeed is
that time.
The emphasis on the word "this" in

the expression "this Quran" is full of
pathos. The Holy Prophet is
represented here as saying that his
people have discarded such a blessed
book as this Quran in which there is
light and guidance for them and
which is God’s greatest boon for
mankind and which has been revealed
to raise them to the highest pinnacles
of moral and spiritual eminence.
2668. Important Words:
( رتلناہ ترتیالWe arranged it in the best
form) is derived from ( رتلratala).
They say  رتل ال یشءi.e. the thing was or
became well arranged. رتل الکالم
(rattala) means, he put together and
arranged well the component parts of
the speech or saying and made it
distinct. ( ترتیلinf. noun) in its original
sense relates to the teeth, their being
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separate one from another. The
addition of the infinitive to the verb
 رتلناis done in order to intensify the
sense (Lane).
Commentary:
The Quran was revealed piecemeal
and at intervals. This was intended to
serve two very useful purposes:
(i) The
interval
between
the
revelation of different passages
afforded the believers an opportunity
to witness fulfilment of some of the
prophecies made in the passages
already revealed and thus their faith
became strengthened and fortified.
Further it was intended to answer the
objections raised by disbelievers
during the interval. (ii) When
Muslims needed guidance on a
particular occasion to meet a
particular need, necessary and
relevant verses were revealed.
Besides, the revelation of the Quran
was spread over a period of 23 years
in order to enable the Companions of
the Holy Prophet to remember, learn
and assimilate it. Moreover, the
Quran had anticipated one possible
objection of disbelievers and its
gradual revelation was intended to
answer that objection. If it had been
revealed at once and in the form of
one complete book, the disbelievers
could have said that the Holy Prophet
had got it all prepared from
somebody. Thus its gradual revelation
at different times, on different
occasions and under vastly different
conditions
and
circumstances,
effectively smashed this possible
objection. Last of all there was a

PT.19

prophecy of Prophet Isaiah that the
last Divine Book would be revealed
piecemeal and at intervals. The
prophecy is as follows:
Whom shall he teach knowledge
and whom shall he make to
understand the message? them
that are weaned from the milk,
and drawn from the breast? For it
is precept upon precept; precept
upon precept, line upon line, line
upon line; here a little and there a
little: for with strange lips and
another tongue will he speak to
this people (Isaiah 28:9-10).
The words, "We have arranged it in
the best form," signify that whereas
the Quran was revealed gradually and
piecemeal to meet the needs of
changing circumstances, it did not
remain a collection of disorderly
fragments but was given a perfect
order and arrangement by Divine
revelation. It may be noted here that
the present order of the Quran is
different from that in which it was
originally revealed. It was revealed in
an order which suited the needs and
requirements of its immediate
addressees and was arranged, under
Divine direction, in an order which
suited the permanent needs of
humanity at large. Since both these
kinds of needs were different, the two
orders should necessarily have been
different. It is indeed an outstanding
miracle of the Quran that it was
revealed in an order which was best
suited for the needs of the period
during which it was revealed and was
arranged for permanent use in the
order which was also best suited for
humanity’s lasting needs.
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34. And they bring thee no
similitude but We provide thee
with the truth and an excellent
explanation.2669
35. aThose who will be gathered
on their faces unto Hell—bthey
will be the worst in plight and
most astray from the right
path.2670
R. 4.

36. We gave Moses the Book,
and cappointed with him his
brother
Aaron
as
his
assistant.2671
a

17:98. b5:61. c20:30-33; 26:16; 28:35.

2669. Commentary:
The verse means to say that
disbelievers can bring forward no
objection which has not been already
answered in the Quran and the answer
has not been supported with excellent
arguments contained in it. It is one of
the distinctive features of the Quran in
which it stands unique among all
revealed Books that whenever it makes
a claim about the existence of God, the
truth of Islam, or about its own Divine
origin, or any other related religious
subject, it itself gives the required
arguments to prove and substantiate the
claim and looks towards no other
agency for aid and assistance.
2670. Commentary:
The words "will be gathered on
their
faces"
may
mean:
(i) disbelievers will be gathered
together and dragged on their faces
into the fire of Hell; (ii) disbelievers

will be gathered together when in a
state of prostration with their faces on
the ground and then dragged into Hell.
2671. Commentary:
The wages of sin is death.
Opposition to God’s Prophets has
always resulted in discomfiture and
destruction of the enemies of truth.
The present Surah cites examples of
some such Prophets whose people
defied them and persecuted them and
by their evil deeds drew upon
themselves Divine wrath. Pride of
place in this connection is given in
this Surah to Moses who was the
greatest Prophet of Israel. He thought
that the great mission with which he
was entrusted was beyond his power.
So he begged God to give him Aaron,
his brother, as his assistant to help
him in his great work. Thus Aaron
was a subordinate Prophet to Moses.
See also 20:30-35.
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37. And We said, a‘Go both of
you to the people who have
rejected Our Signs;’ then We
destroyed
them
with
overwhelming destruction.
38. And as to the people of
Noah when they rejected the
Messengers, We drowned them,
and We made them a Sign for
mankind. bAnd We have
prepared a painful punishment
for the wrongdoers.
39. And We destroyed c‘Ad and
Thamud, and the People of the
Well, and many a generation
between them.2672
40. And to each one We set
forth clear similitudes; and each
one did We utterly destroy.2673
a

20:44; 26:16; 28:35-36. b18:30; 42:46. c9:70; 38:13; 50:13-15.

2672. Important Words:
( اصحاب الرسPeople of the Well). They
say  رس البئرi.e. he dug the well. رس املیت
means, he buried the dead body. رس
 بینھمmeans, he effected reconciliation
between them.  رسmeans, prelude,
beginning; first symptoms of an
illness or of love; mine; an old well;
according to some the name of a
valley (Lane & Aqrab). اصحاب الرس,
therefore signifies, the People of the
Well; the dwellers of a valley; a
people a few of whose signs and
marks remain after these have been
gradually obliterated.

Commentary:
According to some  رسwas a town
in Yamamah where one of the tribes
of Thamud resided. According to
others, these people were so called
because they threw their Prophet into
a well. They were the remnants of
Thamud.
2673. Important Words:
( تربنا تتبریاWe utterly destroyed) is the
transitive form of ( تربtabira) which
means, he became destroyed. تربہ
(tabbarahu) means, he destroyed
him; broke him into pieces
annihilated him (Lane).
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41. And these (Meccans) must
have visited athe town whereon
was rained an evil rain. Have
they not then seen it? Nay, they
hope not to be raised after
death.2674
42. bAnd when they see thee,
they only make a jest of thee:
What, is this he whom Allah has
sent as a Messenger?2675
43. ‘He indeed had well-nigh
led us astray from our gods, had
a

7:85; 27:59. b21:37.

Commentary:
The truth is writ large on the face of
history that opposition to God’s
Prophets has invariably led to the
destruction of those who oppose
them. There had never lived a
Prophet who was not opposed and
persecuted and opposition to whose
mission did not result in the ruin of
his persecutors. Yet such is the
tragedy of human affairs that
opponents of the Prophets of God
never benefit from the fate of their
predecessors. In their own time every
people to whom a Divine Messenger
was sent traversed the same road
which had led to ruin those who had
opposed their Prophets before them.
At first the people of the Holy
Prophet also opposed and persecuted
him and did not benefit from the
example of the opponents of the
former Prophets and consequently a
part of them met the fate of their
counterparts.

2674. Commentary:
The reference in the word "the
town" may be to Sodom, the town of
Lot, which was situated on the way
from Arabia to Syria.
( نشورto be raised) may also signify
the hour of the triumph of Islam.
The Quraish did not have the
remotest idea that the cause of the
Holy Prophet would or could ever
triumph.
2675. Commentary:
In view of the extreme weakness
and poverty of the Holy Prophet’s
circumstances, the Quraish would
jeeringly say, "Could not Allah find a
better man to whom to entrust
His mission?" The same objection of
the Holy Prophet’s opponents has
been mentioned elsewhere in the
Quran in another form, viz. "why was
not the Quran revealed to a man of
some importance in the two towns?"
(43:32).
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we not steadily adhered to them.’
And they shall know, when they
see the punishment, who is most
astray from the right path.
44. aHast thou seen him who
takes his own evil desire for his
god? Couldst thou then be a
guardian over him?2676
45. Dost thou think that most of
them hear or understand? bThey
are but like cattle—nay, they are
further astray from the path.2677
a

45:24. b7:180.

2676. Commentary:
It is not only the worship of idols of
wood and stone and those in the form
of human beings that is condemned
here. In fact it is his own desires,
fancies and pre-conceived ideas,
more than anything else, that man
adores and it is these things that stand
in the way of his accepting the truth.
Intellectually
man
may
have
advanced far enough so as not to bow
before stones and stars but he has not
outgrown the worship of his false
ideals, prejudices and pre-conceived
ideas. It is these idols that lie
enthroned in man’s heart whose
worship is condemned here.
2677. Commentary:
The verse purports to say that when
in spite of his being endowed with the
faculties of intellect and hearing
which should help him to recognize
and realize truth, man refuses to make

proper use of these God-given
faculties to see light, and instead
chooses to grope in darkness, he
comes down to the level of cattle,
even lower than that, because cattle
are not given the gift of discretion
and discrimination while man is.
The verse also implies an allusion
to the great reformation brought
about by the Holy Prophet in the lives
of his people. They were no better
than animals and beasts. They
worshipped images and held foolish
and superstitious ideas. They
gambled and drank and indulged in
extreme sexual excesses and depleted
and destroyed their manhood by
fighting for generations about
trivialities. They had no idea of moral
virtues or at best had a very low
concept of them and did not know
economics or statecraft. Such were
the people among whom the Holy
Prophet Muhammad was raised and
history bears witness to the fact that
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46. Hast thou not seen ahow thy
Lord lengthens the shade? And
if He had pleased, He could
have made it stationary. Then We
make the sun a guide thereof.2678
47. Then We draw it in towards
Ourselves, an easy drawing in.2679
48. bAnd He it is Who has made
the night a covering for you,
a

16:49. b6:97; 78:11.

he wrought a wonderful reformation Surah was revealed at Mecca when
among them. From the dregs of Islam being yet in infancy, its very
humanity they rose to be its cream.
fate seemed to hang in the balance on
account of the relentless persecution
2678. Important Words:
to which the weak and defenceless
( دلیالguide) is derived from دل. They Muslims
were
subjected.
In
say  دل علیهi.e. he directed him or metaphorical language the verse
rightly directed him or guided him to seems to warn disbelievers that the
it.  دلیلtherefore, means, a director or a weak state of Islam should not
right director to that which is sought deceive them into thinking that they
or desired; a guide; a thing by which would succeed in exterminating it.
one is rightly directed or guided i.e. God is at its back and therefore its
an evidence, argument or a proof; a shadow would continue to expand
sign set up for the knowledge of a and extend till it would reach the ends
thing indicated (Lane & Aqrab).
of the earth and nations of the world
will seek and find solace and comfort
Commentary:
under it. "The sun" in the verse
While the preceding few verses symbolises Islam or the Holy
referred to the prophetic mission of Prophet. For a fuller explanation of
the Holy Prophet, the verse under this verse see 16:49.
comment speaks in figurative
language of the rise, progress and 2679. Commentary:
power of Islam and illustrates this
fact by drawing attention to a
The verse refers to the decline of
phenomenon of nature. When the sun Islam after it would have reached its
is behind an object, its shadow zenith. While "shade" in the preceding
lengthens. Similarly, when God is at verse symbolized power and influence,
the back of a people, their power and its "drawing in" in the present verse
influence increases. The present signifies decline and decay.
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and Who has made sleep for
rest,2680 and has made the day a
means of rise and progress.2680A
49. aAnd He it is Who sends the
winds as glad tidings before His
mercy, and We send down pure
water from the sky,2681
a

7:59; 15:23; 24:44.

2680. Important Words:
( سباتاrest) is derived from  سبتwhich
means, he rested; and was or became
quiet, still or motionless. ( سبتsabata)
means, he was or became affected
with the kind of sleep termed سبات, or
he swooned.  سباتprimarily signifies
rest and hence sleep or heavy sleep or
sleep that is hardly perceptible, like a
swoon; or the commencement of
sleep in the head until it reaches the
heart or the sleep of one who is sick,
i.e. light sleep (Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
'Night' in the verse represents the
night of spiritual darkness, i.e. the
period of spiritual darkness before the
advent of a Prophet or a Divine
Reformer; and 'day' symbolizes
spiritual dawn when a Divine
Reformer has already made his
appearance. The verse purports to say
that the night of spiritual darkness
that had enveloped the world,
particularly Arabia, before the advent
of the Holy Prophet is about to end
and the sun of spiritual light has
already arisen to illumine the whole
world.
2680A. Commentary:
The words, "has made the day a

means of rise and progress," may
refer to the advent of a Divine
Reformer when through him his
followers rise from the sleep of
spiritual sluggishness and make great
progress.
2681. Commentary:
The verse continuing the theme of
its predecessor speaks of the
appearance of the Holy Prophet and
likens his advent to the coming of
rain. Just as in the physical world
breezes herald the approach of rain,
and twilight that of dawn, similarly in
the spiritual world certain signs of
spiritual awakening take place before
the appearance of a Divine Reformer,
and there is a certain revolt in the air
against the existing corrupt state of
affairs. Before the Holy Prophet
was commissioned as a Divine
Messenger, there had appeared a class
of men who had declared their faith
in the Unity of God and had
discarded the worship of idols and
had preached against it. They were
known as hanif, i.e. those inclined to
God. They acted as harbingers who
gave the glad tidings that a great
Messenger of God was about to
appear.
"Rain" in the verse is spoken of as
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50. That We may thereby give
life to a dead land, and give it
for drink to Our creation—cattle
and men in great numbers.2682
51. And We have explained it to
them in diverse ways that they
may take heed, but most men
would reject everything but
disbelief.
52. If We had pleased, We could
have surely raised a Warner in
every city.2683
53. So obey not the disbelievers
and strive against them by
means of it (the Quran) a great
striving.2684
God’s mercy and elsewhere in the
Quran the Holy Prophet has also been
referred to as  رمحة للعاملنیi.e. mercy for
all the worlds (21:108).
2682. Commentary:
Arabia before the Holy Prophet’s
appearance was a spiritually dead
land. Heavenly rain in the form of the
Quranic revelation descended upon it
and the whole country began to
pulsate and vibrate with a new life
and in turn imparted a new life to the
world around it.
The words, "cattle and men" refer
to two classes of men. Those who had
become morally so depraved as
apparently to be beyond redemption
have been described as "cattle" and
those who were spiritually somewhat
better have been described as "men"
in this verse. The former have already
been referred to in v. 45 above. Both

these classes of people drank deep at
the fountain which the Holy Prophet
caused to flow and by drinking of the
Quranic elixir they got a new and
everlasting life.
2683. Commentary:
The Holy Prophet’s Message was
for the whole world. The verse
purports to say that God could have
raised a Messenger in every town but
the Holy Prophet’s time was not the
time for raising tribal Prophets,
because by the improvement in the
means of communication nations of
the world had become united into one
people. The oneness of humanity
required one Prophet for the whole of
mankind and such was Muhammad,
the Holy Prophet of Islam.
2684. Commentary:
This verse throws a flood of light
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54. aAnd He it is Who has
caused the two seas to flow, this
palatable and sweet, and that
saltish and bitter; and between
them He has placed a barrier
and a great partition.2685
a

35:13; 55:20, 21.

on the Islamic conception of jihad
which unfortunately has been much
misunderstood,
alike
by
the
adversaries
and
the so-called
followers of Islam. The great and real
jihad, according to this verse, is to
preach the Message of the Quran.
Thus to strive for the propagation of
Islam and the dissemination and
diffusion of its teachings is the jihad
which the Muslims are enjoined
always to carry on with unabated
zeal. The jihad with the sword which
the Holy Prophet and early Muslims
had to wage under their own peculiar
circumstances was a passing phase.
Those who sought to destroy Islam
by the sword themselves perished by
the sword. Unless a people wage war
against Muslims in order to
exterminate Islam, no fight in which
Muslims are engaged is called jihad,
but to fight in defence of one’s hearth
and home is also a very sacred duty
and those who are killed in such a
fight also die the death of martyrs,
according to a saying of the Holy
Prophet, viz.  من قتل دون ماله و عرضه فھو شھیدi.e.
he who is killed while defending his
property and honour is a martyr
(Bukhari Kitabu1-Mazalim wal-Ghasb).
It is worthy of note that this Surah
was revealed at Mecca when only a
few persons of no high social

standing had accepted Islam and even
those few individuals were being
severely persecuted and the fate of
the new Faith itself was hanging in
the balance. It was then out of the
question even remotely to refer to
jihad with the sword. In fact, jihad
with the sword was only a side issue
of the Prophet’s activities. The Holy
Prophet’s real jihad consisted in
unceasing fight against the forces of
darkness and he waged this jihad with
unabated zeal and undiminished
vigour as long as he lived and this
jihad will continue to be relentlessly
waged by his true followers till the
end of time, not with the sword but
with the Quran. It is to this jihad that
the verse under comment refers and it
is this jihad to which the Holy
Prophet referred when on returning
from an expedition he is reported to
have said  رجعنا من اجلھاد االصغر ایل اجلھاد االکربi.e.
we have returned from the smaller
jihad to the greater jihad (RaddulMuhtar). See also 22:40.
2685. Important Words:
( مرجcaused to flow) means, he
mixed two things together. مرج ال یشء
 بال یشءmeans, he mixed one thing with
another.  مرج الدابةmeans, he sent a beast
to pasture wherever it would. They
say  مرج لسانه یف اعراض الناسi.e. he let go his
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55. aAnd He it is Who has
created man from water, and has
made for him kindred by descent
a

24:46; 32:9.

tongue in abusing people and
backbiting them.  مرج البحرینmeans, He
(God) has mixed the two seas; He has
let them flow freely (Lane & Aqrab).
( فراتsweet) is derived from فرت
(faruta). They say  فرت املاءi.e. the water
was or became sweet or very sweet.
 فراتapplied to water means sweet,
very sweet or of the sweetest kind
that which subdues thirst by its
excessive sweetness (Lane & Aqrab).
( أجاجbitter) is derived from  أج. They
say  أجت النارi.e. the fire burned or
burned brightly or fiercely. أج املاء
means, the water was or became
saltish or bitter.  أجاجmeans, anything
burning to the mouth whether saltish
bitter or hot.  ماء أجاجmeans, water that
burns by its saltishness; or salt water
or very bitter water like the water of
the sea, or water of which no use is
made for drinking or for watering
seed-product or other purposes; or
very hot water (Lane, Aqrab &
Mufradat). See also 21:97.
( برزخpartition) is a thing that
intervenes between any two things; a
bar; an obstruction; or a thing that
separates two things i.e. a partition
(Lane). See also 23:101.
Commentary:
Taking "two waters" in the verse to
represent the true religion and the
false one, the verse signifies that both
Islam, the true religion, and other
corrupted faiths will continue to exist
side by side, the former yielding

sweet fruit and slaking the thirst of
the spiritual wayfarers and the latter
barren and bitter, incapable of
producing any good results.
The "two waters" may also signify
the water of the sea and that of the
river. The former is saltish and bitter
to taste while the latter is drinkable
and sweet. When the sweet water of
the river flows into the sea and
becomes mixed with its saltish water,
it also becomes bitter. As long as
these two waters keep themselves
separate, they have different tastes.
Similarly, when the teaching of a true
religion becomes mixed up with the
teachings of false religions, it loses its
sweetness and usefulness. But God
has so ordained that in spite of its
close proximity to false religions
Islam will never lose its sweet taste as
God has taken upon Himself to
protect and guard it (15:10). There is
an unbridgeable barrier between the
two which keeps them apart. Or the
word  حبرmeaning both river and sea,
the verse may signify that under the
system instituted by God rivers are
fed by rain and snow and their water
is always fresh, and though they fall
into the sea, sea water is always
saltish and bitter. This is in effect an
illustration of Divine guidance, which
when it is constantly reinforced by
fresh revelation remains fresh, sweet
and life-giving, but when it becomes
stale, it loses all value.
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and kindred by marriage; and
thy Lord is All-Powerful.2686
56. aAnd they worship beside
Allah that which can do them
no good nor harm them. And
the disbeliever is a helper
of Satan against his Lord.2687
57. bAnd We have not sent thee
but as a bearer of glad tidings
and a Warner.
58. cSay, ‘I ask of you no
recompense for it, save that
whoso chooses may take a way
unto his Lord.’2688
a

6:72; 10:107; 21:67; 22:13. b2:120; 5:20; 11:3; 35:25. c38:87; 42:24.

2686. Important Words:
( نسباkindred by descent). They say
 نسبهi.e. he mentioned his (i.e. another
person’s) relationship (lineage or
genealogy); he traced up his (i.e.
another person’s) lineage to his greatest
ancestor; he asked him to tell him his
lineage or genealogy.  نسبه ایل فالنmeans,
he referred or attributed his lineage or
origin to such a one.  نسبmeans,
origin, genealogy, pedigree, parentage
with respect to father and mother or
with respect to father only (Lane).
( صھرkindred by marriage) is derived
from ( صھرsahara). They say صھر ال یشء
i.e. he brought or drew the thing to
him.  صھر القوم او بالقوم او صھر فیھم اوالیھمmeans,
he took to himself a wife from among
the people.  أصھر الیھمor  أصھر بھمmeans,
he connected himself with them; and
became or made himself, an object of
inviolable respect, by a covenant of

mutual protection or by relationship
or by marriage.  صھرmeans,
relationship; nearness with respect to
kindred; a kinsman or kinswoman of
a man’s wife; and of a woman’s
husband or the father or brother or
other kinsman of a woman’s husband
and the father or brother or other
kinsman of a man’s wife; the sacred
tie of relationship by marriage (Lane
& Aqrab).
2687. Commentary:
The particle  عیلmeaning "against"
the expression  کان الکافر عیل ربه ظھریاwould
signify that the disbeliever helps and
aids those who fight and combat the
cause of God—the true religion.
2688. Important Words:
( إالsave) is used to signify the sense
of exception ( )إستثناءand in Arabic إستثناء
(exception) is of two kinds: (i) إستثناء
 متصلi.e. an exception in which the
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59. aAnd trust thou in the Living
One, Who dies not, and glorify
Him with His praise. And
sufficient is He as the Knower
of the sins of His servants,
60. bHe Who created the
heavens and the earth and all
that is between them in six
periods, then He settled Himself
firmly on the Throne. The
Gracious God! Ask thou then
concerning Him one who
knows.2689
a

26:218; 27:80; 33:49. b7:55; 11:8; 32:5; 57:5.

thing excepted belongs to the same
class or species to which the things
from which as exception is sought to
be made belong; (ii)  إستثناء منقطعi.e.
an exception in which the excepted
thing belongs to a different class or
species.  إالin the present verse is of
the latter category and the meaning is,
he who will take a way to his Lord,
let him do so.
Commentary:
The verse provides yet another
unassailable evidence that the Quran
gives complete and full freedom of
conscience and choice of religious
belief and practice.
2689. Commentary:
For a detailed discussion about عرش
see 10:4 & 20:6 and about  ستة ایامsee
10:4.
The expression  فاسأل به خبریاmay
mean; (1) "enquire then about it from
One Who knows, i.e. God." or

(2) "enquire then from Him Who
knows it" or (3) "enquire concerning
Him, i.e. God, from one who knows
i.e. the Holy Prophet."
In view of these meanings the
expression  فاسأل به خبریاwould signify:
(1) That if by reflecting on the great
and vast universe that lies spread
before your eyes and the wonderful
and absolutely flawless order and
arrangement that pervades and
permeates it, you are not convinced
of the existence of a Designer and
Creator Who must have created a
parallel spiritual universe and must
have made adequate provision for
man’s spiritual needs in it, as He has
made proper provision for his
physical needs in the physical
universe, then by prayer and
supplication invoke His help that He,
the Gracious God ( )الرمحنmay guide
you to the right path and may disclose
to you the truth of the Holy Prophet.
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61. And when it is said to them,
‘Submit to the Gracious God,’
they say, ‘And who is the
Gracious God? Shall we submit
to whatever thou biddest us?’
And it increases their aversion.
R. 6.

62. Blessed is He aWho has
made mansions in the heaven
and has placed therein a Lamp
and a Moon giving light.2690
a

15:17; 85:2.

in the preceding verse, viz. "And
Who is the Gracious God?" It means
to say that the Gracious God is "He
Who has made mansions in the
heavens and has placed therein a
Lamp and a Moon giving light." As
the Divine attribute "Gracious" is
intimately connected with the
creation of the universe and the
revelation of the Quran and as the
present verse points to the creation of
the physical firmament and by
implication to the spiritual firmament,
it forms an appropriate answer to the
impudent query of the disbelievers.
By alluding to the creation of the
heavens, the sun, the moon and the
stars that embellish and beautify
them, the verse draws attention to the
spiritual heaven which has its own
sun, moon and stars. The Holy
Prophet is the Sun of the spiritual
firmament, the Promised Messiah is
the Moon and the Holy Prophet’s
Companions and the learned and
Commentary:
righteous
savants
among
his
The verse constitutes an answer to followers are the stars of this spiritual
the query of disbelievers mentioned firmament. The Promised Messiah

(2) That because nobody has full
knowledge about the creation of the
heavens and the earth and about the
nature and significance of "God’s
settling himself on the Throne,"
therefore seek His assistance for true
understanding of this baffling enigma.
(3) That as God’s grace ( )رمحانیةhas
found its fullest expression in the Holy
Prophet, therefore, in order fully to
understand its nature make a deep
study of his life.
2690. Important Words:
( بروجاmansions) is the plural of برج
(burj) which is derived from the verb
( برجbaraja) which means, it was or
became apparent, manifest or
conspicuous; or it was or became
high or elevated. ( برجburj) means, a
tower; a sign of the Zodiac. بروج
means, mansions (i.e. the courses or
stages) of the moon or the stars, or
constellations or asterisms (Lane).
See also 15:17.
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63. aAnd He it is Who has made
the night and the day, each
following the other, for the
benefit of him who desires to
remember, or desires to be
grateful.2691
64. And the servants of the
Gracious God are bthose who
walk on the earth modestly and
c
when the ignorant address
them, they say, ‘Peace!’2692
a

36:38-41. b17:38; 31:19. c28:56.

borrowed his spiritual light from
the Holy Prophet. About his
Companions the Holy Prophet is
reported to have said: "My Companions
are like stars, whomsoever of them
you will follow, you will get right
guidance" (Razin).
2691. Commentary:
The simile begun in the preceding
verse is continued in the present one.
The verse purports to say that just as
in the physical world day follows night,
similarly in the spiritual realm when
darkness enshrouds the world God
raises a Reformer to give light to it.
The words "For him who desires to
remember" signify that seekers after
true knowledge may ponder over the
perfect design that pervades the
universe and thus may add to their
knowledge and wisdom.
The clause "who desires to be
grateful" means that men may also
think over the numerous benefits they
derive from the alternation of day and
night and may be grateful to God for
His manifold favours.

2692. Commentary:
With this verse begins a brief
description of the great moral and
spiritual revolution which that Sun of
the spiritual firmament—the Holy
Prophet—brought about among his
people. From  عباد الشیطانi.e. the sons of
darkness, they became  عباد الرمحانi.e.
the servants of the Gracious and
Beneficent God. The various qualities
of the righteous servants of the
Gracious God, referred to in this and
the following verses, are the opposite
counterparts of the vices from which
the people of the Holy Prophet
particularly suffered. The Divine
attribute  الرمحنi.e. the Gracious, has
been specially mentioned to show
that the great revolution referred to
above was brought about by the
teaching of the Quran whose
revelation has a direct and intimate
connection with this Divine attribute
as hinted in the verse  الرمحن علم القرٓانi.e.
the Gracious God Who taught the
Quran (55:2-3).
The verse also implies that the lives
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65. aAnd who spend the night
before their Lord, prostrate and
standing,2693
66. And who say, ‘Our Lord,
avert from us the punishment of
Hell; for the punishment thereof
is a most vehement torment.2694
67. It is indeed evil as a place of
rest and as an abode;’
68. And those who, when they
spend, bare neither extravagant
nor niggardly but adopt a
moderate position in the
middle;2695
69. And those who call not on
any other god along with Allah,
c
nor kill a person that Allah
has forbidden except for just
a

41:39; 73:21. b6:142; 7:32; 17:28. c6:152; 17:33, 34.

of God’s servants also bear testimony cleaves fast; lasting evil; perdition,
to the fact that He is ( الرمحنGracious). persistent and such as cleaves fast;
most vehement punishment or
2693. Commentary:
torment; hardship or difficulty and an
History bears witness to the fact affliction or a calamity or misfortune
that early Muslims, even in the field that befalls a man; eager desire (Lane,
of battle, while they had actually Aqrab & Mufradat).
remained engaged all day long in
fighting, spent their nights in prayer 2695. Important Words:
( لم یقرتواnor spend niggardly). See
and the remembrance of God.
2:237 & 10:27.
2694. Important Words:
( قواماa moderate position) is derived
( غراماmost vehement torment) is from  قامwhich means, he stood still in
derived from  غرمwhich means, he his place.  قاومهmeans, it was equal or
paid or discharged a thing after it had equivalent to it.  قوامmeans, stature of
become obligatory upon him.  غرم الدینa man; symmetry or justness of
means, he discharged the debt.  غرامproportion; moderation; stay or
means, a thing from which one is support of a thing; subsistence of a
unable to free himself; a thing such as man (Lane & Aqrab).
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cause, nor commit adultery (or
fornication), and he who does
that shall meet with the
punishment of sin;2696
70. aDoubled to him will be the
punishment on the Day of
Resurrection, and he will abide
therein disgraced,2696A
71. Except those who repent,
and bbelieve and do good deeds;
for as to these, Allah will
change their evil deeds into
good deeds; and Allah is Most
Forgiving, Merciful;2697
72. cAnd those who repent and
do good deeds, indeed turn to
Allah with true repentance;2698
a

4:15. b3:58; 6:49; 18:89; 19:61; 34:38. c5:40; 20:83; 28:68.

2696. Important Words:
( أثاماpunishment of sin) is infinitive
noun from  أثمwhich means, he fell
into or committed a sin or crime: he
did what was unlawful.  أثامmeans, the
requital or recompense of a sin or
crime or punishment thereof (Lane).
Commentary:
The verse deals with the three basic
sins, i.e. idolatry, murder and adultery,
the fountainheads of individual
depravity and social and sexual
immorality. The Quran has reverted
to these three sins again and again.

good deeds, and making amends for
all wrongs done to people. In short توبة
consists in bringing about a complete
change in one’s life, turning one’s
back completely and thoroughly on
one’s past.
2697. Commentary:
So complete and thorough was the
reformation brought about by the
Holy Prophet in the lives of his
followers that in the place of every
sin and crime in which they indulged
before Islam, they practised a
corresponding virtue. This is how
their evil deeds became converted
into good ones. Those who were the
very embodiment of vice became the
models of virtue and righteousness.

2696A. Commentary:
( توبةrepentance) signifies repenting
sincerely, truly and honestly of past
moral relapses with a firm resolve 2698. Commentary:
True and sincere repentance must
completely to shun all evil and do
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73. And those who bear not
false witness, and awhen they
pass by anything vain, they pass
on with dignity;2699
74. And those who, when they
are reminded of the Signs of
their Lord, fall not down thereat
deaf and blind;2700
75. And those who say, ‘Our
Lord, grant us of our wives and
children the delight of our eyes,
and make us a model for the
righteous.2701
a

23:4; 28:56.

be followed by good works. There
can be no true repentance without
good works. This is why the word تاب
i.e. repents, in the verse is followed
by the expression  عمل صاحلاi.e. and
does good works.
2699. Important Words:
 زورmeans, a lie; a falsehood; false
witness; association of others with
God; a place where lies are told; a
place where people hear singing and
entertain themselves with vain or
frivolous diversion; the assemblies of
polytheists; strength, etc. (Lane &
Aqrab).
Commentary:
In view of different meanings of the
word  زورgiven under "Important
Words" above, the expression ال یشھدون
 الزورwould mean: (a) they do not tell
lies; or (b) they do not go to places
where people indulge in telling lies
and in frivolous diversions, they do

not sit in the company of liars; or
(c) they do not associate false gods
with Allah or do not attend such
places where idolatry is practised; or
(d) they do not bear false witness. In
the last case the particle  بwill be
taken as understood before الزور.
2700. Commentary:
The words "they fall not deaf and
dumb thereat," mean that they listen
to the signs of God attentively and
with their eyes open. Their belief is
based on conviction and certainty and
not on mere hearsay.
2701. Commentary:
The word  إمامmeaning "leader" and
"model" (2:125 & 15:80), the verse
purports to say that a truly righteous
man is not satisfied with only
becoming righteous himself but aims
at being a model and pattern for other
righteous men to copy.
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76. It is such as will be
rewarded a ahigh place in
Paradise because they were
steadfast, and they will be
received therein with greeting
and peace,2702
77. Abiding therein. Excellent it
is as a place of rest and as an
abode.
78. Say to the disbelievers: ‘But
for your prayer to Him my Lord
would not care for you. You
have indeed rejected the truth,
and the punishment of your
rejection will now cleave to
you.’2703
a

34:38.

2702. Important Words:
( غرفةhighest place) is derived from
غرف. They say  غرف ال یشءi.e. he cut or
cut off the thing.  غرفةmeans, balcony;
chamber in the upper or uppermost
storey (Lane & Aqrab).
2703. Important Words:
( یعبؤcares) is derived from  عبأwhich
means, he packed up goods, put one
upon the other. They say  ما أعبأبهi.e.
what shall I do with it or I do not care
for, mind, heed or regard him, or I do

not receive anything from him, with
approbation, or I do not hold him to
be of any weight or worth; or I do not
esteem him (Lane & Mufradat).
Commentary:
The verse means to say that God
has created man to serve a grand and
noble object. If he turns his back on
the object of his creation, he forfeits
God’s mercy and makes himself
deserving of His displeasure. That
sublime purpose of man’s creation is
referred to in vv. 51-57.
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CHAPTER 26
ASH-SHU‘ARA’
(Revealed before Hijrah)
Date of Revelation
A large majority of scholarly opinion regards this Surah as of Meccan
origin, but according to Muqatil vv. 198 and 225 belong to the Medinite
period. Ibn ‘Abbas and Qatadah, however, are of the opinion that vv. 225-228
alone were revealed at Mecca. But this discrimination between certain verses
as being of Meccan origin and certain others as having been revealed at
Medina is only arbitrary. Generally, the commentators base this haphazard
distinction on the subject matter of the verses in question which, according to
them, deal with the conditions and circumstances in Mecca or Medina at the
time when the relevant verse or verses were revealed or some particular
incident which occurred in Mecca or Medina at that time. But thus to assign a
particular verse or verses to the Meccan or Medinite period without giving
sound and solid arguments or some incontestable historical evidence in
support of such an assumption is at best hypothetical. Muqatil, for instance,
holds v. 198 as having been revealed at Medina simply because it speaks of
the "learned men of the Children of Israel" with whom the Muslims came in
contact at Medina. If this fact alone were to be accepted as the criterion for
determining as to whether a particular verse was revealed at Mecca or
Medina, then both Surah Maryam and Surah Ta Ha, which were definitely
revealed at Mecca, will have to be regarded as belonging to the Medinite
period because they deal with Christianity and the Israelite Prophets, and the
Muslims came in contact with Jews and Christians at Medina. This method of
determining the period of the revelation of the Quranic verses or Surahs is not
safe and is calculated to lead to wrong conclusions. The only safe guide in this
respect is authentic historical evidence, the rest is mere conjecture and surmise.
From this Surah a departure has been made in the subject matter of the
Quran. From Surah Yunus, the Quran had directed its address principally to
the Jews and the Christians. With the present chapter, the Muslims take the
place of these two peoples and the form, nature and scope of the address have
been changed, therefore, from this Surah a change has also taken place in the
( مقطعاتabbreviated letters) placed at the head of the Surahs. The present Surah
has been named ( الشعراءpoets) in order to drive home to Muslims the supreme
lesson that success comes to a people only when their profession and practice
go together and that empty talk like that of the poets leads nowhere.
Connection with the Preceding Surah
The preceding Surah had ended on the note that it would be a great
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mistake to suppose that God would allow the time-honoured system that had
come into being through the great religions of the world to be destroyed. On
the contrary, God had created man to demonstrate in his person His great
attributes and in order that he should respond to the Divine Call. If man does
not fulfil the great and sublime object of his creation, then there is no need or
justification for him to exist and no need for God to feel any hesitancy in
destroying him. In the Surah under comment we are told that in his love and
solicitude for humanity, the Holy Prophet feels grieved at this apprehended
possibility and wishes and desires that man may be saved. This desire of the
Holy Prophet no doubt proceeds from his great love for mankind. The
destruction of man, however, does not apparently seem to be quite in harmony
with the Divine design. The Divine design is that having been endowed with
knowledge of and insight into the Heavenly plan, man should be vouchsafed
the opportunity to discover, with his own will and endeavour, the ways of the
nearness of God and then should try to attain such nearness. But if he refuses
to do so, he should suffer the consequences of his refusal. The Surah then
proceeds to tell us that if man had not been endowed with the discretion and
ability to make a choice, he would have become a mere machine and an
automaton and would not have been considered as a being made in the image
of God. So man must act and conduct himself in harmony with the Divine
scheme without which he cannot attain true and real salvation.
Subject Matter
The Surah particularly deals with the Divine attributes, Latif
(Benignant), Sami‘ (Hearing), Malik (King) and Rahim (Merciful), and gives
sound and solid arguments and reasons to prove that God is Holy, He hears
the prayers of His creatures, He is Merciful and He is the King and Ruler of
the whole universe. It proceeds to say that the Quran gives its own arguments
and proofs and needs no extraneous help or support to substantiate and
establish the truth of its claims and teachings. It is further stated that the Holy
Prophet’s grief at the refusal of disbelievers to accept the Divine Message will
be of no avail to them because it is entirely their own choice whether to accept
or reject the truth, and God will not compel them to accept it. As disbelievers
have deliberately preferred disbelief to belief therefore they have become far
removed from the realities of life and only mock and jeer at truth.
The Surah then goes on to say that as for the fulfilment of human
needs and requirements, God has created pairs in all things in the physical
world. It stands to reason that in the spiritual realm also He should have
created their counterparts. This arrangement shows that God is Almighty and
Merciful.
Next, it gives in detail the story of Moses: How he was entrusted with
his great mission and was commanded to go with his brother, Aaron, to
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Pharaoh to preach to him the Divine Message and to ask him to let him take
the Israelites out of Egypt, and how Pharaoh taunted him for being ungrateful
as he had been brought up in his house, and how Moses turned the tables upon
him by telling him that instead of taunting him with ingratitude, he (Pharaoh)
should have felt ashamed of himself for having unjustly held his (Moses’)
people in bondage. It is further stated that having been utterly confounded by
Moses’ rejoinder, Pharaoh sought to change the subject and began to ask
questions about the existence of God. But when Moses gave devastating
answers to these questions, Pharaoh threatened him with imprisonment. And
when Moses showed him the sign of the rod and of the white hand, no course
was left open to him but to accuse him (Moses) of being a sorcerer and an
adventurer who sought political leadership. In order to defeat Moses, as he
thought, with his own weapons, Pharaoh summoned magicians from all over
the land, but they were completely confounded and discomfited and came to
believe in Moses there and then.
The Surah then sheds further light on the activities of Moses, who in
pursuance of Divine command succeeded in taking the Israelites out of Egypt,
and we are told that having been severely mortified and enraged at the escape
of the Israelites, Pharaoh followed them in hot pursuit with his mighty hosts,
but the Israelites safely went ashore while Pharaoh and his hosts were
drowned in the sea. Then to illustrate that truth always triumphs in the long
run and opposition to it comes to grief, the Surah gives instances of Prophets
Abraham, Noah, Hud, Salih, Lot and Shu‘aib. Abraham demonstrated to his
people the folly and futility of idol worship and invited them to the worship of
Almighty God Who hears the prayers of His votaries and Who controls the
universe, and makes provision for the physical needs of man and also
provides spiritual guidance for him. He gives life and brings about death and
in Him all hopes are centred. To this most sympathetic and solicitous
harangue of Abraham, his people, after the manner of the opponents of former
Prophets, returned the arrogant reply that on no account would they give up
the religion of their forefathers. They rejected the Divine Message and were
punished, because it is the invariable law of God that the arrogant and the
wicked disbelievers are punished for their rejection of truth.
Abraham’s account is followed by that of Noah. Noah’s people also
rejected him on the ground that he sought to remove all social distinctions. He
told them that true criterion to judge who was really high and noble and who
was low and ignoble was good conduct and righteous deeds and not power,
wealth and social status. His people, instead of listening to his message,
threatened him with violence and incurred the wrath of God. Noah was
followed by Hud and Salih. Both these Divine Prophets also tried hard to
make their people realize that it was not material pomp and power but good
morals and spiritual strength upon which really depended the life and strength
of a people. But their people also turned a deaf ear to their preachings and
opposed them and persecuted them and declared with boastful arrogance that
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they would not give their allegiance to men of no consequence. The inevitable
result of their opposition was that Divine punishment descended upon them.
The people of Lot and Shu‘aib fared no better. The former indulged in
unnatural moral vice and the latter were dishonest in their commercial
dealings. They, too, refused to listen to their Prophets and ignored Divine
warnings, and consequently were seized with Divine punishment.
Towards its end the Surah reverts to the subject with which it had
commenced, viz. that the Quran is the revealed Word of God. It further says
that in order to prove the truth of its claims and teachings the Quran gives
solid and sound arguments and adds that the Prophets of yore have testified to
its truth and have made prophecies about it, and the learned men of Israel also
are convinced in their heart of hearts of its truth because it fulfils prophecies
which are contained in their scriptures. Moreover, the Quran has been
revealed in the tongue of its immediate addressees, the Arabs. If it had been
revealed in a foreign tongue, they would not have understood it. But now that
it has been revealed in their own tongue they cannot refuse to accept it on the
pretext of its not having been revealed in their own tongue. It, however, seems
clear that like the opponents of truth in the past they would not accept it, and
by their persistent rejection would incur God’s displeasure. They should
realize that if the Holy Prophet is a true Messenger of God, they would not
escape Divine punishment.
The disbelievers are then invited to ponder over the teachings of the
Quran and to see if such a noble and sublime teaching could have been the
work of Satan or if the Holy Prophet could have produced it himself. The
teachings of the Quran bear a close resemblance to those of the old scriptures,
and satanic people evidently can have no access to the Source of these
teachings. Satans descend only upon liars and sinners and upon those who
forge lies and coin and copy falsehood. The poets derive inspiration from
these votaries of falsehood and are in turn followed by men of low morals and
of no fixed principles. The poets and their followers take delight in tall,
meaningless talk, but do not act upon what they profess and preach. As
against them the righteous servants of God preach truth and serve and suffer
for their noble ideals and therefore triumph and prevail in the long run.
The Surah closes with enjoining the Holy Prophet to continue to
preach the Unity and Oneness of God, first of all to his own people and then
to educate and train believers for the promotion and furtherance of the great
cause of Islam. He is further enjoined not to have anything to do with
disbelievers and to trust in the Almighty and Merciful God under Whose
protection and fostering care he passes his days, Who keeps a constant watch
over him and Who will very soon end the state of dispersion of Muslims and
will bring them together in a place where they will live in peace and
prosperity and will worship none but the One True God in perfect safety and
security.
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(ASH-SHU‘ARA’)
1. In the name of Allah, the
Gracious, the Merciful.2704
2. Ta Sin Mim.2705
a

a

See 1:1.

2704. Commentary:
See 1:1.
2705. Commentary:
The ( مقطعاتabbreviated letters) طسم
may stand for the three Divine
attributes, viz. Benignant, AllHearing and All-Knowing; the letter ط
representing the Divine attribute لطیف
(Benignant),  سrepresenting سیع
( مAllHearing) and  مstanding for ( علیمAllKnowing). These  مقطعاتshow that in
the present and the following few
Surahs, which are similar and
subordinate to the present Surah, in
subject-matter, light has been shed on
the fact that God is humanity’s Great
Benefactor; He is Kind and
Compassionate to His servants; He
hears their prayers and supplications
and knows the inmost secrets of their
hearts and all their needs and
requirements and fulfils them. They
further show that light has also been
thrown in these Surahs on the laws
and rules which regulate and govern
the universe and thus demonstrate
Divine Majesty, Dignity and Glory
and that sound and solid arguments
have been given to support and
substantiate what the Quran asserts
and claims. These  مقطعاتgive such a
beautiful and complete picture of

Divine attributes as no other revealed
Scripture has done and by implication
exhort a Muslim to assimilate and
develop in his person these attributes
because God has created man in His
own image and to the extent to which
he assimilates Divine attributes, to
that extent he rises morally and
spiritually and becomes his Creator’s
manifestation.
The present and next two Surahs
form a special group known as the
( طسمTa Sin Mim) group. These three
Surahs bear a very close resemblance
to each other in their subject-matter
and were revealed in the same period
at Mecca. As all of them deal
particularly with the life-story of
Moses in some detail, some
commentators of the Quran have
taken the abbreviated letters  طسمas
standing for Mount Sinai and Moses;
 طسstanding for ( طور سیناءMount Sinai)
and  مfor ( مویسMoses).
The fact that the present Surah and
28th Surah are prefixed with the
abbreviated letters  طسمand give a
much more detailed account of the
different phases of Moses’ chequered
life, coupled with the fact that the 27th
Surah has only  طسplaced in its
beginning (the letter  مhaving been
significantly omitted) and makes only
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3. aThese are verses of the clear
Book.2706
4. bHaply thou wilt grieve
thyself to death because they
believe not.2707
a

12:2; 15:2; 27:2; 28:3. b18:7.

a very brief reference to him, lends
additional weight to the inference that
this letter stands for Moses.
It may also be added that the three
Divine attributes Benignant, AllHearing and All-Knowing have also a
strong bearing on the life story of
Moses, related in some detail in these
three Surahs.
For
a
detailed
explanation,
however, of ( مقطعاتabbreviated
letters) see 2:2 & 19:2.

ordinances but also supports and
substantiates what it says and claims
by solid arguments and sound
reasons; (2) that it is not only clear in
itself but makes clear the obscurities
and ambiguities that are to be found
in previous revealed scriptures; and
(3) that all that is essential for the
attainment of nearness to God and all
that relates to the laws of the
Shari‘ah, to ethics and to matters of
belief has been made quite clear in it.
This is a quality which the Quran
possesses to the entire exclusion of
all other revealed Books. Other
scriptures are only ( مستبنیclear in
themselves) but the Quran is not only
 مستبنیbut is also ( مبنیmakes clear the
obscurities that are to be found in
other Books). What adds to the
beauty of the Quran as ( کتاب مبنیclear
and perspicuous Book) is that all its
teachings are in perfect harmony with
( کتاب مکنونpreserved Book) i.e. pure
and unsullied nature.

2706. Important Words:
( مبنیclear) as active participle from
 أبانwhich is derived from  بانwhich
being intransitive means it (the thing)
was or became clear, manifest, plain,
etc.  أبانis used both as transitive and
intransitive.  أبان احلقor ( استبان احلقhaqqu)
means, the truth became apparent and
( أبان احلقhaqqa) means, he made the
truth clear.  مبنیtherefore means,
(1) that which itself is clear and
manifest; (2) that which makes other
things clear and (3) that which cuts
off one thing from another and 2707. Important Words:
For  باخعsee 18:7.
renders it distinct and separate from it
(Lane & Aqrab). See also 2:169.
Commentary:
Commentary:
The verse speaks volumes for
The word  مبنیas its meanings show, the Holy Prophet’s concern and
points to the following three salient solicitude for the spiritual well-being
features of the Quran, viz. (1) that it of his people. His grief over
not only states facts and makes their rejection of his message and
prophecies and lays down laws and opposition to it had almost killed him.
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5. If We please, We can send
down to them a Sign from the
heaven, so that their necks will
bow down before it.2708
6. aAnd there comes not to them
a new Reminder from the
Gracious God, but they turn
away from it.2709
a

21:3, 43.

He knew that if his people did not
desist from opposing him and did not
give up their evil ways, Divine wrath
would descend upon them. The
realization of this fact lay very heavy
upon his heart. God’s Messengers and
His Prophets are full of the milk of
human kindness. They cry and weep
and grieve for mankind. But such is
human ingratitude that those very
people for whom they feel so deeply
persecute them and seek to kill them.
2708. Important Words:
( اعناقnecks) is the plural of عنق
(‘unuqun) which is derived from عنق
(‘aniqa) which means, his neck
became tall.  عنقmeans, neck, a
portion of good; the upper portion of
an elevated tract of land; the leaders
or chiefs of a people, a company or a
large company of men. They say جاء ین
 عنق من الناسi.e. a party of men came to
me. The word also means, the first
part of everything. They say مات فالن یف
 عنق الصیفi.e. such a one died in the
beginning of summer.  ھم عنق الیکmeans,
they are inclined and listening to thee
or expecting thee (Lane & Aqrab).
 اعناقtherefore means, (a) different
parties; (b) leaders; (c) those who
are waiting for a sign to come.

Commentary:
The verse means to say that the
Holy Prophet’s grief for his
disbelieving people will not be in
vain. If they do not cease opposing
him, they will be visited with the sign
of punishment which will humiliate
and debase their leaders. That great
sign was witnessed by the Quraish in
the Battle of Badr when they suffered
a most humiliating defeat at the hands
of a small number of poor and illequipped Muslims and when almost
all their great leaders were killed.
Again they witnessed it in the Fall of
Mecca when the cause of Islam
triumphed fully and completely and
the Quraish saw that they had to seek
pardon from one whom they had hunted
out of his native city and upon whose
head they had placed a heavy price.
2709. Commentary:
The word "new" means, "in a new
form" or "with new details". In fact,
all Divine Laws are similar in their
fundamentals and basic teachings. It
is only in details that they differ. Or a
new Law is revealed in a changed
form in order to suit the ideas, needs
and requirements of the particular
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7. aThey have, indeed, treated it
as a lie, but soon there will
come to them the tidings of that
at which they mocked.2710
8. bHave they not looked at the
earth, how many of every noble
species have We caused to grow
therein?2711
9. In that there is a Sign indeed;
but most of these would not
believe.
10. And verily thy Lord—He is
the Mighty, the Merciful.2712
a

6:35; 22:43; 35:26; 40:6. b36:34-37.

time in which it is revealed. Some 2712. Commentary:
Prophets come with a new Law, while
In the present Surah brief accounts
others only serve the existing Law.
of several great Prophets of God have
been given and the account of every
2710. Commentary:
The verse has an implied allusion to Prophet has ended with the words,
the Biblical prophecy, viz. "the stone "Verily thy Lord is the Mighty, the
which the builders rejected has Merciful." These words imply that
become the head of the corner" (Matt. the circumstances of the Holy
Prophet will resemble those of the
21:42).
Prophets mentioned in this Surah. He
2711. Commentary:
will go through the same trials and
Of all Divine Books it is the Quran tribulations through which they had
which declared this great scientific to pass and will face the same
truth as far back as about 1400 years tempests and temptations which those
that all things have been created in Prophets had to meet, but whereas the
pairs. The verse further implies that Mighty God seized and destroyed the
when in the physical world all things enemies of those Prophets, in the case
have been created in pairs, it stands to of the Holy Prophet the Mighty God
reason that in the spiritual world also will not only manifest His might and
things should be in pairs—a Moses or power in giving victory to the Holy
a Jesus should have his counterpart Prophet and in making his cause
and the Mosaic Dispensation should triumph and prosper but will also
also have its counterpart—the Islamic show mercy to his people, inasmuch
Dispensation.
as only a small minority of them will
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R. 2.

11. And remember when thy
Lord called Moses, saying, ‘Go
to the wrongdoing people—2713
12. The people of Pharaoh. Will
they not fear God?’
13. He said, ‘My Lord, bI fear
that they will treat me as a liar;
14. And my breast is straitened
c
and my tongue is not fluent;
therefore, dsend word to
Aaron.2714
15. eAnd they have a charge
against me, so I fear that they
will kill me.’ 2715
a

20:25; 79:17-18. b20:46; 28:35. c20:28. d20:31. e28:34.

be destroyed while an overwhelming impediment and hence eloquent or
majority
will
receive
Divine chaste in speech (Lane & Aqrab).
forgiveness and mercy and in the end
Commentary:
will accept his Message.
The verse suggests that Moses did
not seem to feel that he was quite
2713. Commentary:
The account of the seven great equal to the great task with which
Prophets mentioned in the Surah he was being entrusted. The
begins with the story of Moses, the responsibilities of prophethood are
greatest of all the Israelite Prophets indeed very heavy. At the time of the
and the like of the Holy Prophet first revelation the Holy Prophet
Muhammad. As many as fifty eight himself felt overwhelmed with anxiety.
verses have been devoted to him.
2715. Important Words:
For  ذنبsee 3:17. According to
2714. Important Words:
Imam
Raghib any error or fault which
 ال ینطلقis derived from طلق. They say
produces
a harmful result and for
 طلقت الناقةi.e. the she-camel was or
broke loosed from her bond.  طلقت املرأةwhich one is liable to account is ذنب.
 زوجھاmeans the woman was or became It may be deliberate or committed
divorced or separated from her through inadvertence.
husband.  انطلق لسانهmeans, his tongue Commentary:
was or became eloquent or chaste in
The words "they have a charge
speech or was or became free from against me" show that the people of
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16. aGod said, “Not so, go then,
both of you, with Our Signs; We
are with you and We hear.2716
17. So go to Pharaoh, and say,
‘We are the Messengers of the
Lord of the worlds,2717
a

28:36.

Pharaoh had charged Moses with the
murder of an Egyptian, not that
Moses was actually guilty of a
deliberate murder.
The incident referred to here is
mentioned in Exod. 2:11-15. In the
Quran it is referred to in 28:16-21,
where it is stated that it was not
intentional murder. Moses was
defending an Israelite whom an
Egyptian was beating and in the
scuffle the latter happened to be
killed. The words "I fear that they
may kill me", should not be
understood to mean that Moses was
afraid of death. He was afraid lest the
Egyptians should kill him on the
charge of his having killed an
Egyptian, before he should have
delivered his message and have
fulfilled his mission which was dearer
to him than life itself.
2716. Important Words:
 کالmeans, no; by no means; on the
contrary; by all means; at any rate;
truly. The particle is also used to
remonstrate with a person and to tell
him that what he says is not correct,
or it is used for rejecting the request
of a person (Aqrab & Baqa).

had made one request to God and one
statement of fact. The request was
that because he was not eloquent in
speech the great task of conveying
the Divine Message to Pharaoh might
be entrusted to his brother, Aaron.
And he had reinforced this request by
the statement that the people of
Pharaoh had a charge of murder
against him and on that plea they
might kill him. The particle ( کالby no
means) may apply either to the
request or to the statement of Moses.
As applying to Moses’ request it may
signify that his request for the
transfer of the great mission to Aaron
could not be granted and as applying
to the statement it may signify that
the people of Pharaoh would not be
able to lay hands on him. Or the
particle may signify both things at the
same time, viz. that Moses himself
would have to carry the great mission
though his brother would also be
appointed as his assistant and that he
should not fear being killed by the
people of Pharaoh because they
would not be able to lay hands on him.

2717. Commentary:
Commentary:
The word  رسولhere is in the singular
In the preceding two verses Moses while the subject  اناand the verbs
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18. To tell thee to send the
children of Israel with us.
19. Pharaoh said, ‘Did we not
bring thee up among us as a
child? And thou didst stay among
us many years of thy life.
20. aAnd thou didst do thy deed
which thou didst, and thou art
of the ungrateful.’2718
21. Moses said, ‘I did do it then,
and I was one of the erring.2719
a

20:41; 28:16.

used are in the dual number. In
Arabic it is permissible sometimes to
use singular predicate for a subject in
the dual or plural number, as they say
 وکمییل، ھذان رسویلi.e. those two are my
messengers and my agents, the words
 رسولand  وکیلbeing in the singular.
The Arabs also say  ھؤالء رسویلi.e. those
are
my
messengers
(Bayan).
Elsewhere in the Quran (26:78) a
similar construction has been used as
 فاھنم عدو میلi.e. they are my enemies, the
word  عدوbeing in the singular but
giving the sense of a plural.
2718. Commentary:
The reference in the verse seems to
be to an Egyptian having been killed
by Moses. Pharaoh regards himself
and his people, the Egyptians, as the
great benefactors of the Israelites and
accuses Moses of gross ingratitude in
having killed an Egyptian, his own
and that of his people’s benefactor. It
seems impudent on Pharaoh’s part to
have called himself a benefactor of
the Israelites whom he had kept in

bondage and had treated them worse
than animals, exacting from them the
hardest and most humiliating labour.
It is to this impudence of Pharaoh that
Moses drew his attention in the verse
under comment.
2719. Important Words:
( ضالنیthe erring) is the plural of ضال
which is the active participle from ضل
which means, he erred; he did not
find the way; he was perplexed and
did not know what to do; he was
confounded or perplexed and unable
to see his right course; he was lost; he
was lost in love (Aqrab, Lane & Lisan).
Commentary:
The verse signifies that when the
Israelite called Moses for help against
the Egyptian, he did not know what
to do, and being anxious to help the
Israelite (28:16-21) gave the Egyptian
a blow with his closed fist which
caused his death. The death was
accidental and not deliberate because
ordinarily a blow with the fist does
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22. aSo I fled from you when I
feared you; then my Lord
granted me right judgment
and made me one of the
Messengers.2719A
23. And this favour of bringing
me up as a child with which
thou tauntest me, does thou
put forward against thy having
enslaved the children of
Israel.’2720
24. Pharaoh said, b‘And what is
the Lord of the worlds?’2721
a

28:22. b20:50.

not cause the death of a person.
If  ضالنیbe taken in the sense of
'being lost in love', the verse would
depict Moses as saying that it was on
account of his great love for his
oppressed people that he came to
the help of the Israelite and gave a
blow to the Egyptian, which resulted
in his death.

for the manifold favours which, he
said, he had done to his people. The
present verse constitutes a crushing
reply from Moses’ mouth to
Pharaoh’s impudent remark. Moses is
described as saying to Pharaoh that
he should be ashamed of referring to
any good that he thinks he had done
to his people as he (Pharaoh) had kept
them for generations under the most
2719A. Commentary:
debasing and degrading form of
By the words, "made me one of the bondage which had killed in them all
Messengers," Moses means that the sense of dignity, initiative and
very fact that God has made him a ambition to rise to their full stature.
Prophet is a proof that what he had
done was not an intentional wrong 2721. Commentary:
Moses’ reply to Pharaoh as
but an unwitting act done on the spur
mentioned in the preceding verse
of the moment.
seemed utterly to have confounded
2720. Commentary:
him and he (Pharaoh) at once
When Moses presented to Pharaoh changed the subject, seeking to
the Divine Message and called upon involve Moses in a metaphysical
him to accept it, Pharaoh began to discussion about the existence and
recount the supposed evil deeds of Person of the Divine Being and the
Moses and accused him of ingratitude nature of His attributes.
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25. Moses said, a‘The Lord of
the heavens and the earth and of
all that is between the two, if
you would believe.’2722
26. Pharaoh said to those
around him, ‘Do you not
hear?’2723
27. Moses said, ‘Your Lord, and
the Lord of your fathers of
yore.’2724
28. Pharaoh said, b‘Most surely,
this Messenger of yours who
has been sent to you is a
madman.’2725
29. Moses said, c‘The Lord of
the East and of the West, and of
all that is between the two, if
you did but understand.’2726
a

44:8. b44:15. c2:116; 55:18.

2722. Commentary:
The words 'Lord of the heavens and
the earth' refer to the vastness of
God’s dominion in respect of space.

had referred to the vastness of God’s
dominion and control in respect of
space. In this verse he refers to God’s
dominion in respect of time.

2725. Commentary:
The verse may mean that seeing that
Moses, without paying any attention
to his interruption and warning, had
continued his arguments, Pharaoh
thought that he was not in full
possession of his senses; or he thought
that like a madman Moses would
listen to nobody but would go on
2724. Commentary:
harping on his own theme; and he said
Without
heeding
Pharaoh’s this in so many words.
interruption mentioned in the
previous verse Moses continues his 2726. Commentary:
argument. In the preceding verse he
With the words, 'Lord of the East
2723. Commentary:
The verse depicts Pharaoh as trying
to incite his people against Moses by
hinting that he was insulting their
gods by ascribing the kingdom of the
heavens and earth to Allah as it were
their own gods who held sway over
all the universe.
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30. aPharaoh said, ‘If thou
takest a god other than me, I
will certainly put thee into
prison.’2727
31. Moses said, ‘What, even
though I bring thee something
that is manifest!’2728
32. bPharaoh said, ‘Bring it
then, if thou speakest the truth.’
33. So he threw down his rod,
and behold! cit was a serpent
plainly visible.2729
a

28:39. b7:107. c7:108.

and the West,' Moses completes his
argument about the undisputed
lordship of God over the entire
universe. These words refer to the
vastness of God’s kingdom in respect
of directions and sides. They may
also contain an effective hint to the
falseness of the polytheistic beliefs of
the Egyptians who worshipped the
sun and therefore looked upon the
East and the West as belonging to
their own gods.

stratagem also failed, he resorted to
giving open threats to Moses. Such
invariably are the tactics used by
those who feel that their case is weak.
In fact, such tactics imply a
confession of defeat on the part of the
person who uses them.
The Egyptians were a nation of idolworshippers. They worshipped wood
and stones, the sun and stars. They had
their animal gods and human gods.
Fire, water and other natural elements
were also worshipped by them. Their
2727. Commentary:
Pharaohs question contained in gods were legion. It was, therefore,
v. 24 above, viz. "And what is the nothing strange on the part of Pharaoh
Lord of the worlds?" was so ably and also to lay claim to Divinity.
effectively answered by Moses that 2728. Commentary:
he did not know how to contradict
Moses remains undaunted by
him. At first he had recourse to threats of violence on the part of
interruptions in order to silence Pharaoh and seems prepared to
Moses. When these tactics failed in advance more arguments in support
their purpose, he sought to divert the of his claims if Pharaoh would only
attention of the audience by playing listen to him.
upon their feelings of patriotism and
by making disparaging remarks 2729. Commentary:
The miracles referred to in this and
concerning Moses. When this
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34. aAnd he drew forth his
hand, and lo! it was white for
the beholders.
R. 3.
b

35. Pharaoh said to the chiefs
around him, ‘This is surely a
skilful magician.
36. cHe seeks to turn you out of
your land by his magic. Now
what do you advise?’2730
37. dThey said, ‘Put him off and
his brother awhile and send into
the cities summoners,
a

7:109; 20:23. b7:110. c7:111; 20:58, 64. d7:112; 10:80.

the following verse have been fully
discussed in 7:107-108, and 20:2123. Briefly, it may be stated here that
the rod of Moses did not actually turn
into a serpent. It appeared to the
audience as if it were a serpent. In
fact, it was a vision of Moses in
which the whole assembly were made
to join. Now a rod in a vision
symbolizes a community and the
serpent an enemy. Thus by the
miraculous happening Moses was
made to understand that if he cast
away his people from him, they
would become veritable serpents but
if he kept them under his fostering
care they would grow into a strong
and well-knit community and would
not only become men of light and
learning themselves but would also
impart these things to others.
Moses’ white hand seemed also to
signify that the great spiritual

movement he had founded would one
day enlighten the world with divine
light and that his teaching would
radiate and his people would undergo
a complete transformation, and would
become a community of highly
righteous men. In fact, noble and
righteous servants of God to whom
He entrusts the task of bringing about
a great change in the lives of his
people become invested with a divine
light which sometimes takes a
material form and is seen by other
people also.
2730. Commentary:
Pharaoh here plays upon the
patriotic feelings of the Egyptians and
thus seeks to incite them against
Moses by telling them that he desires
to take possession of their land. The
enemies of truth stoop to any kind of
lie to achieve their ends.
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38. aWho should bring thee
every skilful sorcerer.’2731
39. bSo the magicians were
assembled together at the
appointed time on a fixed day.
40. cAnd it was said to the
people, ‘Will you also gather
together,
41. So that we may follow the
magicians if they are the
winners?’
42. And, when the magicians
came, they said to Pharaoh,
‘Shall we have a reward if we
are the winners?’2732
43. dHe said, ‘Yes, and surely
then you will be among those
who are near my person.’2733
44. eMoses said to them, ‘Now
throw ye what you have to
throw.’
a

7:113. b7:113; 20:59. c20:60. d7:115. e7:117; 10:81; 20:67.

2731. Important Words:
 سحارis the intensive form of ساحر
(plural  سحرةand  )ساحرونand means a
great sorcerer. With the addition of
( علیمexpert) the sense has been very
much intensified. ( سحرSihr) means,
magic, sorcery, spell; magic-charms;
anything
charming,
captivating,
fascinating deceiving, deluding (Lane
& Aqrab). See also 7:110,117 & 10:77.

if we are the winners,' show (1) that
the magicians were professional
sorcerers whose standard of morality
was very low; and (2) that they were
not sure of their success.

2733. Commentary:
Pharaoh seems to have been
overwhelmed with the arguments
advanced by Moses and seeks to
defeat him at any cost. He offers the
magicians a very tempting bait. They
2732. Commentary:
seem to have been offered very high
The words, 'shall we have a reward posts at the royal court.
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45. So they threw down their
ropes and their rods, and said,
‘By Pharaoh’s honour, it is we
who will surely win.’2734
46. aThen Moses threw down
his rod, and lo! it swallowed up
all that which they had
fabricated.2735
47. bThereupon the magicians
were impelled to fall down
prostrate.2736
48. They said, ‘We believe in
the Lord of the worlds,
49. cThe Lord of Moses, and of
Aaron.’2737
a

7:118; 20:70. b7:121; 20:71. c7:123; 20:71.

deception
of
the
magicians.
Moreover, it was not the rod changed
into a serpent which undid the magic
of the magicians, but it was the rod
itself which exposed the deception
they had wrought on the spectators by
2735. Important Words:
breaking to pieces the things which
( یأفکونfabricated) is derived from under the influence of the magic the
 أفکwhich means, he hid; he uttered a spectators had taken for real serpents.
falsehood; he said what was not true; 2736. Commentary:
i.e. he fabricated or invented a lie.
The verse contains a beautiful
 أفاکmeans, a great or habitual liar illustration of the invincible power of
(Lane & Aqrab).
truth and that of falsehood having
For  تلقفsee 7:118.
feet of clay. The magicians were won
over to truth at the spot. Those who
Commentary:
The verse makes it quite clear that had come to scoff remained to pray.
the rod of Moses did not swallow the 2737. Commentary:
rods and ropes of the magicians but it
The words "the Lord of Moses and
"swallowed up all that which they of Aaron" being case in apposition to
had fabricated;" i.e. it utterly the words, "the Lord of all the
destroyed the imposture, forgery and worlds" in the preceding verse,
2734. Important Words:
( عزةhonour) means, honour; high
position; might and power; pride;
consciousness of one’s high position
and rank (Lane & Aqrab).
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50. aPharaoh said, ‘You have
believed in him before I gave
you leave? He is surely your
chief who has taught you magic.
But you shall know the
consequences thereof I will
most surely cut off your hands
and your feet on alternate sides,
and I will most surely crucify
you all.’2738
51. bThey said, ‘There is no
harm; to our Lord shall we
return.2739
52. cWe do hope that our Lord
will forgive us our sins, since
d
we are the first among the
believers.’
a

7:124-125; 20:72.b7:126; 20:73. c5:85. d7:127. 20:74.

signify that the magicians had
realized that the Lord of Moses and
Aaron was the Lord of the worlds i.e.
He was on their side. So they at once
believed in Him.
2738. Commentary:
Death by crucifixion by itself is a
very painful death, but the
punishment of the cutting of hands
and feet has been added to make it
more painful.
2739. Important Words:
 ضریis infinitive noun from ( ضارaor
)یضری. They say  ضارہi.e. it (a thing)
harmed, injured, hurt or damaged
him.  ھذا مما ال یضریکmeans, this is of
the things that will not harm thee. الضری
 علیکmeans, no harm shall befall
thee (Lane).

Commentary:
Pharaoh’s threat of inflicting
violent death upon the magicians
leaves them unrepentant and unafraid.
On the contrary, the words of the
verse seem to imply on their part a
challenge to Pharaoh to do his worst.
They do not care a hang for his
threats. The sooner they die, they
appear to be saying, the quicker will
they meet their Lord; and the more
painful their death, the greater will be
their reward in the Hereafter. Faith
indeed works wonders. The erstwhile
professional magicians, who, a few
minutes ago, were prepared to resort
to any trick and subterfuge for the
sake of filthy lucre had come to
acquire a faith that could move
mountains and defy death.
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53. And We revealed to Moses,
saying, ‘Take away My servants
by night, you will surely be
pursued.’
54. And
Pharaoh
sent
summoners into the cities,
saying,
55. ‘These are a small party,2740
56. And they have offended
us;2741
57. And we are a multitude fully
prepared and vigilant.’2742
58. bSo We turned them out of
gardens, and springs,
a

10:91; 20:78; 44:24. b44:26-28.

among a people is a sure guarantee of
their great and bright future if they
accept his message and follow his
lead. The Prophet gives them a new
life and creates in them a new hope
and confidence which change their
whole outlook on life and their
attitude towards their exploiters. After
Commentary:
Pharaoh here refers with extreme the advent of Moses, Pharaoh must
contempt to the smallness of number have felt a great change in the
of the Israelites and to the poverty of Israelites and this must have cut him
to the quick.
their circumstances.

2740. Important Words:
 شرذمةmeans, a party or company of
men or people; or a small company or
small number of men; a piece or
portion.  ثیاب شراذمmeans, old and worn
out garments (Lane).

2742. Important Words:
( حاذرونprepared and vigilant) is the
plural of  حاذرwhich is active participle
from  حذرwhich means, he was
cautious, wary or vigilant; he was on
his guard.  حاذرونmeans, in a state of
preparation; or fully equipped with
Commentary:
arms; or cautious or vigilant: fearful
The appearance of a Divine Prophet (Lane & Aqrab).

2741. Important Words:
( غائظونhave offended) is the plural
of  غائظwhich is derived from  غاظi.e.
he or it affected him with anger,
wrath or rage or it angered or enraged
him.  غیظmeans, anger, wrath (Lane).
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59. And treasures, and an abode
of honour.
60. aThus indeed it was; and We
gave them as heritage to the
children of Israel—2743
61. bAnd they pursued and
overtook them at sunrise.
62. And when the two hosts
came in sight of each other the
companions of Moses said, ‘We
are surely overtaken.’2744
63. ‘Nay, speak not thus!’ said
he, ‘My Lord is with me. He
will direct me to safety.’2745
a

44:29. b10:91; 20:79; 44:24.

2743. Commentary:
The word  کذالکmeans, it always so
happens i.e. whenever a Prophet is
raised among a people, God bestows
His favours and gifts upon those who
accept his message and punishes
those who reject it. The pronoun ھا
(them) in the expression ( أورثناھاWe
gave them as heritage) does not mean
that the springs and gardens and
treasures of Pharaoh and the
Egyptians were given over to the
Israelites. The latter had left Egypt
for Canaan, the land of promise
which "flowed with milk and honey."
It is there that the Israelites were
given these things. The pronoun,
therefore, refers to the springs,
gardens
and
treasures
which
resembled those that they had left
behind in Egypt. In fact, Palestine
quite resembles Egypt in the
abundance of its gardens and springs.

2744. Commentary:
This verse shows that the
companions of Moses were generally
men of very weak faith. This is
also clear from several other verses of
the Quran. See 5:22-23; 7:149; 20:8792, etc.
2745. Commentary:
The verse throws a flood of light on
the invincible faith that the Prophets
have in God. The Israelites were
between the devil and the deep sea.
The sea was before them and the
mighty hosts of Pharaoh were coming
from behind in hot pursuit. Complete
destruction stared them in the face,
and in utter despair they cried "We
are surely overtaken." But Moses’
faith in his Lord was as strong as
ever, nay it shone forth with greater
effulgence in the face of the extreme
peril. To the cry of despair of his
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64. aThen We revealed to
Moses, saying, ‘Strike the sea
with thy rod.’ Thereupon it
parted, and every part looked
like a huge mountain.2746
65. And We made others
approach that place.2746A
a

20:78.

companions Moses replied, most
emphatically, and in words expressive
of complete confidence and trust in
God. "We shall never be overtaken,"
he said, "My Lord is with me." This
is how God’s Elect stand firm and
unshaken like a rock in the midst of
severest trials. God purposely makes
them pass through hard ordeals to
show to the world the invincibility
of their trust in God and His own
regard for them. They emerge from
these ordeals triumphant. This has
happened in the time of every
Prophet of God. Its brightest example
is to be seen in the life of the Holy
Prophet of Islam.

Commentary:
For a more detailed discussion as to
how the Israelites passed safely
through the sea and how Pharaoh with
his hosts was drowned, see 20:78
The idea embodied in the words
 اضرب بعصاک احلجرhas been expressed
elsewhere (20:78) in the words فاضرب
 ھلم طریقا یف البحر یبساi.e. "make for them
a dry path in the sea." God
miraculously so arranged that when
the Israelites were crossing the sea it
was the time of the low tide and the
water of the sea had receded, leaving
a dry path for them to pass. But when
the Egyptians following them reached
the middle of the sea, the high tide
returned and the rising water quickly
engulfed them.
The words  کل فرقmay either refer to
the two parties of the Egyptians and
the Israelites or to the several parties
in which the Egyptians might have
become divided while they were
crossing the sea; or they may refer to
each wave of the sea because when
the water was receding it looked like
a huge mound.

2746. Important Words:
( طودmountain) is derived from طاد
which means, it was or became firm
or steadfast.  طودmeans, a mountain or
a great mountain rising high into the
sky, an elevated or overlooking tract
of land (Lane & Aqrab).
( فرقpart) is derived from فرق
(faraqa) and means, a piece or
portion that is split or separated from
a thing; a great flock or herd of sheep
or goats only; a group of boys; a 2746A. Important Words:
mountain; a wave, billow or surge
( ثمthat place). They say  ثـمهi.e. he
(Lane & Aqrab).
repaired to it.  ثمmeans, there; that
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66. aAnd We saved Moses and
those who were with him.
67. bThen We drowned the
others.
68. In this, verily there is a
Sign; but most of these would
not believe.
69. And surely thy Lord—He is
the Mighty, the Merciful.
R. 5.

70. And recite unto them the
story of Abraham.2747
71. cWhen he said to his father
and his people, ‘What do you
worship?’2748
72. dThey said, ‘We worship
idols, and we continue to be
devoted to them.’
73. eHe said, ‘Can they listen to
you when you call on them?2749
a

20:81; 44:31-32. b2:51; 7:137; 17:104; 20:79. c6:75; 19:43; 21:53; 37:86-87. d21:54. eSee 26:73

place; thither; yonder. This word is
generally used to denote a place
which is remote while  ھناdenotes a
place which is near (Lane & Aqrab).
See also 2:116.

progenitor of the two Houses, the House
of Ishmael and the House of Israel.
2748. Commentary:
Throughout the Quran the name of
Abraham has been associated with a
vigorous campaign against idolatry.
He seems to be the first
uncompromising iconoclast of whose
activities history has kept a record.
He preached against idolatry, even
at the peril of his life and preached
the Unity of God to his father, to his
people and to the king of his country.

2747. Commentary:
The account of Moses is followed
by that of the great Patriarch
Abraham in this verse. Moses being
the Holy Prophet’s counterpart, his
account formed the principal subject
of the present Surah. Abraham’s
account stood second in importance
to that of Moses because he was the 2749. Commentary:
Holy Prophet’s great ancestor and the
In this and the following verse
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74. Or do you good or harm
you?’
75. aThey said, ‘Nay, but we
found our fathers doing
likewise.’2750
76. bHe said, ‘What think ye of
that which you have been
worshipping—
77. You and your fathers before
you.
78. They are all enemies to
me, except the Lord of the
worlds; 2751
a

21:54; 43:24. b21:67; 37:86-87.

Abraham gives two sound arguments
against idolatry; (1) that the idols do
not hear and answer the prayers of
their votaries; and (2) that they
possess no power to benefit or harm
anyone. Of what use is that deity who
does not possess these two basic
attributes? Islam claims and enjoys
this superiority over all other
religions that the God Whom it
presents to the world is a Living God
Who answers the prayers of His
servants and speaks to them. It is only
in Islam that its righteous followers
hear the sweet voice of God. This
greatest Divine boon is now denied to
the followers of all other faiths. This
fact
alone
constitutes
an
unanswerable evidence of Islam
being a living faith and other
religions being devoid of life.

enlightened and progressive ideas.
They find it convenient to take refuge
behind the foolish plea that their
forefathers were not less wise and
therefore they would not depart from
the precedent set by them. The habit
of unthinkingly and thoughtlessly
sticking to old ideas and practices has
proved the spiritual undoing of many
a people.

2751. Commentary:
In this verse Abraham, quite
convincingly, exposes the futility of
the idolatrous ideas and practices of
his people. He tells them that he is
carrying on a vigorous campaign
against idols and because of it they
must be his enemies. So he
challenges them to do their worst
against him. In this way Abraham
2750. Commentary:
sought to bring home to his people
The verse refers to a stock the utter helplessness of their idols
argument of the deniers of all and the futility of worshipping them.
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79. Who has created me, and it
is He Who guides me;2752
80. And Who gives me food and
gives me drink;
81. And when I am ill, it is He
Who restores me to health;2753
82. And Who will cause me to
die, and then bring me to life
again;2754
83. And Who, I hope, will
forgive me my faults on the Day
of Judgment.2754A
2752. Commentary:
As against the powerlessness of the
idols, Abraham, from this verse,
begins to recount the great powers
and attributes of God.
2753. Commentary:
In this verse Abraham attributes all
malady and ailment to himself and all
remedy and cure to God. The verse is
quite in keeping with another verse of
the Quran (4:80) wherein it is stated
that whatever good comes to a man is
from God and whatever misfortune
befalls him is from his own self. In
fact, every misfortune that befalls a
man is the result of the contravention
by him of a particular law of nature,
so he himself is responsible for it. On
the other hand, God being the
Fountainhead of all grace, all good
should be regarded as emanating
from Him.

according to him death was not, and
really is not, an evil thing to be
dreaded or shunned. In fact, death is
the natural and necessary end of all
life and like life it is a great Divine
boon. Without death there would
have been all chaos in the world and
life would have become an
unbearable burden. For the righteous,
death is the entrance through which
they pass into the presence of their
beloved Creator and Master. The
sinners also, after having been purged
of all spiritual dross in the purgatory
called Hell, will march on the road to
eternal life.

2754A. Important Words:
For difference between ( إثمsin) and
( خطیئةfault) see 4:113. Whereas خطیئة
can
be
both
intentional
or
unintentional,  إثمis intentional and
has a wider scope than  خطیئةwhich
applies to human weaknesses,
2754. Commentary:
While Abraham ascribes disease frailties, faults and failings.
and ailment to himself, he attributes
 دینis derived from  دانi.e. he
death to God which shows that, obeyed; he was or became submissive
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84. My Lord, bestow wisdom
on me and join me with the
righteous;2755
85. aAnd give me a true and
lasting
reputation
among
2755A
posterity;
86. And make me one of the
inheritors of the Garden of
Bliss;
87. bAnd forgive my father; for
he is of the erring ones;2756
88. And disgrace me not on the
day when they will be raised
up,2757
89. The day when wealth and
sons shall not avail;
a

19:51. b9:114; 19:48; 60:5.

and abased.  دینmeans, obedience and
submissiveness, religion; a statute or
ordinance; reckoning or judgement;
system or usages inherited from
ancestors; custom or habit; conduct; a
property or attribute; recompense or
requital;
compulsion;
mastery,
ascendancy
or
ruling
power;
retaliation (Lane and Aqrab).

good name that the followers of the
three great faiths of the world
Judaism, Christianity and Islam, look
upon him as their great progenitor
and spiritual ancestor whose memory
they respect and revere.

2756. Commentary:
As to why Abraham asked
forgiveness for his father in spite of
the fact that he was an idolater
2755. Important Words:
حکم
means;
(a) government, and Abraham had a Divine
dominion, rule (3:80); (b) sanity in commandment not to ask forgiveness
judgment (12:23); (c) judgment, for idolaters, see 6:75.
decision
(5:51);
(d) ordinance, 2757. Commentary:
decree; law (5:44); prophethood (26:22).
Resurrection is called ( بعثba‘th)
because
after death man will be
2755A. Important Words:
endowed with new and better
For  لسان صدقsee 19:51.
faculties and new avenues for
Commentary:
spiritual advancement will be laid
Abraham left behind him such a open to him.
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90. But he alone is saved awho
brings to Allah a sound
heart;’2758
91. And Heaven shall be brought
near to the righteous.2759
92. And Hell shall be opened to
those who have gone astray.2760
93. And it will be said to them,
‘Where is that which you
worshipped
94. Beside Allah? Can they help
you
or
get
help
for
2761
themselves?’
a

37:85.

2758. Important Words:
( سلیمsound) is derived from  سلمi.e.
he was safe or secure; he escaped; سلم
 من العیبmeans, he was or became free
from fault, defect, vice, etc. سلیم
means, secure or free from evil of any
kind; sound; whole. It also means a
person bitten by a snake; wounded, or
wounded at the point of death. قلب سلیم
means, a heart completely free from
all taint of evil, from disbelief,
faithlessness, perfidy, spite, corruptness,
etc. According to some  قلب سلیمalso
means, a grieving or sorrowful heart
(Lane, Aqrab & Mufradat).

2759. Commentary:
The words, "Heaven will be
brought near to the righteous," mean
that the righteous will be given new
and better faculties to enjoy the bliss
of Paradise.
2760. Important Words:
( برزتshall be opened) is derived
from ( برزbaraza) which means, he
issued forth; he or it appeared or
became apparent after concealment or
obscurity; it was or became
prominent or projecting. ( برزہbarrazahu) means, he made it apparent,
manifest or evident (Lane & Aqrab).
( غاوینthose who have gone astray) is
the plural of  غاویwhich is active
participle from  غویwhich means, he
erred, he deviated from the right way or
course; he failed in attaining his desire,
he perished; he was disappointed
(Lane & Aqrab). See also 7:17.

Commentary:
Abraham is here stated to have
possessed a sound heart. At another
place he is described as "clement,
tender-hearted and ever-inclined to
God" (11:76). Abraham indeed had a
sound and sympathetic heart. He 2761. Important Words:
grieved and pined for others (11:75).
( ینتصرونget help) is derived from نصر.
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95. aThen will they be thrown
headlong therein, they and those
who have gone astray,2762
96. bAnd the hosts of Iblis, all
together.2763
97. They will say, whilst they
dispute between themselves
therein:
98. ‘By Allah, we were in
manifest error,
99. When we held you as equal
with the Lord of the worlds;
100. And none led us astray but
the guilty ones.
101. And now we have no
intercessors,
102. Nor any loving friend.2764
a

27:91. b7:19; 38:86.

 نصرہmeans, he aided or assisted him
and  انتصرmeans, he defended himself
against his injurer; he got help. انتصر منه
means, he revenged himself upon
him.  انتصر عیل عدوہmeans, he prevailed
upon his enemy (Aqrab & Lane).

turn over and over until at length they
come to a stop therein or they shall be
thrown headlong down (Lane).
2763. Commentary:
In this and the preceding verse
three classes of people have been
mentioned who will be thrown into
Hell; (1) the disbelievers, i.e. those
who are led astray; (2) the leaders of
disbelief, i.e. those who lead others
astray; and (3) the hosts of Iblis, i.e.
those who instigate and incite others
to reject truth. All the wicked people
and evildoers are confined to these
three classes and they shall form the
fuel of Hell.

2762. Important Words:
( کبکبواthrown headlong down) is
derived from کب. They say کبه
(kabbahu) i.e. he inverted it or turned
it upside down.  کبکب الرجل عیل وجھهmeans,
he threw down the man.  کبکهmeans,
he turned him over, one part upon
another; he threw him from the top of
a mountain or well; he threw him into
a deep place or hollow. کبکبوا فیھا
means, they shall be thrown prostrate 2764. Important Words:
therein; they shall be thrown so as to
( محیمloving is derived from حم
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103. aWould that there were for
us a return to the world, that we
might be among the believers!’
104. In this verily there is a
Sign, but most of these would
not believe.
105. And verily thy Lord—He
is the Mighty, the Merciful.
R. 6.

106. The people of Noah treated
the Messengers as liars,2765
107. When their brother Noah
said to them, ‘Will you not be
righteous?
108. Surely, I am unto you a
Messenger, faithful to my trust.
109. So fear Allah, and obey
me.2765A
a

2:168; 6:28; 23:100; 39:59.

(hamma). They say  حم ال مت منورi.e. the
oven became hot;  محت اجلمرةmeans, the
live coal became a piece of charcoal
and ashes.  محیمmeans, a relation for
whom one is anxious or solicitous or
whom one loves and by whom one is
loved; an affectionate relation who is
quick to protect his kinsfolk; a
beloved person; a friend; a true and
loving friend; a man’s brother; sweat;
vehemence of heat; hot water; cold
water, etc. (Lane & Aqrab).
2765. Commentary:
The people of Noah had rejected
only one Messenger—Noah. But they
have been represented in this verse as
having rejected all the Messengers of

God. This shows that the rejection of
one Divine Messenger is in reality
equivalent to the rejection of all of
them. This is so because they are all
commissioned as Messengers by the
same Divine Authority and their
Messages proceed from the same
Source and are identical in
fundamentals and basic principles.
2765A. Commentary:
The words, So fear Allah and obey
me, which have been addressed to his
people from the mouth of every
Prophet show that apart from the
commandments embodied in Divine
revelation, the believers are enjoined
to obey the orders and instructions
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110. aAnd I ask of you no
reward for it. My reward is only
with the Lord of the worlds.
111. So fear Allah, and obey
me.’
112. They said, ‘Shall we
believe thee, when bit is the
meanest that follow thee?’2766
113. He said, ‘And what
knowledge have I as to what
they have been doing?
114. Their account is only with
my Lord, if you only
knew!2766A
a

10:73; 11:30. b11:28.

issued from time to time by the such has always been the Divine
Prophet and to follow his precept and practice that these very humble and
example.
lowly people eventually prevail upon
the wealthy and the powerful
2766. Commentary:
disbelievers.
It is an established fact of history
that in the beginning of their missions 2766A. Commentary:
The Quran has used five different
only poor people follow the
Messengers of God. This is quite in words at different places and in
keeping with Divine plan. In this way different contexts to suit the
God wants to show that the particular occasion and to explain
subsequent triumph of the Prophets fully the meaning. In a general sense
predicted long before by them was they are all alike but as regards their
due solely to God’s help and not to finer shades of meaning they are
any
combination
of
worldly different. The words are  شعورi.e.
circumstances. The acceptance of the perceiving a thing by means of any
Divine Message by poor people not of the senses to know its minute
only does not add to the material particulars (2:155);  عقلi.e. withholding
strength of the new Movement but or restraining a person from adopting
also repels the wealthy and the an evil course (12:3);  فکرi.e.
powerful from it, inasmuch as they reflecting upon and calculating a
refuse to associate with those whom thing (6:51);  تفقهi.e. applying oneself
they regard as lowly and humble. But to the acquisition of knowledge and
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115. aAnd I am not going to
drive away the believers.2767
116. I am only a plain Warner.’
117. They said, ‘If thou desist
not, O Noah, thou shalt surely
be one of those who are
stoned.’2768
118. He said, ‘My Lord, my
people have treated me as a liar;
119. Therefore judge Thou
decisively between me and
them; and save me and the
believers that are with me.’2769
a

11:30.

becoming well versed in it (9:122),
and  تدبرi.e. considering, examining or
studying a thing repeatedly in order
to know it (4:83).
2767. Commentary:
God’s Prophets and worldly men
have different standards to judge the
values of life. The former judge the
worth and value of a man by his
actions and deeds while the latter
judge it by his material means and his
social status. Noah’s enemies called
his followers low and mean because
of their material poverty and lack of
social influence, but Noah himself
refused to judge them by that
standard. According to him the real
criterion by which a man’s worth
should be judged were his good
deeds. So he says that he does not
know what his followers have been
doing in the past. Their past actions

are God’s concern alone and what he
(Noah) knows of them is that they
have believed in him and that
is sufficient to establish their
righteousness.
2768. Important Words:
( مرجومنیstoned) is the plural of مرجوم
which is derived from رجم. They say
 رمجهi.e. he pelted him with stones; he
calumniated or slandered him; or
abused him; he inveighed against
him, he cursed him; he drove him
away; he forsook him (Lane &
Aqrab). See also 3:37.
2769. Important Words:
( فافتحso judge) is imperative verb
from فتح. They say  فتح البابi.e. he
opened the door.  فتح احلاکم بنی الناسmeans,
the judge decided the dispute between
the people. اّلل عیل نبیه
 فتح ٰ مmeans, God
helped His Prophet and made him
victorious (Aqrab). See also 8:20.
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120. aSo We saved him, and
those who were with him in the
fully laden Ark.2770
121. bThen
We
drowned
thereafter those who remained
behind.
122. In this, verily there is a
Sign but most of them would
not believe.
123. And verily thy Lord—He
is the Mighty, the Merciful.
c

R. 7.

124. The tribe of ‘Ad rejected
the Messengers,2771
a

54:14. b21:78; 37:83; 54:12-13; 71:26. c7:66-67.

Commentary:
The last and most effective weapon
in the armoury of the Prophets of God
is prayer, and Noah prayed to God in
the full agony of his heart.
2770. Important Words:
( مشحونfully laden) is passive
participle from شحن. They say شحن السفینة
i.e. he filled (or loaded) and
completely equipped or furnished the
boat.  شحن الرجلmeans, he drove away
the man.  مشحونmeans, fully laden or
filled and fully equipped with all
necessary things (Aqrab & Lane).
Commentary:
Noah built an ark of wood in which
he and those who believed in him
took refuge from the Deluge which
overwhelmed his people. The Ark
rested on the mountain, Al-Judi. See
also 11:45. Metaphorically, Noah’s

Ark may mean Noah’s teaching,
signifying that those who accepted
his message and followed his
teaching were saved.
2771. Commentary:
For a more detailed note on ‘Ad see
11:51. Briefly, ‘Ad was not the name
of a single but of a group of tribes
whose different sections rose to
power at different times. The name
‘Ad is found in ancient books of
geography which shows that a people
bearing this name did indeed live in
the past. The tribe has also been
called ‘Adi Iram in the Quran, (89:8).
The Quran has also mentioned the
following facts about this tribe:
(1) They built lofty buildings and no
other people in Arabia attained to that
height of power to which they had
attained (89:9). (2) They lived
immediately after Noah. (3) They
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125. When their brother Hud
said to them, ‘Will you not be
righteous?
126. Surely, I am unto you a
Messenger, faithful to my trust;
127. So fear Allah, and obey me.
128. aAnd I ask of you no
reward for it. My reward is only
with the Lord of the worlds.
129. Do you build monuments
on every high place, seeking
vain glory.2772
130. And do you erect palaces
as though you will live
forever?2773
a

11:52.

built monuments on elevated places
(26:129) of which the ruins still exist
in Arabia. (4) The territory in which
these people lived was called Ahqaf
(46:22) which literally means
meandering and zigzag sandhills.
(5) They were destroyed by a violent
wind which continued to blow
over their territory consecutively for
seven days, burying their chief cities
under heaps of sand and dust (69:78). (6) The history of these people
has now become wrapped in
obscurity (46:26).
2772. Important Words:
( ریعhigh place) is derived from راع
which means, it increased or
augmented; it prospered or throve, it
was in flourishing circumstances. ریع

means, a high or elevated place; a
road of any kind; or a mountain-path;
the channel of the torrent of a valley
from any high place (Lane, Aqrab &
Mufradat).
For ( تعبثونseeking vainglory) see
23:116.
2773. Important Words:
( مصانعpalaces) is the plural of مصنعة
which is derived from  صنع. They say
 صنع ال یشءi.e. he made, wrought,
constructed or manufactured the thing
or he made it skilfully or well. مصانع
means, a kind of tanks or reservoirs
for collecting rainwater. The word
also means towns, fortresses or
palaces. They say  ھو من اھل املصانعi.e. he
is of the people of the towns. It also
signifies factories and great chemical
works (Lane & Aqrab).
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131. And when you lay hands
upon any one, you lay hands as
tyrants;2774
132. So fear Allah, and obey me.
133. And fear Him Who has
helped you with all that you
know.2775
134. He has helped you with
cattle, and sons,2776
Commentary:
This, the preceding, and the
following verse show that the Adites
were a powerful and cultured people.
They had made great progress in
science in their time. They built
fortresses, palatial buildings and great
reservoirs. They had their summer
residences, their factories and
mechanical works. They were
specially advanced in architecture.
They invented new weapons and
implements of war and erected great
monuments. In short, like the presentday nations of the west, they
possessed all the complicated
paraphernalia of a highly advanced
civilization. They made great strides
in knowledge but they consigned to
oblivion the one supreme lesson of
history, viz. that nations derive their
real strength not from material things
but from high ideals and good morals.
As they became morally corrupt and
spiritually depraved and turned a deaf
ear to the warning of their Prophet to
mend their ways, so they fell a victim
to that terrible doom which is the
inevitable lot of those who ignore

Divine warning.
2774. Commentary:
This verse shows that the Adites
were a highly powerful people of the
time.
They
had
developed
imperialistic tendencies and had
sought
to
subjugate
weaker
communities and destroy their
cultures. This seems to be the
significance of the words, "And when
you lay hands upon anyone, you lay
hands as tyrants."
2775. Commentary:
The Adites are told in the verse that
God has bestowed on them material
blessings and benefits, that they
might know that He is the real Source
of all power and that they should be
on their guard against defying His
commandments.
2776. Commentary:
In this and the next verse reference
has been made to the three main
sources and signs of the material
power and pomp of a people, viz.
their great numbers, their cattle and
animals, and their gardens and
springs.
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135. And gardens, and springs.
136. Indeed, I fear for you the
punishment of an awful day.’
137. They said, ‘It is the same
to us whether thou admonish us
or whether thou be not of those
who admonish.’
138. ‘This is nothing but a habit
of the ancients,2777
139. And we shall not be
punished.’
140. aSo they rejected him, and
We destroyed them. In that
indeed there is a Sign, but most
of these would not believe.
a

7:73; 50:15.

2777. Important Words:
( خلقhabit) is derived from خلمق
(khalaqa).  خلقهmeans, he measured it
or he determined its measure or
proportion; he fashioned or planned
it; He (God) created it or brought it
into existence; he forged or fabricated
a story or a lie, etc. They say صار ذالک له
( خلقاkhulqan) i.e. that became to him
a second nature, a habit. ( خلقkhulq)
means, habit or second nature or
custom or manner; religion; a lie
(Lane & Aqrab). See also 3:50.
Commentary:
This and the preceding verse show
that the people of Hud treated all his
admonitions and warnings with
extreme contempt. Taking ( خلقkhulq)

in the sense of 'habit' the people of
‘Ad are represented as saying to him:
"There have been so-called Prophets
before who also preached a so-called
Divine Message and gave warning of
punishment to disbelievers. It was
their habit to do so. But punishment
never came. So this time also there is
going to be no punishment." Taking
the word in the sense of 'religion' the
verse would mean, "the religion
which is being presented to us is
nothing new. It is an old, old story
which has been repeated from time
immemorial" (6:26). Taking it in the
sense of 'a lie' the verse would
signify: "All what you say is but a
pure fabrication and a lie and we are
not going to be punished for rejecting
a forgery."
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141. And verily thy Lord—He
is the Mighty, the Merciful.
a

R. 8.

142. The tribe of Thamud
rejected the Messengers,2778
143. When their brother Salih
said to them, ‘Will you not be
righteous?
144. Surely, I am unto you a
Messenger, faithful to my trust.
145. So fear Allah, and obey me.
146. bAnd I ask of you no
reward for it. My reward is only
with the Lord of the worlds.
a

7:74; 11:62-63; 27:46. b11:52.

2778. Commentary:
This and the following several
verses deal with the tribe of Thamud.
According to Abu Isma‘il, the author
of Futuhush-Sham, they were a very
powerful people. Their rule and
dominion had extended from Busra, a
town in Syria to Aden. They had
made great progress in agriculture
and architecture. They were a highly
civilized and cultured people. The
tribe has been mentioned by Greek
historians. They place it in a period
not long before the Christian era. Hijr
or Agra, as they call it, is given as the
home of these people. Al-Hijr which
has also been known as Mada’ini
Salih (the Cities of Salih) and which
seems to have been the capital of
these people lies between Medina and

Tabuk, and the valley in which it is
situated is called Wadi Qura. The
Quran represents them as the
immediate successors of ‘Ad (7:75).
From 40:31-32, it appears that they
lived before the time of Moses. It is
worthy of note that the accounts of
the Prophets Noah, Hud and Salih
have been given at various places in
the Quran and everywhere the order
observed is the same, viz. the account
of Noah precedes that of Hud and the
account of Hud precedes that of Salih,
which is the true chronological order.
This shows that the Quran gives
accurately and in their true historical
order the facts of history long
consigned to oblivion and quite
wrapped in obscurity. For a fuller
note on Thamud see 11:62.
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147. Do you think you will be
left secure amid the things that
you have here,2779
148. Amid gardens and springs,
149. And cornfields, and datepalms with heavy spathes near
breaking?2780
150. aAnd you hew out houses
in the mountains with great
skill.2781
151. So fear Allah, and obey me.
152. And obey not the bidding
of those who exceed the
bounds,
153. bWho create disorder in the
earth, and reform it not.’
a

7:75; 15:83. b27:49.

2779. Commentary:
Prophet Salih, like Prophet Hud,
warns his people that their material
power and prosperity without good
ideals and moral strength which are
the real source of the strength of a
people would not save them from
ruin and destruction and that if they
rejected the Divine Message they
would not be allowed to enjoy the
fruits of their labour in peace.
2780. Important Words:
( ھضیمwith heavy spathes near
breaking) is derived from ھضم. They
say  ھضم ال یشءi.e. he broke the thing.
 ھضم فالناmeans, he treated him unjustly
and usurped his rights. اھنضمت الثمر

means, the fruit became broken or
crushed.  ھضیمmeans, so heavy as to
be about to break on account of its
weight (Lane & Aqrab).
2781. Important Words:
( فارھنیwith great skill) is derived
from ( فرہfaruha) and ( فرہfariha). The
former verb means, he was or became
skilled or skilful; he was or became
brisk, lively or active; he was or
became beautiful. The latter i.e. فرہ
(fariha) means, he exulted or rejoiced
above measure, or he exulted greatly
and
behaved
insolently
and
ungratefully, the letter  ھin this verb
being substituted for the letter ح
(Lane & Aqrab).
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154. They said, ‘Thou art but
one of the bewitched;2782
155. Thou art only a man like
ourselves. So bring a Sign, if
thou art one of the truthful.’
156. aHe said, ‘Here is a shecamel: she has her turn of
drinking, and you have your
turn of drinking on an appointed
day.2783
157. bAnd touch her not with
evil lest there overtake you the
punishment of an awful
day.’2784
a

7:74; 11:65; 17:60; 54:28; 91:14. bSee 26:156.

2782. Commentary:
Whereas the peoples of Noah and
Hud accused their Prophets of forgery
and lies, Prophet Salih to whose
uprightness
and
unimpeachable
character his people had themselves
borne testimony (11:63), has been
declared here as  مسحرi.e. one who is
deceived,
deluded,
beguiled,
bewitched, circumvented or outwitted
(Lane). Consistently with their
admission of Salih’s sincerity,
honesty and uprightness, his people
could not accuse him of forgery.
2783. Important Words:
 شربis infinitive noun from شرب
(shariba).  شرب املاءmeans, he drank the
water. ( شربshirbun) means, water
that one drinks; a draught; a share or

portion of water that falls to one’s lot;
the use of water for the purpose of
watering sown fields or for beasts;
turn of drinking; a watering place a
time of drinking (Lane & Aqrab).
2784. Commentary:
The tribe of Thamud were tried by
means of the she-camel. The Prophet
Salih used to go about preaching on
his she-camel, so interference with
her movements meant interference
with his work. Metaphorically Salih
himself may be regarded as God’s
she-camel, i.e. bearer of the Heavenly
message, interference with whose
movements was tantamount to
interference with the plan and design
of God Whose Messenger he was.
For a fuller note see 7:74.
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158. aBut they hamstrung her;
and
then
they
became
2785
regretful.
159. bSo
the
punishment
overtook them. In that verily
there is a Sign, but most of
these would not believe.
160. And surely thy Lord—He
is the Mighty, the Merciful.
R. 9.

c

161. The people of Lot rejected
the Messengers,
162. When their brother Lot
said to them, ‘Will you not
become righteous?
163. Surely, I am unto you a
Messenger, faithful to my trust.
164. ‘So fear Allah, and obey me.
165. ‘And I ask of you no
reward for it. My reward is only
with the Lord of the worlds.
a

7:78; 11:66; 54:30; 91:15. b7:79; 11:68; 54:32. c7:81-83; 54:34.

2785. Important Words:
( نادمنیregretful) is the plural of نادم
which is derived from ندم. They say
 ندم عیل ما فعلi.e. he grieved for what he
had done; he regretted it; he repented
of it. The difference between ندامة
which is infinitive noun from this
verb and  توبةis that whereas ندامة
means grieving for or regretting a
thing that has been done,  توبةmeans
the giving up of sins completely for

their evilness, coupled with regret
and grief for what has passed and the
determination to see that it does not
occur again and with the resolve to
make amends for the moral lapse
committed. This is why when a sinner
regrets his evil deeds he is called نادم
but when he repents of his sins and
completely eschews them and is fully
resolved against their recurrence and
makes amends for the past lapses and
turns to God, he is called ( تائبLane).
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166. a‘Do you, of all peoples,
approach males,2786
167. And leave your wives
whom your Lord has created for
you? Nay, you are a people who
transgress.’2786A
168. bThey said, ‘If thou desist
not O Lot, thou wilt surely be
one of the banished ones.’
169. He said, ‘Certainly I hate
your practice.2787
170. My Lord, save me and my
family from what they do.’
171. cSo We saved him and his
family, all of them,
172. dSave an old woman among
those who stayed behind.2788
a

7:82; 27:56; 29:29-30. b7:83; 27:57. c15:60; 29:33; 37:135; 51:36. d7:84; 11:82; 15:61;
27:58; 37:136.

2786. Commentary:
The people of Lot indulged in
immoral practices. In the case of
every Prophet, the vice to which his
people were principally addicted has
been specially singled out for
condemnation.
The verse may have two
interpretations: (a) of the creatures of
God you go into males instead of
females: (b) you are the first of all
the peoples to indulge in this heinous
vice. The former seems to be the
preferable meaning as a reference to
it is made in the following verse.

signifies, "You contravene the laws of
nature".
2787. Important Words:
 قالنیis derived from قیل. They say قیل
 اللحمi.e. he roasted the meat. قیل فالنا
means, he struck him on the head. قیل
 الرجلmeans, he hated the man
intensely, he detested him (Aqrab).

2788. Important Words:
( غابرینthose who stayed behind) is
the plural of  غابرwhich is active
participle from ( غربghabara) which
means, he or it lasted or continued; he
stayed or tarried; he passed away; it
2786A. Commentary:
became dust-coloured. ( غربghabira)
ق
The expression  بل انتم وم عادونbesides means, the wound healed externally
the meaning given in the text while it was in a withering state
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173. aThen We destroyed the
others.
174. bAnd We rained upon them
a rain; and evil was the rain of
those who were warned.
175. In that verily there is a
Sign, but most of these would
not believe.
176. And surely thy Lord—He
is the Mighty, the Merciful.
c

R. 10.

177. The People of the Wood
rejected the Messengers,2789
a

37:137. b7:85; 25:41; 27:59. c15:79; 38:14; 50:15.

internally; it became putrefied (Lane which there existed tangled and
luxuriant trees after which these
& Aqrab). See also 7:84.
people or a section thereof were
Commentary:
called اصحاب االیکة. Midian lay in the
In view of the different meanings of Sinai Peninsula, a few miles from the
the word  غربgiven under 'Important sea. It was originally the name of a
Words' above, the expression  یف الغابرینtribe who were descended from
would mean: (1) she remained Abraham through Katurah and who
behind, (2) she concealed animosity had settled in the locality known after
in her heart, and (3) though she was their ancestor Midian, son of Katurah.
the wife of a Prophet of God, she was
The fact that according to the
internally corrupt.
Quran the Prophet Shu‘aib was sent
both to  اصحاب االیکةi.e. People of the
2789. Important Words:
( االیکةthe wood) is derived from the Wood and  اصحاب مدینi.e. People of
verb ( أیکayika).  أیک الشجرmeans, the Midian (7:86 & 11:85) shows that
trees grew thick and formed a wood. both these were the names of two
 االیکةmeans, a collection of numerous sections of the same people, Shu‘aib
tangled or dense trees of the kind of particularly belonging to the section
lotus and wild berries; a thicket (Lane known as مدین, because where in the
Quran he is stated as having been sent
& Aqrab). See also 15:79.
to  صدینhe is described as "their
Commentary:
brother" and where he is mentioned
The word  االیکةseems to refer to as having been sent to  اصحاب االیکةthe
Midian in the neighbourhood of words "their brother" are omitted.
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178. aWhen Shu‘aib said to
them, ‘Will you not be
righteous?
179. Surely, I am unto you a
Messenger, faithful to my trust.
180. So fear Allah, and obey me,
181. And I ask of you no reward
for it. My reward is only with
the Lord of the worlds.
182. bGive full measure, and be
not of those who give less,2790
183. cAnd weigh with a true
balance,
184. dAnd diminish not unto
people their things, nor act
corruptly in the earth, making
mischief.2791
a

7:86; 11:85. b11:85; 17:36; 55:10; 83:2-4. c11:85. d7:86; 11:86.

Further evidence of the close
relationship of the "People of the
Wood" with the "People of Midian" is
furnished by the fact that identical
faults have been ascribed in the
Quran to both. Compare 26:182-184,
7:86 & 11:85-86. It may further be
noted that Midian was both the name
of the tribe and the town in which
they lived. It was situated at the head
of the gulf of Aqaba and near it was
the wilderness or Aikah abounding in
dwarf trees of the species of wild
plumbs and affording shelter to
camels, sheep and goats. See also
15:79.

2790. Important Words:
( قسطاسbalance) means, a balance or
instrument for weighing; or the most
even and most just kind thereof; or
such as is just, of whatever kind it be
(Lane).
2791. Commentary:
As at several places in the Quran
(chapters 7th & 11th), in the present
Surah also the five Prophets, Noah,
Hud, Salih, Lot and Shu‘aib have
been mentioned together and
identical words have been put in their
mouths, viz. (1) "I am unto you a
Messenger faithful to my trust";
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185. And fear Him Who created
you and the earlier peoples.’2792
186. They said, ‘Thou art but
one of the bewitched.
(2) "fear Allah and obey me; " and
(3) "I ask you no reward for it."
These three strikingly similar
statements lead to three very
important
conclusions,
namely,
(1) that every Prophet is the first
believer in the truth of his mission;
(2) that having become himself first
convinced of his truth he proceeds to
convey his message to his people;
and (3) that his services to his people
are quite sincere and selfless and are
born of no motive of self-interest and
self-seeking. Similarly, like chapters
7th and 11th a detailed reference has
been made in the present Surah to
these five Prophets in the same order.
In addition to the two fundamental
teachings of all religions, viz. Unity
of God and obedience to the Prophet
of the time, great emphasis has been
laid in the case of each Prophet on the
vice from which his people
particularly suffered. Noah’s people
seemed to have been divided into
water-tight compartments and the
socially well-to-do among them
suffered from an exaggerated notion
of false superiority. They would not
mix with the poorer sections of the
society and the main cause of their
rejection of Noah was that persons of
poor social status and low intellect
had accepted him. The Adites or the
tribe of Hud took great pride in their
military
exploits,
architectural
achievements and in their factories
and chemical works. The people of

Salih gloried in their power, prestige
and wealth. Lot’s people shamelessly
indulged in most unnatural and
depraved sexual vice, while those of
Shu‘aib were dishonest in their
commercial dealings. Each one of
these vices has been separately dealt
with in the account of the Prophet
whose people particularly suffered
from it. This is the way of Divine
Prophets that, besides stressing the
basic principles of religion, they lay
special emphasis on the particular
vice from which their people are
found to suffer. In our own time, in
view of mad hankering after material
wealth and physical comforts which
has held all the nations of the world
in its firm grip and in view of callous
indifference towards spiritual matters,
Ahmad, the Promised Messiah, used
to take from every new convert a
pledge to the effect that he would
prefer religion to material interests.
2792. Important Words:
( جبلةpeoples) is derived from جبل.
They say  جبلهi.e. He (God) created
him.  جبله عیل کذاmeans, He (God)
created him with an adaptation or a
disposition to such a thing. The Holy
Prophet is reported to have said جبلت
 القلوب عیل حب من أحسن الیھاi.e. hearts have
been created with a disposition to the
love of him who does good to them
(Hilya Abu Nu‘aim).  جبله عیل االمرmeans,
he compelled him against his will to
do the thing.  جبلةmeans nature or
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187. And thou art only a man
like ourselves, and we believe
thee to be one of the liars.
188. So cause fragments of the
sky to fall on us, if thou art one
of the truthful.’
189. He said, ‘My Lord knows
best what you do.’2793
190. So they declared him to be
a liar. aThen the punishment of
the day of overshadowing gloom
overtook them. That was indeed
the punishment of a dreadful day.
191. In that verily there is a
Sign, but most of these would
not believe.
192. And surely thy Lord—He
is the Mighty, the Merciful.2794
a

7:92; 11:95; 29:38.

temper; innate or natural disposition; Creator, Who being fully acquainted
idiosyncrasy; numerous company of with the nature of their deeds knew
whether or not they had rendered
men; a nation or people (Lane).
themselves
deserving
of
the
2793. Commentary:
punishment they demanded. In fact,
Prophets of God are great lovers of
God has reserved to Himself the right
mankind. Their hearts are full of the
when and whom to punish and whom
milk of human kindness. The people to spare. If it had been left to the
of Shu‘aib challenged him to bring Prophets to decide who was
down Divine punishment on them if
deserving of punishment, many
indeed he was a true Messenger of
prospective believers would have
God. To this insolent challenge
died as disbelievers.
Shu‘aib replied that his knowledge
being imperfect it was not for him to 2794. Commentary:
The verse signifies that God is
decide if and when the punishment
Mighty,
i.e. He has the power to give
should and would overtake them and
that it was God, their Lord and victory to the poor and resourceless
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193. And verily this is a
revelation from the Lord of the
worlds.2795
194. bThe Spirit, Faithful to the
Trust, has descended with it,2796
195. On thy heart, that thou
mayest be of the Warners,2797
a

20:5; 56:81. b2:98; 16:103.

believers, and He is Merciful, i.e. He
shows mercy to a sinner when he
sincerely turns to Him for
forgiveness. In this verse the Meccans
have been warned that the cause of
the Holy Prophet was sure to triumph
and that they will get a severe
punishment like that of the rejecters
of the Prophets of yore but if they
repented, God will forgive them and
show mercy to them.
2795. Commentary:
The verse continues the theme of
the preceding verses. It purports to
say that the revelation of the Quran is
no new phenomenon. As the
messages of the Prophets mentioned
above were revealed by God, so has
this last message for all mankind also
been revealed by Him, but with this
difference that whereas the former
Prophets were sent to their respective
peoples, the Quran has been sent for
all the nations of the world, because
"it is a revelation from the Lord of all
the worlds."

the Spirit faithful to the trust.
Elsewhere he is called روح القدس
(16:103), i.e. the Spirit of Holiness.
Both are the attributive names of the
Archangel Gabriel who was the
medium through whom Divine
revelation came to the Holy Prophet.
The epithet  روح القدسhas been used to
point to the eternal and complete
freedom from every error or blemish
in the Quran and the use of the
epithet  الروح االمنیimplies that it shall
continue to enjoy Divine protection
against all attempts to tamper with its
text. This latter epithet has been used
exclusively with regard to the
revelation of the Quran because the
promise of everlasting Divine
protection was held out to no other
Divine Scripture and their texts, in
course of time came to be interfered
and tampered with. Strangely enough,
the Holy Prophet himself was
known as ( االمنیthe trustworthy) at
Mecca. What a great Divine tribute
to,
and
evidence
of,
the
trustworthiness of the Quran that its
revelation was brought by an Amin to
an Amin!

2796. Commentary:
In this verse the angel who brought
the revelation from God to the Holy 2797. Commentary:
Prophet has been called  الروح االمنیi.e.
The words 'on thy heart' have been
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196. aIn plain and clear Arabic
tongue.2798
a

16:104; 41:45; 46:13.

added to indicate that the Quranic
revelations were not merely inspired
ideas which the Holy Prophet
expressed in his own words but were
the actual words of God Himself
which descended upon the Prophet’s
heart through the medium of Gabriel.
The verse also implies reference to a
famous prophecy of Moses (Deut.
18:18) in which it is stated that God
would put His words in the mouth of
the Prophet whom He would raise
from among the brethren of the
Israelites. Of all revealed scriptures,
the Quran stands unique in this
respect that from beginning to end it
is the spoken Word of God (اّللم
ٰ )کالم.
The allusion in the words "on thy
heart" may also be to the purity of the
Holy Prophet’s heart and his perfect
aptitude for receiving Divine revelation
to which a beautiful reference has
also been made in 24:36.
It may be noted in passing that
Divine revelation descends, besides
the heart, on the tongue and the ears.
In 75:17 we have the words, "move
not thy tongue with this revelation
that thou mayest hasten to preserve
it," which shows that revelation
descends on the tongue also. The
Holy Prophet is reported to have said:
"Sometimes the angel takes the form
of a man and talks to me and I
remember what he says" (Bukhari).
This hadith shows that revelation
descends on the ears also. But the
revelation which descends upon the

tongue or the ear descends at the
same time on the heart as well.
2798. Commentary:
The word  عربfrom which  عریبis a
relative noun conveys the sense of
fulness, abundance and clearness and
the Arabic language is so called
because its roots are innumerable full
of meaning and because also it is
most expressive, eloquent and
comprehensive. It possesses suitable
words and phrases for the full
expression of all sorts of ideas and
shades of meaning and being
complete in respect of its roots it can
discuss any topic with a precision and
thoroughness unmatched in any other
language. It was therefore natural and
quite in the fitness of things that the
Arabic language should have been
selected as the vehicle for the
revelation of the last and most perfect
Divine Message for all mankind.
The word  مبنیalso points to the
Quran being complete in itself. It
needs the help of no external
evidence to demonstrate the truth of
its claims but contains adequate
internal proofs to establish and
substantiate them. The word also
contains a beautiful hint to the effect
that all that is essential for the
attainment of nearness to God and
relates to the laws of the Shari‘ah, to
ethics and matters of belief, in short
to all that is necessary to make a
perfect code of laws has been made
quite clear and manifest in the Quran.
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197. And it is surely mentioned
in the Scriptures of the former
peoples.2799
2799. Commentary:
The advent of the Holy Prophet and
the revelation of the Quran both have
been foretold in the previous Divine
Scriptures. Prophecies to this effect
are to be found in the religious
scriptures of almost every faith but
the Bible, being the best known and
most widely read of all revealed
Books before the Quran and also
being its forerunner and in its pristine
purity being its counterpart as a Book
of Divine laws, contains the largest
number of such prophecies. Here are
some of those prophecies:
(1) I will raise them up a Prophet
from among their brethren; like
unto thee, and will put my words
in his mouth, and he shall speak
unto them all that I shall
command him. And it shall come
to pass that whosoever will not
hearken unto my words which
he shall speak in my name, I will
require it of him (Deut. 18:18-19).
(2) And he said, the Lord came from
Sinai, and rose up from Seir unto
them; he shined forth from
mount Paran and he came with
ten thousands of saints; from his
right hand went a fiery law for
them (Deut. 33:2).
The reference in the above
prophecy is to the conquest of Mecca
when the Holy Prophet marched into
that town at the head of an army of
exactly ten thousand Companions,
holding the Quran in his right hand.

(3) And many among them shall
stumble, and fall, and be broken,
and be snared, and be taken.
Bind up the testimony, seal the
law among my disciples. And I
will wait upon the Lord, that
hideth his face from the house of
Jacob, and I will look for him
(Isaiah 8:15-17).
(4) The burden upon Arabia. In the
forest in Arabia shall ye lodge; O
ye travelling companies of
Dedanim. The inhabitants of the
land of Tema brought water to
him that was thirsty, they did
meet with their bread him that
fled. For they fled from the
swords, from the drawn swords,
and from the bent bow, and from
the grievousness of war. For thus
hath the Lord said unto me.
Within a year. According to the
years of an hireling, and all the
glory of Kedar shall fail: And the
residue of the number of archers,
the mighty men of the children
of Kedar, shall be diminished:
for the Lord God of Israel hath
spoken it (Isaiah 21:13-17).
The reference in the above
prophecy is evidently to Arabia and
to the Battle of Badr when the sons of
Kedar, the Quraish, suffered an
ignominious defeat at the hands of
Muslims and many of their great
fighters and archers were killed.
(5) And thou shalt be called by a
new name which the mouth of
the Lord shall name (Isaiah 62:2).
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The prophecy foretells of a new
people bearing a new name which
will be given to them by God
Himself. There is only one people in
the world who have a name given to
them by God and they are the
Muslims. It is to the fulfilment of this
prophecy that the Quranic verse
clearly refers, viz. "He named you
Muslims before and in this Book"
(22:79).
(6) I am black, but comely, O ye
daughters of Jerusalem, as the
tents of Kedar, as the curtains of
Solomon. Look not upon me,
because I am swarthy, because
the sun hath scorched me. (Song
of Solomon 1:5-6.)
How aptly this description applies
to the Holy Prophet and the Arabs!
(7) God came from Teman, and the
Holy One from mount Paran,
Selah. His glory covered the
heavens and the earth was full of
his praise…He stood, and
measured the earth: He beheld
and drove asunder the nations;
and the everlasting mountains
were scattered, the perpetual
hills did bow: his ways are
everlasting. I saw the tents of
Cushan in affliction; and the
curtains of the land of Midian
did tremble (Habakkuk 3:3-7).
In this prophecy mention has been
made not only of the Holy Prophet
but also of the country in which he
was to make his appearance and of
the great success that was to attend
his mission and the military exploits
of his Successors. The holy one
whose praise filled the earth and who
appeared from Paran was none else

PT.19

than Muhammad, the praised one.
From his right hand went the fiery
Law—the Quran. He measured the
earth and drove asunder the nations
and before his irresistible armies the
mighty and long established empires
were scattered like chaff before the
wind and his Shari‘ah is to last
forever.
(8) Jesus saith unto them, did ye
never read in the scriptures? The
stone which the builders
rejected, the same is become the
head of the corner: this is the
Lord’s dong, and it is marvellous
in our eyes? Therefore say I unto
you, The Kingdom of God shall
be taken from you, and given to
a nation bringing forth the fruits
thereof. And whosoever shall
fall on this stone shall be broken:
but on whomsoever it shall fall,
it will grind him to powder
(Matt. 21:42-45).
After Jesus, the spiritual kingdom
was forever taken away from the
House of Israel and given to another
nation—the Ishmaelites who have
brought forth the right fruits thereof.
The Holy Prophet was the stone
which the builders rejected and which
became the head of the corner. The
application to him of this prophecy
cannot be disputed or doubted.
(9) I have yet many things to say
unto you, but ye cannot hear
them now. Howbeit when he, the
Spirit of truth, is come, he will
guide you into all truth: for he
shall not speak of himself; but
whatsoever he shall hear, that
shall he speak: and he will shew
you things to come. He shall
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198. And is it not a Sign to
them that the learned among the
children of Israel know it?2800
199. And if We had sent it down
to one of the non-Arabs,
200. And he had read it to them,
they would never have believed
in it.
glorify me: for he shall receive
of mine, and shall shew it unto
you (John 16:12-14).
This prophecy too applies to the
Holy Prophet of Islam. He was the
Comforter and the Spirit of truth. He
guided mankind to all truth because
he brought the most complete and
perfect Law. He glorified Jesus and
all other Prophets of God (4:158160). He did not speak of himself, but
whatsoever he heard that did he
speak. About him the Quran says:
"Nor does he speak out of desire, it is
naught but revelation that is revealed"
(53:4-5).
2800. Commentary:
In the immediately preceding verse
a brief reference was made to some of
the prophecies that are to be found in
the Bible about the Holy Prophet.
After this brief reference the present
verse brings home to the Israelites the
fact that when their learned men
know that there are prophecies about
the Holy Prophet in their religious
scriptures, they have no justification
for rejecting him. The words "the
learned among the Children of Israel"
may also refer to the Israelite
Prophets who had made these

prophecies.
In the present and the preceding
five verses the following facts about
the Quran have been stated:
(a) The Quran, being a revelation
from the Lord of the worlds, is the
last Divine Message for all mankind.
(b) Having been brought down by
( الروح االمنیSpirit faithful to the trust), it
will continue to enjoy full and
complete
protection
from
all
interference and interpolation till the
end of time. (c) It is from beginning
to end God’s own spoken Word.
(d) It has been revealed in a most
expressive,
eloquent
and
comprehensive language which is
eminently fitted to express all sorts of
ideas and shades of meaning.
(e) Prophecies about the advent of
the Holy Prophet and the revelation
of the Quran are to be found in
ancient
religious
scriptures,
especially in the Bible. (f) The
learned men of Israel are fully
conversant with these prophecies.
In view of these facts what better
proofs are needed to establish the
truth of the Quran and the
universality and finality of its
message.
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201. Thus have We caused it
(disbelief) to enter into the
hearts of the sinful.2801
202. aThey will not believe in it
until they see the grievous
punishment.2802
203. But it will come upon them
suddenly, while they know not,
204. And they will say, ‘Shall
we be given any respite?’
205. bWhat! do they seek to
hasten Our punishment?
206. cWhat thinkest thou? If We
let them enjoy the good things
of this world for years;
207. Then there comes to them
that with which they are
threatened.
a

15:14. b22:48; 27:72-73; 51:15. c20:132; 28:62.

2801. Commentary:
The pronoun 'it' in the expression
"thus have We caused it to enter"
referring to the evil practice of the
disbelievers of rejecting truth the
verse purports to say that this bad
habit of disbelievers has its roots in
their own hearts and is born of their
indulgence in sin and vice and does
not come from outside. The verse, in
fact, states a general truth that when a
man indulges in sin his consciousness
of it becomes blunted and in course
of time he even comes to develop a
liking for it. It is in this way that sin
corrodes and vitiates "the hearts of
the sinful."
Or the pronoun 'it' may refer to the

Quran. In this sense the verse would
mean that the truth of the Quran is
made to enter into the hearts of
disbelievers by means of the
convincing proofs and arguments
given in support of it. They become
conscious of its truth but still they
reject it.
2802. Commentary:
The verse purports to say that when
the hearts of the sinful become
vitiated on account of their
indulgence in sin and vice, they
develop an antipathy towards truth
and it becomes difficult for them to
accept it and thus by rejecting the
truth they invite Divine punishment
to overtake them.
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208. Of no avail shall be to
them that which they were
allowed to enjoy.
209. aAnd never did We destroy
any township but it had
Warners.2803
210. This is an admonition; and
We are not unjust.
211. And the evil ones have not
brought it down.2803A
212. They are not fit for it, nor
have they the power to do
so.2804
a

6:132; 11:118; 20:135; 28:60.

2803. Commentary:
The verse refers to a divine law that
punishment does not overtake a
people unless a Prophet is first sent to
them and by rejecting and opposing
him they render themselves deserving
of it. See also 17:16; 28:60; 35:38.
2803A. Commentary:
The theme about the truth of the
Quran commenced in the preceding
verse is continued in the verse under
comment, it reiterates the claim that
satans or evil persons have no hand in
producing the Quran. In the following
verses proofs have been given to
support and substantiate this claim.
2804. Commentary:
The verse contains two arguments
in support of the claim that satans
could have no hand in the production
of the Quran. The first argument is
embodied in the words "They are not

fit for it," which means that the
teaching of the Quran constitutes a
most effective and uncompromising
condemnation of all that satans stand
for. Satan and his followers have been
repeatedly and in most scathing terms
denounced in the Quran and all good
men have been exhorted to treat
Satan as their enemy and not to
follow him and to lead righteous
lives. Thus satanic persons could not
possibly have helped in the
production of the Quran.
The second argument is continued
in the words "nor have they the power
to do so" which signify that the
teaching of the Quran is of such
exalted character and contains such
sublime truths that it is beyond the
power of satans to produce the like of
it. Elsewhere the Quran says "if
mankind and the jinn gathered
together to produce the like of this
Quran, they could not produce the
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213. aSurely, they are debarred
from hearing.2805
214. bCall not, therefore, on any
other god beside Allah, lest thou
become one of those who are
punished.2806
215. And warn thy nearest
kinsmen,2807
216. cAnd lower thy wing
of mercy to the believers who
follow thee.
217. Then if they disobey thee,
say, ‘I repudiate all connection
with what you do.’
a

11:21. b17:23, 40; 28:89. c15:89.

like thereof, even though they should
help one another" (17:89). Moreover,
the Quran contains mighty prophecies
about the ultimate triumph of truth
which only God, the Knower of the
unseen could make. The satans could
not make them as they have no
knowledge of the future.
2805. Commentary:
This verse embodies the third
argument to show that sinful and
vicious people can have no access to
the sources of such sublime and noble
teachings as are contained in the
Quran. The secrets of the unknown
are revealed only to God’s Elect and
His chosen Messengers and satans
descend only on liar and wicked
people.
2806. Commentary:
This verse contains the fourth

argument in support of the claim that
the Quran could not have been the
Devil’s work. A satanic production
could not have laid so much stress on
the Unity of God as has been laid in
the Quran.
2807. Commentary:
It is on record that when this verse
was revealed the Holy Prophet stood
on Mount Safa and called every
Quraish tribe by name and warned
them of the Divine punishment that
would overtake them if they did not
accept his message and give up their
evil ways. He is also reported to have
told his daughter Fatimah, his aunt
Safiyya and other members of his
household that no relationship with
him but only their own righteous
deeds would save them from Divine
wrath (Bukhari, Kitabut-Tafsir).
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218. aAnd put thy trust in the
Mighty, the Merciful,2808
219. bWho sees thee when thou
standest up in Prayer.
220. And
Who
sees
thy
movements among those who
prostrate themselves before
God.2809
221. He is indeed the AllHearing, the All-Knowing.
222. Shall I inform you on
whom
the
evil
ones
2810
descend?
a

25:59; 33:49. b73:21.

2808. Commentary:
The Surah has given a brief account
of the teachings of seven great
Prophets of God and of the
persecution and opposition they had
to meet at the hands of their enemies
and of the sad end to which the latter
came on account of their rejecting the
Divine Message. The account of
every Prophet ended with the highly
significant words, viz. "And thy
Lord—He is the Mighty, the
Merciful," meaning that God
possessed the power to punish the
rejecters and persecutors of the
Prophets and was Merciful to those
who believed in them. After this
account the Holy Prophet has been
commanded to preach his message
and has been told that like the
Prophets mentioned above he would
also face fierce opposition and
persecution. He has been further

enjoined to pray and to put his trust in
the Mighty and Merciful God, the
injunction implying that those who
will persist in opposing and
persecuting him will experience
God’s might but those who will
accept him will be shown mercy.
2809. Commentary:
This verse pays a glowing tribute to
the righteousness and nobility of the
Holy Prophet’s Companions. The
word  ساجدینapparently refers to them.
Blessed was the Prophet who was
surrounded by such godly men.
Human history has failed to produce
another example of such a noble
Master, loved and followed by such
devoted and righteous disciples.
2810. Commentary:
The verse reverts to the subject
dealt with in vv. 211-213 above.
Generally two charges were made
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223. They descend on every
great liar and sinner,
224. Repeating what they hear,
and most of them are liars.2811
225. And as for the poets—it is
the erring ones who follow
them.2812
against the Holy Prophet; viz. (a) that
satans descended upon him and
(b) that he was a poet. The first
charge has been effectively rebutted
in vv. 211-213 above. The present
verse, however, deals with another
aspect of the same charge. It purports
to say that satans cannot descend
upon the Holy Prophet because he is
a paragon of piety and righteousness.
They only descend upon their own
prototypes
and
counterparts—
confirmed liars and habitual sinners.
See next verse.
2811. Important Words:
( یلقون السمعthey repeat what they
hear).  یلقونis derived from  لیقand لقیه
means, he met or found him or it. ألیق
 ال یشءmeans, he cast or let fall the
thing.  ألقیت الیه القولmeans, I told or
communicated to him the saying. ألقیت
 الیه املودة او باملودةmeans, I offered to him
love or affection.  ألیق مالیه السمعmeans, he
listened to him or gave ear to him for
listening.  یلقون السمعmeans, they give
ear or they communicate to others,
tell others or repeat to others what
they hear (Lane & Qadir).
2812. Commentary:
In this verse the second imputation
that the Holy Prophet is a poet (21:6)

is rebutted. Four reasons which have
been spread over the present and the
next three verses constitute this
rebuttal. They are: (1) Those who
follow and associate with the poets
are men of no high moral character.
They are prone to err and stray away
from the path of rectitude. But the
Holy Prophet brought about a
wonderful moral transformation
among his followers who became
possessed of very noble ideals and
very high moral character. (2) The
poets have no fixed ideal or
programme in life. They, as it were,
wander about distractedly in every
valley. But the Holy Prophet had a
great and sublime mission in life. It
was the moral and spiritual
regeneration of the depraved Arab
society and through them the
reformation and resuscitation of the
whole degenerate and corrupt
humanity. It was given to no womanborn to pursue and achieve a higher
and nobler ideal. (3) The poets do
not practise what they preach but the
Holy Prophet was not only the
noblest preceptor but the greatest man
of action and a model exemplar also.
(4) The poets praise and abuse other
people as it suits them and sometimes
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226. Dost thou not see how they
wander aimlessly in every
valley,2813
227. And that they say what
they practise not?
228. Save those who believe
and do good works, and
remember Allah much, and
retaliate only after they are
wronged. And the wrongdoers
will soon know to what place of
return they shall return.2813A
even make bold to prophesy about the
future but never know what their own
end would be. But the Holy Prophet,
deserted by his own kith and kin and
amidst the severest persecution, when
all was dark and dismal around him,
emphatically declared that he would
eventually succeed and he did succeed.
2813. Important Words:
( می مھیمونwander aimlessly) is derived
from  ھامwhich means, he was or
became thirsty. They say ھام الرجل عیل وجھه
i.e. the man went at random, not
knowing where he was going (Lane
& Aqrab).

fancy. Their themes have little
coherence and consistency, and they
lack continuity. Their thought is
fragmentary.
2813A. Commentary:
In this verse an exception has been
made in regard to a certain class of
poets, viz. that not all poets belong to
the category referred to above
(vv. 225-227). There are poets who
use their God-given poetic gifts to
further the cause of truth and lead
righteous lives. They are excepted
from the poets referred to above.

Commentary:
The poets pursue every colourful
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CHAPTER 27
AN-NAML
(Revealed before Hijrah)
Context and Date of Revelation
The immediate connection of this Surah with its predecessor consists
in the fact that towards the end of the latter Surah it was stated that in
accordance with the invariable and time-honoured Divine practice the Faithful
will triumph and disbelievers will meet with discomfiture and will come to
grief. As the main subject of the last Surah related to the defeat and
destruction of disbelief, great stress was laid in it on the fact that consistently
with that practice ruin will seize the opponents of the Holy Prophet also. In
the present Surah, however, greater emphasis has been laid on another more
subtle aspect of the same subject, viz. that despite the weakness of believers in
power, prestige and material resources, their cause has always progressed and
prospered. Though towards the close of the Surah a brief reference has been
made to the ultimate destruction of disbelief, much greater emphasis has been
laid on the basic religious principle that those who listen to the voice of God
and give intellectual and ideological allegiance and unqualified and unstinted
support to the Divinely established system, always achieve success and
honour. In this connection it is mentioned that the progress of Muslims will
not be temporary and short-lived, but will extend over a long period, and
unlike the Israelites who were rulers only in their own country, Muslims will
conquer and rule over vast lands.
Another point worth special notice which serves as a connecting link
between the present and the preceding Surah is that towards the close of the
preceding Surah the disbelievers were mentioned as saying that the Holy
Prophet was a poet and that satans descended upon him. To this taunt or
charge of the disbelievers the Surah returned the answer that satans descended
only upon sinful liars and forgers who mixed falsehood with truth. This is
why a hotchpotch of much falsehood mixed with a little truth could never
produce any good results. It further said that the poets follow no great aim or
fixed programme in life. They wander, as it were, distractedly in every valley
and do not practise what they preach. They follow satans and are in turn
followed by those who have lost the right path. To continue and elaborate the
subject the present Surah opens with a firm declaration that the Quran is
God’s own revealed Word. It explains fully and completely all matters that
concern man’s spiritual life and supports its principles and ideals with sound
and cogent arguments. It has been revealed to the Holy Prophet from the Wise
and Almighty God. Its followers worship their Lord morning and evening.
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They are kind and sympathetic towards their fellow beings and believe also in
the Hereafter. Thus there is a world of difference between disbelievers and
followers of the Quran.
According to Ibn ‘Abbas and Ibn Zubair the Surah was revealed at
Mecca. Other Muslim scholars also support this view.
Summary of the Subject Matter
Whereas the preceding Surah, i.e. (Ash-Shu‘ara’) opened with the
abbreviated letters ( طسمTa Sin Mim), this Surah begins with the letters ( طسTa
Sin), the letter ( مMim) having been omitted. This shows that the subject
matter of the present Surah constitutes a continuation and extension of the
subject matter of its predecessor, though in a little different form. The Surah
begins with a brief reference to the vision which Moses, the great Israelite
Prophet, saw of Divine majesty and proceeds to give a somewhat detailed
account of David and Solomon in whose reigns the Israelite conquests, power
and material glory reached their zenith; the implication being that Muslims
will also make equal, even greater, conquests and will rule over vaster lands
and that their splendour, grandeur and glory will last much longer, but if like
the Israelites they abandoned the path of rectitude and took to evil practices,
they too will forfeit God’s favour and will be visited with Divine punishment.
After this, the Surah deals at some length with the two most
fundamental and basic religious beliefs—existence of God and life after
death. To support and substantiate the first thesis, viz. the existence of God,
the Surah adduces arguments from nature, man’s inner self and from his
collective life. After alluding to the fact that God’s great powers are
manifested in the marvellous working of the laws of nature, the Surah
advances the acceptance of prayer by God as an invincible argument in proof
of His existence. It portrays very graphically that when man in the hour of
distress cries to God in the agony of his soul, God listens to his cry. Indeed, if
man had not witnessed great miracles being performed through the power of
prayer God’s existence would have remained enshrouded in mystery
and doubt. Another unanswerable argument given by the Surah is that God
reveals Himself to His Messengers and righteous servants and vouchsafes to
them the knowledge of the unknown, instances of which are to be witnessed
in every age.
After having dealt with the subject of the existence of God, the Surah,
proceeds to deal with the second most important religious subject, viz. life
after death. After briefly pointing to other arguments it advances as one
unassailable proof in support of life after death the great moral and spiritual
revolution which the Holy Prophet brought about among his people, and then
proceeds to expatiate upon it. The argument begins and develops in this way.
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The Arabs had completely despaired of their future. They heedlessly
wallowed in the quagmire of immoral ways and practices and rejected the
Holy Prophet’s message and refused to believe that there was a life after death
and that they will be required to render an account of their deeds. Morally and
spiritually they were virtually a dead people, but they received a new life
through the Quran. The water of Divine revelation descended upon the bleak
and barren soil of Arabia and it bloomed and blossomed and pulsated with a
new vigorous life and by acting upon its teachings the Arabs, who were
erstwhile the scum and dregs of humanity, became its leaders
and teachers. This marvellous revolution constituted a proof positive of the
fact that God Who could raise a spiritually dead people to new life had the
power to raise the dead to life again after they would become bones and
particles of dust.
The Surah closes on the note on which it had begun, viz. the subject of
the Quranic revelation, and proclaims that God has chosen Mecca as the
centre for His last Message and that from this town shall emanate a divine
light which will illumine the whole world. It further declares that in order to
add effulgence and lustre to the light of the Quran God will show mighty
Signs in every age.
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1. In the name of Allah, the
Gracious, the Merciful.2814
2. bTa Sin. cThese are verses of
the Quran, and of an
illuminating Book,2814A
a

3. dA guidance and good tidings
to those who would believe,2815
a

See 1:1. b26:2; 28:2. c15:2; 26:3; 28:3. d2:3; 10:58; 12:112; 31:4.

2814. Commentary:
See 1:1.

mighty prophecy that the Holy Book
of Islam will continue to be preserved
in the form of a book till the end of
time and that it will be widely studied
and read, the word  قرٓانmeaning a
book that is read. This prophecy was
made at a time when the very art of
printing had not yet been known and
it was made to a people most of
whom could not even read or write.
The prophecy has met with
marvellous fulfilment. Even the most
hostile opponent of Islam can hardly
deny the fact that no other book is so
widely and frequently read as the
Quran.
The
famous
German
orientalist Nöldeke writes: "Since the
use of the Koran in public worship, in
schools and otherwise, is much more
extensive than, for example, the
reading of the Bible in most Christian
countries, it has been truly described
as the most widely read book in
existence" (Enc. Bri. 9th edit. vol. 16,
p.597).

2814A. Commentary:
For a general discussion about
abbreviated letters see 2:2 & 19:2 and
about  طسsee 26:2.
It is significant that whereas 26th
and 28th chapters which have the
abbreviated letters  طسمin their
beginning open with the verse "These
are the verses of the clear Book", the
present Surah which is prefixed with
 طسbegins with the verse, "These are
verses of the Quran, and of an
illuminating Book." This shows that
while in the former two Surahs the
Quran was alluded to only with
reference to Moses’ Book, in the
present Surah it has been mentioned
expressly and by name, as in the
verse under comment as well as in
vv. 7, 93.
One more fact deserves special
notice. The verse has used two
descriptive words for the Quran, viz.
 کتابi.e. the Book and  القرٓانthe Quran. 2815. Commentary:
The use of these two words implies a
The verse points to the two
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4. aWho observe Prayer and pay
the Zakah, and have firm faith
in the Hereafter.
5. bAs to those who believe not
in the Hereafter, We have made
their deeds appear beautiful to
them, so they are wandering
blindly.2815A
6. It is they who shall have a
grievous torment, and they alone
it is who shall be the greatest
losers in the Hereafter.
a

2:4; 8:4; 14:32; 31:5. b16:23; 17:11; 34:9.

prominent characteristics of the
Quran to which repeated reference
has been made in it, viz. (1) that it is
a guidance and (2) that it gives good
tidings to the believers. These
characteristics signify that the Quran
contains all those rules of conduct,
precepts and ordinances which are
required for man’s moral and spiritual
development and progress, and are
essential for the achievement of the
goal of human life, and that it also
holds out to believers the promise
that if they acted upon its teaching
they will enjoy prosperity, prestige
and power in this world and the
pleasure and nearness of God in the
life to come.
2815A. Commentary:
Elsewhere in the Quran we have:
"Satan made all that they did seem
fair to them" (6:44) and "And when
Satan made their deeds seem fair to
them" (8:49). It is clear from these

two verses that it is Satan who makes
evil and mischievous deeds of
evildoers look beautiful in their eyes.
But in the verse under comment it is
stated that God makes the deeds of
disbelievers appear beautiful to them.
Thus there seems to be a
contradiction between the present
verse and vv. 6:44; 8:49. But in
reality there is no contradiction
because it is a law that if a person
pursues an evil course, thinking that
he is not accountable for what he
does he begins to justify his conduct
as good and proper and so it begins to
appear to him in that light. This, in
fact, is the consequence of his own
conduct but inasmuch as it comes
about in accordance with a divine
law, it is attributed to God, because it
is God Who has ordained that
disbelief in the Hereafter should
result in evil deeds appearing
beautiful in the eyes of disbelievers;
otherwise God only commends good
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7. Verily, thou hast been given
the Quran from the presence of
One Wise, All-Knowing.2816
8. aRemember when Moses said
to his family, ‘I perceive a fire. I
will bring you from there some
information, or I will bring you
a flame, a burning brand, that
you may warm yourselves.’2817
9. So when he came to it, he
was called by a voice, ‘Blessed
a

20:11; 28:30.

and righteous deeds and has
made disbelief, transgression and
disobedience hateful and repugnant
(49:8).
2816. Important Words:
( تلیقthou hast been given) is derived
from لیق. They say  لیق فالناi.e. he met
him, found him, saw him, came face
to face with him. ( لیق فالنا ال یشءlaqqa)
means, he threw the thing towards
him, he made him meet or experience
it. See 2:38 and 24:16.
Commentary:
The verse is a clear denial of the
charge that the Holy Prophet had his
own ideas written down and collected
in the form of a book and called it
"the Quran." It also constitutes an
unequivocal declaration of the fact
that the Prophet learnt the Quran
direct from the Wise and AllKnowing God.
2817. Important Words:
( تصطلونwarm yourselves) is derived
from  اصطیلwhich is the same as صیل.

They say  صیل النارi.e. he was or became
burned by the fire or he endured the
heat of the fire.  اصطیلmeans, he
warmed or burned himself by the fire
(Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
It was not actual fire that Moses
had seen. Had it been so he would
have used the expression  این ٓانست النارi.e.
I have perceived the fire, instead of
نارا
ً  این ٓانستi.e. I have perceived a fire.
In fact it was a vision that Moses had
seen, fire symbolizing the love of
God. It is worthy of note that most of
the major incidents connected with
Moses that have been mentioned in
the Quran, were not incidents which
actually took place in the material
and physical world but were visions
which symbolized great landmarks in
his spiritual development and
prophetic mission. Besides the vision
about the rod (7:118) and that
concerning the breaking of the
mountain into pieces (7:144) there are
other important instances of such
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is he who is in the fire and also
those around it; and glorified be
Allah, the Lord of the
worlds.2818
10. O Moses averily I am Allah,
the Mighty, the Wise.2818A
11. bAnd throw down thy rod.’
And when he saw it move as
though it were a serpent, he
turned back retreating and did
not look back. ‘O Moses, fear
not. Verily, I am with thee; the
Messengers need have no fear
in My presence.2819
12. As to those who do wrong
and then substitute good for
evil; to them, I am indeed Most
Forgiving, Merciful.2820
a

20:12-13, 15; 28:31; 79:17. b7:118; 20:20; 28:32.

visions in the Quran, the verse under Almighty is  تبارکwhich means, He is
comment affording one such instance. blessed.
See also 20:11.
2818A. Commentary:
2818. Commentary:
The fire was not God, nor was God
The expression  من یف النار و من حوھلاmay in the 'fire.' Holy is He and exalted
have
the
following
two far above assuming any material
interpretations: (a) who is in search shape or being confined to space. The
of the fire, and who is near it; 'fire' was a manifestation of God
(b) who is actually in the fire and which cast its reflection upon all that
who is about to enter it, 'fire' was near.
symbolizing the fire of God’s love or
2819. Commentary:
the fire of trials and tribulations.
For a detailed discussion of the
It is wrong to apply, as some
miracle of the rod and the white hand
commentators of the Quran have
see 7:108 & 109.
done, the expression  بورک من یف النارto
God. The word ( بورکblessed) being 2820. Commentary:
in passive voice cannot be used about
The particle  إالis used here as إستشناء
God, the right word to use about the  منقطعand introduces a new statement;
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13. aAnd put thy hand into thy
bosom; it will come forth white
without any disease. This is
among the nine Signs unto
Pharaoh and his people for they
are a rebellious people.’2821
14. But when Our sight-giving
Signs came to them, they said,
b
‘This is plain magic.’2822
15. cAnd they rejected them
wrongfully and arrogantly,
while
their
souls
were
convinced of them. See then,
how evil was the end of those
who acted corruptly!
R. 2.

16. And We gave knowledge to
David and Solomon, and they
said, ‘All praise belongs to
Allah, Who has exalted us
a

7:109; 17:102; 20:24. b43:31; 61:7. c2:88.

or it may have been used in the sense
of  والmeaning "and not" or "nor." In
this sense of the word the verse under
comment
conjoined
with
the
preceding verse would mean: the
Messengers need have no fear in My
presence nor those who do wrong and
then substitute good for evil. For
discussion of  إستشناء منقطعsee 2:35.
2821. Commentary:
For nine signs see 7:134. Briefly,
they were: the signs (1) of the rod
and (2) the white hand (7:108-109);
(3) of
lice;
(4) frogs;
and

(5) locusts; (6) of blood; (7) and
storm; (7:134); (8) of drought and
(9) destruction of fruits (7:131).
2822. Important Words:
( مبصرةsight-giving) is act. participle
from  أبصرwhich is again derived from
 بصرwhich means, he saw, he became
seeing.  أبصرہmeans, he perceived it
mentally; he knew or understood
it.  مبصرةmeans, clear, manifest;
illumining; sight-giving, causing to
have mental perception or knowledge
(Lane & Aqrab). See also 7:204 &
12:94.
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above many of His believing
servants.’2823
17. And Solomon was heir to
David. And he said, ‘O ye
people, we have been taught the
language of birds; and we have
had everything bestowed upon
2823. Commentary:
After a brief account of Moses, the
Founder of the Israelite Dispensation
and its greatest Prophet, the present
and the following several verses
make a special mention of David and
Solomon. Of all the Israelite Prophets
particular reference to these two
Prophets in the verse possesses a
special significance. The Israelite
power, prosperity and prestige had
attained their zenith in the reigns of
the two Prophets. David was a great
warrior and a mighty and sagacious
statesman. He was the founder of the
Judean dynasty at Jerusalem and the
real builder of the Hebrew kingdom.
Through him all the tribes of Israel
from Dan to Beersheba became
united and organized into a powerful
nation whose kingdom extended from
the Euphrates to the Nile. Solomon
consolidated the kingdom he had
inherited from his father. He was a
great and good monarch. He greatly
extended and developed the trade and
commerce of his country. He was the
master-builder among the Israelite
kings and is best known for the
building of the famous Temple at
Jerusalem, which became the Qiblah
of the Israelites. The special reference
in these verses to these two mighty

Israelite kings implies a prophecy that
rulers of as mighty, even mightier,
empires and enjoying as great, even
greater, glory and prosperity will also
rise among the followers of the Holy
Prophet Muhammad who was the like
of Moses.
The words "We gave knowledge to
David and Solomon" may either
mean that God endowed them with
wisdom and knowledge in abundance
as is apparent from the wise decisions
they made or that being Divine
Messengers God disclosed to them
the secrets of the unknown and
imparted
to
them
special
understanding and realization of
Divine attributes which constitute the
fountainhead of all knowledge. In
reality the greatest proof of the truth
of a Divine teacher consists in the
fact that he is vouchsafed in an
unusually large measure knowledge
of the things beyond human ken
(72:27-28). This is one explanation of
the above-mentioned words. They
may also imply an allusion to the
great progress and advance made
during the reigns of these two
Prophets in navigation and in the
preparation of implements of war
which is also a branch of knowledge
and to which a reference has been
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God’s

made in the verses that immediately possible without there being some
follow, and also in 21:81-83; 34:11- means of communication between
14; 38:19-21.
them. This means of communication
may be called their language.
2823A. Important Words:
( منطقlanguage) is derived from  نطقProphets David and Solomon are
which means, he spoke with sound stated here to have been taught the
and letters which made clear his language of birds which may be taken
meaning.  نطق الکتابmeans, the book as signifying that they had learnt how
explained and made clear. Thus  نطقto make use of birds. The art of using
(nutq) applies to both articulate and birds for carrying messages from
inarticulate speech and to the one place to another had been very
condition of a thing which is as much developed by Solomon and
significant as articulate speech. It is frequent use of it made in the
of two kinds: external, viz. spoken management of the far-flung empire
words; internal, viz. understanding. over which he ruled.
If the word  طریbe taken to signify
The word is also used with regard to
righteous
men (3:50) who soar high
animals and birds when the use is
into the spiritual firmament and attain
metaphorical (Aqrab & Mufradat).
nearness to God, the words "we have
For ( طریbirds) see next verse.
been taught the language of birds"
Commentary:
would mean that David and Solomon
Solomon was heir to both the knew the language in which God’s
temporal power and prophetic office Elect speak i.e. they possessed the
and spiritual knowledge of his father, wisdom and knowledge that is given
David. The word ( ورثwas heir) here to highly spiritual men.
has special reference to the spiritual
The expression "and we have had
heritage of David because whereas everything bestowed upon us," means
kingship and temporal power and that all things that were necessary to
property descend from father to son, make the Israelites a strong and
prophethood does not. Birds and prosperous people were bestowed
insects have their own means of upon them in the reigns of David and
communication. Migratory birds fly Solomon. It clearly does not mean
from one region to another with the that every existing thing was given to
change in weather. They fly in flocks them. The words point to no
and their flight is orderly. Similarly, exclusive prerogative of these two
ants live in communities and the bees Prophets. Identical words have been
have a well-regulated system of used with regard to the Queen of
government. This could not be Saba’ (27:24).
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18. aAnd there were gathered
together unto Solomon his hosts
of Jinn and men and birds, and
they were formed into separate
divisions,2824
a

38:19-20.

2824. Important Words:
( یوزعونformed into separate groups)
is derived from وزع. They say وزع فالنا او
 بفالنi.e. he hindered or led or drove
such a one and restrained him, and he
incited or urged him with such a one.
 وزع الًیشmeans, he stopped the first
part of the army so that their last part
may join them. They say رأیته ًیزع الًیش
i.e. I saw that he was arranging the
soldiers in proper order and placing
them in rows. ( وزع املال بینھمwazza’a)
means, he distributed the property
among them. اّلل فالنا
ً ٰ  أوزعmeans, God
inspired such a one.  االوزاعmeans,
parties; companies (Aqrab). Thus
according
to
the
different
significations of the root word, the
Quranic expression  فھم یوزعونwould
mean, they were formed into separate
groups or classes; (2) they were
hindered from cruel and tyrannous
acts; (3) they marched like an
ordered and disciplined army; and
(4) their first part was stopped so that
their last part might join them. These
words show that Solomon had a welltrained and disciplined army which
had several separate and distinct
departments.
( طریbirds) is the plural of  طائرwhich
is active participle from  طارwhich
means, it flew or moved in the air by
means of wings.  طریbesides meaning
"birds" may also apply to swift

animals such as horses, etc. طیار
(tayyar) which is an intensive form of
 طائرsignifies a sharp-spirited and
quick-footed horse that runs so fast
that it seems to be flying (Lane). See
also 3:50; 7:132 & 17:14.
( جنjinn) is derived from ( جنjanna).
 جنهmeans, it concealed, veiled,
covered or protected him.  جنmeans,
the darkness of night or its intense
darkness; such beings as keep aloof
from the people as if remaining
concealed, i.e. big people (Lane). Jinn
in the present verse may represent
mountain or wild people who had not
till then been subjugated.
Commentary:
The verse under comment should
be read along with 21:83; 34:13 &
38:38. It seems to refer to the military
personnel of Solomon’s army. The
three words ( جنjinn), ( انسmen) and
( طریbirds) may represent three
departments of his army. In the
present verse and in 34:13, the word
( جنjinn) has been used to represent a
particular section of the army while
in 21:83 & 38:38, the word  شیاطنیhas
been used to represent the same class.
It seems that Solomon had subdued
and subjugated some wild tribes, this
approximately being the sense of both
the words  جنand  شیاطنیwho formed an
integral part of his army and did
sundry other difficult tasks for him.
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19. Until when they came to the
Valley of An-Naml, a Namlite
said, ‘O ye Naml, enter your
habitations, lest Solomon and
his hosts crush you, while they
know not.’2825
The word  طریdenoting swift-footed
horses may represent Solomon’s
cavalry. This meaning of the word
finds corroboration in 38:32-34
where Solomon has been stated to
possess great love for horses. Thus
whereas ( جنjinn) and ( انسmen)
represented
two
sections
of
Solomon’s infantry, ( طریbirds) stood
for his cavalry. But if  طریmay be
taken to mean 'birds' then it would
signify birds which Solomon
employed for carrying messages.
Thus they also formed a very useful
and necessary adjunct to his army.
But these three words may also
have been used in a metaphorical
sense signifying respectively "big
men," "ordinary men" and "highly
spiritual men." In this sense of the
words the verse would mean that
while on military expeditions
Solomon had all these three classes of
men with him because they all had
their usefulness.
2825. Commentary:
( منلNaml) being a proper noun, واد
( النملthe valley of Naml) does not
mean the valley of ants as is generally
misunderstood but the valley where a
tribe named Naml lived. In Qamus
under the word  برقwe have االبرقة من میاہ
 النملةi.e. Abriqah is one of the springs
of Namlah. So Naml is the name of a

tribe just as Mazin ( )مازنwhich means
the eggs of ants is the name of an
Arab tribe. In Arabia it was not an
uncommon practice that tribes were
named after animals and beasts such
as Banu Asad, Banu Taghlab, Banu
Kalb, Banu Naml, etc. Moreover, the
use of the words ( ادخلواenter) and
( مساکنکمyour habitations) in the verse
lends powerful support to the view
that Naml was a tribe, since the
former word is used only for rational
beings and the expression مساکنکم
(your habitations) has been used in
the Quran exclusively for human
habitations (29:39; 32:27). Thus منلة
means a person of the tribe of  ;النملa
Namlite. The said Namlite was
possibly their leader and had ordered
the people to get out of the way of the
army of Solomon and enter their
houses.
According to some authorities this
valley is situated between Jibrin and
‘Asqalan. ‘Asqalan is a town on the
sea coast, twelve miles to the north of
Gaz, near Sinai (Taqwimul-Buldan).
Jibrin is a town in the north, situated
in the vilayat of Damascus. This
shows that the Valley of Naml is
situated near the sea coast, opposite
to or near Jerusalem, lying on the
route from Damascus to Hijaz, at a
distance of about a hundred miles
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20. Thereupon
he
smiled,
laughing at her words, and said,
‘My Lord, grant me the will and
power to be grateful for Thy
favour which Thou hast
bestowed upon me and upon my
parents, and to do such good
works as would please Thee,
and admit me, by Thy
mercy, among Thy righteous
servants.’2826
21. And he reviewed the birds,
and said, ‘How is it that I do not
from it. This part of the country was
up to the time of Solomon inhabited
by the Arabs and the Midianites. (See
ancient and modern maps of Syria
and Palestine). According to other
authorities, however, it is situated in
Yemen. This latter view seems to be
more akin to reality. In view of this
historical fact fabulous legends
woven round this valley are mere
conjectures of the commentators of
the Quran. The simple fact seems to
be that while on a military expedition
to Saba’, Solomon might have passed
by the valley where the tribe called
Namlah lived.
It further appears from the verse
that the piety and godliness of
Solomon’s soldiers was famed far and
wide. They would not knowingly
harm or injure any people. This
seems to be the implication of the
words "and they knew not" and this is
what pleased Solomon as is clear
from the next verse.

2826. Important Words:
( ضاحکاlaughed) is derived from ضحک
which means, he laughed; he
wondered; he was frightened. ضحکت
 املرأةmeans, the woman menstruated.
 ضحکت الطریقmeans, the way became
clear.  ضحکت االرض عن النباتmeans, the
land brought forth its herbage (Lane
& Aqrab). See also 11:72.
Commentary:
The entire wording of the verse
shows that Solomon was extremely
pleased with the good opinion a
Namlite expressed about his own and
that of his army’s power and piety.
The implication in this account of
Solomon is that rising from quite
insignificant beginnings, the Holy
Prophet will attain such prestige and
power that he would be feared far and
wide. The Prophet himself is reported
to have said:  نصرت بالرعب مسریة شھرi.e. I
have been helped with such prestige
that people fear me from a distance of
one month’s journey (Bukhari,
Kitabul-Jihad).
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see Hudhud? Is he among the
absentees?2827
2827. Important Words:
( تفقدhe reviewed) is derived from
فقد. They say  فقدہi.e. he found it not;
he lost it, it was or became absent
from him.  الفقدwhich is nouninfinitive, though often used as
meaning being non-existent, properly
signifies the thing’s being absent
from the range of perception by sense
so that its place is not known. تفقدہ
means, he sought for or after it; or did
so leisurely or repeatedly; or sought
for or after it, it being absent from
him, or he sought or sought leisurely
or repeatedly to obtain knowledge of
it, having known it before (Lane,
Aqrab & Mufradat).
Commentary:
Contrary to popular belief based on
fable and fiction "Hudhud" was not
the name of a bird which Solomon
employed as his message-bearer. This
is clear from the following facts
mentioned in the present and the next
few verses.
(1) It is inconceivable that a great
Divine Prophet and a mighty
monarch like Solomon should have
been so angry with a little bird as to
be prepared to inflict severe
punishment upon it or even to kill it if
it did not give clear reason for its
absence. Birds are not subject to the
penalties of law (v. 22).
(2) The hoopoe or "Hudhud" is not
a migratory bird. It cannot fly long
distances. Solomon, therefore, could
not have selected it for a journey to
Sheba and back (v. 23).

(3) The bird also seems to be
acquainted with the requirements of a
State and with kings and thrones as is
clear from the report he made to
Solomon, viz. that the Queen of
Sheba had been given all that was
needed for carrying on the
government of her country (v. 24).
(4) Surprisingly, the bird seems to
be well-versed in knowledge about
Divine Unity and the evils of
associating gods with Allah (vv. 25, 26).
It quite clearly follows from these
facts that "Hudhud" was not a bird
but a man, even a very responsible
officer of State who had been
entrusted with an important political
mission by Solomon to the Queen of
Sheba. The practice of exchange of
envoys seems to be quite popular in
Solomon’s time. It is also a known
fact that men are named after birds
and animals. "Hudhud" appears to be
a very popular name among
Solomon’s people. The word seems to
be the Arabicised form of Hadad, a
Biblical name. It appears to have
been the name of several Edomite
kings who ruled immediately before
the first Israelite king and who
defeated Midian. One of the courtiers
of Solomon was also named Hudhud.
A son of Ishmael, too, bore this name.
Similarly, an Edomite prince who fled
to Egypt for fear of Jacob’s massacre
was known by this name (1 Kings
11:14). The name appeared to be so
popular and is so frequently used in
the Old Testament that when
mentioned without a qualifying word
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22. I will surely punish him
with a severe punishment or I
will slay him, unless he bring me
a clear reason for his absence.’
23. And he did not tarry long
before Hudhud came and said,
‘I have comprehended that which
thou hast not comprehended;
and I have come to thee from
Saba’ with sure tidings.2828
24. I found a woman ruling over
them, and she has been given
everything and she has a mighty
throne.2829
25. I found her and her people
worshipping the sun instead of
Allah; aand Satan has made
a

8:49; 16:64; 35:9.

it means, "a man of the Edomite
family" (Jew. Enc.). According to
Muntaha al-Arab "Hudhud" was the
name of the father of Bilqis, the
Queen of Sheba.
2828. Commentary:
It appears from this verse that
"Hudhud" was sent on an important
State mission and he brought for
Solomon an important piece of news.
A rising seemed to have taken place
in that region and Solomon marched
with his army to quell it and he sent
"Hudhud" in advance to collect all
necessary information with regard to
the real state of affairs obtaining
there.
Saba’ may be identified with Sheba

of the Bible (1 Kings 10). It was a
city in Yemen situated at about three
days’ journey from the city of San‘a
and was the seat of Government of
the Queen of Sheba. Moreover, Saba’
is a well-known branch of the Qahtani
tribes.
2829. Commentary:
"Hudhud" proceeds to give detailed
information about the place against
which Solomon was marching. The
words, "she has been given
everything," show that the Queen of
Sheba ruled over a very prosperous
people who had attained a very high
degree of civilization. She possessed
all those things which had made her a
powerful monarch.
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their works look beautiful to
them, and has thus hindered
them from the right way, so that
they follow not guidance;2830
26. And Satan has bidden them
not to worship Allah, Who brings
to light that which is hidden in
the heavens and the earth, and
a
Who knows what you conceal
and what you make known.
27. Allah! there is no god but He,
the Lord of the Mighty Throne.’
28. Solomon said, ‘We shall see
whether thou hast spoken the
truth or whether thou art one of
those who lie.2831
29. Go thou, with this letter of
mine, and lay it before them;
then withdraw from them and see
a

2:78; 16:20; 64:5.

2830. Commentary:
The Sabaeans worshipped the sun
and the stars, a creed which in all
likelihood had been imported into
Yemen from Iraq with which the
people of Yemen were in close
contact by way of the sea and the
Persian Gulf. The Sabaeans should
not be confounded with Sabians who
have been mentioned in 2:63, 5:70 &
22:18 and have been variously
described as (1) a star-worshipping
people living in Iraq; (2) a people
believing in a faith which was a sort

of patchwork of Judaism, Christianity
and Zoroastrianism; (3) a people
who lived near Mosul in Iraq and
believed in the Unity of God but
possessed no known shari‘ah and
(4) a people who lived round about
Iraq and professed beliefs in all
Divine Prophets.
2831. Commentary:
Birds are never known to speak the
truth or tell lies. The verse affords yet
one more proof of "Hudhud" being
not a bird but an important official in
Solomon’s government.
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what answer they return.’2832
30. The Queen said, “Ye chiefs,
there has been delivered to me a
noble letter,
31. It is from Solomon, and it
is: ‘In the name of Allah, the
Gracious, the Merciful;2833
2832. Commentary:
In the words, "then withdraw from
them," "Hudhud" had been taught
proper etiquette which he had to
observe while presenting Solomon’s
letter to the Queen.
Even if it be conceded that David
and Solomon could understand the
language of birds, there is nothing in
the Quran to show that the Queen of
Sheba also understood their language
and yet "Hudhud" was entrusted with
the mission to take Solomon’s letter
to her and to have a talk with her on
Solomon’s behalf and as his
representative.
2833. Commentary:
Some Christian orientalists, as is
their wont, have vainly sought to
impugn the Divine origin of the
Quran by trying to show that the
expression Bismillah has been
borrowed from earlier Scriptures.
Wherry in his "commentary" says that
it has been borrowed from Zend-Avesta.
Sale has expressed an identical
view, while Rodwell is of the opinion
that Pre-Islamic Arabs borrowed it
from Jews and subsequently it was
incorporated in the Quran by the
Holy Prophet. To say that because

this expression was to be found in
some former Scriptures, therefore it
must have necessarily been borrowed
from one of them by the Quran does
not stand to reason. According to
Muslim belief Prophets were raised
among every people (35:25) and
those Prophets like the Holy Prophet
of Islam also received Divine
revelation and therefore there can be,
and there actually are to be, found in
the Quran expressions of identical
import with those in other Divine
Scriptures. This fact, if anything, only
proves that the Quran has originated
from the same Source from which
those Scriptures had originated. In the
verse under comment the expression
Bismillah is shown to have been used
by Prophet Solomon. So there can be
no question of its being borrowed or
plagiarized by the Quran. What the
Quran claims is only this that no
other Scripture has used this
expression in the form and manner in
which it has done. And the charge is
also belied by facts of history that the
Holy Prophet took this expression
from pre-Islamic Arabs. The Arabs
had never used it before it was
revealed in the Quran. On the
contrary, they had a special aversion
for the use of the Divine attribute
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32. Behave not proudly towards
me, but come to me in
submission.’”2834
R. 3.

33. She said, ‘Ye chiefs, advise
me in the matter that is before
me. I never decide any matter
until you are present with me
and give me your advice.’
34. They replied, ‘We possess
power and we possess great
prowess in war, but it is for thee to
command; therefore consider thou
what thou wilt command.’2835
35. She said, ‘Surely, kings,
when they enter a country,
despoil it, and turn the highest
of its people into the lowest.
And thus will they do.2836
Ar-Rahman (25:61) which forms an Sheba was a very powerful monarch
possessed
great
material
integral part of Bismillah. See also 1:1. and
resources and also commanded the
2834. Commentary:
affection, cooperation and willing
Solomon’s letter constitutes a obedience of her subjects and was the
beautiful specimen of how great and final arbiter of their destinies.
comprehensive meaning can be
The power and glory of Saba’ was
condensed in a few brief words at its height in about 1100 B.C. The
devoid of all useless bombast and period of the Queen’s rule continued
verbosity. The letter was at once a up to 950 B.C., when she is believed
warning against the futility of revolt to have submitted to Solomon. With
which seemed to be then raising its her submission was fulfilled the
head in some parts of the country and Biblical prophecy, viz. "the Kings of
an invitation to the Queen to submit Sheba and Saba’ shall offer
to Solomon to avoid unnecessary gifts" (Psalms 72:10).
bloodshed and also to give up
2836. Commentary:
idolatry and accept the true faith.
The Queen explains to her ministers
2835. Commentary:
and nobles the dangers of offering
The verse shows that the Queen of opposition to Solomon.
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36. But I am going to send them
a present and wait to see what
answer the envoys bring back.’
37. So when the Queen’s
ambassador came to Solomon,
he said, ‘Do you mean to help
me with your wealth? But that
which Allah has given me is
better than that which He has
given you. Nay, but you rejoice
in your gift.2837
38. Go back to them, for we
shall surely come to them with
hosts against which they will
have no power, and we shall
drive them out from there
disgraced, and they will be
humbled.’2838
39. He said, ‘O nobles, which of
you will bring me a throne for
her before they come to me,
submitting?’2839
2837. Commentary:
Solomon seems evidently to have
become greatly offended with the
Queen’s behaviour in sending him
presents which seemed to include a
throne. He took it as an insult. He
had demanded her unconditional
surrender and instead was presented
with paltry presents. The Sabaeans
had either attacked Solomon’s
territory or had sought to create
unrest in it. This is why the sending
of presents offended and annoyed
him. In ordinary circumstances, as a
righteous man of God, he should have

been pleased with the presents.
2838. Important Words:
( قبلpower) is derived from قبل
(qabala). They say  قبل عیل ال یشءi.e. he
took to the thing and stuck to it.
 قبل املکانmeans, he came to the place.
( قبلqibalun) means, side, direction,
presence; power, strength, authority.
They say  مایل به قبلi.e. there is no power
for me against him,  أتاین من قبلهmeans, he
came to me from his presence or his
direction (Aqrab).
2839. Commentary:
( عرشھاa throne for her) signifies the
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40. Said a stalwart from among
the Jinn: ‘I will bring it to thee
before thou risest from thy
camp; and indeed I possess
power therefor and I am
trustworthy.’2840
41. Said
one
who
had
knowledge of the book, ‘I will
bring it to thee before thy noble
messenger returns to thee.’ And
when he saw it set before him,
he said, ‘This is by the grace of
my Lord, that He may try me
whether I am grateful or
ungrateful. And whosoever is
grateful is grateful for the good
throne which Solomon had ordered to
be built for the Queen in accordance
with the custom of the day. It seemed
to be a practice in vogue at that time
that when the ruler of a State paid a
visit to another ruler, a throne was
built for the reception of the royal
guest. Solomon also ordered a throne
to be built for the reception of the
Queen. It is called 'her throne' because
it was specially built for her use.
The expression ( یأتیینwill bring me)
means, will prepare for me.
2840. Important Words:
( عفریتstalwart) is derived from عفر.
They say  عفرہi.e. he covered him with
dust; he threw him on the ground. عفرہ
(‘affara) means, he humbled or
abased him.  عفریتis a word which is
used for men, the jinn and the devils
and means, (1) strong and powerful;
(2) sharp, vigorous and effective in

an affair, exceeding ordinary bounds
therein with intelligence and sagacity;
(3) a chief; (4) evil in disposition
and malignant; (5) insolent and
audacious in pride, and in acts of
rebellion and (6) one who rolls his
adversary in the dust (Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
The words, "I possess power
therefor and I am trustworthy,"
indicate that the said ‘ifrit was a very
high official who wielded great
authority and was therefore quite
confident of carrying out the orders
of his master to his entire satisfaction
within the time allotted to him.
The words ( مقامکthy camp) signify
the place where Solomon had
encamped on his way to Saba’ and
was waiting for his envoys to come
back with the reply to his letter to the
Queen of Sheba.
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of his own soul; but whosoever
is ungrateful, truly my Lord is
Self-Sufficient, Generous.’2841
42. He said, ‘Make her throne
unrecognizable to her, and let us
see whether she follows the
right way or whether she is one
of those who follow not the
right way.’2842
2841. Important Words:
( طرفکthy noble messenger) is
infinitive noun from ( طرفtarafa).
They say  طرف فالنi.e. such a one saw.
 طرف عینهmeans, his eyes moved in
order to see.  طرفmeans, the extremity
or end of anything; eye, look, glance,
blinking; a noble or generous man in
respect of ancestry; government
revenue; a messenger from Yemen.
 کریم الطرفنیmeans, noble in respect of
both father and mother. اطراف االرض
means, the noble or exalted and the
learned men of the earth. اطراف الناس
means, the lower orders of the
people.  عیل طرفmeans, beside, aside or
apart (Lane & Aqrab).

meet the expenses of constructing a
throne for the queen."
The
expression
"who
had
knowledge of the book" seems to
refer to one who knew the intricacies
of finance. He might be Solomon’s
finance minister.
In this and the previous verse two
offers to make the throne for
Solomon have been mentioned, one
by the ‘Ifrit who offered to prepare
the throne before Solomon had raised
his camp and started back, and the
other by "the man who had
knowledge." The latter made a still
better offer of finishing the throne
before Solomon’s messenger came
back with the reply to his letter from
the Queen. The context shows that
Solomon accepted the second offer
because he wanted to have the throne
finished before the Queen came to
pay her respects to him as he was to
stay at that place till she had come
and the whole ceremony was over.
The verse also implies that all sorts of
men were employed by Solomon—
men of knowledge and experience,
skilled and unskilled labourers,
craftsmen and technicians.

Commentary:
The phrase  قبل ان یرتد الیک طرفکmay
mean, (1) before thy messenger from
Yemen returns to thee; (2) before the
nobleman whom thou hast sent comes
back to thee from Yemen; (3) in the
twinkling of an eye, i.e. in a very
short
time;
(4) before
the
government revenue is deposited in
the treasury. In the last-mentioned
meaning of  طرفthe expression would
mean, "I would need no more money,
the money already in the government 2842. Important Words:
treasury would be quite sufficient to
( نکرواmake unrecognizable) is the
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43. And when she came, it was
said to her, ‘Is thy throne like
this?’ She replied, ‘It is as
though it were the same. And
we had been given knowledge
before this, and we have already
submitted.’2843
44. And that which she used to
worship beside Allah had
stopped her from believing; for
she came of a disbelieving
people.
45. It was said to her, ‘Enter the
palace.’ And when she saw it,
transitive form of ( نکرnakira). نکر الرجل
means, he did not know the man or
did not recognize him. ( نکرہnakkara)
means, he changed it so as to render it
unrecognizable.  تنکر الرجلmeans, the
man became unrecognizable. تنکر لفالن
means, he became estranged from
such a one. (Aqrab). See also 16:91.
Commentary:
The verse purports to say that
Solomon ordered the official who
was entrusted with the task of
preparing the throne for the Queen to
make it so beautiful that she might
realize the superiority of its
workmanship and come to dislike her
own throne and thus should
understand that Solomon’s power and
resources were much greater and
superior to those of hers. This seems
to be the significance of the sentence,
"whether she follows the right way."
Solomon sought to bring home to her
the futility of any opposition or

resistance to him. She and her
ministers and courtiers seemed to be
proud of their power and resources
(27:34) and Solomon wanted to
disabuse their minds of this
misconception (27:37).
If the words "her throne" be taken
to mean the throne which, it is said,
the Queen may have sent as a present
to Solomon, the words  نکرواwould
mean that the throne should be so
embellished and made beautiful and
the figures of idols on it, if any,
should be so completely wiped off
that she might not recognize it.
2843. Commentary:
The words, "We had been given
knowledge before this," signify that
the Queen had already become
conversant with the great power
and resources of Solomon and had
made up her mind to give her
allegiance to him.
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she thought it to be a great
expanse of water, and she
uncovered her shanks. Solomon
said, ‘It is a palace paved
smooth with slabs of glass.’ She
said, ‘My Lord, have I indeed
wronged my soul; and I submit
myself with Solomon to Allah,
the Lord of the worlds.’2844
2844. Important Words:
( کشفت عن ساقیھاshe uncovered her
shanks) ( ساقsaqun) is derived from
( ساقsaqa).  ساقmeans, leg; shank; the
part between ankle and knee. ساق الشجر
means, the trunk of the tree. The
Arabs say,  کشف االمر عن ساقهi.e. the affair
became distressful.  الکشف عن الساقis a
well-known Arabic idiom meaning
to become prepared to meet the
difficulty or to become perturbed or
perplexed.  قامت احلرب عیل ساقmeans, the
battle became vehement. کشف عن ساقیه
literally meaning he uncovered his
shanks signifies, he prepared himself
to meet the difficulty; he became
perplexed. The expression کشفت عن ساقیھا
would thus mean: (1) she uncovered
her shanks; (2) she got ready to meet
the situation; (3) she became
perturbed or perplexed (Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
Solomon wanted the Queen to give
up idol worship and accept the true
faith. For this purpose he wisely
adopted such means as should have
led the noble and sagacious lady to
see the error of her ways. The throne

which Solomon caused to be prepared
for her was also prepared with this
end in view. It was made much more
beautiful and in every respect
superior to her own throne of which
she was very proud. Solomon did so
in order that she might realize that he
was God’s favourite and had been
endowed with material and spiritual
gifts in far greater abundance than
those given to her. The palace
referred to in the verse was also
constructed with the same object in
view. As the verse shows, the
entrance to the palace was paved with
slabs of glass, below which ran a
stream of crystal clear water. When
the Queen entered the palace she
mistook the transparent glass for
water and uncovered her shanks,
which in view of the Arabic
expression  کشفت عن ساقیھاsignifies that
the sight of the water perplexed her
and she did not know what to do. By
this device Solomon directed her
attention to the fact that as she had
mistaken the slabs of glass for water,
similarly the sun and other celestial
bodies which she worshipped were not
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R. 4.

46. And We sent to Thamud
their brother Salih, who said,
‘Worship Allah.’ And behold,
they became two parties
contending with each other.2845
47. He said, ‘O, my people, why
do you wish to hasten on the
evil rather than the good?
b
Wherefore do you not ask
forgiveness of Allah that you
may be shown mercy?’2846
a

7:74; 11:62; 26:142; 54:24. b27:47.

the real source of light. They only
emitted light but were lifeless things.
It was God Almighty Who had
bestowed upon them the light which
they emitted. In this way Solomon
succeeded in the object he had in
view. The noble lady made a
confession of her error and from a
worshipper of idols of wood and
stone she became a devoted votary of
the One True God. It is regrettable
that superstition and gross credulity
have caused men of weak faith to
give the homage, which is due to the
Great Invisible God, to helpless
creatures and lifeless material objects.
It is one of the characteristics of the
Quran that whereas the Bible has
maligned and defamed the Prophets
of God, it (the Quran) has exonerated
and cleared them of all sins, filthy
accusations and aspersions cast upon
them by the Bible.
Solomon is one of those Israelite
Prophets whom the Bible has perhaps
calumniated and slandered most. The
Quran has taken special care to

exculpate him of all slanders and
calumnies. The Bible says of
Solomon that his wives had "turned
away his heart after other gods"
(1 Kings 11:4) and that "the Lord was
angry with Solomon because his heart
was turned away from the Lord, God
of Israel" (1 Kings 11:9). The Quran
contradicts
these
blasphemous
charges and says in the present verse
that the Queen of Sheba gave up
idolatry and came over to the true
faith through the noble efforts of
Solomon and that he himself was "a
most excellent servant of God and
turned to Him again and again" (38:31).
2845. Commentary:
This and the following several
verses deal with the Prophets Salih
and Lot. The relevancy of discussion
about them here is that their peoples
lived on the trade route from Hijaz to
Syria and the Arabs were well
conversant with them.
2846. Commentary:
Such has always been the way of
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48. They said, ‘We auger evil of
thee and of those that are with
thee.’ He said, ‘The cause
of your evil fortune is with
Allah. Nay, but you are a people
who are on trial.’2847
49. And there were in the city a
party of nine persons awho
made mischief in the land, and
would not reform.2848
a

26:153.

disbelievers that instead of benefiting
by the respite that is granted to them,
they become all the more arrogant,
and misconstruing the delay as an
argument against their Prophet,
demand the speedy coming of the
threatened Divine punishment.
2847. Important Words:
For  اطریناand  طائر کمsee 3:50; 7:132;
17:14 & 27:18.
2848. Important Words:
( رھطparty) is derived from (rahata)
which means, he took large bits; he
devoured greedily.  ارھتط القومmeans, the
people assembled.  رھطmeans, a man’s
people or tribe consisting of his near
relations or kinsfolk; a number of
men less than ten among whom there
is no woman; or a number of men
from three to ten or from seven to ten
(Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
By implication the reference in the
verse is to the enemies of the Holy
Prophet, prominent among whom
were nine persons. Eight of them
were killed in the Battle of Badr and

the ninth, the notorious Abu Lahab,
died at Mecca on hearing of the news
of the defeat at Badr. The eight were:
Abu Jahl, Mut‘im bin ‘Adiyy,
Shaibah bin Rabi‘ah, ‘Utbah bin
Rabi‘ah,
Walid
bin
‘Utbah,’
Ummayah bin Khalf, Nadar bin
Harith and ‘Aqbah bin Abi Mu‘ait.
All these nine men conspired to
murder the Holy Prophet. The actual
plan to select one man from every
tribe of the Quraish and then make a
concerted murderous attack upon the
Holy Prophet so that no particular
tribe might be held responsible for his
murder came from Abu Jahl, the
leader of this wicked junta.
The present Surah was revealed
towards the middle of the Meccan
period and the plot against the Holy
Prophet matured just before his
departure for Medina. Thus mention
of such a plot in the account of
Prophet Salih implied a prophetic
reference to a similar plot against the
Holy Prophet at a later date. A
reference to the plot against the Holy
Prophet has also been made in 8:31.
See next verse.
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50. They said, “Swear one to
another by Allah that we will
surely attack him and his family
by night, and then we will say
to his heir, ‘We witnessed not
the destruction of his family, and
most surely we are truthful.’”2849
51. aAnd they planned a plan,
and We also planned a plan, but
they perceived it not.2850
52. bThen see how evil was the
end of their plan! Verily, We
utterly destroyed them and their
people all together.2851
53. And yonder are their houses
fallen down, because of their
wrongdoing. In that verily is a
Sign for a people who have
knowledge.
a

3:55; 8:31; 13:43; 14:47. b7:79; 11:68.

2849. Important Words:
( لنبیتنهWe will surely attack him by
night) is derived from بات. They say
 بات یف املکانi.e. he passed the night in the
place. ( بیت االمرbayyata) means, he
performed the thing at night. بیت العدو
means, he came upon the enemy
suddenly, took him by surprise,
attacked him by night or at night
(Lane & Aqrab).
2850. Commentary:
Like Salih’s people the Meccan
chiefs plotted against the life of the
Holy Prophet as mentioned in 27:49
above. And like the plot against Salih,

the plot against the Holy Prophet
proved abortive. Ultimately it led to
their own ruin. The Holy Prophet had
to flee from Mecca but the flight
eventually resulted in the destruction
of the power of the Quraish. The
Quraish did not realize that by
compelling the Holy Prophet to flee
from Mecca they were laying the
foundation of their own destruction.
2851. Commentary:
The end of the plottings of the
Meccan chiefs against the Holy
Prophet as referred to above was that
they themselves met with complete
discomfiture and destruction.
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54. And We saved those who
believed and feared God.
55. aAnd We sent Lot, as a
Messenger, when he said to his
people, ‘Do you commit
abomination while you see the
evil thereof?
56. bWhat! do you approach
men lustfully rather than
women? Nay, you are indeed an
ignorant people.’
57. But the answer of his people
was naught save that they said,
c
‘Drive out Lot’s family from
your city. They are a people
who would keep clean.’5852
58. dSo We saved him and his
family, except his wife; her We
decreed to be of those who
stayed behind.
59. eAnd We rained upon them a
rain; and evil was the rain that
descended upon those who had
been warned.
a

7:81; 29:29. b7:82; 26:166-167; 29:30. c7:83; 26:168. d7:84; 21:75; 29:34. e7:85; 25:41; 26:174.

2852. Important Words:
( یتطھرونwould keep clean) is derived
from  طًھًرwhich means, he was or
became clean. ( طھر ً ًال یشءtahhara)
means, he made the thing clean with
water, he washed the thing.  یتطھرونis
from  باب تفعلwhich is generally used
to imply affectation. The word was
used by the opponents of Lot
ironically and by way of taunt,

meaning that his family and people
posed and paraded as extra pure and
righteous persons. Sometimes man
sinks so low in sin and vice that he
becomes lost to all sense of decency
and even the voice of conscience
becomes stilled in him and he exults
in crimes and instead of being
ashamed of his own wicked deeds he
makes taunting and sarcastic remarks
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R. 5.
a

60. Say, ‘All praise belongs to
Allah, and peace be upon those
servants of His whom He has
chosen. Is Allah better or what
they associate with Him?’2853
61. Or, Who created the
heavens and the earth, and
b
Who sent down water for you
from the sky wherewith We
cause to grow beautiful
orchards? You could not cause
their trees to grow. Is there a
god besides Allah? Nay, cthey
are a people who deviate from
the right path.2854
62. Or, dWho made the earth a
place of rest, and placed rivers
in its midst, and placed upon it
firm mountains, and eput a
barrier between the two waters?
a

37:182-183. b31:11; 50:10. c6:2. d20:54; 78:7. e25:54; 55:20-21.

against good people. So did the great Power and Unity.
people of Lot.
2854. Commentary:
2853. Commentary:
The first argument in favour of the
With this verse is closed the subject introduced in the preceding
discourse about Moses, David, verse is taken from nature—from the
Solomon, Salih and Lot with an creation of heavens and earth, from
invocation of divine peace and the coming down of rain and the life
blessings on God’s Messengers and it gives to the dead earth and from
His Elect to whom humanity is mountains and rivers. All these things
indebted for all that is good and point to the existence of a great
virtuous in the world, and then the Divine Being Who is One and Unique
Surah proceeds to give arguments in in His marvellous powers and
support of the existence of God, His attributes.
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Is there a god besides Allah?
Nay, most of them know not.2855
63. Or, aWho answers the
distressed person when he calls
upon Him, and removes the
evil, band makes you Successors
in the earth? Is there a god
besides Allah? Little is it that
you reflect.2856
64. Or, Who guides you in
every kind of darkness of the
land and of the sea, and Who
sends the winds as glad tidings
before His mercy? Is there a
god besides Allah? Exalted is
a

2:187; 7:56. b10:15.

2855. Commentary:
The argument begun in the
preceding verse is here further
developed and expanded. For an
explanation of the expression "and
put a barrier between the two waters"
see 25:54.
2856. Commentary:
This verse gives the second
argument in support of God’s
existence, His great and unlimited
Powers and Unity. It purports to say
that as God’s great powers are
manifested in the marvellous working
of the laws of nature, so are they
manifested in man’s inner conscience
when he cries to God in the agony of
his soul and God listens to his cry.
The acceptance of prayers which is
the pith and kernel of all religious
belief constitutes one of the most

important arguments to prove the
existence of God. If man had not
witnessed great miracles being
performed in all ages through the
acceptance of prayers by God of His
dear ones, he would have justifiably
ceased to believe in God’s existence.
The words, "Who answers the
distressed when he calls upon Him,"
may also refer to the extremely weak
and
distressed
state
of
the
Companions of the Holy Prophet
when in their agony they prayed to
God and He heard their prayers. The
words, "and makes you Successors in
the earth," lend support to this
inference inasmuch as they implied a
prophecy that the weak and distressed
Muslims would one day become
rulers in the land in which at that
time there was no security and safety
for them.
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Allah above what they associate
with Him.2857
a
65. Or,
Who
originates
creation, and then repeats it
b
and Who provides for you from
the heaven and the earth? Is
there a god besides Allah? Say,
‘Bring forward your proof if
you are truthful.’2857A
66. Say, c‘None in the heavens
and the earth knows the unseen
save Allah; and they do not
know when they will be raised
up.’2858
67. Nay,
their
knowledge
respecting the Hereafter has
a

10:35; 29:20; 30:12, 28. b10:32; 34:25; 35:4. c11:124; 16:78; 35:39.

2857. Commentary:
It is significant that when the word
ی
( ر حwind) is used in the singular
number in the Quran, it generally
signifies Divine punishment (17:70;
54:20; 69:7, etc.), but when it is
used in the plural number it
generally signifies Divine blessings,
particularly the advent of a heavenly
Messenger.
In the present and the preceding
verses three kinds of argument and
evidence have been adduced to prove
the existence and Unity of God—
evidence from external nature, man’s
inner self and from his collective life.

procreation.

2858. Commentary:
Another invincible argument in
favour of the theme dealt with in the
preceding verses is embodied in the
verse under comment, viz. that God
alone knows the unseen in the
heavens and the earth. The fact that
the possession of knowledge of the
unknown is the sole prerogative of
God is established by the knowledge
of the unknown which He vouchsafes
to His Messengers and His righteous
servants, instances of which are to be
witnessed in every age among the
true followers of Islam.
The words "when they will be
2857A: Commentary:
raised up" may also mean "when their
The words, "originates creation and resurrection as a great nation will
then repeats it," signify creation and take place?"
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reached its end, nay, they are
indeed in doubt about it; nay,
they are blind to it.2858A
a

R. 6.

68. And those who disbelieve
say, ‘What! when we and our
fathers have become dust, shall
we indeed be brought forth
again?2859
69. bWe were surely promised
this before—we and our fathers;
this is nothing but tales of the
ancients.’
70. Say, c‘Travel in the earth
and see how evil was the end of
a

13:6; 37:17; 50:4. b23:84. c16:37; 30:43; 40:83.

2858A. Important Words:
( ادارکhas reached its end) is derived
from درک. They say ( درک املطرdarraka)
i.e. the rain dropped with close
consecutiveness.  أدرکهmeans, he
attained, reached or overtook him.
 تدارکوor  ادارکواmeans, they attained,
reached, overtook one another so as
the last of them met with the first of
them.  بل ادارک علمھم یف االخرةmeans, their
knowledge with regard to the meeting
of the Hereafter has reached its end
i.e. they have become devoid of
knowledge about it. See also 7:39.
Commentary:
No amount of human knowledge
and intelligence alone can satisfy the
craving of the human soul after God,
or can prove beyond doubt the
existence of God and life after death,
the two most fundamental of all
religious beliefs, because their full

comprehension is beyond human ken.
It is divine knowledge acquired
through Divine revelation that can
and does actually engender certainty
in human mind about these two basic
religious problems. Man’s knowledge
can, at best, lead to the conclusion
that there must be a Divine Being and
a life after death but it is Divine
revelation alone that can change this
"must be" into a certain "is."
2859. Commentary:
This and the next few verses deal
with a worn out and hackneyed
objection of disbelievers about life
after death. It further says that these
people—the Arabs, have completely
despaired of their future. They do not
believe that the appearance of the
Holy Prophet will raise them from a
degraded and corrupt people into a
living nation and therefore instead of
accepting him, they oppose him.
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the sinful!’2860
71. aAnd grieve thou not for
them, nor be thou in distress
because of what they plan.
72. bAnd they say, ‘When will
this promise be fulfilled, if you
are truthful?’2861
73. Say, ‘It may be that ca part
of that which you would hasten
on may be close behind
you.’2862
74. And, truly, dthy Lord is
gracious to mankind, but most
of them are not grateful.2862A
a

15:89; 16:128. b10:49; 21:39; 34:30; 36:49. c22:48; 26:205; 29:55. d10:61; 40:62.

2860. Commentary:
In this verse the disbelievers are
warned that they will not be allowed
to arrest or retard the progress of the
Holy Prophet’s noble cause; on the
contrary, by opposing him they will
only bring ruin upon themselves. The
lesson is writ large on the pages of
history that denial of truth has always
led disbelievers to destruction and
desolation. In the next verse the Holy
Prophet is consoled and comforted
that he should not feel distressed
because of the plots and conspiracies
of his enemies, as their evil designs
can do him no harm and will only
recoil on their own heads.

happened to other peoples in the past
but to "let us know when the
punishment about which you hold out
to us a threat will overtake us."
2862. Commentary:
To the challenge of disbelievers
referred to in the preceding verse as
to when the promise about the
departure of their glory and greatness
will be fulfilled, they are told that a
part of it will be fulfilled very soon.
At another place in the Quran it is
stated that the promise of punishment
to the disbelievers will be fulfilled
within a year after the Holy
Prophet’s flight from Mecca when
"the glory of Kedar (Quraish) shall
depart" (34:31).

2861. Commentary:
2862A. Commentary:
To the demand for punishment
The disbelievers tauntingly ask the
Holy Prophet not to refer to what had made by disbelievers and mentioned
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75. aAnd, surely, thy Lord
knows what their bosoms
conceal
and
what
they
reveal.2863
76. And there is nothing hidden
in the heaven and the earth, but
it is recorded in a clear Book.
77. Verily, this Quran explains
to the children of Israel most of
that concerning which they
differ.2864
78. And verily, it is a guidance
and a mercy to the believers.
79. Verily, thy Lord will
decide between them by His
judgement, and He is the
Mighty, the All-Knowing.
a

2:78; 16:24; 28:70; 36:77; 40:20.

in v. 72 above, the present and the
preceding verse constitute a befitting
answer.
The
preceding
verse
purported to say that the disbelievers
will soon receive Divine punishment
but it will not be a devastating and
all-destructive punishment, but will
only constitute a part of what they
demanded because God is gracious to
mankind i.e. in deference to the Holy
Prophet his people will be shown
mercy and like the disbelievers of the
former Prophets they will not get a
destructive punishment.

2864. Commentary:
The implied reference in this verse
may be to Solomon whom the Jews
accused of resorting to Shirk
(idolatry) in order to win the affection
of an idolatrous woman. The Quran
absolves him of this most heinous
charge (as it absolves all other
Prophets of the charges levelled
against them by the Jews) by stating
that far from stooping to idol worship
in order to win the love of the Queen
of Sheba, Solomon actually converted
her to the worship of the One True
God and made her renounce the
2863. Commentary:
worship of false gods. As there
This and the next verse refer to the had existed difference of opinion
plots
and
conspiracies
that among the Jews about Solomon’s
disbelievers were hatching against behaviour towards the Queen, the
Islam and the Holy Prophet.
Quran has lifted the veil from the real
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80. aSo put thy trust in Allah;
surely thou standest on manifest
truth.
81. Verily, thou canst not make
the dead to hear, bnor canst thou
make the deaf to hear the call,
when
they
turn
back
2865
retreating.
82. cAnd thou canst not guide
the blind out of their error. Thou
canst make only those to hear
who believe in Our Signs, for
they submit.
83. And when the sentence is
passed against them, We shall
bring forth for them an insect
from the earth, which shall
wound them because people did
not believe in Our Signs.2866
a

11:124; 25:59; 26:218; 33:49. b10:43; 30:53. c10:44; 30:54.

fact. The verse may possess general the thing fell from his hand. وقع احلق
application also.
means, the truth became established
(Lane & Aqrab).
2865. Commentary:
 قولis inf. n. from  قالand means,
The words, "when they turn back
decree,
sentence or the prophecy
retreating", can equally be applied to
about
punishment.
واقع ًالطری ًعیل ًالشجر
both "the dead" and "the deaf", thus
means, the bird descended upon the
making it clear that "the dead"
tree. The expression وقع ًالقول ًعلیھم
mentioned here are "the spiritually
means, the sentence or the decree
dead" as the blind in the next verse
became due against them; they made
are "the spiritually blind". Wherever
themselves deserving of the sentence
in the Quran the Holy Prophet is
or the decree (Lane & Aqrab).
mentioned with reference to "the
( دابةinsect) is active participle from
dead" they are the "spiritually dead"
 دبwhich means, he or it crept or
or "the dead of heart" (8:25).
crawled slowly like an ant or a reptile
2866. Important Words:
or a weak person.  دابةsignifies all such
( وقعis passed). They say وقع الیشء من یدہ, animals or insects as creep or crawl
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84. And remind them of the day
a
when We shall gather together
from every people a party from
among those who rejected Our
Signs, and they shall be placed
in separate groups.2867
85. Till, when they come, He
will say, b‘Did you reject My
a

25:18; 67:9. b10:40.

or walk slowly, all animals big or
small, whether walking on two legs
or on four legs or creeping on the
belly, etc. The word is also used
about beasts like the horse, the mule,
the donkey, etc. (Lane & Aqrab). In
the Quran the expression  دابة االرضhas
also been used for a worldly-minded
man whose efforts are wholly
devoted to the acquisition of material
benefits; a grossly materialistic
person, a worthless creature or worm
of the earth (34:15).
( تکلمھمshall wound them) is aorist
from ( کلمkallama).  کلمهmeans, he
talked to him or he conversed with
him much and freely; he wounded
him (Aqrab).
Commentary:
The verse seems to imply two
prophetic references. Taking دابة االرض
in the sense of a grossly materialistic
person whose endeavours are wholly
directed to the acquisition of worldly
riches and material comforts, the
reference seems to be to the
materialistic western nations "whose
labour is all lost in search after things
pertaining to the life of this world"
(18:105) and who have fallen on this

world with all their might and main.
The verse purports to say that when
men will reject the signs of God and
by indulging in evil deeds will make
themselves deserving of Divine
punishment, they will fall a victim to
the plunder and pillage of the
materialistic and mechanistic western
nations. Taking the word in the sense
of "a worm or insect of the earth," the
reference may be to the bubonic
plague which was to have appeared in
the time of the Promised Messiah and
from whose ravages his followers
were to remain miraculously immune,
thus bearing witness to the truth of
his claims.
2867. Commentary:
The main subject dealt with in the
Surah is life after death and by
implication the great spiritual
revolution that was to be brought
about by the Holy Prophet. The
appeal of the Holy Prophet to the
Quraish naturally split his people into
two camps—the Faithful and the
disbelievers. The present and the next
few verses deal with the rejecters of
the Prophet’s message and the fate
that was in store for them. Life after
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Signs, while you did not
comprehend
them
in
knowledge? Or what was it that
you were doing?’2868
86. And the sentence shall fall
upon them because they did
wrong, and they will be
speechless.2869
87. aHave they not seen that We
have made the night that they
may rest therein, and the day
sight-giving? In that verily are
Signs for a people who believe.
88. bAnd on the day when the
trumpet will be blown, whoever
is in the heavens and whoever is
in the earth will be struck with
terror, save him whom Allah
pleases. And all shall come unto
Him, humbled.2870
a

10:68; 17:13; 28:74; 30:24. b18:100; 20:103; 36:52; 78:19.

death is another subject dealt with in incapable of being defended and so
these verses.
the sentence of punishment will be
passed against them.
2868. Commentary:
The particle ( أماrather) sometimes is 2870. Commentary:
The words "when the trumpet will
used to lend emphasis to the
statement which follows it. It is also be blown" besides referring to the Day
used in the sense of ( بلrather). Here of Resurrection, refer to the New
Order that was ushered in by the Holy
it is used in the latter sense.
Prophet as if by the blowing of a
2869. Commentary:
trumpet. As a result of this New Order
The expression "they will be and the great revolution that the Holy
speechless" means, "they will not be Prophet brought about in the Arabian
able to put in a defence for their society, those disbelievers who were
misdeeds." The charge against them regarded as their leaders and chiefs
being quite true and clear will be were humbled and humiliated.
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89. And
thou
seest
the
mountains that thou thinkest to
be firmly fixed passing away
like the passing away of the
clouds—the handiwork of Allah
Who has made everything
perfect. Verily, He knows full
well what you do.2871
90. aWhoever does a good deed
shall have a better reward than
that, and such will be secure
from terror that day.2872
91. And those who do evil,
b
shall be thrown down on their
faces into the Fire; and it will be
said to them, ‘Are you not
rewarded for what you have
been doing?’2872A
92. Say, c‘I am commanded only
to serve the Lord of this city
a

4:41; 6:161; 28:85. b26:95. c30:44; 106:4.

2871. Commentary:
At the advent of the Holy Prophet
old ideas and institutions that seemed
to have been firmly rooted like
mountains, melted and vanished away
like the passing of clouds. Human
history fails to cite an instance of
such a mighty revolution brought
about in so short a time in every
sphere of men’s ideas and actions as
was wrought by the great and noble
Prophet of Islam. The word جبال
(mountains) may equally refer to the
great and firmly established Roman
and Persian Empires which were

scattered like chaff before the
irresistible victorious Muslim armies.
2872. Commentary:
Those who believed in the Holy
Prophet and did righteous deeds had a
good reward and became immune
from all fear and apprehension about
the future. And the burning of heart,
as says the next verse, was the lot of
the disbelievers and evildoers. These
verses may also apply to the
condition
of
believers
and
disbelievers in the life after death.
2872A. Important Words:
For ( کبتthrown down) see 26:95.
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which He has made sacred, and
to Him belong all things; and I
am commanded to be of those
who submit to God;2873
93. And to recite the Quran.’ So
awhoever
follows guidance,
follows it only for the good of
his own soul; and as to him who
goes astray, say, ‘I am only a
warner.’2874
94. And say, ‘All praise belongs
to Allah; He will soon show you
His Signs, and you will know
them.’ And thy Lord is not
unaware of what you do.2875
a

10:109; 39:42.

2873. Commentary:
One of the major causes of the
opposition of Meccans to the Holy
Prophet was that they believed that if
idol worship disappeared from
Arabia, Mecca (or the Ka‘bah) being
the repository of all their well-known
idols will lose its importance and
consequently they will also lose the
prestige and influence they had
enjoyed in Arabia as the custodians of
the Ka‘bah. The present verse
disabuses their minds of this false
notion and purports to say that being
the centre of a world movement and
of the last message for all mankind,
Mecca, far from losing its

importance, will, on the contrary,
immeasurably add to its prestige and
will continue to be respected and
revered till the end of time.
2874. Commentary:
The theme of the preceding verse is
further developed in the present verse
and the Holy Prophet is commanded
to say that from Mecca will emanate
the light of the Quran which will
illumine the whole world.
2875. Commentary:
In this verse we are told that in
order to further the Quranic message
God will show mighty signs in every
age which will be too manifest to be
denied or ignored.
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CHAPTER 28
AL-QASAS
(Revealed before Hijrah)
Date of Revelation
It is generally agreed that this Surah belongs to the Meccan period.
‘Umar bin Muhammad is reported to have been of the opinion that it was
revealed while the Holy Prophet, during the Hijrah, was on his way to
Medina. If this opinion of ‘Umar is accepted as correct, even then the Surah
will have to be assigned to the Meccan period, because the Holy Prophet was
yet on his way to Medina and the Hijrah had not become complete. Wherry
believes that ‘Umar bin Muhammad’s view is due to the fact that the Surah
contains a prophecy about the return of the Holy Prophet to Mecca which is
embodied in the verse; "Most surely He Who has made the teaching of the
Quran binding on thee, will bring thee back to thy place of return" (28:86).
But Wherry’s assumption is uncalled for because the Companions of the Holy
Prophet generally based the actual date of the revelation of a particular verse
not on its subject matter but on sound historical data. Rev. Wherry’s difficulty
lies in the fact that he does not believe the Quran to be Divinely revealed and,
therefore, when he comes across a certain verse embodying a prophecy which
was later fulfilled in the most adverse circumstances, he is at a loss how to
explain it away. He then vainly tries to show that the said verse contained no
prophecy at all but only related to a certain incident. If the time of the
revelation of a particular verse is to be determined by its subject matter, as
Rev. Wherry does, then a Surah which deals with the conquest of Mecca will
have to be regarded as having been revealed at the time of the conquest of
Mecca. But such an inference would be manifestly wrong. It is a clumsy effort
on the part of Mr. Wherry and some other Christian writers of his way of
thinking that they seek to infer from the subject matter of the Quranic verses
the time of their revelation. In this respect the practice of Companions of the
Holy Prophet who were in a much better position than anybody else to assign
the revelation of Quranic verses to a particular place or time was to fix it not
according to the subject matter of the verses but by authentic historical
evidence.
The fact that the verse "Most surely He Who has made the teaching of
the Quran binding on thee" occurs in a Meccan Surah (which the present
chapter admittedly is) clearly shows that the Holy Prophet was yet in Mecca
when he was foretold that at first he would have to leave Mecca as a fugitive
and then he would come back to it as a conqueror. Incidentally, the fulfilment
of this prophecy in a most remarkable manner and under circumstances quite
2426

unforeseeable, also constitutes an invincible proof of the Quran being God’s
own revealed Word.
Connection with the Preceding Surah
The preceding Surah, An-Naml had ended with the verse, So whoever
follows guidance, follows it only for the good of his own soul and as to him
who goes astray, say, I am only a Warner. The verse meant that no force
would be allowed to be used in the propagation of the teachings of the Quran.
It was to establish the truth of this Quranic claim that the present Surah was
revealed. The Surah opens with the abbreviated letters  طسمof which  طstands
for ( لطیفBenignant),  سstands for ( سمیعAll-Hearing) and  مrepresents ( علیمAllKnowing) or ( ملکSovereign) or ( جمیدLord of honour). These abbreviated
letters signify that God is Benignant and very kind to His servants. He does
not use force for the propagation of truth nor does He punish men without a
compelling reason. He is All-Hearing inasmuch as when darkness enshrouded
the entire face of the earth and the cry went up from the innermost depths of
the human soul for heavenly guidance, He revealed the Quran. He is also the
Sovereign and the Master and so He does not leave His servants in the lurch
and being the Lord of honour it is inconsistent with His Dignity and Majesty
to leave them without right guidance. For this purpose He has revealed the
Quran which is an illuminating Book. The Quran stands in need of no outside
help or assistance in order to support and substantiate the truth of its claim but
gives its own proofs and arguments.
Subject Matter
The present is the third and last of the Surahs which belong to the طسم
group. These three Surahs open with the same Muqatta‘at (abbreviated
letters) and therefore possess a striking similarity in subject matter. They all
begin with the important subject of the revelation of the Quran and end with
the same subject. In all of them the life story of Moses, the greatest Israelite
Prophet and a counterpart of the Holy Prophet, and an account of the varying
conditions and circumstances through which the Israelites had to pass to come
to their own, have been given. The emphasis in these Surahs is on the
different aspects of Moses’ life. In chapter 26th—Ash-Shu‘ara’, which is the
first Surah of this group, much space is devoted to the presentation by Moses
of his message to Pharaoh, the unassailable arguments he gave to prove his
thesis and to the great miracles he showed which ended in the discomfiture
and humiliation of Pharaoh and in the defeat of the magicians and their
eventual belief in Moses and Aaron. In chapter 27th—An-Naml—pride of
place is given to the manifestation that Moses saw of the Divine glory and
majesty and to the spiritual experience that he had in the blessed Valley of
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Tuwa. Further on that Surah deals in some detail with the reigns of David and
Solomon, the two great Prophets and monarchs of the Mosaic Dispensation
when the Israelite power, prosperity and prestige were at their zenith. In the
present Surah, however, the different phases of Moses’s life have been treated
in greater detail than in any other Surah—his infancy and childhood, his
youth, his Hijrah and his Call, the implication being that the Holy Prophet,
who was the like of Moses would also go through similar experiences, though
under different conditions and circumstances. The Surah opens with an
account of the pitiable condition of the Israelites under Pharaoh—how by his
policy of ruthless exploitation and suppression he sought to kill in them all
manly qualities and how when their degradation and humiliation had reached
its nadir, God raised Moses and through him brought about their
emancipation, drowning Pharaoh and his mighty hosts in the sea before their
very eyes. The Surah then proceeds to tell briefly but very graphically how
Moses was cast into the sea and was then taken out of it alive and later on was
brought up by Pharaoh, his arch-enemy, to serve as an instrument of the
latter’s destruction in the hands of Destiny.
Next, the Surah deals in greater detail with the circumstances that led
to Moses’ flight from Egypt and to his sojourn in Midian for ten long years in
the company of a righteous servant of God, which left an indelible and
abiding imprint on his whole spiritual career. After this mention is made of
Moses’ greatest spiritual experience in life when in a vision he saw a
manifestation of Divine glory and majesty. Then we are told that having been
fully equipped with all spiritual weapons and assisted and helped by his
brother Aaron who himself was a great Prophet of God, Moses went to preach
the Divine Message to Pharaoh who ridiculed and mocked him and was
consequently seized with Divine punishment.
After having finished the account of Moses’ life story, the Surah refers
to the prophecies that are to be found in the Bible about the Holy Prophet and
proceeds to tell the Quraish that if they accepted him, they would enjoy all
those spiritual and material blessings and benefits of which Mecca, the centre
and citadel of the new faith, was destined to receive. But if they rejected him,
they would incur the displeasure of God because God does not punish a
people unless He has first raised among them a Messenger.
The Surah further says that when disbelievers, on account of their
persistent rejection of truth are seized with punishment, they start condemning
and denouncing the leaders of disbelief who, they say, lead them astray and
are the cause of their ruin. But the latter disown them and even curse them for
having blindly followed them. The real cause, however, of the rejection of the
Divine Message, the Surah says, is that puffed up with material wealth and
lulled into a false sense of security, men of wealth and influence make light of
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God’s Prophets, mock them and persecute them, ignoring the patent fact that
the good things of this world are but transient and temporary. But such is the
tragedy of human life that man has always consigned to oblivion the supreme
moral lesson which is writ large on the pages of history that the rejection of
truth has never been allowed to go unpunished and disbelief has always
landed its protagonists into ruin.
Towards its close the Surah makes a pointed reference to a mighty
prophecy which was implied in Moses’ flight from Egypt to Midian, his
sojourn there for ten years and in his subsequent return to Egypt and in
delivering the Israelites from the bondage of Pharaoh. The prophecy was to
the effect that like Moses the Holy Prophet of Islam also will have to leave his
native place and go to live in a strange place for ten years and then will come
back to the cradle of his Faith and will conquer Mecca and establish Islam on
a firm footing. The last few verses of the Surah sum up its subject matter and
the Holy Prophet is told that he never had the remotest idea that he will ever
be made the bearer of the Divine Message, but now that he has actually been
entrusted with the onerous and noble task of preaching the truth, he should
call all mankind to the ways of the Lord and trusting in God and refusing to be
discouraged or dismayed, should fight his way to success like a great soldier.
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(AL-QASAS)
1. In the name of Allah, the
Gracious, the Merciful.2876
2. bTa Sin Mim.2876A
a

3. cThese are verses of the clear
Book.2877
4. We rehearse unto thee a
portion of the story of Moses
and Pharaoh with truth, for the
benefit of a people who would
believe.2878
5. dVerily, Pharaoh behaved
arrogantly in the earth, and
divided the people thereof into
parties; he sought to weaken
one party of them, eslaying their
sons, and sparing their women.
a

See 1:1. b26:2; 27:2. c12:2; 15:2; 26:3; 27:2. d10:84. e 2:50; 7:142; 14:7.

2876. Commentary:
See 1:1.
2876A. Commentary:
For an explanation of the
abbreviated letters, Ta Sin Mim, see
26:2 & 27:2.
2877. Commentary:
This verse has been commented
upon in some detail in 12:2; 26:3 &
27:2.
2878. Commentary:
Perhaps in no other Surah of the
Quran have the different phases of
Moses’ life been treated in such detail

as in the present Surah—his infancy,
and childhood, his youth, his flight or
exile and his Call. The Holy
Prophet’s pre-eminence as a Prophet
is a thing apart, but as he has been
"likened" to Moses, the conditions
and circumstances of his life
resemble more those of Moses than
of any other Prophet.
The words, "with truth" imply that
the Quranic narrative of Moses
differs in certain details from that of
the Bible but wherever the Quranic
description differs from the Biblical
account, it will be found to be nearer
truth and reality.
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Certainly, he was of the
mischief makers.2879
6. And We desired to show
favour unto those who had been
considered weak in the earth,
and to make them leaders and to
make them inheritors of Our
favours,2880
7. aAnd to establish them in the
earth, and to show Pharaoh and
Haman and their hosts that
a

7:138; 26:60; 44:29.

2879. Commentary:
The policy of "divide and rule"
which has been practised with such
deadly effect by the Colonial Powers
of the west in this twentieth century
was also followed by Pharaoh. He
had split the people of Egypt into
parties and sections and had made
invidious distinctions between them.
Some of them he favoured and others
he exploited and suppressed. Moses’
people belonged to the latter
unfortunate class.
The words, "he slew their sons and
spared their women," besides bearing
the apparent sense, viz. that in order
to keep the Israelites under permanent
subjection, Pharaoh destroyed their
manhood and kept alive their women,
may also signify that by his policy of
exploitation
and
heartless
suppression, Pharaoh sought to kill
all manly qualities among the
Israelites and thus made them timid
like women.
2880. Commentary:
When
the
degradation
and

humiliation of the Israelites in Egypt
reached its nadir and the cup of
iniquities of Pharaoh and his people
became full to the brim and God in
His infallible wisdom decreed that the
oppressors should be punished and
those
held
in
bondage
be
emancipated, He raised Moses. Such
has always been God’s practice that
He raises a Prophet to lead a downtrodden people to honour and glory
and through his influence and under
his lead the erstwhile suppressed and
exploited people become the leaders
and teachers of men. This
phenomenon which took place in the
time of every Divine Messenger
witnessed its fullest and finest
manifestation during the ministry of
the Holy Prophet of Islam.
The words "to make them
inheritors", refer to the Israelites
becoming heirs to that 'land of
promise'—Canaan—which,
like
Egypt, "flowed with milk and honey"
and which God had "ordained for
them" (5:22).
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which they feared from
them.2881
8. aAnd We revealed to the
mother of Moses saying,
‘Suckle him; and when thou
fearest for him, then cast him
into the river and fear not, nor
grieve; for We shall restore him
to thee, and shall make him one
of the Messengers.’2882
a

20:39.

2881. Commentary:
Exploitation and tyranny produce
their own nemesis and the exploiters
and oppressors never feel secure from
the standard of revolt being raised
against them by those whom they
exploit, suppress and oppress. The
greater the oppression of the tyrant,
the greater his fear of revolt on the
part of the tyrannized. Pharaoh, too,
was seized with this fear and,
therefore, he employed all sorts of
means and machinations to keep the
Israelites under permanent subjection.
But the time had come that he should
be punished and those held in
bondage should be emancipated.
Haman was the title of the High
Priest of the god Amon, "ham" in
Egyptian meaning high priest and
Amon was the god who dominated all
other Egyptian gods. "Haman was the
director of the double treasury and
granary and director of the soldiers
and all the craftsmen of Thebes. His
name was Nebunnef and he was high
priest under Ramesus II and his son
Merneptah. Being the head of the

extremely
rich
sacerdotal
organization embracing all the
priesthoods of the country his power
and prestige had increased so much
that he controlled a most influential
political faction and even kept his
own private army" (A story of Egypt
by James Henry Breasted, Ph.D.).
Haman is also said to be the name
of a minister of Ahasuerus, a king of
Persia who lived many ages after
Moses. There is nothing strange or
objectionable in two persons living in
two different periods bearing the
same name. But Mr. Wherry, only to
expose his own crass ignorance, has
pretended to discover a serious
anachronism in the Quran having
called a minister of Pharaoh by the
name of Haman, which incidentally
was also the name of a minister of a
king
of
Persia
(Wherry’s
Commentary, vol. 3, p. 254). In fact,
anachronism lies in the brain of Mr.
Wherry himself and not in the Quran.
2882. Commentary:
The preceding seven verses had
spoken of Moses’ mission and by
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9. aAnd the people of Pharaoh
picked him up that he might
become for them an enemy and
a source of sorrow. Verily,
Pharaoh and Haman and their
hosts were wrongdoers.2883
10. And Pharaoh’s wife said,
‘He will be a joy of the eye for
me and for thee. Slay him not.
Haply he will be useful to us, or
we may adopt him as a son.’
And they perceived not the
consequences thereof.2884
a

20:40.

implication had referred to the
mission of the Holy Prophet and in
fact to the mission of every Prophet
of God. From this verse, however,
begins the actual story of Moses.
Whereas Moses was cast into the
river by his mother to escape being
killed by the people of Pharaoh, the
Holy Prophet’s mother had to entrust
him, while yet a child, to the care of a
poor wet-nurse, to whom all the wellto-do families of Mecca had refused
to entrust their babies on account of
her poverty.
2883. Important Words:
( التقطهpicked him up) is derived
from  لقطwhich means, he picked it
up, took it up from the ground. التقط
 ال یشءmeans, he picked up the thing; he
stumbled upon it unexpectedly
without seeking it.  لقیته التقاطاmeans, I
met him unexpectedly (Lane & Aqrab).
The particle  لin ( ملیکونthat he might
become) is called  الم العاقبةand denotes

result and consequence, as in the
well-known Arabic couplet:
لدو اللموت وابنوا مللخراب م
فکلکم م م میسریم م مایل م م متباب
i.e. bear children that they should
die and build houses that they should
fall into ruins, for all of you are
marching towards destruction. Thus
the first part of the verse would mean,
"And the family of Pharaoh picked
him up with the result that ultimately
he became an enemy and a source of
great grief and sorrow for them."
2884. Commentary:
God’s ways indeed are inscrutable.
Pharaoh did not know that the very
child upon whom he had lavished so
much care and love will one day
prove an instrument of punishment
for him in the hands of Destiny
because he had flouted and defied
Divine commandments and had held
the Israelites in bondage and had
tyrannized over them for a long time.
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11. And the heart of the mother
of Moses became free from
anxiety. She had almost
disclosed his identity, were it
not that We had strengthened
her heart so that she might be of
the firm believers.2885
12. And she said to his sister,
‘Follow him up.’ So she
observed him from afar; and
they knew not of her
relationship.2885A
13. And We had already
ordained that he should refuse
the wet-nurses; so she said,
a
‘Shall I tell you of a household
who will bring him up for you
and will be his sincere wellwishers?’
a

20:41.

concerned. In the first case the
expression  ان کادت لتبدی بهwould mean
that Moses’ mother was so much
pleased with Moses having been
restored to her that out of joy she was
on the point of declaring that the
child belonged to her. In the second
case the meaning would be that if
God had not restrained her, she
almost had told people about the
Commentary:
whole affair—how she had received a
The heart of Moses’ mother became Divine revelation and how in
free from care or anxiety because of pursuance of it she had put the child
the consolation and assurance given into the river and so on.
to her by Divine revelation referred to
in v. 8 above. The pronoun  ہin  بهmay 2885A. Important Words:
refer either to Moses or to the matter
( قصیهfollow him up) is derived from
2885. Important Words:
( فارغاfree from anxiety) is derived
from  فرغwhich means, it was or
became empty, void, devoid; he died.
 فرغ لهmeans, he made him or it the
object to which he directed himself.
 فارغmeans, vacant, devoid of or free
from care or anxiety or disquietude
(Lane & Aqrab).
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14. Thus did We restore him to
his mother that her eye might be
gladdened and that she might
not grieve, and that she might
know that the promise of Allah is
true. But most of them know not.
a

R. 2.

15. And when he reached his
age of full strength and attained
maturity, We gave him wisdom
and knowledge; and thus do We
reward those who do good.2886
16. And one day he entered the
city at a time when its
inhabitants were in a state of
heedlessness; and he found
therein two men fighting—one
of his own party, and the other
of his enemies. And he who was
of his party sought his help
against him who was of his
enemies. bSo Moses struck him
a

12:23; 46:16. b20:41; 26:20.

قص. They say  قصهi.e. he cut it; or he
clipped it.  قص أثرہmeans, he followed,
or followed after, his track, or
footsteps, in pursuit; he endeavoured
to trace or track him; he endeavoured
to trace him by degrees, or by night
or at any time (Lane & Aqrab). See
also 7:177 & 12:4.

in the house of a powerful monarch
of the time he must have had the best
tutors to teach him the current
sciences. His physical development
must also have been perfect as is
apparent from 28:16; and he must
have been inspired by noble ideals.
As God had marked him out for a
great destiny, he was endowed with
2886. Commentary:
wisdom and spiritual knowledge in a
Moses was fully equipped with very large measure. By the time
temporal as well as divine Moses had attained maturity he was a
knowledge. Having been brought up  حمسنi.e. a constant doer of good deeds.
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with his fist; and thereby caused
his death. Then he said, ‘This is
of Satan’s doing; he is indeed an
enemy, a manifest misleader.’2887
17. He said, ‘My Lord, I have
wronged my soul, so do thou
forgive me.’ So He forgave
him; He is Most Forgiving,
Merciful.2888
2887. Important Words:
( وکزہstruck him with his fist) means,
he struck or beat him; he beat or
struck him with his fist; he pushed or
impelled or repelled him; he goaded
him (Lane).

repelled the Egyptian or at best struck
him with his fist shows that the
latter’s death was accidental. Clearly
there was no intention on Moses’ part
to cause it.
The Quran has not mentioned the
wicked deed of the Egyptian to which
Moses refers in this verse but from
Jewish Encyclopedia we know that
the said Egyptian had forced an
Israelite woman to commit adultery
with him and that was indeed a
devilish deed. It apparently led to the
quarrel referred to in the verse and
ultimately to Moses’ interference and
the death of the Egyptian (Jew. Enc.
under "Moses").
2888. Important Words:
( ظلمتI have wronged my soul) is
derived from  ظلمwhich means, he did
wrong; he acted unjustly or
tyrannically; he put a thing in a
wrong place; he made one to suffer
loss or detriment.  ظلمهalso signifies,
he imposed upon him a burden that
was beyond his power or ability to
bear; he exposed himself to danger
(Lane, Aqrab & Mufradat). See also
2:36, 52 & 17:60.

Commentary:
Being of a very noble nature and
having been inspired by high ideals,
Moses was always ready to help
weak and oppressed people and so
when a poor and weak Israelite
sought his help against an arrogant
and cruel Egyptian, he at once went
to his rescue.
The expression, "this is of Satan’s
doing," according to Arabic idiom
means that some evil thing has
happened, i.e. "Satan had caused an
Egyptian and an Israelite to fight and
I had to come to the assistance of the
oppressed Israelite which resulted in
an evil thing i.e. the death of a
person." Or the words might have
been addressed to the dead Egyptian
meaning, "this is the outcome of your
satanic deed," i.e. "your death is the
result of your own wickedness and
transgression." The fact that Moses Commentary:
Moses realized that in trying to help
used no lethal weapon and only
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18. He said, ‘My Lord, because
of the favour Thou hast
bestowed upon me, I will never
be a helper of the guilty.’2889
19. And morning found him in
the city, apprehensive, watchful;
and lo! he who had sought
his help the day before cried out
to him again for help. Moses
said to him: ‘Verily, thou
art manifestly a misguided
fellow.’2890
20. And when he made up his
mind to lay hold of the man
who was an enemy to both of
them, he said, ‘O Moses, dost
thou intend to kill me as thou
didst kill a man yesterday?
Thou only intendest to become
the poor Israelite he had happened to
kill the Egyptian and thus had
exposed himself to a great danger and
had taken upon himself a burden
which apparently he did not have the
power to bear. So he prayed to God to
protect
him
from
the
evil
consequences that might flow from
his accidentally killing a member of
the ruling race.

Or it may mean, "My Lord, since
Thou hast given me an opportunity to
help an oppressed man and thus hast
done me a great favour, so in
gratitude for Thy favour I will always
help the poor and the oppressed." Or
the verse may mean, "My Lord, since
Thou hast been always kind and
gracious to me, how can I be a helper
and supporter of the oppressors?"

2889. Commentary:
The verse shows Moses as saying,
"My Lord! Thou hast always been
Gracious to me, so in my gratitude to
Thee for Thy favour, I promise that I
will always help the oppressed as I
did on the last occasion, and will
never take sides with the oppressors."

2890. Commentary:
Moses in this verse seems to
reproach the man who called him for
help by saying to him, "you are a
foolish fellow and not being able to
realise the consequences of your
actions you become readily involved
in trouble." The words do not mean,
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a tyrant in the land, and thou
desirest not to be a peacemaker.’2891
21. And there came a man from
the far side of the city, running.
He said, ‘O Moses, of a truth,
the chiefs are taking counsel
together against thee to kill
thee. Therefore get thee away;
surely, I am of thy wellwishers.’2892
22. aSo he went forth therefrom,
fearful, watchful. He said, ‘My
Lord, deliver me from the
unjust people.’
R. 3.

23. And when he turned his face
towards Midian, he said, ‘I hope
my Lord will guide me to the
right way.’
24. And when he arrived at the
water of Midian, he found there
a

26:22.

as is generally misunderstood, that called Moses for help.
Moses regarded the man as an 2892. Commentary:
offender.
The implied reference in the verse
2891. Commentary:
is to the counsel that the leaders of
The words "who was an enemy to Mecca had held to kill the Holy
both of them," show that the man Prophet. But whereas Moses was
referred to was an Egyptian. But if he informed of the designs of the
was an Israelite as the Bible says then Egyptian chiefs by a well-wisher of
he must have been in league with the his, as the verse under comment
Egyptians and must have reported the says, the Holy Prophet was made
previous day’s incident to the aware of the evil designs of the
authorities and thus was an enemy Quraishite leaders against him by
both to Moses and the Israelite who God Himself (8:31).
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a party of men, watering their
flocks. And he found beside
them two women keeping back
their flocks. He said, ‘What is
the matter with you?’ They
replied, ‘We cannot water our
flocks until the shepherds take
away their flocks, and our father
is a very old man.’2893
25. So he watered their flocks
for them. Then he turned aside
into the shade, and said,
‘My Lord, I am in need of
whatever good Thou mayest
send down to me.’
26. And one of the two women
came to him, walking bashfully.
She said, ‘My father calls thee
that he may reward thee for thy
having watered our flocks for
us.’ So when he came to him
and told him the story, he said,
2893. Important Words:
( تذودانkeeping back) is formed from
 ذادwhich means, he drove; drove
away, and he repelled. ذاد االبل عن املاء
means, he kept back or debarred the
camels from the water, or prevented
them from coming to it. They say ذاد عن
 عرضهi.e. he defended his honour
(Lane & Aqrab).
( یصدرtake back) is from  صدرwhich
means, he returned, went back or
turned away from water. صدر الیه
means, he went to it (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:
The girls seem to be jealous of the
honour of their father and therefore in
order to disabuse Moses’ mind of any
possible misconception that their
father was an indolent and easy-going
man for having sent his young
daughters to the well and keeping
himself at home they say that their
father is an old man and therefore could
not himself come to water his flock.
The general opinion among the
commentators of the Quran is that
Shu‘aib was Moses’ father-in-law. In
the Bible he is called Jethro (Exod. 3:1).
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‘Fear not; thou hast escaped
from the unjust people.’2894
27. One of the two women said,
‘O my father, hire him; for the
best man that thou canst hire is
the one who is strong and
trustworthy.’
28. He said, ‘I intend to marry
one of these two daughters of
mine to thee on condition that
thou serve me on hire for eight
years. But if thou complete ten
years, it will be of thine own
accord. And I would not lay any
hardship upon thee; thou wilt
find me, if Allah wills, of the
righteous.’2894A
2894. Commentary:
The words, "thou has escaped from
the wicked people," show that on
hearing Moses’ story the old and
righteous man was convinced that
Moses had committed no murder and
that the death of the Egyptian was
only accidental. On the other hand he
dubbed and denounced the Egyptians
as a wicked people.
2894A. Commentary:
The construction of the verse does
not seem to lend countenance to the
conclusion generally considered
derivable from it, viz. that Shu‘aib or
Jethro agreed to marry one of his
daughters to Moses in lieu of eight or
ten years of service. The fact of the
matter appears to be that Shu‘aib
having grown very old needed an

honest man to look after his flocks
and Moses having been found as
possessing the required qualifications
was taken in service by him at the
instance of one of his daughters.
Eight or ten years were agreed upon
as the tenure of service. Shu‘aib,
however, being a holy man either
himself realized or was informed by
God that a great future lay before
Moses. He, therefore, offered to
marry one of his daughters to him
and, desiring that his son-in-law
should live with him for some time
and benefit by his noble company,
laid it down as one of the conditions
of marriage that Moses should stay
with him for eight or ten years. Thus
it is not correct to say that Shu‘aib
offered to marry his daughter to
Moses in lieu of the latter serving him
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29. He said, ‘That is settled
between
me
and
thee.
Whichever of the two terms I
fulfil, there shall be no injustice
to me; and Allah watches over
what we say.’
R. 4.

30. And when Moses had
fulfilled the term, and was
travelling with his family, he
perceived a fire in the direction
of the Mount. He said to his
family, ‘Wait, aI perceive a fire;
haply I may bring you some
useful information therefrom, or
a burning brand from the fire that
you may warm yourselves.’2895
a

20:11; 27:8.

for eight or ten years. Whatever
remuneration Moses might have
received from Shu‘aib had nothing to
do with the marriage proposal.
The flight of Moses from Egypt and
his stay in Midian for ten years bears
a striking resemblance to the
residence of the Holy Prophet for ten
years in Medina after his Hijrah from
Mecca. Moses must have, in a large
measure, benefited himself spiritually
by his God-fearing and righteous
father-in-law’s company just as his
upbringing in the house of Pharaoh
had equipped him with temporal
knowledge. But the noble Prophet of
Islam was indebted to no human
being for the great treasures of
spiritual and temporal knowledge
possessed by him. He had received

them direct from God.
The expression  من عندکmeans, 'It
would be an additional favour from
you.'
2895. Important Words:
( جذوةburning brand) is derived from
جذا. They say  جذا عیل ال یشءi.e. he stood
firmly upon a thing.  جذوةmeans, a
brand or firebrand; a thick piece of
firewood not flaming; a piece of fire;
a live coal. They say  فالن جذوة شرi.e.
such a one is a kindler or a piece of
mischief (Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
Seclusion and solitude are very
essential
for
meditation
and
communion with the Divine Being.
Moses sought separation from his
family, in fact from all worldly
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31. And when he came to it, ahe
was called by a voice from the
right side of the Valley, in the
blessed spot, out of the tree: ‘O
Moses, verily I am, Allah, the
Lord of the worlds.’2896
32. And it also said: b‘Throw
down thy rod.’ And when he
saw it move as though it were a
serpent, he turned back
retreating and did not look back.
‘O Moses, come forward and
fear not; surely thou art of those
who are safe;2897
33. cInsert thy hand into thy
bosom; it will come forth white
without evil effect, and draw
back thy arm toward thyself in
order to be free from fear. So
a

19:53; 20:81; 79:17. b7:118; 20:20; 26:46. c7:109; 20:23; 27:13.

contacts and connections, in order external state from that which adjoins
that he might be blessed with it. The Arabs say  ھو حسن البقعة عند االمریi.e.
communion with God.
he has a good station with the prince
(Lane & Aqrab).
2896. Important Words:
( شاط مئیside) is derived from  شطاCommentary:
Whereas Moses was only on the
which means, he walked on the bank
side
of the blessed spiritual valley, the
or side of the river.  شطا االم بالولدmeans,
Holy
Prophet Muhammad had
the mother threw or cast away the
child.  الشاط مئی من النھرmeans, the side or actually entered it (53:14, 15).
Moses could not attain that high
bank of the stream (Aqrab).
stage
of nearness to God, which was
( بقعةplot) is infinitive-noun from بقع
reserved for the Holy Prophet.
(baqi‘a) which means, it (a bird or
dog) was black and white; it was 2897. Commentary:
partly coloured and pied.  بقعةmeans, a
For an exhaustive treatment of the
piece, part, portion or plot of land miracles of the rod and white hand
differing in appearance or colour or see 7:108,109 & 20:19-24.
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these shall be two proofs from
thy Lord to Pharaoh and his
chiefs. Surely, they are a
rebellious people.’2898
34. aHe said, ‘My Lord, I killed
a person from among them, and
I fear that they will kill me.2899
35. And my brother Aaron—he
is more eloquent in speech than
I; bsend him therefore with me
as a helper that he may bear
witness to my truth. I fear that they
will accuse me of falsehood.’2900
36. cGod said, ‘We will
strengthen thy arm with thy
brother, and We will give power
to you both so that they shall
not be able to reach you. Go
a

20:41; 26:15. b20:30-33; 26:14. c19:54; 20:37.

the mere fact of a man having been
accidentally killed by him and not
that he pleads guilty to the charge of
deliberately killing him.
2900. Important Words:
( ردأhelper) is infinitive noun from
( ردأrada’). They say  ردأ احلائطi.e. he
supported or propped the wall by
means of a piece of timber or wood
or buttress to prevent it from falling.
 ردأmeans, he helped, aided or assisted
him.  ردءmeans, a buttress or the like
by means of which a wall is
strengthened and supported; a thing
by means of which one is helped,
aided or assisted; a helper or aider.
2899. Commentary:
They say  فالن ردء فالنi.e. such a one is an
In this verse Moses alludes only to aider to such a one (Lane &مAqrab).

2898. Important Words:
( ذانکthose two) is the dual of ذاک
which is formed from  ذاwhich is a
noun of indication (properly meaning
this, but sometimes, when repeated,
better rendered that), relating to an
object of masc. gender, such as is
near: or it relates to what is distant
(according to some, and therefore
should always be rendered that). ذاک
relates to an object which is distant or
to that which occupies a middle place
between the near and the distant.
They say  جاءین ذانک الرجالنi.e. those two
persons came to me (Lane & Aqrab).
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with Our Signs. You two and
those who follow you will be
the victors.’2901
37. aAnd when Moses came to
them with Our clear Signs, they
said, ‘This is nothing but a
forged sorcery, and we never
heard the like of this among our
forefathers.’
38. Moses said, ‘My Lord
knows best who it is that has
brought guidance from Him,
and whose will be the reward of
the final abode. Verily, the
wrongdoers never prosper.’2902
39. And Pharaoh said, ‘O
chiefs, bI know of no god for
you other than myself; so burn
me bricks of clay, cO Haman,
and build me a tower, that I may
have a look at the God of
Moses, though I believe him to
be one of the liars.’2903
a

29:40. b26:30. c40:37.

2901. Important Words:
( عضدکthy arm) is derived from عضد
(adada). They say  عضدہi.e. he aided or
assisted him.  عضد الدابةmeans, he
walked by the side of the beast. عضد
means, the upper arm or upper half of
the arm; the side of the arm-pit and
the side of a road; an aider or
assistant. They say  ھم اعضادیi.e. they
are my aiders (Lane & Aqrab).

prosper," lay down an immutable law
of God and an infallible criterion to
test the truth of a claimant to Divine
revelation. The law is that a false
claimant to Divine revelation or a
false Prophet never succeeds in his
mission. Sooner or later he must
come to naught.

2903. Commentary:
The verse is susceptible of two
interpretations: (1) The Israelites
2902. Commentary:
The words, "the wrongdoers never were already working as labourers at
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40. aAnd he and his hosts
behaved arrogantly in the land
without any justification. And
they thought that they would
never be brought back to Us.
41. bSo We seized him and his
hosts, and cast them into the
sea. See, then, how evil was the
end of the wrongdoers!2904
42. And We made them leaders
c
who invited people unto the
Fire; and on the Day of
Resurrection they will not be
helped.
43. dAnd We caused them to be
followed by a curse in this
world; and on the Day of
a

7:134. b2:51; 7:137; 17:104; 20:79; 26:67; 79:26. c11:99. d11:61,100.

the kilns. Pharaoh alludes to this
ignoble condition of theirs and seems
derisively to say to Haman: "These
people do not appear to have
sufficient work to do. Having more
than enough leisure they have begun
to dream of prophethood. They must
be put to hard labour; then will they
come to their senses and give up
having false illusions about God and
prophethood." (2) The Egyptians
were well-versed in astronomy. They
built high observatories for observing
the movements of the stars. So
Pharaoh jeeringly asked Haman to
build for him a lofty observatory so
that he might have a peep at the God
of Moses. The verse may also imply a

reference to an ancient belief of the
Egyptians that heavenly spirits
descended upon lofty places and
therefore in order to achieve spiritual
perfection they constructed high
buildings.
2904. Commentary:
The use of the word ( یمsea) in this
verse and v. 8 above seems to suggest
a curious coincidence. In order to
save the child Moses from being
killed by Pharaoh, Moses’ mother
cast him into the  یمfrom which he
was later rescued. But Pharaoh
and his mighty hosts while
endeavouring to cross the  یمin order
to overtake the Israelites, were
drowned. See also 20:79.
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Resurrection they will be among
those deprived of all good.2905
a

R. 5.

44. And We gave the Book to
Moses, after We had destroyed
the earlier generations, as a
source of enlightenment for men,
and a guidance and a mercy,
that they might reflect.2906
a

7:155; 46:13.

2905. Important Words:
( مقبوحنیdeprived of good) is the
plural of  مقبوحwhich is passive
participle from ( قبحqabaha). They say
( قبحه ٰ مqabbaha) i.e. God removed
اّلل
him or may God remove him far from
good or prosperity or from all that is
good, or God rendered him or may
God render him foul, unseemly,
unsightly, ugly or hideous or
despised.  مقبوحmeans, removed far
from good or prosperity or from all
that is good or from success or the
attainment of that which he desires or
seeks, or driven away like a dog or
despised or rendered foul, unseemly,
ugly or hideous. ( قبحqabuha) which is
intransitive form means, it was or
became bad, abominable, ugly or
hideous.  قبمیحwhich means, bad, ugly,
abominable, etc. is formed from this
verb (Lane & Aqrab).
2906. Important Words:
( بصائرsource of enlightenment) is
the plural of  بصریةwhich means,
perceptive faculty of the mind,
understanding; intelligence; firm
belief of the heart; an evidence,
testimony, proof or argument; a

witness; a shield; the blood by
which one is directed to an animal
that has been shot (Lane & Aqrab).
See also 7:204.
Commentary:
In this verse, the Book of Moses
has been described as  بصائرwhich in
view of the various meanings of this
word seemed to possess the following
characteristics: (1) It was a potent
means of sharpening the perceptive
faculties of those who believed in it
and followed it, as the Word of God is
indeed a great sharpener of human
intellect. (2) It constituted a strong
evidence in favour of the Holy
Prophet and a pointer, directing
people to the Quran. It also served as
an argument and a proof to prove the
truth of Moses’ own claim. (3) It
served as a shield which protected
followers of Moses from the
vicissitudes of time and heavenly
chastisement. (4) It formed a mark or
sign which pointed and led to God as
the blood of a wounded animal points
and leads to the place where it has
fallen. This means that the Torah
served as a guidance and showed the
believers the way to God and led
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45. And thou wast not on the
western side of the Mount when
We committed the matter of
prophethood to Moses, nor wast
thou among the witnesses.2907
46. But We brought forth
generations after Moses, and
life became prolonged for them.
Neither wast thou a dweller
among the people of Midian,
rehearsing Our Signs unto
them; but it is We Who send
Messengers.2908
them right up to the threshold of His
pleasure and nearness. In fact, all
Divine Books possess these attributes
and characteristics in a greater or
lesser degree in keeping with their
divine status and the scope and tenure
of their message.
2907. Commentary:
The verse purports to say that the
prophecy of Moses about the advent
of the Holy Prophet (Deut. 18:18) has
been fulfilled so clearly and in such
detail as if he was present in person
with Moses and the latter was
actually seeing him when he was
making the prophecy. The verse
possesses a double significance. It
proves the truth of Moses himself,
inasmuch as he made a prophecy
about the advent of the Holy Prophet
which was literally fulfilled, and it
proves also the truth of the Holy
Prophet, as the prophecy made by
Moses about the advent of "a Prophet
like unto him from among the
brethren of the Israelites" was

fulfilled in his person in letter and in
spirit.
2908. Commentary:
This verse alludes to two more
significant facts: (1) Ages passed and
a long line of Prophets appeared after
Moses and they preached their
messages, yet none of these Prophets
ever claimed to be "that Prophet"
about whom Moses had made the
prophecy mentioned in Deut. 18:18,
till the Quran was revealed and it
claimed that the grand prophecy of
Moses had been fulfilled in the
person of the Holy Prophet of Islam
(73:16). (2) The words "And thou
wast not a dweller among the people
of Midian, rehearsing Our signs unto
them" refer to a striking resemblance
of the Holy Prophet with Moses.
According to the prophecy (Deut.
18:18) the Promised Prophet was to
be like unto Moses, and what greater
similarity there could be between
these two noble Prophets than that
Moses had to flee for life from Egypt,
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47. And thou wast not on the
side of the Mount with Moses
when aWe called to him. But We
have sent thee as a mercy from
thy Lord, bthat thou mayest
warn a people to whom no
Warner had come before thee,
that they may reflect.2909
48. And were it not that if an
affliction should befall them
because of what their hands
have sent before them, they
c
would
say,
‘Our
Lord,
wherefore didst Thou not send a
Messenger to us that we might
have followed Thy Signs, and
a

20:12-13; 79:17. b32:4; 36:7. c20:135.

Moses at the side of Mount Sinai,
giving him the glad tidings that a
Prophet like unto him would appear
among the brethren of the Israelites
(Deut. 18:18). It further implies that it
was not possible for the Holy Prophet
first to have caused Moses to make a
prophecy concerning him and then to
have claimed to have come in
fulfilment of that prophecy. The verse
emphasizes the fact that one Prophet
(Moses) made a prophecy concerning
another Prophet (the Holy Prophet)
about two thousand years ago in a
place far away from the scene of the
activities of the latter, and that that
prophecy was literally fulfilled in
him. It proves beyond the shadow of
2909. Commentary:
a doubt that the maker of the
The present verse continues the prophecy, and he about whom the
theme of the preceding two verses prophecy was made were both true
and purports to say that God spoke to Prophets of God.
where he was born and brought up, to
Midian where for ten long years he
lived among a strange people, and
then went back to Egypt, armed with
Divine authority to free and reclaim
his depressed people, from the
bondage of Pharaoh. Likewise the
Prophet of Islam had to leave Mecca
where he was born and brought up
and then for ten years he lived in
Medina among a people who were
not of his kith and kin, and again in
pursuance of Divine command
marched forth to conquer Mecca at
the head of an army of ten thousand
saints to fulfil another prophecy of
the Bible (Deut. 33:2).
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been of the believers?’ We
should not have sent thee as
Messenger.2910
49. But when the truth has come
to them from Us, they say,
a
‘Why has he not been given the
like of what was given to
Moses?’ Did they not reject that
which was given to Moses
before? They say, ‘Two works
of sorcery—the Torah and the
Quran—that back up each
other.’ And they say, ‘We
disbelieve in all.’2911
a

6:125.

2910. Commentary:
The sense implied in the verse is
that by their iniquities and
transgressions the disbelievers render
themselves deserving of God’s
punishment but as it is inconsistent
with His justice and mercy to punish
them without first giving them an
opportunity to reform themselves, so
He raises a Prophet among them so
that when punishment should
overtake them they might not say that
they were not given an opportunity to
reform themselves by following the
Divine Prophet if one had appeared
among them.
2911. Commentary:
It is customary with disbelievers in
the time of every Prophet that they
demand from him signs and miracles
which had been shown by a previous
Prophet, while the disbelievers of that

very Prophet had also rejected him in
spite of the fact that he had shown the
same miracles which disbelievers in
the time of the later Prophet
demanded. The verse exposes the
absurdity of this worn out demand of
disbelievers and purports to say that
they demand from the Holy Prophet
the same teachings which were given
to Moses while the spiritual needs
and requirements of the Holy
Prophet’s time are different from
those of Moses and, therefore, their
demand is foolish. Yet when they are
told that prophecies which were made
by Moses have been fulfilled in
the person of the Holy Prophet and
that the teachings of the Quran
in many respects support and
corroborate the teachings of Torah,
they say that both the Quran and the
Torah are two pieces of magic that
support each other.
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50. Say, ‘Then bring a Book
from Allah which is a better
guide than these two Books,
that I may follow it, if you are
truthful.’2912
51. aBut if they answer thee not,
then know that they only follow
their own evil inclinations. And
who is more erring than he who
follows his evil inclinations
without any guidance from
Allah? Verily, Allah guides not
the unjust people.
R. 6.

52. And We have, indeed,
thoroughly conveyed to them
the Word, that they may be
admonished.2913
a

11:15.

2912. Commentary:
The verse alludes to the very high
position which both the Quran and
the Torah hold among heavenly
Scriptures, the Quran being par
excellence the best among the
revealed Books and the Torah
standing only second to it. It further
says to disbelievers that if the
revelations of the Quran and the
Torah do not satisfy them, then let
them produce a Book which is better
suited to be humanity’s guide and
which has brought about greater
transformation in the lives of men
than these Books have done.
2913. Important Words:
( وصلناthoroughly conveyed)

transitive verb from ( وصلwasala).
They say  وصل ایل املکانi.e. he came,
reached or attained the place. وصل ال یشء
( بال یشءwassala) means, he joined or
connected one thing with the other
( وصله الیه او أوصلهwassala-hu) means, he
conveyed it to him (Aqrab).

Commentary:
In view of the two significations of
the word  وصلgiven under "Important
Words" the verse may have the
following two interpretations: (1) We
have joined one revelation with
another, which means that God has
been sending His Messengers and
revelations one after the other. The
Quran has also been revealed quite in
harmony with this time-honoured
is Divine practice. It has come after the
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53. Those to whom We gave the
Book before it—they believe in
it.2914
54. aAnd when it is recited unto
them, they say, ‘We believe in
it. Verily, it is the truth from
our Lord. Indeed, even before it
we had submitted ourselves to
God.’2915
55. These will be given their
reward twice, for they have
been steadfast and bthey repel
evil with good, and spend out of
what We have given them.2916
a

13:37; 39:12-13; 72:21. b13:23; 23:97; 41:35.

Torah which had made a prophecy
about it (Deut. 18:18) and whose
prophecies it has fulfilled and whose
basic principles it supports.
(2) The Word of God, i.e. the
Quran, has been fully conveyed to the
Meccans and thoroughly explained to
them.

prophecy about the eventual triumph
of Islam over all other Faiths.

2915. Commentary:
The verse means to say that when
prophecies about the revelation of the
Quran and the Holy Prophet are
recited to them—"the People of the
Book," the God-fearing among them
2914. Commentary:
believe in it—the Quran—saying that
The word  الکتابreferring to Torah or they had already expected such a
to every revealed Book, the verse revelation to come.
may either mean, (1) that those who
have been given a right understanding 2916. Commentary:
of the Book—the Torah, and ponder
The verse means to say that such
over it are sure to believe in it—the persons from among the "People of
Quran; or (2) that from among the the Book" as believe in the Quran
followers of every revealed Book,— will have double reward for the belief
the Jews, the Christians the both in the Torah and the Quran and
Zoroastrians, the Hindus, etc., a large also for suffering patiently for the
section will believe in the Quran and cause of truth and for their
join the fold of Islam during the ages. perseverance and steadfastness under
In this sense the verse embodies a trials and tribulations.
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56. aAnd when they hear vain
talk, they turn away from it and
say, ‘Unto us our works and
unto you your works. Peace be
to you. bWe seek not the
ignorant.’
57. cSurely, thou wilt not be
able to guide all whom thou
lovest; but Allah guides
whomsoever He pleases; and
He knows best those who would
accept guidance.2917
58. And they say, ‘If we were to
follow the guidance with thee,
we should be snatched away
from our land.’ Have We not
established for them a safe
sanctuary, dto which are brought
the fruits of all things, as a
provision from Us? But most of
them know not.2918
a

23:4; 25:73. b25:64. c12:104; 16:38. d2:127; 14:38.

2917. Commentary:
The verse shows how anxious the
Holy Prophet was that all those to
whom he addressed his message
should have believed in him and thus
should have saved themselves from
the evil consequences of rejecting the
Divine Message. See also 18:7.
2918. Commentary:
The verse seeks to dispel the
unfounded fears particularly of those
Meccans who think that if they
accepted the new message, more
powerful people will swoop down

upon them and deprive them of their
possessions and freedom. It purports
to say that from time immemorial
Mecca (which is now going to be the
centre of the new Faith) has remained
a safe sanctuary and those whoever
sought to interfere with its sacred
character themselves met with ruin
and destruction. When such is the
case why should the Meccans be
afraid that if they accepted the new
Faith they will suffer economically or
politically? The fact that Mecca has
remained a safe sanctuary throughout
the ages amidst all the great changes
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59. aAnd how many a township
have We destroyed which
exulted in its manner of life!
And these are their dwellings
which have not been inhabited
after them except a little. bAnd
it is We Who became the
inheritors thereof.2919
60. cAnd thy Lord would never
destroy the towns until He has
raised in the mother-town thereof
a Messenger, reciting unto them
Our Signs; nor would We destroy
the towns unless the people
thereof are wrongdoers.2920
a

7:5; 21:12; 22:46; 65:9. b15:24; 19:41. c6:132; 11:118; 20:135; 26:209.

that have come over the face of the
earth bears a standing testimony to
the truth of the prophecy that God has
made it a haven of safety.
2919. Important Words:
( بطرتexulted) is feminine gender
from  بطرwhich means, he exulted; or
exulted greatly or excessively and
behaved insolently, or he exulted by
reason of wealth and behaved with
pride.  بطرت عیشکmeans, thou exultest
excessively and behavest insolently
in thy manner of life.  بطرت معیشتھاin
reality is  بطرت یف معیشتھاwhich means, it
exulted in its manner or means of life.
 بطر النعمةmeans, he held the favour in
light estimation and was ungrateful
for it.  بطر احلقmeans, he disdainfully
rejected the truth (Lane & Aqrab).
See also 8:48.
Commentary:
The verse means to say that the

Meccans fear that if they accepted the
new message, they will be deprived
of their property and possessions by
more wealthy and powerful peoples.
But they seem to ignore the fact that
there had lived in the past peoples
who were more powerful and
wealthier and possessed superior
civilizations than the people of whom
the Meccans are afraid and yet when
those people rejected the truth and
behaved proudly they were so
completely wiped out from the face
of the earth as if they had never lived
on it, and those who were considered
weak were made to take their place.
2920. Commentary:
Two laws have been enunciated in
this verse: (1) No people are punished
until God has first raised among them
a Messenger who warns them of the
impending punishment and exhorts
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61. aAnd whatever of the things
of this world you are given is
only a temporary enjoyment of
the present life and an
adornment thereof; and that
which is with Allah is better and
more lasting. Will you not then
understand?
R. 7.

62. Is he, then, to whom We
have promised a goodly
promise, the fulfilment of which
he will meet, blike him whom
We have provided with the good
things of this life only, and then
on the Day of Resurrection he
will be among those who will
be brought to account before
God?2921
63. And on that day He will call
to them, and say, c“Where are
a

3:15; 9:38; 10:71; 16:118; 40:40. b20:132; 26:206-208. c28:75; 41:48.

them to repent and give up their evil
ways. (2) No people are punished
unless they have given themselves up
to sin and iniquity and have
completely closed the doors of
repentance upon themselves.
The unusual frequency and
universality of natural calamities in
the form of famines, wars,
earthquakes and epidemics during the
last five or six decades call for the
appearance of a Divine Messenger in
the present time. That Divine
Messenger appeared in the fullness of
time in the person of Ahmad, the

Promised Messiah and Holy Founder
of the Ahmadiyya Movement.
2921. Commentary:
The present verse continues and
further develops the theme of its
predecessor. It purports to say, "let
not those who are given only a
temporary enjoyment of the good
things of this life deceive themselves
into the false notion that the good
things will last forever. In their very
nature they are temporary but the fact
that those who have been provided
with material amenities and comforts
have defied and flouted God’s Message
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those whom you claimed to be
my associates?”
64. Those against whom the
sentence of punishment will
have become due, will say,
a
‘Our Lord, these are those
whom we led astray. We led
them astray, even as we had
gone astray ourselves. We now
dissociate ourselves from them
and turn to Thee. bIt was not us
that they worshipped.’2922
65. And it will be said, c‘Now
call upon your so-called
partners.’ And they will call
upon them, but they will not
answer them. And they will see
the punishment. Would that they
had followed the guidance!
66. And on that day He will
call to them and say, d‘What
answer did you give to the
Messengers?’
a

7:39, 40; 14:22; 33:68-69; 34:32-33; 40:48-49. b10:29; 16:87. c10:29-30; 16:87. d5:110; 7:7.

and rejected His Messenger has
lessened their tenure all the more and
in addition the disbelievers will be
punished in this world and the next."
2922. Commentary:
The words, "those against whom
the sentence will have become due,"
refer to the leaders of disbelief whom
the misguided people blindly follow.
Or the words may apply only to those
associate-gods who themselves will
be under Divine punishment and not
to all those whom the idolaters

worshipped because some of the
righteous and God-fearing men have
also been made the object of worship
by their misguided followers.
The words, "it was not us they
worshipped," mean that the leaders of
disbelief would say that their socalled followers did not worship them
but only their own ideas and fancies,
i.e. it was because of their own false
and foolish beliefs that they were led
astray from the path of truth and
righteousness.
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67. Then all excuses will
become obscure to them on that
day, and they shall not even ask
each other.2923
68. aBut as for him who repents
and believes and does righteous
deeds, maybe he will be among
the prosperous.2924
a

20:83; 25:72.

2923. Important Words:
( عمیتwill become obscure) is
formed from  عیمwhich means, he was
or became blind; he was or became
spiritually blind; he failed to see a
thing; he was or became stupid or
ignorant. They say  عیم علیه االمرi.e. the
affair became obscure or confused to
him.  عمیت االخبار عن فالنmeans, news or
information became hidden to such a
one (Aqrab & Lane).
( انباءexcuses) is the plural of نبأ
which means, important news;
information; message; excuse (Lane,
Aqrab & Kulliyyat). See also 6:6.

which expresses eager desire or hope
and fear, sometimes with reference to
the person addressed and sometimes
with reference to the speaker himself.
It denotes hope in the case of that
which is liked and fear in the case of
that which is disliked. It also denotes
opinion or doubt, and certainty. When
used by persons of very high
authority the object is to engender
hope but not overconfidence in the
person or persons with reference to
whom it is used. In the opinion of
most commentators of the Quran the
words  عیسand  لعلwhen used with
reference to God denote certainty
because uncertainty and expectancy
cannot be attributed to God. Imam
Raghib, however, differs from this
view and says that in the Quran these
words are used to express hope only
on the part of the person or persons
with reference to whom they are used
(Lane & Mufradat).

Commentary:
The verse means to say that at the
time of reckoning the disbelievers
will be in utter confusion and despair
and will be completely at a loss how
to
defend
themselves.
The
untenability of all false pleas and
excuses will become manifest to
them, and they will not be allowed to
Commentary:
consult each other for the sake of
The verse shows that according to
preparing their defence.
Islam the door of repentance always
2924. Important Words:
remains open. The sinner can repent
( عیسmaybe) meaning, it may be even with the last breath of life. He is
that, maybe or perhaps, is a word never beyond redemption except
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69. And thy Lord creates
whatever He pleases, and
chooses
whomsoever
He
pleases. It is not for them to
choose. Glorified be Allah, and
He is far above all that they
associate with Him.2925
70. aAnd thy Lord knows what
their breasts conceal, and what
they reveal.
71. And He is Allah; there is no
god but He. To Him belongs all
praise in the beginning and the
Hereafter. His is the judgement,
and to Him shall you be brought
back.2926
a

2:78; 11:6; 16:24; 36:77.

when by persistent rejection of truth mean: (1) He is far above being
he himself deliberately chooses to associated with other persons and
shut the door of repentance upon him. things as equal; (2) He is far above
those persons or things which the
2925. Commentary:
idolaters associate with Him as His
Whereas in the preceding several
equal.
verses
polytheism
has
been
condemned and denounced, the 2926. Commentary:
present and the following few verses
The words, "To Him belongs all
give the reasons for this denunciation
praise in the beginning and the
and condemnation. The most
Hereafter," signify that it is not
effective argument against polytheism
is that God is All-Knowing, All- possible to begin a work unless God
Powerful and is the sole Creator of provides the means for it and that no
the whole universe. He depends on no work can become complete unless He
one for help or advice in the control has provided the means for its
and direction of the affairs of the completion, and that it can produce
universe and His wisdom being no result without His help. The
 اال ٰ مmay also signify
infallible His choice in all things is expression ویل و ٓاالخرة
respectively
the
Mosaic and Islamic
unfettered.
The expression  تعایل عما یشرکونmay Dispensations.
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72. Say, ‘Tell me, if Allah make
the night continue over you till
the Day of Resurrection, what
god is there besides Allah who
could bring you light? Will you
not then hearken?’
73. Say, ‘Tell me, if Allah make
the day continue over you till
the Day of Resurrection, what
god is there besides Allah who
could bring you night wherein
you could rest? Will you not
then see?’2927
74. aAnd of His mercy He has
made for you the night and the
day, that you may rest therein,
and that you may seek of His
bounty, and that you may be
grateful.2928
75. And on that day He will call
to them and say, b“Where are
a

10:68; 17:13; 27:87; 30:24. b16:28; 18:53; 28:63; 41:48.

2927. Commentary:
While speaking of "the day" as in
the present verse, the Quran uses the
words "will you not then see" and
when speaking of "the night" as in the
preceding verse it uses the words,
"will you not then hearken", the
reason being that one cannot properly
see at night.
2928. Commentary:
Whereas both perpetual work and
perpetual rest are injurious for man’s
physical health, periodical rest in the
form of the night and periodical work

in the shape of the day are great
boons of God. At night our jaded and
tired limbs are rested and we are able
with renewed vigour to do the next
day’s work and in the day we work
and earn our livelihood. Thus their
alternation constitutes a great Divine
blessing.
'Day' may also be compared to the
period of glory and prosperity in the
life of a nation and 'night' to the time
of its decline and decadence. 'Day'
may also signify the time when Divine
Reformer is present in the world and
'night' the time of spiritual darkness.
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those whom you claimed to be
My associates?”2929
76. aAnd We shall draw from
every people a witness and We
shall say, ‘Bring your proof.’
Then they will know that the
truth belongs to Allah. And that
which they used to forge will all
be lost unto them.
R. 8.
b

77. Verily, Korah was of the
people of Moses, but he
behaved tyrannically towards
them. And We had given him
treasures of hoarded wealth so
much that the stores thereof
would have weighed down a
party of strong men. When his
people said to him, ‘Exult not,
surely Allah loves not those
who exult.2930
a

4:42; 16:85. b29:40; 40:25.

2929. Commentary:
After a brief mention about the
powers and favours of God, made in
the preceding few verses, the present
verse reverts to the subject of the
futility of idol worship and puts forth
these Divine powers and favours as
an argument in support of the Unity
of God.
2930. Important Words:
( کنوزtreasures of hoarded wealth) is
the plural of  کزنwhich is noun-inf.
from ( کزنkanaza). They say  کزن املالi.e.
he buried the property or treasure in

the earth; he hoarded it, or stored, or
he collected the property and
treasured it.  کزنtherefore, means,
treasure, property buried in the earth;
property that is preserved in a
receptacle; that receptacle in which
property is buried or preserved or
hoarded; treasure-boxes; anything
abundant and collected together
(Lane & Aqrab).
( مفاتحstores) is the plural of مفتح
(maftah) which is derived from فتح.
They say  فتح البابi.e. he opened the
door. ( مفتحmaftah) means, a hoard; a
treasure, a store or store room or
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78. And seek, in that which
Allah has given thee, the Home
of the Hereafter; and neglect not
thy lot in this world; and do
good to others as Allah has
done good to thee; and seek not
to make mischief in the earth,
verily, Allah loves not those
who make mischief.’2931
magazine; buried property. مفتح
(miftah) of which  مفاتحalso is the
plural and ( مفتاحplural  )مفاتمیحmean a
key (Lane & Aqrab).
( لتنوءwould have weighed down) is
derived from  ناءwhich means, he rose
or rose with difficulty and effort
under a load; he was oppressed by
weight and fell down.  ناء حبملهmeans,
he rose with his burden with effort
and difficulty.  ناء به احلملmeans, the
burden weighed him down (Aqrab).
Commentary:
It would appear that Korah was an
Israelite who stood high in the favour
of Pharaoh and held one of the
principal offices of State under him.
Very likely he was Pharaoh’s
treasurer. When Pharaoh went on
official tour the royal treasures were
probably transported under Korah’s
charge. In order to safeguard his
position and to win further favours
from Pharaoh, Korah seemed to have
persecuted his own people and
behaved haughtily and tyrannically
towards them.
The name of Qarun (Korah) seems
also to have been symbolically used
here for men of material wealth.
Abundance of riches has proved the

undoing of many a man. Elated with
riches and wealth and lulled into a
false sense of security, wealthy
people are prone to reject God’s
Message and defy His Prophets.
Korah as it appears from the Bible
(Num. 16:1-35), was a believer in
Moses. According to Rabbinical
literature he was fabulously rich (Jew.
Enc.) and in the pride of wealth
revolted against Moses and Aaron
and consequently perished with his
250 followers, the earth having
swallowed them up.
2931. Commentary:
Islam does not view with favour
such flight from the world as
Christianity inculcates among its
votaries. One should not deny one’s
portion of the good things of the
world. As a matter of fact at another
place in the Quran the believers are
enjoined to pray to God "to grant
them the good things of this world as
well as the good things of the world
to come" (2:202), only the pursuit of
the good things of this world should
not make one neglect the seeking of
the good things of the Hereafter.
Islam is not a religion of monks and
recluses but of pious and righteous
men of the world.
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79. aHe said, ‘This has been
given to me because of the
knowledge I possess.’ Did he
not know that Allah had
destroyed
before
him
generations that were mightier
than he and greater in riches?
And the guilty shall not be
asked to offer an explanation of
their sins.2932
80. So he went forth before his
people in all his pomp. Those
who were desirous of the life of
this world said, ‘Would that we
had the like of what Korah has
been given! Truly, he is the
master of a great fortune.’
81. But those who had been
given knowledge said, ‘Woe
unto you, Allah’s reward is best
for those who believe and do
good works; and it shall be
granted to none except those
who are steadfast.’
82. bThen We caused the earth
to swallow him up and his
dwelling; and he had no party to
a

39:50. b29:41.

2932. Commentary:
The expression وال یسأل م معن ذنوبھم املجرمون
may mean that the guilt of the
disbelievers will be so patent that no
further
investigation
will
be
considered necessary to establish it;

or it may mean that the guilty will not
be given an opportunity to defend
themselves or to redress the wrong
done by them, their sins and crimes
being all too apparent.
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help him against Allah, nor was
he of those who can defend
themselves.2933
83. aAnd those who had coveted
his position the day before
began to say, ‘Ah! it is indeed
Allah Who enlarges the
provision for such of His
servants as He pleases and
straitens it for whom He
pleases. Had not Allah been
gracious to us, He would have
caused it to swallow us up also.
Ah! the ungrateful never
prosper.’2934
R. 9.
b

84. This is the Home of the
Hereafter! We give it to those
who desire not self-exaltation in
the earth, nor corruption. And the
good end is for the righteous.
85. cHe who does a good deed
shall have better reward than
a

13:27; 29:63; 34:37. b7:170; 16:31. c4:124; 6:161; 17:8; 41:47; 99:8-9.

2933. Important Words:
( خسفناWe caused him to be
swallowed up) is formed from خسف.
They say  خسف املکانi.e. the house fell
down or sank into the earth. خسف القمر
means, the moon suffered an eclipse.
 خسف الرجلmeans, the man became
emaciated.  خسف فالنامmeans, he
humbled him and made him to bear a
thing which he did not like. اّلل
خسف ٰ م
 االرض بفالنmeans, God made the earth
to sink with such a one and to

swallow him up (Lane & Aqrab).
2934. Important Words:
( ویکانAh). ویک مis a compound
expression made up of  ویand  کand
is used for surprise and reproach, وی
meaning woe and  کbeing a letter of
address. They say  ویکi.e. woe to thee.
Some say  ویکis ( ویلکthy perdition), ل
having been omitted.  ویکbeing an
expression of surprise or reproach
means, oh; ah.  وی لزیدalso means, well
done Zaid, bravo Zaid (Aqrab).
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that; and as for him who does
an evil deed—those who do evil
deeds shall not be rewarded but
according to what they did.2935
86. Most surely, He Who has
made the teaching of the Quran
binding on thee will bring thee
back to thy place of return. Say,
a
‘My Lord knows best who has
brought the guidance, and who
is in manifest error.’2936
a

17:85.

2935. Commentary:
The verse points to the divine law
of compensation which in this life
works in this way that whereas for
good works God gives a reward many
times greater than what the doer has
earned, He punishes a bad deed with
a punishment which is less than what
the guilty person has incurred or at
the most with a punishment
proportionate to the evil deed which
he has committed.
2936. Important Words:
( فرضmade binding) means, He
(God) made a thing obligatory or
binding by a known decree. فرض له
means, he appointed to him a
thing. اّلل االحکام عیل عبادہ
 فرض ٰ مmeans, God
has instituted or prescribed for
His
servants
ordinances
and
commandments (Lane & Aqrab).
( معادplace of return) is derived from
عاد. They say  عاد الیهi.e. he returned to it.
 معادmeans, a place to which a person
returns; a place, state or result to
which a person or thing eventually

comes; a place of destination or an
ultimate state or condition (Mecca is
so called because the pilgrims return
to it again and again); Paradise;
Pilgrimage; Hereafter (Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
This verse is considered by some
scholars to have been revealed while
the Holy Prophet was on his way
from Mecca to Medina. It embodied a
great prophecy, viz. that the Holy
Prophet one day will have to leave
Mecca and then eventually he will
come back to it as a victor and
conqueror, and the fulfilment of this
mighty prophecy under extraordinary
circumstances will show "who has
brought the guidance, and who is in
manifest error." The verse constitutes
a befitting sequel to the Surah which
gives a somewhat detailed life-story
of Moses, the counterpart of the Holy
Prophet. Moses fled from Egypt and
lived in Midian for ten years which
were years of preparation for the
great task which lay ahead of him.
Then he went back to Egypt with the
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87. And thou didst never expect
that the Book would be revealed
to thee; abut it is a mercy from
thy Lord; so never be a helper
of those who disbelieve.2936A
88. And let them not turn thee
away from the Signs of Allah,
after they have been sent down
to thee; and call mankind to thy
Lord, and be not of those who
associate equals with Him.2937
89. bAnd call not on any other
god beside Allah. There is no
god but He. Everything will
perish save that to which He
directs His attention. His is the
judgement, and to Him will you
be brought back.2938
a

17:88. b10:107; 17:40; 26:214.

Divine Message and succeeded in
delivering the Israelites from the
bondage of Pharaoh. Similarly, the
Holy Prophet fled from Mecca and
spent ten precious years of his life in
Medina which were the years of
preparation for the great object of
conquering Mecca, the centre and
citadel of his Faith. He returned to it
as a conqueror and victor and fully
succeeded in the achievement of his
great object.
2936A. Commentary:
See next verse.

Prophet is told that he did not have
the remotest idea that he would ever
be made the bearer of the Divine
Message but now that he has actually
been entrusted with the great and
difficult task of preaching the truth,
he should 'call mankind to God' and
like a great soldier fight his way to
success.
2938. Important Words:
 وجهmeans, face; the thing itself;
direction; object and motive; deed or
action to which a person directs
his attention; the desired way (Lane
& Aqrab).

2937. Commentary:
The verse sums up the subject Commentary:
matter of the Surah. The Holy
In this verse the Holy Prophet is
2464
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told that he will meet with strong
opposition and severe persecution in
the discharge of his great mission but
no amount of trials and tribulations
should discourage or dismay him and
he should put his faith in Allah Who
is at his back and to Whom all will
return.
The expression  کل یشء ھالک اال وجھهmay

CH.28

mean: (1) Everything will perish save
that to which He directs His attention.
(2) Everything will perish save that
by which His pleasure is sought. The
verse signifies that only material
things will perish and not the
blessings or bounties of Paradise
which are everlasting.
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CHAPTER 29
AL-‘ANKABUT
(Revealed before Hijrah)
Date of Revelation
This Surah is generally considered to have been revealed at Mecca,
though according to some scholars, Ibn ‘Abbas being one of them, the first ten
verses were revealed at Medina. A large majority of them, however, are
inclined towards placing its revelation in the middle or the late middle
Meccan period.
The Surah seems to derive its title from v. 40 in which the falsity and
futility of polytheistic beliefs of idolaters is brought home to them by a
beautiful parable. It is stated that these beliefs are like a spider’s web and
being as frail and brittle as the web they cannot stand intelligent criticism.
Connection with the Preceding Surah
Towards the end of the preceding Surah Muslims were told that they
would meet strong opposition and severe persecution in the discharge of their
great and difficult task of preaching the Unity of God, but they should not get
discouraged and dismayed by the hardships and privations they will have to
suffer. When everything except God is subject to decay and death, why should
they be afraid of disbelievers and why should they not establish their
connection with Him by turning to Whom man can get eternal life and peace
which knows no end or diminution?
Subject Matter
The present Surah continues and develops this theme and proceeds to
say that the great favours and blessings which are to be bestowed upon
believers in this and the next life will not be conferred upon them unless their
belief is put to a severe test. They are warned that they will have to pass
through the crucible of fire and blood to deserve them. On the other hand,
those who oppose truth and do evil deeds will never be able to frustrate God’s
plan and escape His punishment, and if they entertain any such foolish hope,
they are doomed to severe disillusionment. It is only by true and sincere
repentance and by turning to God with a humble and contrite heart and by
bringing about real and abiding reformation in one’s conduct and behaviour
that a man can earn God’s forgiveness and become entitled to His boons and
blessings.
Reverting to the subject of the persecution of believers the Surah
proceeds to say that no amount of hardships and privations should be allowed
to stand in the way of accepting the truth; even children are exhorted to place
2466

their loyalty to God above the loyalty to their parents when the two loyalties
clash and conflict. But it is to be regretted that fear of men and consideration
of worldly connections and relationships are shown greater regard than the
fear of God’s displeasure. Then brief references are made to the life-stories of
the Prophets Noah, Abraham, Lot and some other Divine Messengers, to show
that persecution can never arrest or retard the progress of the true Faith and
that compulsion in matters of religion never pays and a people cannot be
compelled permanently to continue to subscribe to views forcibly imposed
upon them. The Surah further says that polytheistic beliefs being as frail as a
spider’s web cannot stand intelligent and searching criticism, therefore the
votaries of false gods have never been known to succeed in their evil designs
to frustrate God’s plan and purpose.
Next, disbelievers are told that they have no reason or justification to
continue to hold idolatrous beliefs when a Book like the Quran has been
revealed which fully meets all the moral needs and requirements of man and
is eminently fitted to raise him to the highest pinnacles of spiritual glory. The
Surah further disposes of an oft-quoted objection of disbelievers that the
Quran has been composed by the Holy Prophet. They say that it is
unbelievable that a man who could neither read nor write and therefore
legitimately was not expected to possess knowledge of the old revealed
Scriptures, should have been able to produce a Book which not only contains
what is of permanent value in earlier Books but comprises all those universal
truths and teachings that are calculated to satisfy the moral and spiritual needs
and requirements of humanity for all time to come. The Quran is then
presented as the greatest divine miracle in answer to the disbelievers’ demand
for Signs and miracles, and after arraigning and reprimanding them for
demanding punishment instead of accepting the Holy Prophet, it tells them
that, while it is God alone Who decides when to send punishment, when
punishment came, it "would overwhelm them from above them and from
under their feet."
The Surah closes with the subject with which it had begun. The
believers are consoled and comforted that if they remained steadfast under the
persecution to which they are subjected a great and bright future lies in store
for them. They will have wealth, comforts and honour far in excess of what
they had to give up for the sake of God. The Surah ends on the note that the
believers will have to take up the sword in defence of Islam and to conduct
vigorous jihad against the forces of evil but the real Jihad, it says, does not
consist in killing and being killed but in striving hard to win the pleasure of
God and in preaching the Message of the Quran by peaceful means.
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(AL-‘ANKABUT)
1. In the name of Allah, the
Gracious, the Merciful.2939
2. bAlif Lam Mim.2939A
a

3. cDo men think that they will
be left alone because they say,
‘We believe,’ and that they will
not be tried?2940
4. And We did try those who
were before them. So Allah will
surely distinguish those who are
truthful and He will surely
distinguish the liars from the
truthful.2941
a

See 1:1. b2:2; 3:2; 13:2; 30:2; 31:2; 32:2. c3:180; 9:16.

2939. Commentary:
See. 1:1.

fugitive. The present Surah opens
with the warning to believers that
long, hard work and hardships and
privations patiently borne are the sine
qua non of success in life. This law
applies as much to communities and
nations as to individuals. Mere lipprofession of faith is not enough.
Individuals and communities have to
go through the fire of trials and
tribulations to achieve their ends. The
greater and harder the sacrifice, the
more glorious and enduring the success.

2939A. Commentary:
The present and the following three
chapters are headed by the
abbreviated letters ( )مقطعاتAlif Lam
Mim. For an explanation and
significance of these letters, in fact
for all abbreviations placed at the
head of any Surah, see note under 2:2
& 19:2. The above three letters stand
for  انا اهلل أعلمi.e. I am Allah, the AllKnowing. See also 30:2.
2941. Commentary:
The verse means to say that
2940. Commentary:
The preceding Surah ended on the believers are made to pass through
note that the Holy Prophet will come great hardships and privations and
back as victor and conqueror to his that their belief is put to a severe test,
native town, Mecca, from where he and after they come out of the ordeal
the
fact
becomes
had been driven out as a friendless successful
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5. Or do those who commit evil
deeds think that they will
escape Us? Evil is what they
judge.2942
6. aWhoso hopes to meet Allah,
let him be prepared for it, for
Allah’s appointed time is
certainly coming. And He is the
All-Hearing,
the
Allknowing.2943
7. And whoso strives, strives
only for his own soul; verily,
Allah is Independent of all
creatures.2944
a

2:224; 11:30; 18:111; 84:7.

established that they are true and
sincere servants of God, and thus they
are distinguished from the hypocrites
and from those who are false in their
profession of faith. ‘( علمIlm) which
means knowledge, is of two kinds.
One kind of knowledge consists in
knowing a thing before it comes into
existence. This kind of knowledge is
not meant here because God is عالم الغیب
 و الشھادةi.e. He is the Knower of the
unseen and the seen (59:23). The
other kind of knowledge consists in
knowing an event after it has actually
taken place. It is in this sense that the
expression  فلیعلمنhas been used in the
present verse. The expression signifies
that the primeval knowledge of God
will take the form of matter-of-fact
knowledge. Or it means that God will
distinguish between the liars and the
truthful as the word ‘( علمIlm) also
possesses the sense of distinguishing
between two things, particularly

when it is followed by the particle من
i.e. from. See also 2:144 & 3:141.
2942. Commentary:
The expression "will escape Us"
has been used in this verse in one of
the following two senses:
(1) they will frustrate Our plan;
(2) they
will
escape
Our
punishment.
2943. Important Words:
( یرجوhopes) is derived from رجا.
They say  رجا ال یشءi.e. he hoped to get
the thing: he deferred or delayed it;
he feared it.  رجا الرجلmeans, he granted
the man respite or he deferred the
matter regarding him. When used in
the sense of hoping, the word is used
on those occasions when the thing
hoped for is likely to afford pleasure
(Mufradat & Aqrab).
2944. Commentary:
As against the wrong construction
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8. And as to athose who believe
and do righteous deeds, We
shall surely remove from them
their evils, and We shall surely
give them the best reward of
their works.2945
9. bAnd We have enjoined on
man kindness to his parents; but
if they strive to make thee
associate that with Me of which
thou hast no knowledge, then
obey them not. Unto Me is your
return, and I shall inform you of
what you did.2946
a

2:83; 3:58; 13:30; 22:57; 30:16; 35:8; 42:23; 47:13. b2:84; 4:37; 6:152; 17:24; 19:15; 31:15; 46:16.

deliberately placed on jihad by some
prejudiced Christian orientalists, the
primary significance of this word, as
is apparent from this verse, is 'to
strive.' It is in this sense that the word
has been frequently used in the
Surahs revealed at Mecca where
fighting with the sword was out of the
question. As to the significance of
jihad by the sword and the
circumstances under which it is
allowed and the conditions that
govern its conduct and continuance,
see 22:40.
2945. Commentary:
This verse gives a brief but very apt
description of a Mujahid,—a true
striver in the way of God. High and
noble ideals and consistent and
constant effort to carry out those
ideals into actual practice is what in
Islamic terminology is called Jihad,
and the person who possesses these

noble ideals and lives up to them is a
Mujahid in the true sense of the word.
Man’s good actions are of different
degrees. Some are better than others,
yet some others are of the noblest
quality. The expression لیجزیھم أحسن الذی
 کانوا یعملونsignifies that God will
reward all the good works of the
believers whether good, better or of
the highest quality as if they belonged
to the last degree, i.e. He will reward
the good deeds of a believer, taking
the best of them as the basis of reward.
2946. Commentary:
The alpha and omega of all
religious teachings is God’s Unity.
Man’s loyalty, first and last is to his
Creator. All other loyalties proceed
from, and are subject to, this
supermost of all loyalties. Even man’s
loyalty to his parents is not allowed to
clash with it. No other Divine
Scripture has laid so much emphasis
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10. And those who believe and
do good works—athem We shall
surely admit into the company
of the righteous.
11. And of men there are some
who say, ‘We believe in Allah,’
but when they are made to
suffer in the cause of Allah, they
regard the persecution of men
as if it were the punishment of
Allah. bAnd if help comes from
thy Lord, they are sure to say,
‘Certainly, we were with you.’
Is not Allah best aware of what
is in the breasts of all His
creatures?2947
12. cAnd Allah will surely
distinguish those who believe
and He will surely distinguish the
hypocrites from the believers.2948
a

14:24. b4:142. c3:142; 47:32.

on God’s Oneness as the Quran.
The immediate cause of the
revelation of this verse is reported to
have been that when Sa‘d bin Waqqas
accepted Islam, his mother threatened
to starve herself to death if he did not
renounce the new Faith. There was a
clash of loyalties, and Sa‘d, a firm
believer as he was, refused to succumb
to his mother’s entreaties and threats.
2947. Commentary:
In contrast to the unflinching faith
which early Muslims exhibited under
the severest trials and which true
believers have demonstrated in every
age, there are always persons so weak

of faith that they flinch under
ordinary privations and are ready
rather to renounce their faith than
suffer loss. On the other hand they are
always on the lookout to claim
comradeship with believers when
they see that Divine help is coming to
them (believers) and the cause of
truth is gaining ground.
2948. Commentary:
As mentioned in the preceding
verse it is God’s practice that in order
to try the mettle of believers and to
distinguish them from hypocrites He
makes them pass through the crucible
of fire and blood.
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13. And those who disbelieve
say to those who believe,
‘Follow our way, aand we will
surely bear your sins.’ And they
cannot bear aught of their sins.
They are surely liars.2949
14. bBut they shall surely bear
their own burdens, and other
burdens along with their own
burdens. And they will surely be
questioned on the Day of
Resurrection concerning that
which they fabricated.2950
R. 2.

15. And We certainly sent Noah
to his people, and he dwelt
among them a thousand years
save fifty years. Then the
deluge overtook them, while
they were wrongdoers.2951
a

14:22; 40:48. b16:26.

2949. Commentary:
Besides the hypocrites there is
another class of men—the aggressive
leaders of disbelief, who, taking
advantage of their own high social
status, seek to mislead others who are
not so highly placed in life, telling
them that they will bear all the loss
the latter will incur by accepting their
lead and by refusing to accept the true
new Faith.

also been made in the preceding verse
and says that they will have to suffer
the punishment for deluding and
misleading others in addition to the
punishment for their own disbelief
and sins.

2951. Important Words:
( سنةyear) is derived both from سنه
and سنو. They say  سنه الطعامi.e. the food
rotted; or it rotted by the lapse of
years. As derived from  سنا یسنوthis
2950. Commentary:
word ( )سنةsignifies "a simple
The verse alludes to the leaders of revolution of the sun," i.e. a simple
disbelief to whom a reference has revolution of the earth round the sun.
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16. aBut We saved him and
those who were with him in the
Ark; band We made it a Sign for
all peoples.
17. And We sent Abraham when
he said to his people, ‘Worship
Allah and fear Him. That is
better for you, if you only knew.
a

10:74; 11:42. b23:31.

It is synonymous with ( عامand also )حول
with this difference that whereas every
 سنةis an  عامevery  عامis not سنة. It is also
said to be longer than the  عامwhich is
applied to the twelve Arabian months
collectively; but  سنةis also applied to
twelve revolutions of the moon.
According to Imam Raghib  سنةis used
as denoting a year in which there is
difficulty, or drought or barrenness or
dearth; and  عامas denoting that in which
is ampleness of the means or
circumstances of life and abundance of
herbage or the like.  سنةalso means,
drought or barrenness or vehement or
intense drought.  أصابتھم السنةmeans,
drought, etc. befell them.  سنة سنھاءmeans,
a year in which there is no herbage or
rain.  سنة سنواءmeans, a hard, rigorous or
distressing year (Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
In the verse under comment the age
of Noah has been mentioned as 950
years. The Bible gives 952 years as
his age. But it is difficult to assign a
definite date as to when the Prophets
of antiquity, such as Noah, Hud,
Salih, etc. lived and how long they
lived. "None knows them save
Allah," says the Quran (14:10). Nine

hundred and fifty years does not seem
to be the span of Noah’s life but the
period of his Dispensation. In fact,
the age of a Prophet is the age of his
Dispensation and teaching. It is in
this sense that we call the Holy
Prophet Muhammad the ever-living
Prophet and Islam the everlasting
religion. It appears from the Quran
(37:84) that Abraham was a follower
of Noah. This means that Noah’s
period continued up to the time of
Abraham or even to that of Joseph or
of Moses.
Noah’s Dispensation seems to have
lasted about 950 years. In describing
the limit of Noah’s age two words سنة
and  عامhave been used. Whereas the
root meaning of the former word
possesses a sense of badness, that of
latter has a sense of goodness. It
seems that the first fifty years of
Noah’s Dispensation were years of
all-round spiritual progress and
regeneration and after that moral
decadence and degeneration set in
and his people gradually became
degraded
morally,
till
their
degeneration became complete in
nine hundred years.
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18. a‘You only worship idols
beside Allah, and you forge a
lie. Those whom you worship
beside Allah have no power to
provide sustenance for you.
Then seek sustenance from
Allah, and worship Him, and be
grateful to Him. Unto Him will
you be brought back.2952
19. And if you reject, then
generations before you also
rejected. And bthe Messenger is
only responsible for the clear
conveying of the Message.’2953
20. cSee they not how Allah
originates creation, then repeats
it? That surely is easy for
Allah.2954
a

10:19; 16:72; 22:72. b16:36; 24:55; 36:18. c10:35; 21:105; 27:65; 30:12, 28.

2952. Important Words:
( ختلقون أفکاyou forge lies).  ختلقونis
formed from خلق. They say  خلقهi.e. he
measured it, or he determined its
measure, or proportion, he designed,
or fashioned, or planned it; he made it
according to a certain measure, or
design; He (God) created it; He
originated it; he forged a story or lie;
he fabricated a saying. An Arab
would say  حدثنا فالن بأحادیث اخللقi.e. such a
one related to us fictitious stories (Lane
& Aqrab). See also 3:50 & 26:138.

comfort the Holy Prophet that if he
has been rejected and accused of
falsehood, great Prophets before him
like Noah and Abraham were also
rejected.

2954. Commentary:
In this verse the attention of
disbelievers is drawn to the divine
law of creation and reproduction and
they are told that God has designed
and decreed that He would create
through the Holy Prophet a new
humanity and a new order on the
ashes of the old one, and that if they
2953. Commentary:
persisted in their rejection of him
After citing the cases of Noah and they will be doomed and another
Abraham, the Surah proceeds to people will take their place.
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21. Say, ‘Travel in the earth,
and see ahow He originated the
creation. Then will Allah create
the latter creation.’ Surely, Allah
has power over all things.2955
22. b He punishes whom He
pleases and shows mercy unto
whom He pleases; and to Him
will you be turned back.2955A
23. cAnd you cannot frustrate
the designs of Allah in the earth
nor in the heaven; nor have you
a

10:5; 30:28. b3:129; 5:41; 17:55. c10:54; 11:34; 42:32.

2955. Commentary:
The theme of the preceding verse
has further been developed in this
verse and the disbelievers are told
just to have a glance over the
histories of the nations that lived in
the past and see that when God
intended to create a new order and a
new nation, He raised a new Prophet,
and when his people rejected him
they were destroyed and another
people took their place. The Holy
Prophet’s rejecters are thus warned
that if they did not take a lesson from
the fate of the rejecters of former
Prophets they will also come to
history of all religions that rejection
of the Divine Message always has
landed the disbelievers into ruin.
The expressions ( سریوا یف االرضtravel in
the land) and ( أولم یسریوا یف االرضhave they
not travelled in the land) have been
used at several places in the Quran
(6:12; 12:110; 30:10; 35:45; 40:83),
and almost everywhere they have

been followed by a sentence which
points to the terrible fate which the
rejecters of the Divine Message had
met. This shows that in the present
case also where this expression has
been followed by the words "then see
how He originated the creation, then
will Allah create the latter creation,"
it points to the destruction of one
people and the creation of another in
their place. Thus the verse does not
refer to the Resurrection after death.
It only draws attention to the
phenomenon of the rise and decline
of nations and their rise after their
decline.
2955A. Commentary:
As stated in many places in the
Quran, God does not punish
arbitrarily but only after punishment
has been fully deserved. This verse
only means that God in His perfect
knowledge well knows who has
deserved punishment, and He
punishes accordingly.
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any friend or helper beside
Allah.2956
a

R. 3.

24. Those who disbelieve in
the Signs of Allah and the
meeting with Him—it is they
who have despaired of My
mercy. And they will have a
grievous punishment.
25. And the only answer of his
people was that they said, b‘Slay
him or burn him.’ But Allah
saved him from the fire. In that
surely are Signs for a people
who would believe.2957
26. And he said, ‘Verily, you
have taken for yourselves idols
beside Allah, out of love for
each other in the present life.
Then on the Day of Resurrection
a

18:106; 30:17; 32:11. b21:69; 37:98.

of Shirk. From the 19th to 24th verse,
in consonance with the Quranic style
and practice which adds to its
elegance and beauty, a digression
intervened and a great religious
principle was briefly discussed in
relation to the Holy Prophet. The
principle discussed was that when
one nation, as the result of its
rejection of the Divine Message, falls
a victim to decay and decadence
2957. Commentary:
Abraham’s account began with the another people takes its place. From
17th verse and in the 18th verse he this verse the thread is taken up of
gave strong arguments in refutation Abraham’s story.
2956. Commentary:
The warning is conveyed to
disbelievers in yet more emphatic
words in this verse, that they cannot
frustrate God’s plan, and avert the
terrible fate that is in store for them
as the Divine decree has issued forth
that Islam shall make progress and its
cause shall triumph.
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a

you will deny each other, and
curse each other. And your
abode will be the Fire; and you
will have no helpers.’2958
27. And Lot believed in him;
and Abraham said, b‘I flee unto
my Lord; surely, He is the
Mighty, the Wise.’2959
28. cAnd We bestowed on him
Isaac and Jacob, and We placed
the gift of prophethood and the
Book among his descendants, and
d
We gave him his reward in this
life, and in the Hereafter he will
surely be among the righteous.
29. And We sent Lot. He said to
his people, e‘You commit an
abomination such as no one
among mankind has ever
committed before you.
a

16:87. b19:49. c11:72; 19:50; 21:73; 37:113. d2:131; 16:123. e7:81; 11:79.

2958. Commentary:
The expression  مودة بینکمmay be
interpreted as follows:
(1) Social relations or the desire to
win each other’s love and not reason
or sound arguments are the basis of
your idolatrous ideals and practices; or
(2) you have made your idolatrous
beliefs and practices the foundation
of your love with each other, i.e. you
have made the identity of your
idolatrous beliefs the means to
preserve the homogeneity of your
community; or
(3) your idolatrous practices have

proceeded from your love of each
other, i.e. first you conceived love
and affection for some persons and
then let that love degenerate into their
worship.
2959. Commentary:
The verse may mean that Abraham
left his home in Ur in Iraq and
migrated to Palestine, or the
migration referred to in the verse may
have been spiritual. As it appears
from 19:49, 37:100 & 60:5, Abraham
had, for some time, to sever all
connections with his people on
account of the severe opposition he
met at their hands.
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30. a‘Do you approach men with
lust and commit robbery on the
highway? And you commit
abomination in your meetings!’
But the only answer of his
people was that they said, ‘Bring
upon us the punishment of Allah
if thou speakest the truth.’2960
31. He said, b‘Help me, my
Lord, against the wicked
people.’
c

R. 4.

32. And when Our messengers
brought Abraham the glad
tidings, they also said, ‘We are
going to destroy people of this
town; surely, its people are
wrongdoers.’2961
a

7:82; 11:79; 26:166. b26:170. c11:70-71.

2960. Important Words
( تقطعونcommit robbery) is formed
from قطع. They say  قطع ال یشءi.e. he cut
off the thing; explained and
expounded it.  قطعه عن حقهmeans, he
deprived him of his right. قطع الصلوة
means, he rendered the Prayer nugatory.
 قطع الطریق عیل السالکنیmeans, he made the
way dangerous to the wayfarers and
forbade them to use it (Aqrab).
Commentary:
The expression  تقطعون السبیلmeans:
(a) you rob travellers on the
highway. Lot’s people had adopted
the calling of the road; or
(b) you violate the Divinely
appointed sex-laws and commit
unnatural offences.

Three vices have been ascribed to
the people of Lot in this verse:
(1) unnatural vice; (2) highway
robbery; and (3) committing crimes
openly and unashamedly in their
assemblies.
2961. Commentary:
The verse speaks of two things:
(1) the glad tidings that the
messengers brought to Abraham and
(2) the warning that the people of the
city of Lot were about to be
destroyed. The glad tidings conveyed
to Abraham were about the birth of a
son and the cities to be destroyed
were Sodom and Gomorrah. They
were situated in the neighbourhood of
the Dead Sea on the road from Arabia
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33. He said, ‘But Lot is there.’
They said, ‘We know full well
who is there. aWe will surely
save him and his family, bexcept
his wife, who is of those who
remain behind.’
34. And when Our messengers
came to Lot, che was distressed
on their account and felt
powerless with regard to them.
And they said, ‘Fear not, nor
grieve; dGod says, We will
surely save thee and thy family
except thy wife, who is of those
who remain behind.2962
a

15:60; 51:36. b7:84; 15:61; 26:172; 27:58. c11:78. d7:84; 21:75; 27:58.

to Syria. The road has been called سبیل
( مقیمa road that still exists) in the
Quran (15:77). The Dead Sea is also
called the Bahr Lut.
2962. Important Words:
( سییءhe was distressed) is passive
verb from ساء. They say  ساء االمر فالناi.e.
the affair grieved such a one; or did
with him what he hated.  ساء به ظناmeans,
he suspected him (Aqrab).
( ضاق بھم ذرعاfelt helpless on their
account).  ضاقmeans, it was or became
narrow. They say  ضاق عن اجلوابi.e. he
was incapable of replying. The
expression  ضاق به ذرعاmeans, his power
or ability was straitened or was
inadequate to it or he was unable to
do or accomplish the thing or he
lacked strength or ability or power to
do the thing (Lane).
Commentary:
Who the messengers mentioned in

the verse were, what their mission
was and why their visit distressed and
grieved Prophet Lot has been
explained in 11:70-71 & 15:68-72. It
is enough for the purpose of the verse
under comment to say that the
messengers were righteous men of
the locality and not angels as
popularly believed, and that they had
been commissioned by God to
convey to Abraham and Lot the
warning that Lot’s people were about
to be punished on account of their
vices and iniquities and to take Lot to
a place of safety. Lot was distressed
when the messengers arrived because
his people being robbers were
apprehensive of strangers visiting
their city and therefore they had
forbidden Lot to receive outsiders. It
may further be noted here that "the
messengers" brought to Abraham the
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35. a‘We are surely going to bring
down on the people of this town
a punishment from heaven, for
they have been rebellious.’2963
36. bAnd We have left thereof a
clear Sign for a people who
would understand.
37. cAnd to Midian We sent
their brother Shu‘aib who said,
‘O my people, serve Allah, and
fear the Last Day and commit
not iniquity in the earth,
creating disorder.’
38. dBut they called him a liar.
So a violent earthquake seized
them, and in their homes they lay
prostrate upon the ground.2964
39. And We destroyed e‘Ad and
Thamud; and it is evident to you
from their dwelling places. And
Satan made their deeds appear
fair to them, and thus turned
them away from the right path,
sagacious though they were.2965
a

27:59. b15:76; 51:38. c7:86; 11:85. d7:92; 11:95; 26:190. e9:70.

glad tidings of the birth of a son, and also 2:60.
at the same time the tidings that the
2964. Commentary:
people of Lot were going to be
For the different kinds of Divine
destroyed, the word  البشریbeing
punishment which overtook the
applied to both good and bad news.
enemies of the Prophets who have
2963. Important Words:
been mentioned in this Surah, see a
( رجزاpunishment) is infinitive-noun collective note on v. 41 below.
from ( رجزrajaza) and means,
punishment; dirt or filth; iniquity or 2965. Important Words:
sin; idol worship, etc. (Aqrab). See
 مستبصرینis derived from  بصرwhich
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40. And We destroyed Korah
and Pharaoh and Haman. aAnd
Moses did come to them with
manifest Signs, but they
behaved proudly in the land, yet
they could not outstrip Us.
41. So each one of them We
seized for his sin; of them were
those against whom We sent a
violent sandstorm, and of them
were those whom a roaring
blast overtook, and of them
were those whom We caused
the earth to swallow up, and of
them were bthose whom We
drowned. cAnd Allah would not
wrong them, but they used to
wrong their own souls.2966
a

28:37. b28:82. c16:34; 30:10.

means, he saw; he perceived; he
knew; he understood; he recognised.
 استبصر االمرmeans, the affair became
clear or manifest (Aqrab). See also
28:44.
Commentary:
In view of the different meanings of
the root word  بصرthe expression
 کانوا مستبصرینwould mean: (1) the
wickedness of the course ‘Ad and
Thamud had adopted, had become
quite clear to them; or (2) they clearly
saw that the course they had adopted
was wrong or (3) they deliberately
adopted a course knowing full well
what the end would be.
2966. Commentary:
Whereas separate mention has been

made in the few preceding verses of
the peoples of the five great Prophets
of God (Hud, Salih, Lot, Shu‘aib and
Moses), the manner in which they
treated their Prophets and of the
Divine punishment that overtook
them on account of their wicked
behaviour, the present verse deals
collectively with the different forms
of punishment. The Quran has used
different words and expressions to
describe the punishment which
overtook the opponents of the various
Prophets in their respective times.
The punishment that came upon ‘Ad,
is described as  رحیا صرصراi.e. furious
wind (41:17; 54:20 & 69:7) and الریح
 العقیمi.e. destructive wind (51:42); that
which overtook Thamud, as  رجفةi.e.
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42. The case of those who take
helpers beside Allah is like unto
the case of the spider, who
makes for herself a house; and
surely the frailest of all houses
is the house of the spider, if
they but knew!2967
43. Verily, Allah knows whatever
they call upon beside Him; and
He is the Mighty, the Wise.2968
44. aAnd these are similitudes
which We set forth for mankind,
a

13:18; 14:26.

earthquake (7:79),  صیحةi.e. blast (11:68;
54:32),  صاعقةi.e. thunderbolt (41:18)
and  طاغیةi.e. violent blast (69:5); that
which destroyed the people of Lot as
 حجارة من سجیلi.e. stones of clay (11:83;
15:75),  صیحةand  حاصباi.e. storm of
stones (54:35); and that which overtook
Midian, the people of Shu‘aib as رجفة
i.e. earthquake (7:92; 29:38),  صیحةi.e.
blast (11:95), and  عذاب یوم الظلةi.e.
punishment
of
the
day
of
overshadowing doom (26:190). Last of
all the heavenly punishment which
seized Pharaoh and his mighty hosts
and his courtiers, Haman and Korah
and destroyed them root and branch
has been described by the expressions
 أغرقناi.e. We drowned them (2:51; 7:137
& 17:104) and  خسفنا بهi.e. We made the
earth swallow him up (28:82).
A careful study of these words shows
that some of them, particularly ، حاصب
 رجفة،  صاعقة،  صیحةand  طاغیةare
interchangeable and possess almost
analogous significance and meaning.
See also 11:68.

2967. Commentary:
In the previous several verses
arguments have been given in
refutation of Shirk and brief
references have been made to the
lives and missions of some of the
greatest preachers of Divine Unity to
show that those who rejected them
ultimately came to grief. This subject
of the Unity of God is brought to a
close in this verse with a beautiful
metaphor which drives home the
folly, futility and falsity of idolatrous
beliefs and practices of polytheists.
They are as frail, says the verse, as
the web of a spider and cannot stand
intelligent criticism.
2968. Commentary:
The words, verily Allah knows…,
contain a warning that God is not
unaware of the blasphemous practices
of idol worshippers and that He will
punish them for having enthroned
false gods in their hearts.
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but only those understand them
who have knowledge.
45. aAllah created the heavens
and the earth in accordance with
the requirements of wisdom. In
that surely is a Sign for the
believers.2969
b

R. 5.

46. Recite that which has been
revealed to thee of the Book,
and observe Prayer. Surely,
Prayer restrains one from
indecency and manifest evil,
and remembrance of Allah indeed
is the greatest virtue. And Allah
knows what you do.2970
a

6:74; 16:4; 39:6. b18:28.

2969. Commentary:
The expression ( بالـحقin accordance
with the requirements of wisdom)
signifies that there is clear evidence
of an intelligent design and purpose
in the creation of the heavens and the
earth and that a profound and
consummate plan exists in all the
celestial and terrestrial bodies. This
design and purpose constitutes an
invincible testimony to the existence
of an All-Knowing and All-Powerful
Designer, Creator and Controller of
the universe.
2970. Important Words:
( اتلrecite) is imperative from تال.
They say  تال الکتابi.e. he read,
rehearsed, recited the book; he
followed it and did according to it. ھو
 یتلو فالناmeans, he follows such a one in

action; he imitates him. تلوت االبل
means, I drove the camels together
from their several quarters.  اتلmeans,
proclaim; preach, read, recite,
rehearse; follow (Lane & Aqrab). See
also 2:114.
( ذکرremembrance) is infinitive noun
from ( ذکرdhakara) which means, he
remembered; he kept in mind. ذکر
(dhikrun) means, remembrance;
speaking of or mentioning; honour;
eminence; good name; praise, etc.
(Lane & Aqrab). See also 2:153, 201;
6:69 & 15:7.
Commentary:
Three things have been mentioned
in this verse, viz. preaching and
reading of the Quran, observance of
Prayer and the remembrance of Allah.
The purpose of all three is to deliver
man from the bondage of sin and to
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47. And argue not with the
People of the Book except awith
what is best as an argument; but
argue not at all with such of
them as are unjust. And say, ‘We
believe in that which has been
revealed to us and that which
has been revealed to you; and
our God and your God is one;
and to Him we submit.’2971
a

16:126; 23:97; 41:35.

help him to rise morally and
spiritually which is the supreme
object of all Divine Books. A living
faith in a Supreme Being to Whom
man has to render an account of all
his actions after his death in a new
life is the basic principle of all
revealed religions and their great aim
is to create and inculcate such faith
because it is this faith that can serve
as a potent and effective check on
man’s evil propensities and actions.
This is why the Quran reverts again
and again to the subject of God’s
existence and speaks of His great
power, glory and love and lays the
greatest
emphasis
on
Divine
remembrance of which the Islamic
Prayer constitutes the most complete
form; and of which—if performed
with all its necessary conditions—
purity of mind and actions is the
inevitable result. Observance of Prayer,
however, demands the fulfilment of
the following five conditions:
1. One should be regular in saying
Prayers.
2. Prayers
should
be
said
punctually at their appointed

hours and in accordance with
the prescribed rules.
3. One should be humble in spirit
and should not allow one’s
thoughts to wander away while
saying Prayer.
4. Prayers should be said in
congregation.
5. One should exhort others also to
be regular and punctual in
saying Prayers.
 ذکر اهللmay mean, (1) man’s
glorification of God, or (2) God’s
remembrance of man, i.e. His raising
him to a place of honour and
eminence and spreading his good
reputation. The verse purports to say
that if you remember God and glorify
Him, He will bestow honour and
renown upon you and will make you
eminent and respected in the world.
See also 23:10.
2971. Commentary:
The verse lays down a very sound
principle to guide us in religious
controversy and when preaching our
Faith to others. We should begin our
preaching by laying stress on those
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48. And in like manner have We
sent down the Book to thee, aso
those to whom We have given
true knowledge of the Book
believe in it (the Quran); and of
these people also there are some
who believe in it. And none
but the ungrateful deny Our
Signs.2972
49. bAnd thou didst not recite
any Book before it, nor didst
thou write one with thy right
hand; in that case the liars
would have doubted.2973
a

11:18. b42:53.

beliefs and religious principles which
are common between us and our
adversary. As an instance we are told
that while talking to the "People of
the Book" we should start with the
two basic religious principles of the
Unity of God and Divine revelation.
In the form in which Islam has
presented these two principles, it
stands unique among all religions.
Whereas according to Islam God
revealed Himself to man in every age,
the followers of other religions claim
to have the exclusive privilege of
being "God’s sons and His loved
ones" (5:19). Islam also teaches that
Prophets have been raised among all
peoples (35:25), a principle which in
its catholicity and broadmindedness
finds no parallel in the teaching of
any other religion.

given true knowledge of the Book,"
may refer to (1) the "People of the
Book" as shown in the text, or (2) to
the Arabs in whose tongue the Quran
had been revealed, or (3) to Muslims
who believe in the Quran as the
revealed Book of God. The words "of
these people" may refer either to the
Meccans or to the People of the
Book, preferably to the former.

2973. Commentary:
Alluding to the two great principles
mentioned in v. 47 above, the present
verse purports to say that it is
unimaginable that a man who could
neither read nor write and therefore
conceivably had no knowledge of the
other revealed Scriptures should have
been able to produce a Book which
not only contains all that is of
permanent value in these Scriptures
2972. Commentary:
but is also a compendium of all the
The expression "to whom We have universal teachings that are calculated
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50. Nay, it is a collection
of clear Signs in the hearts of
those who are given knowledge.
And none but the wrongdoers
deny Our Signs.2974
51. And they say, a‘Why are not
Signs sent down to him from his
Lord?’ bSay, ‘The Signs are
with Allah, and certainly I am a
clear Warner.’2975
a

6:38; 13:28. b22:50; 26:116; 51:51; 67:27.

to satisfy all the moral and spiritual
needs and requirements of humanity
for all time. The fact of the Holy
Prophet being illiterate, and being
born in a country, and having lived
among a people, cut off from all
contact with civilized humanity,
indeed constitutes an infallible proof
of the Quran being a revealed Book.
That the Holy Prophet could neither
read nor write before he was
commissioned as a Divine Messenger
admits of no difference of opinion.
Towards the end of his life he may
have been able to decipher a few
simple words but he never learned to
read or write. See also 16:104.
2974. Commentary:
While the preceding verse referred
to external evidence in support of the
Quran being the revealed Word of
God, the present one furnishes an
internal evidence, which is that from
the hearts of those who have been
endowed with knowledge of the
Quran gush forth fountains of divine
light. The fact that the Quran

brought about a most wholesome
transformation in the lives of a whole
people who had sunk deep in the
quagmire of moral turpitude and
spiritual decadence and gave light to
them who were helplessly groping in
utter darkness, indeed constitutes a
very strong internal evidence that it
has proceeded from the Source of all
light. The divine light of which the
Quran is the repository irrefutably
shows that it has been revealed by
God and that it was beyond the power
of man to produce it.
2975. Commentary:
In the Quran by the sign demanded
by disbelievers is meant generally the
sign of punishment. This meaning is
clear from vv. 54, 55& 56 below. To
this demand of disbelievers the Holy
Prophet is commanded to say that it is
not for him to fix the time when
punishment should come, because he
is only a Warner whose duty is
confined to warning them that if they
persisted in their rejection of the
Divine Message and did not mend
their ways they will perish.
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52. Is it not enough for them
that We have sent down to thee
the Book which is recited to
them? Verily, in this there is
mercy and a reminder for a
people who believe.2976
R. 6.

a

53. Say, ‘Allah is sufficient as
a Witness between me and you.
He knows what is in the
heavens and the earth. And as
for those who believe in
falsehood and disbelieve in
Allah, they it is who are the
losers.’2977
54. bThey ask thee to hasten on
the punishment; and had there
not been an appointed term, the
punishment would have come
upon them. And it shall surely
a

4:167; 6:20; 13:44; 48:29. b22:48; 26:205; 27:72-73; 37:177-178.

2976. Commentary:
To the demand of disbelievers for a
sign of punishment, the present verse
gives an answer full of pathos. It asks
disbelievers the pertinent question,
viz. why do they demand a sign of
punishment when We have already
given them a sign of mercy in the
form of the Quran by acting upon
which they can acquire eminence and
become an honoured and respected
people in the world? Do they not see
that the Quran has brought about a
wonderful transformation in the lives
of its followers? Does not this fact
alone constitute a sign for them? The
verse further implies that God will

treat the people of the Holy Prophet
with mercy and that they will be led
to the right path through the Quran.
2977. Commentary:
This verse continues and develops
the theme of the preceding verse. It
purports to say that the disbelievers
demand a sign to support and bear
witness to the Holy Prophet’s claim
as Divine Messenger while God
Himself is Witness to his truth. Being
All-Knowing and All-Aware, He
knows best what signs He should show
to help and advance the cause of the
Holy Prophet. The disbelievers,
surely, shall have such signs.
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overtake them unexpectedly,
while they perceive not.2978
55. They ask thee to hasten on
the punishment; but aHell
will certainly encompass the
disbelievers.2978A
56. bOn the day when the
punishment will overwhelm them
a

9:49; 13:36; 17:9. b6:9.

2978. Commentary:
The verse gives a direct answer to
the disbelievers’ demand for the sign
of punishment and says that instead
of benefiting by the sign of mercy
which has been given to them in the
form of the Quran, these ill-fated
people persist in their demand for
punishment. They will have this Sign
and the punishment will come upon
them also all of a sudden and from
quarters least expected. But they will
have to wait for  أجل مسیمi.e. a fixed
and appointed term.
The implied reference in the words
 أجل مسیمis to the migration of the
Holy Prophet to Medina and the
punishment demanded by the
disbelievers is elsewhere expressed in
the words, "O Allah! if this indeed be
the truth from Thee, then rain down
upon us stones from heaven or
bring down upon us a grievous
punishment" (8:33). The punishment
came upon the disbelievers in the
form of the Battle of Badr which took
place about a year after the Holy
Prophet left Mecca. It broke the
power of the Quraish and all their
prominent leaders were killed. Their

defeat was crushing and most
unexpected. They could never
conceive that their well-armed and
fully equipped army would be
defeated by a handful of 313 illarmed Muslims who had come to the
field of battle quite unprepared,
because they had no idea when they
left Medina that they would be
meeting a regular and fully armed
host. The words, "it will come upon
them unexpectedly" may also have a
general application, meaning that
when Divine punishment is delayed,
the disbelievers begin to think that all
the warning was but an illusion and a
fantasy and consequently they
become lulled into a false sense of
security and even increase in
transgression. It is when they are in
this state of complacency that the
punishment comes upon them quite
unexpectedly and destroys them.
2978A. Commentary:
The punishment referred to in the
previous verse is the punishment
promised to the disbelievers in this
life. The punishment mentioned in
this verse is the punishment promised
to them in the Hereafter.
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from above them and from
underneath their feet, and He
will say, ‘Taste ye the fruit
of your actions.’2979
57. O My servants who believe!
verily, My earth is vast so
worship Me alone.2980
58. aEvery soul shall taste of
death; then to Us shall you be
brought back.2981
59. bAnd those who believe and
do righteous deeds—them shall
We surely house in lofty
mansions of Paradise, beneath
which rivers flow. They will
abide therein. Excellent is the
a

3:186; 21:36. b25:76; 34:38.

2979. Commentary:
The verse purports to say that God
is Compassionate and Merciful. He is
very slow in sending down
punishment. He delays and defers it.
But when the iniquity and
transgressions of evildoers exceed all
legitimate bounds and they throw all
decency and propriety to the winds
and set their face against God and His
Prophets and His laws, then God’s
wrath is kindled and punishment
overtakes them. It is sudden and swift
and like a cataract overwhelms them
from every direction.

implied reference was made to the
migration, the believers in this verse
are comforted that if life in their own
native place has been made
unbearable for them, the earth of God
is vast and spacious and if they have
to leave their hearths and homes for
the sake of God, they will find
"abundant place of refuge and
plentifulness (4:101)."

2981. Commentary:
Here the subject of the preceding
verse continues. The believers are
told that they should be prepared to
sacrifice everything for the sake of
God and should fear nothing, not
2980. Commentary:
even death, as death spares no one
As in the foregoing verses an and knows no boundaries.
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reward of those who work
good,2982
60. aThose who are steadfast,
and put their trust in their Lord.
61. bAnd how many an animal
there is that carries not its own
sustenance! Allah provides for it
and for you. And He is the AllHearing, the All-knowing.2983
62. cAnd if thou ask them, ‘Who
has created the heavens and the
earth and pressed into service
the sun and the moon?’, they
will surely say, ‘Allah,’ How
then are they being turned away
from the truth?2984
a

16:43. b11:7. c7:55; 13:3; 16:3; 31:30; 35:14; 39:6.

2982. Important Words:
( غرفاlofty mansions) or  غرفاتis the
plural of  غرفةwhich is derived from
( غرفgharafa). They say  غرف املاءi.e. he
took the water with his hand. غرفة
means, a handful of water; an upper
hand; a chamber or a chamber in the
upper or uppermost storey of a house
(Lane & Aqrab).

Companions of the Holy Prophet.

2983. Commentary:
In this verse the believers are
further told that if they have to leave
their hearths and homes, they should
have no fear of poverty and
starvation. When even animals and
birds do not go without food, it is
inconceivable that man who is God’s
noblest creation and its acme and
Commentary:
apex should starve, particularly when
In this verse believers are promised
he is prepared to suffer all this for the
in clear and unequivocal terms that
sake of his Creator.
those who leave their homes in the
cause of God, and then remain 2984. Commentary:
steadfast in their belief and do good
In the present and the next two
deeds, the reward they get far exceeds verses the point has been further
that which they lose for God’s sake. stressed that God is the Creator and
This Divine promise was fulfilled to Source of all life, and for the
the very letter in the case of the continuity of this life He has pressed
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63. aAllah enlarges the means of
sustenance for such of His
servants as He pleases, and
straitens them for whom He
pleases. Surely, Allah has full
knowledge of all things.
64. And if thou ask them, ‘Who
sends down water from the sky
and therewith gives life to the
earth after its death?’, They will
surely say, ‘Allah.’ Say, ‘All
praise belongs to Allah.’ But
most of them understand not.
b

R. 7.

65. And this life of the world is
nothing but a pastime and a
sport, and the Home of the
Hereafter—that indeed is Life,
if they but knew!2985
a

13:27; 30:38; 34:37; 39:53; 42:13. b 6:33; 47:37; 57:21.

into the service of man all the forces
of nature. This is a self-evident truth
which not even the most confirmed
disbeliever, consistently with reason,
has the courage to deny. When such is
the case, the verse purports to say, the
believers who leave their hearths and
homes and fly to a foreign land for
the sake of God should not think that
they would be left unprovided and
uncared for.
2985. Important Words:
( حیوانlife) is infinitive-noun from حیی
which means, he or it lived or was or
became in the state termed حیاة. They
say ( حیت النارhayyat) i.e. the fire was or
became alive or burning حیی الطریق

(hayiya) means, the road was or
became apparent or distinct. حیاة
means, life; faculty of growth, the
faculty of sensation, and the faculty
of intellect; freedom from grief or
sorrow.  حیوانis synonymous with حیاة
but with an intensive signification
and means, everlasting life or life
which will not be followed by death;
much or full life; real life (Lane).
Commentary:
The verse means to say that life
without hardships and privations
borne for a noble cause, and without
sacrifices undergone for the sake of
God, is "but an amusement and a
sport," a useless and purposeless
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66. aAnd when they go on board
a ship, they call on Allah, with
sincere and single-minded faith
in Him. But when He brings
them safe to land, behold, they
associate partners with Him
again;
67. bThat they may deny that
which We have bestowed on
them, and that they may enjoy
themselves for a time. But they
will soon come to know the
consequences of their conduct.
68. cHave they not seen that We
have made the sanctuary secure
for them, while people are
snatched away from all around
them? Would they then believe
in falsehood and deny the
favour of Allah?2986
69. dAnd who is more unjust
than he who invents a lie
concerning Allah, or rejects the
truth when it comes to him?
a

10:23; 31:33. b16:56; 30:35. c16:73. d6:22; 10:18; 39:33.

of Islam when it was Divinely
declared to be humanity’s everlasting
Qiblah and even in the days of
Ignorance when the Arabs had no
respect for human life, the territory
called the Haram—the precincts of
2986. Commentary:
the Ka‘bah, remained a haven of
This verse constitutes a standing safety. While there was no safety
testimony to Ka‘bah being God’s own outside, complete security and peace
Sacred House. Ever since the advent reigned in it.

existence. The purposeful life is that
which is spent in the quest of a
sublime object, in preparation for
everlasting life for which God has
created man.
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a

Is there not an abode in Hell
for those who disbelieve?2987
70. And as for those who strive
in Our path—We will surely
guide them in Our ways. And
verily, Allah is with those who
do good.2988
a

18:103; 33:9; 48:14.

killed but in striving hard to win the
pleasure of God. This can best be
done by following a Divine Reformer
when one has appeared and the safest
and surest way to test the truth of his
claim is to seek God’s guidance by
praying to Him. Thus to serve the
cause of truth with all one’s might
under the command and guidance of
a Divinely-appointed Reformer is
jihad in the truest sense of the word.
There can be no greater jihad than
this. It may take the form of
2988. Commentary:
preaching and dissemination of the
The verse gives the essence of jihad teaching of Islam by peaceful means
as ordained by Islam. Islamic jihad or of defending it by the sword from
does not consist in killing and being being destroyed by its enemies.

2987. Commentary:
This verse reverts to the central
theme of the Surah, viz. the truth of
the claim of the Holy Prophet as a
Divine Messenger, and sums up the
argument to support and substantiate
it. The argument is to the effect,
(1) that a false claimant must
eventually come to a sad end, and
(2) that the rejecters and deniers of
Divine Messengers never thrive and
prosper.
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CHAPTER 30
AR-RUM
(Revealed before Hijrah)
Date of Revelation and Context
This Surah was admittedly revealed at Mecca. It is, however, difficult
to assign an exact date to its revelation, but the most reliable authorities place
it in the sixth or seventh year of the Call, as that was the time when the tide of
the Persian conquest to which the Surah pointedly refers was at its height; the
Persian armies were knocking at the very gates of Constantinople and the
disgrace and degradation of the Romans had reached its nadir.
Towards the close of the preceding Surah it was stated that the present
life is but a pastime and a sport if it is not spent in a noble cause, and that life,
real and everlasting, is the one in which a spiritual wayfarer strives with might
and main to win the pleasure of God. Further, the true believers were told that
a sincere quest after God is bound to meet with success and a true lover of
God is led to the abode of eternal bliss where he sees the beautiful
countenance of God and basks in the sun of His love. The present Surah
opens with the prophetic words that the believers will successfully meet the
ordeal of trials and tribulations through which they will be made to pass and
as a reward of their sacrifice and suffering the gates of divine grace and mercy
will be opened to them.
Summary of the Subject Matter
The present Surah is the second of the four chapters—29th, 30th, 31st
and 32nd—which have the abbreviated letters ( )مقطعاتAlif Lam Mim, placed in
their beginning. This points to the great resemblance of their subject matter.
The dominant theme of these Surahs is the defeat and discomfiture of the
forces of disbelief and darkness and the rise and triumph of Islam. The
prophecy is repeatedly made, with an emphasis and certainty which dispels all
doubt, that the old order is dying and a new and better one is emerging from
its ruins. This latter order, the Surah says, will come into being through the
noble and untiring efforts of a community of believers, who will carry the
message of truth to the ends of the earth and who will be guided in their great
endeavours for its dissemination and propagation by the teachings of the
Quran and the noble example of the Holy Prophet.
The Surah opens with the declaration of a prophecy about the ultimate
success of the Romans over the Persians. The prophecy was made at a time
when the tide of the Persian conquest was sweeping away everything before
its irresistible onrush and the degradation and humiliation of the Romans had
sunk to its lowest depths. It was then beyond human knowledge and ingenuity
2494

to predict that within a period ranging from three to nine years, tables would
be completely turned upon the Persians, and the vanquished would become
the victors. The prophecy was literally fulfilled in most extraordinary and
unforeseen circumstances (v. 5). Its fulfilment implied another and greater
prophecy that the forces of disbelief which were then too powerful for the
poor and weak Muslims would also be put to complete rout, and Islam would
march triumphantly from strength to strength. The disbelievers are further
warned that the lesson is writ large on the face of history that rejecters of
God’s Prophets ultimately come to grief, and truth always triumphs and
prospers, and, therefore, they should not allow themselves to be lulled into a
false sense of complacency that things will always remain as they are. They
are told that God has decreed that the face of the earth will change and a new
order will be brought about through Islam.
The Surah then proceeds to refer to the great powers of God
manifested in the creation of the heavens and the earth, the alternation of day
and night, the perfect design and order that exist in the universe, and to the
birth of man from very insignificant beginnings. All these things lead to the
irresistible and inevitable conclusion that God Who possesses such vast and
unlimited powers does also have the power to make Islam grow from a small
seed into a mighty tree under whose shade the whole of humanity will
someday take rest, since it is the last Divine Message for mankind. It further
says that Islam is bound to succeed because it is  دین الفطرةi.e. it conforms to
human nature and appeals to man’s conscience, reason and common sense.
The triumph of Islam will come about through a great and wonderful
revolution which will take place in Arabia. A people, morally and spiritually
as good as dead will be roused from their deep sleep of ages, and drinking
deep at the spiritual fountain caused by the Holy Prophet to flow will become
the torchbearers of spiritual light and will carry the Message of Islam to the
ends of the earth and bring back erring humanity into the fold of its Creator.
Towards the close of the Surah disbelievers are warned that their
opposition cannot arrest or retard the progress of Islam. Truth in the long run
always triumphs and prospers and falsehood is defeated and humiliated. This
has happened in the time of every Prophet of God and this will happen again
in the time of the Holy Prophet. The Prophet is then asked to bear with
patience and fortitude all the persecution and mockery to which he is
subjected, as success will soon come to him and those very people who now
exult in harrying and harassing him will take pride in calling themselves his
followers, and in serving his cause.
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1. In the name of Allah, the
Gracious, the Merciful.2989
2. bAlif Lam Mim.2989A
a

3. The Romans have been
defeated,
4. In the land nearby, and they,
after their defeat, will be
victorious.2990
a

2989. Commentary:
See. 1:1.

See 1:1. b29:2.

attention is drawn to history and to
the laws of nature.
Moreover, each letter of the Arabic
alphabet
possesses
a
definite
numerical value, and the combined
letters  المhave the numerical value 71
( اhaving 1,  ل30, and  م40). As the
central theme of the four chapters is
the progress and ultimate triumph of
Islam, the placing of  المin their
beginning seems to signify that Islam
will take about as many years to
consolidate itself fully and attain the
hey-day of its glory. And thus it
actually came to pass. Beginning with
the Migration, Islam went from
strength to strength till in the year 71
A.H., with the coming into power of
Yazid, son of Mu‘awiyah, the
solidarity of Islam suffered the first
serious blow.

2989A. Commentary:
The present Surah is second of the
four chapters—29th, 30th, 31st and
32nd—which are headed by the
abbreviated letters, Alif, Lam, Mim.
This has not been done haphazardly
as some Christian writers are prone to
think or deliberately misrepresent.
These letters have a deep significance
and far-reaching bearing on the
subject matter of the Surah. There
exists a striking resemblance between
the subject matter of all these four
Surahs; even their diction and style
are very similar. They deal with the
defeat and destruction of the forces of
disbelief and darkness, and the rise
and triumph of Islam. It has been
repeatedly declared in these Surahs
that the old order is dying, and a new 2990. Commentary:
and better order is emerging from its
By the words "the land nearby" are
ruins. In order to realize the full meant the countries lying close to
significance of this dominant theme, Arabia—Palestine, Jordan and Syria.
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5. In a few years—aAllah’s is
the command before and after
that—and on that day the
believers will rejoice,2991
a

3:155; 13:32.

2991. Important Words:
( بضعa few) is derived from بضع
(bada‘a). They say  بضعهi.e. he cut it;
he cut it into pieces; he cut it lengthwise.  بضعmeans, a part or portion of
the night; a time thereof. They say میض
 بضع من اللیلi.e. a part of the night passed.
The word also denotes a variety of
numbers such as five, seven, ten, etc.,
but is generally understood to mean
from three to nine.  بضع رجالmeans from
three to nine men.  بضع سننیmeans, from
three to nine years (Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
In order fully to appreciate the
significance of this and the preceding
two verses it is necessary to cast a
cursory glance over the political
conditions that obtained in the two
great Empires that lay on the borders
of Arabia—the Persian and the
Roman Empires—shortly before the
advent of the Holy Prophet of Islam.
They were at war with each other.
The first round had gone in favour of
the Persians whose tide of conquest
began in 602 A.D., when in order to
avenge the death of Maurice, his
patron and benefactor, at the hands of
Phocas, Chosroes II started the war
with Rome. For twenty years the
Roman Empire was overrun by
Persian armies as it had never been
before. The Persian armies plundered
Syria and Asia Minor and in 608 A.D.

advanced to Chalcedon. Damascus
was taken in 613. The surrounding
country on which no Persian had ever
set foot since the founding of the
Empire was utterly and completely
laid waste. In June 614 Jerusalem was
also captured. The whole of
Christendom was horrified by the
news that together with the Patriarch
the Persians had carried off the cross
of Christ. Christianity had been
humbled in the dust. The flood of
Persian conquest, however, did not
stop with the capture of Jerusalem.
Egypt was next conquered, Asia
Minor again overrun, and the Persian
armies were knocking at the very
gates of Constantinople. The Romans
could offer but little resistance as they
were torn by internal dissensions. The
humiliation of Heraclius was so
complete that "Chosroes wanted to
see him brought in chains to the foot
of his throne and was not prepared to
give him peace till he had abjured his
crucified god and embraced the
worship of the sun" (Historians’
History of the World, vol. 7, p. 159,
vol. 8, pp. 94-95 & Enc. Brit. under
"Chosroes" II & "Heraclius"). This
state of affairs very much grieved the
Muslims as they had much in
common with the Romans who were
the "People of the Book". But the
Quraish of Mecca who, like the
Persians, were idolaters, feigned to
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see in this discomfiture of Christian
armies a happy augury for the
overthrow and destruction of Islam. It
was shortly after this complete
debacle of Roman forces that in 616
A.D., came the revelation to the Holy
Prophet which forms the subjectmatter of the verse under comment
and the two preceding verses. The
verses
possessed
a
twofold
significance. They foretold, in
circumstances
then
quite
inconceivable, that the whole position
would be completely reversed within
the short space of eight or nine years
and the erstwhile victorious Persian
armies would suffer a crushing defeat
at the hands of the utterly defeated,
prostrated and humbled Romans. The
Arabic word used in the verse to
denote this period is ( بضعbid‘un)
which as shown under "Important
Words," signifies a period from three
to nine years. The significance of the
prophecy embodied in the verses,
however, lay in the fact that, within
this short period, the foundations of
the ultimate triumph of Islam and that
of the defeat and discomfiture of the
forces of disbelief and darkness
would be firmly laid. The prophecy
was fulfilled in circumstances beyond
human calculation or comprehension.
Regarding the extreme improbability
of fulfilment of the prophecy under
the prevailing circumstances, the
following observation of Gibbon may
be read with interest:
In the midst of the Persian
triumphs he (the Holy Prophet)
ventured to foretell that before
many years should elapse victory
would return to the banners of the

PT.21

Romans…At the time when this
prediction is said to have been
delivered, no prophecy could be
more
distant
from
its
accomplishment, since the first
twelve years of Heraclius
announced
the
approaching
dissolution of the Empire (Rise,
Decline & Fall of the Roman
Empire, vol. 5, p. 74).
After licking his wounds for several
years, Heraclius was at last able to
take the field against the Persians in
622, the year of the Holy Prophet’s
Migration to Medina. In 624 he
advanced into northern Media, where
he destroyed the great fire-temple of
Gandzak (Gazaca) and thus avenged
the destruction of Jerusalem. This
happened exactly within nine years,
the period foretold in the verse, and
to add to its importance and
significance it happened in the year
when the power of the Quraish also
suffered a very serious reverse in the
Battle of Badr, which recalled a
Biblical prophecy foretelling the
fading of the glory of Kedar (Isa.
21:17). In 627, Heraclius defeated the
Persian army at Nineveh and
advanced
towards
Ctesiphon.
Chosroes fled from his favourite
residence Dastgerd (near Baghdad),
and after dragging on an inglorious
existence was murdered by his own
son, Siroes, on 19th February, 628.
A.D.; and thus the Persian Empire,
from the apparent greatness which it
had reached a few years earlier sank
into hopeless anarchy (Enc. Brit.).
The fulfilment of the prophecy was
so remarkable and unforeseen that
prejudiced Christian writers have
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6. With the help of Allah. He
helps whom He pleases; and He
is the Mighty, the Merciful.2992
7. Allah has made this promise.
a
Allah breaks not His promise,
but most men know not.2993
a

3:195; 39:21.

been hard pressed to explain it away.
Rodwell says that the vowel points of
the Arabic expression  سیغلبونwere left
undecided so that it would read either
way, i.e. sa-yaghlibun meaning, "they
will be victorious" or as sa-yughlabun
meaning, "they will be defeated." He
even adds that the ambiguity was
intentional. The Rev. gentleman
pretends not to understand this simple
fact that the vowels of an expression
which had been recited hundreds of
times in daily Prayers and otherwise
could hardly be left undecided. Mr.
Wherry goes a step further. He says:
"Our daily newspapers constantly
forecast political events of this kind."
The less said about this futile attempt
to explain away and belittle the
importance of this mighty prophecy,
the better. If in the circumstances
when Christianity lay humbled in the
dust and Persian armies were
knocking at the very gates of
Constantinople and Heraclius had in
vain sued for peace, a person situated
as the Holy Prophet was, could
forecast that within the short space of
only eight or nine years the victors
would become vanquished and the
forces of Chosroes would receive a
crushing defeat at the hands of the
same Heraclius who only a few years
back had very humbly but

unsuccessfully sued for peace and the
proud and mighty Persians would lie
prostrate and exhausted, the forecast
must indeed be considered to have
proceeded from a superhuman source.
What added to the remarkable
character of the prophecy was the fact
that the news of the victory of the
Romans over the Persians reached the
Muslims exactly at the time when
they were themselves rejoicing over
their own victory in the Battle of Badr.
The words: "Allah’s is the
command before and after that,"
mean that it is God’s eternal and
unalterable decree that disbelief is
always defeated and humbled, and
truth triumphs and progresses.
2992. Commentary:
The allusion in the words, "with the
help of Allah," is to the help and
succour which God vouchsafed to
Muslims on the battlefield of Badr
(3:124-126). On that day it was
established beyond doubt that "Allah
is the Mighty, the Merciful." The
disbelievers, to their bitter dismay
and mortification experienced the
force of God’s might and the
Muslims that of His mercy.
2993. Commentary:
The reference in the words, "Allah
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8. They know only the outer
aspect of the life of this world,
and of the Hereafter they are
utterly unmindful.2994
9. aDo they not reflect in their
own minds? Allah has not
created the heavens and the
earth and all that is between the
two but in accordance with the
requirements of wisdom and for
a fixed term. bBut many among
men believe not in the meeting
with their Lord.2995
10. cHave they not travelled in
the earth so that they might see
a

7:186. b10:46; 29:24; 32:11. c12:110; 22:47; 35:45; 47:11.

has made this promise," is to the
Divine decree alluded to in the words
"that Allah might accomplish the
thing that was decreed" (8:43) used
with reference to the Battle of Badr.
2994. Commentary:
The verse means to say that the
knowledge of disbelievers is confined
to the material side of this world and
they are ignorant of things spiritual.
The implication is that if disbelievers
cannot understand how a people (the
Romans) who had been completely
broken and had lain exhausted and
prostrate a few years back won a
smashing victory over their powerful
foe (the Persians) and how a handful
of Muslims with no experience of war
and having no arms and ammunition,
succeeded in defeating a powerful
army of the Quraish, three times their
number, it is because the disbelievers’

knowledge is limited to an
understanding of the physical causes
of the incidents, but the causes of the
defeat of the Persians and that of the
Quraish lay deeper and were more
spiritual than material or mundane.
2995. Commentary:
The verse means to say that if
disbelievers had reflected over the
great powers and faculties with which
man has been endowed and had
reflected also over the very limited
duration of their worldly existence
they would have realized that man’s
life on this earth is not the be-all and
end-all of his creation and that there
is a fuller and better life beyond the
grave where man’s spiritual progress
will know no end and that the present
life is only a preparation for the life
hereafter. See also v. 12 below.
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how evil was the end of those
who were before them? They
were stronger than these in
power, and they tilled the soil
and populated it more and
better than these have populated
it. And their Messengers came
to them with manifest Signs.
a
And Allah would not wrong
them, but they wronged their
own souls.2996
11. Then evil was the end of
those who did evil, because they
rejected the Signs of Allah, and
mocked at them.2997
a

4:41; 9:70; 10:45. 18:50; 29:32.

2996. Important Words:
( أثارواtilled) is derived from ثار
which means, it was or became raised
or stirred up; it spread; it rose. ثار املاء
means, the water flowed forth with
force; it gushed forth.  أثارہmeans, he
raised or roused him or it. أثار االرض
means, he tilled the ground or land;
he cultivated it by ploughing and
sowing.  أثار الفتنة بینھمmeans, he excited
mischief amongst them (Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
The verse indicates that there had
lived in the past people who had
attained to a very high stage of
civilization and culture; particularly
they had made great progress in the
art of architecture, mining and
cultivation. Recent researches in
archaeology have borne testimony to
this fact. The Quran had referred to

this fact fourteen hundred years ago.
2997. Commentary:
As stated above the truth and
triumph of Islam form the basic and
central theme of the present Surah. In
v. 8 above we are told that the
endeavours of disbelievers are
confined to the acquisition of things
of the material world, and that they
give no thought to the fact that there
is a better and higher spiritual life
after this life and that the real purpose
and aim of all religions, as of Islam,
is the realization of this supreme fact.
The present and the preceding two
verses deal with the truth of Islam
and adduce three arguments in its
support: (a) The creation of man and
the subjection of all created things to
his service; (b) the great wisdom and
beautiful design and order that
pervade the entire universe; and
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12. Allah originates creation;
then He keeps repeating it; then
to Him shall you be brought
back.2998
13. And on the day when the
Hour will arrive bthe guilty will
be seized with despair.2999
14. And they shall have no
intercessors from among them
whom they associate with God;
and cthey will deny those whom
they associate with Him.
15. And on the day when the
Hour will arrive—on that day
will they become separated
from one another.
a

See 29:20. b6:45. c10:29.

(c) the life history of the past
Prophets and the sad end of their
rejecters. The verse under comment
purports to say that all these
arguments lead to but one conclusion,
viz. that those unfortunate people who
rejected God’s Message and persecuted
His Messengers and persisted in
transgression, vice and sin, came to
grief, and such will also be the end of
the opponents of Islam. They, too,
will meet with failure and frustration
and Islam’s cause will triumph.
2998. Commentary:
The present verse further develops
the theme of its predecessor that
through Islam God is bringing into
being a new creation and a new order.
See also 29:20.

2999. Important Words:
For ( یبلسseized with despair) see
2:35.
Commentary:
Taking the word ( الساعةHour) as
referring to the day of the Battle of
Badr, the word  یبلسportrays the
mental anguish of the Quraish on that
day. It says that they were simply
dumbfounded. They had not the
faintest idea of the crushing defeat
they suffered at the hands of the poor,
almost unarmed, and ill-provisioned,
handful of Muslims, whom they had
expelled from their hearths and
homes hardly a year ago. Their idols
and associate-gods, as is mentioned
in the next verse, did not and could
not come to their help.
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16. Then as to those awho
believed and did good works,
they will be honoured and made
happy in a stately garden.3000
17. But as for those bwho
disbelieved and rejected Our
Signs and the meeting of the
Hereafter, these will be brought
forth in punishment.
18. cSo glorify Allah when you
enter the evening and when you
enter the morning—
19. And to Him belongs all
praise in the heavens and the
earth—and glorify Him in the
afternoon and when you enter
upon the time of the decline of
the sun.3001
20. dHe brings forth the living
from the dead, and He brings
a

4:176; 13:30; 14:24; 22:57; 42:23; 68:35. b2:40; 7:37; 57:20; 64:11; 78:22-29. c17:79; 20:131; 50:40.
d
6:96; 10:32.

3000. Important Words:
( حیربونthey will be honoured and
made happy) is formed from حرب. They
say  حرب الیشءi.e. he made the thing
beautiful or adorned it or embellished
it and made it plain.  أحربت االرضmeans,
the herbage of the earth grew large.
 حربہmeans, he or it made him happy,
joyful or glad; it affected him with
happiness that made his face shine;
he treated him with honour or with
extraordinary honour (Lane & Aqrab).

from the lowest depths of degradation
to the highest pinnacles of spiritual
and material glory and eminence is
writ large on the face of history.

3001. Commentary:
After one reflects over the sublime
purpose of man’s creation and on
how a people sunk deep in moral
bankruptcy rose to the heights of
spiritual glory, as did the Arabs by
following the Holy Prophet, one is
bound involuntarily to exclaim "glory
be to Allah, the Great Creator of
Commentary:
heavens and earth and all that is
How through Islam the Arabs rose between them."
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forth the dead from the living;
and He gives life to the earth
after its death. And in like
manner shall you be brought
forth.3001A
R. 3.

21. And one of His Signs is that
He created you from dust; then,
behold, you are men spreading
over the earth.3002
3001A. Commentary:
The present verse sums up the
subject matter of the foregoing verses
and points to the conclusion that a
people who intellectually, morally
and spiritually were as good as dead,
by acting upon the teaching of the
Quran not only became the teachers
of mankind in physical sciences but
became also its moral and spiritual
preceptors. This phenomenon of the
coming to life of a dead people is
witnessed in the time of every
Prophet and Divine Reformer and
serves as a great proof in support of
life after death.
3002. Important Words:
( بشرmen) is derived from بشر
(bashara). They say  بشر اجلراد االرضi.e.
the locusts ate altogether what was
upon the surface of the earth so as to
lay bare its surface. ( بشرہbashsharahu) means, he announced to him a
news which produced a change in his
complexion or revealed his emotions.
Man is called  بشرbecause he is
possessed of strong emotions and
because of all living things his body
is most exposed to outer influences

(Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
The raising of the dead to life in
the next life or of a morally and
spiritually dead people to a new life
in this world, as is stated above,
forms the central theme of the Surah
under comment. Some aspects of this
very important subject have been
dealt with in the foregoing verses.
The present and the next six verses
deal with some more aspects. They
refer to some unmistakable signs
which prove and establish God’s
existence and point to His great
power and control over life and
death. These signs fall under two
categories: (a) signs that appear
from God and lead men to God and
(b) all those natural phenomena
which establish man’s faith in God
or which prove God’s existence and
Almightiness.
In the present verse we have, "He
created you from dust" ()تراب, while
elsewhere man is stated to have been
created from  طنیi.e. clay (6:3; 17:62;
23:13; 32:8; 37:12; 38:72). In fact
man’s creation from dust or dry earth
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22. And one of His Signs is that
a
He has created wives for you
from among yourselves that you
may find peace of mind in
them, and He has put love and
tenderness between you. In that
surely are Signs for a people
who reflect.3003
23. bAnd of His Signs is the
creation of the heavens and the
earth, and the diversity of your
tongues and colours. In that
surely are Signs for those who
possess knowledge.3004
a

4:2; 7:190; 16:73; 39:7. b42:30.

in this verse refers to a stage of man’s
creation
which
preceded
his
formation from clay, or it refers to
man’s food which is derived from
earth and from which human body
derives
its
sustenance.
Three
arguments have been given in this
verse to prove God’s existence:
(a) God has created man from dust
which apparently has no relation to
life and does not possess the attribute
to produce it: (b) He has not only
created man but has endowed him
with very subtle emotions and has
implanted in his nature a yearning
and craving to advance and make
progress and has bestowed upon him
the aptitudes and capabilities to
achieve the object of his desire; and
(c) He has placed in man the desire
to spread about and dominate the
world and has given him the
necessary powers and attributes for
the achievement of this great object.
All these facts lead to the irresistible

conclusion that there is an Almighty
Creator and that He has created man
for the achievement of a sublime
purpose. Man would not have been
endowed with such marvellous
capabilities and powers if his life had
been confined to the limited and
uncertain existence on this planet.
3003. Commentary:
The verse gives another argument
to prove the existence of God and of
life beyond the grave, viz. that God
has created a pair—man and
woman—and has engendered love
between them. This leads to
procreation and continuity of human
life on earth. This continuity of life
shows a design and a purpose behind
it and thus it proves the existence of a
Designer and a better and fuller life
after the life on this earth.
3004. Commentary:
Human progress and advancement
is closely connected with the
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24. aAnd among His Signs is
your sleep by night and day, and
your seeking of His bounty. In
that surely are Signs for a
people who hear.3005
25. And one of His Signs is that
b
He shows you the lightning as
a source of fear and hope, cand
He sends down water from the
sky, and quickens therewith the
earth after its death. In that
surely are Signs for a people
who understand.3006
26. dAnd among His Signs is
that the heaven and earth stand
firm by His command. Then
when He calls you by a call
coming from the earth, behold,
you will come forth.3007
a

10:68; 27:87; 28:74. b13:13. c40:14; 42:29. d22:66; 35:42.

diversity of tongues and colours. This
diversity again points to a design and
a Designer. That Designer is the
Creator of heavens and earth.
Underneath the diversity of tongues
and colours which has resulted in
diversity of civilizations and cultures
there lies a unity—the unity of
mankind. This oneness of humanity
leads to the inevitable conclusion of
the Oneness of its Creator.

night to replenish his tired and jaded
faculties.
3006. Commentary:
A part from the fact that lightning
heralds rain which brings fertility and
prosperity in its wake, it kills germs
of many different diseases and
eliminates worms that destroy crops.
So, lightning not only causes fear but
is also a source of manifold benefits
to man. Every element of nature plays
its allotted part in the divine scheme
3005. Commentary:
The alternation of day and night of things, thus bearing testimony to
God’s existence, His great wisdom
provides one more evidence of the
and power.
wisdom and intelligence underlying
the creation of the universe. Normally 3007. Commentary:
man works by day, and needs rest at
At another place in the Quran we
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27. aAnd to Him belongs
whosoever is in the heavens and
the earth. All are obedient to
Him.3008
28. bAnd He it is Who
originates the creation, then
keeps repeating it, and it is most
easy for Him. His is the most
exalted state in the heavens and
the earth; and He is the Mighty,
the Wise.3009
a

16:53; 20:7; 21:20; 22:65. b10:35; 27:65; 29:20.

have: "Who raised up the heavens
without any pillars that you can see"
(13:3). Long ages have passed since
this solar system came into being, yet
nothing has gone wrong with it. Such
is God’s handiwork that stars keep
their orbits without any visible
support. The law of gravitation which
is supposed to keep them in their
respective positions was discovered
long afterwards. This fact too points
to God’s great powers and control
over the universe. See also 13:3.
3008. Commentary:
It is beyond human ken or
comprehension to guess when this
great universe came into being. From
an unknown and untraced past the
sun with all the planets and heavenly
bodies has travelled on its appointed
course with a regularity and
uniformity that have known no flaw
or fault. There are millions of these
satellites and yet they never come
into collision, so perfect and
consummate is the law and order that
governs the universe. This seems to

be the meaning of the words. "All are
obedient to Him."
3009. Commentary:
In the preceding few verses
reference has been made to five
heavenly signs: (a) Man’s own
origin; (b) relation between man and
his wife which leads to the
procreation and expansion of
mankind and marks the beginning of
human social life; (c) creation of
heavens and earth and the diversity of
men’s colours and tongues which has
given rise to different civilizations
and cultures; (d) phenomenon of the
alternation of day and night; and
(e) the coming down of rain from
heaven which gives new life to a dead
land. All these signs have been
mentioned to show that God has full
power to give new life to a dead
people and that He can raise a people
as good as dead morally and
spiritually to the heights of glory and
grandeur. This seemingly impossible
change constitutes proof positive of
the fact that in the next world, too,
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29. He sets forth for you a
parable concerning yourselves.
Have you, among those whom
your right hands possess,
partners in what We have
provided for you so that you
become equal sharers therein,
and fear them as you fear each
other? Thus do We explain the
Signs to a people who
understand.3010
30. Nay, but those who are
unjust follow their own low
desires without knowledge.
Then awho can guide him
whom Allah has adjudged as
lost? There will be no helpers
for them.
31. bSo set thy face to the
service of religion as one
devoted to God. And follow the
nature made by Allah—the
nature in which He has created
mankind. There is no altering
the creation of Allah. cThat is
a

7:187; 13:34; 39:37; 40:34. b10:106; 30:44. c12:41; 98:6.

God will raise the dead to a new life. are both human beings, and when the
This seems to be the purport of the master would not share his wealth
verse under comment.
and property with his slave, how then
could God, the sole Creator and
3010. Commentary:
Controller of all things, be equal to
This verse contains a very effective idols of wood and stone and how
argument against polytheism. It could He be regarded as sharing the
purports to say that when a master control of the universe with anybody.
and slave are not equal though they See also 21:23.
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the right religion. But most men
know not.3011
32. Set your face to God,
turning to Him in repentance,
and fear Him, and observe Prayer,
and be not of those who associate
partners with God—3012
33. aOf those who split up their
religion and have become
divided into sects; every party
rejoicing in what they have.3013
a

6:160.

3011. Commentary:
This verse continues the theme of
v. 29 above, the theme, briefly, of the
Almightiness and Unity of God, and,
by implication, of the oneness of all
humanity. The fact, that God is One
and all humanity, too, is one, has been
called اّلل
ٰ ( فطرةnature given by God) or
 دین الفطرةi.e. the religion which is
rooted in the pure and unsullied
nature of man. This in other words is
Islam and to it has the Holy Prophet
referred in his well-known saying…
 کل مولود یولد عیل فطرة االسالمi.e. every child is
born with an unsullied and pure
nature, which is  دین الفطرةi.e. the
religion to which pure human nature
conforms and instinctively reacts. It
is in this religion that a child is born,
but it is his environments, the ideas
and beliefs of his parents and the
training he receives from them that
subsequently make him a Jew, a
Magian or a Christian (Bukhari).
The words, "There is no altering the
creation of Allah," mean that true
religion is rooted in the very nature of

man. False beliefs are the result of the
influences of environment. Once
those vicious extraneous influences
are removed, he at once reacts to it
and hastens to accept it.
3012. Commentary:
The verse means to say that mere
belief in the Almightiness and
Oneness of God, though it forms the
basic principle of true religion, is not
enough. A true religion has certain
ordinances and commandments also.
Of these commandments the top
priority goes to Prayer, which must be
duly observed. A true religion also
teaches that fear lest one should incur
the displeasure of God, must govern
all our actions.
3013. Important Words:
( حزبhizb) means, a party or
company of men, assembling
themselves on account of an event
that has befallen them; an assembly, a
collective body or company of men; a
party, portion, division or class of
men; the troops, prepared for
fighting; any party agreeing in hearts
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34. aAnd when an affliction
befalls men, they cry unto their
Lord, turning to Him in
repentance; then, when He has
made them taste of mercy from
Him, lo! a section of them
associate partners with their
Lord,3014
35. bSo as to be ungrateful for
what We have given them. So
enjoy yourselves awhile, but
soon you will come to know.
36. Have We sent down to them
any authority which speaks in
favour of what they associate
with Him?3015
37. cAnd when We make men
taste of mercy, they rejoice
therein; but if an evil befall
them because of that which
their own hands have sent on,
behold! they are in despair.3016
a

10:13; 39:9, 50. b16:56; 29:67. c10:22; 41:51-52; 42:49.

and actions whether meeting together with Shirk, i.e. associating false gods
or not (Lane & Aqrab).
with the One True God.
Commentary:
The verse means to say that
deviation from true religion led
people in the past to be split up into
warring sections and aroused
differences among them.

3015. Commentary:
This verse emphatically declares
that polytheists have no argument
whatsoever
to
support
and
substantiate their polytheistic beliefs.
Human nature, reason and common
sense all revolt against idolatry and
polytheism.

3014. Commentary:
Having referred in the previous few
verses to the Unity of God as being 3016. Important Words:
the basic principle of all religions,
( یقنطونare in despair) is formed from
this and the next three verses deal  قنطwhich means, he despaired. قانط
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38. Have they not seen that
a
Allah enlarges the provision to
whomsoever He pleases, and
straitens it to whomsoever He
pleases. In that truly are Signs
for a people who believe.
39. bSo give to the kinsman his
due, and to the needy, and to the
wayfarer. That is best for those
who seek the favour of Allah,
and it is they who will
prosper.3017
a

See 29:63. b16:91; 17:27.

which is active participle from this
root means, one who despairs of
God’s mercy. The Arabs say قنط ماءہ عنا
i.e. he withheld or debarred his water
from us. ( قنوطinfinitive noun) means,
complete despair (Lane & Aqrab).
3017. Commentary:
After dealing with the all-important
subject of the Unity of God and
giving strong arguments in refutation
of Shirk (polytheism) in the preceding
several verses, the Surah, in the verse
under comment, proceeds to draw
attention to the fact that mere beliefs,
principles and ideals, however noble
and laudable, do not make a religion
complete. It must further possess
some practical ordinances among
which pride of place is given here to
the economic uplift of the less
fortunate members of society. The
words, "give to the kinsman his due,"
embody a fine principle, viz. that the
monetary help which the wealthy
people give to their poorer brethren in

the form of Zakah, charity or gift are
the latter’s right and due, because in
the form of their work and labour
they make a substantial contribution
to the production of wealth of the rich
people. It is also of some interest to
note that, besides the verse under
comment, wherever the Quran
commands the believers to give
monetary help to the needy and the
poor, it invariably uses the word ٓات
instead of اعط. By so doing it seeks to
safeguard the self-respect of the poor
person who receives charity, because,
whereas the latter word expresses the
sense of giving, the former expresses
that of presenting (Kashshaf).
Elsewhere in the Quran we are told
that in the wealth of the rich there is a
share for those who ask for help as
well as for those who cannot (51:20).
In this way Islam safeguards the selfrespect and dignity of a poor person
even when he is actually receiving
monetary help from a rich brother.
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40. aWhatever you pay as
interest that it may increase the
wealth of the people, it does not
increase in the sight of Allah;
but whatever you give in Zakah
seeking the favour of Allah—it
is these who will increase their
wealth manifold.3018
41. It is Allah Who has created
you, and then He has provided
for you; then bHe will cause you
to die, and then He will bring
you to life. Is there any of your
so-called partners who can do
any of these things? Glorified be
He and exalted above that which
they associate with Him.3019
a

2:276; 3:131. b2:29; 22:67; 40:69; 45:27.

3018. Commentary:
In this verse a contrast has been
made between Zakah and interest
which institution, according to some
people, can help the poor improve
their economic condition. By Zakah
Islam seeks to improve the miserable
lot of the poor, at the same time
safeguarding their dignity and selfrespect, while the institution of
interest not only does not better the
economic condition of the poor but
on the contrary tends actually to
make the rich richer and the poor
poorer. The vast disparity of wealth
between different sections of human
society, as a result of which a large
majority
grovels
in
grinding
indigence and penury and a tiny
section rolls in unmeasured wealth, is

inevitably due to the institution of
interest. It is on cooperative basis as
taught by Islam and not by the giving
and taking of interest that the wealth
of a community can increase, and it is
to this important economic truth that
the verse under comment refers.
3019. Commentary:
Before closing the subject of the
Unity of God dealt with in the
previous several verses, the Surah
summarizes the arguments which
support it. They are: (a) God is our
Creator; (b) He is our Sustainer and
Provider; and (c) He possesses
complete control over life and death.
These are the three very essential
attributes that the Supreme Being
Who commands and demands our
worship must and does possess.
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42. Corruption has appeared on
land and sea because of what
men’s hands have wrought, that
He may make them taste the
fruit of some of their doings, so
that they may turn back from
evil.3020
3020. Commentary:
The main theme of the foregoing
verses consisted in engendering and
instilling in man belief in an
Almighty and All-Powerful God,
Who creates, regulates and guides all
life. In the present verse we are told
that when darkness enshrouds the
face of the earth and man consigns
God to oblivion and gives himself up
to the worship of the false gods of his
own conception and creation, God
raises a Prophet to bring back "the
erring flock into the Master’s fold."
Such was the condition of mankind
when the Holy Prophet Muhammad,
humanity’s greatest Teacher, made his
appearance. The following quotations
support this contention:
The beginning of the seventh
century was an epoch of
disintegration—national
and
social—and religion had become
extinct as a moral force and had
become reduced to mere ritual
and ceremony and the great
Faiths of the world had ceased to
exert any healthy influence on the
lives of their followers. The holy
flames kindled by Zoroaster,
Moses and Jesus had been
quenched in the blood of
2513

man…Incessant
war
for
supremacy, perpetual internecine
strife, combined with the
ceaseless wrangling of creeds and
sects, had sucked the lifeblood
out of the hearts of nations, and
people of the earth, trodden under
the iron heels of a lifeless
sacerdotalism, were crying to
God to deliver them from the
misdeeds of their masters. Never
in the history of the world was the
need so great, the time so ripe for
the appearance of a Deliverer
("Spirit of Islam").
In the fifth and sixth Centuries the
civilized world stood on the verge
of chaos. It seemed that the great
civilization that it had taken four
thousand years to construct was on
the verge of disintegration, and
that mankind was likely to return
to that condition of barbarism
where every tribe and sect was
against the next and law and order
were unknown. . .It was a time
fraught with tragedy. Civilization
like a gigantic tree whose foliage
had overarched the world and
whose branches had borne the
golden fruits of art and science
and literature, stood tottering, its
trunk no longer alive with the
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43. Say, a‘Travel in the earth
and see how evil was the end of
those before you! Most of them
were idolaters.’3021
44. bSo set thy face to the
service of, the right religion,
before there comes the day from
Allah for which there will be no
averting. On that day mankind
will split up into parts.3022
45. Those who disbelieve will
bear the consequences of their
disbelief; and those who do
righteous deeds will earn good
for themselves,3023
a

16:37; 27:70; 40:83. b10:106; 30:31.

flowing sap of devotion and
reverence, but rotten to the core
("Emotion as the Basis of
Civilization").
The words "land and sea," may
signify: (a) such nations as had no
experience of Divine revelation and
those that believed in heavenly
Scriptures; or (b) nations whose
cultures and civilizations were based
purely on reason and collective
human experience and those whose
cultures and civilizations were based
on Divine revelation; (c) peoples
living on the continents and those
living in the islands.
The verse means to say that the
nations of the world had become
corrupt to the very core—politically,
socially and morally, and their
corruption was the result of "what

their hands had wrought."
3021. Commentary:
The verse warns disbelievers that
their rejection of the Holy Prophet
would lead them to ruin. The fact that
the rejection and persecution of
Divine Messengers has always
resulted in the destruction of the
rejecters is writ large on the pages of
history.
3022. Important Words:
( یصدعونwill split up) is derived from
( صدعsada‘a).  صدعهmeans, he clove,
split or slit it.  تصدع القومmeans, the
people became separated or dispersed.
 یصدعونmeans, they will become
separated or split up (Lane & Aqrab).
3023. Important Words:
( میھدونwill earn good) is derived
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46. aThat He, out of His bounty,
may reward those who believe
and do righteous deeds. Surely,
He loves not the disbelievers.
47. And among His Signs is that
He sends the winds as bearers
of glad tidings and that He may
make you taste of His mercy,
and that bthe ships may sail at
His command, and that you may
seek of His bounty, and that you
may be grateful.3024
48. And surely, We sent
Messengers before thee to their
own people, and they brought
them clear Signs. Then We
punished those who were guilty.
c
And it was certainly incumbent
upon Us to help the believers.
49. dIt is Allah Who sends the
winds so that they raise a cloud.
Then He spreads it in the sky as
a

10:5; 34:5-6. b17:67; 31:32; 45:13. c10:104; 40:52; 58:22. d24:44.

from  مھدwhich means, he spread out;
he attended to a business and drew
profit from it.  مھد االمرmeans, he
reformed the affair and made it easy
and put it in proper order. مھد لفالن عذرہ
means, he accepted the excuse of
such a one.  مھد لنفسه خریاmeans, he
provided good for himself and sent it
ahead (Aqrab). See also 3:47.

law which works with as much effect
in the physical universe as it does in
the spiritual world. Just as winds
precede rain, heralding its advent,
similarly before the advent of a
Divine Reformer there come into
existence conditions which are
favourable to the spread of his
teachings and there appear good and
righteous men who prepare the
3024. Commentary:
ground and "make the paths straight
The words, "He sends the winds for him." This has happened in the
with glad tidings," point to a divine time of every Prophet.
2515
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He pleases and places layer
upon layer and thou seest the
rain issuing forth from its midst.
And when He causes it to fall
on whom He pleases of His
servants, behold! they rejoice;3025
50. Though before that—before
it was sent down upon them—
they were in despair.
51. aLook, therefore, at the
marks of Allah’s mercy: how
He quickens the earth after its
death. Verily, the same God will
quicken the dead; for He has
power over all things.3026
52. And if We sent a wind and
b
they saw it (their harvest) turn
yellow, they would certainly,
thereafter, begin to deny Our
favours.
53. And thou canst not make the
dead to hear cnor canst thou
make the deaf to hear the call,
when they turn away showing
their backs.
a

16:66; 22:6; 35:28; 39:22; 45:6. b56:66; 57:21. c10:43; 21:46; 27:81.

3025. Important Words:
( کسفاpieces) is derived from کسف
(kasafa). They say  کسف الثوبi.e. he cut
up the cloth.  کسف أملهmeans, his hope
was blasted.  کسفةmeans, piece,
fragment, part (Aqrab).
( ودقrain) is infinitive-noun from ودق
(wadaqa). They say  ودق السماءi.e. the
cloud rained.  ودق السیفmeans, the

sword became sharp (Aqrab).
3026. Commentary:
After attention has been drawn in
the preceding two verses to the
natural phenomenon that when, after
severe drought, welcome rain comes,
the parched and dry earth gets a new
life. In the present verse we are told
that similar formula operates in the
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54. aNor canst thou guide the
blind out of their error. Thou
canst make only those to hear
who would believe in Our Signs
and they submit.3027
b

R. 6.

55. It is Allah Who created you
in a state of weakness, and after
weakness gave you strength;
then, after strength, caused
weakness and old age. He
creates what He pleases. He is
the All-knowing, the AllPowerful.3028
a

10:44; 27:82. b40:68.

spiritual renaissance of a morally
decrepit people. A people virtually as
good as dead receive a new life
through a Divine Prophet.
3027. Commentary:
The verse points to another natural
law, viz. that it is man himself who
makes or mars his destiny. No
Prophet or Divine revelation can lead
a man to God unless he has the will to
listen to truth. He who refuses to
listen to truth ends by his heart
having been sealed up, but he who is
prepared to listen to truth is led up to
it. The initiative first must come from
man himself, the result then follows
from God.
3028. Commentary:
The clause  خلقکم من ضعفwhich
literally means, He created you from
weakness, really means that man has

been created weak or in a state of
weakness. This form of expression
has been used to emphasize man’s
weakness, the words  من ضعفsignifying
that he is the very embodiment of
weakness. A parallel expression has
been used in 21:38 where the
expression  خلق االنسان من عجلi.e. man has
been created of haste, means that
impatience and haste form a part of
man’s nature. The implication of the
verse may be that from extremely
insignificant beginnings the Arabs
will rise to a very high political and
spiritual stature through the Holy
Prophet, and then after having
attained the heights of glory and
grandeur will relapse into their
original obscurity and weakness. Or
the verse may have a general
application pointing to the law of the
rise and fall of nations.
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56. And on the day when the
Hour shall arrive the guilty will
swear that athey tarried not save
an hour—thus were they turned
away from the right path.3029
57. But those who are given
knowledge and faith will say,
‘You have indeed tarried
according to the Book of Allah,
till the Day of Resurrection.
And this is the Day of
Resurrection, but you did not
care to know.’3030
58. So bon that day, their
excuses will not avail the
wrongdoers; nor will they be
allowed to make amends.3030A
a

10:46; 46:36. b16:85; 41:25; 45:36.

advent of a Divine Prophet, when all
their prosperity and grandeur was to
have come to an end. Thus the words
"Day of Resurrection" do not refer to
Resurrection after death but to the
rise and fall of nations in this world.
The disbelievers or Christian
nations of the West are here warned
that their final destruction will take
3030. Commentary:
place after the renaissance of Islam in
The verse purports to say that when the Latter Days and not, as they
disbelievers will have realized to their misunderstand, in the time of its first
discomfiture that the time of their phenomenal rise and spread.
prosperity and progress was very
short, they will be told by true 3030A. Important Words:
believers that according to divine
( یستعتبونallowed to make amends) is
decree they (disbelievers) were left derived from عتب. They say  عتب علیهi.e.
alone to indulge in vice and sin up to he was angry with him; he reproved
the Day of Resurrection i.e. till the or censured him.  ماعتبت بابهmeans, I

3029. Commentary:
The verse means to say that when
the hour of the triumph of Islam
arrives and disbelief suffers defeat,
the disbelievers will realize to their
mortification and sorrow that the time
of their prosperity and glory was
indeed very short. It was but an hour!
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59. And truly, aWe have set
forth for men in this Quran
every kind of parable, and
indeed, if thou bring them a
Sign, those who disbelieve will
surely Say, ‘You are but
liars.’3031
60. bThus does Allah seal the
hearts of those who have no
knowledge.3032
61. So be thou patient. Surely,
the promise of Allah is true; and
let not those who have no
a

17:90; 39:28. b9:93; 16:109; 47:17.

have not trodden upon the threshold
of his door.  استعتبهmeans, he asked,
solicited or sought his favour; or he
asked or requested him to be regarded
with favour or to be taken into his
favour or he desired or sought of him
that he shall return to making him
happy or to doing what was pleasing
to him, from doing evil to him; he
granted him his goodwill or favour;
regarded him with goodwill: became
pleased with him.  عتبةmeans, the
threshold of a door (Aqrab & Lane).
In view of these different meanings of
the root word the clause والھم یستعتبون
would mean:

amends for the sins they would
have committed;
(c) no excuse in their defence will
be accepted from them; and
(d) they will not be taken into
God’s favour.
3031. Important Words:
( مثلparable) is derived from مثل
(mathala) and means, a description,
condition,
state,
case,
etc.;
(2) argument, reason; (3) discourse;
(4) lesson or example; (5) a proverb;
(6) a Sign; (7) a parable or
similitude (Aqrab & Lane). See also
2:18,107; 6:39 & 14:36.

(a) They will not be allowed to
approach the divine threshold. 3032. Commentary:
The verse makes it clear that the
i.e. they will be treated as
hearts of only those people are
rejected and condemned;
"sealed" who reject divine knowledge
(b) the time of their punishment that comes to them through a Divine
having already arrived, they Reformer. The "sealing" of the hearts
will not be permitted to make of disbelievers is the inevitable
2519
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certainty of faith make light of
thee.3033
consequence of their own refusal to he incited him to ignorance or levity;
accept divine knowledge.
he made him swerve from right
opinion or judgement, (3) he held
3033. Important Words:
( یستخفنکmake light of thee) is him in light estimation (Aqrab).
derived from استخف. They say  استخفهi.e.
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CHAPTER 31
LUQMAN
(Revealed before Hijrah)
Date of Revelation, Title and Context
This Surah by common consent is considered to have been revealed at
Mecca. Being the third of the  المgroup of Surahs and having close kinship
with the other members of that group in style and subject matter, it is
believed, like its predecessors, Al-‘Ankabut and Ar-Rum, to have been
revealed towards the middle of the Meccan period, or, as some say, in the
sixth or seventh year of the Call.
The Surah seems to derive its title from the 13th verse in which a nonArab sage and seer, Luqman by name, has been mentioned as giving a moral
sermon to his son. Luqman may stand for a Prophet or Divine Reformer.
Apart from the beauty of the noble moral principles enunciated in the sermon,
the reference to Luqman, a non-Arab, as a great divine sage, implies a basic
religious truth, revealed to the world first of all by the Quran, viz. that God
raised Reformers among all nations and that revelation or Divine guidance is
not the exclusive privilege of any particular people.
The preceding Surah, Ar-Rum, ended on the note that the Quran
explains fully all those teachings that deal with the spiritual development and
progress of man. But the disbelievers have not the eyes which can see the
truth; their hearts are also sealed. They see sign after sign and yet go on
harping on the tune that the Holy Prophet is a liar and a forger. The present
Surah opens with the solemn affirmation that the Holy Prophet is not a forger
or a liar and that this Book, the Quran, has been revealed to him by the Wise
and All-Knowing God. It is full of wisdom; it leads an honest seeker after
truth to the right path, and it is a source of divine mercy to him. It is not,
therefore, possible to deny it with honesty of purpose; only a perverse person
would reject it.
It was further mentioned in the preceding Surah that the cause of Islam
will continue to prosper and triumph and disbelievers will meet with defeat,
disgrace and humiliation. The present Surah sheds some light on those noble
moral principles by acting upon which nations and individuals can achieve
success and prosperity and can rise to greatness and eminence.
Subject Matter
The Surah in its very beginning refers to the sine qua non of success—
correct belief and right action—and proceeds to discuss some universal moral
principles from the mouth of a non-Arab sage—Luqman. The most
fundamental and basic principle referred to in the opening verses is the belief
2521

that God is One and that all other noble ideals flow from this belief. The
principle, second in importance to Divine Unity, is that of man’s obligations
to man, of which the most essential are his obligations to parents. In between
these two basic commandments a Muslim is taught to subordinate all his
loyalties to God and to allow no other loyalty, not even loyalty to parents, to
conflict or clash with his loyalty to his Creator. But under no circumstances
should he cease to be kind and considerate and respectful to theft. Next, it is
stated that man’s duty to God takes practical shape in the observance of
Prayers and his obligations to mankind in doing good and abstaining from evil.
The Surah then proceeds to say that when a true believer enters upon
the noble and arduous task of preaching truth to men and calling upon them to
reform themselves and give up wrong beliefs and evil practices, difficulties
and impediments bar his way and he has to put up with opposition, abuse, and
persecution. He is told to bear all this opposition and persecution with
patience and fortitude. When he is not discouraged or dismayed by the
opposition and persecution he has to face in the discharge of his great and
noble task, success comes his way and large crowds of people give their
allegiance to him. In the hour of public applause and acclamation he should
not lose mental balance and should particularly be on his guard against
conceit and arrogance.
Next, the Surah refers to the laws of nature and the great powers of
God implying that these laws are working in favour of Islam, and that God is
at the back of the Muslims. They are, therefore, sure to win success, and the
cause of Islam is sure to triumph and prosper. The Surah ends on a note of
warning to disbelievers that their day of reckoning is fast approaching and that
at that time their wealth and children, their influence, power, and prestige will
prove of no avail to them. On the contrary, their children will accept Islam and
will be proud of spending all they possess in order to promote its cause.
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(LUQMAN)
1. In the name of Allah, the
Gracious, the Merciful.3034
2. bAlif Lam Mim.3034A
a

3. cThese are verses of the Book
which is full of Wisdom,3035
4. dA guidance and a mercy for
those who do good,
5. eThose who observe Prayer
and pay the Zakah and who
have firm faith in the Hereafter.
6. fIt is they who follow
guidance from their Lord, and it
is they who shall prosper.
a

See1:1. b30:2. c10:2; 31:3. d16:90; 27:3. e2:4; 5:56; 9:71; 27:4. f2:6.

3034. Commentary:
See. 1:1.
3034A. Commentary:
For an explanation of the
abbreviated letters see 2:2 & 19:2.
3035. Commentary:
The Quran has variously described
itself as follows:
"The Book full of wisdom" as in
the present verse; "the Book of Allah"
(2:102); "the Book" (5:16); "a Book
whose verses have been made
unchangeable and then they have
been expounded in detail" (11:2); "an
enlightening Book" (22:9); "a mighty
Book" (41:42); "the Book inscribed"
(52:3); "a well-preserved Book"
(56:79); "the Quran in Arabic" (12:3);

"the illuminating Quran" (15:2); the
Great Quran" (15:88); "the Quran full
of wisdom" (36:2); "the Quran full of
exhortation" (38:2); "the noble Quran"
(56:78); "the wonderful Quran" (72:2);
and "the glorious Quran" (85:22).
The Quran is indeed such a wise,
and wonderful Book that "not a single
one of the great truths, principles, and
ideals enumerated and proclaimed by
it has been contradicted or falsified
by ancient learning or science, nor by
modern discoveries and inventions."
It has eminently held its own, and
proved equal to the exigencies of
time, in every age and period.
Like the abbreviated letters which
have been placed in the beginning
of different Surahs, the various
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7. And of men is he who takes
idle tales in exchange for
guidance to lead men astray
from the path of Allah, without
knowledge, and to make fun of
it. For such there will be
humiliating punishment.3036
8. And when Our Signs are
recited to him, he turns away
proudly, as though he heard
them not, as if there were a
heaviness in both his ears. So
announce to him a painful
punishment.3037
9. Surely, those who believe
and do good works—they will
have Gardens of Delight,
qualifying words used for the Quran
in the above-mentioned Surahs
have a subtle connection with their
subject matter. A deep study of the
context reveals the connection
between the two.
3036. Commentary:
Life is a very serious thing. Man
has been created to serve a very noble
and grand purpose. To this
seriousness and sublimity of human
life, an emphatic and pointed
reference has been made in the words
"do you think that We have created
you in vain and that you will not
return to Us" (23:116). But in spite of
this emphatic admonition, men of
frivolous turn of mind fritter away
their precious time and energy in vain
pursuits and foolish diversions,

treating the signs of God lightly, with
the result that (as the verse says) they
meet with disgrace and failure in this
life, and a humiliating punishment
awaits them in the Hereafter.
3037. Commentary:
The verse under comment explains
another verse of the Quran (2:8)
wherein it is stated that God sets a
seal on the hearts of disbelievers and
on their ears and eyes. The present
verse makes it clear that man first
turns away disdainfully from truth,
and behaves arrogantly, and turns a
deaf ear to the Divine Message and
heavenly admonition, and then, as a
result of his arrogant behaviour and
attitude, his heart becomes, as it were,
sealed and he is rendered spiritually
blind and deaf.
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10. Wherein they will abide.
Allah has made a true promise;
and He is the Mighty, the Wise.
11. aHe has created the heavens
without any pillars that you can
see, and bHe has placed in the
earth firm mountains that it may
not quake with you, and He has
scattered therein all kinds of
creatures; and We have sent
down water from the clouds,
and ccaused to grow therein
every noble species.3038
12. This is the creation of Allah.
Now show me what others
beside Him have created. Nay,
but the wrongdoers are in
manifest error.
a

13:3. b13:4; 15:20; 16:16; 77:28. c27:61; 50:8.

3038. Commentary:
It should not be understood from
the word  ألیقwhich literally means,
"He has cast" or "He has placed" that
the mountains were placed on the
earth from somewhere outside, after
it had been created. Elsewhere the
Quran has used the word ( جعلHe
made) to express the same sense
which shows that the mountains
formed a part and parcel of the earth
and were not placed on it from outside.
Incidentally, the verse points to a
truth which science has only recently
discovered but which the Quran
revealed about 1400 years ago, viz.
that mountains instead of being a

cause of earthquakes, exert a
stabilizing influence, rendering earth
tremors a very infrequent occurrence.
This verse gives three arguments to
prove the Oneness and Almightiness
of God: (a) He is the Creator of
heavens and the whole solar system;
(b) He has created the earth and
regulates, controls and guides all life
on it; (c) He sends down water from
heaven and gives a new life to the
earth after it has become parched and
dry. This means that God is the
Creator of the universe, its Controller
and the Giver of life. These are
essential attributes of a Supreme
Being Who demands and commands
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13. And We bestowed wisdom
on Luqman, saying, ‘Be grateful
to Allah,’ for whoso is grateful,
is grateful only for the good
of his own soul. And awhoso is
ungrateful, then surely Allah is
Self-Sufficient, Praiseworthy.3039
14. And
remember
when
Luqman said to his son while
exhorting him, ‘O my dear son!
associate not partners with Allah.
Surely, associating partners with
God is a grievous wrong.’3040
a

14:9.

our adoration and worship. See also
16:16.
3039. Important Words:
( شکرis grateful).  شکر اهللor شکر هلل
means, he thanked God or was
grateful to Him; or he praised God for
His beneficence; and acted in the
manner incumbent on him in
rendering Him obedience. شکر
(thankfulness) is of three kinds:
(1) with the heart; (2) with the
tongue; and (3) with the limbs, and
consists in requiting the benefit
received according to its desert.
Man’s thankfulness to God consists in
(a) his humility to Him; (b) his love
of Him; (c) his knowledge of His
bounties; (d) his eulogizing Him for
it; and (e) his not making use of the
benefits in a manner disliked by Him.
 شکرon the part of God consists in
forgiving a person, or regarding him
with favour and therefore rewarding
him (Lane). See also 14:8.

Commentary:
Luqman seems to be a non-Arab,
very probably an Ethiopian. He is
said to belong to Egypt or Nubia. By
some he has also been identified with
the Greek "Aesop". From the beautiful
moral precepts he gave to his son
which are embodied in the present
and the next few verses Luqman
appears to be a Prophet of God. To
know who Luqman was is not of
importance so much as the principle
that God sent His Messengers among
all people and that all those
Messengers deserve our respect and
reverence and that Luqman was one
of them. Islam was the first and the
only religion to proclaim this
principle which alone can form a
sound and solid basis for peace among
the followers of various faiths.
3040. Commentary:
The first and basic principle of all
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15. aAnd We have enjoined on
man concerning his parents—
his mother bears him in
weakness upon weakness, and
his weaning takes two years—
‘Give thanks to Me and to thy
parents. Unto Me is the final
return.3041
16. And if they contend with
thee to make thee set up equals
with Me concerning which thou
hast no knowledge, obey them
not, but be a kind companion to
them in all worldly affairs; and
in spiritual matters follow the
way of him who turns to Me.
Then unto Me will be your
return and I shall inform you of
what you used to do.’3042
a

6:152; 19:33; 29:9; 46:16.

religious teaching is that God is One.
All other noble ideals flow from this
principle. By worshipping any other
thing or being beside God Who is the
Creator, Lord and Sustainer, man
degrades himself and stunts, stifles
and stultifies his personality. So
Luqman began his moral sermon by
laying stress on this most supreme of
all religious beliefs.
3041. Commentary:
This and the next verse form a
parenthetical clause and refer to the
second most important duty of man,
after his duty to God—his obligations
to mankind, which begin with his
obligations to his parents. He is told

that he must be good and kind to his
parents. Luqman only referred to
man’s duty to God, but God Himself
supplements his exhortation by
adding man’s duty to his parents and
also gives the reason for doing so,
viz. that parents undergo all sorts
of sacrifice for their children,
particularly the mother. She has,
therefore, secured a special mention
here.
3042. Commentary:
After being reminded of his duty to
his parents, man is warned in the
present verse not to forget that his
first and foremost duty is to God, and
that all other duties and loyalties are
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17. Luqman said, ‘O my dear
son! even though it be the
weight of a grain of mustard
seed, and even though it be in a
rock, or in the heavens, or in the
earth, Allah will surely bring it
out. Verily, Allah is the Knower
of all subtleties, All-Aware.3043
18. ‘O my dear son! aobserve
Prayer, and enjoin good, and
forbid evil, and endure patiently
whatever may befall thee.
Surely, this is a matter of high
resolve.3044
19. And turn not thy cheek
away from men in pride, bnor
walk in the earth haughtily;
a

9:71. b17:38; 25:64.

subordinate to, and proceed from it.
He is told that if his duty to parents
appears to clash and conflict with his
duty to God, his first loyalty is to his
Creator. But in disregarding any of
the wishes or commands of his
parents which clash with his loyalty
to God, he must not be arrogant or
insolent to them, but should continue
to show uniform courtesy, love and
kindness to them.
3043. Commentary:
The verse points to an important
law of nature, viz. that no action,
good or bad, is in vain. It leaves its
permanent imprint. It is to this great
truth that reference has also been
made in 50:19.

3044. Commentary:
After belief in the Oneness of God
and in His attributes, becomes
firmly rooted, man naturally feels
attracted towards Him and wishes to
worship Him, which in the form of
Prayer is most essential for his
spiritual development. And after he
himself becomes true and sincere
votary of His Creator, man’s next
duty lies in reforming his fellowbeings. But as soon as he enters
upon this noble but very arduous
task difficulties and impediments
bar his way. He is told, in the verse,
to put up with all sorts of hardships
and privations that lie in the way of
the discharge of his great duties.
This is the significance of Luqman’s
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surely, Allah loves not any
arrogant boaster.3045
20. And walk thou at a
moderate pace, and alower thy
voice;
verily,
the
most
disagreeable of voices is the
braying of the ass.’3046
R. 3.

21. Have you not seen that
Allah has pressed for you into
service whatever is in the
heavens and whatever is in the
earth, and has completed His
favours on you, both externally
and internally? bAnd among
men there are some who dispute
concerning
Allah,
without
knowledge or guidance or an
illuminating Book.3047
a

49:3-4. b13:14; 22:4, 9.

exhortation to his son "to endure good and right actions, and also
patiently whatever may befall thee."
patiently puts up with abuse and
persecution which he has to face in
3045. Important Words:
( تصعرturn in pride) is derived from the discharge of his difficult task, a
 صعرwhich means, he had a distortion new world opens up to him. God
in the face by reason of pride with a inspires him with His love and, as a
turning of the face on one side. They result, people flock to him in large
say  یف خدہ صعرi.e. in his cheek is a numbers. Then he is likely to become
distortion arising from pride.  صعر خدہself-conceited and self-centred. Hence
means, he turned away his cheek from Luqman’s warning to his son to be on
the people on account of pride and his guard against this moral lapse.
dislike or contempt (Lane & Aqrab).
3046. Commentary:
In this verse Luqman impresses
Commentary:
upon
his son the supreme necessity of
When a man comes to acquire firm
faith in God and His powers and moderation and avoiding extremes.
attributes, and engages himself in 3047. Important Words:
Prayer, and exhorts other men to do
( أسبغhas completed) is derived from
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22. And when it is said to them,
‘Follow that which Allah has
revealed,’ athey say, ‘Nay, we
shall follow that which we
found our fathers following.’
What! even though Satan was
inviting them to the punishment
of the burning fire?3048
a

5:105; 10:79; 21:54.

سبغ. They say  سبغ العیشi.e. the life was or guidance or an illuminating Book.
became pleasant and plentiful. أسبغ اهلل
The verse further says that man is
 علیه النعمةmeans, God completed His the noblest handiwork of God and the
favour upon him (Aqrab & Lane).
acme and peak of His creation. The
universe has been created to serve
Commentary:
The
verse embodies
strong him, the sun with the whole solar
refutation of Shirk (associating false system and the earth with all that is
deities with God) and incidentally on it have been made subservient to
alludes to three kinds of arguments him. So when all things have been
which help a man to arrive at a right created for his sake, it is foolish on
understanding of any important man’s part first to set up equals with
problem, viz; (1) evidence of reason God and then to begin to worship and
and common sense; (2) arguments adore the things which have been
based on observation and experience; created for his use and service.
The verse further implies that when
and (3) arguments provided by
all
the physical needs of man have
Divine revelation. The verse purports
his smallest
to say that none of these supports been met and
requirements
are
satisfied
by God, it
Shirk or disbelief. The disbelievers
is
inconceivable
that
He
should
have
can adduce no rational argument in
support of their foolish beliefs. neglected to make similar provision
Neither are those beliefs supported for his spiritual needs.
The words  ظاھرة و باطنةmay signify all
and substantiated by observation or
experience, nor do they receive needs of man—physical and spiritual;
support
from
revelation.
The material and intellectual; known and
combined testimony of human reason unknown.
and common sense, of observation
and experience and of Divine
revelation, goes to show that belief in
plurality of gods is a false and foolish
belief. This is the significance of the
words, without knowledge or

3048. Commentary:
Man is so constituted that he is not
easily persuaded to give up his old
ideas and beliefs. The one constant
obstacle that the Prophets of God
have had to meet from disbelievers is
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23. aAnd he who submits
himself wholly to Allah, and is
a doer of good, he has surely
grasped the firm handle. With
Allah rests the end of all
affairs.3049
24. And as for him bwho
disbelieves, let not his disbelief
grieve thee. Unto Us is their
return and We shall tell them what
they did. Surely, Allah knows
well what is in the breasts.
25. We shall let them enjoy
themselves a little; then shall
We drive them to severe torment.
26. cAnd if thou ask them, ‘Who
created the heavens and the
earth?’, they will surely answer,
‘Allah.’ Say, ‘All praise belongs
to Allah.’ But most of them
know not.3050
a

2:113. b3:177; 35:40. c29:62; 39:39; 44:8.

that the latter would not give up their leads to the one inevitable conclusion
old ancestral ways and beliefs. Old that there must be a Creator of
this creation. This inference is
superstitions indeed die hard.
inescapable. The words  لیقولن اهللsignify
3049. Commentary:
that disbelievers will have no option
The words, "With Allah rests the
but to admit that it is Allah Who
end of all affairs." mean that it is God
brought the whole universe into
alone Who causes all actions to
being. But in spite of this unwilling
produce their results.
admission on their part, the perverse
rejecters of truth refuse to admit the
3050. Commentary:
The verse purports to say that an simple fact that when God has made
intelligent study of the creation of the so much provision for the physical
universe and of the perfect design and and material needs of man, He could
order that pervade and permeate it, not have failed to make similar
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27. aTo Allah belongs whatever
is in the heavens and the earth.
Verily, Allah is the SelfSufficient, the Praiseworthy.
28. bAnd if all the trees that are
in the earth were pens, and the
ocean were ink, with seven
oceans swelling it thereafter, the
words of Allah would not be
exhausted. Surely, Allah is
Mighty, Wise.3051
29. Your creation and your
resurrection are only like the
creation and resurrection of a
single soul. Verily, Allah is AllHearing, All-Seeing.3052
a

2:285; 10:56; 24:65. b18:110.

provision for his moral and spiritual
needs. This refusal to accept a clear
conclusion shows that disbelievers
are an ignorant and perverse people.
Moreover, while they admit in their
heart of hearts that God is the sole
Creator of the universe, their actions
do not conform to their admission.
They associate partners with Him.
This fact also sets the seal upon their
folly and ignorance.
3051. Commentary:
Overawed by the vastness of the
size of an object of nature or the
extraordinary powers of a human
being, men of low intellect and weak
faith are prone to ascribe Divine
attributes to them. It is the
untenability of this position that the
verse under comment seeks to
expose. It purports to say that

disbelievers are overawed into
attributing Divine powers to a big
object of nature, or a great man, while
the great universe of which God is the
sole Architect is an inexhaustible
storehouse
of
unfathomable
mysteries, infinitely larger in number
than the wonderful things that meet
the eye. So it is absurd on the part of
disbelievers to take an object of
nature or a human being as God on
the score of his or its being seemingly
extraordinary.
It may also be noted that numbers
"7" and "70" are used in Arabic to
denote a very large number, and not
exactly "seven" and "seventy" as
ordinary numerals.
3052. Commentary:
The verse tells disbelievers that all
human beings, great or small, are
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30. Hast thou not seen that
a
Allah makes the night pass into
the day, and makes the day pass
into the night, and bHe has
pressed the sun and the moon
into service; each pursuing its
course till an appointed term,
and that Allah is Aware of what
you do?3053
31. That is because it is Allah
alone Who is the True God, and
whatever they call upon beside
Him is falsehood, and because
it is Allah alone Who is the
Most High, the Incomparably
Great.3054
a

22:62; 35:14; 57:7. b7:55; 13:3; 35:14; 39:6.

subject to the same laws of nature and
that the doors of progress and
advancement are equally open to all
of them and, therefore, they
themselves can be as great as those
whose greatness inspires them with
such awe that they take them for gods.
The verse may point to yet another
very important fact, viz. that the rise
or fall of nations and communities is
subject to the same laws of nature as
is the progress or degradation of
individuals.
3053. Commentary:
The verse under comment further
develops the theme of its predecessor
and says that nations and individuals
advance and decay as they observe or
ignore the laws that govern their rise

and fall. Uniform prosperity or
unrelieved misery has never been the
lot of a people for all time. The
condition of a people or individual
changes with a corresponding change
in their or his attitude and behaviour.
The natural law of the day following
the night, and vice versa operates
with equal force in regard to the fate
of nations as well as individuals.
3054. Commentary:
The verse means to say that the
whole phenomenon of the creation of
universe and the laws that govern it
and also those that determine the rise
and fall of nations lead to but one
conclusion that Allah is the Only True
God, and that all else is false and
perishable.
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32. Dost thou not see that the
ships sail on the sea by athe
favour of Allah, that He may
show you of His Signs? Therein
surely are Signs for everyone
who is patient and grateful.3055
33. bAnd when waves engulf
them like so many coverings,
they call upon Allah, being
sincere to Him in faith; but
when He brings cthem safe to
land, then only some of them
keep to the right course. And
none denies Our Signs save
every perfidious, and ungrateful
person.3056
a

17:67; 30:47; 45:13. b10:23; 29:66. c10:24; 17:68.

3055. Commentary:
The sailing of ships, as is
mentioned in the present verse, is
indeed a great Divine boon. Much of
the prosperity of mankind depends on
it. The greatest sea power is generally
the richest and the most powerful
nation in the world.
3056. Important Words:
( ختارthe perfidious) is derived
fromخرت. They say  خرتہi.e. he acted or
behaved towards him with perfidy,
treachery or unfaithfulness, or with
the foulest perfidy or treachery or
unfaithfulness or with deceit, guile, or
in a bad or corrupt manner. خرت بالعھد
means he was unfaithful to the
covenant.  ختارmeans, one who acts
treacherously or with perfidy or

with the foulest perfidy or with deceit
or guile and does so frequently (Lane
& Aqrab).
Commentary:
The verse refers to a very common
characteristic of a mushrik (polytheist).
He is weak of faith and is very
superstitious.
Even
a
small
misfortune is sufficient to frighten
and upset him because his faith is
only a jumble of make-beliefs,
hearsays and superstitions. In
difficulty he prays to God but when
out of it he is his old self. Such,
however, is not the case of a true
believer. He is grateful to God when
he receives a Divine favour, and is
firm and steadfast in faith when a
misfortune overtakes him. He never
loses his balance of mind—neither in
prosperity nor in adversity.
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34. O men, seek protection with
your Lord and fear athe day
when the father will not be of
any avail to his son, nor will the
son at all be of any avail to his
father. Allah’s promise is surely
true. So let not worldly life
beguile you, nor let the Deceiver
deceive you concerning Allah.
35. Verily, with Allah alone is
the knowledge of the Hour.
b
And He sends down the rain,
and He knows what is in the
wombs. And no soul knows
what it will earn tomorrow, and
no soul knows in what land it
will die. Surely, Allah is AllKnowing, All-Aware. 3057
a

2:124; 82:20. b30:25; 42:29.

3057. Commentary:
The Surah ends by reverting to its
basic theme, viz. the ultimate triumph
of Islam; and mentions five important
facts concerning it: (1) With God
alone rests the knowledge of the hour
of final overthrow of disbelief and the
triumph of Islam. (2) He alone
knows when the condition of a people
demands the sending down of Divine
revelation and so He has revealed the
Quran in the fulness of time. (3) To
God alone belongs the knowledge
whether the generations yet unborn
will accept Islam or stick to disbelief,
i.e. the sons and grandsons of the
leaders of disbelief who are now
fighting Islam tooth and nail, will

enter its fold and will willingly give
their lives to safeguard it and further
its cause. (4) No one knows what he
will earn on the morrow i.e. the
disbelievers do not know that all their
efforts against Islam will prove futile
and abortive. (5) The leaders of
disbelief who have turned the Holy
Prophet and Muslims out of their
hearths and homes will themselves
meet death away from their homes.
The reference in this clause may also
be to the propagation of Islam by
early Muslims, signifying that they
will go to far-off lands to preach the
Message of Islam and the end of their
earthly lives would come in places
far-removed from their homeland.
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CHAPTER 32
AS-SAJDAH
(Revealed before Hijrah)
Title and Date of Revelation
The name of the Surah seems to have been derived from verse 16th
where the Faithful are spoken of as falling down in prostration when the Signs
of their Lord are recited to them. The Surah being the last of the group of الم
chapters possesses a close kinship and resemblance in style and contents with
its three predecessors. By common consent it is also regarded as having been
revealed at Mecca.
Connection with the Preceding Surah
The preceding Surah had ended with the statement that God alone
knows when a particular people are to rise or fall and that He alone provides
for the physical needs of man and his moral and spiritual requirements. The
present Surah opens with the declaration that the Quran has been revealed by
God Who is the Creator of the heavens and the earth and the Lord of all the
worlds, which means that in His hands lie all those means upon which the
progress and prosperity of nations and individuals depend and that He alone
controls the causes that lead to their decline and downfall. The Quran has
been revealed to warn those people to whom no Warner had come for a long
time so that by profiting by the timely warning they might accept truth and
make progress.
Subject Matter
The main theme of the Surah is the ultimate triumph of Islam and the
failure and defeat of disbelief and idolatry. The Surah opens with a strong
repudiation of the disbelievers’ charge that the Quran is a forgery and the
Holy Prophet an impostor. The Prophet, it says, is not an impostor because
impostors have never been known to have success in their missions whereas
the cause of the Holy Prophet is advancing by leaps and bounds; neither could
the Quran be a forgery because it has been revealed in the fullness of time and
in accordance with the demands of truth and justice and fulfils all the moral
and spiritual needs and requirements of man and because also the whole
universe seems to be working in support and furtherance of its message. The
Surah then makes a little digression and makes a prophecy that after its initial
phenomenal progress Islam will receive a temporary setback; a comparative
eclipse of a thousand years which will be followed by a second renaissance, as
a result of which it will regain its pristine glory and march on a course of
uniform success. Next, the Surah gives a beautiful illustration how from very
2536

insignificant beginnings Islam will grow in strength, expand and spread and
will become a mighty force. The illustration is taken from the creation of man
who is brought into being from mere clay and after passing through a long
process of development becomes a full-fledged human being, the acme and
pride of the whole creation and God’s noblest handiwork.
Further on, we are told that when a new Divine Message comes into
the world, those to whom it is addressed become split up into two distinct
groups. Those who accept and follow that Message become the recipients of
Divine favours and blessings and those who reject it meet with
disappointment, frustration and defeat. Incidentally the Surah sheds some
light on the nature of rewards and punishments of the life to come, which are
spiritual representations of the deeds and works done by man in this life. The
words that describe their form and nature are used in a metaphorical sense.
The rewards of Paradise are not material because as the Holy Prophet has
said, "No eye has seen them, nor has any ear heard of them, nor can human
mind conceive or form an idea of them" (Bukhari, Kitab Bad’ul-Khalq).
Towards its close the Surah sums up its central theme, viz. that the
cause of Islam will grow and prosper because, not only is the Holy Prophet a
true Messenger of God and not a forger and fabricator, but also because his
advent has been foretold by Moses, the great Israelite Prophet (Deut. 18:18).
The Surah further says that the advent of the Holy Prophet is not anything
novel. Just as in the physical world when the earth becomes parched and
scorched, God sends down rain and it begins to vibrate with a new life, in the
same way, in the spiritual realm, when mankind gropes and flounders in
spiritual darkness, a Divine Messenger is raised and a spiritually dead people
receive a new life through him. All the Prophets of God were raised when
their peoples became spiritually dead, and so has the Holy Prophet of Islam
come in the fulness of time.
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(AS-SAJDAH)
1. In the name of Allah, the
Gracious, the Merciful.3058
2. bAlif Lam Mim.3058A
a

3. cThe revelation of the
Book— there is no doubt about
it—is from the Lord of the
worlds.3059
4. Do they say, ‘He has forged
it?’ Nay, it is the truth from thy
Lord, dthat thou mayest warn a
people to whom no Warner has
come before thee, that they may
be guided.3060
a

See1:1. b30:2. c20:5; 40:3; 46:3. d28:47; 36:7.

3058. Commentary:
See. 1:1.
3058A. Commentary:
The abbreviated letters  المhave a
subtle and far-reaching connection
with the subject of the revelation of
the Quran because all the Surahs
having these abbreviated letters in
their beginning, viz. the 2nd, 3rd, 7th,
29th, 30th, 31st Surahs and the
present one, open with this important
subject, which is quite significant.
See also 2:2.
3059. Commentary:
The verse may possess one or all
the following meanings:
(1) There is no doubt in the fact
that this Book has been revealed by
the Lord of all the worlds.

(2) The revelation of this Book in
which there is no doubt is from the
Lord of all the worlds.
(3) The fact that this Book contains
all the conceivable beauties and
excellences which a revealed
Scripture must possess, leaves no
doubt in its being revealed by the
Lord of the worlds.
(4) Since
this
Book
has
undoubtedly been revealed by the
Lord of the worlds its teachings are
meant for the whole of mankind.
3060. Important Words:
( احلقthe truth) is substantive-noun
from ( حقhaqqa) which means, it was
or became just, proper, right, true,
authentic, genuine, substantial or real;
it was or became an established fact
or confirmed truth; it was or became
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5. aAllah! it is Who created the
heavens and the earth, and that
which is between them, in six
periods; then He settled Himself
on the Throne. You have no
helper or intercessor beside Him.
Will you not then reflect?3061
a

7:55; 11:8; 25:60.

binding, incumbent or due or it was
or
became
suitable
to
the
requirements of wisdom, justice, truth
and right (Aqrab & Lane). See also
2:43, 148.
Commentary:
In view of the different meanings of
the word  احلقthe verse would mean
that the fact that the Quran is  احلقi.e. it
has been revealed consistently with
the requirements of wisdom, truth
and justice, constitutes an infallible
argument that it is not a forgery. Long
centuries had passed since no Divine
Messenger had appeared among the
Arabs. It was, therefore, in the fitness
of things that a Prophet should have
been sent to these people. The Holy
Prophet has come in the fulness of
time, in accordance with the Divine
plan, and the prophecies of God’s
great Prophets such as Abraham,
Moses, David, Solomon, Isaiah,
Daniel, Jesus, etc.
3061. Commentary:
The present Surah is the last of the
 المgroup. The central theme of these
four Surahs (29-32), as shown above,
is the regeneration of a people who
had sunk deep in the morass of moral
turpitude and who were now to be
raised to the apex of spiritual glory

through
the
Holy
Prophet
Muhammad. This awakening to new
life of a morally dead people has been
adduced as an argument in support of
Resurrection and the Hereafter. In all
these Surahs this subject has been
introduced with reference to the
creation of the universe.
The words ( ستة ایامsix periods) point
to a divine law which works with
equal force in both the physical and
spiritual worlds, viz. that in order to
find their fullest development all
things have to pass through six stages
of evolution and it is at the seventh
stage that they attain perfection and
completion. Likewise, Islam would
also pass through six stages of
expansion and would see its
completion in the seventh stage. (For
a fuller discussion of this subject see
"Tafsir-e-Kabir" by Hadrat Khalifatul
Masih II, under 10:4).
The words, "then He settled
Himself on the Throne" point to the
fact that just as after the creation of
the physical universe God settled
Himself on the Throne, which means
that all the affairs of the universe
began to be conducted through fixed
laws of nature, similarly after the
establishment of Islam on earth, all
spiritual progress will be attainable
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6. He will plan the Divine
Ordinance from the heaven unto
the earth, then shall it go up to
Him in a day the duration of which
is a thousand years according to
what you reckon.3062
only through that faith.
The word ( عرشThrone) represents
the transcendent attributes of God,
i.e. such attributes as are God’s
exclusive prerogatives and are not
found in any other being. These
attributes
are
eternal
and
unchangeable and are manifested
through
God’s
attributes
of
similitude. The principal attributes of
similitude are ( رب العاملنیLord of the
worlds); ( الرمحنthe Gracious); الرحیم
(the Merciful) and ( مالک یوم الدینLord of
the Day of Judgement). See also 7:55;
10:4 & 23:17.
3062. Commentary:
As mentioned above the principal
theme of the Surah under comment is
the progressive expansion and
eventual triumph of Islam. In the
present verse, however, reference has
been made to a very serious crisis that
was destined to come over Islam in
its chequered career. Islam was to
pass through a period of sustained
progress and prosperity during the
first three centuries of its life. The
Holy Prophet is reported to have
pointedly alluded to this fact in a
well-known saying, viz. خری القرون قرین ثم
 الذین یلوھنم اخلi.e. the best century is the
one in which I live, then the next
century, then the century after that.
Then there will spread falsehood at

the hands of people who will take
pride in their wealth and riches and
will grow fat on the earnings of
others
(Tirmidhi
&
Bukhari,
Kitabush-Shahadat). As foretold in
this saying of the Prophet, Islam
began to decline after the first three
centuries of uninterrupted conquests
and growing prosperity, till it suffered
a very serious check in about 271
A.H. when its gradual decline set in.
The process of decline and decay
continued till it reached its nadir in
the next one thousand years. It is to
this period of a thousand years that
reference has been made in the
words, then shall it go up to Him in a
day the duration of which is a
thousand years. In another of his
sayings the Holy Prophet is reported
to have said that Faith will ascend to
the Pleiades and a man of Persian
descent, namely the Promised
Messiah, will bring it back to the
earth (Bukhari, Kitabut-Tafsir). With
the appearance of the Promised
Messiah in the 14th century A.H., the
process of decay has been arrested
and a renaissance of Islam has taken
place. The indications are, and
prophecies in Divine Scriptures and
those in the Hadith lend support to
the inference, that the present
renaissance of Islam will extend over
a much longer period and its spiritual
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7. aSuch is the Knower of the
unseen and the seen, the
Mighty, the Merciful,3063
8. Who has made perfect
everything He has created. bAnd
He began the creation of man
from clay.3064
9. Then He made his progeny
from an extract of can
insignificant fluid.
10. dThen He fashioned him and
breathed into him of His spirit.
And He has given you ears, and
eyes, and hearts. But little
thanks do you give!3065
a

34:4; 59:23. b6:3; 15:27; 37:12. c77:21. d15:30; 38:73.

conquests will not stop unless they found in the creation of man. Man’s
have embraced in their orbit almost origin is from mere clay and after
the entire globe.
going through a long process of
development he is born a full-fledged
3063. Commentary:
The words, "Such is the Knower of human being, the apex and pride of
the unseen and the seen, the Mighty, the whole creation. In the same way,
the Wise," are very challenging and the verse implies that Islam will rise
constitute a grand prophecy, viz. that from its present very insignificant
it is God’s unalterable decree that the beginnings and will march from
glory and grandeur of Islam of which strength to strength. For a detailed
the foundations have been laid by the explanation of how, starting from
Promised Messiah will continue to mere earth or clay and going through
advance till Islam achieves its different stages of evolution, man
takes his birth, see. 23:13, 15.
destined goal.
3064. Commentary:
In this and the next few verses an
illustration is given of how Islam
from its very small beginnings will,
as the result of its present
renaissance, spread and become a
mighty force. The illustration is to be

3065. Important Words:
( روحهHis spirit).  روحis derived from
راح, which means, he was brisk, lively,
active; it became cool and pleasant.
 روحmeans, soul or spirit; the subtle
substance in man which is the
principle of vitality and of sensation,
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11. And they say, ‘What! when
we are lost in the earth, shall we
then be raised up in the form
of a new creation?’ Nay, abut
they disbelieve in the meeting
with their Lord.3066
12. Say, ‘The angel of death that
has been put in charge of you
will cause you to die; then to your
Lord will you be brought back.’
R. 2.

13. If only thou couldst see
when the guilty will hang down
their heads before their Lord, and
say, ‘Our bLord, we have seen
and we have heard, so send us
back that we may do good works
for now we are convinced.’3066A
a

18:106; 29:24; 30:17. b23:101; 35:38; 39:59.

and of voluntary motion; the breath
of life; Divine revelation or
inspiration; the Quran; angel; joy and
happiness; mercy (Lane). See also
4:172 & 16:3.
Commentary:
 روحor spirit in the verse may signify
the divine soul, or spirit, or that subtle
and incomprehensible thing in man
which distinguishes him from, and
establishes his superiority over, the
animal kingdom and invests him, so
to say, with Divine attributes. The
word, as given under "Important
Words," may here also signify Divine
revelation, particularly the Quran.
The verse signifies that after the
physical development of the embryo

becomes complete in the
receives a soul; or the
may be that, after the
development of a man
complete, he receives
revelation.

womb, it
meaning
spiritual
becomes
Divine

3066. Commentary:
The argument has been put forward
again and again in the Quran that if
God can create and develop from
mere earth a wonderful creation, He
can also give man a new life after he
is dead.
3066A. Commentary:
It has always happened that at the
time of the appearance of a Divine
Reformer, the people to whom his
Message is addressed become divided
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14. And if We had enforced Our
will, We could have given every
soul its guidance, but the word
from Me has come true: a‘I will
fill Hell with Jinn and men all
together.’3067
15. So taste ye the punishment
of your deeds for you forgot the
meeting of this day of yours.
We too have forgotten you.
Taste ye then the lasting
punishment because of that
which you used to do.
16. Only they believe in Our
Signs who, when they are
reminded of them, bfall down
prostrate and celebrate the
praises of their Lord, and they
are not proud.
17. Their sides keep away from
their beds; and cthey call on
their Lord in fear and hope, and
spend out of what We have
bestowed on them.3067A
a

11:120; 15:44; 38:85-86. b17:108, 110; 19:59. c21:91.

into two groups: (a) those who accept
his Message and follow him, and
(b) those who deny and reject his
Message and oppose and persecute
him. This and the following several
verses refer to and describe the
condition and attitude of these two
groups of men.

together" is to 15:43-44 where it is
stated, "such of the erring ones as
choose to follow thee, surely Hell is
the promised place for them,"
meaning thereby that only the "erring
ones" will be cast into Hell.

3067A. Important Words:
( تتجایفkeep away) is derived from جفا
3067. Commentary:
which means, it did not cleave to its
The reference in the words "I will place. They say  جفا الرجلi.e. he turned
fill Hell with jinn and men all away, shunned or avoided or he
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18. And no soul knows what joy
of the eyes is kept hidden for
them, as a reward for the good
they used to do.3068
19. aIs he, then, who is a
believer like one who is
disobedient? They are not equal.
20. As for those bwho believe
and do good works, they will
have Gardens of Eternal Abode,
as an entertainment, for what
they used to do.
21. And as for those who are
disobedient, their abode will be
the Fire. cEvery time they desire
to come forth therefrom, they
will be turned back into it, and
it will be said to them, ‘Taste ye
a

40:59.b30:16; 35:8; 42:23; 45:31.c5:38; 22:23.

withdrew to a distance, from the man.
 جفت املرأة ولدھاmeans, the woman
neglected her child. جفا جنبه عن الفرش او جتایف
 عنهmeans, his side was restless on the
bed; his side did not cleave to its
place on the bed; his side became
removed or withdrawn from it (Lane
& Aqrab).
3068. Commentary:
This verse has been explained by
the Holy Prophet in a well-known
hadith. Describing the form and
nature of the blessings and comforts
of Paradise he is reported to have
said:
ال عنی رأت وال أذن مسعت وال خطر عیل قلب بشر
"No eye has seen it (the blessings of

Paradise) nor has any ear heard of
them nor can human mind conceive
them" (Bukhari, Kitab bad’al-Khalq).
This hadith as well as the verse under
comment clearly show that the
blessings of the life to come will not
be material, but rather spiritual; they
will be the spiritual representations of
good deeds and actions the righteous
believers might have done in the
present life. The words used to
describe them in the Quran have been
used only in a metaphorical sense.
See also 2:26.
The verse may also mean that
Divine boons and blessings that are
awaiting the righteous believers in the
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the punishment of the Fire
which you used to deny,’3068A
22. And most surely aWe will
make them taste of the nearer
punishment before the greater
punishment, so that they may
return to Us with repentance.
3069

23. And who does greater
wrong than he who is reminded
of the Signs of his Lord and
then turns away from them? We
will surely punish the guilty.3070
b

R. 3.

24. And We did give Moses the
Book—be not therefore in doubt
a

52:48. b2:88; 17:3; 23:50.

next world are far too good and too Democles the dread of more terrible
plentiful, even to be imagined or wars is constantly hanging over
conceived. They will be far beyond the humanity’s head.
widest stretch of human imagination.
3069. Commentary:
The expressions ( العذاب االدینthe nearer
3068A. Commentary:
punishment)
and ( العذاب االکربthe greater
The reference in the word "fire" in
punishment)
may
respectively
this verse seems to be to the
punishment which the sinners suffer signify: (1) afflictions of the present
in this life, possibly the punishment life and those of the Hereafter or
of war. The words, "every time they (2) the defeat of the Quraish in the
desire to come forth therefrom, they Battle of Badr and the Fall of Mecca
will be turned back into it," support when their power was finally and
this inference. The whole of completely broken; or (3) smaller
humanity,
particularly
the miseries and misfortunes which befall
a disbelieving people by way of
materialistic Western nations, have
warning before their final destruction.
gone to rack and ruin by constant
wars. Millions of lives have been lost 3070. Commentary:
in these wars and many more men
That the enemies of truth and the
have been maimed and mutilated, and rejecters of the Divine Message have
property beyond calculation has been never prospered is writ large on the
destroyed. And yet like the sword of pages of history.
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as to meeting with Him—and
We made it a guidance for the
children of Israel.3071
25. aAnd We made from among
them leaders, who guided the
people by Our command, whilst
they were steadfast and had
firm faith in Our Signs.
26. bVerily, thy Lord—He will
judge between them on the Day
of Resurrection concerning that
in which they disagree.3072
27. Does it not guide them how
many a generation We have
destroyed before them, amid
whose dwellings they now walk
about? In that surely are Signs.
Will they not then hearken?
28. Have they not seen that We
drive the water to the dry land
and produce thereby ccrops of
which their cattle eat, and they
themselves also? Will they not
then see?3073
a

2:125; 21:74. b4:142; 22:70; 39:4. c10:25; 20:55; 25:50.

Resurrection" is very probably to the
Battle of Badr, which has also been
called the Day of Discrimination or
Decision at another place in the
Quran (8:42). A great decision was
made on that day. The forces of
darkness were routed and truth came
into its own.
3073. Commentary:
3072. Commentary:
The verse means to say that the
The reference in "the Day of
3071. Commentary:
The pronoun  ہin the expression لقائه
may be taken as referring to God or
to the Book. In the second case the
meaning would be, "be not therefore
in doubt about receiving a perfect
Book thyself."
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29. And they say, ‘When will
this victory come, if you are
truthful?’
30. Say, ‘On the day of victory
the believing of the disbelievers
will not avail athem, nor will
they be granted respite.’3074
31. So turn away from them,
and wait. They are also waiting.
a

10:103; 11:123.

disbelieving Quraish have rejected
the Divine Message on the plea that
they "have never heard of the like of
this in their forebears of yore"
(28:37). But don’t they see, the verse
seems to say to them, that before their
very eyes there takes place in the
physical world the phenomenon that
when the earth becomes parched and
scorched, God sends down rain from
heaven and the dead earth begins to
vibrate with new life. In the same
way when the world suffers from
spiritual and moral death, God sends

down spiritual rain from heaven i.e.
Divine revelation, to resuscitate it.
3074. Commentary:
"The day of victory" mentioned in
this verse is the day of the Battle of
Badr. That day has also been called
the Day of Decision in the Quran
(8:42) because on that day God gave
His judgement which the disbelievers
had sought in the words: "O Allah, if
this be indeed the truth from Thee,
then rain down upon us stones from
heaven or bring down upon us a
grievous punishment" (8:33).
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CHAPTER 33
AL-AHZAB
(Revealed after Hijrah)
Title, Date of Revelation and Context
The Surah takes its title from the word  احزابi.e. the confederated tribes
(v. 21). The whole of Arabia instigated by Banu Nadir, the banished Jewish
tribe of Medina, had formed itself into a grand confederacy and had marched
against Medina to deliver a crushing blow to the rising power of Islam. The
confederates totally failed in their nefarious design and Islam came out of this
ordeal with its power and prestige greatly enhanced.
The whole of the Surah was admittedly revealed at Medina. There is
sufficient internal evidence to show that its revelation ranged from 5th to 7th
year of the Hijrah, possibly up to the 8th or 9th.
In the preceding few Surahs of the  المgroup, the prophecy was
repeatedly and emphatically made that Islam would continue to make progress
and gather strength, and disbelief would face defeat and discomfiture till the
whole of Arabia would accept Islam, and idolatry would disappear from the
country, never to return. In the immediately preceding Surah, As-Sajdah, it
was stated that Muslims would be favoured with all sorts of physical comforts
and material prosperity. They would enjoy prosperity and prestige for a
thousand years and then darkness would enshroud the world and divine light
would ascend to heaven and Muslims would fall on evil days and Islam would
decline. Towards the end of that Surah the disbelievers had tauntingly asked
as to when the prophecy about the victory of Islam and its great spread and
expansion would be fulfilled. That question has received an emphatic answer
in the present Surah. It is stated that prophecy about the rise and progress of
Islam has already been clearly fulfilled and Islam has become a great power. A
somewhat detailed description is given of the Battle of the Ditch in order to
show that, having realised that Islam was fast gaining ground and that it was
for them the question of now or never, the forces of darkness made one last
attempt to deliver Islam a coup de grace. The whole of Arabia rose like one
man and a mighty force of 10,000 to 20,000 strong marched on Medina. But
the disbelievers totally failed in their evil design. The confederated armies
were completely routed and dispersed. Henceforward the idol worshippers of
Arabia never had the courage to take the field against Islam. They quite
despaired of arresting its progress and Islam was now definitely in the
ascendant.
Summary of Subject Matter
With the accession to Islam of great political power and prestige and
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with its emergence as a full-fledged State, the ordinances of the Shari‘ah
began to be revealed in quick succession to guide Muslims in political and
social matters. The Surah embodies several such ordinances. It opens with an
injunction to the Holy Prophet to put complete trust in God as very hard days
were still ahead of him. He is warned that his enemies will conduct a false
campaign of calumny and vilification against him and Islam will meet some
of its greatest crises. At the outset, the Surah abolishes a deep-rooted custom
of the Arabs. The abolition, later on, was to prove a source of great mental
anguish and worry to the Holy Prophet. It says that mere calling a person
one’s son cannot make him one’s real son, neither can mere words of the
mouth evoke in one’s mind the feelings which one entertains for one’s real
son nor can such words alter hard facts of life. After abolishing the custom of
adoption, the Surah proceeds to refer to a very deep and real spiritual
relationship that subsists between the Holy Prophet and Muslims. In his
capacity as their spiritual father he stands closer to them than even their own
selves, and his wives being their spiritual mothers should be treated by them
with greater regard and respect than the mothers that have given them birth,
because spiritual relationship stands on a much higher plane than physical
relationship.
After this, the Surah gives a somewhat detailed description of the
Battle of the Ditch which was the fiercest encounter in which the Muslims had
so far been engaged. The whole of Arabia had risen like one man against
Islam and a well-equipped army, numbering from 10,000 to 20,000 strong,
had marched on Medina. The Muslims were a paltry 1200, though, according
to some writers the total number of those employed in digging the Ditch
including women and children was in the neighbourhood of 3000. The combat
was quite unequal. The Muslims were in sore straits. Their apparently
hopeless condition is graphically portrayed in the Quranic words: "They came
upon you from above you, and from below you, and your eyes became
distracted, and your hearts reached to the throats, and you thought diverse
thoughts about Allah. There and then were the believers sorely tried and they
were shaken with a violent shaking" (11-12). When matters came to such a
pass, God sent His hosts and the powerful enemy was routed and scattered.
In the next few verses the Surah refers to the well-known historical
phenomenon that while in a religious community there is no dearth of sincere
and devoted followers, there are also to be found in its ranks hypocrites and
the weak of faith. It is to these hypocrites in Medina that the Surah refers in
vv. 13-28. They loudly professed to be true followers of Islam but when
Medina was attacked by a mighty force, they asked to be excused from
fighting on the side of Muslims on very lame excuses. They broke their
plighted word and, therefore, were warned that by violating their most solemn
2549

pledge they would not be able to avert the terrible fate that was in store for
them. The Banu Quraizah dishonoured their pledge and left Muslims in the
lurch when the latter were hemmed in on all sides and the very fate of Islam
was hanging in the balance. After the confederates dispersed, the Holy
Prophet marched against them and they received condign and the deserved
punishment.
As a result of the Battle of the Ditch and of the subsequent banishment
of the Banu Quraizah, large booty fell into the hands of Muslims. They were
promised more conquest and wealth. From a persecuted and economically
very poor minority they had grown into a rich, powerful and prosperous
community. But material wealth brings in its train, worldly-mindedness, a
desire for ease and comfort and a disinclination towards service and sacrifice.
This is a state of affairs which a Reformer has specially to guard against. As
love of ease and comfort generally makes appearance first in the domestic
circle and as the members of the Holy Prophet’s household were to serve as a
model in social behaviour, it was in the fitness of things that they should have
been required to set an example in self-denial. It is to this life of selfabnegation on the part of the Holy Prophet’s wives that reference has been
made in the Surah. The Holy Prophet’s wives were asked to make a choice
between a life of comfort and ease, and the austere Companionship of the
Holy Prophet; and they lost no time in making their choice. They preferred the
Prophet’s company. They were further told to set an example in piety,
righteous and pious conduct, as befitted the wives of the greatest of God’s
Prophets, and in preserving the dignity and decorum of their exalted position
by keeping to their houses and by teaching to Muslims the precepts and
commandments of their religion.
The Surah, then, proceeds to make a reference to Zainab’s marriage
with Zaid, the Holy Prophet’s freed slave. The failure of Zainab’s marriage
with Zaid and her subsequent marriage with the Holy Prophet, served a
double purpose. The Prophet by giving in marriage Zainab, his own cousin
and a full-blooded Arab lady, intensely proud of her ancestry and exalted
social position, to a freed slave, had sought to level to the ground all those
invidious class distinctions and divisions from which Arabian society had
suffered. According to Islam all men are free and all are equal in the sight of
God. The Prophet carried into actual practice this noble ideal of Islam by
giving the hand of his own cousin to a freed slave.
Next, the Surah goes on to remove a possible misgiving to which the
abolition of the custom of adoption might have given rise, viz. that in the
absence of real sons the Holy Prophet will die issueless and thus his
Movement will wither and die out for want of an heir. It says that it was God’s
own plan that the Prophet should have no male issue; but this did not mean
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that he would be issueless since he was the spiritual father of the whole of
mankind. This was not an empty claim. As practical proof of this claim he
would bring into being a community of righteous and most loyal spiritual
sons.
The Surah further says that since the Holy Prophet is the spiritual
father of the Faithful, his wives are their spiritual mothers, and therefore
marriage with them, after the death of the Prophet, is a grievous sin. The Holy
Prophet himself is told that he is not to divorce any one of his existing wives,
nor to add to their number. The wives of the Holy Prophet then, are enjoined
that, being consistent with their dignity as "Mothers of the Faithful," they
should observe certain rules regarding dress, etc. when going out. This
injunction enjoining privacy and decorum applies equally to all Muslim
women.
Then the Surah says that though by the great accession to the political
power and prestige of Islam, consequent on the defeat and dispersion of the
confederated armies and the virtual elimination of the Banu Quraizah—the
last Jewish tribe in Medina—the capacity of disbelievers for creating mischief
has greatly decreased, the hypocrites will not desist from indulging in evil
designs against Muslims but they will always meet with complete frustration
and failure and the Islamic State will become firmly established and will
continue to prosper.
Towards its close, the Surah points to the high destiny of man and his
great responsibilities. It purports to say that man is the acme and apex of
God’s creation. He has been endowed with great powers and capabilities
which have been denied to other beings and, therefore, he alone among all
creation can, by acting upon the laws of the Shari‘ah, imbibe and demonstrate
in his person Divine attributes. It is for the achievement by man of this noble
object of his creation that God has been sending His Messengers and
Prophets, but when these Prophets come, some people accept them and
receive Divine favours while others choose the path of denial and incur His
displeasure.
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(AL-AHZAB)
1. In the name of Allah the
Gracious, the Merciful.3075
2. O thou Prophet, seek
protection in Allah, and follow
not the wishes of the
disbelievers and the hypocrites.
Verily, Allah is All-Knowing,
Wise.3075A
3. bAnd follow that which is
revealed to thee from thy Lord.
Verily, Allah is Well-Aware of
what you do.
4. cAnd put thy trust in Allah,
and Allah is sufficient as a
Guardian.3076
a

a

b

c

See1:1. 7:204; 10:16, 110; 46:10. 3:160; 4:7; 26:218.

of "that Prophet" has been foretold.
The prophecy clearly and definitely
applies only to the Holy Prophet.
3075A. Commentary:
Incidentally, according to Quranic
In deference to his very exalted idiom the word ( النیبthe Prophet)
spiritual rank the Holy Prophet has implies also the followers of the Holy
been addressed as ( النیبthe Prophet) in Prophet.
the present verse and at several other
places in the Quran. No other Prophet 3076. Commentary:
In v. 2 above the Holy Prophet and
in any revealed Scripture or in the
his
disciples were exhorted to take
Quran has been addressed as such.
All the Prophets have been addressed God as a means of protection. In this
by their proper names. This verse they have been enjoined to put
peculiarity of address for the Holy their complete trust in Him alone.
Prophet has been adopted to show This insistence about reliance on
that he alone is  النیبi.e. the Prophet Divine help and protection implied
par excellence. Or the reference in that very hard days were ahead of the
this form of address may be to a Holy Prophet and the Muslims and,
Biblical prophecy in which the advent by this exhortation to rely on God,
3075. Commentary:
See. 1:1.
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5. Allah has not made for any
man two hearts in his breast;
nor has He made those of your
wives from whom you keep
away by calling them mothers,
your real mothers, nor has He
made your adopted sons your
real sons. These are merely the
words of your mouths; but
Allah speaks the truth, and He
guides to the right path.3077
they were being mentally prepared
for them. As the verses that follow
show, the present Surah was revealed
at a most critical period in the Holy
Prophet’s eventful career. The whole
of Arabia had risen like one man
against Islam. Besides, a most
unscrupulous campaign of slander
and calumny had also been let loose
against him by the "Hypocrites" and
Jews of Medina. Those indeed were
very difficult days for Islam.
3077. Important Words:
( تظاھرونkeep away by calling them
mothers).  ظاھر من امرأتهmeans, he
separated from his wife, calling her
his mother.  ظھارand  مظاھرةare
infinitive nouns from this root (Lane
& Aqrab).
( ادعیاء کمyour adopted sons).  ادعیاءis
the plural of ( دیعda‘iyyun) which is
derived from  دعاwhich means, he
called.  ادعاہmeans, he made him to
assert his relationship as a son. ادیع ایل غری
 ابیهmeans, he claimed as his father
one who was not his father.  دیعmeans
one invited to a repast; one who is
claimed as a son by a person who is

not his father; adopted son; one
whose origin or lineage or parentage
is doubted; a bastard (one who
attributes his descent to other than his
father) (Aqrab & Lane).
Commentary:
The verse seeks to abolish two very
deep-seated and wide-spread customs
of the Arabs in the Holy Prophet’s
time. The more obnoxious of these
two was that of Zihar. A husband, in
a fit of anger, would call his wife his
mother. The poor woman was
deprived of her conjugal rights and
yet remained tied to him without the
right of marrying another man. Islam,
a great champion of women’s rights,
could not tolerate such a savage
custom. The other custom was that of
adopting the son of another man as
one’s own. This custom, apart
from being calculated to cause
complications in blood relationships
was also puerile and foolish. The
reason for the abolition of both these
customs is implied in the words,
"Allah has not made for any man two
hearts in his breast." Human heart is
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6. Call them by the names
of their fathers. That is more
equitable in the sight of Allah.
But if you know not their
fathers, then they are your
brothers in faith and your
friends. And there is no blame
on you in respect of any mistake
you may unintentionally make
in this matter, but you will be
called to account for that which
your hearts intend. And Allah is
Most Forgiving, Merciful.3078
7. The Prophet is nearer to the
believers than their own selves,
and his wives are as mothers to
them. aAnd blood relations are
nearer to one another, according
to the Book of Allah, than the
rest of the believers from among
the Helpers as well as the
Migrants, except that you show
a

8:76.

understood to be the seat of emotions
and feelings. It can entertain only one
kind of emotion at one time.
Contradictory
emotions
cannot
possibly be entertained by it at the
same time. Moreover, different
human relations evoke different
emotions. Hence merely calling one’s
wife one’s mother or calling a
stranger one’s son cannot evoke the
corresponding emotions in one’s
heart. A wife can never become a
mother nor a stranger a real son.

Mere words of mouth cannot change
the state of mind of the one who
utters those words, nor can they alter
hard facts of physical relationship. So
it is foolish on the part of a person to
call one’s wife one’s mother or to call
another a son who is not one’s real son.
3078. Commentary:
The words "in faith" qualify both
"your brethren" and "your friends" and
the clause would read as "they are
your brethren and friends in faith."
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kindness to your friends. This
also is written down in the
Book.3079
8. And remember awhen We
took from the Prophets their
a

3:82.

3079. Commentary:
This verse clears a possible
ambiguity that might have arisen
from misunderstanding the injunction
contained in v. 6 above. While in that
verse the believers were enjoined to
"call them by the names of their
fathers," in the present verse the Holy
Prophet by implication has been
called the father of the Faithful. In
fact, the preceding verse speaks of
blood-relationship and the verse
under comment speaks of the spiritual
relationship that subsists between the
Holy Prophet and the Faithful. It
purports to say that in his capacity as
their spiritual father, the Holy
Prophet stands closer to them than
even their own selves and that his
wives being their spiritual mothers
ought to be treated by them with
greater regard and respect than the
mothers who gave them birth,
because spiritual relationship stands
on a much higher plane than physical
relationship. It is to this supreme
reality that the Holy Prophet has
drawn attention in a well-known
saying of his, viz. "the faith of a
believer does not become perfect
unless the love he bears to me
transcends all worldly connections and
relationships" (Bukhari, Kitabul-Iman).

The verse removes another possible
misunderstanding.
The
Islamic
brotherhood which had come into
being through the spiritual fatherhood
of the Holy Prophet might have led to
the misconception that Muslims
could inherit each other’s property. It
is this misconception that the verse
under comment seeks to remove. It
purports to say that (1) only blood
relations can inherit each other and
(2) that from among the blood
relations only the believers can
inherit, the disbelievers having been
debarred from inheriting their
believing relatives.
The verse also abolished that form
of brotherhood which was established
between the Migrants of Mecca and
the Helpers of Medina, on the
former’s arrival in Medina, according
to which a ( مھاجرMigrants) would
even inherit the property left by an
( انصاریHelper). After this verse was
revealed that form of brotherhood
which was but a temporary measure,
adopted to rehabilitate the Migrants
from Mecca, ceased to exist, and
blood relationship and not faith alone,
became the decisive factor in
determining inheritance and other
kindred matters. But the wider
brotherhood of Islam continued and
Muslims were expected to treat one
another like brothers.
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covenant, and from thee, and
from Noah, and Abraham, and
Moses, and Jesus, son of Mary;
and We indeed took from them
a solemn covenant;3080
9. That He may question the
truthful about their truthfulness.
a
And for the disbelievers He
has
prepared
a
painful
3081
punishment.
R. 2.

10. O
ye
who
believe,
remember the favour of Allah
upon you when there came
against you hosts, and We sent
against them a wind and hosts
that you saw not. And Allah
sees what you do.3082
a

18:103; 48:14; 76:5.

3080. Commentary:
The
four
Prophets—Noah,
Abraham, Moses and Jesus, have
found special mention in this verse
inasmuch as they occupy a very
eminent and exalted position among
the hierarchy of pre-Islamic Divine
Prophets. Noah was the first Lawbearing Prophet in the real sense of
the word and in Abraham converged
both the Mosaic and Islamic
Dispensations, and Moses was the
Holy Prophet’s counterpart while
Jesus was the last of the Israelite
Prophets and the Holy Prophet’s
harbinger. The words "their covenant"
mean the covenant which was taken
from them or which befitted their

dignity and exalted position and was
in harmony with their high duties and
responsibilities. See also 3:82.
3081. Commentary:
The verse signifies that without the
revelation of a Divine Law, man
could not be held responsible for his
actions.
3082. Commentary:
With this verse begins an account
of the Battle of the Ditch. This battle
which took place in the 5th year of
the Hijrah was the fiercest encounter
in which the Muslims had so far been
engaged. The whole of Arabia rose
like one man against Islam. The
Quraish of Mecca, their allies, the
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11. When they came upon you
from above you, and from
below you, and when your eyes
became distracted, and your
hearts reached to the throats,
and you thought diverse
thoughts about Allah.3083
Ghatfan, the Ashja‘ and Murrah, the
Fararah, the Sulaim and the Banu
Sa‘d and Banu Asad, the desert tribes
of Central Arabia, aided and abetted
by the perfidious Jews and
treacherous "Hypocrites" of Medina
formed themselves into a grand
confederacy against the Holy
Prophet. A mighty force numbering
from ten to twenty thousand strong
was pitched against 1200 (according
to some writers 3000 Muslims,
including women and children, were
employed in digging the Ditch) illprepared
and
ill-provisioned
Muslims. The siege of Medina lasted
from fifteen days to four weeks,
according to different versions after
which the forces of darkness melted
away without inflicting any serious
loss upon the Muslims. Islam
emerged stronger from this severe
ordeal and the disbelieving Quraish
were never again able to march
against Muslims in force.
The reference in the word ( رحیاwind)
is to the strong cold wind which blew
upon the confederated hosts and
uprooted their tents and extinguished
their fires. Says William Muir:
Forage was obtained with the
utmost difficulty; provisions were
running short, and the camels and
horses dying daily in great

numbers; wearied and damped in
spirit, the night set in upon them,
cold and tempestuous wind and
rain beat mercilessly on the
unprotected camp. The storm rose
to a hurricane. Fires were
extinguished, tents blown down,
cooking vessels and other
equipage overthrown ("The Life
of Mahomet").
The words "and hosts that you saw
not" refer to the forces of nature—
wind, rain and cold which wearied
the disbelievers and damped their
spirits. It may also refer to the hosts
of angels which cast fear in the hearts
of disbelievers and heartened and
encouraged the Muslims.
3083. Commentary:
The verse constitutes a very
revealing commentary on the
mightiness of the forces of disbelief
and the most desperate state in which
Muslims were then placed. The
disbelievers burst upon Medina from
every direction.
The words, "from above you and
from below you" mean, from the
heights of Medina as well as from the
plains.
The reference in the words "and
you thought diverse thoughts about
Allah," is to the hypocrites and the
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12. There and then were the
believers sorely tried, aand they
were shaken with a violent
shaking.
13. bAnd when the hypocrites
and those in whose hearts was a
disease said, ‘Allah and His
Messenger promised us nothing
but a delusion.’
14. And when a party of them
said, ‘O people of Yathrib, you
have possibly no stand against
the enemy, therefore turn back.’
And a section of them even
asked leave of the Prophet,
saying, ‘Our houses are exposed
and defenceless.’ And they were
in truth not exposed. They only
sought to flee away.3084
a

8:18. b8:50.

weak of faith among the Muslims.
V. 13 makes it quite clear that the
reference in the above words is only
to these two.
3084. Important Words:
( عورةexposed) is derived from عور
and means, part between the navel
and knee, pudenda; every part of the
body which a person covers;
defenceless or exposed; disgrace; any
place of concealment; a cleft or
fissure in a mountain; a woman; a
time in which it is not proper for a
woman to appear in public, as at or
before day-break, nightfall, and midday; vice; weakness; blindness of one
eye (Lane & Aqrab). See also 24:32.

 یثربis derived from ثرب. They say
 ثربهi.e. he rebuked or reproached him
and showed him to be foul; he
stripped him of his garment (Aqrab).
( یثربwhich now is known as مدینة النیب
i.e. the City of the Prophet) was so
called perhaps because the place was
malaria-stricken or because the
Medinites being cultivators and
having been given to farming were
looked down upon by the warlike
Arabs. See also 12:93.
Commentary:
The reference in the word طائفة
(party) is to the hypocrites of Medina.
Weakness of faith causes hypocrisy
and vice versa.
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15. And if entry were effected,
against them into the town from
its environs, and then they were
asked to join in the disturbance
they would have at once done
so, and would not have tarried
in their houses save a little.3085
16. And truly they had already
covenanted with Allah that they
would not turn their backs. And
a covenant with Allah will have
to be answered for.3086
17. Say, a‘Flight shall not avail
you if you flee from death or
slaughter; and even then you
will enjoy but little.’
a

4:79; 62:9.

The expression, "therefore turn disbelievers that they advance the
back," may mean, return to your old lame excuse of their houses being
faith, or (2) go back to your homes.
defenceless.
3085. Commentary:
The present verse unmasks the
falsity of excuses of the hypocrites
mentioned in the preceding verse, viz.
that their houses were exposed and
defenceless and, therefore, they were
unable to take part in the fighting on
the side of Muslims. It purports to say
that if an enemy had entered into
Medina from another direction and
they were invited to make common
cause with him against the Muslims,
they would have willingly and readily
done so. It is because they have been
asked in fulfilment of their solemn
pledges to fight for Muslims against

3086. Commentary:
The words, "they had already
covenanted with Allah," refer to the
treaty that the Jews of Medina had
made with the Holy Prophet that they
would fight on his side against any
enemy who invaded Medina. The
verse holds out a solemn warning to
these breakers of their plighted word
that they will have to account for
their treachery. The exact words of
the above-mentioned treaty were:
و ان بینھم النصر عیل من دھم یثرب
i.e. "and they take upon themselves to
help the Holy Prophet against anyone
who
should
attack
Yathrib"
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18. Say, a‘Who is it that can
save you against Allah if it be
His wish to do you harm or if it
be His wish to show you
mercy?’ And they will not find
for themselves any friend or
helper other than Allah.
19. Verily, Allah knows those
among you who hinder men and
those who say to their brethren,
‘Come to us;’ and they come
not to the fight but a little,3087
20. Being niggardly with regard
to you. But when danger comes,
thou seest them looking towards
thee, their eyes rolling like one
who is fainting on account of
death. But when the fear has
passed away, they assail you
with sharp tongues bbeing
greedy for wealth. These have
never believed; so Allah has
rendered their works null and
void. And that is an easy thing
for Allah.3088
a

(Khatamun-Nabiyyin, Part
Mirza Bashir Ahmad).

39:39. b22:12; 70:21-22.

II,

by i.e. they take little or no part in the
fighting.

3087. Commentary:
The expression "they come not to
the fight but a little," may mean,
(a) very few of them take the field on
the side of the Muslims; (b) they
withdraw after having gone a short
distance towards the field of battle,

3088. Important Words:
( أشحةbeing niggardly) is the plural
of  شحیحwhich is derived from شح. They
say  شح بال یشء او عیل ال یشءi.e. he was or
became avaricious and niggardly with
regard to the thing.  تشا حوا عیل الیشءmeans,
everyone of them tried to get the
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21. They
think
that
the
Confederates have not gone
away; and if the Confederates
should come again, they would
wish to be among the nomad
Arabs in the desert, asking for
news about you. And if they
were among you, they would
fight but little.3089
R. 3.

22. Verily, you have in the
Prophet of Allah aan excellent
model for him who fears Allah
a

3:32.

thing in preference to others. شح
means, niggardliness, avarice. شحیح
means, niggardly or stingy, or
niggardly in the utmost degree; and
excessively or culpably desirous or
avaricious or covetous (Aqrab & Lane).
( سلقو کمthey assail you). They say
 سلقه بالرمحi.e. he pierced him with the
lance,  سلقه بالکالمmeans, he smote him
or taunted him with speech. سلقه بالسوط
means, he beat him with the whip till
his skin became flayed. سلق الربد النبات
means, cold burned the herbage
(Aqrab & Lane).
Commentary:
As shown under "Important Words"
the word  شحpossesses the sense of
both niggardliness and greed. Both
these senses have been expressed in
the words  أشحة علیکمused twice in the
verse under comment. In the former
place the expression means that the
hypocrites are very niggardly in
giving help to the Muslims and in the
latter the same expression means that

they are very greedy of getting
money and taunt the Muslims if their
greed is not satisfied. In fact,
niggardliness or miserliness and
greediness are two facets of the same
bad quality. A miser must also be
greedy. A person is miser in so far as
the giving of anything by him to
another person is concerned and he is
greedy in so far as the taking of
something from someone else is
concerned.
3089. Commentary:
With 13th verse the description had
begun of a hypocrite’s state of mind,
particularly when he is face to face
with danger. The picture has become
complete with the present verse. The
hypocrite is a coward and a defeatist.
He is a liar and has no regard for
pledges solemnly made. He is
treacherous, disloyal and perfidious.
He is niggardly and greedy. In
short he is the complete antithesis of a
true believer.
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and the Last Day and who
remembers Allah much.3090
3090. Commentary:
The Battle of the Ditch perhaps
constituted the hardest ordeal in the
Holy Prophet’s whole career and
from that supreme test he emerged
with enhanced moral stature and
prestige. In fact, it is in time of
danger, when all around is dark, or in
the hour of success and victory when
a person’s enemy lies prostrate at his
feet, that his real mettle is tested, and
history bears an eloquent testimony to
the fact that the Holy Prophet was as
great and noble in time of distress, as
he was in the hour of success. The
Battles of the Ditch, Uhud and Hunain
shed a flood of light on one beautiful
facet of his character, and the Fall of
Mecca on the other. Peril and danger
did not discourage or dismay him nor
could victory and success spoil him.
When left almost alone on the day of
Hunain, with the fate of Islam hanging
in the balance, he fearlessly and
single-handed advanced into the
enemy’s ranks with the memorable
words on his lips, viz. انا النیب الکذب انا ابن
 عبداملطلبi.e. "I am the Prophet of God
and I am telling no lie. I am the son of
‘Abdul-Muttalib." And when Mecca
fell and the whole of Arabia lay
prostrate at his feet, absolute and
undisputed power failed to corrupt
him. Says Rev. Bosworth Smith:
Now would have been the
moment to gratify his ambition,
to satiate his lust, to glut his
revenge. Read the account of the
entry of Mohammed into Mecca
side by side with that of Marius

or Sulla into Rome. Compare all
the attendant circumstances, the
outrages that preceded, and the
use made by each of his
recovered power and we shall
then be in a position better to
appreciate the magnanimity and
moderation of the Prophet of
Arabia.
There
were
no
proscription lists, no plunder, no
wanton revenge. From a helpless
orphan to the ruler of a big
country was a great transition; yet
the Holy Prophet retained the
nobility of his character under all
circumstances ("Mohammed and
Mohammedanism").
What greater testimony could there
possibly be to the Holy Prophet’s
nobility of character than the fact that
those who were nearest to him and
knew him most, loved him most and
were the first to believe in his
mission—his dear wife Khadijah, his
life-long friend Abu Bakr, his cousin
and son-in-law ‘Ali, his freed slave
Zaid. The Prophet was humanity’s
noblest specimen and a perfect model
in beauty and beneficence. In all the
various facets of his variegated life
and character he stands unrivalled
and an excellent exemplar for men to
copy and follow. His whole life lies
before the floodlight of history. He
started life as an orphaned child and
ended with being the arbiter of the
destinies of a whole nation. As a boy
he was sedate and dignified and at
the threshold of youth he was a
perfect example of moral virtue,
righteousness and sobriety. In middle
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23. And when the believers saw
the Confederates, they said,
‘This is what Allah and His
Messenger promised us; and
Allah and His Messenger spoke
age he won the title of Al-Amin, i.e.
the trusty and truthful, and as a
businessman he proved himself to be
most honest and scrupulous. He
married ladies both much older and
much younger than himself and all of
them swore by his faithfulness, love,
and godliness. As a father he was
most affectionate, and as a friend
most loyal and considerate. When
entrusted with the great and difficult
task of reforming a corrupt society
and subjected to persecution and
exile, he bore it all with dignity and
decorum. He fought as a soldier, and
commanded armies. He faced defeat
and won victories. He legislated and
decided cases. He was a politician, a
statesman, a teacher and a leader of
men. Head of the state as well as of
the Church he was, as a great writer
has described him, Caesar and Pope
in one; but he was Pope without the
Pope’s pretentions, and Caesar
without the legions of Caesar.
Without a standing army, without a
bodyguard, without a palace, without
a fixed revenue, if ever any man had
the right to say that he ruled by a
right Divine, it was Muhammad, for
he had all the power without its
instruments and without its supports.
He would do his household work
with his own hands, would sleep
upon a leathern mat and his menu
consisted of dates and water or

barley-bread, and after having done a
full day of multifarious duties, he
would spend the hours of night in
prayer and supplication till his feet
got swollen. No man under so vastly
changed
circumstances
and
conditions had changed so little. To
quote Rev. Bosworth Smith again:
On the whole, the wonder is not
how much but how little,
under different circumstances,
Mohammed
differed
from
himself. In the shepherd of the
desert, in the Syrian trader, in the
solitary of Mount Hira, in the
reformer in the minority of one,
in the exile of Medina, in the
acknowledged conqueror, in the
equal of the Persian Chosroes and
the Greek Heraclius, we can still
trace substantial unity. I doubt
whether any other man whose
external conditions changed so
much, ever himself changed less
to meet them.
Such was Muhammad, the Holy
Prophet of Islam whom the verse
under comment describes as an
excellent exemplar and a perfect
model and as humanity’s unerring
guide for all time. The Holy
Prophet’s goodness and greatness
indeed
stand
unrivalled
and
unmatched,
incomparable
and
unapproachable.
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the truth.’ And it only added to
their faith and submission.3091
24. Among the believers are
men who have been true to the
covenant they had made with
Allah. There are some among
them who have fulfilled their
vow, and there are others among
them who still wait, and they
have
not
changed
their
3092
condition in the least;
3091. Commentary:
This verse shows that whereas the
hypocrites and the weak of faith as
mentioned in the preceding verses
were greatly disheartened and
dismayed by the very difficult
situation in which Islam was placed
at the time of the Battle of the Ditch,
the faith of the sincere and true
Muslims became stronger since they
found that what the Holy Prophet had
foretold, had come out true. The
history of Islam bears ample
testimony to the fact that the more
difficult and critical the situation that
confronted the Muslims, the greater
their resolve and the will to fight, and
greater their confidence and trust in
God. They always rose equal to the
occasion.
The reference in the words, "This is
what Allah and His Messenger
promised us," is to the prophecy
about the defeat and discomfiture of
the hosts of disbelief and the victory
of Islam (38:12 & 54:46).

derived from ( حنبnahaba). They say
 حنب الرجلi.e. the man vowed; he put
himself under an obligation to do a
thing; he laid a bet or wager. حنب
(nahbun) means, a vow, or a great
vow; a great bet, a wager; an
important matter; a great danger;
death; the soul; sleep; violence;
fatness; ambition; avarice; purpose; a
game of chance. They say  قیض حنبهi.e.
he died; he fulfilled his obligation; he
redeemed or fulfilled his pledge or
vow; he was slain in the way of God
(Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:
The verse constitutes a great
memorial to the fidelity, sincerity and
steadfastness in faith of the Holy
Prophet’s disciples. Never did the
followers of a Prophet receive from
God such certificate of good conduct
and faithfulness. Just as the Master
was unique among all Divine
Messengers in discharging his
prophetic duties, so were his
3092. Important Words:
Companions matchless in fulfilling
( حنبهhis vow). ( حنبnahbun) is the role assigned to them.
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25. That Allah may reward the
truthful for their truth, aand
punish the hypocrites if He so
please, or turn to them in mercy.
Verily, Allah is Most Forgiving,
Merciful.
26. And Allah turned back the
disbelievers in their rage; they
gained no good. And Allah
sufficed the believers in their
fight. Allah is Powerful,
Mighty.3093
27. And He brought those of the
People of the Book who aided
b
them
down
from
their
fortresses, and cast terror into
their hearts. Some you slew, and
some you took captive.3094
a

48:7. b59:3.

tragic fate of the perfidious Banu
Quraizah. They had entered into a
solemn treaty with the Holy Prophet
that they would aid and help Muslims
if an enemy attacked Medina. But at
the time of the Battle of the Ditch
they were prevailed upon by Huyayy,
the leader of the Banu Nadir to break
their plighted word with the Holy
Prophet and join the grand
confederacy against Islam. When the
attack of the confederated hosts
fizzled out, the Holy Prophet
marched against them, and besieged
them in their strongholds. The siege
continued for about 25 days after
3094. Commentary:
which they agreed to lay down their
The reference in the verse is to the arms and preferred to submit to the
3093. Commentary:
Allah repelled the attack of the
confederates. They had to raise the
siege and, consumed by anger and
rage at having completely failed in
their unholy undertaking, they went
back to their homes, never being in a
position again to attack Medina.
Henceforward the initiative passed
into the hands of Muslims. The Battle
of the Ditch marked a turning point in
the history of Islam. From a weak and
continuously harassed and harried
minority Islam became a mighty
force in Arabia.
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28. And He made you inherit
their land and their houses and
their wealth, and a land on
which you have not yet set foot.
And Allah has power over all
things.3095
R. 4.

29. O Prophet! say to thy wives,
‘If you desire the life of this
world, and its adornment, come
then, I will provide for you and
send you away in a handsome
manner.3096
award of Sa‘d bin Ma‘adh, the chief
of the tribe of Aus, rather than to that
of the Holy Prophet. Sa‘d decided the
case according to the Mosaic Law
(Deut. 20:10-15), viz. that combatants
be put to the sword and noncombatants taken prisoner. According
to different accounts from 300 to 700
persons were put to the sword. The
award of Sa‘d may seem a little
severe but it was of the Banu
Quraizah’s own seeking and choice
and the Holy Prophet had nothing to
do with it, except that he was in
honour bound to get it executed.
Moreover, the award was quite in
harmony with the laws of civilized
warfare and was a fit and fully
deserved punishment for their brazenfaced treachery and perfidy.
3095. Commentary:
Besides mentioning that God
caused Muslims to inherit the lands
and fortresses of the Banu Quraizah
which was a fit punishment for their
treacherous conduct, the verse under

comment embodied a grand prophecy
that yet more lands would fall into the
hands of Muslims, the allusion being
either to the lands of Khaibar or to
the eventual conquest of Persian and
Roman Empires and of the countries
beyond, upon which Muslims had not
so far set their feet. The prophecy
may also be taken as applying to the
conquest of Mecca.
3096. Commentary:
As a result of the Battle of the
Ditch and of the subsequent
banishment of the Banu Quraizah,
large booty fell into the hands of
Muslims. They were also promised
more conquests and wealth (see v. 28
above). From a persecuted and
economically very poor minority they
had grown into a rich, powerful
and prosperous community. Material
wealth, however, brings in its train
worldly-mindedness, and a desire for
ease and comfort and a disinclination
to render acts of service and sacrifice.
This is a state of affairs which a
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30. But if you desire Allah and
His Messenger and the Home of
the Hereafter, then truly Allah
has prepared for those of you
who do good, a great reward.’
31. O wives of the Prophet! if
any of you be guilty of anything
exceeding the bounds of
rectitude, the punishment will
be doubled for her. And that is
easy for Allah.3097
Reformer has especially to guard
against. As love of ease and comfort,
generally makes its appearance first
in the domestic circle, and as the
members of the Holy Prophet’s
household were to serve as a model in
social behaviour, it was in the fitness
of things that they should have been
required to set an example in selfdenial. Not that the use of money was
altogether taboo or that amenities of
life were completely forbidden to
them, but they were, no doubt,
expected to set a very high standard
of self-abnegation. It is to this high
standard of the sacrifice of material
benefits and of an affluent and easy
living, to which the present and the
following few verses refer. The
companionship of the Holy Prophet
demanded this sacrifice, and his
wives were told to make a choice
between comfortable life and his
companionship, and it should be said
to their credit that they chose the
latter alternative and that even when,
afterwards, in the time of the
Caliphate of ‘Umar and ‘Uthman,
very high stipends were paid to them,

they lived extremely simple lives and
spent most of the money in charity.
The words, "I will provide for you
and send you away in a handsome
manner" imply that the Holy
Prophet’s wives were allowed a free
choice and if anyone of them had
elected to part company with him, it
would have entailed no displeasure of
God, on the contrary she would have
been handsomely provided.
It may also be noted that just as the
Holy Prophet was a perfect exemplar
for all sections of humanity, his wives
were expected to serve as model for
women in their special sphere. This is
why they have been called "the
Mothers of the Faithful." Naturally, a
very strict and high standard of selfdiscipline
and
self-denial
is
demanded of them in this and the
next few verses.
3097. Important Words:
( فاحشةanything exceeding the
bounds of rectitude) being derived
from  فحشmeans, an excess or
anything exceeding the bounds of
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32. But whoever of you is
obedient to Allah and His
Messenger and does good
works, We shall give her her
reward twice over; and We have
prepared for her an honourable
provision.3098
33. O wives of the Prophet! you
are not like any other women if
you are righteous. So be not soft
in speech, lest he in whose heart
is a disease should feel tempted;
and speak a decent speech.3099
34. And stay in your houses
with dignity, and do not show
off yourselves like the showing
rectitude or a thing excessively evil; reward would also be double.
anything forbidden by God, unseemly
3098. Commentary:
conduct; also avarice or niggardliness
The masculine gender of the verb
in the payment of Zakah (Aqrab). See
یقنت
is used because of the subject من
also 2:170 & 4:16.
which is invariably followed by a
Commentary:
verb in the masculine gender.
The words "the punishment would
be doubled to her" signify, that if they 3099. Commentary:
The wives of the Holy Prophet are
hankered after physical comforts,
which in reality is the significance of here enjoined to preserve the dignity
the word  فاحشةused in the verse, they of their very exalted position and
would be setting a very bad example, to conduct themselves with due
and as wives of the Holy Prophet propriety and decorum while talking
whose example was bound to be to members of the opposite sex.
By implication all Muslim women
followed by other women they would
be incurring a grave responsibility are included in this injunction. They
and would, therefore, deserve double are expected to be kind and gentle in
punishment. On the other hand, if speech but their gentleness should not
they were devoted to God and His be misunderstood by any evillyMessenger and had set a noble inclined person for pliancy and
example for others to copy, their softness.
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off of the former days of
ignorance, and observe Prayer,
and pay the Zakah, aand obey
Allah and His Messenger.
Surely, Allah desires to remove
from you all uncleanness, O
Members of the Household, and
purify you completely.3100
a

19:56; 20:133.

3100. Important Words:
( رجسuncleanness) is derived from
( رجسrajasa) which means, it was or
became dirty or filthy or unclean or
hated; he did a bad or evil action. رجس
(rijsun) means, dirt or filth; a dirty or
filthy thing; a thing or action disliked
for its filthiness; a sin; an action
that leads to punishment; doubt;
infidelity; suggestion of the devil
(Lane & Aqrab). See also 5:91.
Commentary:
The words "stay in your houses"
show that the principal sphere of the
activities of a woman is her house—
not that she is not allowed to leave its
four walls. She may go out as many
times as she may require for the
performance of a legitimate errand or
the satisfaction of a legitimate need.
But to move about in a mixed society
and take part in all sorts of avocations
and professions, shoulder to shoulder
with man, and to do so to the neglect
and detriment of her special domestic
duties as the mistress of the house is
not the Islamic conception of ideal
womanhood. The Holy Prophet’s
wives were particularly required to
"stay in their houses" because the
dignity of their exalted position as

"Mothers of the Faithful" demanded
this and also because Muslims often
visited them to pay their respects and
sought necessary information and
guidance from them on all important
religious matters.
The commandment seems to apply
only to the wives of the Holy Prophet
but it equally applies to all Muslim
women. It is the Quranic way of
address that while it appears to be
particularly addressing the Holy
Prophet, the address is meant equally
for all Muslims. Similarly, a
commandment addressed to the wives
of the Holy Prophet applies also to all
Muslim women.
The expression  اھل البیتapplies
principally and primarily to the Holy
Prophet’s wives. This is quite clear
from the context and also from
vv. 11:74 and 28:13. In its wider
sense, however, it includes all
members of a family who form one’s
household, even one’s children and
children’s children. The expression
had also been used by the Holy
Prophet for some of his select
سلمان منا اھل البیت
i.e.
Companions.
"Salman is member of our
household" (Saghir), is a well-known
saying of the Holy Prophet.
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35. And remember what is
rehearsed in your houses of the
Signs of Allah and of wisdom.
Verily, Allah is the Knower of
subtleties, All-Aware.3101
a

R. 5.

36. Surely, men who submit
themselves to God and women
who submit themselves to Him,
and
believing
men
and
believing women, and obedient
men and obedient women, and
truthful men and truthful
women, and men steadfast in
their faith and steadfast women,
and men who are humble and
women who are humble, and
men who give alms and women
who give alms, and men who
fast and women who fast, and
men who guard their chastity and
women who guard their chastity,
and men who remember Allah
much and women who remember
Him—Allah has prepared for all
of them forgiveness and a great
reward.3102
a

9:112.

3101. Commentary:
The Holy Prophet’s noble consorts
were required not only to serve as
model of virtue, piety and
righteousness for the Faithful but to
teach them the principles and
precepts of Islam which they had

learnt direct from the Prophet.
3102. Commentary:
This verse embodies a most
effective repudiation of the charge
that Christian missionaries and
publicists are in the habit of levelling
at Islam, viz. that it accords a lower
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status to women. The Quran has
repeatedly said that Muslim women
stand on the same level with Muslim
men, and that they can attain to all
those spiritual heights to which men
can attain. Besides, Islam confers on
women all the political and social
rights which men enjoy. Only their
spheres of activities being different,
their duties are different. It is this
difference in duties of both the sexes
that has been mistakenly, or perhaps
deliberately, misunderstood by hostile
critics of Islam as implying a lower
status for women.
The ten outstanding attributes of
Muslim men and women mentioned
in this verse have been appropriately
described in an ascending order.
The first stage of the spiritual
development of a believer is that of
 اسالمwhich in this verse has been used
in the sense of intellectual acceptance
of truth. The next stage is that of امیان
which implies the giving of peace and
safety to others and testifying to the
Divinely-revealed Teaching. At the
stage of  اسالمa Muslim accepts truth
because reason and common sense
demand of him this acceptance, while
at the stage of  امیانhe combines
emotions and feelings with reason,
and becomes intellectually and
emotionally a true believer. The third
stage of spiritual development is that
of  قنوتwhich signifies total obedience
to God’s commandments. At this
stage the spiritual wayfarer finds
himself irresistibly attracted towards
his Creator, and his submission to
Divine commandments proceeds
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from his love for the Supreme Being.
The next stage in the spiritual journey
is reached when a believer becomes
 صادقwhich means that he identifies
himself completely with truth, and
faces trials and temptations with
complete equanimity. His faith
becomes pure and free from all dross
of hypocrisy and love of worldly
things. The fifth stage is that of ;صرب
when identification with truth
becomes a permanent feature of a
believer’s character. The stage of خشوع
is a still higher stage in spiritual
progress. It indicates an attitude of
humility which the believer develops
after he has gained complete victory
over
trials
and
tribulations
consequent upon the growing
consciousness of his own weakness
and that of the perfection and
completeness of the Divine Being.
The next stage is that of متصدق. At this
stage the believer becomes conscious
that he is not to live for himself alone
but should share God-given blessings
with other fellow beings. At the stage
of  صائمwhich is the next high spiritual
stage the believer learns to sacrifice
his own legitimate needs and
comforts for the benefit of others and
at the ninth stage of  حافظنی فروجھمhe
scrupulously guards all the avenues
through which sin can find access to
his mind. At the tenth stage i.e.
الذا کرین اهلل, which is the last stage and
which forms the climax of spiritual
growth and development, the believer
is so completely engrossed in God as
to have become lost in His
remembrance.
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37. And it behoves not a
believing man or a believing
woman, awhen Allah and His
Messenger have decided a
matter, that there should be a
choice for them in the matter
concerning them. And whoso
disobeys Allah and His
Messenger, surely strays away
in manifest error.3103
38. And remember when thou
didst say to him on whom Allah
had bestowed favours and on
whom thou also hadst bestowed
favours: ‘Keep thy wife to
thyself, and fear Allah.’ And
thou didst conceal in thy heart
what Allah was going to bring
a

4:66.

3103. Commentary:
The
verse
under
comment
continues the general theme of the
preceding verses, viz. that believers
should try as far as possible, to
subordinate their own desires to the
desire of the Holy Prophet and when
he has given his decision regarding
an affair, they should accept it
unhesitatingly without the least
mental reservation. The immediate
occasion for the revelation of this
verse may have been Zainab’s
hesitation to comply with the Holy
Prophet’s greatly cherished wish
that she should marry Zaid, his
freed slave. It goes to Zainab’s

credit that in deference to the
Prophet’s wish she agreed to her
marriage with Zaid, much against
her personal inclination. Zainab’s
marriage with Zaid and their
subsequent separation has been
dealt with in some detail in the next
verse. It is, however, wrong to
assume, as some commentators have
mistakenly assumed, that the Holy
Prophet pressed and compelled
Zainab against her will to accept
Zaid as her husband. It being
inconsistent with Islamic teaching,
the Holy Prophet could not have
done this. Zainab only deferred to
the wish of the Holy Prophet.
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to light, and thou wast afraid of
the people, whereas Allah has
better right that thou shouldst
fear Him. Then, when Zaid had
accomplished his want of her so
as to have no further need of
her, We joined her in marriage
to thee, so that there may be no
hindrance for the believers with
regard to marriage with the
wives of their adopted sons,
when they have accomplished
their want of them and have
divorced them. And Allah’s
decree must be fulfilled.3104
3104. Important Words:
( وطراwant) has no verb. It means, a
want, a need, an object of want or
need; or that which one proposes to
accomplish or of which one is
desirous. They say  قیض منه وطرہi.e. he
accomplished or obtained his want
from him (Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
As the verse deals with an incident
of very great historical importance, it
demands and deserves a somewhat
detailed explanation. Zaid bin Harith,
to whom the words "on whom Allah
had bestowed favours and on whom
thou also had bestowed favours"
refer, belonged to the tribe of Kalb. In
his childhood he was kidnapped and
sold as a slave in Mecca where he
was bought by Khadijah’s brother and
given over to her. On her marriage
with the Holy Prophet Khadijah
presented Zaid to him who at once

emancipated him. Zaid was so much
attached to the Prophet that when
later his father and uncle begged of
the Holy Prophet to let him go with
them as the grief of his separation
from home had almost killed his
mother, the Prophet readily gave his
permission. But Zaid himself flatly
refused to part company with the
Holy Prophet, exclaiming that he was
dearer to him than his father and
mother. The Prophet was so deeply
touched by Zaid’s fidelity and love
for him that he at once declared him
(Zaid) to be his son and henceforward
Zaid came to be known as the
Prophet’s son. Zaid remained
throughout his life a most beloved
and faithful disciple of the Holy
Prophet and sealed his fidelity to
Islam and the Prophet with his blood
on the battlefield of Mu’tah.
Zainab was the daughter of the
Holy Prophet’s aunt, hence a full-
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blooded Arab, intensely proud of her
ancestry and exalted social status.
Islam had envisaged and given to the
world a civilization and culture in
which there were to be no class
divisions, no hereditary nobility, no
vested interests. All men were to be
free and equal in the sight of God.
The Holy Prophet wanted to start
with his own family the carrying into
actual effect of this noble ideal of
Islam. He wished to marry Zainab to
Zaid, who in spite of having been
liberated by the Prophet and called
his son, unfortunately still carried the
stigma of slavery in the minds of
some people. It was exactly this
stigma of slavery, this invidious
distinction between 'free' and 'slave'
which the Holy Prophet sought to
remove by Zainab’s marriage to Zaid.
In deference to the Holy Prophet’s
wish Zainab agreed to the proposal.
The purpose of the Holy Prophet was
achieved. The marriage levelled to
the ground all class distinctions and
divisions. It was a practical
demonstration of Islam’s noble ideal.
The marriage, however, ended in
failure, not so much due to a
difference in the social status of
Zainab and Zaid as to the
incompatibility of their dispositions
and temperaments and also due to a
feeling of inferiority from which Zaid
suffered. The failure of the marriage
naturally grieved the Holy Prophet.
But it also served a very useful
purpose. In pursuance of Divine
command, as mentioned in the latter
part of the verse under comment, the
Prophet himself married Zainab, thus
cutting at the very root of another
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obnoxious and deep-seated Arab
custom, viz. that it was a sacrilege to
marry the wife of one’s adopted son.
The custom of adoption was
abolished and with it went also this
foolish notion. Thus Zainab’s
marriage with Zaid served one very
noble object and its failure another
highly useful purpose.
The words "fear Allah" signify that
Zaid wanted to divorce Zainab, and
as divorce according to Islam is very
hateful in the sight of God, the Holy
Prophet exhorted him not to do so.
The clause, "And then…thou
shouldst fear Him," may apply to
both Zaid and the Holy Prophet.
Applying to Zaid it would mean that
Zaid did not like that the cause of his
separation from Zainab should come
to light, perhaps because as the words
"fear Allah," indicate the fault lay
more with him than with Zainab. As,
however, applying to the Holy
Prophet, the words would signify that
as the marriage between Zaid and
Zainab was arranged at his instance
and wish, he naturally did not like its
breaking. The clause also shows that
the Prophet feared that the breakdown of the marriage which was
arranged by him and which had been
entered into in deference to his
special wish, but which resulted in an
ostensible failure of the experiment in
Islamic brotherhood, would cause
some
mental
confusion
and
uneasiness among people whose faith
was weak. This was the anxiety that
lay heavy on the Prophet’s heart. The
words, "thou didst fear men," seem to
point to this fear of his. But, as
mentioned above, God had His own
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39. No blame can attach to the
Prophet with respect to that
which
Allah
has
made
incumbent upon him. Such
indeed was the way of Allah
purpose in the failure of this
marriage. He wanted to show that
there was nothing in this failure to be
afraid of. On the contrary, it was a
blessing in disguise and was intended
to serve a great purpose and therefore
the Prophet’s fear was unfounded.
Christian and other hostile Critics
of Islam pretend to find in the Holy
Prophet’s marriage to Zainab a basis
for mean attacks on him. It is stated
that the Prophet, having by chance
seen Zainab, became enamoured of
her beauty and Zaid, having come to
know of his desire to marry her,
sought divorce from her. The fact that
the Holy Prophet’s most inveterate
enemies, before whose eyes the
whole affair had actually taken place,
dared not attribute the base motives
ascribed to him by these critics after
so many centuries, completely knocks
the bottom from under this base and
totally unfounded charge. Zainab was
the Prophet’s own cousin and being
so closely related to him he must
have seen her many times, for
"Purdah" had not as yet been
enjoined. Besides, it was in deference
to his own persistently expressed
wish that Zainab had reluctantly
agreed to marry Zaid. It is on record
that she and her brother had desired
before her marriage with Zaid that
she should be taken in marriage by
the Holy Prophet himself. What was

it that prevented the Holy Prophet
from marrying her when she was a
virgin and when she herself ardently
desired to get married to him? The
whole story evidently seems to be a
figment of the "fertile" imagination of
the Holy Prophet’s hostile critics and
it is an insult to human intellect to
give the least credence to it. But
while there are some Christian critics
like Muir and Margoliouth who find
fault with the Holy Prophet for
having married Zainab, there are
others better informed and more
honest like the good and noble Rev.
Bosworth Smith who found nothing
in this marriage to cavil at. The Rev,
gentleman says:
It should be remembered,
however,
that
most
of
Mohammed’s marriages may be
explained, at least, as much by his
pity for the forlorn condition of
the persons concerned, as by
other motives. They were almost
all of them widows who were not
remarkable either for their beauty
or their wealth, but quite the
reverse. May not this fact, and his
undoubted
faithfulness
to
Khadijah till her dying day, and
till he himself was fifty years of
age, give us additional ground
to hope that calumny or
misconception has been at work in
the story of Zainab ("Mohammed
and Mohammedanism").
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with
those
who
have
passed away before—and the
command of Allah is a decree
ordained—3105
40. Those who delivered the
Messages of Allah and feared
Him, aand feared none but
Allah. And sufficient is Allah as
a Reckoner. 3105A
41. Muhammad is not the father
of any of your men, but he is
the Messenger of Allah, and
the Seal of the Prophets; and
Allah has full knowledge of all
things.3106
a

67:13.

3105. Commentary:
The reference in the words, "that
which Allah has made incumbent
upon him," and "the command of
Allah is a decree ordained," is to the
Holy Prophet’s marriage with Zainab.
The words show that this marriage
took place in obedience to express
Divine command.

fact, God’s Prophets do not fear
anyone in the discharge of their
duties. So, the words "thou didst fear
men" in v. 38 should be taken as
signifying that the Holy Prophet did
not fear men but he feared for them,
lest by regarding Zainab’s marriage with
Zaid a miscalculation of the Prophet,
they might injure their own souls.

3105A. Commentary:
Though the Holy Prophet knew that
Zainab being the divorced wife of
Zaid known to be his adopted son, his
marriage to her would give rise to
much criticism among the Arabs, he
did not at all hesitate to marry her
when he found that it was God’s
command to do so. In the performance
of his sacred mission the Holy
Prophet never cared for the feelings
and susceptibilities of anybody. In

3106. Important Words:
( خاتم النبینیSeal of the Prophets). خاتم
(Khatam) is derived from ختم. They
say  ختم ال یشء او ختم علیهi.e. he sealed,
stamped, impressed or imprinted the
thing or he put the seal on it. This is
the primary signification of this word.
Or the primary signification of ختم
(khatmun) is the act of covering over
the thing. It also signifies the
protecting of what is in a writing by
marking or stamping a piece of clay
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upon it, or by means of a seal of any
kind.  ختم ال یشءalso means, he reached
the end of the thing.  ختم القرٓانmeans,
he recited the whole of the Quran.
This is the secondary meaning of the
word. Thus ( خاتمkhatam) means, a
signet-ring; a seal or stamp and a
mark; the end or last part or portion
and result or issue of a thing; the
hollow of the back of the neck. The
words ( ختمkhatmun) and ( خاتمkhatim
and khatam) are almost synonymous
and mean a signet. ( خاتمkhatam) also
signifies, embellishment or ornament,
the best and most perfect (Lane,
Aqrab, Mufradat, Fath & Zurqani).
So the expression  خاتم النبینیwould
mean, the Seal of the Prophets; the
best and most perfect of the Prophets;
the embellishment and ornament of
the Prophets. Secondarily, the
expression may also mean, the last of
the Prophets.
Commentary:
Much
confusion
and
misunderstanding seems to prevail as
to what is the real spiritual status and
position of the Holy Prophet as
indicated by the expression خاتم النبینی
i.e. the Seal of the Prophets. A careful
study of the context, however,
removes the prevalent misconception.
At Mecca when all the Holy
Prophet’s male children died in their
childhood, his enemies taunted him
with being ( أبرتone who has no male
issue), meaning that in the absence of
male heirs to succeed him his
movement would sooner or later
come to an end (Muhit). In answer to
this taunt of disbelievers it was
emphatically declared in Surah Al-
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Kausar ( )الکوثرthat not the Holy
Prophet but his enemies would
remain issueless. After the revelation
of Surah Al-Kausar the idea
naturally found favour with the early
Muslims that the Holy Prophet
would be blessed with sons who
would live to an adult age. The verse
under comment removed that
misconception inasmuch as it
declared that the Prophet is not, never
was, nor will ever be the father of any
grownup young men ( رجالmeaning
grown-up young men). The verse
under comment while appearing to be
in conflict with Surah Al-Kausar in
which not the Holy Prophet but his
enemies have been threatened with
being issueless, in reality seeks to set
at rest doubts and misgivings to
which this seeming contradiction
gives rise. It says that the Holy
Prophet is  رسول اهللi.e. the spiritual
father of a whole Ummat and he is
also  خاتم النبینیsignifying that he is the
spiritual father of all the past and
future Prophets. So when he is the
spiritual father of all the believers and
all Prophets, how can he be said to be
 أبرتi.e. issueless. But if the expression
be taken to mean that the Holy Prophet
is the last of the Prophets and that no
Prophet will come after him, then the
verse appears to be out of tune with the
context and instead of refuting the
objection of disbelievers that the Holy
Prophet was issueless, supports and
reinforces it.
Briefly, according to the meaning of
the word  خاتمthe expression خاتم النبینی
can have four possible meanings:
(1) That the Holy Prophet was the
Seal of the Prophets, i.e. no Prophet,
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past or future, can be regarded as true
unless his prophethood bears the seal
of the Holy Prophet. The prophethood
of every past Prophet must be
confirmed and testified to by the
Holy Prophet and nobody can attain
to prophethood after him except by
being his ( أمیتfollower). All claims to
prophethood must be judged and
tested by reference to the revelation
received by the Holy Prophet and to
his teachings.
(2) That the Holy Prophet was the
best, the noblest and the most perfect
of all the Prophets and that he was
also a source of embellishment for
them (Zurqani, Sharah MawahibulLadunniyya).
(3) That the Holy Prophet was the
last of the Law-bearing Prophets.
This
interpretation
has
been
accepted by many eminent Muslim
theologians, saints and savants such
as Ibn ‘Arabi, Shah Wali-Allah, Imam
‘Ali Qari, Mujaddid Alif Thani, etc.
According to these great scholars and
saints، no Prophet can come after the
Holy Prophet who should abrogate
his Millah or should not be in
his Ummah (Futuhat, Tafhimat,
Mukatabat & Yawaqit wal Jawahir).
‘A’ishah, the talented spouse of the
Holy Prophet, has removed all
ambiguity about the meaning of the
expression خاتم النبینی. She is reported to
have said:
 قولوا انه خاتم النبینی وال تقولوا ال نیب بعدہi.e. Say
that he (the Holy Prophet) is خاتم النبینی
but do not say that there will be no
Prophet after him (Manthur). This
saying of ‘A’ishah makes it quite
clear that the expression  خاتم النبینیand
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 النیب بعدہwere considered by her to be
contradictory to each other in
meaning and significance.
(4) That the Holy Prophet was the
last of the Prophets, but only in this
sense that all the qualities and
attributes of prophethood found their
most
perfect
and
complete
consummation and expression in him;
 خاتمin the sense of being the last word
in excellence and perfection is of
common use.
Moreover, the Quran clearly speaks
of the advent of Prophets after the
Holy Prophet. The following two
verses leave no ambiguity on this
point:
And whoso obeys Allah and this
Messenger of His shall be among
those on whom Allah has
bestowed His blessings, namely,
the Prophets, the Truthful, the
Martyrs and the Righteous. And
excellent companions are these
(4:70).
O children of Adam! if
Messengers come to you from
among yourselves, rehearsing My
Signs come unto you, then whoso
shall fear God and do good deeds,
on them shall come no fear nor
shall they grieve (7:36).
The Holy Prophet himself was
clear in his mind as to the continuity
of prophethood after him. He is
reported to have said: "If Abraham
(his son) had lived long, he would
have been a Prophet" (Majah,
Kitabul-Janai’z), and, "Abu Bakr is
best of men after me, except that a
Prophet should appear" (Kanzul‘Ummal).
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42. O
ye
who
believe!
a
remember Allah with much
remembrance;3107
43. bAnd glorify Him morning
and evening.
44. He it is Who sends blessings
on you, as do His angels, cthat
He may bring you forth from
all kinds of darkness into light.
And He is Merciful to the
believers. 3107A
45. dTheir greeting on the day
when they meet Him, will be
‘Peace.’ And He has prepared
for them an honourable reward.
46. O Prophet! truly eWe have
sent thee as a Witness, and a
a

4:104; 8:46; 62:11. b3:42; 19:12. c2:258; 14:6; 57:10; 65:12. d10:11; 36:59. e25:57; 35:25; 48:9.

3107. Commentary:
The verse means to say that the
remembrance of God will play a great
part in the wonderful revolution that
the Holy Prophet will bring about
among his people by his noble
example.
3107A. Commentary:
The
Surah
under
comment
primarily deals with the domestic life
of the Holy Prophet and tells us, how
it was not only pure and beyond
reproach but was an ideal and
exemplary one. The present and the
next few verses serve as a prelude to
the real subject of marriage and
divorce in relation to the Prophet,

which begins with v. 50 below. The
marriages of the Holy Prophet have
been subjected to much mean and
vile criticism. To this a somewhat
detailed reference has already been
made (33:38). The present verse,
however, means to say that that great
and noble Prophet who brought about
such a wonderful revolution in the
lives of his people and "brought them
forth from darkness into light" could
not be the type of man his traducers
vainly try to depict him.
The words  یصیل علیکمwhen used about
God mean, "He sends down blessings
upon you," but when used about the
angels or the believers they mean,
"they pray for you."
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Bearer of glad tidings, and a
Warner,3108
47. And as a Summoner unto
Allah by His Command, and as
a Lamp that gives bright light.
3108A

48. And announce to the
believers the glad tidings that they
will have great bounty from Allah.
49. aAnd follow not the
disbelievers and the hypocrites,
and leave alone their annoyance,
and put thy trust in Allah; for
Allah is sufficient as a
Guardian.3109
a

18:29; 25:53.

3108. Commentary:
In this and the next verse five
prominent qualities of the Holy
Prophet have been mentioned to show
that he possesses all the necessary
qualifications which a spiritual leader
who is entrusted with the divine
mission "to bring men out of darkness
into light," should possess; (1) he is a
witness i.e. a promulgator of the Law
and a model; (2) he is a bearer of
glad tidings, i.e. God has not lost
interest in men and continues to send
His Messengers and Prophets to
reclaim lost humanity when there is
need for one; (3) he is a Warner
telling men that if they did not benefit
from his teaching and persisted in
their evil ways, they will come to
grief; (4) he is a Summoner unto
Allah by His command, i.e. he is not
a self-appointed Reformer but a

Divinely-commissioned teacher; and
(5) he is a Lamp that gives light, i.e.
now, he alone is "the light and the way."
3108A. Commentary:
In this verse the Holy Prophet has
been likened to the sun, thus
indicating that as the sun is the
central point in the physical universe
so is the Holy Prophet the central
point in the spiritual realm, i.e. he is
like the sun in the firmament of
Prophets who are like so many stars
and moons in comparison with him.
He is also like the sun among his own
Companions whom he himself has
likened to stars. He is reported to
have said: My Companions are like
so many stars; whomsoever of them
you follow you will be rightly guided
(Saghir).
3109. Commentary:
The reference in the words "leave
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50. O ye who believe! when
you marry believing women and
then divorce them abefore you
have touched them, then you
have no right against them with
regard to the period of waiting
that you reckon. So make some
provision for them and send
them away in a handsome
manner.3110
51. O Prophet, We have made
lawful to thee thy wives whom
thou hast paid their dowries,
and those whom thy right hand
possesses from among those
whom Allah has given thee as
gains of war, and the daughters
of thy paternal uncle, and the
daughters of thy paternal aunts,
and the daughters of thy
maternal uncle, and the
daughters of thy maternal aunts
who have migrated with thee
and any other believing woman
if she offers herself for marriage
a

2:237.

alone their annoyance" might be to
the vile attacks that were to be made
by evil-minded critics upon the
spotless character of the Holy Prophet
on account of some of the marriages
he had to enter into in the latter part
of his life.

a handsome manner" signify (1) that
no reproach or disgrace should be
considered to be attached to divorce;
(2) that the divorced woman should
ordinarily be paid more than her part
of the stipulated dower, and (3) that
after divorce her freedom to act as
she likes with regard to herself should
3110. Commentary:
The words "and send them away in not be interfered with.
2581
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to the Prophet provided the
Prophet desires to marry her;
this provision is only for thee,
as against other believers—We
have already made known what
We have enjoined on them
concerning their wives and
those whom their right hands
possess—in order that there
may be no difficulty for thee in
the discharge of thy work. And
Allah is Most For giving,
Merciful.3111
3111. Commentary:
This verse should be read along
with vv. 29 and 30 above. In those
verses the wives of the Holy
Prophet were offered a choice
between the companionship of the
Holy Prophet and the material
benefits and comforts of life, but they
preferred the Prophet’s company. The
present verse by implication refers to
that reply of the Prophet’s consorts
which is recorded in the books of
history but expressly nowhere in the
Quran. Till they gave their reply, the
marital relations between them and
the Holy Prophet remained, as it
were, in a state of suspension. The
verse shows that while the wives of
the Holy Prophet preferred his
company to material goods and
amenities of life, he too had great
consideration for their feelings, and
though he was given the choice to
retain such of them as he liked (v. 52)
he did not exercise the choice and in
deference to his wishes God

permitted him in the present verse to
retain all his wives.
The verse refers to three kinds of
women whom the Holy Prophet could
marry in addition to his already
wedded wives: (1) Women who were
taken prisoner in wars against Islam;
(2) women who had migrated to
Medina with the Holy Prophet, and
(3) a woman who should offer
herself for marriage to him. This
shows that the Holy Prophet’s
marriages were motivated by
considerations other than sensuous
gratification as his ignorant and
mischievous critics try to depict.
Those who had left their hearths and
homes for the sake of Islam and those
whose husbands had been killed in
wars fighting in defence of Islam had
special claim on the Holy Prophet’s
consideration. It is in view of these
considerations that he married most
of his wives. He married Hafsah
whose husband was killed in the
Battle of Badr; Zainab bint Khuzaimah
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whose husband was killed in the
Battle of Uhud; Ummi Salmah whose
husband died in 4 A.H., and Ummi
Habibah, daughter of Abu Sufyan,
who became a widow in 5 or 6 A.H.
(in exile in Abyssinia). He married
Juwairiyyah and Safiyyah, both
widows, in 5 A.H. and 7 A.H.
respectively, seeking a union with and
pacification of their tribes. It is
worthy of note that a hundred
families of the Banu Mustaliq were
liberated by Muslims when the Holy
Prophet
married
Juwairiyyah.
Maimunah, another widow, it is said,
offered herself to be taken in
marriage by the Holy Prophet which
offer he condescended to accept in
the interest of the education and
training of Muslim women. He
married Zainab, the divorced wife of
Zaid in 5 A.H. in order to put a stop
to a foolish custom prevailing among
the Arabs and in order also to assuage
her wounded feelings as the respected
lady had felt deeply humiliated at
being divorced by Zaid. He married
Mariah in 7 A.H., and thus by raising
a freed slave girl to the highly
eminent spiritual status of the
"Mother of the Faithful", he gave a
death blow to slavery. Such were the
pious and righteous motives of our
noble Master in marrying widows and
divorced women, by no means noted
for their youth or beauty, and yet his
cruel and mean traducers vainly try to
depict him as a person who was given
to gratifying his carnal desires. They
deliberately ignore the patent fact that
up to the age of 25 he lived the
spotless life of a celibate. Then in the
prime of his youth he married a lady
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fifteen years his senior and lived with
her a most happy life till he was an
old man of fifty and she about sixtyfive. After her death he married
Saudah, another lady of a very
advanced age. He married all his
other wives, to which exception has
been taken by evil-minded carpers,
between 2 A.H. and 7 A.H., a period
when he was constantly engaged in
active fighting and his life was
perpetually in danger and the fate of
Islam itself hung in the balance.
Could any sane person in such
situation of danger and uncertainty
conceive of contracting marriage after
marriage from motives attributed to
the Holy Prophet? After this he lived
for about three years as virtual ruler
of the whole of Arabia when all the
comforts and amenities of life were at
his disposal and yet he entered into no
further marriage. Does not this fact
alone establish the honesty and
sincerity of the Holy Prophet’s
motives in marrying his wives?
The words "if she entrusts herself to
the Prophet" have been taken as
specially referring to Maimunah who
is reported to have offered herself to
be taken into marriage by the Holy
Prophet. The clause, "This provision
is only for thee as against other
believers," means that it was a special
privilege of the Holy Prophet and was
due to the special nature of his duties
as a Divine Prophet. In fact,
marriages of the Holy Prophet were
dictated by much higher and nobler
considerations than merely personal
ones. The clause may also refer to the
special permission granted to the
Holy Prophet, to retain all his wives,
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52. Thou mayest defer the
marriage of any of them that
thou pleasest, and receive unto
thyself whom thou pleasest; and
if thou desirest to take back any
of those whom thou hast put
aside, there is no blame on thee.
That is more likely that their
eyes may be cooled, and that
they may not grieve, and that
they may all be pleased with
that which thou hast given
them. And Allah knows what is
in your hearts; and Allah is AllKnowing, Forbearing.3112
53. It is not allowed to thee to
marry women after that, nor to
after the commandment contained in
4:4 was revealed, limiting to four the
number of wives allowed to Muslims
at one time.
The words, "We have already made
known what We have enjoined on
them concerning their wives," refer to
the commandment contained in 4:4.
3112. Important Words:
( تریجthou mayest defer) is derived
from رجأ. They say  أرجأ االمرi.e. he
postponed, put off, deferred or
delayed an affair. The Quranic
expression, ( مرجون المر اهلل9:107) means,
those about whom decision has been
deferred for the decree of Allah (Lane
& Aqrab).
Commentary:
Whereas on the one hand the wives
of the Holy Prophet were given the
option to choose between his

company and the material comforts of
life and worldly goods (33:29-30), on
the other the Holy Prophet was also
given the same choice to retain, or
part with, any of his wives. All his
wives lost no time in indicating their
preference. They chose to cast in their
lot with the Holy Prophet. The Holy
Prophet, on his part, was equally
considerate. He signified his intention
to retain all of them. This decision of
the Prophet greatly pleased them.
This is the meaning of the words:
That they may all be pleased with that
which thou hast given them.
The present and the previous verse
contain permissive regulations for the
Holy Prophet, but the Prophet did not
take advantage of any one of them,
nor did he put aside or divorce any of
his wives.
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change them for other wives
even though their goodness
please thee, except any that thy
right hand possesses. And Allah
is Watchful over all things.3113
R. 7.

54. O ye who believe! enter not
the houses of the Prophet unless
leave is granted to you for a
meal,—not waiting for its
appointed time. But enter when
you are invited, and when you
have finished eating disperse,
without seeking to engage in
talk. That causes inconvenience
to the Prophet, and he feels shy
of asking you to leave. But
Allah is not shy of saying what
is true. And when you ask
them—the
wives
of
the
Prophet—for anything, ask
them from behind a curtain.
That is purer for your hearts and
3113. Commentary:
This verse was revealed in 7 A.H.,
after which the Holy Prophet
contracted no further marriage. He
was prohibited to do so. He was also
not permitted to divorce any of the
existing wives. This was possibly in
deference to their dignity as "Mothers
of the Faithful" and perhaps was also
due to the fact that they had preferred
the rigour and austerity of the Holy
Prophet’s domestic life to worldly
comforts. God appreciated their

sacrifice and forbade the Holy
Prophet to marry any more wife or
to divorce any one of the existing
wives.
The words "Allah is Watchful over
all things" may signify that God knew
full well the moral responsibilities of
the wives of the Holy Prophet. Other
women, although they might be
superior to them in some respects,
were not to be as useful or fitted for
the great and noble task which the
Prophet’s wives had to perform.
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their hearts. And it behoves you
not to cause inconvenience to
the Messenger of Allah, nor that
you should ever marry his
wives after him. Indeed that
would be, in the sight of Allah,
an enormity.3114
55. aWhether you reveal a thing
or conceal it, Allah knows all
things full well.
56. There is no blame on them
in this respect with regard to
their fathers or their sons or
their brothers, or the sons of
a

3:30; 40:150.

3114. Commentary:
The teaching of social ethics and
domestic morals and manners with
special reference to the Holy
Prophet’s marriage with Zainab and
the calumnies and false charges of
which the evil-minded hypocrites
accused him form the subject of the
present verse. Some of the social
manners taught in this verse are: One
should not enter a house uninvited
and when invited one should be
punctual. It is as bad to be before
time as to be behind time. After meals
one should depart, not wasting one’s
own and other peoples’ time in the
usual post-prandial idle talk. These
are some of the rules of social
conduct which need to be learnt and
observed.
The commandment embodied in the
words, "and when you ask them for

anything, ask them from behind a
curtain," is intended to discourage too
much familiarity between the sexes,
the pronoun ( ھنthem) by implication,
applying to all women.
The clause, "That is purer for your
hearts and their hearts," may mean;
(a) that it may lead to purity of
thoughts, and (b) that such conduct
may protect women from slanderous
tongues.
Marriage to the widows of the Holy
Prophet has been declared a grievous
sin in this verse. Being the "Mothers
of the Faithful" it was inconsistent
with their spiritual dignity to marry
any of their "spiritual sons."
Moreover, as wives of the Prophet,
they were entrusted with the great
task of the spiritual training of
Muslim men and women which
required utmost reverence for them
on their part.
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their sisters, or their womenfolk
or those whom their right hands
possess. And, fear Allah, O wives
of the Prophet, verily, Allah is
Witness over all things.3115
57. Allah and His angels send
blessings on the Prophet. O ye
who believe, you too should
invoke blessings on him and
salute him with the salutation of
peace.3116
58. Verily, athose who malign
Allah and His Messenger—
Allah has cursed them in this
world and in the Hereafter, and
has prepared for them an
abasing punishment.3117
59. bAnd those who malign
believing men and believing
women for what they have not
a

9:61. b4:113; 24:24.

3115. Commentary:
This verse lays down exceptions to
the commandment given in verse 54
above. Women can go before these
relations inside the house without
observing "Purdah" or can converse
freely with them.
3116. Commentary:
The sending down of blessings by
Allah and His angels upon the Holy
Prophet signifies that those who seek
to retard the progress of his cause by

slandering him and bringing false
accusations against him live in a
fool’s paradise. By their nefarious
activities they can do him no harm.
His cause will continue to progress
and prosper because God and His
angels bless it.
3117. Commentary:
By "maligning Allah" is meant
"seeking to retard the cause of truth"
and by "maligning His Messenger,"
is meant "seeking to slander and
defame him."
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earned shall bear the guilt of a
calumny and a manifest sin.3118
R. 8.

60. O Prophet! tell thy wives
and thy daughters, and the
women of the believers, that
they should draw close to them
portions of their loose outer
coverings. That is more likely
that they may thus be
distinguished and not molested.
And Allah is Most Forgiving,
Merciful.3119
which is transitive verb from  دینwhich
3118. Commentary:
means, he or it was or became near.
The word  أذیwhich is infinitive
أدناہ
means, he made him draw near.
noun from  ی ٔوذونmeans both annoying
 أدنت علیھا ثوبھاmeans, she let down her
and maligning.
garment upon her and veiled herself
3119. Important Words:
with it.  أدنیت السرتmeans, I let down the
( جالبیبouter coverings) is the plural veil, or curtain, for the purpose of
of  جلبابwhich is derived from جلب. concealment (Lane & Aqrab)
They say  جلببه جلباباi.e. he put on
himself a garment of the kind called Commentary:
This verse contains the basic
جلباب. This word has several meanings;
commandment
with regard to
(a) a woman’s outer wrapping
garment; this is its primary "Purdah" as enjoined by Islam. For a
signification; (b) a shirt; (c) a full discussion, however, of this
garment that envelops the whole subject see 24:32 where the present
body; (d) the kind of covering called verse has also been discussed.
( مخارe) a garment with which a Briefly, it may be stated here that
woman covers her head and bosom; Islamic "Purdah" is intended to serve
(f) a woman’s head-covering; (g) a a double purpose. It enjoins privacy
garment worn by a woman that and recommends decorum and
entirely envelops the body so that not dignified behaviour. Women are not
even a hand is left uncovered; (h) a allowed to meet men promiscuously
garment or other thing that one uses and they are expected to observe
as a covering (Lane).
certain rules regarding dress when
( یدننیdraw close) is aorist from  أدینgoing out of their houses.
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61. If the hypocrites, and those
in whose hearts is a disease, and
those who cause agitation in the
city, desist not, We shall surely
make thee take action against
them; then they will not dwell
therein as thy neighbours, save
for a little while.3120
3120. Important Words:
( مرجفونwho cause agitation) is the
plural of  مرجفwhich is active
participle from  أرجفwhich is the
transitive form of  رجفwhich means, it
was or became in a state of
commotion or agitation, or in a state
of violent agitation.  رجف القومmeans,
the people prepared themselves for
war.  أرجفوا یف ال یشءmeans, they said what
was false respecting the thing or they
told many evil and false tales
respecting the thing in order that the
people might become in a state of
commotion, agitation or disturbance
in consequence thereof.  أرجفواalone
means, they said what was false in
relating tales of conflicts and factions
or discords and the like. They say
 أرجفوا یف املدینة کذاi.e. they told in the town
and country of such a matter, in order
that they might cause commotion or
agitation, etc. without there being
anything thereof true in their
estimation (Lane).
( لنغرینکWe shall make thee take
action against them) is formed from
 أغراwhich is derived from غرا. They
say  غری بهi.e. it adhered to it; he
became attached to it; he loved it; he
adhered, clung or clove to it. أغراہ به
means, he made him to become

attached to or fond of it, to adhere,
cleave or cling to it; he incited, urged
or instigated him to do it. أغریت الکلب
 بالصیدmeans, I incited, or urged the
dog against the game.  أغراہ بھمmeans,
he set him upon them or over them;
or made him to have masterly
dominion or authority over them. The
Quranic expression أغری بینھم العداوة
means, He cast enmity between them
as though he made it cleave to them
(Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
As the present Surah deals with the
vicissitudes through which Islam had
to pass during the first few years of
its life at Medina, some reference to
the Hypocrites and Jews of Medina
was called for, as they formed a
substantial part of the population of
Medina. They sought to put all sorts
of obstacles and impediments in the
way of Islam, lest it should gain
political power and prestige. The
main weapon in their armoury against
Islam was the spreading of false
news. The verse under comment
foretold the doom of these people at a
time when they thought that their
plots and conspiracies against Islam
would succeed. After the Battle of the
Ditch Banu Quraizah, the last Jewish
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62. Then they will be accursed.
Wherever they are found, they
will be seized, and cut into
pieces.3121
63. aSuch has been the way of
Allah in the case of those who
passed away before, and thou
wilt never find a change in the
way of Allah.3122
64. bMen ask thee concerning
the Hour. Say, ‘The knowledge
of it is with Allah alone.’ And
what will make thee know that
the Hour may be nigh?3123
65. cAllah has surely cursed the
disbelievers, and has prepared
for them a burning fire,
a

17:78; 35:44; 48:24. b7:188; 79:43. c7:45.

tribe living in Medina, were severely
punished and Medina became
completely rid of the Jews. The
capacity of the Hypocrites to create
mischief also received a severe
setback, as the defeat and dispersion
of the confederated armies added
vastly to the political power and
prestige of Islam.

3122. Commentary:
The verse purports to say that it is
an invariable Divine practice that the
enemies of truth fail in their wicked
designs against it and come to grief in
the long run. This has happened in the
time of every Divine Reformer and
Prophet.

3121. Commentary:
It is an established fact of history
that ignominy and humiliation have
dogged the footsteps of the ill-fated
Jewish people throughout the ages.
Their return to Palestine and the
establishment of the Republic of Israel
seems to be only a temporary phase.

3123. Commentary:
In verse 25 the disbelievers and
hypocrites were warned that they
would be punished. In the present
verse they are told that the time of
their punishment has drawn very
near. The reference in "the Hour" may
be to the Battle of the Ditch.
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66. Wherein they will abide
forever. They will find therein
no friend nor helper.
67. On the day when their faces
are turned over in the fire, they
will say, a‘O, would that we had
obeyed Allah and obeyed the
Messenger!’3124
68. bAnd they will say, ‘Our
Lord, we obeyed our chiefs and
our great ones and they led us
astray from the way.3125
69. Our Lord, give them double
punishment and curse them with
a very great curse.’
R. 9.

70. O ye who believe! be not
like those who vexed and
slandered Moses; but Allah
cleared him of what they spoke
a

25:28. b7:39; 14:22; 28:64; 34:32-33; 40:48-49.

Here the rank and file are mentioned.
It is human nature that when
mischief-makers are punished, they
seek to shift the blame for their evil
deeds to others. The leaders blame
their followers for following them
blindly and the rank and file accuse
their leaders of deceiving them by
superior intellect. In the next verse
the followers demand that double
punishment be inflicted on their
3125. Commentary:
In the preceding verse reference leaders for their own evil deeds and
was made to the leaders of disbelief. for having misled them.
3124. Important Words:
( وجوہfaces) is the plural of  وجهwhich
means face, direction; object and
motive; deed or action to which a
person directs his attention; the thing
itself; the desired way.  وجوہalso means
leaders; prominent persons. The
word seems to have been used in this
sense in the present verse. See also
2:113, 149.
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of him. aAnd he is honourable in
the sight of Allah.3126
71. O ye who believe! fear
Allah,
and
say
the
3127
straightforward word.
72. He will set right your
actions for you and forgive you
your sins. bAnd whoso obeys
Allah and His Messenger, shall
surely attain a mighty success.
73. Verily, We offered the Trust
to the heavens and the earth and
the mountains, but they refused
to bear it and were afraid of it.
But man bore it. Indeed, he is
capable of being unjust to, and
neglectful of, himself.3128
a

19:52. b4:14; 24:53; 48:18.

3126. Commentary:
From the Bible (Num. 12:1-10) and
other Jewish literature it appears that
Moses was made the butt of serious
calumnies, some of which were:
(1) Korah induced a woman to bring
against Moses a charge of illicit
connection with her. (b) Having
become jealous of Aaron’s increasing
influence with his people, Moses
sought to kill him. (3) Moses was a
victim of leprosy and syphilis; and
(4) Samiri charged him with idolatry.
The Holy Prophet bore very close
resemblance to Moses. Similar
allegations were bound to be made
against him. God, however, cleared
both these noble Prophets of the

wicked charges brought against them
by their enemies and thus nullified
their nefarious designs.
3127. Commentary:
The Surah, as mentioned above,
deals with some of the most
important laws of the Shari‘ah. Quite
appropriately it closes with a basic
direction in this respect. The direction
is to the effect that believers should
always be on their guard against
incurring the displeasure of God by
unseemly conduct and should be
scrupulously
straightforward
in
dealings with other people.
3128. Important Words:
( محلھاbore it).  محلهmeans, he bore or
carried it, or carried it off or away; he
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gave him a beast upon which to ride.
 محل بدینmeans, he bore or took upon
himself the responsibility for the
payment of debt.  محل االمانةmeans, he
took upon himself or accepted the
trust, or he betrayed the trust, he
proved false to it (Lane & Aqrab).
See also 7:177.
( ظلوماunjust) is the intensive form of
 ظالمwhich is active participle from ظلم
which means, he did wrong or acted
unjustly, wrongfully or tyrannically;
he put the thing in a wrong place or in
a place not its own.  ظلمهmeans, he
imposed upon him a thing that was
beyond his power or ability (Lane &
Aqrab). See also 2:36 & 17:60.
( جھوالneglectful) is the intensive
form of  جاھلwhich is active participle
from ( جھلjahila) which means, he
was ignorant.  جھل علیهmeans, he acted
towards him in a silly and foolish
manner and wrongly.  جھل احلقmeans,
he neglected or ignored the truth. جاھل
means, ignorant, neglectful; foolish
or silly and wrong in conduct (Lane
& Aqrab).
Commentary:
This
verse
has
presented
commentators of the Quran with
some difficulty. In view of different
significations of the words used, the
verse seems to be susceptible of the
following interpretations:
(1) Taking the word  محلas meaning
to accept, and  امانةas signifying the
trust of man’s love of God, the verse
would mean that a great spiritual
destiny awaited man. He was made
God’s vicegerent on earth (2:31). He
was gifted with the great capacities
and powers to assimilate and manifest

CH.33

in his person Divine attributes and to
become the image of his Creator. This
was indeed a great trust which man,
alone of all the universe, was found
capable of discharging, other beings
and things—the angels, the heavens,
the earth and the mountains—being
quite unequal to the task. They
refused, as it were, to bear it. Man
accepted this responsibility because
he alone could discharge it, as he had
been endowed with great natural
qualities. He was capable of being
( ظلومunjust to himself) and جھول
(neglectful of himself) i.e. he could
be unjust to himself in the sense that
he could bear any hardship and
undergo any sacrifice for the sake of
his Creator, and he was capable of
being neglectful in the sense that in
the discharge of his great and sacred
trust he could be neglectful of his
own interest and desire for a life of
ease and comfort.
(2) Taking ( امانةtrust), however, in
the sense of the Law of the Quran and
 االنسانsignifying the perfect man, i.e.
the Holy Prophet, the verse would
mean that of all the denizens of the
heavens, and earth, and of all great
men, and leaders of thought, the Holy
Prophet alone was found to be
capable of being entrusted with the
revelation of the most perfect and
final Law—the Quran, because no
other man, or being was endowed
with those great qualities which were
indispensable for the full and
adequate discharge of this great
responsibility.
(3) Taking  محلin the sense of
betraying or proving false to a trust,
the verse would mean that the trust of
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74. The result is that Allah will
punish hypocritical men and
hypocritical
women,
and
idolatrous men and idolatrous
women; aand Allah turns in
mercy to believing men and
believing women; and Allah is
Most Forgiving, Merciful.3129
a

4:28, 9:104.

the divine law was imposed upon
man and other terrestrial and celestial
beings. All of them with the
exception of man refused to betray
this trust, i.e. they carried out fully
and faithfully all the laws to which
they were made subject. The whole
nature was true to its laws and the
angels also carried out their duties
loyally and faithfully (16:51). It is
man alone who having been endowed
with discretion and volition defies
and violates Divine commandments
because he is unjust and neglects and
ignores his duties and responsibilities.
This meaning of the verse is
supported by 41:12 wherein it is

stated that the heavens and earth were
commanded to carry out the laws that
were imposed on them and they gave
their willing and unconditional
obedience to them.
3129. Commentary:
The verse means to say that with
the revelation of the Shari‘ah the
people became split up into two
classes: (1) Those acting upon it
came to be known as believers and
received the favours and grace of
God. (2) Those who rejected and
defied it got the unenviable
appellation of hypocrites and
idolaters and were visited with Divine
punishment.
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CHAPTER 34
SABA’
(Revealed before Hijrah)
Date of Revelation, Title and Context
The Surah seems to owe its title to the fact that it contains a somewhat
detailed reference to Saba’, a people of Yemen who were destroyed by a great
flood. It was revealed at Mecca. While it is difficult to assign to it a definite
date from the nature of its contents, it appears to belong to the early Meccan
period, though some scholars place it in the middle Meccan period, while
some others like Rodwell and Nöldeke give it an even later date.
The preceding several Surahs embodied prophecies about the rise,
progress and the ultimate victory of Islam over false faiths, while in the
immediately preceding chapter, Al-Ahzab, the subject was dealt with at some
length as to how the combined forces of darkness utterly failed in their
nefarious designs to destroy Islam and how Islam emerged from one of the
severest ordeals with flying colours, its power and prestige having been
considerably enhanced. In the present Surah, however, the Muslims have been
warned that they should be on their guard against falling into bad ways
because when wealth and prosperity come to a people they are prone to give
themselves up to a life of ease and luxury. Since God has no particular
relation with any community for all time, if a people in the heyday of their
glory and material prosperity lead a life of sin—as did the Israelites after
Solomon or the Sabeans—they too suffer the consequences of their sinful
deeds.
The immediate connection of this Surah with its predecessor consists
in the fact that towards the close of that Surah it was stated that of the whole
creation of God man alone was endowed with such inborn qualities and
capacities as enable him to fulfil the demands of the Shari‘ah and to imbibe
and demonstrate in his person Divine attributes. All other species of creation
were incapable of doing so. Therefore, when the great responsibility of
conforming life to the Divine Law was placed before man and other beings
and things, they all refused to accept it except man because he alone was
found capable of going to the utmost limit in sacrificing his comforts and
interests in the discharge of his great and grave responsibility.
The Surah opens with the celebration of praises of the Wise and
All-Aware God, Who, knowing that of all creation man alone could bear the
heavy burden of carrying out the grave responsibility of fulfilling the demands
of the Shari‘ah, laid that burden on his shoulders, but having laid it, He did
2595

not leave him alone. He continued to help him in the performance of his noble
task to its completion.
Subject Matter
The Surah has six sections and fifty-five verses. It opens with the
celebration of the praises of Allah "to Whom belongs whatever is in the
heavens and whatever is in the earth," implying that as God is Great and
Almighty, a people who seek to defy His authority are sure to meet with
failure and frustration. The disbelievers, it further says, try to delude
themselves into the belief that their rejection of the Message of Islam will go
unpunished and that "the Hour will never come upon them" (v. 4). They
accuse the Holy Prophet of being an impostor who seeks to impose his
leadership on them. The Prophet is no liar or forger, but a true Messenger of
God and as such his cause will grow and prosper and disbelievers will be
punished for rejecting him. Their power will break and their glory depart and
this fact will constitute a proof of the truth of the Holy Prophet’s mission.
The Surah proceeds to make a somewhat detailed reference to the
Prophets, David and Solomon, who made vast conquests and subdued
rebellious tribes and in whose reigns the Israelite power and glory rose to its
zenith. The result was that in the pride of their power and prosperity the
Israelites fell into evil ways and began to lead a life of sin which resulted in
Divine wrath descending upon them. The reference to David and Solomon is
followed by a reference to the Sabeans who were a highly prosperous and
cultured people, but who like the Israelites defied and disobeyed Divine
commandments and like them incurred the displeasure of God and were
destroyed by a mighty flood. By referring to the might, glory and prosperity
of the Israelites under David and Solomon, and to that of the Sabeans, and to
their subsequent destruction, the Surah gives a warning to Muslims that great
wealth, power and prosperity will also be bestowed on them, but if in the heyday of their glory they, like the Israelites and the Sabeans, gave themselves up
to a life of luxury and ease, they will be punished like them.
The third section (ruku‘) deals with the main theme of the Surah, viz.
the progressive rise of the cause of Islam and the sad fate that is in store for
idol worshippers and their false deities. The disbelievers are challenged to call
upon their deities to obstruct the progress of Islam, and to arrest the decline
and downfall of their own false ideals and institutions. They are told that no
power on earth could stop this from happening. They are further warned that
when the "Hour" of their ultimate defeat arrives, the sinners and the guilty
will be punished. This process of decline and decay of disbelief began with
the Battle of Badr and reached its culmination on the day when Mecca—then
the great citadel of idol worship in Arabia—fell, and the Ka‘bah was cleared
2596

of idols. In order to make disbelievers realize that their cause was destined to
perish and Islam was to sweep away everything before it, they are told to
study the operation of the laws of nature, which were all working in favour of
Islam. In answer to the disbelievers’ demand as to when the prophecy about
the rise and progress of Islam will be fulfilled, the Surah goes so far as to fix
the actual date when palpable signs of the rise of Islam and the decline and
downfall of disbelief will begin to appear. These signs, it proceeds to add, will
begin to take place about a year after the flight of the Holy Prophet from
Mecca, when the Quraishites, by expelling him from his native town, will
render themselves deserving of Divine punishment.
Next, the Surah says that whenever a Divine Reformer makes his
appearance it is always the vested interests and privileged classes that stand in
his way. They feel and apprehend that the rise of the new movement will
weaken their hold on the poor people who, by accepting the new Message,
will refuse to be exploited or suppressed any more. So they fight it tooth and
nail and try to nip it in the bud and the suppressed and exploited classes are,
by threats and intimidation, dragooned into accepting their lead and opposing
the Divine Reformer. This has happened in the time of every Prophet. But no
amount of opposition from any direction has ever been able to stay or retard
the progress of truth. When, however, the time of reckoning for the
disbelievers arrives, both the exploited and the exploiters begin to curse each
other for having rejected the Divine Message. But this mutual recrimination
and condemnation proves of no avail.
Towards its close the Surah refers to a criterion by which it could be
easily found out that the Holy Prophet is neither an impostor nor a maniac. He
is a true Prophet of God, because an impostor is never allowed to progress and
prosper and eventually comes to a sad end, and a madman cannot bring about
such a wonderful revolution in the life of a whole people as the Holy Prophet
has done. The Surah ends with the warning to disbelievers of Mecca to take a
lesson from the fate of the opponents of Prophets of yore, who in pride of
power and position, rejected the Divine Reformers and were consequently
destroyed. If the Meccan disbelievers rejected the Message of Islam they too
would meet with no better fate.
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(SABA’)
1. In the name of Allah, the
Gracious, the Merciful.3130
2. All praise is due to Allah, to
Whom belongs whatever is in
the heavens and whatever is in
the earth. And His is all praise
in the Hereafter; and He is the
Wise, the All-Aware.3131
3. bHe knows whatever goes
into the earth and whatever
comes forth from it, and
whatever descends from the
heaven and whatever ascends
into it; and He is Merciful, Most
Forgiving.3132
a

a

See 1:1. b57:5.

3130. Commentary:
See. 1:1.
3131. Commentary:
Five chapters of the Quran i.e. 1st,
6th, 18th, 35th and the present one,
begin with the words "All praise is
due to Allah." All these chapters,
expressly or by implication, deal with
the subject of the Lordship,
Almightiness and Majesty of God.
The preceding several chapters
embodied prophecies about the rise,
progress and the ultimate victory of
Islam over false faiths. In the present
Surah, however, the Muslims are
warned that they should be on their
guard against falling into bad ways.
God being the Lord of all the worlds,

He has no relation with any particular
people and so if they followed evil
ways as did the Israelites in the time
of Solomon, all their power and glory
will vanish and like the Israelites they
will fall a victim to misery,
degradation and ruin.
The words "His is praise in the
Hereafter" refer to the time when
Islam again will become triumphant
after its decline. A detailed reference
to this has been made in 32:6.
3132. Commentary:
This verse consists of four clauses.
The first clause, "whatever goes into
the earth" corresponds to the third
clause, viz. "whatever descends from
the heaven;" and the second clause,
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4. And those who disbelieve
say, ‘The Hour will never come
upon us.’ Say, ‘Yea, by my Lord
Who knows the unseen, it will
surely come upon you! aNot an
atom’s weight in the heavens or
in the earth or anything less
than that or greater escapes
Him, but all is recorded in a
perspicuous Book,3133
5. bThat He may reward those
who believe and do good works.
It is these who will have
forgiveness and an honourable
provision.’3134
a

10:62. b10:5; 30:46.

"and whatever comes forth from it,"
corresponds to the fourth clause,
"whatever ascends into it." The
allusion in this verse is to the subject
dealt with in 32:6. The verse signifies
that it is God alone Who knows what
kind of teaching is needed in a
particular age. Similarly, it is He Who
knows when to take back to heaven
the teaching which had descended
from it, after it has been corrupted by
the people, just as He takes water back
to heaven in the form of vapours after
it becomes corrupt, and sends it down
in a purified form in the shape of rain.
The words "whatever comes forth
from it, and whatever descends from
the heaven" may refer to the Word of
God which is cast away by the people
and is corrupted by them and then is
taken up to heaven so that it may
descend on earth in a purified state.
The words, "whatever goes into the
earth and whatever comes forth from

it," may also signify that whatever
man shall sow, so shall he reap. Good
actions produce good results and bad
deeds lead to evil consequences.
The verse may also signify that
God is aware of every phenomenon
and every event, including the rise
and fall of nations and peoples.
3133. Commentary:
The reference in the word "Hour" is
to the hour of the triumph of Islam
and the defeat and discomfiture of
disbelief.
The subject of the preceding verse
is further elaborated and developed in
the present one, viz. that no action
good or bad goes unrewarded. The
disbelievers are thus warned that their
opposition to Islam and their
persecution of Muslims will not go
unpunished.
3134. Commentary:
This and the next verse constitute a
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6. aBut as to those who strive
against Our Signs, seeking to
frustrate Our plans, it is they for
whom there will be the
suffering
of
a
painful
punishment.
7. bAnd those who are given
knowledge see that whatever
has been revealed to thee from
thy Lord is the truth, and that it
guides unto the path of the
Mighty, the Praiseworthy.
8. And those who disbelieve
say, ‘Shall we show you a man
who will tell you that when you
are broken up into pieces, you
shall be raised as a new
creation?3135
a

22:5; 34: 39. b13:20; 22: 55; 35:32; 47:3; 56:96.

further elaboration of the subject of
the preceding verses, viz. the
immutable law of cause and effect.
"Forgiveness"
in
the
verse
corresponds to the Divine attribute
"Forgiving"
and
"honourable
provision" corresponds to "Merciful"
in v. 3. The words "forgiveness" and
"honourable provision" have been
placed in order of precedence, for مغفرة
(forgiveness) always precedes رحیمیة
(mercifulness).
3135. Important Words:
( مزقتمyou are broken up) is derived
from  مزقwhich means, lie scattered or
dispersed.  مزق الثوبmeans, he tore the
cloth in many places.  مزق عرضهmeans,
he rent or marred his honour or

reputation. They say  مزقھم کل مـمزقi.e.
he dispersed them to all parts of the
country. He (God) destroyed them
thoroughly and completely (Lane &
Aqrab).
Commentary:
In verse 4 disbelievers were warned
that the time of the triumph of Islam
and their own destruction was fast
approaching. The word used in that
verse to convey this warning was
( الساعةthe Hour). In the verse under
comment the disbelievers are shown
as vainly seeking to divert the subject
of their defeat by pretending to take
the word ( الساعةthe Hour) in the sense
of the Day of Resurrection when they
shall be broken up into pieces and not
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9. Has he forged a lie against
Allah or is he afflicted with
madness?’ Nay, abut those who
believe not in the Hereafter are
already suffering from the
punishment and are too far gone
in error.
10. Do they not see what is
before them and what is behind
them of the heaven and the
earth? bIf We please, We could
cause the earth to sink with
them, or cause pieces of the sky
to fall upon them. In that verily
is a Sign for every repentant
servant of Allah.3136
R. 2.

11. And certainly, We bestowed
grace upon David from Us
saying: c‘O ye mountains, repeat
a

17:11; 27:5. b6:66; 17:69; 67:17-18. c21:80; 38:19-20.

in the sense in which it has been used
in v. 4. viz. the day of their defeat and
destruction in this world. The verse
may also mean that disbelievers
accuse the Holy Prophet of seeking to
create a community of his own by
causing discord and disharmony in
their ranks, and implies the answer
that these people who brag so much
of their unity were never a united
people. Their talk of unity is an
empty talk and their charge that the
Holy Prophet seeks to create disunity
among them is altogether fake and
unfounded.
3136. Commentary:
The
verse
under

continues the theme of the preceding
verses and purports to say that there
are evident signs in the heavens and
the earth which constitute an
unmistakable evidence of the fast
approaching triumph of Islam and the
downfall and disgrace of disbelievers.
The words "We will make the earth
sink with them" refer to the signs of
the earth; and the words "or cause to
fall upon them a portion of the
heaven" allude to heavenly signs.
Undoubtedly, the manner in which
the forces of darkness and disbelief
were put to rout in their combat
against Islam showed that the victory
comment of Islam was due solely to Divine
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the praises of Allah with him,
and O birds, ye also.’ And We
made the iron soft for him,3137
12. And we said, ‘Make thou
full-length coats of mail, and
make the rings of a proper
measure. And do righteous
deeds, surely I see all that you
do.’ 3138
help and succour which came to departed, and they became pariahs
Muslims in the nick of time.
among the nations.
For a detailed discussion of the
3137. Important Words:
subject as to how the mountains and
( أویبrepeat the praises) is derived
the birds repeated the praises of God
from  ٓابwhich means, he returned. ٓاب
along with David see 21:80. Briefly,
 ایل اهللmeans, he returned to God from
his sins, he repented.  أوبmeans, he the word "mountains" signifies those
repeated or echoed the praises of God mountain tribes which submitted to
David, while the use of the word
(Lane & Aqrab).
"birds" implies that David led large
Commentary:
and powerful armies followed by
As the principal theme of this flocks of birds which feasted upon
Surah is the triumph of Islam and the the dead bodies of his vanquished
great wealth, power and dominion foes. The words "birds" may also
that were to be given to Muslims, and signify highly spiritual men or real
as the might and splendour of the birds which David used for carrying
Israelites attained its zenith in the messages in time of war.
reigns of David and Solomon, so a
The expression "And We made the
somewhat detailed reference has been iron soft for him" shows that the art
made in this Surah to these two great of making implements of war from
Prophets and Kings in order, on the iron had very much developed under
one hand, to tell Muslims that such David and he freely made use of it for
great glory and splendour will come making coats of mail as the next
to them also, and, on the other, to verse shows.
warn them that if they did not behave
properly and if they defied and 3138. Important Words:
( سابغاتfull length coats of mail) is
violated Divine commandments and
indulged in evil practices, they too the plural of سابغة.  درع سابغةmeans, a coat
will come to grief, as did the of mail that is wide or ample and long
Israelites after Solomon’s death, or such that one drags upon the
when all their power and glory ground by reason of its length and
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13. aAnd to Solomon We
subjected the wind; its morning
course was a month’s journey,
and its evening course was a
month’s journey too. And We
caused a fount of molten copper
to flow for him. And of the Jinn
were some who worked under
him, by the command of his
Lord. And We said that
whosoever of them turned away
from Our command, We would
make him taste the punishment
of burning fire.3139
a

21:82; 27:18; 38:37.

ampleness.  نعمة سابغةmeans, a complete
or full boon (Lane & Aqrab).
( سردrings) is substantive noun from
( سردsarada) which means, he put the
thing forward from one stage to
another in regular order and
uninterruptedly;
he
made
it
consecutive,
successive
or
uninterrupted.  سرد یف الدرعmeans, he
fabricated the coat of armour by
inserting the rings into one another.
سرد احلدیث
means,
he
related
uninterruptedly and well the tradition
or narrative (Lane & Aqrab).

admonition is meant for Muslims.

3139. Important Words:
( رواحevening course) is derived
from  راحwhich means, he went or
journeyed or worked. They say راح الیھم
i.e. he went to them or he went to
them in the evening; or did a thing in
the evening or in the afternoon; he
went or journeyed at any time.  الرواحis
the going or journeying in the last or
latter part of the day; or the going or
journeying at any time of the day or
night.  ریحmeans, the wind; a good or
pure thing; mercy; aid against an
enemy;
victory
or
conquest:
Commentary:
predominance
and
power;
a
turn of
The reference in this verse is again
good
fortune
(Lane
&
Aqrab).
See
to David’s military might. The words
"and do righteous deeds" embodied also 8:47.
an admonition to the people of David Commentary:
that they were not to exult in their
The verse speaks volumes for the
military conquests. Their main and vast extent of Solomon’s dominions
principal object should be to preach and the peace and prosperity which
and practice goodness. The implied reigned in his empire. Solomon’s
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14. They made for him what he
desired, of palaces and statues,
and basins like reservoirs, and
large cooking vessels fixed in
their places and We said:
dominions extended from northern
Syria along the coast of the eastern
Mediterranean down to the Red Sea,
along the Arabian Sea and up to the
Persian Gulf. In fact, in Solomon’s
time, the Israelite empire had reached
its zenith in wealth, power and
prestige as the word  ریحwhich, among
other things, means power and
conquests, used in the verse, shows.
The verse also shows that Solomon
possessed a large mercantile navy:
And King Solomon made a navy
of ships in Ezion-geber, which is
beside Eloth, on the shore of the
Red Sea, in the land of Edom.
And Hiram sent in the navy his
servants, shipmen that had
knowledge of the sea, with the
servants of Solomon. And they
came to Ophire, and fetched from
thence gold, four hundred and
twenty tents and brought it to
King Solomon (1 Kings 9:26-28).
Solomon’s
foreign
alliances
formed the basis for foreign
commercial relations. From the
Egyptians he bought chariots and
horses, which he sold to the
Hittites and other people of the
north. With the Phoenicians he
united in maritime commerce,
sending out a fleet once in three
years from Ezion-geber, at the
head of the Gulf of Akaba, to
Ophire, presumably on the
eastern coast of the Arabian

Peninsula. From this distant port,
and others on the way, he derived
fabulous amounts of gold and
tropical products. These revenues
gave him almost unlimited means
for increasing the glory of his
capital city and palace, and for
the perfection of his civil and
military organizations (Jew. Enc.
vol. xi. p. 437).
The words, "And We caused a fount
of molten copper to flow for him."
signify the high stage to which
industry and craftsmanship had
developed under Solomon. He had
erected factories in which copper was
melted. In the Bible we have:
Moreover, he made an altar of
brass, twenty cubits the length
thereof, and twenty cubits the
breadth thereof and ten cubits the
height thereof. Also he made a
molten sea of ten cubits from
brim to brim, round in compass
and the height thereof was five
cubits (II Chronicles 4:1-2).
The expression. "And of the jinn
were some who worked under him"
shows that Solomon had conquered
and pressed into service wild and
rebellious mountain tribes who
worked for him day and night.
Incidentally, the verse shows that
Solomon’s rule was firm and strong.
A reference to this is also to be found
in the Bible in II Chronicles, 2:18.
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a

‘Work ye, O House of David
gratefully;’ but few of My
servants are grateful.3140
15. And when We decreed his
(Solomon’s) death, nothing
indicated to them that he was
dead save a worm of the earth
that ate away his staff. So when
he fell down, the jinn plainly
realized that if they had known
the unseen, they would not have
remained in a state of degrading
torment.3141
a

21:81.

3140. Important Words:
( حماریبpalaces) is the plural of حمراب
which among other things means, a
palace; a mosque (Lane & Aqrab).
See also 3:38.
( جفانbasins) is the plural of جفنة
which is an infinitive noun from جفن.
They say  جفن الناقةi.e. he slaughtered
the she-camel and gave the flesh for
food to the people in bowls. جفنة
means, a large bowl or receptacle,
particularly used for food; a small
well; a generous man.  جفنة غراءmeans, a
generous man who entertains many
guests and feeds many. He is so
called because people are fed by him
in the ( جفنةLane & Aqrab).
( جوابreservoirs) is the plural of جابیة
which is derived from جبا. They say جبا
 اخلراجi.e. he collected the tribute. جبا املاء
 یف احلوضmeans, he collected the water
in the pond.  جوابis the plural of جابیة
which means, a large watering-trough
in which water is collected for

camels, a water reservoir; a company
of men (Lane & Aqrab).
( راسیاتfixed) is the plural of راسیة
which is derived from  رساwhich
means, it was or became fixed, firm,
stable.  قدر راسیةmeans, a cooking pot
that will not be removed from its
place on account of its large size and
heaviness.  جبال راسیةmeans, firm
mountains (Lane & Aqrab). See also
16:16.
Commentary:
The verse shows that besides being
a highly prosperous, powerful and
civilized monarch, Solomon was the
prince of builders among Israelite
rulers. He had a special taste for
architecture which had greatly
developed under him. The Temple of
Jerusalem
bears
an
eloquent
testimony to his fine architectural taste.
3141. Important Words:
( منساةstaff) is derived from نسا. They
say  نسا الدابةi.e. he urged or drove the
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16. a There was indeed a Sign
for Saba’ in their home-land:
two gardens, one on the right
hand and one on the left; and
We said to them, ‘Eat of the
provision of your Lord and be
grateful to Him. A good land and
a Most Forgiving Lord!’3142
a

16:113.

beast.  منساةmeans, a staff or large 3142. Commentary:
stick, so called because a beast is
The preceding verses having made
driven with it; a pastor’s big staff a mention of the blessings and
(Lane & Aqrab).
favours which God had bestowed
upon the Israelites and which found
Commentary:
The reference in the words "a worm their fullest expression in the highly
of the earth" is to Solomon’s prosperous reigns of David and
worthless
son
and
successor, Solomon, the present verse proceeds
Rehoboam, under whose weak rule to refer to another very prosperous
the great and mighty kingdom of and happy people of their time—the
Solomon fell to pieces. Besides people of Saba’. Saba’, as is
leading a life of ease and luxury, he mentioned under 27:23, was a city of
was surrounded by foolish and selfish Yemen situated about three days’
counsellors whose bad advice led him journey from San‘a’, also called
to pursue a policy which brought Ma’arib.
This
town
finds
frequent
about the ruin and downfall of the
reference in the Old Testament
kingdom which had been reared on
and in Greek, Roman and Arabic
firm and sound footing by his great
literature, especially in the South
father. The wild mountain tribes
Arabian
inscriptions.
The
realizing that the strong hand which
Sabaeans were a highly civilized
had held them under subjection was
and prosperous people. The finds
no more, rebelled and revolted, with
made in the country itself are in
the result that disorder and chaos
harmony with the various
followed and Solomon’s mighty
kingdom cracked and crumbled. See
classical literary sources, which
1 Kings, Chaps. 12, 13, 14 & Jew.
agree in showing that the
Enc. Under "Rehoboam."
Sabaeans attained the greatest
The expression "that ate away his
importance of all Arab peoples of
staff," signifies that the disruption
the pre-Muhammadan period, in
and disintegration of Solomon’s
particular of the four leading
kingdom set in Rehoboam’s time.
peoples of South Arabia who
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17. But they turned away; aso
We sent against them a fierce
flood. And We gave them, in lieu
of their gardens, two gardens
bearing bitter fruit and tamarisk
and a few lote-trees.3143
a

16:113.

were known even to the
Greeks. . .these
still
extant
monuments of the once highly
developed civilization, to which
Sabaea mainly owed its historical
importance...Agatharchides’s remarks on the splendid buildings
of the kings and private
individuals in Saba’ and the
descriptions of Sabaean castles
by the Arabs are confirmed by
the testimony of the inscriptions,
which to a great extent
commemorate the building of
houses (palaces) and fortifications.
Of public works built to assist
agriculture like barriers and
dams, the most celebrated was the
dam of Ma’arib" (Enc. of Islam.
vol. 4. p. 16).
Tirmidhi quotes a tradition on the
authority of Farwah bin Malik that
when asked whether Saba’ was the
name of a land or of a woman, the
Holy Prophet is reported to have said,
'It is neither the name of a land nor
that of a woman but the name of a
man in Yemen who had ten sons. Six
of them remained in Yemen while
four of them went to Syria. As for
those who made Syria their home,
they were Joham, Ghassan and
Amila; and as for those who stayed
back
in
Yemen
they
were

Ash‘ariyyun,
Himyar,
Kandah,
Madhpih and ‘Ammar. On being
asked who were Ammar, the Prophet
replied "Of them are Khath‘am and
Bajilah"' (Taj).
The whole tenor of the verse shows
that the Sabaeans were a highly
prosperous and cultured people
whom God had blessed in great
abundance with all the comforts and
amenities of life. The whole country
seems to have been rendered very
fertile by dams and other irrigation
works and was full of gardens and
streams.
According to Muir there were 70
stages or stops from Hadramaut to
Aila on the road from Yemen to
Syria. These stages even exist today.
It was a very frequented and safe
route, flanked on both sides by shady
trees.
3143. Important Words:
( سیل العرمfierce flood).  سیلis derived
from  سالwhich means, it (the water)
flowed.  سیلmeans, a torrent, a flow of
water; much water or a collection of
rain-water flowing in a valley or
water course.  ماء سیلmeans, flowing or
running water.  عرمis derived from عرم
(‘arama or ‘aruma) which means, he
was or became evil in disposition; he
behaved insolently or he was or
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18. That We requited them
because of their ingratitude; and
none do We requite in this
manner but the ungrateful.3144
19. And We placed, between
them and the towns which We
had blessed, other towns that
were prominently visible, and We
fixed easy stages between them
and said: ‘Travel in them by
night and days in security.’3145
became corrupt.  عرمmeans, a dam or
dams constructed in valleys or
torrent-beds; or a torrent of which the
rush is not to be withstood; or violent
rain (Lane &Aqrab).
Commentary:
Such is the irony of human
circumstances that whenever man is
blessed with material comforts and
amenities of life and leads a
prosperous and successful life, then
instead of being grateful to God for
His blessings and favours, he
becomes arrogant and begins to
behave ungratefully and insolently.
The Sabaeans were no exception to
the common run of humanity. In the
day of prosperity they fell into evil
ways and defied and broke Divine
laws. The inevitable nemesis seized
them. The same dam of Ma’arib to
which they owed all their wealth and
prosperity caused their destruction.
As the result of a mighty flood it
burst and inundated the whole area
causing wide-spread ruin. A land full
of beautiful gardens, streams and
great works of art was turned into a

vast waste. The dam was about two
miles long and 120 ft. high. It was
destroyed about the first or second
century A.D. (Palmer).
3144. Commentary:
This is how the ungrateful and the
wicked are punished and the mighty
are laid low. The verse constitutes a
standing warning to Muslims to be on
their guard against ingratitude and
defiance of Divine commandments.
3145. Commentary:
The words "the towns which we
had blessed" refer to the towns of
Palestine, the seat of Solomon’s
government with which the Sabaeans
carried on prosperous trade.
 قری ظاھرةmeaning towns situated so
near to each other as to be easily
visible; well known or prominent
towns; towns situated on high
ground, the verse shows that the route
from Yemen to Palestine and Syria
was very frequented, safe and
prosperous
and
was
densely
populated and the towns in the way
were situated so close to each other as
to be easily visible.
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20. But they said, ‘Our Lord,
place longer distances between
the stages of our journeys.’ And
they wronged themselves; so
We made them bywords and We
broke them into pieces, a utter
breaking up. In that verily are
Signs for every steadfast and
grateful person.3146
21. And Iblis indeed found true
his judgement concerning them,
so they followed him, all except
a party of believers.3147
22. aAnd he had no power over
them, but it was so that We
might distinguish those who
believed in the Hereafter from
those who were in doubt about
a

15:43; 16:100.

3146. Commentary:
The words shown as spoken by the
people of Saba’ in the verse were not
actually spoken by them but are used
to describe their actual condition
when they defied and disobeyed
Divine
commandments
and
consequently fell on evil days. The
prosperous and frequented route
became deserted, and desolate. The
words "place longer distances
between the stages of our journey"
signify that because many towns on
the route fell into ruin, the distance
between one stage to the other
became much longer and less safe.

The expression "and so We made
them by-words" means that the
Sabaeans were so utterly destroyed
that no sign or mark was left of them.
They became only a subject for storytellers.
3147. Commentary:
The verse means to say that by their
evil deeds the people of Saba’
justified Satan’s estimate that he
would be successful in leading them
astray. The reference to this estimate
of Satan about the wicked people and
their evil deeds may be found in
17:63 where he is mentioned as saying
that he will cause his (Adam’s)
progeny to perish except a few.
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it. And thy Lord is Watchful
over all things.3148
a

R. 3.

23. Say, ‘Call upon those
whom you assert to be gods
beside Allah. They control not
even the weight of an atom in
the heavens or in the earth, nor
have they any share in either,
nor has He any helper among
them.’3149
24. bNo intercession avails with
Him, except for him about
whom He permits it, until when
their hearts are relieved of fright
they would say, ‘What is it that
your Lord said?’ They (the
Messengers) will answer, ‘The
truth.’ And He is the High, the
Great.3150
a

17:57; 25:4. b2:256; 20:110; 78:39.

prophecy that Muslims would also be
blessed with power and wealth like
the Israelites in the reigns of David
and Solomon and the Sabaeans but if
they did not behave and were
ungrateful to God, they would be
punished like them. In the present
verse, however, disbelievers are
challenged to call upon all their false
gods to arrest or retard the progress
3149. Commentary:
and advance of Islam and are told that
As stated above, the principal they cannot do so; in fact, no power
theme of this Surah is the triumph of on earth can stop the new Faith from
Islam. Instances of David and spreading.
Solomon on the one hand and of the
Sabaeans on the other given in the 3150. Important Words:
preceding few verses embodied a
( فزعrelieved of fear) is derived from
3148. Commentary:
The verse clearly and positively
removes all doubts or misgivings as
to the extent of the authority and
control of Satan over men. According
to it Satan has definitely no authority
over man. It is by his own wrong
beliefs and evil deeds that man brings
about his spiritual ruin.
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25. Say, a‘Who gives you
sustenance from the heavens
and the earth?’ Say, ‘Allah. Either
we or you are on right guidance
or in manifest error.’3151
26. Say, ‘You will not be
questioned as to our sins, nor
shall we be questioned as to
what you do.’
27. Say, ‘Our Lord will bring us
all together; then He will judge
between us with truth: and He is
the Great Judge, the AllKnowing.’3152
a

10:32; 27:65; 35:4.

( فزعfazi‘a) which means, he feared,
or became afraid of. ( فزعهfazza‘-hu)
means, he frightened him. فزعه عنه
means, he removed fear or fright
from him (Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
The verse signifies that when
punishment is decreed for a people on
account of their evil deeds, no
intercession can avail them.
The words "their hearts" may
signify "the hearts of the intercessors"
and the pronoun "they" in the words
"they would say" refers to the sinful
people who will be punished, and the
second "they" in the expression "they
will answer, 'the truth'" to the
intercessors or to the Messengers of
God. Or the words "their hearts" may
refer to the hearts of disbelievers and
the pronoun "they" to them in both
the sentences. In such a case the verse

would mean that when the curtain
will be lifted from the eyes of
disbelievers and reality will dawn on
them in its naked form, they will say
to themselves that what God had said
through His Messengers was true.
3151. Commentary:
The fact that the Quran itself
answers the question "Who gives you
sustenance from the heavens and the
earth?" by saying that it is Allah Who
does so, shows that there could
possibly be no other answer to this
question except the one here given by
the Quran.
The words, "Either we or you are
on right guidance or in manifest
error," mean that as surely we (the
believers) are on the right, so surely
you (the disbelievers) are in error.
3152. Important Words:
( الفتاحthe Great Judge) is derived
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28. Say, a‘Show me those whom
you have joined with Him as
partners. Nay! you cannot do
so, for He is Allah, the Mighty,
the Wise.’3153
29. bAnd We have not sent thee
but as a Bearer of glad tidings
and a Warner for all mankind,
but most men know not.3154
30. cAnd they say, ‘When will
this promise be fulfilled, if you
are truthful?’
a

35:41; 46:5. b21:108. c21:39; 36:49; 67:26.

from فتح. They say  فتح بینھمi.e. he
judged between them.  فتح البابmeans
he opened the door.  فتاحmeans, Judge.
 الفتاحis an epithet applied to God
meaning, the Great Judge; the Opener
of the gates of His Mercy and of
sustenance to His servants (Lane &
Aqrab).
Commentary:
The verse is generally taken as
referring to the Fall of Mecca when it
was decided beyond the shadow of
doubt as to which of the two
parties—Muslims or disbelievers—
was "on right guidance" and which
"in manifest error." It was after that
great victory that a union of hearts
was brought about between Muslims
and their adversaries, the latter
having given up their false beliefs
and doctrines joined the fold of Islam.
The use of the expression  جیمع بینناin
preference to the expression یـجمعنا
points to this union of the hearts. The

verse thus constitutes a
about the Fall of Mecca. It
refer to the Battle of Badr
the first time Muslims
Quraishite army were
together.

prophecy
may also
when for
and the
brought

3153. Commentary:
The verse means to say that on the
day of the Fall of Mecca it will be
decisively established that the false
gods of disbelievers were devoid of
all power and wisdom and that Allah,
the God of Islam, was All-Powerful
and Wise.
3154. Commentary:
The Holy Prophet has been
repeatedly declared in the Quran as
having been sent as a Messenger to
all mankind till the end of time. See
also 21:108 & 25:2. The Message of
Islam is a universal message and the
Quran is the last revealed Book for all
mankind. No other revealed Book or
religion has ever laid claim to finality.
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31. Say, ‘For you is the promise
of a day from which ayou
cannot remain behind a single
moment nor can you get ahead
of it.’3155
R. 4.

32. And those who disbelieve
say, ‘We will never believe in
this Quran, nor in what is before
it;’ and couldst thou see bwhen
the wrongdoers will be made to
stand before their Lord,
throwing back the blame one to
another. Those who were
considered weak will say to
those who were proud, ‘Had it
not been for you, we should
surely have been believers.’3156
33. cThose who were proud will
say to those who were
a

7:35; 10:50. b7:39; 14:22; 28:64; 33:68; 40:48. c7:40; 14:22; 28:64; 40:49.

3155. Commentary:
If v. 27 above is taken as referring
to the Battle of Badr, the word یوم
(day) in the present verse would
signify 'a year'. The Battle of Badr was
fought in about a year after the Hijrah.
3156. Commentary:
The expression  بنی یدیهliterally
meaning "between his two hands" is
used in the sense of "before him or
it." It has been used in this sense in
5:47 and 46:22. But it is also used in
the sense of "in his presence" as in
v. 13. Sometimes, however, this
expression refers to a thing which is

yet to come. In this sense the
expression  الذی بنی یدیهmay mean "the
revelation which is yet to come."
It is human nature that when a
guilty person is face to face with the
punishment of his guilt, he tries to
excuse himself by seeking to shift the
responsibility for his misdeeds to
another person. It is to this aspect of
human nature that reference has been
made in this and the next two verses.
In these verses the deceivers and the
deceived are shown as engaging in
mutual recrimination when they see
punishment overtaking them, seeking
to throw the responsibility of their
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considered weak, ‘Was it we
that kept you away from the
guidance, after it had come to
you? Nay, it was you yourselves
who were guilty.’
34. aAnd those who were
considered weak will say to
those who were proud, ‘Nay,
but it was your scheming night
and day, when you bade us
disbelieve in Allah and set up
equals unto Him.’ bAnd they
will conceal their remorse when
they see the punishment; and
We shall put chains round the
necks of those who disbelieved.
They will not be requited but
for what they did.3157
35. And We never sent a Warner
to any city but cthe wealthy
ones thereof said, ‘Surely, we
disbelieve in what you have
been sent with.’3158
a

14:22; 40:48. b10:55. c6:124; 17:17.

neck.  عنقmeans, the neck; a company
of men or a numerous company of
3157. Important Words:
men; the heads or chiefs of men or
( أسرواwill conceal).  أسرis one of great ones.  عنق النخلmeans, the trunks
those Arabic words which have of palm-trees (Lane & Aqrab).
contrary meanings.  أسرہmeans, he
concealed it; he manifested it, he 3158. Commentary:
made it known (Lane). See also 10:55.
The Prophets of God come to raise
عن
( أعناقnecks) is the plural of  قdepressed and suppressed humanity
(‘unuqun) which is substantive noun to their rightful place in society and
from ‘( عنقaniqa) which means, he to restore to them the rights which are
was or became long and thick in the denied to them by the vested
disbelief one upon another.
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36. And they say, ‘We have
more wealth and children; and
we shall not be punished.’3159
37. Say, ‘Verily, amy Lord
enlarges the provision for
whomsoever He pleases, and
straitens it for whomsoever He
pleases; but most men do not
know.’3160
R. 5.

38. And it is not your wealth
nor your children that will bring
you near Us in rank but bthose
who believe and do good works,
will have a double reward for
what they did. cAnd in lofty
mansions will they be secure.
3161
a

13:27; 29: 63; 39:53; 42:13. b3:58; 6:49; 18:89; 19:61. c25:76.

interests. That is why in all ages it is
the rich, the wealthy, the men of
power and influence—the vested
interests—who range themselves
against the new Divine Message.
They feel that under its influence the
oppressed and the exploited people
will come to realize their true
position and, therefore, will refuse to
be exploited any more. Hence they
fight their Prophet tooth and nail and
put all sorts of obstacles and
impediments in his way.

power, their prestige, position and
numbers.
3160. Commentary:
The verse seems to hold out a
promise to those who are looked
down upon and are oppressed and
exploited, that by accepting the new
Message, they will become rich and
powerful. In God’s possession lie the
treasures of the heavens and earth,
and He has decreed that the poor and
the downtrodden will now inherit the
earth because they have accepted the
Divine Message.

3159. Commentary:
All opposition to truth on the part 3161. Commentary:
The verse seeks to remove the
of disbelievers springs from pride and
arrogance, based on their wealth and assumption by disbelievers of fancied
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39. aAnd as to those who strive
to frustrate the purpose of Our
Signs, it is they who will be
brought face to face with
punishment.3162
40. Say, ‘Surely, my Lord
enlarges the provision for such
of His servants as He pleases
and straitens it for such of them
as He pleases. And whatever
you spend, He will replace it;
and He is the Best of providers.’
3163

41. And remember bthe day,
when He will gather them all
together; then He will say to the
angels: ‘Was it you that they
worshipped?’
a

22:52. b6:129; 10:29; 17:98; 19:69.

and false superiority based on wealth,
power and position, referred to in v.
36 and means to say that these things
are not the means of achieving
nearness to God. On the contrary,
they tend to keep man away from
Him. It is right belief and good
actions which are his real wealth and
which can bring him salvation and
God’s pleasure.
3162. Commentary:
The verse purports to say that God
has decreed that the new Faith shall
prosper and triumph and all the
efforts
and
machinations
of
disbelievers to retard or arrest its
onward march will prove futile. The

disbelievers will not be able to
frustrate God’s purpose. On the
contrary, their machinations will
recoil on their own heads and they
will be visited with Divine
punishment.
3163. Commentary:
The subject matter of v. 37 is here
repeated to emphasize the fact that
disbelievers should not be misled by
the present poverty and weakness of
Muslims, as the latter are destined to
inherit the kingdom of the earth
because they have believed in the
Message of God Who is the Owner
and Controller of all the sources of
wealth.
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42. They will say, a‘Holy art
Thou. Thou art our Protector
against them. Nay, but they
worshipped the Jinn; it was in
them that most of them
believed.’3164
43. It
will
be
said
to
disbelievers: ‘So, this day, you
will have no power either to
profit or harm one another.’ And
We shall say to those who did
b
wrong:
‘Taste
ye
the
punishment of the Fire that you
denied.’
44. And when Our manifest
Signs are recited to them, they
say, c‘This is but a man who
seeks to turn you away from
that
which
your
fathers
worshipped.’ And they say,
‘This is but a forged lie.’ And
those who disbelieve say about
the truth when it comes to them,
‘This is nothing but clear
magic.’3165
a

25:19. b8:15; 10:53; 22:23. c17:95; 23:25.

3164. Commentary:
The reference in the word jinn is to
the proud, wicked and ungodly
people who are not the followers of
any revealed religion and who have
been spoken of in vv. 32, 33 and 34
above. The word may also mean
hidden forces of evil, the root جن
(janna) meaning, it veiled, concealed

or covered (Lane).
3165. Commentary:
This verse sums up the subject
matter of the whole Surah. The
preceding verses deal with the
mission of the Holy Prophet and
answer the criticisms and objections
of disbelievers against him. Their first
objection was that the Prophet had
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45. And We gave them no
books which they studied nor
did We send to them any
Warner before thee.3166
46. And those who were before
them also rejected the truth—
and these have not attained even
to a tenth of that which We gave
split up the people into groups and
parties and thus had sought to carve
out of this chaos a new community
for himself and to impose his
leadership on them (v. 8). This
objection was answered by a
reference to the Divine practice that
whenever there came a Prophet into
the world, the people to whom he
preached his Message naturally
became split up into two hostile
camps with the result that those who
accepted it and followed the
Prophet’s lead triumphed over their
opponents and became a strong
community. To this the disbelievers
would retort that the Prophet could
not succeed in the face of their great
resources, power and numbers (v. 36).
When this objection was also refuted
by the argument that power and
wealth belonged to God and that it
was not these things but right beliefs
and good actions that led to the
success and prosperity of a people
and that Muslims being righteous and
holding right beliefs were destined to
triumph over them (vv. 37-40), the
disbelievers pretended to derive
consolation from the false and flimsy
plea that the Prophet could not
succeed because three great factors

worked towards his failure, viz. that
he acted against the old traditions of
their forefathers, that he was a liar
and an impostor and that he
employed unfair and deceitful means
for the furtherance of his cause and
held out false promises. It is to these
three objections of disbelievers that
the verse under comment refers.
3166. Commentary:
The verse answers all the objections
mentioned in the preceding verse. It
purports to say that disbelievers
accuse the Holy Prophet of having
defied and flouted the time-honoured
traditions of their forefathers. This
objection is answered by the question
"do they possess any Book which has
come down to them from their
forebears and which contains
teachings opposed to the teachings of
the Prophet?" It further says that
when no Prophet had come to their
forefathers and they had received no
revelation, then what value can their
views and opinions possess as
compared with the teachings of the
Holy Prophet who claims to have
been commissioned by God and to
have received revelation direct from
Him?
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them, but they treated My
Messengers as liars. So they
shall see how terrible are the
consequences
of
denying
Me!3167
R. 6.

47. Say, ‘I only exhort you to do
only one thing: that you stand
up before Allah in twos and
singly and then reflect. You will
then realize that athere is no
insanity in your companion; he
is only a Warner to you of an
impending severe punishment.’
3168
a

7:185; 23:71.

3167. Important Words:
( معشارa tenth) is derived from عشر
(‘ashara). They say  عشر الـمالi.e. he
took the tenth part of the property.
 عشرھمmeans, he took one from them,
they being ten. ‘( عشرushrun) and عشری
and  معشارall mean, a tenth; a tenth
part; one of ten parts. Some say معشار
means, a hundredth part, yet
according to some others it means, a
thousandth part (Lane).
Commentary:
This verse demolishes the second
objection of the disbelievers. It means
to say that if they are proud of their
wealth, power and position and are
rejecting the Message of Islam
because of the weakness and poverty
of the Holy Prophet and his
followers, then they should know that
peoples much more powerful than
they and possessing resources far in

excess of theirs were destroyed when
they rejected their Prophets. How do
they then expect to escape Divine
punishment by rejecting the Holy
Prophet? They should know that they
will fail against the Prophet, and their
failure will prove that he is a true
Prophet of God.
3168. Commentary:
In this and the next few verses,
another kind of argument has been
suggested to test the truth of the
Holy Prophet. The present verse
recommends an objective and
detached examination of his claim.
The disbelievers are urged to ponder,
dispassionately, without prejudice,
and being uninfluenced by crowd
mentality, whether the Holy Prophet
suffers from insanity or unsoundness
of mind. The Quran is convinced that
if a person were to deliberate
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48. Say, a‘Whatever reward I
might have asked of you—let it
be yours. My reward is only
with Allah; and He is Witness
over all things.’3169
49. Say, ‘Truly, my Lord hurls
the Truth at falsehood and
breaks it into pieces. He is the
Great Knower of bthe unseen.’
3170

50. Say, c‘The Truth has come,
and falsehood could neither
originate
any
good
nor
reproduce it.’3171
a

38:87; 42:24; 52:41; 68:47. b5:117. c17:82; 21:19.

seriously and in solitude over the
claim of the Holy Prophet, he would
inevitably come to the conclusion that
he is neither an impostor, nor an
insane person, because an impostor is
never allowed to progress and
prosper, and sooner or later—sooner
rather than later—he meets with a
terrible end, while an insane person
can neither give such excellent
teaching as does the Quran, nor can
bring
about
such
wonderful
revolution in the life of a whole
people, steeped in ignorance and
immorality as had been brought about
by the Holy Prophet.

calling men to God the Prophet is
actuated by no selfish motives. He
calls God to bear witness to the
honesty and sincerity of his purpose.
Besides this his whole life constitutes
an unanswerable testimony to it.

3169. Commentary:
This verse answers the objection
raised in (v. 8) viz. that, by his claim
to prophethood, the Holy Prophet
seeks to impose his leadership upon
his people. It tells disbelievers that in

3171. Commentary:
The words ( ما یعیدnor could
reproduce it) embody a mighty
prophecy that idolatry will never
regain a foothold in Arabia. It will
disappear from that country forever.

3170. Commentary:
The verse means to say that a
further proof, if proofs are still
needed, to establish the truth of the
claim of the Holy Prophet, is that
truth shall triumph over falsehood
and the Prophet shall succeed in his
mission.
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51. Say, ‘If I err, I err only
against myself; and if I am
rightly guided, it is because of
what my Lord has revealed to me.
a
Verily, He is Hearing, Nigh.’
52. Couldst thou but see when
they will be smitten with fear!
Then there will be no escape,
and they will be seized from a
place nearby.3172
53. And they will say, ‘We now
believe therein.’ But how can
the attaining of faith be possible
to them from a position so faroff,3173
54. While they had disbelieved
in it before? And they are
uttering conjectures from a faroff place.3174
55. And a barrier has been
placed between them and that
a

2:187; 11:62.

3172. Commentary:
The words "from a place nearby"
may either refer to the battlefield of
Badr or to the Fall of Mecca. The
verse thus means that disbelievers
will realize that they were in the
wrong when they would sustain a
crushing defeat at Badr or when their
great citadel, Mecca, would fall to
Muslim arms.

off" may mean "after death." In this
sense the verse would mean that
disbelievers will surely realize after
death that they were in the wrong.

3174. Commentary:
The verse means to say that
disbelievers are making foolish
conjectures about the failure of the
Prophet’s mission. These conjectures
being far removed from the source of
"the unseen" or from reality, reason and
3173. Commentary:
The words "from a position so far- truth are quite foolish and baseless.
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which they long for, as was
done with the likes of them
before. They too were in
disquieting doubt indeed.3175
3175. Important Words:
( اشیاعھمthe likes of them).  اشیاعis the
plural of  شیعةwhich means, followers
or helpers or partisans; any people
that have combined in or for an affair.
The Quranic expression کما فعل بأشیاعھم
means, as was done with the likes of
them; of the same persuasion as they;
of the people that have passed (Lane
& Aqrab).
Commentary:
There could be

no

frustration for man in life than that he
should fail to achieve the object of his
desire, and it is exactly this
frustration that has always been the
lot of the rejecters of God’s Prophets
in every age. The opponents of Islam
are here told that like the rejecters of
the Prophets of yore they will also
utterly fail to realize their heart’s
desire—the failure of the mission of
the Holy Prophet.

greater
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CHAPTER 35
FATIR
(Revealed before Hijrah)
Title, Date of Revelation and Context
The Surah takes its title from the Divine attribute Fatir, (Originator)
mentioned in the second verse. This attribute sheds some light on the subject
matter of the Surah, viz. that God has implanted in the human soul an
irresistible hankering after Him, and that, being the Maker and Originator of
the heavens and the earth, He has made adequate provision, not only for
man’s physical needs but for his moral and spiritual needs as well, and that
this provision has been fully made in the Quran. The Divine attribute
'Originator' may also imply a reference to the new order that was to come
about through the teaching of the Quran and the example of the Holy Prophet.
The Surah was revealed at Mecca, probably at the time at which its
predecessor was revealed.
Towards the end of the preceding Surah it was stated that when Divine
punishment overtakes disbelievers and they find no way out of it, they begin
to make loud professions of faith. But in reality their hearts are devoid of all
belief because they possess no mental affinity with it. They have rejected the
Message of the Holy Prophet outright without giving it serious consideration
and now that punishment has descended upon them they have begun loudly to
proclaim their faith.
The present Surah begins with the subject that from time immemorial
the Great and Wise God has been sending teachings for the guidance of man.
He chooses angels as mediums for the revelation of His will and for the
conveyance of His teachings. These teachings differ in importance and scope,
and, therefore, the angels who bring them, also differ in their God-given
powers and attributes. Some of them have two wings, others have three and so
on in an ascending order. The wings of angels represent their inherent powers
and qualities and also the Divine attributes they manifest. The Quran is the
last, the greatest, and most important of all revealed Scriptures, therefore, its
revelation was naturally attended with angels having the largest number of
wings.
Further, in the preceding Surah, Muslims were told that like the
Israelites they will be given wealth, power, prosperity and prestige and that if
in the heyday of their glory and greatness they consigned God to oblivion and
abandoned themselves to a life of luxury and ease they will draw upon their
heads His wrath as did the Israelites before them. In the present Surah they
are promised honour and eminence through the Quran whose commandments
they should not fail to observe.
2623

Subject Matter
The Surah opens with the declaration that all praise belongs to God
Who is the Originator of the heavens and the earth. The declaration implies
that being the Creator of the universe God has not only provided for the
physical needs of man but also for his moral and spiritual needs, and that for
this purpose He has created angels through whose instrumentality He controls
the physical universe and conveys His will to men. The Surah further says
that since the creation of man God has been sending Prophets and Messengers
to convey His will and that now He has decreed to bestow His mercy upon
mankind in the form of the Quran. After this announcement of the bestowal of
Divine mercy upon man, he has been warned not to reject it, as this will entail
grave consequences. The subject further continues that whenever a Divine
Messenger addresses his Message to his people, they become split up into two
camps—those that accept the Divine Message and become heirs to God’s
blessings and mercy and those who reject His Prophet and incur His
displeasure and come to grief. Further, the Holy Prophet is asked not to grieve
over his being rejected by disbelievers, since by rejecting him they only injure
their own souls and cannot frustrate God’s purpose. The Surah proceeds to
draw a moral lesson from the quite insignificant beginnings of man, viz. that
Islam too will, from a humble start, grow into a mighty organisation. It further
compares Islam to a sea whose water is sweet and pleasant to drink and whose
teachings slake the thirst of spiritual wayfarers. Next, it observes that Islam is
no novel phenomenon. Alternate periods of spiritual light and darkness
continue to come over the world as day follows night and vice versa. After a
long period of darkness and cessation of revelation, the sun of Islam has risen
to illumine the dark world and God has decreed to bring into being a new
creation and a new order of things through its teachings. Through the Quran
God will give eyes to the blind and ears to the deaf and the dead will receive
new life, but those who will deliberately shut the avenues of their hearts and
refuse to listen to the Divine Call will incur spiritual death and will be like the
dead in the graves. The Surah further develops the subject of the continuity of
revelation and says that the Holy Prophet is no new Messenger. There have
been coming in the world, from time immemorial, Divine Messengers who
called men to God. "There is no people," the Surah says, "to whom a warner
has not been sent."
The Surah then invites attention to the study of the physical
phenomenon which bears a striking resemblance to a similar phenomenon in
the spiritual realm. When rain falls on dry and parched land, it begins to
bloom, blossom and vibrate with new life, and many kinds of crops, flowers
and fruits of varying colours, tastes, and forms, are brought forth. The water
2624

that comes down as rain is the same but the crops and fruits are different.
Similarly, the same water of Divine revelation produces different results
among men of different natures and moral aptitudes. While on the one hand it
produces highly righteous and God-fearing men, on the other, a community of
vicious and wicked men also comes into being who carry on a relentless fight
against the cause of truth. This fight between the devotees of truth and the
forces of darkness always ends only in one inevitable result—the triumph of
truth over falsehood.
Towards its close the Surah brings home to idolaters the untenability
of their position. It asks them, why do they worship false gods who create
nothing, in preference to the Almighty Creator of the universe, all parts of
which work in perfect harmony? It is this Great God Who has revealed the
Quran and has sent the Holy Prophet. This is why the whole universe is
working to further the cause of Islam. If, in spite of the falsity and futility of
their beliefs, and practices, the disbelievers continued to stick to them, Divine
punishment will overtake them, though God is very slow in punishing, and
continues to grant respite to sinners till by their perverse attitude they shut
upon themselves the doors of His mercy.
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(FATIR)
1. In the name of Allah, the
Gracious, the Merciful.3176
2. All praise belongs to Allah,
b
the Originator of the heavens
and the earth, Who employs the
angels as messengers, having
wings, two, three, and four. He
adds to His creation whatever
He pleases; for Allah has power
over all things.3177
a

a

See 1:1. b6:15; 12:102; 14:11; 42:12.

3176. Commentary:
See. 1:1.
3177. Important Words:
( اجنحةwings) is the plural of جناح
which is derived from  جنحwhich
means, he or it inclined, leaned or
propended. They say  جنح الطائرi.e. the
bird contracted its wings to descend
and approached like one falling and
repairing to a place of refuge. جناح
means, wing; hand; upper arm; edge;
side; wing of an army; protection;
refuge; power; inclination; assistant;
a part or power of a thing. The Arabs
say  حنن عیل جناح السفرi.e. we are on the
wings of journey, i.e. we are about to
start on journey (Lane & Aqrab). See
also 17:25.
Commentary:
The reference in this verse may be
to the creation of two universes; the
physical and the spiritual. God, it
says, is the Creator of the heavens
and the earth and of all that is

between them. He has created the
angels to execute His will in the
material universe. These angels are
 املدبرات أمراi.e. regulators of the affairs
of the world (79:6). To them is
entrusted the control, management
and supervision of affairs of the
physical world. This is one duty and
responsibility placed upon them.
Their other and heavier duty is to
carry God’s commandments and will
to His Messengers who are the
bearers of the Divine revelation.
The verse may also indicate that a
new spiritual Dispensation is being
created through the revelation that is
being sent down to the Holy
Prophet. The angels bearing this
revelation manifest two, three, four,
attributes of God at the same time,
and there may be others manifesting
an even larger number of Divine
attributes.
The word ( فاطرOriginator) has been
used in the verse to draw attention to
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3. aWhatever of mercy Allah
grants to men—there is none to
withhold it; and whatever He
withholds, there is none who
can release it after that; and He
is the Mighty, the Wise.3178
4. O ye men, remember the
favour of Allah that He has
bestowed upon you. bIs there
any Creator other than Allah
Who provides for you from the
heaven and the earth? There is
none worthy of worship but He.
Whither then are you turned
away?
a

11:108; 39:39. b10:32; 27:65; 34:25.

the fact that the Great Maker Who
has made full provision for the
physical needs of man could not have
omitted to provide for his spiritual
sustenance and development, and just
as He has entrusted the control and
management of the physical universe
to the care of the angels, so has He
entrusted the regulation of the affairs
of the spiritual world to them. They
are the instruments to carry out God’s
will in both the universes.
As shown under "Important Words"
above, the word  اجنحةis a symbol of
power and ability. In view of this
significance of the word the
expression  أویل أجنحة اخلshows that angels
possess powers and qualities in
varying degrees and in accordance
with the importance of the work
entrusted to each one of them. Some
of the angels are endowed with

powers and qualities greater than the
others. The Archangel Gabriel is the
chief of all the angels and, therefore,
the most important work of carrying
Divine
revelation
to
God’s
Messengers is entrusted to him and is
done under his care and supervision.
3178. Commentary:
After having mentioned in the
previous verse that God has created
the heavens, and the earth and that He
has made full provision for man’s
physical and spiritual needs and has
entrusted
the
control
and
management of both the physical and
spiritual worlds to the care of the
angels, the verse under comment
proceeds to say that God has now
decreed to bestow His mercy upon
mankind in the form of the revelation
of the Quran, at the same time
warning the would be enemies of
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5. aAnd if they reject thee,
verily, God’s Messengers have
been rejected before thee; and
unto Allah all matters are
brought back for decision.3179
6. O ye men, assuredly the
promise of Allah is true, so let
not the present life deceive you,
nor let the Deceiver deceive you
with respect to Allah.3180
7. bSurely, Satan is an enemy to
you; so take him for an enemy.
He calls his followers only that
they may become inmates of the
burning Fire.
8. For those who disbelieve
there is a severe punishment.
And for those who believe and
do good works there is
a

6:35; 22:43; 40:6; 54:10. b2:169; 12:6; 18:51; 20:118.

truth that they will not be allowed to all the Divine Messengers and
thwart God’s plan and purpose as "He Prophets before him were also
is the Mighty, the Wise!"
rejected, opposed and persecuted, but
the enemies of truth could never
3179. Commentary:
frustrate God’s plan but themselves
After it has been mentioned in the
always came to grief.
preceding verses that a great Divine
gift is about to be bestowed on 3180. Commentary:
mankind in the form of the Quran and
It is really love of the world that
after the would-be rejecters have been leads man to sin. This is why "the
warned not to hasten to reject it, the present life" has been mentioned in
Holy Prophet is told in the present the verse before the mention of "the
verse that he will be rejected, Deceiver" who is Satan. This shows
opposed and persecuted but this that it is man himself who first
should not discourage or dismay him becomes mentally corrupt and then
because
his
opposition
and Satan comes to deceive and lead him
persecution would be no new thing as astray.
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9. Is he, then, to whom the evil
of ahis deed is made to appear
pleasing, so that he looks upon
it as good, like him who believes
and does good works? Surely,
Allah adjudges astray whom He
will and guides whom He will.
So let not thy soul waste away
in sighing for them. Surely,
Allah knows what they do.3182
10. And Allah is He Who sends
the winds which raise the
clouds; then do We drive them
to a lifeless tract of land, band
quicken therewith the earth after
its death. Likewise shall the
Resurrection be.3183
a

16:64; 27:25; 29:39. b22:7; 57:18.

their evil ways and save them from
the wrath of God. Another verse of
the Quran, viz. "Haply thou wilt
grieve thyself to death for sorrow
after them if they believe not in this
discourse" (18:7). Also constitutes an
eloquent
commentary
on
the
solicitude and concern of the Holy
Prophet for the spiritual well-being of
his people and on his deep grief for
their opposition to truth. But such is
human ingratitude that from the very
3182. Commentary:
people for whom he felt and grieved
The words, "so let not thy soul so much, he received nothing but
waste away sighing for them," give abuse, invective and ridicule.
an insight into the noble soul of the
Holy Prophet—how anxious and 3183. Important Words:
eager he was to lead his people out of
( نشورResurrection) is an infinitive
3181. Commentary:
The verse points to an invariable
divine law, viz. that whenever a
Prophet of God comes into the world,
the people to whom he preaches his
Message become split up into two
hostile camps: Those who accept
God’s Message and receive His
blessings and those who having
rejected and opposed him incur His
displeasure and punishment.
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11. Whoso desires honour, let
him know that all honour
belongs to Allah. Unto Him
ascend good words, and as for
righteous work He exalts it,
a
And those who plot evils—for
them is a severe punishment;
and the plotting of such will
perish.3184
a

27:51, 52; 35:44.

noun from نشر. They say  نشر اخلربi.e. he
spread or spread out or published the
news.  نشرت االرضmeans, the land,
being rained upon, its herbage or
pasturage became green after it had
dried up.  نشر اهلل املویتmeans, God raised
the dead to life.  نشورmeans, raising
the dead: Resurrection. The word has
also been used in the sense of
spiritual resurrection in this life (Lane
& Aqrab).

heavenly
water
of
revelation—the Quran.

Divine

3184. Important Words:
( یبورwill perish) is derived from بار
which means, he perished; it
(commodity) was or became difficult
of sale. They say  بارت السوقi.e. the
market became dull.  بار العملmeans,
the work became or proved vain. بوار
means perdition, destruction. The
Arabs say  نزلت البوار عیل الکفارi.e. perdition
overtook the disbelievers (Lane &
Commentary:
In the Quran the plural form  ریاحAqrab). See also 25:19.
(winds) is generally used in good Commentary:
sense as in the present verse and in
The present verse continues the
vv. 7:58; 25:49; etc. while the theme of its predecessor and proceeds
singular has been used to denote to say that under the influence of the
Divine punishment as in 17:70; Holy Prophet, the Arabs will not only
33:10; 41:17; 46:25; 51:42; 54:20 & shed their evil ways and become
69:7. The word ( النشورResurrection) if paragons of piety and godliness but
taken to mean the resurrection of a all honour and glory will also be
people from a state of spiritual theirs, and nations that now look
decline and degradation, the verse down upon them and consider them
would mean that just as dead and dry beneath notice will bow down before
land blossoms into new life when rain them in humility. Their honour and
falls upon it, so will a people, morally glory will be the result of their true
and spiritually dead and steeped in beliefs, noble ideals, and righteous
sin and wickedness as the Arabs are, conduct.
rise to a new life by means of the
The pronoun  ہin the expression یرفعه
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12. aAnd Allah created you
from dust, then from a spermdrop, then He made you pairs.
And no female conceives, nor
does she bring forth a child save
with His knowledge. And no one
is granted long life who is
granted long life, nor is anything
diminished of his life, but it is
recorded in a Book. That surely
is easy for Allah.3185
13. And the two seas are not
alike: this one palatable, sweet
and pleasant to drink, and this
other salt, bitter. bAnd from
each you eat fresh meat, and
take forth ornaments which you
wear. And thou seest the ships
therein ploughing the waves that
you may seek of His bounty, and
that you may be grateful.3186
a

18:38; 22:6; 23:14; 36:78; 40:68. b16:15; 45:13.

may refer to ( العمل الصاحلrighteous
work). In that case the subject of the
verb ( یرفعexalts) is God, as shown in
the text. Or it may refer to الکلم الطیب
(good words). In that case the subject
of the verb  یرفعwill be ( العمل الصاحلthe
righteous work).

drop there grows a well-proportioned
and fully-developed human being,
similarly the lowly and poor Muslims
will one day grow into a mighty
community.
The latter part of the verse is related
to what a female conceives and what
she gives birth to, and to the
lengthening and diminishing of a
man’s life implies another prophecy
that the progeny of opponents of the
Holy Prophet will one day become
devoted followers of Islam.

3185. Commentary:
By referring to the very humble and
insignificant origin of man the
verse draws attention to the lowly
beginnings of Islam and the
extremely poor condition of the early
Muslims and implies a prophecy that 3186. Important Words:
( عذبpalatable) is derived from عذب
just as out of an insignificant sperm2631
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14. aHe merges the night into
the day, and He merges the day
into the night. bAnd He has
pressed into service the sun and
the moon; each one runs its
course to an appointed term.
Such is Allah, your Lord; His is
the kingdom, cand those whom
you call upon beside Allah own
not even a whit.3187
a

22:62; 31:30; 57:7. b7:55; 13:3; 26:29; 31:21; 39:6. c13:15; 40:21.

(‘adhiba) which means, it was or
became sweet; became easy and
agreeable to be swallowed or drunk.
 ماءعذبmeans, sweet water. They say انه
 لعذب اللسانi.e. verily he is sweet of
tongue (Lane & Aqrab). See also
25:54.
( ملحsalt) is noun-infinitive from ملح
(malahah). They say  ملح الطعامi.e. he
put salt in the food.  ملح املاءmeans, the
water became saltish. ( ملحmaluhah) it
(a thing) was or became beautiful or
pretty (Lane & Aqrab). See also
25:54.
( سائغاpleasant) is derived from ساغ
which means, it (beverage) was easy
and agreeable to swallow (Lane). See
also 16:67.
( مواخرploughing the waves) is
derived from خمر. They say خمرت السفینة
i.e. the boat clove the water with its
stem and ran (Lane). See also 16:15.
For  فراتand  أجاجsee 25:54.
Commentary:
Metaphorically, the two seas
spoken of in this verse are true and
false religions. The words  عذبand
 أجاجmay be taken as representing

respectively true and false religions
which cannot be equal. The one is
like sweet water which is good to
drink and slakes the thirst and is also
very useful for irrigation, while the
other is like bitter water which is not
only not fit to drink but is also
unusable for purposes of irrigation.
The verse continuing the metaphor
purports to say that though saltish
water is not fit for drinking and
irrigation, it has other uses. From the
saltish seawater come out fresh meat
and ornaments. Similarly, though the
present opponents of Islam are, like
saltish water, bitter and worthless, yet
out of their loins there will be born
those who will be zealous and devout
bearers of its message.
3187. Important Words:
( قطمریwhit) means, the cleft of a
date-stone or the integument that is
upon it; the thin skin which is upon a
date-stone between the stone and the
date itself or the white point in the
back of the date-stone from which the
palm-tree grows forth. Hence a small,
mean, paltry, contemptible thing. The
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15. aIf you call on them, they
will not hear your call; and even
if they heard it, they could not
answer you. And on the Day of
Resurrection they will deny your
having associated them with God.
And none can inform thee like
the One Who is All-Aware.3188
R. 3.

16. O ye men, bit is you who are
dependent upon Allah, but Allah
is He Who is Self-Sufficient,
the Praiseworthy.3189
a

7:194. b47:39.

Arabs say  ما أصبت منه قطمریاi.e. I did not
receive anything from him.
Commentary:
The metaphor of the preceding
verse is continued in this verse. The
word ( النھارday) here represents
prosperity and power and ( اللیلnight)
signifies loss of these things
combined with national decline and
decadence. Taking the two words in
this sense the verse implies a
prophecy that with the advent of the
Holy Prophet a new order will come
into being. The nations which have
hitherto enjoyed temporal and
spiritual sovereignty will, if they
rejected his message, be debased and
disgraced, and another people which
have till now been looked down upon
as scum of humanity because of their
faith, will be raised to the highest
pinnacles of power and glory. All the
forces of nature will combine to work
for the success of the new order and
the forces of darkness led by those

whom the disbelievers call upon
besides Allah will utterly fail to
impede or obstruct its progress,
because the kingdom of the heavens
and the earth is God’s Who has
revealed the new Teaching and Who
is its Protector and Guardian.
3188. Commentary:
The verse further dwells upon the
complete failure of the forces of evil
to arrest the progress of Islam. It says
that the idols of idol worshippers will
prove entirely powerless and useless
against the onward march of Islam.
The reference in the words, "the
One Who is All-Aware," as the
translation of the text shows, is to
God. It may also be to the Holy
Prophet when the word would mean,
well-aware.
3189. Commentary:
The verse points to man’s utter
helplessness. Man needs God’s help
every moment of his life. He needs it
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17. aIf He please, He could
destroy you, and bring a new
creation instead.3190
18. bAnd that is not difficult for
Allah.
19. cAnd no burdened soul can
bear the burden of another; and
if a heavily laden soul call
another to bear its load, naught
of it shall be carried by the other,
even though he be a kinsman.
d
Thou canst warn only those
who fear their Lord in secret
and observe Prayer. And whoso
purifies himself, purifies himself
only to his own good; and to
Allah shall be the return.3191
a

4:134; 6:134; 14:20. b14:21. c6:165; 39:8; 53:39. d36:12.

for his physical sustenance and he
needs it for his spiritual sustenance
and God, out of His unbounded grace
and mercy, has made provision for both.
3190. Commentary:
The verse implies that God has
decreed to bring into being a new
creation, a new order through the
Holy Prophet and "it is not at all
difficult for Him to do so."
3191. Important Words:
( مثقلةheavily laden soul) is derived
from  ثقلwhich means, it was or
became heavy, weighty or ponderous;
it was or became heavy, weighty or
preponderant ideally; he was or
became slow, lazy, wanting in activity
or intelligence.  ثقلت املرأةmeans, her
pregnancy became apparent. أثقله

means, he overburdened him.  مثقلof
which  مثقلةis feminine gender means,
heavily burdened or burdened beyond
his power; overburdened; weighed
down or oppressed by disease, debt,
etc. (Lane & Aqrab). See also 4:41.
Commentary:
The word  وزرmay here signify the
burden of duty or responsibility; or it
may mean the remorse or shame
which a person feels when he
commits a sin or crime. Taking it in
the first sense, the expression ال تزر وازرة
 وزر أخریwould mean that the personal
duty or responsibility of one person
cannot be shifted to, or discharged by
another. Everyone has to carry his
own cross. Taking the word in the
second sense the expression cuts at
the root of the doctrine of Atonement
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20. aNot alike are the blind and
the seeing;3192
21. Nor the darkness and
light,3193
22. Nor the shade and heat.
23. Nor alike are the living and
the dead. Surely, Allah causes him
to hear whom He pleases; and
thou canst not make those to
hear who are in the graves.3194
a

11:25; 13:17; 40:59.

on which the whole fabric of
Christianity stands. The verse
purports to say that no person can
relieve any other person of his grief
or sorrow, nor can he share with him
the remorse or regret that afflicts his
conscience after he has committed a
crime. Evidently as these feelings
have their origin in the heart of man,
they cannot be transferred to or
shared by another person. The
punishments of Hell are only the
spiritual embodiments of man’s evil
actions done in this life and the
person who committed the evil deeds
quite clearly will not share these
spiritual embodiments of his actions
with another person who had not
committed those evil deeds.

likened in the present verse to "the
seeing" i.e. those who having been
endowed with spiritual eyes see the
heavenly light, and "the blind" i.e.
those who are afflicted with spiritual
blindness as the result of their refusal
to see the light. These two classes of
men have been further likened to "the
living" and "the dead" in verse 23
below. The believers have been called
"the living" because by accepting the
truth they receive new life, and the
disbelievers are called "the dead"
because by rejecting truth which is
the elixir of life eternal they bring
spiritual death upon themselves.
3193. Commentary:
In this and the next verse truth and
falsehood have been respectively
compared to light and pleasantness of
the cool shade, and to darkness and
scorching heat. There could be no
better description of truth and
falsehood than this.

3192. Commentary:
Whenever a Prophet comes into the
world the people to whom he
preaches his Message become split up
into two groups: (1) those who
accept his Message and follow his
lead; (2) those who reject and oppose 3194. Commentary:
him. These two groups of men are
The words "who are in the graves"
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24. aThou art only a Warner.
25. bVerily, We have sent thee
with the truth, as a bearer of
glad tidings and as a Warner;
c
and there is no people to whom
a Warner has not been sent.3195
26. dAnd if they treat thee as a
liar, those who were before them
also treated their Messengers as
liars. Their Messengers came to
them with eclear Signs, and with
the Scriptures, and with the
illuminating Book.3196
a

11:13; 13:8. b2:120; 5:20; 11:89; 11:3; 25:57; 48:9 c10:48; 13:8; 16:37. d6:35; 22:43; 40:6; 54:10.
e
16:45.

apply to the spiritually dead
disbelievers. The verse means to say
that it is not possible for a Prophet of
God to make those who have
deliberately shut their hearts and ears,
to listen to and accept the Divine
Message. Such people are spiritually
as dead and defunct as those buried in
the graves.
3195. Commentary
After mentioning that the Holy
Prophet has been sent "as a Bearer of
glad tidings and as a Warner" the
verse proceeds to unfold a great truth
which had remained unknown to the
world till the Quran revealed it. It
says that it is not the Holy Prophet
Muhammad alone who has been sent
as a Divine Messenger to call men to
God but there had been sent to every
people in the past a Divine
Messenger who preached to them the
same message of truth and

righteousness. This great and noble
principle leads to the belief in the
Divine origin of all religions, and in
their Founders as Divine Messengers,
and thus it becomes an article of faith
with a Muslim to believe in and
equally respect and revere all of
them. By giving to the world this
sublime truth, Islam has sought to
create an atmosphere of amity and
goodwill among different creeds, and
to remove and banish that rancour
and bitterness which has embittered
relations between the followers of
these creeds all over the world. See
also 10:48.
3196. Commentary:
The verse continues the theme of
the preceding verses and consoles and
comforts the Holy Prophet by saying
that it is a tragedy of human affairs
that the very people who are called to
God by their Prophets reject and
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27. Then I seized those who
disbelieved, and how terrible
were the consequences of
denying me!
a

R. 4.

28. Dost thou not see that Allah
sends down water from the sky,
and We bring forth therewith
fruits of different colours; and
among the mountains are streaks,
white and red, of diverse hues
and others raven black;3197
a

14:33; 22:6; 30:51; 45:6.

persecute such Prophets, and that the
( غرابیب سودraven black).  غرابیبis the
Holy Prophet is not an exception to plural of  غربیبwhich is derived from
this rule. Like them he will receive ( غربghariba) which means, he or it
mockery and abuse from his people.
was or became black; or it was or
became black on account of very hot
3197. Important Words:
wind.  غربیبmeans, intensely black; of
( الواھناtheir colours) is the plural of which the colour resembles the colour
 لونwhich is substantive noun from  لونof a crow; when applied to an old
(lawwana). They say  لون ال یشءi.e. he man it means one whose hair is
coloured the thing.  لون الشیب فیهmeans, intensely black or whose hair does
old age appeared in his hair.  تلون الرجلnot become white or who blackens
means, the man became fickle his white hair with dye. أسود غربیب
minded.  لونmeans, colour, exterior; means, intensely black. But if you say
form, shape; kind, sort, species  غرابیب سودyou make the latter word a
(Aqrab & Lane).
substitute for the former; because a
( جددstreaks) is the plural of  جدةword corroborative of one signifying
which is derived from  جدwhich a colour cannot precede, nor can the
means, it (a garment) was or became corroborative of any word; one of the
new; ( جدةjuddatun) means, a beaten most excellent kinds of grapes; a
way or road; a road leading to water; variety of grapes growing at At-Ta’if;
a main road; a sign; the bank or side intensely black; of the most excellent
of a river; the stripe or streak that is and most delicate and blackest of
in the back of an ass differing from grapes.  غرابیب سودrelating to mountains,
his general colour, a streak in may mean streaks having black rocks.
anything as in a mountain, differing
in colour from the rest of the Commentary:
The present and the next verse
mountain (Lane & Aqrab).
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29. And of men and beasts and
cattle, in like manner, there are
various colours? Only those of
His servants who possess
knowledge fear Allah. Verily,
Allah
is
Mighty,
Most
3198
Forgiving.
invite attention to the study of a
wonderful phenomenon of nature
which bears striking resemblance to a
similar phenomenon in the spiritual
realm. The verse purports to say that
when rain falls upon dry and parched
land it gives rise to a vast variety of
crops, flowers and fruits of different
colours, tastes, forms and kinds. The
rainwater is the same, but the crops,
flowers and fruits it produces are
vastly different from one another.
This difference is evidently due to the
nature of the soil and the seed.
Similarly, when Divine revelation,
which at many places in the Quran
has been likened to water, comes to a
people, it produces different effects
upon different men according to the
soil of their hearts and the way in
which they receive it. The same
revelation which produced such
paragons of righteousness and piety
as Abu Bakr and ‘Umar, served only
to increase Abu Jahl, ‘Utbah or
Shaibah
in
wickedness
and
opposition to truth. The verse also
signifies that the Faithful and the
disbelievers are variously graded in
goodness and evil. All believers were
not like Abu Bakr and ‘Umar in
righteousness, nor all disbelievers as
wicked as Abu Jahl, ‘Utbah or

Shaibah. The verse further says that
the vast variety of colour and kind is
not to be found only in plants but also
in mountains and rocks as well. All of
these wonderful phenomena point to
an Intelligent and Powerful mind
behind it.
3198. Commentary:
The verse means to say that the
kaleidoscopic variety in form, colour,
and kind to which reference has been
made in the preceding verse does not
only exist in flowers, fruits and rocks,
but in men, beasts and cattle as well.
The words ( الناسmen), ( الدوابbeasts)
and ( االنعامcattle) may also represent
men of different capabilities,
dispositions and natural aptitudes.
The words, "only those of His
servants who possess knowledge fear
God," further lend weight to the view
that these three words stand for three
classes of men from among whom
only those endowed with right
knowledge fear God. Knowledge,
here, however, does not necessarily
mean spiritual knowledge but also
knowledge of the laws of nature. A
reverent study of nature and its laws
inevitably leads one to realise the
great
powers
of
God
and
consequently makes him hold God in
reverential awe.
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30. Surely, only those who
follow the Book of Allah and
observe Prayer aand spend out
of what We have provided for
them, secretly and openly, hope
for a bargain which will never
fail;3199
31. bIn order that He may give
them their full rewards, and even
increase them out of His bounty.
He is surely Most Forgiving,
Most Appreciating.3200
32. And the Book which We
have revealed to thee is the
c
truth itself, fulfilling that which
is before it. Surely, Allah is AllAware, All-Seeing with respect
to His servants.
33. Then We gave the Book for
inheritance to those of Our
servants whom We chose. And
of them are some who suppress
a

2:275; 14:32; 16:76. b3:58; 39:11. c22:55; 47:3; 56:96.

3199. Commentary:
The present verse gives a
description of ( العلماءthose who
possess knowledge) mentioned in the
preceding verse.
3200. Important Words:
( شکورMost Appreciating) is derived
from ( شکرshukr) which is noun inf.
and means thankfulness.  شکرis of
three kinds: (1) with the heart or
mind; (2) with the tongue, and
(3) with the limbs. Man’s love for
God and his humility towards Him

and his acknowledgment of Divine
favours
and
eulogising
and
praising God for having bestowed
them upon him and his making use of
those favours in a manner liked by
God, constitutes ( شکرthankfulness) on
the part of man. ( شکرthankfulness) on
the part of God consists in forgiving a
person or commending him or
regarding him with satisfaction,
goodwill or favour and hence
recompensing or rewarding him
(Lane). See also 14:8.
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their desires, severely, and of
them are some who excel others
in acts of goodness by Allah’s
leave. And that indeed is the
great distinction.3201
34. aTheir reward will be
Gardens of Eternity! bThey will
enter them. They will be
adorned therein with bracelets
of gold, and pearls; and their
garments therein will be of silk.
35. And they will say, ‘All
praise belongs to Allah Who has
removed grief from us. Surely,
our Lord is Most Forgiving,
Most Appreciating,3202
a

9:72; 13:24; 16:32; 61:13; 98:9. b18:32; 22:24; 76:22.

3201. Commentary:
After mentioning in verse 25 above
that Divine Messengers were sent to
all the peoples, and after explaining
in the immediately preceding verse
(v. 32) that the Quran testifies to the
Divine origin of all the Books that
were given to those Messengers and
fulfils the prophecies that the former
Prophets and Divine Books had made
about the Quran and the Holy
Prophet, the verse under comment
proceeds to say that the sacred and
onerous duty of preaching this last
Divine Message to mankind has been
entrusted to men whom God has
specially selected for this purpose.
They are not men of ordinary calibre.
They have fully fitted themselves for
the discharge of this great duty by
passing through various stages of
rigorous spiritual discipline. The

following are the three stages through
which a believer has to pass to attain
a very high degree of spiritual
development. In the first stage he
wages a veritable war against his low
desires and passions, and practises
strict self-denial. It is after he has
learned to control his passions and
suppress his evil desires that he
moves on to the next stage of "taking
the middle course." At this stage, he
does not falter or fall but his progress
towards his goal is but gradual. It is at
the third and last stage when he has
attained his full moral stature that his
progress towards the realization of his
great goal becomes rapid and
uniform. This stage has been termed
 سابق باخلریاتin this verse.
3202. Commentary:
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36. Who has, out of His bounty,
settled us in the Adobe of
Eternity, awhere no toil will touch
us, nor any sense of weariness
affect us therein.’3203
37. But as for those who
disbelieve, for them is the fire
of Hell. bDeath will not be
decreed for them so that they
may die; nor will the
punishment thereof be lightened
for them. Thus do We requite
every ungrateful person.3204
38. And they will cry for help
therein, ‘Our Lord, ctake us out,
we will do righteous works
other than those we used to do.’
God will say to them, ‘Did We
a

15:49. b20:75; 87:14. c7:54; 26:103; 32:13; 39:59.

the three stages of spiritual
development mentioned in v. 33
above, all fear of faltering or falling
disappears. His spiritual future
becomes safe. This state of mind of a
true believer is described elsewhere
in the Quran in the words ال خوف علیھم
 والھم حیزنونi.e. they will not grieve over
their past failures, if any, nor will
they have fear about any possible
future failures.
3203. Important Words:
( لغوبweariness) is infinitive-noun
from  لغبwhich means, he was tired or
wearied to the utmost or he was
languid in consequence of fatigue or
he was wearied in spirit or mind. لغوب

means, extreme tiresomeness, weariness
of mind or spirit (Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
Complete freedom from every kind
of fear and anxiety and perfect peace
of mind and satisfaction of heart
coupled with the pleasure of God is
the highest stage of Paradise that the
Quran, as the verse under comment
shows, promises to believers in this
and the next world.
3204. Commentary:
As contrasted with the Paradise
promised to believers and briefly but
beautifully portrayed in the preceding
verse, a description of the fire of Hell
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not give you a life long enough
so that he who would take heed
could take heed therein? And
there came unto you a Warner too.
So taste ye the punishment; for
wrongdoers have no helper.’3205
R. 5.
a

39. Verily, Allah knows the
secrets of the heavens and of the
earth. Verily, He knows full well
all that lies hidden in the
breasts.
40. He it is Who made you
vicegerents in the earth. So he
who disbelieves, will himself
suffer the consequences of his
disbelief.
And
for
the
disbelievers their disbelief will
only increase odium in the sight
of their Lord, and their disbelief
will increase for the disbelievers
nothing but loss.3206
a

11:124; 16:78; 27:66.

in which disbelievers will burn has
been given in the present verse. That
fire is the burning of the heart and the
absence of peace of mind. There
could be no greater Hell in this world
than loss of mental peace and poise.
3205. Important Words:
( یصطرخونcry for help) is derived
from  اصطرخwhich is synonymous with
 صرخwhich means, he raised his voice;
called out; cried or cried vehemently
or for help (Lane).

3206. Commentary:
After the advent of the Holy
Prophet has been mentioned in v. 38
above, in the present verse the people
to whom he preached his Message are
warned that God has selected them to
be the recipients and bearers of His
revelation. He has been very gracious
and kind to them for having selected
them for the bestowal of His grace,
but if they refused to accept His
Messenger, great indeed will also be
their punishment.
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41. Say, a‘Have you seen your
associate-gods whom you call
on beside Allah? Show me then
what they have created of the
earth. Or have they a share in
the creation of the heavens?
Or have We given them a
Book so that they have an
evidence therefrom?’ Nay, the
wrongdoers promise one another
nothing but delusion.3207
42. bSurely, Allah holds the
heavens and the earth lest they
deviate from their positions.
And if they did deviate, none
can hold them after Him. Verily,
He is Forbearing,
Most
Forgiving.3208
a

34:28; 46:5. b22:66.

3207. Commentary:
As the Arabs, who were the first
addressees of the Message of the
Quran, were steeped in worst form of
idolatry, God has exposed the futility
of their polytheistic beliefs again and
again in the Quran. In the present
verse the idolaters are asked, why do
they worship other gods beside Allah
when these false gods have neither
created any earthly thing nor have
they made any contribution to the
creation of the celestial bodies? They
are further asked whether they have a
revealed Book which gives them the
authority to preach and promulgate
their false beliefs. They should at least

possess some reason or authority for
their idolatrous beliefs and practices.
3208. Commentary:
The present verse continues the
argument in repudiation of idolatry. It
purports to say that both the celestial
and terrestrial systems continue to
work in perfect harmony with and
subject to divine laws. The fact that
there exists complete harmony and
order among different parts of the
universe, reveals the existence of an
Intelligent and All-Powerful Being
behind it. That Supreme and
Intelligent Being is God Who
deserves and demands our worship
and adoration.
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43. aAnd they swore by Allah
their strongest oaths, that if a
Warner came to them, they
would follow guidance better
than any other people. But when
a Warner did come to them, it only
increased them in aversion,3209
44. bAnd in being arrogant in
the earth and plotting evil. But
the evil plot encompasses none
but the authors thereof. cDo they
then look for anything but God’s
way of dealing with the peoples
of old? But thou wilt never
find any change in the way of
Allah; nor wilt thou ever find
any alteration in the way of
Allah.3210
45. dHave they not travelled in
the earth and seen how evil was
the end of those who were
before them? And they were
a

6:158. b27:51-52; 35:11. c17:78; 33:63; 48:24. d12:110; 22:47; 30:10; 40:22; 47:11.

3209. Commentary:
The verse gives another argument
to bring home to disbelievers the
sense of the guilt of rejecting the
Holy Prophet. It purports to say to
them that they used to taunt the Jews
and the Christians for rejecting their
own Prophets and revelations; and,
by assuming an air of superiority,
used to say to the latter that if ever a
Prophet of God appeared among them
they would at once accept him. But
now that the greatest of the Prophets

has been raised among them, they are
opposing and persecuting him.
3210. Commentary:
The verse warns disbelievers that if
they persist in their disbelief, they
will be punished like disbelievers of
the Prophets of yore. It is an
established and invariable Divine law
that opposition to Divine laws never
goes unpunished. This fact is writ
large on the history of all revealed
religions. This is God’s way and
God’s ways never change.
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stronger than these in power.
And Allah is not such that
anything in the heavens or the
earth should frustrate His plans;
verily, He is All-Knowing, AllPowerful.3211
46. aAnd if Allah were to punish
people for what they do, He
would not leave a living
creature on the surface of the
earth; but He grants them
respite until an appointed term;
and bwhen their appointed time
comes, then they find that Allah
has all His servants well under
His eyes.3212
a

10:12; 18:59. b7:35; 10:50; 16:62.

3211. Commentary:
The verse means to say that if
disbelievers have any doubt that their
rejection of and opposition to the
Holy Prophet will not be punished,
then let them "travel in the earth and
see how evil was the end of those
who were before them," and who
rejected God’s Prophets in their own
time. Let them remember that it is
God’s unalterable decree that all their
plans and plots to bring the Holy
Prophet to naught will end in failure
and the cause of Islam will triumph
over disbelief.
3212. Commentary:
The verse purports to say that
though, by their rejection of truth and
iniquitous deeds, disbelievers have
made themselves deserving of Divine

punishment, yet the Merciful God is
slow in punishing them. He grants
respite and affords opportunities to
the wicked and the rebellious people
in order that they may mend their
ways and accept the truth. If God had
meted out swift and quick
punishment to sinners, they would
have been destroyed in no time, and
the world would have come to an
end, and all life on earth would have
become extinct, because there would
be no purpose left in the beasts,
animals, birds, etc. remaining alive
after man’s destruction. Being created
for man’s use, they too would have
perished. But this respite and delay in
punishment should not be understood
to signify that disbelievers can
indefinitely escape or avoid it. When
the cup of their iniquities is full, says
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the verse, the decreed hour of
retribution will arrive and they will
be allowed no further respite.
The words  دابةsignifying "worm of
the earth" may also apply to
disbelievers because of their devoting

PT.22

all their labour and endeavour to the
acquirement of worldly comforts and
riches. In this sense of the word the
verse would mean that God will not
hesitate to destroy these abominable
worms of the earth.
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CHAPTER 36
YA SIN
(Revealed before Hijrah)
Title, Date of Revelation and Context
This Surah takes its title from its second verse where the Holy Prophet
is addressed as  یاسنیi.e. O perfect leader! The Surah is decidedly of Meccan
origin. All scholarly opinion is agreed on this point. Its style and contents also
support this view. On account of the importance of its subject matter, the Holy
Prophet called it the heart of the Quran.
In the preceding Surah it was stated that God, being the Maker of the
heavens and the earth, has made full provision not only for the physical needs
of man but also for his moral and spiritual requirements. This He did by
revealing Himself to His chosen servants, whom He raised among every
people. The revelation of God to His servants found its most perfect
manifestation in the Holy Prophet whom the present Surah designates as
"perfect leader" or the leader par excellence. To him, God not only revealed
Himself in His completest manifestation but also gave him the most perfect
and infallible Book in the form of the Quran, by which his people attained
God’s pleasure and achieved great success and eminence in life.
Summary of the Subject Matter
The Surah opens with addressing the Holy Prophet as "perfect leader"
or leader par excellence, meaning that the system of Divine Messengers which
began with Adam found its most perfect example in him. The Holy Prophet’s
path is now the only right and straight path that leads to God. All other paths
that formerly led to the Supreme Being have now been closed and shall
remain closed till the end of time. God will now reveal Himself to the world
through the Holy Prophet’s followers. In His infallible wisdom He has chosen
the Arabs, among whom no Messenger had come for centuries, to preach to
humanity the last Divine Message i.e. Islam. The land of Arabia was dreary
and dry. The water of Divine revelation descended upon it and it has now
begun to blossom into a new and vigorous spiritual life.
The Surah then proceeds to tell in metaphorical language how God
had been revealing Himself to mankind through His Messengers. It tells of
Moses and Jesus and of the Holy Prophet, who were raised in the fulness of
time to call men to God. Then it tells of a "certain man" whom God will raise
from among the followers of the Holy Prophet in a land far from the centre of
Islam, in the Latter Days, when religion would be at its lowest ebb and the
very idea of Divine revelation would be doubted and denied. This Divine
Reformer will call mankind to Islam. But like the Prophets of yore, his will be
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a voice in the wilderness. The forces of evil will hold the whole world in their
firm grip. Man will worship false gods and as a result of his sins Divine wrath
will be excited and God’s punishment will descend upon the world. This
punishment will be sudden and swift like a blast from heaven and will leave
the earth scorched and singed and the guilty will be called upon to render an
account of their evil actions.
Next, the Surah invites attention to the study of a well-known law of
nature, viz. that when all earth becomes dry and parched, God sends down
rain and the dead soil begins to vibrate with a new life, and herbage,
vegetables and flowers and fruits of various kinds grow up. Similarly, in the
spiritual realm when man’s soul becomes corroded and contaminated and he
is stuck fast in the quagmire of sin and iniquity, God, out of His infinite grace
and mercy, causes spiritual water to descend from heaven in the form of
Divine revelation. The Surah then gives another simile to explain the same
subject. It points to the law of the alternation of day and night and from it
draws the moral lesson that just as, in the physical world, day follows night,
similarly in the spiritual world when darkness spreads, a Prophet is raised to
dispel it. Divine Prophets are of two categories: (a) Law-bearing Prophets
who, like the sun, are an independent source of light; and (b) subordinate
Prophets who, like the moon, derive and borrow their light from the MasterProphet. The Surah further points to a revealed truth that God has created all
things in pairs; there are pairs even in vegetables and inorganic matter. This
simile points out that Divine revelation must be accompanied by human
reason and intelligence. All true knowledge is the result of the combination of
Divine revelation and human reason.
Then, after recounting some Divine blessings, the Surah gives a brief
but graphic description of the conditions of believers and disbelievers in this
and the next world. The believers, it says, will have the good things of the
world in this life and the pleasure and grace of God in the next, and
disbelievers will completely fail in their designs and endeavours against the
cause of truth in this life. They will be punished with ( صیحةa blast) in this
world and will burn in the fire of Hell in the next, and when they will be made
to stand before God’s Judgement Seat, their mouths, hands, and feet will bear
witness against them.
Towards its close, the Surah draws attention to the great and bright
future of Islam. It says that God’s decree, viz. that a people like the Arabs who
had lain very low in the scale of humanity for long centuries should now rise
to the height of material power and spiritual glory, is not an idle dream or
poetic fancy. A Prophet of God, a Divine Messenger, has appeared among
them and he will lead them to the highest pinnacles of spiritual and material
grandeur. And this is not a difficult thing for God, who is Almighty and
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All-Powerful; Who creates man from a mere sperm drop and then develops
him into a full-fledged, strong, vigorous and intelligent being. When it is the
decree of the Great Creator and Controller of the universe that a people
grovelling in dust and dirt should be made the rulers and teachers of mankind,
who can stand in the way of His design or who can thwart or frustrate His
purpose?
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(YA SIN)
1. In the name of Allah, the
Gracious, the Merciful.3213
2. Ya Sin.3213A
a

3. By the Quran, full of
wisdom,3214
4. Thou art indeed one of the
Messengers,
5. On a right path.3215
[

a

3213. Commentary:
See. 1:1.

See1:1.

3214. Commentary:
The Quran has been adduced here
as an argument to prove and establish
the Holy Prophet’s claim as a
Messenger of God. In fact, the most
effective and convincing argument to
prove the truth of the Holy Prophet’s
mission is the Quran. There could be
no greater testimony to the Holy
Prophet’s truth than the fact that
being himself unlettered he gave to
the world a Book which is full of
wisdom and which far excels all other
revealed Scriptures in its multifarious
and multitudinous beauties and
excellences and is a complete code of
laws meant for the moral uplift and
spiritual regeneration of humanity for
all time. The Quran is indeed a
standing
miracle
and
an
incontrovertible testimony to the truth
of the Holy Prophet.

32l3A. Commentary:
In the combined abbreviated letters
 یاسنیthe word  سنیaccording to Ibn
‘Abbas stands for  االنسانmeaning, man
or perfect man, or for  سیدi.e. chief or
leader. Thus the expression یاسنی
would mean, "O Perfect Man!" or "O
Perfect Leader!" According to the
consensus of scholarly opinion, the
reference in these combined letters is
to the Holy Prophet. The Prophet has
been addressed as "Perfect Man"
because humanity found its best and
most perfect specimen in him. He has
also been called "the Perfect Leader,"
because after his advent great
religious Reformers and divine
teachers were to rise only from
among his followers. The door of
revelation has been closed to the
followers of all other Prophets. He is 3215. Commentary:
The Holy Prophet’s path now is the
therefore "the perfect man" or the
only
right and straight path that leads
"leader par excellence."
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6. aThis is a revelation of the
Mighty, the Merciful,
7. bThat thou mayest warn a
people whose fathers were not
warned, and so they are
heedless.3216
8. Surely, the word has proved
true against most of them, for
they believe not.
9. cWe have put round their
necks collars reaching unto the
chins, so that their heads are
forced up.3217
a

20:5; 32:3; 40:3; 41:3; 45:3; 46:3. b28:47; 32:4. c13:6; 76;5.

to God. All other paths that formerly
led to Him have now been closed and
shall remain closed till the end of
time. The fact that after the advent of
the Holy Prophet there has not
appeared among the followers of any
other religion a single claimant to
Divine revelation, while there have
been living among the followers of
Islam in every age, persons to whom
God spoke and revealed Himself, is a
proof positive of the Holy Prophet’s
path being now the only right and
straight path, and of the Quran being
the only revealed Book which can
lead man to God.
The verse makes a fine distinction
between a Prophet and a philosopher.
A philosopher takes a long time to
find out truth and often gets lost in
the quest, but a Prophet of God
discovers it by the shortest route and
in the shortest period of time. Unlike
philosophers he is guided to it direct
by Divine
revelation without
wandering in the labyrinth of abstract

and abstruse ideas.
3216. Commentary:
The Arabs were the immediate
addressees of the Holy Prophet and
among them no Divine Messenger
had appeared for a long time. But in
His infallible wisdom God selected
them for preaching to mankind the
last Divine Message. The Quran has
incontestibly laid claim to being that
Message. The following verses of the
Quran speak of its finality and
universality: "Say, O mankind, truly I
am a Messenger to you all from
Allah" (7:159); "And We have sent
thee not but as a mercy for all
peoples" (21:108); "Blessed is He
Who has sent down the Discrimination to His servant, that he may be a
Warner to all the worlds" (25:2);
"And We have not sent thee but as a
Bearer of good news and as a Warner
to all mankind" (34:29).
3217. Important Words:
( مقمحونtheir heads are forced up) is
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10. And We have set a barrier
before them and a barrier
behind them, and have covered
them over, so that they cannot
see.3218
11. aAnd it is alike to them
whether thou warn them or
warn them not: they will not
believe.3219
a

derived from قمح. They say  قمح البعریi.e.
the camel raised his head from the
water and refused to drink, his thirst
being satisfied or by reason of his
dislike of water.  أقمحmeans, he raised
his head and contracted his eyes. أقمحه
 الغلmeans, the collar caused his (the
captive’s) head to be raised by reason
of the straitness thereof. أقمح بأنفه
means, he was proud; behaved
proudly; or elevated his nose from
pride.  إقماحalso signifies the elevating
of the head by means of pride (Aqrab
& Lane).

2:7.

confusion, the word ( مقمحونsee root
meaning of the word under
"Important Words" above) giving a
graphic
description
of
their
bewilderment and consternation when
all of a sudden they found the Holy
Prophet at the very gates of Mecca, at
the head of an army of ten thousand
strong. Their eyes remained fixed in a
stare and they ran about with heads
raised in bewilderment.
3218. Commentary:
The barriers referred to in the verse
may be the barriers of usages,
prejudices, and pride of disbelievers.
They could not look forward to the
great and bright future which lay
before them if they accepted Islam,
and they did not look back to the
histories of past peoples who rejected
the truth and were seized with Divine
punishment. The result of the barriers
placed before and behind them was
that they themselves became totally
devoid of all spiritual light.

Commentary:
The reference in the word أغالل
(chains) may be to the "shackles" of
customs, usages, and prejudices, by
which disbelievers are fettered and
which prevent them from accepting
the truth. The word ( مقمحونtheir heads
are forced up) may also refer to
disbelievers’
notion
of
false
superiority and pride which leads to
the same result. The verse may have
reference also to the Battle of Badr or
to the Fall of Mecca. After the Battle 3219. Commentary:
of Badr the Meccan chiefs were
The verse means to say that the
brought in chains, and at the Fall of inevitable result of disbelievers’
Mecca they were seized with utter deliberately shutting their eyes and
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12. aThou canst warn only him
who would follow the Reminder
and fear the Gracious God in
secret. So give him the glad
tidings of forgiveness and a
noble reward.3220
13. Surely, We alone give life to
the dead, and We write down
that which they send forward
and that which they leave
behind; band all things have We
recorded in a clear Book.3221
a

35:19. b18:50; 72:29.

ears to the truth to which reference
has been made in the preceding verse
was that the timely warning did not
benefit them and by their persistent
rejection of the Truth they rendered
themselves deserving of Divine
punishment.
3220. Commentary:
The expression ( بالغیبin secret) may
mean that (1) a believer fears God
while he does not see Him; (2) he
behaves as a righteous and Godfearing person even when other
people are not seeing him, i.e. he is
sincere and honest in his belief and
actions.
3221. Important Words:
( إمامBook) is derived from أم. They
say  أم القوم او أم بالقومi.e. he led the people;
he took precedence of them. إمام
means, a leader of a people or army; a
model or an example; the religious
scripture of any people; a road or
way, a tract of land, etc. (Lane &
Aqrab). See also 2:125; 17:72 & 25:75.

( ٓاثارھمthat which they leave
behind).  ٓاثارis the plural of  أثرwhich
is infinitive noun from ( أثرathara).
They say  أثر خف البعریi.e. he made an
incision in the foot of the camel. أثر
means, a relic; a trace remaining of a
thing; a sign or mark or trace; a footprint (Lane). See also 20:97.
Commentary:
The verse means to say that with
the exception of those unfortunate
people who by their persistent
rejection of Truth have shut upon
themselves the door of God’s mercy
and for whom no admonition is of
any avail, the spiritually dead Arabs
will be brought to life through the
teachings of the Quran and they will
set such a noble example of
righteousness and godliness that the
footprints they will leave behind for
others to follow will be made to
endure and will be remembered with
respect and serve as a source of
inspiration for generations yet unborn.
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14. And set forth to them the
parable of a people of the town,
when the Messengers came to
it.3222
15. When We sent to them two
Messengers, and they rejected
them both; so We strengthened
them by a third, and they said,
'Verily we have been sent to you
as Messengers.’3223
3222. Important Words:
( القریةthe town) is infinitive-noun
from قری. They say  قری الضیفi.e. he
entertained the guest. قری املاء یف احلوض
means, he collected the water in the
pond.  قریةmeans, a town, a central
town. It is so called because people
from all quarters gather there and also
because they are entertained there.
The word also means, gathering of
men (Aqrab).
Commentary:
A part of the Surah deals, in
metaphorical language, with the
advent of a great Reformer in the
Latter Days who was to represent the
Second Coming of the Holy Prophet.
This important subject begins with
the present verse.
The word  القریةmay have been used
here in its wider sense meaning any
town or place, or speaking
metaphorically, it may stand for the
whole world. The whole world has
been called a  قریةhere because in the
Latter Days the means of communication were to develop so
extensively that the whole world was

to become, as it were, one town. In
this sense of the word the expression
may signify humanity at large. The
use of the word "parable" with regard
to the account of  اصحاب القریةi.e. people
of the town, seems to lend further
support to the view that  القریةmay not
be a particular town that has been
mentioned here. The whole account is
a parable or simile.
Or the word  القریةsignifying a
particular town may refer to Mecca,
the Centre and Citadel of Islam. In
that case the word ( املرسلونthe
Messengers) will apply to the Holy
Prophet in whose person all the
Messengers and Prophets of God
were represented. See next verse.
3223. Commentary:
The verse by way of introduction to
the main subject makes a brief
reference to two great Israelite
Prophets, Moses and Jesus, one the
Founder, and the other the great
exponent of the Jewish Dispensation.
If the word  القریةin the preceding
verse may be taken as referring to
Mecca, the two Messengers mentioned
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16. They replied, a‘You are but
men like us and the Gracious
God has not revealed anything.
You only lie.’3224
17. They said, ‘Our Lord knows
that we are indeed His
Messengers to you;
18. b‘And our duty is only plain
delivery of the Message.’
19. They said, ‘Surely, we
augur evil fortune from you; if
you desist not, we will certainly
stone you, and a painful
punishment will surely befall
you at our hands.’3225
a

14:11; 26:155. b13:41; 16:36; 24:55; 29:19.

in the verse under comment will be
Abraham and Ishmael.
The reference in the words "a
third," in the expression "We
strengthened them by third," seems to
be to the Holy Prophet who testified
to the truth of both Moses and Jesus
and also to that of Abraham and
Ishmael. The word ( ثالثa third) has
been used as a  نکرةin order to signify
the greatness of the third Prophet, the
Holy Prophet.
The Holy Prophet "strengthened"
Moses and Jesus, also Abraham and
Ishmael by testifying to the truth of
their missions and by fulfilling in his
person the prophecies they had made
about his advent (Deut. 18:18 &
Matt. 21:33-46).
3224. Commentary:
All the three great

mentioned in the preceding verse
were rejected on the plea that they
were just ordinary "men like us" and
that God never revealed anything to
anybody.
The
pretext
which
disbelievers put forward in justification of their rejection of God’s
Prophets
has
elsewhere
been
mentioned in the Quran in the words:
"We have not heard of such a thing
among our forefathers" (23:25).

3225. Important Words:
( نرمجنکمWe will certainly stone you)
is derived from رجم. They say  رمجهi.e.
he pelted him with stones; he smote
and killed him; he drove him and
killed him; he drove him away; he
cursed him; he reviled or abused him;
he boycotted or excommunicated him
Prophets (Lane & Aqrab). See also 19:47.
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20. They replied, ‘Your evil
fortune is with your ownselves.
Do you say this because you
have been admonished? Nay,
you are a people transgressing
all bounds.’3225A
21. aAnd from the farthest part
of the town there came a man
running. He said, ‘O my people,
follow the Messengers,3226
a

28:21.

Commentary:
When as a result of their rejection
of the Divine Message disbelievers
are visited with heavenly punishment
in the form of calamities and
misfortunes, then instead of repenting
and mending their ways, they seek to
attribute those visitations to the
"inauspicious" advent of the Prophet
himself. Moses was taunted by the
Israelites for having brought all the
misfortunes with him in the words,
"We were made to suffer before thou
camest to us and even after thou
camest to us (7:130). Similarly, all
other Prophets were taunted and
mocked by disbelievers. It is to this
attitude of disbelievers that the
words, "surely we augur evil fortune
from you", refer.
3225A. Commentary:
 طائر کمalso means, your works. See
17:14.
3226. Commentary:
The implied reference in the word
 رجلsignifying "a great man", may be
to the Promised Messiah who has
been referred to as  رجلin several

sayings of the Holy Prophet. In one
of his very well-known sayings the
Holy Prophet is reported to have said:
 لو کان االمیان معلقا بالثریا لناله رجل من أبناء فارسi.e. If
the Faith were to go up to the
Pleiades, a man from among the sons
of Persia would bring it down to the
earth (Bukhari, Kitabut-Tafsir).
( املدینةthe town) in the expression
( اقصا املدینةfarthest part of the town)
may stand for ( القریة36:14) or for
 مدینة النیبi.e. the town of the Holy
Prophet. In the latter sense of the
word, the expression  أقصا املدینةmay
signify that the Promised Messiah
would be born in a place far away
from املدینة, the second Centre and
Headquarters of Islam. In another
verse of the Quran (17:2), the scene
of the Second Advent of the Holy
Prophet has been spoken of as
 املسجد االقیصi.e. the Distant Mosque.
Words analogous in meaning and
significance to the word ( یسیعrunning)
have also been used about the
Promised Messiah by the Holy
Prophet in some of his sayings which
point to his tireless, quick and
indefatigable work for the cause of Islam.
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22. ‘Follow those who ask of
you no reward, and who are
rightly guided.
23. ‘And what reason have I
that I should not worship Him
Who has created me, and unto
Whom you will be brought
back?3227
24. ‘Shall I take others beside
Him as gods? aIf the Gracious
God should intend me any
harm, their intercession will
avail me naught, nor can they
rescue me.3228
25. ‘In that case I should indeed
be in manifest error.
26. ‘I believe in your Lord; so
listen to me.’3229
a

22:13-14; 39:39.

All the above references seem to
point to the Promised Messiah as
being the ( رجلthe Great Man)
mentioned in the verse under
comment. It is the Promised Messiah
who, for the first time, revealed to the
world the Quranic truth that Founders
of all the great religions of the world
were Divine Messengers, as the
words, "he said, 'O my people, follow
the Messengers'", point out.
3227. Commentary:
The implied reference in this and
the preceding verse seems to be to the
special pledge which the Promised
Messiah used to take from every new
Ahmadi in the words:
میں دین کو دنیا پر مقدم کروں گا

i.e. I will give precedence to Faith
over the things of the world.
3228. Commentary:
The verse shows that people will
worship various gods in the time of
the Promised Messiah—Mammon,
material power, false political
philosophies and impracticable economic theories, etc.
3229. Commentary:
This verse shows that the Promised
Messiah will found no new religion.
He will only invite people to their
Lord, i.e. to the religion of the people
(Muslims) to whom he will primarily
address his Message, i.e. he will
invite people to Islam.
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27. It was said to him, ‘Enter
Paradise.’ He said, ‘O would
that my people knew,3230
28. ‘How graciously my Lord
has granted me forgiveness and
has made me of the honoured
ones!’
29. And We sent not down
against his people, after him,
any host from heaven, nor do
We send down any such.
30. aIt was but a single blast and
lo! they were extinct.3231
a

21:40; 36:50; 67:28.

3230. Commentary:
Special mention of Paradise in this
verse in connection with  رجل یسیعi.e.
the Promised Messiah, is very
significant. When all true believers
have been promised Paradise in the
Quran, this special mention seems to
be superfluous and out of place. The
establishment by the Promised
Messiah, under a special Divine
command, of a special graveyard
known as the Bahishti Maqbarah
(Heavenly Graveyard) in which are
buried righteous believers who
endeavour scrupulously to observe all
the commandments of the Shari‘ah
and regularly contribute at least onetenth of their earnings towards the
fund specially set up for the
furtherance of the cause of Islam
appears to be the literal and physical
fulfilment of the commandment

embodied in the words "Enter
Paradise." A revelation of the
Promised Messiah, viz. این أنزلت معک اجلنة
i.e. I have caused the Paradise to
descend with thee (Tadhkirah), seems
to support this interpretation of the
words "enter Paradise."
3231. Important Words:
( خامدونextinct) is the plural of خامد
which is active participle from مخد.
They say  مخدت النارi.e. the fire subsided,
its embers remaining unextinguished.
 مخد املریضmeans, the sick man fainted
or swooned or died.  مخدت احلیمmeans,
the vehemence of the fever became
allayed (Lane). See also 21:16.
Commentary:
The verse seems to describe the
form of heavenly punishment which
will overtake wicked people in the
time of the Promised Messiah. The
description seems to apply to the
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31. Alas for My servants! athere
comes not a Messenger to them
but they mock at him.3232
32. bHave they not seen how
many generations We have
destroyed before them, and that
c
they never return to them?3233
33. And all of them, gathered
together, will certainly be
brought before Us.3234
R. 3.

d

34. And the dead earth is also a
Sign for them: We quicken it
a

15:12; 43:8. b17:18; 19:99; 20:129; 50:37. c21:96; 23:100. d16:12, 66; 23:20.

falling of shells, incendiary and
atomic bombs, which come down
with a crashing sound. The fire caused
by the bombs destroys everything on
which they fall and reduces it to
rubble, and all life for miles around
becomes extinct. Elsewhere the
Quran describes this punishment in
the words "We shall make all that is
thereon a barren soil" (18:9).
3232. Commentary:
The words of this verse are full of
pathos. The Almighty Himself seems,
as it were, to be full of grief over the
rejection and mocking of His
Prophets by men. While the Prophets
grieved and pined for their peoples,
the latter requited their grief with
contempt and mockery.
While the verse means that every
Prophet of God was rejected, mocked
and jeered at by his people, it has a
special reference to the Promised
Messiah, signifying that in his time

all Prophets will be rejected i.e. the
very idea of Divine revelation will be
doubted and denied.
3233. Commentary:
The expression  اھنم الیھم الیرجعونmay
mean; (a) those who are destroyed do
not come back to those who mock the
Prophets; (b) the past generations
were destroyed because they did not
turn to their Prophets, i.e. did not
listen to them.
3234. Commentary:
The reference in this verse seems to
be to Divine punishment which will
be universal in its character. The last
Great War seemed to be such a
punishment as it had embraced
almost the whole of humanity. Who
knows what greater punishments are
yet in store for humanity? Man has
consigned God to oblivion, and
therefore shall be made to realize his
duty towards his Creator.
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and bring forth therefrom grain,
of which they eat.3235
35. aAnd We have placed in it
also gardens of date-palms and
grapes, and We have caused
springs
to
gush
forth
3236
therein,
36. That they may eat of the
fruit thereof, and it was not their
hands that made them grow up.
Will they not then be grateful?
37. bHoly is He Who created all
things in pairs, of what the earth
grows, and of themselves, and
of what they know not.3237
a

13:5; 16:68; 23:20. b13:4; 51:50.

3235. Commentary:
What greater sign of the power of
God there could be than that in a
certain season of the year the earth
becomes dried up and parched. Then
water falls from heaven and all of a
sudden it begins to bloom and
blossom and becomes full of all kinds
of fruits and flowers? From this
similitude the present verse draws
attention to the fact that a greater
Divine sign is about to occur in the
dry and parched land of Arabia. The
water of Divine revelation has begun
to descend on it and it will now
vibrate with new life. This drama was
enacted before the very eyes of the
world. Through the teachings of the
Quran and under the influence of the
Holy Prophet, a people steeped deep
in the darkness of ignorance and

iniquity, within the brief space of a
few years, not only themselves
became enlightened and learned but
also imparted light and learning to the
spiritually and morally dark and dead
world. The reference in the verse may
also be to the appearance of a Prophet
in the Latter Days.
3236. Commentary:
The metaphor used in the preceding
verse is continued here. The verse
means to say that from the dry land of
Arabia will gush forth springs and
fountains of spiritual knowledge, and
trees laden with different kinds of
spiritual fruit will grow up all over
the land.
3237. Commentary:
The verse reveals a scientific truth,
viz. that God has created all things in
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38. aAnd a Sign for them is the
night from which We strip off
the day, and lo! they are in
darkness.3238
39. bAnd the sun is moving on
the course prescribed for it. That
is the decree of the Almighty,
the All-Knowing God.3239
40. cAnd for the moon We have
appointed stages, till it becomes
again like an old dry branch of a
palm-tree.3240
41. It is not for the sun to
overtake the moon, dnor can the
[

a

17:13; 40:62; 41:38. b6:97; 55:6. c10:6. d25:63.

pairs,
which
was
simply
inconceivable at the time the Quran
was revealed and among the people
to whom it was revealed.
Science now has discovered the
truth that pairs exist in all things; in
the vegetable kingdom and even in
inorganic matter. It has yet to unfold
this truth in all its various details.
Even the so-called elements do not
exist by themselves. They depend
upon other things for their
sustenance. This scientific truth
applies to human intellect also. Until
heavenly light descends, man cannot
have true knowledge which is born of
a combination of Divine revelation
and human intelligence.
3238. Commentary:
"Night" in Quranic terminology
represents the period during which no
fresh revelation descends from
heaven, and "day" represents the time
when a Divine Reformer is present in

the world. The verse points to the law
of the alternation of day and night
and from it draws the moral that as in
the physical world day follows night,
similarly in the spiritual realm when
darkness enshrouds the world, a
Divine Reformer is raised to dispel it,
and, then, again, after the lapse of a
long time, spiritual light disappears,
and there is darkness all round. The
phenomenon
continues
uninterruptedly in both the spiritual
and physical worlds.
3239. Commentary:
In the spiritual realm the sun may
represent a Law-bearing Prophet.
3240. Commentary:
As in the spiritual sense the sun
stands for a Law-bearing Prophet, so
does the moon represent a Prophet
who follows the Shari‘ah of the Lawbearing Prophet and who derives all
spiritual light and life from him.
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night outstrip the day. aAll of
them float in an orbit.3241
42. And a Sign for them is that
We carry their offspring in the
laden ship,
43. And We will create for them
the like thereof bwhereon they
will ride.3242
a

21:34. b16:8, 9; 23:23; 43:13.

3241. Important Words:
( یسبحونfloat) is derived from سبح
which means, he swam. They say تسبح
 النجوم یف الفلکi.e. the stars swim, float or
glide along swiftly in the firmament
(Aqrab & Lane).

The verse also points to the
excellent design and order that
pervades the entire universe; all the
celestial and terrestrial bodies
performing their allotted tasks
regularly, punctually and unerringly,
without trespassing on one another’s
sphere of action. "The solar system is
but one of hundreds of millions of
systems, some of which are
incalculably larger than it. Yet the
countless millions of suns and stars
profusely scattered over the immense
void are so arranged and distributed
in relation to one another as to secure
the safety of one and all and to
produce everywhere harmony and
beauty. Each orb is reflecting the
orbit of every other, yet each
proceeds safely on its destined way,
and all united, form a glorious
harmony of structure and motion."
This immaculate design and perfect
order
pervading
the
universe
unerringly points to a Designer and
Controller behind it.

Commentary:
The reference in this verse is to the
floating of the heavenly bodies
through space or ether. The Quran
contradicted the view held for a long
time that the heavens were solid in
their formation. It is characteristic of
the Quran that it uses expressions
which not only contradict erroneous
religious beliefs and scientific views
but also anticipate new discoveries in
the domain of science and
philosophy. It has revealed, in plain
simple language, scientific truths
which were unknown to the world at
the time of its revelation and which
even remained hidden for centuries
afterwards. This alone constitutes
sufficient proof that the Quran is the
revealed Word of Him Who is the
Supreme Source of all knowledge and 3242. Commentary:
from Whom nothing is hidden.
There were no steamships in the
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44. And if We so willed, We
could drown them; then they
would have no one to succor
them, nor would they be
rescued,3243
45. Except through mercy from
Us and as a provision for a time.
46. And when it is said to them,
‘Guard yourselves against that
which is before you through
prayer, and that which is behind
you through repentance, that
you may receive mercy,’ they
turn away.3244
47. aAnd there comes not to
them any Sign out of the Signs
of their Lord, but they turn
away from it.
48. And when it is said to them,
‘Spend out of that with which
a

6:5; 21:3; 26:6.

world when the Quran was revealed.
There used to be only ordinary boats
made of wood which plied with oars
or floated with the aid of sails. It was
at such a time that the Quran foretold
that God would bring into existence
new kinds of boats. Steamers and big
liners, airships and aeroplanes which
are so much in use in these days are a
clear fulfilment of this Quranic
prophecy. The present and the
preceding verse which speaks of seavoyage seem to refer to the present
time and not to Arabs in the Holy
Prophet’s time who were not familiar
with these things.

3243. Commentary:
The verse seems to say that western
Christian nations who have greatly
benefited by sea travel and have
enslaved weaker nations by their
great sea power will not go
unpunished if they did not give up
their evil ways and the worship of
Mammon.
3244. Commentary:
The words  مابنی ایدیکمmay mean, "the
evil consequences of your future evil
deeds" and  ماخلفکمmay mean "the
results of the wicked deeds you might
have done in the past."
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Allah has provided you,’ those
who disbelieve say to those who
believe, a‘Shall we feed him
whom Allah would have fed, if
He had so willed? You are but
in manifest error.’3245
49. bAnd they say, ‘When will
this promise be fulfilled, if
indeed you are truthful?’
50. They are waiting only for ca
single blast which will seize
them while they are still
disputing.3246
51. And they will not be able to
make a will, nor will they return
to their families.
R. 4.

d

52. And the trumpet shall be
blown, and lo! from the graves
a

3:182; 5:65. b21:39; 34:30; 67:26. c21:40; 36:30; 38:16; d18:100; 39:69; 50:21; 69:14

3245. Commentary:
The verse seems to imply that the
Divine punishment referred to in the
preceding verses which will overtake
the materialistic Christian nations,
will take the form of a revolt on the
part of the suppressed and starved
nations of the east. The eastern
nations will rebel and revolt because
the western nations will have
mercilessly exploited them and
carried all their wealth to the west
and denied them even bare
subsistence. It is to this exploitation
of the weak eastern nations by the

strong western nations that the
reference is made in the words "shall
we feed him whom Allah would have
fed, if He had so willed."
3246. Commentary:
The punishment mentioned here
will be like a bolt from the blue. It
will be so swift and sudden that, as
mentioned in the next verse, the
guilty people will not be able even to
make a will. The reference may be to
the swift bombing attacks from the
air by which thousands die, as it
were, in the twinkling of an eye.
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they will hasten on to their
Lord.3247
53. They will say, ‘O! woe to
us! who has raised us from our
place of sleep? This is what the
Gracious God had promised,
and the Messengers indeed
spoke the truth.’3248
54. It will be but one blast and
lo! they will all be brought
before Us.3249
55. aAnd on that day, no soul
will be wronged in aught; nor
will you be requited but for
what you used to do.
a

3:26; 40:18; 45:23.

of sleep?" To continue, however, the
metaphor of the preceding verse, the
verse under comment applies to those
people who at the time of the
appearance of a Prophet of God do
not listen to the Divine Call and
prefer to remain in their existing state
of spiritual death. At hearing the
Divine Call, they exclaim: "Why
should anyone disturb the even tenor
of our lives and cause commotion and
excitement amongst us by inviting
3248. Commentary:
us to follow him and adopt a new
Taken in its literal sense the verse
way of life?"
presents no difficulty. It purports to
say that when on the Judgement Day 3249. Commentary:
men will be raised and disbelievers
The verse means to say that
confronted with their evil deeds, and disbelievers will be seized with a
punishment will stare them in the swift and sudden punishment and will
face, they will be seized with despair find themselves standing before
and will cry in consternation, "Woe to God’s Judgement Seat, i.e. they will
us! who has raised us from our place be brought face to face with the

3247. Commentary:
The words "the trumpet shall be
blown" may signify, besides the
blowing of the trumpet on the
Judgement Day, the appearance of a
great Divine Reformer at whose clarion
call those who are spiritually dead
will rise from their graves (their state
of spiritual death) and hasten to listen
to and accept the Divine summons.
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56. Verily, the inmates of
Heaven will, on that day, be
happy in their occupation.3250
57. They and their wives will be
in pleasant shades, areclining on
raised couches.3251
58. bThey will have fruits
therein, and they will have
whatever they call for.
59. c‘Peace on you’—a word of
greeting from the Merciful
Lord.3252
60. And God will say, ‘Separate
yourselves from the righteous
this day, O ye guilty ones!
61. ‘Did I not enjoin on you, O
ye sons of Adam, that dyou
worship not Satan—for he is to
a

15:48; 18:32; 83:24. b52:23; 55:53; 83:24. c10:11; 14:24; 33:45. d6:143; 19:45; 24:22.

consequences of their evil deeds. The
repeated mention of the word 'blast',
within the space of a few verses
signifies that the Surah speaks of a
time when Divine punishment will
take the form of a blast. The reference
may be to the attack of atomic bombs
which will destroy whole towns and
cities within a few minutes.
3250. Commentary:
The present and the next three
verses describe the state of complete
bliss which the righteous will enjoy
in this and the next world. The verse
incidentally shows that life in the next
world, as generally misunderstood,

will not be a life of inaction and
inertness but of constant work and
progressive spiritual advance.
3251. Commentary:
All joy and happiness increases
manifold if one shares it with another
whom he loves.
3252. Commentary:
In a single word  سالمmeaning
"peace," the verse sums up all the
various blessings of Paradise—peace
with God, and peace with one’s
ownself, i.e. peace of mind and soul.
This is the highest stage of heavenly
bliss.
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you an open enemy—3253
62. ‘And that you worship Me?
This is the right path.3254
63. ‘And he did lead astray a
great multitude of you. Why did
you not then understand?
64. a‘This is the Hell which you
were promised.
65. ‘Enter it this day, because
you disbelieved.’
66. This day We shall put a seal
on their mouths, band their
hands will speak to Us, and
their feet will bear witness to
what they had earned.3255
a

52:15; 55:44. b17:37; 24:25; 41:21-23.

3253. Commentary:
The words of the verse seem to
have been spoken more in sorrow
than in anger. They are intended to
bring home to sinners and guilty
people the sense of their guilt by
reminding them that they worked out
their ruin with their own hands by
deliberately and persistently ignoring
and defying God’s warning that they
should be on their guard against
Satan who was their open enemy
(7:23) and who had brought about the
expulsion of their forebears from
Paradise (7:28).

against the wiles and snares of Satan.
In the present verse they are told that
God sent His Messengers to guide
and lead them to the right path, the
path of salvation and eternal bliss, but
they refused to accept Divine
guidance. The inevitable result of
ignoring God’s warnings and of
refusal to accept the lead of His
Messengers is the fire of Hell in
which disbelievers will burn.

3255. Commentary:
The verse means to say that when
the guilt of disbelievers will be
established and proved to the hilt they
3254. Commentary:
will become dumbfounded, their
In the preceding verse, the sinners mouths will, as it were, become
had been warned to be on their guard sealed and they will not be able to say
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67. And if We had so willed, We
could have put out their eyes,
then they would have rushed
unseeing to find the way. But, in
their condition, how could they
see?3256
68. And if We had so willed, We
could have transformed them in
their places, then they would
not be able to move forward or
turn back.3257
anything in their defence and in
extenuation of their guilt, and their
hands and feet will also bear witness
against them—these being the
principal instruments of man’s
actions, good or bad. Elsewhere the
Quran says: "Their ears and their eyes
and their skins will bear witness
against them" 41:21.
Scientific research has established
the fact that every action, even every
spoken word, leaves its impression
and is preserved in the atmosphere.
Instruments are increasingly being
invented which reveal and reproduce
the nature and form of action or of
spoken word. The speech and
movements of a person can now be
exactly reproduced by the taperecorder and even on the screen by
television, thousands of miles away.
This is how the tongue and limbs of
man even in this world have begun to
bear witness for or against him.

know where he has gone. طمس الیشء او عیل
 ال یشءmeans, he destroyed or
annihilated the thing or obliterated or
effaced its trace.  طمس النجومmeans, the
light of the star became extinguished.
See also 10:89.
Commentary:
The implication of the verse seems
to be that as man has been endowed
with discretion and free will, he must
bear the responsibility of his actions.
The disbelievers persistently refuse to
see the truth with the result that they
become totally deprived of the power
to see it. This is also the significance
of the words "We shall put a seal on
their mouths" in the immediately
preceding verse.

3257. Important Words:
( مسخناھمWe could have transformed
them). They say  مسخهi.e. he
transformed him into an uglier shape
or form; disfigured him. مسخ الناقة
3256. Important Words:
means, he jaded or emaciated the she( طمسناWe put out) is formed from camel by constant use. مسخ الکتاب
 طمسwhich means, to be far away. means, the writer made many
They say  ال أدری أین طمسi.e. 1 do not mistakes in writing (Aqrab).
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69. And him whom We grant
long life—We revert him to a
weak condition of creation. Will
they not then understand?3258
70. And We have not taught him
poetry, nor does it behove him
to be a poet. bIt is but a
Reminder and a Quran that
makes things plain,3259
a

16:71. b15:10; 65:11.

Commentary:
According to Ibn ‘Abbas the
expression  مسخناھم عیل مکانتھمmeans, "We
would have destroyed them in their
houses" and according to Hasan, it
signifies that all their physical and
mental faculties would have become
paralysed (Jarir).
3258. Important Words:
( ننکسهWe revert him) is derived
from نکس. They say  نکسهi.e. he turned
it upside down; ( نکس الرجلnukisa)
means, the man became weak and
powerless. ( نکسهnakkasa) means, he
reversed or reverted it (Aqrab). See
also 20:66.
Commentary:
The verse points to a very
important law of nature, viz. that
everything that has life is subject to
decay and deterioration. The law
applies as well to nations as to
individuals. Like individuals, nations
also develop, grow and find their full
stature, and then fall a victim to
decay, decrepitude and death. The
verse means to say that peoples who
had received new life through Divine

revelation have now fallen a prey to
spiritual decay and decadence. God
has, therefore, decreed that another
nation, the Arabs, should rise and
grow on the ruins of their grandeur
and glory. For that purpose He has
raised a Messenger among them.
3259. Commentary:
The verse purports to say that the
fact that God has intended that a
nation, the Arabs, who so far had
been very low in the scale of
humanity should now rise to the
heights of power and glory is no idle
dream, no poetry. A Prophet of God, a
Divine Messenger, who shall lead
them to spiritual and material grandeur, has arisen among them. It is
inconsistent with the dignity of this
great Prophet to be a poet, because
whereas poets are generally given to
idle dreaming and making castles in
the air, the Prophets of God have
before them very high and noble
ideals and programmes. The verse,
however, does not mean that all
poetry is bad and that all poets are
dreamers but it does mean that a
Divine Prophet is far too dignified
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71. So that it may warn all who
live, and that the word of
punishment be justified against
the disbelievers.3260
72. Do they not see that, among
the things which Our hands
have fashioned, We have
created for them cattle of which
they are masters?3261
73. aAnd We have subjected the
same to them, so that some of
them they use for riding and
some others they eat.
74. bAnd in them they have
other uses and also drinks. Will
they not then be grateful?
75. And they have taken other
gods beside Allah, that they
might be helped.3262
a

6:143; 16:6; 40:80-81. b16:6, 67.

and spiritually exalted to be a mere reasons for a new revelation. When
poet. The pronoun  ہin  لهcan also God has provided, the verses purport
apply to the Quran.
to say, all necessary things to meet
man’s
physical
needs
and
3260. Commentary:
requirements,
it
does
not
stand
to
The words "who live" mean, who
are not spiritually dead, i.e. who are reason that He should have neglected
capable of receiving and accepting to make similar provision for his
the Divine Message and who have the moral and spiritual needs. These
verses refer to some of the things
aptitude to respond to the call of truth.
which man needs and uses most in his
3261. Commentary:
daily life.
After mentioning the fact that the
Holy Prophet has been raised to 3262. Commentary:
impart spiritual life to a dead people,
The verse means to say that in spite
the Surah proceeds to give in the of the fact that God has arranged to
present and next few verses the meet all the physical needs of men
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76. aThey are not able to help
them. On the contrary, they will
be brought before God in a body
to bear witness against them.
77. bSo let not their speech
grieve thee. Verily, cWe know
what they conceal and what
they proclaim.3263
78. Does not man see that dWe
have created him from a mere
sperm drop? Then lo! he is an
open quarreller!3264
79. And he coins similitudes for
Us and forgets his own creation.
a

7:193. b10:66. c11:6; 16:24; 27:75; 28:70. d18:38; 22:6; 23:14; 35:12; 40:68.

and has also sent a Messenger for
their moral and spiritual regeneration,
the disbelievers have rejected the
Divine Message and have turned to
false gods of their own imagination,
labouring under the misconception
that these gods will be of some help
to them in their fight against truth.
But this is an illusion because, as the
next verse says, falsehood must suffer
a crushing defeat, and truth must
triumph and prevail in the long run.
3263. Commentary:
The verse purports to say that if
disbelievers, out of perversity and
waywardness, refuse to listen to the
Divine Message, why should the
Holy Prophet grieve over their
disbelief and rejection of truth, when
God knows their open plans and
secret designs, and He is quite able to
bring these plans to naught.

3264. Commentary:
Continuing the theme of the
preceding verse, the present verse
may be taken as saying to the Holy
Prophet that he has no cause to grieve
over his rejection by disbelievers
when
they,
forgetting
their
insignificant
origin,
have
the
hardihood even to doubt and dispute
God’s own Almightiness. This is one
meaning of the verse. But this and the
next two verses may also constitute
an answer to those disbelievers who
doubt the possibility of a spiritually
dead people rising to a new and
vigorous life. Or these verses may
point to the inevitability of
Resurrection, saying that when God
can raise a dead people like the Arabs
to new life through the Holy Prophet,
He does certainly possess the power
to give new life to dead and decayed
bones.
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He says, a‘Who can quicken the
bones
when
they
are
3265
decayed?’
80. bSay, ‘He, Who created
them the first time, will quicken
them; and He knows full well
the condition of every created
things;
81. c‘He Who produces for you
fire out of the green tree, and
behold, you kindle from it.3266
82. d‘Has not He Who created
the heavens and the earth the
power to create the like of
them?’ Yea, and He is indeed
the Supreme Creator, the AllKnowing.3267
83. eVerily, His command, when
He intends a thing, is only that
He says to it, ‘Be!,’ and it
comes into being.3268
a

19:67; 23:38; 45:25. b17:52; 46:34; 75:41. c56:72, 73. d17:100; 46:34; 86:9. e2:118; 3:48; 40:69.

3265. Important Words:
( رمیمdecayed) is derived from رم.
They say  رم العظمi.e. the bone became
old and decayed.  رم االمرmeans, he
repaired or mended the affair. رمیم
means, an old and decayed bone
(Aqrab & Lane).

implication being that just as fire is
caused by friction between the
branches of a tree, even so does new
spiritual life result when spiritually
weak people come in contact with a
Prophet of God or a Divine Reformer.

3267. Important Words:
The personal pronoun  ھمin مثلھم
3266. Commentary:
refers to those people who doubt
The reference in the words "green Resurrection and not to heavens
tree" seems to be to the resinous trees and earth.
whose branches get easily ignited and
catch fire when friction is caused by 3268. Commentary:
Wherever in the Quran the
the blowing of the wind, the
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84. So Holy is He, ain Whose
hand is the kingdom of all
things. And to Him will you all
be brought back.3269
a

23:89.

expression "when He intends a thing,
He says to it, 'Be' and it comes into
being" is used, the reference
invariably is to the occurrence of an
event of exceptional importance,
particularly to the coming into being
of a great moral and spiritual
revolution
through
a
Divine
Reformer. In the verse under
comment also the reference is to the
great change which was wrought by
the Holy Prophet. The Surah deals

with the Holy Prophet’s Message and
opened with an address to him
3269. Commentary:
The significance of the verse is that
as God Who is the Creator of heavens
and earth and in Whose hands lies the
kingdom and control of everything,
has sent the Holy Prophet. The
progress and success of his mission
can never be arrested or retarded, nor
can God’s plans be thwarted or
frustrated.
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CHAPTER 37
AS-SAFFAT
(Revealed before Hijrah)
Title and Place of Revelation
Baihaqi and Ibn Mardawaih report Ibn ‘Abbas as saying that the Surah
was revealed at Mecca. According to Qurtubi the consensus of scholarly
opinion regards the Surah as of Meccan origin, having been revealed very
early in the Holy Prophet’s ministry. Its style and subject matter also support
this view. The Surah takes its title from the opening words of the second
verse.
Connection with the Preceding Surah
In the preceding Surah, the Holy Prophet was called "the Perfect
Leader" who was given the Quran as an infallible guide for the whole of
humanity till the end of time. In the beginning of the present Surah, we are
told that this "Perfect Leader" will, with the help of the Quran and his own
noble example, succeed in bringing into being a community of righteous men,
who by their words and deeds will bear witness to the Unity of God and, by
their indefatigable endeavours and noble conduct, will preach and establish
that doctrine in Arabia and will carry the light of Islam to the ends of the
earth. They will count no sacrifice too great to establish God’s glory and
praises in the world.
Subject Matter
The Surah opens with a firm Divine declaration that under the
fostering care of the Holy Prophet—"the Perfect Leader"—a community of
noble and righteous men will be born who will not only glorify God and sing
His praises themselves—so much so that the sandy wilderness of Arabia will
reverberate with them—but by precept and example prevent others also from
idol worship and evil practices, till the Unity of God will become firmly
established in Arabia and from there the light of Islam will spread to the ends
of the earth.
The Surah then proceeds to say that whenever there comes a Prophet
of God in the world the forces of darkness seek to obstruct the spread of the
message of truth by misrepresenting and misinterpreting it or by misquoting
the Prophet and tearing a passage out of his revelation and mixing much
falsehood with it. But they completely fail in their evil designs, and truth
continues to make progress. The Surah further says that when disbelievers are
told that the teachings of the Quran will bring about a great change in Arabia
and the spiritually dead Arabs will not only receive a new life but having
2674

received it themselves will impart it to others, the disbelievers jeer and scoff
at the idea and call it the ravings of a maniac and the phenomenon as outside
the bounds of possibility like the coming into life of those who are physically
dead. The Surah replies to the firm denial of the disbelievers of this
phenomenon with a still firmer affirmation that such a thing will certainly
come to pass and when it came to pass they will suffer disgrace and
humiliation and that will be the time of the final decision for them. Next, we
are told that when heavenly punishment overtakes the guilty people, the
leaders of disbelief and their followers blame and condemn each other, but
their mutual condemnation and recrimination prove to be of no avail. And as
both the parties are equally to blame, therefore, both equally share the
punishment for calling the Prophet a liar and a maniac and for rejecting him.
After this the Surah gives a brief description of the heavenly blessings
that will be bestowed upon the righteous and chosen servants of God. It says
that they will be seated on thrones, in the Gardens of Bliss, and will be served
with fruits and drinks of various tastes which will cause no headache or
intoxication and that they will have beautiful consorts and faithful and loyal
companions. This description of heavenly blessings and bounties, to be
bestowed on the believers, is followed by an account of the punishment which
will be meted out to the rejecters of truth and persecutors of God’s Prophets.
They will be given the tree of Zaqqum to eat and boiling water to slake their
thirst and their ultimate abode will be Hell. Such is always the end of those
who refuse to listen to truth and reject it and this is the supreme lesson which
is writ large on the pages of history.
Next, the Surah gives a few illustrations from the lives of Divine
Prophets to show that the cause of truth never fails and its rejection is never
productive of good results. The illustrations given are from the lives of Noah,
Abraham, Moses, Elijah, Jonah and Lot. We are told that in extremely adverse
circumstances and against heavy odds, Noah succeeded in his mission. His
enemies were destroyed by the Flood and his followers saved, and he was
remembered with love and respect by the generations that followed. Abraham
came after Noah. He was born among a people who blindly worshipped
images and stones. Being an uncompromising iconoclast he carried on a
relentless campaign against idolatry. He told his people that as their gods did
not listen to their prayers they were of no use to them. He broke the idols in
order to bring home to them the futility and folly of idol worship and to make
them realise that those gods who could not save themselves from being
broken into pieces would not be able to help them in case of need. In this way
Abraham sought to wean his people away from their idolatry. But the forces
of evil would not accept defeat. They made common cause against Abraham
and sought to cast him into the fire. But he remained safe and they were
frustrated in their plans against him. Besides, God blessed him with two
2675

sons—Ishmael and Isaac. Ishmael was faced with a severe trial. In fulfilment
of his vision Abraham prepared himself to slaughter him, then his only son.
He asked Ishmael if he was ready to give his life to fulfil the Divine
command. Ishmael did not evince the least hesitancy in laying down his life.
The only answer he gave to his father’s query was in words full of pathos.
"My father," he said, "do as thou art commanded, God willing, thou wilt find
me of those who are steadfast in their faith." But God had willed otherwise.
Abraham was told that he had already fulfilled his vision and had carried out
the Divine command and that he should slaughter a ram instead of sacrificing
Ishmael. This noble act of Abraham and Ishmael stands as a unique and
imperishable testimony to the goodness and greatness of both the father and
the son. They secured a certificate of Divine pleasure embodied in the words;
"they were among Our believing servants."
Abraham’s account is followed by a brief reference to Moses and
Aaron—how God saved them and their people from the clutches of Pharaoh
and how the wicked tyrant was drowned with his mighty hosts before their
very eyes and how as a reward for their steadfast loyalty in the face of grave
trials, God blessed Moses and Aaron with a Book which was a great source of
spiritual light and guidance for the Israelites. Next are mentioned Elijah and
Lot and last of all a somewhat detailed description is given of Prophet Jonah.
We are told that Jonah fled from his people because they rejected his
Message, and sailed in a boat full of passengers. He was thrown overboard
and was swallowed by a fish which later on disgorged him on a bare tract of
land. He then went back to his people who eventually believed in him.
After giving a brief account of some of the Divine Prophets and their
enemies with the object of showing that those who seek to frustrate God’s
plans and thwart His designs meet with frustration and failure and that truth
eventually triumphs and prospers, the Surah, in the concluding verses, winds
up its central theme—the repudiation and condemnation of idol worship,
particularly, the worship of angels. The idol worshippers are reprimanded that
they are foolish enough not to understand the simple fact that the ascription of
Divine powers and attributes to weak human beings or to forces of nature or
even to angels who themselves are created beings offends against human
reason, common-sense and conscience. They are further told that the angels
are only God’s creatures who have specific duties to perform and who praise
God and glorify Him.
The Surah ends on the note that it is an unalterable Divine decree that
when forces of darkness are pitted against God’s Prophets and His chosen
servants, the latter receive Divine succour, and being God’s own chosen
servants succeed in their mission, while the votaries of Satan meet with defeat
and discomfiture. This fact has been proved again and again in the lives of
Divine Messengers and it leads to but one conclusion that "all praise belongs
to God, the Lord of all the worlds."
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(AS-SAFFAT)
1. In the name of Allah, the
Gracious, the Merciful.3270
2. By
those
who
range
themselves in close ranks,3271
3. And They drive away the
enemy vigorously,3272
a

a

See1:1.

3270. Commentary:
See. 1:1.
3271. Important Words:
( وby) means, also; then; while;
during; at the same time, together;
with; but; however. It is also
synonymous with ( ربrubba) i.e.
frequently; sometimes, perhaps. It is
also a particle of swearing meaning,
'by' or 'I swear' or 'I cite as witness.'
(Aqrab & Lane). وhas been used in
the present and the next two verses in
the sense of 'by' or 'I swear' or 'I cite
as witness.'
The words ( الصافات صفاwho range
themselves in close ranks) may
signify: (1) Muslims standing in
close rows behind their Imam in the
five daily Prayers, or (2) Muslims
who stand in battle array facing the
enemy.
For a collective explanatory note on
this and the next two verses see v. 4.
Commentary:
In this and the next two verses, God
has sworn by certain beings or things
or has cited them as witnesses.
Ordinarily, when a person takes an
oath, his object is to supply the

deficiency of insufficient testimony
or to add weight or conviction to his
assertion. In fact, by so doing he calls
God to witness that he speaks the
truth, when there is no witness in the
case. But such is not the case with the
Quranic oaths. When the Quran
adopts such a form, the truth of the
statement it makes is not sought to be
proved by a mere allegation but by a
solid argument implied in the oath
itself. Sometimes, these oaths refer to
the obvious laws of nature and by
implication draw attention to what
may be inferred from what is
obvious. Another object of a Quranic
oath is to make a prophecy the
fulfilment of which establishes its
truth. For a collective note on this and
the next verse see v. 4 below.
3272. Important Words:
( الزاجرات زجراwho drive away the
enemy vigorously) may signify:
(a) Muslims who wage a relentless
war against their evil passions; or
(b) Muslims who fight and drive
away the enemy of Islam vigorously
or (c) the custodians of law and
order.
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4. And
they
recite
the
Reminder—the Quran3273
5. aSurely, your God is One,3274
6. bLord of the heavens and the
earth and all that is between
a

5:74; 16:23; 22:35. b19:66; 38:67; 44:8; 78:38.

3273. Important Words:
( التالیات ذکراwho recite the
Reminder—the Quran) may refer to
Muslims reciting the Quran regularly.

among every people a group of
righteous and God-fearing Muslims
who, by word and deed and by
precept and practice, bear testimony
to the great truth, viz.  إن إھلکم لواحدi.e.
God is One.
As a prophecy, however, the verses
signify that though at present the
whole of Arabia is sunk deep in idolworship and moral turpitude but a
community of the Faithful will soon
be born who not only will themselves
glorify God and sing His praises and
make the whole country resound with
their hosannas but will also succeed in
establishing Divine Unity in the land.
These verses may have yet another
interpretation, viz. that if a
representative gathering of the
learned men of various Faiths were
held in a peaceful atmosphere and the
basic religious principles were
discussed and debated impartially and
dispassionately in a calm atmosphere,
under the supervision of the
custodians of law and order, the
inevitable
outcome
of
the
deliberations of such a gathering will
be the affirmation of the doctrine that
"God is One".

Commentary:
The description given in this and
the preceding two verses may apply
to believers and as such the clause,
"those who range themselves in close
rows," may signify the believers who
stand in rows behind their Imam in
the five daily Prayers or those who
stand in battle array facing the enemy.
The next verse, "and they drive away
the enemy vigorously," may refer to
the believers who wage a veritable
war against their own passions, and
keep them under restraint, or to
believers who hold the enemy
effectively in check. And the words
"and they recite the Reminder—the
Quran" may mean Muslims who recite
the Quran and remember God and
glorify Him in the day and night
Prayers, or even when they are
engaged in fighting against the enemy.
These verses read in conjunction
with the verse that follows embody
both a prophecy and a statement of
fact. As a statement of fact, they 3274. Commentary:
signify that there live in all times and
See preceding verse.
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them and the Lord of the sun’s
risings.3275
7. aWe have adorned the lowest
heaven with an adornment—the
planets;3276
8. bAnd have guarded it against
all rebellious satans.3277
a

15:17; 41:13; 67:6. b15:18; 41:13; 67:6.

3275. Commentary:
( مشارقSun’s risings) being the plural
of  مشرقwhich means, the place where
the sun rises; the words  رب املشارقmay
signify that God is the Lord, the
Source and Centre of every kind of
light, or the implied reference in the
words "the Lord of sun’s risings" may
be to the spread of Islam first in
eastern countries, then from there to
other parts of the world.
3276. Commentary:
It is not only the beautiful
appearance of planets and stars at
night that is meant here. It would be
too trivial for a Divine revealed Book
to make special mention, merely of
the ornamental character of these
heavenly bodies. They serve another
very useful spiritual purpose. In fact,
the verse points to a parallelism
between the physical and spiritual
realms, viz. that just as physical
heaven is sustained by physical
planets and stars, so is the spiritual
heaven sustained by its spiritual
counterparts who are the Prophets
and Divine Reformers. Each one of
them serves as an ornament for the
spiritual heaven, as the stars and

planets beautify and embellish the
physical heaven.
3277. Important Words:
( ماردrebellious) is active participle
from  مردwhich means, he exalted
himself; he was insolent and
audacious in pride and in acts of
disobedience; he was excessively
proud or rebellious; he was
refractory; he outstripped others in
pride or disobedience;  ماردtherefore
means, rebellious, excessively proud,
insolently disobedient (Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
The analogy between the physical
and spiritual systems, which was
begun in the preceding verse, is
continued in the present one. We are
here told that just as each star serves
as an ornament for the physical
heaven and guards it by gravitation
and other means which are yet
unknown to man, similarly every
Prophet is an ornament for the
spiritual heaven, and by appearing at
a time when his presence is urgently
needed, helps to guard the same.
Moreover, every Prophet fights and
routs those wicked people who seek
to distort the Word of God and
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9. aThey cannot listen to
anything from the exalted
assembly of angels—and they
are pelted from every side,3278
10. Repulsed, and for them is a
perpetual punishment—3279
11. bBut he who snatches away
something by stealth, there
a

26:212-213. b15:19; 67:6.

frustrate His designs. The word
"satans" in the verse refers to
disbelievers who refuse to obey their
Prophet and seek to make spiritual
progress independently of him.
Against such people the doors of
spiritual heaven are firmly barred.
'Satans' who carry on a wicked
campaign against the Word of God
are of two categories: (a) Internal
enemies of the Muslim Community
such as "the hypocrites," etc. They
are called ( شیطان ماردthe rebellious
satan) in the Quran and (b) external
enemies or disbelievers who are
described in the Quran as شیطان رجیم
(satan, the rejected). The words شیطان
( ماردrebellious satan) may also refer to
astrologers and soothsayers who in
time of spiritual darkness before the
advent of a Divine Reformer, ply
their evil trade and to a certain extent
succeed in deceiving simple-minded
people.
3278. Commentary:
The verse means to say that all the
tall claims of astrologers and
soothsayers that they have access to
the secrets of the unknown are false
and unfounded. They do not and

cannot have access to well-guarded
divine secrets (15:10). It further
appears from the Quran that none can
know the Word of God until it is
revealed to a Prophet (72:27-28). If it
were possible for "satans" to have
access to things that are under the
special protection of God such as His
Word, etc. then its very sanctity and
inviolability would have become
subject to serious doubts. In fact,
divine secrets are God’s specially
guarded preserve to which satans can
have no access (26:213) and which
are made known only to God’s
chosen servants and His Elect.
3279. Important Words:
( دحوراrepulsed) is derived from دحر.
They say  دحرہi.e. He (God) drove him
away; expelled or banished him;
expelled him with ignominy. دحور
means, driven away, rejected or cast
away (Lane & Aqrab).
( واصبperpetual) is active participle
from  وصبwhich means, it
continued; was constant; was fixed;
settled or firm.  وصب ع یل االمرmeans, he
kept, attended or applied himself
constantly perseveringly, or assiduously to the thing and managed it or
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pursues him a piercing flame
of fire.3280
12. So ask them whether it is
they who are harder to create, or
conducted it well.  واصبtherefore
would mean, perpetual, constant,
permanent (Lane & Aqrab). See also
16:53.
3280. Important Words:
( ثاقبpiercing) is derived from ثقب.
They say  ثقب الیشءi.e. he pierced the
thing, made a small hole in it. ثقب
 الکوکبmeans, the star shone brightly
as though it pierced through the
darkness.  ثقب رأیهmeans, his judgement
was penetrating.  ثاقبmeans a star, a
lamp, fire; a flame or a shooting star
shining brightly or things piercing
through the darkness and dispelling it
(Lane & Aqrab).
For  شھابsee 15:19.
Commentary:
The words, "But he who snatches
away something by stealth," signify
that as long as the Word of God is
preserved in the heavens it is quite
safe and secure against all
interference, stealing or snatching,
but after it is revealed to a Prophet,
"satans," or the enemies of God’s
Prophets, seek to misrepresent or
misinterpret it by misquoting the
Prophet or by tearing a passage out of
his revelation and mixing falsehood
with it, or they even try to represent
the Prophet’s teaching as their own.
The expression, "then there pursues
him a piercing flame of fire,"
signifies that during the time when
there is no Prophet or Divine

Reformer in the world, satans, to a
certain
extent,
succeed
in
hoodwinking simple-minded people,
but with the coming of a Prophet or a
Divine Reformer their falsehood
becomes exposed and people can
easily see the truth.  شھاب ثاقبmay
represent the Prophet of the day or
the ever-living Prophet i.e. the Holy
Prophet,
from
among
whose
followers Divine Reformers continue
to bring to naught the wicked designs
of "satans" seeking to tamper with the
teachings of Islam.
The verse may also be taken as
referring to the physical phenomenon
of the falling of meteors at the time of
the appearance of a Prophet or a great
Divine Reformer. In the time of the
Holy Prophet, meteors fell in such
large numbers that disbelievers
thought that both heaven and earth
were about to fall asunder (Kathir,
under 72:9). From Hadith, it appears
that in the time of Jesus also meteors
fell in unusually large numbers. With
regard to his Second Coming the
Gospels say: And there shall be the
signs in the sun and in the moon and
in the stars (Matt. 24:29). Meteors
also fell in exceptionally large
numbers in 1885 when Ahmad, the
Holy Founder of the Ahmadiyya
Movement, was about to announce
his claim to be the Promised Messiah
and Mahdi. For a detailed discussion
of ( شھاب مبنیbright flame) and شھاب ثاقب
(piercing flame) see 15:19.
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those others whom We have
created? aThem We have
created of cohesive clay.3281
13. Nay, thou dost wonder, and
they ridicule.3282
14. And
when
they
are
admonished, they pay no heed.
15. And when they see a Sign,
they seek to ridicule it.3283
16. And they say, b‘This is
nothing but plain magic.
17. cWhat! when we are dead
and have become dust and
bones, shall we then be raised
up again?3284
a

6:3; 23:13; 32:8; 38:72. b23:84; 27:69. c13:6; 27:68; 50:4.

3281. Important Words:
( الزبcohesive) is active participle
from  لزبwhich means, it was or
remained fixed, settled, firm or
constant; it (mud) cohered, and
became hard.  الزبmeans, adhering or
adhesive or cohesive clay or mud;
being or remaining fixed, settled,
firm, or constant (Lane).
In the word ( منwhom) the allusion
may
be
to those
righteous
Companions of the Holy Prophet to
whom reference has been made in vv.
2-5 above. In this sense of the word
the verse under comment would mean
that the doubters and deniers of truth
can bear no comparison with those
true and noble Companions of the
Holy Prophet who have been created
of cohesive clay i.e. they are of firm
and strong character.

3282. Commentary:
The verse means to say that the
coming into being of a company of
truly righteous and God-fearing men
through the Holy Prophet and the
establishment of Islam on a firm
footing in Arabia is indeed a marvel
to wonder at even by the Prophet
himself. The disbelievers, as is their
wont, ridicule the possibility ever of
such an event taking place.
3283. Commentary:
The verse purports to say that
though the disbelievers will witness
many signs yet they will not profit by
them, on the contrary, they will mock
and jeer at them.
3284. Commentary:
"Resurrection" referred to in this
verse may mean Resurrection after
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18. And our forefathers of yore
also?’
19. Say, ‘Yea; and you will then
be abased.’3285
20. Then it will be but aone
shout of reproach, and lo! they
will begin to see.3286
21. And they will say, ‘Alas for
us! this is the Day of Requital.’
22. God will say b‘This is the
Day of the final Decision which
you used to deny.’3287
a

79:14. b46:35; 52:15.

death or it may mean the great moral
transformation brought about by the
Holy Prophet. The verse purports to
say that when disbelievers are told
that they will have to account for
their rejection of the teaching of
Islam about the next life they say that
they cannot believe that such a thing
can ever happen, and with respect to
the great change that Islam is
destined to bring about in the lives of
men, their denial, too, is firm and
unequivocal.

the preceding two verses with an
even firmer affirmation that such a
thing shall certainly come to pass,
and, besides being disgraced on the
Judgement Day, their pride will be
humbled in the dust in this very life.

3286. Commentary:
The verse, besides the Judgement
Day, may refer to the sudden and
swift punishment that will overtake
disbelievers. The reference seems to
be to the Fall of Mecca when the
Meccans were simply flabbergasted
3285. Important Words:
at the sudden appearance of the
( داخرونabased) is the plural of  داخرMuslim army at its very gates.
which is active participle from دخر
(dakhara & dakhira) which means, 3287. Commentary:
It was at the Fall of Mecca that
he was or became abject, mean,
disbelievers
realised to their sorrow
contemptible, despicable or abased
that that was the day of final decision
(Lane).
The verse replies to the firm denial for which they had waited so long
by disbelievers of the possibility of because after the Fall of Mecca
Resurrection after death or of within a very short time the whole of
"resurrection" of the morally and Arabia submitted to the inevitable
spiritually dead Arabs mentioned in and entered the fold of Islam.
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23. And it will be said to the
angels, ‘Assemble those who
acted wrongfully, along with
their companions, and what
they used to worship3288
24. Beside Allah; and lead them
to the path of Hell;
25. And stop them; for they
must be questioned.’3289
26. They will be asked, ‘What is
the matter with you that you
help not one another?’3290
27. Nay, on that day they
will
surrender
themselves
3291
completely.
28. And some of them will
address the others, bquestioning
one another.
a

6:23; 10:29. b34:32.

3288. Commentary:
The present and the following
several verses describe the condition
respectively
of
believers
and
disbelievers in this life and the next.
With this verse begins a description
of the guilty disbelievers and
their companions, comrades and
associates. They are described as
being hauled up and led to their place
of punishment. The words "what they
used to worship" refer to those
leaders of disbelief to whom they
gave blind and unquestioning
obedience.

3289. Commentary:
Before being actually punished the
guilty will be asked to show the cause
why they should not be punished, or,
if they had anything to say in defence
or extenuation of their guilt, to
produce it.
3290. Commentary:
The realisation of utter helplessness
of the guilty people to assist each
other will be brought home to them.
3291. Commentary:
The verse portrays the complete
surrender and submission to Divine
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29. They will say, ‘Verily, you
used to come to us, from the
right.’3292
30. Their associate-gods will
answer, a‘Nay, you yourselves
were not believers.3293
31. bAnd we had no power over
you; but you yourselves were a
transgressing people.
32. Now the word of our Lord
has been proved true against us
that we shall surely taste the
punishment.
33. And we caused you to go
astray for we ourselves had
gone astray.’3294
a

34:33. b14:23; 15:43.

judgement of the guilty leaders and
also of their beguiled and deceived
followers. They will offer no defence
but will only indulge in mutual
recrimination as the following verses
show.
3292. Important Words:
( الیمنیthe right) is derived from مین.
They say  مین الرجلi.e. he came from
the right side of the man.  مینیmeans,
right hand or right side; good luck;
power. They say  فالن عندنا بالیمنیi.e. such
a one holds a good position with us
(Aqrab).
Commentary:
The verse, besides the meaning
given in the text, may also mean:
"you came to us exerting your power
and influence and compelling us to
obey and follow you."

The words 'the right side' may also
signify religion, and the verse would
thus mean, "you masqueraded under
the cloak of religion to deceive us."
The pronoun 'they' in the
expression "they will say" refers to
common disbelievers.
3293. Commentary:
In this verse the pronoun 'they' in
the sentence "they will answer" refers
to the leaders of disbelief.
3294. Commentary:
In vv. 30, 31 above the leaders of
disbelief had refused to plead guilty
to the charge that they had led their
followers astray by saying that they
had no power or authority over them;
in the verse under comment they
plead guilty to the charge of
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34. Truly, on that day they will
all be sharers in the punishment.
35. Surely, thus do We deal with
the guilty.
36. For when it was said to
them, ‘There is no god but Allah,’
they turned away with disdain,
37. And said, ‘Shall we give up
our gods for a amad poet?’
38. Nay, he has brought the
truth and has testified to the
truth of all the Messengers.3295
39. You shall surely taste the
painful punishment.3296
40. bAnd you will be requited
only for what you have
wrought—
a

15:7; 44:15; 68:52. b36:55; 45:29.

misleading them. The seeming
contradiction is, in reality, no
contradiction. The verse means to say
that leaders of disbelief will say to
their followers: "You yourselves
chose to follow us, and since we
ourselves had gone astray, you could
expect nothing better from us. It was
a case of blind leading the blind."
3295. Commentary:
The verse constitutes an effective
reply to the charge that the Holy
Prophet is a poet or a madman. It
purports to say that the Prophet fulfils
in his person all the prophecies made
by the Israelite Prophets about his

advent and the Quran contains all that
was imperishable and of permanent
value in the former revealed
scriptures. How could a madman or
poet do all this?
3296. Commentary:
The verse embodies another
argument that the Holy Prophet is not
a madman or a poet but a true
Messenger of God. It warns
disbelievers that they are going to be
punished for rejecting his Message,
but the rejection of the ravings of a
maniac
or
the
meaningless
vapourings of a poet can cause no
harm to anybody.
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41. Save the chosen servants of
Allah;3297
42. These will have a known
provision;3298
43. aFruits; and they shall be
honoured,3299
44. bIn the Gardens of Bliss,
45. cSeated on thrones, facing
one another.3300
46. dThey will be served round
with a cup from a flowing
fountain,3300A
47. Sparkling white, delicious to
the drinkers,
a

52:23; 55:53; 56:21. b44:53; 68:35; 78:33. c56:16-17. d56:19.

3297. Commentary:
From this verse begins a description
of the rewards of Paradise that the
believers will receive in the next life
and also the great Divine boons and
blessings that were bestowed upon
the righteous Companions of the
Holy Prophet in this very life.

and good actions of the believers.

3300. Important Words:
( سررthrones) or  أسرةis the plural of
ی
 سر رwhich is derived from سر. They
say  سرہi.e. he or it made him happy.
 سریرmeans, a couch-frame; a bedstead; a raised couch; a throne. It also
signifies a bier; dominion, authority,
sovereignty; comfort or affluence.
3298. Commentary:
The words ( رزق معلومa known The Arabs say  زال عن سریرہi.e. he ceased
provision) signify that the Muslims to enjoy authority, power or comfort
knew beforehand that they would or affluence (Lane & Aqrab).
receive Divine favours mentioned in 3300A. Important Words:
the following verses since they were
( کأسcup) of which the plural is ک ٔووس
repeatedly promised those blessings.
and  کأساتmeans, a drinking cup
3299. Commentary:
containing wine or a cup full of wine
The word "fruits" signifies that the or wine itself. They say سقاہ کأسا من الذل
blessings mentioned in the following i.e. he gave him to drink a cup of
verses will be the fruit of right beliefs abasement i.e. he abased him (Lane).
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48. aWhere in there will be no
intoxication, nor will they be
exhausted thereby.3301
49. bAnd with them will be
chaste women, with restrained
looks and large beautiful
eyes.3302
50. cAs though they were
sheltered eggs.3303
51. Then some of them will
address the others, questioning
one another.
52. A speaker from among
them will say, “I had a
companion,3304
a

56:20. b55:57. c55:59.

3301. Important Words:
( غولintoxication) is derived from
غال. They say  غالهi.e. he or it destroyed
him; or it seized him or took him
away unawares.  اغتاله اخلمرmeans, the
wine deprived him of his reason.
غولmeans, far extent of a desert; the
evil result of headache; headache
or intoxication; deprivation of
intellectual faculties (Lane & Aqrab).

the blessings mentioned in the
foregoing verses. They had gardens
of bliss; they sat on thrones and
enjoyed power and dominion; they
had all the innocent pleasures of life;
they had beautiful chaste women as
their spouses and, over and above all
this, "God was well pleased with
them and they were well pleased with
Him" (58:23). This was their greatest
achievement.

3302. Important Words:
( عنیwomen having large beautiful
eyes) is the plural of  عیناءwhich means,
a woman having large beautiful eyes.
It also means a good or beautiful
word or saying.  ارض عیناءmeans, green
or black earth (Lane & Aqrab).

3304. Commentary:
From this verse begins the
description of the state of mind of a
dweller
of
Paradise—a
true
believer—after he has seen an
erstwhile companion of his burning in
the fire of Hell. The following verses
3303. Commentary:
also describe the conditions of the
History bears testimony to the fact believers and the disbelievers after
that Muslims were endowed with all they meet their destiny.
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53. Who used to say, ‘Art thou
indeed among those who
believe it to be true?3305
54. a‘When we are dead, and
have become dust and bones,
shall we indeed be requited?’3306
55. The speaker will then ask,
‘Will you have a look at
him?’3307
56. Then he will look and see
him in the midst of the Fire.3308
57. He will say to him, ‘By
Allah, thou didst almost cause
me to perish.
58. And had it not been for the
favour of my Lord, I should
surely have been of those who
are called up before Him.
59. Is it not so that we are not
going to die again,3309
a

13:6; 27:68; 50:4; 56:48.

3305. Commentary:
The verse shows that the
disbeliever in Hell used to scoff and
jeer at his companion in the present
life for having been a believer.
3306. Commentary:
The disbeliever used to mock at the
idea that there was a life after death
and that man after having been
reduced to dust and ashes would ever
come to life again.
3307. Commentary:
The subject of the verb ( قالwill ask)
is the inmate of Paradise referred to

in v. 52 above. He will ask other
inmates of Paradise if they would like
to have a look at his former
disbelieving companion.
3308. Important Words:
( جحیمFire) is derived from جحم.
They say  جحمت النارi.e. the fire burned;
burned brightly or fiercely. جحم العنی
means, he opened the eyes. جحیم
therefore means, a fire burning or
blazing or flaming vehemently; a
vehemently hot place; any great fire
in a pit (Lane & Aqrab).
3309. Commentary:
The believer in Paradise is here
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60. aSave our previous death,
and that we are not to be
punished?
61. bSurely, this is the supreme
triumph.3310
62. For the like of this, then, let
the workers work.’3311
63. Is that better as an
entertainment, or cthe tree of
Zaqqum?3312
a

23:38; 44:36. b44:58; 61:13. c44:44; 56:53.

mentioned as referring to the great
destiny of man—his eternal life. He
says that man will not suffer death
after his departure from this world.
His spiritual journey to Eternity will
know no end or retreat. It will be one
continuous and eternal progress. This
same subject has also been dealt with
in 44:57 where it is stated: "they will
not taste death therein, other than the
first death. And He will save them
from the punishment of the blazing
fire." The verse under comment may
also mean that the believer in
Paradise will say to his disbelieving
companion in Hell that the latter must
have now realized that he was wrong
in believing that after having been
reduced to dust and bones, man will
not be given a new life. He will
repeat the words of his companion in
the previous life who used to say that
there would be no prolonged
punishment after death.

fulfilment of his highest destiny lies
in enjoying eternal life and making
incessant and everlasting spiritual
progress.
3311. Commentary:
The words of this and the preceding
verse may also be taken as having
been spoken by God Himself.
3312. Important Words:
( زقومZaqqum) is derived from زقم.
They say  زقمهi.e. he swallowed it and
devoured it.  زقم اللنبmeans, he drank
much milk.  زقومis a dust-coloured tree
which has a pungent odour and is
bitter and has stinking leaves. The
word also means, any deadly food;
the food of the people of Hell (Lane
& Aqrab).

Commentary:
Zaqqum in the verse under
comment denotes the tree of
disbelief. The Quran has compared
true belief to a good tree which brings
3310. Commentary:
forth its fruit at all times (14:25-26)
The verse means to say that man’s and disbelief to an evil tree—
greatest achievement and the Zaqqum. Taking it in the sense of
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64. Verily, We have made it a
trial for the wrongdoers.3313
65. It is a tree that springs forth
in the bottom of Hell;3314
66. The fruit thereof is as
though it were the heads of
serpents.3315
67. aAnd they shall eat of it and
fill their bellies therewith.
68. Then will they have in
addition to it a mixture of
boiling water to drink.3316
69. Then surely their return
shall be to Hell.
70. bThey indeed found their
fathers erring,
[

a

56:54. b7:174.

deadly food, the verse would mean
that the fruit of the accursed tree of
disbelief is deadly and its eating
brings about spiritual death. The word
has been used in the same sense and
in the same context at two other
places in the Quran, viz. 44:44, 45, 46
& 56:53, 54, 55.
3313. Commentary:
The verse means to say that the evil
tree of disbelief has always proved a
great source of mischief for men.
3314. Commentary:
The implication of the verse seems
to be that eating of the tree of disbelief

leads men to the bottom of Hell.
3315. Commentary:
The metaphorical description of
Zaqqum continues in the present
verse.
3316. Important Words:
( شوباmixture) is derived from شاب.
They say  شاب ال یشءi.e. he mixed the
thing with water; he adulterated it. شاب
 الرجلmeans, he deceived the man and
defrauded him, he acted treacherously; he deceived in buying or
selling.  شوبmeans, anything mixed,
mixture; a medley; heat; honey; a
piece of dough (Aqrab & Lane).
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71. aAnd they hurried on in
their footsteps.3317
72. And most of the ancient
peoples had erred before them,
73. And We had sent Warners
among them.
74. Behold, then; how evil was
the end of those who were
warned.3318
75. Save the chosen servants of
Allah.
R. 3.

76. And Noah indeed did cry
unto Us, and what excellent
answer do We give to
prayers!3319
a

3317. Important Words:
For ( یھرعونhurried on) see 11:79.

43:24.

and that the rejecters of truth were
always punished. It is to this supreme
lesson of history that the attention of
disbelievers is repeatedly drawn in
the words of the Quran, "Behold, how
evil was the end of those who were
warned." Yet such is the tragedy of
human affairs that disbelievers do not
benefit from looking at the fate of
their disbelieving predecessors.

Commentary:
Men are generally slaves to old
usages, traditions and customs. Timeworn ideas and prejudices die hard.
Perhaps the greatest obstacle in the
way of acceptance of truth by the
people, as repeatedly mentioned in
the Quran, is their strong disinclination
3319. Commentary:
to accept new ideas. Man is by nature
The supreme lesson of history to
slow to change. This seems to be the
which reference has been made in the
significance of this verse.
preceding verses and which has been
3318. Commentary:
summed up in the last but one verse,
The lesson is writ large on the face viz. that truth ultimately triumphs and
of history that God’s Messengers its rejecters come to grief, has been
appeared among all peoples, that the exemplified in the lives of Divine
Divine Message was invariably Messengers, a brief description of
received with ridicule and mockery, whose life-story begins with this
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77. aAnd We saved him and
his family from the great
distress;3320
78. And We made his offspring
the only survivors.3321
79. And We left for him a
good name among the later
generations.
80. Peace be upon Noah among
the peoples!
81. Thus indeed do We reward
those who do good.
82. He was surely one of Our
believing servants.
83. Then We drowned the
others.
84. And verily of his party was
alsoAbraham;3322
a

21:77; 26:120; 54:14.

verse and is continued in the
following verses. The account of
these Prophets begins with the history
of the Prophet Noah with whom the
foundations of human civilised
society were laid. See also 7:60-65
and 11:37-50.

numbers tend to increase and a
corresponding decrease takes place in
the numbers of less civilised
communities living with them in the
same or surrounding lands. The
descendants of Noah being more
civilised and having more material
resources at their disposal seemed to
3320. Commentary:
have spread to other lands and
The reference in the words "great subjugated less civilized peoples,
distress" is to "Noah’s Flood".
who in course of time became
absorbed in them and consequently
3321. Commentary:
became extinct.
As stated in v. 76 above, Noah laid
the foundations of human civilization 3322. Important Words:
( شیعةparty) is derived from شاع. They
and culture and it is an established
fact of history that with the progress say  شاعi.e. he followed him and
of a people in civilization their helped him or was his companion. شیعه
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85. aWhen he came to his Lord
with a pure heart;3323
86. bWhen he said to his father
and to his people, ‘What is it
that you worship?3324
87. A lie—gods beside Allah do
you desire?3325
88. So what is your idea about
the Lord of the worlds?’3326
a

26:90. b19:43; 26:71.

(shayya’-hu) means, he went out with
him to see him off or to accompany
him to his abode.  شیعةmeans, a
separate or distinct party or sect of
men; any people that have combined
in or for an affair.  شیعة الرجلmeans, a
man’s followers and his helpers.شیع
(plural) is applied to any people or
party whose affair or case is one, who
follow one another’s opinion. اشیاع
(which is plural.) means, the likes
(Aqrab & Lane).

Commentary:
 قلب سلیمmeans, a sound and healthy
heart; a heart free from all dross and
spiritual maladies; a heart at peace
with God and man; a heart fully
resigned to the will of the great
Creator. Such a noble heart did
Abraham really possess.
3324. Commentary:
For Abraham’s account and his
oration against idolatry, see also
21:52-68.

Commentary:
The verse may mean that Abraham
was a follower of the Law of Noah or
that he belonged to the same
category, i.e. the category of Divine
Messengers, to which Noah belonged.

3325. Commentary:
Man is prone to worship false gods
in the form of human beings to whom
he attributes Divine powers, such as
Jesus, Rama, etc.; or objects of nature
such as the sun, the moon and the
stars; or inanimate things such as
gods hewed out of wood and stone, or
his own time-worn customs, usages,
prejudices and superstitions, his
desires, passions, etc.

3323. Important Words:
( سلیمsound) is derived from سلم
which means, he was safe and secure.
 سلم من عیب او ٓافةmeans, he was or became
free from defect or safe or secure from
calamity.  أسلم هللmeans, he submitted
or resigned to God.  سلیمtherefore
means, sound, healthy, safe and free
from all defects and impurities;
resigned to God’s will (Aqrab). See
also 2:113, 209; 4:95 & 10:26.

3326. Commentary:
In these words Abraham rebukes
his people for having such a poor
conception of God, the Lord of all the
worlds as to prefer worship of false
gods to His worship.
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89. Then he cast a glance at the
stars,3327
90. And said, ‘I am indeed
feeling unwell.’3328
91. So they went away from
him turning their backs.
92. Then he went secretly to
their gods and addressing them
said, ‘Will you not eat?3329
93. What is the matter with you
that you speak not?’3330
3327. Commentary:
The verse seems to suggest that the
controversy between Abraham and
his people about Divine attributes
dragged on late into the night, and
seeing that the talk served no useful
purpose Abraham wanted to cut it
short. So he cast a glance at the stars
suggesting thereby that the talk had
dragged on long and far into the night
and it should better be stopped.
3328. Commentary:
The verse may also suggest that
Abraham was feeling unwell and in
view of the useless nature of the talk
that his people were having with him
he wanted to avoid it. He therefore
told them that they had better leave
him alone as he was not feeling well.
The words  این سقیمmay also mean: "I
am sick of your worshipping false
gods," or "I am sorely distressed at
heart because you worship false
gods," or "I hate your worship of
false gods."
3329. Important Words:
( راغwent secretly) means, he turned

aside or away or he went this way or
that quickly and guilefully; he turned
aside to deceive him who was behind
him.  راغ ایل فالنmeans, he went to such a
one secretly.  راغ علیهmeans, he
advanced towards him; he turned
against him secretly (Aqrab & Lane).
3330. Commentary:
At different places the Quran has
pointed to one of the most distinctive
attributes of a living God, viz. that He
speaks to His chosen servants and
listens to and answers their prayers. It
is a dead and defunct deity, fit to be
thrown away, that has not the power
to speak or listen to and accept the
prayers of his votaries. God has
revealed Himself throughout the ages
to His Elect through His actions and
spoken word. Even now He has not
ceased to reveal Himself and will
never cease to do so. While rebuking
the Israelites for taking the calf as
their deity the Quran exposes the
absurdity of their position in the
words: "Did they not see that it spoke
not to them nor guided them" (7:149).
Again in 20:90 Moses is described as
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94. aThen he began suddenly to
strike them with the right
hand.3331
95. Thereupon the people came
towards him hastening.3332
96. He said, b‘Do you worship
that which you have yourselves
carved out,
97. Whereas Allah has created
you
and
also
your
handiwork?’3333
a

21:59. b21:67-68.

bringing home to the Israelites their
folly for adopting the calf as their god
in the words: Could they not see this
simple fact that it returned to them no
answer, and had not the power to do
them either harm or good. In vv.
21:64 & 66 and in the verse under
comment Abraham advances the
same argument in repudiation of idolworship, viz. that the false gods
cannot speak. From all these verses it
becomes clear that God ceases to be a
living God and forfeits all right to our
worship and adoration if He ceases to
speak to us and does not listen to and
accept our prayers. Those who think
that God has now given up revealing
Himself to His servants are guilty of a
colossal mistake. Islam’s greatest
superiority over all other religions
lies in the fact that it has produced in
every age men to whom God has
spoken. In our own time He spoke to
Ahmad, the Promised Messiah.

signifies that Abraham struck the
idols with his full power and broke
them into pieces. The word  مینیalso
meaning a vow, the verse may signify
that Abraham struck the idols with
great force in fulfilment of his vow
referred to in "And by Allah I will
certainly plan against your idols after
you have gone away and turned your
backs" (21:58).
3332. Important Words:
( یزفونcame hastening) is derived
from زف. They say  زف القوم یف مشیتھمi.e.
the people hastened or were quick in
going alone.  زف الریحmeans, the
wind blew violently.  زف الطائرmeans,
the bird spread its wings and threw
itself (Aqrab).

3333. Commentary:
The verse may have one or all the
three
following
interpretations:
(1) God has created you and your
handiwork, i.e. the idols of stone
3331. Commentary:
which you carve out with your own
The right hand being the symbol of hands. (2) God is your Creator and
power and strength, the verse the Creator of all that you do, i.e. He
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98. They said, ‘Build for him a
structure and acast him into the
fire.’
99. bThus they intended an evil
design against him, but We
made them most humiliated.3334
100. cAnd he said, ‘I am going
to my Lord. He will surely
guide me.’
101. And he prayed, ‘My Lord,
grant me a righteous son.’
102. So We gave him the glad
tidings of a forbearing son.3335
103. And when he was old
enough to work with him, he
said, ‘O my dear son, I have
seen in a dream that I am
slaughtering thee. So consider,
what thou thinkest of it!’ He
replied, ‘O my father, do as
thou art commanded; thou wilt
find me, if Allah please,
steadfast in my faith.3336
a

21:69; 29:25. b21:71. c19:50; 29:27.

has created the means and the 3335. Commentary:
instruments by which you do your
Elsewhere (15:54) the Quran
works. (3) God is your Creator but
how foolish you are to worship what describes Ishmael as  غالم علیمi.e. a son
endowed with knowledge. It seems
you make with your own hands.
that Ishmael was both very forbearing
3334. Commentary:
and intelligent and was also
As the enemies of Abraham were possessed of great knowledge.
frustrated in their plans against him,
they had a deep feeling of 3336. Commentary:
humiliation.
See next verse.
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104. And when they both
submitted to the Will of God,
and he had thrown him down on
his forehead,3337
3337. Commentary:
The Quran and the Bible disagree
as to which of his two sons—Ishmael
and Isaac—Abraham, in pursuance of
God’s command, offered for sacrifice.
The Quran says that it was Ishmael,
but according to the Bible, it was
Isaac. The Bible, speaking of the
sacrifice says "And He said, 'Take
now thy son,
thine only son, whom thou lovest,
even Isaac and get there into the land
of Moriah, and offer him there for a
burnt offering upon one of the
mountains which I tell thee of'" (Gen.
22:2). The Quran, on the other hand,
declares clearly and unequivocally, in
the verse under comment, that it was
Ishmael who was offered for
sacrifice. The Bible, however,
contradicts itself in this respect.
According to it, Abraham was
commanded to offer his only son for
sacrifice, but Isaac was at no time his
only son. Ishmael was born to
Abraham when he was 86 years old
while Isaac was born to him when he
had reached the very advanced age of
99. Thus for 13 years Ishmael was
Abraham’s only son, and, being also
his first born, was doubly dear to him.
It stands to reason, therefore, that
Abraham must have been required by
God to offer for sacrifice his nearest
and dearest thing which was his only
and first born son who was Ishmael.
Some evangelists have vainly tried

to show that, "Ishmael being of the
handmaid, was born after the flesh
while Isaac being born of the free
woman was by promise" (Galatians,
4:22, 23). Apart from the fact that
Hagar, Ishmael’s mother, belonged to
the royal family of Egypt and was no
handmaid, Ishmael has repeatedly
been mentioned in the Bible as
Abraham’s son, exactly as Isaac has
been mentioned as his son
(Gen. 16:16; 17:23, 25). Moreover,
analogous promises were made to
Abraham in regard to the future
greatness of Ishmael as were made to
him about Isaac. The Bible says:
"And as for Ishmael, I have heard
thee: Behold, I have blessed him, and
will make him fruitful, and will
multiply him exceedingly; twelve
princes shall he beget, and I will
make him a great nation" (Gen.
17:20). "And the angel of the Lord
said unto her (Hagar) "I will multiply
thy seed exceedingly that it shall not
be numbered for multitude." (Gen.
16:10, 11). So apart from the
substitution in the Bible of Isaac for
Ishmael which seems to be deliberate,
and of Moriah for Marwah, an hillock
which lies in the vicinity of Mecca
near which Abraham, in fulfilment of
his vision, referred to in the preceding
verse, left Ishmael with his mother
Hagar while yet a child, there is
nothing in the Bible to lend the
slightest support to the view that
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105. And we called to him: ‘O
Abraham,
106. ‘Thou hast indeed fulfilled
the dream.’ Thus indeed do We
reward those who do good.3338
107. That surely was a manifest
trial.3339
108. And We ransomed him
with a great sacrifice.3340
Abraham offered Isaac for sacrifice
and not Ishmael.
Furthermore, the fact that whereas
no trace is to be found in the religious
ceremonies of Jews and Christians of
the supposed sacrifice of Isaac by
Abraham, the Muslims, spiritual
descendants
of
Ishmael,
commemorate with great fervour his
intended sacrifice, by slaughtering
every year rams and goats all over the
world on the tenth day of DhulHijjah. This universal sacrifice of
rams and goats by Muslims on a
specific day in commemoration of
Abraham’s preparedness to slaughter
Ishmael, establishes beyond dispute
or doubt that it was Ishmael whom
Abraham offered for sacrifice and not
Isaac. In a sense Abraham had
already fulfilled his vision by leaving
Ishmael while yet a child with his
mother, Hagar, in the bleak and
barren valley of Mecca where at that
time there was to be found no sign of
life, nor even a blade of grass or a drop
of water. That brave act, in fact, had
symbolised the sacrifice of Ishmael.

fulfilled the dream" show that
Abraham was not required to fulfil
his vision in actual fact but that it was
only a practical demonstration of his
intention and preparedness to
slaughter his son which was desired
of him. The vision, as stated above,
had already symbolically been
fulfilled in Hagar and Ishmael having
been left by Abraham in the valley of
Mecca which was at that time an arid
and barren waste. The leaving behind
of a weak and helpless woman with a
child, in a place completely devoid of
all signs of life and even of water or
any other means of subsistence, did
indeed constitute a great sacrifice on
the part of the noble Patriarch.
3339. Commentary:
It was indeed a supreme trial for
Abraham to have left his dear wife
and his only son, unprovided for and
unprotected, in a place where, humanly
speaking, they were sure to perish.

3340. Commentary:
Abraham’s
preparedness
to
sacrifice Ishmael was perpetuated in
the Islamic institution of "Sacrifice"
3338. Commentary:
which forms an integral part of the
The words "Thou hast indeed ceremonies of Hajj. As long as Islam
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109. And We left for him a good
name among the succeeding
generations—3341
110. Peace be upon Abraham!
111. Thus do We reward those
who do good.
112. Surely, he was one of Our
believing servants.
113. aAnd We gave him the glad
tidings of Isaac, a Prophet, and
one of the righteous.
114. And We bestowed blessings
on him and Isaac. bAnd among
their progeny are some who do
good and others who clearly
wrong themselves.3342
R. 4.

c

115. And, indeed, We bestowed
favours on Moses and Aaron.3343
a

11:72; 19:50; 21:73; 29:28. b57:27. c20:31-37; 26:16-17; 28:35.

lasts—and it shall last till the end of
time—Pilgrimage to Mecca will
continue to be performed and on the
tenth day of Dhul-Hijjah goats and
rams will continue to be slaughtered
in hundreds of thousands in Mecca
and all over the Muslim world in
commemoration
of
Ishmael’s
sacrifice. It is this institution of
"Sacrifice" that seems to have been
referred to in this verse in the words
"And We ransomed him with a great
sacrifice".
The reference in the verse may also
be to the abolition of human sacrifice
which seemed to be in vogue in
Abraham’s time and to the
substitution for it of animal sacrifice.

3341. Commentary:
What greater testimony could there
be to Abraham having left behind him
a good name than that the followers
of the three great religions—Islam,
Christianity and Judaism—take pride
in ascribing their ancestry to the great
Patriarch.
3342. Commentary:
The words "We bestowed blessings
on him," refer to the blessings that
God bestowed upon Abraham’s
progeny through Ishmael as Isaac has
been mentioned separately by name.
3343. Commentary:
The
greatest
Prophet
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116. aAnd We saved them both
and their people from the great
distress;3344
117. And We helped them, and
it was they who were victorious.
118. And We gave them the
Book that made things clear;
119. And We guided them to the
right path.
120. And We left for them a
good
name
among
the
succeeding generations—3345
121. Peace be on Moses and
Aaron!
122. Thus indeed do We reward
those who do good.
123. Surely, they were both
among Our believing servants.
124. And assuredly Elias also
was one of the Messengers,3346
a

20:81; 26:66.

Abraham, among his descendants 3345. Commentary:
through
Isaac,
was
Moses,
Moses and Aaron are remembered
counterpart of the Holy Prophet who
with
great respect and affection by
was a descendant of Ishmael.
Muslims, Christians and Jews alike.
3344. Commentary:
The reference to "great distress" 3346. Commentary:
Elias or Elijah lived about 900 B.C.
may be found elsewhere in the Quran
(2:50) in the words: And remember He was a native of Gilead, a place on
the time when we delivered you from the eastern bank of the Jordan.
Pharaoh’s people who afflicted you According to the Bible he was taken
with grievous torment, slaying your up to heaven in a whirlwind in a
sons and sparing your women and in chariot of fire and after him his
that there was a great trial for you mantle was taken by Elisha (Jew.
Enc. & 1 Kings 17:1).
from your Lord.
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125. When he said to his people,
‘Will you not be God-fearing?
126. Do you call on Ba‘l, and
forsake the Best of creators,3347
127. Allah, your Lord and the
Lord of your forefathers of old?’
128. But they treated him as a
liar, and they will surely be
brought before God to render an
account of their deeds;
129. Except the chosen servants
of Allah.
130. And We left for him a
good
name
among
the
succeeding generations—
131. Peace be on Elias and his
people!3348
132. Thus indeed do We reward
those who do good.
133. Surely, he was one of Our
believing servants.
3347. Important Words:
 بعال اis derived from ( بعلba‘ala)
which means, he married or he took a
wife; or he became a husband. بعل
means, husband; wife ( بعلlike زوج
means both a husband and a wife,
more generally a husband); lord,
master or owner of a thing; a chief; a
family whose maintenance is incumbent
upon a person (Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
Ba‘l was the name of an idol

belonging to the people of the
Prophet Elijah. These people
worshipped the sun. Ba‘l may also
stand for the sun-god which belonged
to the people of a town in Syria now
called Baalbek (Lane).
3348. Commentary:
( إلیاسنیIlyasin) may be another form
of ( الیاسIlyas) as ( سیننی95:3) is that of
( سیناء23:21); or being plural of  الیاسit
may mean Elijah and his people.
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134. aAnd assuredly Lot, too,
was one of the Messengers,3349
135. bWhen We delivered him
and all his family,
136. cExcept an old woman who
was among those who stayed
behind.
137. dThen We utterly destroyed
the others.3350
138. eAnd surely you pass by
them in the morning,3351
139. And by night. Then why
do you not understand?3352
a

7:81; 26:161; 29:29. b26:171; 29:33; 51:36. c7:84; 11:82; 15:61; 27:58. d26:173. e15:77.

where the Arab caravans passed by
day and night. At another place in the
Quran these towns are mentioned as
3350. Important Words:
having been situated "on a road that
( دمرناWe utterly destroyed) is the still exists" (15:77).
intensive form of ( دمرdamara). They
say  دمر علیھمi.e. he intruded upon them;
The present and the preceding
he came upon them without per- verses are full of extreme pathos. The
mission. ( دمرھم او دمر علیھمdammara) Quraishites of Mecca are told that a
means, He (God) utterly destroyed great Prophet has come to them. They
them or annihilated them (Aqrab).
have rejected him. They know that
there had lived in the neighbouring land
Commentary:
Both the towns, Sodom and another Prophet, Lot. His people also
Gomorrah, to which Lot preached his rejected him and God utterly destroyed
Message were completely destroyed; them for their wicked and abominable
only the members of Lot’s family, deeds. The site of their annihilated
towns lies on the highway which leads
except his wife, were saved.
to Syria to which country their (of the
3351. Commentary:
Quraishites) caravans frequently pass.
See next verse.
Then why do they not take a lesson
from the fate that met the people of
3352. Commentary:
Sodom and Gomorrah were situated Lot, and accept their own Prophet—the
on the highway from Arabia to Syria Holy Prophet Muhammad?
3349. Commentary:
For Lot see 15:62-78.
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140. And surely Jonah also
was one of the Messengers,3353
141. When he fled to the laden
ship;3354
142. And he cast lots with the
crew of the ship and was of the
losers.3355
143. And the fish swallowed him
while he was blaming himself.
144. And had he not been of
those who glorify God,
a

21:88; 68:49.

3353. Commentary:
Jonah, the Prophet, has been
mentioned at six places in the Quran.
In 4:164 and 6:87-88 he has been
reckoned among the Prophets of God.
In the present verse he has been
spoken of as a Divine Messenger and
in 21:88 and 68:49, he has been given
the descriptive epithets of ذوالنون
(Master of the Fish) and صاحب احلوت
(Fellow of the Fish). He was an
Israelite Prophet and lived in the 9th
century in the reign of Jeroboam II or
Jehoahaz. See also 6:88.

incapable of disobeying God’s
command. It is, therefore, not
possible that Jonah should have even
conceived of fleeing from the
presence of the Omnipresent God. In
fact, Jonah, being angry with his
people, because they had rejected the
Divine Message, fled from them, and
not from God. See also 21:88. The
whole account of Jonah as given in
the Quran may be a description of his
spiritual ascension and may be taken
in a figurative sense and interpreted
accordingly.

3354. Commentary:
According to the Bible, Jonah was
commissioned by God to go to
Nineveh and "cry against" it, but,
instead, he fled to Tarshish "from the
presence of the Lord" (Jonah 1:3).
The Quran contradicts this Biblical
statement as it impugns a Divine
Prophet, and, according to the Quran,
Divine Prophets are sinless and

3355. Important Words:
( ساھمcast lots) is derived from
سھم.They say  سھمهi.e. he overcame
him in the game of shooting arrows.
 سامھهmeans, he shot arrows with him
in competition; he cast or drew lots
with him.  سامھته فسھمتهmeans, I
competed with him in casting lots or
in shooting arrows and overcame him
therein (Aqrab & Lane).
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145. He would have surely
tarried in its belly till the Day of
Resurrection.
146. Then We cast him on a
bare tract of land, and he was
sick;3356
147. And We caused a gourd
plant to grow over him.
148. And We sent him as a
Messenger to a hundred
thousand people or more,
149. aAnd they believed; so We
gave them provision for a
while.3357
150. bNow ask the disbelievers
whether thy Lord has daughters,
whereas they have sons.3358
a

10:99. b6:101; 16:58; 43:17; 52:40; 53:22.

3356. Important Words:
( عراءbare tract of land) is derived
from  عریwhich means, he was or
became naked, bare or without
clothing. They say  عری من العیبi.e. he
was or became free from fault,
defector blemish.  عراءmeans, a wide
or spacious place or tract of land in
which nothing is hidden; or the
vacant surface of the earth or land or
of a wide space of land (Lane).
3357. Commentary:
In the whole history of religion, no
people are known to have benefited
so much from the warning of
impending Divine punishment as did
the people of Jonah. When they were
warned that they would be visited

with punishment if they did not
behave and believe in Jonah and did
not mend their ways, they at once
repented and believed in Jonah with
the result that the threatened
punishment was averted. This
repentance of Jonah’s people, even
though belated, so pleased God that
they were not only forgiven but their
case is held up in the Quran, as an
example for disbelievers of all
Prophets of God (10:99).
3358. Commentary:
After giving a brief history of some
of the Prophets in the preceding
verses, the Surah proceeds in the
present verse to deal with a basic
principle of all religions—the
repudiation and condemnation of
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151. aDid We create the angels
females while they were
witnesses?
152. Now, surely it is one of
their fabrications that they say,
153. ‘Allah
has
begotten
children;’ and they are certainly
liars.
154. bHas He chosen daughters
in preference to sons?3359
155. What is the matter with
you? How judge ye?
156. Will you not reflect?3359A
157. cOr have you a clear
authority?
158. Then produce your Book,
if you are truthful.3360
a

17:41; 37:151; 43:20; 52:40. b43:17; 53:22. c52:39.

idolatry. Among different peoples
Shirk (ascribing Divine powers and
attributes to beings and things other
than God) has taken different forms.
Some people worship forces of
nature, others idols of stone, and yet
others ascribe Divine powers to
angels, believing them to be God’s
daughters. It is this form of idolatry
which was prevalent among the Arabs
and in the Holy Prophet’s time and
which has been condemned here.

disbelievers would not like for
themselves), is nothing but foolish
and condemnable.

3359A. Commentary:
The verse seems to administer a
rebuke to disbelievers in the words,
"Cannot you understand this simple
fact that the ascription of Divine
powers and attributes to weak human
beings, to the forces of nature, to
inanimate things or even to angels
who themselves have been created by
3359. Commentary:
God, offends against reason and is an
The verse means to say that all insult to human intelligence?"
Shirk (idolatry), in whatever form it
may be practised, is reprehensible, 3360. Commentary:
but to believe that God has preferred
The verse purports to say that apart
daughters to sons (a thing which from human reason and intelligence
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159. aAnd they assert a blood
relationship between Him and the
Jinn while the Jinn themselves
know that they will be brought
before God for judgement.3361
160. Holy is Allah and free
from what they attribute to Him.
161. But the chosen servants
of Allah attribute nothing
derogatory to Him.
162. Verily, you and what you
worship—
163. None of you can mislead
anyone against Him,3362
164. Except only him who shall
burn in Hell.
165. Say: ‘There is not one of us
but has an appointed station.3363
b

6:101.

which repudiate all forms of shirk
(idolatry), no Divine Book accords
the slightest countenance to this most
foolish and obnoxious doctrine; on
the contrary all of them refute and
contradict it in strong and scathing
terms.

only people of the evil spirits’ own ilk
that such spirits can mislead. They
have no control or influence over
godly men. "Surely thou shalt have
no power over My servants." says the
Quran (15:41). The pronoun  ہin علیه
(against Him) refers to God.

3361. Commentary:
The verse means to say that morally
and intellectually disbelievers have
become so degraded that they assert
blood-relationship between God and
evil spirits. What greater folly and
blasphemy could there possibly be?

3363. Commentary:
The words of this and the next two
verses may also be taken to have been
spoken by righteous men of God, or
the reference may specially be to the
righteous men mentioned in the
beginning of the Surah or, as some
say, to the angels.

3362. Commentary:
The verse purports to say that it is
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166. And, verily, we are those
who stand ranged in rows.
167. aAnd we are verily those
who glorify God.’
168. And surely the disbelievers
used to say,
169. ‘If we had with us a
reminder like that of the people
of old,
170. We would surely have
been Allah’s chosen servants.’
171. Yet when it has come to
them they disbelieve therein,
but they will soon come to
know.3364
172. And surely Our word has
gone forth respecting Our
servants, the Messengers,3365
173. bThat it is certainly they
who will be helped;3365A
174. And that it is Our host that
will certainly be victorious.
a

2:31; 21:21; 41:39. b40:52; 58:22.

God. In the verse under comment
they are told that the cause of truth
must and does always prevail, as it is
an immutable divine law that God’s
Messengers never fail in their
missions. The history of all religions
3365. Commentary:
bears an eloquent testimony to this
See next verse.
undeniable fact. Elsewhere the Quran
says: "Most surely We help Our
3365A. Commentary:
In verse 171 above the disbelievers Messengers and those who believe, in
were threatened with punishment if the present life and on the day when
they did not accept the Prophet of witnesses will stand forth" (40:52).

3364. Commentary:
The verse implies a warning to
disbelievers that they will soon see
the evil consequences of their
rejection of truth.
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175. So turn thou away from
them for a while.3366
176. And watch them, for they
will soon see their own end.3367
177. aIs it then Our punishment
that they seek to hasten on?
178. But when it descends into
their courtyard, it shall be an
evil morning to those who were
warned.3368
179. So turn thou away from
them for a while.3369
180. And watch, for they will
soon see.
181. Holy is thy Lord, the Lord
of Honour and Power, far above
a

22:48; 27:72-73; 29:54.

3366. Commentary:
When the truth of a Prophet of God
becomes established beyond all doubt
and disbelievers are left with no plea
or pretext to reject his Message and
yet persist in rejecting it, the Prophet
is told to leave them alone to be
judged by God and treated by Him as
He, in His infallible wisdom, may
think fit.

dwellings of a tribe. The Arabs say
 عمر اهلل ساحتکi.e. may God make the
courtyard of thy house inhabited with
people (Lane).

3368. Important Words:
( ساحةcourtyard) means, the court or
open area of a house; a part of a
house in which there is no building or
roof; a wide place among the

3369. Commentary:
The repetition of this and the next
verse
signifies
that
Divine
punishment is almost at the doors of
the disbelievers.

Commentary:
The reference in the verse seems to
be to the Fall of Mecca when a
Muslim army of ten thousand strong
entered its suburbs. That was indeed
an evil day for the Meccans. The cup
of their mortification and humiliation
3367. Commentary:
had become full to the brim, as all
The Holy Prophet is here told to their evil designs against Islam had
wait till Divine decree decides the completely failed and it had won a
glorious victory over disbelief.
fate of disbelievers.
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that which they assert.3370
182. aAnd peace be upon the
Messengers!3371
183. bAnd all praise belongs to
Allah, the Lord of the worlds.
a

27:60. b1:2; 6:46.

3370. Commentary:
The verse means to say that with
the defeat and discomfiture of
disbelief the fact has become clearly
established that the Great God Who
has sent the Holy Prophet is the God
of Honour and Power and that His

name will now be glorified in the
whole of Arabia.
3371. Commentary:
The reference in the verse is to the
Holy Prophet who represents all
Prophets and Messengers of God.
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CHAPTER 38
SAD
(Revealed before Hijrah)
Title, Date and Place of Revelation
Like its predecessors this Surah is also admittedly of Meccan origin. It
was revealed in the early years of the Holy Prophet’s life at Mecca. Ibn
‘Abbas, as reported by Baihaqi and Ibn Merdawaih, also subscribes to this
view, and other scholars, too, agree with him. From its contents and subject
matter the Surah bears a very close resemblance to As-Saffat. It takes its title
from its opening word Sad, i.e. the Truthful God.
Connection with As-Saffat
The preceding Surah ended with the challenging Divine declaration
that "God’s hosts shall be victorious and it shall be an evil day for the
disbelievers when Divine punishment shall descend into their courtyard." The
present Surah opens with an equally emphatic declaration that it is an
unalterable decree of the Truthful God and it shall happen without fail that the
believers shall attain wealth, power and eminence by acting upon the
teachings of the Quran, while disbelievers shall meet with disgrace and
destruction like those who disobeyed and defied Divine Prophets in the past.
Summary of the Subject Matter
As stated above the Surah opens with a firm declaration—in fact, God
swears by the Quran—that by acting upon its teaching and by making it a rule
of their lives the believers will achieve glory and eminence and will come to
occupy a most honoured place in the comity of mighty nations; and
disbelievers will suffer humiliation and disgrace because they "are steeped in
false pride and enmity." Disbelievers are further warned to take a lesson from
the histories of past generations of disbelievers who, because of their rejection
of the Divine Message, met with a very sad fate. The Surah proceeds to say
that the Meccan disbelievers repeat the parrot-cry that they will not give up
the worship of their gods at the behest of a man who is just one of them. In
reply to this foolish plea they are asked: Since when have they begun to
arrogate to themselves the possession of the treasures of God’s grace and
mercy? It is God’s own prerogative that He chooses whom He deems fit for
the conveyance of His will to His creatures; and now He has chosen the Holy
Prophet Muhammad for this purpose. If they will not believe in him
their combined forces will be routed and they will be destroyed like the
opponents of past Messengers; and Islam will triumph and grow from strength
to strength.
2711

After making a brief reference to the central theme of the Unity of
God in its opening verses, and by way of introduction making an emphatic
prediction that the forces of evil will suffer defeat and disgrace and the
votaries of the One God will be given power, wealth and distinction, the
Surah gives a somewhat detailed description of the great glory and prosperity
which the Israelite nation had attained in the reigns of two of their ProphetKings—David and Solomon. It also refers to the plots that had been hatched
in David’s glorious reign to undermine his power and influence and to the
seeds of decay and disintegration that had become sown during Solomon’s
reign when the Israelites rolled in wealth and were at the peak of material
prosperity. The Holy Prophet, by implication, is told that, consumed with
jealousy at his growing power, his enemies will also hatch plots to take his
life, and so he should always be on his guard against them. Similarly,
reference to Israelite prosperity in the reigns of David and Solomon implies a
prophecy that the enemies of Islam, by plotting to kill the Holy Prophet, will
seek to nip the tender plant of Islam in the bud, but they will fail in their
wicked designs and Islam will continue to gain power and strength till it will
attain the heights of grandeur and prosperity. But if Muslims did not take
proper care, they would find, to their cost, that in the very heyday of their
glory, forces were at work seeking to undermine the solidarity and stability of
Islam. After this a brief mention is made of Prophet Job who had to suffer
great hardships, but the temporary phase of his tribulation quickly passed and
he came into his own and his loss was doubly made up. The reference to Job
is followed by a fleeting allusion to Abraham, Isaac, Jacob and Prophets
Ishmael, Elisha and Dhul-Kifl. All these were honoured servants of God, says
the Surah, whom He chose for the bestowal of His grace because they worked
in the ways of righteousness and preached and propagated piety in the world.
Next, we are told that those good people who copy the example of the
noble Prophets of God and follow in their footsteps will receive God’s favours
which know no decrease or diminution. But those who oppose truth and adopt
evil ways will burn in the fire of Hell.
After referring to some of the Prophets who suffered great hardships at
the hands of their enemies and after dealing with the subject that opposition to
God’s Messengers never goes unpunished or their acceptance unrewarded, the
Surah reverts to its main subject, namely, Divine Unity. It closes on the note
that whenever men stray away from the path of rectitude, and begin to
worship false gods, a Divine Messenger is raised among them to bring them
back to the worship of the One True God, and all the angel-like men are
bidden to believe in him and help him in the furtherance of his cause. The
sons of darkness seek to put all sorts of obstacles and impediments in the
Prophet’s way, and deceive and beguile men away from God. But truth
overcomes all hindrances, and triumphs and prevails in the long run.
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(SAD)
1. In the name of Allah, the
Gracious, the Merciful.3372
2. Sad. bBy the Quran, full of
exhortation, it is Our revealed
word.3373
3. But those who disbelieve are
steeped in false pride and
enmity.3374
4. cHow many a generation have
We destroyed before them!
They cried out for help, but it was
no longer the time for escape.3375
a

a

See1:1.b43:45. c6:7; 19:75; 36:32; 50:37.

3372. Commentary:
See. 1:1.

verse thus constitutes a great prophecy
about the glorious future of Islam.

3373. Commentary:
The letter  صmay signify "the
Truthful God" or "I am Allah, the
Truthful" or "God has spoken the
truth" ()صدق اهلل. For an explanation of
abbreviated letters see 2:2 & 19:2.
 ذی الذکرmeans full of admonition and
exhortation or possessing eminence
and honour; or acting upon its
teaching the believers will achieve
honour, good name and eminence.
The whole verse may mean that the
Truthful God swears by the Quran
that the followers of the Holy
Prophet, by acting upon the teaching
of the Quran and making it a rule of
their lives, will achieve eminence and
will come to occupy a most honoured
place in the comity of nations. The

3375. Important Words:
( التit was no longer). الته عن کذا
means, he withheld him or restrained

3374. Commentary:
The root-cause of all sin and
disbelief is false pride, conceit and
arrogance. The first recorded sin was
committed by Satan who refused to
submit to Adam on the basis of his
farcical superiority to him (Adam).
 انا خری منهi.e. "I am better than he"
(17:13) has always been the boast of
disbelievers which has prevented
them from accepting the truth in the
time of every Prophet. They cannot
persuade themselves to give their
allegiance to one who, they say, is
quite like themselves; even inferior to
them in some respects.
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5. aAnd they wonder that a
Warner has come to them from
among themselves; and the
disbelievers say, ‘This is a
magician, a great liar.3376
6. Has he made all the gods into
one God? This is indeed a
strange thing.’
a

7:64.

him and turned him from such a
course.  الت شیئاmeans, he concealed a
thing that he knew, and told or
narrated something different from it.
 الته حقهmeans, he diminished unto him
his due or right. According to some
scholars  التis originally لیس, its س
being changed into  تand  یinto ;الف
others are of the opinion that it is
made up of two words, the fem.  تis
added to the negative  الto make the
word feminine or to render the
negation more intensive. According
to a third school, it is an independent
word, neither originally  لیسnor ال. The
fourth school, however, thinks that it
is a word and also a part of a word,
namely the negative ال, and  تprefixed
to حنی. It is generally accompanied
with  حنیor some word synonymous
with it and is used as  الت احلنی حنی مناصi.e.
the time was not the time of refuge.
The expression  الت حنی مناصmay have
the following different meanings:
1. There was no place of flight
existing for them.
2. The time is, and was, not a
time of flight.
3. The time of fleeing or

petitioning or being aided will
not be available to them.
 التwas also one of three great idols
of the Meccans, the other two being
 عزیand ( مناةLane, Aqrab &
Zamakhshari).
( مناصtime for escape) is derived
from ناص. They say  ناص عن قرینهi.e. he
fled from, kept away from or left, his
associate.  ناص فالناmeans, he missed
such a one and went ahead of him.
They say  مالک من مناصi.e. there is no
time or place of refuge for thee
(Aqrab).
Commentary:
The verse means to say that
disbelievers have rejected the
message of truth with contempt and
disdain, and consider it below their
dignity to listen to the Holy Prophet,
but when Divine punishment
overtook them, they will cry for help
but will find no refuge or asylum.
3376. Commentary:
The greatest obstacle in the way of
disbelievers to accept the truth has
always been that they would not
pledge their allegiance to a man who
is just one of them.
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7. And the leaders among them
went about saying, ‘Go and
a
stick to your gods. This is a
thing designed.3377
8. b‘We have not heard of
anything like this in the latest
religion. This is nothing but a
fabrication.3378
9. c‘Has the exhortation been
sent down to him in preference
to all of us?’ Nay, they are in
doubt concerning My exhortation.
Nay, but they have not yet
tasted My punishment.3379
a

71:24. b23:25. c54:26.

3377. Commentary:
As disbelievers believed that there
were many gods, and the Holy
Prophet proclaimed the Unity of God,
they would say that somehow he had
rolled all the gods into one.
The words "This is a thing
designed" put in the mouths of the
leaders of disbelief signify that
according to them the Holy Prophet
had his own ulterior motives to serve
in preaching the message of the Unity
of God. Or the words may mean that
when invited by the Holy Prophet to
give up idolatry, the leaders of the
Quraish said to one another that they
should stick to their own gods and
that was a most desirable thing for
them to do.

 خلقwhich among other things means,
he forged or fabricated a story or a
lie, etc. (Lane). See also 3:50 &
26:138.
Commentary:
The words "the latest religion" may
refer to Christianity or the idolatrous
Faith of the pagans of Mecca, or they
may refer to all religions preceding
Islam, because in no religion before
Islam had belief in the Unity of God
remained pure and unadulterated.

3379. Commentary:
The verse refers to a great obstacle
which stands in the way of
disbelievers to accept the truth. They
simply cannot, they say, persuade
themselves to follow the lead of a
man just like themselves—rather
3378. Important Words:
inferior to them in certain respects.
( اختالقfabrication) is derived from The same subject has been referred to
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10. aDo they possess the
treasures of the mercy of thy
Lord, the Mighty, the Great
Bestower?3380
11. Or is the kingdom of the
heavens and the earth and all
that is between them theirs? So
let them ascend with the means
at their disposal.3381
12. bThey are a host from
among the confederates which
will be routed here.3382
a

17:101; 52:38. b54:46.

in 43:32 where the Meccan infidels
are described as refusing to accept the
Message of the Quran on the pretext,
"why has not this Quran been sent to
some great man of the two towns."

them. Then let them gather, it says,
all their means and resources against
the Holy Prophet and multiply them
as much as they can and use them
against him. They will find to their
mortification that they cannot arrest
3380. Commentary:
In reply to the refusal of or impede the progress of the new
disbelievers to accept the Holy Message.
Prophet on the plea that he was a 3382. Important Words:
mere mortal like them and nothing
( مھزومrouted) is derived from ھزم.
more, the verse reproachfully asks They say  ھزم العدوi.e. he broke and
them: Since when have they defeated the enemy.  ھزم البشرmeans, he
arrogated
to
themselves
the dug the well.  ھزم فالناmeans, he killed
possession of the treasures of Divine him.  جند مھزومmeans, a defeated and
mercy? It is God’s own special broken army (Aqrab).
prerogative to select, in His infallible Commentary:
wisdom, whom He deems fit to be the
The verse at once contains a
bearer of His Message and the prophecy and a challenge. The
conveyer of His will to His creatures. challenge is to the forces of evil to
3381. Commentary:
The present verse continues the
argument embodied in the preceding
verse and purports to say that
disbelievers pose as if the kingdom of
the heavens and the earth belongs to

muster all their resources and form
themselves into a strong confederacy
to stop the onward march of Islam.
And the prophecy is to the effect that
the combined forces of disbelief shall
be put to an ignominious rout if they
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13. aBefore them too the people
of Noah, and the tribe of ‘Ad
and Pharaoh, the lord of stakes,
rejected the Messengers as
liars;3383
14. And the tribe of Thamud,
and the people of Lot, and bthe
Dwellers of the Wood—these
were the confederates that
rejected the Messengers.3384
15. Not one of them but treated
their Messengers as liars, cso
My punishment rightly overtook
them.3385
R. 2.

16. And these only wait for da
single blast, and there shall be
a

9:70; 40:32; 50:13. b15:79; 26:177; 50:15. c15:80; 26:190; 50:15. d36:50.

dared oppose Islam. This mighty sections of the same people, who had
prophecy was literally fulfilled in the adopted two different kinds of trade,
Battle of the Ditch.
one living on commerce and the other
keeping herds of camels and sheep
3383. Important Words:
( اوتادstakes) is the plural of وتد. They and selling milk, wood, etc. Thus,
say  وتد الوتدi.e. he made the peg firm or  اصحاب االیکةis a section of the tribe of
he drove it into the hole.  اوتادmeans, the Prophet Shu‘aib (26:177, 178),
tent-pegs, poles, wooden nails; stakes who has also been mentioned as
etc.  اوتاد االرضsignifies, the mountains; having been sent to the People of
 اوتاد البالدmeans, the chief men of the Median (7:86, 11:85 & 29:37).
towns and  اوتاد الفمmeans, the teeth 3385. Commentary:
(Aqrab).  ذو االوتادthus signifies, lord of
The Meccan disbelievers are here
large armies or stakes or of firmly
warned that people wealthier and
established dominions.
much stronger than they had lived
3384. Commentary:
before them. They rejected and
According to the Quran,  اصحاب االیکةopposed their Prophets with the result
(Dwellers of the Wood) and  اصحاب مدینthat they were destroyed. If they (the
(People of Median) are names of the Meccans) opposed the Holy Prophet
same people, or rather, of two they also will meet a similar fate.
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no delaying it.3386
17. They say, ‘Our Lord,
a
hasten to us our portion of the
punishment before the Day of
Reckoning.’3387
18. Bear patiently what they say,
and remember Our servant David,
the man of might; surely he was
always turning to God.3388
a

2:201; 17:19.

3386. Important Words:
( فواقdelaying) is derived from فاق.
They say  فاقت الناقةi.e. the she-camel
had in her udder the milk that had
collected between two milkings. فواق
means, the time between two
milkings; the time between two
suckings; the returning of the milk
into the udder of the she-camel after
the milking; the time between the
opening of one’s hand and the
grasping with it the udder of the shecamel; or when the milker grasps the
udder and then lets it go in milking.
They say  ما أقام عندہ االفواقاi.e. he did not
stay with him but as long as between
two milkings of a she-camel i.e. for a
very short time (Lane).
Commentary:
The verse means to say that the
whole attitude of disbelievers shows
that they will not accept the truth till
Divine punishment overtakes them,
but when it comes, it would be swift
and sudden and they would be
granted no respite or delay.
3387. Important Words:
( قطناour portion) is derived from قط

(qatta). They say  قطهi.e. he cut it. قط
 القلمmeans, he nibbed the reed for
writing.  قطmeans, a slice cut off, a
portion, share or lot, an hour or a
portion of the night. میض قط من اللیل
means, a portion of the night passed
(Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
The verse means to say that when
disbelievers are warned that if they
do not accept the Holy Prophet they
will be punished, they turn the
warning into an occasion for mocking
the Prophet, and jeeringly say, "We
demand to have the punishment here
and now, and want no more respite."
The use of the words "Day of
Reckoning" implies that disbelievers
will get the punishment when the
reckoning of their evil deeds will
have been made and they are shown
to have fully deserved it.
3388. Commentary:
In this and the following several
verses the Holy Prophet has been
enjoined to bear patiently the jeers
and sneers of disbelievers, like
Prophets David, Solomon and Job
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19. aWe subjected to him the
mountains—they
celebrated
God’s praises with him at
nightfall and sunrise.3389
20. And We subjected to him the
birds gathered together; all
turned to him.3390
21. And We strengthened his
kingdom, band gave him wisdom
and decisive judgement,3391
a

21:80; 34:11. b2:252.

who too had to face mockery and
opposition from their enemies. These
three Prophets possessed great power,
influence and wealth and that is why
perhaps they have always been
mentioned together in the Quran.
See also 4:164, 6:85 & 21:80-84.

clear or he explained it, he separated
it.  فصل احلکمmeans, he decided the
judgement.  فصل اخلطابmeans, distinct
or plain speech such as decides or
distinguishes between what is true
and what is false, or that which the
person to whom it is addressed
clearly understands; or judicial
3389. Commentary:
sentence.  یوم الفصلmeans, the Day of
For a detailed explanation of this
Judgement or Decision (Lane & Aqrab).
and the next verse see 21:80 & 34:11.
Commentary:
3390. Commentary:
The expression  ذا االیدmeaning,
While the reference in the word اجلبال
possessor of dignity and power, the
(the mountains) in the preceding
verse shows that David was one of
verse is to the mountain tribes, in طری
the greatest and most powerful
(birds) it may be to those tribes who
Prophet-Kings of the House of Israel
hated to be held in subjection by
and was a very wise judge. In his
David and were impatient to get their
reign Israelite glory had reached its
liberty. The sense of impatience
high watermark. But in the time of
seems to be implied in the root word
his son, Solomon, though the
( طارit flew). See also 21:80 &
Israelites tried to maintain their
34:11, 12.
grandeur and the integrity and
3391. Important Words:
stability of their dominions, seeds of
( فصل اخلطابdecisive judgement) is disruption and disintegration had
infinitive noun from ( فصلfasala) been sown and signs of decadence
which means, he separated or divided had begun to appear. See also
a thing or distinguished it, he made it 34:11, 12.
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22. And has the story of the
disputants reached thee when
they climbed over the wall of
his chamber?3392
23. When they entered in upon
David, and he was afraid of
them. They said, “Fear not. We
are two disputants; one of us
has transgressed against the
other; so judge between us with
justice, and deviate not from the
right course and guide us to the
right way.3393
24. This is my brother; he has
ninety-nine ewes, and I have
only one ewe. Yet he says,
‘Give it to me,’ and has been
overbearing to me in his
address.”3394
3392. Important Words:
( تسورواthey climbed over) is derived
from سار. They say  سار او تسور احلائطi.e. he
scaled or climbed over the wall. سار الیه
means, he leaped against and attacked
him. ( سور املدینةsawwara) means, he built
a wall round the town (Aqrab & Lane).

David’s life that reference has been
made in the verse under comment.
Two of his enemies scaled the wall of
his private chamber with the intention
of taking him unawares and killing
him, but finding him on his guard and
realizing that their plan had
miscarried they tried to put him at
ease and pretended as if they were
merely two litigants who had come to
seek his decision in a dispute. David,
however, rightly understood their evil
intention, and so naturally he was
afraid of them.

3393. Commentary:
It appears from history that though
Israelite power was at its height in the
reigns of David and Solomon,
mischief-mongers tried to stir up
discord and disaffection; and false
charges were constantly raked up and 3394. Commentary:
spread against them and some evilThis verse refers to the story which
minded persons even sought to kill the two intending murderers of
David. It is to one such attempt at David, finding him quite vigilant,
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25. David said, ‘Surely, he has
wronged thee in demanding thy
ewe to add to his own ewes.
And certainly many partners
transgress against one another,
except those who believe in
God and do good works; and
these are but few.’ And David
perceived that We had tried
him; so he asked forgiveness of
his Lord, and fell down bowing
in worship and turned to
Him.3395
26. So We forgave him that; and
indeed, he had a position of
nearness with Us and an
excellent retreat.3396
seemed to have invented, on the spur
of the moment, in an endeavour to
disabuse his mind of any misgiving
he might have entertained about
them, and to set his fear at rest.
3395. Commentary:
David was not taken in by the mask
of ordinary litigants that the two
intruders had put on; he saw through
the game. Though he did not lose his
presence of mind and gave his
decision like a sane and sedate judge,
yet he realized that his control over
his people had weakened and that,
despite the precautions he had taken,
he was not quite safe from the
schemes and plots of his enemies. He
felt that the incident was a reminder
from God. So he adopted the only
course which the righteous and the
God-fearing
adopt
in
such

circumstances. He prayed to God and
sought Divine protection against the
schemes and conspiracies of his
enemies. The insinuation behind the
tale of the litigants was that David
was a tyrant who was extending his
domination over small and weak
neighbouring tribes.
3396. Important Words:
( غفرناWe forgave him). غفر ال یشء
means, he concealed or hid the thing.
غفر اهلل له: God forgave him his sins. غفر
 االمرmeans, he set right the affair
(Lane & Aqrab). See also 2:59, 200,
286 & 14:42.
Commentary:
The expression  غفرنا لهmay mean,
"We gave him Our protection" or "We
set his affairs right." The words, "he
had a position of nearness with Us
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27. Then we said to him, ‘O
David, We have made thee a
vicegerent in the earth; so judge
between men with justice, and
follow not vain desire, lest it
should lead thee astray from the
way of Allah.’ Surely, those
who go astray from the way of
Allah will have a severe
punishment, because they forgot
the Day of Reckoning.3397
a

R. 3.

28. And We have not created
the heaven and the earth and all
that is between them in vain.
That is the view of those who
disbelieve. bWoe, then, to the
disbelievers because of the
punishment of the Fire.3398
29. cShall We treat those who
believe and do good works like
a

21:17; 44:39. b14:3; 19:38; 51:61. c68:36.

and an excellent retreat," show that
David did not suffer from any moral
defect and spiritual weakness; rather
they most effectively negate and
demolish the wicked charge of David
having committed adultery as
imputed to him by the Bible (2
Samuel, 11:4, 5).
3397. Commentary:
The verse further comforts David
and assures him that God will protect
him against the machinations and
plots of his enemies. He had not
made him His vicegerent in the earth

that he should come to grief at the
hands of his mischievous opponents.
3398. Commentary:
With this verse the Surah reverts to
its original theme dealt with in the
opening verses. It purports to say that
the heavens and the earth and all that
is between them have not been
created in vain. They serve a mighty
purpose and point to the existence of
an Infallible mind, an Almighty
Being Who has created them. Divine
Prophets come into the world to call
men to their Creator and when they
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those who act corruptly in the
earth? Shall We treat the
righteous like the wicked?3399
30. aThis is a Book which We
have revealed to thee, full of
excellences, that they may
reflect over its verses, and that
those gifted with understanding
may take heed.3400
31. bAnd We bestowed on
David, Solomon who was an
excellent servant. He was
always turning to Us.3401
32. When there were brought
before him at eventide steeds of
noblest breed and swift of
foot,3402
a

6:93; 21:51. b27:17.

come, those to whom they address Prophet by God.
their Message become divided into two 3401. Commentary:
groups—believers and disbelievers.
After briefly reverting to the
3399. Commentary:
primary theme with which this Surah
It is to the two parties of believers had opened, the present verse gives
and disbelievers implied in the another example of a Divine
preceding verse that the present verse Prophet—Solomon, upon whom God
refers and then proceeds to say that had bestowed great material wealth,
there lies a world of difference power and honour, but who also
between them.
suffered at the hands of his evilminded enemies. Reversion to the
3400. Commentary:
primary theme is meant to tell the
The verse means to say that this
Holy Prophet that he too, like the
Book—the Quran—which contains
great Prophets, David and Solomon,
the basic and universal principles of
will have to go through great trials
all religions and their permanent and
and tribulations in the way of God.
imperishable teachings and contains
much more that is indispensable for 3402. Important Words:
the growing needs and requirements
( صافناتsteeds) is the plural of صافنة
of man, has been revealed to the Holy which is fem. of  صافنwhich is active
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33. He said, ‘I love the love of
horses because they remind me
of my Lord.’ So great was his
love of them that when they
were hidden behind the veil, he
said,3403
participle from صفن. They say صفن الفرس
i.e. the horse stood on three legs, the
hoof of the fourth slightly touching
the ground.  صافنmeans, a horse
standing upon three legs and the
extremity of the hoof of the fourth
leg. Standing in this posture is
considered to be the peculiarity of
Arabian breed which are regarded as
the best bred horses. The word صافن
would therefore mean, horses of the
noblest breed (Lane & Aqrab).
( جیادswift-footed horses) is the
plural of  جوادwhich is derived from جاد.
They say  جاد الفرسi.e. the horse became
swift-footed.  جاد یف عدوہmeans, he
became swift and excellent. فرس جواد
means, a quick-footed horse (Lane &
Aqrab).
3403. Important Words:
( عنbecause) is a preposition and as
such it has several meanings:
1. It denotes transition as in the
saying  سافرت عن البلدi.e. I
journeyed from the town.
2. It denotes compensation as in
the verse  الجتزی نفس عن نفس شیئاi.e.
no soul shall serve as a
substitute for another soul
(2:49).
3. It denotes superiority i.e. being
synonymous with  عیلas in the
verse  فانـما یبخل عن نفسهi.e. And
whoso is niggardly, is

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

niggardly only against his own
soul or is niggardly only to
himself (47:39).
It denotes a cause as in the
verse under comment and also
in the verse وما نـحن بتاریک ٓالـھتنا عن
 قولكi.e. we are not going to
forsake our gods because of
thy saying (11:54).
It is synonymous with بعد
(after) as in the verse لرتکنب طبقا
عن طبق, meaning  حالة بعد حالةi.e.
you will surely pass on from
one stage to another (84:20).
It is also synonymous with من
(from) as in the verse الذی یقبل
 التوبة عن عبادہi.e. He it is Who
accepts repentance from His
servants (42:26).
It has the same sense as ( بby
or with) as in the verse وما ینطق
 عن الـھویi.e. nor does he speak
with the desire of selfgratification (53:4).
It denotes the using of a thing
as an aid or instrument as in
the saying:  رمیت عن القوسi.e. I
shot with or by means of the
bow (Lane).

Commentary:
God had bestowed upon Solomon
power and wealth. He ruled over a
vast kingdom and, therefore, he had
to keep a strong army. Naturally, he
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34. ‘Bring them back to me.’
Then he began to stroke their
legs and their necks.3404
35. And We did try Solomon
and We placed on his throne a
mere body. Then he turned to
God, seeking His mercy.3405
36. He said, ‘O my Lord, grant
me forgiveness and bestow on
me a kingdom that will not suit
anyone after me; surely Thou
art the Great Bestower.’3406
had a great liking for horses of good
breed because cavalry formed a
strong wing of his army which was so
necessary to guard and protect his
God-given and far-flung kingdom—a
great stronghold of truth and
righteousness. So Solomon’s love for
horses was not that of a race-goer or a
professional breeder of horses. It only
sprang from his love for his Creator
as the horses were used for fighting in
the cause of God.
3404. Commentary:
The verse shows that Solomon was
seeing a horse parade and in order to
show his admiration for his horses he
stroked their necks and legs.
3405. Commentary:
While here the words are "a mere
body," in 34:15 the expression used is
"a worm of the earth." The reference
in both the places may either be to
Solomon’s son and heir, Rehoboam, a
worthless fellow, in whose reign
Solomon’s kingdom fell victim to
disintegration and disruption, or to

Jeroboam who raised the standard of
revolt against the House of David and
succeeded in winning the allegiance
of ten tribes of Israel. Jeroboam was
an idol worshipper and under his lead
the Israelites relapsed into imageworship (1 Kings 12:28).
The words "he turned to God" seem
to imply that Solomon had realized
that after his death his kingdom
would not maintain its integrity under
his incompetent and inefficient
successor. So he turned to God and
prayed to Him. The prayer is given in
the next verse.
3406. Commentary:
As it appears from the preceding
verse Solomon had foreseen that his
temporal kingdom would become
disrupted after his death, through the
imbecility of his foolish and
worthless son, so he prayed that the
spiritual kingdom which God had
bestowed upon his House might
continue among them. If the words "a
kingdom that will not suit anyone
after me" are taken in their literal
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37. So aWe subjected to him the
wind, blowing gently by his
command whithersoever he
desired to go.3407
38. bAnd the giants, all sorts
of builders and divers.3408
39. cAnd others bound in
fetters.3409
a

21:82; 27:18; 34:13. b21:83; 34:13-14. c14:50.

sense, then Solomon’s prayer would
be understood to have been accepted
in the sense that after his death no
king possessing the power and
prestige that he possessed ever
appeared among the Israelites.
The words  ال ینبیغ الحد من بعدیmay also
signify a kingdom which pertains to
the individual and is not heritable.
3407. Important Words:
( رخاءblowing gently) is derived
from  رخاwhich means, it was or
became soft, flabby or brittle. رخاالعیش
means, the life became affluent and
pleasant, the life became easy or
plentiful.  رخاءmeans, a soft or gentle
wind or a soft or gentle and quick
wind or gentle wind that does not
move anything (Lane & Aqrab).
 الریحmeans, (1) wind, (2) a good
and pure thing, (3) mercy, (4) aid
against an enemy, (5) victory or
conquest, (6) predominance and
power, (7) a turn of good fortune,
etc. (Lane & Aqrab). See also 34:13.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

and pure things of the world;
He aided Solomon against his
enemies;
He was merciful to Solomon;
Solomon
made
great
conquests and won victories
over his enemies;
Solomon possessed great
power,
prestige
and
predominance.
The words also signify that
Solomon possessed a large
and powerful navy (1 Kings
9:26-28). See also 34:13.

3408. Important Words:
( غواصdivers) is derived from غاص.
They say  غاص یف املاءi.e. he dived in or
descended beneath or entered into the
water to fetch out what was in it. غائص
or غواص, the latter having an intensive
signification or implying the habit of
so doing, means, one who dives in or
descends beneath or enters into water,
particularly one who dives in the sea
for pearls and fetches them out (Lane).

Commentary:
Commentary:
According to the different meanings
See next verse.
of the word  ریحgiven above, the
expression,  سخرنا له الریحwould mean:
3409. Commentary:
1. God granted to Solomon good
Solomon as stated in 21:83 and
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40. ‘This is Our gift—so give
freely or withhold—without
reckoning.’
41. And certainly he had a
position of nearness with Us
and an excellent retreat.
R. 4.

42. And remember Our servant
Job, awhen he cried unto his
Lord, saying, ‘Satan has afflicted
me with toil and torment.’3410
a

21:84.

34:13, 14, had subdued and subjected
to his rule savage and rebellious
mountain tribes. He had forced them
into his service and had compelled
them to work for him. ( الشیاطنیgiants)
of the preceding verse and ( الـجنJinn)
of 34:13 are the same people, and the
work on which they were employed
by Solomon was also of the same
nature. In the Bible we have:
Now Solomon purposed to build
a house for the name of the Lord
and a house for his kingdom. And
Solomon told three-score and ten
thousand men to bear burdens,
and four-score thousand men that
were hewers in the mountains,
and three thousand and six
hundred to oversee them (2
Chronicles 2:1-2).
See also 21:83.
3410. Important Words:
( نصبtoil) is derived from نصب
(nasaba). They say  نصبه املرضi.e. the
disease pained him or tired him. نصب
(nasiba) means, he was tired and

fatigued.  نصب یف االمرmeans, he exerted
himself and laboured regarding the
affair. ( نصبnusbun) means, fatigue,
toil, weariness, affliction, difficulty,
distress, trouble, disease, misfortune,
etc. (Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
In the present and the next three
verses the language used is as
fittingly metaphorical as that used in
the preceding several verses. It seems
that the Prophet Job lived in a country
of which the ruler was, as the word
( الشیطانthe leader of mischief) shows,
a cruel and tyrannical idolworshipper, who opposed the
monotheistic teaching of Job and
severely persecuted him. Job had to
leave his native land and take refuge
in another country and as a result of
this migration he was separated from
his family and followers.
If the word  الشیطانas some
authorities hold, should signify شیطان
( الفالةsatan of the desert) i.e. thirst, the
verse would mean that Job in his long
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43. And We said to him, ‘Strike
and urge thy riding beast with
thy foot. Yonder is cool water to
wash with and a drink.’3411
44. aAnd We bestowed on him,
his family and as many more
with them, by way of mercy
from Us, and as a reminder for
men of understanding.3412
a

21:85.

and tiresome journey had suffered
from thirst and fatigue. According to
some other authorities the reference
in the word "Satan has afflicted me
with toil and torment" is to a skin
disease from which Prophet Job is
said to have temporarily suffered and
which left him very much exhausted.
3411. Important Words:
( ارکض برجلكstrike with thy foot). رکض
 الرجلmeans, the man struck the
ground with his foot. رکض الفرس برجله
means, he urged the horse or spurred
the horse with his feet. ارکض برجلك
therefore would mean, strike thou, or
tread the ground with thy feet, or as
given in the text, "strike and urge the
riding beast with thy foot" (Lane
&Aqrab). See also 21:13.
Commentary:
In view of the three explanations of
the words, "Satan has afflicted me
with toil and torment" in the
preceding verse, the reference in the
present verse, may be to the Divine
injunction in pursuance of which Job
had to leave the country of the cruel
polytheistic king and to resume his
journey on his riding beast and to

strike and urge it on in order to reach
a place of safety soon. And as in his
long and tiresome journey he greatly
suffered from thirst and fatigue, he
was comforted with the information
that there lay ahead of him a fountain
of sweet, cool water where he could
slake his thirst and wash himself. Or
the meaning may be that having been
left alone at a place where there was
no water, he was told by God to urge
on his riding beast as there lay ahead
a fountain of cool, sweet water where
he could take rest, satisfy his thirst
and take a bath. Or, the verse may
signify that as Job suffered from a
skin disease, he was directed by God
to take bath in a particular fountain
whose water contained such minerals
as would cure his skin disease.
It seems that the country through
which Job had to travel abounded in
springs and fountains.
3412. Commentary:
When, in obedience to Divine
command, Job continued his journey,
he not only found cool and refreshing
water with which he washed himself
and assuaged his thirst, he found also
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45. And We said to him, ‘Take
in thy hand a handful of dry
twigs and strike therewith, and
break not thy oath.’ Indeed, We
found him steadfast. An excellent
servant was he. Surely, he was
always turning to God.3413
his family and the people from whom
he had become separated.
It is also possible that on account of
some skin disease from which he
suffered, Job’s people might have left
him.
3413. Important Words:
( ضغثاa handful of dry twigs) is
derived from ( ضغثdaghatha). They
say  ضغث ال یشءi.e. he collected together
the thing.  ضغث احلدیثmeans, he related
the tradition in a confused manner;
 ضغثalso means, he uttered a cry. ضغث
(dighthun) means, a handful of fresh
or dry twigs; whatever is collected
together and grasped with the hand; a
bundle of rushes; what is confused
and without truth or reality (Lane &
Aqrab).
( التـحنثbreak not thy oath) is derived
from  حنثwhich means, he said what
was not true; he committed a sin or
crime; he inclined towards what was
false.  حنث یف میینهmeans, he broke or
retracted his oath.  حنثmeans, a sin or
crime.  بلغ احلنثmeans, he attained to the
age when he was punishable for sin
or disobedience (Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
While in v. 43 Job was enjoined to
urge his riding beast with his foot, in
the present verse he is told to strike
the beast with a bundle of twigs to

make it run fast that he may be out
of danger and reach a place of
safety soon.
The words  التـحنثmean, do not
incline to falsehood, i.e. make no
compromise with idol worship or
polytheistic beliefs and remain
steadfast in your belief in the Unity of
God.
The expression  التـحنثmeaning,
break not thy oath, the verse may also
signify that as Job had become
separated from his people, due to
negligence on their part, he had
vowed that he would punish the
guilty for their negligence after he
joined them. When, however, he was
united with them he was told by God
(as the verse shows) not to be severe
on them in the hour of joy and
thanks-giving and to fulfil his oath in
a way which should cause least
distress to them.
The implied reference in this and
the preceding three verses seems to
be to the separation of the Holy
Prophet from his kith and kin by his
migration to Medina, where after a
few years not only were his own
people united with him but he found
many other most sincere and devoted
followers—the Ansar. When eventually he triumphed over his own
people, he forgave them with a large-
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46. And remember Our servants
Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob,
men of position and vision.3414
47. We chose them for a special
purpose—reminding people of
the abode of the Hereafter.
48. And truly, they are in Our
sight among the elect and the
best.
49. aAnd remember Ishmael and
Elisha and Dhul-Kifl; they were
all of the best.3415
50. This is a reminder. And the
righteous will surely have
excellent retreat—
51. Gardens of Eternity, with
their gates thrown open to them,
a

6:87; 21:86-87.

heartedness and magnanimity which
has remained unequalled in the whole
history of the world. This was all in
harmony with the Divine plan that his
resemblance with Job might be
established.
3414. Important Words:
( ایدیhands) is the plural of  یدwhich
means, benefit, bounty, favour;
(2) power, influence; (3) assistance,
help, protection, (4) troops, host, army;
(5) possessions, wealth; (6) promise
and (7) submission (Lane & Aqrab).
See also 5:65 & 9:29.
( ابصارvision) is the plural of بصر
which means, the eye, the sense of

sight; knowledge; understanding; vision
(Lane & Aqrab). See also 2:8; 6:104.
3415. Commentary:
( الیسعElisha) was the disciple and
successor of Elijah. He lived from
928 B.C. to 838 B.C. See also 6:87.
( ذوالکفلDhul-Kifl). The Prophet
known by this name appears to be the
Prophet Ezekiel who is called DhulKifl by the Arabs. For a detailed note
on Ezekiel, see 21:86.
( امساعیلIshmael), Prophet Abraham’s
son from Hagar. He was the elder
brother of Prophet Isaac and a
progenitor of the Holy Prophet of
Islam. See also 2:126.
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52. aReclining
therein
on
cushions; they will therein call
at pleasure for plenteous fruit
and drink.
53. And with them will be
b
chaste women, restraining their
looks, companions of equal
age.3416
54. This is what you are
promised for the Day of
Reckoning.3417
55. Verily, this is Our provision
which
will
never
be
3418
exhausted.
56. This is for the believers.
c
But for the rebellious there is
an evil place of return—
57. Hell, wherein they will burn.
What an evil resting-place!
a

18:32; 36:57; 83:24. b55:57. c78:22-23.

3416. Important Words:
( اترابcompanions of equal age) is
the plural of ( تربtirbun) which
means, one born at the same time
with another; a contemporary in birth,
an equal in age; a match, a peer (Lane
& Aqrab).

3417. Commentary:
The
words,
"the
Day
of
Reckoning," besides referring to the
Day of Judgement, here also mean,
"the day of national reckoning" when
a whole people become deserving
of reward or Divine punishment
according to their deeds and actions.
Commentary:
The present and preceding two A day of reckoning comes to every
verses embody a complete picture of individual, community, and nation in
the material benefits and blessings this very life.
which are bestowed upon believers in 3418. Important Words:
this very life and thus furnish a proof
( نفادexhaustion) is derived from نفد
that they will also have the blessings which means, it came to an end, it
promised to them in the life to come. became spent or exhausted. They say,
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58. This is what they will have.
So let them taste it—aa boiling
fluid, and an intensely cold and
stinking drink.3419
59. And various kinds of other
torments
of
a
similar
nature.3419A
60. ‘This is a host of yours
b
rushing headlong with you, O
leaders of mischief.’ No
welcome for them. They must
burn in the Fire.3420
a

78:26. b18:54; 21:40; 52:14.

 نفد زاد القومi.e. the provision of the hot or extremely cold water.
people became exhausted. أنفدت البئر
3419A. Commentary:
means, the well lost its water. نفاد
Besides the meaning given in the
means, wasting away; getting
exhausted; ceasing; destruction (Aqrab). text, the verse may also mean, "And
like them there will be other groups
3419. Important Words:
with similar records."
( غساقintensely cold and stinking
drink) is derived from غسق. They say 3420. Important Words:
( مقتحمrushing headlong) is derived
 غسق اللیلi.e. the night became intensely
from
قحم. They say  قحم یف االمرi.e. he
dark. ( غسقت عیناہmeans, his eyes shed
tears.  غساقmeans, the ichor or watery entered into the affair without
matter and thick purulent matter consideration.  اقتحم االمرmeans, he
that will flow and drip from the skins threw himself into the affair with
of the inmates of Hell, or the vehemence and difficulty.
washings of them or their tears; Commentary:
intensely cold; cold and stinking
When leaders of disbelief will go to
(Lane). See also 17:79.
Hell, they will be told that a host of
their followers will also enter into fire
Commentary:
The inmates of Hell will be made to along with them. As the latter rushed
drink intensely hot or intensely cold to follow their leaders blindly and
water. As they did not make proper unthinkingly rejecting truth, so they
use of their God-given faculties and will enter Hell rushing headlong.
went to extremes in using them and
The words ( المرحبا بھمno welcome for
did not follow the golden mean, so them) may be taken as having been
they will be made to drink extremely spoken by the angels in charge of
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61. They will say, ‘Nay, it is
you. No welcome for you in
truth. It is you who prepared
this for us. What an evil restingplace it is!’3421
62. They will also say, ‘Our
Lord, whosoever prepared this
for us—so aadd to him a double
punishment in the Fire.’3422
63. And they will say, ‘What
has happened to us that we see
not the men whom we used to
reckon among the wicked?3423
64. Is it because we unjustly
took them for a laughing stock
or have the eyes missed
them?’3424
a

7:39.

Hell or by the leaders of disbelief upon the heads of their erstwhile
leaders.
who would already be in Hell.
3421. Commentary:
The words of this verse seem to
have been spoken against the leaders
of disbelief by their blind followers.
Both the leaders and the led will
curse one another. It is human nature
that when man is confronted with the
evil consequences of his deeds, he
tries to shift the blame to others. This
is exactly what the guilty people
generally do when they find
themselves face to face with the
dreadful results of their wicked deeds.

3423. Commentary:
The reference in the word "the
men" is to the believers.

3424. Commentary:
The verse means to say that the
inmates of Hell will say to one
another, "What is the matter with us
that we do not see here those men
whom we looked down upon as of no
consequence and whom we mocked
and ridiculed in the earthly life. Did
they not deserve our ridicule and
were really good and godly men or
3422. Commentary:
The followers of the leaders of are they in Hell but we do not see
disbelief will invoke the curse of God them?"
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65. Surely, this is a fact—athe
disputing together of the people
of the Fire.
R. 5.

66. Say, ‘I am only a Warner;
and there is no God but Allah,
the One, the Most Supreme.3425
67. The Lord of the heavens and
the earth, and all that is between
the two, the Mighty, the Great
Forgiver.’
68. Say, ‘It is a big news,3426
69. ‘From which you are
turning away.
70. I had no knowledge of the
exalted Assembly when they
a

34:32; 40:48.

3425. Commentary:
After having briefly referred to
some of the Prophets who had to
suffer great hardships at the hands of
their enemies and who endured those
hardships with great patience and
fortitude and also after having dealt
with the subject that opposition to
God’s Messengers never goes
unpunished and their acceptance
unrewarded, the Surah towards its
close reverts (as is the invariable rule
in the Quran) to the main subject with
which it had opened, namely, the
subject of Divine Unity. The Holy
Prophet
is enjoined
to tell
disbelievers that from the accounts of
the life of Divine Messengers,
mentioned in the preceding verses,
they must have realized that God is

One and that He is the Almighty and
the Most Supreme and that it is to
preach and establish His Unity in
the world that the Holy Prophet has
been sent.
3426. Important Words:
( نبأbig news) is infinitive noun from
( نبأnaba’a).  أنبأہ إیاہmeans, he informed
him or it.  نبأmeans, a piece of
information; an announcement; or an
announcement of great importance
from which results great knowledge;
message; news; or news which fills
the heart of a person with fear (Aqrab
& Lane). See also 6:6.
Commentary:
"The big news" may refer to the great
event of the revelation of the Quran
and the advent of the Holy Prophet.
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discussed the matter among
themselves,3427
71. But this that it has been
revealed to me, that I am a plain
Warner.’
72. aRemember when thy Lord
said to the angels, ‘I am about
to create man from clay;3428
73. bAnd so when I have
fashioned him in perfection, and
have breathed into him of My
Spirit, fall ye down in
submission to him.’3429
74. So the angels submitted, all
of them together.
a

2:35; 7:12-13; 15:29-33; 17:62; 18:51. b15:30; 32:10.

3427. Commentary:
It appears from 2:30 and from the
Hadith that when God decrees to
raise a Prophet in the world, He
discloses His intention to those angels
who are nearest to Him. They discuss
this affair of the highest import
among themselves. These angels are
referred to as "the exalted assembly"
in the verse under comment. The
Holy Prophet is represented as saying
that he had no knowledge of what
was being discussed and debated in
heavens about his being entrusted
with a great divine mission.
3428. Commentary:
The verse refers to God’s intention
which He disclosed to "the exalted
Assembly" of the select angels and
which the angels had been discussing,

as mentioned in verse 70 above.
Verses 72-86, however, may apply
equally to every Prophet, but they
have particular application to the
Holy Prophet Muhammad. This and
the next verse purport to say that
when a Prophet is raised in the world,
angels are commanded to help him in
the furtherance of his cause and to
render null and void all the schemes
and machinations of his enemies. See
also 15:29-45.
3429. Commentary:
This and the next verse mean to say
that when a Messenger is entrusted
with his great mission, and Divine
revelation descends on him, angels
begin to help him in his great
mission. Or they may mean that men
of angelic nature accept his lead and
help to spread his Message.
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75. But Iblis did not. He
behaved proudly, and was of
those who disbelieved.3430
76. aGod said, ‘O Iblis, what
hindered thee from submitting
to what I had created with My
two hands? Is it that thou art too
proud or art thou really of the
exalted ones?’
77. He said, ‘I am better than
he. bThou hast created me of
fire and him hast Thou created
of clay.’3431
78. cGod said, ‘Then get out
hence, for, surely thou art
rejected.3432
79. dAnd surely on thee shall
rest My curse till the Day of
Judgement.’
a

7:13; 15:33. b7:13; 15:28; 55:16. c7:14; 15:35. d15:36.

3430. Commentary:
Whereas men of angelic nature give
their allegiance and support to the
Prophet of the day, those of satanic
nature oppose and fight him. For the
meaning of the word  إبلیسsee 2:35.
The words "what I had created with
my two hands" seem to signify that
God had endowed Adam with perfect
faculties for spiritual as well as
material progress.

hurts their sense of pride to give their
allegiance to a man whom they
consider to be like them or even
inferior to them. The main obstacle in
the way of their accepting the truth is
their false sense of pride and
superiority. See also 7:13 and 15:34.

3432. Commentary:
The pronoun  ھاin the expression منھا
(from hence) does not refer to postmortal Heaven because Heaven is a
3431. Commentary:
place where Satan could not possibly
The opponents of a Prophet always enter and from which no one who has
regard themselves as superior to him once entered is turned out (15:49). In
in power, position and prestige. It fact the pronoun refers to that state of
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80. He said, a‘My Lord, then
grant me respite till the day
when they shall be raised.’3433
81. God said, b‘Certainly thou
art of the respited ones,
82. cTill the day of the
appointed time.’3434
83. He said, ‘So by Thy might, dI
will surely lead them all astray.
84. eExcept Thy chosen servants
from among them.’3435
85. God said, ‘Then the truth is,
and the truth I speak,
86. fThat I will certainly fill
Hell with thee and with those
who follow thee, all together.’3436
a

7:15; 15:37; 17:63. b7:16; 15:38; 17:64. c15:39. d7:17-18; 15:40. e15:41; 17:66.
f
11:120; 15:44; 32:14.

apparent bliss which men enjoy
before the advent of a Prophet, and
which is represented in the Quran as
( جنةgarden).
3433. Commentary:
The clause, the day when they shall
be raised, signifies the time of the
spiritual rebirth of man, when having
attained to the stage of ( النفس املطمئنةthe
soul at peace) he becomes quite
immune to spiritual fall. It does not
signify the Day of Resurrection after
death, because there is no possibility
of man being seduced by Satan after
his death. See also 15:37.

appointed time, may mean, till the
day when truth finally triumphs over
falsehood and the votaries of
falsehood are completely crushed.
See also 15:39.
3435. Commentary:
The words "chosen servants" apply
particularly to the Prophets who are
completely
immune
to
the
temptations and seductions of Satan.
They can commit no sin and,
therefore, are completely free from
spiritual fall. See also 15:41.

3436. Commentary:
The dialogue between God and
3434. Commentary:
Satan, as mentioned in the above
The words, till the day of the verses, does not refer to any talk that
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87. Say, a‘I ask not of you any
reward for it, nor am I of
those who are given to
affectation.3437
88. bIt is nothing but a
Reminder for all peoples.
89. And you shall surely know
the truth of it after a while.’3438
a

25:58; 42:24. b12:105; 81:28.

actually took place but represents, in
metaphorical language, the state of
things as they exist at the time when a
Prophet is raised. The "man" referred
to in verse 72 above stands for the
Prophet of the time, particularly, the
Holy Prophet; and Iblis represents
those wicked and evil-minded
persons who oppose him and seek to
impede and retard the progress of his
mission.
3437. Commentary:
This verse makes it clear that بشر
(man) referred to in v. 72 above is the
Holy Prophet, since in the present
verse he is represented as saying that
he seeks no recompense or reward for
preaching the message of truth and

for calling men to God. Exactly the
same expression has been mentioned
as having been used by the Holy
Prophet about himself at several
places in the Quran (25:58; 34:48; etc.).
3438. Commentary:
The Holy Prophet is here
represented as saying to disbelievers
that they will not have to wait for
long to realise the truth of his
mission. And, thus it actually came to
pass. The prophecies contained in the
Quran about the future progress of
Islam and the defeat and destruction
of disbelief were fulfilled in the Holy
Prophet’s own life-time when the
whole of Arabia joined the fold of
Islam.
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CHAPTER 39
AZ-ZUMAR
(Revealed before Hijrah)
Date of Revelation and Context
Most authorities including Ibn ‘Abbas and ‘Ikrimah agree that this is a
Meccan Surah. Like the preceding five Surahs with which it has great
resemblance in style and subject matter, this Surah was revealed early in the
Holy Prophet’s ministry. Some writers like Rodwell and Muir assign it to the
late Meccan period. They base their opinion on v. 11, which, according to
them, embodies a reference to the Hijrah of the Holy Prophet to Medina. But
the reference, as some other writers think, might as well be to the migration to
Abyssinia which took place in the 4th year of the Call. The latter view seems
to be nearer reality. Predominance of scholarly opinion is, as stated above, in
favour of the Surah having been revealed early in the Holy Prophet’s life at
Mecca but some verses also support Rodwell’s view.
The Surah is the last of the group of chapters beginning with Saba’
which have a striking resemblance in style and subject matter. The principal
theme of these Surahs is Divine revelation with special reference to the
revelation of the Quran and the doctrine of the Unity of God. The fact that
there is One Designer and One Controller and Creator of the whole universe is
inescapably inferable from the order, adaptation, proportion and coordination
which pervade the whole universe and to which all the sciences bear
undeniable testimony. The success of Divine Messengers with their extremely
meagre resources against very powerful enemies constitutes another argument
to prove God’s existence and Unity. To reinforce this argument a study of the
accounts of different peoples to whom God’s Messengers preached their
Messages is strongly recommended. The study shows how a people steeped
deep in sin and iniquity and stuck fast in the morass of moral turpitude, by
following a Divine Prophet, rise to the pinnacles of spiritual glory. This rising
of a morally defunct community to a vigorous spiritual life is indeed a strong
argument in favour of  النشورi.e. the rising to life of the physically dead in the
Hereafter. These subjects form the main theme of the present Surah as also of
its five predecessors.
In the immediately preceding Surah the Holy Prophet was represented
as saying that he asked for no reward for inviting men to God and for showing
them the way to eternal life and that he sought no honour or aggrandisement
for himself, but only wished for the welfare and well-being of all. The present
Surah opens with the declaration that the Quran has been revealed by the
Wise and Almighty God and that those alone achieve true honour and real
2739

success who accept and live up to its teaching as it contains all eternal truths.
God has decreed that principles and ideals taught by the Quran will become
established in the world and that the Holy Prophet has been commissioned to
spread its teaching. So why should he seek any reward from men when God
Himself is his Rewarder?
Subject Matter
The Surah opens with the subject of Quranic revelation and proceeds
to deal with the need, purpose and supreme object of all revealed Books and
Divine Prophets which is the establishment of Unity of God on earth. The
greatest impediment that bars the way to the achievement of this great and
noble object, lies in the fact that man is prone to worship false gods—the idols
of his own creation. Of all forms of idolatry, perhaps the most hideous and
most prevalent, and which has done the greatest injury to man’s spiritual
development, is the belief that Jesus is the son of God. God, however, being
the sole Creator and Controller of the whole universe, does not need a son to
help Him in the conduct of affairs of the world. The Surah cites the most
beautiful and consummate design and order in the universe as a further
argument in support of the belief that there is only one Designing Mind
behind all existence. Three stages of the ( نطفةsperm drop), ( علقةclot) and مضغة
(lump of flesh) through which a man passes before his birth, are adduced as
an additional argument. It is such a God, says the Surah, Who deserves and
demands our adoration and to Whose worship man is invited by the Quran. It
is to be regretted, however, that whenever a Prophet had invited men to God,
only a small minority accepted his message.
After having briefly discussed the need and purpose of Divine
revelation the Surah proceeds to give two very strong and sound arguments in
support of that phenomenon: (1) That those who invent lies against God, and
those who reject truth, never succeed in life. Failure and ignominy dog their
footsteps. (2) The Prophets of God and those who accept them and follow
their lead always meet with success and their cause prospers. These two
arguments constitute an infallible criterion to judge the truth of a claimant to
Divine revelation. Judged by these standards, the claim of the Holy Prophet as
a Divine Messenger, and of the Quran as heavenly revelation, stands
unchallenged and proved beyond doubt. The Surah gives one more argument
in support of the truth of the Quran and of the Holy Prophet, viz. that while
their true followers succeed in winning the pleasure of God and worldly
power, prosperity, and prestige, disbelievers meet with failure, frustration and
disgrace in life and end by drawing upon themselves the wrath of God.
After having warned them of the consequences of a sinful life, the
Surah holds out to the sinners a message of hope and good cheer that,
2740

however deep they might fall into sin, they are never beyond redemption. The
God of Islam is a Merciful, Gracious, Kind and Forgiving God. He can and
does forgive the sins of His servants. His mercy encompasses all things. He
only requires change of heart on the part of the sinner; He then turns to him
with forgiveness and mercy. But this message of solace and comfort is also
attended with a firm warning that the sinner has to work out his own destiny.
No vicarious sacrifice can save him. He is vouchsafed many opportunities to
repent and reform, but if he continues to walk in evil ways deliberately he is
severely punished.
Towards the close the Surah devotes quite a few verses to the
description of the Day of Resurrection; how at the first blowing of the trumpet
all men will fall into a swoon and at the second they will find themselves
standing before God’s Judgement Seat, waiting to hear the Divine judgement,
after which the good and the righteous will be escorted to Paradise where they
will be greeted with the greetings of peace by the angels in Heaven, and the
guilty ones will be driven to Hell where they will burn in scorching fire.
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(AZ-ZUMAR)
1. In the name of Allah, the
Gracious, the Merciful.3439
2. bThe revelation of this Book
is from Allah, the Mighty, the
Wise.3439A
a

3. cSurely, it is We Who have
revealed the Book to thee with
truth; so worship Allah, being
sincere to Him in obedience.3440
4. Hearken, it is to Allah alone
that sincere obedience is due.
And those who take for
protectors others beside Him
say, ‘We serve them only that
they may bring us near to Allah
in station.’ Surely, dAllah will
judge between them concerning
that wherein they differ. Surely,
Allah guides not him who is an
ungrateful liar.
a

See1:1. b32:3; 36:6; 40:3; 41:3; 46:3. c5:49; 6:106. d4:142; 22:70; 32:26.

3439. Commentary:
See. 1:1.
3439A. Commentary:
The principal theme of this Surah,
as of its five predecessors, is Divine
revelation with a pointed reference to
the revelation of the Quran. See also
Introduction to the Surah.
3440. Commentary:
After having briefly referred to the

subject of Quranic revelation in the
previous two verses, the Surah
proceeds, in the present verse, to deal
with the supreme need and purpose of
all revealed Books and Divine
Prophets, namely, the establishment
of God’s Unity in the world. The
greatest impediment in the way of the
achievement of this most noble object
(the verse goes on to say) is that man
is prone to worship false gods, the
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5. aIf Allah had desired to take
to Himself a son, He could have
chosen whom He pleased out of
what He creates. Holy is He! He
is Allah, the One, the Most
Supreme.3440A
6. bHe created the heavens and
the earth in accordance with the
requirements of wisdom. He
makes the night to cover the
day, and He makes the day to
cover the night; cand He has
pressed the sun and the moon
into service; each pursues its
course until an appointed time.
Hearken, it is He alone Who is the
Mighty, the Great Forgiver.3441
7. dHe created you from a single
being; then from that He made
its mate; and He has sent down
a

2:117; 10:69; 17:112; 18:5; 19:89-93. b6:74; 14:20; 16:4; 29:45. c7:55; 13:3; 29:62; 31:30; 35:14.
d
4:2; 7:190; 16:73; 30:22.

idols of his own imagination, such as
saints and holy men; wealth, power
and passion; inherited beliefs and
customs, etc. always pretending to
believe that these can help him to
understand and realise the Divine
Being. All this the Quran dubs as
mere lie and self-deception.
3440A. Commentary:
The most prevalent and perhaps the
most hideous form of idolatry which
has done the greatest injury to man’s
religious instinct and his spiritual
development and which has, therefore,
quite rightly been condemned

and denounced unsparingly and
repeatedly in the Quran is the dogma
of Jesus’ being the only son of God. It
is this most blasphemous of all
Christian dogmas which the present
verse seeks to controvert; the argument
advanced being that as God is the
sole Creator of all things and He is
 قھارi.e. Most Supreme, He does not
stand in need of a son. The argument
is continued in the next verse.
3441. Commentary:
This verse adduces as a further
argument the creation of heavens and
earth and the existence of perfect
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for you of the cattle eight pairs.
He creates you in the wombs of
your mothers, creation after
creation, in threefold darkness.
This is Allah, your Lord. His is
the kingdom. There is no God
but He. Whither then are you
being turned away?3442
8. If you are ungrateful, surely
Allah is Self-Sufficient, being
independent of you. And He is
not pleased with ungratefulness
in His servants. But if you are
grateful, He likes it in you.
design and order in the universe in
support of the belief that there is One
Intelligent Designing Mind behind all
existence. See also 36:41.
3442. Commentary:
The word ( أنزلhas sent down)
which is transitive from  نزلhas
different significations when used
with regard to different things. When
used in connection with the Word of
God, it means  أویحi.e. He revealed.
And when used about things of
constant daily use, it means  أعیطi.e. he
gave or bestowed. The word has been
used in the latter sense in the present
verse and in vv. 7:27 and 57:26.
Special reference in the words
"eight pairs of cattle" is to the pairs of
goat, sheep, camel and the ox
mentioned in 6:144-145, perhaps
because they are animals of daily use
for man. The expression "the
threefold darkness," may refer to the

three stages of development of the
human child, viz. ( نطفةsperm drop),
( علقةclot) and ( مضغةlump of flesh) or
to the other three forms which are
described in the following three
verses:
(1) He is created from a gushing
fluid which issues forth from
between the loins and the
breast-bones (86:7-8).
(2) He it is Who fashions you in
the wombs as He wills (3:7).
(3) Verily, God has brought you
forth from the inside of your
mothers (16:79).
Or the words, "the threefold darkness"
may refer to the three critical periods
of pregnancy, when a little
carelessness may cause miscarriage,
i.e. (a) from the second to the third
month of pregnancy; (b) from the
third to the fifth month and (c) the
beginning of the eighth month.
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a

And no bearer of burden shall
bear the burden of another.
Then to your Lord is your
return; and He will inform you
of what you have been doing.
Surely, He knows full well all
that is hidden in the breasts.3443
9. bAnd when an affliction
befalls a man, he calls upon his
Lord, turning penitently to Him.
Then, when He confers upon
him a favour from Himself, he
forgets what he used to pray for
before, and begins to assign
rivals to Allah, that he may
lead people astray from His
way. Say, ‘Benefit from thy
disbelief a little; while thou art
surely of the inmates of the Fire.’
10. Is he who prays devoutly to
God in the hours of the night,
prostrating himself and standing
in prayer and fears the
Hereafter and hopes for the
mercy of his Lord, like him who
is disobedient? Say, c‘Are those
who know equal to those who
know not?’ Verily, only those
a

6:165; 35:19; 53:39. b11:10-11; 17:68; 30:34; 39:50. c40:59.

3443 Commentary:
 شکرas explained elsewhere (14:8)
denotes the proper use of Divine
favours in a manner intended by God.
 کفرis the misuse of those favours. It is

the proper or improper use of Godgiven powers, faculties, and of Divine
favours, blessings and opportunities
which is called ( شکرthankfulness) or
( کفرingratitude) in the Quran.
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know not?’ Verily, only those
endowed with understanding
will take heed.3444
R. 2.

11. Say, ‘O ye My servants who
believe, fear your Lord. aThere
is good for those who do good
in this life. And Allah’s earth is
spacious. Verily, bthe steadfast
will have their reward without
measure.’3445
12. cSay, ‘Verily I am
commanded to worship Allah,
being sincere to Him in religion.
13. And I am commanded to be
the first of those who submit to
Him.’
14. dSay, ‘Indeed I fear, if I
disobey
my
Lord,
the
punishment of the great day.’
a

16:31. b3:58; 11:112; 16:97. c13:37; 18:111; 72:21. d6:16; 10:16.

3444. Commentary:
The verse refers to two classes of
men—believers who are described as
obedient
men
endowed
with
knowledge and understanding; and
disbelievers who are their opposites.
3445. Commentary:
This verse warns believers that they
will be made to pass through trials
and tribulations and will have to
leave even their hearths and homes

for the sake of God. It is when they
have successfully met the ordeal that
they will find God’s earth wide and
spacious for them and will have their
reward from God without measure.
The reference in the verse seems to
be to the Holy Prophet’s Hijrah to
Medina. It is in Medina that Islam
found a congenial soil for expansion
and consolidation and it is there that
Muslims were given possession of
God’s spacious earth.
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15. aSay, ‘It is Allah I worship,
being sincere to Him in my
religion.3446
16. So worship what you like
beside Him.’ Say, ‘Surely, the
losers will be those who ruin
their souls and ruin their
families on the Day of
Resurrection.’ Beware! that is
surely the manifest loss.3447
17. bThey will have over them
coverings of fire, and beneath
them similar coverings. It is this
against which Allah warns His
servants. ‘O My servants, take
Me, then, for your Protector.’
18. And those who eschew the
worship of false gods and turn
to Allah—for them is glad
tidings. So give good tidings to
My servants,
19. cWho listen to the Word and
follow the best thereof. It is
they whom Allah has guided,
a

40:65; 98:6. b7:42; 18:30. c7:205.

3446. Commentary:
In the brief space of four verses,
viz. 3rd, 4th, 12th and 15th, the Holy
Prophet has been enjoined to be
sincere to God in religion. These
verses seemed to prepare Muslims for
the severe trials that lay ahead of
them in Medina. The Surah was
revealed in the later Meccan period,
when Muslims were leaving for

Medina singly, or in small groups.
3447. Commentary:
The verse warns idolatrous
disbelievers that the day was fast
approaching when they will discover
to their mortification that they had
ruined themselves. That day dawned
with the Prophet’s departure from
Mecca.
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and it is they who are men of
understanding.3448
20. Can he, then, against whom
the sentence of punishment has
become due, be saved? Canst
thou rescue him who is in the
Fire?
21. But for them who fear their
Lord athere are lofty mansions
built over lofty mansions,
beneath which rivers flow.
Allah has made that promise;
and Allah breaks not His
promise.3449
22. Hast thou not seen that
b
Allah sends down water from
the sky, and causes it to flow in
the form of streamlets in the
earth and then brings forth
thereby herbage, cvarying in its
colours? Then it dries up and
thou seest it turn yellow; then
He reduces it to broken straw.
In that verily is a reminder for
men of understanding.3450
a

25:76; 29:59; 34:38. b22:6; 30:49-51; 35:28; 45:6. c13:5; 16:14.

3448. Commentary:
The verse means to say that when
two equally permissible courses are
open to a believer, he adopts the one
which is productive of best results.

corresponding difference in their
endeavour and labour which signifies
that the next life will not be a life of
inactivity and lassitude but of
incessant work and continuous advance.

3450. Important Words:
3449. Commentary:
The difference in ranks of believers
 ینابیعis the plural of  ینبوعwhich is
in Paradise shows that there will be a derived from نبع. They say  نبع املاءi.e. the
2748
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23. Is he then whose bosom
Allah has opened for the
acceptance of Islam, so that he
possesses a light from his Lord,
like him who is groping in the
darkness of disbelief? Woe,
then, to those whose hearts
are hardened against the
remembrance of Allah! They
are in manifest error.3451
a

6:126.

water issued forth from the spring.
 ینبوعmeans, a spring of water; a
rivulet or streamlet in which there is
much water. One would say:
فجر اهلل ینابیع احلکمة عیل لسانه
i.e. God caused to flow springs of
wisdom on his tongue (Aqrab).
( حطاماbroken straw) is derived from
 حطمwhich means, it broke or became
broken into pieces. They say حطم فالنا
 اھلهi.e. the family of such a one
rendered him a broken man. حطمته السن
means, age broke him or rendered
him infirm.  حطاماmeans, what is
broken into pieces; fragments, pieces
(Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
The verse means to say that when
the earth becomes spiritually parched,
God sends down rain in the form of
Divine revelation and then it receives
a new life and fruits and flowers of
different hues, tastes and flavours
grow, i.e. when a Divine Reformer
appears, a community of righteous
and God-fearing men is born, and
pious and learned ‘ulema’ teach men

the Word of God. Then there is a long
interval and God’s Word is forgotten
and His commandments are defied and
disobeyed. Again, the earth becomes
parched and dried up and again a
generation of evil men, who are as
good as dry fuel fit to be thrown into
fire, is born and takes the place of
good men. Thus the circle goes on.
3451. Commentary:
Whereas in the preceding verse
reference was made to Divine
revelation, in the present verse we are
told that now that the Quran has been
revealed those whose hearts God has
opened for the acceptance of truth
have accepted it but those who have
chosen to grope in the darkness of
disbelief have rejected it. These two
classes of men cannot be equal. The
verse further says that truth carries
with it a strong conviction. The
teaching of Islam has such depth and
vastness that it makes the hearts of
believers to expand and overflow
with Divine knowledge and love. It
certainly opens up new and endless
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24. Allah has sent down the
best Discourse—a Book, awhose
verses are mutually supporting
and repeated in diverse forms
whereat do creep the skins
of those who fear their Lord;
then their skins and their hearts
soften to the remembrance of
Allah. Such is the guidance of
Allah; He guides therewith
whom He pleases. bAnd he
whom Allah adjudges astray—
he shall have no guide.3452
a

15:88. b17:98.

vistas of thought, knowledge and truth.
3452. Important Words:
( متشابھاmutually supporting) is
derived from شبه. They say  شبھه بهi.e.
he made it to be like that; he likened
it to that. See also 3:8.
( مثاینrepeated in diverse forms) is
derived from ثین. They say  ثناہi.e. he
doubled it, or folded it. ( ثناہthannahu) means, he made it two or called it
two; he repeated it (Lane & Aqrab).
See also 15:88.
( تقشعرcreep) is aorist from اقشعر
which means, he or it quaked,
shuddered or tumbled; it (the skin)
dried up.  اقشعر الشعرmeans, the hair
stood upon end on account of fear or
cold. They say  أخذته قشعریرةi.e. a tremor
of the skin seized him (Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
The Quran is the last heavenly
Message. Divine revelation has found
completest
and
most
perfect
expression in it. In the verse under

comment the Quran has been
described as  کتابا متشابھاwhich means
that it is a Book which is susceptible
of different interpretations but these
interpretations are consistent and
support each other. There is no
contradiction
or
inconsistency
anywhere in the Quran. This
constitutes one of its inimitable
excellences. Another excellence of
the Quran lies in the fact that it has
made extensive use of metaphors,
allegories and parables. This greatly
adds to the beauty and grace of its
style and assures vastness of meaning
in the fewest possible words. Again,
the Quran is called  مثاینwhich signifies
that it describes its basic beliefs and
principles repeatedly and in various
ways and forms, in order to
emphasize their importance, necessity
and purpose.
The word also signifies that some
of the teachings of the Quran
resemble those of other revealed
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25. Is he, then, who has nothing
but his own face to protect him
with from the evil punishment
on the Day of Resurrection, like
him who is secure? And it will
be said to the wrongdoers, ‘Taste
ye what you used to earn.’3453
26. Those, who were before
them rejected Our Messengers,
so athe punishment came upon
them whence they knew not.
27. So Allah made them taste
humiliation in the present life
and bthe punishment of the
Hereafter will certainly be
greater, if they but knew;
28. cAnd, indeed, We have set
forth to men all kinds of
parables in this Quran that they
may take heed.3454
a

16:27; 59:3. b13:35; 68:34. c17:90; 30:59.

Scriptures and some are new and depicted in 14:51 and 54:49.
unapproachable and incomparable in
3454. Commentary:
their excellences and beauties.
The verse develops the argument
3453. Commentary:
given in v. 24, viz. that the Quran
The words, Is he, then, who has contains the best Message for
in
that
it
has
nothing but his own face to protect mankind,
him with, signify the severity of the comprehensively dealt with all those
punishment which disbelievers will principles and teachings which have
receive on the Day of Reckoning. deep bearing on man’s spiritual and
They will become so confused and moral development, and also with all
confounded by the severe punishment those subjects which can make his
that instead of protecting their life useful and pleasant. It has also
faces—the most sensitive part of the provided right guidance in matters of
body—they will put them forward. belief and conduct about which the
This condition of disbelievers is also various existing religions disagree.
2751
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29. aWe have revealed the
Quran in Arabic wherein there
is no deviation from rectitude,
that
they
may
become
righteous.3455
30. Allah sets forth a parable: A
man belonging to several
partners, disagreeing with one
another, and a man belonging
wholly to one man. Are the two
equal in condition? All praise
belongs to Allah. But most of
them know not.3456
31. bSurely, thou wilt die, and
surely they too will die.
32. cThen surely on the Day of
Resurrection you will dispute with
one another before your Lord.
d

R. 4.

33. Who, then, is more unjust
than he who lies against Allah
a

12:3; 42:8; 43:4. b23:16. c23:17. d6:22; 10:18; 29:69.

3455. Commentary:
For an explanation of  قرٓانا عربیاsee
12:3.
3456. Important Words:
( متشاکسونdisagree with one another)
is derived from  شکسi.e. he was or
became refractory, perverse, stubborn
or obstinate or evil in disposition or
repugnant.  تشاکسواmeans, they treated
one another with harshness; they
opposed each other.  متشاکسونmeans,
disagreeing with one another or

disputing together (Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
The verse very effectively shows
how untenable and impossible is the
position of a polytheist. He is like a
person who has to serve many
masters, having interests mutually
antagonistic and who also are illtempered and quarrelsome. Pitiable
indeed is the lot of such a person!
Can he be like a true believer who
has to serve and please only one
Master—God?
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or he who rejects the truth when
it comes to him? Is there not in
Hell an abode for the
disbelievers?3457
34. But he who has brought the
truth, and he who testifies to it
as truth—these it is who are the
righteous.3458
35. aThey will have with their
Lord whatever they desire; that
is the reward of those who do
good.
36. bSo that Allah will remove
from
them
the
evil
consequences of what they did,
and will give them their reward
according to the best of their
actions.3459
a

16:32; 50:36. b16:98; 29:8.

3457. Commentary:
After having briefly referred, in the
foregoing verses, to the need and
purpose of revelation, the Surah
proceeds to give two very sound and
effective arguments in support of that
phenomenon. The verse under
comment deals with the first
argument, which is, that two persons
never succeed in life; the one who
invents lies against God and the other
who denies and rejects the truth when
it is presented and preached to him.
The second argument is given in the
next verse.
3458. Commentary:
The second argument to support
and establish the truth of a claimant

to Divine revelation lies in the fact
that the Prophets of God and those
who accept their Message and follow
their lead invariably meet with
success, because they enjoy God’s
protection and help. These two
criteria, the one mentioned in this and
the other in the previous verse,
determine the truth of all Divine
Messengers.
3459. Commentary:
The verse purports to say that God
covers up lapses, if any, of believers,
and protects them against their evil
consequences, while He rewards their
good actions, of whatever degree and
measure, as He would reward their
best actions.
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37. Is not Allah sufficient for
His servant? And yet they
would frighten thee with those
beside Him. aAnd he whom
Allah adjudges astray—for him
there is no guide.3460
38. bAnd he whom Allah
guides—there is none to lead him
astray. Is not Allah the Mighty,
the Lord of retribution?3461
39. cAnd if thou ask them, ‘Who
created the heavens and the
earth?’, they will surely say,
‘Allah.’ Say, ‘What think ye, if
Allah intends to do me harm,
will those whom you call upon
beside Allah be able to remove
His harm? Or if He wills to
show me mercy, could they
withhold His mercy?’ dSay, ‘Allah
is sufficient for me. In Him trust
those who would trust.’3462
a

See39:24. b18:18. c29:62; 31:26; 44:8. d9:129.

3460. Commentary:
The verse reinforces and enlarges
the argument given in vv. 33, 34
above, viz. that all the schemes and
machinations of disbelievers cannot
cause the Prophets any real harm.
This forms another proof of the fact
that God is at their back and His help
and succour alone is sufficient for
them and that the threats of
disbelievers cannot intimidate them
into giving up their mission.

3461. Commentary:
Another fact which is writ large on
the history of all religions is that
those unfortunate people who incur
Divine wrath by their persistent
opposition to God’s Messengers
never go unpunished.
3462. Commentary:
The verse means to say that though
idolaters, out of superstition or
traditional attachment to false gods,
worship such gods, yet if the
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40. Say, ‘O my people, aact as
best you can; I too am acting;
soon shall you know,3463
41. bWho it is unto whom
comes a punishment that will
disgrace him, and on whom
there descends an abiding
punishment.’3464
42. Verily, We have revealed to
thee the Book with truth for the
good of mankind. cSo whoever
follows guidance, follows it for
the benefit of his own soul; and
a

6:136; 11:122. b11:40. c10:109; 17:16; 27:93.

argument is driven home to them,
they have to, and invariably do,
confess that God is the Creator of
heavens and earth and in Him alone
resides all real power.
3463. Important Words:
( مکانتکمas you can).  مکانةis
considered by some to have been
derived from  کانwhich means, he or it
was, or it came into existence. Thus it
means, place of existence; state or
condition. It may also be taken to
have been derived from مکن. They say
 مکن عند االمریi.e. he had a great position
with the prince. In this sense of the
root word  مکانةwould mean, greatness;
high rank or standing; honourable
place or position; power. The
expression  اعملوا عیل مکانتکمwould thus
mean, do what you can; do your
worst (Lane & Aqrab).
The verse throws out an open
challenge to disbelievers to do their

worst and use all their power,
resources and influence to destroy
Islam but they will never succeed in
their evil designs. Islam is humanity’s
last hope and final destiny and,
therefore, its cause is bound to
triumph and prevail.
3464. Commentary:
The verse mentions two kinds of
punishment which is in store for
عذاب خیزیه
rejecters
of
truth.
(punishment that will disgrace him)
denotes the punishment in the form of
ignominy and humiliation to which
they will be subjected in this life and
( عذاب مقیمabiding punishment) is the
punishment of the next life which
will be of much longer duration.
Almost everywhere in the Quran the
word  خزیdenotes disgrace and
humiliation in this world. See
2:86, 115; 5:34, 42; 11:67; 22:10;
41:17; etc.
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whoever goes astray, goes
astray only to its detriment. And
thou art not a guardian over
them.3465
a

R. 5.

43. Allah takes away the souls
of human beings at the time of
their death; and of those also
that are not yet dead, during
their sleep. And then He retains
those against which He has
decreed death, and sends back
the others till an appointed term.
In that surely are Signs for a
people who reflect.3466
44. bHave
they
taken
intercessors beside Allah? Say,
‘Even if they have no power
over
anything
and
no
understanding?’3467
a

6:61. b17:57.

3465. Commentary:
This verse like many other verses
of the Quran shows that man himself
is the architect of his destiny—good
or bad.

for his deeds. In v. 41 above it was
stated that as a result of the rejection
of Divine Message, the disbelievers
will suffer disgrace and humiliation
in this life and will be subjected to an
abiding punishment in the life to
come. In the present verse we are told
that with his death, man’s soul does
not die or disintegrate but is taken
away from its mortal habitat and is
kept in other regions to account for
man’s actions in due course.

3466. Commentary:
It appears from this verse that the
soul of man is taken away both at the
time of death and in sleep. In the
former case, it is kept back and not
allowed to return, while in the latter
case, it comes back. The verse thus
shows that the dead never come back 3467. Commentary:
to life. It also has an implied
As the human soul is immortal,
reference to the immortality of the man is warned against committing
human soul and man’s accountability deeds which might vitiate it and
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45. Say, ‘All intercession rests
with Allah. To Him belongs the
kingdom of the heavens and the
earth. And to Him then shall
you be brought back.’3468
46. aAnd when Allah alone is
mentioned the hearts of those
who believe not in the Hereafter
shrink with aversion; but when
those
beside
Him
are
mentioned, behold! they begin
to rejoice.3469
47. bSay, ‘O Allah! Originator
of the heavens and the earth;
Knower of the unseen and the
seen; Thou alone wilt judge
between
Thy
servants
concerning that in which they
differed.’3470
a

17:47; 22:73; 40:13. b6:15; 12:102; 14:11; 35:2.

which are displeasing to God. The
most heinous of all evil deeds is the
setting up of equals with Him and the
adoring of false gods.
3468. Commentary:
The verse refutes the false plea of
idolaters that they worship their selfdevised deities because they believe
that they will intercede for them with
God the Almighty and will bring
them near to Him (39:4). "All
intercession rests with Allah," says
the verse, and "who is he that will
intercede with Him except by His
permission?" (2:256). See also 2:49.

derived from شـمز. They say شـمزت نفیس
 منهi.e. my soul shrank from it in
dislike, aversion or hatred. امشأز
means, he shrank or shuddered or was
frightened.  امشأزت قلوبھمmeans, their
hearts become contracted and shrink
with aversion (Lane).

3470. Commentary:
In the preceding verse reference
was made to Divine Unity. The
present verse
mentions
those
attributes that are inseparably linked
with Divine Unity. These attributes
are that God is the sole Originator
and Creator of the heavens and the
3469. Important Words:
earth and that He is the Knower of
( امشأزتshrink with aversion) is the unseen and the seen.
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48. aAnd even if the wrongdoers
possessed all that is in the earth,
and the like thereof in addition
to it, they would surely seek to
ransom themselves with it to
escape from the evil punishment
on the Day of Resurrection; but
there shall appear unto them,
from Allah that which they
never thought of.3471
49. bAnd the evil consequences
of what they had earned will
become apparent to them and
that which they used to mock at
will encompass them.
50. cAnd when harm touches
man, he cries unto Us. But
when We bestow on him a
favour from Us, he says, ‘This
has been given to me on
account of my own knowledge.’
Nay, it is only a trial; but most
of them know not.3472
a

5:37; 10:55; 13:19. b21:42; 45:34. cSee 39:9.

3471. Commentary:
The
expression
"Day
of
Resurrection" in the verse may apply
both to the last Judgement Day and
the day of the final triumph of Islam.
That great event took place before the
very eyes of disbelievers, when
idolatry departed from Arabia never
to return. The disbelievers could
never conceive of such an event
taking place. This may be the

significance of the words, but there
shall appear unto them from Allah
that which they never thought. Or
the words may mean that evil
consequences of the evil deeds which
disbelievers did in this life will
appear before them in an embodied
form in the life to come, and of that
eventuality they had no idea.
3472. Commentary:
It is human nature that when man is
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51. Those who were before
them said the same thing, yet all
that they had earned availed
them not;3473
52. So the evil consequences of
what they had earned overtook
them; and those who do wrong
from among these disbelievers
—the evil consequences of what
they earned shall also overtake
them. They cannot escape.
53. Know they not that aAllah
enlarges the provision for
whomsoever He pleases, and
straitens it for whomsoever He
pleases? Verily, in that are Signs
for a people who believe.3474
R. 6.

54. Say, “O My servants who
have committed excesses against
a

13:27; 29:63; 30:38; 34:37; 42:13.

involved in trouble he prays to God,
but when he is in affluent
circumstances he consigns Him to
oblivion and attributes all his success
in life to his own ability and
knowledge. This attitude of conceit
and arrogance has always proved a
stumbling block in the way of
disbelievers to appreciate and accept
truth.
3473. Commentary:
The verse means to say that the
attitude of conceit and self-praise to
which reference has been made in the
previous verse has also proved the

undoing of many a people in the past.
3474. Commentary:
The verse sums up the theme of the
foregoing verses, viz. that God has
decreed that a people who are poor
and weak should now become
powerful
and
prosperous
by
following the Holy Prophet, and
those who are rich and powerful
should
suffer
disgrace
and
degradation because they have
rejected the truth. When this happens
it will constitute a great sign to prove
the truth of the Holy Prophet.
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their own souls, adespair not of
the mercy of Allah, surely Allah
forgives all sins. Verily, He is
Most Forgiving, Merciful.3475
55. And turn ye to your Lord,
and submit yourselves to Him,
before there comes unto you the
punishment; for then you shall
not be helped.3476
56. And follow the best
Teaching that has been revealed
to you from your Lord, before
a

12:88; 15:57.

3475. Commentary:
The present is one of the most
beautiful verses of the Quran. It holds
out a message of hope and good cheer
to those who have wronged their
souls. It encourages optimism and
kills despair and despondency. It
denounces and condemns pessimism
because pessimism lies at the root of
most sins and failures in life. Again
and again the Quran gives a promise
of Divine mercy and forgiveness.
"Despair not of the mercy of Allah,"
it says, "for none despair of Allah’s
mercy save the disbelieving people"
(12:88). Again it says: "And who can
despair of the mercy of his Lord save
those who go astray" (15:57). There
could be no greater message of solace
and comfort for the grieved and the
heavy-laden than this. The God of
Islam is "Most Forgiving, full of
mercy" (18:59). "He has taken it upon
Himself to show mercy" (6:55). "His

mercy encompasses all things"
(7:157). Such is the God of Islam. He
can and does forgive the sins of His
servants and does not need the
vicarious sacrifice of anyone for this
purpose. He only requires a change of
heart on the part of the sinner.
According to Islam, the sinner is
never beyond redemption. The Holy
Prophet has beautifully explained this
verse in one of his sayings, viz. من قال
 ھلک الناس فھو أھلکھمi.e. "He who says that
the people have gone to ruin, it is he
who, in fact, leads them to ruin"
(Muslim).
3476. Commentary:
Whereas the preceding verse holds
out to sinners the message of hope
and good cheer, the verse under
comment warns them that they will
themselves have to work out their
destiny by submitting to Divine laws.
God’s mercy comes only to those
who obey His laws.
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the punishment comes upon you
suddenly, while you perceive
not;3477
57. Lest a soul should say, a‘O
my grief for my remissness in
my duty in respect of Allah!
Surely, I was among those who
scoffed;’
58. Or lest it should say,
‘If Allah had guided me, I
should certainly have been
among the righteous;’
59. Or lest it should say, when it
sees the punishment, ‘Would
that there were for me a breturn
to the world, I would then be
among those who do good!’”3478
60. God will answer, ‘Aye,
there came to thee My Signs,
but thou didst treat them as lies,
and thou wast arrogant, and thou
wast of the disbelievers.’3479
a

2:168; 6:32. b6:28; 23:100; 26:103; 35:38.

3477. Commentary:
This verse continues the theme of
the preceding one. Man has first to
make himself deserving of Divine
mercy by following the best Teaching
that has been revealed—the Quran—
and only then to demand it. It is
honest endeavour that is demanded
of men and the rest is made up by
God’s mercy.

verses describe the state of a
disbeliever when by his persistent
evil deeds he incurs Divine
displeasure, and punishment stares
him in the face.

3479. Commentary:
The verse means to say that many
chances are given to the man who is
steeped in sin to repent and reform
himself. It is when his rejection of
3478. Commentary:
truth is deliberate and repeated, and
The present and the previous two he exceeds all legitimate bounds in
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61. And on the Day of
Resurrection, thou wilt see
those who lied against Allah
with their afaces blackened. Is
there not in Hell an abode for
the proud?3480
62. bAnd Allah will deliver the
righteous and will lead them to
a place of security and success;
evil shall not touch them, nor
shall they grieve.
63. cAllah is the Creator of all
things, and He is Guardian over
all things.
64. dTo Him belong the keys of
the heavens and the earth; and
as for those who disbelieve in
the Signs of Allah, these it is
who are the losers.3481
e

R. 7.

65. Say, ‘Is it other gods than
Allah that you bid me worship,
a

3:107; 10:28. b19:73; 21:102. c6:103; 13:17. d42:13. e6:15.

committing sin and transgression and
when the day of reckoning actually
arrives, that his sighs and regrets
prove of no avail to him.
3480. Commentary:
Whiteness of face is symbolic of
happiness while blackness is a token
of sorrow and grief (16:59; 80:39,
40). When a person does a good deed
for which he is praised the Arabs say
of him  ابیض وجه فالنi.e. the face of such
a one has become white. And when
he does a deed for which he is
reproached and rebuked, it is said of

him  اسود وجھهi.e. his face has become
black. The verse means to say that the
day of reckoning will be a day of
regrets and sorrow for the
disbelievers.
3481. Commentary:
The verse means to say that as God
is the Creator of everything and is the
sole Possessor of the treasures of
heavens and earth, so by rejecting His
Prophet the disbelievers can do no
harm to the cause of truth; on the
contrary, by doing so, they bring
about their own spiritual death.
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O ye ignorant ones?’3482
66. And verily it has been
revealed to thee as unto those
before thee: a‘If thou associate
partners with God, thy work
shall surely be in vain and thou
shalt certainly be of the
losers.’3483
67. Aye, worship Allah and be
among the thankful.3484
68. bAnd they do not esteem
Allah with the esteem that is
due to Him. cAnd the whole
earth will be but His handful on
the Day of Resurrection, and the
heavens will be rolled up in His
right hand. Glory to Him and
exalted is He above that which
they associate with Him.3485
a

6:89. b6:92; 22:75. c21:105.

3482. Commentary:
With this verse the Surah returns to
the subject of Divine Unity with
which it had opened and purports to
say that it is the height of ignorance
and folly to worship false deities.
3483. Commentary:
The verse is of general application,
and stresses the futility and stupidity
of polytheistic beliefs and idolatrous
practices.
3484. Commentary:
The right use of God-given powers

and faculties which is the true
significance of ( شکرthankfulness),
consists in giving our undivided
devotion to the Divine Being to
Whom alone it is due.
3485. Commentary:
The word  مینیsignifying power and
strength, the verse refers to the great
power and majesty of God and
purports to say that nothing is more
derogatory to His great attributes than
that idols, made of wood and stone,
or weak human beings, should be
worshipped.
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69. aAnd the trumpet will be
blown, and all who are in the
heavens and all who are in the
earth will fall down in a swoon,
except those whom Allah will
please to exempt. Then will it be
blown a second time, and lo!
they will be standing, awaiting
judgement.3486
70. And the earth will shine
with the light of her Lord, band
the Book will be laid open
before them, and the Prophets
and the witnesses will be
brought, and judgement will be
given between them with justice,
and they will not be wronged.3487
a

18:100; 23:102; 36:52; 50:21; 69:14. b18:50.

"and the earth will shine with the
light of her Lord," would mean that
the veil will be lifted from the
mysteries
of
life
and
the
consequences of good or bad actions
which man will have done in this life
and which remain hidden here, will
become manifest. With reference,
however, to the appearance of a
Divine teacher in the world,
particularly to that of the Holy
Prophet, they may signify that now
that the Holy Prophet has appeared
the whole earth will shine with divine
light, and spiritual darkness will be
completely dispelled. "The bringing
of the Prophets" may signify the
advent of the Holy Prophet who
represents all the Prophets and Divine
3487. Commentary:
Applied to the next life, the words, teachers; and the word "witnesses"
3486. Commentary:
The verse seems to apply to
Resurrection in the next life. But it
may also apply to the spiritual
condition of people immediately
before the appearance of a Divine
teacher in the world whose advent is
here likened to the blowing of the
trumpet. In view of this simile
"falling down into a swoon" may
signify spiritual torpor of the people
immediately before the appearance of
a Divine Reformer and the words
"will be standing, awaiting" may
signify their having seen and
followed the right path after he has
made his appearance.
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71. aAnd every soul will be
fully rewarded for what it did.
And He knows full well what
they do.
b

R. 8.

72. And those who disbelieve
will be driven to Hell in troops
until, when they reach it, its
gates will be opened, c and its
Keepers will say to them: ‘Did
not Messengers from among
yourselves come to you,
reciting unto you the Signs of
your Lord, and warning you of
the meeting of this Day of
yours?’ They will say, ‘Yea, but
the sentence of punishment has
become justly due against the
disbelievers.’3488
73. It will be said, d‘Enter ye the
gates of Hell, abiding therein.
And evil is the abode of the
arrogant.’
74. And those who feared their
Lord will be conducted to
Heaven in groups until, when
they reach it, and its gates are
opened, and its Keepers say to
a

2:282; 3:26. b19:87. c6:131; 40:51; 67:9-10. d16:30; 40:77.

refers to his followers who enjoy the
proud privilege of having been
appointed witnesses over all men
(2:144).
3488. Commentary:
This and the next few verses deal

with the end and destiny of both
believers and disbelievers. The
disbelievers end by burning in the fire
of frustration, failure and regrets in
this world, and in the fire of Hell in
the next world.
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them, a‘Peace be upon you! be
ye happy, and enter it abiding
therein.’3489
75. And they will say, b‘All
praise belongs to Allah Who has
fulfilled His promise to us, and
has given us the earth to inherit,
making our abode in the Garden
wherever we please.’ How
excellent then is the reward of
the righteous workers!3490
76. And thou wilt see the angels
c
going round the Throne,
glorifying their Lord with His
praise. Judgement will be given
between them with justice. And
it will be said: ‘All praise
belongs to Allah, the Lord of
the worlds.’3491
a

13:25. b1:2; 7:44; 37:183. c40:8; 69:18.

3489. Commentary:
The righteous and the God-fearing
will have success, honour and
prosperity bestowed upon them in
this life, and they will make
unceasing spiritual progress and will
bask forever in the sun of Divine
pleasure and bliss in the life to come.
The word  طبتمmay also mean,
because you led good and pure lives.
3490. Commentary:
When believers see the promises of
success and prosperity, made to them
by the Prophet of God in the hour of
severe tribulation, being literally
fulfilled, their hearts become full of
gratitude and they sing Divine praises
from the inmost depths of their being.

The words "the earth" in the sentence
"and has given us the earth to inherit"
may refer to the Holy Land, and the
verse may particularly apply to the
Holy Prophet’s Companions who had
to wait for only a few years to see the
fulfilment of the promise that the
Holy Land would fall into their
possession. The Muslims conquered
Palestine in the caliphate of ‘Umar
and it remained in their hands for
more than 1300 years with the
exception of a brief period of about
90 years. The present possession of
Palestine by the Jews seems to be
only a temporary phase.
3491. Commentary:
God’s attributes will see their most
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complete manifestation on the
Judgement Day and the cherubs will
be on duty singing alleluias to the
Divine Being. "The angels" in the
verse may also refer to the
Companions of the Holy Prophet who
seeing God’s promises being fulfilled
before their very eyes sang praises to
Divine glory, majesty and holiness as
no people had ever done before, and
never was judgement made so clear
between right and wrong as was
made in the time of the Holy Prophet.
This seems to be the significance of
the verse.
The word ( عرشThrone), for which
see 10:4, represents the transcendent
attributes of God such as His glory,
majesty, holiness and power. These

CH.39

attributes have an intimate connection
with Unity, as is clear from 23:117,
where we read: There is no God but
He, the Lord of the Exalted Throne,
for it is the transcendent attributes of
God which constitute the real proof
of His Unity, as His other attributes
are shared by man. In this sense of
the word ( عرشThrone), the verse
would mean that the Unity of God
will become established in Arabia,
and God’s true servants in the world
together with the angels in heavens,
will celebrate His praises.
The words, "Thou wilt see the
angels going round the Throne," may
mean that angels will sing God’s
praises continuously and in unison.
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CHAPTER 40
AL-MU’MIN
(Revealed before Hijrah)
Title, Date of Revelation and Context
With this chapter begins a group of Surahs, all of which have the same
abbreviated letters, viz. ( حمHa Mim) affixed to them and which open with the
subject of the revelation of the Quran. Being similar in style and contents,
they belong to the same period. According to Ibn ‘Abbas and ‘Ikrimah, they
were revealed at Mecca at a time when opposition to Islam had become
persistent, organized and bitter (vv. 56 & 78) and the Holy Prophet’s enemies
were even seeking to kill him (v. 29).
The Surah seems to derive its title from v. 29 where a "believing man"
from among the people of Pharaoh is represented as giving a speech, full of
pathos and sound reasoning, in support of Moses. The Surah is also known as
Ghafir after the Divine attribute  غافرi.e. the Forgiver of sins (v. 4). It has 86
verses including Bismillah.
Towards the close of the last Surah, the Holy Prophet was comforted
with the assurance that very soon Divine judgement will issue forth between
him and his enemies. The forces of darkness will be routed; idolatry will
disappear from Arabia, and the whole country will reverberate with the praises
of God, the Lord of all the worlds Who has not confined His guidance to any
one particular people, but has blessed all with it. The present Surah opens
with the most welcome declaration that the Great and Mighty God has
revealed the Quran to preach truth to all nations of the world, and that God’s
majesty and holiness demand that righteousness should be established in the
world and disbelief obliterated from it.
Subject Matter
As mentioned above, the Surah opens with a firm declaration that the
time has come when truth will triumph over falsehood and righteousness over
evil, and the praises of God will be sung in the land where idolatry had been
rampant. This great consummation will be brought about by means of the
Quran. The enemies of truth will strain every nerve to retard the progress of
Islam and will put all sorts of obstacles in the way of its propagation and
expansion. They will also use their influence and powerful resources to nip its
tender plant in the bud. But they will fail in their evil designs and endeavours.
The Holy Prophet is told not to be deceived and overawed by the glamour of
power and great material resources of disbelievers. They are destined to come
to a sad end. The Holy Prophet is further told that his opponents are not the
only people to oppose truth. There have been before them people who also
2768

sought to kill their Prophets and exterminate their missions. But God’s
punishment overtook them. So will punishment of God seize disbelievers of
the Holy Prophet. And when punishment came upon them, they will curse
themselves and vainly seek a way out of their dreadful predicament. But they
will suffer the consequences of their evil deeds and of opposition to truth,
because they have ignored the lesson of history and have not profited by the
fate of opponents of Prophets of past generations.
The Surah then proceeds to refer to the case of Moses as an illustration
of the sad end to which the opponents of the Holy Prophet are bound to come.
Moses was sent to Pharaoh, Haman and Korah with the Divine Message; they
sought to take his life. But they were foiled in their wicked designs. While
Pharaoh rejected Moses’ invitation to truth, a "believing man" from his own
household gave a most pathetic but convincing speech, exhorting his people
not to seek to kill a man (Moses) whose only fault was that he said that Allah
was his Lord, and who possessed sound and solid proofs to support and
establish his case. The "believing man" told his people that if they did not
cease opposing Moses, they would meet with the sad fate which the people of
Noah and ‘Ad and Thamud tribes had met. He further warned them that they
should not be misled by their wealth, power and material resources, for all
these things were transitory and, that it was the Hereafter which was the place
of permanent stay and where the good and the righteous will be provided with
blessings that will know no end. The Surah further states that instead of
benefiting by the very sincere advice of the "believing man," Pharaoh mocked
and jeered at him and wanted, as it were, to go up to heaven to have a peep, as
he sarcastically and jeeringly said, at the God of Moses. But the God of Moses
made him see a manifestation of His great power in the depths of the deep sea.
He was cursed in this life, and on the Day of Resurrection he will enter the
fire of Hell at the head of his people. This is the end of those who, in the pride
of their wealth and prestige, reject the Message of God.
After having given a brief description of the evil end of Pharaoh and
that of the opponents of other Prophets of God, the Surah makes pointed
reference to an invariable Divine law, viz. that help and succour of God is and
will always be with His Messengers and with their followers and that failure
and frustration will continue to dog the footsteps of disbelievers till the end of
time. This Divine law operated in the time of every Prophet and it will see its
fullest demonstration in the time of the Holy Prophet. The Prophet is then
enjoined to bear with patience the opposition and ridicule of his opponents
and to pray to God for removal of all obstacles from his way. He is further
comforted that the "Hour" was fast approaching when forces of darkness
would be finally vanquished. The "Hour" is as certain as anything but most
men would not believe in the "Hour" unless they actually felt its impact, but
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then the door of repentance would be closed upon them and they would burn
in the fire of frustration, ignominy and disgrace.
The Surah then proceeds to say that disbelievers have no reason to
reject the Holy Prophet. His advent is not a novel phenomenon. Just as day
follows night in the physical world, so does spiritual awakening follow a
period of moral decadence in the spiritual realm. As the world had become
spiritually dead, God has raised the Holy Prophet to give it new life through
the teachings of the Quran and the Prophet’s own noble example, and a dead
community now will regain a new and vigorous spiritual life. The living God
Who created man from mere dust will bring about this consummation. But if
disbelievers persisted in denying and opposing truth they will bring wrath of
God upon their heads. Allah’s decree is sure to come and no one can stop it.
The Surah ends on the note that when God has made adequate
provision for the physical needs of man, He could not have ignored to make
similar provision for his spiritual needs. He has made this provision from time
immemorial. He sent His Messengers and Prophets in the world who invited
mankind to their Lord and Creator; but out of ingratitude and folly the sons of
darkness rejected the Divine Message in every age, with the inevitable result
that they earned God’s displeasure and merited punishment.
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(AL-MU’MIN)
1. In the name of Allah, the
Gracious, the Merciful.3492
2. bHa Mim.3493
a

3. cThe revelation of the Book is
from Allah, the Mighty, the AllKnowing,3494
4. Forgiver of sin, Acceptor
of repentance, Severe in
punishment, Lord of bounty.
There is no God but He.
Towards Him is the final
return.3495
a

See1:1. b41:2; 42:2; 43:2; 44:2; 45:2; 46:2. c20:5; 32:3; 41:3; 45:3; 46:3.

3492. Commentary:
See. 1:1.
3493. Commentary:
For a full explanation of
abbreviated letters see 2:2 and 19:2.
In the present Surah the abbreviated
letters  حمstand for the Divine
attributes  محید جمیدi.e. the Praiseworthy,
and the Lord of Honour, or for یح قیوم
i.e. the Living, the Self-Subsisting
and All-Sustaining. Both these groups
of Divine attributes have a strong
bearing on the subject matter of this
Surah. The Surah makes repeated
reference to the glory, majesty and
power of God as the word  عرشwhich
signifies these attributes and which
has been twice mentioned in the first
few verses, shows. The second main
theme of the Surah is the rise of a
spiritually dead people to new life.

Both the attributes ( یحLiving) and قیوم
(Self-Subsisting and All-Sustaining)
have an obvious connection with this
subject. This fact explains why the
abbreviated letters  حمhave been
placed in the beginning. It is worthy
of particular note that the present and
next six Surahs form a special group.
Each of them opens with the
abbreviated letters  حمwhich indicates
that a deep connection exists between
their subject matter.

3494. Commentary:
The two Divine attributes, viz. the
Almighty and the All-Knowing, have
also a far-reaching and deep
connection with the subject matter of
the Surah as the following pages will
show.
3495. Important Words:
( الطولbounty) is derived from طال
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5. aNone disputes about the
Signs of Allah except those who
disbelieve. bLet not, then, their
going about in the land deceive
thee.3496
6. cBefore them the people of
Noah and other groups after
them rejected Our Signs and
every nation strove to seize their
Messenger, and disputed by
means of false arguments that
they might rebut the truth thereby.
Then I seized them, and how
terrible was My retribution!3497
7. dAnd thus was the word of
thy Lord proved true against the
disbelievers: that they are the
inmates of the Fire.3498
a

22:4; 42:36. b3:197. c6:35; 22:43; 35:26; 54:10. d10:34, 97.

which means, it was or became
elongated, extended, long, tall or
high. ( طولtaul) means, beneficence
and bounty and a gift; excellence;
excess or super-abundance; power or
ability; wealth or competence; ampleness of circumstances; superiority,
ascendancy. ( طولtul) means, length;
extension, etc. (Lane & Aqrab).

deceived by the glamour of the
dazzling material power and progress
of disbelievers, as it is bound to fall
into decay in the long run.
3497. Commentary:
The verse gives an illustration of
the great power and wealth which
disbelievers, in the time of Noah and
the Prophets who came after him,
possessed. Just as disbelievers were
seized with Divine punishment
because they rejected and opposed
their Prophets, so will the enemies of
the Holy Prophet be punished.

Commentary:
God as represented by Islam is
Forgiver of sins, Acceptor of
repentance, and Beneficent, but he
who persists in wicked ways and does
not reform or repent, to him He is 3498. Commentary:
very severe in punishment.
The verse means to say that by their
3496. Commentary:
own perversity and persistent
The verse warns believers not to be rejection of truth, and by their
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8. aThose who bear the Throne,
and those who are around it,
glorify their Lord with His
praise, and believe in Him, and
ask forgiveness for those who
believe, saying: ‘Our Lord,
Thou dost comprehend all
things in Thy mercy and
knowledge. So forgive those
who repent and follow Thy
way; and protect them from the
punishment of Hell.3499
9. Our Lord, and admit them to
the Gardens of Eternity which
Thou hast promised them, as
well as bsuch of their fathers
and their wives and their
children as are virtuous.
a

39:76; 69:18. b13:24; 52:22.

opposition to God’s Prophets, the ( الرمحنthe Gracious), ( الرحیمthe
disbelievers fully merit Divine Merciful) and ( مالك یوم الدینMaster of
punishment.
the Day of Judgement), the most
important bearers of the Throne are
3499. Commentary:
those angels through whom these four
As ( عرشThrone) signifies Divine attributes find their manifestation and
attributes (see 10:4 & 39:76), "the expression; and the words "those who
bearers of the Throne" would, are around it" may signify
therefore, mean those beings or subordinate angels who assist the
persons
through
whom
those principal angels in executing the
attributes are manifested. The laws of affairs of the world.
nature work through the angels, and
God’s attributes of 'mercy' and
the Prophets are the instruments
'knowledge,'
according to this verse,
through whom God’s Word is
preached to mankind. Thus the words are among the most important
"those who bear the Throne" may and all-comprehensive of Divine
signify both the angels and Divine attributes.
Messengers. The four principal
Asking of forgiveness by angels for
Divine attributes being ( ربthe Lord), believers consists in the fact that they
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Surely, Thou art the Mighty, the
Wise.3500
10. And protect them from
evils; aand he whom Thou dost
protect from evils on that day—
him hast Thou surely shown
mercy. And that indeed is the
supreme triumph.’3501
R. 2.

11. Those who disbelieve will
be told, ‘Greater was the
abhorrence of Allah when you
were called to the faith and
you disbelieved than your
abhorrence
of
yourselves
3502
today.’
a

6:17.

help the believers in preaching the
Word of God and spreading
righteousness on earth.
3500. Commentary:
The verse lays down a great and
good principle. No work is
accomplished and no success
achieved by anyone in this world
single-handed. Several other persons,
consciously or unconsciously, make
their contribution to it. These
conscious or unconscious associates
and helpers generally are those who
are connected nearly with him, i.e. his
parents, wife and children. So these
near relatives of a believer will also
be allowed to participate in the
blessings that will be bestowed upon
him as a reward for the contribution
they had made in helping him to
preach the cause of truth.

3501. Commentary:
There could be no greater success
in life than that a person should get
the best reward for all his good
actions and be saved from the evil
consequences of his lapses. This is
what true believers receive in
this world and will receive in the life
to come.
3502. Commentary:
It is human nature that when a
person is confronted with the evil
consequences of his bad deeds, he
begins to curse himself. It is to this
aspect of the nature of man that
reference is made in this verse. The
disbelievers are told that when they
are face to face with punishment they
feel disgusted with themselves. But
they should know that the Merciful
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12. They will say, ‘Our Lord,
a
Thou hast caused us to die
twice, and Thou hast given us
life twice, and now we confess
our sins. Is then there a way
out?’3503
13. It will be said to them, ‘This
is because, bwhen Allah alone
was
called
upon,
you
disbelieved, but when partners
were associated with Him, you
believed. The decision now
belongs only to Allah, the High,
the Incomparably Great.’3504
14. cHe it is Who shows you His
Signs and sends down provision
for you from heaven; but none
pays heed save he who turns to
God.3505
15. Call ye then on Allah,
d
being sincere to Him in
religion, though the disbelievers
may be averse to it.
a

30:41. b22:73; 39:46. c13:13; 30:25. d29:66; 31:33; 98:6.

and Gracious God was more
disgusted with them when they
rejected His Message and opposed
and persecuted His Messengers.
3503. Commentary:
The state before birth is a sort of
death and the end of this life is the
second death. The birth and the
Resurrection are the two lives.
3504. Commentary:
The basic doctrine of Islam, in fact
of all religions, is the Unity of God. It

is the pivot round which all other
religious principles and teachings
revolve. The Quran has laid the
greatest stress on this doctrine.
Second in importance to this doctrine
is belief in life after death.
3505. Commentary:
All sustenance, spiritual as well as
physical, descends from heaven.
Water, upon which all life depends
(21:31), comes down from it and so
does revelation upon which man’s
spiritual and moral life depends.
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16. He is of most exalted
attributes, Lord of the Throne.
a
He sends the Word by His
command to whomsoever of
His servants He pleases, that He
may give warning of the Day of
Meeting.3506
17. The day when they will all
come forth; bnothing concerning
them will be hidden from Allah.
c
Whose is the kingdom this
day? It is Allah’s, the One, the
Most Supreme.3507
18. dThis day will every soul be
requited for that which it has
earned. No injustice this day!
Surely, Allah is Swift at
reckoning.
a

16:3; 97:5. b3:6; 14:39. c18:45; 48:15; 82:20. d14:52; 45:23; 74:39.

3506. Commentary:
In this verse God has been
described as  ذوالعرشwhich literally
meaning, "Possessor or Owner of the
Throne," has been translated as Lord
of the Throne for want of a better
word. Elsewhere (23:87,117) God
has been described as  رب العرشi.e.
Lord of the Throne. ( عرشThrone) as
mentioned above (v. 8) signifies
Divine attributes. The construction
( ذوالعرشLord of the Throne) is like ذو
 الرمحةi.e. Lord of mercy (18:59) and
thus refutes the popular wrong notion
that  عرشis something physical. For
( الروحWord) see 4:172 and16:3.
3507. Commentary:
The verse signifies that disbelievers

will be brought face to face with the
evil consequences of their wicked
deeds on the Day of Reckoning.
These deeds were never hidden from
God but on the Day of Judgement
they will appear in an embodied form
before the eyes of the disbelievers
themselves. The words "this day"
may signify the Last Judgement Day,
or the hour of reckoning of
disbelievers in this very life. This
hour of reckoning came upon the
disbelieving Quraish on the day of
the Fall of Mecca when the
realization dawned upon them that
"the kingdom was Allah’s—the One,
the Most Supreme."
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19. aAnd warn them of the Day
that is fast approaching, when
the hearts will reach to the
throats while they will be full of
suppressed grief. The wrongdoers
will have no warm friend, nor
any intercessor whose intercession
will be accepted.3508
20. bHe knows the treachery of
the eyes and what the breasts
conceal.3509
21. And Allah judges with truth,
c
but those on whom they call
beside Him cannot judge at all.
Surely, Allah is the All-Hearing,
the All-Seeing.
a

19:40. b27:75; 28:70. c13:15; 35:14.

3508. Important Words:
( کاظمنیfull of suppressed grief) is
the plural of  کاظمwhich is active
participle from کظم. They say کظم الباب
i.e. he shut the door.  کظم القربةmeans,
he filled the skin-bag and closed its
mouth.  کظم غیظهmeans, he restrained
his wrath or rage.  کاظم او کظیمmeans,
full of grief or one who restrains or
suppresses his wrath (Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
The words "the fast approaching
day" beside referring to the Day of
Judgement may quite fittingly be
applied to the day in this life when
falsehood is vanquished and truth
triumphs. They may also refer, as
already mentioned, to the day when
Mecca fell and the forces of evil were
finally and irretrievably routed in

Arabia and disbelievers could not
even give vent to their grief that was
eating into their hearts.
3509. Important Words:
( خائنةtreachery) is derived from خان
which means, he was unfaithful or he
acted unfaithfully to the trust or
confidence reposed in him. It is an
intensive epithet like ( عالمةvery
learned man) and is also the feminine
gender of  خائنwhich means, an
unfaithful, treacherous and perfidious
person. ( خوانkhawwan) and  خائنةboth
mean, very unfaithful, treacherous
and perfidious.  خائنة االعنیmeans, a
surreptitious look at a thing which it
is not allowable to look at, or looking
intentionally at a thing which it is not
permissible to see i.e. treachery of the
eyes (Lane).
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R. 3.

a

22. Have they not travelled in
the earth and seen what was the
end of those before them? They
were mightier than these in
power and in marks they left in
the earth. But Allah seized them
for their sins, and they had no
protector against Allah.3510
23. That was because btheir
Messengers came to them with
manifest Signs, but they
disbelieved; so Allah seized
them. Surely, He is Powerful,
Severe in punishment.
24. cAnd We did send Moses,
with Our Signs and manifest
authority,3511
25. dUnto Pharaoh and Haman
and Korah; but they said, ‘He is
a lying sorcerer.’3512
a

12:110; 22:47; 35:45; 47:11. b23:45; 41:15. c23:46. d28:77; 29:40.

3510. Important Words:
( واقprotector) is derived from ویق
They say  ویق فالناi.e. he preserved or
guarded such a one from trouble. وقاہ
 اهلل عن السوءmeans, may God protect him
from evil.  ویق االمرmeans, he set the
affair right.  واقmeans, one who
protects, a protector (Aqrab & Lane).

God’s Prophets have always met with
a sad end. This is one supreme lesson
of all history.
3511. Commentary:
A notable instance of the fact that
opposition to truth has always landed
the opposers into ruin is that of the
opponents of Moses—the great
counterpart of the Holy Prophet.

Commentary:
The verse warns disbelievers that
rejection of truth has never borne 3512. Commentary:
For Korah and Haman see 28:7, 77.
good fruit and that the opponents of
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26. aAnd when he came to them
with truth from Us, they said:
‘Slay the sons of those who
have believed with him, and let
their women live.’ But the
design of the disbelievers is
bound to fail.3513
27. And Pharaoh said: ‘Leave
me alone that I may kill Moses;
and let him call on his Lord. bI
fear lest he should change your
religion or cause disorder to
raise its head in the land.’3514
28. And Moses said, cI take
refuge with my Lord and your
Lord from every arrogant
a

10:77. b7:128; 20:64; 26:36.c44:21-22.

Every Prophet of God had had his
Pharaoh, Haman and Korah. These
names respectively may symbolise
political power, priesthood and
material wealth, as Haman was the
head of priestly class, and Korah an
extremely rich man among Pharaoh’s
nobles. Unlimited political power,
servile priesthood and uncontrolled
capitalism are the three evils which
have ever retarded and arrested the
political, economic, moral and
spiritual growth of a people, and
naturally it is against these enemies
of man that Heavenly Reformers have
waged relentless war in every age.

manhood of Israel by killing their
men and taking into forcible marriage
their women. That indeed constituted
a most wicked design against Israel
on Pharaoh’s part. But the design
failed miserably. So would the Holy
Prophet’s opponents, the verse
signifies, fail in their wicked designs
against him.

3514. Commentary:
In the pride of his material wealth
and power Pharaoh challenges Moses
to call upon his God to save him, if
He can, from his clutches, as he is
determined to exterminate him and
his mission. The words, "Leave me
alone that I may kill Moses," mean, "I
3513. Commentary:
Pharaoh, his ministers and people am determined to kill Moses and will
sought to wipe out the entire accept no advice to spare his life."
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person who believes not in the
Day of Reckoning.3515
R. 4.

29. And a believing man from
among the people of Pharaoh,
who kept hidden his faith, said,
“Will you slay a man because
he says, ‘My Lord is Allah,’
while he has brought you clear
proofs from your Lord? aAnd if
he be a liar, on him will be the
sin of his lie; but if he is
truthful, then some of that
which he threatens you with
will surely befall you. Certainly,
Allah guides not one who
exceeds the bounds and is a
great liar.3516
30. O my people, yours is the
sovereignty this day, you being
dominant in the land. But who
a

69:45, 47.

3515. Commentary:
God is the last refuge of the
Prophets and the Elect. They knock at
His door when they see darkness all
around them and when the powers of
evil are determined to exterminate
truth preached by them.
3516. Commentary:
It seems that under the influence of
Pharaoh’s wife who was a very
righteous woman (66:12) some other
members of his household had also
believed in Moses and the "believing
man" might have been one of them.

The good man kept his faith
concealed in order to give expression
to it on a suitable occasion. The bold
manner in which he expressed his
belief and spoke to the people of
Pharaoh shows that the concealment
was not due to fear.
The verse also embodies an
infallible criterion to test the truth of
the claim of a Divine Reformer viz.
that (1) a forger of lies is never
allowed to grow and prosper and that
(2) the opponents of a Divine
Reformer do not go unpunished.
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will help us and protect us from
the punishment of Allah if it
comes upon us?” Pharaoh said:
‘I only point out to you that
which I see myself, and I guide
you only to the path of
rectitude.’3517
31. And he who believed said:
“O my people, I fear for you the
like of the day of destruction of
the parties,3518
32. aThe like of the case of the
people of Noah, and ‘Ad and
Thamud and those after them.
And Allah intends no injustice
to His servants.3519
a

9:70; 14:10; 50:13-15.

3517. Commentary:
The "believing man "warns the
people of Pharaoh that their wealth
and sovereignty should not delude
them into a false sense of security and
complacency because if they opposed
Moses, Divine punishment would
seize them. The verse also shows that
power, prestige and wealth constitute
the greatest obstacles in the way of
truth being accepted by disbelievers.
3518. Important Words:
( یومday) of which the plural is ایام
means, time absolutely; day from
sunrise to sunset; present time; now,
etc. (1:4).  ایام العربmeans, the contests
and fights of the Arabs.  ابن االیامmeans,
a person who is well acquainted with
the conditions and circumstances of

the time.  ایام اهللmeans, the favours and
punishments of God (Aqrab). See
also 1:4 and 14:6.
( احزابparties) is the plural of حزب
which means, a party or company of
men and here signifies the parties
who opposed the Prophets of God in
their respective times. "The day of the
parties" signifies the day when they
met their doom.
3519. Important Words:
( دأبcase) is the noun-infinitive
from ( دأبda’ba). They say دأب یف العمل
i.e. he laboured and strove hard and
exerted and wearied himself in the
work; he remained constant in it. دأب
(da’bun) means, working hard and
constantly; habit, custom or manner;
case, affair or condition (Aqrab). See
also 3:12.
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33. And O my people, I fear for
you the day of calling one
another for help,3520
34. A day when you shall turn
your backs fleeing. No defender
shall you have against Allah.
And for him whom Allah
adjudges astray, there shall be
no guide.
35. And Joseph did come to you
before with clear proofs, but
you ceased not to be in doubt
concerning that with which he
came to you till, when he died,
you said: ‘Allah will never raise
a Messenger after him.’ Thus
does Allah adjudge as lost those
who transgress, and are
doubters—3521
3520. Important Words:
( التنادcalling one another) is derived
from نادی. They say  نادی الرجلi.e. he
called the man loudly or he sat with
him in the assembly.  تنادی القومmeans,
the people called one another. یوم التناد
means, the day of mutual calling, the
day of calling one another for help
i.e. the day of distress. ( تنادtanadda)
may be taken to have been derived
from ( ندnadda).  ند االبلmeans, the
camel took fright and fled or ran
away or ran at random. تناد القوم
(tanadda)
means,
the
people
dispersed; or hated and opposed and
separated. According to this rootmeaning of the word the expression,

( یوم التنادtanad) being synonymous with
( یوم التنادtanadd)—one  دالhaving been
omitted,—means the day when
people will take fright and disperse in
different directions; or when they will
hate and oppose each other and will
become separated (Aqrab).
3521. Commentary:
The verse purports to say that
Prophets have been coming in the
world from time immemorial but men
are so constituted that whenever a
Prophet came they rejected and
opposed him and when he died they
said that no more Prophets would
come and that the door of revelation
was shut forever. This attitude of
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36. aThose
who
dispute
concerning the Signs of Allah
without any authority having
come to them from Allah.
Grievously hateful is this in the
sight of Allah and in the sight of
those who believe. Thus does
Allah set a seal upon the heart
of every arrogant, haughty
person.”
37. And Pharaoh said: b‘O
Haman, build thou for me a
lofty tower that I may attain to
the means of access—3522
38. The means of access to the
heavens, cso that I may have a
look at the God of Moses, and I
surely think him to be a liar.’
And thus the evil of his doing
was made to look fair in the
eyes of Pharaoh, and he was
turned away from the right
path; and the design of Pharaoh
ended but in ruin.3523
a

7:72; 13:14. b28:39. c28:39.

disbelievers has led to the rejection of peep, as he mockingly said, at Moses’
every Prophet.
God, but God made him see a
manifestation of His power in the
3522. Commentary:
Puffed up with power, wealth and depths of the sea.
great material resources, Pharaoh
insolently mocked and jeered at
Moses because he said that he had
been sent by the Lord of the heavens
and the earth. Pharaoh wanted, as it
were, to go up to heaven to have a

3523. Commentary:
The verse means to say that all the
evil designs of Pharaoh against
Moses recoiled on his own head and
ended only in his own ruin.
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39. And he who believed said:
‘O my people, follow me. I will
guide you to the path of
rectitude.3524
40. O my people, athis life of
the world is but a temporary
provision; and the Hereafter is
certainly the permanent abode.
41. bWhoso does evil will be
requited only with the like of it;
c
but whoso does good, whether
male or female, and is a
believer—these will enter the
Garden; they will be provided
therein without measure.3525
42. And O my people, how
strange it is that I call you to
salvation, and you call me to
Fire.3526
a

3:15, 198; 9:38; 16:118; 28:61. b10:28. c4:125.

3524. Commentary:
The speech of the "believing man"
shows that true believers are fully
convinced of the righteousness of
their cause. It is this rock-like faith
which enables them to suffer all sorts
of hardship and privations gladly.
3525. Commentary:
The verse shows that whereas the
requital of the evil deeds of
disbelievers is proportionate to their
deeds, the reward of the good deeds
of believers is without limit or
measure. This is the Islamic concept
of Heaven and Hell, and what a

beautiful concept it is!
3526. Commentary:
It is worthy of note that while
according to other religions, the
highest goal of man is  نـجاةi.e.
deliverance from sin and its evil
consequences, the goal according to
Islam is ( فالح23:2) which is
attainment of the noble and supreme
object for which man has been
created and which consists in winning
God’s pleasure. Thus the stage of فالح
(attainment of one’s object) is clearly
much higher in man’s spiritual
development than that of نـجاة.
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43. You invite me to disbelieve
in Allah, and to associate with
Him that of which I have no
knowledge, while I invite you to
the
Mighty,
the
Great
Forgiver.3527
44. Surely, that to which you
call me has no title to be called
upon in this world or in the
Hereafter; and that our return is
certainly to Allah and that the
transgressors will be the
inmates of the Fire.
45. So you will soon remember
what I say to you. And I entrust
my cause to Allah. Verily, Allah
sees all His servants.’
46. The result was that Allah
preserved him from the evils of
whatever they plotted, and a
grievous punishment encompassed
the people of Pharaoh—3528
47. The Fire. They are exposed
to it morning and evening. And
on the day when the Hour is
come, it will be said: ‘Cast
3527. Commentary:
Whereas, as stated above in v. 42,
the believers have an invincible faith
in the truth of their cause, the
disbelievers grope in the darkness of
doubt and lack of knowledge. All
disbelief springs from ignorance and
superstition.

3528. Commentary:
It seems that the people of Pharaoh
had hatched a plot to kill the
"believing man" or do him some
other grievous injury. Not only did
the plot itself fall through but a
terrible punishment also encompassed
the plotters.
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Pharaoh’s people into the
severest punishment.’3529
48. aAnd when they will dispute
with one another in the Fire, the
weak will say to those who
were proud, ‘Verily, we were
your followers; bwill you then
relieve us of a portion of the
punishment of the Fire?’
49. cThose who were proud,
will say: ‘Now we are all in it.
Allah has already judged
between His servants.’
50. And those in the Fire will
say to the Keepers of Hell,
‘Pray to your Lord that He dmay
lighten for us the punishment
for a day.’3530
51. They will say: e‘Did not
your Messengers come to you
with manifest Signs?’ They will
say: ‘Yea.’ The Keepers will say,
‘Then pray on.’ fBut the prayer of
a

7:39; 14:22; 28:64; 33:68; 34:32. b14:22; 29:13; 33:69. c7:40; 34:33. d6:28; 23:108.
e
6:131; 39:72; 67:9-10. f13:15.

3529. Commentary:
The implied reference in the words,
"they are exposed to it morning and
evening," may be to the punishment
the disbelievers are made to suffer in
برزخ,—which is an intervening stage,
and where the realization of pain or
joy is incomplete. The complete and
full manifestation of Heaven and Hell
will take place on the Day of

Judgement.
3530. Commentary:
The word  یومmeaning time
absolutely; a day or part of a day
(Lane), the verse purports to say that
disbelievers will implore the keepers
of Hell to intercede with God on their
behalf that He may lighten their
punishment—it may be, for a little
while.
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disbelievers is of no avail.3531
a

R. 6.

52. Most surely We help Our
Messengers and those who
believe, both in the present life
and on the day when the
witnesses will stand forth,3532
53. The day when their excuses
will not profit the wrongdoers,
and btheirs will be the curse and
theirs the evil abode.3533
54. cAnd indeed We gave Moses
the guidance, and made the
Children of Israel heirs to the
Book—
a

10:104; 30:48; 58:22. b13:26. c2:88; 17:3; 23:50; 32:24.

3531. Commentary:
The verse signifies that the efforts
of disbelievers against God’s
Prophets always prove futile and
abortive, not that their prayers are not
accepted. God does answer the
prayers of a distressed person when
he calls upon Him whether he be a
believer or disbeliever (27:63). The
verse only means that it is the prayers
of disbelievers against the Prophets of
God that go in vain.
3532. Commentary:
The verse embodies a message of
hope and good cheer for believers. It
holds out an emphatic promise to
Divine
Messengers
and
their
followers that God’s help and succour
will always be with them and that, try
as they might, the evil designs of
disbelievers against them are bound
to fail. The truth of this Divine

promise has been demonstrated again
and again in the history of revealed
religions, and it saw its fullest
manifestation in the time of the
Greatest of all Prophets and Divine
Messengers—the
Holy
Prophet
Muhammad.
The Day of Judgement has been
called here "the day when the
witnesses will stand forth," because
that will be a day of witnesses par
excellence. On that day the Prophets
shall bear witness (39:70); the angels
will also be present to witness the
Divine judgement (83:22) and even
the tongues and eyes and hands of
disbelievers will bear witness against
the guilty (24:25 and 41:21-22).
3533. Commentary:
In the presence of such infallible
witnesses as have been referred to in
the preceding verse, no excuse, plea
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55. A guidance and a reminder
for men of understanding.
56. aSo have patience. Surely,
the promise of Allah is true.
And ask forgiveness for thy
frailty, and glorify thy Lord
with His praise in the evening
and in the morning.3534
a

30:61.

or defence on the part of wrongdoers
will be of any avail to them.
3534. Important Words:
( استـغـفرask forgiveness) is derived
from غـفر. They say  غـفر ال یشءi.e. he
covered or concealed the thing. غـفر اهلل
 ذنبهmeans, God covered up his sins
and forgave him.  مـغـفرةand  غـفرانwhich
are both infinitives, signify God’s
forgiveness or His protection of a
person against the punishment of his
sins and protection against future
lapses (Mufradat, Aqrab & Lane).
 استـغـفرwould thus signify, "ask God for
 " مـغـفرةi.e. covering up of, and forgiveness for, past lapses, and protection from future stumbling. استـغـفار
(Istighfar), therefore, is not only
needed by ordinary believers but also
by holy men of God—even by God’s
great Prophets. While the former
offer Istighfar to seek protection
against future sins as well as from the
evil consequences of past lapses, the
latter seek protection from human
shortcomings and weaknesses that
may hinder the progress of their
cause. The Prophets also are human
and though they are immune to sin,
yet they, too, are heir to human
failings and frailties and so they too

need offering Istighfar to seek Divine
help and assistance against these. See
also 2:59 & 14:42
( ذنبfrailty) is derived from ذنب
(dhanaba). ( ذنبهdhanaba-hu) means,
he followed his tail, not quitting his
track. ذنب, therefore, signifies such
natural failings or frailties as adhere
to human nature.  ذنبalso means, a
fault, an imperfection, a shortcoming,
natural weakness, frailty, a misdeed,
an offence or error for which one is
liable to be called to account or which
produces harmful results (Mufradat).
Four words i.e. جناح, جرم,  إثمand ذنب
(all signifying a lapse) have been
used in the Quran, but whereas all the
four have been used in relation to
human beings generally, the first
three have not been used with regard
to Prophets of God. This shows the
great difference between  ذنبand other
words. See also 3:17.
Commentary:
As against the Bible which has
imputed all sorts of heinous crimes
and sins to God’s Prophets (Gen.
9:21-22; 19:30-36 & 2 Sam. 11:2-5),
Islam regards them as completely free
from all moral lapses. They are born
sinless and they remain sinless
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57. aThose
who
dispute
concerning the Signs of Allah
without any authority having
come to them—there is nothing
a

See 40:36.

throughout life. "They are God’s
honoured servants and fully carry out
His commandments" (21:21, 28).
Christian writers have vainly sought
to infer from 48:3 and from the verse
under comment that as the Holy
Prophet was enjoined to ask
forgiveness for his ذنب, he must have
been guilty of moral lapses. Apart
from the fact that a casual study of
the context at both the places belies
this baseless inference, the argument
only exposes ignorance of Arabic
idiom on the part of Christian critics.
 استـغـفر لذنبکis quite a harmless
expression, particularly when used
about a Prophet of God; and in view
of the meanings of the words  ذنبand
استـغـفار, as given under "Important
Words" above, it does not at all bear
this sinister construction. The
expression only means that the Holy
Prophet was enjoined to invoke God’s
protection
against his human
weaknesses standing in the way of
the realization of his noble object
which was the advance and spread of
Islam and the complete and final
victory of truth over falsehood. The
expression may also mean, "ask
forgiveness for them (thine enemies)
for the wrongs they have done thee,"
 ذنبکmeaning, the wrong done to thee.
The Quran regards the Holy Prophet,
as
indeed
all other
Divine
Messengers, as above any imputation

of committing a sin. The Quran has
shed some light on the very high
stature of the Holy Prophet. It says:
(1) He it is who has raised
among the unlettered people
a Messenger from among
themselves who recites unto
them His Signs, and purifies
them, and teaches them the
Book and Wisdom (2:130;
3:165 & 62:3).
(2) Your Companion has neither
erred, nor has he gone astray.
Nor does he speak out of his
own desire. It is nothing but
pure revelation that has been
revealed by God (53:3-5).
(3) Verily, those who swear
allegiance to thee indeed
swear allegiance to God
(48:11).
(4) Say, 'If you love Allah, follow
me: Then Allah will love you
and forgive you your faults'
(3:32).
(5) Whoso obeys the Messenger,
obeys Allah indeed (4:81).
It is ignorance of Arabic language
or misrepresentation of the text of the
Quran to say that it regards the great
and noble Prophet, who had raised to
the highest pinnacles of spiritual
glory a whole people, sunk deep in
the depths of moral turpitude, and had
purified them, liable to commit sins!
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in their breasts but a feeling
of greatness which they will
never attain. So seek refuge in
Allah. Surely, He is the AllHearing, the All-Seeing.3534A
58. Certainly, the creation of the
heavens and the earth is greater
than the creation of mankind;
but most men know not.3535
59. aAnd the blind and the
seeing are not equal; neither are
those who believe and do good
a

13:17; 35:20; 39:10.

confirmation in a well-known saying
3534A. Commentary:
 کربmay signify, besides the meaning of the Holy Prophet, viz.:
ما بنی خلق ٓادم ایل قیام الساعة خلق أکرب من الدجال
given in the text, pride; desire to
i.e. from the creation of Adam to the
become great; great designs.
Day of Resurrection there has not
3535. Commentary:
been a greater creation than that of
The verse drives home the supreme the Dajjal (Bukhari). This hadith
lesson that false pride has led many a points to the mightiness and allpeople to their moral undoing. What powerfulness of the Dajjal; and as he
is man, it purports to say, as is a great deceiver and beguiler, the
compared to the vast universe, that he Faithful are warned to be on their
should refuse to accept the Word of guard against being deceived or
God Who is its sole Creator. The intimidated by his apparent glamour
implication of the verse may also be and material glory. In view of this
that when God could create heaven hadith the implication of the verse
and earth, He could also bring man to seems to be that the forces of
life after death.
darkness, of which the Dajjal is the
The verse possesses yet another greatest representative, however
significance. According to learned mighty and powerful they may be,
scholars and commentators, such as will fail to retard the progress of
Baghvi, Ibn Hajr and others, the word Islam, and that such forces will
( الناسmankind) in the verse signifies eventually be vanquished by the new
the Dajjal. This interpretation finds its Faith.
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deeds equal to those who do
evil. Little do you reflect.3536
60. aThe Hour will surely come;
there is no doubt about it; yet
most men believe not.3537
61. bAnd your Lord says: ‘Pray
unto Me; I will answer your
prayer. But those who are too
proud to worship Me will surely
enter Hell, despised.’3538
R. 7.

c

62. It is Allah Who has made
the night for you that you may
rest therein, and the day to
enable you to see. Verily, Allah
is Bountiful to mankind, yet
most men are ungrateful.3539
a

15:86; 20:16. b2:187; 6:42; 25:78; 27:63. c17:13; 36:38; 41:38.

3536. Commentary:
The verse means to say that those
who accept the truth and do good
deeds are not like those who do evil
deeds, because the former are gifted
with spiritual sight while the latter are
deprived of it; and the seeing and the
blind can never be equal.
3537. Commentary:
This verse reinforces the argument
given in the previous verse and
means to say that the "Hour" of the
ultimate vanquishment of the forces
of darkness and the triumph of Islam
is fast approaching. It is as certain as
anything, but most men are so
constituted that they would not

believe in the "Hour" unless they
actually feel its impact.
3538. Important Words:
( داخرینdespised) is the plural of داخر
which is derived from  دخرwhich
means, he was or became abject,
mean, contemptible or despicable. داخر
therefore means, abject, mean,
despicable, etc. (Lane).
3539. Commentary:
Night is the time of rest and day
that of work. In the life of a people,
however, "night" represents the
period of moral stagnation when they
remain in a state of spiritual torpor,
while "day" represents the time when
a Divine Reformer has made his
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63. aSuch is Allah, your Lord,
the Creator of all things. There
is no God but He. How then are
you turned away?3540
64. Thus indeed are turned
away those who deny the Signs
of Allah.
65. Allah is He Who has made
for you the earth a resting-place,
and the heaven a canopy, band
has shaped you and made your
shapes perfect, cand has
provided you with good things.
Such is Allah, your Lord. So
blessed is Allah, the Lord of the
worlds.3541
66. He is the Living God. There
is no God but He. dSo pray unto
Him, being sincere to Him in
religion. All praise belongs to
Allah, the Lord of the worlds.
a

6:103. b7:12; 23:15; 39:7; 64:4. c2:173; 23:15. d39:12; 98:6.

appearance among them. Thus the
people of the Holy Prophet are told
that with the rising of the spiritual
Sun—the Holy Prophet—the time of
their ignorance and torpor has passed.
They should, therefore, shake off
their lethargy and languor and,
making use of its light, should bring
about a change in their condition.

created all the things wanted by men
to satisfy their physical needs and
requirements, He could not have
neglected to make similar provision
for their spiritual needs. In order to
satisfy their spiritual needs, He has
sent the Holy Prophet. They should
therefore accept him and be not
turned away from God.

3541. Commentary:
3540. Commentary:
In continuation of the theme of the
The theme dealt with in vv. 62 and
preceding verse, the present verse 63 above has been treated in a
purports to say that when God has different form in the present verse.
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67. aSay, ‘I have been forbidden
to worship those whom you call
upon beside Allah since there
have come clear proofs unto me
from my Lord; and I have been
commanded to submit myself to
the Lord of the worlds.’3542
68. bHe it is Who created you
from dust, then from a spermdrop, then from a clot; then He
brings you forth as a child; then
He lets you grow that you may
attain your full strength; then
that you become old—though
some among you are caused to
die before—and that you may
reach a term appointed, and that
you may learn wisdom.3543
69. cHe it is Who gives life and
causes death. dAnd when He
decrees a thing, He says to it
only, ‘Be!’ and it is.3544
a

6:57; 39:65. b18:38; 22:6; 23:14; 35:12; 36:78. c2:29; 22:67; 30:41. d2:118; 3:48; 16:41; 36:83.

The inference derived, however, is Lord of all the worlds."
the same.
3543. Commentary:
For a full explanation of this verse
3542. Commentary:
The verse means to say that when see vv. 22:6 and 23:13-16.
God is the sole Creator of heavens 3544. Commentary:
and earth and it is He Who has
It is the will and decree of God,
created man and has made full Who gives life and causes death, that
provision for all his physical and a people—the Arabs—who were
spiritual needs, it is inconsistent with morally and spiritually as good as
reason and highly presumptuous on dead, should now rise to a new life
the part of man to worship any being through the Holy Prophet; and none
or thing in preference to Him, "the can thwart and frustrate His decree.
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70. Hast thou not seen those
who dispute concerning the
Signs of Allah? How they are
being turned away from the
truth!3545
71. Those who reject the Book
and that with which We sent
Our Messengers. But soon will
they come to know,
72. bWhen the iron-collars are
round their necks, and chains
too. And they are dragged3546
73. cInto boiling water; then in
the Fire they are burnt.3547
74. Then it is said to them,
‘Where are those whom you
associated with God
75. Beside Allah?’ They will
say, d‘They have vanished away
a

13:14; 22:9; 31:21. b36:9; 76:5. c10:5; 55:45; 78:26. d41:49.

The word ( کنbe) does not here
denote command; but expresses a
desire or wish. For significance of
this word see 19:36.

سحب. They say  سحبهi.e. he dragged or
drew him or it along. ( سحابclouds)
are so called perhaps because they are
dragged along by the winds (Lane).

3545. Commentary:
This and the following six verses
warn disbelievers that they should not
hurriedly reject the Holy Prophet
because the denial of truth has never
produced good results and the
rejecters have always suffered the
evil consequences of their rejection.

3547. Important Words:
( یسجرونthey are burnt) is derived
from سجر. They say  سجر التنورi.e. he
filled the oven with firewood and
made it hot.  سجر الـماء النھرmeans, the
water filled the streamlet. اذا البحارسجرت
means, when the seas shall be filled
or when they shall overflow or when
3546. Important Words:
they shall be set on fire (Lane). See
( یسحبونdragged) is derived from also 81:7.
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from us. Nay, we never prayed
to anything beside Allah before.’
Thus will Allah confound the
disbelievers.
76. ‘That is because you exulted
in the earth without justification,
and because you behaved
insolently.
77. aEnter ye the gates of Hell,
to abide therein. And evil is the
abode of the arrogant.’
78. Then be thou patient.
Surely, the promise of Allah is
bound to be fulfilled. bAnd
whether We show thee part of
what We have promised them or
whether We cause thee to die
before the fulfilment of Our
promise, to Us in any case will
they be brought back.3548
79. And
We
did
send
Messengers before thee; cof
a

16:30; 39:73. b10:47; 13:41; 23:96; 43:43. c4:165.

3548. Commentary:
The verse refers to two vital
principles: (1) Truth must prevail in
the long run but before success comes
to men of God, they have to
go through severe trials and
tribulations and their faith has to be
tested and proved up to the
mark. (2) Prophecies containing
warnings
of
punishment
to
disbelievers are conditional and
subject to postponement, revocation

or cancellation. The word ( بعضpart)
signifies that not all prophecies
containing threats are literally
fulfilled. They change with a change
in the attitude of disbelievers. If
disbelievers persist in denying and
opposing truth they are punished, but
if they accept truth, or if they give up
opposition and reform themselves,
such prophecies are revoked and
cancelled.
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them are some whom We have
mentioned to thee, and of them
are some whom We have not
mentioned to thee; aand it is not
possible for any Messenger to
bring a Sign except by the leave
of Allah. But when Allah’s
decree comes, the matter is
decided with truth, and then
there perish those who utter
falsehoods.3549
R. 9.

b

80. It is Allah Who has made
cattle for you, that you may ride
on some of them, and eat of the
flesh of some of them—3550
81. cAnd you derive other
benefits from them—and that,
by means of them, you may
satisfy any desire that may be in
a

13:39; 14:12. b6:143; 16:6; 23:22; 36:72-74. c16:6-8; 23:22-23; 36:73-74.

contain a great moral lesson for man
in relation to cattle and other animals
which God has created for his use.
The lesson is that man is not the
creator of these animals and yet he
exercises control over them, whereas
God has created man but he refuses to
acknowledge God’s control over him
or the authority of His Messenger.
The verse further seems to imply that
when God has taken so much care to
provide for the physical needs of
man, He could not have ignored to
make similar provision for the needs
3550. Commentary:
of his soul which are much more
This and the next two verses important than those of the body.
3549. Commentary:
The verse purports to say that
though the prophecies containing
warnings and threats meant for
disbelievers
are
subject
to
postponement, revocation or cancellation, yet, if by closing the door of
repentance, the disbelievers make
themselves deserving of Divine
punishment they are punished. But it
is not for the Prophet to say when and
how they are to be punished.
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your breasts. And on them and
on ships are you borne.3551
82. And He shows you His
Signs; which then of the Signs
of Allah will you deny?
83. aHave they not travelled in
the earth that they might see
what was the end of those who
were before them? They were
more numerous than these, and
mightier in power and in the
marks they left behind them in
the earth. But all that which
they earned was of no avail to
them.3552
84. And when their Messengers
came to them with manifest
Signs, they exulted in the little
knowledge they possessed. And
that at which they mocked
encompassed them.
a

16:37; 27:70; 30:43.

3551. Important Words:
( حاجةdesire) is derived from حاج
which means, (1) he desired, sought
or sought after; (2) he was or became
poor or was in poverty, need or want;
(3) he wanted, needed or required
him or it.  حاجةmeans, want, need,
necessity, desire; a thing wanted,
needed or required; an object of want
or of need.  ابن حاجةmeans, one who is
constantly in want.  قیض حاجتهmeans, he
accomplished his want, he did his
business (Lane).

3552. Commentary:
After having been reminded, in the
last three verses, of the many Divine
blessings and favours, the greatest of
which is that God has revealed His
will to mankind and has sent His
Messengers to guide them, the
disbelievers are warned in the present
verse that if they refused to accept
God’s Message and opposed His
Messenger, they will be visited with
Heavenly punishment as disbelievers
were punished in the past.
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85. aAnd when they saw Our
punishment, they said: ‘We
believe in Allah alone and we
reject all that which we used to
associate with Him.’
86. bBut their faith could not
profit them when they saw Our
punishment. This is Allah’s law
that has ever been in operation
in respect of His servants. And
thus perished those who
disbelieved.3553
a

10:52, 91. b10:92.

3553. Commentary:
The verse means to say that when
the cup of iniquities perpetrated by
disbelievers becomes full, and the

Divine decree that they should be
punished comes into operation, no
profession of faith on their part is of
any avail, and repentance is too late.
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CHAPTER 41
HA MIM AS-SAJDAH
(Revealed before Hijrah)
Title and Time of Revelation
The Surah bears the title of Ha Mim As-Sajdah. It is also known as
Fussilat. Being the second of the seven Surahs of Ha Mim group, it possesses
a very close resemblance with the Surah that goes before it and those that
follow it, in style and subject matter, and like them it was revealed at Mecca
when the opposition to Islam grew strong, determined and persistent.
Connection with the Preceding Surah
Whereas towards the close of the preceding Surah it was stated that
when Divine punishment actually overtakes a people, belief and repentance
are of no avail, as this is a fixed divine law which has known no change or
deviation. In the beginning of the present Surah we are told that it is those
people, who close the avenues of their hearts and persistently refuse to listen
to the teaching of this Book which is full of wisdom and which has been
revealed by the Gracious and Merciful God for their moral development and
spiritual well-being, who render themselves deserving of Divine punishment,
and that when punishment comes faith does not benefit such people.
Subject Matter
As stated above, the Surah opens with the declaration that Quran is a
Book which embodies all that is necessary for the moral and spiritual
development of man, and that it explains fully and completely all its tenets,
teachings and principles in a most explicit, expressive and intelligible
language. Its main purpose is to give glad tidings to the righteous and honest
believers and to warn those who reject and oppose truth and who give
themselves up to evil deeds, that a dreadful punishment will overtake them if
they persisted in their disbelief and evil ways. But disbelievers have always
chosen to reject the Divine Message and to say mockingly that it was too good
and sublime to be understood by them! To this taunt of disbelievers the Holy
Prophet is enjoined to return the reply that being a human like them, his
Message was quite simple and easily comprehensible. The Surah then
adduces as an argument the creation of the universe in six periods or stages to
prove Divine Unity, and proceeds to say that all Prophets and heavenly
Messengers brought the self-same message of Divine Unity. Even the
Prophets of antiquity like Hud and Salih preached the same doctrine, but their
people rejected them and behaved arrogantly towards them and consequently
were destroyed. So, if the Meccans did not give up their opposition to truth
2799

and did not reform themselves, they too will meet with no better fate and will
be hauled up before God’s great Judgement Seat and their ears, eyes and skins
will bear witness against them and their ultimate destination will be Hell.
The Surah then proceeds to say that whenever a new Prophet comes in
the world, the leaders of disbelief try to stifle the voice of truth by raising
commotion against it and seek to confuse people by using all sorts of guiles
and subterfuges; but falsehood has never succeeded in drowning the voice of
truth. Likewise will the efforts of opponents of the Holy Prophet against him
fail. The angels of God will descend upon those who believe in him and stand
by him through thick and thin, consoling and comforting them, blessing their
endeavours with success and telling them that they will inherit Divine
blessings in this world and will be God’s guests in the next.
Next, the Surah says that the teaching of the Quran will continue to
advance by its own inherent qualities and strength. The votaries of darkness
will try to put obstacles in its way but God will remove those obstacles and
gradually truth will spread and the night of sin and iniquity will pass away and
the sun of righteousness and God’s Unity will begin to shine upon Arabia and
a whole people, who for centuries had groped in the darkness of ignorance,
will receive new life, and a bleak and barren land will bloom and blossom
forth with green verdure all its own. This marvellous change will come about
through the noble teachings of this wonderful Book—the Quran, revealed by
God, Who is Wise and Worthy of all praise.
Towards the close, the Surah makes a prophecy that Islam, after
having been established in Arabia, will spread and expand to the farthest ends
of the earth through the sincere and indefatigable efforts of the followers of
Islam. God alone knows how and when the seed of truth that the Holy Prophet
has sown in the soil of Arabia will develop and grow into a mighty tree, but
grow it must and under its cool and comfortable shade great nations will rest.
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(HA MIM AS-SAJDAH)
1. In the name of Allah, the
Gracious, the Merciful.3554
2. bHa Mim.3554A
a

3. cThis is a revelation from the
Gracious, the Merciful.3555
4. dA Book, the verses of which
have been expounded in detail
—the Quran in clear, eloquent
language—for a people who
have knowledge,3556
5. eA bringer of glad tidings and
a warner. But most of them turn
away and they hear not.3557
6. fAnd they say: ‘Our hearts are
secure under coverings against
that to which thou callest us, and
in our ears there is a deafness,
and between us and thee there is
a

1:1. b40:2; 42:2; 44:2:45:2; 46:2. c32:3; 36:6; 40:3; 45:3; 46:3. d11:2. e5:20; 25:27; 35:25; 48:9.
f
6:26; 17:47; 18:58.

3554. Commentary:
See. 1:1.
3554A. Commentary:
For an explanation of the
abbreviated letters  حمsee 40:2.
3555. Commentary:
See 40:3.
3556. Important Words:
( عربیاclear, eloquent language) is
derived from ‘( عربariba or ‘aruba).
The root meanings of this word
denote fulness, abundance and

plainness coupled with chasteness.
Hence all the words formed from this
root express the idea of fulness,
abundance and clearness. Thus the
words  قرٓانا عربیاwould mean, the Book
which is most extensively and
regularly read and which expresses its
ideas and themes in a most clear,
eloquent
and
comprehensive
language. See also 12:3 & 20:114.
3557. Commentary:
The verse means to say that the
most distinctive feature of this most
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a veil. So carry on thy work; we
too are working.’3558
7. aSay, ‘I am only a man like
you. It is revealed to me that
your God is One God; so go ye
straight to Him without
deviating, and ask forgiveness
of Him.’ And woe to the
idolaters,3559
8. Who give not the Zakah, and
they it is who disbelieve in the
Hereafter.3560
9. bAs to those who believe and
do good works, for them surely
is a reward that will never
end.3561
a

14:12; 18:111; 21:109. b11:12; 84:26; 95:7.

perspicuous of all Divine Books is
that it gives a message of hope and
good cheer to those who accept and
follow it and warns disbelievers that
they would meet with a sad fate, if
they persisted in disbelief.
3558. Commentary:
The verse depicts disbelievers as
saying ironically and sarcastically to
the Holy Prophet, "your teaching is
too good for us sinners to accept and
your ideals too sublime to be
understood and realized by us." If the
words are taken to be spoken
seriously they would mean: "We are
fully determined not to accept your
teaching. We have closed all the
avenues of our hearts, eyes and ears
against it."
3559. Commentary:
This verse answers the sarcasm of

disbelievers referred to in the
previous verse. The Holy Prophet is
told to say to them that he is but a
man like them and no god or angel.
Therefore, there is no reason why
they should not be able to understand
the message of which the bearer is a
human being and which is meant for
human beings.
3560. Commentary:
The verse mentions two very
prominent
characteristics
of
disbelievers—they do not pay to the
competent authorities, out of their
hoarded wealth, the Zakah which is
due from them and do not believe in
the accountability for their actions in
the life to come.
3561. Important Words:
( غری ممنونthat will never end) is
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10. Say: ‘Do you really
disbelieve in Him Who created
the earth in two days? And do
you set up equals to Him?’ That
is the Lord of the worlds.3562
11. aHe placed therein firm
mountains rising above its
surface, and blessed it with
abundance,
and
provided
therein its foods in proper
measure in four days—alike for
all seekers.3563
a

13:4; 15:20; 16:16; 77:28.

derived from ( منmanna). They say من
 الرجلi.e. he weakened or tired out the
man.  من احلبلmeans, he cut off or tore
off the rope.  من ال یشءmeans, he
diminished the thing.  من علیهmeans, he
did a favour to him;  مـمنونtherefore
means, obliged, diminished, broken
or cut off; weak; strong, etc. (Aqrab).
3562. Commentary:
The word ( یومof which the dual is
 )یومنیproperly means, time absolutely
(see 1:4; 10:4). It is in this sense that
the word has been used in this and the
next verse. It is not possible to
surmise the length of these "two
days." They may have extended over
thousands of years. Even in the Quran
( یومday) has been spoken of as equal
to a thousand years (22:48) or even
equal to fifty thousand years (70:5).
So ( یومday) in this and the next verse
does not denote the day as
determined by the rising and setting
of the sun. The word denotes time

absolutely, or may signify an
indefinite period or stage in the
development of a thing.
The making of the earth in two days
may signify the two stages through
which the earth passed from a
formless matter into a gradually
evolved form after it had cooled
down and become condensed.
3563. Important Words:
( اقواھتاits foods) is the plural of قوت
(qut) which is derived from  قاتwhich
means, he fed, nourished or sustained
or fed with what would sustain the
body.  أقات عیل ال یشءmeans, he had power
or ability to do the thing.  أقاتهmeans,
he guarded or protected him. قوت
means, provision, food, sustenance,
etc. (Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
The "two days" or stages mentioned
in the previous verse through which
the earth had to pass before it
assumed its present form are included
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12. Then He turned to the
heaven while it was like smoke,
and said to it and to the earth:
‘Come ye both of you in
obedience, willingly or unwillingly.’ They said, ‘We come
willingly in obedience.’3564
in the number "four days" mentioned
in the present verse; the additional
"two days" signifying the two stages
of the placing on it of mountains,
rivers, etc. and the growth on it of
vegetable and animal life. See also
verse 13 below.
The words, "provided its foods in
proper measure," signify that the earth
is fully capable of providing food for
all the creatures that live on it.
The expression "alike for all
seekers" may signify that the foods
which God has provided in the earth
are equally accessible to all seekers
who try to get them according to the
laws of nature. It may mean also that
all the
physical
needs
and
requirements of man have been
adequately met in the foods that grow
out of earth. So the fear that the earth
may not someday be able to grow
sufficient food for the fast increasing
population of the world is groundless.
The world can provide food, fibre and
all other agricultural requirements for
28 billion people, ten times the
world’s present population (Professor
Cohn Clark, Director of the
Agriculture Economics Research
Institute of Oxford University). Only
recently the United Nations Food and
Agricultural Organisation pointed out
in its report, "The State of Food and

Agriculture, 1959," that the world’s
food supply grows twice as fast as its
population.
3564. Important Words:
( دخانsmoke) is infinitive-noun from
خ
د ن. They say  دخنت النارi.e. the fire sent
up smoke.  دخانmeans, smoke or
gaseous matter; evil or mischief,
dearth, drought, sterility; hunger
(Lane & Aqrab).
( کرھاunwillingly) is derived from
ک
 رہ. They say ( کرہ ال یشءkariha) i.e. he
did not desire, disapproved, disliked,
hated or loathed the thing. أکرھه عیل االمر
means, he compelled him to do the
thing against his will. ( کرھاkurhan and
karhan) in both forms is infinitivenoun from کرہ, the former  کرھاi.e.
(kurhan) meaning, what you yourself
do not like and the latter (karhan)
meaning, what you are compelled to
do against your will by someone else.
( فعله کرھاkarhan) means, he did it
unwillingly (Lane & Aqrab). See also
2:217.
Commentary:
The verse signifies that everything
in the universe is subject to certain
laws which it obeys and according to
which it works. It has no discretion. It
is man alone who has been endowed
with volition or discretion to obey or
defy the Divine laws and it is not
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13. So He completed them into
seven heavens in two days, and
He revealed to each heaven its
function. aAnd We adorned the
lowest heaven with lamps for
light and provided it with the
means of bprotection. That is the
decree of the Mighty, the AllKnowing.3565
14. But if they turn away, then
say: c‘I warn you of a destructive punishment like the
punishment which overtook ‘Ad
and Thamud.’3566
a

15:17; 37:7; 67:6. b15:18. c40:31-32.

unoften that he uses his discretion to created, whose creation also was
his detriment. This is also the completed in six stages. See also
meaning and significance of 33:73.
23:13-15.
3565. Commentary:
In vv. 10 and 11 above it is stated
that the making of the earth took two
days and the placing on it of the
mountains, rivers, etc., and of
vegetable and animal life, another
two days. In the present verse,
however, it is mentioned that like the
earth the solar system with its planets
and satellites also took two days to
become complete. Thus the whole
universe came into existence in six
days or periods which is quite in
harmony with vv. 7:55 and 50:39.
Taking the word  یومin the sense of
"stage," the three vv.10, 11 and 13
taken together would mean that the
whole physical universe was
completed in six stages. After the
creation of the universe, man was

3566. Commentary:
The purport of the verse seems to
be that when the vast and orderly
universe, of which the earth forms but
a small part, and the planets and
satellites of which the universe is
composed have been created for the
service of man, it is inconceivable
that man for whom everything was
brought into existence, should have
been created without a purpose. His
life has a grim purpose and a great
mission. He has been created to
develop and manifest in himself, on
human scale, Divine attributes in
order to prove himself to be God’s
vicegerent on earth. To help him to
achieve this supreme and noble
object, God sent His Messengers.
These Divine Messengers came to all
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15. When their Messengers
came to them from before them
and from behind them, saying:
a
‘Worship none but Allah,’ they
said: ‘If our Lord had so willed,
He would certainly have sent
down angels. So we do
disbelieve in that with which
you have been sent.’3567
16. As for ‘Ad, they behaved
arrogantly in the earth without
any justification and said, ‘Who
is mightier than we in power?’
Do they not see that Allah, Who
created them, is mightier than
they in power? Still they
continued
to
deny
Our
Signs.3568
17. So bWe sent upon them a
furious wind for several
ominous days, that We might
make them taste the punishment
of humiliation in this life. And
a

2:84; 12:41; 17:24. b46:25.

peoples in different periods of time.
Invariably they were rejected by their
peoples and the rejecters met with a
sad fate. The Holy Prophet is asked to
warn his own people that if they
rejected and opposed him, they, too,
will meet with no better fate. The
verse under comment cites the
examples of ‘Ad and Thamud who by
rejecting their Prophets incurred
God’s displeasure and punishment.

3567. Commentary:
The verse means to say that the
Prophets of God used all possible
means to make their people accept
the Divine Message and also warned
them of Divine punishment if they
rejected it.
3568. Commentary:
For a somewhat detailed account of
‘Ad and Thamud see 11:51 and 11:62.
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the punishment of the Hereafter
will surely be more humiliating,
and they will not be helped.3569
18. And as for Thamud, We
gave them guidance, but they
preferred blindness to guidance,
so the calamity of a humiliating
punishment seized them, on
account of what they had
earned.3570
19. And We saved those who
believed and acted righteously.
R. 3.

20. And on the day when athe
enemies of Allah will be
gathered together and driven to
the Fire, and they will be
divided into groups.3571
a

27:84.

3569. Important Words:
( ریـحاwind) has been used in the
Quran in the sense of wind; good
news; power and prestige. In the
present verse it means, wind; in 12:95
it has been used in the sense of good
news and in 8:47 it signifies power
and prestige.
( صرصراfurious) is derived from صر.
They say  أصر عیل فعلهi.e. he persisted in
doing what he was doing; he
determined, resolved or decided upon
it.  ریـحا صرصراmeans, a wind intensely
cold or vehemently loud or roaring
(Lane).
( نـحساتominous) is the plural of نـحسة
which is derived from  نـحسwhich
means, he or it was or became un-

prosperous, unfortunate, inauspicious
or unlucky. ( نـحسnahsun) means, illluck; great injury; cold wind; یوم نـحس
means, an inauspicious or cold day
(Lane & Aqrab).
3570. Commentary:
The word ( عیمblindness) has been
used here in the sense of blindness of
the heart or mind.
3571. Important Words:
( یوزعونwill be divided into groups)
is formed from وزع. They say وزع فالنا
i.e. he urged, goaded or incited such a
one.  وزع الـجیشmeans, he kept back
those in the army who were in front
so that those who were behind should
come up to them. An Arab would say:
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21. Till, when they reach it,
a
their ears and their eyes and
their skins will bear witness against
them as to what they had been
doing.3572
22. And they will say to their
skins: ‘Why bear ye witness
against us?’ They will say:
‘Allah has made us to speak as
He has made everything else to
speak. And He it is Who created
you the first time, and unto
Him have you been brought
back.3573
23. ‘And you did not fear while
committing sins that your ears
and your eyes and your skins
would bear witness against you,
a

17:37; 24:25; 36:66.

 رأیته یزع الـجیشi.e. I saw him forming the will be reproduced on the Last Day.
army into groups and stationing them
3573. Commentary:
in lines for fighting (Aqrab).
In the previous verse it was
3572. Commentary:
mentioned that the ears, eyes and
The ears and eyes of the guilty will skins of the guilty will give evidence
bear witness against them in three against them. In this verse the first
ways: (1) The evil consequences of two organs have been omitted and
the actions of disbelievers will take only "the skins" are mentioned as
physical form in the next world and having been given the power to
thus will be quite apparent for anyone speak. This is because the skin plays
to see. (2) The very organs of the the most important part in man’s
bodies of disbelievers having been actions. It includes not only the sense
vitiated by misuse, their vitiate of touch but also all the other senses.
condition will bear witness against While the sins of the eyes and the
them; and (3) the words uttered by them ears are confined to seeing and
and all the movement of the organs of hearing, the sins of "the skin" extend
their bodies, having been preserved, to all organs or limbs of the body.
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nay, you thought that even Allah
did not know much of what you
used to do.3574
24. ‘And that thought of yours,
which
you
entertained
concerning your Lord, has
ruined you. So now you have
become of those who are the
losers.’3575
25. aNow if they can endure, the
Fire is their abode; band if they
ask for favour, they are not of
those whom favour will be
shown.3576
26. And We had assigned to
them companions who made to
a

14:22; 52:17. b16:85; 30:58.

3574. Important Words:
( تسترتونyou fear) is derived from سرت.
They say  سرت ال یشءi.e. he covered the
thing. The Arabs say ھو ال یسترت من اهلل بسرت
i.e. he does not fear God. السرت
means, cover, veil, curtain; shame,
protection, fear. They say ماله سرت و الحجر
i.e. he has neither shame nor sense
(Aqrab).
Commentary:
Besides the interpretation of the
verse given in the text, it may also
mean that the limbs of the sinners
will say to them that not only did they
not hide their evil deeds from them
but they actually used them in
committing sinful acts.

of a living faith in God.
3576. Important Words:
( معتبنیto whom forgiveness is
shown) is derived from  أعتبwhich is
again derived from عتب.  أعتبهmeans, he
granted him his goodwill or favour;
became well-pleased with him. They
say  استعتبته فأعتبینi.e. I asked him to grant
me or regard me with his goodwill or
favour or to become well-pleased
with me and he granted me his favour
(Lane & Aqrab). See also 30:58.

Commentary:
The verse means to say that the
crimes of disbelievers are so heinous
and hideous that they will not be
granted, or taken back into, God’s
3575. Commentary:
favour, or win back His pleasure, or
In fact, all sins are the result of lack they will not be allowed even to
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appear attractive to them what
was before them and what was
behind them; and the sentence
became due against them along
with the communities of Jinn
and mankind athat had gone
before them. Surely, they were
the losers.3577
R. 4.

27. And those who disbelieve
say: ‘Listen not to this Quran,
but make noise during its recital
that you may have the upper
hand.’3578
28. bAnd most certainly We will
make those who disbelieve taste
a severe punishment, and, most
certainly, We will requite them
for the worst of their deeds.3579
a

3:138; 7:39; 13:31; 46:19. b32:22; 27:91.

approach the ( عتبةthreshold) of the imitation of the bad deeds of their
throne of God, to ask for His mercy.
forefathers.
3578. Commentary:
3577. Commentary:
The votaries of darkness have
The words, who made to appear
attractive to them, signify that the always tried to stifle the voice of truth
evil companions of disbelievers by raising a hue and cry against it and
admired and praised their evil acts so have sought to confuse the minds of
as to make those acts appear people by using all sorts of guiles and
commendable to them. These evil subterfuges. But never has falsehood
associates, the verse says, will be succeeded in drowning the voice of
made to share the punishment with truth. This is the purport of this verse.
those whom they beguiled and It may also refer to the noise which
street urchins, employed by leaders of
deceived.
the Quraish, created when the
The words, "what was before them
Muslims recited the Quran.
and what was behind them," may
mean, the deeds which they did in 3579. Commentary:
consequence of association with their
The verse means to say that God
bad companions and those they did in would only punish those wicked
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29. That is the reward of the
enemies of Allah—the Fire. For
them there will be an abiding
home therein as a requital
because they persisted in
denying Our Signs.
30. And those who disbelieve
will say, ‘Our Lord, show us
a
those who led us astray from
among both the Jinn and men,
that we may trample them under
our feet so that both of them
may be of the lowest.’3580
31. bAs for those who say, ‘Our
Lord is Allah,’ and then remain
steadfast, the angels descend on
them, saying: ‘Fear ye not, nor
grieve; and receive glad tidings
of the Garden which you were
promised.3581
a

33:69; 38:62. b21:103; 46:14.

deeds of disbelievers whose heinousness had led to forfeiture of
pardon, and will forgive most other
crimes. See also 42:31.
3580. Commentary:
The word  الذینmeans, two groups or
sets of people, one from among the
jinn and the other from among men.
3581. Commentary:
The present and the next verse
show that it is in this very life that
angels descend upon the Faithful to
give them consolation and comfort
when they exhibit perseverance in the
midst of severe trials and tribulations.

It is when the Faithful are beset with
dangers all round, when they are
threatened with loss of life, property
and honour in the path of God, and
whatever is consoling and comforting
forsakes them, so much so, that God
tries them by closing the door of
heartening visions and revelations for
a time; it is when they are surrounded
by all these dreary conditions—and
though the last ray of hope passes
away, yet they show perseverance—
that the angels of God descend upon
them, giving them the message of
hope and good cheer. It is then that
God reveals His beautiful Face to them.
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32. ‘We are your friends in this
life and in the Hereafter.
Therein ayou will have all that
your souls will desire, and
therein you will have all that
you will ask for—
33. ‘An entertainment from the
Most
Forgiving,
Merciful
3582
God.’
R. 5.

34. And who is better in speech
than he who invites men to
Allah and does good works and
says, ‘I am surely of those who
submit?’3583
35. And good and evil are not
alike. bRepel evil with that
which is best. And lo, he
between whom and thyself was
enmity will become as though
he were a warm friend.3584
a

25:17. b13:23; 16:126; 17:54; 28:55; 29:47.

3582. Commentary:
The verse means to say that it is
when the Faithful show firmness
under severe hardships and privations, and hold on through fiery
ordeals, quite willing to suffer every
disgrace in the way of God, fully
submitting themselves to His will,
that they attain to that stage of
nearness to Him in which they
become, as it were, the guests of God,
for whose smallest need He has the
greatest regard.

for a person than to call men to God
and to conform his own conduct to
the teachings he preaches to others
and to submit entirely to God’s will.
This is the quintessence of the
teaching of Islam.

3584. Commentary:
As the preaching of truth inevitably
brings in its wake hardships for the
preacher, the verse enjoins upon him
to bear them patiently and with
fortitude, and even to return good for
3583. Commentary:
the evil he receives at the hands of his
There could be no better avocation persecutors.
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36. But none is granted it save
those who are steadfast; and none
is granted it save those who
possess a large share of good.3585
37. aAnd if an incitement from
Satan incite thee, then seek
refuge in Allah. Surely, He is
the All-Hearing, the AllKnowing.3586
38. bAnd among His Signs are
the night and the day and the
sun and the moon. Prostrate not
yourselves before the sun, nor
before the moon, but prostrate
yourselves before Allah, Who
created them, if it is Him Whom
you really worship.3587
a

12:101; 17:54. b17:13; 36:38; 40:62.

3585. Important Words:
( حظshare of good) is infinitive noun
from ( حظhazza). They say  حظ یف االمرi.e.
he was or became fortunate or
possessed of good fortune in the
affair; he was or became wealthy.
حظmeans, fortune or particularly good
fortune; a share, portion or lot,
especially of something good or
excellent, luck; dignity; nobility
(Lane & Aqrab).

fortunate, indeed, is the person who
disciplines himself to such a high
standard.

3586. Commentary:
 نزعmeaning, an evil suggestion or
mischief, the verse purports to say
that evil-minded people always try to
put obstacles in the way of truth and
incite men of satanic nature against
one who preaches the truth to them. It
enjoins all preachers of truth to seek
God’s protection and pray to Him for
Commentary:
help and succour when such an ugly
The very high standard of good
situation faces them. See also 7:201
moral conduct referred to in the
and 22:53.
preceding verse can only be attained
by putting up, without grumbling or 3587. Commentary:
fretting, with hardships one has to
The present and the next two verses
face in the way of God. And furnish an argument in support of
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39. aBut if they turn away with
disdain, they do it to their own
detriment, while those who are
with thy Lord glorify Him night
and day, and they are never
wearied.3588
40. And among His Signs is
this: that thou seest the earth
lying withered, bbut when We
send down water on it, it stirs
and swells with verdure. Surely,
He Who quickened it can
quicken the dead also. Verily, He
has power over all things.3589
41. Surely, those who deviate
from the right path with respect
to Our Signs are not hidden
from Us. Is he, then, cwho is
cast into the Fire better or he
a

7:207; 21:20. b22:6; 30:51; 35:28; 45:6. c38:29.

God’s Unity and Almightiness—two means, the sun was about to set or it
most important Divine attributes became eclipsed.  خشع الورقmeans, the
related to creation.
leaves withered.  خشعت االرضmeans, the
earth became dried up, not having
3588. Important Words:
been rained upon (Lane & Aqrab).
( یسئمونare wearied) is derived from
For  اھتزتand  ربتsee 22:6.
 سئمwhich means, he turned away with
disgust from it; he was disgusted with Commentary:
The verse after pointing to a wellit or loathed it or became weary of it.
known
law of nature that when earth
 سأمةwhich is infinitive-noun is
becomes
dry and parched for lack of
synonymous with ( ماللweariness) and
rain,
God
sends down water and it
also exceeds it (Lane & Aqrab).
begins to bloom and blossom, draws
3589. Important Words:
attention to the fact that as the world
( خاشعةwithered) is the feminine of had become morally and spiritually
 خاشعwhich is active participle from parched for want of spiritual rain,
 خشعwhich means, he was or became God revealed the Quran to give it a
humble or submissive.  خشعت الشمسnew life. See also 22:6.
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who comes out safe on the Day
of Resurrection? Do what you
will. Surely, He sees all that you
do.3589A
42. Those who disbelieve in the
Reminder when it comes to
them are the losers. And, truly,
it is a mighty Book.3590
43. aFalsehood cannot approach
it either from before it or from
behind it. It is a revelation from
the Wise, the Praiseworthy.3591
44. Nothing is said to thee
but what was said to the
Messengers before thee. bThy
a

15:10. b13:7; 53:33.

3589A. Important Words:
( یلحدونdeviate) is formed from ألـحد
which is derived from لـحد. They say
 ألـحد یف الدینi.e. he deviated or swerved
from the right way with respect to
religion, he impugned the religion
(Lane & Aqrab). Thus the expression
 یلحدون یف ٓایاتناsignifies that disbelievers
deviate from the right path with
respect to our signs, i.e. they adopt a
crooked attitude when they are
invited to ponder over the signs of
God. While outwardly they profess
to be honest, in their heart of hearts
they are insincere and crooked. See
also 16:104.
3590. Commentary:
The Quran has been called ذکر
(Reminder) in this verse because first,
it presents and repeats its principles
and themes in different forms, thus
making men remember them.

Secondly, because it reminds them of
eternal truths that are ingrained in
their nature. Thirdly, because it
reminds them of the noble teachings
that were revealed in former
Scriptures; and fourthly, because by
acting upon its teachings men can rise
to the heights of spiritual eminence.
3591. Commentary:
The words  من بنی یدیهmay mean,
before the Quran was revealed and
 من خلفهafter it has been revealed.
The verse purports to say that the
Quran is such a wonderful Book that
"not one of the great truths, principles
and ideals enunciated by it has ever
been contravened or contradicted by
ancient
learning
or
modern
discoveries and inventions" because it
has been revealed by God Who is the
Source and Fountainhead of all
wisdom and knowledge.
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Lord is indeed the Master
of great forgiveness; and also
the Master of painful chastisement.3592
45. And if We had made it a
a
Quran in a foreign tongue, they
surely would have said, ‘Why
have not its verses been made
clear? What! a foreign tongue
and an Arab?’ Say, ‘It is a
guidance and a healing for those
who believe.’ But as to those
who believe not, there is a
deafness in their ears, and it is
blindness for them. They are, as
it were, being called to from a
far off place.3593
R. 6.

46. And We did give Moses the
Book, but differences were
created concerning it; band had
it not been for a word that had
a

16:104; 26:196; 46:13. b10:20; 11:111; 20:130; 42:15.

3592. Commentary:
The verse seeks to comfort the
Holy Prophet by telling him that all
the Divine Messengers who passed
before him were also subjected to the
objections that are being levelled
against him.
3593. Commentary:
The verse means to say that all the
teachings of the Quran have been
explained in most lucid, expressive
and meaningful language, but it
matters little to those who have
closed their hearts and ears to it, and

whose eyes have been sealed up.
The expression, they are being
called to from a far-off place signifies
that on the Day of Judgement the
disbelievers will not be allowed to
approach the Throne of God, but will
be called from a far-off place to
render an account of their evil deeds.
It may also mean that disbelievers
have shut their ears to the Quran, and
they refuse to ponder over it, so it
remains as unintelligible to them as
an indistinct and confused voice that
a person hears from a far-off place.
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gone before from thy Lord, the
matter would have been decided
between them; and certainly
they are in a disquieting doubt
about it.3594
47. aWhoso does right, it is for
the benefit of his own soul; and
whoso does evil, it will only go
against it. And thy Lord is not at
all unjust to His servants.
48. To Him alone is referred the
knowledge of the Hour. And no
fruits come forth from their
spathes, bnor does any female
bear a child, nor does she give
birth to it, but with His
knowledge. And on the day
when He will call unto them,
saying, c“Where are My
‘partners’?” they will say, ‘We
declare unto Thee, not one of us
is a witness thereto.’3595
a

3:183; 8:52; 17:8; 22:11. b13:9; 35:12. c18:53; 28:63.

3594. Commentary:
The words, the matter would have
been decided between them, signify
that the guilt of disbelievers was so
serious and patent that they would
have been destroyed long ago, had it
not been for the fact that God had
created mankind for spiritual progress
and that men might receive His
mercy. The Divine punishment is
deferred and postponed also because
during the interval many of the
enemies of truth may have an

opportunity to accept the same. See
also 7:157 & 11:111, 120.
3595. Commentary:
The "Hour" signifying the hour of
the disbelievers’ doom, the verse
means to say that God alone knows
how the seed that the Holy Prophet
has sown in the soil of Arabia would
grow, and what kinds of fruit it would
bear. If the fruits were rotten they
would be destroyed but if they were
wholesome and delicious they would
be preserved with care, i.e. God alone
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49. aAnd all that they used to
call upon before will be lost to
them, and they will know for
certain that they have no place
of escape.3596
50. bMan does not tire of
praying for good; but if evil
touch him, he despairs, giving
up all hope.
51. cAnd if We make him taste
of mercy from Us after some
affliction that has befallen him,
he will surely say, ‘This is my
due; and I do not think the Hour
will ever come. But if I am
returned to my Lord, I will
surely have with Him the very
best.’ Then We will surely tell
the disbelievers all that they did,
and We will certainly make
them taste hard punishment.3597
a

40:75. b11:10-11; 17:84. c10:22; 11:11; 30:37; 42:49.

knows whether the future Arab
generations would accept or reject
Islam, because on their attitude
towards the new Faith would depend
their salvation or destruction. The
verse also seems to imply a prophecy
that idolatry would completely
disappear from Arabia and the future
generations of the disbelieving
Quraish would accept Islam.

means, he turned away from the thing
and became safe from it.  مـحیصmeans,
a place from which one turns away or
aside; to which one flees; a place of
refuge.  ماعنه مـحیصmeans, there is no
refuge from it (Lane & Aqrab).

3597. Commentary:
It is human nature that when man is
in trouble he is despondent and
despairing, but if he is in affluent
3596. Important Words:
circumstances, he is the very
( مـحیصplace of escape) is derived embodiment
of
conceit
and
ع
حل
from حاص. They say  حاص ن ا قi.e. he arrogance, and behaves as if no
deviated from the truth.  حاص عن ال یشءaffliction had ever touched him, and
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52. aAnd when We bestow a
favour on man, he goes away,
turning aside; but when evil
touches him, lo! He starts
offering long prayers.
53. Say, ‘Tell me: if it is from
Allah but you disbelieve in it—
who is more astray than one
who has drifted away from
Allah?’3598
54. bSoon We will show them
Our Signs in farthest parts of the
earth, and among their own
people until it becomes manifest
to them that it is the truth. Is it
not enough that thy Lord is
Witness over all things?3599
a

11:10; 17:84. b51:21-22.

in his conceit he begins to attribute all sky and of the earth i.e. country,
his success to his own effort and ability. region; horizon, the wide world (Lane).
3598. Commentary:
The Surah had begun with the
subject of the Quranic revelation and
it has ended on the same theme. The
disbelievers are here warned that if
the Quran is from Allah, as it
certainly is, then they incur a grave
responsibility by rejecting it.
3599. Important Words:
( ٓافاقfarthest parts) is the plural of أفق
which is derived from ( أفقafaqa)
which means, he went away at
random or heedlessly. ( أفقufqun)
means, a side; a remote side; a border
or extremity of a land or of the earth
and of the sky or the horizon of the

Commentary:
The verse repeats in most clear and
emphatic terms the prophecy about
the rapid spread of Islam which was
made in the preceding verses. It
purports to say that Islam would
spread not only nearer home among
the Arabs but in the remotest parts of
the earth. The prophecy was made at
a time (the present Surah was
revealed early in Mecca) when Islam
was struggling for its very existence
and humanly speaking there was
every likelihood of its tender plant
being nipped in the bud. Yet within
the brief space of a few years the
whole of Arabia accepted Islam and
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55. Aye, they are surely in
doubt concerning the meeting
with their Lord. Aye, He
certainly
encompasses
all
things.3600
before the dawn of the next century it
had reached the farthest ends of the
earth. The camel drivers of the
Arabian desert became the teachers
and leaders of mankind, spreading
light and learning wherever they went.

3600. Commentary:
The verse means to say that
disbelievers will continue to grope in
the darkness of doubt and disbelief till
Divine punishment overtakes them.
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CHAPTER 42
ASH-SHURA
(Revealed before Hijrah)
Title and Date of Revelation
The Surah derives its title from v. 39 where Muslims are enjoined to
decide all affairs of State and other matters of national importance by mutual
consultation. The Surah, like its predecessor, was revealed at Mecca and about
the same time; but according to Nöldeke it was revealed a little later.
Ibn ‘Abbas, as reported by Merdawaih and Ibn Zubair, also holds the view
that the whole of the Surah was revealed at Mecca at a time when opposition
to Islam was extremely severe and Muslims were in a tight corner.
Context
The preceding Surah had ended on the note that anyone who rejects
and opposes heavenly teaching injures only his own soul, and himself suffers
the consequences of rejection. The present Surah opens with the declaration
that the Quran has been revealed by the High and Great God, Who is Wise
and Mighty and is Possessor of Power and is the Lord of Honour. The duty of
the Holy Prophet is confined only to conveying to his people the Divine
Message, and to warning disbelievers that there is a life after death when man
shall have to render an account of his actions. So, if his people rejected him
they would be doing so at their own cost.
Subject Matter
The Surah, like its predecessor, opens with the important subject of the
Quranic revelation and proceeds to say that God is High and Almighty, the
Possessor of Power and Praise, the Great Forgiver and Merciful. Man’s sins
are many and great. But God’s forgiveness is even greater and His grace
unbounded. His mercy and grace demanded that the Quran should have been
revealed to deliver man from the bondage of sin. But man is so constituted
that he does not benefit from God’s mercy, or from the warning of Divine
Prophets, and worships gods of his own creation. The Holy Prophet, therefore,
is told not to grieve over what the disbelievers do, as he is not appointed a
guardian over them. His duty is to convey the Divine Message, the rest is
God’s own affair. He watches over them and keeps an account of their actions.
The Surah then refers to the invariable Divine practice, viz. that
whenever differences arise among the followers of various faiths on basic
principles of religion, God raises a Prophet to remove those differences and to
lead them to the right path. But the basic principles of all religions being the
same, all Divine Messengers followed the same religion, that is, total
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submission to God. This "religion" found its best and completest exposition in
the revelation of the Quran and therefore it received a specific name—
Al-Islam. The Holy Prophet is then enjoined to invite the whole of mankind to
this most Perfect and Last Divine Teaching, and to let no persecution or
persuasion stand in his way; and to tell disbelievers that since he believed in
all revealed Scriptures, and since the Quran also taught the same fundamental
principles and ideals, as did those Scriptures, therefore, there was no ground
for them to quarrel with him. But as they would not listen to reason and would
insist on rejecting him, time will show who was right and who was wrong.
One thing, however, was certain that as the truth of the Quran was proved by
strong and sound arguments, it was futile on the part of disbelievers to go on
disputing or doubting its Divine origin.
The Surah then goes on to say that God has revealed His
commandments and ordinances in the form of a revealed Book. Compliance
with these commandments, or their defiance, constitutes good or bad action. It
is their deeds which determine the destiny of nations and individuals and
make or mar their future. In the life of every individual and nation there
comes a day when his or their actions are weighed in the balance. If their good
actions outweigh their bad actions, a life of bliss and happiness awaits them.
If, on the other hand, their evil deeds exceed their good actions, then they
have a life of regrets and sighs. The Surah continues to say that while true
believers are afraid of the fateful hour and make adequate preparation for it,
the disbelievers fritter away their energies and God-given faculties in
frivolous pursuits, making no preparation to avert their doom.
But lack of belief cannot defer or postpone the "Hour". This subject is
further developed in another form, viz. that he whose efforts are directed
towards acquiring the things of this life will have its material comforts, but, in
the Hereafter, such a one will go before his God empty-handed, but the true
believer, who seeks the pleasure of God, will receive Divine boons and
blessings without measure or reckoning, in both the worlds. This is how God
will requite the righteous, and the guilty people. Next, the Surah says that the
Holy Prophet has worked very hard and has suffered much in the task of
furthering the cause of truth, and this was not from personal motives. He has
no interests of his own. He seeks no recompense or reward for his service and
suffering. Being full of the milk of human kindness, his only concern and
desire is that mankind should establish true and real relationship with God.
Could such a sincere and honest well-wisher of mankind be capable of forging
lies against God, yet his people accuse him of this most heinous of sins. Why
cannot they, says the Surah, understand this simple fact that the forging of lies
against God is a deadly poison which brings about ruin of the forger? Instead
of being ruined, however, the noble efforts of the Holy Prophet are producing
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excellent results and his cause is making uniform and rapid progress. So
disbelievers should take a lesson from his life. But it is a matter for regret that
by fighting the Prophet and his cause they will incur the displeasure of God.
Man, however, is never beyond redemption. God is always prepared to forgive
him if only he repents and turns to Him. And to His righteous servants He
gives of His grace in unbounded measure.
The Surah then draws attention to a physical phenomenon, viz. that
whenever dry earth needs water God sends down rain from the clouds.
Similarly, when the spiritual earth had become dry, God sent down heavenly
rain in the form of the Quran. If after seeing so many earthly and heavenly
signs in support of the Holy Prophet, the disbelievers continued to oppose him
and persisted in their disbelief, they would themselves be to blame for any
misfortune that might befall them. No impediment or obstacle would be
allowed to stand in the way of the spread of Islam because it was God’s
decree that it should spread and nobody can frustrate God’s decree.
Then, after drawing attention to Divine favours, upon which material
prosperity of man greatly depends, the Surah points to the transitoriness of
physical comforts and the vanity of human ambition, but refers to the
permanence of favours and blessings reserved for the righteous and the Godfearing in the Hereafter. Next, mention is made of some of the prominent
good qualities of the God-fearing, one of which is that they transact their
national affairs and matters of importance by mutual consultation. After
briefly referring to this fundamental principle which, in practice, was the basis
on which affairs of the early Muslim State were transacted, the Surah lays
down the foundation of the penal laws of Islam. According to the Quran, the
real object underlying punishment is the moral reformation of the guilty
person. A man is to be punished for his crime if punishment is likely to do him
moral good, but the punishment should, in no case, exceed the offence. If, on
the other hand, forgiveness is likely to bring about in the offender a change for
the better, he should be forgiven. There is no place in Islam for the monastic
Christian teaching of turning the left cheek when the right is smitten, nor for
the Jewish doctrine of "an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth." It adopts the
golden mean.
Towards its close the Surah holds out a stern warning to disbelievers.
They are warned that if after the truth of Islam has been made quite manifest
and they have seen many heavenly signs, they still refuse to accept it, they
would do nobody any harm, but would ruin their own souls. They are further
told that the Prophet has done his duty. He is but a Warner and he has warned
them. He has not been made a guardian over them. His cause will triumph; the
disbelievers will be removed from the scene, and their children will accept
Islam. This is the unalterable decree of God to Whom belongs the kingdom of
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the heavens and the earth. The Prophet is the Life and the Light and his is the
way that leads to realisation of the great object of man’s creation. At the end,
the Surah mentions the three forms of revelation.
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(ASH-SHURA)
1. In the name of Allah, the
Gracious, the Merciful.3601
2. bHa Mim.3602
a

3. ‘Ain Sin Qaf.3603
4. Thus does Allah, the Mighty,
the Wise, reveal to thee and He
revealed to those before
thee.3604
5. cTo Him belongs whatever is
in the heavens and whatever is
in the earth, and He is the High,
the Great.
a

See1:1. b41:2; 43:2; 44:2; 45:2; 46:2. c16:53; 22:65; 31:27.

3601. Commentary:
See. 1:1.
3602. Commentary:
For an explanation of the
abbreviated letters  حمsee the
preceding two Surahs. It may,
however, be briefly stated here that
the abbreviated letters placed at the
beginning of different Surahs stand
for those Divine attributes which
have specific bearing on the subject
matter dealt within those Surahs.
Thus the letters Ha Mim, besides
meaning the "Praiseworthy" and "the
Lord of Honour," may also mean حافظ
 الکتابi.e. Guardian of the Book, and
 مزنل الکتابi.e. Revealer of the Book,
because all the Surahs which open
with these two abbreviated letters
deal particularly with the subject of

revelation of the Quran and its
protection and guardianship.
3603. Commentary:
In the combined letters عسق, ‘( عain)
may stand for the Divine attribute العیل
(the High), ( العلیمthe All-Knowing),
( العظیمthe Great) or ( العزیزthe Mighty).
The subject matter of this Surah
revolves round these attributes which
are repeatedly mentioned in the text.
 سmay stand for ( السمیعAll-Hearing)
and  قmay represent the Divine
attributes,  القادرor ( القدیرthe Possessor
of Power and Authority), ( القویthe
Powerful) or ( القھارthe Most Supreme).
These Divine attributes also are
mentioned expressly or by implication
at various places in this Surah.
3604. Commentary:
The Surah opens with the important
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6. The heavens may well-nigh
rend asunder from above them;
a
and the angels glorify their
Lord with His praise and ask
forgiveness for those on earth.
Behold! it is surely Allah Who
is the Most Forgiving, the
Merciful.3605
7. And as for those who take for
themselves protectors beside
Him–Allah watches over them;
b
and thou art not a guardian
over them.3606
8. Thus have cWe revealed to
thee the Quran in Arabic, dthat
thou mayest warn the Mother of
towns, and all around it; and
that thou mayest warn them of
the Day of Gathering, whereof
there is no doubt: A party will
a

13:14; 16:50-51. b6:108; 88:23. c20:114; 39:29; 43:4; 46:13. d6:93.

subject of revelation of the Quran as The reference in the verse may also
implied in the Divine attributes Ha be to the blasphemous dogma of the
Mim, placed at its beginning.
Sonship of Jesus, which is so heinous
a doctrine that in spite of God’s grace
3605. Commentary:
and mercy and of the fact that angels
The verse may mean that man’s beg of God forgiveness for His sinful
sins and his ingratitude are so great creatures, God will destroy those
that their enormity might cause the people who hold this belief. But to
heavens to rend asunder but God’s those who repent God is Most
mercy and forgiveness are greater Forgiving and Merciful.
than man’s sins. These Divine
attributes demanded the revelation of 3606. Commentary:
the Quran in order that mankind
The particle ( عیلover) being
might be delivered from sin. Besides generally used in the sense of
this, angels beg of God forgiveness "against," the meaning of the
and mercy for His erring creatures. expression  اهلل حفیظ علیمwould be that
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be in the Garden, and a party in
the blazing Fire.3607
9. aAnd if Allah had so pleased,
He could have made them one
people; but He admits into His
mercy whomsoever He pleases.
And as for the wrongdoers, they
will have no protector and no
helper.3608
10. bHave they taken for
themselves protectors other than
Him? But it is Allah Who is the
real Protector. And He quickens
the dead, and He has power
over all things.
a

2:214; 10:20; 11:119. b13:17; 39:44.

God
is
watching
over
the of Towns or Mother-Town).
blasphemous beliefs of men and is
The reference in the expression یوم
keeping an account of them and will  الـجمعi.e. the Day of Gathering, may
punish them if they did not repent.
preferably be to the Judgement Day
which has also been called  یوم الـحشرi.e.
3607. Commentary:
For an explanation of ً  قرٓانا ً عربیاsee the Day of Resurrection (41:20), یوم
 التنادi.e. the Day of Mutual Calling
12:3 and 41:4.
The reference in the words ( أم القری40:33),  یوم التالقi.e. the Day of
(Mother of Towns) may be to Mecca, Meeting (40:16) and  یوم الـحسابi.e. the
because Mecca was not only the Day of Reckoning (40:28), in the
commercial and political metropolis Quran.  یوم الـجمعmay also refer to that
of Arabia at the time when the Quran Day of Gathering when all the forces
was revealed but was destined for all of disbelief assembled in the Battle of
time to come to be the spiritual centre the Ditch to administer a coup de
of the whole world and from its grace to the rising power of Islam. It
breast the whole of humanity was to may also refer to the Latter Days
suck the milk of spiritual life. when the whole of mankind was to
Geographically also Mecca is situated become, as it were, like one family.
in the centre of the world. The Quran See also 38:12; 54:46.
has been called ( أم الکتابMother of the
Book) and Arabic in which the Quran 3608. Commentary:
The expression یدخل من یشاء یف رمحته
has been revealed ( أم االلسنةMother of
Tongues) and Mecca ( أم القریMother besides the translation given in the
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a

11. And in whatsoever you
differ, the final decision thereof
rests with Allah. Say: 'Such is
Allah, my Lord; in Him I put
my trust, and to Him I always
turn.'3609
12. He is bthe Maker of the
heavens and the earth. He has
made for you pairs of your own
selves, and of the cattle also He
has made pairs. He multiplies
you therein. There is nothing
whatever like unto Him; and He
is the All-Hearing, the AllSeeing.3610
13. cTo Him belong the keys of
the heavens and the earth. dHe
enlarges the provision for
whomsoever He pleases and
straitens it for whomsoever He
pleases. Surely, He knows all
things full well.
a

20:70; 39:47. b6:15; 14:11; 35:2. c39:64. d13:27; 29:63; 34:37; 39:53.

text, may also mean, "He admits into
His mercy him who himself seeks to
be admitted into it."
3609. Commentary:
The verse means to say that as it
has been the invariable Divine
practice that whenever differences
among the followers of different
religions
assume
dangerous
dimensions God sends down a new
revelation to reveal His will; so now
that great differences have arisen

among the followers of different
faiths, God has revealed the Quran to
which men should now refer all their
disagreements and differences for
decision and judgement.
3610. Commentary:
The pronoun  ہin ( فیهtherein) being
taken as referring to the relationship
subsisting between man and wife, the
expression "He multiplies you
therein" would mean that God
multiplies
mankind
by
the
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14. He has prescribed for you
the religion which He enjoined
on Noah, and which We have
now revealed to thee, and which
We enjoined on Abraham and
Moses and Jesus, saying,
‘Establish obedience to Allah in
the earth, and be not divided
therein’. Hard upon the
idolaters is that to which thou
callest them. Allah chooses for
Himself whom He pleases, and
guides to Himself him who
turns to Him.3611
15. aAnd they did not become
divided but after knowledge had
come to them, through jealousy
among themselves. bAnd had it
not been for a word that had
already gone forth from thy
Lord for an appointed term, the
a

45:18; 98:5. b10:20; 20:130; 41:46.

relationship that exists between
husband and wife.
The words, is nothing whatever like
unto Him, are meant to remove a
possible misunderstanding to which
the sentence, "God has made a pair of
everything", might have given rise,
viz. that God also needs a consort to
make a pair. The words signify that it
is impossible to conceive of anything
like God. He is far above human
perception and comprehension. It is,
therefore, foolish to try to find a
likeness between Divine and human

attributes though the two possess
some very remote and incomplete
resemblance.
3611. Commentary:
It is worthy of special note that
while for great Prophets such as
Noah, Abraham, Moses and Jesus the
expression ( ویصHe has prescribed)
has been used, for the Holy Prophet a
different expression, viz. ( أوحیناWe
have revealed) has been used which
shows that though other Prophets also
received Divine revelation, yet the
most Perfect and Complete revelation
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matter would surely have been
decided between them. And
surely those who were made to
inherit the Book after them
are in a disquieting doubt
concerning it.3612
16. To this, then, do thou invite
mankind. aAnd be thou steadfast
as thou art commanded, band
follow
not
their
evil
inclinations, but say, ‘I believe
in whatever Book Allah has sent
down, and I am commanded to
judge justly between you; Allah
is our Lord and your Lord. cFor
us is the reward of our works,
and for you the reward of your
works. There is no quarrel
between us and you. Allah will
gather us together, and to Him
is the return.’3613
a

11:113. b5:50; 6:57. c2:140; 10:42.

—the revelation par excellence—was Prophet who became heirs to Divine
given to the Holy Prophet.
revelation after the followers of the
Israelite Prophets had defied and
3612. Commentary:
disobeyed the Divine Message.
While the pronoun "they" in the
expression "and they did not become 3613 Commentary:
divided" refers to the followers of the
The Holy Prophet is here enjoined
Prophets mentioned in the previous to tell the followers of earlier
verse, the reference in the words, Prophets that he believes in all the
"those who were made to inherit the revealed Scriptures that had come
Book after them," is either to those before him. There was, therefore, no
followers of the above-mentioned cause for them to quarrel with him.
Prophets who inherited the Book after But since they continued to reject
those Prophets had passed away or to him, so time will show who is in the
the people in the time of the Holy right and who in the wrong. The
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17. And those who dispute
concerning Allah after He has
been accepted—atheir plea is
null and void in the sight of their
Lord; and on them is God’s
wrath and for them will be a
severe punishment.3614
18. Allah it is bWho has sent
down the Book with truth and
also the Balance. And what will
make thee know that the Hour
may be near at hand?3615
a

40:6. b55:8, 57:26.

words, "Allah will gather us together" down for man’s guidance and benefit:
may imply a prophecy that (a) "the Book" i.e. the laws of the
disbelievers will join the fold of Islam. Shari‘ah, (b) "the Balance" i.e.
standards by which human actions are
3614. Important Words:
appraised, judged, measured and
( داحضةfutile) is feminine active
weighed; or it may mean the faculty
participle from دحض. They say دحضت
by which man can distinguish
 رجلهi.e. his foot slipped. دحضت حجته
between right and wrong or, as some
means, his argument, plea or
evidence was or became null and say, ( عدلjustice), which signifies the
void; it proved false.  داحضةmeans, null right use of the Book. In fact, in this
and void; futile; false; slippery (Lane life (and more so in the next life) all
human actions are weighed in divine
& Aqrab).
scales and he whose good actions
Commentary:
outweigh his bad actions leads a life
The words, "after He has been of bliss and happiness, and he whose
accepted," mean, after the truth of bad deeds outweigh his good deeds
Islam has been established and people burns in the fire of failure, regrets and
have begun to join its fold in large sighs (101:7-12).
numbers. After such an irrebuttable
The word ( میزانbalance) may also
testimony in favour of Islam, the refer to the Quran, meaning that the
verse purports to say, it is foolish and Quran does not say anything which is
futile on the part of disbelievers to go not supported by reason. Thus the
on disputing and doubting its truth.
Quran constitutes an infallible
criterion ( )میزانto judge what is right
3615. Commentary:
The verse mentions two very and what is wrong.
important things which God has sent
Elsewhere in the Quran (57:26) the
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19. aThose who believe not
therein seek to hasten it; but
those who believe are fearful of
it, and know that it is the truth.
Beware! those who dispute
concerning the Hour are in
error, far gone.3616
20. bAllah is Benignant to His
servants. He provides for whom
He pleases. And He is the
Powerful, the Mighty.
R. 3.

c

21. Whoso desires the harvest
of the Hereafter, We give him
increase in his harvest; and
d
whoso desires the harvest of
this world, We give him thereof,
but in the Hereafter he will have
no share.3617
a

13:7; 27:47. b6:104; 22:64. c3:146; 4:135; 17:20. d3:146; 17:19.

expression ( أنزلHe has sent down)
has also been used about ( الـحدیدiron)
which represents power that enforces
the Divine Law.
The words, and what will make thee
know that the hour may be near at
hand, mean that if disbelievers did
not accept the Message of Islam and
their bad deeds outstripped their good
deeds, Divine punishment would
overtake them very soon.
3616. Commentary:
Disbelievers do not believe in the
Day of Judgement, so they demand
its speedy coming; but with true
believers, the case is quite different.
They know that on the Day of

Judgement they will have to render
an account of their actions and,
therefore, while they make every
preparation for it, they are also afraid
to face it.
3617. Commentary:
In v. 19 above believers and
disbelievers in life after death have
been mentioned together. The present
verse warns those whose efforts are
wholly directed towards acquiring the
vanities and paltry things of this life
that they will be deprived of the bliss
and blessings of everlasting life of the
Hereafter, but those who prepare for
the next life will have Divine
blessings bestowed upon them
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22. Have they such associates
of Allah as have made lawful
for them in religion that which
Allah has not allowed? And but
for Our word about the final
judgement, the matter would
have been decided by now
between them. And surely the
wrongdoers will have a
grievous punishment.
23. Thou
wilt
see
the
wrongdoers in fear on account
of that which they have earned,
and it is sure to befall them.
a
But those who believe and do
good works will be in Meadows
of the Gardens. They shall have
with their Lord whatever they
will desire. That is the great
bounty of God.3618
24. This it is whereof Allah
gives the glad tidings to His
servants who believe and do
good works. bSay: ‘I ask of you
no reward for it, except such
a

2:83; 3:58; 13:30; 22:57; 68:35. b25:58; 38:87.

without measure or diminution.
3618. Commentary:
The verse constitutes an extension
of the subject matter of vv. 19 and 21
above. In v. 19 disbelievers were
stated as scornfully rejecting the very
idea of a life after death and defiantly
demanding its speedy coming but the
believers being conscious of their

great responsibilities were described
as being afraid of facing it. In this
verse it is stated that on the Day of
Judgement the tables will be turned
upon disbelievers. They will be afraid
of confronting the consequences of
their evil deeds while believers will
be happy in the Gardens of Bliss,
basking in the sun of God’s love.
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love as subsists between
kindred.’ And whoso earns a
good deed, We give him
increase of good therein. Surely,
Allah is Most Forgiving, Most
Appreciating.3619
25. Do they say, ‘He has forged
a lie against Allah?’ If Allah had
so willed, He could seal thy
heart. aBut Allah is blotting out
falsehood through thee and is
establishing the truth by His
words. Surely, He knows full
well what is in the breasts.3620
a

13:40.

3619. Commentary:
The expression ال أسئلکم علیه أجرا إال الـمودة یف
 القریبis supposed to bear several
interpretations. Some of these are as
follows: (1) I ask of you no reward
for calling you to the way of God
except that, being related to you by
ties of kinship, my solicitude for your
spiritual well-being impels me to
invite you to accept the message of
truth. In this case  إالis ( ;إستثناء منقطع2) I
ask of you no reward for the great
work I am doing for your spiritual
benefit except that you should learn
to live and behave like blood
relations; (3) I ask no reward or
return for my solicitude and love for
you except that in offering opposition
to me you should at least have some
regard for the ties of relationship that
I have with you; and (4) I want no
reward from you except that you
should learn to develop a liking for

attaining nearness to God (the word
 قریبmeaning  قربةi.e. nearness). This
last meaning agrees with 25:58 where
the Holy Prophet is stated as saying
to his people: "I ask of you naught in
return for it except that he who will,
may take a way to his Lord."
3620. Commentary:
The verse seems to administer a
rebuke to disbelievers by saying to
the Holy Prophet, "Do disbelievers
have the hardihood to say that you are
a liar and an impostor? Do they not
look at your life and your work? Is
the great work that you are doing the
work of an impostor? Invention of
lies against God is a deadly poison
which causes moral death of the
inventor and brings about his
complete destruction. But your noble
efforts in the cause of truth are
producing
excellent
results.
Moreover, the hearts of liars and
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26. aAnd He it is Who accepts
repentance from His servants,
and forgives sins. And He
knows what you do.3621
27. bAnd He accepts the prayers
of those who believe and do
good works, and gives them
more than their due reward out
of His grace; and as for the
disbelievers, they will have a
severe punishment.
28. And if Allah should enlarge
the provision for His servants,
a

9:104; 33:74. b2:187.

forgers are sealed, but your heart has
been opened (94:2) and you have
scaled the highest peaks of spiritual
eminence. All this shows that you are
not an impostor but a true Prophet of
God and are under His care and
protection."
The verse may also mean: "If God
has willed that your enemies should
have been punished for calling you a
liar and a forger, He would have
sealed your heart i.e. He would have
made your heart devoid of all mercy
and solicitude for them, so that
instead of being solicitous for their
spiritual well-being, you would have
invoked God’s curses upon them, but
He has chosen not to do so." In fact, the
Holy Prophet’s heart was full of the
milk of human kindness ever for his
bitterest enemies and he never prayed
against them as Prophets Moses and
Noah had prayed (11:89 & 71:27).

The words, But Allah is blotting out
falsehood through thee and is
establishing the truth by His words,
may signify: Why should God make
the Prophet’s heart devoid of
sympathy for his opponents when He
has decreed that falsehood shall be
vanquished and truth shall triumph
and the Prophet’s erstwhile enemies
shall become his devoted followers;
and why should the Prophet make use
of forgery for the propagation of his
ideals when disbelievers will
certainly accept Islam by seeing
divine prophecies being fulfilled
before their very eyes.
3621. Commentary:
The theme of the preceding verses
is continued here. The verse purports
to say that the Holy Prophet’s
enemies will repent of their sins and
God will accept their repentance and
that they will join the fold of Islam.
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they would rebel in the earth;
a
but He sends down according
to a proper measure as He
pleases. Indeed, He is AllAware and All-Seeing of the
condition of His servants.
29. bAnd He it is Who sends
down rain after they have
despaired, and spreads out His
mercy. And He is the Protector,
the Praiseworthy.
30. cAnd among His Signs is the
creation of the heavens and the
earth, and of whatever living
creatures He has spread forth in
both. And He has the power to
gather them together whenever
He pleases.3622
d

R. 4.

31. And whatever misfortune
befalls you, is due to what your
a

15:22. b30:34; 31:35. c30:23. d4:80.

3622. Commentary:
The verse embodies a unique
testimony to the Divine origin of the
Quran. It was not possible for any
human being, much less for an
unlettered son of the desert, to say, as
far back as 1400 years ago, when the
science of astronomy was yet in its
infancy, that apart from our planet,
life in some form or other existed in
heavenly bodies. It was reserved for
the Quran to disclose this great and
marvellous scientific truth as the
words of this verse, viz. "Whatever

living creatures He has spread forth
in both," show. Indeed the creation of
the heavens and the earth and what
living creatures exist in them and the
wonderful order that pervades the
whole
universe
constitute
an
infallible testimony to the knowledge
and power of God the Almighty Who
has revealed the Quran and Who
would bring together the creatures of
the heavens and the earth whenever
in His infallible wisdom He would
deem fit. The reference in the last
sentence of the verse may be to the
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own hands have wrought. And
He forgives many of your
sins.3623
32. aAnd you cannot frustrate
God’s purpose in the earth; nor
have you any friend or helper
beside Allah.3624
33. bAnd of His Signs are the
sailing-ships on the sea like
mountain tops.3625
34. If He so will, He can cause
the wind to become still so that
they become motionless upon
the surface thereof—in that,
surely, are Signs for every patient
and grateful person—3626
a

6:135; 10:54; 11:34; 29:23. b31:32; 55:25.

possibility of the creatures living on
earth and in heavenly bodies
becoming united at some future time.
3623. Commentary:
The disbelievers are warned that if
after having seen so many signs in
support of the Quran they persisted in
rejecting it, they will themselves be to
blame for any misfortune that befell
them.
3624. Commentary:
Disbelievers are further warned that
God has decreed that Islam shall
become victorious and they will not
be able to frustrate Divine decree and
that no obstacle or impediment will
be allowed to stand in the way of its
onward march.

 جاریةwhich is derived from جری. They
say  جرت السفینةi.e. the ship floated or
sailed.  جرت الشمسmeans, the sun
pursued its course.  جرت االمرmeans, the
thing happened.  جاریةmeans, a ship,
because of its running upon the sea; a
girl or young woman; a female slave;
the wind, etc. (Lane & Aqrab).
( اعالمmountain-tops) is the plural of
‘( علمalam) which is derived from علم
(‘alama).  علمهmeans, he marked it. علم
 شفتهmeans, he slit his lip. ‘( علمalam)
means, an impression or impress; a
trace; a thing set up on the way for
guiding people; a minaret; a mountain
or mountain-top or a long mountain;
a banner or standard; the chief of a
people (Lane & Aqrab).

3626. Important Words:
3625. Important Words:
( جوارsailing ships) is the plural of
( رواکدmotionless) is the plural of
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35. Or He can destroy them
because of that which they have
earned but He forgives many
of their sins.
36. And He destroys them so
that athose who dispute about
the Signs of Allah may know
that they have no refuge.
37. bAnd whatever you have
been given is only a temporary
provision of this life, but that
which is with Allah is better and
more lasting for those who
believe and put their trust in
their Lord,3627
38. cAnd who eschew the more
grievous sins and indecencies,
and, when they are wroth, they
forgive,3628
39. And those who hearken to
their Lord, and observe Prayer,
a

22:4; 40:5. b28:61. c4:32; 53:33.

 راکدةwhich is fem. active participle 3627. Commentary:
from  رکدwhich means, it was or
The
verse
points
to
the
became still, motionless, fixed or
transitoriness
of
material
means
of
stationary (Lane).
disbelievers and to the vanity of
Commentary:
human ambitions and aspirations.
In this and several other verses the
Quran points to the great part that 3628. Commentary:
The words  کبائر االثم و الفواحشcomprise
ships were to play in international
all
kinds of sins and moral lapses, but
intercourse. This truth, revealed to a son
of the desert, as far back as fourteen a separate mention is made of anger
hundred years ago, speaks volumes because many sins spring from anger
when it exceeds legitimate bounds.
for the Divine origin of the Quran.
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a

and whose affairs are decided
by mutual consultation, and
who spend out of what We have
provided for them,3629
40. And those who, when a
wrong is done to them, defend
themselves.
41. bAnd the recompense of an
injury is an injury the like
thereof; but whoso forgives and
thereby brings about an
improvement, his reward is with
Allah. Surely, He loves not the
wrongdoers.3630
a

3:160. b2:195; 10:28; 16:127.

3629. Commentary:
The verse lays down ( شوریmutual
consultation) as the basic principle
which should guide Muslims in the
transaction of their national affairs.
This simple word contains the
nucleus of a representative form of
government of which the west is so
proud. The Khalifah or Head of an
Islamic State is bound to take counsel
with the representatives of the people
when he is to take a decision of vital
national importance. See also 4:59.
Incidentally, the verse implies a
prophecy that the harassed and
persecuted followers of the Holy
Prophet would soon be entrusted
with the great responsibility of
conducting the affairs of a great State.
The Surah was revealed at Mecca
very early in the Holy Prophet’s
ministry when the very fate of Islam
was hanging in the balance and the

then poor and helpless Muslims did
not even know where to lay their
heads. The following verses also
point to the great responsibilities of
Muslims when vast political power
would fall into their hands.
3630. Commentary:
The verse forms the basis of the
penal laws of Islam. The real object
underlying
the
awarding
of
punishment to the guilty person,
according to Islamic teaching, is his
moral reformation. If forgiveness is
calculated to do him some moral
good, he should be forgiven. He
should be punished, if punishment is
likely to lead to his reformation; but
the punishment should in no case be
disproportionate to the offence
committed. Islam does not believe in
the monastic teaching of turning the
left cheek when the right is smitten
nor in the Jewish doctrine of "an eye
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42. There is no blame on those
who defend themselves after
they have been wronged.3631
43. The blame is only on those
a
who wrong men and transgress
in
the
earth
without
justification. Such will have a
grievous punishment.3632
44. bAnd he who is patient and
forgives—that surely is a matter
of high resolve.3633
a

10:24. b16:127.

for eye." It adopts the golden mean. done to them who are to blame; on
The next three verses shed some the contrary, the blame lies on those
who go about trampling underfoot the
further light on this subject.
rights of other people and creating
3631. Commentary:
mischief and disorder in the land.
Islamic principles about punishing
They will and must be punished.
an offender may not appeal to
visionaries and unpractical idealists, 3633. Commentary:
but as a practical religion, Islam lays
Though Islam has given the
down most wholesome and practical aggrieved party full right to have the
solutions for problems of law, of injury done to him recompensed at
economics and morals. Not only does the expense of the guilty person, the
it give to the aggrieved party the right noblest course recommended to him,
to have the wrong done to him righted however, is to bear with patience the
at the expense of the offender, but it injury and to forgive the aggressor.
also regards self-defence as the moral But it is given to extremely few—
duty of a Muslim. The Holy Prophet only to God’s Beloved and Elect—to
is reported to have said: "He who is possess this very noble moral quality.
killed in defence of his property Our Holy Prophet gave a practical
and honour is a martyr" (Bukhari, demonstration of this moral quality at
Kitabul-Mazalim wal ghasab).
the time of the Fall of Mecca. He did
not utter even a single word of
3632. Commentary:
This verse further elaborates the reproach to, much less punish, his
theme of the previous two verses and bloodthirsty enemies, who had
purports to say that it is not those hounded him out of his native place
who claim recompense for the injury and had killed in cold blood his poor
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45. And he whom Allah
adjudges astray—there is no
protector for him thereafter.
And thou wilt find the
wrongdoers, when they see the
punishment, saying: ‘Is there
any way of return?’
46. And thou wilt see them
brought before it (the Fire),
casting down their eyes on
account of disgrace, looking at
it with a furtive glance. bAnd
those who believe will say, ‘The
losers indeed are those who ruin
themselves and their families on
the Day of Resurrection.’
Behold! the wrongdoers are to
remain
in
a
lasting
3634
punishment.
47. cAnd they have no helpers
to help them other than Allah.
And for him whom Allah
adjudges astray there is no way
at all.
a

4:144; 17:98; 18:18. b18:30; 25:38. c17:57.

and innocent followers and had
placed a price at his head. He forgave
them
with
a
magnanimity
unparalleled in human history, with
the words, "Go, you are all free. No
blame shall lie on you this day; may
Allah also forgive you" (Hisham).
The verse also implies a prophecy
that Muslims would be shortly given
power and dominion over their

opponents, and so in the hour of
triumph they should be forgiving,
forbearing and merciful to their
enemies.
3634. Commentary:
The stealthy glance is the glance of
a guilty person who is hauled up for
his crimes and is waiting to hear the
sentence passed against him.
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48. aHearken ye to your Lord
before there comes a day for
which there will be no averting
in opposition to the decree
of Allah. There will be no
refuge for you on that day, nor
will there be for you any chance
of denial.3635
49. But if they turn away, We
have not sent thee as a guardian
over them. Thy duty is only to
convey the Message. bAnd truly
when We cause man to taste of
mercy from Us, he rejoices
therein. But if an evil befalls
them because of what their
hands have sent forth, then lo!
man is ungrateful.
50. cTo Allah belongs the
kingdom of the heavens and the
earth. He creates what He pleases.
He bestows daughters upon whom
He pleases, and He bestows
sons upon whom He pleases;
51. Or He mixes them, males
and females; and He makes
whom He pleases barren. Surely,
He is All-Knowing, Powerful.3636
a

39:55. b17:84; 30:34; 39:9. c5:41; 39:45; 57:3.

3635. Commentary:
After having described in the
preceding
verses
the
pitiable
condition of disbelievers when they
would be brought as criminals before
the Judgement Seat of God, in the
present verse they are warned not to

treat lightly the Divine Message, but
follow the Prophet and abide by
God’s commandments before the
awful day arrives.
3636. Commentary:
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52. And it is not for a man that
Allah should speak to him
except by direct revelation or
from behind a veil or by sending
a messenger to reveal by His
command what He pleases.
Surely, He is High, Wise.3637
53. And thus have We revealed
to thee the Word by Our
command. Thou didst not know
what the Book was, nor what
the faith. But We have made it
(the revelation) a light, whereby
We guide such of Our servants
as We please. And truly, thou
guidest mankind to the right
path,3638
disbelievers are warned that God has
decreed that whereas the followers of
Islam will increase and multiply, the
disbelievers will decrease and
become
barren—their
children
joining the fold of Islam.
3637. Important Words:
ً ( وحیاrevelation) is infinitive noun
from ( ویحwaha). They say ویح او أویح ایل فالن
i.e. He pointed to him; sent to him a
messenger; he talked to him secretly,
intending to keep the talk secret from
others.  أویح العملmeans, he did the thing
quickly (Aqrab). See also 5:112.

person without the aid of an
intermediary. (b) He makes him see a
vision which may or may not be
interpretable, or sometimes makes
him hear words in a state of
wakefulness, when he is not seeing
the person speaking to him. This is
the significance of the words, "from
behind the veil." (c) God sends
down a messenger—an angel who
delivers the Divine Message to him.
See also 99:6.
3638. Important Words:
ً ( روحاWord) means, soul or spirit;
breath of life; Divine revelation or
inspiration; the Quran; angel; mercy
of God; Word of God. See also 4:172
and 16:3.

Commentary:
The verse makes mention of the
three ways in which God speaks to
His servants and reveals His will to Commentary:
them: (a) He speaks direct to a
The Quran has been called here روح
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54. The path of Allah, to Whom
belongs whatever is in the
heavens and whatever is in the
earth. Remember, to Allah do
all things return.3639
because through it a morally and
spiritually dead people received a
new life. It gave light and life to the
Arabs who in turn spread that light to
the farthest ends of the earth.

the way that leads to God and to
realization by man of the great and
sublime object of his creation.
The words, to Allah do all things
return, mean that the beginning and
the end of all things is in the hand of
3639. Commentary:
Islam is the life and the light, and Allah.
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CHAPTER 43
AZ-ZUKHRUF
(Revealed before Hijrah)
Place of Revelation, Title and Context
According to Qurtubi there exists complete unanimity of opinion
among scholars that this Surah, like its three predecessors, was revealed at
Mecca. Ibn ‘Abbas also lends his powerful support to this view. It is, however,
difficult to assign an exact date to its revelation. Scholarly opinion generally
is inclined to place it towards the end of the fourth or the beginning of the
fifth year of the Call. The Surah takes its name from v. 36.
The previous Surah had ended on the note that the revelation which
descends on heavenly Messengers and Prophets by Divine command
possesses an element of mystery. It was further stated that before revelation
actually descended upon the Holy Prophet he was not conversant with its
nature and significance, nor did he know what faith was. The present Surah
opens with the affirmation that because the Quran has been revealed in a most
clear and eloquent language and because it also deals with all basic truths and
its teaching is easily comprehensible, therefore, in spite of the element of
mystery in its revelation, there is no reasonable ground for anyone to reject it.
It further says that God would not stop sending fresh revelation whenever
there was genuine need for it, just as Prophets of God did not cease to come
because they were mocked and jeered at. The system of the coming of Divine
Reformers will continue despite anything the disbelievers might say or do.
Summary of the Subject Matter
The Surah, like its three predecessors, opens with the declaration that
the Quran has been revealed by God, the Lord of all Honour and Praise, and
proceeds to deal with the subject of Divine Unity—its basic theme—in a way
and form different from that in which it has been dealt with in other Surahs of
the Ha Mim group. It further says that God, in order to establish His Unity,
has been sending, from time immemorial, His Messengers and Prophets. They
preached and taught that God was One. They were rejected and opposed and
persecuted. But this did not cause God to stop sending new Prophets and new
revelations. Prophets continued to appear in the fullness of time, and the
greatest of them came in the person of the Holy Prophet Muhammad.
The Surah further develops this argument and says that God has
created the heavens and the earth for the service of man, and that He has made
full provision for his physical needs. Whenever the earth becomes dry and
parched, and life is on the verge of extinction, God sends down fresh rain
from heaven and the earth begins to vibrate with new life. When God has
2845

taken so much care to provide for the material needs of man and for his
physical comforts, it is inconceivable that He should have neglected or
ignored to make similar provision for his moral and spiritual needs. It is to
meet man’s moral needs that God sends a new Prophet and a new revelation.
But such is man’s ingratitude that instead of giving thanks to God for His
multifarious and multitudinous favours and instead of acknowledging His
Unity, he, in his ignorance and folly, begins to set up equals to God in various
shapes and forms; and even goes so far as to shift his responsibility for his
idolatrous practices to God, brazenly saying that if God had so willed, he
would not have worshipped idols. To this blasphemy the Surah gives a
devastating reply to the effect that not only do human intelligence and
common sense revolt at this impudent reasoning of disbelievers, there is no
Scriptural evidence either in their possession that might support their false
beliefs. Their stock argument consists in the fact that their beliefs and
practices came down to them from their forefathers and that they were not
prepared to give up the time-honoured ways of their ancestors for the sake of
a man who was just an ordinary mortal like them. The argument is absurd.
Yet, this was the foolish plea on which all the Prophets of God were rejected
in their respective times. And the result was that the rejecters were punished.
In order to expose the absurdity of this plea and to accuse the
disbelieving Quraish, from their own mouths, the Surah cites the example of
the Prophet Abraham. It seems to say to them, "If you cannot give up the faith
of your forefathers; and you must follow them, then why do you not follow
Abraham, your great ancestor, who was an uncompromising iconoclast and a
strict and sincere believer in the Oneness of God. He was so firm a believer in
Divine Unity and preached this belief to his children and grandchildren with
such perseverance and sincerity that it stayed in his posterity for a very long
time. But, says the Surah, the plea of following ancestral beliefs put forward
by disbelievers is a false pretext. The real cause of their disbelief lies in their
wealth which has made them proud and arrogant, and in their pride they say
that the Quran should have been revealed to a man of some consequence in
one of the two great cities of Arabia. In answer to this arrogant assumption of
superiority the disbelievers receive a severe rebuke and are told: Since when
have they arrogated to themselves the right to be the distributors of God’s
grace and mercy and to decide who is deserving of it and who not? By
implication they are further told that what they call greatness carries no
weight in the sight of God. Material wealth and power are trash compared to
the great spiritual wealth which the Holy Prophet possesses. In order to drive
home to them the paltriness of the things of this world, the Surah proceeds to
say, that were it not that the obliteration of disparity of wealth, position and
status would have made existence of social order impossible and created
2846

complete chaos, God would have given to disbelievers tons of gold and silver,
so much so that even the stairways of their houses would have been of gold!
These things were nothing in God’s sight. The disbelievers are further warned
that if indulgence in these things made them oblivious of God, they will fall
into the Satan’s trap which will bring about their ruin.
Next, the Surah tells the Holy Prophet that his duty is confined to the
preaching of the Message of Islam. The disbelievers have persistently shut
their eyes and ears to this Message, and by deliberately choosing to grope in
the dark and to sink deeper and deeper into sin, they have drawn Divine wrath
upon their heads. They will be seized with punishment but only after the
Prophet’s departure from among them. The Holy Prophet is comforted that the
treatment he has received at the hands of his people is just like the treatment
which disbelievers in the past meted out to their Prophets. Like him, the
earlier Prophets preached Unity of God and like him they were rejected,
opposed and persecuted. Moses was one of those Prophets. He was sent to
Pharaoh and his chiefs, with the message of truth. He showed them many
signs, each being greater than its forerunner. But, for all the signs shown by
him, Moses only received derision and mockery. Pharaoh mockingly asked his
people whether he (Pharaoh) was not the monarch of the whole of Egypt and
the possessor of great wealth and position? Was he not better than Moses, who
was poor and unable to even express himself properly? Did Moses possess
any wealth, or did angels descend from Heaven to bear witness to his truth?
What, after all, was Moses’ claim to their allegiance? This is how by rejecting
Moses, Pharaoh excited God’s wrath, and his destruction served as an objectlesson for those who might dare oppose Divine Messengers, or reject them.
As stated above, the main theme of this Surah is the unsparing
denunciation of idolatry and false gods. But while Jesus is worshipped as God
by Christians, the Quran not only does not condemn him but actually
mentions his name with great respect. At this exception of Jesus the
disbelieving Quraish naturally took great offence. To explain this exception,
the Surah towards its close makes a little digression. It says that the reason for
this exception is that Jesus was a noble Prophet of God and that he invited his
people to worship Allah alone Who was his and their Lord. But his people
ignored his teachings and deified him. So the fault lay with his people and not
with him, so the people will be punished for their idolatry and polytheistic
beliefs.
Towards the end, the Surah holds out a warning to disbelievers that if
they did not give up wrong beliefs and evil practices they will burn in the fire
of Hell. It gives to the righteous the glad tidings that they will go to "Gardens
of Eternity" wherein they will have what they desire, and that the Divine
blessings and boons they will enjoy will know no end. The Surah ends on a
brief but most clear and convincing discourse on the Unity of God, which is
its main subject.
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1. In the name of Allah, the
Gracious, the Merciful.3640
2. Ha Mim.3641
a

3. bBy
this
Book,3642

perspicuous

4. cWe have made it a Quran in
clear, eloquent language that
you may understand.3643
5. And surely, it is safe in the
Mother of the Book, exalted and
full of wisdom in Our sight.3644
6. Shall We then take away the
Reminder from you, neglecting
a

See1:1.bSee 44:2. c20:114; 39:29; 42:8; 46:13.

3640. Commentary:
See. 1:1.
3641. Commentary:
For an explanation of  حمsee 40:2,
41:2 and 42:2.
3642. Commentary:
( وby) may also mean, We cite as
witness. See 41:4.
3643. Commentary:
The Surah being the fourth of the
Ha Mim group, naturally opens with
the important subject of the revelation
of the Quran. See also 12:3; 20:114
and 41:4.

basis of a thing or its stay or support;
place of collection or comprehension
and combination of a thing. أم الکتاب
meaning, Mother of the Book
signifies source of commandments;
basis of the Book (Lane & Aqrab).
See also 3:8; 13:40.

Commentary:
The word  أمsignifying the original
source, the expression انه یف أم الکتاب
would mean that the Quran existed in
the knowledge of God—the original
source, or it may signify that this was
in the knowledge of God and was
eternally decreed that the Quran
would form the basis of the Last
3644. Important Words:
 أمmeans, mother; source, origin or Perfect Law which God would reveal
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you because you are an
extravagant people?3645
7. aAnd how many a Prophet
did We send among the earlier
peoples!3646
8. bBut there never came to
them a Prophet but they mocked
at him.
9. And We destroyed those who
were stronger in power than
a

15:11. b15:12; 36:31.

for the guidance of humanity.
3645. Important Words:
( أفنضربshall We take away). ضربه
means, he struck him. They say,
 ضرب الدھر بینناi.e. the time separated us.
 ضرب عنهmeans, he shunned, left or
avoided him or turned away from him
(Lane & Aqrab).
( صفحاneglecting) is derived from
صفح. They say  صفح عنهi.e. he turned
away from him or he turned away
from him and left him; he turned
away from his sins, or he forgave
him.  ضربت عنه صفحاmeans, I turned away
from him and left him. The word صفحا
is here an infinitive-noun and
therefore is in the accus. case as in
the phrase ( قعدت جلوساI sat down); or it
is in the accus. case as an adv. noun,
and the meaning is, I turned away
from him aside.أفنضرب عنکم الذکر صفحا
would thus mean, shall We take away
the Reminder from you or separate
you from the Reminder and turn
away Ourselves from you and neglect
you. Or shall We then turn away the
Reminder from you, and not invite
you thereby to the Faith, turning

away Ourselves from you. Or shall
We then neglect you and not teach
you what is incumbent on you (Lane
& Aqrab). See also 2:274 and 15:86.
Commentary:
The verse means to say that
Heavenly Reminders in the form of
Divine signs will never cease to
come. If rejection of heavenly signs
had been a reasonable ground for
their discontinuance no Prophet
would have come after the first one.
But Prophets continued to appear and
to show signs in spite of the fact that
most of them were rejected. The
Prophets are sent to the world to lead
men to God and to warn wrongdoers
of the evil consequences of their
transgressions
and
iniquitous
behaviour. So long as man needs to
be guided and led to God—and man
will need guidance till the end of
time—and so long as there are
wicked men in the world who require
to be warned and reformed, so long
will Prophets continue to appear.
3646. Commentary:
The verse purports to say that
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these, and the example of the
earlier peoples has gone before.
10. And if thou ask them, ‘Who
created the heavens and the
earth?’, they will surely say,
‘The Mighty, the All-Knowing
God created them.’3647
11. aHe, Who has made the
earth for you a cradle, and has
made pathways for you therein,
that you may follow the right
way;3648
12. And Who sends down water
from the clouds in proper
measure, and We thereby
quicken a dead land—even so
will you be raised—3649
13. And Who has created all the
pairs, and has made for you ships
a

20:54.

though earlier Prophets were rejected
and opposed, yet God did not cease to
send new Prophets on that account.
So this system of the coming of
heavenly Teachers will continue till
the end of time and the jeering and
opposition of disbelievers and their
evil deeds will not stop it.
3647. Commentary:
For an explanation of this verse see
vv. 27:61, 62.
3648. Commentary:
For the theme developed in this and
the next few verses see 16:9. Briefly,
the argument given is that when God

has made ample provision for the
physical needs and requirements of
man, it is inconceivable that He
should have omitted to provide for
his moral and spiritual needs.
3649. Commentary:
As physical life depends on water
that comes down as rain, so does
spiritual life depend on the spiritual
water of Divine revelation. The words,
"even so will you be raised" signify
that even as dry and parched earth
blooms and blossoms into new life
when rain falls on it, so will a morally
and spiritually dead people receive
new life through Divine revelation.
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and cattle whereon you ride,
14. That you may sit firmly upon
their backs, and then, awhen
you are firmly seated thereon,
you may remember the favour
of your Lord, and say, ‘Holy is
He Who has subjected these to
us, and we were not capable of
subduing them ourselves.3650
15. And to our Lord surely shall
we return.’3651
16. And they assign to him a
portion of His servants as His
children. Indeed man is clearly
ungrateful.3652
b

R. 2.

17. Has He taken daughters
from what He has created, and
honoured you with sons?
18. cYet when tidings are given
to one of them of that the like of
a

11:42; 23:29. b6:101; 16:58; 37:153; 52:40; 53:22. c16:59.

3650. Important Words:
( مقرننیcapable of subduing) is
derived from قرن. They say أقرن لل یشء و
 أقرن ال یشءi.e. he had the power and the
strength to do the thing, he had the
requisite ability and strength for it.
 مقرننیmeans, having the power or
being able to do a thing (Aqrab).

for travel. In the present verse
attention is drawn to the fact that man
should not lose sight of the journey to
his spiritual goal which is God
Himself.

3652. Commentary:
The Surah had opened with the
subject of revelation, of which the
basic purpose is the establishment of
3651. Commentary:
Divine Unity. This and the following
In the preceding two verses we few verses repudiate the idolatrous
were told that God has made boats doctrine of assigning sons and
and ships so that we may use them daughters to God.
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which he ascribes to the
Gracious God, his face is
darkened and he is choked with
inward grief.
19. Do you assign to God
one who is reared among
ornaments, and who is not clear
in disputation?3653
20. aAnd they describe the
angels, who are the servants of
the Gracious God, as females.
Did they witness their creation?
Then their testimony will be
recorded, and they will be
questioned.3654
21. And they say, b‘If the
Gracious God had so willed, we
should not have worshipped
them.’ They have no knowledge
whatsoever of that. They do but
conjecture.3655
a

17:41; 37:151; 52:40. b6:149; 16:36.

3653. Commentary:
The reference in the verse may also
be to the idols which were bedecked
and bejewelled with ornaments. The
verse administers a subtle rebuke to
idol worshippers that they worship
idols which can neither speak nor
answer their prayers nor defend
themselves against attacks made upon
them. See also 20:90 and 21:64.

is displeased with idolaters because
they ascribe to Him daughters rather
than sons, for, attributing sons is as
hateful to Him as the ascribing of
daughters (19:89-93). What the verse
means to point out here is that these
people ascribe to God what they do
not like for themselves.

3655. Commentary:
It is human nature that man always
3654. Commentary:
tries to shift the responsibility for his
The verse does not mean that God sins
to
others.
Here
quite
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22. aHave We given them a
Scripture before this, so that
they are holding fast to it?3656
23. Nay, but they say, b‘We
found our fathers following a
certain course, and we are
guided by their footsteps.’
24. And thus has it always been
that We never sent any Warner
before thee to any township but
the evil leaders thereof said:
c
‘We
found
our
fathers
following a certain course, and
we are following in their
footsteps.’3657
25. Their Warner said: ‘What!
even though I bring you a better
guidance than that which you
found your fathers following?’
a

37:157-158; 68:38. b2:171; 7:29. c21:54; 26:75.

unblushingly the idolaters protest that
they are helpless creatures in the
hands of God. If He had so willed, He
would have stopped them from idolworship.
The words "they have no
knowledge whatsoever of that,"
signify that no reason or argument
based on knowledge can be adduced
in support of idol worship. It is all
based on foolish conjecture and
surmise.

any reason or argument to uphold
their irrational doctrines, they cannot
even adduce the evidence of a Divine
Scripture in their support.

3657. Commentary:
The hackneyed plea of idolaters to
support idol worship has always been
that it was a time-honoured practice
observed by their forefathers. In fact,
old ideas and customs die hard. They
have always proved a stumbling
block in the way of disbelievers to
3656. Commentary:
accept the Divine Message. For the
The verse means to say that idol- meaning of the word  أمةsee 6:39 and
worshippers not only do not possess 16:121.
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They said: ‘Certainly we
disbelieve in that which you are
sent with.’3658
26. aSo We punished them.
Then see what the end of those
who rejected the Prophets was!
R. 3.

27. And
remember
when
b
Abraham said to his father and
his people: ‘I definitely disown
what you worship,3659
28. Except Him cWho created
me, and He will surely guide me.’
29. And He made it a word to
last among his posterity, that
they might turn to God.3660
a

7:137; 43:56. b6:79; 9:114; 60:5. c26:29.

3658. Commentary:
The verse exposes the absurdity of
the plea of disbelievers that they
would not give up the time-honoured
customs observed by their forefathers
and the beliefs held by them. It means
to say that if this plea were accepted
as valid, then no reform could ever
take place because it is only when
people stick to false and foolish
beliefs and fall into evil ways that a
Divine Reformer is sent to guide
them to the path of virtue and wean
them away from their cherished
beliefs? If, after the falsity of their
beliefs is demonstrated to them, the
disbelievers still persist in their
perversity, how can a reformation
take place? But such is the tragedy of
human affairs that men would not

easily accept truth and would rather
continue to invent pleas and pretexts
for rejecting it.
3659. Commentary:
By citing the example of Abraham,
the great progenitor of the Arabs, the
verse seeks to drive home to them the
untenability of the plea of ancestral
beliefs and customs. It appears to say
to them, "If you do not accept the
Message of Islam because by so
doing you have to renounce the
beliefs of your forefathers, then at
least follow Abraham, your own great
ancestor who was a strict and sincere
believer in the Unity of God."
3660. Important Words:
( عقبposterity) is derived from عقب
(‘aqaba). They say  عقبهi.e. he came
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30. Nay, but I allowed them and
their fathers temporary enjoyment
until there came to them the
truth and a Messenger who
makes his Message clear.3661
31. But when the truth came to
them they said, a‘This is magic,
and we do reject it.’
32. And they say, ‘Why has not
this Quran been sent to some
great man of the two
towns?’3662
a

27:14.

after him, as though at his heels; he
followed him closely; he succeeded
him.  عقبmeans, heel; son; grandson;
offspring; progeny; posterity; what
follows immediately.

of following ancestral beliefs on the
part of disbelievers is only a pretext.
The real reason for their rejecting the
Holy Prophet is that they possess
worldly wealth and material means
which have made them proud and
Commentary:
The argument against the plea of arrogant.
ancestral beliefs put forward by 3662. Commentary:
disbelievers is further developed in
The verse means to say that the
the present verse. It purports to say possession of wealth and material
that if they are sincere in saying that means have made disbelievers so
they follow the beliefs and customs conceited and oblivious of spiritual
of their forefathers, then they should values that they have the audacity to
also follow the example of their say, "Why could not God find a better
ancestor, the Patriarch Abraham, who and more influential and high-placed
was such a firm believer in Divine man in society and entrust him with
Unity and who preached it to his the great task of preaching His
posterity with such sincerity and Message than this man (the Holy
persistence that this belief came to Prophet)."
stay among them for a long time, i.e.
The word "two towns" are
his sons, grandsons and great- generally understood to mean Mecca
grandsons all believed in One God.
and Ta’if. They were two important
3661. Commentary:
centres of Arab social and political
This verse further says that the plea life in the Holy Prophet’s time.
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33. Is it they who would
distribute the mercy of thy
Lord? It is We Who distribute
among them their livelihood in
the present life, and We exalt
some of them above others in
Degrees of rank, so that some of
them
may
make
others
subservient to themselves. And
the mercy of thy Lord is better
than that which they amass.3663
34. And were it not that all
mankind would have become
one type of people, We would
have given to those who
disbelieve in the Gracious God,
roofs of silver for their houses,
and silver stairways by which
they could go up;
35. And doors of silver to their
houses, and couches of silver,
on which they could recline,
3663. Commentary:
The verse answers the objection of
disbelievers that God should have
selected some "great man" for the
great responsibility of conveying His
Message to mankind. It purports to
say that what they call greatness
carries no weight in the sight of God.
Material wealth, power and influence
are trash compared to the great
spiritual wealth which the Holy
Prophet possesses. Difference in
wealth, power and status among men

is in agreement with the Creator’s
own plan. But for this difference,
human society would have gone to
pieces. Apart from this, these things
have no intrinsic worth; they only
tend to turn men away from God. The
verse also administers a severe
rebuke to disbelievers asking them:
Since when have they arrogated to
themselves the role of being the
distributors of God’s grace and
mercy, or the privilege of deciding
who is deserving of it and who not?
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36. And ornaments of gold. But
all that is nothing but a
temporary provision of the
present life. And the Hereafter
with thy Lord is for the
righteous.3664
a

R. 4.

37. And he who turns away
from the remembrance of the
Gracious God, We appoint for
him a satan, who becomes his
companion.
38. bAnd surely they hinder
them from the way of God, but
they think that they are rightly
guided;3665
a

20:101, 102; 72:18. b8:35; 16:89; 22:26; 48:26.

3664. Commentary:
The verse purports to say that were
it not that by the obliteration of
disparity of means, wealth and
position, all men would have become
of one type and human society would
have ceased to function, God would
have provided all disbelievers with
houses made of silver, having doors
and stairways of silver, and would
have given them couches of silver on
which to recline and other ornaments
of gold, because these things possess
no worth or value in His sight or at
the
most
are
a
temporary
embellishment of this worldly life
which itself is of very short duration.
But the life eternal and everlasting,
whose blessings will know no
limitation or diminution is only for
the righteous and God-fearing.

3665. Important Words:
( یعشturns away) is derived from عشا
 یعشوand ع یش یع یش.  ع یش & عشاmeans, he
was or became blind or weak-sighted,
he did not see by night or by day. عشا
 عنهmeans, he turned away from him.
 من یعش عن ذکر الرمحنtherefore would mean,
(1) and he who turns away from the
admonition of the Gracious God;
(2) and such as is blind to the
admonition of the Gracious God;
(3) and such as feigns or pretends
blindness (Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
In the preceding verse it was stated
that worldly wealth and material
gains are mere trash that turn men
away from God. The present verse
warns those who turn away from God
and are blind to Divine admonition
that they would fall a victim to the
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39. Till, awhen such a one
comes to Us, he says to his
companion,
‘Would
that
between me and thee were the
distance of the East and the
West!’ What an evil companion
is he!3666
40. b‘And the fact that you are
partners in punishment will not
profit you this day, for you have
acted wrongfully.’3667
41. cCanst thou, then, make the
deaf hear, or guide the blind and
him who is in manifest
error?3668
42. dAnd if We take thee away,
We shall nevertheless exact
retribution from them,3668A
a

3:31. b37:34. c10:43; 27:81. d13:41; 40:78.

snares of Satan and
consequently come to grief.

would benefit to either of them because it
lessens neither their individual
responsibility nor the punishment
3666. Commentary:
which each of them incurs and
When man is confronted with the
suffers.
evil consequences of his wicked
deeds, he seeks to avoid and shun his 3668. Commentary:
erstwhile companions as if he never
When disbelievers deliberately shut
knew them. The expression  بعد املشرقنیtheir eyes and ears to the message of
which literally means "distance of truth, they sink deeper into sin till
two Easts" has been appropriately they are completely lost.
translated as "distance of the East and
3668A. Commentary:
the West."
This verse, like several other verses
3667. Commentary:
of the Quran, shows that Divine
The fact that both the accomplices punishment was to come upon the
are equal partners in a crime and, disbelievers after the Holy Prophet
therefore, are equal sharers in had departed from among them; and
punishment, can be of no use or so it came to pass.
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43. Or aWe shall show thee that
which We have promised them;
for surely We have complete
power over them.3669
44. So bhold thou fast to that
which has been revealed to thee;
for thou art on the right path.
45. And, truly, cit is a source
of eminence for thee and for thy
people; and you will be inquired
about.3670
46. dAnd ask those of Our
Messengers whom We sent
before thee, ‘Did We appoint
any deities besides the Gracious
God, to be worshipped?’3671
R. 5.
e

47. And We did send Moses
with Our Signs to Pharaoh and
his chiefs, and he said, ‘I am
a

10:47; 13:41; 40:78. b11:113. c21:11; 38:2. d21:26. e11:97; 14:6; 23:46; 40:24.

3669. Commentary:
The verse indicates that in order to
establish the truth of Islam, heavenly
signs appeared not only in the Holy
Prophet’s own lifetime, but will
continue to appear after his death, in
all ages.
3670. Commentary:
The word  ذکرmeaning eminence
(Lane), the verse purports to say that
through the Quran the Holy Prophet
and his followers will acquire great
eminence and honour, and the time

will soon come when people will
enquire about their doings and will
seek and get guidance from their
precepts and example.
3671. Commentary:
The verse means to say that study
of the lives of all Divine Messengers
reveals the fact that they all taught
and preached Unity of God and
directed all their efforts to its
establishment in the world. There is
not to be found in their teachings the
faintest support of polytheism or
remotest reference to it.
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truly a Messenger of the Lord of
the worlds.’3672
48. But when he came to them
with Our Signs, lo! they
laughed at them.3673
49. And We showed them no
Sign but it was greater than its
preceding sister Sign, and We
seized them with punishment,
that they might turn to Us.3674
50. And they said, ‘O thou
magician, apray for us to thy
Lord, according to the covenant
He has made with thee that
if He avert this evil from us, then
we will surely follow guidance.’
51. But bwhen We removed the
punishment from them, behold!
a

7:135. b7:136; 23:76.

3672. Commentary:
In the immediately preceding verse
it was mentioned that the basic
teaching of all Divine Messengers
was the Unity of God. In this and the
following verses, a study of the story
of the greatest Israelite Prophet,
Moses, has been enjoined for the
purpose of showing that he laid the
greatest emphasis on Divine Unity.
3673. Commentary:
All
Prophets
and
Divine
Messengers have always been held up
to scorn and scoffed and mocked at.
Their beginning is so humble and
their circumstances so poor that their

prophecies about the great and bright
future of their followers appear only
to be wild talk to their people,
exciting laughter and inviting jokes
and jeers from them.
3674. Important Words:
( أختsister) is the feminine of أخ.
They say  أخاہi.e. he became a brother,
a friend or a companion to him. ٓاخاہ
(akhahu) means, he fraternised with
him; acted with him in a brotherly
manner.  اخیت بنی الشیئنیmeans, I united
the two things.  أخmeans, a brother; a
friend; a companion, or associate or a
fellow, and  أختmeans, a sister (Lane
& Aqrab).
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they broke their word.3675
52. And Pharaoh proclaimed
among his people, saying, ‘O
my people! does not the
kingdom of Egypt belong to me
and these streams flowing under
me? Do you not then see?
53. Nay, I am better than this
fellow who is despicable and
can scarcely express himself
clearly.3676
54. And why have not bracelets
of gold been bestowed on him,
or aangels accompanied him in
serried ranks?’
55. Thus did he make light of
his people, and they obeyed
him. Indeed they were a wicked
people.
56. So, when they angered Us,
b
We exacted retribution from
a

6:9; 11:13; 25:8. b40:46; 43:26.

3675. Commentary:
The Bible is full of instances of the
repeated breach of promise by
Pharaoh and his people. Whenever
they found Divine punishment
actually overtaking them, they
begged Moses to pray to God to
remove it and promised that if He
removed it they would believe in him.
But every time they broke their
plighted word till the cup of their
iniquities became full and they could

no longer avert Divine punishment by
such subterfuges. The consequence
was that they were drowned in the
sea.
3676. Commentary:
Pharaoh met Moses’ invitation to
accept his Message by telling his
people that being a mighty monarch
he was infinitely more deserving of
their allegiance than a despicable man
like Moses who could not properly
express himself.
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them, and drowned them all.3677
57. And We made them a
precedent, and an example for
the coming generations.
R. 6.

58. And when the son of Mary
is mentioned as an instance, lo!
thy people raise a clamour
thereat;3678
59. And they say, ‘Are our gods
better, or he?’ They mention not
this to thee but for the sake
of disputation. Nay, but they are
a contentious people.
exception. Not only has it not
condemned him but has actually
mentioned his name with great
respect. This invidious distinction (as
it appeared to the Quraish of Mecca)
between Jesus and their idols cut
them to the quick. The verse under
comment refers to this mortification
of the Quraish. The exception made
3678. Important Words:
in case of Jesus needed some
( یصدونraise a clamour) is derived explanation. The explanation is given
from صد. They say صدہ عن کذا, aorist  یصدin the verses that follow.
(yasuddu) i.e. he hindered him from
The word  مثالsignifying anything
such a thing; he turned him away
similar, like, equal to another (6:39),
from it.  صدaorist ( یصدyasiddu) means,
he raised a clamour; he cried (Aqrab). the verse, besides the meaning given
in the text, may also signify that
Commentary:
when the people of the Holy
The main theme of this Surah, as Prophet—the Muslims—are told that
already mentioned, is the Unity of another person who would be like
God. The Surah condemns idolatry in Jesus and would be his counterpart
very strong terms. But in the case of would be raised from among them to
Jesus who is also worshipped as God regenerate them and restore their lost
by Christians, it has made an spiritual glory, they, instead of being
3677. Important Words:
( ٓاسفوناthey angered Us) is derived
from ( أسفasifa). They say  أسف علیهi.e.
he grieved intensely over it; he was
angry with him. ( ٓاسفهasafahu) means,
he angered him, he grieved him, he
made him to grieve or lament (Lane
& Aqrab).
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60. He was only Our servant,
a
on whom We bestowed Our
favour, and We made him an
example for the children of
Israel.3679
61. And if We so willed, bWe
could make from among you
angels in the earth to be
successors therein.3680
62. But verily, he was a sign of
the Hour. So have no doubt
about it, but follow me. This is
the right path.3681
a

3:50; 61:7. b17:96; 25:22-23.

glad over this good tidings, raise a
clamour. The verse may thus be taken
as referring to the Second Coming of
Jesus, which has taken place in the
person of Ahmad, the Promised
Messiah.
3679. Commentary:
The verse gives the reason why
Jesus has not been included among
the false gods of the idolaters and has
been spared the denunciation and
condemnation to which they have
been subjected. The reason is that he
was a righteous servant of God and a
model of virtue and piety upon whom
God had bestowed His blessings.
3680. Commentary:
The verse means to say that God
could, if He had so willed, send down
angels on earth who would have
conveyed the Divine Message, but
angels could not serve as an example
and model for men, therefore, God

had always commissioned men to
convey His will to, and to serve as
model and pattern for, men.
3681. Commentary:
The "hour" here may denote the
time of the end of Mosaic
Dispensation and of the rise of a new
Shari‘ah, and the pronoun  ہin the
expression  إنهmay refer to Jesus. The
verse may thus signify that Jesus was
the last Prophet of the House of
Israel. His fatherless birth symbolised
the total spiritual sterility of the
Israelite people. It also constituted a
warning to the Jews that by their
persistent rejection of truth and
opposition to heavenly Messengers,
they had forfeited the Divine blessing
of prophethood and, therefore, no
Prophet would henceforth spring
from the loins of a Jewish father. It
was in this sense that Jesus was a
"sign of the Hour." Jesus himself
realized this. He said to his people:
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63. And let not Satan hinder
you. Surely, he is to you an
open enemy.
64. And when Jesus came with
clear proofs, he said, ‘Truly I
am acome to you with wisdom,
and to make clear to you some
of that about which you differ.
So fear Allah and obey me.3682
65. Verily bAllah—He is my
Lord and your Lord. So worship
Him. This is the right path.’3683
66. But cthe parties differed
among themselves. So woe to
the wrongdoers because of the
punishment of a grievous day.
a

3:51. b3:52; 5:73; 19:37. c19:38.

Therefore I say unto you, the
kingdom of God shall be taken
away from you and given to a
nation bringing forth the fruits
thereof (Matt. 21:43).
If the pronoun  ہin the expression إنه
be taken to refer to the Quran, as
some commentators have done, the
verse would mean that the Quran is "a
sign of the Hour" i.e. a sign that the
Israelites are about to be deprived of
the Divine gift of prophethood and
that another Dispensation—Islamic
Dispensation—will now take the
place of Mosaic Dispensation. Or the
verse may signify that all the great
calamities and catastrophes that will
overwhelm the world, or the great

changes that will take place in future,
have been mentioned specifically or
by implication in the Quran.
3682. Commentary:
The reference in the verse is to the
Second Coming of Jesus. See also
3:50.
3683. Commentary:
This verse constitutes another and a
very clear proof why Jesus has been
excepted from the denunciation
referred to in verse 58 above. The
reason is that Jesus called men to the
worship of God who was his Lord
and the Lord of all the worlds and
that he never claimed Divinity for
himself.
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67. aThey wait not but for the
Hour to come suddenly upon
them, while they perceive it
not.3684
68. Friends on that day will be
foes to one another, bexcept the
righteous.3685
R. 7.

69. ‘To them God will say, O
My servants, there is cno fear
for you this day, nor shall you
grieve;3686
70. You who believed in Our
Signs and submitted,
71. dEnter ye the Garden, you
and your wives, honoured and
happy.’3687
a

10:51; 12:108; 22:56; 47:19. b5:56; 19:97. c10:63; 39:62. d30:16.

3684. Commentary:
The verse refers to the original
theme of the Surah and means to say
that disbelievers, by rejecting the
Holy Prophet, are inviting the hour of
punishment to come suddenly upon
them.
3685. Commentary:
In the hour of distress all
friendships are forgotten. Friends
desert each other, even turn into
enemies. Elsewhere the Quran gives a
graphic description of the pitiable
condition of sinners when they are
confronted
with
the
evil
consequences of their wicked deeds.
See 70:11-15; 80:35-38.

3686. Commentary:
In the hour of decision the
righteous servants of God do not
regret their past actions nor do they
have any anxiety for the future.
3687. Important Words:
( حتربونyou will be honoured and
made happy) is derived from حرب.
They say  حرب الیشءi.e. he made the thing
beautiful or adorned it or embellished
it and made it plain.  حربہand أحربہ
means, he or it made him happy; he
made him to enjoy a state of ease and
plenty; he treated him with honour or
with extraordinary honour. أحربت االرض
means, the herbage of the earth grew
large or plentiful (Lane & Aqrab).
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72. To them will be passed
round adishes of gold and cups,
and therein will be all that the
souls desire and in which the
eyes delight. ‘And therein will
you abide.3688
73. And bthis is the Garden to
which you have been made
heirs because of what you did.
74. cTherein for you is fruit in
abundance, of which you will
eat.’
75. dThe guilty will certainly
abide in the punishment of Hell.
76. eIt will not be mitigated for
them, and they will be seized
therein with despair.3689
77. And We wronged them not,
but it was they themselves who
were the wrongdoers.
78. And they will cry: ‘O
Malik! let thy Lord have done
with us.’ He will say, ‘You must
remain here.’3690
a

56:19; 76:16. b7:44; 19:64; 52:18-20. c52:23; 55:53; 77:43. d7:41; 20:75. e2:87; 40:50-51.

3688. Commentary:
What a beautiful description of the
"Garden" which the righteous
servants of God will inherit. As
contrasted with this blissful condition
of the God-fearing, the terrible agony
of the sinful and the guilty is
described in the next few verses

(vv. 75-79).
3689. Important Words:
For  فرتsee 5:20 and for مبلسون, 2:35.
3690. Commentary:
 مالکliterally meaning master, is
generally considered to be the angel
in charge of Hell.
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79. God will say: ‘We certainly
brought you the truth; but most
of you were averse to the truth.’
80. Have they determined upon
a course? Then We too are
determined.3691
81. Do they think that We hear
not their secrets and their
private counsels? Yea! aAnd
Our messengers remain with
them recording everything.
82. Say, b‘If the Gracious God
had a son, I would have been
the first of worshippers.’3692
a

50:19; 82:11-12. b2:117; 10:69; 17:112; 18:5; 19:89.

3691. Commentary:
The verse means to say that the
plans and plots of disbelievers against
Islam are doomed to end in failure.
While on the one hand disbelievers
are leaving no stone unturned to bring
to naught the endeavours of the Holy
Prophet and his followers to preach
and spread Islam; on the other the
Almighty has decreed that it shall
grow and prosper in the teeth of
determined opposition.
3692. Important Words:
 عابدینis the plural of  عابدwhich is
active participle from ‘( عبدabada)
which means, he worshipped. It is
also derived from ‘( عبدabida). They
say  عبد علیهi.e. he was angry with him.
‘( عبدabida) also means, he disdained
or scorned, he denied, disacknowledged or disallowed; he

repented and blamed himself for
having been remiss; he mourned,
grieved or was sorrowful; he was
covetous (Lane, Aqrab & Mufradat).
Commentary:
In view of the different meanings of
the word  عبدgiven above, the verse
may have one of the following
interpretations:
(a) If the Gracious God had a son, I
would have been the first to
worship him (the son) because,
being God’s most obedient and
faithful servant, I would not
have been remiss in my duty to
him (the son).
(b) If it could be possible that the
Gracious God should have a
son, I am most entitled to this
position because I have
worshipped God most and have
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83. Holy is Allah, the Lord of
the heavens and the earth, the
Lord of the Throne, far above
that which they attribute to
Him.3693
84. So aleave them alone to
indulge in vain discourse and to
amuse themselves until they
meet that Day of theirs which
they have been promised.
85. And bHe it is Who is God in
heaven, and God on earth; and
He is the Wise, the AllKnowing.
86. And blessed is He cto
Whom belongs the kingdom of
the heavens and the earth and
all that is between them, and
with Him is the knowledge of
the Hour, and to Him shall you
be brought back.3694
a

23:55; 52:46; 70:43. b6:4. c2:108; 7:159; 57:6.

served Him most.
(c) The Gracious God certainly has
no son ( إنmeaning "not") and I
am the first to bear witness to
this fact (the word العابدین
signifying  الشاھدینi.e. witnesses).
(d) The Gracious God has no son
and I am the first disdainful
denier of the assertion that He
has one.

Lord of the heavens and the earth.
(b) He is the Lord of the Throne. The
possession of these attributes by God
fully negatives the need of having a
son. If God could create the whole
universe and could govern and
control it alone, what need had He to
have a son? See also 2:117-118.

3694. Commentary:
The words "and with Him is the
3693. Commentary:
knowledge of the Hour" embody
The verse gives two very strong another argument in repudiation of
arguments to support the doctrine of Jesus’ "sonship". Here God is said to
the Unity of God: (a) Allah is the possess the knowledge of the Hour
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87. And athose on whom they
call beside Him possess no
power of intercession but he
who bears witness to the truth,
and they know him.3695
88. And bif thou ask them,
‘Who created them?’, they will
surely say, ‘Allah’. How then
are they being turned away?
89. I swear by his repeated cry
‘O my Lord!’ cthese are a
people who will not believe.3696
90. Therefore, turn aside from
them, and say, ‘Peace’; and
soon shall they know.3697
a

19:88. b29:62; 31:26; 39:39. c84:21.

but Jesus confessed his ignorance of the words: So haply thou wilt grieve
it (Matt. 24:36).
thyself to death for sorrow after them
if they believe not in this discourse
3695. Commentary:
The reference in the words "who (18:7).
bears witness to the truth" seems to 3697. Commentary:
be to the Holy Prophet.
In the words "say, 'Peace'" the Holy
Prophet
is consoled and comforted
3696. Commentary:
There could be no greater testimony that though he is now being opposed
and persecuted, yet the time was fast
to the Holy Prophet’s solicitude and
approaching when his enemies would
concern for the spiritual well-being of
come under his power and Islam
his people than the fact that God would spread all over Arabia and
Himself should swear by it as He has peace would reign throughout the
done in this verse. The Holy land. When that time comes he
Prophet’s grief over the denial by should forgive his enemies and give
his people of the Message of Islam them security. This prophecy was
and their opposition to it was so deep fulfilled at the Fall of Mecca when
and agonizing that it had almost the Holy Prophet forgave his enemies
killed him. The Quran feelingly with a magnanimity which has no
testifies to the Holy Prophet’s grief in parallel in history.
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CHAPTER 44
AD-DUKHAN
(Revealed before Hijrah)
Introductory Remarks
This is decidedly a Meccan Surah. All authorities including Ibn
‘Abbas and Ibn Zubair agree on this point. It belongs to the Middle Meccan
period. Nöldeke assigns its revelation to the sixth or seventh year of the Call.
It has 60 verses including Bismillah, and takes its name from v. 11.
Connection with the Preceding Surah
In the closing verses of the previous Surah had been made a pathetic
reference to the agonised outpourings of the Holy Prophet’s lacerated heart,
that in spite of his best efforts his Message had failed to evoke adequate
response in his people. In answer to his cries of agony, the Prophet was told to
overlook their faults and invoke God’s mercy on them, for thus his prayer
would draw Divine grace and would make them realise their mistake and
listen to him. In the present Surah we are told that the Quran which fully
explains the truths and realities of life has been revealed by God, the Lord of
all Honour and Praise, and that it has been revealed in a period of spiritual
darkness, which nevertheless is blessed. It will lead people to the right path.
The revelation of the Quran is in accordance with the invariable practice and
unalterable decree of God, that when mankind gropes in the Cimmerian
darkness of moral turpitude, God raises a Messenger to guide and reform
them. He has now sent the Holy Prophet that he might reclaim mankind from
sin and evil.
Summary
The Surah is the fifth of the Ha Mim group. Like its predecessors it
opens with the subject of revelation of the Quran, though in a different form
and context. It commences with the theme that whenever darkness enshrouds
the face of the earth, and humanity is stuck fast in the quagmire of moral
turpitude, God raises a Messenger and gives him a new Message to reclaim
and regenerate the world. Prophets of God had been appearing at such
decadent times, and now that moral need of humanity was the greatest and
spiritual darkness was most intense and overwhelming, God has raised the
greatest of His Messengers and has given him the Last and Perfect Law—the
Quran. This dark period in which the Holy Prophet has made his appearance
has been called the blessed night, humanity’s "Night of Destiny". In it the
foundations of man’s moral and spiritual future have been laid for all time to
come. The advent of the Holy Prophet is indeed a great mercy of God. God
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has raised the Holy Prophet to give new life to a spiritually dead world. But,
alas! those for whose spiritual resurrection he has been raised, doubt and deny
his Message and oppose him. The Holy Prophet is told to wait till as a
punishment for their sins his people are visited with a severe famine which
will overwhelm Mecca and the surrounding country. And if they did not
benefit from this punishment and did not repent, they will be seized with an
affliction of even greater severity.
The Surah goes on to say that the advent of the Holy Prophet is not a
novel phenomenon. Divine Messengers had appeared before him in the
fulness of time, most prominent among them being Moses, who was raised to
deliver the Israelites from servitude under Pharaoh, who threatened to kill
him. Moses prayed to God to save him from Pharaoh and his cohorts. He was
commanded by God to leave Egypt with the Israelites in the stillness of night
and cross the sea at a time when it was calm, going over the dunes. Pharaoh
pursued the Israelites with his mighty hosts but was drowned in the sea.
The Surah then gives a pathetic description of the dreadful fate that
overtook Pharaoh and his people. "How many were the gardens," it says, "and
the springs that they left behind, and the cornfields, and noble places and the
comforts wherein they took delight." They were made to give up all these
things of which another people took possession, and they went to their doom
in disgrace and ignominy. Such was the terrible end to which Pharaoh and his
people came. As against this, not only were the Israelites saved but God chose
them for the bestowal of His special favours and blessings, and then in order
to test their faith made them pass through severe trials and tribulations. This is
how God brings about great transformation in the life of a people through a
Prophet. The Prophet gives them new life after they are dead, morally and
spiritually; and yet these people—the Meccans—say that once they are dead
they will not be raised to new life. They are warned that if, in spite of the
many signs they have witnessed, they persisted in rejecting the Divine
Messenger, they will meet with no better fate than that which overtook the
opponents of the Prophets of yore.
Next, the Surah says, that God has not created the heavens and the
earth and all that is between them, in sport. It is not for nothing that man came
upon this earth. The be-all and end-all of his existence is not to eat, drink and
be merry. Life has a great mission. It is for the fulfilment of this great mission
that God sends His Messengers to the world. They lead man to God. But the
evil-minded men do not believe in them. They reject their teachings and
oppose and persecute them, and at last there comes the Day of Decision, when
those who reject them make themselves the object of God’s wrath and those
who give their allegiance to them deserve Divine favours and blessings. The
Surah proceeds to give a graphic description of the punishment that will be
2871

meted out to the sinful, and of the gifts that will be bestowed upon the
righteous. The former will be given the tree of Zaqqum to eat which, like
molten copper will boil in their bellies. They will be seized and dragged into
the blazing fire of Hell and boiling water will be poured on their heads. On the
other hand, the righteous will be made to live in places of honour and security
amid gardens and springs. They will be given raiments of silk to wear, and
will sit on thrones, facing each other. They will be given all sorts of fruits to
eat and will enjoy the company of righteous and faithful consorts. In fact, they
will achieve the supreme object of their creation, i.e. God’s love and pleasure.
All this they will get through the grace of God.
The Surah ends on the note that the principles and ideals of Islam have
been taught in a most clear and convincing manner and yet if disbelievers
refuse to accept the new Faith, let them wait till God gives His decision and
the matter is settled.
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(AD-DUKHAN)
1. In the name of Allah, the
Gracious, the Merciful.3698
2. bHa Mim.3699
a

3. By this perspicuous Book.3700
4. Truly, cWe revealed it in a
blessed Night. Truly, We have
ever been warning against
evil.3701
5. dIn it all wise things are
decided,3702
a

See1:1. b40:2. c97:2. d97:5.

3698. Commentary:
See. 1:1.
3699. Commentary:
See 40:2.
3700. Commentary:
See 26:3; 27:2 and 28:3.
3701. Commentary:
In this verse the Quran is stated to
have been revealed in the blessed
night which elsewhere is called لیلة القدر
i.e. the "Night of Destiny" (97:2).
According to authentic traditions of
the Holy Prophet, the "Night of
Destiny" falls in the last ten nights of
Ramadan, the month in which the
Quran began to be revealed (2:186),
to be exact, on its 24th night (Masnad
& Jarir). The blessed night, or the
"Night of Destiny", is the Quranic
metaphor for a period of time when

spiritual darkness enshrouds the
entire face of the earth and mankind
wallows in the quagmire of sin and
iniquity. It is then that a Divine
Reformer is raised to reclaim and
regenerate corrupt humanity. The
night which gave to humanity its
greatest Teacher and the last and most
perfect Divine Law, was indeed a
"Night of Destiny" for it. The blessed
night or the "Night of Destiny" may
also be taken as covering the whole
period in which the Quran continued
to be revealed.
3702. Commentary:
The "Night of Destiny" or the time
of the advent of a great Divine
Reformer heralds a new era, a new
order of things, when, in fact, the
future of humanity is decreed and
decided. The time when the Quran
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6. By Our own command.
Verily, We have ever been
sending Messengers,
7. As a mercy from thy Lord.
Verily, He is the All-Hearing,
the All-knowing,3703
8. aThe Lord of the heavens and
the earth and all that is between
them, if you would only have
faith.3704
9. There is no God but He. bHe
gives life and He causes death.
He is your Lord, and the Lord
of your forefathers.
10. Yet they play about in
doubt.
11. But watch thou for the day
when the sky will bring forth a
visible smoke,3705
a

19:66; 37:6; 44:8; 78:38. b7:159; 10:57; 57:3.

was revealed was humanity’s greatest Knowing, He knows full well when
"Night of Destiny", for it was then the spiritual needs of mankind call for
that the foundations were laid of the appearance of a Prophet.
man’s destiny for all time to come.
3704. Commentary:
3703. Commentary:
The verse points to the object of the
The advent of a Divine Reformer or appearance of a Divine Reformer
of a new revelation is indeed a great which is to call men to God, the Lord
mercy of God to mankind. It seems of the heavens and the earth, Who
that a Prophet or a Divine Reformer gives life and causes death.
comes in response to the agonised 3705. Important Words:
cries of the righteous men of the time
For ( دخانsmoke) see 41:12.
that God might raise one who should
call and lead erring humanity to the Commentary:
The reference in the verse may be
way of righteousness; and God does
raise a Prophet or a Divine Reformer to the severe famine that overtook
in the fulness of time. Being All- Mecca and lasted for several years till
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12. That will envelop the
people. This will be a painful
torment.
13. On seeing it the people will
cry, a‘Our Lord, remove from
us the torment; truly, we are
believers.’
14. How can they benefit by
admonition, when there has
already come to them a
Messenger, explaining things
clearly,3706
15. And yet they turned away
from him and said: ‘He is
b
tutored, a man possessed?’
16. cWe shall remove the
punishment for a little while,
a

7:135; 43:51. b15:7; 37:37; 68:52. c7:136; 43:51.

Abu Sufyan, then a great leader of
disbelief, came to the Holy Prophet
and begged him to pray for
deliverance from the scourge. The
famine is said to have been so severe
that the Meccans ate hides, bones and
even dead bodies (Bukhari, AbwabulIstisqa). The famine has been
described by the word ( دخانsmoke)
because, as the tradition goes, the
hunger was so severe that people felt
a sort of smoke hanging before their
eyes. Or the word may have been
used because there was no rain for a
long time in Mecca, and the whole
atmosphere had become dusty, for دخان
also means dust.
The verse may also be taken as
referring to the last two world wars in

which towns and cities were burnt
down to rubble and the smoke that
rose from their ruins filled the whole
atmosphere with smoke and dust.
3706. Commentary:
The verse means to say that, now
that the Meccans have been visited
with Divine punishment, they cry that
if it is removed, they would repent
and reform. Their present show of
humility, however, is only a
temporary phase. There has come to
them a great Prophet, whose whole
life lay before them like an open
book. They knew that he was honest,
sincere, truthful and trusty. Yet they
rejected such a paragon of truth and
righteousness. What trust could then
be placed in their word?
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but you will certainly revert to
disbelief. 3707
17. On the day when We shall
seize you with the great seizure,
you will know We certainly will
exact retribution.3708
18. And We tried the people of
Pharaoh before them, and there
came to them a noble Messenger,
19. Saying, ‘Deliver to me the
servants of Allah. Truly, I am to
you a Messenger, faithful to my
trust;3709
20. And exalt not yourselves in
defiance of Allah. Surely, I
come to you with a clear
authority.
21. aAnd I seek refuge in my
Lord and your Lord, lest you
stone me.3710
a

40:28.

3707. Commentary:
According to a reliable tradition the
Holy Prophet prayed and the famine
was removed. But the Quraish did not
benefit from it and continued to
oppose Islam.

hounded out of Mecca only eight
years before) begging for mercy.

3708. Commentary:
The "great seizure" may refer to the
defeat of the Quraish at the Battle of
Badr or to the Fall of Mecca when all
their glory departed and their pride
was humbled in the dust. They came
to the Holy Prophet (whom they had

3710. Important Words:
( ترجـمونyou stone me) is formed
from رجم. They say  رمجهi.e. he threw
stones at him; he stoned him to death,
he cursed him or reviled him; he cut
off all friendly intercourse with him
(Lane & Aqrab). See also 3:37.

3709. Important Words:
( أدواdeliver) is formed from أدی.
They say  أداہi.e. he paid it, conveyed
it or delivered it (Lane).
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22. And if you believe me not,
then leave me alone.’
23. Then he prayed unto his
Lord, saying, ‘These are indeed
a sinful people.’
24. God said, ‘Take My
servants away by night; afor you
will surely be pursued.
25. And leave thou the sea
behind when it is motionless
crossing over the dunes. Surely,
they are a host that are doomed
to be drowned.’3711
26. How many were the gardens
and the springs that they left
behind!
27. And the cornfields and bthe
noble places!
a

10:91; 20:79; 26:61. b26:59.

3711. Important Words:
( رھواmotionless) is derived from رھا.
They say  رھا بنی رجلیهi.e. he parted his
legs and made an opening between
them.  رھا البحرmeans, the sea became
still and calm.  رھا الطائرmeans, the bird
spread its wings.  رھواmeans, an
intervening space between two
things; a depressed place where water
collects or stagnates; an elevated
place; a way through a market-place,
at the sides of which sit the sellers; a
well wide in the mouth; quick or
swift; still, quiet or motionless;
accompany of men following one

another (Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
When Moses and the Israelites
arrived at the northern extremity of
the Red Sea, the ebb of the tide had
begun. As the water receded, it left
dunes, the tops of which were
gradually uncovered, leaving the
intervening depressions full of water.
The Israelites crossed over at that
moment.
For a detailed description as to how
Moses passed through the sea while
Pharaoh and his mighty hosts were
drowned, see 20:78 and 26:64.
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28. And the comforts wherein
they took delight!3712
29. Thus it was destined to be.
a
And We made another people
inherit these things.
30. And the heaven and the
earth wept not for them, nor
were they respited.3713
b

R. 2.

31. And We delivered the
children of Israel from the
abasing torment3714
32. Inflicted by Pharaoh; he was
surely haughty even among the
extravagant.
33. And We chose them
knowingly above the peoples
of their time.3715
a

7:138; 26:60; 28:7. b2:50; 14:7; 20:81.

3712. Commentary:
What a graphic picture of the great
material blessings which the people
of Pharaoh had enjoyed!
3713. Commentary:
Mark the pathos of these words!
The ill-fated people of Pharaoh
enjoyed all sorts of comforts and
luxury. They had wealth, power and
influence. A Prophet came to them.
They rejected his Message and
opposed his mission with the result
that heavenly punishment came down
upon them sudden and swift and they
went to their doom unwept,
unhonoured and unsung. The ill-fated
monarch who, in his conceit and
arrogance, called himself God, went

to the depths of the sea (20:79), with
the memorable words, "I believe that
there is no God but He in Whom the
Children of Israel believed," on his
lips. He who wanted to have a peep at
the God of Moses in the heavens
(40:38) had a taste of His might in the
depths of the sea.
3714. Commentary:
God delivered the Israelites from
the bondage of Pharaoh whom the
possession of great wealth, power and
influence had made so proud and
conceited that he rejected the Divine
Message with disdain and contempt.
3715. Commentary:
God selected the Israelites for His
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34. And We gave them Signs
wherein was a clear trial.
35. These people do say:
36. a‘It is but our first and only
death, after which there is no
life and we shall not be raised
again.3716
37. So bring back our fathers, if
you speak the truth.’
38. Are they better or the people
of Tubba‘ and those before
them? We destroyed them
because they were sinful.3717
39. bAnd We created not the
heaven and the earth, and all that
is between them, in sport.3718
a

6:30; 23:38; 37:60; 45:25. b21:17; 38:28.

favours because in the divine scheme
of things, they were found to be most
suited for carrying on the divine
mission at that time.
3716. Commentary:
The verse means to say that
knowing that the Israelites were
raised from the bondage of sin and
servitude to moral and political
eminence, the disbelievers have the
hardihood to deny the great lifegiving power of God, and to maintain
that once they are dead, they are dead
forever, and will never be raised again.

Kings of Yemen were only known by
this title when they also held sway
over Himyar, Hadramaut and Saba.
From ancient inscriptions it appears
that the Tubbas ruled over these
territories from 270 A.D. to 525 A.D.
Historical annals speak of their great
glory and despotism. They seemed to
have extended their rule over all
Arabia, even to East Africa (Enc. of
Islam). The particular Tubba‘ referred
to in the verse under comment, is
mentioned in some traditions as a
Prophet of God. The Quran seems to
support this view (50:15).

3717. Commentary:
3718. Commentary:
Human life has a grim purpose and
Tubba‘ is said to be the royal title
of the kings of Himyar in Yemen. The a great mission. The faculties and
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40. We created them not but for
an eternal purpose, but most of
them understand not.
41. Verily, the Day of Decision
is the appointed time for all of
them,3719
42. aThe Day when a friend
shall not avail a friend at all, nor
shall they be helped,
43. Save those to whom Allah
shows mercy. Surely, He is the
Mighty, the Merciful.3720
R. 3.

44. Verily,
Zaqqum3721

b

the

tree

of

45. Will be the food of the
sinful,
a

2:124; 70:11; 80:35-37. b37:63; 56:53.

inborn powers of man are an
indication that life is real and earnest.
It is to this great principle that the
creation of the heavens and the earth
emphatically draws our attention.
3719. Commentary:
Besides the final Day of Decision
when all secrets of the unknown will
be laid bare and human actions
weighed in the balance and finally
judged, there is a day of decision in
the time of every Prophet in this very
life when truth triumphs and falsehood is defeated. The reference in the
verse is to both these Days of
Decision.
3720. Commentary:
Elsewhere the Quran says: "There

is no shelter for anyone this day from
the decree of Allah excepting those to
whom He shows mercy" (11:44). It is
one of the basic principles of Islam
that salvation depends upon the grace
and mercy of God.
3721. Commentary:
In this and several succeeding
verses a description is given of the
consequences of rejection of the
Divine Message and of its acceptance, as unfolded in this and the next
world. The description given is in
terms of physical representation of
the condition of dwellers of Hell and
that of the inmates of Paradise.
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46. Like molten copper, ait will
boil in their bellies,3722
47. As the boiling of scalding
water.
48. We shall say the angels
‘Seize him and drag him into
the midst of the blazing
Fire;3723
49. Then bpour upon his head
the torment of boiling water.’
50. ‘Taste it! Thou didst
consider thyself the mighty, the
noble.3724
51. This indeed is what you did
doubt.’
a

22:21. b22:20; 55:45; 56:43.

3722. Important Words:
( یغیلwill boil) is aorist from غیل. They
say  غیل القدرi.e. the cooking-pot boiled.
 غیل الرجلmeans, the man became
vehemently angry. When said of
liquor,  غیلmeans, it fermented, it
effervesced (Lane).
3723. Important Words:
( اعتلوہdrag him) is imperative mood
from عتل. They say  عتلهi.e. he drew
him along or dragged him roughly or
violently; he pushed him or thrust
him roughly and violently. عتل ال یشء
means, he carried the thing. عتل ایل ال یشء
(‘atila) means, he hastened to do an
evil deed (Lane & Aqrab).
3724. Commentary:
False pride and foolish self-conceit

are at the root of the disbelievers’
denial of God’s Prophets. To this fact
reference has been made again and
again in the Quran (43:32, 52, 53,
etc.). The first recorded denial of a
Prophet of God (Adam) was due to
pride and arrogance on the part of
Iblis (2:35). The verse under
comment means to say that
disbelievers will be given zaqqum
( )زقومto eat and thus their pride will
be humbled, as it was their arrogance
and pride that stood in the way of
their accepting the truth. The word
 زقومhas been considered by some to
be an abbreviation, standing for the
meaning and content of the verse.
The words of the verse have been
spoken in irony and disdain.
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52. Verily, athe righteous will be
in a place of security,3725
53. bAmid gardens and springs,
54. cAttired in fine silk and
heavy brocade, facing one
another.3726
55. Thus will it be. And dWe
shall
consort
them
as
companions
fair
maidens,
having wide, black eyes.3727
56. They will call therein for
e
every kind of fruit, in peace
and security.
57. They will not taste death
therein, save the first death.
a

30:16; 52:18; 78:32. b68:35; 78:33. c18:32; 76:22. d52:21; 56:23. e52:19; 55:53; 56:21.

3725. Commentary:
The righteous were oppressed and
persecuted and were denied safety
and security in this world for having
accepted the Divine Message. In the
next world they will enjoy perfect
peace, safety and security as
recompense for having been denied
these blessings in the present life.
The verse may also constitute a
prophecy. The Companions of the
Holy Prophet were oppressed and
persecuted for many years. They are
told that the time was fast
approaching when they will enjoy
security and will have all those
blessings and boons that are
mentioned in the succeeding verses.

3726. Important Words:
For  سندسand  إستربقsee 18:32.
3727. Important Words:
( حورfair maidens) is the plural of
 حوراءwhich is derived from حار. They
say  حار الثوابi.e. he washed the cloth
and made it white.  حورت العنیmeans,
whiteness of the white of the eye and
blackness of the black thereof became
intense.  حوراءmeans, a woman having
eyes like those of gazelles or
combining intense whiteness of the
white of the eye and intense
blackness of the black thereof with
whiteness or fairness of complexion
(Lane and Aqrab). See also 3:53.
( عنیhaving wide eyes) is the plural
of  عیناءwhich means, a beautiful
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a

And He will save them from
the punishment of the blazing
Fire,3728
58. As an act of grace from thy
Lord. bThat is the supreme
triumph.3729
59. cAnd We have made it (the
Quran) easy in thy tongue that
they may give heed.
60. So wait thou; they too are
waiting.3730
a

52:28. b37:61. c19:98; 54:18.

woman having wide, black eyes. See Prophet has been enjoined to wait.
also 37:49.
The Surah was revealed at Mecca.
This shows that the Holy Prophet was
3728. Commentary:
The verse unmistakably shows that to wait for some time before Divine
life in the next world would be punishment was to overtake the
eternal and continuously progressive; Quraish. The Muslims had to wait for
not a life of inaction or lassitude.
14 long years before heavenly
punishment visited their persecutors
3729. Commentary:
The Surah ends with the and tormentors in the form of the
enunciation of the basic doctrine of latter’s ignominious defeat at Badr.
Islam that salvation depends on the The God of Islam is a Merciful and
Compassionate God. He is quick to
grace and mercy of God.
forgive and slow to punish.
3730. Commentary:
Twice in this brief Surah the Holy
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CHAPTER 45
AL-JATHIYAH
(Revealed before Hijrah)
General Remarks and Context
This is the sixth of the seven Surahs belonging to the Ha Mim group.
Like other Surahs of this group, it was revealed at Mecca. No exact date can
be assigned to its revelation, although Nöldeke places it immediately after the
41st chapter. Naturally, it differs little in its subject matter from other Surahs
of this group. It derives its title from verse 29.
Towards the close of the preceding Surah it was stated that righteous
believers will reside in places of security where every kind of comfort will be
at their disposal and they will enjoy eternal life, immune from death or
degradation. The present Surah opens with the statement that just as timely
rain gives new life to the dead earth; similarly, a Divine Prophet is raised
when men become morally corrupt. As men had become corrupt, God had
raised the Holy Prophet Muhammad to regenerate them. He is a true
Messenger of God and not a liar or a sinful forger of lies.
Summary of Subject Matter
Like the preceding five Surahs of the Ha Mim group the present Surah
also opens with the subject of Quranic revelation and Divine Unity which
constitutes its main theme, and adduces the creation of man and all animal and
vegetable life on earth, the coming down of timely rain from the clouds which
quickens the dead earth, the marvellous creation of the universe and the
complete and consummate design and order that pervade and permeate it, as
great signs to establish the existence of an unerring and All-Powerful Being
behind all this and proceeds to invite disbelievers to consider, how the Wise
Being Who has made such wonderful provision for man’s short and temporary
life on earth, could have failed to make similar provision for his eternal life.
This provision for man’s spiritual sustenance has been made in the revelation
that descends upon God’s Messengers to lead him to the achievement of the
goal of his life. The Surah then goes on to say that God does not allow the
arrangement which He has made for the moral and spiritual regeneration of
man to be interfered with. He does not allow a forger of lies to prosper.
Sooner or later the impostor must come to grief. But the Holy Prophet’s
mission is making uniform progress. This is proof positive of the fact that he
is not a liar but a true Messenger of God. If, in spite of such patent and
invincible proofs, disbelievers proudly persist in their disbelief, they are
warned that their rejection of truth will not go unpunished.
2884

The Surah then gives one more very cogent argument to prove and
substantiate the claim of the Holy Prophet, viz. that all the forces of nature are
working to support and further his cause. It is, therefore, bound to succeed,
and the day is fast approaching when the powerful persecutors of helpless
Muslims will suffer defeat and will be at the mercy of their victims. This fact
will then constitute another proof of the truth of the Holy Prophet. Next, the
Muslims are told that in the hour of victory and triumph they should forgive
and forget and be merciful and generous to their opponents. Again, a brief
reference is made to the Mosaic Dispensation. It is stated that the Quran has
been revealed because the Torah failed to fully satisfy the spiritual needs of
man. It also fulfils the prophecies made in the Torah about the advent of a
Prophet from among the brethren of the Israelites (Deut. 18:18).All these facts
have been stated for the guidance of honest seekers after truth.
The Surah further tells disbelievers that God, the Author of all life, is a
Wise God. He has created man to serve a very great and noble object. If man’s
life had no purpose, God would not have created him, and if death were the
end of all life, the Wise Creator would be regarded as having done a
purposeless thing by creating this vast universe. But God is far above all this.
He has created man to achieve a noble goal. A better and fuller life which
knows no end awaits him in the next world. It is only in this way that the
creation of man can be justified. The disbelievers labour under a serious
misapprehension, if they think that with the dissolution of man’s physical
habitat his soul also dies and there is an end of him.
The Surah closes with a brief but very effective description of the Day
of Judgement. Every people, it says, will be summoned to render an account
of their actions. Their eyes, ears and other organs of the body will bear
witness for or against them. Those who believed in God’s Messengers and did
good works will be admitted into God’s mercy while evil consequences of the
wicked deeds of those who rejected God’s Messengers and opposed and
oppressed them will be made manifest to them and they will incur God’s
wrath and burn in the fire of His displeasure. That will be the last Judgement
Day. But even before that day disbelievers will have to give an explanation, in
this very life, as to why they disobeyed and defied the Prophets of God.
They are further warned that if they did not repent and mend their ways,
they will be doomed to a life of failure and frustration. But the righteous
servants of God will meet with success and prosperity, and this triumph of
truth over falsehood will establish that "All praise belongs to Allah, Lord
of the heavens, and Lord of the earth, the Lord of all the worlds; His is the
Majesty in the heavens; and He is the Mighty, the Wise."
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(AL-JATHIYAH)
1. In the name of Allah, the
Gracious, the Merciful.3731
2. bHaMim.3732
a

3. cThe revelation of this Book
is from Allah, the Mighty, the
Wise.3733
4. dVerily, in the heavens and
the earth are Signs for those
who believe.3734
a

See1:1. b41:2. c32:3; 36:6; 40:3; 41:3. d2:165; 42:30.

3731. Commentary:
See 1:1.
3732. Commentary:
See 40:2.
3733. Commentary:
See 42:4.
3734. Commentary:
Like the preceding five chapters
which have the abbreviated letters Ha
Mim placed in their beginning, the
present Surah opens with the subject
of Quranic revelation and with its
principal theme—the Unity of God.
In this and the next two verses the
creation of heavens and the earth, the
beautiful and perfect design and order
that exist in the universe, the creation
of man and all the creatures that have
been created on earth for his use and
service, and that of the whole solar
system, have been adduced as
arguments to prove that there must be,

and actually is, an All-Powerful and
All-Knowing Being Who has created
this universe and Who is controlling
it. And then in the words, and the
provision that Allah sends down from
the heaven, whereby He quickens the
earth after its death, the Surah
proceeds to dwell upon the need and
necessity of Divine revelation. The
verse purports to say that when God
has made such ample and complete
provision for the physical needs and
requirements of man as to have
created heavens and earth and the
whole universe for his benefit. He
could not have neglected to make
similar provision for his spiritual
needs, and just as rain is sent down
from the clouds to give new life to
dead
earth;
similarly,
Divine
revelation is sent down from heaven
for the spiritual regeneration and
resuscitation of mankind.
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5. And in your own creation and
in that of all the creatures which
He scatters in the earth are
Signs for a people who possess
firm faith.3734A
6. And in athe alternation of
night and day, and the provision
that Allah sends down from the
heaven, whereby bHe quickens
the earth after its death, and in
the changing of the winds, are
Signs for a people who try
tounderstand.3735
7. These are the Signs of Allah
which We rehearse unto thee
with truth. In what word, then,
after rejecting the Word of Allah
and His Signs, will they
believe?3736
a

2:165; 3:191; 10:7. b16:66; 22:6; 30:51; 35:28; 39:22.

3734A. Commentary:
See preceding verse.

3736. Important Words:
( بعدafter) has a variety of meanings,
some of which are: after or afterwards;
behind; before; yet; now; in spite of;
contrary to or against; in addition to,
or furthermore (Lane & Aqrab).
( حدیثword) means, a piece of
information; an announcement; an
important news; an account; a
narration; a tradition; a thing or
matter that is talked of; any discourse
that one hears (Lane & Aqrab). See
also 4:43.

3735. Commentary:
This verse further says that as light
follows darkness, similarly when
spiritual darkness spreads over the
entire earth, God creates new light in
the form of a Prophet or Divine
Reformer to whom He reveals
Himself. And just as winds carry
pollen from male to female trees in
order to fecundate them, in the same
way the spiritually elevating ideas
that emanate from a Divine Reformer Commentary:
impregnate the minds of men and
In view of different meanings of the
bring about spiritual revolution in them. words  بعدand  حدیثgiven above
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8. Woe to every sinful liar,3737
9. Who hears the Signs of Allah
recited unto him, and then
proudly persists in his disbelief,
as though he heard them not. So
give him the tidings of a painful
punishment.
10. And when he learns
something of Our Signs, ahe
makes a jest of them. For such
there is an abasing punishment.
11. bBefore them is Hell; and
that which they have earned
shall not avail them aught, nor
shall those whom they have
taken for protectors beside
Allah. And they will have a
great punishment.3738
12. This is true guidance. cAnd
for those who disbelieve in the
Signs of their Lord is the torture
of a painful punishment.
a

2:232; 31:7. b14:17-18. c2:40; 22:58.

under Important Words, the expression
 فبأی حدیث بعدہ ی ٔومنونwould mean:
(i) In what word or discourse, after
rejecting the Word of Allah and after
rejecting His signs, will they believe?
(ii) In what word, contrary to the
Word of Allah and His signs, will
they believe?
(iii) In what word, after the Word
of Allah and His signs have come,
will they believe?
(iv) In spite of the fact that the

Word of God and His signs have
come to them, they do not believe in
them. Then in what else would they
believe?
3737. Commentary:
Evidently a man who rejects clear
signs of God is a forger and teller of
lies and a committer of abominations
and, therefore, legitimately deserves a
painful punishment.
3738. Commentary:
The verse means to say that the
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R. 2.

13. Allah it is aWho has
subjected the sea to you that
ships may sail thereon by His
command, and that you may
seek of His bounty, and that you
may be grateful.
14. bAnd He has subjected to
you whatsoever is in the
heavens and whatsoever is in
the earth: all this is from Him.
In that surely are Signs for a
people who reflect.3739
15. Say to those who believe
that they forgive those who
persecute them and fear not the
Days of Allah, that He may
requite a people for what they
earn.3740
a

16:15; 17:67; 30:47; 31:32; 35:13. b22:66.

Unity of God, for the establishment
of which Divine Scriptures have been
revealed and Prophets raised, is the
quintessence of Divine guidance and
those who reject and deny it are
bound to meet with a sad fate.
3739. Commentary:
In vv. 4, 5 and 6 one kind of
argument, viz. the creation of man
and all life on earth, and the
alternation of day and night, had been
given to prove the existence, the
Almightiness and the Unity of God.
The present verse gives another kind
of argument to prove the same thesis,
viz. that the whole universe has been
created to serve man. See also 2:165.

3740. Important Words:
( الیرجونfear not) is formed from رجا.
They say  رجا ال یشءi.e. he hoped to get
the thing; he feared the thing. The
word  رجاis used in the sense of
hoping to get a thing when the thing
hoped for is good and pleasant and
fearing a thing that should be feared
(Aqrab & Mufradat). See also 10:8.
( ایام اهللdays of Allah) means, the
favours and punishment of God
(Aqrab). See also 14:6.
Commentary:
The Surah under comment was
revealed at Mecca in the early period
of the Holy Prophet’s ministry when
Islam was in a very weak state and
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16. aWhoso does good, does it
for his own soul; and whoso
does wrong, does so to its
detriment. Then to your Lord
will you all be brought back.
17. And verily, bWe gave the
children of Israel the Book, and
sovereignty, and prophethood;
and cWe provided them with
good and pure things, and We
exalted them over the peoples
of the time.3741
18. And We gave them clear
Signs regarding this affair. dAnd
they did not differ but after true
knowledge had come to them,
through mutual envy. Verily, thy
Lord will judge between them
on the Day of Resurrection
a

6:161; 29:7. b6:90. c10:94. d42:15; 98:5.

Muslims were being persecuted. It
was at that time that Muslims were
enjoined to forgive those who
persecuted them and who did not fear
the punishment of God. The verse
clearly embodied a great prophecy
that the time was fast approaching
when the persecutors of the poor and
defenceless Muslims would be at the
latter’s mercy. So Muslims were told
in advance that in such an eventuality
they should forgive their persecutors
and forget the wrongs done to them,
and leave them to God to deal with
them as He, in His infallible wisdom,
deemed fit.
The words  ایام اهللsignify the days

when God helped the Muslims
against their enemies and punished
the latter.
3741. Commentary:
The mention of prophethood,
separate from "the Book" (which
means the Law or the Shari‘ah),
shows that while Moses was given
the Law, the Prophets who came after
him brought no new Law but
followed the Torah—the Book of
Moses. Elsewhere, the Quran says:
Surely, We sent down the Torah
wherein was guidance and light. By it
did the Prophets who were obedient
to this judge for the Jews (5:47),
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concerning that wherein they
differed.3742
19. Then We set thee on a clear
path concerning the affair; so
follow it, aand follow not the
evil inclinations of those who
know not.3743
20. Verily, they will not avail
thee aught against Allah. Surely,
b
the wrongdoers are friends one
of the other; but Allah is the
friend of the righteous.
21. cThis Book contains clear
evidences for mankind and is a
guidance and a mercy for a
people who possess firm
faith.3744
22. dDo those who commit evil
deeds think that We shall make
them like those who believe and
a

5:49; 6:151. b5:52; 9:67. c7:204; 12:109. d32:19; 38:29; 39:10.

3742. Commentary:
"The Affair" signifies "the Affair of
the Holy Prophet" (see next verse)
and the verse purports to say that the
Book of Moses contains many clear
prophecies about the advent of the
Holy Prophet and that the Israelites
rejected him not because there was
any dearth of arguments and signs
and divine prophecies to support and
establish his claim but because of
"mutual envy", i.e. they did not like
the very idea that a Prophet should
have appeared from among the non-

Israelites.
3743. Commentary:
This verse makes it quite clear that
"the Affair" or "Matter" referred to in
the preceding verse signifies the
advent of the Holy Prophet and
Quranic revelation.
3744. Commentary:
The verse means that just as the
Torah "was a guidance and mercy for
the Israelites" (see v. 17 above);
similarly, this Book, the Quran, is a
guidance and mercy for the whole of
humanity for all times to come.
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do righteous deeds, so that their
life and their death shall be
equal? Evil indeed is what they
judge.3745
R. 3.

23. And Allah has created the
heavens and the earth in
accordance with an eternal law,
so that aevery soul may be
requited for that which it
earns; and they shall not be
wronged.3746
24. Hast thou seen him bwho
has taken his desire for his god,
and whom Allah has adjudged
astray on basis of His knowledge,
a

14:52; 40:18; 74:39. b25:44.

3745. Important Words:
( اجرتحواcommit) is derived from جرح
which means, he worked or wrought
with his hand; he earned.  جرحهmeans,
he wounded him. They say بئس ما جرحت
 یداکi.e. evil is that which thy hands
have wrought. اجرتح ال یشءmeans, he
earned the thing.  اجرتح االثمmeans, he
committed a sin (Lane & Aqrab).
Commentary:
The verse embodies an infallible
criterion to judge between truth and
falsehood and between belief and
disbelief. It purports to say that
believers and disbelievers are never
equal in life or in death. While in life
disbelievers, being pitted against truth,
meet with defeat and discomfiture,
when they die they leave behind no
one to remember them or perpetuate
their memory because their own sons

and grandsons eventually come to
believe in and accept the truth. On the
contrary, the cause that is dear to the
believers progresses and prospers and
they are remembered with honour and
respect after their death. The verse, in
fact, gives a miniature description of
the conditions of the followers of
Islam and of its opponents, in this and
the next life.
3746. Commentary:
The verse again draws attention to
the supreme fact that the creation of
the universe and the perfect design
and order that pervade it lead to but
one conclusion that adequate
provision has been made for man’s
moral and spiritual development, and
therefore in the life to come he shall
have to render an account of the use
he makes of God-given faculties and
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and whose ears and whose
heart He has sealed up, and on
whose eyes He has put a
covering? Who, then, will guide
him after Allah has condemned
him? Will you not then
heed?3747
25. And they say, b‘There is
nothing but this our present life;
we die and we live here; and
nothing but Time destroys us.’
But they have no knowledge of
that; they do but conjecture.3748
26. And when Our clear Signs
are recited unto them, their only
a

2:8; 6:47; 16:109. b6:30; 19:67; 23:38; 36:79.

powers in this life.
3747. Commentary:
The verse develops the theme of the
preceding verse and purports to say
that as man has been created to serve
a sublime object and has been
endowed with great powers and
faculties for the fulfilment of that
object, and as the whole universe has
been pressed into service for him in
order to help him in its achievement,
so, if, instead of making a proper use
of his God-given powers he worships
gods of his own fancy or imagination,
he works out his spiritual ruin with
his own hands.

people.  دھرہmeans, he over came him;
he prevailed upon him or surpassed
him. دھرmeans: (a) time from the
beginning of the world to its end;
time long or short, any period or
portion of time; (b) fate, fortune;
(c) age, epoch; (d) course of events,
vicissitudes of time, calamity; and
(e) custom, habit, a desire, etc.
(Aqrab & Lane).

Commentary:
The verse purports to say that when
disbelievers are told that they will
have to render an account of their
deeds before God in the next life,
they refuse to believe that there is or
3748. Important Words:
can be such a life. On the contrary,
( الدھرTime) is infinitive-noun from they allege that people die and other
(dahara). They say  دھر بالقوم امر مکروہ اوpeople take their place and this
 دھرھمi.e. an evil event befell the process goes on till, with the passage
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contention is that they say,
‘Bring back our fathers, if you
are truthful.’
27. Say, ‘It is Allah Who gives
you life, then acauses you to die;
then He will gather you together
unto the Day of Resurrection,
about which there is no doubt.’
But most men know not.3749
R. 4.

28. To Allah belongs the
kingdom of the heavens and the
earth; and on the day when the
Hour shall come, on that day
those who follow falsehood will
be the losers.3750
29. And thou wilt see every
people on their knees. Every
a

2:29; 22:67; 40:69.

to serve a great purpose. If man’s life
had no purpose, God would not have
created him, and if death were the end
of all life, God would be regarded
as guilty of doing something
3749. Commentary:
purposeless. But He is far above that.
The verse answers the objection
Therefore a new and better life which
raised by disbelievers in v. 25 above
knows no decline or end awaits him
that there is no life beyond the
in the next world. See also 2:29.
present life on earth. It purports to
say that God Who has the power to 3750. Commentary:
The verse implies that as God is the
raise—and He does raise—people
who, to all intents and purposes, are King of the heavens and the earth, He
spiritually and morally dead and will give the sovereignty of the earth
defunct, to a new, vibrant and to His righteous servants.
The "Hour" referred to in the verse
vigorous life, can and will certainly
bring about a Resurrection in the next may signify the day of the final
world. The verse further says that discomfiture of falsehood in this world
man was nothing. God gave him life —preferably the day when Mecca fell.

of time, the matter becomes dissolved
and is destroyed; and that this is the
be-all and end-all of human existence,
there being no life hereafter.
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people will be asummoned to its
Book, and it shall be said to
them, ‘This day shall you be
requited for that which you
did.3751
30. b‘This is Our Book; it
speaks against you with truth.
We caused all that you did to be
fully recorded.’3752
31. Now, cas for those who
believed and did righteous
deeds, their Lord will admit
them into His mercy. That is the
clear achievement.
32. But as to those who
disbelieved, it will be said to
them, d“Were not My Signs
recited unto you? But you were
arrogant, and were a guilty
people.
33. And when it was said to
you, ‘The promise of Allah is
a

17:14; 83:7-10. b17:15, 72; 69:20, 26; 83:21. c83:23. d23:106; 67:9-10.

mentioned in the previous verse has
been substituted by the expression
( کتابناOur Book, i.e. Our Record) in
the present verse, because the record
of the deeds or actions of nations and
individuals is preserved by God and
they are judged and requited by Him
accordingly. The word  کتابھاmay also
signify their Shari‘ah, and the verse
would then mean that every people
would be judged according to their
3752. Commentary:
The expression ( کتابھاits Book) own Shari‘ah. See also 69:20, 26.

3751. Commentary:
The words, "every people will be
summoned to its Book," suggest that
the "Hour" referred to in the previous
verse signifies the hour of the
reckoning of a people in this very life,
because in this life nations are judged
by their deeds and are punished or
rewarded accordingly.
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certainly true, and aas to the
Hour, there is no doubt about its
coming,’ you said, ‘We know
not what the Hour is; we think it
to be nothing but a conjecture,
and we have no certainty
concerning it.’”3753
34. bAnd the evil consequences
of their deeds will become
apparent to them, and that
which they used to mock at
shall encompass them.
35. And it will be said to them,
c
'This day shall We forget you,
even as you forgot the meeting
of this your day. And your
resort is the Fire, and you will
have no helpers.3754
36. ‘This is so, because dyou
made a jest of the Signs of
Allah, and the life of the world
deceived you.’ Therefore, that
day they will not be taken out of
it, nor will they be taken back
into favour.3755
a

15:86; 18:22; 20:16; 22:8. b16:35; 21:42; 39:49. c7:52. d5:58-59; 6:71.

promised discomfiture and defeat".
3755. Important Words:
( یستعتبونtaken back into favour) is
derived from عتب.  استعتبتهmeans, I
sought to please him; I begged to be
received into his favour. The
expression  والھم یستعتبونthus would
mean, they shall not be taken back
(this your into the favour of God (Lane &
of your Aqrab). See also 41:25.

3753. Commentary:
This verse further makes it clear that
the "Hour" mentioned in this and the
preceding verse refers also to the
hour of the complete defeat and
discomfiture of disbelievers in this life.
3754. Commentary:
The expression یومکم ھذا
day) means, "this day
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37. All praise, then, belongs to
Allah, Lord of the heavens, and
Lord of the earth, the Lord of
all the worlds.
38. aAnd His is the majesty in
the heavens and the earth; and
He is the Mighty, the Wise.3756
a

30:28.

3756. Commentary:
The Surah had opened with the
mention of Divine attributes—the
Mighty, the Wise, in order to show
that the Revealer of the Quran being
Mighty and Wise, its Message will
find wide publicity and acceptance.
After dwelling on the subject as to
how Divine Messengers and their

righteous followers succeed in their
divine mission while their opponents
meet with failure, the Surah closes
with calling attention to the same
Divine attributes, viz. the Mighty, the
Wise, in order to establish the claim
made in the beginning that the God of
the Quran is a Mighty and Wise God.
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